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Picture Offer
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Your Friend on
Active Service !

If you Intend to send him cigarettes

remember he is worthy of the

vety best. So buy a box of
** De Reszke" and post them

with your own hands.

Then you know
that they will

reach iiim

safely.

D
The Demand for a Cigarette is

Significant of its Quality
EMAND is the barometer of public

opinion. The sales of a cigarette
are the best criterion of its quality

because it affords indisputable evidence of

public approval.
A decade ago the sales of " De Reszke

"

Cigarettes were trifling compared with com-

peting brands. To-day three-fourths of all

the cigarette smokers willing to pay their

price demand " De Reszkes." What has

wrought this remarkable change :

One thing only
QUALITY. A quality
so good that when put
to the test of compari-
son it is unmistakable.

Tl

DCReszke
ONE QUALITY ONLY THE BEST

HE "De Reszke" blend is the secret

of the extraordinary popularity of

this cigarette. It is the blend that is

responsible for that perfect flavour that

pleasant but not pungent aroma -that ex-

quisite mildness which is so rare a virtue.

FOR CHRISTMAS there is really
no better present for a gentleman or for

that matter a lady than " De Reszke
"

Cigarettes. They always afford the greatest

degree of pleasure and satisfaction.

We invite comparison
of "De Reszkes" with
other brands. Our only
obiect in so doing is to

give the cigarettes a chance

to recommend thr.nselves.

TENOR (large size) . . lid.
BASSO (extra large size) 1/2
SOPRANO (Ladies' size) 8d.

1/8

I!

21-

2/7

1/7

3/10 7/3
5

3/2

9/6

f-/3

TO THE TRADE
Before the Budge: io**De Reszke" ,4 merican

Cigarettes cost 6d. They now cost 7 Ad.

Other brands formerly sold at a halfpenny k-ss

cos>t the same as
" De Reszkes." Those

Your attention i particularly directed to the "De Res/ke"AMF.RICANCigarelte, Tobacconists who make a point of studying
which is recognised in the Trade as the finest cigarette of its kind in England, their customers* interests will not lose sight

7Jd. per 10
; 1/3 per 20

; 1/7 per 25 ; 3/1 per 50 ; 6/- per loo. "^RcSk^A'mlrican 'Vibe
Sold by nil Tobacconists and Stores, or post free from

J. MILLHOFF & CO., Ltd. (Dcpt. 7), 86 Piccadilly, London,W.
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WAR ECONOMIES.

SIlC. "I 'M GOING OUT SHOPPING, DEAR. I KNOW 1 OUGHTN'T
TO BE SPENDING, BUT I MUST GET A FEW THINGS."

He. "BY JOVE, BO MUST I. I'LL COME WITH YOU."

She. "DON'T YOU THINK YOU'D BETTER GET YOUB NEW
HAT HEBE? THEY LOOK VEBY NICE AND SEEM MUCH
CHEAPEB THAN THE ONES YOU GENERALLY GET."

Be. "Now THAT'S THE SORT or SENSIBLE BOOT YOU
OUGHT IO HAYll FOR THE WINTER."

She. "LOOK, DARLING, HERE ARE SOME CIGARS QUITE AS
BIG AS THE ONES YOU SMOKE, AND THEY'RE ONLY THREE-
HA'PENCE EACH!"

Se. "Bl THE BY, MY DEAR, ISN'T IT YOUK BIRTHDAY NEXT
WEEK? " He. "WELL, WE DON'T SEEM TO BE GETTING MUCH DONE.

I THINK I'LL JUST LUNCH AT THE CLUB."
She. "Ar.r. -Brnw-r TW, A T>,, T>, n
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WAR ECONOMIES.

"I SAY, LET'S GO AND DINE OUT SOMEWHERE."
'WK CAN'T AFFORD IT."

" NONSENSE ! I
' VK BEEN TOLD OF A PLACE IN SoHO WHERE

Illl'Y (,IVK YOU QUITE A GOOD DINNER foil Kill 111 I: I Nl'ENCE."

mm

II I.UK WE ARE, YOU SEE EIGHTEE5PF.NCE. WELL, I
THINK WE MIGHT LET OURSELVES OO A BIT OVER THE
WINE, EH?"

"PONE llXl Kl.l.FNTLV. THANKS. I'.V THE WAY I THINK
I'LL HAVE ANOTHEIl CHARTREUSE; AND I WONDER IF YOU
COULD SEND OUT FOR SOME CORONAS?"

" NOTHING LEFT BUT A FOUR-GUINEA BOX. A BIT STEEP,
EH? STILL JUST FOB ONCE AS WE ECONOMISED OVER
DINNER WHAT?"

I THINK WE MIGHT RUN TO A LITTLE SUPPER AS WE
Pn Cn fTIITi^TV Tinv'T VlMT 9 "

'\VKLL, WHAT DO you THINK OF THAT FOR AN EIGHTEEN-
T> ITW V I k I V V L' D 1?U 9 * '
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Mr X (late for Bridge Party). "Now THEN, MY DEAR, COMB ALONG I LET 's SEE, HAVE WE GOT EVEBYTHING-HELMETS, BESPIRATOBS,

ELECTBIO TOBCHE8 ? WHY, BLESS ME, YOU 'VE FOBGOTTEN YOUB COLLISION-MAT !

'

Inquisitive Lady. "AND WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THE SUBMABINES WHEN YOU CATCH THEM?"
Kat-al Officer.

" DEPENDS ON THEIB SIZE. WE ALJTJI'S THBOW BACK THE LITTLE ONES."
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THE GERMAN SPORTSMAN'S AMBITION.

THE NEW M.F.H. FOE HOUNDSDITCH.

V '^'\ \*^'l

Tin: GLORIOUS TWELFTH.
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Jntt'lligent Person (to Observation Balloon Officer). "I WONDER YOU DON'T HAVE A LADDER OB A FIUE ESCAPE OB SOMETHING OP
THAT SORT, INSTEAD OF JUST THAT ROPE TO CLIMB UP AND DOWN."

7/<m.v/,,,, ., (tomewhat startled I,,, .lucent of balloon which h,,s nr.t been quite the success it should lace been).
" So THIS is WHAT YOU-VUY AIRCRAFT GENTLEMEN IX) Kim A LMI.Nd!'
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Visitor (to little dawjliter of tlic house, whose father is working very hird at the War Office). "1 SUPPOSE YOU DON'T SEE MUCH OP

YOUR FATHEB NOW, DEAR?"
Little Daughter. "No, WE NEVER SEE DADDY NOW. HE SLEEPS DAY AND NIGHT AT THE WAR OFFICE."

ALL RIGHT, SFESHUL! I WASN'T GOING TO PINCH THE BLOOMIN' LANTERN. I WAS ONLY LOOKIS' AT IT."
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THE GERMAN HUNT FOR METAL.

CITIZEN HAVING HIS HEEL-TIPS REMOVED. L)OG'S IRON DRINKIXG-VESSEL BEING COMMANDEERED.

CONFISCATING CHILD'S TIN. TRUMPET BY IMPERIAL DECREE.

EKMOVING ARTICLES OP METALLIC SUBSTANCE BY HIGH VELOCITY VACUUM PROCESS.
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CHARIVARIA.
[Many of the paragraphs originally appear.

the Firth of Forth, between Edinburgh
and Glasgow." Most submarines are

_, _ -. , . ... "
sea-going," but these must have been

ing on this page have been excised by laml-going at the time.
the Imperial German Censor as being
offensive to the majesty of the Kaiser.

Substitutes have been provided by the ' BfUuh noblmUM, Sir It HIT woltril

best German epigrammatists, and these WAI. l. IK, th inks to ininise his count ri/-

are printed in italics, ,,. /,,/ telling tlli'in that we struck

Tin-: report, that Lord ROBBBBBT has medals in luMOUf of Victoria tliut tUV6T

are delighted to learn that mine-

sweeping has such a refining in-

fluence. Mine-laying has, of course,
the opposite effect.

* *

We blush to think that our noble
Fatherland should h/irlinur such a
croaker as I'M i. II i;;.\r.s, who irntrx

to some obscure journal complaining
joined tlio Anti-Aircraft Corps lias been occurred, such ax the capture, of I'uria, that owgrtat artwonderfulGovernment
officially denied. The error

arose from a confusion be-

tween the Scottish Archers

(of which body his lordship
is a distinguished men
and the Scottish Archibalds.

''. '-.'

A

Pessimist Clubs are noir in

great vogue in London, and

iTi'i'i/ xi/ch institution has

it lomj irniting list. A heiir//

fine is levied upon any
member seen to smile, and a

state of sepulchral gloom is

everywhere insisted on. At

the Broken Constitutional a

member iras i',r/ielled the

other day for a/i/ieanng on

the Club premises in a fancy
truistcoat. ^ *

*
" The Field tells us that

every sportsman who is

shooting at the present
time should kill every bird

on which he can lay his

hands." The-advice is good
and patriotic. If you just
catch them and wring their

necks it saves ammunition.

In connection with the

Zi'/i/ii-liii raids the opjtor-
tuiiist presn has not been

slmr to utilise fur its oivn

purposes even the present

abject panic among Lon-
doners-. We leant that the

Daily Quail is about to offer
handsome prizes for the

quickest recovery from a
street faint. ..% *

Too much attention must
not be paid to the state-

ments regarding the alleged scarcity of and talks about " the chagrin
food iii del-many. True, a writer in German people irhen they had
the Vorwiirts asserts that when the ! consigned to the melt ing-pot." It seems

market opens in the afternoon he has to have escaped his intelligence that this

seen
women and the dresses

bodies." But there

' the hats torn from the heads of

from their

is reason to

believe that he borrowed the descrip-
tion fio:n an account of the Summer
Sales in the West-end of London.

The Toronto Globe states that "mails
from England bring (lie news of the

capture of two more sea-going Ger-

does not bring down the price
offoodstuffs. Let him betake

himself and his petulant
pen to England. If there
is anifthiug in a name, he
is already half-way to being
a HARMSWORTH.

* *

AQuetta paper announces'
that it has been " favoured
with the following book
from the Theosophical Pub-

lishing Office: How We
Remember Our Past Liver."
But was it really necessary,
in India of all places, to

write a book about it?
* *

We cull the follcnving
advertisement froin the
" Times Journal "ofOntario:
" POULTRY. Remember the

boys at the Front with your
personal greeting." It gives
one some idea, of the low state

of patriotism in the British

Empire to learn that it is

apparently necessary to ap-
\ peal to the hen-run for the

support of starving soldiers.
I * *

In an account of the re-

ception given at Manchester
to Lieut. Forshaiv, V.C.,
who has been described as
" the superb bomb-thrower,"
a local paper observed that

"Lieut. Forshaw'swonderfid
achievement had put new
metal into the men of the

Expeditionary Force." In

Germany, Military decora-

tions are only given to those

ivhoput metal into theenemy.
i * #

of the A "
University Correspondent

"

to be quotes from a letter to the Secretary of

a Territorial Force Association. "Sir,

My husband has gone to the Dandelions,
was one of our methods of establishing

! so will you please tell me how to get his

/

AFTER THE CONQUEST TRAFALGAR SQUARE.
[Passed by the Imperial German Censor on the ground that

the artist's attempted humour may be tolerated for the sake of his

prophetic insight.]

a reserve of the metals that tee might
need at a later stage in the War.

*
We sympathise greatly with the

gentleman who advertises his needs

as follows in a Liverpool organ :

" Bachelor (37), tall, dark, refined

tastes (mine sweeping), through lone-

liness, would correspond with Lady of

He seems to be

man submarines about the bridges of some means. View matrimony.
' We

Elopement money."
a bit of a Levanter.

%*
The fox-hunting season has opened

in the Balkans. The British pack is

to be known as Mr. Ferdie's hounds.

[Note by the Imperial German Cen-
sor. // there is any sporting signifi-
cance in this cryptic paragraph, j<v

missed it.]
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THE FORTRESS OF LONDON.
[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as a characteristic

specimen of British hypocrisy.]

OFT had I strayed through London town

Yet, till the Teuton gas-bags came

(Not shooting loosely at the brown
But with a most deliberate aim

Or so it said in their report)
I harboured still the fond illusion

That this was not a martial spot

Tripled in steel against intrusion.

I took it for a haunt of peace,
Civilian to the very maw,

Its sole defence a stout police,

The sentinels of British law,

Who stood with lifted hand and large

Untying tangles in the traffic,

And now and then arrested men
Who tried to scorch or steal or maffick.

The forts of Hampstead, fully manned,

Escaped me ;
I had failed to view

The terraced bastions (MAPPIN'S brand)

Designed to guarantee the Zoo
;

I 'd seen no observation -post

High on St. Paul's when nights were stilly,

No tricky maze of trenched ways
Eaking the slope of Piccadilly.

I'd missed the ponds in every Park
All stiff with Dreadnoughts off the brine,

And sailors singing after dark
" The Watch upon the Serpentine

"
;

I was profoundly unaware

That, steaming hard and never stopping,
Our T. B. D.'s, as thick as bees,

Patrolled the waves from Kew to Wapping.

But now the film is off my eye;
I see, or rather take on trust,

The reason WILLIAM gives me why
London may be reduced to dust ;

Her women-folk must go elsewhere,
Her old and sick, her young and tender,

Leaving behind the warrior-kind

To line her bulwarks and defend her.

And so, by German truth made wise,
I have an answer terse and lear

For those who would not recognise

My status as a Volunteer;
At last my manhood's hour has come

And, now that all the facts are shown up,
I claim the right, by sitting tight,
To have my chance of being blown up. O. S.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.

(From Count

[This contribution from the pen of the Great ex-Dane, the strength
of whose style is only equalled by its fine restraint, is inserted
in the place of an article (under the same title) distinguished in

its attitude to the All-Highest by an infamous blasphemy.]

most splendid and most augustly glorious Ruler, You
in the light of whose far-shining countenance the peoples
have their being, You whose beneficence is celebrated in the
farthest corners of the habitable globe, You whose mercy is

as that of an all-seeing father, whose anger seeks out in

their dark hiding-places the reptiles (mainly English) who
have impotently endeavoured with their puny alien teeth to

bite your sacred and unconquerable heel, be compassion-
ate to me, the least worthy but most submissive of your

worshippers, while on bended knees and with my head

grovelling in the dust I attempt with paper and pen and

ink to exalt the virtues for which you are renowned.

You are the successor in our beloved Prussia of

FREDERICK THE GREAT, but never did FREDERICK shine

with wisdom such as yours or prove so magnificently the

might and majesty which adorn the head of a German
monarch. Where he destroyed ten thousand, you with the

devouring fire of your breath have swept millions and

millions from the ranks of living men. Who, indeed, can

withstand you when with your beloved eldest son you sally

forth to war? Those who placed themselves in your way
lie low in the dust waiting until you shall deign to trample
on their bodies. France is your wash-pot ; over England
you have cast out your shoe over England who presumes
to dispute with you the rule of the land and the command
of the sea. Yet cannot she abide your presence when in

glittering armour you march at the head of your armies

or direct the conquering course of your ships. She, the

hereditary foe, snarls in her toothless rage at the proud
works of German Kultur. She lets loose upon the ocean

the armed mass of the Lusitania, and when with one

flashing thunderbolt of war you punish her presumption she

whines about the deaths of women and children. Those
who perished were English women and English children,

and therefore they rightly perished for daring to set them-

selves against your designs. And if in addition to these

English vermin there were Americans amongst the drowned,
so much the better, since, next to the English, the

Americans are most to be detested for venturing to doubt

your all-pervading goodness and righteousness. Let them
all be swept from the face of the earth and of the water, so

that there may be more room there for the solid race of

Germans, whose guardian and darling you have graciously

appointed yourself to be.

Therefore, hail, O irresistible conqueror of Belgium, hail,

invader of ferocious Serbia, scatterer of death-dealing bombs
on fortified London and on all the fortress-villages of

England ; mighty and most merciful KAISER. It is for you
to reign triumphant while your enemies peep about to find

themselves dishonourable graves. While I live I will exalt

my KAISER and will cover with confusion and curses the

foes of his house. And as for the English, let them be

... let them be .... They are assuredly doomed and

. . . the fire shall devour ....

[Note by the Imperial (rcrman Censor : At this point the

writer abruptly terminated his latter, being apparently
fearful lest the fervour of his loyalty should do some

/ii'i'inanent injury to the natural moderation of his

epistolary style.]

ON THE SPY STRAFE.

[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as an example of British

ignorance of German sausages, dachshunds and other social

features of the Fatherland.]

Fritz's dachshund, the Strafer, was on show in a sausage-
shop window before Fritz had him. You see Fritz's father

is in that line of business. He .is very clever at it too,
Fritz says, and can tell you what is the matter with every
sausage in his shop.

Fritz says that people often come to his father for infor-

mation like that ; they show him a sausage they have

purchased from him and ask him " What in the name of

all that's holy and German" he calls that. One man
came all the way from Mecklenburg- Schwerin you could
hear him doing it, Fritz says and asked his father if he
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TRUTH MIRRORED IN GERMAN ART.

Tlie Soldier. " I AM NOT ALLOWED TO BUY YOU A DRINK, COMRADE, so YOU MUST oo WITHOUT."

The Sailor. " THEN I SHALL DESERT FROM THE NAVY. IF I CANNOT DRINK I WILL NOT FIGHT."

M) TIII: REFINED CRUKLTY WITH WHICH STARVING GERMAN PRISONERS ARE TREATED BY THE BRITISH.i:

The above two pictures, the work of typical Berlin artists, have been substituted by the Imperial German Censor for an

impossible Cartoon in which doubt was cast upcn the divinity of th: Ka'ser.]
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remembered selling him a large dark-brown single-cylindered

s:uis;ige \vitli a j)iirj)le smell, answering to the name of

K. ,sebud." His father remembered it all right, Fritz says ;

lie >l lowed the man where it had bitten him once, and they

compared bites.

Frit/, says his father always goes round his sausages every

morning, and one day he detected a rather more violent

movement than usual taking place in one of the Zeppelin
brands. Frit/ says his father picked it up very carefully, so

as not to injure the bloom, and hold it to his ear. He knew
what was the matter at once, Fritz says one of the

cylinders was missing fire.
"

Fritz says his father was just going to send it to the

English-prisons-food-supply department, when his mother

pointed out that parts of it were quite good yet, so he gave
it to Fritz.

Fritz says his father warned him to be very careful how
he handled it, so Fritz got a half-Nelson, I mean half-

Tirpitz, on it and took it
"~

into the garden to hatch

out. Fritz says you 'd never

believe, for the skin sud-

denly burst open and out

crawled a lovelydachshund !

Fritz says his father recog-
nised the dachshund at

once, and then went to ex-

amine the sausage machine.

It turned out, Fritz says,
that it was an English

-

made sausage machine,
that 's why.

It 's a splendid dachs-

hund, Fritz says; he calls

it the Strafer. Fritz says
if you pat it on the. head,
it will wag its tail next day,
and it 's because of the dis-

tance, like Tipperary.
Fritz often takes it out

strafing things ; it strafed

a fortified rabbit the other

day. It was a very fierce

rabbit, Fritz says, and kept
biting at the grass and

things. Fritz says the

Strafer sank down in the

grass out of sight and

approached within five yards of it, and when the rabbit

caught sight of the Strafer's periscope it made a demonstra-
tion down a rabbit-hole.

But the Strafer knows all about rabbits down holes ; he

just pushed himself backwards down the rabbit-hole, gave
the rabbit a terrific boost with his hind legs and caught it

as it came out at the other end. He is a splendid booster,
Fritz says, and it's because of his back action.

Fritz says the Strafer caught three rabbits that day and
a limp. He didn't want the limp. You see it was rather
a short hole, and the Strafer had gone in backwards and
was keeping his eye glued on the other end of the rabbit-

hole whilst the rest of him was boosting about inside.

Suddenly the Strafer saw what he thought was a rabbit

coming out of the hole backwards, kicking like anything
and sending earth flying everywhere. Fritz says the Strafer
smiled to himself it was too easy. Then he shut his eyes,
made one grab and held on. That 's how he got the limp.
You see, what the Strafer thought was a rabbit was his own
hind legs boosting two hundred to the minute, and when the
Strafer made a grab he thought he felt the rabbit making a

grab at him and that made him bite deeper.

The more he chewed, the better work the rabbit seemed

to be putting in, so then the Strafer started to try and pull

the rabbit backwards.
Fritz says the Strafer didn't dare open his eyes, because

his hind legs were buzzing and the air was full of stones

and gravel.
He pulled himself twice through the hole and out again

before he could stop himself. Fritz says the Strafer doesn't

know now where the rabbit finally got to ;
he only knows

that it was in a sinking condition when he abandoned it.

Fritz is training the Strafer to do the goose-step, so

that when the Germans take London he will be able to

keep step with them.
Fritz's dachshund was on the Spy Strafe the other day and

he nearly did it. You see a man got out of a tram that

an officer had stopped and it made Fritz very suspicious
because it wasn't the right stopping place and it is verboten

to get out of or into trams except at certain places. You see

the officer saw the tram

passing and put up his

sword for it to stop ;
then

he went slowly up to it,

struck a match on it to

light a cigar and then

motioned it on. But it

happened that the tram
had stopped opposite the

restaurant to which the

man wanted to go, and he

got out. Fritz says they
fined him for getting out,

made him take another

ticket, then made him get
in again, and fined him for

getting in at the wrong
place.

Fritz says the man spoke
very fluent German to the

policeman and the tram-
conductor to put them off

the scent. But the Strafer

had his eye on him, and
when he returned he fol-

lowed him into the restau-

rant.. Fritz knew he was

disguised as a German be-

cause he had a suit of

Deutschland iiber-alls on.
Fritz says some officers were in the restaurant, and when
they drank to " Der Tag

"
he heard the man mutter

something about "Der Tag, der Eag and der Bobtail."
Fritz says the Strafer was soon on his track ; he went and
sat on his hind legs bolt upright close beside the man,
ready to strafe as soon as he saw his opportunity.

Fritz says it was awful
; he could see the Strafer edging

up nearer and nearer all the time, licking his lips. Presently
the man took up a toothpick out of a wine-glass. Fritz
felt certain he was English because when he had finished
with the toothpick he didn't put it back. And then sud-

denly everything happened. The Strafer could hold himself
in no longer; he made a fearful grab at the man, missed
him, but swallowed up all the meal he had left on his plate.
The man gave the Strafer a push which made him execute
a strategic retirement amongst the wine-glasses of the
officers, who were loyally hoch-cupping the KAISER. The
man tried to apologise, and said,

" I 'm real sorry," but the
officers drew their swords and nearly cut him in two.

Fritz says the man wasn't an Englishman after all ; he
was an American

; but how was the Strafer to know the
difference ?

THE PINCH OF WAR.
Foreman Printer. " WE CAN'T DO WITH ANY MORE AIR RAID copy,

MISTER. WE'VE USED UP EVERY ' Z ' IN THE PLACE!"

[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as indicating the shortage
of metal in England the result of the supremacy of the German
Navy.]
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LE ROI S'AMUSE.

4fcJ YE

r.
"
ALL-HIGHEST, THE IMPEBIAL BAG CONSISTS OF FORTY-SEVEN STAGS, ONE THOUSASD-AND-EIGHTY PHEASANTS, FIVE

BABBITS, NINETY-FIVE WOODCOCK AKD A BEATEH." Willielm. "I DO NOT SEE HIM. LAY HIM OUT WITH THE OTHERS

Wilht'Im. "Tnis OUGHT TO TEACH TinrY A LOT."

[These two pictures are passed by the Imperial German Censor as showing the godless perversity with which the British
refuse to recognise the humaneness of the Kaiser.]
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TRUTH MIRRORED IN GERMAN ART.

Despatch Rider. " OKDEKS FROM HEADQUARTERS. THE ATTACK MUST BEGIN AT ONCE!"
British Officer. "WHAT! IN OUK DINNER-HOUR?"

[This picture, drawn by a Potsdam artist, and graphically representing the lack of devotion to duty in the enemy's
ranks, is substituted by the Imperial German Censor for a foolish satire upon German Military methods.]

THE COMPLETE MESS PRESIDENT.

[Passed by 1he Imperial German Censor
as a typical example of the deplorable
levity cf the British Army ;

also of its

lack of organisation.]

SOME day I too shall write a book
called Misunderstood. It will be all

about a sunny young Mess President

who went with the snowdrops. I shall

publish it in the hope of touching the

heart of our Adjutant, who once said

things about me for which I hope he is

sorry, when I had done my best to make
the ration plum-and-apple jam taste

like marmalade for a birthday surprise.
At the end of the book there will be

a list of suggestions for the guidance
of all future Mess Presidents, showing
what to do when the Mess Cook is

found leaning against a wall after

hearing the Colonel's opinion of his

pastry through two closed doors. There
will also be an appendix of recipes, such
as how to serve up rice when the C.O.
likes it hot, the Major likes it cold, and
the M.O. doesn't like it at all. The
secret of success here is to have it

thoroughly mixed with the coffee left

from breakfast, and sent in as a shape
under an assumed name. But before
I describe these things I shall explain

my great method of providing fresh

milk for tea and breakfast.

To do this successfully it is necessary
to purchase a cow, such as Gabrielle,
our Mess Milker and the pride of the

regiment. It is no easy matter to buy
one in Flanders just now. I doubt if

I should ever have got Gabrielle had
we not come upon her thoughtfully

munching the last rose in the Sunday
hat of the farmer's wife.

" This is the last time that Gabrielle

shall abuse our kindness," said the

farmer severely, and for three hundred
francs she was ours. The next question
was what to do with her. I approached
the matter confidently enough, thinking
that in a cavalry regiment the men
would welcome the chance of tending a
cow as a change from horses. Great
was my surprise, therefore, when
Private Eichard Bird proved to be the
sole applicant for the position of regi-
mental herdsman. He assured me that

a knowledge of cows " came natural
"

to the family, his father having once

kept a grocer's shop off the Euston
Eoad, where they sold eggs and butter.

Accordingly I gave him the job, not
without misgivings. Next morning I

found Gabrielle tethered by one leg in

the horse lines and being groomed down
with a dandy-brush. She too, I think,
had her doubts ; at any rate I saw her

talking the matter over with the

Doctor's mare later, with much lashing
of her tail.

The limit was reached at the horses'

feeding time, when her guardian wanted
to tie a nosebag to her horns. With
an indignant bellow she leapt through
the hedge and evaded all subsequent
pursuit. The same night, while sadly

returning to my billet, I saw a figure

stealing down the road. Private Bird,

who happened to be on sentry-go at

the time, challenged, but there was no

reply. For a third time he called,
" Who

goes there?" and the response came
down the road in the shape of a long-
drawn-out "Moo oo."

" Why couldn't you say you was a

friend before, then ?
"

said the aggrieved

sentry.
" In another minute you 'd

have been as dead as a donkey."
But even with the return of Gabrielle

my troubles are not ended. Next wesk,
when we go up in support behind the

trenches, she is coming with us, and I

am beginning to wonder whether it will

not be the duty of the Mess President
to give up his dug-out to the Mess Cow.
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TRUTH MIRRORED IN GERMAN ART.

THE SENTRY'S SACRIFICE.
GIVES OVERCOAT, TUNIC AMD LUNCHEON TO BELGIAN LITTLE ONES GOING TO SCHOOL ON A WINTER MORN.

[This chef d'ceuvre, by a Wurtemburg artist, portrays the humanity of the Kaiser's Iroops, and has been substituted by
the Imperial German Censor for a very offensive picture.]

'

ESSENCE OF REICHSTAG.
[EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OP TAUBE, M.B.]

[This fanciful artic'e, composed by a Prussian

journalist whose irresistible gaiely and
<flan excuse his touches of cynicism, has
been accepted by the Imperial German
Censor in place of Toby's "Essence of

Parliament"]

NoveatberSth. According to arrange-
ment MacBethrnann - Hollweg made
statement on progress of War. Largely
devoted to vindication of Turkish policy
in Armenia. Armenians, according to

CHANCELLOR, ferocious and warlike men
who for centuries have preyed on peace-
ful Kurds, a pastoral tribe engaged in

tending sheep, an animal which they
closely resemble, and dairy farming :

hence their name. Armenians all

armed to the double-teeth, pagans ad-

dicted to cannibalism and other atroci-

ties ; Kurds, defenceless except for a
few wooden pitchforks : vegetarians and
devout Lutherans. SULTAN, goaded
into action by long provocation, reluct-

antly obliged to intervene. But mea-
sures purely defensive and humane.
Stories of extermination entirely ficti-

tious. Methods those of peaceful per-
suasion. Only a few irreconcilables

deported to seacoast, but provided with

lodgings and allowed excellent sea-

bathing, where a few accidents led to

abominable legend, circulated by the

Entente Powers, of wholesale drowning.
Behaviour of Kurds exemplary ; no

reprisals or retaliation ; merely demand
for a few more pitchforks with metal

prongs.
Business done. Kurds whitewashed.
November 9th. Discussion opened

by Herr Bernhard Pschorr, who pro-

posed that on annexation of the British

Isle Ireland should be created Republic,
with Sir ROGER CASEMENT as President,
in acknowledgment of his patriotic
services to German cause. Irish cities,

he pointed out, lent themselves admir-

ably to Germanisation. Thus Dublin
would become Doppelheim, Cork Korch,
Limerick Limmerich and Galway Gall-

weg. CHANCELLOR in reply deprecated
preferential treatment of one section of

enemy's country, but assured Herr
Pschorr his valuable suggestions would
receive sympathetic consideration at

proper time.

Business done. Herr Pschorr
awarded Iron Cross and right to call

himself von Psehorr.
November 10th . Anxiety of agrarians

allayed by reassuring statement of

MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE, who de-

clared porcine population of Germany
had enormously increased since out-

break of War. First -line pigs were
now one hundred million strong, and
reserves were as yet almost untouchsd.

Daily output of sausages ran into bill-

ions. Learned pigs entered the machine

voluntarily, without any compulsion.
Herr Milchundwassermann (Socialist)

asked whether it was proposed to give
official recognition to patriotic pigs.
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE deprecated
any invidious treatment of one class of

beasts. Was sure all German animals
were equally patriotic.

Business done. Second Reading of

Pig Protection Bill.

November 11th. Sensation caused by
Herr Milchundwassermann (Socialist)

asking whether it is true that, owing to

lavish distribution of iron crosses, the

supply of that metal for warlike pur-
poses had been seriously reduced.
MINISTER FOII WAR explained that only
two hundred and fifty thousand iron

crosses had as yet been bestowed, and
that latterly they had been made of

compressed wood-pulp, which was
indistinguishable from iron, and just
as durable.

Herr Milchundwassermann deplored
increasing cost of War. If it went on
at this rate, he said, he would have to

become iron crossing-sweeper.
" It 'a all iron crosses to-day," whis-

pered the Member for Sarch. " On
Good Friday we shall be eating iron

cross buns."

Business done. Nothing.
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AFTERWARDS. hack again, and we had to decide

tilings for ourselves. For instance,

[This contribution from a brilliant Frank- ask wha(. we are going to do with^'^^^S to Jacky. Well, of cone the Govern-Jacky. Well, of
con^e

the Govern-

appreciate the contemptible character of ment Will see to that. I he day he

the enemy, is substituted by thejmperial leaves school, Jacky (by-the-by we
call him Johann now), will present
himself at the Bezirksamt, and there

he will be told what is to be his future

career. He may be drafted out to

colonise Curacao, or he may be sent to

the Kensington Schornsteinfegerinstitut

(Institute for the Training of Chimney
Sweeps). Just think of the amount of

trouble and responsibility we shall be

saved !

It is the same with dear Hedwig (we

German Censor for one of " Blanche's

Letters."]

Heimat, M<icl;i>n.wn l\oad,

West Kenxini/tim,

Aiujitst'lth, 1925.

MY DEAREST SELINA, I was so

delighted to get your letter at last, and
to be permitted to reopen correspon-
dence after so many years of silence.

I am glad, too, to see that you quite
understand how it was I didn't write

;

we were temporarily forbidden by
the Government to correspond with

Australia and America, for fear of

the introduction of democratic
ideas. I am so thankful that

regulation is no longer considered

necessary.
Yes, we have quite settled down

now to Annexation. It is your
good heart, dear Selina, which
makes you so full of sympathy for

us, but really, you know, dear,

things are not so bad as all that.

I fancy we are learning to appre-
ciate some of the advantages of

German rule. Of course I can un-
derstand that for you, in your
remote corner of the world, it may
be a little difficult to understand
how things are with us. I re-

member when I last wrote we
were going through :ill the horrors

of eleiVat ami humiliation. Well,

that 's over now, thank Heaven !

All the Old World comes under
the Pax Germanica, and it 'doesn't

seem likely that any nation will

ever be able to challenge the
German supremacy, so we needn't
fear any more wars. The United
States may give trouble some time,

"WHAT A LUCKY BEOOAB BABY IS, NURSE ! NEVER
HAS TO STRAIN HIS NECK LOOKING FOR ZEPPELINS I"

[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as illus-

trating the enemy's affectation of indifference to
our deadly aircraft]

but so many good Germans are being used to call her Edith, you remember),
sent out to settle there (with the The Government will see her married,
requisite supply of hyphens) that it is if the Herr Medizinrat will pass her

expected they will be able to inoculate health
; it will select her trousseau,

America with the German spirit to such apportion her dowry, supervise her
an extent that she will voluntarily apply education in cooking and motherhood
for admission to the Empire as a (nothing else matters for a girl, you
Reichsprovinz. People do say the '. know), and finally choose her a suitable
same thing may possibly happen some husband, probably some flaxen-haired

day to Australia. youth from Brandenburg or Silesia, for
You see, there really was a lot of

, the KAISEK is in favour of such
muddling in the old days ! Nowadays, marriages, as they tend to raise the
of course, there isn't any, because the

'

level of patriotism. Think what a
Government does everything for us. relief for me!
You wouldn't believe how that sinipli- As for Heinrich (Harry) and me, we
fies things. There are no nervous shall in due time be nominated to one
breakdowns now, and of course it is of the neat Institutions for the Old
just because you don't have to think which are springing up all over the
nowadays; all you have to do is to obey

;
country. It would have been nicer, of

the Code Wilhelm II. I am getting course, to have had some voice in the
so used to it that I really don't know selection of the locality, but then we
what I should do if the old times came are saved all the worry of choosing !

But perhaps it is in religion that the

change is the most striking. You know
what it used to be how perplexed one
was with different doctrines and prac-
tices. We all believe the same now,
and we all worship in the same way.
The KAISER has made sucli modifi-

cations in the German State Religion
as he thinks best suited to the English

temperament. I believe he gave some
hours of serious thought to the matter,

which, considering his age and his

many duties, was really very generous
of him. And I can assure you that it

is quite a charming sight to see all

the neighbourhood trooping off every

Sunday morning to the West Kensing-
ton Gemeindekirche. No one may
stay at home, for we are all being

taught our duties as German citi-

zens. We have our cards stamped
by the Herr Kirchengebrauchs-
inspektor as we go in.

It is astonishinghow far-reach ing
the new Code is. Everything is

regulated birth, marriage, career,

holidays, retirement, death. Even
our friendships are officially ar-

ranged for us, for we are divided into

Freundekreise, and you visit all the

people of your own Kreis, and no
one in anybody else's Kreis. You
can imagine how that simplifies
social life !

Yes, dear, you would never think

it, but even the death-rate is regu-
lated. If the death-rate where

you live is too low, they move you
somewhere else, where it is higher,
so as to get uniformity !

By the way, in addressing letters,

do remember that the country is

called Engdeutschland now, just
as France is Frankdeutschland.
I mention this because it causes a

little disagreeableness in official

circles when one gets letters ad-

dressed in the old style. And would
it be too much to ask you to learn Ger-

man, just a very little, you know, so that

you could at least make a show of

writing in German? The authorities

are not very pleased with letters coining
from abroad written in English.

I must close now, for I don't want
to miss this week's censoring.
Your very affectionate Friend,

JOHANNA SCHMIDT (JAXE SMITH).
P.S. You will notice the new spell-

ing of our names, won't you ?

P.P.S. Last Sunday the Herr Pastor
choso as his text: "Truly your lot is

fallen unto you in pleasant places ;

ye have a goodly heritage." It may
seem strange to you, but when lie

pointed out to us how fortunate we
were in having our lives managed for

us as they are I

touched
; and so, I

Heinrich.

really felt quite
think, did Ha
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THE REGIMENTAL OUTCAST.
[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as a

further proof of the incredible frivolity
with which the British author regards
the most serious and vital issues.]

\VIIKN the horrid thin< happened,
you could hear the amazed ripple along
the lines, and a minute later the men
were, dismissed by a stricken Sergeant-

major, under the instructions of a Cap-
tain who supported theMajor as he crept

wearily away to lot the Colonel know.
The results of the shock will be far-

reaching. Though enlightenment is

proceeding, the battalion has not yet

fully realised what this unprecedented
tiling may mean to the British Army,
where anything you may want to do
can be stopped by rules if not by one,
then by another.

For it certainly appears that this

sad-faced little man with the humour-
less eyes has achieved the impossible,
and that there is no known Army law
to deal with his case. When the first

horror of the thing struck home, some-

thing perilously like a panic reigned in

high circles. The calm tapping of canes
on officers' legs became an agitated
tattoo. There were rumours that the
Colonel was sitting, sobbing like a little

child, before a pile of twenty-five futile

books of regulations, and that the Major,
broken-voiced, was endeavouring to per-
suade him to postpone his resignation.
Even now the cause of all the trouble

is perpetually engaged with a crowd of

fierce interlocutors. A dozen times a

day he is cross-examined by every man
with a possible shadow of authority over
him (including the cook, who is re-

ported to have purchased a significant-

looking phial). Personally, however, I

have my suspicions about the whole
business. Yesterday, some time fol-

lowing a particularly riotous court of

enquiry, I thought I recognised the
little man's voice upraised in helpless

laughter from the rear of the marquee.
When he strolled casually to dinner,

however, his face was sad as of yore.
Doubtless he has many domestic afflic-

tions.

I suppose I must tell you all. On a

day the Major, in a creditable attempt
to vary the monotony of drills, had
spent, fifteen busy minutes in recording
the various religions rife amongst the
men. Prouder and prouder he had

grown as ho worked his way down to

our one Zionist (who admitted after-

wards that lie had been trying to recall

the name of his religion and had got
desperate at the finish); then, pink
and smiling, ho had taken that false

and irrevocable step. Ho became the

too-complete official.
"
Any man not

answered '.'

"
he inquired jauntily. And

the grave little man had stepped out.

THE NEW ORDER.
Anglo-Prussian Policeman (to low-class tinging person).

" STOP THAT NOISE 1 A SENSITIVE
MUSICAL FAMILY RESIDES CLOSE BY."

[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as typifying the respect in which German
Kultur will be held after the Conquest of England.]

The Major's face became just a trifle

apprehensive.
"
Well, my man," he said,

" what is

your religion ?
"

And a sad still voice had replied,
"Mormon."

& ;;; * & :

Yesterday we beat the Engineers on
their own infamous ground, across

which they prepare concealed trenches
before the start of a match. Yet all

that remains certain of survival is that

they and every living person on the

ground knew us, and will ever know
OB, as "the Mormons."
But what oppresses the Colonel most

is the horrid suspicion that, before the

Mormon can be church -paraded, a

March-party will have to be sent into

the "town to trace his wives. Our

youngest sub, unlike his seniors, blushes

hotly at the mere idea that he might
be put in charge of this light-skirmish-

ing movement, and that perchance the
sender of the pink envelopes which
arrive every other day might get to

know of it.

In any case, as matters now are, there

is no bright spot in the future of the

battalion. And, though the Colonel is

a simple, kindly man, he is inviting
the War Office to frame a regulation

forbidding all Mormons to embrace the
life military. Probably he will achieve
this by pointing out the painful possi-
bilities to be faced by those responsible
for " the due and proper payment of

Separation Allowances to Dependants."
That is the way things are done in

the Army.
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[The original arrangement of these two figures has been readjusted by the Imperial German Censor so as to present

truth instead of falsehood. The legend has been suppressed.]

WAR-TIME THRIFT.

[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as

a true picture of the terrible straits pro-
duced in England by the German sub-

marine blockade.]

A HOUSEKEEPER, writing to the

Press concerning food economy, ad-

vocates "
shopping warily

"
and look-

ing for " food bargains."
" For ex-

ample," she says,
" one day last week

I bought for casserole cookery three old

partridges for 2s. 9rf. the three."

Mi\ Punch has sounded some of his

correspondents and offers their further

suggestions for war-time saving :

" SPARTAN MOTHER" (Berkeley i

Square) writes : It is astonishing what
'

bargains can be picked up by the thrifty
housewife. Tradesmen are very apt to

charge people according to their ap-

parent position in life. I am saving

many shillings a week by slipping out in '

the late evenings in a skirt and blouse
that I bought for Is. Gd. (secondhand, of

course) in a little shop (recommended)
in Scroggin's Rents, Victoria Street.

A shawl instead of a hat is worth at

least twopence in the pound off at any
butcher's or fishmonger's ; and a pair

of side-spring boots, with one toe-cap

split (picked up ridiculously cheap in

the Edgware Eoad), have saved me
their cost again and again. I get
Porson to stop the car just outside

popular shopping districts in the even-

ing and then set forth on foot with two

string bags. I got a fine old cod one

night in the Fulham Eoad for a mere

song. Old eggs are still obtainable,

and Saturday night just towards the

closing hour is a great time for all sorts

of bargains in genuine food antiques.
"PENNY SAVED, PENNY EARNED' 'writes

from Peebles : Paradoxical though it

may sound, entertaining may be made
to reduce the household bills in these

times. The "quorum tea," my own
invention, is an excellent idea. You in-

vite your friends and tell them that, for

an amusing war-time social novelty, each

guest will be expected to bring his oi-

lier own bread, butter, cake, jam, knives

and spoons, the hostess providing the

tea. You will find that everybody has
a tendency to bring more than lie or

she needs, and only the mean and par-
simonious will pack up and take away
their remnants. My last quorum tea

resulted in nine pounds of bread,

broken but none the less edible, two
ditto mixed jam, fourteen cakes, as-

sorted, and two spoons and one knife,

overlooked. Dexterity must of course

be used to avoid " return
"

invitations.
" WOMAN OF EESOURCE" writes from

Hornsey : All the houses of Jellicoe

Gardens (our road) are built alike. At

night the only means of identifying our

home is the illuminated "Chatsworth"
in the fanlight over the front door. The
amateur and late war-time deliveries of

the tradespeople have inspired us with
a splendid scheme of household econ-

omy. The proceeding is exceedingly

simple. My husband ordered (not .

locally) about a dozen swiftly removable

spare fanlights. We have chosen names
from Jellicoe Gardens,

" Mon Abri,"
"
L'.anystymdwy,"

"
Mandalay

"
and

"The Nasturtiums "at random; "Porth-
cawl

"
because a man lives there whom

my husband dislikes, and "
Capri

"
be-

causo the people there (retired from
the Sam Browne belt trade) are reputed

'

to keep a lavish table. The nightly
bags range from useful assortments of

i groceries to sirloins. All that is neces-

sary is to remove your own fanlight,
I fix up one of the others and lie in wait
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GERMANY AND THE WORLD WAR.

NEW IMPENDING ALLIANCES.

I. WITH PENGUINLAND (ANTARCTIC ZONE OF GERMAN INFLUENCE).

II. WITH THE PICCANINNIES (TROPIC ZONE OF GEBMAH INFLUENCE).

[These two pictures, in spite of their shocking flippancy, are passed by the Imperial German Censor as a confession of the

compelling fascination which the glorious German offensive exerts in the remotest quarters of the globe.]
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TRUTH MIRRORED IN GERMAN ART.

THE SURRENDER OF LONDON.
THE LORD MAYOB HANDING OVER THE KEYS OP THE CITY.

[This admirable forecast by a Munich artist, with its lifelike portraits of British public men, has besn accepted by the

Imperial German Censor in place of an English drawing full of gross inaccuracies.]

for the deliveries. Directly they are

over, you change back again. There is,

of course, a great deal of confusion

caused, but there are quite enough
troubles for all of us nowadays without

concerning oneself about other people's

petty local disputes. I need not add

that the darkening of the streets is

particularly helpful to the scheme.
"ADAPTABLE "

writes from St. Albans :

Despite the straitened times, a

great many people refuse to give up
their motors. Have they practised at

least one counterbalancing economy by
trying "motor kedgeree"? My husband
and I are still running our little two-

seater, but we make it pay its way by
contributions to the larder. It is only
a matter of skilful driving and an
observant eye for the roadside fauna.

Last Saturday, for instance, our little

car bagged a Pekingese (most excellent

eating), four frogs (the economical
French revel in them), a kitten (quite a

rare find), and two fowls (decrepit

inly, but soluble by long and slow

boiling). Skin, chop up small (reserv-

ing all bones for stock -pot), mix all

together, add condiments (sparingly),
boil and serve.

MORAHT ON KIRKCALDY.

[" In order that Kirkcaldy might not be

regarded as a fortified town by the Germans in

the event of a Zeppelin attack, the Town
Council have made arrangements for the re-

moval of the obsolete guns which form part of

the ornamentation at the main entrance to

Beveridge Public Park." British Press.~\

[The following article, composed by the well-

known German military critic, Major
Moraht, appears, by order of the Imperial
German Censor, in the room of a British
article in which the methods of the

German Staff are ignorantly ridiculed.]

A STUDY of the latest batch of English
newspapers to hand reveals a signifi-
cant fact of more far-reaching import-
ance than the news from any of our
battle-fronts this week. The fortifi-

cations of Kirkcaldy have been dis-

mantled by order of the Burgomeistcr.
Thus at last we have concrete and
all-sufficient proof that our bomb-

raining Zeppelins have penetrated to

the heart of Scotland and have com-

pleted the military mastery of the
British Isles, while England's lurking
fleet looks helplessly on.

Kirkcaldy pronounced KERKHODI
is a modern ring fortress of considerable

power, situated on one of the lower

spurs of the Grampian mountains. It

covers the main line of the Highland
Railway, while at the same time itj

situation on the sea-board gives it the

key to the defence of the Forth

Estuary. Its guns (about which no

precise information is at our disposal)
are probably of 302 MM. They are

mounted in cupolas, in pairs. It is

possible that the fortress may not have

been fully munitioned since the Wai-

began, but there can be no doubt that

so important a position must have
been held by a considerable garrison.
It is interesting to recall that it was in

pursuance of an endeavour to shepherd
his opponent into this fortress that

DUNDEE fought the battle of Killie-

krankie.

The General Staff has long ago made
us familiar witli the crumpling up of

fortresses before the onslaught of our

all-shattering howitzers, but this is the

first time that a threat from the air has

rendered one of them impotent ;
and it

is in itself a sufficient answer to those

among us who have harboured ignoble
doubts as to the ability of our superb

Zeppelins to force a decision.
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TRUTH MIRRORED IN GERMAN ART.

.

. -,

Tom Atkins. " WELL, JOCK, HAST THOU j/.i.vr OF OUR FOE SLAIN?"
Scotchlander (who has not already to the battle-front been). "No, TOM; BUT I HAVE O.VB KILT" (KILLED).

This picture, supplied by a well-known Limburger humourist, who is also responsible for Ihe felicitous legend, has
been accepted by the Imperial German Censor in place of an English drawing sadly wanting in refinement.]

After Antwerp Ivangorod ! After

Ivangorod Kirkcaldy !

Yet it must not be supposed that the

dismantling of a fortress is equivalent
in a military sense to its surrender.

The notion of the Burgomeister deserves
mi ignorant contumely. On the con-

trary he, has acted with a wisdom and
a strict regard for orthodox military

*iiy too rare among our most-
bated enemies. Recognising that he
was unable to defend the place, he has

spared the inhabitants the horrors of

bombardment by rendering Kirkcaldy
an open town. Naturally our so-

liumane and ever-carefully-discrimin-
ating Xeppelii; Commanders will take

cogni/ance of the fact and we may be
sure that Kirkcaldy \sill be spared (as

is possible) while 1 o.nhs rain

indifferently upon the neighbouring
strongholds of Dunferrnline, Oupar and
Kinross. It only remains, now that

Kirkcaldy has led the way, for London
to follow suit

, although in the case of the

Metropolis, with its many arsenals, the

evacuation of the entire civilian popu-
lation (as wo have already pointed out)
to a place, of safety is the only satis-

factory course. It is not unlikely that

wo shall hear before long that the
intention is to transfer the population
of Landon to the relatively safe refuge
of Kirkcaldy.
So far we have assumel that the

authorities are acting in good faith, .but

experience shows that in dealing with
the treacherous British it is well always
to look a little below the surface. Kirk-

caldy is near to Dundee, and Dundee is

the constituency of the unspeakable
CHURCHILL. May there not be some
deeper motive ? Knowing as we do
that the whole operations of the

English Army are hampered and ren-

dered impotent by lack of artillery it is

at least plausible to suggest that the

inhabitants of Kirkcaldy are to be left

to their fate unprotected (and our Zep-
pelin Commanders cannot ba expected
to differentiate between one centre of

population and another, so long as the
hostile ruse of darkening the streets is

persisted in) in order that the waver-

ing front in the West may be further

bolstered up. \Yo vent tiro to predict
that even now our brave and never-to-

be-pusbed-back soldiers in Flanders

may at any moment be subjected to

the shell-tire of the Kirkcaldy guns.

If this surmise be correct it is but
one more evidence of the exhaustion
of our most implacable foe, who must

scrape together what artillery he can,
since his workmen have refused to work
and no new guns can be constructed.
It is not unlikely that the lurking Fleet

has been denudefl in the same way.
One other piece of news from Scot-

land. The island of St. Hilda which
lias never been effectively occupied by
Great Britain has decided to remain
aloof. She is about to mobilize to

defend her neutrality.

[The following paragraphs are passed by the

Imperial German Censor as being, to all

appearance, harmless.]

'

M.iis. messieurs,' he said simply,
' vous

etes Anglaises !

' We could neither refuse nor
uiicli'ivive such courtesy as that."

.Vcic /.tcCand Paper.

In fact these good -fellows behaved like

perfect ladies.

"Stick a penny stamp on your symptoms,
and send them to ' Our Doctor.

' ' '

The Herald

(irdti'ful indent :

"
Cured, by gum."
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OUR BOOKING OFFICE.

[By the Imperial German Censor's Staff of Cultured Clerks.]

MUCH have I travelled in the realms of gold, but I never

remember a more fascinating volume, to bo found there

than the Autobiography <>/
('mint Zc/i/ii-lin. The great

inventor, who is modesty itself, tells his sweet and simple

life-history with a quiet charm all his own. Born seventy
or more summers ago, lie is still hale and robust, and sings
the "Hymn of Hate" every morning in a robust tenor,

while taking his bath. All these years he has devoted him-

- A cordial greeting is due to the noble treatise of Dr.

Scliliinin, of Gottingen, on The Righteousness of Unit', which
he proves to ho an altogether noble emotion when prompted
by a pure devotion to the Fatherland. It is thus, in fact,

an integral part of the highest and truest form of love, and
is therefore indistinguishable from it. Love is only possible
when the object of love is lovable. Where it is otherwise,
as in the case of persons and peoples who are radically evil

and malignantly arrayed against the all-lovable Germany,
it is automatically transformed to a burning and righteous
hate. Altogether this is n worthy product of the rich and

self to perfecting his great idea, which came to him one day
j

generous intellect of its distinguished author. It will serve

as he gazed upon a Lcbeririti'xt so ripe with age, so active in as an effective antidote to the false humanitarianism of the

its maturity, that it soared into the crnpyre.in on ils own. few sentimentalists who discredit their country.

By day inventing, by night poring over maps of the Eastern I z===^==
Counties of England, he came at length to complete fruition ;

and it is as the sweetest little cherub that ever sat up aloft

that he will be known to posterity.

MUSICAL NOTE.
[Contributed by. a Leipzig critic. By Command.]

A HITTER disappointment is felt by all true-hearted Ger-
A sumptuous album of designs for the rebuilding of the mans at RICHARD STHAUSS'S choice of a subject for his new

English cathedrals bears

the honoured name of

Professor Steinklopfer, but

it is an open secret that

this timely reminder of our
reconstruction duties
emanates from a more

august source. In tl^eir

complete detachment from
the vicious traditions of

medievalism these designs
are wholly admirable.

They breathe the true

spirit of modern Germany,
robust yet ornate, flam-

boyant but solid. No
more effective way of

eradicating the taint of

insular exclusiveness from
our new provinces could

be devised than the carry-

ing out of these noble

designs. In an inter-

estiag appendix I find a

scheme for the remodelling
of the National Gallery,

THOUGHTS THAT KILL.

GEBMAN PROFESSOR OF CUEJIISTRY THINKING OUT A NEW POISON-GAS.

[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as an admissible compli-
ment to German science.]

with a special central hall designed as a setting for the

greatest art treasure in existence, the wax bust of Flora,
which, after the conquest of England, is to serve as an

object-lesson in German taste and connoisseurship.

I cannot sufficiently express my gratitude to Professor

Stosch, of Tubingen, for his charming study of the CROWN
PRINCK. From winsome childhood to stalwart maturity the
heir to the Imperial Throne is brought vividly before us in

his true colours, with his love of sport and literature, his

passion for collecting, and his unaffected piety. Professor
Stosch points out thai during the CROWN I'KINCK'S visit to
India he was never imposed upon by the treacherous

hospitality of his hosts, hut maintained a dignified and
KJUfl independence. It is also shown that, though

differing slightly in build and profile from MARTIN hri IIKU,

blesthal ^rent champion of German Cbris-

ti.-mily in his fearlessness and simplicity. If I have a
criticism to make, it is that the author has not sufficiently
emphasised the true modesty of the CROWN PRINCE. Only
a finely-tempered and self-effacing commander could so

effectively have kept out of the limelight as bis troops
passed on from one advance to another, always hearing
tiie call of the Fatherland nearer and nearer.

symphony. By a strange

paradox he who was so

often happily inspired by
NIETZSCHE in peace-time,
who glorifiedthesuperman
and portrayed the joys of

battle in his Hcldenli'lien,

has now, in the midst of

war, been moved to por-

tray the charms of Alpine

scenery. The contrast is

indeed painful, for Switzer-
land is the home of cold-

blooded neutrality, of frosi

and eternal snow, poles

apart from the warm-
blooded humanity of the
German race. We fear

that our RICHARD may
have been influenced by
.he flattery lavished on
him by the perfidious

English, and the degres
conferred by the infamous

University of Oxford. But
;here is still time for him

to make amends by a Tv4wm.phlied on the sinking of the
Lusitania or a Faan on the righteous destruction of Louvain.

THE CHARGE.
[Passed by the Imperial German Censor as a further example of

the incredible levity of the Eritish Soldier.]

\\ UK RE the clouds of the poison-gas stifle and slay,
Behind them come pouring the Huns to the fray;
Packed rank after rank like long wave after wave,
They hearten their courage by snouting this stave

" Deutschland ii!/cr Allcs !
"

The gallant and glorious soldiers of France,
When the bugle-call sounds for the longed-for advance,
Set flame to their patriot bloc-d with the call

That bids them in vengeance to conquer or fall
" Vaincre ou Mourir !

"

But see ! from their trenches the Englishmen burst ;

Like hounds over fallow they stream to be first ;

Not of England or Glory or Death is their strain,
Their battle-cry rings in the deathless refrain

"
Early Doors, Sixpence !

"

%crc citus tfrc censored issue of
"
$mtrb."
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Toiniin/ (to new arrival at prisoners' camp).
" WHAT WAS TOCB OCCUPATION ?

'

German. " ABMY BUTCHEB."

Tommy. "CATTLE OB BABIES?"

Ex-Policeman (recognisiny a peace-time acquaintance).
" LUMMB I IT'S YOU, IB IT? STILL SSKAKIN' ABAHT, ABE YEB? I RKCOLLKCT

RNIN' YOU SOMI-: TIMI; BACK ABAHT LOITKHIN" IM TIII-: FTLHAM ROAD!"
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ALLITERATION FOR ALLEMANDS.

ONE OMNIPOTENT OBERBURGOMEISTEB
OVERFLOWING OSTEND.

TWO TRIUMPHANT TIPPLERS TOASTING
" TAGS."

THREE TBUSTIKG TURKS TRYING TO
TEUTONISE.

FOUR FEABSOME FORBEARS FRIGHTENING FATHER, FIVE FAR-SIGHTED FATHEP.LANDEr.S FORAGING IN FLAXHEI'.S.

SIX SVELT SUBOHDINATES SALUTING SoiIEBODT.
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ALLITERATION FOR ALLEMANDS.

SEVEN SATURATED SUBMARINERS STRAFING SANDBANKS.

ElGST ELEMENTAL EATERS ENJOYING ELYSIUM. NINE NEUROTIC NOBLEMEN NEGOTIATING KEUTIIALITY.

TI.N TOBTUOUB TEUTONS TELEGRAPHING TOSH.
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2L:

ENGLAND UNDER THE HUN.
DISASTROUS RESULT OP ATTEMPT OF GERMAN OFFICER TO "IMPORT THE GOOSESTEP.

V

DISCIPLINE IN THE WEST INDIES.
"WHEN I TELLS YER 'STAND EASY,' THEN YEB STANDS EASY, AND YER CAN WIPE YER FAC3S AND SCRATCH YER3ELVES J BUT WIIKN

I ONLY SAYS 'STAND AT EASE' YER MUSTN'T MOVE NOT EVEN IP A LION BITES YER."
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HINTS TO PATRIOTS ON PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT.

Til!-: IOKA OK THE BED CROSS DOLL AND ExKRCISEB
COMBINED MIGHT BE EXTENDED. THE UMBHELLA SPIRAL SPRING DEVELOPEB.

Tin: VANITY BAG SKIPPING Eoi'K. THE TEAPOT AND SUGAR-BASIN DUMBBELL.
\

THE COLLAR STUD ELASTIC ATTACHMENT. AND THE FOUNTAIN PEN FILLER.
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PRUSSIANISED SPORT.

THE KBUPPS' LONG DRIVER APPARATUS. ' HATE " ON THE GREEN.

THE NEW POTSDAM PUTTING.

KICK YOUB OPPONENT IN THE STOMACH AND HE WON'T KNOW HOW YOU HOLED OUT.

HAXDY MAGNET FOB DRAWING BALL FROM BAD LIE. DEALING WITH A CADDY WHO WILL HAND YOU THE WRONG CLUB.
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PRUSSIANISED SPORT.

ASPHVXIATIOS ON THE FOOTBALL FlELD.

To BBJOHTEN CalCKET. THE EXPLOSIVE BALL.

TOBPEDOISO SALMOS is THE HIGHLANDS.
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CARRY ON !
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RESOLUTIONS.
1 Wttt in*! hi-eakfast in my lied

\Yith downy ctisliions at my head;
That would he very wrong and so
\\v:i\ tiu> i '-v;s and bacon go !

I will not read in bed at night
And burn the dear electric light ;

Nor buy another costly hat;
Oh no ! I 'm much too good for that.

-But 1 will rise before the dawn
And weed and cut and roll the lawn ;

My border I will plant with veg,

Abundantly from hedge to hedge.

And all the day I '11 practise thrift

And no more happily will drift

In deeper debt, as once, alas !

But what an awful year I '11 pass.

The Art of Sinking.

"Altogether \VP sunk one gunlxiat, five

st. Miners (one of 3,000 tons), and 17 lar^e
sailing ships, three train-;. ami one railway

Very Light Marching Order.

From a notice issued to recruits

for the New Zealand Expeditionary
Force :

" You should report wearing a pair of ser-

viceable boots, and bring with you your toilet

outfit no additional clothing is required."

"In a conversation with members of the
Press Mr. Ford said now was the time for

peace on the basis of the.flatus guoanli bcltum.
tch

kment."- --Mum -ih^t, r < innrtliin. I He always spells it that way.
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AN ILL-USED AUTHOR.
"I GATHER, Sir," remarked my fellow-traveller, after I

uul put away the writing-blcck on which I had been

jotting down 'the outline of an article, "that you are a

itcrary man, like myself?"
\\V~were the only occupants of a compartment in a

1.. X N.NY.R. carriage. I had been too absorbed till then

to nodes his appearance, but I now observed that he had

rather unkempt hair, luminous eyes, and a soft hut. Oh,

well." I admitted,
" I write."

" But I take it that, whatever you write, it is not poetry,

he said. What led him to this inference I cannot say, but

[ had to confess that it was correct.

"
Still, even though you are not a Poet yourself, I hope,

'

he said, "you can feel some sympathy for one who has

jeen so infamously treated as I have."

I replied that I hoped so too.

" Then, Sir," said he,
" I will tell you my unhappy story.

At the beginning of this War I was approached by certain

Railway magnates who shall be nameless. It appeared

that they bad realised, very rightly, that their oflicial

notices were couched in too cold and formal a style to

reach the heart of their public. So they commissioned me
to supply what I may term the human touch. As a poet,

I naturally felt that this could only be effectively done

through the medium of verse. Well, I rose to the occasion,

Sir ;
I produced some lines which, printed as they were

written, must infallibly have placed me at the head of all

of my contemporaries. But they were not printed as they

were written. In proof of which I will trouble you to read

very carefully the opening paragraph of those ' Defence of

the Eealm Regulations
'

immediately above your head . . .

Only the opening paragraph at present, please !

'

I was somewhat surprised, but, thinking it best to

humour him, I read the first sentence, which was: "In

vino of possible attack by hostile aircraft, it is necessary

that the blinds of all trains should be k?pt down after

sunset," and gave him my opinion of it.

" Whether," he said, with some acerbity,
"

it is or is not

as lucidly expressed as you are pleased to consider, only the

beginning of it is mine. This is what I actually wrote :

" ' In view of possible attack

By hostile aircraft overhead,
'Tis necessary now, alack !

Soon ae old Sol has sought his bad,
That those who next the window sit,

Though they 'd prefer to watch the gloaming,
Should draw the blind, nor leave a slit,

Keeping it down until they 're homing,
Else on the metals will be thrown
A glowing trail as from a comet,

And Huns to whom a train is shown
Will most indubitably bomb it !

'

"
That," he observed complacently,

"
is not only verse o

the highest order, but clearly conveys the reason for sucl

precautions, which the official mind chose to cut out. Anc
now let me ask you to read the next paragraph." I did so

"At night-time when the blinds are drawn," it ran, "pas
scngers are requested before alii/hting to make surz ichen tht

train stops that it is at the platform."
" Which," he cried fiercely,

"
is their mangled and muti

lated version of this :

" ' At night-time when the blinds are drawn
(As screens against those devils' spawn,
Which love the gloom, but dread the dawn),
A train may be at standstill,

Then we request 'twill not occur
That same impatient passenger,
Whose nerves are in a chronic stir,

And neither feet nor hands still,

Without preliminary peep
Will forth incontinently leap,

Alighting in a huddled heap
To lie, a limp or flat form,

In some inhospitable ditch.

If not on grittier ballast, which

(The darkness far surpassing pitch)
He took to be the platform !

'

'As to the next paragraph," he continued, "I don't

omplain so much, though, personally, I consider ' Extract

mm Order made by the Secretary of State for the Home

Department
'

a very poor paraphrase of the resounding

ouplet in which I introduced him :

" ' Now speaks in genial tones, from heart to heart meant,
The Secretary for the Home Department 1

'

I could have overlooked that, Sir, if they had retained

he lines I had written for him. But they 've only let him

peak the first four words 'Passengers in Railway Car-

iagcs
' and then drivel on thus :

' which are provided with

linds must keep the blinds covered so as to cover the

.jindmos' a clumsy tautology, Sir, for which I am sure no

Home Secretary would care to be held responsible, and

rom which I had been at some pains to save him, as you

(lay judge when I read you the original text :

" '

Passengers in railway carriages

Possess a sense which none disparages ;

So those who are not perverse or froward

May be trusted to see that the blinds are lowered,

To cover the windows so totally

That no one inside can be seen, or see.

Mem. This need not be done, as lately decided,

If blinds for the windows have not been provided.'

"But," he went on, "the deadliest injury those infernal

officials reserved for the last. If you read the concluding

,entence, Sir, you will observe that it begins :

' The blinds

nay be lifted in case of necessity !' (That, I need hardly

say, is entirely my own. There is a sort of inspired swing
n it, the true lyrical lilt with which even red-tape has not

lared to tamper ! But mark how they go on) :

' ivhen the

rain is at a standstill at a station, but, if lifted, they must

be lowered again before the train starts.' And this insuffer-

able bathos, forsooth, was substituted for lines like these :

" ' The blinds may be lifted in case of necessity ;

Thus, if the train at a station should halt,

And the traveller hears not its name, nor can guess it, he
Cannot be held to commit any fault,

Still farther be fined,

Should he pull up the blind

Out of mere curiosity : had he not looked

He might miss the station for which he had booked !

'

"
Well," he concluded,

" that is my case. But I can

never put it before the public myself. My pride would not

permit me. Though, if someone yourself, for instance

would present my claims to redress

I couldn't help thinking that he had been hardly treated,

and so I undertook to do what I could for him. He gave
me his verses, also his name, which latter I have unfor-

tunately forgotten. However, I hope I have redeemed my
promise here in other respects.
There are times when I wonder uneasily whether ho may

not have been pulling my leg. But, after all, he could have

had no possible object in doing that. Besides, if, the next

time you travel by the L. & N.-\V., you will study the

printed instructions in your compartment, I fancy you will

agree with me that they corroborate his statements to a

rather remarkable extent. F. A,

A Christmas Trifle.

" Some stale sponge cake is cut in slices less than an inch thick,

and these are spread generously with jam and arranged on a crystal

dish, blanched and chopped with Clara and Jo and all their young
cousins." The Bulletin.
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THE RUSH TO SALONIKA.
\VM.HF.I.M AND FEAK/C JOSKI-H. "FKRDIE, THE POST OF HONOI'U IS YOURS."

K. "YOU CAN HAVE IT."
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Fair Hostess (entertaining wounded soldier). "AND so ONE JACK JOHNSON BURIED YOU, USD THE NEXT DUO YOU UP AGAIN AND
LANDED YOU ON THE TOP OP A BABX 1 NOW, WHAT M'KRE YOUR FEELINGS?"

Tommy.
" IF YOU'LL BELIEVE ME, MA'AM, I WAS NEVKB MORE SURPRISED IN ALL MY LIFE."

INTEENATIONAL RELATIONS.
IT has come as an immense relief to

all true lovers of peace to learn that
such German soldiers as have been

taking part in the war on the Italian

frontier have previously resigned their

positions in the KAISER'S army and
heen re-enrolled under the Austrian

lla^, so that no untoward incident

may disturb the profound peace which
exists between Germany and Italy.
All the same there are elements of

possible danger in the situation which
should bo carefully watched. We look
forward to a time when our gallant
ally may be confidently expected to

advance on to German soil, and we
think it would be well for the author-
ities at Rome (unless the invading host
is provided with Montenegrin uniforms)
to serve out beforehand a large number
of toiu'ist coupons, available over a
wide choice of different routes. This

might avert the terrible consequences
that are likely to follow a breach of

relations.

Of course it must be remembered
that Italy has now signed on not to
enter into a separate peace, and no
doubt the only true economy is to
make the present one go as far as

possible, as it cannot bo replaced.

Still, since the sinking of the Ancona

by a German crew (partially white-
washed so as to look like Austrians),

Italy's neutrality has become of an

extremely virulent order.

We need hardly say that President
WILSON even on his honeymoon is

closely watching the situation and

thinking over it very deeply, very
slowly and very calmly, hoping to dis-

cover hints for his own future guidance.
It is said that he feels himself being
drawn more and more into the vortex,
and his attitude of passive belligerency

may be followed by one of aggressive
non-interference. It is common know-

ledge in Washington that if he can get
no satisfaction on the Ancona question
he will either despatch a new note

(which will be almost an ultimatum)
or simply pass on and declare war on
Albania.

Portugal (as the ancient ally of

Great Britain), who has already been
involved in a scrap with German troops
in Angola, is naturally deeply exercised

as to what are her present relations

with Turkey. The matter is an urgent
one and might become crucial in the

! event of a Turkish Zeppelin drifting in

a fog over Portuguese territory.
The King of GREECE is said to have

found a happy solution of his difficulty

about a Bulgarian invasion of Greece.
The incoming forces are to be provided
with return tickets to Salonika and
back, available only for forty-five days,
and containing a stipulation that the
traveller may not break his journey at

! any other point.

"FOR THIS RELIEF "

(Suggested by the poster commending a

recent Revue as " the last word in

syncopation.")
THE days of our mourning are ended,
The lean years of famine are fled,

When, sick for a spoonful of aught that

was tuneful,
We 've son-owed as over the dead

For Music, forlorn and unfriended,
Gone down into glimmerless gloom,

While rude "
rag-time

"
revels were

dancing a devils'

Tattoo on her tomb.

A new dawn of promise doth redden
The rim of our Stygian night ;

Our bondage is breaking blessed

awaking
To melody merry and bright !

My heart, long o'erloaded and leaden,
Now bounds to the blue like a bird ;

The shadow has shifted
; with paean

uplifted
I hail that "last word"!
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other people to be King of Ireland. Wo understand that since the

CHARIVARIA. They are very brave, some of them, ! entrance-fee was suspended and the

LI:\P Yi:\ii ANTICIPATIONS. A fine and are so called after St. Patrick,
| subscription reduced, the Automobile

spring is expected in France, Flanders who is Ireland's private saint. The
|

Club lias increased its membership SO

and Poland. If the weather is pro- patriots who are brave make splendid
j

largely that the Committee are thinking

pitious a total eclipse will ba visible soldiers. The patriots who are

in Berlin and Vienna. brave go to America."

not of re-naming it the Omnibus.

Asked by some American journalists Lord KITCHENER, who has a choice

where the Peace Conference would be
'

collection of old china, has lately added

held, Dr. SVEN HEDIN is reported to to it several line specimens of Crown
have said,

" Peace will be dictated from Derby. ... *
Berlin." And so say all of us !

So many Parliamentarians have

Eelations between Potsdam and Sofia recently requested the Treasury to stop
are said to be badly strained.

Three days after the KAISER had
issued his celebrated manifesto,
" To my noble and heroic Serbian

people," FERDINAND in the So-

branje was publicly denouncing
the Serbians as obstinate, treach-

erous, and tyrannical. The KAISER
considers this conduct extremely
tactless, and threatens, if it con-

tinues, to spell Bulgarian with a
" V."

'":;:'"

All hitherto-published explana-
tions of the threatened German
attack on the Suez Canal are

hereby cancelled. The fact is that

the KAISER'S fleet is increasing so

rapidly that it has outgrown its

present accommodation.

During the visit of Mr. FORD'S
Ark to Bergen the following
notice was posted up at the

Grand Hotel :

" All members of

the Henry Ford Peace Expedition
are requested to call for their

laundry at the Grand Hotel,
Room 408, Tuesday evening after

supper. This notice supersedes
the original plan to have the

laundry delivered to each indi-

vidual hotel." It may also explain

why the members of the expedi-
'

tion have since washed their dirty
linen in public. ... ...

Some of the pilgrims on the Oscar II.

were much annoyed at the prohibition
of card-playing on board. " What is

the use," they asked,
" of crying Pax

when there are none?"

*
"

Some strait-laced Conservatives, who
were a little shocked to see the an-
nouncement of " Mr. Balfour on the

Film," were comforted on its being
pointed out to them that Mr. CHAPLIN
set him the example.

A conversation in the trendies :
-

Private Dougal McTaci/th (late of the

Alberta Police) :

" Mon, in ma section

'tis aften fafty degrees below zero. But,
bless ye, 'tis dry cold, ye '11 never feel it."

L.G. OiKen Tyrrell (late of Carpen-
taria Telegraphs) :

" Down-under it is

usually 125 in the shade. But thin it

is dry heat, you arc niver sinsible

of ut."

Corpl. James Brown (late Train

Conductor, Vancouver) :

" In B.C.
we stake upon 312 to 314 rainy
days in the year. But it is dry
rain, it don't wet you."

In an article on the employment
of women as dentists, the writer

says :

" A new charm has been
added to the delights of dentistry."

Optimist ! ... ...

He also says that one lady
" extracted 38 teeth from nine

patients, and showed little signs
of fatigue from it, either." But
what about the nine '?

THE NEW LEAF.
FANCY PORTRAIT OF PRUSSIAN POET PREPARING TO

WRITE A HYMN OP LOVE IN CASE IT SHOULD BE
WANTED.

*
We observe that Mr. PEARCE,

the Commonwealth Minister of

Defence, fell while in his garden
and broke two of his ribs, but are

glad to learn that his condition

is not serious. The conjunction
of a rib, a garden, and a fall has
in at least one previous case re-

sulted in permanent injury.
* :

A mai'tyr to insomnia threatens,
unless the Government stops the

whistling for taxis, to let Mr.
McKuxNA whistle for his.

A ten-year-old girl's essay on
" Patri-

otism
"

:

"
Patriotism is composed of

patriots, and they are people who live

in Ireland and want Mr. Redmond or

sending them their 400 a year that
a slight change in the designation of

the others is suggested P.M. (Paid
Member) instead of M.P.

* *

A soldier's letter : "DEAR Sis, You
ask what I want well, for Heaven's
sake send us a barber ! You never saw
such heads in your life as we 'vo got.

Lovingly, BOB.
P.S. Failing a barber send us a box

of hair-pins." ... ...

Is it true that while the Cliff Hotel
at Gorleston was blazing furiously

during the gale last week a zealous
official went up to the unfortunate

proprietor and threatened him with

pains and penalties for allowing a
naked light to be seen far out at sea?

Our men in the trendies are be-

ginning to welcome the German gas-
attacks. They say there is nothing
like them for keeping down the rats.

!
:
i'

*

Suggested motto for the controversy
between the headmasters as to the

publication of Public School Rolls of

Honour "
Quot dominies tot scnt-

fiititf."

Note.

The "
Wingfield House "

mentioned
in the article "

Cases," which appeared
in Punch a fortnight ago, was a purely

imaginary name and had nothing to do
with the Wingfield House, near Trow-

bridge, where a hospital has for some
time been established.
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Jiirenile War Lord. " 'F.UE ! SOMEONE KLSE 'AVE A GO I 'M SICK o" WAR. IT AIN'T IN BEASOU TEB EXPECT A BLOKE TEB BE
THE KAISEB THREE DAYS BUSNINO !

"

THE VINDICATION OF JIMMY.
IN one corner of the school play-

ground stood a small boy in deep
dejection, witli his hands in his pockets,
his lower lip trembling slightly, whilst

he strove to kick a hole in the ground
with his right toe. It was Jimmy
Jimmy in his hour of trial.

He wasn't going to blub, he wasn't

going to do anything.
Suddenly lie stopped kicking at the

ground, as he remembered that his

mother had told him he must be
careful <>l his hoots now that the War
\\as on.

lie took out of his pocket a match-
box, the temporary home of a large

B a l>u//er, Jimmy called it

which had hitherto refused to eat
either grass <>r hnm or Indian corn.
His gaxc then \\andered to a hole in
his stockings, which he had mended
by applying ink to the exposed part
of his skin.

From the opposite side of the play-
ground came the tumultuous noise of
the calm deliberations of Form II.

Jimmy knew perfectly well that

they were discussing him, and that in

time one of their number would be
> inform him of the verdict and

nee.

He expected that ho would have to

tight them all, one by one, and he

wondered how many blows he would
he able to stand without returning
them, for to hit back was out of the

question under the unfortunate circum-
stances.

Jimmy wished they would get it

over, for lie was quite willing to under-

go any form of punishment they might
decide upon, if only they would let him
know quickly. He hoped they wouldn't
make the Biffer fight him, not that

he was afraid of the Biffer, but because
it would be so hard to keep himself
from hitting back, and that he had
decided not to do. You see the Biffer

was a new boy, and, for another thing,
he wore a leather strap round his

wrist. On his very first day at school
the Biffer had volunteered the infor-

mation that he once gave a boy such a
biff on the nose that he had sprained
his wrist, and that ever since lie had
worn a wrist strap, lest it should happen
again. It was Jimmy who had nick-

named him the Biffer, and from that
time the Biffer had sought Jimmy's
blood.

But Jimmy was not easy to quarrel
with.

He was the acknowledged champion
of Form II., and you had to commit
tlmv offences before Jimmy would

seriously consider you. At the first

offence you got a note with the one
word "Beware!" written upon it; at

the second, another note with the word
"Blood" written underneath a skull

and crossbones; and at the third you
received a note with the word "

Deth,"
and underneath was the drawing of a
coflin.

The Biffer had so far arrived at the
second note.

Jimmy did hope they wouldn't choose
tlie Biffer, for lie could hear even now
the Biffer's yell when he had made that
awful mistake which had brought
about the present deplorable situation.

Jimmy couldn't think how he had
come to say what he did say ; he could
have bitten off his tongue when he
realised it ; but it was too late he had
said it.

He tried to think how it had all

occurred, and the scene flashed again
before his mind. There was the master
with his pointer resting upon the

Dogger Bank on the map of Europe.
' Who can tell me the name of this

sea ?
"

he had said, and Jimmy had

snapped his fingers and waved his

arm about in his anxiety to catch the

master's eye. You see, it was so

seldom, so very seldom, that Jimmy
felt he knew the right answer to any
question, and the new experience was

intoxicating. The master too seemed
to find it unusual, and he at once
turned to Jimmy and said,

"
Well, what

is this sea called, then '.'

"
Jimmy, full
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of tlie pride of knowledge, burst out

with "Tho North Sea, Sir." Oh ! if lie

hud only stopped at that ; but in his

desire to show how much he know lie

i'.lded without thinking the fatal words,
" or German Ocean !

"

In the shout of derision which had

followed, Jimmy realised what he had

said, and felt himself falling, falling,

fulling . . .

Jimmy became aware that the noise

on the opposite side of the playground
was ceasing, and soon, from the corner

of his eye, he saw Jones minimus de-

tach himself from the crowd. " Half a

mo'," he heard Jones minimus say ;

"I want to get a knotted handkerchief,"
and ho saw him hurry into the school.

As he emerged he flourished the knotted

handkerchief, but when delivering the

verdict to Jimmy that he would have
to run the gauntlet three times to the

tune cf the knotted handkerchiefs of

Form II., he tried to smuggle into

Jimmy's hands an exercise-book which
he said Jimmy could stuff up his back ;

it would stick there if Jimmy buttoned
his jacket, he said, and it would take
the sting off a bit. Jimmy had to bite

his lip as he refused the exercise-book,
and then with head erect and lips no

longer trembling he went forth to face

the ordeal.

Form II. had arranged themselves
in two ranks, facing one another, and
the knots in the handkerchiefs were
firm and hard. " You have got to

bunk through and back again and
then down again," said Jones minimus
in a hoarse whisper.
The Biffer was at the head of one

rank, and had got his handkerchief

slung over his shoulder in happy readi-

ness for the first blow.
" Are you ready ? Go !

"
shouted

Form II. in one voice.

At the word "Go!" Jimmy pulled
his hands out of his pockets he was
glai his mother wasn't there to see
him and with head still up and eyes
to the front he walked slowly up the
double lines and as slowly down them.
The Biffer got in a good one, he got in
two before Jimmy was out of reach,
and ho then changed the handkerchief
to his left hand in readiness for the
return journey. Arrived at the end of

the lines, Jimmy turned on his heel
and began to walk even more slowly
than at first.

But there was no sting in the blows
this time; all the zest seemed to have
gone out of the affair

; and, hut for the
whack the Biffer gave, Jimmy never
felt anything. The third time down
was a farce, for, after Jimmy had delib-

erately stopped opposite the Bitter in

order to let him have as many as his

injured soul required, no one touched

j

him. In fact they were all shaking
hands with Jimmy, who was now his

smiling self once more and ready to

play with the best of them, when sud-

denly the Biffer took it into his head
to make a joke.

"
Perhaps he is a German," said the

Biffer, and waited for the general

laugh to follow his sally.

But the laugh didn't come ; instead

there was a dead silence.

Who was the Biffer a new boy at

that to call anyone a German ? In-

stinctively a ring was formed and the

Biffer found himself in the middle of it.

Jimmy took off his coat and gave it

to Jones minimus, who danced for sheer

delight.

Jimmy had only one regret : the

butcher-boy was not thereto see him
the butcher-boy who had expended so

much time over him, had taught him
the upper cut, the under cut, every cut

that the heart of a butcher-boy delights
in. The Biffer was very busy biffing the

air with a rapid circular motion of the

arms, for Jimmy's fixed scowl and set

of jaw troubled him.

Oh, why wasn't the butcher-boy there

to see that tremendous smack on the

nose the Biffer got ? He would have
felt amply rewarded.

No one had ever seen Jimmy fight
like this, and Jones minimus shouted
in his joy, for the Biffer was outbiffed

in every direction.

In vain did he cry "Pax," for Jimmy
had not half relieved his feelings, and
there was no end to the dodges the

butcher-boy had taught him, each of

which, he had said, meant sudden death.
" He 's had enough, Jimmy," whis-

pered Jones minimus. " I 'in satisfied,"

he added as the Biffer, who was lying
on the ground, refused to get up and
have any more.
As the boys entered the class-room

the next day there was the map of

Europe still hanging up in front of the

class, and the very first question that

was asked by the master was,
"
Well,

Jimmy, what is this sea ?
"

" The North Sea or British Ocean,
Sir!" said Jimmy, a reply that was
greeted with a rousing cheer by the
whole of Form II.

A TURKISH TROPHY.
(A belated letter from Gallipoli.)
MY DEAR

, By this week's post
I trust you will receive the long pro-
mised trophy, to wit one Turkish

headpiece procured by my own per-
sonal exertions. As the story of its

capture, though somewhat out of the

ordinary, has been passed over in stony
silence both by the official communiques
and "Our Special Correspondent

"
I shall

endeavour to give you a brief impres-
sion of the difficulties overcome as truth-

fully as my sense of imagination will

allow me. First of all I must draw a

map :-

A

A SECOND HELPING!
OUR Bagdad force fell in a rut

At Ctcsiphon ; Turks made things
hum.

We found that we had got to Kut,
Whilst Russians found a way to
Kum !

Our men know net the word "defeat,"

They '11 make it clear on Tigris plain
That, Russian-like, when they retreat,

'Tis but to cut and come again.

A B British trench, with travi :

C D Turkish trench, without.
E F Ditch
G British barricade.

H Turkish barricade.

This should give you an idea of the

English and Turkish lines at a point
where they are about eighty yards

apart. Without going into details you
will see the English trench is of the

superior pattern, as it has traverses.

I had to work in that technical term to

show I know all about it
;

I know
another,

" the berm," but I am not too

sure about what that is, and also I

don't suppose I could draw a "berm" if

I saw one. Anyway, I know it 's quite
a good term connected with trenches,
as I heard a G.O.C. fairly strafe a

subaltern, the other day, because he
hadn't got a " berm." Well, to refer

to the map, you will observe that there

is an old ditch running between the

two lines of trenches, and both sides

have advanced a certain distance along
this ditch and have built barricades

about ten yards apart. Every day it

is part of my job to take a constitu-

tional along our trenches, and after

discussing the European situation and
the latest Budget with the various

battalion commanders to ask them
whether there is any particularly ob-

noxious part of the opposition line they
would like me to salute witli my bat-

tery. Usually they say,
"
No, there 's

nothing in particular, but let 's have a

shoot all the same; for example, there's
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a d<>g that barks abominably
night opposite L 57. Couldn't you
abolish him'.'" Incidentally wo n<>

longer give our trenches names, such

M I'icciulilly, Rotten Row, but men-
letters and iiumhers ; the reason being
that one of the stall' was pieked up in

a fainting condition, having strolled

down Park Lane and then found him-

self, to his horror, in Peckham High
Street. The shock his own homo
being in Baling Broadway had pn>\<-ii

nidi for his constitution. J low-

ever, to refer hack to the map once

more, our barricade across the ditch

is a most convenient spot for observing

artillery lire and as such is frequently
used by me. Unfortunately my view
was always hasty and badly interrupted
by the attentions of a Turkish sniper
behind their barricade. This man's
name was Ibrahim, and he was a

Constantinople cab - driver, married,
with two children, both hoys. You

be surprised that we know so

much about the enemy, but we live in

such close proximity that opposite the
Lancashire Fusiliers a Turk named
Mahomet, who lives at No. 3, Gold/a
Horn Terrace, told the reporter of Tin-

II
I'/'jiiniitiiii I/<',i<lltijht that for three

years he had been suffering from pains
in the back but that's another story.

Incidentally Mahomet at present in-

habits a sniper's post surrounded by a
ct thicket of barbed- wire, and I

iiad a bright scheme for its removal. I

got hold of a trench catapult, an in-

genious contrivance of elastic that
hurls a bomb some hundreds of yards,
and placed in it a harpoon attached to
a long coil of rope. The idea was that
on release of the catapult the harpoon
would be hurled in the air, the rope
would neatly pay out, and then, as soon
as the harpoon had grappled Mahomet,
all we would have to do would be to
haul on the rope and over would come
the \\ hole bag of tricks. Unfortunately
sunothing v, out wrong, and the rope,
instead of neatly uncoiling, flailed round
the trench like a young anaconda, and,

ing a harmless spectator by the

leg, hurled him twenty feet in the air.

Immediately the opposition lines re-

sounded like a ritlo-booth at a country
fair. However our spectator descended

unpunctured, and the only damage done
was to our vanity, when Mahomet
threw over a message attached to a
Stone to ask whether we would i

the performance as he and a pal bad
a bet on as to who was the best
shot and wanted a human aeroplane
to judge.

Hut we have got a long way from
Ibrahim. Ibrahim possessed the head-

piece I am sending you. I could not
think of a method foV obtaining it, as

PANTOMIME ANNOUNCEMENTS.

his vigilance was deadly. However a

bright thought struck me, and I assidu-

ously saved up my rum ration for a
month. Then one bitter cold night I

tossed over the accumulation in a bottle

wrapped up in an old sock. Presently
there resounded in the still air a

pleasant bubbling sound indicative of

liquid being poured out of a glass

receptacle, then a deep sigh, followed

by a profound silence. Inch by inch I

crawled over our barricade and slowly
wormed my way along the ditch. At

last I reached the Turkish barricade
and cautiously slid my hand over the

top until my lingers encountered
Ibrahim's toque. Then I gave a gentle
tug. Horror! he had the flap down
under his chin. Unmanned for a

moment I recovered, and I slowly slid

my fingers down his hirsute neck and
with a gentle titillation slid the (lap

clear. Ibrahim merely stirred in his

sleep and resumed his . slumbers.

Triumphantly hugging the trophy to

my bosom I crawled back to our
barricade.

The saddest part of the tale is yet to

come. I had promised to procure you
a trophy unstained by association with
human slaughter, but when the day
dawned there lay poor Ibrahim stiff

and stark behind his barricade, killed

by a cold in his head.

'

Message Boy Wanted for Butchery.'
1

lireciiin Adrcrtiser.

A lot of people are after that boy.

Taxi driver who laid down Fare at Royal
11< ltd at 2.45 p.m. on Christmas Day, would

oblige by returning dent's t'mbrella to Hotel."
Aberdeen Journal .

We gather that it had been a wet

morning.
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Cyril (eating his bread-and-jam with not too much jam). "THIS is PREPDSTROUS THIS WAB ECONOMY."

HUNTIN' WEATHER.
THEIIE 's a dog-fox down in Lannigan's

spinney

(And Launigan's wife has hens to

mourn) ;

The hunters stamp in their stalls an'

whinny,
Soft with leisure an' fat with corn.

The colts are pasturin', bold an' lusty,

Sleek they are with their coats aglow,

Ripe to break, but the bits grow rusty
And the saddles sit in a dusty row.

Old O'Dwyer was here a-Monday
With a few grey gran'fathers out for

a field

(Like the ghostly hunt of a dead an'-

done day),

They an' some lassies that giggled
an' squealed.

The houn's they rioted like the devil

(They ran a -hare an' they killed a

goose) ;

I cursed Caubeen, but he looked me
level :

" The boys are away so what 's the

use?
"

The mists lie clingin' on bog an' heather,

Haws hang red on the silver thorn ;

It 'a huntin' weather, ay, huntin'

weather,
But trumpets an' bugles have beat

the horn !

A Dabt of Honour.

Mr. Punch ventures to plead on be-

half of the nine hundred men of the

Royal Naval Division who were taken

prisoners by the enemy in the 'retire-

ment from Antwerp. Less fortunate

than those of the same Division who
were interned in Holland (for want cf

official information most people imagine
that all the missing were so interned),

they lack the necessities of life. Parcels

of food are sent to them, fortnightly
to each man, as well as clothing and

tobacco ;
and it is known that they

receive all that is sent. Mr. Punch

begs his readers to help the fund from

which these simple comforts are pro-

vided, and to address their gifts to

Lady GWENDOLEN GUINNESS, at 11,

St. James's Square, S.W.

From a report of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S

speech :

" The works of Ireland have been extremely
helpf il, and I am glad to acknowledge that I

have bean extremely helpful."
Manchester Guardian.

On this occasion the MINISTER OF
M CXITIONS appears to haveallowed him-
salf the privilege of "

tliinking aloud."

Seasonable.
:'The Canadian Government has granted to

Canadian troops oversea and in training at

home a Christmas allowance of one chilling."

Provincial Paper.

"He much regretted that it was not possible
t i-day to communicate the results of the Derby
Report in any detail, or, indeed, at all. The
task had been one of stupendous bagnitude."

Evening Standard.

Yes, but how. big was the bag ?

Two descriptions of the new Chief of

the Imperial General Staff :

" Of Scottish desrent, and familiarly known
to the Army as '

Jock,' ho is one of the most

remarkable soldiers of the time."

Glasguic Ei-cninj Times.

"That ho is known throughout the whole

Army simply as ' Wullia
'

is a sure token that

the p'rivate soldier has taken him to his heart."

Glasgow Ei-eniny Citizen.

Won't the Germans ha puzzled ?

"Eddie Harvey (Fleetwood) and Ike White-

house (Barrow) went through 15 rounds con-

test for 5 a side and a nurse, and I Lirvey won
on points." The People.

Tho stake?, we presume, were divided.

" The Daily Mail will not be published to-

morrow, and for that reason we seize thoocca-
sion to-day of bidding our readers a merry
Christmas." Daily Mail of December 24(7i.

And a very good reason too.

"A kid was born with monkey face and
human skull at Saidapct on the 13th instant."

New India.

This is headed " A Curious Phenom-
enon." But is it ? Some of our neigh-
bours' kids are just like that.
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LONDON AS USUAL.
''

AW///'.s l. ninl, in Directory
"
far 1916,

a contempiirnri/ rrniitrki, ix /</// much
tin' name as the volume for 1915.]

WIIKKK, where aro the signs of the

raider

\Vlio swain to our ken like a kite,

Who sworo lie had played the invader
And knocked us to bits in the night;

\Yh<> pounded these parts into jelly
From Mile End, he said, to the Mall ?

For the man who should know (J. J.

KKLLY)
Can't spot 'em at all.

Yon may turn up the street that is Vigo
Or alight on the Lane that is Mark :

Von may let your incredulous eye go
O'er each Crescent and Corner and
Park;

You may hunt through the humblest
of alleys

Or the giddiest haunts of the town,
And KELLY'S, who 're

" safe
"

as the

Palace,
Have got 'em all down.

So I sing to those equals in wonder,
Of BKADSHAW (the expert on trains),

Who have torn the Hun's fiction

asunder
That our City 's a mass of remains ;

Hero's our proof that we're plainly
not undone,

That, although every night she lies

bid,

Our stolid undaunted old London
Still stands where she did.

STUDIES IN FRUSTRATION.
i.

THI: scene was the comfortable spa-
cious breakfast-room in the Bishop's
I'iiUeo. His lordship sat nearest to
the fire; the bishop's wife presided
over the fragrant coffee-pot, and the

curaio, their dine-and-sleep guest, sat

opposite the bishop and farthest from
the warmth. As a curate this position
was his due. Some day he also would
ho a bishop, and then he too would
know what it was to intercept the

glow.
The curate was looking dubiously

i he recesses of an egg. His fine

Anglican features underwent a series

of contortions.
" I am afraid," said the bishop, "that

that egg is not a good one."
"You are right, my lord," said the

curate. ' It is not only bad, it 's alive.

I think it 's the worst egg that was
ever ottered me."

n.

The wounded soldier lay in his deck-
chair placidly smoking his hundredth

Uo that day. He was not natur-

Porter (dug-out). "SHALL I PUT VEB 'OCKEY-KSOCKEES IN THE VAX, SIB?"

ally a smoker, but cigarettes arrived in

enormous numbers and something had
to be done with them.

His visitor sat beside him, note-book
in hand. " Yes ?

"
he remarked.

"And then," said the soldier, "came
the order to charge. We fixed bayonets
and rushed at the Bosches like mad.
It was glorious like the best kind of

football match."
The visitor took it all down, and

more.
" I remember bayonetting two men,"

said the soldier,
" and then I remember

nothing else. And that's six months

ago. Still, I 'm getting well, and then
there 's only one thing on earth that

I really want with a passionate de-

sire . . ."
" I know ! I know !

"
said the visitor,

moistening his pencil.

" Never to see any more war as long
as I live," the soldier continued.

in.

The aged artist sat in his luxurious

studio surrounded by his masterpieces
that is, by the pictures he had never

been able to sell.

The gem of the collection stcod on
an easel in the middle of the room ;

while a connoisseur, hat in hand, in-

spected it closely, enthusiastically,

breathlessly. Then, coming over to

where the artist was resting, he sat

down opposite to him and in a voice

I trembling with emotion asked,
" Tell

I me, how do you mix your colours ?
"

There was a deep silence, almost

painful in its intensity. A drawing-pin
fell with a deafening crash.

The venerable painter stood up with
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Excited individual (who IMS picked up umbrella left in bar, to despatch rider just leaving). "Hi! MISTEB. Is THIS YOUB UMBRELLA ?"

a calm and leonine expression,
an ivory palette knife," he said.

IV.

' I use man, consulting his watch. " I believe

that you get here later every day."
"
Yes," said the clerk,

" I do. But then

I always stay on and work overtime."

VI

Thfl eminenfc blicist replaced his
.

Qn the an(} tumed to the

who gat beside him ,, M busi .

he gaid ,,;8 thfl manufacture of

The shadows were lengthening in

the beautiful garden. It was a warm

spring evening. The old sun-dial had

just struck seven.

The poet threw aside his book and
called his Airedale terrier; the dog, re- ^^ Thave VadeTTOsUortune
spending in time, eventually readied i , ., ,,

'
, ,

'
i Otlt Of it.

his master s knee. ,, H interesting," the lady
Seizing his opportunity, the repre-

1
^ absently; but the next moment,

sentative of the Press observed, You
,

.Jj fa aJ^ u hfc> ghe added

with quickened interest,
" Please don't" Fond of dogs ?

"
replied the poet.

" I ? I detest them
;

"
and so saying he

kicked the Airedale a distance of several

feet into the air, so that, falling immedi-

ately on the sun-dial, it was transfixed

tliink me inquisitive, but how can a

fortune bo made Out of a thing like

mustard? People take so little of it."

' Madam," answered the mustard

magnate deliberately,
" we do not

"Rome '?

"

"
Yes, why not ? I 'in told it "s won-

derful. I shall be there a month ;

"

1

and so saying he hurried to his hotel.

Three days later he walked into the

Casino again.
"What," cried his friends "you

here ? We thought you were going to

be in Rome a month."
" So I am," said the money-lender,

;

" and more. I came back for my things,

! most of which I left here, as it had

occurred to me I might not like it.

'.

But I adore it. Rome is beautiful,
j

august, sublime. The simple severe

beauty of the Vatican, thevast solemnity
of the Campagna ! It is indeed the

1 eternal city. Let me keep Rome !

"

And again he hurried away.

j
make our fortunes from the mustard

"
Yes, yes ?" cried the lady eagerly.

"but," he continued, "from what

they spill in mixing poultices."

by the gnomon.
As he watched its struggles, thus 'V'

1 ' ' L11
,

, , tiii. that people eat
impaled, the poet laughed the hearty
resonant laugh for which he was
famous.

v.

The Civil Service clerk so famous for

his drollery was entering the office

doors at half-past ten in the morning, ing arrived as usual at the Casino,
or exactly sixty minutes past the but this time only to bid his friends

appointed time. By an unfortunate
'

good-bye,
clianco liis principal met him, as, alas !

" Not leaving Monte ?

VII.

A Long Turn.

"To-morrow evening Miss Phyllis Bedells

makes her final appearance at the London

Empire, where she has danced without inter-

ruption for nine and a half years."
Jlristdl Tiine.i and Mirror.

lie had too often done, at the same tardy
hour. " Late again," said the great

De Mortuis. . . .

Tired of this much worn physical life Chief

; George Moshesh bursted the bauds of morality
as under Tuesday, November 2nd."

South African Paper.
" Tenders invited for alterations and additions

Yes, I am, he replied ;
"I in going to the late Mr . Waata W. Hipango, Pitiki.

to Rome." are hereby cancelled." New Zealand Paper.

The famous money-lender one even-

they asked.
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THE XMAS ADVENTURES OF A DRAWING

i'l'ont li'iiluTt S/iii/ivnii, /'i/ni/iiinih, to

Joan Dalgleish, London.

DEAR Miss DAI.GI.EISII,- I send yoi
as promised, when we parted in Skye
one of my little drawings. ] am sorr

I ha\i! had no time to get it framed.
am nil in ten days to India to resum

my work. If you have no room foi

this little picture on your walls it wil

do for a lied Cross Haxaar.

Hoping to meet you some othei

summer,
Yours sincerely, E. SIMPSON.

From Jonn l><i/iilfi.<ih to Robert

Simpson.
London, December 17.

DEAR MK. SIMPSON, So main
thanks for tho drawing of the bay. 11

will always remind me of our delight-
ful holiday in the North, and in the

murky days of December it will make
me feel again in the fresh air of Scot-
land.

With best wishes for a pleasant
journe\ ,

Yours sincerely, JOAN DALGLEISH.

/'/,..-,; Joan Diilijleiafi to Mttry Morris,
Manchester,

December 23.

II:ARKST MARY, Iain sending you
a little Christmas card, in the shape
of a water - colour drawing with a
calendar attached, which can be re-

mo\ed each year. It will remind you
of the fine time we spent bathing and
boating on tho Welsh Coast, which F

know you people in the North adore.
I have long wanted to send you some
token of our days together in that

plea -ant land, and, after much search-

ing, here at last it is.

N our affectionate Friend,
JOAN DALGLEISH.

Mai// Morris to Joan
December 24.

1 >iVVREST JOAN, What a treat to see
.Jorioiis Welsh Coast, t hat heaving
'id those sunny cliffs, when I am

barely existing in this gloomy city!
.\lir,i//.-i will this i/i'tir scene be in my
sight morning and evening, to remind

in\ friend whom I miss .so iiiit<-li,

and of those grand aspects of nature
which \\e enjoyed together.

With dear lo\o, MARY.

,/ Man-is to Misx F.lcunor

HY;(Vr.s-' Club, London.
December 30.

DK\K Miss MKNDIP, It seems a-es
we met after your ,/n-t visit to
heater ami after that splendid

lecture on " Some Aspects of Nature."
not lei the New Year pus-; with-

out sending you a little picture of our

From

^ -
.j?i

Neighbour. "Aso HOW DOES YOCB SON LIKE HIS TBAISIXG?"
Proud Mother of Recruit. "On, HE'S VERY HAPPY. BUT HE BAYS THEY DO TAKE

HIM VERY LONG WALKS."

Northern coast as a humble token of

ny immense admiration for your charm-

ng work the poor offering of a con-
tant admirer.

Hoping to see you again in our city
ind that you will again stay at our

iome,
Your affectionate admirer,

MARY MORRIS.

From Miss Mendip to Miss Morris.

January 2.

DEAR Miss MORRIS, Forgive me for

lot acknowledging before the graceful
ribute of your admiration for my
vork. I do indeed regard you as a
lend few girls of my acquaintance
avo so real a sense of literary perfec-
ion as my dear young friend in Man-
hester. Always will I cherish your

appreciative gift as a remembrance of

my sweet young friend.

Yours affectionately,
I'.i, I:\NOH MEN-IMP.

Frnm Miss Mendi/i to the Editor,
" Women's Welfare," London.

January 4.

DEAR MR. SCHIMHLES, You said

you intended to obtain an illustration

to my paper on "
Cottage Homes by

Western Waters." I can save you
trouble and some expense. I have
succeeded in obtaining just the picture
you want. I accordingly enclose it.

You can add the fee of 10s. 6'/. to my
cheque for the article. I hope it will

come out in February.
Yours truly, ELEANOR MKXDIP.

' \V\.\n. i). Good School - Master, in ex-

change for Blue Pom dog, 3 months, splendid
coat, or sell 1. Approval both ways."

WMk Paper.
Lest our scholastic readers should be
incensed at this cynical estimate of

their value we hasten to inform them
that this " School-Master" is a pigeon
and not a pedagogue.
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AT THE PLAY.
" Puss IN BOOTS."

IF Messrs. SIMS, Dix and COLLINS

did in fact, as they claim, make the

book of this year's pantomime at the

Lane, Mr. GEORGE GRAVES gagged and

hound it. This popular annual festival

indeed tends to hecome more and more

of a GRAVES solo (with of course the

innumerable customary da capos) and

a bright sketchy EVANS obbligato. -As

a Grand Duchess and Duke respectively
the genial twain present themselves.

Mr. GEORGE GRAVES, in a llounced skirt

of green tartan check, copper curls

and mahogany features, is a delectable

creation ; says some strangely unlady-
like things (as is expected of him) ;

is still oddly preoccupied with "gear-
boxes

"
and other anatomical detail ;

and

generally indulges in a fine careless

rapture of reminiscence and improvisa-
tion zealously assisted by Mr. WILL
EVANS' familiar tip -tilted nose and
bland refusal to be perturbed by en-

tirely unrehearsed effects and obviously

irregular cues. A jovial and irreverent

pair of potentates, crowned by public

laughter.
There is, of course, a sort of back-

ground to all this audacious fooling,
more definitely directed virginibus

puerisque. The new principal boy,
Mr. ERIC MARSHALL, woos his princess
with a romantic air and a mellow-

tenor, in which emotion somewhat
overshadows tone. Miss FLORENCE
SMITHSON, an accepted Drury Lane
favourite, looks very charming, makes
love in pretty kitten wise and still

indulges in those queer harmonics of

hers virtuosity rather than artistry,
shall we call it? but is altogether quite
a nice princess of pantomime. Little

RENEE MAYER is the Puss. Nothing
could well be daintier. But I hope
she will let me tell her (in a whisper,
so that the others won't hear), that she
doesn't quite realise what a jolly part
she has got. I would implore her to

spend an hour or two at serious play
with any decent young cat and study
the grace and variety of its beautiful,
imitable gestures. Then she will as-

suredly pounce on her magician turned

mouse, and fawn on her master and
friends, with a greater air of conviction.

And she will mightily please all the
other nice children in the house.

Of the great ensemble scenes un-

questionably the finest was the Fairy
Garden, with a quite beautiful back-
cloth by E. McCLEERYand a bewildering
(and, to tell truth, largely bewildered)
bevy of butterflies, decked by COMELLI,
fluttering in a flowery pleasaunce. And
.there was also a clever variation on
the now inevitable staircase motif as

a finale. But the Harlequinade of

happy memory has deplorably declined

to something like a mere display of

advertisements a sad business.

"THE Sl'ABLICiHT EXVUKSS."

It would be uncandid to pretend
that Mr. ALGERNON BLACKWOOD gets

everything ho has to say in The

Starlight Express
'

safely across the

footlights those fateful barriers that

trap so many excellent intentions. But
he so evidently has something to say,
and the saying is so gallantly attempted,
that he must emphatically be credited

with something done something
rather well done really. The little

play has beautiful moments and that

is to say a great deal.

. This novelist turned playwright
wishes to make you see that " the

Princess Rosabel . Miss FLORENCE SMITHSON.
Florian .... Mr. ERIC MAESIIALL.

Princess Rosabel and Florian, a young man
though only a miller's son of considerable

polish, especially about the hair and feet.

Earth 's forgotten it 's a Star." In

plainer words he wants to present you
with a cure for " wurnbledness." People
who look at the black side of things,
who think chiefly of themselves these

are the wumbled. The cure is star-

dust which is sympathy. The treat-

ment was discovered by the children
of a poor author in a cheap Swiss pen-
sion and by

"
Cousinenry," a successful

business man of a quite unusual sort.

You have to get out into the cave
where the starlight is stored, gather it

with the help of the Organ Grinder,
who loves all children and sings his

cheery way to the stars ; and the

Gardener, who makes good things grow
and plucks up all weeds ; and the

Lamplighter, who lights up heads and
hearts and stars impartially ; and the

Sweep, who sweeps away all blacks
and blues over the edge of the world,
and the Dustman, with his sack of

Dream-dust that is Star-dusi for isn't

it
?),

and so forth. Then you sprinkle
the precious 'stuff on people, and they
become miracles of content and unself-

ishness. (The fact that life isn't in

the very least like that is a thing you
have just got to make yourself forget
for three hours or so.)

The author was well served by his

associates. Sir EDWARD ELGAR wove
a delightfully patterned music of

mysterious import through the queer

tangle of the scenes and gave us
an atmosphere loaded with the finest

star-dust. Lighting and setting
were admirably contrived

;
and the

grouping of the little prologue scenes,

where that kindly handsome giant of

an organ-grinder (Mr. CHARLES MOTT),
with the superbly cut corduroys, sang
so tunefully to as sweet a flock of little

maids as one could wish to see, was

particularly effective.

Of the players I would especially
commend the delicately sensitive per-
formance of Miss MERCIA CAMERON (a
name and talent quite new to me) as

Jane Anne, the chief opponent of wum-
bledom. She was, I think, responsible
more than any other for getting some
of the mystery of the authentic Black-

woodcraft across to the audience. The

jolly spontaneity of RONALD HAMMOND
as young Bimbo was a pleasant thing,
and ELISE HALL, concealing less suc-

cessfully her careful training in the

part, prettily co-operated as his sister

Monkey. The part of Daddy, the con-

gested author who was either "
going

to light the world or burst," was in

O. B. CLARENCE'S clever sympathetic
hands. Mr. OWEN EOUGHWOOD gave
you a sense of his belief in the

eflicacy
of star-dust. On what a difficult rail

our author was occasionally driving
his express you may judge when he
makes this excellent but not par-

ticularly fragile British type exclaim,
" I am melting down in dew." The

flippant hearer had always to be inhib-

iting irreverent speculations occasioned

by such speeches.
I couldn't guess if the children in

the audience liked it. I hope they
didn't feel they had been spoofed, as

MAETERLINCK so basely spoofed them
in The Blue Bird, by offering them a

grown-ups' play
" sicklied o'er with the

pale cast of thought." But the bigger
children gave the piece a good welcome,
and called and acclaimed the shrinking
author. T.

" 3G MAGXIFICENT, ACCLIMATISED, WELL-
BRED DAIRY Cows, &c. Many of these wera
bred on the Premises, and others were pur-
chased from a renowned Breeder of Friesland

Cattle, and they need no comment from the

Auctioneers, but will speak for themselves."

Katal Mercury.

Blowing their own horns, so to speak.
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Irish Sergeant. "KEEP YEU HEAD DOWN THERE!
THROUGH THE FUT?"

DON'T YE KNOW THAT'S THE VERY PLACE THAT MIKE ROOXEY WAS SHOT

THEY.
JUST lately I have been thinking

often of Them. But Their image has
never been more vividly in my mind
than now, when I sit here among the
aftermath of festival. I wonder, for

example, are the homes in which They
live pervaded with this same dtbris of

Christmas (or, as They themselves are
so fond of calling it, Yuletido) ? Does
dismembered turkey coldly furnish forth
Their meals? Are there too many
calendars, and a litter of crumpled
paper? And cards do They send each
other cards? Stupendous thought!
Most of all is my fancy busy with

Them to-morrow, Tuesday, December
the twenty-eighth. I see Them rising,
a little wearily, perhaps, and heavy-
eyed. Breakfast They snatch, and so
out into the winter morning towards
that place where, unknown and unre-

cognised, They pursue throughout the

year Their changeless toil. I imagine
Them gathering with mutual greetings
in the workroom a little company
about whose features I have so often

speculated. Poets are there, and artists ;

probably some among the men may
wear their hair a trifle longer than the

military fashion of to-day ;
but the

greater part of tho crowd are almost

certainly women. Now the talk dies

down
; presently They are all once

more bending in silence over Their

appointed tasks.

Yes, here at one desk is the artist to

whose genius we owe the obese robin

perched upon a horse-shoe, or the

churchyard by moonlight after (appar-

ently) a severe spangle-storm. Here

again a poet, whose eye in a fine frenzy

rolling proclaims an inspiration, or at

least some subtle variant upon a

familiar theme. He stoops and, even
as I watch, has traced swiftly, with
vibrant pen, this couplet:

" The old, old wish I send to thcc,
Jocund may thy Xmas be 1

"

Then, with a little sigh, he leans

back, satisfied that for him the holi-

day intermission had not rusted the

fine edge of originality.
" Jocund

"

proved that.

Behind him perhaps sits a maiden
like Fate, who with abhorred shears

fashions strange shapes and borderings
of foliage unknown to mere nature.

And further still, in yonder obscure

and shadowy corner, is one who by
her art can penetrate the future and

outstrip the foot of Time himself. For

see, upon her cards, there is already
written

" With every blessing good and true

May the New Year be packed,
And 1917 bring to you
What 191C lacked."

I wonder how does their work seem
to Them upon this morning after

Boxing-day ?

What to do with our Boy*.
"Bun-Provcr wanted, 20-25 Trays Capacity."

Portsmouth Evening Neves.

Not from the Cocoa Press.
" At a concert given in the sick bay, H.M.S.

Crystal Palace, 34 large boxes of chocolates
were distributed among the patients. Mr.
Balfour sent a telegram wishing the men a

speedy recovery." The Times.

The following advertisement appeared
on Dec. 23 :

"Lady recommends her Companion-Hose-
kcoper." Morning Paper.
She was not going to risk her own
Christmas stocking.

" It is no easy thing to replace an artist of

the quality of Miss Lily Elsie, who, in spite
of the warmth of her reception at His

Marty's Theatre, recently took so severe a
chill that the doctor would not hear of her

]>la\ ing again for some time." Daily Mail.

The figurative has no chance with the

actual.
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AT THE SOURCE.
"On," said Franceses, mining into the library, "I see

you 're busy with your papers. Don't let me disturb you.'
"If," I said, "it depended on me I wouldn't. I 'd take

you at your word and have you out of the room in two-
twos. But you wouldn't like that, now, would you?

"

" I 'm afraid I should have to enter a protest. That 's

right, isn't it? Protests are tilings that have to be entered,
aren't they ?

"

"Yes," I said, "they're like candidates for examina-

tions, or rooms, only some rooms oughtn't to be entered,
but are."

" Jocose ?
"

said Francesca.
"
No," I said

;

" I was thinking of Blue Beard. I dare-

say you remember about him. He was a very uxorious

man, you know, and most domestic. Something of a

traveller, and when "

"We won't worry about Blue Beard," she said. "I
think I know the outlines of his family history."" Well then," I said,

"
why can't you leave me alone ?

You see I 'm busy and yet you insist on staying here and
interrupting me. Do you call that being a helpmeet ?

"

"
Well," she said,

" I call it joining myself unto you, and
that 's what we were told to do to one another in the

marriage service."

"You're wrong," I said. " I was told to do that unto
you, but you were told to submit yourself unto me and to
reverence me."

" It 's all the same," she said. " All I 'm doing is to help
you to obey the Prayer-Book."

"
Anyhow," I said,

"
you 've sat down and you mean to

stay here. Is that what it comes to ?
"

" It is," she said. " You 're in tremendous guessing form
to-day."

" All I know," I said gloomily,
"

is that if my return for
Income Tax contains many mistakes it '11 be your fault, not
mine ; and I shall take care so to inform the CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER. I shall put down in the Exemptions
and Abatements,

'

Interrupted by wife. Abatement claimed,
100.' The CHANCELLOR will understand. He 's a married

man himself."

"^So you're doing your Income Tax," she said dreamily.
"I've often wondered how that was done. Do YOU
like it?"

"
No, Francesca," I said,

" I do not like it. To be quite
frank with you I detest it."

''But you 're helping the War," she said. " That ought
to buck you up like anything. Every extra penny you pay
is a smack m the eye for the KAISER, so cheer up and make
a good big return."

" I will do," I said,
" what is strictly fair between myselfand the Government. I can afford to be just to" the

CHANCELLOR, but, by Heaven, I cannot afford to be
generous. Generosity has no place in an Income Tax
return."

"Go ahead with it then," she said. "I don't know
what 's stopping you."
"You," I said, "are stopping me you and that part of

my income from which the tax is not deducted at the
source."

"That sounds quite poetical," she said. "It runs into
metre directly. Listen :

No man can uvll be rude or even coarso
Who lias his tax deducted at the source.

But I wish you 'd tell me what it means."
"
Francesca," I said bitterly,

"
you are pleased to be a

rhymer. You are, in fact, rhyming while the exchequer is

burning ;
and then you add insult to injury by asking me

the meaning of an elementary financial phrase.""
Well, what does it mean '.'

"

"It means," I said, "that if your money is invested in

public companies or things of that nature, then when your
half-yearly dividend You know what a dividend is ?

"

"
leather," she said. " It comes in on blue paper or pink,

and you say,
' That 's something to be thankful for

;

'

and
you write your name on one half of it and you send
that half to the bank, and you tear off the other half and
lose it in the next spring-cleaning. I know what a dividend
is all right."

"Francesca," I said,
"
your knowledge is very wonderful.

But if you suppose that that is the whole dividend, you are
much mistaken. It is the dividend minus the tax. The
company saves you trouble by deducting the tax and pays
it to the CHANCELLOR for you."

" Bravo the company !

"
said Francesca.

" And so say I. You see you never get that part of your
money, so there 's no temptation to spend it in fact you
don't spend it."

"
That," she said,

" sounds highly plausible.""
Yes, but listen. Suppose you 've got some little job at,

say, two hundred and fifty pounds a year
"

" Like the little job you were so pleased to get a few
years ago."

"
Yes," I said,

" more or less like that.''
" Not so honourable, of course," said Francesca.
"
No, of course not, but similar as to emoluments. Well,

in that case you get the whole amount, and you spend it in

perfectly useless things and forget all about 'it after you've
put it down in your return

; and then suddenly some
Surveyor of Taxes writes and demands Income Tax on
those two hundred and fifty pounds, actually demands
something like forty pounds. I tell you, it goes through
you like a knife."

" Haven't you any remedy?
"

"Of course I could chuck the job," I said, "or do it for

nothing. Yes, I think I'll chuck it. It'll be a lesson
io them."

"Yes," she said, "it would probably make the Govern-
ment sit up but, on the whole, I don't think I should go
so far if I were you. You see

"

" Go on," I said, for she was hesitating.
" Let us strip

ourselves of everything at once and throw ourselves on
'he charity of our neighbours."
"Well," she said, "I'd go on for a bit. A job's a job

iven if it does make you pay. You Ve had 210 on balance,
and you ought to be thankful to have been allowed to pay
'orty pounds for munitions."
"And now," I said, "perhaps you'll let me get on with

my work." g. c. L.

The Pull-Through:

Being a paraphrase of an answer in an O.T.C. examination.

Just one long pull, a straight strong pull no other pull
will do ;

A man must never take two pulls to pull the pull-through
through.

Village Amenities.
" The hearty congregational stinging was a feature of church life

to be proud of." Parish MagcuMtt.

WANTKM. Comfortable Home with private family for Gentleman
who is not strong in Brighton, Eastbourne, or St. Leonards."

The Times.
The poor fellow should try Bournemouth or Torquay.
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GETTING EVEN.
Outraged rictim of "Confidential Report" (being put to b:d prematurely). "PLEASE, GOD, NunsE sarco FOR HER SOLDIER on

SUNDAY !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IF it should ever be your lot, which pray Heaven forbid,

to be stranded on the coast' of Panama, seek out Miss
WINIFRED JAJIKS as your hostess, for she can teach you
how to tolerate, and even in a way enjoy, an existence one

might have thought unendurable. She lives, I gather,
some two hundred miles or so from the Canal, in a town
that is going to be built some tine day on a site that has
to be prepared by filling up a marsh with clay and sand.
In the meantime, until tho day and the town arrive, she

rightly describes herself as .-1 Woman in the Wilderness

(CHAPMAN AND II
\\.\,). Civilisation is turned back to front

out there, for although such comforts as refrigerators and
electric light are a matter of course, there is still lacking
to .1/ix Henry <le Jan and her rather shadowy William

anything, for instance, in the nature of a road on which to

walk, or indeed any approach to their own verandah except,
floating on the clay, a narrow plank gangway that has to

serve as a bust ling high-road for a mixed and dusky
populace. I'nder the circumstances she has done nobly
well to arm herself with the twin defences of cheerfulness
and humour

; and if the cheerfulness comes at times near
to being that of a martyr on the rack, while the fun is

perilously apt to swing from themes that are nice for a

lady's wit to others that are not so nice, and back to sheer

triviality, what, in the name of a population of sand-flies

and negroes, can you expect ? It is much that so lifelike

a picture of a region so desolate should be presented on
the whole with sweetness and charm, when no better

material is available than the myriad misdeeds of her
coloured servants, the antics of her puppies and an occasional

reminiscence of home.

Certainly VIOLET HUNT and FORD MADOX HUEFFER have
one achievement to their credit. They have evolved an

entirely new and original setting in which to bring together
a number of short stories. What is supposed to happen is

that sundry persons who did not feel exactly drawn towards
bed before 2 A.M. on those summer nights when Zeppelins
were about, meet for bridge and sandwiches and incident-

ally to listen to certain stories read aloud by their author.
In this way they are able to forget their apprehensions of

the gas-bags (dare I put it that they lose Count ?) and spend
a pleasant series of evenings with history. For the stories

in Zeppelin Xi<jhts (LANE) are all historical of a kind.

Mostly they deal with the byways of history, or rather with
the emotions of ordinary people who are just on the outer

edge of historical happenings. For example, the central

figure of the first is a slave whose basket of figs is upset by
PHEIDIPPIDES running from Marathon

; while the last con-
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C.-ITMS an insignificant little anti-militarist who finds himsell

cheering for tlio army on the outbreak of the Boer \Var.

keen sense of the beauty of nature and the beauty of

words. Children should love these Himalayan sketches,

for Mr. EuNDALii, from material which in some cases wasThat is* the. kind of tales they are, slight and momentary
thin"s with no plot hut plenty of atmosphere, and in

j

admittedly slight, could weave a tale full of magic and

their style remarkably well done. Whether they would charm. The story of the old brown bear m " The Scape-

a-t null v' keep the n.'rve -ridden oblivious of bombs for the goat" may not greatly stir the heart with the thrill of

thousand-and-one nights that might have seen raids and ' adventure, but the hero has attractions that no child and

didn't is a matter that need not concern us. For my part, no man that has not forgotten his childhood could resist.

I liked as much as any the pages in which Miss HUNT or An inconspicuous notice in the book tells us that the

.Mi-. HUKI-TKK folded up her or his manuscript and allowed author fell in action towards the close of 1914. I salute

the other (whichever it was) to tell us about the very his memory. Rich aa we are to-day in authors who can

: and human audience. I had only one disappoint- write enchantingly of birds and animals, I feel a sense of

ment, but that was acute. I did want just once for them personal sorrow in the loss of one whose work gave so fail-

to hear a distant bang, and see what happened. I rather a promise of high achievement.

doubt whether the placid and literary charm of the tales

would have sufficed to keep them within doors had there

been anything to see outside.

' In his hot indignation his yellowish face had in places

When you take up Russian Folk-Tales (REGAN, PAUL),
don't allow yourself to be subdued by the deplorably learned

preface of the translator, Mr. LEONARD MAGNUS, LL.B.,
because it is not the proper attitude really.

turned blackish : literally,

black streaks ran from the

corners of his lips upwards
and downwards, and from
the inner corners of his

eyes." If you read that

sentence in a novel with

Mr. EDGAB JEPSON'S name
on the cover, and founfl

that the passage was a de-

scription of a man named
Shadrach. Penny, would you
not, as I did, settle down

comfortably in your arm-
chair and wait with perfect !

confidence for the human !

zebra to murder somebody ;

in the most fascinatingly
brutal manner ? But he did

|

not do anything of the ;

kind. I think that the fact

that I was disappointed in,

and even seriously bored

by, The Nan Who Came
Back (HUTCHINSON) was

|

largely due to the mild, dull

Recruit, "Aw I SAY,
BIT TOO TALL FOB ME."

Sergeant (old scliool). "OH !

way in which the story developed. And yet I think I could

have forgiven the absence of lurid sensationalism if the

book had been a good book of its kind. It is not. It is so

crude and amateurish that it is difficult to believe that a

professional writer could have written it. Mr. JEPSON, like

most other authors, has had the idea of modernising the

story of the Prodigal Son. He adheres to the original story

closely in one respect, for Roland Pcmuj's first meal in his

old home consists of roast veal, but he departs from it in

making Roland, so far from wasting his substance, amass
a large fortune among the husks and swine. I do not

know how to classify The Man Who Came Back. It is not
a novel of incident, for nothing happens in it. It is not a

novel of character, for there is no attempt at any but the

crudest character-drawing. It is just a six-shilling novel,
and I do not ses what else one can say of it. Mr. JEPSON
must do one of two things. He must either brace up and
make his style less irritatingly slipshod, or he must give us
a few more murders. If we cannot have literary elegance
h'j must give us blood.

Lieutenant L. B. RUNDALL, of the 1st Gurkha Rifles,

author of The Ilex of Strii-Phiy (MAOMILLAN), was not only
a soldier and a sportsman, but a writer with a most

Forget how
little business a Bachelor
of Lawr has to lay his

sceptical hands on such

inappropriate material, and

plunge, into a jolly, be-

wildering tangle of tales

of magic and adventure,
bloodthirstiness and treach-

ery, simple charity, vodka
and genial superstition.
You will be led from one
to the other, puzzled but,

I dare conjecture, highly
entertained. I think you
may take it, too, that a

certain healthy sort of

children will like to have
these queer stories read

aloud. The villainies of

the Bdba Yagd, an old

witch of terrific resource-

fulness, and the oddly in-

consequent animal stories

should make particular ap-

peal. But you will be hard

put to it to answer the

questions which will be thrust at you ; and (by the way)
perhaps you will discreetly have to leave out a phrase or

two for prudence' sake. On no account let the youngsters
read the preface. I am not really quite sure whether you
ought to read it yourself.

SERGEANT I 'M AFRAID THIS HORSE is A

AND DOES THE COLOUR SUIT YOU, SlR ?
"

The Charge of the Six Hundred.

Some three-score years or so ago sis hundred gallant men
Made a charge that cost old England dear, they lost four

hundred then
;

To-day six hundred make a charge that costs the country
dear,

But now they take four hundred each four hundred

pounds a year.

"Somebody to st3.il of my cabbage, cauliflower, old potato, new
potato, and a small rake and hooks, fork. Everything. Somebody
snatch on Thursday and Saturday night. Perhaps anybody to see the
steal man to take something from my garden to tell me about that
is I will reward five pounds truth, 3 for tell-tale. WONG LONG."

Poverty Bay Herald.

WONG LONO apparently differs from the accepted authorities

as to the value of hearsay evidence.
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIKKI: is much satisfaction in the

(Icrmun Army ill the announcement
that iron coins to UK; value of ton

million marks arc to be substituted for

nickel and copper. It is now hoped
that those Crosses may vet prove to be

worth something.

A resident of Honor Oak wrfti

the papers to say that such was the

patriotic anxiety of people in his

neighbourhood to pay their taxes at

the earliest possible moment that ho
found a long queue before the collector's

door on .binu;ir\ :!rd and bad to wait

an bom- before his turn came. On
rending his letter several \\Vst-end

theatres pat riotically offered the en]

lector the loan of their " House Full"

boards.
'

*
'

1'riiice \YlI.l.lAM OF \VlKl>, th.

ruler of Albania, is at ))rosent ill Serbia,

feverishly awaiting restoration to his

former dignity. The, situation is not

very favourable, however, and bis

(icrman advisers have warned him to

curb bis Mpretuosity.

An American barque witli a cargo of

beans for Germany has beet) seized and
unloaded hv the Swedish authorities.

A cruel Eate seems to overtake every
effort of the I uited States to give

Germany these necessary cominoilities.

:!:

'

Among the suspicious articles dis-

covered at the Bulgarian Consulate in

Sidomka was a large stock of red
brassards. Mul. the interence that, thev

belonged to members of the British

V.T.C., who were determined to fight
for the enemy rather than not light at

all, is certainly premature.

Several inmates of the Swansea
workhouse, having been told that

margarine was to be served out. instead
of butter, returned their portions, only
to discover (hat it, was butter after all.

As similar incidents have occurred in

many other establishments it is sug-
gested that margarine should in future

be dyed scni'let or blue in order to

prev cut a repetition of these embarrass-

ing contretemps. ... ^

Sir .Ions SIMON, in the debate on the

Compulsion Bill, said that the alleged
660,000 slackers were arrived at "

by
subtracting two figures from one
another." Everyone must agree with
him that if that was the method em-

pi' iyed the result would be '

negligible."

In a tram-car in a Northern city, as
the girl-conductor went round for fares,

Major (di.si itx^inij Jelinifitfiit Snlxilttrn).
" BUT TIIICBK WHAT CAN you KXI-I

UK'S OXLV ONE OF THOSE TEXFOB.tltr BLIOHTEBS !

"

Colonel (su-ci'tty). .

" BUT ISN'T THAT BETTEB THAK BEING A PEIUUXUXT BLIGHTEB?"

a "nut" tried to take a rise out of her
'

fellow-passengers. They related that

by asking for a ticket to "
Gallipoli."

j

they had every week to take a long
Bne charged him for the full length of slow duty journey which was "the
the tram journey, and as soon as the limit

"
; but lately it had taken on

tram arrived at a recruiting office she a different aspect, for "noir," said

rang the hell and said, "You change | Tommy,
" when you get too bored you

' ....... 0: " * '"'-"'- "
here, Sir, for Gallipoli.'

The KvisKit thinks it very mean of

the British Government to

Corfu palace into a hospital.
marine commanders are now wonder-

just hop out and kiss the porter."

Kxtract from a letter written to a
turn bis loved one from the Front :

His Sllb-
"

I ret-rivinl your dear little note in a. sand-

bag. You say that you hope the sandbag stop,
... , a bullet. Well, to tell the truth, I hope

:i

ing how to shell the inmates without ldollX as :^ ^ pat<;b
;ng v

damaging their master's proper! v . \\ith it."

The Militant Suffragette who some

yens ago damaged the Velasquez
Venus with an axe has just published
a novel, of which the hero is a plumber
who thought he was a poet. It ought to

J

be called "The Burst Pipe," but isn't,

'V
::

\\Omen are now employed on some!
of the railway^ in the North. A
traveller recently had two Tommies for

Prince VON BI/ELOW, who has been
for some time in Switzerland, has
obtained an increase in the number of

his secretaries, of whom he now has a

round dozen. Several of the poor
fellows are suffering from writer's

cramp through having to pen so many
letters explaining that the Prince is at
Lucerne purely (or the sake of his

health.

vor.. cr..
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THE BATTLE OF THE PASS.
'This Hill was 'selling the pass.' "Sir ll//.;./.(.v Bu.i:*, in the

',
en The Military Serviot Hill.]

" WHAT though against our sacred front

They muster, miles on miles,

I am resolved to stick the brunt,"

Said bc.ld IIon.\Tirs BYLKS;
" For Liberty I '11 take my stand,

Just like a stout Berserk,

And still defend with bloody brand

Our glorious Eight to Shirk.

' \Yo 've SIMON, worth four columns' length ;

We've KKDMONU, doughty dog;
THOMAS and those twin towers of strength,
PRIXGLE and whole-souled HOGGE ;

And OUTHWAITE not our dearest foe,

Bulgar or Bosch or Turk,
Could wish to plant a ruder blow

For Britain's Eight to Shirk.

"And, lastly, should the Tyrant storm
The pass for which we fight,

It must be o'er the riddled form
Of Me, the Champion Knight;

Meanwhile, on caitiffs who would keep
The pledge wo bade them burke,

My lusty battle-cry shall leap :

' God and our Eight to Shirk !

' '

::= * :. * *

The scrap was over. There he lay
Prone on the reeking grass ;

" SIMON," his faint lips strove to say,
"
Somebody 's sold the pass !

"

"
True," said the other ;

" I descry
The NORTHCLIFFE'S hand at work."

" Farewell !

"
said BYLES ;

"
'tis sweet to die

For Britain's Eight to Shirk !

"
O.S.

WORLD WARFARE OF THE BRITISH FLEET.
WHAT IT HAS DONE IN 1915.

(With acknowledgments to Mr. ARCHIBALD HUSD in " The

Daily Telegraph.")

SUPERIORITY, and again Superiority ! In this one word
lies the secret of our success at sea. Yet it would be hard
to say how many careless civilians there are, taking all

things for granted, who fail to recognise that fact even
now. Not numbers nor organisation, nor men nor guns
nor ships though these have counted for something
have been responsible for our victory. It has been due
above all to superiority sheer superiority.
Think what would have happened if there had been any

strategic fumbling at the opening of the War ! It is not

pleasant to reflect upon what might have occurred (had
not superiority stepped in) at the very outset if, for in-

stance, we had sent several Dreadnoughts to catch the
Emden. It was strongly suspected, mind you, that there
were German armed vessels on the trade routes. As one
merchantman after another was sunk there could no longer
be any doubt about it. What if, in panic, we had suddenly
dispersed our naval force to every part of the globe?
What then ? But we didn't. What again if it had been
determined, in accordance with some fanciful scheme, to
concentrate our main striking force in the Mersey?
Germany well might have captured the initiative. But
authority was not distracted from its primary purpose.
\Vas its policy a success ? Come, now, was it ?

"

The old year has gone. On January 4th the British

Fleet had been at war seventeen months roughly seventy-
four weeks (anyone can count them up ; there is nothing
abstruse about my statistics). In a word, it might almost

be s:iid, with some approach to accuracy, that it has been in

the throes of the struggle for a year and a half. Very well.

The German Flag has been banished from the ocean.

Not since the War began has a German battleship steamed
down the Channel nor a battle cruiser, nor yet an
armoured cruiser, nor even a light cruiser, nor a monitor,
nor a destroyer. None of them not one. Why is that ?

Because (vide supra) the German Fleet has been banished

from the ocean. It still exists, but it is safely locked up
behind explosive agents (mines) and protected by submer-
sive factors (submarines). The German Fleet is in a zareba.

Let us recall the striking words of one of Germany's
leading naval strategists, written, mark you, before the

War: "England's strength is mainly in her Fleet." I

wonder now if that is generally known.
He goes on to define the duties of a fleet in the following

words :

(1) To avert invasion.

(2) To keep the sea open for the arrival of imports ;

(3) And the departure of exports ;

(4) And for the exit of re-exports ;

(5) Also the entrance of re-imports.

(6) To protect trade.

Has the British Fleet succeeded ?

The German Flag is banished from the seas. In Janu-

ary 1916 the German Fleet is still lurking in that /ereba.

The Dreadnought embodied an offensive in excdsis, even
as the expansion of the Dreadnought policy embodies an
offensive in extenso and imposes upon the enemy a defensive

in extremis.

It is perhaps hardly realised that the performance of the

British Navy in this War has no parallel in history. In
the past, enemy frigates always succeeded in getting out

of ports, however close the blockade. But none has broken

through this time not a single frigate. On the other
hand enemy submarines may be said to have been more
formidable than in the Napoleonic wars.
But the German Fleet is strong. I am not one of the

sort of humourists who hold it up to contempt in its in-

activity. For that matter I am not any sort of humourist.

Perhaps you have found that out. But the German High
Seas Fleet is no fit subject for joke. That it has proved
harmless is due to one thing alone superiority.
And so the War wags. All over the high seas our

merchantmen continue to inscribe their indelible furrows.

And where is the German Fleet? I think I have answered
that.

Here then I conclude my synopsis of the work of the
Fleet in 1915. And if it be said that it might well have
stood almost word for word as the record of the work of the
Fleet in 1914, I may reply that I sometimes wistfully
wonder if I shall have to make any alterations in the text

before it goes to press again this time next year. Bis.

Very Early Victorian.
"
Handsomely carved early Victorian sideboard, been in one family

for a century." Advt. in " Horncastle Netrs."

From Mr. BONAK LAW'S speech as reported by a morning
paper :

"We were quite ready to carry on on the principle of keeping a
united nation by keeping iii opposition and not facetiously opposing
the Government."

Unlike those eminent humourists, Messrs. HOGGE, PBIXGLE,
and KING.
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THE SECOND TIME OF ASKINC1.
cs (with visions of the conquest of Egypt). "1 SUPPOSE HE KNOWS THE WAV THERE. 11

CAMEL (nfv/V/<vi/-//i;/V "AND 1 5ACK!"
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Jlarassed N.C.O.
MY HAT AT YOU !

"
CALL THAT su ARMS'! Ii1 I WAS Tin: KING AXD you PUKSEXTED ARMS LIKE THAT, I'D I'D TIIBJW

THE PESSIPHONE.
IT is weary work being a pessimist

these days, for the process of corrugat-
ing tlio brow and groaning at the War
news must of necessity entail much
energy. For sonic time past it lias

been patent to sympathetic observers
that what the pessimist to-day really
needs is a machine to do the work for

him.
To meet this want the Electrophobia

Syndicate have invented the Pessi-

phono a mixture of gramophone
and pessimist believing that ho who
to-day can make two whimpers grow
\\iiere one grew before deserves well of

his country in war time. With thePessi-

phone there is now absolutely no excuse
for cheerfulness. It is the marvel of

the age, and has very fittingly been
deserihed as worth a guinea a groan.
With OIK! pint of petrol the J'essi-

phone will disseminate more depression
throughout the household in ten
minutes than could be accomplished
in a day by thirty human pessimists,

As soon as people commence to be
ch: erl'ul all you have to do is to pre^s
the button and hold < n to something.
A child can si art it but nobody can

Btop it. Ten minute* is all that is

sufficient to give a whole family melan-
cholia or creeping dyspepsia. It has
been known to be fatal at 200 yards'

range. Messrs. WILKIE BARD and
GEORGE GRAVES have already offered a

heavy reward for the body dead or alive

of the inventor a fact which speaks

highly for the machine and its maker.
When the instrument was first tried

on a select party of confirmed opti-
mists two of them rushed out of the
office and have not been heard of since,

while the others clawed savagely at

the oflice mat.
No burglar will go near it. It will

drive away rate-collectors and poor
relations. One client has already used
it on his mother-in-law with favourable

results.

The Pessipbone is fitted with a little

oil-bath, all black fittings, self-start-

ing lever, Stormy Arthur two-speed
gear, thus rendering it easy of change
from "Mildly Miserable" to "Devas-

tating," and the whole is packed com-

plete with accessories and delivered

carriage free to your back garden,
where it may be let loose.

The following letters from grateful

passimistB
- - all involuntary contri-

butions speak for themselves:--

GKNTI.DMKX, For \ ears I have beon

troubled with ginger hair, but since

using the Pessiphone I have had the

, beastly stuff turn grey.

DEAR SIRS, I used to read The

Mocnihuj Hcrulil aloud each morning,
but I now use the Pessiplione with

more deadly effect.

HOUSEHOLDER writes : Please turn

the Pessiphone off at the main. None
of my family has been able to get near

the house for five days.

GOLDER'S GREEN says : The other

day the butcher's boy, cheerful as

usual, was coming up the garden patli

whistling, and though it may hardly
seem credible this so affected the Pessi-

phone that it actually jumped off the

table and bit the bov.

A Change of Cure.
" Tho Infectious Diseases Hospital at

Colchester hns been appointed to the vicarage
of Hurst Green, Ktchiiigham. Sussex."

Kssex and llalstcad Times.

From a chemist's reminiscences:
"In the early part of the last century the

sale of leeches was one of the most important.
Doctors hlnl tlii-ir patients for every inia^in-

naat. T.>-day all that we can
leeches is that we just keep them.'' Observer.

As pets, we suppose.
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RULES FOR HERO-NAILERS.
THK following notice appears daily

in the WUhelmshanxner Tini<'l>l<ilt.

The statue to which it refers, known
as "The Trusty Look-Out," represents
;; seaman in oilskins looking out over

North Sea. The face is that of

MIX TIHPITZ.

THK TKl/STY LOOK-OUT.

Nails may be driven into the statue "

\\rrk-da\s between 11 and 1, and on Sundays
between ID and 5. The sale of tickets for

Nails and Shields takes place at the Treasury
of the Town Hall during office hours, and
also ut the time for driving ju Nails on
the spot.

Further, tickets for iron Nails may be

bought in the following shops : (here folloirx
ii list i

if
three biHiksellers, one general store ami

sir tobacco shojis\.

The prices are fixed at :

0.50 m. for an iron Nail.
5.00 m. for a silver Nail.

10.00 m. for a small gold Nail.

20.00 m. for a larger gold Nail.

Anyone who buys 100, '200, 300
or 400 marks, worth of iron Nails
ivreives a silver Shield with a cor-

responding inscription ; similarly,
a gold Shield for iron Nails to the
value of 500 and more marks.
WHOEVER CHANGES A 10 MARK GOLD
PIECE RECEIVES AN IRON NAIL
FREE.
For the purpose of preparing

inscriptions on Shields the date on
which it is proposed to drive in

the Nails must be notified at the

Treasury three days in advance.
If clubs, societies, or other col-

lections of people wish to drive in
their Nails in private parties they
are requested to get into touch
with the Municipal Architect, Mr.
Zopff ,

with a view to fixing the day
and hour, in order that no delay
may be caused by overcrowding.

of skill is responsible for the delay
and will drive home the offending
nail himself.

(4) If any person offers resistance

to this procedure he or she will be

nailed to the statue by the Municipal
nail-driver as a Warning to others.

A large iron nail will be used for this

purpose, the charge for which will

be added to the death-duties.

(5) It is unpatriotic and un-Ger-
man to use bad language when driv-

ing in nails. However, in view of

the well-known tenderness of the
human heart and the high state of

nervous tension in which many per-
sons of an ardent patriotic disposi-
tion may be expected to perform this

supreme act of symbolic devotion,
those who drive in iron nails will be

NIGHT OPERATIONS.
" STORM or no storm," said Charles,

" as a medical man I can't stick this

fug any longer."
He disappeared behind the heavy

anti-Zepp curtains and opened the win-
dow. A piercing draught caught the
back of Bill's neck and he sat up.
"Look here," he said crossly, "this

is no night for a poor Special to go out
in. Can't I send a medical certificate

instead ?
"

"You cannot," replied Charles. "I
will not be a party to such evasions."

" It 's pouring with rain and blowing
a gale. No Zepp ever hatched would
conic over to-night."

Wtlhelmthaven, llth December, 1915.
For the Municipal Council.

(Signed) BARTELT.

Not in a spirit of carping criticism,
but as earnest admirers of German
forethought and thoroughness (Griintl-

lichkeit), we feel it our duty to point
out that there are a few contingencies
for which these otherwise admirable
regulations fail to provide, and we beg
leave to suggest to the Municipal
Council of Wilhelmshaven the follow-

ing additions :

(1) It is unpatriotic and un-Ger-
man to spend more time than neces-

sary in driving in nails, as standing-
room, the number of hammers and
the patience of the officials are all

limited.

(2) The limit of time allowed for

driving in one nail is one minute, for
a silver nail two minutes, for a small

gold nail two and a-half minutes and
for a large gold nail three minutes.

(3) If in any case the time-limit
is exceeded the Municipal nail-driver
will displace the person whose lack

"That's not the point, Bill." Kit

unexpectedly opened one eye.
" How

allowed to swear once for each nail,
'

are Charles and I to sleep" soundly in

our warm beds unless we
know you 're outside, guarding
us ?

"

" That 's right," growled Bill.
" Rub it in. Your turn to-mor-

row, anyway."
The other two sang the

praises of bed in fervent anti-
!

strophe till at last Bill rose with
a groan and assumed his over-

coat, badge and truncheon. He
stopped at the door.

"
Charles," said he,

"
if after

tins night's work I die of

bronchial catarrh, unzepp'd,
unhonotired and unsung

" Good night, dear old

thing," interposed Charles

sweetly.
" Run away and

1

play, there 's a good child
;

1 Uncle's tired."

He disappeared to bed.

An hour later he was awakened by a
tremendous knocking at the front-door.

BEJABERS! IF YOU'RE OETTIN' ON, I'M GETTIN' OFF!"

or seven times for half-a-dozen

nails, whilst a higher proportion of

swear words will be allowed for silver

and gold nails, on the progressive lines Resolutely turning on to his other side,
laid down in (2). he tried to ignore it, but the fusillade

(6) Anyone exceeding the patriotic
j

continued and swelled. Only when it

limit of bad language will be dealt
|

appeared likely to do permanent and
with by the Municipal nail-driver as

; irreparable damage to the building did
in (4). , he rush out on to the landing. There

(7) Classes of instruction in nail-
j

he met Kit, half awake, with his eye-
driving will be held in the Town-hall lids tightly gummed together.

"That ass Bill," he said peevishly.
"
Forgotten his latchkey most likely.

daily between 10 and 11 A.M. (Hun-
days excepted).

(8) Persons who wish to be photo-
graphed in the act of nail-driving
must give notice to the Municipal
photographer two days in advance.
The cost of the photograph will nat-

urally l)e in inverse proportion to the
value of the nail which is driven in.

"Hon. John Fellowes Wallop, of Barton
House, Morchard Bishop, brother and heir-

presumptive of the Karl of Portsmouth, en-
tered his 57th pear on Monday."

Western Times.

We congratulate him on his digestion.

Serve him right if we left him there !

"

" My good man, one must sleep."
Charles ran downstairs, opened the

door and indignantly confronted the

glistening figure on the steps.
" It is my duty to warn you, Sir,"

said William's voice in an official but

triumphant tone, "that one of your
downstairs windows has been left open.
Most dangerous. Also," he added

quickly,
" that 1 am authorised to use

my truncheon in self-defence, and that

anything you say may be used as
evidence against you."
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UNRULY BRITANNIA.
])i:ut MK. I'CNCII, I see that Canon

M \si I:I:M \N. in his Presidential Address
to (lie Members of the Teachers' (Juild

of ( ! resit Britain and Ireland, delivered

day week, observed that the (in-

nian teacher hud been the scrviint of

the State; his function had Ix-on to

foster lovo for the Fatherland. Hut,

lie continued, "that love was degraded

liy jealousy, distrust and arrogance.
The spirit thai breathed through our
' Rule. Britannia !

'

was en; reeled in our

national life by our sense of humour
and self-criticism." I low true and how

necessary! It is indeed surprising to

me that no one has said it before. \Yh\
should we dwell on the great ne-s of

our sea- power and proclaim our resolve

not to ho slaves ? I have always under-

stood, in spite of the view of Sir HKNKV
NV.wnoi.T.that DRAKBwas nothingmore
than a buccaneer. Tito public utterance

of such sentiments is surely prejudicial
to "moral uplift," and, in the memor-
able \\ords of Mr. I'cfkxitilf, is

"
I'agan,

1 regret, to say."
It seems to me that the time has now

come when, in the interest's of reticence

and humanity, a serious attempt should
be made to revise our so-called patri-
otic songs, and, though fully conscious]
of my own literary shortcoming
cannot: refrain from suggesting, by the

following examples, the lines on which
such revision might be profitably car-

ried out. For instance, the refrain of

"Kule, Britannia!" would bo shorn of

its i iirasoiiical quality and rendered
suitable for use in elementary schools
if it took the following form :

Ciirh. Britannia. Britannia curl) thy pride ;

True l.riton* never. ne\er. never PIT ON
BIDE."

Another song which clamours for

drastic revision is "The British Grena-
diers." 1 cannot help thinking that it

would he greatly improved if it were
Jelled thus :

-

"Some tall; of A] i \ \\UKI:. and some of
Hi KIM i .i:s.

Of Hi:nouand I.vs\ni:u. and warriors siu-h

as tliese ;

But infinitely greater than the stroke of an\
sword

Is the pOW-WOW-WOW-WOW-'WCfW-WOW-WDW of

\\IJ.SON and of FORM."

There are many other standard songs
and poems which could be dealt with
in similar salutary fashion, but 1 am
content to leave the task to others, and
will content myself with the following
original lines, which, whatever may
be said of their form, have, at am rule.

the root of the matter in them :

The men who made our Empire great
Have loni; ftgo received their meed :

Then wh\ the tale reiterate
1

.'

Self-criticism now we need.

Doctor (to would-be recruit, ich'n>i>er-in to Hit filaiikshires).
MY MAN. Yoe'VK <a>T AX KNI.ARUKD HEART."

SoKitY I CAN'T PASS YOU,

"SgflRK ALWAYS FAYS AS YOU COULDN'T HA\"E TOO BtO AN "HART TO BIDK
\ COUST11Y ON WAR-TIME 'OSSES.'"

Then. () my hn thn'n. lest you stumble
Look carefully before you leap :

Be modest, moderate and 'ambit
Like the immortal Mr. Heop."

Once more and in conclusion :

It us he humorous, but never swankful
Swank mars the finer fibres of the soul

For what we have urhieved devoutly thank-
ful.

But disinelincd our prowess to extol;
And, when our focmon bang the drum and

hump it,

In silence be our disapproval shown;
'Tis nobler far (,> hlow another's trumpet
Than to perform fantasias on your own."

I am, dear Mr. Punch,
Yours earnestly,

CHADLEY BANDMAN.

Our Experts.
"There arc still three gaps in the trunk line

through Asia Minor to Baghdad, but these will

!
bo filled in during the course of next year, and

;

unless we can reach the city before the Ger-

mans, they will certainly reach it before us."
Truth.

"One of Mr. Copcland's ancestors, Sir John
Copehind. who e.iptured l>avid. King of Scot-

land, with 40,000 troops at the battle of

Neville's Cross, after lodging the latter in

Carlisle Castle, proceeded to France, to report
i nt to the King, who knighted him at

Calais and conferred on him the liarony of

Kendal." Carlisle Journal.

In these days he would have been fined

for overcrowding.
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JOURNALISTIC ENTERPRISE.
ONCM upon a time a rash man, wish-

ing wlio knows for what'.' possibly
a peerage, possibly to .be relieved of

superfluous cash and so no longer have
in pay super-tax, possibly for the mere

joy of pulling wires decided to start a

!ic\\ s paper.
After much consultation the plans

were complete in every particular save

one. The premises were taken, the

staff appointed, the paper, ink and so

forth contractor! for, the oflieo girls and
lift girls were engaged, the usual gifted
and briefless barrister was installed

as editor, and the necessary Cabinet
Minister willing to reveal secrets was
obtained. Everything, in short, that a

succ3ssful newspaper at the present
time could possibly require was ready,
when it was suddenly remembered that

no provision had been made for a daily

supply of pictures. A popular paper
without pictures being such a crazy
anomaly, a pictorial editor was instantly
advertised for.

"
Well," said the editor to the appli-

cant for the post,
"
give me an idea of

your originality and resource in the
choice of topical photographs."

" I think you can rely on me to be

original," said the young man,
" and

not only original but revolutionary. I

have thought about it all a lot, and I

have made some discoveries. My
notion is that the public wants to be
' in

'

all that is happening. Nothing 's

beneath their notice
; their eyes want

food to feast on all the time."
"Go on," said the editor; "you

interest me strangely."
"The function of the camera, as I

conceive it," the young man explained,
"is to serve as the handmaid of the

fountain-pen. Together they are terri-

fic a combination beyond resistance.
That perhaps is the chief of the in-

spirations which much pondering
has brought me. One must always be

fortifying the other. People not only
want to read of a thing, they come to
seo it, and very rightly. Here is an

example. Wo are gradually getting
shorter and shorter of messengers, so
much so that many shopkeepers no
longer are able to send purchases home.
That means that people must carry
them themselves. Now what more
interesting, valuable or timely picture
could you have than a photograph of
a customer carrying, say, a loaf of
bread a picture of the unfortunate
victim of the KAISEK in the very -act of

having to do something for himself?
How that brings it home to us !

"

"By Jove, yes," said the editor,

deeply impressed.
" I could arrange for someone to be

taken just leaving the. shop," the appli-
cant went on; "and I would put under-

neath something about the straits to

which the \Yar has brought shoppers."

"Capital!" said the editor. "Go
on."

" Then I have noticed," said the

youth, "that people are interested in

'photographs of musical-comedy and
revue actrc

" I believe you may be right," the

editor remarked pensively.
" So I would arrange for a steady

series of these ladies, which not only
would delight the public but might be

profitable to the advertisement revenue
of the paper if properly managed ;

for

I should state what plays they were
in, and where."
"A great idea," said the editor.
" But I should not," the young man

continued,
"
merely give that informa-

tion beneath. I should add something
topical, such as ' who has just received
an admiring letter from a stranger at

the Front
'

; 'who spends her spare time

knitting for cur brave lads
'

;

' whoso
latest song is whistled in trench and

camp
'

;

' who confesses to a great ad-
miration for Khaki,' and so on. In this

way you get a War interest, and every
one is the better for looking 'at some
pictures. Nothing is so elevating as

the constant spectacle of young women
with insufficient noses."

" Marvellous !

"
exclaimed the editor.

" But what of the War itself?
"

"Ah, yes, I was coming to that,"
the young man went on. " I have a

strong conviction I may be .wrong,
but I think not that war-pictures are

popular, and I have noticed that one
soldier astonishingly resembles another.
This is a priceless discovery, as I will

show. I would therefore get all the

groups of soldiers that I could take in

open country wherever it was most
convenient to my operator, and I would
label them according to recent events.
For example, I would call one group
and understand that they would all

have non-committal backgrounds
' A

wayside chat near Salonica
'

; another,
' A Tommy narrating the story of his

escape from a Jack Johnson
'

; a third,
' A hurried lunch somewhere in France

'

;

a fourth,
' How the new group of Lord

DERBY'S men will look after a few
weeks'; a fifth, 'Our brave lads leav-

ing Flanders on short leave'; and so
on."

"But you are a genius!" exclaimed
the editoi-, surprised into enthusiasm.

" As for the rest of the pictures," said
the applicant,

" I have perhaps peculiar
views, but I hold that they ought to bo

photographs of Members of Parliament

walking to or from the House of Com-
mons, a profoundly interesting phase

of modern life too little touched upon ;

photographs of the fiancees of soldiers,
of whom it does not matter if no
one had ever heard before, engage-
ments being of the highest importance,
especially at a time when marriage is a
state duty. So much for the staple of
the picture-page, which I trust you do
not consider too daring."

"
Daring, perhaps," said the editor,

" but not excessively so, and one must
be both nowadays. One must inno-
vate."

" And then," pursued the youth,
" for

padding though padding of course

only to the experts, not to the great
hungry asinine public anything can
bo rendered serviceable provided that
the words beneath are adroit enough.
Thus, a view of Westminster Abbey
would be ' The architectural jewel of

England which the Zeppelins have in

vain tried to bomb '

;
a view of Victoria

Station, 'The terminus at which every
day and night, thousands of homing
Tommies are welcomed '

; any picture
of a dog or cat or canary or parrot
would bear a legend to the effect that
all our brave lads love pets and are

never so happy as when accompanied
by a favourite animal

; while any
maritime scene would be certainly
related to a recent submarine outrage,
the Almighty in His infinite wisdom
and prevision having made all expanses
of ocean look alike.

"You are certainly," said the editor,
" a very original and enterprising young
man and I have great pleasure in

engaging you to enrich our sheet."

But when the .paper came out the

picture page was found to differ in no

single respect from the other picture

pages in the other dailies.

LITEEARY REPRISALS.
NEARLY three years ago Mr. E. C.

BENTLEY wrote an excellent detective

story called Trent's Last Case. We
now see amongst the latest literary
announcements, Bcntley's Conscience,

by PAUL, TRENT.
This retaliation prepares us for a

whole series of recriminatory works of

fiction. Among those shortly to be

expected are the following :

The Delusions of Doyle, by ANTHONY
HOPE, and Hope's Hallucinations, by
CONAN DoYi.i:.

Hewlett's
'

Downfall, by G. K. CHES-
TEETON, and Chesterton's Catastrophe,
by MAUKICE HEWLETT.
The Curse of Cain, by MABIE CoBELLl,

and Marie the Malevolent, by HALL
CAINE.

Dexter Street, by COMPTON MACKEN-
ZIE, and The Me:<ii(lerings of MacKenzie,
by G. S. STREET.
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AN OLD-FASHIONED PLAYGOER VISITS A MODERN REVUE.

\ll\l I'.r-iT -il.AT IN Till'.- IIOU8K. TllIUI) HOW OF STALLS -

Nl'XT TO GANGWAY. I'M GOING TO ENJOY MYSKI.K."

ACT I. SCENE I.

SCENK I I .
SCENE III.

ACT II. SCKM 1. I gAY DO YOU THINK YOU COULD CHANOG MY STALL FOB A

QUIET CHAin ON THE STAGE?"
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First Clubwoman. "I NOTICED you TALXING TO THAT OLD BORE. DID SHE GET ox TO HEK AILJIKXTS?
'

Second Clubwoman. "
Y/ES. You MIGHT ALJIOST CALL IT AN ORGAN RECITAL."

A TALE OF HEADS.
AFTER nine o'clock parade on that

memorable morning the Sergeant-Major
spoke to this effect : Though he, the

Sergeant-Major, was new to the unit,

he could and would make it plain that

It Would Not Do. Had he taken up
his duties in a dashed glee club or in

a blanked choral society, he wanted
to know? Though he had tried hard
not to, he had been forced t;> admit
that It was d d

disgraceful. He ,

had never, he reflected aloud, sesn any-
thing like it during an active army
existence that had provided many
shocking sights. And he opined that

there would be fatigues and C.B.s and
court-martials and shootings-at-dawn
if It continued. He was good, even for

a Sergeant-Major.
The trouble was the hairs of the

heads of the unit. And though ho had

rightly got the unit by the hairs which
should have been short we felt it to be

exceeding the limit on his part to refer

to us as blanked musicians. More-
over, the band were most annoyed
about it.

The Sergeant-Major paused to reflect,
and to arrange matters with what he

imagined was a sense of justice.

Though, he continued bitterly, we
were more like a Spillikins Circle than
an Army unit, he would, from sheer
native kindness of heart, save us the

imminent gibbet or the burial by a

trench-digging party which awaited us.

He would merely illustrate our mani-
fold faults by taking the case of No. 3
in the rear rank.

"Please, Sir This from the

outraged No. 3.

Silence must be observed. There
was no excuse for the state of No. 3's

hair. Here in camp (coldly), though
we were five miles from a town, \ve

had a barber, and by all report, though
he had been there but two days, an
excellent barber. No. 3, rear rank, did
not appear to know this.

"Sir
"

Silence in the. ranks. Not only was
the living presence of a most valuable

functionary stultified by No. 3, but he,
like all his slack kind,.must babble on

parade. He, the S.-M., would do all

the talking ncc3ssary. But even if

No. 3 thought ho irn.t bac;k in his local

Debating Society even then he need
not wear his hair long. The others

might look at him to see what an un-

clipped man could come to, and after-

wards show him the Barber's Tout.

A ripple went along the ranks, and
No. 3's arms shot up despairingly.
There need be no demonstration, and

No. 3 should remember that he was on
: parade and furthermore was standing
at attention. He had had no orders to

practise semaphore signalling.

Well, perhaps (grudgingly) he had
now given the unit some faint inkling
of his feelings on the matter. If at any
time in the future a long hair was found
on a man in his unit, etc., etc. (eleven

! minutes).
He would now condescend to hear

any excuse that No. 3, rear rank, had
to offer, so that he would be able to

remark upon its utter worthlessness.

Now, No. 3.
"
Please, Sir," viciously,

" I 'in the

barber."

"For fifteen years, he [Sir William Osier]
said, the slowly evolving, sprightly race of

boys should dwell in a Garden of Eden, such
:n that depicted by the poet.

During this decisive period a boy was an
irresponsible, yet responsible creature, a men-
tal and moral comedian taking the colour of

his environment." Daily Mitral-.

\Yo I'imcy that Sir WILLIAM really said
"
chameleon," but most schoolmasters

will think that the other word is just
as goo.l.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
KIIOM Tin: DiAitv OF Touv, M.P.)

'

Jv
y'j

>:/. "I'LL NOT HAVE CONSCRIPTION."

I'rcmicr. " THAT'S ALL RIGHT. You 'BE LEFT OUT OF IT."

Paddy. "Is IT LAVE ME OUT or IT? AXOTUEB INJUSTICE TO m' OULD COVNTHBY !

'

House of Commons, Tuesday, Janu-

ary it h. This is the PERTINACIOUS
PIIINGLK'H day. True it is also, to a
certain extent, the Empire's. A Session

opening in 1914 has entered upon a <

third year. After briefest Christmas
j

Members called back to work.

They come in numbers that crowd
benches on both sides. Atmosphere ;

electrical with that sense of great hap-
penings that upon occasion possesses
it. Understood that Cabinet have re-

solved to recommend adoption of prin-

ciple of compulsory military service.

Rumours abroad of consequent resigna-
tions from Cabinet. To-morrow PRIME
MINIS rr.it will deal with these matters.

Sufficient for to-day is urgent business
of amending Munitions of War Bill in

order to meet Labour objections.
In such grave circumstances reason-

able to expect that private Members,
howsoever fussy by nature, would re-

strain themselves and permit public
business to go forward. Member for

North-West Lanarkshire does not take

that, view of his duty. Here is a day
on which eyes of nation are with e\-

ropt ional intensity and anxiety fixed on
House pf Commons. What an oppor-

tunity for PitiNULE-prangling ! So at

it he went, kept it up not only through
(Question Hour but, hy interruptions of I

MINISTER OF MUNITIONS when speaking
during successive stages of Amending
Bill, by questions in Committee, by
acrimonious speeches on Eeport Stage
and Third Eeading, ho hushed HOQGE,
snowed-up SNOWDEN, ousted OUTH-
WAITK, and dammed the flow of

DAL/IEL'S discourse.

In spite of this, which, in addition

to major objections, wasted something

Till: PERTINACIOUS PRINGLE.

like two hours, work got through a

little before ten o'clock.

Business clone. Munitions Amend-
ment Bill, recommitted fcr insertion of

new clause, passed through remaining
stages. Eead a third time amidst

general cheers.

Wednesday. When shortly after

three o'clock this afternoon the PRIMK
MINISTER asked leave to introduce Bill

delicately described as designed
" to

make provision with respect to military
service in connection with the present
War "

he was greeted by hearty cheer

from audience that packed the Chamber
from floor to topmost row of benches
in Strangers' Gallery. Members who
had not reserved a seat tilled the side

Galleries and overflowed in a group
thronging the Bar.

Since the War began we have from
time to time had crowded Houses

awaiting momentous announcement
from PiiKMiK'.t. A distinction of to-

day's gathering is the considerable

proportion of Members in khaki. The

whip summoning attendance had
sounded as far as the trenches in

Flanders, bringing home numbers more
than sufficient to " make a Housa

"
of

themselves. Among them was General

SKKLY, who contributed to debate one
of its most effective speeches. He met
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"WAST TO DO YOUR BIT, MY LAD?"
"OP C-C-C-C-C-C-C-COOISE I D-D-D-D-D-D-D-D-DO."

"THEN TAKE MY ADVICE AND JOIN THE MACHINE-GUN SECTION."

with friendly reception even from that

part of the House not similarly dis-

posed when he was accustomed to

address it from Treasury Bench.
The EX-HOME SECRETAUY, rising to

state the conscientious reasons that

compelled the sacrifice of high Minis-
terial office, also had warm reception
from all the Benches. General regret
that lie will, for the present at least,

resume the status of private Member
after a Ministerial career as brilliant as

it was brief.

fiusinemi done, Bill requiring mili-

tary service for unattested single men
and childless widowers of military
age introduced by PRIME MINISTER.

Blandly explained that it is not neces-

sarily, compulsory. If this class of

citizen who has hitherto held back
now likes to come forward and enlist

he may do so under the Group system,
which will he reopened for that pur-

pose. What could be more thoughtful
or obliging ?

Thursday. By comparison with

yesterday's crowded attendance and

buzzing excitement, through greater

part of to-day's sitting Benches only
moderately full, and general conditions
otherwise normal. Members who ob-

jected to carrying debate over second

day felt themselves justified. Two !

speeches made it worth while to extend
j

debate one delivered from below Gang-
way by LONG JOHN WARD of Stoke-

on-Trent, now a full-blown Colonel.

Hurried over from the Front to defend
|

and vote for Compulsion Bill, although
heretofore a strong opponent of con- '

scription. Animated manly speech,
much cheered from all quarters.
PRINCE ARTHUR, who, moving from

modest place habitually occupied to-

wards lower end of Treasury Bench,
seated himself next the PHEMIKH,
thence shortly after ten o'clock rose
and delivered a speech which recalled

his greatest triumphs achieved in for-

mer days when in different circum-
stances he stood by same historic brass-

bound box which DIZZY in his day
clutched and GLADSTONE thumped.

As he resumed his seat amidst storm I

of cheering, SPEAKER put the Question !

for leave to introduce the Bill. A
mighty shout of "

Ay !

"
responded,

answered by futile cry of " No !

'

"
Agreed ! agreed !

"
cried the peace- 1

makers. But the minority were out I

for a division and insisted on taking it.
j

Resulted in leave being given by ma-
jority of four to one, a conclusion hailed
with renewed outburst of cheering.

Bus inens done. Leave given by 403
votes against 105. PRIME MINISTER

brought in Military Service Bill.

' ' The holder of an Exchequer Bond for

100 will receive 100 on December 1st, 1910,
and will in the meantime receive 3 per
annum in interest." Evening PapiT.

The new security seems to have a

brilliant future behind it.

"The bride, who was given away by her
father, wore a dress of pale bridegroom. She
was attended by the hat, and carried a bouquet,
the gift of the pink taffeta silk and a largo dark
blue bridegroom's two little nieces."

Kentish Mercury.

What colour was the bridegroom?

" The last paragraph in Mr. A. F. Dunnett's
letter, appearing in our issue of the 14th inst.,
contained an obvious error. ' Nathan's vine-

yard
'

should, of course, have been 'Nabob's

vineyard.'
"

Daily (Hemier (Kingalon, Jamaica).

Of course where the pickles grow.

"Sergeant Capes saw the fowls in a crater
on Castle-hill. On the crater being opened
two of them were almost dead, and others
were exhausted, and could scarcely stand."

Xuttiiifjham Evening Post.

No doubt overcome by the gas.
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Tradriiiiian. "AitK YOU INSURING AGAINST ZEPPELINS FOB THE NEW YEAB?"
\VI:I.L, I 'M THINKING OK IT, AS I REMEMBER READING IN THE LAST RAID now THE? DROPPED SEVENTEEN BOMBS IN

I WONDER THEY DON'T GET HIT, STANDING STILL ALL THAT TIME IJC THE AIR."

THE SORROWFUL SNIPER.
1 'M un'appy, so I am. Don't enjoy me beef nor jam,
An i in grumpy an' as 'umpy as a camel.

Bin an' stopped my leave '.' Oil no ! That was fixed up
long ago ;

I >ut I In; trouble is, I've got it, an' I feel afeared to go,
An' it 's all alonger tin o' green enamel.

Fancy spemlin' New Year's Eve, when you ougbter be on

leave,
In a dugout where the damp is slowly tricklin',

All alonger tin o' green an' a sniper lank an' lean

'()o was swearin' an' a-strafin' an' a-snipin' in between,
Till the Sergeant told me off to stop 'is ticklin'.

So I trimmed meself with straw, an' a grass an' hay
coft'yure,

An' 1 clothed meself with faggots that a pal 'ad ;

Then tin- Sri -vant got a brush an' some green an' sticky
slush,

An' 'c plastered me all over till I couldn't raise a blush,
And I looked jest like a vegetable salad.

Then I crept out in the night, an' I waited for the light,
But the snipe!- >aw me fust an' scored an inner.

I could 'ear the twigs divide, but I signalled 'im a "
wide,''

Then I squinted down me barrel, an' I let me finger glide,
An' 1 pippe:! 'im where 'e uster put 'is dinner.

VHS, 1 busted up the Hosi-li, hut I found out, ut the wash,
Thai enamel was a fust an' lastin' colour,

An' the soap I used to clean made me shine a brighter
green;

I 'm a cabbage, I "in a lettuce, I 'm a walkin" kidney bean,
An' I ain't a-leavin' Flanders till it 's duller.

Good News for Taxpayers.
" Income-tax can be paid in tho case of individuals and firing who

are liable to direct assessment in respect of trade, profession, or hus-

bandry, in two halfpenny instalments the first on January ]. ami
the second on July 1." Glasgow Evening Times.

Lucky Scots, to-get off with twa bawbees!

From an advertisement ;

"
's Mustard Digests the Dish."

And so saves washing-up.

"Strive to acquire now ideas. Vary tho hour of rising. If you
take luncheon out never go always to the same place." Daily Mail, i

We seldom go always to tho "Blue Lion," and usually never

by the same way every time, for fear of hardly ever being
unable to get out of the habit of it.

"The Westminster (in-.cttf." writes a correspondent from
Venice, "lias always been regarded by the Italian l>re>

the most insular of English newspapers." Still we think
that La Difesa, of which he encloses an extract, goes too
far in referring to our esteemed contemporary as La 11

UfMtteryeuette.
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AT THE PLAY.

"THE BASKKK."

I IMACIIXK The Jiaxkrr to be de-

-.i-iird hy
" CLIFFORD MILLS" as a

Tract against Dukes. And certainly

her l>nki' of Chcriot is a miracle of

obtuseness, who, if lie had not been

made a hero by his valet (an original

and happy creation), would have griev-

ously belied the proud old family motto,

./,' in,' stntri'ijardc." GeorgedeLact ;/,

fashionable, /an&Hi< and forty, reader

u( Thn Pink Tn, ardent bachelor,

Hiixkn- in short, suddenly linds the

dukedom of Cheviot thrust upon him.

Quito unlike his egregious ancestors,

who went out and biffed their enemies

in the gate, especially the Gvrndykes,
who were an unpleasant shifty kind of

raiders. CiVnn/c proposes to resign all

the Cheviot places, emoluments and

responsibilities to his cousin and heir,

Itichunl de, Lacorfe, on the day the

said Richard shall marry. Novi Richard

is a de Lacorfe with the hereditary

Gorndyke blood and nose acquired on

the distaff side. This conspicuous organ
inflames the anger of George's grand-
mother, the dowager, steeped as she is

in the history and prejudices of the

family, while other members of the

august circle harbour unkind thoughts
about their kinsman.
And well they might. If anyone had

"
wrong 'un

"
written all over him it

was liichard. Indeed his Roman nose

was the straightest part of him.

The guileless George who, though
(or because) his grandmother pre-
sented him every birthday after

his majority with a copy of The

History of the de Lacorfes, knew
and cared nothing about their

glorious and stormy past, didn't

suspect the Gorndyke rat in the

de Lacorfe granary. Spendthrift
Richard, who is always getting

urgent blue envelopes from
Samuel Samuel, is bent on

marrying for money the very
Diana that George loves for her

blue hyacinth eyes. There is a

misunderstanding between George
and Diana (of such a childlike

ingenuousness as to suggest that

really this too easy spot-stroke
should be barred to playwrights),
and the idiotic girl promptly en-

gages herself to Richard, who is

of course in love with a patently

naughty married woman. The
most reckless of lovers from the

moment when in his ardour he

(apparently) bites this lady's
hand in the First Act, in full

view of the family, till he plans a

his marriage to Diana, ho is an obvi- choly calculation as to what the mental

ously doomed villain. Tho lady is sur-

prised by George in the act of knocking
thrice on the said postern within.

When three knocks are heard without

Miss HILDA MOOKE as Mrs. Eadford.

together with tile voice of Richard, the

Duke really begins to suspect some-

thing. Virtuous imbecility prevails over

villainous stupidity. The final blow is

dealt upon the Gorndyke nose. Diana
is retrieved by this last of the safe-

guarders, and we are left to a melan-

THE SOUL'S AWAKENING.
Kalct, the valet (Mr. LEON QUAUTKRMAIXK), having been

capacity of their issue is likely to be.

A good deal cf spontaneous and
honest laughter, the best of testi-

monials, greeted this rather ingenuous
extravaganza. I think Mrs. CLIFFORD
MILLS would do well not to prolong
her mystifications beyond the point
when they are quite clear to her
audience. May I without boastfulnoss

record that I guessed all about what
Richard was going to do with the tiara

quite three minutes before a well-known
editor in front of me gave away the

secret in a hoarse whisper to his neigh-
bour? And that was some time before

the author had finished the "
prepara-

tion
"

of the business. And may I ask

why Richard was forced to so fatuous

a contrivance as the pawning of the

tiara to make the exigent Samuels stay
their hands for a week? True he
couldn't tell them abouttheCheviotdeal,
which was a secret between himself and

George; hut he could surely have used
the fact of his coming marriage with
Diana's money? And why didn't

Diana write to her mother and ask her
what was the solemn warning about
Richard that she had on the tip of her

tongue when she was interrupted just
before going abroad? There is a mail
to Singapore, isn't there ? And does a

George, succeeding to a dukedom, be-

come " Cheviot
"
to his sister?

Sir GEORGE ALEXANDER was at his

excellent best in the lighter moods of

the Basker. But I did not like

to see him in pain (especially as

it all seemed so unnecessary).
Mr. LEON QUAUTEHMAINE, in the

really engaging part of the ])nkr's

valet, who learned to think for

himself and read to such excellent

effect the history so carelessly

neglected by his master, was

quite admirable. But then he

always is. Mr. NORMAN FORBES
had little to exercise his powers
in a churchwarden version of the

stage
-
parson with a tiresome

wife. Miss HILDA MOORE looked

charmingly wicked and acted

with intelligence. The too serious

role tossed lightly by the author
into the broadest farce presents
an impossible problem. Miss
ELLEN O'MALLEY never mis-

handles a part. Sometimes, as

here, a part is not too kind to her.

As George's sister she could be

no more than a competent peg.
Miss MARIE HEMINGWAY had

merely to look perplexed and

pretty, which she did with com-

plete success. Everyone was

.a--!1'" 1

*!"^!
11"* a

dismissed for not calling George de Lacorfe"(Sir GEOUGE frankly delighted to welcome hack-

midnight flirtation by the Cheviot AMOCAXDKR) in the morning, makes good by waking his to the stage that great artist Miss
,

postern gate on the very eve of master's soul up at one o'clock at night. GENEVIEVE WAKD as the DOTH/ /IT
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n '.- .s. She had the sort of reception
that is only accorded to favouri:

much more than common merit. And
she pl:i\ed \vitli decision, humour and
resource. Sir (!KOI;K made a happy
and generous little speech about her.

The author was called to receive the

felicitations of a gratified house. T.

A (Irand Concert is to he given at

the Kingsway Hall by the Independent
Music Club, on January 18th, at 2.30,

in aid of Mr. C. Airmen I'KAHSON'S

i for Blinded Soldiers and Sailors.

The Independent Music Club, which
< e in of invaluable assistance to

musicians suffering 'from the War,

proposes to entertain at least iivo hun-

dred Wounded Soldiers at this Concert.

Five shrllings will provide ticket,

transport and tea for one Wounded
Soldier, (lifts for this purpose and for

the object of helping our Blinded
Soldiers and Sailors will he very grate-

fully acknowledged by the Treasurer,

Independent Music Club, 13, Pembroke
(lardens, Kensington, W.

The net proceeds of a "
Special Night"

at the National Sporting Club on Mon-

day, January 17th, commencing at

H I'.M., are to be given to the Wounded
Allies Relief Fund.

OPEN SECRETS.
\Inspired by tJic sitjJit, anyirhcrr in

Fi-diii-e, of the notice :
" Taisez-vous !

Mi'-jii :
- vous ! Les enncmies oreillcs

vons ccoutent ! ")

THKRE is something in the air,

Dinna doot !

We shall shortly see some guerre
Hereaboot.

Yes. we 're going to make a rush,

Starting Tuesday next at Hush !

Pourqitoi ?

Les cnnemics or'eilles nous ecoutcnt !

We have got some special guns
For to shoot,

And to make the fleshy Huns
Up and scoot.

Would you care to hear the list?

There's a grandmamma at Hist!
Silence !

Les ('iiiieniii'.i oreillcs nous ccoutent !

It is more than patent to

The astute
That a very big to-do

Is en rout.-.

There's a million men, I'm told,

Sailing round lo land at Hold!
Donccmcnt !

Les ciuicinies oreillcs ?wns ecoittent !

Tho' to you, my simple friend,
It is moot

V* hen the War is going to end

(Dat vas goot ! )

til', 'I

1

'

M ',

Fickle Young Thing (revisiting Tattooist.) "En DO you THIXK YOU COULD POSSIBLY
ALTER THIS BADGE OS MY ARM? YOU BEE, I'VE ER EXCHANGED INTO ASOTHEU
RE3IMENT."

I could say exactly when
Peace will be declared. But then,

Helasl
Les ennemies oreilles nous ecoutent !

'

ft :: * :|: *
I should be the very last

To dispute
That remarks, too freely passed,

Come as loot

To those wicked people, spies ;

Yet what lots and lots of lies

(MvnDieu!)
Les enncmies oreilles en ccouti'iit '.

HENHY (W.vrcH Doo).

From a report of KINO FERDINAND'S
address to the Sobranje :

" The speech then exalts over victori<

and generally is couched in a rather orid

strain." Cork Constitution.

Like everything else that FERDY does.

New Ideas for War Weddings.
"Tho bride looked extremely well in a gown

of ivory crepe-de-chene, trimmed with filet lace

and ivory aeroplane. Her hat was of gathered
aeroplane, adorned with real ospreys."

Times of Ceylon.

"The ceremony and congratulations being
of srnilax and pom ponfmum-;."

iri ii Inn Kclio (Canada).

"The public simply hand in the order and
cash to any tobacconist, with the name of the
man to whom the cigarettes are to 1* sent,
and the welcome gift will roach Tommy in

time for Christmas."
Adi't. in Monninj 1'ajxr. l>,c. 81.if, 1915.

Unless, as we all hope, Tommy is at

home again before that.

Another Crisis Averted.

'Our London Correspondent >a\~ that he
lias offered to resign, but the 1'rime Minister
refused to accept h^ u-ipiation."

'

Examiner.
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MY BIRTHDAY.
M\ birthday," I said, "is setting in with its usual

severity."
What," saiil Francoscii, has driven you to this terrible

conclusion '.'

"

" Little signs : straws showing how the wind blows."

"1 wonder," she said, "how that came to be a proverb.

Personally 1 don't keep packets of straws to test the wind

by, and l'ne\er met anybody else who did. Handkerchiefs

are much morn certain, und men's hats are best of all."

"
Yes," 1 s.iid,

" when I see my hat starting full tilt

on an excursion 1 always know which way the wind is

blowing right enough. "Tell me, Francesca, why does a

man's h:it. when it's blown off, always bring up in a

puddle?
"

And get rim over by a butcher's cart?
"

" And why does everybody laugh at the hat's owner?
"

"And why does the boy who brings it back to you
expect payment for the miserable and useless object?

"

"And where," I said, "does the owner disappear to

afterwards? You never see a man with a bat on his head

that 's been run over no, 1 mean, with a hat that 's been

run over on his head no, no, I mean, with a hat that 's

been run over off his head Francesca, I give it up ;
I shall

never get that sentence right, but you know what I mean.

Anyhow I will put the dreadful vision by. What was I

talking alwut when this hat calamity broke in?"
"You had made," said Francesca, "a cold and distant

allusion to your birthday. It 's coming to-morrow."
"
Well," I said,

"
it can come if it likes, but I shall refuse

to receive it. I don't want it. I 'm quite old enough
without it. At my age people don't have birthdays. They
just go on living, and other people say how wonderful they
are for their years, and they must be sixty if they 're a day,
but nobody would think so, and

" And that it 's all due to early rising and regular habits."
" And smoking and partial abstemiousness."
"And general good conduct. But you can have all that

sort of praise and yet celebrate your birthday."
"But I tell you I won't have my birthday celebrated.

Those are my orders."

"Orders?" she said. "People don't give orders about
absurdities like that."

"Yen," I said, "they do; but their orders are not obeyed.
There 's Frederick, for instance. He 's only eight, I know,
but he's got something up his sleeve. He asked me
yesterday if I could lend him threepence, and did I think
that a small notebook with a pencil would be a nice present
for a sort of uncle on his birthday not a father, mind you,
but an uncle. There 's a Machiavelli for you."" And what did you say ?

"

" I told him I had never met an uncle who didn't adore
notebooks, but that few fathers really appreciated them

;

and then he countered me. He said he had noticed that

many fathers were uncles too."
" that child," said Francesca,

" will be a Lord Chancellor.
He'd look splendid on a woolsack.

'

"
Yes, later on. At ^present his legs would dangle a bit,

wouldn't they ?
"

"They're very-well-shaped legs, anyhow. Any Lord
Chancellor would be proud to possess them."
"To resume," I said, "about the birthday. There's

Alice too. She 's engaged on some nefarious scheme with a

paint-box and a sheet of paper. It's directed at me, I

know, because, whenever 1 approach her, things have, to
be hustled away or covered up. However, it's all useless.

My mind 's made up. I will nut have a birthday."
"You can't prevent it, you know."

"Yes, I can," I said.
" It 's mine, and if I decide not to

have it nobody can make me."
" But isn't that rather selfish ?

"

" It can't be selfish of me to deprive myself of a birthday."
"But you're depriving the children of it, and that's

worse than seltish. It's positively heartless."
"
Very well, then, I 'm heartless. At any rate my orders

are that there shall be no birthday ; and don't you forget it,

or, rather, forget it as hard as ever you can."
'' I can't hold out the least prospect that your sugges-

tion will meet with favourable consideration."

The birthday duly arrived, and I went down to breakfast.

As I entered the room a shout of applause broke from the

already assembled family.
" Look at your place," said

Frederick. I did, and beheld on the table a collection of

unaccustomed articles. There was a box of chocolates

from Muriel and Nina ; there was a note-book with an

appropriate pencil.
"
That," said Frederick,

"
is for Cousin

Herbert's uncle. Ha, ha !

" And there was, from Alice,

a painted Calendar lit to hang on any wall. It represents
a Tartar nobleman haughtily walking in a green meadow,
with a background of snow-capped mountains. Ho has a

long pig-tail and a black velvet cap with a puce knob.
His trousers are blue striped with purple. He has a long
blue cloak decorated with red figures, and his carmine
train is borne by a juvenile page dressed in a short orange-
coloured robe. It is a very magnificent design, and on

the back of it is written :

" This is but a Birthday rhyme
Written in this dark \Var-timo.
\Vc can't afford to waste our ink.

And so I '11 quickly stop, I think."

Thus I was compelled to have a birthday after all.

TO LUCASTA, FROM THE WARS.
PEHUSING the epistles I devotedly indite

You long, I know, Lucasta dear, to see me as I write ;

Your fancy paints my portrait framed in hectic scenes of

war
I "11 try to show you briefly what my circumstances are.

Your swain is now a troglodyte ;
as in a dungeon deep

He who so worshipped stars and you must write and eat

and sleep ;

Like some swart djinnee of the mine your sunshine-loving
slave

Builds airy castles, meet for two, 'neath candles in a cave.

Above, the sky is very grey, the world is very damp,
His light the sun denies by day, the moon by night her

lamp ;

Across the landscape soaked and sad the dull guns answer
back,

And through the twilight's futile hush spasmodic rifles

crack.

The papers haven't come to-day to show how England
feels ;

The hours go lame and languidly between our Spartan
meals

;

We've written letters till we're tired, with not a thing to

tell

Except that nothing's doing, weather beastly, writer well.

So when you feel for us out here as well I know you will

Then sympathise with thousands for their country sitting
still

;

Don't picture battle pieces by the lurid Press adored,
But miles and miles of Britishers, in burrows, badly bored!
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WAR ECONOMY.
Mmti'css to cJiait/eur, who is crawling dotcii-hiU).

" WHY ABE YOB DRIVING so SLOWLY?"
Chauffeur (ex-coachman). "WELL, MA'AM, you TOLD ME TO BE AS ECONOMICAL AS POSSIBLE THESE TIMP.S, so I WAS perns' THE
IAKK ON TO MAKE THE DOWN-'lLL LAST AS LONO AS POSSIBLE."I'.IiAKK

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

\'nrt'issiis (SECKER), by Miss VIOLA MEYNELL, is one of
j

those books for which I cannot help feeling that my appre-
ciation would have been keener two years ago than is

possible to-day. It is the story of the growth to manhood
of two brothers, Victor and Jimmy, who live with their

widowed mother in an outer suburb of London. That
there is art, very subtle and delicate art, in the telling of it

goes without saying. The characters of the brothers are
reali/ed with exquisite care. Victor, the elder, uncertain,

violently sensitive and emotional, seeking always from life

what lie is never destined (at least so far as the present
story carries him) to attain; Jimmy, placid, shallow,

avoiding all emotion, attracting happiness like a magnet.
Nothing, 1 repeat, could be better done in its kind than
the pictures of these two, and of the not very interesting
crowd of young persons among whom they move. But, for

all its real beauty of style, I have to confess that the book
left me cold, and even a little irritated. Perhaps we demand
something more from our heroes these days than suscepti-
bility, or indifference, to emotion. Was the purpose of

life, one wonders, ever as delicately elusive as these be-

wildered young men seem to find it? I kept longing for
Lord DEHHY. Perhaps, again, this is but part of the clevcr-

of the writer, and Miss MEYNELL, like the child in
t he poem, only does it t3 annoy. But I hardly think so.

Her tenderness and sympathy for Victor especially are

obvious. He, I take it, is Narcissus (though Narcissi would
have been a truer title for the book, as each of the brothers
is more in love with his own reflection than with anything
else), and, since he is left unmarried at the close of the

volume, I derived some quiet satisfaction from the thought
that modified conscription might yet make a man of him.

Why will the heroes of historical fiction persist in that

dangerous practice of leaving an angry and overmastered
villain bound to a tree to await death or rescue'.' The
result is rescue every time, and one way and another a
mort of trouble for the good characters. Still it may be

argued that if the protagonist of The Fortunes of GUI-in

(CONSTABLE) had not followed this risky precedent those
fortunes would not have led him where they eventually
did, and we should have missed one of the best costume
novels of the year. Miss MAKY JOHXSTON is among the

very few writers whom I can follow without weariness

througli the mazes of medievalism. This tale of the
adventures of a knight and a lady in the days when
HEXHY II. sat on the throne of England, and his son
RICHAHD princed it in Angouleme, is told with an air

that lifts it out of tushery into romance. She wields a

picturesque and courtly style, sometimes indeed a trifle

too charge:! with metaphor to be altogether manageable
(as for example when she speaks of "pouring oil upon the
red embers of a score unpaid "), but for the most part
admirably pleasing to the ear. Her antique figures are
alive ; and the whole tale goes forward with a various and
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high-stepping movement and a glow of colour that reminded

me of nothing more than that splendid pageant one follows

round the walls of the Riccardi Palace in Florence. Of

course the journey ends in lovers' meeting and the teaching

of his place to the evil-minded. The fact that this latter

called Jdiifi-e, a name that I would wish kindlierwas
'

entreated, is almost my only complaint against a lively

and entertaining story which more than once rises to real

heauty.

(iiven a plot of the conventional order I dare say it is

best to make very little fuss or mystery about it. So, at

any rate,
" KATHAUIXI: TYNAN

"
seems to t hink, for after about

page 3'2 of her latest book, Since First I Saw Your Face

(HUTCHINSON), there is really almost no guessing left to do,

the authoress seeming principally concerned to ensure a

smooth passage for one's prophecies,
known son of a secret marriage,

happening by good luck to

thrash the ostensible claimant.

to the title and heroine, gets
that successful start in tin 1 nirK

pages that is so necessary to

bis happiness in the last, and

the lady never really looks like

straying far into disconcerting

opinions of her own, even the

rival himself obliges us by
throwing up the sponge just
when the game should really

begin. All this is soothing

enough, but it is also very thin

stuff; and the addition of a

ghostly ancestress, who lures

her descendants to midnight
assignations by smiling at them
out of a LELY painting, does
not stiffen things much. The
fact is that away from such a

purely Irish subject as, say,

"Countrymen All," Mrs. HINK-
SON really has not much to tell.

Sweeney's New York Stores do
not harmoniseat all well with her

atmosphere of As-istful tragedy.
The effect suggests a soap-
bubble trying to cake-walk.

Thus, while the un-

it has no very obvious plan,
No movement, no connected story ;

And yet I don't see how you can
Fail to enjoy The S.S. Glory.

You 11 meet some men you 're sure to like

Men who would greet you as a brother
;

One is that honest follow, Mike,
And Cockney, possibly, another ;

l

T

n polished, quick to wrath and slow,

When roused, to lay aside their choler,

Yet are they types you ought to know
As well as did the hero, Scholar.

having an alarming effect on infant mortality.

When cattle-ships put forth to sea

From Montreal across the Atlantic,
The life on board would not suit me,
Nor you, I think. The cattle frantic,

The tough steel plates beneath the might
Of crashing waters well-nigh riven

Ugh ! Here it is in black and white,

Clearly described by FBEDEBICK NIVKN.

Published by HEINEMANN (six bob),
The book relates the ceaseless battle

Which they must wage whose steady job
Is valeting a mob of cattle ;

And yet they pant to get a ship,
For jobs the owners they importune

At mark you this ! one pound the trip !

I wouldn't do it for a fortune.

It 's just a tale of common men,
Who never went to school or college.

Writ by a skilled and practised pen
Most certainly from first-hand knowledge

In an eloquent foreword to The Queen's Gift Book,

(HoDDEK AND STOUGHTON), we are told by Mr. GALSWORTHY
that it is "in the nature of a hat passed round, into which,

God send, many hundred thou-
sand coins may be poured."
The coin that we are asked to

put into what I hope will be a

very widely circulating hat is

half-a-crown, and whatever you
may or may not think of Gift

Books I can promise you that

in this instance to pay your
money is to get its worth. It

is true that some of the contri-

butors have given us work that

we have already had an oppor-
tunity to know

;
but even here

I am not grumbling, for among
the stories that have already
been published is Mr. LEONARD
MERRICK'S " The Fairy Poodle,"
a tale so full of sparkle that

the oftener I see it the better

I shall he pleased. All tastes,

however, are catered for. You
can read tales by Sir J. M.
BARDIE or Mr. JOSEPH HOCKING,
verses by Sir ARTHUR CONAN
DOYLE, Mr. JOHN OXENHAM or

Mrs. HENRY DE LA PASTURE,
sketches by Mr. CONRAD or

,

" SAPPER." But I advise you to

read the lot. An especial word
of praise is, I feel, due to Mr. JOHN BUCHAN for a tale

humorous enough in its dry way to squeeze a smile from a

mummy, and to the artists who have helped to make this

Gift the success that it is. In- short, the book is goo:l,

nearly as good as the object for which it has been

published.
" In aid," we read on the cover,

" of Queen
Mary's Convalescent Auxiliary Hospitals. For Soldiers

and Sailors who have lost their limbs in the War." Here
then, by helping to provide our maimed heroes with the
best mechanical substitutes for the limbs which they have
lost, is a chance for us to pay a little of the unpayable debt
we owe to them. Mr. GALSWORTHY may rest assured that
his appeal to " our honour in this matter

"
will not be

made in vain.

An extract from the Master of the TEMPLE'S sermon on
"
Muddling Through

"
:

"When we rejoiced at the efficiency of our Navy we loo seldom
recollected that it was primarily due to a superbly effective system of
education Imilt up by the efforts of a few great men loyally supported
by enthusiastic insubordinates." Morning 1'aper.

NMLKON'S "blind eye" is not forgotten.

THE -UNINTERNED PERIL IN OUR MIDST.
Portrait of Herr Pfunk (" Sister Susie "), who edits "Our

Mites' Corner" in the well-known weekly, Af>ti's Pets, and
also conducts a column of "Hints to Mothers," which is
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CHARIVARIA.
IN a de script ion of Lord Ki n IIKNKII'S

home at Broomo Park we read that

on the way there one
|>;i nefl a kind of

crater known by the rustic; as "Old

England's Hole." And a little farther

on you come to the man who got Old

England out of it.

*
"

A Gorman professor advocates the

appointment of State matrimonial
1

j. Klderly and experienced ladies to March 1st. The dachshund season,

Ministers out of the window. It is tiou Objaoior regarding hiifellowBf "is

feared that something of the kind may whether there is any reasonable chance
bo attempted at Westminster, since that most of thorn will ho able to con-

several Members liavo boon observed to vincc; a tribunal that their conscientious

cast longing eyes upon the Treasury objection is real." It may comfort him
Bench. ... to know that his doubt is very widely

*
I

shared.
,

...

With a view to increasing the food-
;

supply the German Governmsnt have "!)KAU Mi. PUNCH," writes a soldier

extended the time for shooting hares
,

at the Front who has been reading the

from January 16th to February 1st, Parliamentary reports, "Do you think

and for pheasants from February 1st an officer out here who developed

and gentlemen should be employed to

bring young people together, and " un-

'atiously to give them practical

.el, conveying their remarks tact-

fully, and in such a way as not to

awak'-n the spirit of contradiction

found in youthful minds;"
paying due regard, moreover,
to theories of eugenics and

heredity. The Winged Boy
disguised as an antique German

professor makes an attractive

picture, <: *

Some anxiety was caused in

America by the news that the

Font) Peace party was to meet
in the Zoo at the Hague. But
the\ have all emerged safely.

* *

Thejjovernor of South Caro-

lina, who was one of the mem-
bers of this heroic mission,
left the Hague in a great hurry
and returned to America before

the rest of the delegates. Much
curiosity is expressed as to what
the Governor of North Carolina

will have to say to him on this

occasion.

wo understand, will be continued for

the duration of the War.
* #

Count KOSPOTH, a member of the

'conscientious objections' might get
a week's leave ?

"

course of aIn the courso of a dobato in the

Reichstag on the Gorman Press Bureau
Prussian Upper House, in the course it was revealed that the Censor had
of an energetic plea for economy, re- struck out quotations from GOETH

being dangerous to the State.

Our man who tinkered with
Kiri.iNi; is wonderfully bucked

by this intelligence.
* *

Bread is the staff of life, and,
in the view of certain officers

in the trenches, whose opinions
we cannot of course guarantee,
the life of the Staff is one long
loaf. * *

Extracted from the report of

an enthusiastic company com-
mander after a brisk action

with some tribesmen on the

Indian Frontier :

" The men
were behaving exactly as if

on ceremonial parade. They
laughed and talked the whole
time . . .

" We seem to recog-
nise that parade.

In spite of the Government's
official discouragement of any
further rise in wages a demand for an
increase of no less than 33J per cent,

has been made by the "
knockers-up

"

in the Manchester district. For going
round in the chill hours of the morning
and wakening the workers, these blood-

suckers (chiefly old men and cripples)
receive at present the princely remun-
eration of threepence per head per
week; and they have now the effront-

ery to ask for fourpence.
: -:

:;:

The German Government has de-

cided to raise the charge for telegrams.
\\ OI.KK'S Bureau lias instructed its cor-

respondents that in order to meet this

new impost the percentage of truth
in its despatches must be still further

diminished.

Before the opening of the Luxemburg
Parliament two members of the Oppo-
sition threw the chairs belonging to

Kxtract from letter from an L'ticotiscientioiis Slacker.

"DEAR LORD KITCHENER, I am not a good walker,
which prevents my joining the Infantry. As I have no

experience of horses, the Cavalry is also out of the question.
The Artillery I don't care for on account of the noise, and

flying makes me giddy. The A.S.C. does not appeal to mo,
and the R.A.M.C. would entail some very unpleasant duties.

' ' So you had better not worry about me. Perhaps when
the fine weather comes I may think about the Navy. I am
rather keen on boating . . ."

marks that " at one's country-seat one
can very well do without a motor-car,
and even with two to four horses in

the stables instead of six or eight."
This was read with great satisfaction

by the Berlin Hausfrau on a meatless

day when the bread-card was
hausted.

"We have from the first declared

that should the voluntary system fail

to supply the men needed to win the
war and who could be spared from

civil war wo would accept and support it.
"

ilaiiclif.iler Guardian,

Unfortunately, to judge by the proceed-

ings at the Labour Conference, the

claims of civil war are very heavy.

The House of Commons \\as quite
relieved when Sir GEOBOE REID took .

his seat. There had been some fears I

heIP3 to exPlam thls one :
~

ex _ This paragraph from "Town Topics
"

in The Liverpool Echo
" Wo know that many of our men es]x>ci-

ally the single ones, judging by the Derby
figures are sheltering behind skirts

"

that he would take two.
* *
t

A young woman who mistook Vine-

street police station for a tavern, and
was fined ten shillings for drunken-

ness, is reported to have expressed the

opinion that there is room for improve-
ment in the nomenclature of our public
edifices. .

;

. +1

*

"My grave doubt," writes a Conscien-

"Several lady tram-conductors in the city
declare they are denied the common courtesies
far more by women passengers of the female

gender than by men."

The insistence upon the sex of the un-
civil females is necessary to distinguish
them from the male civilians.

ED house (small) wanted in Edin-

burgh ; with ballroom, h. & c." Scotsman.

Hot for the chaperons and cold for the
dancers.
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TO THE PRO-SHIRKERS.
-ty-niiio Members voted against the Second Reading of the

Military Service I'M-.

You that in civilian lobbies,

While the battle-thunder rolls,

Hug your little party hobbies
So to savo your little souls,

Trc;iti::g Kn.uLuid's deadly peril like a topic for the polls;

Half of you tho record's written

Lately strode to Downing Street

And for love of Little Britain

Wallowed at the PHKMIKK'S feet,

Urging him to check the wanton waste of our superfluous
Fleet.

Had your passionate prayer been granted
And tho KAISEU got his way,

Teuton crushers might be planted
On our hollow turns to-day,

And a grateful foe be asking what you want for traitors'

i
iy-

Disappointed with the Navy,
You in turn were keen about

Putting Thomas in the gravy,

Leaving Thomas up the spout,
Lest if adequately aided he should wipe the strafers out.

Well, our memories may be rotten,

Yet they '11 stick to you all right ;

Not so soon shall be forgotten
Those whose hearts were fixed more tight

On the salvage of a fetish than the winning of the light.

When the Bosches bite the gutter
And we let our tongues go loose,

Franker words I hope to utter

In the way of free abuse,
But at present I am badly hampered by the party truce.

O. S.

WHITTLING THEM DOWN.
DKAR MB. PUNCH, I know you must be longing to have

my analysis of the Derby figures. I hasten to comply, for

1 may say that I have never, since the War began, had
liner scope for my individual talents. Never have I had

not even in the great Copper Controversy a bunch of

figures of which it may more truly be said that they are
not what they seem, that there is more in them than meets
the eye, and that they contain wheels within wheels.
And first of all, Sir, I hope you will allow me to explain
where I am in this matter

; everybody 's doing it
;
and you

will then see at once the moral grandeur of my attitude.

I am a convinced believer in the Voluntary System, always
have been on principle. But I am willing to sacrifice

even that for victory. If it can be shown that by com-

pulsion one single man can be added to our forces who would
not have volunteered (even if he had been scientifically

bullied), I will be willing to adopt conscription. But, Sir,
it cnnnot be shown.
The crux of the situation admittedly lies with the figures

of the Single Men. (In case of misapprehension I should
make it clear that when I spoke above of " one single man

"

I did not mean one unmarried man, but one sole man).
We have to begin our attack upon this figure of 651,160
unstarred single men unaccounted for. It seems a good
nmn v. But wait a bit. We shall now proceed to concen-
trate a powerful succession of deductions. It only needs a
fearless and patriotic ingenuity.

Let us not disregard obvious facts. From this number
we must subtract

(1) Ministers of religion . . 5 per cent.

(2) Mercantile Marine . . 5

(3) Medically unfit ... 40

(4) Criminals If

(5) Badged 10

(6) Indispensables ... 10

Total 71
-J per cent. You see we are already getting on.

But before going any further wo had better consolidate the

ground already won by making certain additions, in case

;:ny one maii has been counted twice. These are

(1) Ministers of religion who are also medically unfit.

(2) Criminals in the mercantile marine.

(3) Ministers of religion in the mercantile marine.

(4) Criminals who are medically unlit.

(5) Indispensable criminals.

(6) Badged criminal ministers of religion.
These categories taken together may be put at 7J per

cent, of our 71f per cent., and must be deducted from the

deductions. There are also the blind, halt and maimed,
deaf, dumb and inebriate, but I am willing to throw all

of them in so as to be.on the safe side.

So far we have to deduct, then, some 661 per cent, from

our total. \Ve must do better than that if we are to get on
the right side of negligibility. So now we come to examine
the canvass. A good many men were not canvassed, or at

least misunderstood the canvasser. I know of one man
in my constituency (unstarred, unbadged, fit, single and
of army age) who thought the fellow had come to collect

for Foreign Missions, to which he has a conscientious

objection.

Along with these I propose to deduct the great class of

what I shall call the Self-centred. These are they who
not only were never canvassed, but didn't even so much as

hear about it, who had probably given up newspapers as a

war economy and were living quiet virtuous lives in out-

of-the-way places. Add to them removals and conscientious

objectors (less allowance for conscientious removals) and
we have a total not short of 27| per cent.

Then again, as the supply of recruits becomes exhausted,
it must always be remembered that wo ai~e dealing with a

residuum. That is to say, those that remain are always
growing more conscientious, more criminal, more unfit,

more mercantile and so on. However, I count nothing for

that, for I haven't much of my total left to dispose of, and
I have still to deal with spoiled cards.

Everyone who has assisted at a contested election knows

very well that many mistakes cccur. I propose to allow 3

per cent, for illegible cards which prevented the canvasser
from tracking his prey, 4 per cent, for those who failed to

find the recruiting oflice owing to misdirection, but will 1 e

sure to find it before long, and -J per cent, for sundries, such
as men who were temporarily confined to the house.

Our final result is thoroughly satisfactory, and one that

must give Compulsionists some food for thought, for how-
ever much they may wish to introduce the principle they
cannot desire to reduce our forces in the field in the middle
of a great war. In a word, we must deduct 101 \ per
cent, from 651,160. That gives us an adverse balance

of 9,767. This means that, if the present Bill is to go
through and compulsion is definitely adopted, nearly half a

division of our present army must he disbanded forthwith.

It is just as well that we should see clearly what wo are

heading for.

It has given me great pleasure, to have the opportunity
of clearing up this vexed question.

I am, Yours as usual,
STATISTICIAN. Bis.
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THE IRREPRESSIBLES.
Nurse (nf private hospital). "A MESSAGE HAS JUST COME IN TO ASK IP THE HOSPITAL WILL MAKE A LITTLE LESS NOISE, AS TUB

LADY NEXT DOOH IIAS A TOUCH OP HEADACHE."

EVEN.
Even the food of the men wa< wholesome
abundant." Report of

["
and

lout

Fleet.]

SIN<; ho! for

Canal,
Where every

who visited

a German Cor-

the High Canal

the Fleet in the Kiel

man is the KAISER'S

Anil liviM upon boor and bread ;

And they all have food, so help them
BILL!

For every officer gets his fill

And even the men are fed.

His lx>;\nl as long as his hair is short,

VON TIKPITZ says with a mighty
snort,

"We've money and men and boats;
We 're here to-day and we 're here to-

morrow
;

Pass up the beer and drink death to

sorrow
;

Why, even our Navy floats!

" Behind the locks of our snug re-

treat

\\V hurl defiance at JELLICOE'S Fleet

From Eosyth down to Dover !

Wo look across at the wet, wet sea
And we drink our beer till even we

Are almost half-seas over !

" Our men can eat, and they even drink ;

They walk and talk, and they almost
think ;

They can turn to the left and right ;

And when we strike a blow in the back,
Or sink a liner or fishing-smack,

By Odin, they even fight !

"

Two headlines that appeared side by
side in the same issue of an Evening
Paper :

" WOMAN WILL PROBABLY BE TRIED
IN CAMKKA.

GERMAN FEARS FOR LENS."

" Most of the world's real literature was
written by poor authors in their garrets.'

'

Quite so. Homer, for example, wrote in

the Attie.'
"

Ereniny Paper.

Did he now ? And we were always
taught that he wrote (or, rather, sang)
in the Ionic.

From an article on the Clyde dis-

putes :

".Contrary to the instructions of the

Munitions Ministry, peace-pric.'s are some-
times reduced, with resulting friction."

Daily AVir*.

We are glad to learn that the Scotch
workmen do not belong to the peace-

at-any-price brigade.

THE CONQUEST.
EVERY January so long as I can

remember it has been difficult ; but

this year more so than ever. I cannot

say why, except that last year was

peculiarly eventful and momentous.
The odd thing is that one begins so

well. For the first day, at any rate,

one can do it quite easily ;
but it is

after then that one lias to be vigilant ;

and however vigilant one is there are

off-guard moments when the fatal slip
occurs.

Nor will any mechanical device

assist you, for nothing can successfully
defeat the wandering of the mind.

Continuous concentration is an im-

possibility ; there is nothing for it but

habit a new habit that shall be as

strong as the old or the total cessa-

tion of all correspondence and (O that

'twere possible !
)

all making out of

cheques.
Still conquest comes sooner or later,

and I have reached that point in my
own struggle. I have at last finally

got over the tendency to write 1915.

"As a result of the Labour Conferenc; at

Westminster, yesterday, a resolution was sunk
on Lake Tanganyika." Western Daily Press.

The best place for it.
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A NEW THEATRICAL VENTURE
in the gentlemen's uniforms. However, been more in the interview as originally
I said nothing about this to Peter. written.

A KRIKXD of mine lins started as Despite the presence of these un-
_
Perhaps, again, the cast was to blame

manager 'of his first theatre these ; pleasing persons, the opening perform- for whatever may have been disappoint-

holidays. It may seem to you an un- ance must be pronounced a real success, ing in the performance. Individually

Theproprietorwas kind enough Glade especially will remain witli me incapacity to remain motionless in

to invite my presence at his opening for weeks by reason of the stiff neck repose. This led to a notable lack of

performance. As a matter of fact I ' I got from contorting myself under balance. However sensational it may
had myself put up the money for it. Peter's guidance to the proper angle be for the exit of every character to

Naturally I was anxious for the thing for its appreciation. But histrionic- bring down the house, its effect is

to be a success. The theatre stands ! ally it must be confessed that things unfortunately to retard the action of

on what you could truthfully call a ! dragged a little. Perhaps this was the piece

commanding situation at one

end of the schoolroom table.

It is an elegant renaissance

edifice of wood and card-

board, with a seating accom-
modation only limited by the

dimensions of the schoolroom

itself, and varying with the

age of the audience. The

lighting effects are provided
in theory by a row of oil

foot-lamps, so powerful as to

be certain, if kindled, to con-

sume the entire building ; in

practice, therefore, by a num-
ber of candle-ends, stuck in

the wings on their own

grease. These not only fur-

nish illumination, but, when

extinguished (as they con-

stantly are by falling scenery)

produce a penetrating aroma
which is specially dear to the

managerial nostrils.

The manager, to whom I
j

have already had the pleasure
j

of introducing you, is Peter.

I have been impatiently wait-

ing for the moment of Peter's

first theatre, these nine years.
Like marbles or Treasure

Island, it is at once a land-

mark and a milestone in the

present-giving career of an
uncle. So I had devoted some con-

siderable care to its selection.

In one respect Peter's theatre re-

minds me of the old Court in the days
of the VEDBENNE-BAHKER repertory.
You recall how one used to see the

same people at every performance, a

permanent nucleus of spectators that

never varied ? The difference is that

Peter's permanent nucleus arc neither

so individually agreeable nor in any
true sense enthusiasts of the drama.

Indeed, being painted on the pro-
scenium, with their backs to the stage,
the effect they produce is one of studied

indifference. Nay more, a horrible sus-

picion about them refused to be banished
from my thoughts ;

it was based partly

upon the costumes of the ladies, partly
on the undeniably Teutonic suggestion

Nervous Country Gentleman (as taxi just misses an island).
'

DRIVE CAREFULLY, PLEASE. I 'M NOT ACCUSTOMED TO TAXIS.'

Driver. "THAT'S FUNNY! I AIN'T USED TO 'EM, NEITHER.
A MATTER O' FACT I 'VE ONLY TAKEN THIS ON FOR A BET."

due to a -certain severity, not to say
baldness, in the dialogue as spoken.
Not having read the script, I have a

feeling that it might be unfair to judge
the unknown author by the lines as

rendered by Peter, who was often pre-

occupied with other anxieties. As, for

example, the scene in the Baronial
Castle between its noble but unscru-

pulous proprietor and a character intro-

duced by Peter with the simple notice :

" This is a murderer coming on now."
Baron. Oh, are you a murderer ?

Murderer. Yes.

Bar. Oh, well, you've got to murder
the Princess.

Murd. All right.
Bar. That 's all of that scene.

Crisp, of course, and to the point ;

but I feel sure that there must have

Personally I consider that

the women were the worst
offenders. Take the heroine,
for example. Lovely she may
have been, though in a style
more appreciated by the late

GEOBGE CRUIKSHANK than by
myself ;

but looks are not

everytiling. Art simply didn't

exist for her. Eevue might
have been her real line ; or,

better still, a strong-woman
turn on the Halls. There
was (he episode, for instance,

where, having to prostrate
herself before the Baron, she
insisted upon a backward exit

(with the usual result) and
then made an acrobatic re-

entrance on her knees.

Tolerant as he was, even
Peter began at last to grow
impatient at the vagaries of

his company. Finally, when
the Executioner (a mere
walker-on of no importance
whatever) had twice brought
ridicule upon the ultimate

solemnities of the law by
his introduction of comic
dives off the scaffold, the

manager rang down the cur-

tain. Not before it was time.
"
They 're lovely to look

at," he observed, surveying the supine
cast, "but awfully difficult to do any-
thing with."

"
Peter," I answered gratefully,

" as
an estimate of the theatrical profession
your last remark could hardly be im-

proved upon."
Of course he didn't understand

; but,

being dramatist as well as uncle, I

enjoyed saying it.

Do

As

"February 3. A total eclipse of the sun,

partly visible at Greenwich as a partial eclipse.

Eclipse begins to be visible at Greenwich at

4.31 P.M. ; ends after the sun has set."
"
February 3. A partial ellipse of the

moon, partly visible at Greenwich. Begins
at 4.31 P.M." Churchman's Almmack.

This double obscuration will make
navigation very difficult for sky-pilots.
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BADGES.
MY companion had tlio habit of

muttering to himself and I was re-

lieved when ho leant over and spoke to

lie was a dry lit 1 le man nf middle

age, with a nervous kindly face and
lliat twinkled with the voluntary

spirit.
I had seen him on summer

even ings clipping his hedge and priming
for we lived nearly opposite

to each other. Suddenly ho emerged
from his newspaper and said in a<|iiiek

determined way,
" What this country

I, Sir, is more buttonholes. The
nits have only two buttonholes ;

that, is to say, only two that are

superfluous, the rest are all needed by
luitions. it 'a a scandal, Sir!"

1

Isn't there one at the bottom of

iisteoat '!

"
I asked.

"Quite useless," ho said with much
v, though smiling very kindly.

"Quito useless for the purpose. The
r," ho added, "would not be so

it if wo had more sleeves. Worse
even than tlio dearth of button-holes is

the lack of eligible sleeves. In peace
time two sleeves may have been suffi-

cient ; to-day . . . Well, you can sym-
pathise." He looked (still smiling) at

the khaki armlet that bound my arm
and the Special Constable's badge that

nestled in my overcoat.

I le had the shy decisiveness of a man
who seldom spoke his mind. If neces-

sary I would have wrested his name
from him and pretended a relationship
with his wife. But he needed no

encouragement.
At the beginning, when one was

just a special constable, it didn't matter
so much. I wore my badge and my
armlet when I was on duty and some-
times when I was not. Even when I

joined our Volunteer Corps I was not

usly embarrassed. After all, one
could alternate the badges and the
armlets and, at a pinch, wear them all

together. Then I became an unskilled
munition worker, which meant three

badges and two armlets. At first I

wore two on my overcoat and three
inside. Then I would give some of

them a rest, generally to find that I was
\se;ning the wrong ones on the wrong
occasions. Altogether it was very con-

fusing."
" So far," I said with some sym-

pathy,
" I can follow you. I am my-

self an unskilled War Oflice clerk
; but

you have forgotten Lord DERBY'S
armlet, which at the moment has the

place of honour with me."
"
No," he said,

" I have that too.

And I have another badge. I earned
it on New Year's Day."
He took on" his spectacles and rubbed

them mechanically. It gave him a

THE MASCOT.
Adoring Damsel. "AND YOU inr.r, WEAR IT ALWAYS, iro.v'r YOU?"
Popular young Sub. "THANKS AWFULLY. IT'S FRIGHTFULLY DECENT OF YOU, AND

ALL THAT, BUT ER YOU SEE, THERE'S A LOT OF OTHER LITTLE CHAPS WAITIN 1 TO DO
THEIR BIT; I'M AFRAID HE'LL HAVE TO TAKE HIS TURN WITH THE REST."

.cry detached appearance and he spoke
gently, without malice.

" I have an aunt," he said,
"
by self-

election, a most worthy woman, who
was my mother's cousin. It came to I

her ears that I hod become a tee-

totaler for the duration of the war. It

appears that there is a badge for tern-
j

porary teetotalers. She brought me ,

one. She begged me with tears in her

eyes to wear it. I remonstrated. I

pointed out that if every public and

private virtue is to be symbolised in this

fashion, people with few vices and a
'

willing heart would soon be perpetually
j

in fancy-dress."
" And what happened ?

"
I asked.

" I wavered for a time and then

happily I found a way out. A few days ;

ago it occurred to me that there must
be other means, as yet untried, of adver-

tising one's patriotism. I saw a notice

in a restaurant I sometimes go to,
' No

Germans or Austrians Employed Here.'
'

Happy proprietor,' I said,
' who can

so trumpet his honesty without increas-

ing cither his badges or his armlets !

'

The fact is that it set me thinking.

Eventually I hit on a plan. It was

very disappointing to my aunt, but it

answers wonderfully."
" May I ask?

"
1 said ;

"
it might be

useful."
"
Oh, certainly, certainly. 'We have

bought a little enamelled plate and had
it fixed to our gate. You may have
noticed it. It has the words, 'No
Bottles.'

"
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XXXIII.

MYi>r.Ai:OiiAi!i.r.s, You didn't catch

sight ofaDymention ofmein despatches,
did you? I have been rather too busy

myself to read the list properly, hut I

did just have time to cast a casual eye
over the "

II's," and I didn't notice the

name of "Henry" standing out in

he ivy-leaded capitals. It must be an in-

advertence, of course. They must have

said something about me, as, for in-

stance: "Especially to be remarked is

the noble altruism of Lieut. Henry.
who on more than one march has been

observed to take his pack, containing
all his worldly goods, off his back and

to hand it without ostentation to some

lucky driver of a limber, saying,
' Take

it, my lad ; your need is greater than

mine.'
" Or again, referring to my

later career: "The pen is mightier
than the sword, but Lieut. Henry's in-

delible pencil, when engaged on official

correspondence, is mightier than both."

Or at least, at the very beginning of

things, I 'm quite sure the Mentioner
devoted a passing phrase to me: "By
the way, I have just received a consign-
ment described on the Movement Order
as 'Officer, one, Henry, Liaut.' Speaking
frankly as between ourselves, what is

it exactly ? In any case I would gladly

exchange fora dozen tins of bully beef."

Talking of despatches, I see that our
old friend the Eegimental Anarchist has
not escaped notice. I never thought
he would, for a less unnoticeable man I

don't remember meeting. He is one of

those big untidy fellows, very nice for

purposes of war and all that, whom not
the cleverest adjutant could manage to

conceal on a ceremonial parade. His
service equipment alone was notorious
in the division. While we were still in

England he and I used to share a
billet. Every night the last thing I

saw before going to sleep was the
Anarchist trying on a new piece of

personal furniture. He had at least a
hundred aunts, and each of them had
at least a hundred bright ideas

; besides
which few days went by but he paid a

generous visit to the military outfitter.

Never in my life shall I forget the

sight of him during our last moments
at home. While others were stuffing
into themselves the last good meal

they expected to taste for three years or
the duration, he was putting on patent
waterproof after patent waterproof. He
stepped forth at last, sweating at every
pore, and it wasn't raining at the time
and didn't look like raining till next
winter. The 38-lb. limit prevented his

putting more than four coats into his

valise, and his method of packing
didn't economise space. If there' had

been any limit, however generous, to

the amount of room an officer may
occupy in the column of route we'd
have had to go abroad without our

Anarchist, and a much quieter and

more respectable life we'd have had

that way.
Even in our earliest days in B.E.F.,

when we were well behind the firing

line, ho started playing with fire.

Thinking that we shared his low tastes

ho would gather us r.nmd him and

lecture us on the black arts. "This
little fellow," he would say, fetching an

infernal machine out of his pocket
" this little fellow is as safe as houses

provided he has no detonator in his

little head. But we will just make
sure." A flutter of excitement would

pass round the audience as he started

unscrewing the top to make sure. " Of

course," he'd cjntinue, finding the

screw a bib stiff and getting absorbed

in his toy "of course, if there should

happen to be a detonator inside, you
have only to tickle it and almost

anything may happjn." While he'd
bs struggling with the screw, the front

row of the audience would be shifting
its ground to give the back rows a

better view.
' " You can't be too care-

ful," he 'd say, passing it lightly from
one hand to the other in order to search

for his well-known clasp-knife,
" for

if you're not careful," he'd explain,

tucking the bomb under his arm so

as to have both hands free to open
the knife "if you're not caroful,"

he 'd say, suddenly letting go the knife

in order to catch the bomb as it slid

from his precarious hold "
if you 're

not very careful
"

(getting to real busi-

ness with the murderous blade), "very
very careful . . ." But none of us

were ever near enough by that time
to hear what would happen if we
weren't (or even if he wasn't).
And then those strange nights in the

trenches, when he and I used to be on

duty together ! I would be waiting in

our luxurious, brightly-lit gin-palace of

a dug-out for him to join me at our

midnight lunch. He 'd come in at last,

clad in his fleece lining, the only sur-

vivor of his extensive collection of

overcoats, its absence of collar giving
him a peculiarly clerical look. He 'd

sit down to his cocoa, but hardly be
started on the day before yesterday's
newspaper (just arrived with the

rations) before the private bombard-
ment would begin. I would spring to

attention
; ho would go on reading.

"Hush!" I'd say. (Why "Hush!"
I don't know.)

" What 's all that
for?" "Me," he'd say, turning to
the personal column. And then I 'd

know that, seizing the opportunity of

being unobserved, he'd been out for

a nocturnal stroll with a handful of

bombs, seeking a little innocent plea-
sure. The gentlemen opposite, not

being cricketers themselves or knowing
anything about the slow bowler, had,
as usual, mistaken him for a trench

mortar and were making a belated reply.

Only his servant accompanied him
on those jaunts. He was a nice quiet
villain, whoso lust for adventure had,
I always imagine, been long ago satis-

lied by a do/en or so gentle burglaries
in his civilian past. He didn't want
to kill people ; bis job in life was to

keep his master alive and well fed.

So when the latter went out bombing
he thought he might as well go out
with him, and occupy himself picking
turnips for to-morrow's stew.

When the Anarchist wasn't dis-

tributing bombs he was collecting
bullets. Being untidy by nature, he
didn't particularly care where they hit

him, provided they didn't damage his

pipe. That was all he cared about, his

lyddite and his tobacco. I often wonder
how it was he didn't get the two habits

of his life mixed up fill a pipe with

H.E., light it and finish off that way.
But he didn't ; he has just gone on

collecting lead, letting it accumulate
about his person until it got too heavy
to be convenient and then resorting to

the nearest hospital to have it removed.
I hear he 's there now, the result, J.

gather, of a bit of a show. It was his

servant who was walking about that

unhealthy field at that imprudent time
and found him. One would like to

paint a romantic picture of the meet-

ing, but I doubt if there was much
romance about it. I am quite sure all

the Anarchist cared about was his

tobacco pouch and all the servant was
interested in was the further collection

of vegetables, just in case.

I can see our Anarchist, lying in his

little white bed in the hospital, sur-

rounded by his sevenpenny racing
novels (with or without covers), his

tins of navy-cut (some empty, some

full), his fleece lining, his compass,
his socks, his field-glasses, his ties,

his revolver and his last month's
letters (some opened, some not), all

jumbled happily together, with his

ragged old shaving - brush reigning

proudly in the midst. I doubt if he

knows he 's been "
mentioned," for one

could never get him to take interest in

any news which wasn't "
sporting

"
;

possibly he is made suspicious by the

uncomfortable presence of unopened
telegrams in all corners of his bed.

But one thing I do hope, and that is

that this bed is, at any rate, not

strewn, inside and out, with unexploded
hand-grenades.

Yours ever, HENRY.
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WARFARE AT THE BARBER'S.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE PAPER THIS MORNING, SIR?" 'QUITE TIME WE HAD COMPfLSION, EH?"

'NO GOOD SHUTTING OUB EVKS TO
FACTS."

"WHAT WE WANT IS MOBE ENERGY." "OP COURSE MISTAKES WILL
HAPPEN "

"AND IT'S NO GOOD POCRING COLD
WATER ON ENTIU'SIASM."

' I 'M HOPING FOB THAT ' FORWARD PCSH
IN THE SPRING."

,
IT WILL BE A GREAT

RKLIEP WHEN IT'S ALT. OVER."
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PRUSSIAN DREAM OF PEACE IN THE SPRING.

PROVINCIAL PATRIOTS.
From Jim Figgis, Whitty Bridge, to

George Roberts, South Farm, Sud-

boroitgh.
Dec. 5th, 1915.

DEAR GEORGE, I hear the remount
officer is coming round your part. I

have a compact little bay horse, just
the sort for the Army. We must all

do our hit now, so here 's our chance.

The Vet says the horse has laminitis in

his off fore foot, but it's all my eye.

Anyhow he "s the useful sort they re-

quire for the Army.
'

They wouldn't
look at me if I offered him, but you
can get round them. Give me fifty

quid and I '11 send him over.

Your friend, J. FIGGIS.

From George Roberts to Jim Figgis.
Dec. 7th, 1915.

DEAR JIM, Yours to hand.. No one
can say that you 're not a good patriot,
and I won't be No. 2. But fifty quid
for that little horse not me. Say
thirty and he's mine, sound or un-
sound. Yours, G. EGBERTS.

George Roberts to the Hon. Mordaunt
Fopstone, White Lion Hotel, Sud-

boroiujh.
Dec. 10^, 1915.

DEAR SIR, Hearing you are looking
out for horses for the Army I write to

say I have one or two which I shall be

pleased to place at your disposal and
at a very reasonable price, as in these

times we must all give up something
for the country. I shall be pleased to

see you at any time convenient, except

Tuesday, when I have to be at our local

Agricultural Show.
Yours to command,

G. EGBERTS.

From the Hon. Mordaunt Fopstone to

George Roberts.

Dec. Uth, 1915.

'DEAR SIR, Thank you for your
letter. , It is very satisfactory to find

local people of your position anxious
to help. I will call at your farm on

Friday next and see the horsss you
refer to. With thanks,

Yours truly, M. FOPSTONE. .

P.S. I have been warned against a
man named Figgis. Do you know
him?

From George Roberts to the

Hon. Mordaunt Fopstone.

Dec. 13th, 1915.
DEAR SIR, Friday will suit me very

well for your call, at any time you
please. You are quite right to avoid

Figgis ; he is one of the small horse-

dealing class who are a discredit to our

country districts. Any further informa-
tion is at your service.

Yours to command, G. EOBEI.TS.

From the Hon. Mordaunt Fopstone
to George Roberts.

Dec. 21st, 1915.

DEAR MR. EGBERTS, I have now

pleasure in enclosing cheque for 65

for bay horse. As stated to you when
I called at South Farm, I was not in

a' position to go beyond 60 without

further authorisation ;
this I have

now obtained. Thanking you for the

patriotic spirit you have shown in this

little business,
Yours truly, M. FOPSTOXE.

From the Adjutant, Royal Beetshiri

Hussars, Tick/id Camp, to Messrs.

Davison Bros., The Mart, Southttnrn.

Jan. 1st, 1916.

Please enter bay gelding, aged, sent

herewith, in your next sale without

reserve, as lie is not sound and of no

use to Army.
Memo, from Davison Bros, to Adjutant.

Jan. 17th, 1916.

DEAR SIR, Herewith please find

cheque 5 4s. 3d. for bay gelding,

being amount realised for same, less

our commission and expenses.
Yours faithfully, DAVISON BROS.

The Times heads an article,
"
Unity

in the Air." It deals, however, with

the new Anglo-French Aviation Con-
ference and has nothing to do with the

latest Peter Pan.
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GALLIPOLI-AND AFTER?

SULTAN. "CONGRATULATE ME, WILLIAM. NO ENGLISH EEMAIN. I'VE DRIVEN THEM
ALL INTO THE SEA!"

KAISER. "VERY CARELESS OF YOU. WHY, THAT'S THEIR ELEMENT 1
"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
(KXTHUTKI) TIIOM TIIK T)I.U!Y OK ToIlV, M.P.)

77 1 XrK.iKKR (lapsinj for the first time from Parliamentary etiquette at the sight of Sir QEORGE REID ready to take Ml scat in the

Lv). "ADVANCE, AUSTRALIA!"

House of Commons, Monday, Janu-
j

dry/ \Qth. In spite of sharp rebuke
administered by SPEAKER last week tbe

PERTINACIOUS PHINGLE to the fore again
to be precise, to the Forward. This

the name of weekly paper that is pub-
lished in Clyde district, and has of late

emerged from obscurity by "deliberately

inciting workers," as LLOYD GEORGE
said,

" not to carry out Act of Parliament

passed in order to promote the output
of munitions." On motion for adjourn-
ment PIUXGLE perceived opportunity
of attacking MINISTER OF MUNITIONS.
Accused him of suppressing the sheet

because it had reported proceedings at

meetings attended by him in Glasgow,
at which his speech was interrupted by
noisy minority. This course of pro-
cedure imitated by PHINGLE when
LLOYD GEOBQE, replying, quoted pass-
ages in the paper making violent attack
on the KINO and systematic attempts
to stem flood of recruiting.

" These things," said the MINISTER, in

passage loudly cheered, "meant life or

death to our men in the field. They are '

not suitable matters for Parliamentary
sport. We are dealing in tragedies. I

am doing my best to save the men at

the Front. I am entitled to be helped,
not to be harried."

OUTHWAITE, coming to assistance of

PRINGLE, otherwise prangling all forlorn,

jumped upon by Captain CAMPBELL.
" If I had the Hon. Member in my

battalion at the Front," he said,
" he

would be strung up by the thumbs be-

fore he had been there half-an-hour."

This scarcely Parliamentary ; but it

passed the Chair, leaving the gallant

Captain, who modestly wears well-won
ribbon of D.S.O., time to adjure the

House to "
get on with the War."

Business done. In House barely half

full Motion carried calling upon Govern-
ment to enter into consultation with

the Overseas Dominions in oijler to

bring economic strength of Empire into

co-operation with our Allies in a policy
directed against the enemy.

Tuesday. Said with truth that a

speech in the House of Commons,
however forcible and eloquent, rarely
influences a vote. Some orators, how-

ever, have gift of stirring the soul

to emotions that carry a man to actions

beyond range of conventionality. Such
an one is the Right Hon. THOMAS
LOUGH, commonly and affectionately
known through several Parliaments as
"
Tommy." One of small faction of

Liberals who have not withdrawn

opposition to Military Service Bill.

Declaiming against it just now on
motion for Second Reading, he described

it as a sham.
" It is not true," he said,

" that young
unmarried men have held back. On
the contrary they have come forward

nobly and in great numbers."
Vindication of a maligned class so

affected somebody seated in the Strang-
ers' Gallery that he loudly clapped his

hands. This a decided breach of

order. The Assyrians (in form of

Gallery attendants) came down upon
him like a wolf on the fold. Ordered
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Sailor (who lias been reprimanded by young officer for not saluting him).
" BEG PARDON, SIR

;
BUT YOU TOMMIES ARE ALL so MUCH AI.I KK."

him to withdraw. He explained that '

he was so entirely at one with argu-
ment of the Hon. Member for West]
Islington that he preferred to remain
to listen to continuance of his speech.

Assyrians insistent on his immediate

departure. Martial spirit of young
unmarried man roused. Eefused to

budge. Whereupon the Assyrians,

lifting him out of the seat, carried him
forth vi et armis free translation, by
legs and arms.
From his seat below the Gangway

Mr. FLAVIN watched procedure with
wistful eyes. Remembered how to-

wards break of day dawning on an all-

night sitting held towards the close of

last century he also was earned forth

shoulder high, not by officers of the
House in nice white shirt fronts, with

glittering badges hunground their necks,
but by the common or street policeman
helmeted and belted. As he journeyed
he sang, "God save Ireland," his com-

patriots, more or less attuned, joining
in the chorus.

Recognition of historical incident

sharply marks contrast in attitude of

Irish Members then and now. Still

fighting for Home Rule they stopped
short of no outrage upon order, system-

atically and successfully obstructing

public business. Military Service Bill

offers enticing opportunities for exercise

of old tactics. They might, if they
pleased, keep House sitting for weeks

fighting Bill in Committee line by line,

word by word, as was their custom of

an afternoon, and half-way through the

night, in days of old. Other times
other manners. Interposing early in

debate JOHN REDMOND announced that

his party, having made their protest

against Bill in Division Lobby on
First Reading, would withdraw from
further opposition.

Business done Second Reading of

Military Service Bill moved.

Wednesday. Sir GEORGE REID, hav-

ing completed term of service as High
Commissioner of Australia, took his

seat as Member for St. George's, Han-
over Square. Carefully dismounting at

Bar from his native steed he was intro-

duced by BONAR LAW, Unionist Colonial

Secretary, and HARCOURT, Colonial

Secretary in late Liberal Government.
This concatenation of circumstance,

testifying to universal esteem and ex-

ceptional personal popularity, unique
in Parliamentary records.

New-comer will serve in double

capacity. Nominally Member for St.

George's, he will also be Member for

Australia, an innovation that will pro-

bably have wider scope and formal

recognition when the Overseas Domin-
ions have completed their splendid
work of helping the Mother Country
to bring the War to triumphant con-

clusion.

GEORGE REID'S career on a new stage
will 1)0 watched .with keen interest in

his two antipodal homes. Since, six

years ago, he came to London, he has

acquired the reputation of being one of

the best after-dinner speakers of the

day. How will the qualities that ensure

success in that direction serve him at

Westminster? MACAULAY truly said,
" The House of Commons is the most

peculiar audience in the world. A place
in which I would not promise success

to any man."
The MEMBER FOR SARK 'puts his

money (or such portion as is left

after paying War taxes) on the Member
for St. George's, Hanover Square-cw-
Australia,.

Debate on Second Reading of Mili-

tary Service Bill resumed. Best thing
said during two days' talk was an inci-

dental remark of BIRRELX/S. Relating
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<liii'xt (iclia lias been asked to a tlieatre dinner-parly).
" I SAY, I THOUGHT "

Host. "
Oir, DON'T BOTHEB ABOUT YOUR CLOTHES, OLD CHAP. PEOPLE WILL ONLY THINK YOU 'BE A BIT OLD-FASHIONED."

history of Bill in Cabinet he said he
Inul felt it his duty to say something
about Ireland.

"What I said," he added, "is of,

course known only to those of my
colleagues who \vero sitting round the
table and to such representatives of the
London Tress as were sitting under-
neath it."

This hint explains mystery clouding
!

ict that whilst the secrets of Cabi-
net Councils are held to be inviolable
there aremorniiu; papei sable habitually
to Mive detailed information of what

i behind the locked and barred

Hnxiiicxx done. Second Reading of

Military Service Bill carried by 431 !

votes against 39.

Tliui-xiluy. After advancing three
minor (lovenimont Bills a stage, House I

adjourned at o.-'M.

The Official Style.
Extract from an Indian Service

r: -

Service Order 41 of 1914, dated 16-10-14.
Hi 1 was ;i|i|ii)iiitod :ictintf Forest (luard and

to Sunnnoni beat, in place o Climvdn
/aicko, l-'iinst, Ciii,ml, who was devoured hy a

li^iT with effect from tho forenoon of 16th
in."

AT THE BACK OF THE FRONT.
HEHE where the world is quiet except

for the noise of the rain trickling into

one's valise through the nooks and
crannies of one's rustic apartment here
where there is no peril from above and
no peril from in front, neither peril of

enfilade, here too it is a Base I am
doing this sentence about we have
our problems.
To begin with there is the glorious

uncertainty of things. Some men are
here to-day and the far side of Wipers
to-morrow night. Others arrive from

Kngland thirsting for all sorts of things
that no sane man ever wants to have any-
thing to do with, and are kept doing a
bomb course and a machine-gun course
on alternate days for eight months.
There is a tale told of one such who,
when lie was finally sent to the trenches,
was returned as hopeless after three

days because he would do nothing
except sit beside a machine gun trying
to fill the belt with grenades. There is

no sadder story in the War.
Now if I knew for certain that I was

going to bo here eight months I could

marry and settle down. Or if I knew
for certain I was for Wipers to-morrow

night I could make a new will not
that there 's anything the matter with
the old one, but I met a man on leave

who put me up to some good tips in

will-making and settle up. But as it

is part of our military system for junior
officers not to know anything I dare
not even have my letters forwarded.

Anyhow, Bases are not what they
were in my young days. Of course there
were always parades ; but you obvi-

ously couldn't parade while you were

busy over some Alternative Necessary
Duty. Alternative Necessary Duties
were always my strongest suit. On
tho evening of my arrival in camp I

would summon the Band Sergeant and

provide him with my programme of

work. On Monday he would please

arrange for a criminal in my detail.

On Tuesday I would use my influence

in the matter of obtaining clothing for

my detail. This would be a very
laborious task, involving three signa-
tures in ink or indelible pencil ; but no
matter, to a good officer the comfort of

his men comes before everything. On
Wednesday I would pay my men.
Rotten job, paying out, but ensures
Generous Glow, and no expense unless

you lose the Acquittance Roll. On
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Tlmrs:l:iy I would read Standing Orders

to t!io latest arrive 1 dnif: ; maybe they
lurl had tliis done to thorn once alreu ly,

but one cannot bo too particular. A

private I know of who had only had

'ling Orders road to him once got
in!o awful trouble through caralesslv

kicking a recalcitrant corporal on the

luud. That just shows you. On Fri-

day but I weary you, if that be

possible. Suflice it that the Base
went very \\vll then.

Tlie trouble began, as usual, high

up. The G.O. Commanding something
most frightfully important inspected
one of our parades one moi'ning and
found 7.52S other ranks under one

Second-Lieutenant. All might have

been well if the Second-Lieutenant had
not forgotten to fire the correct salute

of fourteen bombs (or whatever wa-; the

correct salute). The G.O.C. investi-

gated. He searched the woods and
delved in the instructional trenches,

but never another officer came to light.

So he went home and, after a bad
lunch we surmise set himself to

abolish Alternative Necessary Duties

in a formal edict. No officer is to

absent himself from a parade except

by the express orders of an O.C. Base

Depot.
This happened several days ago, and

the ruling is probably obsolete by now,
but I am wondering how I shall break
the news to the G.O.C. if I should

happen to meet him on one of my
morning walks into town ; and in my
heart of heart I know that one fine

morning I shall be cowardly, and wake
before nine, and attend my first parade
at army Base. Some zealous despatch
rider will dash hot-foot to the G.O.C.
with the news, and he will come and
rub his hands and chuckle and gloat.
It will ba a Black Day.
Here too there are minor points of

etiquette that vex on3. Is it correct

for me, having bought half a kilo of

chocolates while waiting for a train, to

kill further time by eating them out of

a paper bag under the surveillance of

an A.S.C. sergeant ? or ought I to offer

a few to the sergeant with some jeu
d'esprit never coarse and never cruel

about bully beef ? Of such are the

complexities with which a Base harasses
the soul of an officer nurtured in the

genial simplicity of trench life.

From an account of the Peace de-

monstration in Berlin :

" The people simply turned upt,
and everyone was highly turned up them-
selves, and everyone was highly pleased with
the re-suit." Egyptian M/til.

It seems to have been a complete
revolution.

LITERARY LISPING3.
THE "motive" of Mrs. Pumtrey Lord's

new novel is Christian Science, and
the hero, the Duke of Southminster, is

understood to be a composite portrait of

Lord ROSKHERY and Mr. GLADSTONE.
The character of the evil genius of the

plot, Lord Eufus Doldrum, is partly
modelled on ALCIBIADES, but in its main
lines is reminiscent of Mrs. EDDY
and Major WINSTON CHURCHILL. On
the other hand the eccentric Lord

Wymondham, who creates a sensation

by appearing at a Cabinet meeting in

accordion-pleated pyjamas, is under-

stood to be an entirely imaginary per-

sonage. The novel, which has been

running in Wanamaker's Weekly, will

shortly ba published by the Strongmans.

A POET WHO COUNTS.

Mr. Ouseley Pampfield, who has

been recuperating at Buxton after

spraining his ankle while getting out

of his magnificent motor, is now seeing
his new volume of poems through the

press. Under the arresting title of

The Soul of a Passivist they will

shortly be published by the firm of

Coddler and Slack.

THE JIMMISONS AGAIN.

The Long Lanes will shortly publish
a ne%v " Jimmison

"
novel, The Faitota.

The heroine is a young lady enamoured
of the doctrine of the economic inde-

pendence of women. _ She enters a

Draper's Emporium in Manchester
and works her way up to the post of

manager, but heads a strike of the

work-girls. The claims of romance,
however, are not overlooked, for in the

long run Hetta Carboy for that is her

charming name wins the hand and
heart of the junior partner's chauffeur,
who turns out to be son of the Earl
of Ancoats. The scene in which the

Rolls-Royce, frightened by the sight
of some Highland qattle, executes a

cross-cut counter-rocking skid, is one
of the finest things the Jimmisons have
ever done.

ARMAGEDDON IN THE MAKING.

Governesses, so long the butt of un-

kindly satire, have at last come by
their own. Miss Bertha Bowlong, who
was governess to the KAISER in the
late "

sixties," is shortly about to

publish her reminiscences of her now
ail-too- notorious pupil. Strange to say
it never occurred to her to set them
down till quite recently, nearly fifty

years after the event. The book, which
is now announced by the Talboys, is

rich in illuminating anecdotes of the
future WAR LORD, as well as vivid

portraits of MOLTKE, BISMARCK, TREIT-

SCHKE, HUNCHHAUSEN, Eulenspiegel,

Dudelsack and other luminaries of

the Prussian capital.

THE CHARM OP CANNIBALISM.

.Miss Ermyntrude Stuggy (Mrs. Ray-
mond Blott), whose extraordinary novel,
The Lurid Lady, was described by
Father BERNARD VAUGHAN as the
most "precipitous" book he had ever

preached on, has returned to England
after two years' residence among the

cannibals of the Solomon Islands.

Henca the title of her forthcoming
volume, The Adorable Anthropophagi,
which is already announced by Messrs.

Hybrow and Garbidge. The contents

explain why Mr. Blott has heroically

preferred to remain with the cannibals.

MATOB FINCH'S GREAT DISCOVERY.

Major Hector Finch, the famous
Nationalist M.P., philosopher, psycho-
logist and scholar, has made a remark-
able literary discovery. It is that

Johnson's Dictionary is not, as is

generally supposed, the work of BEN
JONSON, but of SAMUEL JOHNSON, the
son of a Lichfield bookseller. This

epoch-making revelation, briefly and

modestly outlined in a letter to The

Daily Chronicle, will be set forth in

detail in a massive volume of 1,000

pages, with a portrait of the author, to

be issued shortly by the House of

Swallow and Gull.

ODDS AND ENDS.

The Vegetarians, a novel with a

strong dietetic interest by Janet Melinda

Didham, is announced by the firm of

Gherkin Mark.

The Molly Monologues is the alluring
title of a volume of sketches by
Richard Turpin, shortly appearing with
Pincher and Steel.

Miss Loofah Windsor, who wrote
The Washpot, a successful story of last

summer, has
just

finished a new one of

a humorous type, called What no

Soap ? which the Dinwiddies will

publish in a month or two.

' ' A few lucky corps actually had geese to

pave the way for the Christmas pudding;
they were quartered in some place where a

whip round among the officers and a ride to

the nearest town or village secured enough
geese to feed a battalion."

Jersey Morning

Somehow we feel that this might have
been more tactfully expressed.

" Mr. Dillon harangued the House for three-

quarters of an hour on militarism, The Dctini

Mall, Suvla BaBy, and sundry other topics."

Daily Mail.

An extended report of his remarks on
this interesting infant would have been
welcome.
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ON THE CARDS.
To many people wholly free from

superstition, e\ci
pt tli.it, after spilling

alt, the\ are cat i ful to throw a

liuli- over the lelt shoulder, mid do not

;t of their way to v.ulk under

ladders, and lire not impr. ivcd in

tite hy silling thirteen nt lablf, and

much prefer that may should not lie

hi into the house to tl'.es."

people,
< thorwise so free from supers! i-

tion, it would perhaps lie surprising to

know -what great iumd)ers of their

fel!<m creatures resort, daily lo such

black arts as fortune -telling by the

cards.

^ e! quite respectable, God-fearing,
church -iming old ladies, and probably
old gent lemon too, treasure this practice,
to say nothing of younger and there-

:i I in ally more frivolous folk; and

many make the consultation of the

t\vo and fifty oracles a morning habit.

And particularly women. Those well-

thumbed packs of cards that wo know
so well are not wholly dedicated to
"
Patience," I can a-isr.re you.
All want to be told the same tiling:

\\hat the day will bring forth. But
each searcher into the dim and danger-
ous future lias, of course, individual

methods some, shuttling seven times
and some ten, and so forth, and all

intent upon placating the elfish god-

Caprice. There is little Miss

Banks, lor example, hut I must tell

you about her.

Nothing would induce little Miss
Hanks In leave the house in the morning
without seeing what the card-; promised
her, and so open and impressionable
are her mind and heart that she is still

interested iii t he colour of the romantic
fellow whom the day, if kind, is to fling
across her path. The cards, as you
know, are great on colours, all men
being divided into three groups : dark

(which has the preference), fair, and

middling. Similarly for you, if you can

get little .Miss Banks to read your fate

(but you must of course shuttle the

pack yourself) there are but three kinds
of charmers : dark (again the most

ating and to be desired), fair, and

middling.
It is great fun to watch little Miss

Banks at her necromancy. She takes
it so earnestly, literally wrenching the
future's secrets from their lair.

"A let t or is coming to you from some
one," she says.

" An important letter."

And again,
" I see a voyage over

water."

Or very seriously,
" There 's a death."

You ga--p.
"
No, it's not yours. A fair woman's."

You laugh.
"
Only a fair woman's !

"

you say. "Go on."

Tommy (dictating letter lo be sent lo his wife). "TiiE XUBSES HEKE ARE A VKUV
I'LAIX LOT "

Nurse. "On, COME! I SAY! THAT'S NOT VERY POLITE TO us."

Tommy. "NtvEii MIND, NUUSK, PUT IT DOWN. IT'LL PLEASE HEU!"

But the cards have not only ambigui-
ties, but strange reticences.

" Oh," little Miss Banks will say, her

eyes large with excitement,
" there 's a

payment of money and a dark man."
" Good," you say.
"But I can't tell," she goes on,

"whether you pay it to him or he pays
it to you."

" That 's a nice state of things,"

you say, becoming indignant.
"
Surely

you can tell."
"
No, I can't."

You begin to go over your dark

acquaintances who might owe you
money, and can think of none.

You then think of your dark acquaint-

ances to whom you owe money, and
are horrified at their number.

"Qh, well," you say, "the whole

thing's rubbish, anyway."
Little Miss Banks's eyes dilate with

pained astonishment. " Eubbish !

"

and she begins to shuffle again.

From " Notes for the Use of New-

Chaplains," by an Indian Archdeacon:
" I have only given advice on mutters where,

to my own knowledge, an ignorance of pro-
cedure has led to adverse criticism with regard
to breeches of etiquette."

Somebody seems to have been making
fun of the venerable gentleman's con-

tinuations.
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UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.

No. XXXIII.

(Fi-om Tni:oDoiU'. ROOSEVELT, U.S.A.)

IT'S bully to live in a country where you can say what

you like about the bosses, and that, Sir, is what I've been

doing and mean to go on doing to you. There '& no

manner of question about it, you 're the biggest boss and

the most dangerous that we in this country have ever come

up against, and if our Government had only got a right

idea of its bounden duty we should have protested against

your conduct, yes, and backed our protest by our deeds

long before this ;
but the fact is there's too much milk and

water in the blood of some of our big fellows. They whine
when they ought to be up and denouncing, and they crouch

and crawl instead of standing upright like free and fearless

men, and giving the devil's agent the straightest eye-puncher
of which the human arm is capable. I thank Heaven, Sir,

that I "m not made on that plan. I 'm out to fight humbug
and hypocrisy, even when they masquerade as friendship
and benevolence ;

and when I see a fellow coming along
witli hundreds of pious texts in his mouth, and his hands

dripping with the blood of innocent women and children,

why, I 've got to say what I think of him or die. For my
own part

" On Bible stilts I don't affect to stalk,
Nor lard with Scripture my familiar talk ;

For man may pious texts repeat
And yet religion have no inward seat."

A man called HOOD wrote that nearly eighty years ago, but
it 's quite true still. I wonder what he would have written
if he'd had the bad luck to know about you and your dis-

gusting appeals to the Almighty, whom you treat as if He
were always waiting round the corner to be decorated with
the Iron Cross.

Now mind, I don't want you to deceive yourself. If I

dislike you and feel as if I 'd sooner kick you than shake
hands with you, it isn't because I 'm a peace-at-any-price
man. No man can say that about me without qualifying
for a place within easy reach of ANANIAS ; but when I
decide to take part in a scrap and there's few scraps
going that I don't butt into sooner or later I like to feel

that I 've got a bit of right on my side. But how can you
feel that when you over-run Belgium and burn down
Louvain that 's the place that made your heart bleed,
bah ! and when you shoot down Belgian hostages and do
to death an English nurse ? All that never seems to strike

you. You go on thinking of yourself as a holy humble
man whom everybody wilfully mistakes for a bully and a

tyrant. Well, you can't fool everybody all the time, you
know, and in this case it happens that everybody has got
some sound horse-sense in his head. Who wanted to hurt

you ? You 'd put together a great army and your commer-
cial prosperity was a pretty good business proposition.
You 'd got a navy and you 'd got a very meek and sub-
missive people, which didn't prevent them from being
harsh and domineering and cruel so far as other peoples
ware concerned. If you wanted to have folk afraid of you
there were plenty to humour you by pretending to tremble
when you frowned and shook your head. But you weren't

going to be satisfied. You must have a war so as to show
what a great general you were, and you shoved on the old
man FDAXCIS JOSEPH and kept urging him from behind
until everyone got tired by the impossibility of making you
come out fair and square on the side of peace.

Well, you 've got your war, and I hope you like it. This
isn't one of your military promenades. This is hard, long
fighting against men whose only wish was to be left alone.
You 've forced them to form a trust for the purpose of trust-

busting, and in the end they '11 wear you out and have you
beaten, to a frazzle in spite of all you can do. You 've lost
millions of men and millions of money, and you don't seem
to got on with your final and decisive victory, and you 'r$
still the vainest and the loudest man on earth. Isn't it?

just about time you saw yourself as the rest of us see you,
an irritable lime-light hero, whose favourite effort is to sink
a Lnsitania and pretend he had to do it because he didn't
think she'd go down or because there wore too many
women and just enough children in the world ? All I can
say is that I 've had more than enough of you.

THEODOKE ROOSEVELT.

BEYOND THE LIMIT.
[The German General Staff declares that for air-warfare there

are still lacking international laws of any Idml.

WHEN Peace lured the Powers to her House at the Hague
With promises specious and welcome though vague
Of a time when the terrors of war should lie hid
And the leopard fall headlong in love with the kid,
She drew up a set of Utopian rules
For the guidance of all the best bellicose schools.

Among the more notable schemes that she planned
She fashioned them bounds to their methods on land,
Taught the whole of them, too, how humane they could bo
If a scrap should occur, as it might, on the sea
In a word, pruned the pinions of war everywhere
Save the one place that war could fly into the air.

But the Hun, he forswore what he vowed at her shrine,
And behaved like a fiend on the soil and the brine

;

Then he turned to his Zepps, and remarked,
" I can fly,

And she never laid down any law for the sky ;

Here 's a chance for some real dirty work to be done ;

"

And he did it by simply out-Hunning the Hun.

How to Save Your Teeth.

From the Soldiers and Sailors Dental Aid Fund (43,
Leicester Square), which has done exceptional service during
the War, comes the story of an old lady who applied for a
set of teeth for her soldier grandson. When asked if he
would know how to take care of them, she replied that
she would give him the benefit of her own experience,

having always made it a rule to remove her artificial teeth
at meal times.

Two cuttings from one issue of The Eiji/pliun Mail :

"TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN RECRUITING.
ANOTHEE 1,000,000,000 MSN WANTED."

" WANTED proof-reader for the Egyptian Mail."

It certainly does want one; but for the sake of the gaiety
of nations we trust it won't get him.

" With regard to the expeditionary force, the unexampled heroism
and determination of our troops enabled them to establish a foothold
011 the tip of the peninsula, but photographs confirm the reports of

eye-witnesses that they were literally holding on by their eyelids to
the positions they had occupied." Sunday Times.

And the subsequent abandonment was performed like

winking.

From a draper's notice:

"On Friday and Saturday the shops will be open until the usual
hours, although lights will not be visible outside. Customers are

requested to open the doors to obtain admittance."

Jlugby Advertiser.
And not to climb through the windows, or come down the

chimney, please.
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TOUJOURS LA POLITESSE.
British Officer (in his best French).

" ETES-VOUS UN FUMIEB, MoxsiKun ?
'

French ditto (iritk mil;/ inninentary hesitation).
" MAIS ocr, MONSIKUB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I FORGET just ho\v long it is since Mr. ARNOLD BEXXETT
united i'.iiicin Clayhanger and Hilda Lessways in the
honds iif niiii rimony. Time goes so fast these days that ]

mi-] them again, aii'l Auntie H<nnpx, and Muiiyic., and

Cluni, and the rest of the Three Towns company, as aftei

an enormous interval. They themselves however have
>il in nothing, except perhaps that the habit of

int inspection and their phenomenal capacity for self-

tonishment have become more pronounced. "Ho thought,
1

I am I
;
this wife is my wife; and if I put one foot befoi'e

the other I shall go inevitably forward.' And it seemed to

him stupendous." I do not say that this is a quotation,
but it represents a habit of mind that is in danger of

growing, upon J-'./l/ri/i especially. He seems never able to

share m\ own entire confidence in Mr. BEXXETT' s efficiency
as creator. Of course nothing very much happens in the

course of Them' Twain (Mirnu'Kx). It is simply a study
of conjugal existence in its effect upon character; briefly.
how to ho happy though married. In the end Kiltrhi

to hit upon a sort of solution with the discovery
that injustice is a natural condition to be accepted rather

than resented. So one leaves the two with some prospect,
a liiile insecure, of happiness. Needless to say the study
of hoih l-'.ilicin and Hilda is marvellously penetrating and
minute, almost to the point of defeating its own end. I

had, not for the first time with Mr. BKNNKTT'S characters,

a feeling that 1 knew them too well to have complete belief

in them. They become not portraits but anatomical

diagrams. But for all that the accuracy of his observation

is undeniable. One sees it in those minor personalities of

the tale whom he is content to record from without.

Auntie llamps, for example, and Clara are two masterpieces
of portraiture. You must read These Twain

;
but if possible

take time over it.

American improvements are the wonder of the world-

America seems to have the knack of taking hold of old

stun" and turning it into something full of pep and punch.
You remember a play called Hamlet'.' No? Well, there
is a scene in it, rather an impressive scene, where a man
chats with his father's ghost. Mr. ROBERT W. CHAMBERS,
America's brightest novelist, has taken much the same
idea and put a bit of zip in it. In his latest work, Athalie

(APPLETOX), the heroine, who is clairvoyant, sees the ghost
of the hero's mother, who prevented the hero from marry-
ing her, and cuts it. "A hot proud colour flared in her

ks as she drew quietly aside and stood with averted

head to let her pass." In all my researches in modern
fiction I cannot recall a more dramatic and satisfying
situation. It is, I believe, the first instance on record of a

spectie being snubbed. SHAKSPEAHE never thought of any-

thing like that. As regards the other aspects of Athahe,
the book, I cannot see what else a reviewer can say but

that it is written by Mr. CHAMBERS. The world is divided

into those who read every line Mr. CHAMBERS writes, irre-

spective of its merits, and those who would require to be

handsomely paid before reading a paragraph by him. A
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COMPTON MAC-

millioii eager shop-girls, school-girls, chorus-girls, factory-

girls and stenographers throughout America are probably

devouring Athalie at this moment. My personal opinion
that the book is a potboiler, turned out on a definite

formula, like all of Mr. CHAMBERS' recent work, to meet a

definite demand, cannot deter a single one of them from

sobbing over it. As for that section of the public which

remembers The King in Yellow and Cardigan, it has long

ago become resigned to Mr. CHAMBERS' decision to take the

cash and let the credit go, and has ceased to hope for a

return on his part to the artistic work of his earlier period,
when he wrote novels as opposed to Best Sellers.

Let me heartily commend to you a book of stories by
doughty penmen turned swordsmen for the period of the

\Ynr A. E. W. MASON, of the Manchester Eegiment ;

A. A. M., of the Royal "Warwicks ; W. B. MAXWELL, Royal
Fusilier; IAN HAY, A. and S. Highlander ;

KENZIK, R.N. ; "Q.," of the

Duke of Cornwall's L.I.
;

OLIVER ONIONS, A.S.C.; BARRY
PAIN, B.N.A.S.

;
and just short

of a dozen others. Published

by Messrs. HODDEB AND

STOUGHTON, under title, The
Bed Cross Story Book, to be
sold for the benefit of The,

Times Fund. It 's the sort of

book about which even the

most conscientious reviewer
feels he can honestly say
nice things without any too

thorough examination of the
contents. "With that thought I

started turning over the pages
casually, but found myself dip-

ping deeper and deeper, until,

becoming entirely absorbed, 1

abandoned all pretence of pro-
fessional detachment and had
a thoroughly good time. I

should like to be able to state

that the quality of these stories

of humour, adventure and sen-

timent was uniform, if only for

passages all the same, such as the account of the specially
favourable treatment of officers from Irish regiments,
accorded in all Teutonic seriousness as preparatory to an
invitation to serve in the ranks of Prussia ; or the pathetic
incident of the white-haired French priest sent to the cells

for urging his congregation to pray pour nos Ames. No-
where outside the Fatherland, I should imagine, would

prisoners be forbidden to pray even pour nos armes, and
the stupidity of the misunderstanding is typical enough.
The cheerful dignity shown by prisoners under provocation
makes a fine contrast to such pitiful smallness, and of that

this little book is a notable record.

SEVERE MENTAL COLLAPSE EXPERIENCED BY A JOURNALIST
WHO ATTEMPTED TO WHITE AN ARTICLE ON THE EAT J'I.\(iVK

IN THE TRENCHES WITHOUT MAKING ANY REFERENCE TO "THE
PIED PIPER OP HAMELIN."

the sake of this appropriate word. But 1 can say that the
best are excellent, the average is high, and the tenor so
varied as to suit almost any age and taste.

Mr. B. G. O'RoRKE, Chaplain to the Forces, has written
a short account of his experiences in confinement In The
Hands of the Enemy (LONGMANS). Seeing that he was
allowed, as a minister of religion, unique opportunities of

meeting our officers (though not men of the ranks) shut up
in different fortresses, and particularly because he has been
thoughtful enough to mention many of them by name, his
narrative is one which nobody with near friends now in

Germany can afford to miss. The general reader, on the
other hand, may have to confess to some disappointment,
since the foggy shadow of the Censor, German or English,
still looms over the pages here and there, blotting out the
sensational episodes which we felt we had reason, if

not right, to expect ; and if their absence is really due to
Mr. O'RoBKE's steady refusal to indulge us by embellishing
his almost too unvarnished recital the effect is just the same.
Or perhaps the suggestion of flatness is to 1)3 ascribed to
the enemy's failure on the whole to treat certain of his
victims in any very extraordinary manner, and if so we
can accept it and be thankful. There are lots of interesting

I suppose it would not be possible to travel in the Pacific

withoXit a fountain-pen and a note-book. At all events this

seems a privation from which the staunchest of our literary-
adventurers have hitherto shrunk. Do not however regard
this as anything more than a casual observation, certainly

not as implying any complaint
against so agreeable a volume
as Vojiaijing in Wild Seas

(MILLS AND BOON). There
must be many among the
countless admirers of Mr. JACK
LONDON who will be delighted
to read this intimate journal
of his travellings in remote

waters, written by the wife
who accompanied him, and
who is herself, as she proves
on many pages, one of the
most enthusiastic of those ad-

mirers. You may say there is

nothing very much in it all,

but just some pleasant sea-

prattle about interesting ports
and persons, and a number of

photographs rather more inti-

mate than those that generally
illustrate the published travel-

book. But the general impres-
sion is jolly. Stevensoniaus
will be especially curious over
the visit to Samoa, concerning
her first impressions of which

Mrs. LONDON writes: "As the Snark slid along, we began
to exclaim at the magnificent condition of this German
province the leagues of copra plantation, extending from
the shore up into the mountainous hinterland, thousands
of close-crowded acres of heavy green palms." This was
in May, 1908. Vailima was at that time the residence of

the German Governor (a desecration since happily re-

moved) ; but the LONDONS were able to explore the gardens
and peep in at the rooms whose planning STEVENSON had
so enjoyed. Later of course they climbed to the lonely
mountain grave of " the little great man" a phrase oddly
reminiscent of one in an unpublished letter of RUPERT BROOKE
(about the same expedition) that I had just been reading.
Mrs. LONDON deserves our thanks for letting us share so

interesting a holiday in these restricted days.

IN MEMORY OF "MARTIN ROSS"

(VIOLET MARTIN).

WITH Flurry's Hounds, and you our guide,
We 've learned to laugh until we cried

;

Dear MARTIN Ross, the coming years
Find all our laughter lost in tears.
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SOMI: idea of the financial straits in

which Knglish people lintl them

l)e gathered from the statement

that the first fon-'-tl strawberries ol

tho seiison felt-lied no more than ten

shillings a pound. Thef Jermans proudly
out that their forced loans fetched

more than that.

It is estimate I tha' S|:j,!)^ii house-

A kindly M.P. has suggested that holders road with secret joy the para-
oiirderman naval prisoners should he graph in last week's papers stating that

poems an I es-,ays were written a'ni I teen person.-,, stripped them of their

the pi iroundings of the Board clotliing, robbed them, and then shot
of Tra le," and de,erib -d him as "a them tleul. There is some talk of

-.ample of a po -t rising above his their being elerte i I lonorary ( iermans.
environment." Mr. Kioirxn (iossi:,

who was a colleague of Mr. Donsos a' China has sent a trial lot of small
Whitehall fiarde'is during his most hrouneoos pael;.-d in sawdu>l to thi-,

tuneful period, is inclined to think this country, and it is thought that aftt-

last remark uncalled for. all we shall he aide to ha-.e a flem-ral

I !le--!ion.

Too Good to ba Truo.

.. .
Tin- able organisation which resulted ill

emplosed in making tho projected spring-cleaning is likely to co-it the llrll being evacuated with just as complete

Ship canal between the FirtllS of Forth housekeeper this \ear considerahl nut the same absence of loss as at

ant, Clyde. At present they sum, mo,, than usual h,,,h for materials and ^^fe^5^e^
terribly from a form ol nostalgia known labour; that 397,413 Of them repeated vrindiog up of thii eol

as canal-sickness.
|
it to their wives, suggesting that here ,nj

"

Ouing to the scarcity of hay in the

Budapest /.oo the herbivorous

animals arc being fed on chest -

nuts, and several local liumor-

i tapers have been obliged
lo s'lsp

i ;id milil irvi t ion

was a chance for a real war-economy ;

and that one (a deaf in. in) p/rsisted in

publication.

*

As the t \vo Polar bears re-

fused to flourish on a war-diet

they were col i del lined to death,

and a Hungarian sportsman
paiil twelve pounds for the

privilege of shooting them.

No arrangements have yet
heen concluded for finishing
off the Russian variety.

:|: *

Old saw, adapted hy an

American journalist: Call no

one happy until he is HKAHST.

*
We all know that marriage

is a lotler\. But the Now

Froman article by Mr. .JOHN I. \VI.AND

on his visit to the Fleet:
" One would like to describe much

more than one has seen, but that is

impossible." Morning 1'aper.

Some other Correspondents
have found no such difficulty.

' I,U>Y SKCKKTAUV Required, for

about two hours early every morn-

ing, by lady doctor living near thr

Marble Arch; rapid shorthand
tial ; preference given to a possessor
of healthy teeth."

.lilrt. in " The Tin:.

It looks as if the lady-secre-

tary's luncheon would be a

tough proposition.

Zealand paper which headed

Private Jones (craicling out a

explosion).
" SILLY 'ORSE-PLAY, i CALLS IT!"

beimj buried by a she'l

" Our Correspondent endorses the

Hassian official claim to have cap-
tun-. 1 the heights north-east of

C/.cniowit/." Mornimj

Tho Correspondent's conde-

scension is no doubt greatly
an announcement of President Wir.- the suggestion after his wife had given appreciated by our Allies.

SON'S engagement,
" Wild Speculation,

"
her views on the subject.

\\ : ,, we trust, taking an unduly gloomy *,.* Answer to a correspondent:
view. ... ... On reading that London people spend

"
KiKjnirer.' It is pronounced

' commun-
on an average seven shillings a year in cak.'" /.Vnmiiir;-." Launceston, Tasmania.

The facl that the PoSTMASTEB- theatre-tickets, a manager expressed the

(|F.NI:I;
'

i, and tho ASSISTAX r POST- opinion that according to his experience
MAsTKK-flKNKKAi. are as like as two

;

this calculation wa3 not quite fair.

Pr. \si:s \\as hound to cause a certain Account should also have besn taken

amount of confusion. Still we hardly of the very large sum which they ex-

think it justified a Welsh paper in
: pend on stamps when writing for fres

placing a notice of their achievements admissions.

under the heading: "Pea Soup and
Salt Beef: :)()() Sailors Poisoned."

But not in the best circles.

It is evident that recent events have
had a chastening effect upon Bulgarian

"MODERNISING LAST YEAR'S SKIRT.
Another simple and practical way of doing

it would be, if the skirt is quite plain, to lift it

well from the top, and sot it neatly on to a

hand, so making tho skirt shorter as wvll as

fuller. Kight inchi 1 - U not considered too short

for present wear, though personally I think six

inches a more graceful length. However, do
not be tempted to weir a very short skirt

" unless you are the p neaaoc of frail-duped
In the endeavour to decide autnon- ambitions. Alter receiving a field-

f,,ct ;llu{ Ankles." The tt'oman's Majmine.
tatively \\hat is a new-laid egg the marshal's b'lton from the K.USKH, But wliat aloout knees?
Board of Agriculture has sought in- KING FKHIUXAXD is reported to have
formation from various sources, hut is expressed his hope that by co-operation

reported to be still sitting. There is their countries would obtain that to
i

some fear that th:> definition will bo which they had a right. The KAISKH since last night. "on account o'f that I am un-

addled. then left Nish in a hurry. ahle to attend office to-day. Kindly excuse my
4.

A Babu's letter of excuse :

Silt, As my wife's temper is not well

In tenderingbirthdav c ngrat illations From El Paso (Texas) comes news

and grant mo one day's causual leave."

In the circumstances Caudle leave

to Mr \i -i IN I >or.s,'N a contemporary thai a hand of Mexican bandits stopped would have been a happier form of

iio( -d that
"
many of hismost charming a train near'Chicuabar, sei/ed seven- holiday.
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HOW TO GET UP A HOLY WAR
(GERMAN STYLE).

[The Special Correspondent of The Times at Saloniea states that

"among the documents examined at the Consulate of his Catholic

and ApoctoUo Majesty ..f Austria are 1,500 copies of a long proclama-

tion in Arabic to the Chiefs of the Senussis, inciting them to a Holy
lum-CiiTiiiaiiio C'hristendom." The proclamation purports to

l.c compo-.vl hy one of the Faithful, but "its pseudo-Oriental wording

clearly k'trays its Cvrmanic authorship."]

IN Allah's name, Senussis! Allah's name!

Please note the Holy War that we proclaim !

High at the main we hoist our sacred banner

(Forgive my pseudo-Oriental manner) ;

For now tlio psychologic Tag has come
To put the final lid on Christendom,

Always excepting that peculiar part
Which has the hopes of Musulmans at heart.

For lo ! this noble race (its Chief has said it ;

Else would it seem almost too good to credit),

Prompted by generous instincts, undertakes

To waive its scruples and for your sweet sakes,

Indifferent to private gain or loss,

To help the Crescent overthrow the Cross.

Christians they are, I own, this Teuton tribe,

Yet not too Christian. I could here inscribe

A tale of feats performed with pious hands
On those who crossed their path in Christian lands

Which, even where Armenia kissed his rod,

Would put to shame The Very Shadow of God.
You must not therefore feel a pained surprise
At having Christian dogs for your allies ;

For there are dogs and dogs; and, though the base

Bull terrier irks you, 'tis a different case

When gentle dachshunds jump to your embrace.

If crudely you remark : "A holy win

May suit our friends, but where do we come in ?
"

My answer is :

"
Apart from any boom

Islam secures by sealing England's doom,
We shall, if we survive the coming clash,

Collect papyrus notes in lieu of cash ;

And, if we perish, as we may indeed,
We have a goodly future guaranteed,
With houris waiting in Valhalla's pile

"

(Pardon my pseudo-Oriental style).

These are the joys, of which I give the gist,
Secured to those who trust the KAISER'S fist,

Which to the infidel is hard as nails

Or eagles' claws whereat the coney quails,
But to the Faithful, such as you, Senussis,
Is softer than the velvet paws of pussies. 0. S.

From a story in The Glasgoiv Herald:
" ' He had his feathers ruffled that time, anyway,' laughed my

husband, as he followed me whistling into the house."

It isn't every woman that has a husband who can talk
and laugh and whistle all at once. Was he the clever
man in the French tale, we wonder, who chanted a Scottish

air, accompanying himself on the bag-pipes ?

" Fire has broken out in an oven in Kafr Zarb, near Suez, completely
destroying the fire brigade extinguishing the blaze."

Egyptian Mail.
Serve them right for their officiousness.

"
Wanted, Experienced Ruler (female) ; permanency."

Bristol Times and Mirror.

Might suit a widow.

NAUTICAL TERMS FOR ALL.

(By our Tame Naval Expert.)

IT is really surprising what confusion exists in the public
mind upon the exact significance of such elementary terms
as " Command of the Sea," and " A Fleet in Being." Only
yesterday evening I was asked by a fellow-traveller on the

top of a bus why, if we had command of the sea, we didn't

blow up the Kiel Canal !

It will be as well to begin at the beginning. What is

Naval Warfare ? It is an endeavour by sea-going belligerent

units, impregnated (for the time being) with a measure of

animus pugnandi and furnished with offensive weapons, to

impose their will upon one another. In rather more techni-

cal language it may be described as fighting in ships.
Now in order to utilize the sea for one's own purposes

and at the same time to deny, proscribe, refuse and restrict

it to one's enemy it is essential to obtain COMMAND. And
it must not be overlooked that Command of the Sea can

only be established in one way by utilizing or threatening
to utilize sea-going belligerent units. But we must dis-

tinguish between Command of the Sea and Sea Supremacy,
and again between Potential Command, Putative Command
and Absolute Command. Finally let there be no confusion

between the expressions
" Command of the Sea

"
and

" Control of the Sea," which are entirely different things

though both rest securely upon the doctrine of the

Fleet in Being, which is at the foundation of all true

strategy.
This brings us to the question of what is meant by the

phrase
" A Fleet in Being."

" To Be or Not to Be "
(in Being)

is a phrase that has been woefully misinterpreted, especially

by those who insist on a distinction between Being and

Doing. There is no such distinction at sea. For a fleet

to exist as a recognisable instrument is not necessarily for

it to be in Being. Only by exhibiting a desire to dispute
Command at all costs can a fleet be said to come into

Being. On the other hand, by being in Being a fleet does not

necessarily obtain command or even partial control. This
is not simply a question of To Bo or Not to Be (in Being).

In explaining these academic principles one always runs
the risk of being confronted with concrete instances. I

shall be asked, "Is the German Fleet in Being?" I can

only reply that it is in a condition of strictly Limited
Control (I refer to the Kiel Canal), while the Baltic is in

Disputed Command so long as the Russian Fleet is

Strategically at Large.
This brings us to the question of the phrase

"
Strategic-

ally at Large," which has been loosely rendered " On the

War-path." Let us say rather that any fleet (in Being)
which is ready (even without Putative Control) to dispute
Command is said to be Strategically at Large, so long as it

is imbued with animus pugnandi.
Animus puijnantli is the root of the matter. A fleet is

in a state of disintegration without it. And so long as tho

German Fleet's activities in the North Sea are confined to

peeping out of the Canal to see if the foe is in the neigh-
bourhood one must conclude that this ingredient has been
overlooked in its composition. Bis.

General Utility.
"INVALIDED soldier seeks job; domestic and lity. factotum in

bachelor menage, or musician, lyrist, dramatist, etc. ; house work
mornings, lit. asst. afternoons, evenings; ex-officer's servant; fair

cook
; turned 60, but virile and active

;
or working librarian, clean-

ing, etc.
; theatrical experience; nominal salary if permanent."

Daily Express.
If he hadn't called himself a soldier we should have almost

thought he was a handy-man.
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PRO PATEIA.
A TEIBUTE TO WOMAN'S WORK IN WAR-TIME.
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Mistress. "AND WIIEKE is JA:;I:'.'"

Parlourmaid. "Iv YOU PLEASE, MA'AM, JANE SAYS SUE CAN'T COME TO FAMILY PBVYEBS ANY MOBE WHILE WE HAVE MARGAUIN-R
ix Tin: KITCHKX."

THE ROMANCE OF WAR.
WE relieved the Royal What-you-

call - 'ems under depressing circum-

stances. Tlie front line was getting it

in the neck, which is unfair after dark.

As I reached the transport dump a

platoon met me led by a Subaltern of

no mean dimensions. He was convers-

ing with certain ones.seemingly officer's

sen nuts, wlui were drawing a hand-
cart. He grew suddenly excited, then

spoke to a Senior Officer, turned, left

liis platoon and ran hack at the double

to the fire-trench.

It was three -quarters of an hour
before wo drew near thai unpleasant
hem-no. In the imitation communica-
tion trench, which began a hundred
or more yards behind it, we met the

Subaltern, hurrying to rejoin his pla-

toon, heaving what seemed to be an
enormous despatch

- box. He said
" Good night

"
very politely.

By the time \\e got up the shelling
had slackened. The last remaining
ollicei- of the Koyal What-you-call-'ems
stopped to pass the time o' night
with us.

I asked him if he knew who the

Subaltern might ho, and what object of

overwhelming importance ho had thus
returned to retrieve.

"
Yes, that was Billy Blank."

" And what was it he was carrying
when wo met him ?

"

" A sort of young Saratoga ?
"

We nodded. Our informant seemed
to hesitate a moment.

Well," he said at last,
" I don't see

why you shouldn't know, though it 's a

sort of battalion secret not that Billy
would inind anyone knowing. It 'a his

love-letters."

Vicarious Prophylactics.
"HOW YOU MAY DODGE THE HORRIBLE

1 GRIPPE.'

Give your children a cold shower every
morning." Ottawa Evening Journal.

" At the time when Turubull was asking for

the account, and flourishing suggestions as to

his ability to pay, there was in the prisoner's
bank the sum of sixteen pence."

Newcastle MNMf Chronicle.

We have reason to believe that there

was also an odd shilling or two in the

hank belonging to other clie'nts.

From an account of " Calls to the

Bar in Ireland
"

:

" Mr. - was awarded the Society's Exhi-
bition of 21 per annum for three roars."

Irish Evening 1'apcr.

He seems to have called himself to the

Bar.

RAILWAY LINKS.

( ) SEMBLANCE of a snail grown paralytic,

Concerning whom your victims daily

speak
In florid language, fearsome and me-

phitic,

Enough to redden any trooper's
cheek :

Let them, I say, hold fortli till all is

blue
;

I take the longer view.

Not mine it is to curse you for your
tedium

And frequent stops in search of way-
side rest,

Nor call you, through the morning
papers' medium,

A crying scandal and a public pest ;

I designate you, on the other hand,
A bulwark of the land.

For should Hie Huns, in final despera-
tion,

On our South-Eastern shore dash

madly down,
"Tis true they might entrain at Dover

station,

But when, ah, when would they
arrive in town ?

Or would they perish, hungry, lost,

and spent,
Somewhere in wildest Kent ?



GO
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"Us HAVE HAD A LETTER FllOM OUR JARGE. HE 'VE KILLED THREE GERMANS!"
"I HAIN'T ZURPRISED! LOB' ! HOW THAT BOY DID LOVE A BIT o' RATTIS', OR ANYTHING TO DO WITH VERMIN! "

THE FLYING MAN.
\VHKN the still silvery dawn uprolls
And all the world is

"
standing to

;

"

When young lieutenants damn our
souls

Because they 're feeling cold and
blue

The bacon 's trodden in the slush,

The baccy 's wet, the stove 's gone
wrong

Then, purring on the morning's hush,
Wo hear his cheerful little song.

The shafts of sunrise strike his wings,

Tinting them like a dragon-fly ;

He bows to the ghost-moon and swings,
Flame-coloured, up the rosy sky.

He climbs, he darts, he jibes, he luffs ;

Like a great bee he drones aloud ;

He whirls above the shrapnel puffs,

And, laughing, ducks behind a cloud.

He rides aloof on god-like wings,

Taking no thought of wire or mud,

Saps, smells or bugs the mundane

things
That sour our lives and have our

blood.

Beneath his sky-patrolling car

Toy guns their mimic thunders clap ;

Like crawling ants whole armies are

That strive across a coloured map.

The roads we trudged with feet of lead

The shadows of his pinions skim ;

The river where we piled our dead
Is but a silver thread to him.

" God of the eagle-winged machine,
What see you where aloft you roam ?

"

"
Eastward, Die Schlosscn von Berlin,
And West, the good white cliffs of

home! "

Journalistic Candour.

Heading to the Stop -Press column
of a Provincial Paper :

"LATEST RAW NEWS."

" MOTORCYCLE. Give 25 (maximum) and
exquisite diamond ring (engagement broken

off)." Motor Cycling.

No sidecar required.

"
Maeterlinck, the great Austrian states-

man, looked with suspicion on all kinds of

suggestions of reform or agitation."
Provincial Paper.

So unlike METTEKNICH, the famous

Belgian bee-farmer.

" YOUNG BABY Wanted, homely woman to

take charge of duration of war."
Wood (Invii Sentinel.

If she will only finish it satisfactorily
the War, wo mean, not the baby

we don't mind how homely she is.

" And through all this hurricane of events,

by some trick of mental photography, one
figure at the Labour Conference remains
clear and sharply defined the figure of the

Smpuvjs 'loodaaAi^jo 'ooiuun(j ^locijdjj -A.IJI

uodn a chair, cheering as though the Millen-
nium had come, waving his arms from side

to side in uncontrollable excitement."
Labour Leader.

And at the same time, with assistance

from the printer, standing on his head.

Under the heading of "
Horses, Har-

ness, &c." :

"OFFER, cheap Horse Chestnuts, 6 to 8
feet ; Scotch, 2 to 3 feet ; Spruce, about 2 feet ;

also Privet, Lilacs, Laurels, etc." Irish Times.

We are quite glad to see this old joke
in harness again.

'.'Tourists are permitted to carry cameras
and use them as long as they do not attempt
to take fortresses." Russian Year Hook.

These 4-7 cameras are deadly things
for siege work.

"
Quite the tit-bit of the evening was the

little interlude in the duet from Faust ' taken

l.y Mr. H- as Faust and Mr. B P
as Mephistopheles.

' His Salonic Majesty
'

sings
' What is your will ? At once tell me.
Are you afraid?' "

Accrington Observer.

Is this "My dear Tino
"

under another
name?
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THE BATTLE OF JOBEY.
JAXU\I:Y, 1!)1(>, will e\vr be remem-

bered us i In- eventful niontli in which
tbo oldest men in Kngland turned aside

from all tlieir other pursuits and dis-

regarded the slate of K\tr,>)>e in order

!o take part in (he Battle of Johey.
Their battle-ground wosfchdcphimna of

Tin' Tiin.".i, and no one was too proud
or venerable to fight. Peers, bishops,
deans, statesmen, baronets, knights
all rushed in, and still no one quite

was larger and far redder than that of To represent him as belonging to th
:he Master's. I have given a fuller Victorian age is an anachronism cal
account of tbo interview in my Balliol culated to make the angels weep.
Memories, Vol. iii., pp. 292-5, but

niayj
I am, Sir, Yours everlastingly,

content myself with saying here that

the two eminent men parted with
MELCHISEDEK POXTOPPIDAX.

mutual respect.
I am, Sir, Yours faithfully,

LEMUEL LONGMIRE.

SIR, I wish to point out that " My
Tutor's" is hopelessly wrong in think-

ing that his Jobey is the real Jobey.
Looking through my diary for June,., , Tr T | -i-JVJl^lYlllt; Llll^Uiill III \ (.11(1

knows the result. How manyJonevs , ,.- -. ,. -. ,. .

-fj.-. 1810, 1 find this entry :

were there? we still ask ourselves. DK
News of Waterloo just received.

Jol>ey, who has charge of all the
cricket implements and is gener-

ally tli3 custodian of the playing
fields, monstrously drunk, on. the

ground of having won the battle.' 1

anyone really know the first Jobey, 01

\\a-; there only a:i ancestral Jobey
back in the days of EDWARD VI. ? Ho-,\

old was the dynasty '.' Was Johey Levi'.

Was Jobey Powea? Was Jobey shorl

and fat ? Was Jobev tall and" thin ?

What did Jobev sell ? What did Jobey
do?
To bngin with, what was the casn.

belli .
? No one can remember. But

some old Etonian, reminiscing, bad the

effrontery to believe that the Jobey to

whom, in his anecdotage, he referred,
who sold oranges at the gate or blew up
footballs or performed other jobicular
functions, was the only Jobey. That
was enough. Instantly in poured
other infuriated old Etonians, also in

anecdotage, to pit their memories
against his. Everything was forgotten
in the struggle: the KAISER'S illness,
Sir IAN HAMILTON'S despatch, the

Compulsion Bill, the Quakers and their

consciences, the. deficiencies of the
Blockade. Nothing existed but Jobey.

All the letters, however, were Jiot

printed, and some of those that escaped
The Times have fallen into our own
hand. Wo give one or two :

SIR, Your Correspondents are

wrong. Jobey was a fat red man,
with a purple nose and a wooden leg.

I am, Yours faithfully, NESTOR.

Sin, My recollection of Jobey is

exact. He was a fat man with a hook
instead of a left hand, and he stood at
least six feet six inches high. No one
could mistake him.

I am, Obediently yours,
METHUSELAH PARR.

SIR, JOWETT, though not an Etonian
himself, was greatly interested in anec-
dotes of Jobey related to him by Eton-
ian undergraduates in the "

sixties,"
and on one occasion, when he was the
guest of the Headmaster, he was intro-
lucod to the famous factotum, who
nstructed him in the art of blowing up
ootballs, and presented him with a
jlood orange, which JOWETT religiously
preserved for many years in a glass-

in his study. In features they
vere curiously alike, but Jobev's nose

This conclusively proves that there
was a Jobey before the old fellow who
has just died aged 85. But how any-
one can be interested in people aged
only 85, I cannot conceive. My own
age is 118, and I am still in possession
of an exact memory and a deadly diary.

I remain, Sir, Yours truly,
JOHN BARCHESTER.

SIR, Although in my hundred-and-
fiftieth year I can still recollect my
school days with crystal clearness, and
it pains me to find a lot of young
Etonians claiming to have had dealings
with the original Jobey. The original
Jobey died in 1827, and I was at his
funeral. He was then a middle-aged
man of 93. When I was at Eton in

1776-1783, he stood with his basket

opposite "Grim's," and if any of us
refused to buy he gave us a black eye.
Discipline was lax in those days, but
we were all the better for it. On
Jobey's death a line of impostors no
doubt was established, trying to profit
by the great name ; but none of these
can be called the original Jobey, except
under circumstances of the 'crassest

ignorance or folly.
I a;n, Yours, etc., SEXEX.

SIR, It is tolerably obvious that

your correspondent
"
Dairy's

"
is

suffering from hallucinations of the

A MOTHER TO AN EMPEROR.
I MADE him mine in pain and fright
The only little lad I'd got,

And woke up aching night by night
To mind him in his baby cot

;

And, whiles, I jigged him on nr
knee

And sang the way a mother sings
Seeing him wondering up at me
Sewing his little things,
never gave a thought to wars anc"

kings.

I heard his prayers or smacked him
good,

And watched him learning miles
ahead

Of all his mother ever could,

Roughing my hands to set him
bread ;

And when he was a man I tried

Not to forget as he was grown,
And didn't keep him close beside

All for my very own
And meanwhiles you was brooding on

your throne.

And now He wouldn't wait no
more,

I
'ye helped him go, I couldn't

choose;

My one 's another in the score
Of all you've grabbed; seems like

I lose.

But don't vou think you 've done so

well
'

Taking my lad that 's got but one
;

He'll fight for me, he'll fight like

hell,

And, when you 're down and done,
You '11 curse the day you stole my only

son.

Commercial Candour.

From a shoemaker's advertisement:
" 8 years' wear ! 12 hours' ease."

Comforting the Foe.

T, r
"Books and Magazines mav be handed in)St Virulent type. Maxima de.bctnr at the counter of any I>,sl < mice, unwrapped,mcris reverentia is all very well, but

'acts are facts. There may have been
nany pseudo-Jobeys, but the real

original was born in the year of the
"real Fire of London and died in 1745.

unlabelled, and huiiaddivsscd."
I'arisft Majaiine.

" To be LET. FuuxisiiKi>. cosily
COUNTRY HOUSE, offering rest, recuperation,
recreation, and the acme of comfort; 10 bed--y 1 _
iv^*ti*wij , nuu ti.it; <njuitj *Ji uuilllAJl L , i\J UUU-

rle was already installed in the reign
! rooms. '2 bath. 4 reception ; stabling, garage,

of WlLLIAM III., and was the first to
' billiards, tennis, croquet, miniature rifle range,

,
with a pale face and hooked ncs 3 With a lodge, a deer park, and

I always wore a woollen muffler,
" revenue of populars," this would be a

which we called "Jobey's comforter." bargain.
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AN INFANT IN ARMS.

OK GUARD. THE FAMILY.

THE DANGER PAST. STASD AT EASE!
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HOW TO TALK TO THE WOUNDED.
Dear Old Lady.

" HAVE you TWO MEN BEEN AT THE FBONT?"
Soldier. "BLESS YOU, xo, MUM. WE'VE JUST 'AD A BIT OP A SCF.AP TOGETHER, TO KEEP FIT."

THE GRAND TOUR.
I ALWAYS wished to sec the world I 'ad no chanst before,

Nor I don't suppose I should 'ave if there "adn't been no war;
I used to read the tourist books, the shippin' news also,

An' I 'ad the chance o' goin', so I couldn't 'elp but go.

We 'ad a spell in Egypt first, before we moved along
Acrost the way to Suvla, where we got it 'ot an' strong ;

We 'ad no drink when we was dry, no rest when we was
tired,

But I 've seen the Perramids an' Spink, which I 'ad oft

desired.

I 've what '11 last me all my life to talk about an' think :

I
'

ve sampled various things to eat an' various more to drink
;

I've strolled among them dark bazaars, which makes the

pay to flyW 1 'a

'

(An' 1 'ad my fortune told as well, but that was all my eye).

I 've seen them little islands too I couldn't sav their

names
An' towns as white as washin'-day an' mountains spoutin'

flames ;

I 've seen the sun come lonely up on miles an' miles o' sea :

Why, folks 'ave paid a 'unclred pound an' seen no more
than me.

The sky is some'ow bluer there in fact, I never know
As any sun could be so 'ot or any sky so blue ;

There's figs an' dates an' suchlike things all 'angiri' on the

trees,

An' black folks walkiif up an' down as natural as you please.

1 always wished to see the world, I 'm fond o' life an' change,
But ABDUL got me in the leg; an' this is passin' strange.

That when you see Old England's shore all wrapped in mist

an' rain,

Why, it's worth the bloomin' bundle to be comin' 'ome

again !

A Fair Exchange.

From TJic Gazette of India :

"
Delhi, the IGth December, 1915.-No. 100-C. With reference to

Notification No. 2529, dated the 21st October 1915, Mr. 1 1. W. Kmerson,
Indian Civil Service, is appointed Under Secretary to the Government
of India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture, s. p. t. with elTcct

from the forenoon of the 29th November 1915 and until further

orders. V. NOYCE, Offg. Secretary to the Government of India."
"
Simla, the IGth December 1915. No. 2842. With reference to

Notification No. 2417, dated the 19th October 1915, Mr. F. Noyce,
Indian 'Civil Service, is appointed Secretary to the Government of

India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture, s. p. t., with effect

from the forenoon of the 29th November 1915 and until further orders.

H. W. KMKRSOX, Under Secretary to the Government of India."

"Jamaica has removed the embargo on the exportation of logwood
to British possessions and also to America and ports in France and

Italy." The Times.

A mixed blessing. There 's too much logwood in some

ports as it is.

From A Littk Guide to Essex:

"Steeple Bumpstead (see Bumpstead, Stcoplc).

Bumpstcad, Steeple (see Steeple Bumpstead). . . .

Bumpstead, Hclions (see Helions Bumpstead).
Hel ions Bumpstead (see Bumpstead, Helions)."
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'THE MAN THAT BROKE THE BACK OF MONTENEGRO."
FRAX/-.JOSKF, THE MAMMOTH COMEDIAN, IN HIS STUPEXDOrs (AND UNIQUE) SUCCESS.
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engaged D/j.OOO recruits would
heen raised from Ireland mid

bava
that.

proached it. Taking
\Yet!iie,.|:iv, lie to-day

his s<Ml. la-it

delivered his

I Nationalist Regiments. If five years Member for Australia (London addrem,
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. ;l ,,

,
.mv ,,,,,. | Kl ,l

|
)n -dicted that in a. St. (ieorge's. Hanover Square) \vitli

(ExTBACTED TBOJI THB DIABT o TOBY, VI.P.) great \\ar iii which the Empire was characteristic modesty dillideiitly a|)

llnii.-ii' e/ Commons, Monday, Imm-

nri/ 17th. To-day's sitting included

e|>i.odo justly d. -scribed hs I.'IDMONII

as miraculous in reflations hetwcen Ire-

land and her sisten in the family of tlie looked upon as a lunatic '.'

Empire. In Coiumit let; on Military One note of dis -ord cam.- from little should (for a reasonable period) be seen,
Servico Bill question promptly raised group Ix-low Gangway on Liberal not hoard. As a hreakor of unwritten
of exclusion of Ireland. Amendment side. I'liable to withstand tcmpta- law Si;- GKOIKIK has extenuation of

movt!cl by I'nionist Member for Belfast lion to ohtain mean little triiiinph, success. This duo to intrinsic merits
Mill op.-'.Mtivn in the three they refused to permit withdrawal of of speech. Foremost of these was

there would he l.">l,ll:i I rishineii with maiden speech. It was risky in fact)

tlr- colours, would he not have been of the, sound axiom, adapted from

nur.iery discipline, that new Meini

Kingdom!
Significant note struck at

el by PBIMH MIMSTEB.
( >\e:-\vhelnicd with work, un-

ahle to take 1

personal char;,";

of Mill in Coi ..... itie
l,

i

puled Iii.sk, not to Itom.i

l?ule Iicisn Si:rm;TU;v, to

\\honi it ollicially belonged,
hut to the 1'nionist COI.ONI M,

SECKETARY.
In delica'e |-ositioii. Mos.u;

l,vw acquitted himself with

excellent taste, unerring tact.

He diil not disguise fact that

as a I'nionist his sympathies
were with the Amendment.
Mul, he insisted that moro
would be lost than gained
h\ trying to enforce Military

ice on country divided

upon the question.
"To anyone who knows I he

history of Ireland," he said,

"who knows the history in

our own lifetime, and the

part which has been played
hy Nationalist Members in

this House and Nationalist

Members in Ireland to any-
one who recalls the state of

this country during the

whole of the Napoleonic
Wars, when Ireland \\as a

c instant source of danger to
1 Britain, it is not a

small thing, it is a very great
thing, that for tbo first time
in our history the official

representatives of the Nationalist Party
are openly and avowedly on the side of

"

ALL FOB IRELAND A WAR-TIMK HARMONY.
Mn. BOXAB LAW, MB. REDMOND, Sin EDWARD CARSON.

Amendment, as suggested by

Givat Britain."

CAKSON patriotically responded to

this harmonious call, rare in discuss-

ing Ireland across lloor of the House.

Regretfully but uncompromisingly ad-

vised withdrawal of Amendment moved
h\ CUter Member.
JOHN REDMOND, in speech pathetic in

its plea, besought the House to refrain

from effort to drive Ireland. The part
her people have taken in the War side

by siiU; with British comrades was
splendid.
"I am," he said, "as proud of

the Ulster Regiments as I am of the

brevity. Kurthermoiv, it

was in tbo best son

contribution to debate,
arising directly out of ques-
tion sprung upon Committee.
No asphyxiating smell of the

lamp about it. Sound in ar-

gument, felicitous in phrase.
Ivou Hr.ifHK.iiT had moved

.'Iment to Military Ser-

vice Bill, bringing within its

purview all unmarried men
as they attain tbo age of

eighteen years. Tbo Bill

calls to the colours only those

who on 15th August last

had reached that age.
" When the flames of de-

struction are approaching
the fabric of our liberties,

said Sir George KKID by way
of peroration, "let us save

our house first and discu-s

our domestic rearrangements
afterwards."

The new Member rose in

nearly empty House. Mem-
bers already aweary of in-

effectual talk round foregone
conclusion. News that he

was on his feet signalled

throughout the precincts,
Members hurried in to hear.

Amongst them came the

PRIMK MINISTER. Amend-
ment withdrawn.

Jhiaines.'i done. Com-
mittee sat far into foggy

night, driving Military Scr-

BONAB vice Bill through Committee against
LAW and accepted by C.vnsox, and it was obstruction on the part of at most a

perforce negatived.
business dour. Military Service

Bill in Committee.
2.10 A.M. House ad-

journed after ten hours' wrestling with

Military Service Bill.

Once upon a time, not so far back,
there was an Irish Member who, on his

triumphant return to Westminster, took
the oath and his seat at 4 o'clock in

the afternoon, delivered his maiden was one of the sacrificial lambs cut off

speech at G.50, and on the stroke of , by reconstruction of Ministry on Coal-

score of Members.

Thursday. Both sides unite in wel-

coming JACK PKASK hack to Ministerial

position. (.I/cm. Commonly called

Jack because he was christened Joseph
Albert). After filling in succession

offices of Chief Whip of Liberal Party,
Chancellor of Duchy and Minister

for Education, in each gaining general

approval and personal popularity, he

midnight was suspended for disorderly
conduct.

That a record difficult to beat. The

ition principles.
Took what must have been bitter

disappointment with dignified reserve.
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Inquisitive Party.

Inquisitive Party.

Inquisitive Parly.

Inquisitive Party.

'YE'LL LIKELY BE GAUN TAB ELIE?"
'THAN YE'LL BE GAUN TAB PITTENWEEM?"
'THEN YE'LL SHAIB TAB BE GAUN TAE GRAIL?"
' DAE YE THINK A CARE A DOM WHAUR YE 'RE GAUN ?

'

N.C.O. "No!"
N.C.O. "No!!"
N.C.O. "No!!!"

Having made the personal statement
common to retiring Ministers, he did

not seat himself on the Front Opposi-
tion Bench on the look-out for oppor-
tunity to " hesitate dislike

"
of policy

and action of former colleagues. Seek-

ing for chance to do his bit in con-
nection with the War, at request of

Army Council he undertook unpaid
post of Civil Member on Claims Com-
mission in France. Comes back to

Treasury Bench as Postmaster-General,
in succession to the INFANT SAMUEL,
who, in accordance with the tradition

of early childhood, has, since first pro-
moted to Ministerial office, been
" called

"
several times to others.

SARK, always considerate of con-

venience of public, thinks it may be
well to state that it will be no use

anyone looking in at Post Office and

crying,
" Pease ! Pease !

" Not because
there is no Pease, but because there are

two JACK, the Postmaster - General,
and his cousin PIKE PEASE, formerly
a Unionist Whip, who has for some
months served as Assistant Postmaster-
General.

Business done. In Committee on

Military Service Bill.

Thursday. Fourth night of debate
in Committee on Military Service Bill.

Concluded a business that might have
been as fully accomplished at one sitting.

Save for a few immaterial amendments
of the verbal kind, Bill stands as it did

when introduced. Scene closed with ex-

change of compliments between BONAR
LAW and little band who have succeeded
in keeping talk going. He expressed

I satisfaction,
" or perhaps something

! rather stronger
"

(this a little dubious),

[

at the way in which opposition had been

J

conducted. They protested it was all

I

due to his conciliatory manner.
And so home to bed as early as

eleven o'clock.

Delhi-on-Sea.

"DELHI, Monday, The P. and 0. Steamer

Arabia, with the outward mail of the 2'2nd,

arrived here at 1-30 p.m. to-day (Sunday)."
The BeMrce.

"
Commencing on December 1st the London

banks will close at three o'clock, except on

Saturday at one o'clock, with a view to assist-

ing recruiting by realising a number of clerks."

Bay of Plenty Times.

Financially and otherwise the bank-
clerk is one of our best securities.

PLUS QA CHANGE, PLUS C'EST
LA MEME CHOSE.

BEFORE the War Miss Betty Pink
Was just an ordinary mink ;

Her skirt was short, her eye was glad,
Her hats would almost drive you mad,
She was, in fact, to many a boy

A source of perturbation ;

At household duties she would scoff,

She lived for tennis, bridge and golf,

She motored, hunted, smoked and

biked,
Did just exactly what she liked,

And took a quite delirious joy
In casual flirtation.

But when the War arrived, you see,

She flew at once to V.A.D.,

Belgians, Eed Cross, and making
mitts,

And (profitably) sold her Spitz,
And studied mild economy

In things she wasn't wrapt in ;

One game alone of all her games
She stuck to. Which is why her name's
No longer Pink. I laughed almost,
On reading in The Morning Post,

That Betty,
"
very quietly,"

Had wed a tempy. Captain.
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^f.('. (introducing bluejacket wlio fancies himself as a basso).
FOG-'ORN, ENTITLED, '0 RtDDIEB THAN THE CHEBB?.' "

' MB. 'ICKS WILL NOW OBLIGE WITH SEVEBAL BLASTS ON 'IS

ERIN-GO-BRAGH.
" SAFT inarnin', Mrs. Eyan ye 're

out early this marnin'."
" Ye say right, Mrs. Flanagan, I am

that. Me son wint back to the Front
last night, and Himself was out seein'

him off at the staymer, all through the

pourin' rain, the way he 's not able to

shtir hand or fut. I was just down to

Gallagher's gettin' him some medicine."
"
Ah, now ! 'tis too bad that Him-

self is sick. Will I help yez with the

bottles, Mrs. Eyan ?
"

" Thank yez, Ma 'am, it 's too kind

ye are."

"And ye tell me
y'r

son is away
agin, and him only just back ! Tis
a tarriblo warr, an' there 's a powerful
lot av fine young fellows that '11 be

missing when they come back to

Dublin agin."
" Ah ! ye may well say that, Mrs.

Flanagan. There 's more than a
million gone out of this disthrict alone,
and there 's Irishmen fightin' in all the

himispheres of th' worrld. They tell

me that the Irish bees in such numbers
that the inimy got fair desprit an'

rethreated into Siberia to get away
from thim, till they met more av us
comin' along from th' other ind of the
worrld."

"Glory be! But isn't that wandher-
ful?"

"
Ay, 'twas the Tinth Division, so it

was, the brave boys comin' back afther
1

fightin' the Turks, bad luck to them f 'r

haythens! F'r didn't Lord KITCHENEB
himself go out to see thim at the

Dardnells, and ses he, 'What's the
use of wastin' brave throops here?
We '11 lave the English to clane up the

threnches," and on that they packs
the Irish off and marches thim
thousands of miles intil Siberia. Ah !

j

'twas the dhrop thim Germins got
when they came shtrugglin' along wan
day and run up aginst the ould Tinth

agin. There was tarrible slaughter
that day, and the inimy bruk in great
disorther, and is now trying to escape
down the Sewers into the Canal."

" Well now, Mrs. Eyan, that 's grand
news ye do be tellin'. 'Tis fair wan-
dherful how well up in it y' are. But
will ye tell me now what would the

English be doin' all this time ? Surely
ye don't mane to say that the whole
av th' Army bees Irish ?

"

" Not at all, Mrs. Flanagan, not at

all. But the fightin' rigimints is

mostly Irish. Ye see, th' Army has to

be fed, and the threnches has to be
claned and drained, and so on, and the

English does the cookin' and clanin'

for the Irish. But anny fightin' that 's

done is done be th' Irish rigimints, at

is well known to be the best fighters
in the worrld."

" But will ye tell me now, what 's

this I hear about making the English
go into the Army be description?

"

" Is ut conscription ye mane? Shure,
'tis like this. Furst of all there was
inlistment be groups. Himself tould

me all about it. Over there, there was
no inlistin' as there was over here.

Shure, in Dublin alone we have three

recruitin' offices, to say nothin' of th'

recruitin' thram. Ah ! 'tis a fine sight
to see the thram, Mrs. Flanagan, going
up and down the sthreets o" Dublin,
with the flags and the fine coloured

posthers plasthered on ut, and divil a
wan ever in ut, bekase why? there

isn't a sowl lift in the city, and what
is lift is bein' held back by the polls
at the recruitin' office in Brunswick
Sthreet. Well, as I was tellin' yez, in

England there was no recruitin' like

that. It got so that there was just
wan recruitin' office left, as the other

three had to be closed, bekase no wan
came. Ye see, all the young men were
down at the poorts, gettin' their tickets

to Ameriky.
"
'This,' ses one of the English Lords

a felly be the name o' Derby 'this,'

ses he,
'
is tarrible. If the inimy hears

o' this, all the Irish in the worrld and
in Ameriky won't save us.'

" So he gets out a scheme he 's a
arrible ould schemer is that wan
whereby, ye see, ivery man in England
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was to inlist to sarve when he was
called up, and they were to lie made

up intil groups, an' the married men
was to he put intil the lasht group.
The advantage o' that was that it in-

timidated th' inimy, bekase a man
looks more whin he is called a group.
Thin the ould schemer arranged that

these groups should get armlets, some-

thin' like a sling, so, whin a man was
called up in a group, he could show the

sling he was wearin' and lie 'd he put
intil a later group. Ah ! 'twas a grand
scheme! Ye see, the limit of militry

age bees now forthy-wan, and supposing
there was a million men in ivery group

(and I was tould there was more) that

was forthy-wan million !

"

"Glory he to God, Mrs. Ryan, but

that 's a tarrible number !

"

" Ye say right, Mrs. Flanagan. But
look you here, ivery time a group was
called up and the men was put back
intil a later group, it made more men
for the later groups, until, ye see, whin

they called up the lasht group there 'd

be forthy-wan times as many men at

the ind as at the beginnin'. That was
the scheme for puttin' the fear o' God
intil thim Germins."

" Thin will ye tell me, Mrs. Ryan,
why didn't they shtick till it ?

"

" 'Tis harrd to explain, Mrs. Flanagan,
and here we are at me door. I '11 take

the porther bottles, thank ye kindly,
Ma'am. Well, this was the way av it.

When they shtarted the recruitin' av
the groups they found that 'twas too

many officers they were afther gettin'.
I heard there was half a million as had
to be given their shtars ! An' I needn't

be afther tellin' ye, Mrs. Flanagan, that

even with all the millions of Irish out

there, there wouldn't be room for five

hundred thousand officers to lead thim.

Besides which every wan knows that

the Irish don't want leadin'. 'Tis

thim shows the way whin it comes to

a charrge. An' sure, as it is, all the

Ginirals, exceptin' for an odd wan or

two, bees Irish !

"*****
" Is that you, Biddy ? Will yez come

in out of that now ?
"

"
Och, that 's Himself now. He must

be betther! Good-day to yez, Mrs.

Flanagan, and man}' thanks to ye."

Cause and Effect.

"PEACE SPEAKERS PELTED WITH OCIIRE.

The speakers on the platform had a curried
consultation." Provincial Paper.

" One may say of Kitchener's Army (at any
rate of the rank and file I have acquaintance
with here in Gaul) that it est omnia in duo
paries diiisa (with apologies to Ciesar)."

Morning 1'npcr.

CESAR'S commentary on this would he
worth reading.

TRUTHFUL JAMES.
THE Staff of The MiuhUeton Weekly

Gazette, having disguised himself as an

ordinary citizen, entered the local hos-

pital in quest of copy. His keen eye
immediately singled out a man of

solemn, careworn aspect, and to him
he directed his footsteps. Two clear

grey eyes looked into his, and his

greeting was answered politely, though
without enthusiasm. Then, exerting
all the skill and adroitness which had
marked him out for forty years as a

coining man in the journalistic world,
the visitor put the soldier gradually at

his ease and tactfully induced him to

recount his experiences.
" I could tell you lots of things what

would astonish you, Sir," began the

convalescent. " Six months in the

trenches gives you plenty of time to

pick up tales and invent them, too;
hut I don't hold with that. A little

exaggeration helps things along, as old

Wolff says, but when lie goes beyond
I 'm not with him. No lies not for

Truthful James. That 's me, Sir. They
call me that in B Company; James

being the nam'o what my godfathers
and godmothers give me, and Truthful

being as you might say an identification

mark."
The other nodded and waited in

silence.
"
Nothing much happened to me for

the first three months, but then we was
moved further South and a new Sub.

joined us. Name of Williamson. Do
you know him, Sir? Second-Lieuten-

ant J. J. C. de V. Williamson was his

full war paint. Ah, it 's a pity you
don't. Quite a kid he was, hut he
could tell you oft as free and flowing as

a blooming General, and never repeat
himself for ten minutes. He stirred

things up considerable specially the

enemy. Sniping was his game ;
two

hours regular every morning, with a

Sergeant to spot for him and a Corporal
to bring him drinks at intervals of ten

minutes to keep him cool. He kept
count of the Huns he had outed by
notches on the post of his dug-out.

Every time he rang the bell he 'd cut

up a notch, and before he'd been with
us a month you could have used that

post as a four-foot saw.
"
Naturally the Huns were riled.

You see, we was a salient and they was
a salient, and there wasn't more than a

hundred yards between us. We could

hear them eating quite plainly, when
they had anything to eat, and when

they hadn't they smoked cigars which
smelt worse than all the gas they ever

squirted. One day the Sub. strolls up
: for his morning practice and sees a

I huge sign above the enemy trench :

' Don't shoot. We are Saxons.' They
had relieved the Prussians and they
was moving about above their trendies
as free as a Band of Hope Saturday
excursion.

" ' Until anyone proves the contrary,'

says our Sub., 'I maintain that Saxons
is Germans. Moreover, says he,

' war
is war,' and he had to cut up three

more notches on his post afore he could
make thorn understand that his attitude

was hostile. When they did grasp it

they began to strafe us, and they kep' it

up hard all day. When night come our
Sub. decided he'd had enough. 'Boys,' he

says to us,
' one hour before the crimson

sun shoots forth his flaming rays from
out of the glowing East them Germans
is going to be shifted from that trench.

Wo ain't a-going to make a frontal

attack,' he says,
' because some of us

might have the misfortune to tear our
tunics on the enemy entanglements,
and housewives is scarce. Wo are

going to crawl along that hollow on the
flank and enfilade the blighters.'

" So we puts a final polish on our

bainots and waits. Bimeby we starts

out, Sergeant leading the way. We
wriggled through the mud like Wapping
eels at low tide for the best part of an

hour, and at last we got to their trench
and halted to listen. There wasn't a

sound to be heard
; nobody snoring,

nobody babbling of beer in his sleep;

only absolute silence. Sergeant was

lying next to me and I distinctly heard
his heart miss several beats. Then all

at once we leaps into the air, gives a

yell fit to make any German wish he'd

never been born, and falls into their

trench, doing bainet drill like it would
have clone your heart good to see. J>ut

we stops it as quick as wo begun, he-

cause there wasn't a single man in that

trench. Not one, Sir.

-" After a awkward pause,
' The birds

have flown,' says our Sub., sorrowful

like, as if he'd asked some friends to

dinner and the cat had cat the meat.
" ' I think, Sir,' says Sergeant,

' that

they 've abandoned this trench as being
untenable, and probably left a few
mines behind for us.' I didn't like that.

I thought our trench was a much
nicer trench in every way, and I felt it

was time to think of going back, when

suddenly we hears a norrihle yell come

up from our trench and sounds of

blokes jumping about. Yes, Sir, the

Germans had made an attack on our

trench at the same time, only they had

gone round by the other flank, where
there was some trees to help them.

" So there they was in our trench,

and wo in theirs, and dawn just be-

ginning to break. There was only one

thing to do. We went back, hoping

they would wait for us; but they hopped
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Clieerful One (to newcomer, on being asked what the trendies are like).
" IF YEB STANDS UP YER GET SNIPED IF YEIS KEFI-S

imowxED; IP YEU MOVES ABOUT YEE GET SHELLED; AND IP YEB STANDS STILL YEB GETS COUBT-MABTIALLFD FOU
FBOBT-BITE.

it quick, same way as they come, and
so we finished up just as we was when
we started, except for uiud. Our Sub.
was wild with rage, and he hustled
about all the morning' looking for de-

faulters, his face as black as the

Kayser's soul ; and he even went so

far as to curse a Machine Gun Section,
which shows you better than words
what he felt like. D Company, when
they come to relieve us, wouldn't be-

lieve a word of it, not till I told them.

They had to then, because they knew
what my name was. James, Sir, and
Truthful as a sort of appendix."

" And there were others, of course, to

corroborate your story ?
"

" To what", Sir ?
"

" To swear to the truth of it ?
"

" Oh yes. They swore to it all right.

Again and again. But that was nothing
to what happened in the same trench
when we come hack from billets. It

was like this here. Our Sub. . . .

What 's that you say, Bill ?
" He broke

oft'.
" Time for visitors to leave ?

"

The Orderly explained that it was so,

and, after a cordial leave-taking on the

part of the visitor, saw him out and
returned.

" Do you know who that was, Jim?
"

he asked.
" Soon as he started pumping me,"

replied James,
" I offered myself a

hundred quid to a bob on his being a

noospaper man, but there was no taker
at the price, bobs being scarce and me
having a dead cert. Suppose I shall be
in the local paper on Saturday, Bill?

"

"Yes. Thrilling Tales from the
Trendies, number forty-three."

"Pity he had to go so soon," sighed
James. " I was only just beginning to

get into my stride."

From the current Directory of the
London Telephone Service :

"FOREIGN SERVICES (PRANCE,
BELGIUM AND SWITZERLAND).
Communication may bo obtained between

London and Paris (including the suburbs),
Brussels, Antwerp, Basle, Geneva. Lausanne,
and certain provincial towns in France and
Belgium. Full particulars may be obtained
on application to the Controller."

We are afraid these facilities, as far as

Belgium is concerned, will shortly be
withdrawn. The new Postmaster-
General has heard that there is a
war on.

' Winter Laying Strain pure bred White
Leghorn Cockerels

; record layers : 5s."
Bath d- Wilts Chronicle.

Smith minor's translation of ab oro

usque ad mala is thus justified :

" It is

up to the males to lay eggs."

" '

Thundering
' and ' nous '

are two of the

expressive words of which Sir Ian Hamilton
made use of in his Suvla Bay report. It was
the Royal Artillery that did 'thundering good
shooting.' 'Nous,' meaning gumption, is a
word greatly in use in Lancashire."

Daily Mirror.

It has also been met with in Greece.

" Two labourers employed by the Dis-

tillery Company fell a distance of fifty feet

into a barley vat yesterday, and when released
were found to be suffering from carbolic acid

poisoning." Weekly Dispatch.

This paragraph will no doubt be freely

quoted by temperance advocates as

showing what whiskey is really made of.

From a notice issued by the Sydney
Chamber of Commerce :

"The Fair, which will bo officially opened
by His Excellency the Governor, will be held
at the Town Hall, and will bo followed by a
Luncheon. Space will bo allotted by the foot

frontage from 10/- to 15/-."

An excellent idea for City dinners.
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"DULCE ET DECORUM."
O YOUNG and brave, it is not sweet to die,

To fall and leave no record of the race,

A little dust trod by the passers-by,
Swift feet that press your lonely resting-place ;

Your dreams unfinished, and your song unheard

Who wronged your youth by such a careless word ?

All life was sweet veiled mystery in its smile;

High in your hands you held the brimming cup ;

Love waited at your bidding for a while,

Not yet the time to take its challenge up ;

Across the sunshine came no faintest breath

To whisper of the tragedy of death.

And then, beneath the soft and shining blue,

Faintly you heard the drum's insistent beat ;

The echo of its urgent note you knew,
The shaken earth that told of marching feet ;

With quickened breath you heard your country's call,

And from your hands you let the goblet fall.

You snatched the sword, and answered as you went,

For fear your eager feet should be outrun,

And with the flame of your bright youth unspent
Went shouting up the pathway to the sun.

valiant dead, take comfort where you lie.

So sweet to live ? Magnificent to die !

THE LECTURE.
"
Francesca," I said,

" will you do me I mean, will you

accept a favour from me? "

"
If," she said, "your Majesty deigns to grant one there

can be no question of my accepting it. It will fall on me
and I shall have to submit to it."

"
Well," I said,

"
it 's this way. You know I 'in going to

a-hem ! deliver a lecture at Faringham next Monday ?
"

" I gathered," she said,
" that you were up to something

from the amount of books you were piling up on your

writing-table. Besides you 've been complaining of the ink

a .good deal, and that 's always a bad sign."
" Hadn't I mentioned Faringham and the lecture ?

"

" You had distantly alluded to something impending and

you had looked at the A.B.C. several times, but it stopped
at that."

" How careless of me 1

"
I said. " I know I meant to tell

you all about it."
" You didn't make your meaning clear. It 's all part of

the secretiveness of men. They tell one nothing and

then they 're offended if we don't anticipate all their

movements."
"We will," I said, "let that pass. It is an unjust

remark, but I will not retaliate. Anyhow, I now inform

you formally and officially that I am going to Faringham
on Monday in order to deliver a lecture on "

Poetry in its

Relation to Life,' before the Faringham Literary Association.

It is one of the most famous Associations in the world and

has a large lecture-hall capable of seating one thousand

people comfortably."
" But why," she said,

" did they ask you to lecture?
"

"
They must," I said,

" have heard of me somewhere and

guessed that I had wonderful latent capacities as a lecturer.

Some men have, you know."

"Well," she said, "let's hope you're one of that sort,

and that you '11 bring all your capacities out on Monday.
Aren't you nervous ?

"

" No," I said,
" not exactly nervous ;

but I shall be glad

when it 's well over."

" So shall I," she said. " The ink will be gradually

getting better now, and there won't be so many troubles

about the A.B.C. being mislaid."
" No book," I said,

" was ever so much mislaid as that.

I put it down on the sofa two minutes ago and it has now
vanished completely."

" It has flown to the window-seat," she said.

"Ah," I said, "and if we give it two minutes more it

will fly into the dining-room."
"Never mind," she said; "there shall be A.B.C.'s in

every room till you depart for Faringham. That 's poetry."
"But it has no relation to life," I said. "It is not

sincere, as all true poetry must be."
" ' At this point,'

"
she said in a quoting voice,

" ' the

lecturer was much affected, and his audience showed their

ympathy with him by loud cheers.' Will there be much
of that sort of thing ?

"

" There will be a good deal of it," I said with dignity.
The lecture is to last for an hour exactly."
" A whole hour?

"
she said. " Isn't that taking a mean

advantage of the Faringham people ?
"

"
They," I said,

" can go out if they like, but I must go
on. Francesca, may I read the lecture to you, so as to see

if I 've got it the right length?
"

" So that 's what you 've been driving at," she said.
"
Well, tire away no, stop till I 've fetched the children in.

You '11 have a better audience with them."
" Need those innocent ones suffer ?

"
I said.

"
They are young," she said,

" and must learn to endure."

The consequence was that all the four children, from

Muriel aged sixteen, to Frederick aged eight, were fetched

in and told they were going to have a treat such as few

children had ever had
;

that they were going to hear a

lecture on "
Poetry in its Eelation to Life

"
;
that they

must cheer loudly every now and then, but not interrupt

otherwise, and that there would be a chocolate for each of

them at the end. In addition Frederick was told that if

he felt he really couldn't stand any more of it he was to

leave the room very quietly, and that this wouldn't interfere

with the chocolate. Thereupon the lecture started. At the

end of the seventh minute Frederick rose, bent his body
double and tiptoed out of the room. He was a great loss,

for, as Muriel remarked afterwards, he represented two

hundred of the audience of a thousand. The rest, however,
stuck it out heroically, and danced for joy when it came to

an end in one hour exactly. Frederick was afterwards

discovered writing poetry on his own account in the school-

room. As an illustration of the far-reaching influence of

a lecture I may cite two of his stanzas :

Summer is coming,
Then the bees will bo humming,

Birds will be flying,
And girls will be buying,
And boys will be running ;

Oh, hail ! Summer is coming.

Summer is coming,
Then the fox will be cunning,

And all will be glad,
And none will be sad,

And I hope none will be mad,
And I hope none will be bad ;

Oh, hail ! Summer is coming !

This may be premature and, as to the fox, incorrect,

since he requires but little cunning in the summer; but

there is a good BROWNING flavour about it which redeems

all errors. R- C. L.

Commercial Candour.
' ' There are large stocks of Tailor Costumes Beady-to-Wear, in the

old reliable materials. These cannot last long." Provincial Paper.
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Porter. "LUGGAGE, SIR?" Absent-minded Old Gentleman. "No, THANK YOU. I HAVE SOME."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

NOT once or twice have I paid tribute to the craftsman-

ship of Mr. NEIL LYONS, generally as a portrayer of mean
urban streets and their inhabitants. His latest volume,
however, Moby Lane and Thereabouts (LANE)> finds him at

large in the Susses countryside. But the old skill and

quick-witted charm serve him equally in these different

surroundings. Mr. LYONS, as I have noticed before, achieves
his ingenious effects not only by the quaint unexpected
things he says but equally by the things that he skilfully
omits to say. As an example of the second method I might
cite one of the best of the sketches in the book, that called
" Viaduct View," after the name of the detestable and

dreary little house which a loving aunt has preserved for

the problematical return of the nephew who would cer-

tainly not endure it for two days. This shows Mr. LYONS
at his best sympathetic, subtle and gently ironical. I am
not saying that every one of the thirty-seven chapters is

on the same high level. "
Befriending Her Ladyship," for

instance, a story that tells how a cottage-dweller repaid
in kind the interfering house-inspection of the lady from
the Hall, though amusingly told, is neither original in idea
nor quite fair in execution. Throughout I found indeed
that Mr. LYONS'S natural good-humour and sympathy were

severely tried when they came in contact with squires
and the ruling classes

;
and that now and then he was

unable to resist the temptation to burlesque. But for one

thing at least he deserves unstinted praise ; I know of no
other writer who can transfer, as he can, the genuine

flavour of dialect into print. Try reading some of the

Moby Lane dialogue aloud and you will see what I mean.

If spacious hobbies make for happiness then is Sir

MABTIN CONWAY the happiest of men. He has been before

us at various times of his crowded life, now as an undaunted

j
peak-compeller in Alps and Himalayas, or skiing over

Arctic glaciers, or pushing forward into hazardous depths
;

of Tierra del Fuego ; now sitting authoritative in the SLADE

j

Chair at Cambridge, or contesting an election, or restoring
an old castle, or picking up priceless primitives for paltry

pence in Paduan pawnshops ; and always as a resourceful

!
author setting it all down (in a couple of dozen books or

so) with an easy-flowing pen incapable of boring. In The

Crorvd in Peace and .War (LONGMANS) he makes his bow

j

as the political philosopher. It is a lively essay packed
with observation, reflection, modern instances ;

it intrigues

!

us with audacious and disputable generalisations, acute

criticism, and a liberal temper. Solemnity and dulness are

banished from it, and it might well serye
as a light pendant

to the admirable Human Nature in Politics of Mr. GRAHAM
WALLAS. Let no student (and no mandarin either) neglect
it. And we others, however scornful we may profess to be,

are all at heart desperately interested in the confounded

thing called politics, and can all appreciate this shrewd

analysis of the vices and virtues of the crowd " which lacks

reagon but possesses faith," whose despotism is now on
trial as once was that of our kings

" unlimited crowddom

being as wretched a state as unlimited monarchy." As
a dose of politics without tears I unreservedly commend
this book.
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I am like Mr. JACOBS' Nigltt Watchman; it's very hard
to deceive me. I had read only a few pages of Miss UNA
SILKERRAD'S The Nijsterij of Barnard Hanson (HUTCHINSON)
when I guessed who had done the murder. Unfortunately,
when I had read a few pages more, I found that I had

picked the wrong person. Then I accused another charac-
i

ter on perfectly good circumstantial evidence, and lie was i

not the man. After that I decided to withdraw from the

detective business and let Miss SILBEHRAU unravel her

mystery for herself. If you are of the opinion that a woman
cannot keep a secret read Tlie Mystery of Barnard Hanson
and become convinced that Miss SILBEKRAD at least is an

exception. If I have ever read a more perfectly sustained

mystery novel I cannot recall it. There is just a chance
that in the last few pages you may get on the right track,

but, if you are honest with yourself, you will have to admit
that you did it simply by a process of elimination, after

you had made an ass of your-
self and arrested every innocent

person in the book on suspicion.
I think it is Miss SILBKBRAD'S
manner that throws the de-

tective reader out of his stride.

She is so detached. She con-

veys the impression that she

herself is just as puzzled as you
are, and that, for all she knows,
liarmtrd Hanson may have been
murdered by somebody who is

not in the book at all. In other

words she gives her story just
that reality which a murder

mystery has when unfolded day
by day in the papers. I confess

that, when I unwrapped the

book and found that a polished
artist like Miss SILBERKAD had
written a detective story, I was
a little shocked ; but I need
not have been. There are no
dummies in this novel. Each
character is as excellently drawn
as if delineation of character

were the author's main object ;

and in the matter of style there

is no concession to the tastes

Mistress. "I SEE YOU HAD A CARD FROM YOUR YOUNG MAN
AT THE FKONT, MARY."

Mary.
" YES 'M. AND WASN'T IT A SAUCY ONE ! I WONDER

IT PASSED THE SENTRY."

of the cruder public which makes murder novels its staple
diet.

In her preface to Morlac of Gascomj (HUTCHINSON) Mrs. '

STEPNEY RAWSON apologizes for producing an historical

novel in these days when the present rather than the i

past is occupying people's minds. But a good historical

novel is never really untimely, and Morlac of Gascony is '

not only well written but deals with a period of English
!

history not often exploited by the historical novelist the!

days of EDWARD THE FIRST, when the future of England as

a naval power rested on the energy and determination of

the sailors of the Cinque Ports. Although Jclian Morlac,
'

the young Gascon, is the principal character in the story
the most arresting figure is that of EDWARD himself, as

dexterous a piece of character-drawing as I have come upon
in historical fiction for some time. The plot is cleverly
constructed to throw a high light on one of the most inter-

esting personalities in the history of the English monarchy.
We see EDWARD as a young man, wild, reckless and brufal;

thf.-n, grown to his full powers and sobered by responsi-

bility, making by sheer force of character something abiding
and coherent out of the strange welter of warring factions

from which Great Britain emerged as a united kingdom.
Wales was a hot-bed of rebellion, Scotland the "

plague-

spot of the North," the Cinque Ports on the verge of going
over to France. Only a strong man, with strong men
under him, could have saved England then. Morlac of

Gascony is not the easy reading which many people insist

on in novels which deal with the past, and for this reason
it may not be so popular as some historical novels of far

less merit ; but if you are prepared to make something of

an effort to carry the trenches of the earlier portion of the

story you will have your reward.

I suppose that what a CRAWFORD doesn't know about

Roman society may fairly be dismissed as negligible.
Therefore the name of J. CRAWFORD FRASER (in associa-

tion with Mrs. HUGH FRASER) on the title-page of Her
Italian Marriage (HUTCHINSON) is a sufficient guarantee

that the local colour at least will

be the genuine article. And it

happens that the scheme of the

tale, the union between a Roman
of the old nobility and an Ameri-
can girl, makes the local colour

of special significance. It was

just this matter of doing as the

Romans do that Elsie Trail t

found at first one of life's little

difficulties. There is a very
pleasant scene of the dinner-

party at which she was form-

ally presented to her husband's

family ;
tho contrast in atmo-

spheres between that of the

new-risen West and that of the

severely Papal circles to which
Prince Pietro belonged being

suggested most happily. I wish,

though, the authors had been
content to leave it at that, as

a social comedy about pleasant

people getting to understand
one another. In an ill-inspired

moment, however, they decided

to have a dramatic plot, and
truth compels me to say that

this is a dreary affair, tricked

out with such dust-laden devices as secret marriages,

missing heirs and concealed papers. There is a steward

person who alternately is and isn't the rightful Prince, as

we delve deeper into the revelations. Finally, if I followed

the intrigue correctly, the long arm of coincidence brought
it about that Elsies mother was the eloping wife of Pietro' s

uncle. Frankly, all this bored me, because we readers

could have been so much more profitably engaged in

renewing our Roman memories under such expert guidance.
But of course this is a merely personal opinion, which you
may not share. .

"AUSTRALIAN CORPS.
SYDNEY. Timely rains have suved the early corps."

The later ones also are now quite recruited, thank you.

"FRENCH OFFICIAL. Between the Argoime and the Mouse our

heavy huns destroyed an enemy blockhouse in the region of Forge.-.."

Evening 7Vyr.
Stout fellows, these German renegades.

" HENLEY (near). Gentleman offers land, piggeries, poultry -htiiiM.1 -

to lady or gentleman as guest. Pleasmt home." Tim Lad;/.

The gentleman to the lady :
" Will you occupy a piggery or

a poultry-house ?
"
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to the Correspondent of

The Din lii Mil 1 1 who described the fes-

tivities at Nisli, the King of BI.TUIAKTA

"has a curious duck - like waddle."

This is believed to be the result of his i

arguments to support their respective existence we might never luivo heard
. Here we have another instance of Mr. GUTZON BOKGLUU, the great

of the fondness of learned men for dis- American sculptor.

puting about purely academic questions.
Serbia will belong to the Serbians.

'"*

An American gentleman, who started

A correspondent, describing the re-

cent food riots in Berlin, says that

they were chiefly due to " women who
effort to do the Goose-Step while avoid- ! out to visit his wife when she was were fed up with the difficulty of pro-

ing the Turkey-Trot. staying with her mother and failed viding meals for their families."
:

.,.

;
'

i to find her after three days' search, !

Owing to the extraction of benzol excuses himself 011 the ground that he The following notice was found
and toluol from gas for the purpose of : had forgotten her maiden name. He affixed to a building somewhere near

making high-explosives it is stated that '

puts it down to absence of mind
;
and the Front :

" SIR OFFICERS, Ask the
consumers may have to put up with

some decrease in illuminating power.
It is expected, in view of the good
object involved, that the announce-
ment will be received in a spirit of

toluoleration. .,. ...

We cannot agree with the actor who

complains that his man-

ager forbids him to wear
Ins armlet on the stage.
The sympathies of the

audience might be entirely

deranged by the discovery
that the elderly villain was
an attested patriot while

the young and beautiful

hero was either ineligible
or a slacker.

'?

'

Describing the depressed
condition of the laundry
trade a witness at the

Clerkenwell County Court

said, "We are eight million

double collars short every
week." It is shrewdly
conjectured that they are
in the neighbourhood of

the Front.

his mother-in-law is inclined to agree
with him.

.j. ^

Soap is the latest article to be placed
on the list of absolute contraband ; rather abrupt.

bathroom's key to the office. The
bathroom shall be wash by the servant
after bath. Sir Officer without servant
shall not have the key." It sounds

and it is now more certain than ever
that the Germans will not come out of

the War with clean hands.

* *

"THEY OUGHT TO BE AT THE FRONT. 1'HAT 'S THE SORT THEY WANT
THERE."
"THEY WON'T GO, SIR. THEY'RE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS."

Owing to the Government demand
that nothing in the way of unneces-

sary expenditure should be

allowed, it is expected that

all paid lecturers on War
Economy and National
Thrift will be given a
week's notice.

f- %

Opposing a suggestion of

the Wandsworth Borough
Council to discontinue the
issue of fiction from the

free libraries, a member of

the Women's Freedom

League said that a novel
was to a woman what a

pipe was to a man. Well,
not quite, perhaps. We
never saw a man begin a

pipe at the wrong end.

Nothing in the course of his Balkan

pilgrimage is reported to have pleased
the KAISER so much as a steamer-trip
on the Danube. It was looking so

sympathetically blue.
* ':

The Government is going to close

Museums and Picture-galleries to the

public. No one shall accuse us of

being Apostles of Culture.
* *
*

It is said that the Australian and
New Zealand soldiers now in London
are very fond of visiting the British

In view of the impending paper-
famine a widely-circulated journal an-

nounces its readiness to receive back
from the public any parcels of old copies
marked " waste paper." In the opinion
of its trade-rivals the inscription . is

superfluous. V
A suggestion has been made by a

Registrar in Bankruptcy that the Ter-

centenary of SHAKSPEARE'S death should
be celebrated by the performance in

every large town of one of the Bard's

plays ; and some regret has been ex-

pressed that anybody should take ad-

Museum, and take a particular interest
:

vantage of a national celebration to
in the Egyptian antiquities. But it is

"

not true that they now refer to England
as " The Mummy Country."

Austrians and Hungarians are said to
be quarrelling as towhether the occupied
Serbian territory should eventually be-

long to the Monarchy or the Kingdom,
and the jurists on either side are ran-

boom his own business.
'

#
'

" ' How many of us realise that, were
it not for America, the War to-day in

Europe, as fought, could not even
exist ?

' "
is the question put, according

to a New York correspondent,
"
by

Mr. Gutzon Borglum, the great
American sculptor." Still the War

sacking the history of the past for
\

has its compensations. But for its

From an article by Mr.
AUSTIN HARRISON in The

Sunday Pictorial :

"A few strange gentlemen attitudinise in

Westminster on principle, but these men
would cut capers of principle in any case, like

Mr. Snodgrass when he went skating."

Or Mr. Winkle when he wrote verses.

' In the Continental boat-trains the warning,
1 Licht linauslehnen,' has not been removed
from the windows Occasionally you see

that ' Nicht linauslehnen ' has been indig-

nantly pasted over." Provincial Paper.

The latter is certainly a little more
German than the other.

After a description of the new light-

ing order :

"The regulations will impose a great deal

of work on the police, and it is the duty of the

public to make it as light as possible."

Hampshire Observer.

Liix, in fact, a non lucendo.

A Lonely Life.

"Nothing but margarine has entered my
door since the War began."

Dr. C. W. SJLF.KBY in "Daily Chronicle."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XXXIV.

MY DEAR CHARLES, We 're having
a great time with our new arrival, one

of those confounded civilians, who are

only let into the business because the

business, in these modern and highly

complicated days, cannot be carried

on without them. He 's a jolly old

Lieutenant of about fifty years ; he

has a concentrated experience of the

world but doesn't remember having
been mixed up in a big European war
before. At first I kept on telling him
that business is one thing and war is

another, but he wouldn't see it and

persisted in doing and saying and

thinking things which were bound to

land us in a national disaster. He
had no respect whatever for the Pass

Memo., his central and sole idea being
to push along with the elimination of

the Bosch. When he wanted some-

thing done, he just went to the Top-
man of the department, called him "

I

say," and went straight to the point.
The Top-man had never been asked to

do business this way before.

He put up with it a dozen times or

so, but finally he had to take steps.
So he wrote a little note on a Buff

slip and addressed it, very rightly of

course, to the Top-man but one
;
and

the Top-man but one read it and passed
it very carefully to the Top-man but

two ; and so, with that inevitability
which is the hall-mark of the system,
it was passed and passed and passed
until it came (in less than a week) to

the oliice of the ancient Lieutenant on
the opposite side of the street. And it

ran :

" Lieutenant So-and-So should

be notified that it is neither necessary
nor desirable that he should call

personally at this office to transact

his business. Matters should be put
forward by him through the usual

course of correspondence." The ancient

Lieutenant, who wouldn't hurt any-

body's feelings for the world, felt that

it was up to him to put the matter

right. So he stepped across to the

Top-man's office, and when the Top-
man asked him, somewhat pointedly,
if he had received his note, the Ancient

very genially replied,
"
Yes, thank you,"

and explained that he had just looked

in personally to acknowledge receipt of

same.
It sounds as if a dreadful quarrel

.would be raging between the Ancient

on one side and on tho other the Top-
man, the whole series of under-Top-
men and all persons in any way repre-

senting the military system You 'd

expect to hear that the Ancient's con-

versation at mess is insubordinate,

rebellious, or at least bitterly sarcastic.

No such thing ;
the old gentleman

becomes a more ardent militarist every

day ; wants to see once for all an end
of all lawyer-politicians, and all so-

called "business-men." "We have
made a poor show of being civilians,"

is his point; "let's try being soldiers

for a generation or two."

On the whole he thinks we should

find it easier to carry on as a British

Empire in uniform than as a German

province in mufti. He says that

what's wrong with Prussian Mili-

tarism is that it is Prussian ;
to

succeed, the thing has to be run by
gentlemen.
A Top-man honoured our mess the

other night. Under the mellowing in-

fluence of our Curried Bully he unbent
somewhat and encouraged the Ancient
on his pet subject. Under the influence

of the latter's theories he unbent still

further. He discoursed upon the true

inwardness of the military method of

running an office, pausing at last for

the Ancient to say a few words. " Oh,"
said he,

" I don't allow myself to be

put off by a trifle like that. There's

many a kind heart behind a Buff slip,

and we all have our little weaknesses."

The idea of having a little weakness
was so novel to the Top-man that it

caused him to choke and to be led

from the mess, eventually, in a state of

nervous exhaustion.

The latest information from the

trenches goes to support the maxim
that all one requires to wage war is a

bold face and a gas helmet. A very

distinguished O.C. went up the other

day to inspect the trenches of his com-
mand and to express such views of their

faults and the faults of their inmates

as might occur to him from time to

time. He had progressed some way
up the communication trench, when
it struck him that, whereas his recent

order had been particularly menacing
to everyone of whatever rank who was
discovered there or thereabouts without

a gas helmet, nevertheless he himself

was at that moment innocent of such

furniture. Fortunately there came from

the opposite direction an odds-and-end

private, with nothing in his favour

except the wearing of the well-known
satchel so much in vogue in Flanders

society for the carrying of gas helmets.

That was enough for the Commander;
this was essentially one of those pri-

vates to be called " My man," and
treated as such. Politely but firmly
he was requested to part with his

satchel as a temporary loan to his

General. Firmly, if respectfully, lie

refused, to comply. Them was his

orders. The Commander congratulated
him on his very proper attitude, ex-

plained to him the nature of the higher

commands and demanded the satchel.

The man looked like being stony
about it, but the Commander became

irresistibly commanding and got the

satchel at last. He buckled it on, and
the party proceeded, characterising the

reluctance of the private to part with
his treasure as almost an exaggerated
sense of obedience to printed orders.

Gas helmets always exercise a pecu-
liar fascination for people who inspect
trenches, and the matter was now espec-

ially prominent in the mind of the Com-
mander as he inarched along, outwardly
appearing to be at his happiest here,

inwardly thanking goodness that his

home was elsewhere. Conceive his

delight to discover a subaltern, fresh

from ablutions, with no satchel upon
him! The subaltern, distinctly aware
of this amongst his many failings, was
all for being passed by as insignificant ;

the Commander was all for a scene.

Everybody halted, and the air became

pregnant with possibilities ... It was
a nicely calculated speech,- leading up
gradually to the pointed contrast be-

tween (<) overworked Commander,
weighed down with responsibilities,
absorbed day and night in momentous
matters of large principle, nevertheless

infallible on smallest detail and now
in possession of gas helmet, one, and

(b) very junior subaltern, free to enjoy
the open-air irresponsible life of the

trenches, yet neglecting even the few

small matters entrusted to him, with-

out same.
"Andwhat'smore, Sir,"heconcluded,

" I doubt very much whether, if some-
one gave you a helmet now, you 'd know
what to do with it. Here, take mine."

(The attendant Brass-hats liked the
"
mine," but very discreetly kept their

emotions to themselves.)
It was not a peculiarly clean or re-

markably well- packed satchel which

the trembling hand of the disgraced
subaltern took from the Commander,
and the latter did not intend to let

attention dwell too long upon the grimy
details of its exterior. Fixing the steel

eye of conscious rectitude on his victim,

he leant slightly towards him and very

unmistakably shout?d at him the one

dread word,
" GAS!

"
. . . Unfortunately

for the Commander the subaltern not

only knew what to do next, but also

had just the physical strength remain-

ing in his fingers to start doing it.

With the eyes of all upon him (and by
this time there had gathered round

quite a nice little crowd, thoroughly
conversant with the event in progress),

1 the subaltern opened the satchel alleged

j

to belong to the Commander and took

j

from it no, Charles, not a gas helmet,

but a pair of socks and sucli socks too!

Yours ever, HENRY.
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SINKING.
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ON BELLONA'S HEM.
THE MISFIRE.

WHEN I entered the third smoker
there was, as there now always is, a

soldier in one corner.

Just as we were starting, another

In the far corner I kept my eye on

my book but my ears open. 1 c<,iild

see that he was rushing to his doom.
"We were being paid," he went on,

" and the quartermaster asked one of

the men if he did not wish sixpence to

be deducted to go to his wife. The

or miss it.
' You 'd better be generous

about it,' the quartermaster said ;

'

every little helps, you know.'
"

soldier got in and sat in the opposite
j

man said, 'No.' 'Why not?' the
corner. The freemasonry of Khaki : quartermaster asked. The man said

immediately setting to work, within he didn't think his wife would need it

two minutes they knew all about each
other's camp, destination and regiment,
and had exchanged cigarettes.
The first soldier had not

yet left England and was
stolid

; the newcomer had
been in the trenches, had
been wounded in the leg,

had recovered, was shortly

going back, and was ani-

mated. His leg was all

right, except that in wet
weather it ached. In fact

he could even tell by it

when we were going to

have rain. His "
blooming

barometer
"

he called it.

Here he laughed a hearty-

laugh, for he was a genial
blade and liked to hear him-
self talk.

The first soldier did not

laugh, but was interested.

He thought it a convenient

thing to have a leg that

foretold the weather.

"Which one is it?" he
asked.

"The left."

The first soldier was dis-

proportionately impressed.
"The left, is it?" he said

heavily, as though he would
have understood the phe-
nomenon in the right easily

enough.
" The left."

Completely unconscious
of the danger-signals, the
second soldier now began
to unload his repertory of

"Oh, yes, I see that. He must have
been very rich. Why was he just a

private?
"

" I don't know."
"
Funny being a private with all that

money. I wonder you didn't ask him."
" I didn't, anyway. But you see the

point now. No end of a joke for the

j

quartern] aster to try and get a man
! who allowed his wife four thousand a

year to deduct sixpence a week to send
to her ! I thought I should have died
of laughing."

The first soldier remained

impassive.
" And what hap-

pened ?
"
he asked at last.

" What happened ?
"

"
Yes, what was done

about it ? The sixpence, I

mean. Did he agree to

send it ?
"

The second soldier pulled
himself together. "Oh, I

don't know,"hesaid shortly.
" That 's not the point."

" After all," the other

continued,
" the regulations

say that married men have
to deduct sixpence for their

wives, don't they ?
"

"
Yes, of course," the

other replied.
" But this

man, I tell you, already

gave her four thousand a

year."
" That doesn't really

touch it," said the first

soldier. " The principle 's

the same. Now "

But I could stand the
humiliation of the other

honest fellow, so brimming
with anecdote and cheer-

fulness, no longer ;
and I

came to his rescue witli

my cigarette case. For I

have had misfires myself
too often.

IN THE TRENCHES THE COSTER DEEAMS OF HAPPY DAYS TO COME.

stories, and he started off with that excel- 1 He paused. "What do you think
lent one, very popular in the early days the man said to that?" he asked his
of the War, about the wealthy private, new friend. " He said," lie hurried on,
For the sake of verisimilitude he laid

the scene in his own barracks. "A
funny thing happened at our place the
other day," he began. He had evi-

dently had great success with this story.
His expression indicated approaching
triumph.
But no anticipatory gleam lit the

face of his new friend. It was in fact

one of those faces into which words
sink as into a sandbank a white,

puffy, long face, with a moustache of

obsolete bushiness.

".
' I don't think I '11 send it. You see,

j

I allow her four thousand a vear as it

is.

"Mrs. Ruth Roberts, of Folkestone, cele-

brates the completion of her 103rd year to-day.
She is one of a family of twenty-two, and her
father fought with two of her sons at Waterloo."

Irish Times.

She seems to have been very young
for a mother when these family dis-

sensions occurred.

" I thought I should have died of could afford to allow his wife four

laughing," the other resumed, utterly thousand pounds a year. Four thou-

unsuspicious, wholly undeterred. sand pounds! Do you see?"

The raconteur laughed loudly and
leaned back with the satisfaction or
at least some of it of one who has
, i-i ,. -i , i -i , "Will you allow me to give a warning to
told a funny story and told it well.

;
Ford owi

>

erg who> Hkc m
*
self| jack up

b
to

But the other did not laugh at all.
\

obtain an easy start. A few days ago I was
His face remained the dull thing it was. doing so as usual with only one scotch. The

1

car jumped the jack, went over the scotch,
knocked me down, ran over me, tore my
clothes to rags, bruised me all over, tore my
flesh and broke my collar-bone, and I think 1

got off very lightly. Of course that will not

happen to me again." The Motor.

He will either drink the Scotch first or

not have one at all.

; You see," said the story-teller,

explaining the point,
" there are all

sorts in the Army now, and this man
was a toff. He was so rich that he
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THE FAUNA OF THE FRONT.
CHIEF among the fauna of the Front

is, of course, the Bosch, a subterranean

animal of unpleasant habits, which is

now classed as vermin. He has been
so thoroughly dealt with elsewhere
that 1 shall leave him on one side, and
c< inline my few observations to smaller

and pleasanter creatures. The remain-

ing fauna of the Front are (1) mice;

(2) rats ; with a few interesting extras,

furred and feathered, which deserve

more serious treatment than I can give
them.
At home the mouse is regarded

with contemptuous annoyance as a

petty but persevering thief
;
while the

rat commits his grosser depredations
in an atmosphere tinged with horror.

Out here it is different, for \ve are

perforce neighbours. Indeed, we bipeds
are in a sense trespassers upon the
domain of the subterranean peoples.
At home one seldom sees a rat or

mouse save from above, and to look
down upon anything is invariably to

misjudge it. But here we share the

hospitality of the underground and
meet its freehold tenants on a level.

From the earth walls of the sanctuary
where this small tribute is written
mice look down upon our table with
its newspaper cover, diffidently waiting
for us to finish our meal and permit
them to dine. We regard them as shy
visitors though are we not billeted on
them ? not as sneaking thieves, and

by the light of our candles perceive
how sleek, bright-eyed, neat-handed
and agile they are. In one dug-out I
know a certain mouse who will drop
on your shoulder and sit there a while
in the friendliest manner, trying in

his tiny modest way to play the host.

Up above, in the open air, they are to
be seen in swarms sharing our watch-
fulness. This gun - shaken valley is

honeycombed with their little round

funk-holes, into which they flash at

any sudden noise. It is merely going
downstairs where we are all at home.
The social instincts of the rat are

less highly developed. His visible visits

to the mess are rarer, but we overhear
his conversation in his tunnels that

open on our shelves, the patter of his

pink feet across the canvas overhead,
and the muscular squirming of his body
in some tight place about the sandbag
wainscot. Like a friendly dog he trots
about your dug-out by night, bumping
with trustful carelessness against the

fragile legs of your rustic bed. You
hear him crooning to himself or a pal,
in his content a placid, complacent
little sound very different from the

grating squeak or squeal of the unhappy
Ishmaels you used to know. Certainly

Customer. "I SAY, mis CHICKEN'S A BIT TOUGH. WHEBE DID YOU GF.T IT?"

Manager. "THEY COME tp IN FRESH LOTS FROM THE COUNTEY THREE TIMES A
WEEK, SIB."

Customer. "WEix, THIS MUST BELONG TO GROUP 45!"

he will help himself to a little cake, if

such a thing is to be had, for he feels

at home, as he doubtless wishes you to

do. If you do not care to share your
dainties, you can hang them from the

roof.

In the trenches themselves the rat

is almost a domestic animal. Town
rats are lean, persecuted and vicious ;

nobody loves them. But those who
hobnob with us here are fed, like our

Army, on Army rations, together with
more than their share -of private
luxuries, and consequently are stout

and contented-looking, and display
none of the ill-bred and disconcerting
haste of the hereditary fugitive of our
drains and cellars. If you happen to

stand still and silent for a few moments,
you will hear some cheery old rascal

come sniffing and grunting along the

parapet, not so much in search of food

as to enjoy the air or so his manner
would indicate.

Between the Army and these other

dwellers in earths and burrows there

must henceforth be a bond of true

sympathy.

La Gricc Antique: Hellas. LaGrtce
Modcnio : Helas !

ofTo be added to our collection
"
Glimpses of the Obvious

"
:

"Wo feel moro than ever that the Past is

all behind us and the Future all in front."

Heading Standard.

From a trade circular :

"Wo are installing 15 of our largest size

Patent Fool-proof Steam Kettles at Woolwich
Arsenal."

Zeppelin crews please note.
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LAST THOUGHTS ON GALLIPOLI.
Oxc'K more sits Mahomet by Holies' marges
And smokes at ease among his cypress- trees,

Nor snipes from scrubbcries at British targes
Nor views them wallowing in sacred seas,

But cleans his side-arms and is pleased to prattle
Of that great morning when he woke and heard

That in his slumbers he had fought a battle,

A bloody battle, and a little bird

Piped (in the German) at his side, and said,
" The something infidels have been and fled."

Cautious he crept from out his mountain-ditches,
Down the long gully, past the Water Towers

;

]5y Backhouse Point he nosed among the niches,

But they were hushed, and innocent of Giaours ;

Still fearful found the earthy homes we haunted,
Those thirsty stretches where the rest-camps were,

Then to the sea slunk on, a trifle daunted

By wreathed wires and every sort of snare,

And came at last, incredulous, to find

The very beach all blasphemously mined.

Now on each hand he eyes our impious labels,

BOND STREET and EEGENT STREET, those weary ways;
Here stands the PINK FARM, with the broken gables,
Here OXFORD CIRCUS marks a winding maze ;

But most, I ween, in scarred grave-ridden regions
O'er many a battle-scene he loves to brcod,

How Allah here was gracious to his legions,
How here, again, he was not quite so good,

Here by the BBCCWN HOUSE, when the bombs began,
And they don't mention it they turned and ran.

And we no more shall see the great ships gather,
Nor hear their thundering on days of state,

Nor toil from trenches in an honest lather

To magic swimmings in the perfect Strait ;

Nor sip Greek wine and see the slow sun dropping
On gorgeous evenings over Imbros' Isle,

While up the hill that maxim will keep popping,
And the men sing, and camp-fires wink awhile,

And in the scrub the glow-worms glow like stars,

But (hopeless creatures) will not light cigars ;

Nor daylong linger in our delved lodges,
And fight for food with fifty thousand flies,

Too sick and sore to be afraid of "
proj's,"

Too dazed with dust to see the turquoise skies ;

Nor walk at even by the busy beaches,
Or quiet cliff-paths where the Indians pray,

And see the sweepers in the sky-blue reaches

Of Troy's own water, where the Greek ships lay,
And touch the boat-hulks, where they float forlorn,

The wounded boats of that first April morn
;

Nor wake unhappily to see the sun come
And stand to arms in some Cimmerian grot

But I, in town, well rid of all that bunkum,
I like to think that Mahomet is not

;

He must sit on, now sweltering, now frozen,

By many a draughty cliff and mountain holt,

And, when rude fears afflict the Prophet's chosen,
Gird on his arms and madly work his bolt,

"While round the heights the awful whispers run,

"Tlif bard of PUXCH is landing with )iis gini."

Condescension.
" THUOL-OH STRESS OF WAI! Biironct'u Nicco will oiU'Eii a Gentta

man's HOUSKIIOLD." The Times.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.
No. XXXIV.

(From the Frau Professor TISTEXKLECKS.)
ALL-MIGHTIEST KAISER, With the humblest assurance

of my everlasting respect I desire to lay bare to you, since

you are without doubt the Father of your People, my
inmost thoughts as to this terrible War in which we have
now for eighteen months been engaged. I have some right,
I think, for my husband is that same Professor Tintenklecks

whose opitKCulinn on " International Law in Eelation to

World Power " was received with special favour by your
M;i jesty, who summoned the beloved writer to your Palace,
and with your own gracious right hand were pleased to

boat him with some force on his back, saying that "this

Tintenklecks is a tremendous fellow, and there should be

more such in the world." How well I remember that

evening it was a year before the War and how in honour
of the Professor we had a Poetry supper, at which each

guest recited some verses of praise, and at the end little

Amalic Siegeltisch, the daughter of our colleague, placed on
the brows of the Professor a laurel-wreath which, however,

pricked his with -much -hair -unadorned head, and had

therefore, after a great deal of pleasant witticisms, to be

taken off.

So when the War at last broke out my husband and I

were amongst the loudest Hosannah-shouters and singers
of true German patriotic songs, for we believed then that

the War would be a short one, and that after a few great
victories we should make a brilliant peace on our own
terms, having utterly smashed all our enemies and having
taken England's war-ships and her colonies for our

own. "
Long he cannot last," said my Professor, speak-

ing of the War. " The French are a degenerate race, and
we shall be in Paris in a month. The English are given

up to games, and their mercenary army I have it on

the highest authority cannot for a moment stand against
our German heroes. The Russians are slow and dis-

organised and useless for war. For me you need not be

afraid, my dear. In this war a man of my age will not

be required." So he spoke ; and now where is he and

what has become of him? He has lost a leg, his right

hand has been shot through, and he is in a hospital in

Poland. Shall I ever see him again, I wonder.

Well, we have had victories in plenty, according to the

Generals. Every time we move from one place to another

we gain, it seems, an overwhelming triumph and cause to

fly every one who is opposed to us. Twice already your

Majesty has announced that before the leaves fell from the

trees there would be peace, and our brave soldiers would

return safely to their homes; hut, alas, it has not so hap-

pened, and the dreadful fighting still goes on, and many
thousands of our women lose their fathers, their husbands,
and their sons. With every victory (as they call it) peace,
which should be nearer at hand, seems to retire further and

further away, and only sorrow and wretchedness come close

to us. And that is not all. Our food, like everything else

we have to buv, is so dear that we women find it above all

things difficult to provide ourselves with what we need for

our daily life, and the worst of it, they say, has not yet come.

I could understand that if we had been defeated ; but we
have been ever victorious and yet we are in want. It is

useless for Pastor Hassmann to tell us on Sundays that wo
must endure to the end. We are prepared to do what we can,

but we think, too, that since we have been so magnificently
victorious we should have peace quickly, so that we may
all once more try to have some happiness in this world.

I remain, in the deepest devotion,
Your loyal, KUXEGUXDE TINTEXKLECKS.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE DOMESTIC DRAMA.

WHAT A LITTLE CHILD CAX DO.

"
MU5IMY, WHERE DOES DADDY GO EVERY NIGHT

AFTER DINNER? "
ALAS ! HE GOES TO THE ELYSIAX CLUB

NUMBER 301A, SOHO SQUARE.

"
HULLO, DADDY! I 'SB COME TO SEE 'oo." THE CLUB is SURROUNDED BY THE POLICE.

' WE ARK THE CARETAKER'S LITTLK CIIII.DHKX. WHAT A LITTLE CHILD CAN DO.
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' WOT 'S COME OVKR YOUNG GlNGEK?"
'Ow! TIIKIIE'S NO TOUKIN' TO 'IM SINCE 'is BEUVVER TOOK UP wiv LORD

MEDITATIONS OF MARCUS O'REILLY.

LUCY.

WE called her Lucy because she came
from the country and " dwelt on a wide
moor." We never knew her real name.

She came like a ray of sunlight into

our dull sordid town once a week with
immaculate white apron, wearing a

cap of an older, honester world, carry-

ing a basket of delicious country butter

made up in appetising rolls. On the
clean napkin which covered the top of

the basket always reposed a huge door-

key,
" to keep," she said,

" the butter

from turning." And the white hair

of her and those wonderful blue eyes
which looked you through and through !

No wonder my wife was in love witli

her and refused from that time to eat

the dull town-grocer's wares.

My wife often muses as to the real

cause of the general superiority of

dwellers in the country over the apolo-

gies for humanity who live in towns.
She says it is moral fibre. She conies

from the country herself and is quite
unbiassed. For me I think it must be

living so much amongst sheep and
lambs and woolly things.

I shouldn't have said myself that our
town butter was without fibre, but this

is a matter of taste.

My wife would often close her eyes
when eating Lucy and conjure up
pictures of her own simple girlhood

days, of the country rectory, of the

rooks singing matins and vespers in

the trees. Country people often get like

this over an egg at breakfast. I didn't

eat Lucy myself, as my taste is ruined

by my vicious town breeding ; besides,

Lucy was a luxury in war-time, anil

Dossett's Genuine Creamery has for

me a meatier savour.

Cecilia always gave Lucy more than
the market value for her butter and
a cup of tea besides, while they chatted

occasionally over things dear to rural

hearts, accidents by flood and field,

turnips and parochial vestries. My
wife used to marvel at the superior
firmness of Lucy's butter, which was
ever the same, Lucy's explanation being
that she had a wonderfully cool hand.
Our local inspector, a man of the

latest and most scientific knowledge,
confirmed this statement. In intro-

ducing Lucy to our resident magistrate
he said she was the coolest hand lie

had ever known. It was a bad case.

It had ten per cent, tco much of this,

and fifteen per cent, too much of that,
j

and the rest was the cheapest mar-

garine and stirring. There wasn't a

cow within five miles of her place and

he didn't believe she had ever seen one.

We haven't met Lucy since. My
wife says that WORDSWORTH was often

taken in, just like that. And she has

heard, anyhow, that Lucy was born in

Bradford. So that it proves nothing.

Hymn for Volunteer Corps digging
trenches for the defence of London :

"O Parados 1 O Parados 1 'tis weary work-

ing here !

"

" The baby should go out every day, except
when it is storming."

Neiv York Sunday Herald.

In that case try a wind-pill.

"To-day's Russian communique says :

In Persia, on the road to Kermanshah,
wo have occupied the town of Kangavar.
Note. Kangavar is a town of 15j} inhabit-

ants in the Province of Ardilan."

Aberdeen Evening Express.

This is carrying accuracy to an extreme,

even for Scotland.
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THE CHALLENGE.
"HALT! WHO COMES THERE? 1 "NEUTRAL." "PROVE IT!"

[" \Yhat I would say to Kcutrals is this : Do they admit our right to apply the principles which wero applied by the
Government in tho War between North and South to apply thoso principles to modern conditions and to do our best to pre\
with the enemy through neutral countries ? If the answer is that we arc not entitled to do that, then I must say definitely that it is

departure from neutrality." Sir KDWAKD GREY.]

American
revcnt trade

a
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
(EXTRACTED FROM TUB DlARY OP TOBY, M.P.)

House of Commons, Monday, Janu-

ary 24th. At Question time House
crowded in response to urgent Whip
issued in anticipation of division on
Third Reading of Military Service Bill.

Members ready to vote ;
disinclined to

remain to hear speeches, delivered on

Second Beading and Committee stages,
reiterated by small minority on Report.
Thus it came to pass that when on
stroke of half-past nine this milestone

passed, Benches were almost empty.
Filled up when Third Reading

moved, and debate lamely set on foot

again. WALTER LONG, who has greatly

helped BONAR LAW in his successful

management of Bill, set good example by

moving Third Reading without addi-

tional word of comment or

argument. Example thrown

away. More last words

spoken under embarrassing
accompaniment of private
conversation and other signs
of impatience.

Shortly after eleven o'clock

division taken, revealing ex-

istence of solid minority of

three dozen. Oddly enough,
whilst rattling majority on
Second Reading was hailed

with enthusiastic cheering,
that on Third Beading was
heard in silence, Members

hurrying off in search of

taxis.

Business done. By maj-
ority of 347, in House of 419

Members, Military Service
Bill read a third time and

passed on to Lords.

" certain leaders who have surrendered

a precious principle and in so doing
arc undermining the authority and
existence of the whole Liberal Party."
Still, though prospect was gloomy, he
would not despair.
"The Liberal Party," he said, "will

rise again
"
(HALSBURY shook his head

doubtfully) "and will shed the leaders

who have deserted it."

Having thus delivered his soul WEARY
ONE did not challenge a division.

Business done. Military Service Bill

read second time without division.

House of Commons, Wednesday.
Once more, the last time in history of

session of unparalleled length and im-

portance, House crowded. Peers' Gal-

lery full. From Diplomatic Gallery
the United States, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Holland, represented by

country, whether military, naval or

financial, is at the disposal of our
Allies in carrying on the War against
Prussian militarism.

" With them," he confidently but
still quietly said,

" we will see it

through to the end."

Speeches following expressed general
satisfaction with this statement, supple-
mented by one addressed to neutrals.

Courteously assured them of desire not
to make things unnecessarily irksome.
But pointed out that in the matter of

preventing supplies reaching the enemy
by circuitous routes Great Britain has
her own work to do and means to do
it thoroughly.

Business done. Resolution advocat-

ing effective blockade talked out.

Thursday. Parliament prorogued.

Reversing CHARLES LAMB'S conscien-

tious habit at the India Office,

where, having arrived late,

he made up for it by going
away early, Parliament, hav-

ing toiled through exception-

ally long Session, treats itself

to briefest possible recess.

Reassembles 15th February.

Diana Up to Date.
" ^MANAGERESS (35), thorough

business woman, accustomed to

control sta.''

\\'<mtcn's Emploi/inent.

From an account of the

reception of British soldiers

in Rome :
-

"As the hour for departure ap-

proached the band played alter-

Marcia Reale
'

REDUCED IMPORT OP PAPER : WHAT WE MAY COME TO.

Mr. Runciman. "An, WELL, ONE MISSES THE OLD WEALTH OF lately the Marcia Roale ' and

FLATTERY
; STILL, ONE MUST MAKE SACRIFICES FOR ONE'S COUNTRY !

" '

Rule, Britannia,' while OUT 111011

sang
'

Tipperary.' The Times.

their Ministers, looked on, eagerly list-
'

We fear the proceedings were not so har-
House of Lords, Tuesday Military

|

ening.
j

monious as we had been led to suppose.
Service Bill turned up for Second Read-

j

Resolution, moved by SHIRLEY BENN,
j

ing. Full attendance and a gathering
'

urged Government to enforce against,
" GENTLEMAN'S SHOOTIXG ESTATE for Sale,

of Commoners in their pen above Bar
j enemy a blockade as effective as pos- ;

24 acres
'
or would Let on Le:ls(l :

"ear London

seemed to indicate important debate, sible. In one of his comprehensive, ]

Turned out to be only less dull than quietly delivered and powerful speeches
&h otmg

the^rcl
that which slumbered round closing I

EDWARD GREY showed that situation "245AM. When Grossmith lit a cigarette

stage in the Commons. LANSDOWNE is not so easily managed as amateur someone said,
' This is all right. We bring a

pluckily endeavoured to give note of diplomatists below the Gangway be- !
civilian here, and he lights up within hailing

novelty to topic by saying "not what lieve, or as fractious newspapers, bent distance of the (ici-maiis. ...

j.i To-ii i i. i A =1 i T ii /~i -c\ 2.46 P.M. Grossmith put out his cigarette,
the Bill was but what it was not. on damaging the Government even it

Dailii Mirror
Even this ingenious device did not the Empire falls, assert. Explained in

'

NQW tha(
.

toba(JCO ig up

'

again it
succeed in investing proceedings with detail steps taken by Foreign Office to

;

would ))0 a bo(m to
b
smokers if Mr

deal with it.
Housejistened critically

| G](OSSMITH would toll us how he koopsanything approaching animation.

The WEARY WEARDALE, who through
long public life has tried in succession

both branches of the Legislature and

, . , mi ice i ^JlDnJOOOU. I.a >vvjLii^i utMi wo uu*> no in
hut approvingly. Took note of fact

{ fol
. twelye hom.

g _

that FIRST LORD OF ADMIRALTY em-
j

phatically cheered denial of one of the ! ,, The fire which broko out at Bergen on
found them equally withered, was

[

malicious rumours current that in the Saturday was mastered by three o'clock on

doubtful whether the measure would task of preventing supplies reaching j

Sunday morning. About 400 buildings mostly

nv the Foreign Office snoils ;

vcrv luable property, were destroyed. The
iiv lilo -CUiLiuii winee hnuua , _._,-. ,. .._ * u:~u ~ u,,...,i- j~,.* ;~appreciably affect its avowed purpose

of increasing number of men with the

Colours. With instinct of good Liberal

the enemy
the work of the Navy.

Sharp, almost angry burst of cheer-

value of the houses which were burnt down is

about 1,111,111, and the total damage is

estimated at 5,555,555."

Kilinbttrgh Evening Xt-iin his time PHILIP STANHOPE was
I ing greeted passage towards close of

known in the Commons as an almost
|

speech in which FOREIGN SECRETARY The exactitude of these figures would

dangerous Radical he turned and rent
j

declared that maximum effort in this convince even an insurance company.
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/'<>*/ Lady. "THAT'S ONE OF THEM AUSTRALIAN SOLDIERS."' Second Laiij.
" How DO YOU KNOW ?

''

First I,culij. "Way, CAN'T YOU SEE THE KANGAROO FEATHERS IN HIS HAT?'

THE PLEA OF THE HOMELESS.
MOST of the petitions from natives

which find their way into print for the

removal of the white man's gravity
hail from our Indian Empire. But
the Balm's monopoly can be assailed.

The following recent and genuine ex-

ample is from West Africa:

" To Sir -
,
Commander of

tin' New M'crk Sho2>s.

"
Sir, read to the end !

"DEAU BRITISH COMMANDER OF
IXFLUKNCK, I am with cordial grati-
tude to put this pen before you,

saying since I came down from my
native land I had been trie for a

house, even by rentable, but none for

mo in that village, where I Hove still.

But a certain friend of mine do ad-

vice me to stay with him, during the
last December up to now. And yet
that young man's wife has come
fmm his native land, with these there
is no room before me at all. There-
fore I wisli with my lowly voice to

ln'fj your honour to find me even a
half house of your kitchen at any
place where you like, or either the

same place where I am. By your
own desire. Please Sir if not ! try
and get me a boards such as a glass

packing cases and a few planks for

poles. But Sir I know myself very
well, that it will be very difficulty
before you, simple because you have
none of carpenters. Therefore do

try by your own authority to supply \

me those boards and planks, and I

shall find myself a joiner as a day
contract to build it for me ! because

my elder brother also shall help.
Therefore dear Lord I hope you shall

give ear for my lowly speak and
;

then have mercy on your meekly
j

servant with good reply. I have the

most honour to be Sir
" Your humble Clerk."

The Zeal of the Convert.

Sir THOMAS WHITTAKER, M.P., as re-

ported by The Yorkshire Evening Post :

"
Objection to compulsion on principle was

all nonsense. Compulsion was the only safe-

guard wo had against anarchy, barbarism,

law, order, justice, and freedom."

For "
Ineligibles

"
only.

"WANTED, Bricklayers for pointing
houses at Belvedere

; pcacowork."
Provincial Paper.

12

Commercial Modesty.
"M. JACOB & CO.,

CONFECTIONF.R AND GLACIEB.

Pastry of sorts/'

Madras Mail.

Cromwelliana.
" On Friday last a centenarian passed away

at Whithall, Galway, in the- person of Mrs.
Catherine Hyncs, who had attained the re-

markable age of 102. Tho old lady had a

remarkably retentive memory, recalling with

case incidents which occurred three generations

ago. Her recollection of Cromwell's campaign
was particularly clear." Connncht Tribune.

" The other alien peer is the twelfth Viscount

Taaffo, of the Irish peerage, an Austrian sub-

ject, as his predecessors have been since their

estates were confiscated by Cromwell after the

Battle of the Boync." Simday Times.

The late Mrs. HYNES was perhaps the

authority for this statement.

"ALLIES' WARSHIPS
KEEP TURKS ON TENDER HOOKS

AT GALLIPOLI."

Ex2)ress and Echo (Exeter).

This is rather hard on the enemy,
who thought the Allies had taken their

hook long ago.
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AT THE FRONT.
HOME again ! The base softened its

heart on the very morning on which I

had practically decided to attend a

parade next day if I were called in

time, and released me with an enor-

mous command to conduct to the War.
I told the senior N.C.O. at the station

of entrainment that I would regard
him as personally responsible if he

dropped any of the men on the line or

under the engine on the way up, and'

was just off to look for food when tho

E.T.O. told me the train was due out

in two minutes. After making quite
sure that he wasn't a Major I reminded
him that for that matter the War had
been due to be over last September;
also that I had used some of his trains

before and that he couldn't teach me
two-pennyworth about them I

known from childhood.

This I said courteously
but firmly, and thereafter

felt better and bought
eight boiled eggs, a ham
sandwich made so hastily
that the ham came to be

altogether omitted, three

oranges, and a large
mineral-water. The train

was in the station for

three-quarters
- of -ail-hour

after I returned. I passed
the time pleasantly by
walking up and down in

front of the E.T.O.
And now I am here.

Glory apart, I could think

for a long time without

hitting on anywhere beast-

lier to be except perhaps

hadn't

think, continuously for ten hours. A
very inferior officer not I has in-

vented a recipe for the ten-hour day
which may appeal to some similarly
loose-ended officer. You take an air-

pillow and lie with your gum-booted
feet on it till the position becomes
intolerable ; then you remove the pillow,
sit up and pick the mud off it. When
it 's clean you do the same thing again.
One tour of this duty will take an hour
if you are conscientious. Its inventor

claims that it makes the sun fairly
bustle down the sky.

There are advantages in solitary

feeding. Haven't you ever wanted,
when confronted with a lunch tongue,
to hack out all the nice tonguey bits

for yourself and leave the bully beef

parts to be used for soup or some other

domestic economy ? Well, I hack out

the tonguey bits every day. True, I

two coils of barbed wire, and a maul.
You could just make out the man under
it all as he stumbled erratically along
a mud-ridden track.

"
'Ello, Steve," says the digger,

" wot 's yer game to-night ?
"

Steve stopped for a second to look at

his interrogator and then observed

genially as lie moved on,
"
Oh, just killin' time, you know."

Officer.
" WHY DO YOU THINK HE WOULDK'T MAKE A GOOD CORPORAL?

Sergeant (indicating sentry), "'la A CORPORAL! LOB LUM.MK !

is NAME'S CLARENCE !

"

just the other side of a breastwork

thirty yards off where the Bosch
has been dropping heavy crumps in

threes with monotonous regularity
since an indecent hour this morning.
I have been partly asleep, partly wait-

ing for one to drop thirty yards short.

There is no .one to talk to except a

chaffinch, who thinks of nothing but
his appearance. If I thought of mine
I should go mad. I am wet under and

through and over everything wet, not
with rain, but with mud. You have
heard that there is mud in Flanders ?

But the worst part really is the
number of hours in a day ; we have as

many as ten nowadays in which move-
ment is simply not done. Where dawn
finds you, dusk releases you. That is

here ; I believe we have some real

trenches somewhere behind. But we
of the ten hours' stretch run out of

employment early in tho morning and
remain there the rest of the day. Of
course you can eat if your rations

pjally came up last night but not, I

usually have to eat the bully beef parts
next meal, but la guerre comme a

In i/nerre -I always might have been
casualtied between meals, and then
think what a fool I 'd feel over my
failure to make the most of the first.

I 've come to the conclusion that

this Army isn't really fair. Some
regiments I 've met always seem to

be doing three weeks' rest down at

Boulogne or Nice or somewhere like

that. Thrice and four times have I

come and come back to this battalion,
and every blessed time they've been
either in trenches when I arrived, or

situated directly behind the trenches
and going up, it might be, to make some
more.
Sometimes we go up to dig, some-

times to carry, sometimes both. On

TERCENTENARY TWITTERINGS.

THE letters that follow are only a
small selection from those that have
been inadvertently forwarded to us in

response to the appeal of Tho West-
minster Gazette for suggestions as to

the most appropriate method of cele-

brating SHAKSPEARE'S tercentenary :

A HINT TO GREATER BRITAIN.

The name of the new capital "of the

Australian Common-
wealth is not irrevocably
fixed, and it seems to me
that a splendid oppor-
tunity is now offered our
brethren overseas to com-
memorate the genius of

the foremost British man
of letters by linking his

name with the new Anti-

podean metropolis. I

should not venture to

dictate the exact form
which it should take, but

"Willshake" seems to me
to meet the requirements
of the case very happily,

though the claims of

"Avonbard" also deserve

consideration.

PHILLIBEHT BARKER.

BIRD AND BARD.

As SHAKSPEARE overtopped all other

men, so should his memorial tower over
all other monuments. I cannot help

thinking that the re-erection of the

Wembley Tower in the form of a

gigantic swan soaring into the empy-
rean to the height of say two or three

thousand feet would prove a satisfactory
solution of the problem. Whether it

should be Hack or white is a question
which might bo referred to a small

committee of experts, such as Sir

SIDNEY LEE, Sir HERBERT THEE and
Miss MARIE COKKLLI.

P.S. A good

MILE END.
alternative method

of celebrating the tercentenary of

SHAKSPEARE would be the execution

the night of my re-arrival I went up 011 Shakspeare Cliff, at Dover, of a col-

with the digging party, and have the ossal portrait of the immortal dramatist,
honour to report the following conver- '. somewhat on the scale of the famous
sation between a certain one of our " White Horse." Once the outline had

diggers and a friend who loomed up been marked out by a competent artist

carrying about four engineer dug-outs,
' the rest of the work could be easily
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HOW TO TALK TO THE WOUNDED.
"WHAT THE BOSCHE8 CAN'T STAND, YOU KNOW, MA'AM, IS COLD STEEL."

"YES, I SUPPOSE IT GETS VERY COLD THIS TIME OP YEAB."

completed gratis by the Volunteers, and
the total cost would be negligible.

A FRUGAL SUGGESTION.

I venture to think that no better way
of paying homage to the genius of

SHAKSPEABE could be devised than for

all the newspapers throughout the

country to devote their best pages on
tho day to suitable extracts from his

works. This arrangement has the
extra inducement of being economical
as well as appropriate.

REGINALD JOBSON,

Registrar in Bankruptcy.

A GREAT SCIENTIST SPEAKS OUT.

"What we want is to convert SHAK-
SPKARE into a genuine educational in-

strument, and that is impossible so

long as he is only available in his

present archaic form. A new edition

of the Plays, purged of their classicism
and romanticism and expressed in

language of scientific accuracy, is per-

emptorily demanded in the interests of

national efficiency. X. BAY, F.R.S.

A FASTIDIOUS CRITIC.

You ask me, "What are my own
personal plans in connection with the

anniversary?" It is on record that a

very distinguished divine stayed in bed
on the day following the announcement
of the death of Lord BEACONSFIELD, so

as to avoid the horrid temptation of

reading what was said about him in

the newspaper, which was the divine's

J pet aversion. I propose to follow this

excellent example on Shakspeare Day.
T. H.

AMERICA'S GREATEST POET SENDS
GREETING.

From across the stormy ocean,

Prompted by a deep emotion,
I despatcli my salutation on a card ;

For although I cannot meet thee
In the flesh, I still can greet thee,

WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE, as a worthy
brother bard.

In these times of stress and passion,
When the sword is all the fashion,

Only minstrelsy can keep the world
in tune ;

For the poet is a healer,
And both WILL and ELLA WHEELER
Are a blessing and a comfort and a

boon.

A CEMETERIAL CELEHRATION.

No memorial to SHAKSPKARE can be

adequate which does not express in

some concrete shape the universality of

his appeal. This end might be attained

by erecting a cenotaph in his honour
in every churchyard and cemetery in

England. I admit that such a scheme
would cost money and so might be

contrary to the spirit of economy which

ought to animate everyone at this hour.

But a beginning might be made even

now, and I have composed a Funeral
March in Hamlet the proceeds of which
I would gladly devote to the purpose,

ALGERNON BROOKWOOD.

A Short "Way with Lecturers.
" To-morrow the Central Methodist Mission

will celebrate the anniversary of its rescue and
social work. The Sisters of the people are to

take part in tho morning service, and in tho
afternoon Mr. is killed for an address on
The Social Outlook."'

Sydney Daily Telegraph.

The KAISER to FERDINAND :

1 ' I have begged your Majesty to accept the

dignity of Prussian Field-Marshal, and I am
with my Amy happy that you, by accepting
it also in this sense, have become one of us."

Irish Paper.

GERMAN EMPRESS to her husband :

" And who is Amy?
"
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AT THE PLAY.
" PLEASE HELP EMILY."

THE clute at which Emily needed

so much assistance was clearly ante

bellnm, for there is no mention of

hostilities, no gun-fire is heard from
the direction of Westende, and Belgium
is still bathing. But it must have been

only just before the War, for the eman-

cipation which the female sex here en-

joys is marked by an extreme modernity.
A decade or two ago we might have
been shocked at the spectacle of a

young lady turning up at a bachelor's

flat at 9 A.M. on a Sunday in a ball-

frock, after a night cut at a dancing-
club. Lately we have learnt to bear

such escapades without flinching. But
it was not so with Emily's guardian, Sir

Samuel Letlibridrje, very Victorian in his

stuffy prejudice in favour of the decen-

cies ;
and it was necessary to put him

off with a tale of her sudden departure
to Brussels to render iirst aid to an
aunt stricken with mumps. In order

to give colour to this fabrication Emily
urges Dick Trotter, the bachelor of the

flat (as soon as he returns from his

own night out), to conduct her to

the alleged invalid. He consents, but

not without protest, for he is a rou& of

the old school and cannot approve of

these platonic adventures
; besides, he

is about to se ranger by marriage with

somebody else and (a matter of detail,

but most inconvenient) is under con-

tract to take her to Brighton for the day.
A fairly preposterous start, you will

say; yetthedelightful naturalnesswhich
Miss GLADYS COOPER and Mr. CHARLES
HAWTHEY bring to the situation gives
it almost an air of possibility. But,
once we are at Ostend, and have been
introduced to Trotter's incredibly in-

appropriate fiancee (she is a niece of

the same aunt and has followed under

protection of a tame escort), we are

prepared to launch freely and fearlesslv

into the rough and tumble of farce.

It is in vain that Miss GLADYS
COOPER, over her petit dejeuner, pre-
serves a natural demeanour, even to

the point of talking with her mouth
full ; the light humour of the First Act
declines to the verge of buffoonery.
The devastating confusions which en-

sue in the matter of identity and re-

lationship (in our author's Ostend you
assume, till corrected, that all couples
are married) ; the intervention of the

local gendarmerie, headed by a British

detective ; the arrest of half the party

(including the aunt, arrived in perfect
health and ignorance en route for

England) on a nameless charge in

connection with Emily's suspected
abduction all this is in the best

Criterion manner.

In the Third Act, though we never
recover the rapture of the First, the

humour touches a higher level ; but what
it gnins in 1'messe it loses in spontaneity.
Here we meet Emily's father, returned
from lecturing in the States on social

ethics. The scandal of his daughter's
conduct leaves him indifferent, for a

long and varied experience of the morals
of many lands, in the course of which
he has married as many as eighteen
wives, having made a point of adopting
for the time being the system poly-

gamous or other of the country in

which he happens to find himself, has

taught him that nothing is right or

wrong except as local opinion makes
it so. We are allowed to gather that

heredity may have had some influence

tffn

EMILY GIVES DICK THE
GLADYS EYE.

Richard Trotter . Mr. CHAELES HAWTBEV.

Emily Delinar . . Miss GLADYS COOPEB.

in the moulding of Emily's character ;

and if we may hope for its continuance

into the next generation there seems

every prospect that the children she

may bear to Trotter (now released from

Julia and free to marry the right

woman) will not have their develop-
ment hampered by excess of prudery.

Mr. CHARLES HAWTREY as Trotter

played with his old easy skill and
seemed to take a more than visual

interest in the play. He was sup-

ported (as they say) by a par-

ticularly brilliant cast, including Miss
LOTTIE YENNE as the aunt, Mr.
ERIC LEWIS as Emily's father, Mr.
FREDERICK KERR as Sir Samuel, Miss
HELEN HAYE in the thankless part of

Julia, and Mr. NIGEL PLAYFAIR as a

self-effacing phantom of a lover. All

were in great form ; but, next to

Miss GLADYS COOPER, whose natural

charm and ingenuous cspieylerie were

a perpetual delight, I offer my pro-
foundest compliments to the short but

extraordinarily clever performance of

Mr. H. E. HIONETT as Trotter's man
Francis. This is the day of stage
valets, but he was an exceptional
treasure. To a quiet taste for philo-

sophy he added an infinite tact ;
and by

the lies which ho poured into the tele-

phono to cover his master's breach of

engagement to Julia he moved Emily,
herself a gifted artist, to admiration.

The author, Mr. H. M. HARWOOD,
must be congratulated on a farce that

at its best was really excellent fun.

And ho may take it for flattery, if he

likes, when I say that a good deal of

his dialogue might be adapted into the

French without offending our gallant
Allies on the ground of a too insular

squeamiahness. O. S.

THE INDUEATiON.
THINK not, dear love, because my cheek

With grief grows neither grey nor

hollow,
Because no pharmacist I seek

In quest of arsenic to swallow,
Because I do not wince and weep
By day and night for cardiac pains,

That my fond passion falls on sleep,

Or, secondly, my worship wanes.

For these are strenuous days of strife

That steel the soul of every Briton ;

Sterner and stronger grows our life

Till simple bards become hard-bitten ;

So when, each Thursday, I propose

(As usual) to wed my fair,

I frankly find her changeless
" No's"

Not half so poignant as they were.

From an almanack of appropriate

quotations :

"JANUARY 27.

Thursday.
German Emperor born, 1859.

welcome, pure-ey'd Faith, white-handed

Hope,
Thou hovering angel, girt with golden wings.

Milton."

" If men well up in years would cultivate a

habit of breathing properly and always holding
themselves erect when walking and sitting, we

would find fewer elderly people bent double

when we do." Daily Express.

Our gay contemporary has been caught

bending on this occasion.

"He asked the Government not to muzzle
the ox that laid golden eggs."

Tlie Daily Argosy (Demcrara).

It wasn't really an ox ;
it was a bull.

From a country retail chemist's

appeal to the Local Tribunal for his

son's exemption from Military Service :

" I cannot dispense with him "
or,

presumably, without him.
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ONCE BIT, TWICE SHY.

Sporting Lawyer.
" IF YOU'LL TAKE MY ADVICE YOU'LL COME TO THE BRIDGE!"

Old Fanner. " NA FF.AB ! SIX-AND-EIGHTPENCE FOB T' ADVICE? I'D RATHEB CHANCE A DUCKIS'."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WHEN Hargrave Ladd, who was a solicitor in a very fail-

way of business, with an agreeable but unemotional wife,

happened to be getting into an omnibus at the moment
when Stella Eayne fell off the top of it, he unconsciously
put himself in the way of a lot of bother. Naturally, as a

gentleman and the male protagonist of a novel Let Be

(MirrHfEN) he could do no loss than pick the girl out of

the mud and see her home in a cab. Whether, quite

strictly speaking, he need have called next day to see how
she was getting over the accident is another matter.

Certainly his interfering aunt, Mrs. Dering, was of tbe

opinion that Hargravc, as a married man, was displaying
nn excess of courtesy towards the pretty tumbler. As for

Miss SYBIL CAMPBELL LETHBBIDGK, who has written the

talc, she gives no indication of her views one way or the
other. Indeed this attitude of humorous tolerance for

humanity is Miss LETHBBIDGE'S most striking characteristic.

It is at once a source of strength and weakness to the book,

making, on the one hand, for the reality of the characters,
and, on the other, for a certain non-conductiveness of at-

mosphere that robs their emotions of warmth. Anyhow,
the inevitable happens, and Haryravc falls in love with

Stella, who in turn reciprocates his passion up to almost
the last page in the book, when, having come to the edge
of the precipice and made every preparation for her leap
into the gulf of elopsment, she does a mental quick-change
and walks away as the contented betrothed of Another. So
Hunjrure, making the best of a good job, rejoins Mrs. H.

;

and one may suppose that, if any more distressed damsels

fall off omnibuses in his presence, he will prudently "let

be." You may think with me that this abrupt finish

lessens the effect of an otherwise well-written and enter-

taining story.

Miss MURIEL HIKE in The Individual (LANE), essaying a

problem novel, does not disdain the old-fashioned way of

the woven plot and the dramatic incident. Her hero, Orde

Taverncr, surgeon by trade and eugenist by profession, falls

in love with Elizma, a Cornish oeauty and rare fiddler.

His inquiries as to her eugenical fitness having been
answered satisfactorily but inaccurately, he marries, to find

that Elizma's mother really died insane. His principles

conquer his desire for children, and his decision is com-
municated to the fiery Elizma, who, fierce maternalist

that she is and coming of a wild stock that never stuck

at anything, undertakes a desperate flirtation by way
of solving the difficulty in her own heroic way at least you
will certainly make this kind of a guess, but on investigation

you may find that you 've been wrong ! Happily in the

end a deathbed confession proves the second version of her

birth as inaccurate as the first. She really comes of quite
untainted stock, so the eugenist is satisfied and husband
and wife reconciled. That is to say the author runs away
from her problem, which was perhaps, all things considered,

the wisest thing to do. She has some eye for character

and has made a good thing of her Elizma, but has let her-

self scatter her energies over a team too large to be driven

with a sure hand. And why, oh why did she drag in the

War? Or call her butler Pufflcs? But she keeps the

interest of her story going, and you mustn't skip or you
| may be set off on a hopelessly wrong tack.
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So great is my admiration for the humorous gifts of of supplies is at last being made good. The evidence is

Mr. WILLIAM CAINE and so strong my gratitude to him ithe more complete because not only do we learn of the
for such books as Boom and Old Enough to Know Better, interrogation of many prisoners, but because a long extract

that I have decided to erase from my memory with all from the diary of one of them, an Austrian officer, is

possible speed his latest effort, Bildad the Quill-Driver included, to point the difference in spirit between the two

(LANE). A man with so many bull's-eyes to his credit : armies. The demoralisation of the Austrian forces, even

may be forgiven an occasional miss
; and, to be candid, when advancing, is so strikingly presented that one

Bildad the QttiU-Drirer seems to me to come nowhere ; cannot doubt their dependence on German domination
near the target. Most of Mr. CAINE'S work would be the < and German batteries to hold them together at all.

better for a certain amount of condensation, but this is Although Professor PARES attaches several excellent maps,
the only occasion on which he has really lost control of

: he is not really much concerned with questions of strategy,
his pen. He has had the unfortunate idea of writing a but has devoted himself to just two points moral and
comic Arabian Nights in close imitation of the style of the munitions,

original translation, even to the insertion of short poems
at every possible opportunity. Now, this is one of those

ideas which at first blush would seem to contain all the

elements of delightful humour
;
but it has the deadly flaw

I am afraid that Mrs. HODGSON BURNETT is in a little

danger of overdoing it. She knows (who better ?) the

briskness of the popular demand for long-lost heirs
;
and

that it involves a monotony which becomes after a few she may well have argued that the longer he has been lost,

pages more than irritating. For a while the novelty is
,

the more squalid his present environment, and the more

entertaining, and then the reader becomes crushed by the brilliant his heritage, the more assured would be the heir's

realisation that he has got to rely for his amusement on the welcome. Perhaps indeed this may be so in America
;
but

How A PRUSSIAN ST. GEORGE WOULD HAVE DOME IT.

same sort of joke repeated
over and over again for

more than three hundred

pages. And, once that

happens, the doom of the

book is sealed, for the

adventures of Bildad are

not in themselves divert-

ing his love-affair with
the giantess is as unfunny
a thing as ever I yawned
over and if you cease to

chuckle at the burlesque

pomposity of the style
there is nothing left.

There are some things
which do not lend them-
selves to sustained parody,
and the manner of the

Arabian Nights is one of

them. But, as I say, I am
not going to allow this book to shake my opinion that

Mi-
. CAINE is one of our most engaging humorists.

I recommend, absolutely without reserve, a war book
entitled Day by Day with the Russian Army (CONSTABLE).
It is written by Professor BERNARD PARES, the Official

British Observer with the Russian Annies in the Field,
and is the real thing. Although incidentally it is to be

praised as a modest and lucid piece of writing, well in

keeping with the character of an author whose habit of

viewing an action from the most dangerous, because the

most interesting, point can be discovered only by reading
between the lines, primarily it is to be prescribed as a

sovereign tonic against German-made depression. The
writer, after being present at the conquest of Galicia and
the triumphant advance to the top of the Carpathians, after

witnessing much of the historical Russian retreat under

pressure of overwhelming artillery superiority, and after

conversing freely with his friends of all ranks on different

sectors of the Front whilst offering greetings in the name
of their English comrades in arms, announces finally, in

a wholly satisfactory fashion, his unalterable conviction

as to the unqualified supremacy of our Allies when on

anything like equal terms with their opponents as regards
munitions of war. And that is a matter which, though
never in doubt, it is pleasant to hear again in tones of

authority at a time when we believe the Russian lack

for this side, as I say, I

have my doubts. I dare-

say your own intuition

will tell you that the hero
of The Lost Prince (Hoo-
DER AND STOUGHTON) is a

prince who has been lost.

In fact so effectually had
the branch of the regal
house to which Prince
Ivor belonged been mis-

laid that the story opens
upon him dwelling in a

London slum with no

companions but a myste-
rious father and a crip-

pled playfellow (called The

Rat). All sorts of mys-
terious things are con-

stantly happening just out

of sight ; and presently
the dynastic intrigues of Mrs. BURNETT launch the two

boys upon a secret journey through Europe, to convey to a

number of pleasantly melodramatic conspirators the message
that " The Lamp is Lighted !

"
As their object is expressly

stated to be protection for a small principality, the fact

that the interviews include one with the Emperor of

AUSTRIA has in these days a quaintly anachronistic effect,

and at least serves to emphasise the neutral origin of the

story. However, they are of course successful
;
and in

the last chapter Prince Ivor manages to be enormously
astonished at finding that the mysterious monarch of

Samavia, for whom he has been working, is none other than
his own father an obvious fact that, with truly royal
tactfulness, he had contrived to ignore throughout the story.

My advice to the author is to write up her villains (at

present they haven't a chance) and make the whole tiling

into a film play. The wanderings of the two boys offer a

fine opportunity for scenic variety ;
while the sentiment is

of precisely the nature to be stimulated by a pianoforte

accompaniment. As a three-reel exclusive, in short, I

can fancy The Lost Prince entering triumphantly into his

appropriate kingdom.

" UNFURNISHED Roost to Let in Clyde Road ; quiet hon>r ;

convenience for washing once a week if necessary ; rent 3s."

Bastings and St. Leonards Observer.

It sounds dirt-cheap.
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Tommy.
"
'ERE, TED, WHAT'S THE MATTER?"

Ted (ex-plumber).
" WY, I'M com' BACK FOB ME BAYXET, o' COURSE.

CHARIVARIA.
THE Gentian claim that as the result

of the Zeppelin raid "
England's in-

dustry to a considerable extent is in

ruins
"

is probably based on the fact

that three breweries were bombed. To
the Teuton mind such a catastrophe

might well seem overwhelming.
', ;

A possible explanation of the Govern-
ment's action in closing the Museums
is furnished by the Cologne Gazette,
which observes that "

if one wanted
to find droves of Germans in London
one had only to go to the museums."
But if the Government is closing
them merely for purposes of disinfec-

tion it might let us know.
* *
$

Irritated by the pro-German conver-
sation of one of the guests at an
American dinner-party the English
butler poured the gravy over him.
The story is believed to have greatly

annoyed the starving millionaires in

Berlin. They complain that their exiled

fellow-countrymen get all the luck.

k

Is the Oftice of Works feeding Ger-

many ? We have lately learned that
no bulbs are to be planted in the

London parks this season ; and almost i

simultaneously we read in the Frank- ;

ftirter Zeitung a suggestion that, as
j

bulbs are so cheap owing to the falling-
'

off in the English demand, they should
'

be used as food by the German house-

wife. What has Mr. HARCOURT to

say about this ?
;;

.
,.

:

,

Mr. TED HEATON, a noted Liver-

pool swimmer, is acting as sergeant-
instructor to the Royal Fusiliers at

Dover, and is expected to have them
in a short time quite ready for the

trenches.
"*'

A London magistrate has ruled that

poker is a game of chance. He was

evidently unacquainted with the lead-

ing case in America, where, on the

same point arising, the judge, the

counsel and the parties adjourned for a

quiet game, and the defendant trium-

phantly demonstrated that it was a

game of skill. ...

In an article describing the wonders
of modern French surgery Mrs. W. K.

VANDERBILT mentioned that she had
watched an operation in which a part
of a man's rib was taken out and used

as a jawbone.
" Pooh !

"
said the much-

married general practitioner who read

it,
" that 's as old as Adam."

-.;; ff

A man who applied recently to be

enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps as

a carpenter was medically rejected be-

cause he had a hammer toe. If lie

had lost a nail we could have under-

stood it. ,.. ;
.

:
'

*'

The following letter has been received

by the matron of an Indian hospital :

"DEAR AND FAIR MADAM, I have much

pleasure to inform you that my dearly unfor-

tunate wife will be no longer under your care,

she having left this world for the next on the

27th nit. For your help in this matter I

shall ever remain grateful.
Yours reverently, ."

* *

A correspondent, anxious about

etiquette, writes :

"
Sir, The other

day I offered my seat to the lady-con-
ductor of a tramcar. Did 1 right?
Yours truly, NOBLESSE OBLIGE."

V:

It is stated that one of the principal
items of discussion during the new
Session of the Prussian Diet will be

a Supplementary War Bill. Some of

the members are expected to protest,

on the ground that the present War
is quite suflicient, thank you.
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INTELLECTUAL RETRENCHMENT.
[The annual expenses that will be saved by the closing of the

London Museums and Galleries amount to about one-fifth of the

public money spent on the salaries of Members of Parliament.]

FETCH out your padlocks, bolt and bar the portals,
That none may worship at the Muses' shrine

;

Seal up the gifts bequeathed by our Immortals
To be the birthright of their ancient line

;

At luxury if you would strike a blow,
Let Art and Science be the first to go.

Close down the fanes that guard the golden treasure

Wrung by our hands from Nature's hidden wealth
;

Treat them as idle haunts of wanton pleasure,

Extremely noxious to the nation's health
;

Show that our statesmanship at least has won
A vandal victory o'er the vandal Hun.

And when her children whom the seas have sent her

Come to the Motherland to fight her war,
And claim their common heritage, to enter

The gate of dreams to that enchanted store,

To other palaces wo '11 ask them in,

To purer joys of
" movies

"
and of gin.

But let us still keep open one collection

Of curiosities and quaint antiques,
Under immediate Cabinet direction

The finest specimens of talking freaks,

Who constitute our most superb Museum,
Judged by the salaries with which we fee 'em.

DIPLOMACY.

0. S.

"TELL us," said Phyllis laboriously, "about diploma
and there it stuck.

"
Tistics," added Lillah in a superior manner.

Being an uncle, I can never give my brain a rest. It is

the easiest thing in the world to be found out by a child of

seven.

"You mean," I said, "diplomatists?"
"
Yes," said Phyllis in a monotone. "Daddy said 'they-

weren't-any-earthly-blast-them
'

and

"Yes, yes !

"
I said hastily. I can imagine what George

said about diplomatists. He held a good deal of Balkan stock.
"
Well, are they?

"
asked Lillah innocently.

"
Diplomatists," I said,

" are people in spats and creased

trousers, and the truth is not in them."
" What is spats ?

"
asked Phyllis.

"
Spats," I answered,

" are what people wear when they
wTant to get a job and their boots are shabby."

" Are diplomatists shabby ?
"
queried Lillah.

"Not a bit," I answered rather bitterly.
" Do they want jobs ?

"

"
They want to keep them," I said.

" So they have spats," said Phyllis, completely satisfied.
"
Exactly," I said. " Then they go into an extremely

grand room together and talk."
" What about?

"
said Lillah.

"
Oh, anything that turns up," I answered " the rise

in prices or the late thaw ;
or if everything fails they simply

make personal remarks."
" Like clergymen," said Phyllis vaguely.

"Exactly," I said. "And all round the building are

secret police disguised as reporters, and reporters disguised
as secret police. And then each of the diplomatists goes
away and writes a white paper, or a black paper, or a

greeny-yellow paper, to show that he was right."
" And then ?

"
Phyllis gaped with astonishment.

" Then everybody organises, and centralises, and frater-

nises, and defrateniises, and, in the end, mobilises."

Phyllis and Lillah simply stared.
" Why ?

"
they both gasped.

"
Oh, just to show tha diplomatists wore wrong," I said

airily.
" And then?

"
said Lillah breathlessly.

" The ratepayers pay more."
" What is a ratepayer ?

"
asked Phyllis.

"A notorious geek and gull," I said, borrowing from .a

more distinguished writer.

Lillah stared at me with misgiving.
"But why don't tho diplomists say what's true?" she

asked.
"
Because," I said,

"
they'd lose their money and nobody

would love them."
"
But," said Phyllis,

" Mummie said if we were good
everyone would love us."

" Your mother was quite right," I answered, with a

distinct twinge of that thin-ice feeling.
"
Well, but you said nobody would love diplomists if

they were good," said Phyllis.
"So good people aren't loved," added Lilla'.i, "and

Mummie said what wasn't true."

I fought desperately for a reply. This could not lie

allowed to pass. It struck at the roots of nursery con-

stitutionalism.

"Ah,"I said, without any pretence at logic, "but the

poor diplomatists don't know any better."
" Like the heathen that Mummie tells us about on

Sunday ?
"

" Between the heathen and a diplomatist," I said,
" there

is nothing to choose."

Phyllis sighed.
" I wish I didn't know any better," she

said yearningly. Lillah looked at me dangerously from the

corner of her eye.
" And got money for it," she added.
" Would you like to play zoo ?

"
I said hastily.

They were silent.
" I '11 be a bear," I said eagerly

" a polar one."

No answer. I felt discouraged, but I made another effort.
"
Or," I said,

" I can bo a monkey and you can throw nuts

at me, or
"

desperately
" a ring-tailed lemur, or an orang-

outang, or an ant-eater . . ." My voice tailed away and
there was silence. Then the small voice of Phyllis broke in.

"
Uncle," she said,

"
why aren't you a diplomist ?

"

At that point Nurse came in and I slid quietly off. As
I was going out of the door I heard the voice of Lillah.

"
Nannie," she said,

"
tell us about diplomists."

" You leave diplomatists alone, Miss Lillah," said Nurse
;

"they won't do you no harm if you don't talk ahout

them."
Now why couldn't I have thought of that ? It 's just

training, I suppose.

' Lieut. -Col.

An Impending Apology.
- is out of the city in the interests of recruiting.'

Winnipeg Evening Tribune.

" Nevertheless a strong Bulgarophone and Turkophoiio feeling pre-
vails in Greece, especially in military circles."

Balkan Neil's (Salonika).
" Master's Voice," we presume.

" Theodore Wolff says:
' Other peace orators have followed Lord

Loreburn and Lord Courtney in the House of Lords. One must not
awaken the belief that such prophets can accomplish miracles of

conversation iu a day.'" Winnipeg Evening Tribune.

We think Herr WOLFF underestimates Lord COURTNEY'S

powers in this direction.
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ECONOMY IN LUXURIES.
FIRST PHILISTINE. ' I

FM ALL WITH THE GOVEKNMENT OVER THIS CLOSING OF

MUSEUMS. I NEVER TOUCH 'EM MYSELF."

SECOND PHILISTINE. " SAME HERE. WAITER, GET ME A COUPLE OF STALLS FOR THE

FRIVOLITY."
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JILLINGS.
self. Considered merely as an article of vcrtu it was about
on a par with the pincushions, but Celia accepted it in the

I HAVE always been very fond and proud of my niece
j spirit with which it had .been offered. And, warned by

Celia. With an exceptionally attractive appearance and a I experience, she did not lock it up in the obscurity of a

personal fascination that is irresistible she combines the

sweetest and most unselfish nature it has ever been my
good fortune to meet. Indeed, she has so excessive a con-

sideration for the feelings of everybody but herself that she

drifts into difficulties which she might have avoided by a

little more firmness. As, for example, in the case of

Jillings. Celia and Jack have been married six years ;
he

cabinet, nor contrive that some convenient accident should
befall it, wisely preferring

" to bear those ills she had than

fly to others," etc. And so it still remains a permanent
eyesore on her mantelshelf.

Then it seemed that Jillings, who, by the way, was not

uncomely, had established friendly relations with one of

the gardeners at the big house of the neighbourhood with
is about twelve years older than she, and a capital good

'

the result that Celia found her sitting-rooms replenished
fellow, though he is said (o have rather a violent temper, j

at frequent intervals with the most magnificent specimens
But he has never shown it with Celia nobody could. Jack

j

of magnolia, tuberose, stephanotis and gardenia. Unfor-
had left the Army on his mar-

1

riage and settled clown in a

pretty little place in Surrey, but

of course rejoined the Service

as soon as the War broke out.

So long as he was in training
with his regiment she took

rooms in the neighbourhood,
but when he was ordered to

the Front about a year ago she
and the children returned to the

Surrey home, and it was then
that Celia engaged Jillings as

parlourmaid. I saw her shortly
afterwards when I went down
to stay for a night, and was
struck by the exuberant enthu-

siasm with which she waited
not over efficiently at table.

Celia remarked afterwards that

Jillings was a little inexperienced
as yet, but so willing and warm-
hearted, and with such a sensi-

tively affectionate disposition
that the least hint of reproof
sufficed to send her into a flooi I

of tears.

I had no idea then nor had
Celia how much inconvenience
and embarrassment can be

produced by a warm-hearted

parlour-maid. Jillings' devotion
did not express itself in a

concrete form until Celia'e

birthday, and the form it took

AT OUR PATRIOTIC BAZAAR.
Derated Stall-Jiolder. "I HARDLY LIKE TO ASK YOU, MB.

THRUSH, BUT THE COMMITTEE WOULD BE BO GRATESTI, IF

YOU WOULD WRITK ONE OF YOUR SWEET VERSES ON EACH
OP THESE EGOS FOE WOUNDED SOLPIERS I

"

was that of an obese and unimaginably hideous pin-
cushion which mysteriously appeared on her dressing-table.
Old and attached servants are in the habit of presenting
their employers on certain occasions with some appropriate
gift, and no one would be churlish enough to discourage so

kindly a practice. But Jillings, it must be owned, was

beginning it a bit early. However, Celia thanked her as

charmingly as though she had been longing all her life for

exactly such a treasure. Still, it was not only unnecessary
but distinctly unwise to add that it should be placed in her
wardrobe for safety, as being much too gorgeous for every-

day use. Because all she gained by this consummate tact

was another pincushion, not quite so ornate perhaps, but
even cruder in colour, and this she was compelled to assign a

prominent position among her toilet accessories.

These successes naturally encouraged Jillings to further

efforts. Celia had the misfortune one day to break a piece
of valuable old porcelain which had stood on her drawing-
room mantelpiece, whereupon the faithful Jillings promptly
replaced the loss by a china ornament purchased by her-

tunately she happens to be one

j

of those persons whom any
strongly scented flowers afflict

with violent headache. But she
never mentioned this for fear of

wounding Jillings' susceptibili-
ties. Luckily, Jillings and the

under-gardener fell out in a

fortnight.
As was only to be expected,

the other servants, being equally
devoted to their mistress, could
not allow Jillings to monopolize
the pride and glory of putting
her under an obligation. Very
soon a sort of competition
sprang up, each of them en-

denvi, uving to out-do the other

,
in giving Celia what they
termed, aptly enough, "little

surprises,'' till they hit upon
the happy solution of clubbing
together for the purpose. Thus
Celia, having, out of the kind-

ness of her heart, ordered an

expensive lace hood for the

baby from a relation of the

nurse's at Honiton, was dis-

mayed to discover, when the

hcod arrived, that it was

already paid for and was a joint

gift from the domestics. After

thai she felt, being Celia, that

it would be too ungracious to

insist on refunding the money.
It was not until I was staying with her last Spring that

I heard of all these excesses. But at breakfast on Easter

Sunday not only did Celia, Tony and the baby each receive

an enormous satin egg filled with chocolates, but I was

myself the recipient of one of these seasonable tokens, being
informed by the beaming Jillings that "we didn't want you,

Sir, to feel you'd been forgotten." By lunch-time it

became clear that she had succeeded in animating at least

one of the local tradesmen with this spirit of reckless liber-

ality. For when Celia made a mild inquiry concerning a

sweetbread which she had no recollection of having ordered

Jillings explained, with what I fear I must describe as a

self-conscious smirk, that it was " a little Easter orfering
from the butcher, Madam." I am bound to say that even

Celia was less scrupulous about hurting the butcher's feel-

ings no doubt from an impression that his occupation
must have cured him of any over-sensitiveness.

As soon as we were alone she told me all she had been

enduring, which it seemed she had been careful not to

mention in her letters to Jack. " I simply can't tell you,
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Old Lady (quite carried away). "How SICE IT is TO HAVE THE TICKET PROFFERED, AS IT WERE, INSTEAD OF THRUST UPON ONE I"

Uncle," she concluded pathetically,
" how wearing it is to

l)e constantly thanking somebody for something I 'd ever

so much rather be without. And yet what else can I do ?
"

I suggested that she might strictly forbid all future

indulgence in these orgies of generosity, and she supposed
meekly that she should really have to do something of that

sort, though we both knew how extremely improbable it

was that she ever would.

This morning I had a letter from her. Jack had got
leave at last and she was expecting him home that very
afternoon, so I must come down and see him before his six

days expired.
" I wish now," she went on,

" that I had
taken your advice, but it was so difficult somehow. Be-

cause ever since I told Jillings and the others about Jack's

coming home they have been going about smiling so

importantly that 1 'm horribly afraid they 're planning
some dreadful surprise, and I daren't ask them what.

Now I must break off, as I must get ready to go to the

station with Tony and meet dear Jack. . . ."

Then followed a frantic postscript.
" I know now !

They 've dressed poor Tony up in a little khaki uniform

that doesn't even tit him! And, what's worse, they've

put up a perfectly terrible triumphal arch over the front

gate, with ' Hail to our Hero' on it in immense letters.

They all seem so pleased with themselves and anyway
there's no time to alter anything now. But I don't know
what Jack will say."

I don't either, but I could give a pretty good guess. I

shall see him and Celia to-morrow. But I shall be rather

surprised if I see Jillings. F. A.

THE WELL-DISPOSED ONES.

(With acknowledgments to the back page of "The Referee.")

BERTRAM BRAZENTHWAITE, Basso-Profondo (varicose
veins and flat feet), respectfully informs his extensive clien-

tele that he has a few vacant dates at the end of 1917.

Comings-of-Age, Jumble Sales and Fabian Society Soirees

a specialite.
Sir Sawyer Hackett, M.D., writes: "The physical defects which

prevent Mr. Brazenthwaite from joining the colours have left his

vocal gifts and general gaiety unimpaired."

Do YOU want your Christening to be a succes fan ? Then
send for HUBERT THE HOMUNCULUS, London's Premier

Baby-Entertainer (astigmatism, and conscientious objec-

tions).
"Hubert the Homunculus would make a kitten laugh." HILARY

JOVE, in The Encore.

High-art pamphlet from " The Lebanons," New North

Road, N.

JOLLY JENKIN, Patriotic Prestidigitator (Group 98).

Nominal terms to the Army, Navy and Civic Guard.

Address till end of week, The Parthenon, Puddlecombe.

Next, Reigate Eotunda.
The Epoch says :

"
Jolly Jcnkin has the Evil Eye. In the Middle

Ages he would have been burnt."

1 Men who are physically fit can be released from clerical duties and

replaced by hen only fit for sedentary occupations." Daily Paper.

Broody, in fact.
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HOW I DINED WITH THE PRESIDENT.

THE TRUTH ABOUT WILSON.
[SPECIAL TO JT.VC//.]

ON Saturday, January 22nd, I

arrived in Washington from Seattle.

The Seattle part is another story.
What I have to tell to-day, here,

now, and once for all, is what I saw of

the PRESIDENT at close quarters outside

and inside the White House and what

happened at the historic dinner-party,
at which I was the only representative
of a belligerent country present.

By a fortunate coincidence Mr.
WILSON arrived at the railway depot
on his return from a game of golf
with his secretary, Mr. TUMULTY, as I

was loitering at the bookstall. I had
never seen either of them before, but

intuitively recognised them in a flash.

Mr. TUMULTY looked exactly as a man
with so momentous a name could only
look. The PRESIDENT was garbed in a
neutral-tinted lounge-suit and wore a

dark fawn overcoat and dove-coloured

spats.
How did the PRESIDENT look ? Well,

his face was obviously the face of a

changed man. Not that he is changed
for the worse. He seemed in the pink
of condition, and his clean-cut profile
and firm jaw radiated inflexible deter-

mination at every pore. No signs of

a moustache are yet visible on his

finely-chiselled upper lip.

1 had no introduction, and no time
was to be lost, so without a moment's
hesitation I strode up to the PRESIDENT
and said,

" Permit me, Sir, as the
accredited representative of a neutral

nation, to offer you this token of re-

spect," and handed him a small Dutch
cheese, a dainty to which I had been
informed he was especially partial. The
PRESIDENT smiled graciously, handed
the offering to his secretary, and said,
" I thank you, Sir. Won't you join
us at the White House at dinner to-

night?" I expressed my acceptance
in suitable terms, bowed and passed on.

The dinner took place in the famous

octagonal dining-room of the White
House, which was profusely decorated
with the flags of the Scandinavian

Kingdoms, Spain, Greece, China, Chile,

Peru, Brazil and the Argentine.
The band of the Washington Post

Office Rifles was ensconced behind a

trellis of olive branches and discoursed
a choice selection of soothing music.

Flagons of grape-juice and various light
and phosphorescent beverages stood
on the sideboard. It was a memorable
scene and every detail was indelibly

impressed on my mind. The PRESIDENT

greeted his guests with the calm dig-

nity proper to his high office. He
does not affect the high handshake of

English smart society, but a firm yet

gentle clasp. In repose his features

reminded me of JULIUS C^ISAR, but
when he smiles he recalls the more

genial lineaments of the great POMPEY.
The general impression created on

my mind was one of refined simplicity.
As the PKESIDENT himself remarked,

quoting THUCYDIDES to one of his

Greek guests, $iXoraXot>/i ^T' fvTi\(ius.

It is quite untrue that the conversa-
tion was confined to the English tongue.
On the contrary all the neutral lan-

guages, except Chinese, were spoken,
the PRESIDENT showing an equal facility
in every one, and honourably making a

point of never uttering two consecutive
sentences in the same tongue. Wai-

topics were rigorously eschewed, and so
far as I could follow the conversation

I only speak five of the neutral lan-

guages the subjects ranged from golf
to hygienic clothing, from co-education
to coon-can.

I do not propose here and now to

state the circumstances in which, on

leaving the White House, I was kid-

napped by some emissaries of Count
BERNSTOHFF, and ultimately consigned
to the Tombs in New York on a false

charge of manslaughter; how I nar-

rowly escaped being electrocuted, and
was subsequently deported to Bermuda
as an undesirable alien. What I saw
and endured in the Tombs is another

story. What really matters is the Bill

of Fare of the PRESIDENT'S dinner,
which was printed in Esperanto and
ran as follows :

Turtle Dove Soup.
Norwegian Salmon Cutlets.
Iceland Reindeer Steak.

Tipperusalem Artichokes and Spanish Onions.
Chaudfroid a la Woodrow.

Irene Pudding.
Dutch Cheese Straws.

Brazil Nuts.

After dinner Greek cigarettes were
handed round with small cups of China
tea and, as an alternative, Peruvian
mate.

THE INVASION.
I THOUGHT being very old indeed,

"
older," as a poem by Mr. STURGE

MOORE begins,
" than most sheep

"
I

thought, being so exceedingly mature
and disillusioned, that I knew all the
worries of life. Yet I did not ; there

was still one that was waiting for me
round the corner, but I know that

too, now.
I will tell you about it.

To begin with, let me describe myself.
I am an ordinary quiet-living obscure

person, neither exalted nor lowly, who,
having tired of town, took a little

place in the country and there settled

down to a life of placidity, varied by
such inroads upon ease as all back-to-

the-landers know : now a raid on the
chickens by a fox, whose humour it is

not to devour but merely to decapitate;
now the disappearance of the gardener
at Lord DERBY'S coat-tails; now a
flood

;
and now and continually a desire

on the part of the cook to give a month's
notice, if you please, and the conse-

quent resumption of correspondence
with the registry office. There you
have the main lines of the existence

not only of myself, but of (thousands
of other English rural recluses. But
for such little difficulties I have been

happy a Cincinuatus ungrumbling.
The new fly entered the ointment

about three weeks ago, when a parcel
was brought to me by a footman from
the Priory, some three miles away, witli

a message to the effect that it had been
delivered there and opened in error.

They were of course very sorry.
I asked how the mistake had

occurred.

"Same name," he said. "The house
has just been let furnished to some

people of the same name as yourself."
Now I have always rather prided

myself on the rarity of my name. I

don't go so far as to claim that it came
over with the CONQUEROR, but it is an
old name and an uncommon one, and
hitherto I had been the only owner of

it in the district. To have it duplicated
was annoying.
Worse however was to come.
I do not expect to be believed, but

it is a solemn fact that within a fort-

night two more bearers of my name
moved into the village. One was a

cowman, and the other a maiden lady,
so that at the present moment there

are four of us all opening cr reject-

ing each other's letters. The thing is

absurd. One might as well be named
Smith right away.

I don't mind the cowman, but the

maiden lady is' a large order. I have,
as I say, lived in this place for some
time at least six years and she

moved into The Laurels only ten days

ago, but when she came round this

morning with an opened telegram that

was not meant for her, she had the

maiden -
ladylikehood to remark how

awkward it was when other people
had the same name as herself. "There

should," she said, "never be more than

one holder of a name in a small place."
I had no retort beyond the obvious

one that I got there first ; but I hope
that the cowman henceforth gets all

her correspondence and delays it. He
is welcome to mine so long as he deals

faithfully with hers.

BALAKN CENTRE HAS

So we observe.

Toronto Mail.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE WILD WEST DRAMA.

THE ROSEBUD OF GINGER'S GULCH.

TIIK GREEK-EYED MONBTKB ON THE TRAIL.

'HE HAS LEFT HIS POCKET-HANDKEECHIEF, AND HE HAS A
COLD IN THE HEAD. I MUST TAKE IT TO HIM."

'YOU HAVE FIVE SECONDS MORE TO LIVE."

V vm
IN THE NICK OP TIME. DARLING !

'
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING YOUNG.
OFFICE-BOY ENGAGING A SUITABLE EMPLOYER.

NEWS FROM KIEL.

(By our Naval Expert.}
AN interesting little item of news in

the daily papers of last Wednesday
may have escaped notice. It appears
that the German Liners which have
been laid up in New York harbour for

the last eighteen months have dis-

covered that their magnetic deviation

has been affected. This is the explan-
ation of the recent movement in the

harbour, when all the Gorman ships
were turned round so as to readjust
their compasses.

*

The special significance of this in-

formation is to be found by taking it in

conjunction with the recent puzzling
reports of movements of the German
High Seas Fleet. It will be remem-
bered that the Fleet was represented in

an enemy official report (with the cus-

tomary exaggeration) as sweeping out

into the North Sea. That was not

readily believe*!, but it was generally
felt that there must be something in it,

especially as all manner of rumours of

naval activity kept coming through
from Scandinavia about the same time.

Our naval experts in this country were

quite at a loss, but to-day the riddle

is solved. What was happening was
that the High Seas Fleet was turning
round.

I have had the good fortune to fall

in with a neutral traveller of the usual

high standing and impartial sympathies
who has supplied a few details. It

seems that great excitement prevailed
at this scene of unwonted bustle and

activity. The operation was carried

out under favourable weather condi-

tions practically without a hitch, the

casualties being quite negligible, and
the moral of the men, in spite of their

long period of enforced coma, being

absolutely unshaken. One and all have
now cheerfully accepted the discon-

certing changes involved in the new
orientation, and window -boxes have
been generally shifted to the sunny
side. .

" On Monday, near Durgerdam, in Holland,
a fresh dyke burst occurred on a length of 50
metres. Over 200 handbags were at once
thrown into the opening without any visible

result.
' ' Provincial Paper.

Still, the sacrifice was well meant.

THE GOLDEN VALLEY.

(HEREFORDSHIRE.)

ABBEYDORE, Abbeydore,
Land of apples and of gold,

Where the lavish field-gods pour
Song and cider manifold

;

Gilded land' of wheat and rye,
Land where laden branches cry,

"
Apples for the young and old

Ripe at Abbeydore !

"

Abbeydore, Abbeydore,
Where the shallow river spins

Elfin spells for evermore,
Where the mellow kilderkins

Hoard the winking apple-juice
For the laughing reapers' use ;

All the joy of life begins
There at Abbeydore.

Abbeydore, Abbeydore,
In whose lap of wonder teems

Largess from a wizard store,

World of idle, crooning streams-

From a stricken land of pain

May I win to you again,
Garden of the God of Dreams,

Golden Abbeydore.
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A GERMAN HOLIDAY.

CHILD. "PLEASE, SIR, WHAT IS THIS HOLIDAY FOR?"
OFFICIAL. "BECAUSE OUR ZEPPELINS HAVE CONQUERED ENGLAND."
CHILD. "HAVE THEY BROUGHT US BACK ANY BREAD?"
OFFICIAL. "DON'T ASK SILLY QUESTIONS. WAVE YOUR FLAG."
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AT THE FRONT.
THKRE is one matter I have hitherto

not touched on,because it hasnothither-

to touched on me, and that is Courses.

The ideal course works like this.

You are sitting up to the ears in mud
under a brisk howitzer, trench mortar

and rifle grenade fire, when a respect-
ful signaller crawls round a traverse,

remarking,
"
Message, Sir."

You take the chit from him languidly,

wondering whether you have earned a

court-martial by omitting to report on

the trench sleeping-suits which, some-

one in the Rearward Services has

omitted to forward, and you read, still

languidly at first ; then you get up and

whoop, throw your primus stove into

the air and proceed to dance on the

parapet, if your trench has one. Then

you settle down and read your message
again to see if it still runs,

" You are

detailed to attend three months' Staff

work course at Boulogne, commencing
to-morrow. A car will be at the dump
for you to-night. A month's leave oil

completion, of course."

But all courses are not like this
;

all

you can say is that some are less unlike

it than others. I was sitting in a warm
billet about twelve noon having break-

fast on the first day out of trenches

when the blow fell on me. I was to

report about two days ago at a School

of Instruction some two hundred yards

away. I gathered that the course

had started without me. I set some

leisurely inquiries in train, in the hope
that it might be over before I joined

up. I also asked the Adjutant whether
I couldn't have it put off till next time

in trenches, or have it debited to me
as half a machine-gun course payable
on demand, or exchange it for a guinea-

pig or a canary, or do anything con-

sistent with the honour of an officer to

stave it oft'. For to tell the truth, like

all people who know nothing and have
known it for a long time, I cherish a

deeply
- rooted objection to being in-

structed.

Unfortunately the Adjutant is one of

those weak fellows who always tell you
that they are mere machines in the

grip of the powers that change great
nations. So on the third day I bought
a nice new slate and satchel and

joined up.
Even now, after some days of intense

instruction, I find my condition is a

little confused and foggy. Of course

it covers practically the whole field of

military interests, and I ought to be
able to win the War in about three-

quarters of an hour, given a reason-

able modicum of men, guns, indents,

physical training and bayonet exercise,

knowledge of military law, and ac-

quaintance with the approved methods
of conducting a casualty clearing station,

a mechanical transport column, and a

field kitchen. The confusion of mind
evident in this last sentence is a high
testimonial to the comprehensive nature

of our course.

Physical training made the strongest

appeal to me. I remember some of

the best words, not perhaps as they
are, but as I caught them from an
almost over-glib expert. Did you know

you had a strabismal vertebra '? or,

given a strabismal vertebra, that it

could be developed to almost any
extent by simply 'caving from the 'ips ?

Take my tip and try it next time you 're

under shell-fire.

To-morrow we break up, and I join
the army. The army has gone away
somewhere while I wasn't looking, and
I shall have to make inquiries about
it. You never can tell what these

things will do when not kept under
the strictest observation. My bit may
have gone to Egypt or Nyassaland or

Nagri Hembilan. But I have a de-

pressing feeling that A 27 .r
>/
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will be nearer the mark, and that I

shall find it meandering nightly to

Bk 171 in large droves, there to insert

more and more humps of soggy Bel-

gium into more and more sandbags. 1

don't want to make myself unpleasant
to the War Office, but I really can't see

why we haven't once and for all built

trenches all done up in eight
- inch

thick steel plates. They could easily
be brought up ready-made, and simply
sunk into position.

They would sink all right ; you "d

just have to put them down anywhere
and look the other way for a minute.

The difficulty would be to stop the lift

before it got to the basement if there

is a basement in Flanders.

There is a tragedy to report. We
were adopted recently by a magpie.
He was a gentle creature of impulsive
habits and strong woodpecking in-

stincts. Arsene we called him. For
some days he gladdened us with his

soft bright eye. But when we came to

know him well and 1 relied on him to

break the shells of my eggs every

morning at breakfast, to steal my pens
and spill my ink, to wake me by a

gentle nip on the nose from his firm

but courteous beak, a rough grenadier
came one day to explain a new type of

infernal machine, and, when we went

out, left a detonator on the table.

I never saw what actually followed,

but we buried Arsene witli full military
honours.

" Ladies' Self-trimmed Velvet Hate for One
Shilling." Nortli-Coimlry Paf.er.

The latest fashion in Berlin.

MORE LIGHT FROM OUR LEADERS.

BY way of a supplement to the

Candle-shade epigrams recently con-

tributed by various distinguished men
and women of light and leading, we
have been fortunate to secure the

following sentiments for St. Valentine's

Day from several luminaries who were

conspicuously absent from the list.

Mr. HARRY LAUDER, the illustrious

comedian, poetizes as follows :

"Let tlvise wha wull compile the nation's

annals,
And guide oor thochts in strict historic

channels ;

Ma Muse prefers, far fra these dull morasses.
To laud the purrrple heather and the lassies."

Mr. STEVENSON, the incomparable
cueist, sends this pithy distich:

': Dig guns arc useful in their way, 'tis true,

But nursery cannons have their uses too."

Miss CARRIE TUDB, the famous so-

prano, writes :

"Butt me no butts. Though carping critics

flout us,
What would DIOGENES have done with-

out us?"

A distinguished actor gives as his

favourite quotation the couplet from
GOLDSMITH :

" A man he was financially unique,
And passing poor on forty pounds a week."

Mr. BERNARD SHAW contributes this

characteristic definition of genius:
"(Icnius consists in an infinite capacity for

giving pain."

The Air Candidate for Mile End
sends the following witty and topical

epigram :

" Mid v,:u-'s alarms there is no time for cooing,
But BILLING may prevent our land's un-

doing."

" We are all familiar with the poetic words :

' There 's many a gem that 's born to blush

unseen, and waste its fragrance on the desert

air.'
" Kilmarnncl! Herald.

Our own ignorance of this gem makes
us blush (unseen, we hope).

"How TO KEEP WAHM. In Groat Britain

1 think a shirt, vest and coat enough covering
for the ordinary man. I wear no more."

llci/nolds Nt'irsptifcr.

No one who follows this advice need

fear a chill. The police are sure to

make it warm for him.

" When Sir Stanley (now Lord) Buckmaster
succeeded Mr. (now Sir) F. E. Smith in the

chief responsibility for the Bureau he made a

point of betting on friendly terms with the

representatives of the Fourth Estate."
Bristol Times and Mirror.

Several of them, it is well known, have

been charged with book-making.

' ' LADY (Young) seeks Sit. in shop : butcher's

preferred ;
would like to learn scales."

Morning Paper,

Why not try a piano-monger's ?
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Sll. "AND ABE YOU ONLY JUST BACK FBOM THE TUENCHE8 ? HOW INTERESTING! YOU WILL BE ABLE TO TELL US THE REAL
TRUTH ABOUT THE KAISER'S ILLNESS."

A DUEL OF ENDURANCE.
OUR butcher's name is Bones. Yes,

I know it sounds too good to be true.

But I can't help it. Once more, his

name is Bones.
There is something wrong with

Bones. Mark him as he stands there

among all those bodies of sheep and
oxen, feeling with his thumb the edge
of that long sharp knife and gazing
wistfully across the way to where the

greengrocer's baby lies asleep in its

perambulator on the pavement. Ob-
serve him start with a sigh from his

reverie as you enter his shop. What
is the matter with him ? Why should
a butcher sigh V

I will tell you. He has been thinking
about the KAISER, the KAISER who is

breaking his heart through the medium
of tho greengrocer's baby.
As all the world knows, between the

ages of one and two the best British
babies are built up on beef tea and
mutton broth

;
at two or thereabouts

they start on small chops. No one can

say when the custom arose. Like so

many of those unwritten laws on
which tho greatness of England is

really based it has outgrown the

memory of its origin. But its force

is as universally binding to-day as it

was in Plantagenet times. Thus,

though numerous households since the

War began have temporarily adopted a

vegetarian diet, in the majority of

cases a line has been drawn at the

baby. That is why butchers at pre-
sent look on babies as their sheet-

anchors. It is through them that they

keep the toe of their boot inside tlie

family door. The little things they
send for them serve as a memento of

the old Sunday sirloin, a reminder that

while nuts may nourish niggers the

Briton's true prerogative is beef.

The greengrocer has given up meat.

But he has done more than this. He
has done what not even a greengrocer
should do. He has broken the tra-

dition of the ages. He is feeding his

baby on bananas.
At first the greengrocer's baby did

not like bananas and its cries were
awful. But after a while it got used
to them, and now even when it goes to

bed it clutches one in its tiny band.
It is not so rosy as it was, but the

greengrocer says red-faced babies are

apoplectic and that the reason it

twitches so much in its sleep is be-

cause it is so full of vitality. He is

advising all his customers to feed their

babies on bananas. Bones does not

care much what happens to the green-

grocer's baby, but be says if it lasts

much longer he will have to put his

shutters up. He is growing very de-

spondent, and I noticed the other day
that he had given up chewing suet a

bad sign in a butcher.

It is a duel of endurance between
Bones and the greengrocer's baby. I

wonder which will win.

'.' Mr. Buxton was severely heckled at the

outset from all parts of tho room. Each time
he endeavoured to speak he was hailed with a

torrent of howls, hoots and kisses."

Provincial Paper.

A notoriously effective way of stopping
the mouth.

From the Lady's column in The
Car :

" Now about this word 'damn.' Of course

you all think it is a good old Saxon word !

Well, prepare for a surprise. It is derived

from the Latin damnere."

Well, we are surprised.

Motto for the next Turkish Revo-
lution : Envcr Renverst.
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Householder. "
BUT, HANG IT ALL, I CAN'T BEE WHY THAT BOMB NEXT DOOB SHOULD MAKE YOU WANT TO it.u

Landlord. " DON'T YOU PERCEIVE, MY DEAB SIR, THAT YOUB HOUSE is NOW SEMI-DETACHED?"

i-j MY REST! '

TONNAGE.
"On, dear," said Francosca, "everything keeps going

up." She was engaged upon the weekly books and spoke
in a tone of heartfelt despair.

"Well," I said, "you've known all along how it would
be. Everybody 's told you so."

"
Everybody ? Who 's everybody in this case ?

"

" I told you so for one, and Mr. ASQUITH mentioned it

several times, and so did Mr. McKENNA."
" I have never," she said proudly,

" discussed my weekly
books with Messrs. ASQUITH and McKENNA. I should
scorn the action."

"That's all very well," I said. "Keep them away as
far as you can, but they'll still get hold of you. The
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER knows your weekly books

by heart."
" I wish," she said, "he 'd add them up for me. He 's a

good adder-up, I suppose, or he wouldn't be what he is."
" He 's fair to middling, I fancy something like me."
" You !

"
she said, in a tone of ineffable contempt." You 're no good at addition."

"
Francesca," I said,

"
you wrong me. I 'm a great deal

of good. Of course I don't pretend to be able to run three

fingers up three columns of figures a yard long and to write
down the result as 7,956 17s. 8(1., or whatever it may be,
without a moment's pause. I can't do that, but for the

ordinary rough-and-tumble work of domestic addition I 'm
hard to beat. Only if I 'm to do these hooks of yours there
must be perfect silence in the room. I mustn't be talked to
while I 'm wrestling with the nineteens and the seventeens

!

in the shilling column."

" In fact," said Francesca,
"
you ought to he a deaf adder."

"
Francesca," I said,

" how could you ? Give me the
butcher's book and let there be no more jeux da mots
between us."

I look the book, which was a masterpiece of illegibility,
and added it up with my usual grace and felicity.

"
Francesca," I said as I finished my task,

" my total

differs from the butcher's, but the difference is in his favour,
not in mine. He seems to have imparted variety to his

calculations by considering that it took twenty pence to

make a shilling, which is a generous error. Now let me
deal with the baker while you tackle the grocer, and then
we '11 wind up by doing the washing-book together."
The washing - book was a teaser, the items being

apparently entered in Chaldee, but we stumbled through
it at last.

" And now," I said, "we can take up the subject of thrift."
" I don't want to talk about it," she said,

" 1 'm thoroughly
tired of it. We 've talked too much about it already."

" You 're wrong there
;

\ve haven't talked half enough.
If we had, the books wouldn't have gone up."
"They haven't gone up," she said. "They're about

the same, but we've been having less."
" Noble creature," I said,

" do you mean to say that

you 've docked me of one of my Sunday sausages and the

whole of my Thursday roly-poly pudding and never said

a word about it ?
"

"
Well, you didn't seem to notice it, so I left it alone."

"Ah, but I did notice it," I said, "but I determined to

suffer in silence in order to set an example to the children."

"That was bravely done," she said. "It encourages me
to cut down the Saturday sirloin."
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Elder to Beadle. "WELL, JOHN, HOW DID YOU LIKE THE STRANGE MINISTER?"

Beadle. "No AVA, ELDER HE'S AN AWFU' FRIGHTENED KIN' A CHAP YON. DID YE NOTICE HOW HE AYE TALKED ABOOT ' oon

ADVERSARY, SATAN'? OoR OWN MEENISTEK JUST CA !

S HIM PLAIN ' DEEVIL ' HE DOESNA CARE A DOM FOR HIM."

" But what will the servants say ? They won't like it."
"
They '11 have to lua>p it then."

" But I thought servants never lumped it. I thought
they always insisted on their elevenses and all their other !

fond privileges."
"
Anyhow," she said,

" I "in going to make a push for
i

economy and the servants must push with me. They won't
j

starve, whatever happens."
"
No, and if they begin to object you can talk to them

about tonnage."
" That ought to bowl them over. But hadn't I better

know what it means before I mention it ?
"

"
Yes, that might be an advantage."

" You see," she said,
" Mrs. Mincer devotes to the reading

of newspapers all the time she can spare from the cooking
of meals and she 'd be sure to trip me up if I ventured to

;

say anything about tonnage."
"Learn then," I said,

of space reserved for cargoes on ships at least I suppose
that 's what it means, and

" You don't seem very sure about it. Hadn't you better
look it up?

"

"
No," I said. " That 's good enough for Mrs. Mincer.

Now if there 's an insufficiency of tonnage
" But why should there he an insufficiency of tonnage ?

"

"Because," I said, "the Government have taken up so
much tonnage for the purposes of the War. How did you
think the Army got supplied with food and shells and guns
and men '? Did you think they flew over to France and

Kg\pt and Salonica?"
"Don't be rude," she said. "I didn't introduce this

question of tonnage. You did. And even now I don't see
what tonnage has got to do with our sirloin of beef."

' that tonnage means the amount

" I will," I said kindly,
"
explain it to you all over again.

We have ample tonnage for necessaries, but not for

luxuries."
" But my sirloin of beef isn't a luxury."
"For the purpose of my argument," I said, "it is a

luxury and must be treated as such."

"Do you know," she said, "1 don't think I'll bother

about tonnage. 1 11 tackle Mrs. Mincer in my own way."
" You 're throwing away a great opportunity," I said.
" Never mind," she said. " If I feel I 'm being beaten

1 11 call you in. Your power of lucid explanation will pull
me through." . E. C. L.

CANADIAN EEMOUNTS.
BEOXCO dams they ran by on the ranges of the prairies,
Heard the chicken drumming in the scented saskatoon,

Saw the jewel humming-birds, the flocks of pale canaries,

Heard the coyotes dirging to the ruddy Northern moon ;

Woolly foals, leggy foals, foals that romped and wrestled,

Rolled in beds of golden-rod and charged to mimic fights,

Saw the frosty Bear wink out and comfortably nestled

Close beside their vixen dams beneath the wizard Lights.

Far from home and overseas, older now and wiser,

Branded with the arrow brand, broke to trace and bit,

Tugging up the grey guns "to strafe the blooming KAISER,"

Up the hill to Kemniel, where the Mauser bullets spit ;

Stiffened with the cold rains, mired and tired and gory,

Plunging through the mud-holes as the batteries advance,
Far from home and overseas but battling on to glory
With the English eighteen-pounders and the soixante-

quinzes of France !
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AT THE PLAY.
" MRS. PRETTY AND THE PREMIER."

I AM not sure that I didn't find Mr.
BOUKCHIER'S " Foreword

"
or Apologia

(kindly given away with the programme)
rather more entertaining than the play
itself. As long as tlie dramatist (a New
Zealander) concerned himself with the

delightfully unconventional atmosphere
of Antipodean politics he was illumi-

nating and very possibly veracious.

But the relations between the Premier
and the widow Pretty, which promised,
as the title hinted, to be the main attrac-

tion, were such as never could have
occurred on land or sea. It was impos-
sible, with this farcical element always
obtruding itself, to take the political
features of the play seriously, as I

gather that we were intended to do ;

and we got very little help from Mr.
BOUHCHIER'S own performance, which
was frankly humorous. In his brochure

he tells us with great solemnity that he
is

" more than pleased to think that

the play may help to demonstrate to

those of an older civilisation how truly
the best of the so-called Labour poli-
ticians strive to serve their country and
their fellow men. . . . Premier ' Bill

'

demonstrates vividly enough that, heart

and soul, he Australian politician de-

votes himself to the uplifting of the

great Commonwealth." Mr. BOUR-
CHIEB'S tongue may or may not have
been in his cheek when he penned
these lofty sentiments, but anyhow it

seemed to be there during most of the

play.
He is on safer ground when he tells

us that "in curiously vivid and pun-
gent fashion this little play outlines

the breezy freshness and the originality
of outlook which almost invariably
characterise the politicians and states-

men of the Prairie, the Veldt and the

Bush, and which more than anything
else perhaps differentiates them from
the men of an older land, hampered
as these latter often are by long and

stately traditions." Certainly, in the

matter of addressing its Premier by
a familiar abbreviation of his Christian

name (an authority who has travelled

in these parts assures Mr. BOURCHIER
that he is

"
quite right :

"
that "people

would call this Premier ' Bill
'

in

Australia ") the new world differs from
the old. I cannot so much as con-

template the thought of Mr. ASQUITH

being addressed by the MINISTER OF
MUNITIONS as "Herb," or even "Bert."
But we have difficulties again with

the Foreword (for I cannot get away
from it) when we come to the question
of the hero's virility. In the play his

secretary says of him,
" Bill 's not a

man, he 's a Premier. A kind of

dynamo running the country at top

speed." Yet the Foreword, after citing
this passage, goes on to insist upon his

"tingling humanity" and hinting at

the need of such a type of manhood at

the present time. "After all," concludes
Mr. BOURCHIER in a spasm of uplift

" after all, what is the cry of the

moment here in the heart of the

Empire, but for ' A MAN Give us a

Man !

' ' But even if we reject the

seci'etary's estimate of his chief as a

dynamo we still find a certain defi-

ciency of manhood in the anaemic
indifference of the Premier s attitude

to women ; an attitude, by the way,
not commonly associated with Mr.
BOURCHIER'S impersonations on the

FIRST LOVE; OR THE JEUNE
PREMIER.

Bill the Premier MR. ARTHUR BounciiiEn.

Mrs. Pretty . , Miss KYRLE BELLEW.

stage. Mrs. Pretty's tastes are, of course,

her own affair, and we were allowed

little insight into her heart (if any), but

I can only conclude that her choice

was governed by political rather than

emotional considerations (" Let us re-

member WOMEN HAVE THE VOTE IN

AUSTRALIA" is the finale of the Fore-

word) arid that what she wanted was a

Premier rather than a Man.
Of the play itself one may at least

say that it kept fairly off the beaten

track. There was novelty in its local

colour, its unfamiliar types and the

episode, adroitly managed, of a pair
of gloves employed to muffle the

division bell at the moment of a crisis

on which the fate of the Government

depended. But the design was too

small to fill the stage of His Majesty's
and it left me a little disappointed. I

was content so long as Mr. BOURCHIER

was in sight, but the part of Mrs.

Prctt;/ needed something more than
the rather conscious graces and airy

drapery of Miss KYHLE BELLEW. The
rest of the performance was sound but
not very exhilarating ; and altogether,

though I hope I am properly grate-
ful for any help towards the realisation

of "Colonial conditions," I cannot

honestly say that Mrs. Pretty and tin-

Premier has done very much for me
(as Mr. BOURCHIER hoped it would) by
way of supplementing the thrill of

An/ac. O. S.

A NAVAL EEYELATION.

Edward Brown's official sheet,
Humble though his station,

Showed a record which the Fleet

Viewed with admiration.

Fifteen stainless summers bore

Fruit in serried cluster ;

Conduct stripes he proudly wore,
One for every lustre.

Picture then the blank amaze
When this model rating

Suddenly developed traits

Most incriminating.

Faults in baser spirits deemed

Merely peccadillos
In that crystal mirror seemed

Vast as Biscay billows.

Cautioned not to over-run

Naval toleration,

He replied in language un-
Fit for publication.

When the captain in alarm
Strove to solve the riddle,

Edward slipped a dreamy arm
Piound that awful middle.

Such a catastrophic change
Set his shipmates thinking ;

Humour whispered,
" It is strange ;

Clearly he is drinking."

Ever more insistent got
This malicious fable,

Till he tied a true-love's knot
In the anchor cable.

"During December, 1GG1, meals for neces-

sitous school children were provided at Chorley
at a cost of id. per meal per scholar."

Provincial Paper.

In gratitude for the Restoration, we

suppose. Hence the watchword, "Good
old Chorley!"

" Summoned for permitting three houses to

stray on Stoke Park on the 19th inst. . . .

defendant admitted the offence, but said that

some one must have let them out by taking
the chain off the gate." Provincial Paper.

It seems a reasonable explanation.
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Officer (to Tommy, who IMS been using tin; whip freely).
" DON'T BEAT HIM

;
TALK TO HIM, MAS TALK TO HIM !

"

Tommy (to horse, by way of opening the conversation).
" I COOM FROM MAKCHESTF.R."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE latest of our writers to contribute to tlis growing
literature of the War is Mr. HUGH WALPOLE. Ho has
written a book about it called The Dark Forest (SECKER),
but whetber it is a good or a bad book I who have read

it carefully from cover to cover confess my inability to

lifride. It is certainly a clever book, and violently unusual.
I doubt whether the War is likely to produce anything else

in the least resembling it. For one thing, it deals with a

pbaso of the struggle, the Russian retreat through Galicia,
about which we in England are still tragically ignorant.
Mr. WALPOLE writes of this as lie himself has seen it in his

own experience as a worker with the Russian Red Cross.

The horrors, the compensations, the tragedy and happiness
of such work have come straight into the book from life.

But not content with this, he has peopled his mission witli

fictitious characters and made a story about them. And
good as the story is, full of fine imagination and character,
the background is so tremendously more real that I was
constantly having to resist a feeling of impatience with the
false creations (in Macbeth's sense) who play out their un-
substantial drama before it. Yet I am far from denying
the beauty of Mr. WALPOLE'S idea. The characters of

Trenchard, the self-doubting young Englishman, who finds

reality in his love for the nurse Marie Ivanovna, and of

the Russian doctor, Scmi/onov, who takes her from him,
are exquisitely realized. And the atmosphere of increasing

mental strain, in which, after Marie's death, the tragedy of

these three moves to its climax in the forest is the work of

an artist in emotion, such as by this time we know
Mr. WALPOLE to be. The trouble was that I had at the

moment no wish for artistry. To sum up, I am left witli

the impression that an uncommonly good short story rather

tiresomely distracted my attention from some magnificent

war-pictures.

As Field-Marshal Sir EVELYN WOOD, V.C., in Our Fighting
Services (CASSELL), begins with the Battle of Hastings and
ends with the Boer War there is no gainsaying the fact

that his net has been widely spread. To assist him in the

compilation of this immense tome the author has a fluent

style and to judge from the authorities consulted and
the results of these consultations an inexhaustible in-

dustry. The one should make his book acceptable to the

amateur who reads history because he happens to love it,

and the other should make it invaluable to professionals
who handle books of reference, not lovingly, but of necessity.
And having said so much in praise of 8ir EVELYN I am

\

also happy to add that he is, on the whole, that rare thing
an historian without prejudices. Almost desperately, for

instance, he tries to express his admiration of OLIVER
CROMWELL as a soldier, although he quite obviously detests

|

him as a man. I find myself, however, wondering whether

j

Sir EVELYN, were he writing of CROMWELL at this hour,
would say,

" Fcr a man over forty years of age to work
hard to acquire the rudiments of drill is in itself remark-
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able." Even when allowance is made for the differences

between the seventeenth and twentieth centuries there

would seem to be nothing very worthy of remark in such

energy if one may judge from the attitude of our War
Ofiice to the Volunteers. Naturally one turns eagerly to

see what this distinguished soldier has to say about

campaigns in which he took a personal part, but, although
shrewd criticism is not lacking, Sir EVELYN'S sword has

been more destructive than his pen. In these days of

tremendous events this volume may. possibly be slow to

come to its own, but in due course it is bound to arrive.

I find, on referring to the "
By the same Author" page of

The Lad With Wings (HUTCHINSON), that other reviewers. of

"BERTA RUCK'S" novels have been struck by the "charm"
of her work. I should like to be original, but I cannot
think of any better way of summing lip the quality of her

writing. Charm above every-

thing else is what The Lad
With Wings possesses. It is a

perfectly delightful book, mov-

ing at racing speed from the

first chapter to the last, and so

skilfully written that even the

technically unhappy ending
brings no gloom. When Gweniia
Williams and Paul Dampier,
the young airman she has mar-
ried only a few hours before the

breaking out of war, go down to

death together in mid-Channel
after the battle with the German
Taube, the reader feels with
Leslie Long, Givenna's friend,
" The best time to go out ! No
growing old and growing dull. . .

No growing out of love with
each other, ever ! They at least

have had something that noth-

ing can spoil." I suppose that

when Mrs. OLIVER ONIONS is

interviewed as to her literary
methods it will turn out that

she re - writes everything a

dozen times and considers

was going to come of it. For my own part I suspected we
were in for yet another version of Cinderella, with Delia
snubbed by the smart guests, and eventually united, as
like as not, to young Lord Polwhele. However, Miss
DOROTHEA TOWNSHEND, who has written about all these

people in A Lion, A Mouse and a Motor Car (SIMPKIN),
had other and higher views for her heroine. True, the
house party was ultra-smart ; true also that there was one
woman who spoke and behaved cattishly ; but it was a

refreshing novelty to find that throughout the tale the ugly
sisters, so to speak, were hopelessly outnumbered by the

fairy godmothers. Later, the visit led to Delia's going as

governess to the children of a Eussian Princess, and find-

ing herself in circles that might be described as not only
fast but furious. Here we were in a fine atmosphere of

intrigue, with spies, and Grand Dukes, and explosive golf
balls and I don't know what beside. It is all capital

fun
; and, though I am afraid

the political plots left me un-

convinced, the thing is told with
such ease and bonhomie that it

is saved from banality ;
even

when the amazing cat of the

house-party turns up as a female
bandit and tries to hold Delia

1 and her Princess to ransom.
And of course the fact that the

period of the tale is that of the

earliest motors gives it the

quaintest air of antiquity.
Somehow, talk of sedan chairs

would sound more modern than
these thrills of excitement about
six cylinders and "smelly
petrol." In short, for many
reasons Miss TOWNSHEND'S book

provides a far brisker enter-

tainment than its cumbrous
title would indicate.

"I HAVEN'T HAD ANY ADDRESS FOR THE LAST FEW MONTHS,

Mr. STEPHEN GRAHAM is fast

* .
' becoming the arch -

interpreter

sft of Holy Eussia. In The Way
of Martha and the Way of

SO THE AUTHORITIES HAVE OVERLOOKED ME. I 'D LIKE TO
! Mary (MACMILLAN) he

fifteen hundred words a good
' JOIN ALL RIGHT, BUT THE MISSUS CAN'T SPARE ME. I 'M A with even more than his cus-

day's work; but she manages BIT OP A FISHERMAN AND I PLAY THE CONCERTINA. Now, tomary zeal to his good work,
in The Lad With Wings to

WHAT SORT OF AN ARMLET DO I GET?"
wishing herein_ specifically to

convey an impression of having written the whole story
at a sitting. The pace never flags for a moment, and
the characters are drawn with that apparently elt'ortless

skill which generally involves anguish and the burning
of the midnight oil. I think I enjoyed the art of the

writing almost as much as the story itself. If you want
to see how a sense of touch can make all the difference,

you should study carefully the character of Leslie, a

genuine creation. But the book would be worth reading if

only for the pleasure of meeting Hugo Sivayne, the intel-

lectual dilettante who, when ho tried to enlist, was rejected
as not sufficiently intelligent and then set to painting
omnibuses in the Futurist mode, to render them invisible

at a distance. A few weeks from now I shall take down
The Lad With Wings from its shelf and read it all over

again. It is that sort of book.

When old Lady Polwhele asked the Reverend Dr. Gwyn
to let his daughter Delia go with her as companion to a

very smart house party, I doubt whether the excellent man
would have given so ready an assent had he known what

interpret Eussian Christianity to the West. A pas-
sionate earnestness informs his discui'sive eloquence. I

cannot resist the conviction that he has the type of mind
that sees most easily what it wishes to see. He moves

cheerily along, incidentally raising difficulties which he

does not solve, ignoring conclusions which seem obvious,

throwing glorious generalisations and unharmonised contra-

dictions at the bewildered reader, too bent on his generous

purpose to glance aside for any explanations. Perhaps
this is the best method for an enthusiast to pursue. He
certainly creates a vivid picture of this strangely unknown
allied people, with its incredible otherworldliness, its broad

tolerant charity, its freedom from chilly conventions, its

joyous neglect of the hustle and fussiness of Western life,

its deep faith, its childish or childlike superstitions, the

glorious promise of its future. An interesting even a

fascinating rather than a conclusive book.

A Super-Bridegroom.
"In his seventy-third year the Earl of has made his third

matrimonial venture this week." Yorkshire Evening Post.
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CHARIVARIA.
MANY early nestings are recorded as

tho result of the mild weather, and at

least, one occasional visitor (1'oloninn

li/nn/iiffr) has laid eggs in various parts
of the country. ... ...

Says a learned correspondent of

The OlifH'rrrr: "There may be funda-

mental differences between observed

phenomena without affecting the

validity of a strict analogy ;
and after

all an analogy is based upon presented
similarities. It is sufficient if the

sameness should apply to particular
attributes or occurrences found by in-

duction to have similar relationships
or consequences." It looks, after all, as

if some of our Museums wanted closing.

The "
popular parts

"
of tho Natural

History Museum are to remain open,

though it is still felt by the Govern-

ment that, at a time when the practice
of frugality is incumbent upon every-

body, the spectacle of stuffed animals

may tend to have a demoralising effect

upon the young. .

From Tho Evening News : -

"OUR DAILY WAR-TIME MENU.
Fish Pie.

Salt Beef. Turnips or Carrots.

Baked Potatoes.
Banana Pancake.

Coffee."

This will gratify those who believed

that our contemporary's diet consisted

largely of brimstone.
'

*
'

It is reported from Holland that

Germans there are refusing German
nole-;. In the United States however

they are still accepted at their face value.

It is understood that the Govern-
ment

recruiting authorities, with whose
jfii il'i'x/irit all Trafalgar Square is ring-
ing, have definitely rejected a proposed
placard that says

"WILL YOU 'ATE NOW
OR WAIT TILL MARCH 8?"

The Admiralty has announced that

lea-fishing is included among the cer-

tified occupations exempted from the

provisions of the Military Service Act.
The suggestion that the other kind of

fishermen should be rejected for psy-
chopathic reasons has been bitterly
resented by some of our most per-
sistent anglers. ... ...

"Many of the men,
"

writes a corre-

spondent at one of the Fronts,
" have

apparently been without shirts for some
time, and consequently the Army auth-

orities, with that kindly consideration
which always distinguishes them, have

V.A.D. u'li'dma'ul, -V..4. (to kitclien-maid) . "I'M REALLY A UNIVERSITY LECTURER;
BUT AT A TIME LIKE THIS WE ARE ALL HUMAN BEINGS."

issued to the men a new pair of pants
all round." ... ...

A bird-eating spider has just arrived

at the Zoo. While its diet is com-

monly confined to quite small birds the
animal is understood to have expressed
extreme confidence in its ability to eat

eagles, if only to show that its heart is

in the right place.V
"
Germany's sea dogs," says the

j

Jierlhifr Tti<i<'l>ititt,
" cannot content

themselves much longer with merely
showing their teeth." This is obviously
unfair to TIRPITZ'S tars, most of whom

have not hesitated to show their tails

also. ,.
:;

.

*

The KAISER at Headquarters lifted

his glass to KING FERDINAND, this

being the kindliest way of intimating
that he has Bulgaria on toast.

: *

It is rumoured that the Government
has offered the control of our anti-

aircraft defences to the Office of Works,
but that Mr. LULU HARCOURT has de-

clined the responsibility, adding, how-
ever, that he will gladly repair any
damage done by Zeppelins to the
Hower-beds in his department.
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THE WORD OF A GERMAN.
YOUR troth was broken ere the trumpets blew ;

Into the light with unclean hands you rode ;

Your spurs were sullied and the sword you drew
Bore stain of outrage done to honour's code.

And you have played your game as you began.
Witness the white Hag raised by shattered ranks,

The cry for mercy, answered, man to man
And the swift stroke of traitor steel for thanks.

Once bitten we were twice a little shy,
And then forgot ;

but with the mounting score

Our old good-nature, tried a shade too high,
Stiffens its lip and means to stand no more.

So now, when you protest with bleating throat,

And broider round your wrongs a piteous tale,

Urging the Neutral Ones to take a note

That we have passed outside the human pale ;

The world (no fool) will know where lies the blame

If England lets your pleadings go unheard ;

To grace of chivalry you Ve lost your claim ;

We 've grown too wise to trust a Bosch's word.

O.S.

THE BILLETING CAPTAIN.
MY job is to ride on ahead of the regiment, whenever we

leave the trenches, and secure accommodation for men and

horses in the place allotted to us. For billeting purposes
there aro four kinds of villages behind our front : the good,
the indifferent, the positively bad, and the village of E
It was to R that I was ordered on my first errand of

tliis kind. On the road I met a friend who holds the same

post in his regiment as I do in mine. I told him where I

was going, and he grinned.
" You '11 find all the doors

locked when you arrive," he said. " The Mayor is away
on service and you won't get any help from his wife.

She 's the most disagreeable woman I ever met, and is

known for miles round as a holy terror." When at length
I reached my destination I sent the rest of the party in

search of barns and stables, proceeding myself towards the

village pump, which I had been told was always a good

place to work from. But there was little sign of life here.

The place was deserted, except for one old man who was

supporting himself by the pump handle, while with a stick

in his other hand he tried to strafe a hen that had

inadvertently run between his legs.
" Bon jour, M'sieur," I said by way of a start.
"
Cigarette anglaise !

"
replied the patriarch.

I offered my case and was presently being entertained

with reminiscences of the war of soixante-dix. By the

time that he had finished his cigarette he had gone further

back into history and was vividly describing the retreat

from Moscow under the First Napoleon, on which occasion

I gathered that he had caught a severe cold. There was

evidently little help to be gained here, so leaving my vener-

able friend amid the Russian snows I went to the nearest

house and knocked. Presently a key turned and the door

was opened for about three inches by an old woman.
" lion jour, Madame," I said in my best French

;

" I seek

a bedroom, if possible one with a bed in it."

She looked me up and down for a moment, then with

a " Pas compris
"
shut and locked the dcor again.

In the next house they were more obliging. A stout

gentleman opened the door and informed me that unfor-

tunately he possessed only one bed, which was shared by
himself and his family of six children. But as M'sieu was

a member of the entente, and if .he. could find no other
accommodation But here I fled. Thus it was from
house to house, and when later my N.C.O. reported his

arrangements for men and horses satisfactory 1 had only
managed to secure one miserable little room. So desperate
had I become by this time that I determined to face the

Mayor's wife, in spite of my friend's advice. Accordingly
I turned towards a house labelled Mairie, and entered the

garden, where a small child was playing. I think without

exception he was the ugliest little boy I have ever seen,
but I am a father when home on leave, and he smiled at

me in such a nice friendly way that I stopped and pecked
at his cheek as 1 passed.
When I looked up I saw a grim face regarding me over

a pot of geraniums in the window. "Now for it!" I

thought, and was presently face to face with the formidable

ladj-, who asked me in broken English what my business

might be. "Madame," I said, "you see a ruined captain
before you. I have been sent to this village to find twelve

bedrooms for my Colonel and brother-officers. Also a

mess-room and an office. In one hour I have secured one

room, and even now the regiment is arriving," for as I

spoke the O.C. and some of the others came riding up. On
seeing me they dismounted, and before Madame could say

anything she and I were the centre of a little group of

officers.

"Well," said the O.C., "what luck? We're looking
forward to real beds again, I can tell you !

"

I felt myself growing red.
" The men and horse* arc

arranged for, Sir," I stammered, and then suddenly a

voice at my side took up the tale: "And if you will come
wiz me I shall 'elp ze Captain to show to you ze roams 'e

'as found." Unable to utter a word, I bowed, and we
followed Madame to the first house at which I had earlier

tried so unsuccessfully. She knocked at the door like a

fury, and no sooner was it opened than she went in with-

out more ado, and we after her. " I have come to show
M'sieu the Colonel the room that you have prepared for

him," she said in her own language to the old woman, who
stood bowing and smiling as hard as she could. Then she

opened a door and took us into the nicest room imaginable.
" 'Ere I 'ope YOU will be 'appy, my Colonel," she con-

tinued. " Zis is ze best room ze Captain could find for

you. Also I 'ope you will find Madame aimable ;

"
and

here she looked at the old woman, who started bowing

again harder than ever. It was the same at all the other

houses. Passing from one to another she commandeered
room after room, even managing .to wrest a bed from the

father of six
;
and I verily believe that the inhabitants

would have burned their dwellings to warm us had the

little lady ordered it. All the while she maintained the

fiction that I had arranged things previously.
"I 'ave just come wiz ze Captain to see everyting CK-S

what you call spick," she said on leaving us.

"And a very good business you have made of it," said

the O.C. to me approvingly. Still greatly puzzled, I

returned to thank my benefactress.^. After expressing my
gratitude I ventured to tell her that she had been much
kinder to me than I had been led to expect.
"But 'ave I not see yen keei my little son?" she

said gravely.
"
Ah," I said to myself,

" that 's it !

"
and, stooping down

to where he was playing, I did it again with added warmth.

From the transactions of the Royal Dublin Society :

" Professor HUGH RYAN, M.A., D.Sc., and Mr. M. J. WALSIC, M.So.
' On Desoxyhydrocatcchintetramethylether.'

"

We are not surprised that it took two of them to tackle it.
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SAINT VALENTINE'S DAY IN THE FATHERLAND.
3t cbanceti tbat on tljc fourteenth Bay of JFebruavn tljc bon CupiD straneo into tbc precincts of f oti.,.....,

anb came all unahmres upon tbe 0lar lioro ; tnbo, oceming Ijim to be an alien babe, cssajica to make a

characteristic cn& of bim.
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Disgusted Instructor. "Now THEN, NONE o' THEM PEACE TACTICS! 'ERE I'M TRYING TO TEACH YER 'ow TO KILL THE ENEMY,
AND YER GOEB AND KISSES *IM I

"

BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
WAK FASHIONS.

Park Lane.

DEAREST DAPHNE, People are going
to the theatre a good deal, but not in

the old way. We wait in the queue
now, and work our way up into the

gallery. We leave the stalls and boxes
to ces autres. "

Olga
"
has created a

simply charming queue-coat, heavy
grey frieze, with plenty of pockets
and a cap to match with ear-pieces.
You take a parcel of sandwiches to eat

while you're waiting (the dernier cri

is to wrap the parcel in a spotted

handkerchief), and, if you want to he

immensely and utterly right, you '11

walk home and buy a piece of fried

fish on the way for your supper.
A propos, there 's quite a good little

story being told about Lady Goreazure
and these topsy-turvy times. She was
in the gallery at the Incandescent the
other night, and, on coming down,
the gallery people, finding it was pour-
ing in torrents, crowded into the chief

entrance for shelter, to the enormous

disgust of the stalls and boxes, who
were just coming out. A rose-coloured

satin gown with ante-war bai'e arms
and shoulders, an ermine wrap, and a

paste hair-bandeau was paiticularly

furious, and announced loudly that it

was " an abominable shame to mix us

up with the gallery people in this

way." Lady Goreazure thought she
knew the voice, and, turning, recognised
in the angry pink-satin person her

maid, Dawkins, who left her some
months ago to go into munition work.
She's a skilled hand now and simply
coining money, as she told Lady G.

in a hurried furtive whisper, adding,
" Please don't talk to me any more.
I shouldn't like my friends to see that

I know anyone from the gallery."
One of the literally burning questions

of the moment has been how to dispose
of the little lanterns one 's obliged to

carry after dark now that so many
people have given their motors to the

country and stump it or bus it every-
where. Your Blanche has solved the

difficulty and at the same time set a
fashion. My evening boots (what a

different meaning that phrase has from
what it once had, my Daphne !

)
have

darling little teeny-weeny lamps fixed

to their toes, so that one can see

exactly where one 's stepping. With
these boots is worn a toque with a

|

small lamp fastened in a velvet or

1 ribbon cliou in front. The boots are

i for one's own guidance', the toque
illtiminante is to show otltcr gropers

in the darkness that one's coming,
Some people add a chic little hooter,

which clears the way quite nicely and

is simply precious in crossing roads.

Speaking of those who 've given all

their motors to the State and those

who haven't, a new social danger has

bobbed up for the latter the chauf-

feuse. She 's got to be reckoned with,
: dearest. In threatening the single

i

lives of people's eldest sons she 's

leaving even the eternal chorus-girl

|

down the course, and in releasing one

,
man for the Front she 's quite likely
to capture another wlio counts consider'

abli/ more !

The Ramsgates thought they 'd got
a perfect jewel of a chauffeuse smart,

businesslike, knew town well, knew
i when she might exceed the speed limit

and when she mightn't, thoroughly
understood her car and so on. And
then one day Pegvvell came back from

the Front on sick leave. As soon as

he was well enough he went for a drive

every day. Someone said to his mother,
" I wonder you trust your boy out alone

with that chauffeuse of yours." And
Elizabeth Eamsgate laughed at the

caution. " I only wish Thompson were

more dangerous," she said. "There's

safety in numbers, and if she were

younger and prettier perhaps she'd
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switch Peggy's thoughts off that fearful

Dolly de Colty of the Incandescent."
And so IVg\vell went on with his

|

drives, and one day they were out

BO long that his mother was anxious,
and when at last they came hack she

said,
"
Oh, Thompson, you 'vo been

driving Lord Pegwell too far; he's not

strong enough for such long drives; it

\\;is very inconsiderate of you, Thomp-
son." And the chauffeuse tossed up
her chin and cried,

" Not so much
'Thompson,' please!" And Pegwell
chipped in with, "This is Lady Pegwell,
mother, and in future she '11 drive no
one but me !

"

Popsy, Lady Eamsgate, is even more
furious about it than his parents.
"
Ramsgate and Elizabeth have be-

haved like fools," she said to me
yesterday ;

"
they don't know their

world in the least, though they 've lived

in it nearly half a century. What if

the minx wasn't particularly young and

pretty. A clmuffeuse is a novelty,
and when you 've said that you 've said

everything."
Your Blanche is enormously busy

just now editing a book that 's going
to be the sensation of the Spring crop
of volumes. You 're aware, of course,

m'amie, that if a book's even to be
looked at now it must be either Some-

body's Memories of Everybody Else or

Somebody's Experiences in an Enemy
Country. Well, and. so Stella Clack-
nnuman and I, in the hostel we run for

poor dears who 've lost their situations

abroad and have no friends to go to on

coming back here, found among our

guests a bright little Cockney who 's

been what she calls an up-and-down
girl in tbe Royal Palace at Bashbang,
the capital of Rowdydaria. My dearest,
the things that girl has climbed over
and crawled under, and the weather
she's come through, in escaping from
the Eowdydarians and getting back
here ! And the things she 's seen and
heard in the Palace ! It will throw a
flood of light on all sorts of things, and
will certainly make our F.O. sit up_

With the help of a clever photogra-
pher and some imagination we 've

reconstructed the up-and-down girl's
adventures quite nicely. There are

photos of the King of Rowdydaria as
bend of his own army ;

in his uniform
as Colonel of the Hun Rauberund-
morder Regiment; and in the Arab
burnous in which be is to lead an
attack on Egypt. There 's a photo of
the up-and-down girl sweeping a pas-
sage and listening through a key-hole
to a wonderful conversation between
the King of R. and an Emperor who 'd

come to see him (luckily it was in

English and she remembers every
word) :

" You 've got to say you did

^N

\f

"I SAV, OLD GIBL, DO LET ME CABBY SOMETHING."

it."
" But I haven't got any navy I

couldn't have done it."
" I '11 give you

the submarine that did it or lend it

to you. There ! now it 's yours for a
time. You don't depend on the Neu-
tralians for any supplies. So you can
afford to tell them you did it and be

quick about it."
" But you can't ex-

pect even the Neutralians to swallow
that !

" "
Why, you fool, they 'd swallow

anything ! That 's the meaning of their

phrase 'rubber-neck.'" There's a

photo of the Queen of Rowdydaria
coming up at this point, snatching
the broom away, and beating the up-
and-down girl with it, and calling her
"
Spying English Pig." Altogether, my

dear, it 's positively enthralling ! Order

your copy early, for people will be

slaying each other for this book.

Astounding Disclosures of an Up-and-

down Girl in the Eoyal Palace at Hash-

bang will certainly quite quite eclipse
those two other sensations, What a

Buttons Overheard in the Imperial
Pickelhaube Schloss and Amazing Eevc-

lations of a Tweeny in the Pcrhapsbnrg

Hof. Ever thine, BLANCHE.

How to put People at their Ease.
" Tho officer in command, Lieut. Berg, was

exceedingly pleasant, and did all in his power
to put the passengers at their ease and make
them feel comfortable. ... He had a largo
bomb placed in the engine-room, and another

on the bridge, which could be exploded easily

by electricity." Daily Nttcs.

'AMERICA'S LAST WORD FOR
THE HUN.

SIXTEEN PAGES TO-DAY."

Daily Mirror Poster.

These American last words !
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THE WATCH DOGS.

MY DEAR CHARLES, Things go on
here from day to day in a businesslike

and orderly fashion, the comic relief

heing supplied by a temporary, very
temporal'}', man from overseas, who has

operated for a while at our telephone

exchange. Most people, myself included,

are overawed by the dignity and signi-
ficance of our environment here

;
not

so this Canadian. One of our very

greatest was having words witli his in-

strument the other evening. He sup-

posed, wrongly, that his antagonist was
a hundred kilometres away, and he

adjusted his remarks and voice accord-

ingly. Imagine his pain on being in-

formed, from the exchange, in quite a

cheerful and friendly tone,
" I guess

you 're on the wrong string this time,
Mister."

There is also, of course, that never-

failing source of satisfaction, the mili-

tary mess waiter. I think ours, the

other night, excelled all starters in the

art of ellipsis. Our meal was inter-

rupted by a loud bump, crash, cata-

clysm 'and bang. We took it that two
at least of the enemy's great offensives

had begun, centralising on us and open-
ing with the destruction of all our
mess machinery, personnel and platter.

Shortly afterwards Alfred, slightly
flushed, came into the room. We
asked him to lot us know the worst.

All we could gat out of him was,
" I

must 'a' trod on a bit o" fat, Sir."

You will be touched, I am sure, by
the pretty story now current concern-

ing the earnest young subaltern and the

Brigadier. The former was responsible
for the training of an expert section, in

no matter what particular black art ;

the latter called in person one morning
to witness an experimental display.
The apparatus was produced, the Brig-
adier inspected it delicately, and the

section was fallen in, standing near by
in an attitude of modest pride. From
them the Brigadier eventually singled
out a private to do a star turn ; silence

was enjoined while the subaltern should

give, the private the necessary detail

orders. Now the subaltern was one of

the many of us civilians who have a

burning ambition not only to achieve

perfection always, but also to maintain
on all occasions a superlatively military

bearing. Confronted by the private
and expected to order him about, he

hesitated, blushed and at last made it

clear that he simply must, before be-

ginning, have a few words apart in the

General's private ear. With kindly
toleration the General eventually con-

ceded this, and it was then made more
than apparent to him why it was

that the earnest young subaltern wras

reluctant to give his orders to the

private without some explanation in

advance to the Brigadier.
" The man's

surname is Bhyll, Sir," he whispered.
Bod-hats may not always know

much about life in the trenches, but

they can tell you at first hand what

straling was like when there were no
trenches to live in. You will perhaps
care to hear of an adventure of the

good old days, when men wandered
about Flanders on their own, sometimes

attaching themselves to English units,

sometimes to French, and somotimes

marching inadvertently with the Central

Powers. Maps in those days didn't

show you clearly which was your bit

and which was the other fellow's, and

many a time different parties, meeting
in the dark, would be quite affable in

passing, little knowing it was each
other's blood they wore after. My
man, at the moment when we take up
the narrative, was walking about in a

wood, looking for a job. Half an hour
earlier he had besn busily engaged in a

brisk battle, but, owing to his not keep-

ing his mind on it, ho 'd got detached
and now found himself in one of those

peculiarly peaceful solitudes which

only exist in the heart of the war zone.

Whether the battle was over and, if

so, who 'd won it, he couldn't say. In

fact, those being the early confused

days, he didn't rightly know whether
it had been a battle at all or just a little

personal unpleasantness between him-
self and his private enemies. Every-
thing appeared to be exactly as it should

not be
;

he felt that he ought to be
exhilarated with victory or depressed
with defeat, exhausted or maimed, and
not merely covered from top to toe

with mud. He found himself walking
along in a wood, just as he might do at

home, smoking a cigarette and thinking
that this would be a most convenient

moment for a wash and a cup of tea.

As he said, the very last thing he
seemed to be at was war, when sud-

denly, climbing over a small ridge, he
discovered himself face to face with a

hostile sentry, and near him were, at

repose, a knot of other equally repul-
sive Bosches.

It has struck everyone out here,

sooner or later, that it is easy enough
to do the thing if only one could know
at the moment what is the thing to do.

Here was a sentry whose whole recent

education had been devoted to learning

exactly how to deal with new and
unwelcome arrivals. He was furnished

for that very purpose with a rifle

having a carefully sharpened bayonet
at one end of it and a nice new bullet

at the other. There he was, all pre-

pared to deal with an emergency, and

there was the emergency confronting
him. Having had a good look at it, he
contented himself with saying "Halt!
wcr da?" adding as an afterthought
a threatening move forward.

On the other hand, here was our

friend, young and vigorous, in full

possession of all his faculties, too sur-

prised to be even alarmed. His first

tendency was to pass haughtily on or,

at the most, to stop and tell the man
to be more respectful when addressing
an officer. His second was to call to

mind, in a confused mess, all the
brilliant and dashing things a hero
of fiction would, without a moment's
hesitation, havo done in the circum-
stances. Lastly, it was borne in on him
that this was indeed a German

; that

all Germans were, under the new ar-

rangement, sworn to do in all English-
men at sight, and that he himself was,
beneath his mud, one of the last-named.

Being rather the quicker-witted of the

two, he had put in three thoughts to

the other fellow's one ; but the position
showed no improvement, in the result,

and the enemy's second thought, slowly

dawning, was obviously of a more

practical and drastic nature. His un-

decided fidgeting with his rifle 'made
this abundantly clear. No time was
to be lost. Our friend realised dimly
that at all costs he must conceal his

nationality. This promised to be a

matter of languages, never his strong

point. But, there again, he was care-

fully prepared with a series of useful

phrases in various tongues, which he
had learnt up in small and inexpensive
hand-books. The difficulty was to get
on to the right one; his mind, having

got him thus far, refused further assist-

ance. Instead of furnishing him with

the appropriate remark, it merely sug-

gested to him a clearly defined picture
of the outside of the text-book, par-

ticularly emphasizing the elegant hut

inept phrase,
" One Shilling net at all

Booksellers." And what was the use

of that with the sentry's bayonet

rapidly coming to the "On guard"
position ?

It 's a long story, Charles, and it

ended by our friend ingenuously stating

by way of a seasonable ruse, "Pardon,

monsieur, je suis fmncais."
I 'd prefer to leave it at that, but

you are one of those detestable people
who insist on going on after the climax.

So I may as well tell you that at this

point our friend's legs took to action

on their own, no doubt remarking to

themselves as they did so that this

was but another instance of damned
bad Staff work. I sometimes wonder
whether possibly it isn't easier to ba

a limb than a brain.

Yours ever, HENRY.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE PASSIONATE DRAMA.

THK DEMON OF JEALOUSY.

\VHKTCHED WOMAN! WHO is THIS? HENCEFORTH YOU
AUK NO WII--K OF MINE!"

A WOMAN'S ANGUISH.

"
DIE, SCOUNDREL !

" A STRONG MAN'S RAGE.

"Hr, is MY nnoTiiEU FROM AUSTRALIA. You SHOULD NOT
r.i; so HVSTY."

FORGIVENESS.
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Grannie (dragged out of lied at 1.30 A.M. and being hurriedly dressed as the bombs begin to fall).
" NAXCY, THESE STOCKINGS ARE

KOI A PAIR."

LITEEAEY PITFALLS.
The Chronicle publishes a most inter-

esting letter received from Mr. G. B.

BURGIN, who lately, if our memory
serves us right, completed his fiftieth

novel. He writes :

"A hitch has arisen about the publication
of my novel, The Rubber Princess. It deals
with an air raid on London, etc., and it has
been pointed out to me that if it appears before
the War is over it will probably be suppressed,
and that I shall be mulcted in pains and
penalties. I have therefore withdrawn it and
substituted (for the Spring), with Hutchinsons,
The Hut by the Hirer, of which I have great
hopes. It is a Canadian romance, with a

pretty love story and a nice little mystery at

the end."

It will, we are sure, be a consolation

to Mr. BURGIN, to whose agility and

versatility we desire to render our

homage, to learn that he is not singular
in his experience.

Only a few days ago we received a

letter from Mr. Bimbo Posh, the famous
Suffolk realist, recounting the circum-
stances which have led to the postpone-
ment of his eagerly-expected romance,
The Synthetic Sovereign.

It appears that Mr. Posh, a man of

a most scientific imagination, assigned
the rdle of hero in his story to a mar-
vellous automaton. Unfortunately for

him lie was not content with general-
ities, but described the process by
which this artificial superman was pro-
duced in such minute detail that his

publishers realised that it might be

positively prejudicial to our safety to

j

make it known. The sequel had best

be told in Mr. Posh's own pathetic
words :

"At first I was fearfully upset, though con-
vinced by the arguments of my publishers

(Messrs. Longbow and Green-i'-th'-Eye). But
a happy inspiration seized me as I was ascend-

ing the escalator at Charing Cross, arid in

exactly a fortnight I had finished another
: novel, entirely divorced from the present, en-
'

titled, In Dear Old Daffy-land. It is an idyllic

story of Suffolk in the days of the Heptarchy,
founded on an ancestral tradition of the Posh

family. It runs to about 60,000 words, and
Mr. Longbow, who read it at a sitting, thinks

I it the finest thing I have done."

Curiously enough, just as we go to

press comes a letter from Miss Miriam
Eldritch, apologising for the withdrawal

|
of her volume of poems, Attar of Boscs,

in view of the fact that one of the lead-

ing establishments for the distilling

of this perfume is in Bulgaria. Miss

Eldritch, however, has proved fully

equal to the occasion, for by a great
effort she has composed, in little over

one hundred hours, a cycle of one hun-
dred lyrics, to which she has given the

title, at once alluring and innocuous, of

Love in Lavender.

" Perturbabantur Constantinopolitani
Innumerabilibus sollicitudinib us."

[" Constantinople is much perturbed."
Daily JVpss.]

IN flouting Zeus and Themis, his

Heart set on cheating Nemesis,
The Constantinopolitan

Now rues his impious blunders,
And fears approaching thunders

Trinitrotoluolitan.

"Gentleman's dark grey fur lined motor

coat, fit fairly big man, lined with about 150

selected natural musquash skins, real Persian

lamb collar, the property of a peer, in the

pink of condition." The Bazaar.

We trust his lordship will remain so in

spite of the inclemency of the weather.
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JOB'S DISCOMFOBTER.
UNCLE SAM (to Jon). "SAY, PATRIAECH, THEY TELL ME YOU HOLD THE WORLD'S

RECORD FOR PATIENCE. WAL, WE CLAIM TO HAVE GOT A MAN HERE THAT CAN
KNOCK SPOTS OFF YOU1"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
(EXTRACTED FROM Till: DlARY OF ToiiY, M.I'.)

THE LAST CHAPTER.

House of Commons, Tuesday,, \rtth

February. After, on nomination of my
revered master, Mr. Punch, represent-

ing Berkshire in the Commons during
three reigns, under nine Parliaments,

captained in succession by six Premiers,
come to conclusion that I have earned

the right to retire. Two ways of

voluntarily vacating a seat. One l>\ a

call to the Lords. The other by applica-
tion for Chiltern Hundreds. Not having
heard anything about the Peerage, have

adopted latter course. The MKMHEU
FOR SARK, loyal to the last, insists on

following my example.

Accordingly, when House meets to-

morrow, writs will be moved for elec-

tions to fill two vacancies. In ordinary
times this would lead to interesting

episode. Customary for the Chief

Party Whip to move for writ to fill

casual vacancies in his ranks. Would
the Ministerial Whip or the Opposi-
tion Whip come forward to take pre-

liminary step for elections consequent
on retirement of the MEMBER FOE
BARKS and the MEMBER FOR SAHK '?

The closest observer of Parliamentary
procedure or comment is not sure

whether in Party politics they are

Liberals or Conservatives. Cannot
indeed say on which side of the House

they sit. As it happens there is at

this doubly memorable date no division

of parties, consequently no contending
Whips. Writs for Barks and Sark will

accordingly be appropriately moved by
Whip representing united House.

Thirty-five years ago Barks first

sent me to Westminster. Of Cabinet
Ministers then seated on Treasury
Bencli none are alive to-day. GLAD-
STONE, just returned by overwhelming
majority, was Premier; GBANVILLE,
with consummate skill and dainty
humour, led minority supporting Gov-
ernment in House of Lords

; HARCOURT
was at the Home Office ; HARTINGTON,
Secretary of State for War

; CHILDERS
at the Treasury ;

KIMBERLEY at the
India Office ;

at the Irish Office FORSTEH,
with his rumpled hair, his rugged
speech and his gruff manner,

" the

best Stage Yorkshireman of his time."
Much history has been made since

that time. Procedure in the Commons
has been revolutionised, with the result

not only of accelerating ordinary busi-

ness and leading to final issue con-
troversies futilely raging for years, but

radically altering personal tone and
manner of Mother of Parliaments.

Tliat is another story, too lengthy to

be told here. Glad to know I was

j
intimately acquainted with tbe House

and, with rare exceptions, with the

principal personages in either political

camp through a long stretch of older,

more picturesque time.

I close the Diary here, not because 1

am tired of writing it, nor, as continu-

ous testimony indicates, because a

generous public is tired of reading. But
I am not disposed to linger superfluous
on the stage. So I withdraw, carrying
with me my little hag of tricks, the

;

sententious Dog, the cynical SARK and
j

the rest of the contents.

Henceforward some new form will

be given to the "Essence of Parlia-

ment "
which was created hy SHIRLEY

BROOKS, and enlivened by the hand of

TOM TAYLOR.
Business done. TOHY, M.P.'s.

A DIRTY NIGHT.
THE night is starless, with a darkness

so enveloping that it seems to possess

palpability. As we reel westwaid in a

smother of water the miracle of how

any human being equipped with but

five senses can find and keep his course

in the chartless void that envelops us

smites me afresh.

A longing for an atmosphere unim-

pregnated witli petrol eventually sends

me stumbling up the companion-way
to the deck. Gripping tbe rail, ] make

my way forward, and, peering through
the mirk, distinguish a huddled figure
in a sou'wester. Aloof, detached, he

steers tbe shrewdest, swiftest path ever

carved through a wall of blackness on
behalf of dependent fellow-creatures.

" A wild night," I shout.

He turns slightly and answers in a

hoarse bellow,
" The better for us,

mister. Keeps the track clear. Ought
to get in ahead o' time."

The yellow glare from our lights

glances in broken splashes of colour

over the waters, as tbe squat craft

heaves and rolls with rhythmic regu-.

larity. From somewhere below comes
the monotonous throb of tbe protesting

engines. A red light gleams suddenly
on our starboard, and I catch my breath.

/Eons pass, it seems, before a panther-
like clutch at the wheel carries us aside

in time to let tbe offender plunge
drunkenly past. We were near enough
to throw a biscuit on her deck. A swift

exchange of badinage follow?.

"Lost yer job o' puntin' coal -

barges?
"

"Yuss they're usin' donkey-power
instead. I give in your name i'ore I

left, but they 'adn't a spare stable."

After which, the immediate danger
past, we plough our way down a
blurred track on either side of which
lurks Peril in a hundred grim and
invisible shapes.

The temperature, already low, lias

begun to drop steadily, and a fine

drizzle yields to a penetrating chilli-

ness which finds its way to one's

very marrow. I am glad of my heavy
wraps, and inclined, indeed, to envy
the huddled figure, whose coverings
are still heavier. Inwardly 1 wonder
what this clashing of the Nations h;is

meant to him : whether be has wife

and children
;
whether he keeps their

portraits ill some deep-buried pocket
beneath that accumulation of clothing
which engulfs him to the ear-tips.

I am still speculating when a second

figure, moving with the easy gait of

one whose feet have trodden many
docks, climbs the companion-way and
comes forward in leisurely fashion. The
fellow is no stranger; already, as I

caine on board, I had a glimpse of that

grizzled, masterful jaw and keen eyes.
He peers past mo towards his mate.

"Elf!"
" Yuss?"
" Seed anyfink o' young 'Arry lately ?

'

" Not me! "

"
Well, I 'ear'e done a bit in the lead-

slingin' line at a place called Wipeis,
an' they 've been an' stuck some sort

o' French medal on 'is chest."
"
Blighter owes me fourpence, any-

way," roars Elf; and I infer that

neither of them has a high opinion
of 'Arry's character from the civilian

point of view.

Follows an interval filled with small

confused sounds the staccato note of

a bell, the soft thud of a passenger's

body as ho is jerked unexpectedly
against the rail, the pietutosquo ripple
of bis expostulations with Providence.

A lamp, burning with unusual and

illegal garishness, gives mo light enough
to examine my watch. It indicates

the proximity of midnight. I realize

that I am incredibly stiff and cold, and
am tormented by visions of unattain-

able comforts.

At last 1 am conscious of a lino of

dimmed lights, of a distant roar of

escaping steam, of a violent quivering
motion that indicates the slackening
of speed. We come to a sudden halt.

The voice of Elf rises triumphant.
"Bill!"
" Yuss ?

"

" Two minutes arter !

"

" Knowed we 'd do it !

"

And as I stumble blindly forth it is

borne upon me that the last Baling
motor-'bus has ended her journey with
five minutes to spare.

"
Egypt is placidly awaiting the event, with

the absolute conviction that the Turks and
Cn/niians will get the boating of their lives in

the Sinai Desert." Civil and Military Gazette.

They certainly won't get it on the Suez
Canal.
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A MODEST SUGGESTION FOB A
NEW HUNNISH CANTICLE.

"KAisr.n WANTS Ni:\v NATIONAL HYMX."
"Westminster Cazette" Heading.

"Ho shall have it." Mr. 1'nncli.

GOD of our Fathers, God of old,

Who hast for us such sympathy,
Cast as Thou art in German mould,

Again wo raise our voice to Thee:

Omnipotence, wo need Thy hand
In air, on sea, canal and land !

The English (who, Then knowest, hide

Contemptibly upon an
islo)

No doubt on Thee have also cried,

According to their native guile;

Presumption could no further go
In those who plunged the world in woe.

Thou wouldst not hearken to a race
Possess3d of that inhuman Fleet,

So cruel, arrogant and base,
So steeped in rancour and deceit.

'T\vas they, remember, they alone,
'Who forced this Burden on Thine own!

Bless, rather, us! our arms! our cause!
Pour on us Thy protecting love !

Sanction our fractures of Thy laws,

By U,s beneath, by Zeps above!
Relieve us in this dark impasse ;

Bless all our efforts ; bless our gas !

Deal gently with us should we tend

Presuming as Thy favoured Bace,
All flushed to own so great a Friend
To dereliction into grace !

Deal gently with us, Lord, should we
Once deviate to decency !

And Him, from Whom such blessings
flow,

Our WILHELM, first of Sons of Light,
Whose one ambition is to show
Mankind the rightfulness of Might ;

Bless Him, and forward His device
To make an Earthly Paradise !

And should some other star up there

(For all the stellar space is Thine)
Demand Thy more immediate care,
And thus divert Thee from the Bhine,

Thou need'st but mention it, and He
Thy Viceroy hero will gladly be !

" WANT OF FOOD.
Salonika.

On returning to Salonika after an absence
of a month, I find the situation much relieved
as a result of the deportation of tho enemy
Consuls and the energetic measures adopted

] the town of the numerous pie; pre-
viously infesting it." Provincial Paper.

The headline seems justified.

" I bought a brochure, which explained that
tin- Kmpi'ror \v.is not physically ill, but his
metal condition was upset" owing' to tho war."

Evening Paper.

Another allusion, we suppose, to the

depreciation of the Mark.

Nervous Young Officer (to 'bus conductor).
" FIRST SINGLE TO OXFORD CIRCUS.'

[Tho authorities have recommended that officers should travel first-class.]

"Lord Crewc and Lord Lansdowno have
addressed tho following Whip to tho members
of the House of Lords : On February 15 an
address will be moved in tho House of Lords
in answer to His Majesty's Speech. Wo
venture to express tho hopo that Your Majesty
will find it possible to attend in your place on
that day." Yorkshire Evening Post.

Wo have heard of the Sovereign People,
but the Sovereign Peers are new to us.

"In the course of the match, Brelsford, tho
United half-back, and Glennon, tho Wednes-
day forward, were ordered off the field for

fighting. Upwards of 16,000 spectators wit-
nessed the match." Birmingham Post.

Mr. Punch will gladly furnish any of

tho players, or eligibles amongst the

16,000 spectators, with the address
of a field where fighters will certainly
not be "ordered off."

ZEPPELIN NOISES,
affected by all sounds,

"ANIMALS AND
SIB, The dat is

according to its weakness or its strength.

Morning Payer.

We have often noticed the same thing
about the cog.

" TYPIST and Shorthand Clerk. Required
at once for invoicing a young lady, accustomed
to tho drapery trade preferred."

Daily Chronicle.

Not an easy post. Some young ladies

are so unaccountable.

"Washington, Jany. 17. Mrs. Emmeline
Pankhurst the suffragette leader now under

j
parole in New York will be formally admitted

I

to the United States soon after her papers
reach Washington. President Wilson is op-
posed to her execution." Bermuda Colonist.

A merciful man, this WILSON.
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At this vigorous denunciation the whole audience rose and
cheered for a quarter of an hour.

A CONTROVERSY.
(From Our Own Correspondent in America.)

i.

YESTERDAY President WILSON addressed a monster

gathering of business men at Ponkapog. He said that it

was a cruel

without ideals

ideals far beyond any question of making money and would 1 thus admit the legality of the torpedoing of the Lii-iiti/iti<i

The situation is easier. Count BEHNSTORFF has declared
in an interview that the German Government is prepared

I misconception to hold that Americans were
j

to accept the American formula if the word "
legality

"
ho

als. As a matter of fact they cherished their ' substituted for the word "
illegality." Germany would

(lie rather than submit to acts which were an outrage on
our common humanity. In declaring that there was such

a thing as being too proud to fight he had, of course, meant
that there was such a thing as being only too proud to

fight for what was just and right. This was the American

attitude, and lie therefore advocated national preparedness
which might possibly imply
such an increase in America's

naval and military forces as

few people except himself had

yet dreamt of. At this point
the audience rose en miisae

and cheered for ten minutes.

Nothing could show more

clearly than this speech how

intensely critical are the rela-

tions between America and

Germany over the Lnsitiiniti

case. There has been a wild

panic on the New York Stock

Exchange. A prominent
banker has expressed the

opinion that Count BKRN-
STORFF will receive his pass-

ports to-morrow.

11.

Count BERNSTOHFF has not
called on Mr. LANSING to-day.
This is considered a symp-
tom of the utmost gravity,
and the exchange value of

the German mark has receded

ten points.
in.

Count BERNSTORFF was
closeted with Mr. LANSING
for two hours this afternoon.

Relations are evidently!
strained to a very danger-
ous point, and the worst is feared.

IV.

The situation has appreciably improved, and the contro-

versy has been narrowed down to the use or omission of

the word "
illegality." The American Government insist

that Germany should admit the illegality of the torpedoing
of the Lusitania, but for this Germany is not yet prepared,
though she is willing to make a formal expression of regret
at the death of American citizens, whom, she is ready to

declare, she did not intend to destroy. Colonel ROOSEVELT
spoke last night at the dinner of the Associated Progressive
Manufacturers. He said no touch of infamy or feebleness
had been omitted by the present Administration in their

conduct of negotiations with Germany. They had per-
formed the miracle of causing every true American to blush
for his country. When you met a rattlesnake you didn't

waste time in arguing with it or nattering it. Your duty
was to shoot it or knock it on the head, or, preferably, to

employ both methods in order to rid the world of a danger.

and express regret at the death of American citizens.

Count BERNSTOHFF points out that Germany has thus gone
very far towards meeting the American demand. He hopes
and believes that two great civilised nations will not fall

out over so small a matter as the use or omission of the
two letters /, 1, at the beginning of a long word.

VI.

Mr. LANSING has in a polite
note expressed himself un-
able to accept Count BEUN-
STOHFF'S offer as a full satis-

faction of America's demands.
The sands are evidently run-

ning out, and there is serious

danger of the negotiations

proving abortive. In the

meantime a sharp Note has
been addressed to England
in regard to her interference

with American commerce.
Six munition works were

yesterday blown up. The

outrage is attributed to Ger-
mans. President WILSON
is carefully considering his

action.

THE ARMLET IN BOREIBODABOO.
'The Old Man. "Tms HOT SPELL MAKES ME GLAD THAT I'M

TOO OLD TO ATTEST."

The "Lusitania" Crisis.

' ' The Vienna Correspondence
Bureau emphasises the gravity of

the situation, and says that the

negotiations are interrupted. This

interruption, it is added, is as it

came from the cow. ' '

Yorkshire Post.

Not, as you might have ex-

pected, from the WOLFF.

"To prevent the eyes watering
when peeling onions, let the tap

drip on theni. This keeps the fumes from rising, and if wanted for

frying they can easily be dried in a cloth afterwards." The Matron.

Thanks, but we hardly ever want to fry our eyes.

'The Primate had the novel and undesirable experience of bring
shelled by the enemy, one shell in fact bursting within twenty-five

yards of him. The arrangements for this part of his visit were

mostly made by the Rev.
,
C.P." Xorthern Wh'uj.

Humorous fellows, these Army chaplains.

" Fou SALE. Imported, fresh arrival of Japanese Poodles, very
handsome, with a long silken hair, smart, and pick up anything
taught. Rs. 200 per pair." Tinicft of India.
" And beauty draws us with a single hair.''

" What would he say to a chemist who could not translate a common
tag for example, roui tetigisti acer?

"
Morning Paper,

We give it up, like the chemist.

"GENERAL (good, refined) for modern non-basement clergyman's
house." Daily Chronicle.

The reverend gentleman does not mention his ecclesiastical

views ;
but we gather that he is not an Arian.
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OUR VILLAGE ENTERTAINMENT.
Boy (explaining}. "You SEE, AUNTIE, THE FELLER THAT'S GOING OUT HAS GOT A GRUDGE AGAINST THE OTHER CHAP."

EAILVVAY BHYMES.
WHKN books &ve pow'rless to beguile
And papers only stir my bile,
For solace and relief I flee

To Bnidshaw or the A. B. C.,
And find the best of recreations
In studying the names of stations.

is not much among the --i's

To prompt enthusiastic praise,
But B is infinitely better,
And there are gems in ev'ry letter.

The only fault I have with Barnack
Is that it rhymes with Dr. HABNACK;
Barbon, Beluncle Halt, Bodorgan
Resound like chords upon the organ,
And there 's a spirit blithe and merry
In Kvercreech and Egloskerry.
Park Drain and Counter Drain, I'm sure,
Are hygienically pure,
But when aesthetically viewed
They seem to me a little crude.
I often long to visit Frant,
Hose, Little Kiniblo and Lelant ;

And, if I had sufficient dollars,

Bibley's (for Chickney) and Neen Sollars;
Shustoke and Smeeth my soul arride
And likewise Sholing, Sole Street, Shide,
But I 'm afraid my speech might go
Awry on reaching Spooner Bow.

In serious mood I often bend

My thoughts to Ponder and his End,
And when I 'm feeling dull and down'
The very name of Tibshelf Town
Rejoices me, while Par and Praze
And Pylle and Quy promote amaze.

Of all the Straths, a numerous host,

Strathbungo pleases me the most,
While I can court reluctant slumber

By murmuring thy name, Stogumber*
Were I beginning life anew
From Swadlincote I 'd take my cue,
But shun as I would shun the scurvy
The perilous atmosphere of Turvey.

But though the tuneful name of

Horbling
Incites to further doggerel warbling,
And Gallions, Goonbell, Gamlingay
Are each deserving of a lay,
No railway bard is worth his salt

Who cannot bear to call a " Halt."

Encouraging.
"WANTED, GIRL; farmhouse; last lived

wo years." Devon and Exeter Gazette.

The Pinch of War.
" Mr. is having his first show of well-

iiiown Kn^lish Corsets, made specially for
lim." I'rorim-inl 1'tipcr.

Getting Off Cheaply.
"Mark then explained to the police that

they had been 'had.' He was promptly
arrested for falsely representing himself as a
deserter and to-day was fined Os."

Evening Paper.

Judging by the small value attached to
him he might have been the German
mark.

"
LOST, in Annfield, Newhaven, boy's bicycle

(three-wheeled) ; if found in any person's pos-
session after this date will bo prosecuted."

Edinburgh Evening News,

For unlawful acquisition of the extra

wheel, we presume.

From a shop-girl's account of the

great War :

"I shall never forget the Saturday before
that Bank Holiday if I live till I draw my last
breath." Daily Mirror.

She ought to have a fair chance of this.

" Sir Edward Grey has all manner of fine
and beautiful ideals to which we lay no claim.
But the fairy step-mother who was so prodigal
over his cradle yet denied him one gift."

Morning Paper.

Still, it takes an exceptional man to
have a step- mother at birth, fairy or
other.
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AT THE PLAY.
1 CAROLINE."

matter for counsel with her physician
and friend, Dr. Cornish (Mr. DION

BOUCICAULT), who pleasantly diagnoses
middle-age and prescribes a young
adorer, than which no advice could he

his accustomed part of loyal friend and
incense-hearer. She accordingly pro-

poses. Appreciating the difficulty of

directly refusing without discourtesy,
he temporises and appears to fall in

more nicely calculated to restore her
|

with her suggestion that he shall

lost feeling of queenly complacency, announce their engagement to Robert
She sends for young Hex Cunningham

'

and her interfering friends, who are

A BABY, did he hut know it, is only

happy reaching out from the hath for

the soap. When he gets it, lo ! it is

mere froth and bitterness. That,

roughly, is Mr. MAUGHAM'S idea in

Caroline,

If you are to love a woman, for

heaven's sake, says lie, take care that

she 1)6 safe bound beyond your reach.

All attainment is dead-sea fruit. But
how is anyone to believe this depressing
sort of doctrine when the woman in

question is such an engaging divinity
as his Caroline Ashley, interpreted by ginning to understand the dark philo- amiable habit of occasionally putting
Miss IRENE VANBRUGH at the very top , sophy of Mr. SOMERSET MAUGHAM. In about a rumour of his decease. Caro-

(Mr. MARTIN LEWIS), a morbid egoist,
who nourishes a hopeless passion for

her (and others), being well aware of

the paramount claims of Robert. She
contrives to let him know that she is

free, and the youth, whose pet hobby
is hopeless passion, at once sheers off

in alarm. Caroline is learning is be-

promptly telephoned for to hear an

interesting statement. But Cornish

proves himself a WOLFF in sheep's

clothing. Instead of announcing the

engagement he asserts that he has just
seen Stephen Ashley, the husband : a

lie which obtains credence with the

others because of the dead man's

of her form ? The doctrine,

indeed, may be. hanged for

the nefarious half - truth it

is
; but this would still leave

you free to appreciate one
of the most brilliant and

finished pieces of work which
Mr. MAUGHAM has yet done
for the stage. True, it is

merely an airy trifle
;
but it

is almost perfect of its kind.

The action opens on the

momma of the announce-
ment in The, Times of the

death of Caroline's extremely
difficult husband, who h'as

long been a wanderer seek-

ing spirituous consolations

in out-of-the-way places of

the earth. Robert Oldham, a

quite delightful barrister (Mr.
LEONARD BOYNE ; so you
will understand the "delight-

ful"), has worshipped Caro-
line with an honourable

fidelity for ten years, waiting
patiently for the day on
which" she shall be free.-

Well, here is the long
- desired day.

Affectionate, officious friends come to

congratulate each of the pair before

they meet, and each confesses to a

curious chilling sense of dread. When
the embarrassing moment of the tete-

a-tete arrives, Robert, obviously ill-at-

ease and apparently more as a matter
of duty than of eager conviction, sug-
gests that Caroline shall name the day.
She gives him a blank refusal. Both
affect dismay at this queer ending of

their long-deferred hopes, but event-

ually confess, mid peals of their own
happy laughter, their actual relief. So
ends the first chapter.
A later hour of the same day finds

our heroine on her sofa, languid from
the morning's emotions, and indulging
in the luxury of not feeling at all well.

Her world is crumbling. She cannot
do without a slave, and Robert can no

longer fill quite the old role. Clearly a

line, with superb presence
of mind, seeing a glorious

way out of a dilemma, adopts
the lie, contrives a more or

less plausible explanation,
and thus establishes the
status quo ante the grass
widow with the faithful and
contented adorer.

The play, whose only flaw
was a certain rather upset-

ting ambiguity (whether acci-

dental or designed I could not

quite gather) in the last few
sentences before the curtain

fell, was interpreted with a

very fine intelligence. Miss
IRENE VANBHUGH'S superbly
trained talent showed itself

in an astonishing range of

moods tethered in a plausible

unity of conception. Mr.

BOYNE, who is just coming
into his own, scored bull

after bull. Perhaps he didn't

make Oldham quite the Eng-
lishman that the author (I
should say) designed, but

despair she again turns to Robert. They rather an Irishman of that delightfully
become engaged and promptly begin faint flavour -which is so entirely at-

ag A/-

BLIGHTED TROTH.
Caroline Ashley ....... Miss IRENE VANBHUGH.

Robert Oldham . ...... MR. LEONARD BOYSE.

quarrelling about their houses. He tractive. Miss LILLAH MACARTHY, as

objects to her Futurist bathroom ; she, MaudeFulton, a well-preserved bachelor

to his, which is so like a tube station in the most bizarre modern mode, also

that she would bathe in constant appre-
hension of the sudden appearance of a

young man demanding tickets. Robert

a dexterous liar and officious match-

maker, played with her head in her

most accomplished manner and gave

begins to assert his masculine rights to ; full value in the general scheme to a

control these and sundry matters. She : character which the author made a per-
realises (oh, venerable gag of the son when he might have been content

cynics!) that the fetters which would with a peg. Mr. DION BOUCICAULT'S
unite their bodies would put a barrier i physician was as bland a humbug as

between their souls. The engagement ever coined guineas in Mayfair. Mr.
is by mutual consent declared off. MARTIN LEWIS, as a profoundly silly

Eealising, however, in Chapter III., ass, played a difficult hand without
that she needs Robert's devotion more fault. Miss NINA SEYENING, as a con-

than anything else, she conceives a soler of handsome men in trouble, and

plot. Dr. Cornish makes an opportune Miss FLORENCE LLOYD, as Caroline's

call, not this time as a doctor, but as
j

maid, competently rounded off in subsi-

a whole-hearted admirer. With just diary roles the work of the principals,
such an one for my husband, thinks Yes, undoubtedly a brilliant per-

Caroline, Robert could again assume formance. T.
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Huntsman. " GIVE us A BIT o' ROOM! You WAS NEARLY IN MY POCKET THAT TIMK."

Flat-race Jockey. "ROOM? WHY, I WAS NEARLY HALF A LENGTH BEHIND YOU."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE evolution of the long novel appears to be following
that of the human race. Instead of the individual, the

family now threatens to become the central unit. I confess
that, this prospect, as evidenced by Three Pretty Men
(Mi'.THUEN), fills me with some just apprehension. Mr.
(iiLHEiiT CANNAN has set out to tell how a Scotch family,
throe brothers, a mother, and some sisters in the back-

ground, determines to make its fortune in a South Lanca-
shire city (very recognisable under the name of Thrigsby),
and how eventually all but one of them succeed. It is a

long book and a close; and the dialogue (which of its

kind is good dialogue, crisp and illuminating), being printed
without the usual spacing, produces an indigestible-looking
p;ig<i that might well alarm a reader out for enjoyment.
Tho book, in its record of the progress of the three,
.1antic and Tom and John, is really more a study of social

conditions in mid-Victorian Manchester than a work of

imagination. But there is clever character-drawing in

it, especially in Jennie, who from a worldly point of view
is tlio failure of the group, making no money, and drift-

ing through journalism to emigration ;
and in the finely

suggnsted figure of Tibby, the ill-favoured kitchen drudge,
who is his real centre of inspiration. But first and last
it remains a dull business, partly from an entire lack of

humour, partly from the absence of any settled plan that

might help one to endure the dreariness of the setting. Mr.
CANNAN certainly knows his subject, and few novels indeed
have given me, rightly or wrongly, a greater suggestion of

autobiography. But for once the art of being exhaustive
without being exhausting seems to have eluded him.

If you want really to get a picture of war as she is

waged by an obscure unit in the thick of the dirtiest,

dampest and most depressing part, read PATRICK MJvcGiLL's
The lied Horizon (.JENKINS). Hero we meet the author of

The Children of the Dead End and The Hat Pit as Rifleman
3008 of the London Irish, involved in the grim routine of

the firing line reliefs, diggings and repairs, sentry-go's,
stand-to's, reserves, working and covering parties, billets ;

and so da capo. With a rare artistic intuition, instead of

diffusing his effects in a riot of general impressions, he has
confined himself to a record of the doings of his section,
and I have read nothing that gives anything near so

convincing an impression of the truth, at once splendid and
bitter. It is a privilege to bo shown, through the medium
of an imaginative temperament, the fine comradeship of

the trenches, the heroism that shines through the haunting
fear of death, mostly conquered with a laugh, but some-
times frankly expressed in the pathetic desire for a
"
blighty

"
wound a wound just serious enough to send the

envied hero home. You won't get much of the Romance
of War out of this strong piece of work, except the jolly
sort of romance of the little Cockney, Bill, who, when the

regiment in reserve was crouching in the trench under

heavy shelling, cheered it by delivering himself character-

istically as follows : "If I kick the bucket don't put a
cross with ' 'E died for 'is King and Country

'

over me. A
bully beef tin at my 'ead will do, and' 'E died doin'

fatigues on an empty stomach."
"
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If you wore the hero of a novel, the only possible mate
(

If 'tis love that makes the world go round, it is certainly
for the heroine, and, in short, taking you all round, an im-

1

the same force that maintains the circulation of the

portant sort of person, would you not consider yourself
]

libraries. So it is safe to assume that such a title as

hardly treated if you were not allowed to make the girl's , The Little Blind God (MELROSE) is itself enough to pre-

acquaintance till page 311, when you knew there were to i serve the volume that bears it from any wallflower existence

be only three hundred and thirty-two pages in the book ? on the less frequented shelves. But as for the story to

I disagree entirely with Roger Qiiinn, in Miss BEATRICE
j

which Miss ANNE WEAVER lias given this attractive name
KEI.STOX'S The. Blows of Circumstance (LONG), when, re-

' I find it very difficult to say anything, good or bad. Only
viewing the affair, he writes to a friend: "It's amazing |

once did its placid unfolding cause me any emotion, even
that we fell short of perfect understanding." My opinion the mildest. Old Lady Conyers had adopted as companion
is that liorjer did extremely well in the little time he was : one Mistress Barbara Cardeen (need I interpolate that the

given. Of course he had conducted the case for the Crown time is the eighteenth century? O brocade and lavender!

when she was in the dock, charged with murder, and that
;
O swords and candle-light and general tushery !),

whom
formed a sort of bond between
them ;

but even so I don't see

how he could have got much
nearer to a complete under-

standing, considering that the

girl dashed off and committed
suicide almost before he could

get a word in. If my enjoy-
ment of The Blows of Circum-
stance waned towards the end
and the book seemed to me to

lose grip, it was because the

sudden discovery on the part
of Quinn and Amalie Gui/ne
that they were soul- mates was
too sudden to convince ine.

Up to the beginning of the

trial the story has vigour and
an air of probability, with its

careful building-up of Amalie s

curious character and the vivid

description of her life on the

stage and off it in the society
of a drug-taking husband

;
but

from that point on it seemed
to me to fail. In real life all

might have happened just as

it is set down, but real life is

sloppily constructed. A novel
must obey more rigid rules.

Miss KELSTON writes ex-

tremely well, if a trifle too

gloomily for my personal
taste, but she cannot afford

to ignore the laws of con-
struction and hurl her big
situation at the reader with
an abrupt

" Take it or leave

she found playing a violin in

the streets of Bath I should

say the Bath
; let us above all

things be atmospheric ! As her

ladyship had a most eligible

son, and as liarbara the chit!

naturally hadn't a guinea, I

own I was slightly astonished
to find the dowager positively

hurling the young couple at

each other's heads. However,
doubtless Jjttili/ Coni/crs, as

herself a novel-reader, knew
that the thing was inevitable

anyway. But before this there
were of course the misunder-

standings. Mistress Barbara
had, in the violin days, a half-

brother ;
and this gentleman

very obligingly turns up iucoj-
nito at Conyers End, and even

goes to the expense of hiring
rooms in a cottage on the

estate, for no other purpose
in life than that his conspic-

uously clandestine meetings
with the fair Barbara should
be misconstrued as an assigna-
tion. Ha ! out, rapiers ! and
let us be ready for the mo-
ment when Barbara, rushing
between the combatants, re-

her own bosom theceives in

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Officer of Zeppelin (in perfect English).
DIRECT MK TO THE WAR OFFICE?"

PRUSSIAN EFFRONTERY.
WOULD YOU KINDLY

for- etc.

it!

For Thirteen Stories I 've nought but praise,

Although you '11 find when you overhaul them

They 're best described, in the author's phrase,
As "

sketches, studies or what do you call them ?
"

Per DUCKWORTH forward and back you trek ;

You may book right through or choose between a

Peep at Perim or Chapultepec,
Sahara, Hampstead or Argentina.

You may halt, if you will, at phalansteries,
"Where Mescaleros on maturangos

Eat or drink (whichever it is)

Baked tortillas and twang changangos.
Suchlike things come easy as pie
To the author, Mr. CUNNINGHAMS GRAHAM,

And I quite like 'em so long as I

Have only to read and not to say 'em.

blade intended
But of course not enough
blade to endanger the happy
ending. So there you are. A

placid, undistinguished tale, that may be commended as

nourishment or soporific according to the taste and fancy
of the reader.

An Optimist.

"Gentlewoman, bright, owing to War, offers Companionship in

Return for hospitality, laundry, and travelling expenses."
Morning Paper.

"An attack on the compulsory vice bill now before the House of

Lords was made by the president of the conference, William C.

Anderson." Neir York Globe.

Our American contemporary is misinformed. The measure
in question seeks to make virtue compulsory the virtue

of patriotism.

"The following French official communique was issued this

afternoon: 3.25. Bouton Rouge 1, Dordogne '2, Kiteh 3. Eight
ran." Krening Tillies and Echo.

We are sorry that K. OF K. didn't do better.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE threatened shortage of paper

I has led a few unkind persons to

I enquire upon what our diplomatic vic-

I tories arc hereafter to he achieved.
* '.

An interned Gorman was recently

given a week's freedom in which to get

I married, and the interesting question
has now been raised as lo whether his

children, when they reach the age of

twenty-one, will he liable to the Con-

scription Act or will have to be interned

as alien enemies.
... ^
'"*

According to Miss EIJ.EN TKURY hut

little attention has been given by the

critics to the letters in SHAKSPEAKE'S

plays. Wo rather thought that one of

Germany's intelligent young professors
had recently subjected the letters to a

searching analysis, the result being to

establish beyond a reasonable doubt
that England started the War.

''' '

From T)ic Observer :

" Tho King has sent a congratulatory letter

to Mrs. Miinn of Nottingham, who has nine
sons serving in the Army and Navy. This is

believeil to lie a record for one working-class
family."

Though a mere bagatelle, of course, for

the idle rich.
, ^
*

We regret to read of the death from
tuberculosis of one of the most popular
and playful of the Zoological Society's
crocodiles. Death is said to have been
hastened by a severe chill contracted

by the intelligent reptile as the result

of leaving off a warm undervest, the

gift of an elderly female admirer, in

order to pursue, in jest, of course, the

keeper of the reptile house down a drain.

A Persian newspaper entitled

is now being published in Berlin for

the purpose of increasing popular in-

terest in Persian affairs. Its title is

short for " Kavi'h kit nan!" (Beware
of the Bulldog !)

Women who have volunteered to do

agricultural work in place of men
called to the colours will wear a green
armlet, green being selected in prefer-
ence to red on account of the possi-

bility of cows. ... ...

'f

'

The proposal that wives whose
husbands, though of military age, have
not attested under the Derby Act shall

be allowed to wear a ribbon on the left

arm to signify that it is not their fault,
is said to have received considerable

support. .,
:
,

There is no pleasing everybody. Last

ONLY TO THIN*^ THAT

KAISEA WILHE.LM
,

COUNT ZEPPELIN,

VON
TIKPITZ.

AND
CROWN

ALL LOOKED L1KE_THIS OMC

OUGHT WE TO GROW UP?

week Mr. TENNANT told the House of

Commons that hereafter " the Navy
would undertake to deal with all hostile

aircraft attempting to reach this coun-

try, while the Army undertook to deal
with all aircraft which reached these
shores." And now the Horse Marines

|

are asking bitterly why they are not to

I be permitted to share in the great work.

',-

The German Government has put
restrictions on the sale of sauerkraut,
and a hideous rumour is afoot to the
effect that they are preparing to 'use it

on the prisoners by forcible feeding.

It is said of the Chicago moat-packers

that they use every part of the pig

except the squeal. As the result of

the restriction put upon wood pulp an

equally economical process is to be

applied to our old newspapers.

" Several new records were established at

the (leelong wool salos, including '20d. for

merino lambs. Renter."

This revival of the ancient pastime of

chasing the greasy lamb will be of

interest to antiquarians.
* :;-.

From The Irish
'

Times :
" Wanted

Lad as assistant plumber. Experience
not nwasary." After all there is some-

thing to l>e said for the ravages of war.
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ERZERUM: A SET-BACK IN THE HOLY WAR.
KAISEH TO SULTAX.

MY Moslem brother, this is sad, sad news,
So sad that I permit myself to mention

How much it modifies my sanguine views

Of Allah's intervention.

In that combine for holy ends and high
Of which I let him figure as the joint head

I must (bet-ween ourselves) confess that I

Am gravely disappointed.

"Without his help I did the Balkan stunt,

But when I left him to his own devices

To operate upon a local front

He failed me at the crisis.

I could not run the show in every scene,

Not all at once ; and Caucasus was chilly

Fifty degrees of frost, which would have been
Bad for the health of WILLIE.

And then to think that he should let me down
When I was sore in need of heavenly comfort,

Making the Christian free of Erzerum town,
Which, as you know, is

" some
"

fort.

Not that I mind the mere material loss,

But poor Armenia, hitherto quiescent,
Who sees the barbarous brigands of the Cross

Trampling her trusted Crescent !

True, you have spared the major part this pain,
But for the remnant, who escaped your heeding,

My heart (recovered, thankyou, from Louvain),
Once more has started bleeding.

. 0. S.

MY WAR STORIES.
Dm you ever try to write War stories'? I am not

alluding to Press telegrams from Athens, Amsterdam or

Copenhagen, but legitimate magazine fiction. Once I

was reasonably competent and could rake in my modest
share of War profits. But recently dibbers," of the Inter-

national Fiction Syndicate, approached me and said,
" Old

man, do me some War stuff. Anything you like, but it

must have a novel climax."
" Not in a War story," I protested.
" Can you deliver the goods ?

"
said Clibbers sternly.

After that what could I do but alter the stories I had in

stock.

For example there was my fine story,
" Retrieved." The

innocent convict (would that I had the happy innocence
of the convict of fiction !

) emerges from Portmoor. In a few
well-chosen words the genial old prison governor (to avoid

libel actions I hasten to say that no allusion is made to

any living person) advises the released man to make a

new career. The convict marches to the recruiting oflice

and enlists. In a couple of paragraphs he is at the Front;
on the second page he saves the Colonel's life, captures a

German trench on page three, and in less time than it takes

to do it gains the V.C., discovers the villain dying repentant
with a full confession in his left puttee, and embraces the

girl who chanced to be Red-Crossing in the rear of the

German position presumably having arrived there by
aeroplane. This seemed to me both probable and credible

in a magazine. Still a novel climax was needed. After the

few well-chosen words from the prison governor I took the

convict to the nearest public-house, let him discover that

the new restrictions were in force, and brought the story
to a novel conclusion by making him say with oaths to the

recruiting officer that he would be jiggered if ever he
formed fours for such a rotten old country.

I thought that, at any rate, I had provided one surprise
for my readers. Then I turned to my psychological
study, entitled "The Funk." There wasn't much story
in this, but a good deal about a man's sensations when in

danger. I could picture the horror of it from personal

experience, for my rear rank man has nearly brained me
a dozen times when the specials have bayonet drill (I
also have nearly brained but I am wandering from the

subject). Well, the Funk at the critical moment ran away,
but, being muddled by German gas clouds, ran straight into

the German lines. He thought that people were trying
to intercept his flight. In panic he cut them down.
At the last moment he cut the CROWN PRINCE'S smile in

twain. (In fiction, mark you, it is quite allowable to put
the CROWN PRIXCE into the firing line). Then came glory,
the D.C.M. and a portrait of some one else with the

Funk's name attached in The Daily Snaji. However,
novelty was needed. I concluded by leaving the Funk
hiding in a dug-out when the British charged and eating
the regiment's last pot of strawberry jam.

I turned to another romance, entitled " Secret Service,"
and found to my joy that this needed very little alteration.

The hero chanced to be in Germany at the outset of the

war. He was imprisoned at Euhleben, Potsdam, Dantzic,
Frankfort and Wilhelmshaven. Ho escaped from these

places by swimming the Rhine (thrice), the Danube, the

Mouse, the Elbe, the Vistula, the Bug, the Volga, the Kiel

Canal and Lake Geneva. He chloroformed, sandbagged,
choked and gagged sentinels throughout the length and
breadth of Germany. From under a railway carriage seat

he overheard a conversation between ENVEK BEY and
BEHNHARDI. Concealed beneath a pew at a Lutheran
church he heard COUNT ZEI>. and VON TIRP. exchanging
deadly secrets. Finally he emerged from a grandfather's
cfock as the KAISER was handing the CROWN PBINCE some

immensely important documents, snatched them, stole an

aeroplane, bombed a Zeppelin or two on his homeward

way, and landed exhausted at Lord KITCHENER'S feet.

Here came the change. Instead of opening the parcel to

discover the plans of the German staff, the WAR SECRETARY
found in his hand this document :

"
Sausage Prices in Berlin : Pork Sausage, 3 marks 80 pf .;

Horse Sausage, 3 marks 45 pf.; Dog Sausage, 2 marks 95 pf.

Gott mit uns. VVTJLHELM."
I sent the three romances to Clibbers and waited his

reply with anxiety. It came promptly and as follows :-

"Are you mad? CLIHHERS."

Instantly I sent him the first versions of these mag-
nificent fictions. He phoned me at once, "That's the

kind of novelty I want. Send me some more."
You will see "Retrieved," "The Funk," and "Secret

Service
"
in the magazines shortly. Don't trouble if the

titles differ,

story plots.

After all, there are only three genuine Wai-

More Stories of Old London.

(With acknowledgments to
" The Evening Keics")

Mr. George Washington Turpin, Islington, writes :

"I wonder if Mr. G. R. Sims remembers a curious horsey character

known as John Gilpin, who rode in state one day from his home
in the City to the Bell at Kdmonton. I shall never forget the crowd
that assembled to see him pass through Islington. It's quite a

while ago and my memory is not so clear as it might be, but being a

bit of a road-hog he missed the Bell and went on to York or some-
where."
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DUAL CONTROL.
"A KIND OF A GIDDY HARUMFRODITE SOLDIER AN' SAILOR TOO."

KlPLIXO.

[" Sir PERCY SCOTT has not quite left the Admiralty and has not. quite joined the War Office." Mr. Eu.is GRIFFITH, in tlic House.

Since this remark Lord KITCHESEU has announced that the Admiral is to act as expert adviser to Field-Marshal Lord FP.ENCII, who is

taking over the responsibility for home defence against aircraft.]
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THE SIMMERERS.
'I SHALL never shake it off," said Fraucesca. It was

six o'clock and she had just conic in from having tea with

treasurers and secretaries, and then we go ahead and do

things. If we were only left to ourselves we should never
call a meeting of any committee after we 'd once started it.

It 's the men who insist on committees meeting."
"Yes, and on keeping them from breaking their rules."
" What 's the use of having committees if you can't break

their silly old rules ?
"

'Amiable anarchist," 1 said, "let us abandon commit-

some friends.

"Shake what off?" I said.
" My Cimmerian gloom," she said.

" Haven't you
noticed it ?

"

" No," I said,
" I can't say I have. Perhaps if you stood

j tees and return to Mrs. Eowley."
with your hack to the light yes, there 's just a xoiipcon of

j

"
Well," she said,

" we soon got on to the War."

it now, but nothing that I could honestly call Cimmerian."
j

" You might easily do that," I said. " The subject has

"Of course you'd be sure to say that. I can never get its importance. What does Mrs. Rowley think of it?"

you to believe in my headaches, and now you won't notice

my Cimmerian gloom."

"Mrs. Eowley thinks it's all perfectly splendid. She
hasn't the least doubt about anything. She knows the

Francesca," I said,
" I do not like to hear you speak |

uncle of a man whose cousin is in the War Office and often

lightly of your headaches. To me they are sacred institu-
j
sees Lord KITCHENER in the corridors, and he 's quite

tions, and I should never dare to tamper with them. Don't

I always walk on tiptoe and speak in a whisper when you
have a headache ? You know I do, even when you don't

happen to be in the room. If your gloom is the same sort

of thing as your headache
" It 's much worse."
" If it 's only as bad I 'm

prepared to give it a most

respectful welcome. But
what is it all about ?

"

"It 's about the War."
" God bless my aoul, you

don't say so. You 're gene-

rally so cheerful about it and
so hopeful about our \N inning.
What Jias happened to give

you the hump ? We 've
;

blown up any amount of

mines and occupied the cra-

ters, and we 've driven down
several German aeroplanes."

"
Yes, I know," she said,

" I admit all that ; but I 've

just met Mrs. Rowley."
" And a very cheery little

party she is, too."
"
That," said Francesca,

''
is just it."

"What 's just what? "
I said.

" Don't be so flippant."
" And don't you be so cryptic. What 's Mrs. Rowley's

cheerfulness done to you?
"

" I '11 tell you how it happened," she said.
" WT

e met;
'twas at a tea, and first of all we talked about committees."

"Committees!" I said. "How glorious! Are there

Jarge (on a viM to London). "LET'S GO OOP PAST TH' WAR
OFFICE, MARIA. WE MIGHT SEE KITCHENER."

Maria. "WE'LL DO NOTHIN' o' TH' SORT. MORE 'N LIKELY
YOU TWO'D GET TALJUN' AN' WE'D MISS OUR TRAIN."

certain-
" Who ? Lord KITCHENER ?

"

"No, the uncle of the man whose cousin lie's quite
certain the War will be over in our favour before next June,
because there '11 be a revolution in Potsdam and thousands
of Germans are being killed in bread-riots every day, and

|
lots of stuff of that sort."

" I understand," I said.
" You began to react against
it."

"Something of that kind.

She was so terribly serene

and so dreadfully over- con-

fident that I got contradic-

tious and had to argue with
her simply couldn't restrain

myself and then she said

she was sorry I was such a

pessimist, and I said I wasn't,
and here I am."

"
Yes," I said,

"
you are,

and in a state of Cimmerian

gloom, naturally enough.
But you 've come to the

right place no, by Jove,
now that I think of it you 've

J come to the wrong place, the

many I

Yes," she said. ' There 's the old Relief Committee, and
the Belgian Committee, and the Soldiers' Comforts' Com-
mittee, and the Hospital Visitors' Committee, and the

Children's Meals' Committee, and the Entertainments'

Committee and the

"Enough," I said. "I will take the rest for granted.
But isn't there a danger that with all these committees
"I know," she said; "you're going to say something

about overlapping."
"Your insight," I said, "is wonderful. How did you

know ?
"

"I've noticed," she said, "that when men form commit-
tees they always declare that there sha'n't be any overlap-

very wrongest place in the world."

"How's that?"
" Because I met old Captain Burstall out walking, and

he was miserable about everything. According to him we
haven't got a dog's chance anywhere. The Government 's

rotten, the Army 's rotten, the Navy 's worse and the

British Empire's going to be smashed up before Easter."
"
Captain Burstall 's the man for my money. If I 'd only

met him I should have been as cheerful as a lark."

"And that," I said, "is exactly what I am, entirely

owing to a natural spirit of contradiction. I just pulled

myself together and countered him on every point."
" I daresay you did it very well," she said

;

" but if

you 're as cock-a-hoop as you make out I don't see how I 'm

ever to get rid of my depression. I shall be starting to

contradict you next."
" Which," I said,

" will be an entirely novel experience
for both of us. But I '11 tell you a better way ;

let 's keep
silent for ten minutes and simmer back to our usual

condition of reasonable hopefulness."
" I can't promise silence," she said,

" but I '11 back myself

against the world as a simmerer." R, C. L.

ping, and then, according to their own account, they get to
j

work and all overlap like mad. Now we women don't
j SHAKSI> I,;AUB to the Slackers :

worry about overlapping. Most of us don't know what it , ., Dishonour not your mothers
;
now attest," //i-.vv V., Act III.,

means I don't myself but we appoint presidents and
.
Scene I.
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Joan (reading). "Ii SAYS HEBE THAT THIS WAB is ABMAGIDEOX, AND THE END OF TUB WORLD is FIXED FOB THB BEGINNING

OF APRIL."

Darby. "THERE, NOW! I ALWAYS SAID THE KAISEB WOULD WRIGGLE OUT OP IT SOMEHOW!"

ANOTHER AIE SCANDAL.
IF ever I write a Hymn of Hate, or,

at any rate, of resentment, it will not

be about the Germans, but about a

certain type of Englishman whom I

encounter far too often -and shall never

understand. The Germans are now
beyond any hymning, however fervent ;

they are, it is reassuring to think, a

class by themselves. But my man
should be hymned, not because it will

do him any good, but because it relieves

my feelings.
It is really rather a curious case, for

he might be quite a nice fellow and, I

have little doubt, often is ; but he boasts

and Haunts an inhuman insensibility
that excites one's worst passions.
What would you say was the quality

or characteristic most to be desired in

every member of our social common-
wealth ? Obviously there is only one

reply to this question: that he should
be decently susceptible to draughts. If

society is to go on, either we must all

be so pachydermatous as to be able

to disregard draughts, or we must
feel them and act accordingly. There
should not be here and there a strange
Ishuiaelite creature whose delight it

is to be played upon by boreal blasts.

I But there is. I meet him in the train,

and the other day I hymned him.

O thou (my hymn of dislike, of annoy-
ance, of remonstrance began) :

O thou, the foe of comfort, heat,
O thou who hast the corner seat,

Facing the engine, as we say
(Although it is so far away,
And in between
So many coaches intervene,

The phrase partakes of foolishness) ;

thou who sittest there no less,

Keeping the window down
Though all the carriage frown

,

Why dost thou so rejoice in air ?

Not air that nourishes and braces,
Such as one finds in watering-places.
But air to chill a polar bear

Malignant air at sixty miles an hour
That rakes the carriage fore and aft,

Wherein we cower ;

Not air at all, but sheer revengeful
draught !

How canst thou like it? Say ! How canst

thou do it ?

Thou even read'st a paper through it !

Know'st thou no pain ?

Sciatica or rheumatism

Leading to balm or sinapism?
Doth influenza pass thin; by?
Hast never cold or bloodshot eye
Like ordinary Christian folk

Who sit in draughts against their will

And pray they '11 not be ill?

Even in tunnels (this is past a joke)
Thou car'st no rap
Nor, as a decent man \vonld, pull'st the

strap,

But lett'st the carriage fill with smoke
Till all but thou must choke.

Why art thou anti-social thus,

Why dost thou differ so from us ?

Thou pig ! thou hippopotamus !

I don't pretend to be satisfied with

these lines. They are not strong, not

complete. Mr. JOYNSON-HICKS would
have done it more fittingly. Still

they might do a little good some-

where, and every little helps.

Overtime.

"The evidence was that defendants cm-

ployed six youug persons for more than seven

days a week." 1'iwiiicial Paper.

"The organist played as opening volun-

taries tha 'Bridal March' from 'Lohengrin,'

Barnaby's
' Bridal March ' from ' Lohen-

grin,' and Baruaby's
' Bridal March.'

Prorincial Paper.

It was evidently BABXABY'S. Still, we
think WAGNER might have been men-
tioned as his collaborator.

"Iu the current number of the Caiiimon-

icnaltli Canon Scott Holland in his own
inimical manner endorses all that Mr. Carey
has been writing in our columns recently."

Clerical Paper.

The Canon appears to be one of those

jolly people who slap you on the back

as if they would knock you down.
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AT THE
OF recent days

FRONT.
we have almost

stopped protending to be soldiers and

owned up to being civilian labourers

lodged in the War zone. This is felt

so acutely that several leading privates

have quite discarded that absolute

attribute of the infantryman, the rifle.

They return from working parties

completely unarmed, discover the fact

with a mild and but half-regretful

astonishment and report the circum-

stance to section - commanders as if

they had lost one round of small arms

ammunition or tlio last cube from an

iron ration.

The hobby of the civilian labourer

is obstacle -racing. To do this you
require a dark night, the assistance of

some Royal Engineers, an appoint-
ment just behind the front line with

some supervisor of labour whom you
don't know and don't specially want

to, and a four - mile stretch across

country to the rendezvous.

You start out at nightfall and do

good time over the first hundred yards.
Che field consists of forty to eighty

abourers, and one of the idle rich (for-

merly styled officers). At the hundred

yards' mark the Royal Engineers begin
,o come in. Obstacle 1 is a model

trench, built for instructional pur-

poses and now
obstructional account,

place where you can

likely hiding-places. The
rendered pleasant as well

being turned
There 's

get on to

to

one
the

ment, also a fine

1915 R.E. work,

passing the trip

parados without swimming, and if we
started by daylight we might strike

it. We do not start by daylight.

Beyond the trench is a wire entangle-

specimen of early
We may note in

wire eight yards

beyond. We 're getting pretty good
with it now, but in our early days the

R.E. used to get a lot of marks for it.

You go on towards a couple of moated

hedges, whimsically barbed in odd

spots, and emerge into a park or open

space leading into an unhealthy-look-

ing road. It seems all plain sailing to

the road unless you know the R.E.,

in which case you will not be -sur-

prised to find your neck nearly bisected

by a horizontal wire designed to en-

courage telephonic communication.

Eventually you all reach an area

known for some obscure reason if for

any at all as " The Brigade." Here
the R.E. have a new game waiting for

Wo call it
" Hunt the Shovels."

have been instructed 'o draw
you.
You
shovels from the Brigade. The term

covers a space of some thousand square
metres intersected with hedges, bridges,

rivers, dugouts, horseponds (natural
and adventitious), any square metre of

which may contain your shovels.

If you are not behind time so fai-

th is is where you drop a quarter of an

hour. Of course you may just get fed

up and go home. But in that case you
aren't allowed to play again, and as a

matter of fact the game is rather de

rigneiir out here. So you hide your

party behind a sign-post, which tells

you if it were not too dark to read

INFANTRY MUST NOT HALT HF.RE,

and then a lance-corporal with a good
nose for shovels looks through the more

search is

as inter-

esting by the fact that all the Brigade
has been trodden into a morass by
months of shovel-hunting.

Beyond the Brigade the obstacles

really begin. But if you use a revolver

freely for wire-cutting and rope your

party together this prevents anyone

sitting down by the wayside to take

his boots off
" because they draws that

bad" you will reach the rendezvous

assigned to you within an hour of the

time assigned to you. At this point you
will learn that no guide has been seen

or heard of there, and, subsequently,
that the guide was warned for another

square that certainly looks very simi-

lar on the map. But again, if you
know guides, you will guess that he

went straight to the spot where the

job was to be done without bothering
about anything so intricate or super-
fluous as a rendezvous. Anyhow you
will probably end by getting some sort

of casual labour somewhere, some time

or other, and no questions asked so

long as you don't inadvertently dig

through from a main drain into a

C.O.'s dugout.
There is a now joke too, a Red Book

out of which we are gradually becom-

ing millionaires. It is full of comfort

able claims and allowances for gentle
men serving the KING overseas. The

only thing is it takes a bit of working
out. There are so many channels o

enrichment. Thus' in June I forge

the exact date I spent a night in tin

train. Although I had a bed and bee

in bottles all the way from England
not to mention usual meals and par
use of doctor, I became entitled to on

franc ten centimes in lieu of something
which I have now forgotten. (Authority
W. 0. Letter 2719 /

x p V 19 </ 2 ' 15
)

Then a broken revolver is worth n

less than seventy-two shillings, but

have to collect autographs to get thai

Unclaimed groom's allowance I don'

think my groom has claimed it come

tered accountant to account for it

that ought to mean a few pounds
bartered Accountant allowance my
pplication will be returned to me
icause the envelope is not that shade

: mauve officially ordained for the

nclosure of Overseas Officers' Claims.

to nearly four-and-sixpence; and I fin

I have been quite needlessly gettin

my hair cut at my own expense thes

many months.
And yet I am afraid that when

have made it all out and got a chat

TO "LIFE" OF NEW YORK.
rn acknowledgment of its "John Bull

Number.")
N earlier peaceful days your attitude

iVas witty and satirical and shrewd,

Jut, whether you were serious or skit-

tish,

Vlways a candid critic of things British,

"hough, when you were unable to ad-

mire us,

life's
"little ironies

"
were free from

virus.

3ut since the War began your English
readers

lave welcomed MARTIN'S admirable

leaders*

Vhich prove that all that 's honest,

clean and wise
n the United States is pro-Allies
And learned to recognise in Life a friend

On whom to reckon to the bitter end.

3ut these good services you now have

crowned

3y something finer, braver, more pro-
found

Your "John Bull Number," where we

gladly trace

Pride in the common glories of our race,

oodwill, good fellowship, kind words
of cheer,

So frank, so unmistakably sincere,

That we can find (in AUTEMUS'S phrase)
STo "slopping over" of the pap of praise,

But just the sort of message that one

brother

Would send in time of trial to another.

And thus, whatever comes of WILSON'S

Notes,
Of Neutral claims or of the tug for

votes,

Nothing that happens henceforth can

detract

From your fraternal and endearing act,

Which fills your cup of kindness brim-

ming full.

And signals Siirsum corda to John Bull.

* The War Week by Week, as seen from New
York. Being Observations from

"
Life." By

E. S. MAUTIN.

"The Chairman said ho should like to

appeal to the good sense of the inhabitants

of Duffield, through the Press, to do all they
could to darken their windows not only at

the front of the houses, but also at the back.

The Clerk said the Council had no power
to take action in this matter only by per-

suasion, and it was decided that 500 leaflets

should be distributed by the lamplighters to

each house." Derbyshire Advertiser.

And with pulp so expensive, too !
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE PLAY WITH A MORAL.
THE LURF, OP LONDON.

diameters in the Play,

NANCY PRIMROSE. RICHARD GRENFIELD. VERA VAVASOUR.

ARRIVED IN LONDON, RICHARD SPEEDILY PLUNGES INTO
THE GAY LIFE OF THE GREAT METROPOLIS. HE MAKES THE
ACQUAINTANCE OF VEBA VAVASOUR, THE FAMOUS ACTRESS AND
LEADER OF THE SMART SET. HE ENTERTAINS HER TO TEA AT
THE FITZ HOTEL.

RICHARD, WHOSE PREVIOUS INCURSIONS INTO SOCIETY HAD NOT
LKD HIM HIGHER THAN A.B.C. SHOPS, IS UNABLE TO MEET THE
BILL. VEBA REVEALS HERSELF IN HER TRUE COLOURS AND
REFUSES TO OFFER MONETARY ASSISTANCE. THE IRATE MANAGER
THREATENS TO CALL IN THE POLICE. NANCY TO THE RESCUE !

RICHARD GRENFIELD, LEAVING HIS NATIVE VILLAGE TO SEEK
HIS FORTUNE IN LONDON, BIDS ADIEU TO NANCY PRIMROSE, HIS
RUSTIC SWEETHEART. HE SWEARS TO BE TRUE TO HER.

IN THE MEANTIME, ALL NANCY'S EELATIOXS HAVING DIED,
SHE IS THROWN UPON HEB OWN RESOURCES, AND OBTAINS A
SITUATION AS KITCHENMAID AT THE FlTZ. FROM A PLACE
OF CONCEALMENT SHE WATCHES, WITH DISMAY, THE FALSE
BEHAVIOUR OF HEB FORMER LCVER.

NANCY, HAVING WITH HER HARD-EARNED SAVINGS DISCHARGED
THE BILL, IS CLASPED TO HIS BREAST BY RICHARD, WHO THEN
AND THERE ABJURES THE SMART SET AND MAKES STERN RESOLVE
NEVER AGAIN TO FALL A VICTIM TO "THE LUBE OP LONDON."
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Lieutenant. " NOBODY HURT? THEN WHAT THE DEUCE ARE YOU KICKING UP SUCH A now FOB?"
Tommy. "WELL, Sin, LOOK AT THE MESS THEY BLOOMIN' 'Uss 'AVE MADE IN THE TRENCH JUST AFTER I'VE SWEP' IT rr! "

MUSICAL JUMBOMANIA.
"The piano with a thirty-foot keyboard,

forty - five octaves, and five hundred and
twenty-two keys, which Mr. Alfred Butt will
'

present
'

in ' Follow the Crowd '

at the

Empire Theatre, is now in course of con-
struction. Six pianists will play it, and Mr.
Irving Berlin, the composer of ' Watch Your
Step,' is composing some special melodies for
them." Sunday Paper.

THE new Bombastophone which the
Titanola Company are constructing for

Mr. Boomer, the famous War lecturer,
is approaching completion. This re-

markable instrument, which roughly
resembles a double -bassoon, stands
about 45 feet high, and has a compass
of 500 octaves, from the low B flat in

profundis&imo to the high G on the
Doncaster St. Leger line. The use
that Mr. Boomer makes of the Bom-
bastophone is very original and effective.

Whenever he sees that the attention of

his audience is flagging he introduces
an interlude of "

bombination," which
renders lethargy impossible and exer-

cises an indescribably stimulating effect

on the tympanum. The current of air

is supplied by a bellows operated by an

eight-cylinder Brome engine, but Mr.
Boomer works the keys himself, climb-

ing up and down them with a rapidity
which must be seen to be appreciated.

Another instrument which is ex-

pected to work a revolution in the realm
of sonority is the Clumbungo Drum,
on which Mr. Wackford Bum pus
will shortly give a recital at the Albert
Hall. The drum, which is made of

teak and rhinoceros hide, is three
hundred feet in circumference, but only
twenty feet high, and the drumsticks
are of proportionate length. As Dr.

Blamphin, the eminent aurist, remarks,
" The merit of the notes of this momen-
tous instrument is their profound sin-

cerity. They cannot be disregarded even

by the most absent-minded auditor."

HINTS FOE AIR EAIDS.
THE War Office have issued a notice

reminding the public that they are

greatly inconvenienced by persons who
telephone for information during the

progress of an air raid. To avoid a

repetition of the trouble the attention

of the public is called to the following
information :

(1) Elderly ladies may deposit their

lap dogs in the bomb-proof shelter

erected for that purpose in the basement
of the War Office buildings at White-

hall, a charge of one penny per dog
per raid being made.

(2) Persons removed from the in-

terior of motor omnibuses by the

explosion of bombs dropped by airships
cannot claim from the Government a

refund of the fares paid by them.

(3) Persons having reason to believe

that an air raid is in progress are

requested to put on their hats before

leaving the house, as it has been
ascertained that a hard hat is a sub-
stantial protection against falling Zep-
pelins.

(4) For the benefit of editors and
others who are dissatisfied with the

precautions taken to cope with the

Zeppelin peril, Messrs. Selfgrove & Co.
announce th.it their new Strafing Room
will shortly be open to the public.

(5) As the force of a bomb explosion
is largely in an upward direction, those
in the immediate vicinity of a dropping
bomb are advised to assume a recum-
bent position, in which they will enjoy
the added advantage of being indisting-
uishable from the pavement.

(G) As theatre audiences are notori-

ously subject to panic, actor-managers
are earnestly requested to prepare
beforehand some suitable jest with

which, in the event of a bomb entering
the theatre, the attention of the audience
mar be distracted.
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A BLOW FOR THE CRESCENT.
SULTAN OF TURKEY. "ALL-HIGHEST, EEZEEUM HAS FALLEN I"

KAISER. "GOTT I SHOULD SAY, ALLAH STEAFE EUSSLAND1"
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UNDERGROUND GAME.
IT was four o'clock on a wet wintry

morning.
Captain Blank executed an inad-

vertent double - shuffle on a greasy
trench plank and wondered vaguely
why the rain should always come from
the north-east. Presently a figure

squelched up to him and halted.
" "Pis Sergeant O'Hagan, Sorr," it

whispered hoarsely.
"
Well, Sergeant, what is it ?

"

" 'Tis the sintry at Fosse 19, Sorr.

He's reported quare noises in that

inimy sap beyant."
" Been dreaming, I expect," muttered

the Captain, and then added briskly,
" I think I '11 have a listen myself. Go
ahead, Sergeant."

They made their way slowly along
the uneven trench, past silent figures

reclining in various attitudes of ease or

discomfort ; past emplacements where
machine - guns and trench - mortars
were innocently sleeping (with one eye
always open) or being overhauled by
an expert night-nurse. Eventually,
by that instinct common to trench-
dwellers and professional poachers,
they found themselves at Fosse 19,
and with superlative caution crept up
to the sentry.

" What '9 wrong ?
"

whispered the

Captain tersely.
"
Well, Sir," replied Private Blobbs,

" I was standin' 'ere on listenin' duty,
when I 'ears soiuethink movin' very
contagious, so I pops tip me "ead to

'ave a peep. Didn't see nothink, but 1

'ears a pecooliar noise like There

y 'are, Sir."

He broke off abruptly, and, borne

upon the wind, came a series of guttural
murmurs.

" Now wouldn't ut give one a quare
shtart, that ?

"
remarked Sergeant

O'Hagan, sotto voce.
" Um-m," said the Captain thought-

fully.

' " I think Mr. Hamilton had
better have a look round."
A few minutes later, having invaded

the privacy of "Whortleberry Villa,"
he was relentlessly prodding a bundle
of waterproofs.
"Come on, young fella!" ho ex-

claimed when the bundle showed signs
of life; "bombin' party forward.
Brother Bosch is playin' the piccolo
just outside Fosse 19."

The Subaltern scrambled out of bis

wraps and, with incredible dispatch,
gathered together the Davids of his

section. " All guaranteed," so he
boasted,

" to hit the cocoanut every
time."

Accoutred with their infernal

machines, the little band of hope
passed along the trench as silently as

a party of FKNIMOHK Coor-Kit's North-
American Indians.

"
Yes, they 're at home right

enough," muttered the Subaltern, after

a cramped interval of breathless atten-

tion,
" and fairly asking for it."

He proceeded to make his disposi-
tions with the skill and assurance of

an old hand. He was nearly nineteen.
" We 're going to stalk 'em this

time," he whispered to the men ;

"
you

keep on crawling till I say
' Go i

'

Then drop it on them quick."
He slid over the parapet like an eel

and disappeared into the night. In a

few moments the sentry was alone in

the trench. His state of mind was,
from sheer excitement, almost insup-

portable.
After what seemed interminable

hours, at last he heard the clear word
of command, the clatter of tilings

falling and the immediate roar of tlie

explosions. In reply, rifle iire began
to break out along the German lirst

trenches, whilst, overhead, a star-shell

burst into blossom ; then the stutter of

machine-guns joined in the chorus.

The sentry flattened himself like a

poultice against the side of the trench.

Fosse 19 had, among other disadvan-

tages, the reputation of being open to

enfilading by machine-gun fire.

The disturbance died away as quickly
as it had arisen, but there were no
indications that the bombing party
was returning. Private Blobbs danced
with futile impatience and bent his

head to the approved angle of the

expert listener. Suddenly a heavy
body took him in the nape of the

neck.
" Ow !

"
he exclaimed, floundering in

mud and water with an unseen and
inconceivable presence. He clutched

the nightmare of an ear and kicked

violently.
" Look aht, Percy," enjoined a

hollow but reassuring voice,
"
'ere

comes another !

"

Private Blobbs removed himself with
remarkable agility

" Good !

"
exclaimed the Subaltern

when he finally slid into the trench.

"This expedition hasn't quite come up
to expectations, but it 's the nicest

family of pigs I 've seen for some
time."

He flashed an electric torch on to

the disordered carcasses.

"Corporal Leary," he added in-

cisively, "will you kindly see that the

officers' mess is served with fresh

pork?"
He snapped out the torch and, com-

plete master of the situation, started

on the return journey to "
Whortleberry

Villa."

BRINGING THE WAR HOME TO US.

HOUSEHOLD ORDERS.

By Mrs. EMMA PIPP, Commanding
3rd (Home Service) Battalion, The Fire

Guards. February 21st, 1916.

Detail, Orderly Officer . . . Mart/ Ann.
Next for duty .... Sarah Jane.
Charwoman of ...

the day . . Mrs. Susanna Siulilx.

Parade. 9.30 Shopping march under the Com-
manding Officer. Haversacks (for rations) will

be carried.

Infection. 12.0 O.C. Pantry will inspect all

beetle-traps in her charge, and report if

No. 13 (Kitchener pattern) has been found.

Decrease Strength. No. 4 Master T. Pipp,
attached to Sea View Houso School,

Boylon, for discipline.

Promntiim. The Commanding Officcris pleased
to approve of the following promotions :

Under-housemaid Mary Jane, to he

Acting-Sergeant Housemaid ;
Mi*s Jones,

Lady Nurso, to be Nursery Governess.

Leave. No. 1 Father Pipp granted six days'
leave, inclusive of two days for travelling.
Credit with six days' ration allowanc at

Is. iW. per diem.

Baths. Baths will be available for the nursery
on Saturday evening from f> to 7. O.C.

Nursery will report that they have been
taken.

Signalling. The Commanding Officer is pleased
to announce that at the Fortnightly Course
of Glad Hyc, Signalling, No. 2 Gertie

Pipp gained a Flapper's Certificate.

Enquiry. A Couit of Enquiry will assemble
on the -25th inst. for the purpose of enquir-

ing into the circumstances whereby the

wheel of No. 3 Perambulator became
buckled on the 12th inst.

O.C. Nursery will arrange for the

presence of the necessary witnesses, with
the exception of No. 9 Baby Pipp, now
teething.

General Inspection. On the 1st prox., Uncle-
General Towzer, L.S.D., will hold an

inspection of nephews and nieces at

5 o'clock on the front parade lawn.
Dress : Best bibs and tuckers, with

smiles.

A Hint for Slackers.
"
Drilling versus Broad-Casting Oats."

" The British Tropical Committee for War
Films exhibited a further series of pictures of

the British Army in France at the West-end
Cinema House, Coventry-street, yesterday."

The Times.

Very hot stuff, no doubt !

From a description of Sir SAJII 1:1.

EVANS' " Ut do justice" :

"Sir Samuel first heard one summons in

camera, and then took two months of a formal

nature, the time occupied being less than
half an hour." Morning I'aper.

How time does fly when one 's happy.

"WAITED, Rehearse March '20, Comedian
and Chambermaid. Light Comedy (Refined
Part, capable Good Drunken Scene)."

The Stage.

This is what is meant, no doubt, when

people talk of "
elevating

"
the drama.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

FIRST STEPS TO VICTORY: A LEAD FROM OUR LEADERS.

STRIKING EXAMPLE OF WAR-TIME ECONOMY: .Ma. ASQUITH AND MR. HCKENNA SPLIT A CIGAR.

Tuesday, February 15th. To the

regret of all loyal citizens, the curtain

rang up at Westminster to-day without
the now customary Royal Overture.

In the absence of His MAJESTY, the
LORD CHANCELLOR delivered the brief

Speech from the Throne, expressing
the unalterable determination of the

British people and their Allies to defeat

the Power (name not given but possibly

conjecturable)
" which mistakes force

for right and expediency for honour."
To emphasise the unity of the nation
the Address was moved by the Unionist
Earl of CLARENDON and seconded by
the Liberal Lord MUIR-MACKENZIE. It

was agreed to in good time for dinner.

The Commons are not so economical
of time. Mr. IAN MACPHERSON, who
moved the Address, made quite a long
speech. Like Hamlet, it was chiefly

composed of quotations, but they were
all quite apt, and as they ranged from
THUCYDIDES to BURKE, "with BOLING-
BROKE'S Patriot King thrown in, they
pleased the House, which likes these
tributes to its erudition. The seconder,
in khaki, was Col. F. S. JACKSON, a new
Member, who, like the still-lamented
ALFRED LYTTELTOX, had made a repu-
tation at Lord's ere ever he essayed
the Commons. " Jacker" found the new

wicket not quite to his liking at first,

but afterwards scored freely. In con-

gratulating the outgoing batsman the

PRIME MINISTER discovei'ed unexpected
j

knowledge of cricket. " The Hon. Mem- '

ber," he said,
" was making his maiden

speech ; but I doubb if he has ever

encountered a maiden over except,

perhaps, when he was bowling."
In the regretted absence of the Leader

of the Opposition, Mr. STUART-WOHTLEY
as Acting-CnApLiN referred to the dis-

integration of parties under the stress

of war. Now they had only groups,
some designed to help the Government,
some to "

ginger
"
them. Mr. ASQUITH

dwelt upon the growing unity of con-

trol among the Allies, which would
counteract the advantage in this re-

spect hitherto enjoyed by our foes
;
and

noted the amazing growth of the once

"contemptible little" British Army.
He further reminded us that wo had

already incurred liabilities which it

would take us a generation to wipe out ;

and it was the first duty of every pat-
riotic citizen to practise rigid economy.

All very well, said, in effect, Mr.

WARDLE, the new leader of the
Labour Party ; but, if the working
classes are to save, the other classes i

i
must set them the example. All very |

well, said Sir MARK SYKES, hut if we
are going to win the war we must co-

ordinate at home as well as abroad, and
abandon the idea of "muddling through ."

With experience of G. H. Q. and four

public departments, ho asserted that

the men were all right, but the system
all wrong ; and that the proper thing
was to adopt SULTAN OMAR'S plan, and

give the supreme control of the War to

a Cabinet of not more than four mem-
bers, who with no administrative details

to distract them might bo able to " teach

the doubtful battle where to rage."
The PRIME MINISTER listened with

interest but without enthusiasm to this

suggestion. Probably he remembered
that an essential part of OMAR'S scheme
was that if the Four failed to agree

they were to be promptly hanged, and
had himself no ambition to take part
in a String Quartett.

Wednesday, February IGth. The
Trustees of the British Museum are

for the most part grave and reverend

seniors. But they harbour at least one
humourist among them, in Captain
HARRY GRAHAM. I suspect him of

having conceived the notion of choosing
this moment, of all others, to frame a

petition to the House of Commons
praying for more money to enable
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HIGHLANDER AND ZOUAVE (simultaneously) :
"

! ! !'

them to fulfil their trust, and of getting :

Mr. LULU HARCOUBT, himself a mem-
ber of the Government which is closing !

their galleries, to present it.

Sir HENRY DALZIEL is the leader of

one of the "ginger groups" above
referred to. His first exploit in this

capacity was to resist the proposal of

the Government to take all the time of

the House. In his demand that private
Members should still be allowed the

privilege of introducing Bills and hav-

ing them printed at the public expense,
ho had the support of Mr. HOGGE,
Mr. KING, Mr. PBINGLE, Mr. BOOTH,
Sir WILLIAM BYLES, and other states-

men of similar eminence; but the PRIME
MINISTER was obdurate. He accused
the malcontents of lacking a sense of

perspective and expressed the poorest

opinion of their efforts at legislation.
Some of the private Members got

their own back when the first amend-
ment to the Address was moved by
Mr. JoYNSON-HicKS. The Member for

Brentford, who knows the alphabet of

aviation from Aeroplane to Zeppelin,

complained that the air-service, like his !

own constituency in legendary times,
was under Dual Control, and urged ;

that it should be placed under a single

competent chief.

Neither the UNDER-SECRETARY FOR
WAR nor the FIRST LOUD OF THE ADMIR-

ALTY was at all happy in reply. They
resembled a couple of flying pilots who,

having gone up to attack a hostile air-

ship in the dark, search in vain for ah

adequate landing-place. Heckled as to

the exact status of Sir PERCY SCOTT,
for example, Mr. TENNANT could only

say that he "
is still in the position be

icas in." When Mr. ELLIS GRIFFITH
ventured the remark that a personal

knowledge of flying would be a useful

qualification for officers advising the

Government on this subject, Mr. BAL-
FOUB was as painfully surprised as if

he himself had been called upon to

navigate a t. b. d. in heavy weather.

In the absence of any definite sign of

repentance the critics of the Govern-
ment threatened a division, which
would have been awkward and might
have been disastrous. In similar cir-

cumstances Mr. GLADSTONE used to
" send for the sledge-hammer

" mean-

ing Mr. ASQUITH. The present PRIME

MINISTER, when hard pressed, sends

for BONAR. Thus summoned to ride

the whirlwind the COLONIAL SECRETARY
executed a graceful volplane. In a few
frank sentences he admitted that the

Government were very far from being
satisfied with the Air Service, though it

had achieved great things. Further, they
were willing to give another day for its

discussion when they had got through

their financial business. With this con-

fession and promise the critics were
for the time being appeased.

Tlniraday, February lltli. This

being the first day for which Questions
could be put down, Members took full

j

advantage of the opportunity, and pro-
I pounded ninety-nine of them. Ministers

displayed less enthusiasm, and some of

, them were so late in arriving that the

! SPEAKER had to dodge about all over

the paper before the list was disposed
of. Mr. GINNELL was, as usual, well

to the fore with silly rumours. There
is perhaps a subtle connection between

cattle-driving and hunting for mare's-

nests.

The plcasantest feature of Question
time was the tribute paid (with hint of

more substantial rewards to come after

the War) to the gallantry and self-

sacrifice of the officers and men of our

mercantile marine. This furnished an

appropriate prelude to the subject of

the ensuing debate. Mr. PETO and
others sought to press upon the

Government the more economical use

of our merchant shipping. Here they
were forcing an open door. Steps have

already been taken to restrict the im-

ports of luxuries. Ministers are unani-

mous, I believe, in regarding "ginger,"
for instance, as an article whose im-

portation might profitably be curtailed.
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HIGHLAND HOSPITALITY.
IT happened in Scotland it couldn't

have happened anywhere else.

I had heen visiting the MacNeils.

They sy mpathised over my wound ; they
rallied round with tea and toast ; they
provided Scotch whisky. My one ob-

jection to the family was their supremo
confidence in these new-fledged lads

of the Home Defence, whom I as a
Subaltern of the old school who had
done my time at Sandhurst before (In-

War scorned with a dogged contempt
which no degree of argument could kill.

It was when I reached the street

that I realised that fervid fire in the
soul of Scotch hospitality a fire which
brands it as unique in our island story.
In my coat pocket reposed a bottle of

1 leather Dew.
The convalescent home where I was

being wooed hack to brisk health was
situated along the sea-front. Chuckling
at the MacNeils' efforts to modify my
views of our Home Defenders and their

inefficiency, and brooding on the folks'

kind hearts, I paused to light a

cigarette. The wind blew out the

fluttering flame. It also set me sneez-

ing, for I had a bad cold in the head.
I struck another match.

"
Hey !

"
said a voice suddenly behind

me. I swerved, choking hack a sneeze.

"Hey, hey, hey!" some broad Doric

tongue continued.
A heavy hand came plump on my

shoulder; a large Highland face was
pushed into mine

;
a kilt flapped round

Eong bare shanks. I sneezed again.
" Got ye this time, lad !

"
announced

the son of the North, who now appeared
to be a brawny lance-corporal.

"
Sig-

nallin' ye are. Oot to sea. Ah saw ye
blinkin' wi' a licht."

I sneezed again.
" I was'd !

"
I

declared as well as the cold in my
head would allow. "

It was a batch.
I 've dever sigdalled id by life. You 're

wrog quite wrog !

"

He gripped me firmly by the arm.
" Dinna tell me !

"
he announced in

conclusive tones. " Ah ken better !

Ye 're the second spy Ah 've cotched.
Come along, ma freend Fritz ! Ye '11

hae the job o' explaining to the Colonel
whaur ye got that second-lootenant's
uniform."

Hunching his rifle over his shoulder,
he marched me back the way I had
come.

" Where are you takig be to ?
"

I

enquired thickly. "Take be to your
Cobbadig Officer at wudco. I wad to

egsplaid !

"

" Ah '11 hae nane o' your clavers,"
he said shortly.

" Ye 're for the gaird-
room. Dinna tell me ye 're no a Ger-
man wi' a tongue like yon !

"

ECONOMY THE CINEMA DE LUXE.
Mrs. Jones (completing her fourth hour). "I USED TO STAY ONLY TWO nouns;

ONE 'AS TO MAKE THREEPENCE GO FURTHER THESE DAYS."
BUT

"I've god a gold id by head!" I

shouted at him. " I 'b dotaGerbud!
I 'b Lieutedad Dobsod

"

" Hand yer tongue. Ye 're a Choo-
ton. An' ye 're cotched. That 's flat."

I was bundled into a draughty cattle-

shed. The door was slammed. I

sneezed. It was a bright prospect. I

changed my views on the inefficiency
of our Home Defenders. They now
appealed to me as violently efficient.

A night in a tumble-down cow-house !

Desolation ! Then I brightened up :

the MacNeils' whisky. The cork

popped in the silence of the night.
The door opened. A sentry's head

was poked round. Disregarding him,
I raised the bottle to my chattering
teeth. Then the lance -

coi-poral

appeared. With a sudden thought I

offered him the bottle. A strange look

crept across his face. Gingerly lie took
the bottle. Then there was a comfort-
able sound. He drew a hand across
his mouth.
"That's grrand," he said. "Beg

pardon? Sir. It's been ma mistake.

Jock, the prisoner is a Scottish officer.

Let him gang. . . . Thank ye, Sir
;

thank ye for the whisky."

"The Germans ... a whole company
being decimated, the only survivors, a captain
uud seventy men, surrendering."

Pall Hall Gazette.

This indication that the normal strength
of a German company is now only 79
is welcome news.

" The air defence of London is now practic-

ally under the control of the homo forces, of

which Lord French is Commander-in-Chief,
and Admiral Lord French is Coinmandcr-in

Chief, and Admiral the gunnery defences of

London." Provincial Paper.

So now we 're all right.

" The spectacle of the snow-clad trees on tho
London Road, und in other suburban districts,

was pleisa-.it to the eye, although it made
walking a trifle difficult." Leicester Mail.

It is our habit to discourage the

dangerous practice of tree-gazing while
in motion.
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ONCE UPON A TIME.
THE MIRACLK.

ONCE upon a time there was one
Herbert. The doctor being unwilling to

pass him so that there was no chance
that he, in the words of the great joke,
would " march too," he had taken a

situation as a waiter.

Englishmen (it is an axiom) do not
make good waiters

;
nor was he an

exception. But he was conscientious

and painstaking, although clumsy and
of short memory. Still, thisp~
was war-time, and Hans had

gone to Germany and might
now be dead, and Fritz very
properly was interned, and Josef

had sought Vienna once more,
and Pasquale and Giuseppe had

rejoined the Italian flag, and the

only foreigners left were a few

nondescripts, very volubly, in-

deed almost passionately, of

Swiss nationality. In fact, if

this War has done nothing else

it has at least established the
fact that the male population of

Switzerland is far greater than

any one had supposed. Gallant
little Switzerland !

So you see this was Herbert's

chance, and the manager was
glad to get him

;
and Herbert,

who, owing to the slump in

games, had lost his job at an
athletic sports factory and had
certain financial liabilities which
he had long since abandoned

any hope of meeting, was glad
to come. Only by infinite self-

denial and sacrifice did he get

together the necessary capital
for his clothes and the deposit
demanded from waiters against
breakages, theft and so forth.

On his first day as one in

charge of three or four tables

Herbert made some very serious} - Old

minded of the error (little as such

reminding is to the taste of regular

customsrs) ;
on the contrary, he had

never been known to visit the restaur-

ant before. You see, then, how un-

happily Herbert viewed life as he

lav awake in his attic that night,
and very heavy were his feet on his

way to work the next day, with an
overcoat buttoned up to his neck to

hide his evening dress.

It was a cold rainy morning; the

wind raged; and the very indifferent

THE BEST AIR "MINISTER."
WHO shall be Lord of the Air,
Now N. has seen fit to declare,
To his followers' deep despair,
That he can't conscientiously sit

In a Cabinet void of grit ?

For CHURCHILL is tied to the Front,
And MABKHAM is out of the hunt,
And eloquent BERNARD VAUGHAN
From his pulpit can't be withdrawn.

Who shall be Lord of the Air
And take us all under bis care ?

Why, ROBERTSON NICOLL, of

course

A man of colossal force,
With a perfectly splendid gift
For soaring and moral uplift.

For, though nobody so uniquely
Can hearten The British Weekly,
His readers will cheerfully spare
Him to go and remain in the air,

Careering along the inane
In a Nicoll-plated plane
With, to lend him additional

fervour,
Mr. G*nv*N as his "Observer."

mistakes. He was complained
of for slowness, he turned over
a sauce-boat, he broke a gla'ss, and
he forgot to charge for the cigar which
the portly gentleman in the corner had
taken after his lunch. And this cigar
was a half-crown Corona, for the portly
gentleman either had not yet grasped
the full meaning of War economy or

was enjoying one of those periodical

orgies to which even rigid economists
think themselves to be entitled.

Already Herbert had, like Alnascliar
in the Eastern tale, spent in imagination
far more than he could make all the

week, and this blow, with the manager's
abuse to servo as salt in the wound,
sent him home in miseiy. Nor was
it as if the portly gentleman was a

regular customer who could be re-

Ladtj. "An, IT'LL TAKE MORE THAN PREACIUXO TO
THEM

'

ZEPPELINS REPENT !
' '

soles of Herbert's boots absorbed mois-

ture like blotting-paper. Everything
was against him. There was not a

gleam of hope in the future, not a ray
of light. His companions were surly,
the manager was venomous, the bitter

rain fell on. He was in debt and would

get the sack.

It was then that the miracle hap-
pened. Suddenly Herbert, who was

gazing forlornly through the window
at this disconsolate world, waiting,

napkin on his arm, to begin to wait,
heard a voice saying,

" I 'm afraid you
forgot to charge me for my cigar yester-

day." It was the portly gentleman.
Life was not utterly hopeless any
more.

The Mule's Parentage.
"THE BEST THING YET SAID OF

. THE 22.

Mr. Gibson Bowles, at the City
blockade meeting, on the Coalition :

"The Government did not swop
horses. They made an alliance with
another animal

;
and the result is a

mule without pride of ancestry or hope
of posterity." Evening News.

Incidentally the unkindest thing
that has yet been said of the

Unionists who joined the late

Ministry.

"There were further indications at

the meeting of the Salop County
Council on Saturday of the Council's

desire to economise where possible.
Dr. McCarthy drew attention to

figures given in the report of the

County Medical Officer of Health

showing a diminution in the birth-

rate of the county for the quarter to

the extent of 14 per cent."

Wellington Journal.

Economy of any kind is praiseworthy,
but we think they might have begun
with one of the other rates.

" The domestic income of a more or less

typical three-roomed cottage near the docks

is at present 17 per week. Among the

recent purchases of the family, a pianoforte,

costing 50, may be enumerated, although
no one in the house can play a note. This
looks more wasteful than the common outlay
on gramophones, which at least give pleasure.
The idea of sound investment is slow in pene-
tration among the suddenly affluent in wages."

Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury.

We dislike carping, but surely a piano
is always a sound investment.
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AFTER THE CONCERT.
"WELt, BlLt, I'VE HEARD A BETTER SING-SONG THAN THAT BX THE GERMANS IN THE TRENCHES AND WE SHOT *EM FOR IT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN fiction it is certainly true that nothing succeeds like

success. There is a sure and very understandable charm in

a story of climbing fortunes. Therefore it may be that part
of my pleasure in Tasker Jevons (HUTCHINSON) was due to

sympathy with the upward progress of its hero. But much
more was certainly due to the art with which Miss MAY
SINCLAIR has written about it. Tasker Jevons is a book,
and a character, that will linger pleasantly in my memory.
He was a little man with a great personality, or rather I

will say a great purpose, and that was to approve himself
in the eyes of the wife whom he worshipped, and her per-

1

plexed, slightly contemptuous family. The trouble was that
Tasker was in the beginning a hack journalist, socially and

personally impossible ; and that Viola Thesiger, whom he
married, belonged by birth to the rigidest circle of Cathedral !

society (Miss SINCLAIR, scorning subterfuge, calls it quite
'

openly Canterbury). So you see the difficulties that beset
j

the Jevons pair. Their story is told here, very effectively, I

through the mouth of a third person, a fellow-journalist and |

admirer of Jevons but quite respectable the rejected
j

suitor of Viola, and eventually the husband of her sister.
|

Through his clever and observant eyes wo watch the
!

progress of Jevons, see him prospering materially, becoming !

famous and rich and vulgarised. It is an unusually close
and rather subtle study of the development of such a
man. Eventually there happens that for which the date,

Midsummer 1914, will have prepared you, ^ven if you
had forgotten that Miss SINCLAIR had herself served in

Belgium with a field ambulance. So the end of the book

gives us some vivid War pictures. Taking it all round, I

am inclined to consider Tasker Jevons the best of the 1916
novels that has yet come my way.

When, in the first chapter of Moll Davis (ALLEN AND

UNWIN), you find the heroine having a very pretty dispute
with the landlord of the Mischief Inn, and a gallant blade
of a fellow coming to her rescue, you will guess what fare

is to follow. And, provided that your taste is for diet of

the lightest, you will not be disappointed, for no one is

more capable than Mr.. BERNARD CAPES of making it palat-
able. Here we are then back in the year 1661, and in a
maze of intrigue. Wit, if we are to believe the novelist, was
as plentiful in those days as morals were scarce, and
Mr. CAPES is not the man to spoil tradition for lack of

colour. He calls his book a comedy, but he should have
called it a comedy with an interlude

;
and the part I like

best is the interlude. Possibly because he was weary of

plots and counterplots he suddenly breaks loose, and with a

warning to those who have "an unconquerable repugnance
to sentiment

"
tells a moving tale that has nothing to do

with the main narrative. I can thank him unreservedly
for this, and for the crop of words which he has added
to my vocabulary. "Bingawast,"

"
gingumbobs," and

" fubbs
"
have the right ring, and after a little training I

hope to use them with telling effect on my platoon.
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Edith Ottley cherished a passion for Aylmer Ross; to antness of his background ; secondly, the loose construction

such an extent indeed that she came within an ace of
|

that allows the tale to be continually turning back to look

eloping with him. However, the ace wasn't played ;
and

l

behind it. He would keep a lover in the act of embracing
in due course Aylmer went to the War and became a

j

the lady of his heart while he explains what the parents of

captain. Unfortunately he also became much more inter- : each died of, and all that has happened since. Still, The

esting by reason of a wound; and, when this brought him New Dawn remains an -unconventional and strongly written

back to England, the passion also returned, stronger than

ever. This, of course, is why their story is called Love at

Second SifjJit (GRANT RICHARDS). I have now a small

surprise for you, namely that Edith was already married,
and owned a charming house, a valetudinarian husband
and two pleasant children. So I quite expected that

Ai/lincr, in the fulness of time, would either (1) be removed

by the enemy, or (2) marry a delightful little Red-Cross
nurse who adored him. But the author, Mrs. LKVERSON,
had other views. Instead therefore of ending her heroine

in the expected mood of conventional reconciliation she

sends the objectionable husband off with somebody else,

and leaves us to a prospect of wedding-bells with the

divorce court as a preliminary, r
Which is at least original.
But throughout I had the feel-

'

ing that a great deal of bright
and clever writing was being
wasted on a poor theme. The
characters are brilliantly sug-

gested, but with perhaps
one exception, forgetful Lady
Conroy, who is an entire de-

light they seem altogether

unworthy of it. In fact I

came away from the book
with the impression of having
attended a gathering of some-
what shoddily smart people,
and sat next to a clever woman
who had been witty about

j

them. The worst of the

matter is that they are all so

real. This is a tribute to the

author, but a, most unpleasant
reflection for everyone else.

story, which will certainly interest though perhaps hardly
enliven you.

My attention was first

attracted to The New Dawn
(LONG) by the fact that the plot starts at Euston Station.

That interesting, not to say romantic, line, the L. & N. W. R.,

is usually shunned by our novelists. But although
" GEORGEWT

OVIL
"
takes his characters to the furthest North,

even beyond Glasgow, their sympathies, like, I think, those
of their creator, remain behind in fair and false and fickle

Wimbledon. This at least was where Halvey Brown
wished himself as the train glided over the best laid track

in Europe towards dour Bartocher. And Bmini, though
he knew the natural drabness of his destination already,
had at that time no information as to all the unpleasing
events that were to happen there ; that, for example, the
minister's new wife would turn out to be a lady with a past
that ho himself had shaved, or that the fair-haired young
man in the same compartment was the assistant minister,
who would fall in love with the said wife and eventually

slay her, the minister, and himself. I find I have been led

into betraying for you the outline of the story. Perhaps, how-
ever, this does not greatly matter. The value of the book
lies in its very natural and human characters. All four

of them there are only four who really matter are admir-

ably drawn, so that the tragedy of their lives holds and
convinces you. My complaints against the author are, first,

the excess of emphasis that he gives to the physical unpleas-

Thc Hector. "WELL, WILLIAM, YOU OUGHT TO BE PROUD
AND HAPPY TO KNOW YOU HAVE FOUR SONS SERVING THEIR
COUNTRY WITH His MAJESTY'S FORCES."

William. "I AM PROUD AND HAPPY, SIR, BUT THE OLD
WOMAN SHE DO FRET SOMETHIN 1 TERRIBLE BECAUSE NONE OF
'KM AIN'T GOT NO VICTORIA CROSS YET."

There is something very soothing in the peeps into dusty
family papers and the faint echoes of departed gossip which
Mrs. STIRLING provides in A Painter of Dreams (LANE).
These pleasantly amateurish historical studies go back a

century and a half. A commonplace book from which are

quoted many diverting and incredible things ;
a chapter in

which those queer Radicals, HORNE TOOKE, COBBKTT, Sir

FRANCIS BURDETT and bluff Squire BOSVILLE, are chiefly
concerned

;
a sketch of the fourth Earl of ALBEMARLE,

keen farmer and friend of COKE of Norfolk, Master of the

Horse to WILLIAM IV. and

QUEEN VICTORIA (it is to

ALBEMAHLE in this capacity
that the IRON DUKE said :

" The Queen can make you go
inside the coach, or outside

the coach, or run behind it

like a d d tinker's dog"),
winner of the Ascot Gold Cup
three years running and stiff-

backed autocrat ; an account
of the beautiful Misses CATON
of Baltimore and their matri-

monial adventures the Amer-
ican invasion of brides bringing

; money and beauty in exchange
|

for titles thus dating back to

1816
;
some details of the lives

j

of two artists, JOHN HERRING,
! animal painter, and RODDAM
SPENCER STANHOPE, one of the

lesser pre-Raphaelites and the

i painter of dreams referred to
'

in the title these all make up
an agreeable pot-pourri with

an old-world fragrance which

ought to-be able to charm you out of the preposterous

nightmare of the present. But it makes one feel old to

see that the conscientious author thinks that DICKY DOYLE
now needs a footnote to let the present generation know
who he was.

From the Catalogue of a V.T.C. Tailor.

"'I am,' a V.T.C. Secretary writes. ' in correspondence with the

undertaker, ;in<l hope at last to induce the War Office to recognise us

by sending a representative to attend our funeral rites.'
'

" One man of four who escaped the bombs." Morning Paper.

A little too old for the baby-killers.

" LORD SUMNER ON THE NEED FOR SELF-SACRIFICE.
' If the House of Lords and the House of Commons could be taken

and thrown into a volcano every day the loss represented would be

less than the daily cost of the campaign.'
" The Times.

It sounds a drastic remedy, but might be worth trying.

"Lemons, used largely for making demonade, have a medicinal

value." Daily Paper.

We know nothing of the drinks popular in the lower

regions, but have always heard that the nectarines used

for making nectar have a strong tonic effect.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: Volunteers have at last been

used. There has been notliing
like it sinco the

in !! /I'd ri

[reat recognition- scene

Tin; <-a-e ha-; b >eu reported of a

Stepney child which has developed a

of the brain, as the result of an
air raid. Similar cases are said to

have been obsened in the neighbour-
hood of Fleet St reet .

It now transpires that the

music of St. Paul's Cathedral

emanates from an organ of

German construction. There
seems to bo some doubt as to

whether an explanation is due
from Thr ]\'cxtiitiiintfr Gazette

or The

numbers. It is explained that the

falling-oil' in the European demand for

j
iot ted reed birds is responsible for the

phenomenon, ... %

It is announced that the Cabinet are

to take a portion of their salaries in

Exchequer Honds. Not to he outdone
the members of the Reichslag are said

to have agreed to soil their lingers
with dirty British gold rather than

hinder the German Government'-,

" Mr. .lulian Kimball (of Covent
Garden and the London Opera House),"

The mysterious shortage of

butter in Germany, which
lias resulted in measures being
drafted limiting the consump-
tion to 4 o/s. per week per
adult, is now explained. Count
vox BERNSTORFP lias used up
all the available supplies on

Congress. ... ...

The General Omnibus Com-
pany has made the announce-
ment that it will not employ
any women drivers for its

omnibuses. The company's
officers fear that if women were
so employed there would be an
absence of that racy repartee
which alone prevents traffic

from reaching a condition of

iii'li ciihable congestion.
% *

The demand for second-hand

pianos now for the first time
in the history of the trade far

Is the supply. It is not

only in Germany that War and

frightfulness go hand-in-hand.

'I'" Musical critic of Tim Ihiilii

Mail, "is a singer yon can \valch a-,

well as list-on to." The desirability of

coiu-ealing the faces of some of our

principal singers in the
pasl

i ; un-

doubtedly one of I lie n-isons why
Kngland has lagged behind in the
musical art. ^ ...

*'"

A well-known candidate for the East
Herts Division is said to bo

urgcnth in need ,,( motorcars.
His opponents however point
out (hat the need to econo-
mise in petrol was never more
urgent than at present.

'"*'"

Speaking on the question of

Mortage of freights Mr.
RIXCIMAN stated, a few days
ago, that he did not know that
ostrich feathers took up much
room. Has he never been to a
matinee?

.,,
j

!*

In the same connection a
member of the Ladies' Kennel
Club writes :

" I let them take

my husband for their horrid
old War without grumbling,
but when they tell mo that

poor little Nanki-Poo can't

have his ostrich-feather pillow
to lie on I think it is too

much !

"

Miilt/ut (as lie coine.i In). "I EXPECT TUB WAR'S BEEN A HIT
BAD FOB YOUR REGULAR BUSINESS, MlSTEB ?

"

Second. "Nox IT. THE BOOT-MAKIN' TRADE 'a AS GOOD AS
EVER."

Milled. "On, YOU'RE A HOOT-MAKER, ARE YOU? FUNNY
I MADE CERTAIN YOU WAS A CAB-WASHER."

"The profits of the Bradford
I KITS' Association exceed the most

sanguinary expectations."
Mnniiiij 1'rtjX'i'.

The influence of the War,
again.

S.F.C.A., please note.

"Dogs are generally from 9 to

,
18 inches long and the teeth from
3 to 8 inches long ;

the service

pattern arc from 12 to 15 inches

long with inch teeth. For straight

dogs the ends of the teeth should be

slightly further apart than at their

Uogs when heated red-hot can be

till their teeth make any required
with each other, generally n right

they are then known as skew dogs."

Military Engineering.

'The offensive eggs were first placed in a

The capture of Mush by the Russian operations for correcting the depre-
roo

,

fc

army of the Caucasus is an event the ciation of the mark. twi *

importance of which has not been fully ;

*...*

recognized. It is undoubtedly the place The suggestion has been put forward
which the Turkish official reports that, as a timely War economy, well-

of victory have been issued. to do people should give up their hot-

houses. There seems to be a division mangle, and the slow, crude, and obnoxious

The Marconi Company have an- of opinion, however, as to whether the .'ess was gone through of u *lH'"g th
fV

nounced that "deferred plain language , hot-house plants should be given their
: J

J.),y"^bccamirams" will again be received, i liberty, or (as economy would soern to v -< \
More truckling to the Tory Tress ! dictate) be killed for the table.

:': ':

.*' "LADY, 45, domesticated, Protestant, fur-
Australia lias suspended the trade-

,,iture, wishes Correspondence with Ecspcct-
view inatri-

A traveller returning from Fast

one down, in fact.

Africa reports that, notwithstanding marks of 450 German articles. It would !
able Widower and Bachelor ;

the military operations that are taking be interesting to know if the most his- i niony." Hitiitlipirt Visitor.

place in various parts of the country, toric German trade-mark,
' MADE. IN

|

One of the two gentlemen will have to

pinoceroses appear to be increasing in TIIK UNITKD STATES," is among these. ; be content with the furniture.
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A CURE FOR DEPRESSION.
MOMENTS there are of transient gloom
When life for me appears to lose

Its rcsy aspect and assume
The turnip's pessimistic hues;

As when o' mornings, gazing out

Across my patch of fog-grey river,

I feel a twinge of poor man's gout
Or else a touch of liver ;

Or when, forgetting WATTS'S rhymes
On puppy-dogs that bark and bite,

The Westminster attacks The Times,

Starting a most unseemly fight ;

Or when I find some Labour sheet

Still left at large to boom rebellion,
Or hear the thin pacific bleat

Of " my lion, friend
" TREVELYAN

;

When enemy craft career above,

Unchallenged (till they've had their fling);
Or LITTLE WILLIE'S vernal shove

Anticipates the dawn of Spring ;

When Neutrals want an open door

Kept wide for their commercial dealings,
And "we must risk to lose the War
Bather than hurt their feelings.

Such moments, making Hope look bleak,
And Courage turn a little blue,

Even with hearts as tough as teak

May well occur; but, when they do,
This thought will readjust your bile

And prove the best of appetisers:
Would I exchange (here 's where you smile)
Our chances with the KAISER'S ? O. S.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.
No. XXXV.

(From ENVEB PASHA.)

SIBE, Surely the course of human affairs is often

strange and perplexing. When we formed the Committee
of Union and Progress and deposed the wretched ABDUL
from the Sultanate no sane man can have thought that

you and I should ever be friends. ABDUL was your friend ;

you and yours had lavished upon him and his creatures all

your arts for the purpose of obtaining influence and pro-
moting the interest forgive me for saying it not so much
of Turkey as of the German Empire. When therefore we
emerged, and ABDUL with his system retired, all your
beautiful schemes seemed to be shattered into pieces so

small that no human ingenuity could avail to pick them up
and fit them together again. Yet lo and behold, the

impossible has happened. ABDUL remains in darkness, I

and my colleagues are in power, and you and I are even
more closely knit together than is altogether desirable for

me and those whom (indirectly, perhaps, but not the less

effectively) I help to govern. I am entitled therefore to

have a heart-to-heart talk with my bosom-friend, and, any-
how, whether I am entitled or not, that is what I propose
to have. You may tell me in your genial way that I am
only an upstart, but I answer that I occupy my position
not because my father and my grandfather were big men,
but because I myself, through my own plans and by my
own strength, did 'certain things which in my judgment
had to be done.

What I now feel, my friend, is this : I am beginning

to doubt whether in all this tremendous confusion of fight-

ing I have made the right choice. It wasn't necessary for

us Turks to fight at all
; it wasn't even desirable. We had

suffered a severe set-back in the first Balkan War, and in

the second we were only just able, owing to the consum-
mate folly of that silly knave, your friend, TSAR FERDINAND,
to snatch a brand or two from the burning. What we
wanted was rest, and had it not been for you we might
have had it yes, and our wounds might have been healed
and our finances restored, while others endured privation
and loss.

All that, as I say, we might have had ; but from the

day when the Goeben arrived off Constantinople we were
doomed. That, indeed, was a master-stroke on your part,
but for us it has meant misery on an ever-increasing scale.

What were your promises ? We were to have Egypt, but

you were to be there too, and you were to hold the Bagdad
railway and the regions through which it ran. We were to

help you in conquering India, but you were to keep it for

yourself when once it was conquered. We were to have a
free hand with the Armenians. Well, we have had it, and
the Armenians are fewer by half-a-million than they were.
Pleasant as it is to contemplate the destruction of those
restless and disloyal infidels, it cannot be said that we have

gained any advantage from it, for the Kussians have taken
Erzerum and are sweeping through Armenia in a mighty
and irresistible torrent, while our Turkish armies are

scattered to the winds of heaven. Strong as you are and

prodigal of promises, here you have failed to make good
your pledges of help, and nowhere else do you seem able

to achieve anything, except the crushing of little nations.

I look back with loathing upon the day when I was
mad enough to listen to you and to become a partner in

your schemes. You flattered us, nay, you even fawned

upon us in order to secure your ends, and, now that our
forces have been joined with yours, ruin menaces my
country and my race. You, forsooth, allow yourself to

be held up as a great prophet of Islam and a Heaven-
sent protector of its faith ; but we who see our nation

crumbling into dust owing to your selfish ambition may
be pardoned if at last we look to ourselves and attempt
to save what still remains to us. To work, as they say, for

the King of PBUSSIA has never been a profitable undertaking.
Yours, ENVEB.

"Fireworks were thrown from the gallery and the audience rushed

on the platform, pelting the Pacifists with red ochre. The meeting
ended with the sinking of Rule Britannia." Egyptian Gazette.

The Pacifists appear to have had the last word, after all.

" MILL MANAGER HONOURED. Mr. - has been elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society for the encouragement of fits." Times of India .

We do not recognise the Society, but imagine it may be

the Taylorian Institute.

"It will take about 12 (lays for goods traffic to become normal

again, although of course passenger traflic is not interfered with in

the slightest. In the meantime the booking of elephants and other

perishables has been stopped." Rangoon Times.

Unless, of course, they leave their trunks behind them.

We observe that Mr. WATERS BUTLER has been appointed
a member of the Liquor Control Board, with the hearty

approval of the Birmingham Beer, Spirit and Wine
Trade Association. If there is anything in a -name no
one should bo better able to hold the balance between
them and the teetotalers.
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THE MILITARY REASON.
"FOE MILITARY REASONS OUR ARMY HAS WITHDRAWN FROM ERZERUM."

Turkish official communique (nearly a iceek after the event).
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Coster (to parish visitor, who has lieen commiserating with liim on the loss of his father}.
"
YES, MUM, 'E WERE A SPLENDID FATHER

TO US AND NO MISTAKE. YEB SEE, MUM, THERE WAS ELEVEN OP US, AND I NEVER KNOWED 'ill RAISE 'IS 'AND TO ONE OF US
'CEPT AS IT MIGHT BE IN SELF-DEFENCE."

AT THE FRONT.
SOME officers like putting up barbed

wire, not so much, I think, from any
real deep-seated affection for the stuff

itself, or from any confidence in the

protection it affords its disintegration

being one of the assumed preliminaries
of an attack as for the satisfaction of

writing in the Weekly Work Report,
" In front of X276 we put up 97 rolls

of barbed wire; in front of S279, 342

rolls; in front of X276a, 3,692 rolls . . ."

and so on.

An officer who overdoes this sport of

kings gets a trench a bad name ; it

becomes a trench with a great wiring
tradition to be maintained. One of .us

took over a legacy from one of these
barbarians last trip. H.Q. had got
wind of his zeal and was determined
that we for our part should not lie idle.

It was murmured in billets, it was

whispered upon the pave, that for the
officer taking over B116 there was a

great wiring toward. The officer taking
over BUG hated wiring worse than

bully beef. He said you either die of

pneumonia through standing still pre-

tending to supervise, or tire yourself to

bits and earn the undying contempt of

your party by pretending to take an
active share in the game.
Howbeit he took over B116 and was

told by the Next Man Up to wire to his

heart's content. He asked the Next
Man Up just where he wanted the

wiring to be performed. The Next Man
Up waved an airy arm in the direction

of the Hun, and observed,
" Out there,

of course. Think we wanted you to wire

Hampstead Heath ?
" Then the B116

officer took the N.M.U. to the parapet
and showed him waving acres of high
wire, low wire, loose wire, tight wire,
thick wire, thin wire, two ply, three

ply, and four ply, plain and barbed,

running out and out into the dusk.

The N.M.U. gave it all a dispassion-
ate sort of look, and merely said,

"
Oh,

go out in front of all that. The Bosch
is miles off just here."

Now B116 is a front line trench in a

re-entrant. The Hun trench facing it

is also in a re-entrant, the original front

lines on both sides havingbeen crumpled
and Hooded out of existence. So when
night fell the officer of B116 took his

party and set out, and he went on and

on, and then on, and there was still

wire. And lie went on and on and on.

And there were bits of old trenches and

saps and listening posts, but still wire.

And he went on and on and there were
more bits of trench and more wire.

J

And he went on and on and I know
|

this is true because he told me and

]

on and on until (no, lie did not come
i back to our own trench, he had a

compass) an exceptionally good lot of

fireworks went up, and he was fired at

and bombed by Germans behind and
'Germans in front and Germans, on
either side, and, mind you, he was still

! in the wire. So he waited until all the

!
Germans appeared to have killed each
other or gone to sleep, and brought his

party laboriously back to B116, from
which he sent to the Next Man Up a

message which ran :

" If you want me
to wire Bosch third line, kindly arrange
for artillery preparation."

It is some days now since they put
up any wire in front of BUG.

It is a fact well known to all our
most widely

- circulated photographic
dailies that these German gunners
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OUR BOYS.
Outraged Elder Brother (icho lias been asked for a li/jht).

" You 'BE A SICE EXAMPLE FOB YOUNG 'EBB. 'Ow DABE you 'AVE
CIO \KETTE8?"

Hi other Jiill. "THEY AIN'T MINE THEY 'BE 'EBB'S."

a power of ammunition. The

only criticism I have to make is that I

wish they would waste it more carefully.
The way they go strewing the stuff

about round us is such that they "re

hound to hit someone or something
before long. Still we have only two
more days in, and they seldom give us
more than ten thousand shells a day.

We arc in billets now, and frankly,
i am beginning to be very exercised

about my boots. When I say
"
my

boots
"
I mean rather the boots con-

cerning me than " the boots that are
mine." I wanted, some couple of

months ago, a new pair of boots. I

told the Quartermaster, and he looked
at my then boots superciliously and
said he could quite believe it.

I rashly left it at that, imagining
something would happen. A man
like a quartermaster, who rolls in boots,

would, I felt, think nothing of sending
along a dozen pairs before breakfast,
with a chit telling me to give away
what I couldn't use. But no. It seems

every boot in his store was numbered.

I approached him again, and demanded
boots, soberly, seriously and strenuously.
I even offered to pay for them. This

; appeared to cheer him a little, and he
murmured something about Army
Form 247 x2

b, not at present in stock,

I

but indispensable to the issue of the
most negligible boot on payment. My
further efforts were, owing to exigencies
of my military situation, conducted

through emissaries. My servant would
demand of his company agent nightly,
what about them boots? And the

company agent would reply also

I nightly that, if the officer would send

i

his size down, the matter would be

put through at once. For five nights
running my size in boots went down
with the empty water tins. On the
last night I added a sketch of my

I

feet and of my present boots, with
scale of kilometres subjoined, a brief

I

history of footgear in Flanders from
I pre-Cu3sarian times to the present day,
one piece of broken lace from the old

boots, and anything else that struck

me as likely to put the matter a little

further through.

The lace appeared to put quite a new
idea into their heads. The advance

booting agent now seemed to think
that if I had some boots already I

might get the new pair by a process
known as exchange, which takes less

time and has the additional advantage
of not costing anything. This struck

them as an excellent new game for

several days while they were deciding
which was the right army form for an
officer desirous of exchanging boots.

At last all appeared fixed up. I came
back into billets with every confidence
of finding a couple of boots waiting for

me on the mat. Of course I didn't

really believe they would be there ; I

only had every confidence. Anyhow
they were not.

This morning the Quartermaster
called in person. He wanted to know
what size I took in boots.

I expect now that the matter will be

put through almost at once.

An Impending Apology.
' CHAPLAIN would appreciate portable Gram-

ophone for clearing station." The Times.
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HARD CASES.
AMONG other applications which were

recently heard for exemption from the

new Compulsory Service Act for un-

married men we extract the following :

Mr. Isaac Goldstein claimed exemp-
tion for liis clerk, a stalwart youth of

j

twenty-two, on the ground that he was

indispensable to him in his business.

Asked what his business was the

applicant said he was a bookmaker.
The Chairman. I thought there was

no racing now*
Mr. Goldstein. Oh, yes. Steeple-

chasing every week.
The Chairman. Do people still go to

races and bet ?

Mr. Goldstein. Of course they do.

Why not ?

The Chairman. I fancied they might
have found other things to do. Also I

fancied that money might be short.

The applicant said that there was

plenty of money about if you knew
where to look for it.

The Chairman. And who ride the
horses ?

Mr. Goldstein. The jockeys, of course.

The Chairman. They prefer Miat to

doing anything more serious for their

country ?

Mr. Goldstein. They are doing some-

thing very serious for their country.

They're preserving the breed of horses.

Where would old England's horseflesh

he without races and steeplechases?
The Chairman. You say this young

man is indispensable to you. How ?

Mr. Goldstein. He is ray clerk. He
writes down the bets. I haven't got
time to write down bets myself ;

I 'm
too busy taking them. He 's one of the

quickest clerks in England. I should

go broke if I hadn't got him.

Application refused.

Mr. Joe Tummilee applied for the

exemption of a comedian playing in his

revue,
" Never mind the War." This

young man, he said, who was twenty-
nine, was the life and soul of the piece,
and if he joined the Army the applicant
would be put botli to inconvenience
and loss.

The Chairman. Are there not older

or married actors that you could employ
for this great work ?

Mr. Tummilee. They 're not so good.
The comedian in question was a very
agile dancer and was also good-looking.
Other men might not attract the

public.
The Chairman. Is the attraction of

the public essential ?

Mr. Tummilee (surprised). Naturally.
How should we managers live other-

wise? Besides, when a great war is

going on it 's a national duty to try
and make people forget. My theatre,

you perhaps are not aware, is a favourite

resort for wounded soldiers, who are

never so happy as when they are there.

The Chairman. Surely all that

happiness will not disappear because

this one performer is missing ?

Mr. Tummilee. Most of it. He 's the

great draw.
The Chairman. Has it not occurred

to you that the country' ought to come
first ?

Mr. Tummilee. I consider I 'in doing
a great deal for the country, and he too,

by making it laugh.
The Chairman. You must find an

older funny man or soon we may all

be weeping.
Application refused.

Mr. Samuel Bland claimed exemption
on the ground that he disapproved of

war and physical force.

The Chairman. What would you do
if you caught a burglar in your house ?

Applicant. I should lock him in and
call for the police.

The Chairman. Then you don't mind

relying on the physical force of others

for your own protection ?

Applicant. That is part of the ma-

chinery of civilisation.

The Chairman. So, I fear, is an army.
Do you pay your taxes ?

Applicant. Yes.

The Chairman. Why ?

The Applicant. Because there is

Scriptural warrant for it.

The Chairman. But you know that

a large part of them goes to maintain
our fighting men. Without money we
should have to give in.

Applicant. I obey the law. I don't

necessarily know where the money is

going.
The Chairman. Your position is very

illogical. Either you should take your

part in defending your country or obey
your conscience and either go to prison
for refusing to pay taxes for the carry-

ing-on of the War, or emigrate to some

place more like Utopia than this is. As
it is you take advantage of other men's
readiness to fight and even to die for

you, and actually pay them to do so, but

raise conscientious objections to doing
either for yourself. A conscience that is

so adaptable is not worth considering.

Application refused.

Harry Cadgsmith, who said he was
a picture-palace proprietor, applied for

exemption for the commissionaire who
stood outside the building and invited

people in.

27ie Chairman. How old is he?
Mr. Cadgsmith. Thirty-four.
The Chairman. Is he strong?
Mr. Cadgsmith. Very. He is also

highly trained ; he wears uniform and
calls out the attractions. The cinema
is one of the principal alleviations of

modern life and but for this man's

powerful voice many people might pass
by and never enter.

The Chairman. What kind of pictures
do you show ?

Mr. Cadgsmith. The best.

The Chairman. Are they English?
Mr. Cadgsmith. Some are. But the

public prefer American ones. I always
pride myself on giving the public what
it has the sense to want.

The Chairman. Might it not be

better employed elsewhere ? Making
munitions, for example ?

Mr. Cadgsmith. That is nothing to

do with me. My business is to supply
a demand.

The Chairman. What is your chief

film this week ?

Mr. Cadgsmith. It is a very fine

story entitled "The Prince of Crooks."

The Chairman. Could not a woman
take this man's place ?

Mr. Cadgsmith. Not to do it justice.

Application refused.

SUAVE MABI MAGNO.
(Neiv Style).

'Tis sweet, so sage LUCUETIUS wrote of

yore,
To watch a storm-tossed vessel from

the shore,

Or safely placed, when hosts in conflict

close,

To view the battle as it ebbs and flows ;

But he, poor ancient, never knew the

rare

Delight afforded by an easy-chair,
Wherein the slippered critic, at his

ease,

His ample writing-pad upon his knees,

Primed with historic and romantic lore,

Indites his weekly comment on the

War;
Revises or expands official news
With graphic touches and resplendent

hues ;

Teaches the doubtful battle where to

rage
And sprinkles diagrams on ov'ry page;
Creates new posts or, at his own sweet

will,

Proceeds expected vacancies to fill ;

Deposes Kings, Prime Ministers, Grand

Dukes,
And rival pundits suitably rebukes.

A hundred thousand readers every week
For solace in his commentaries seek,

Swear by his.arguments, and swear at

those

Which rival quidnuncs artfully oppose.
Matched with an occupation such as

this

Philosophy is destitute of bliss ;

He only breathes content's untroubled

air

Who wages warfare from a snug arm-

chair.
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R.N. Cadet (during his first term at Osborneirhere he Jias been told always to salute his superior officers of both services meeting
"
triii/iorary

"
subalterns who disregard his salute). "REALLY, MOTHER, IP THESE TEMPOHABY SUBS OP THK JUNIOR SERVICE CANNOT

BEHAVE AS GENTLEMEN AND RETURN MY SALUTE, I SHALL CERTAINLY GIVE UP TAKING ANY NOTICE OP THEM."

GOOD OPENINGS FOE M.P.'s.

The Manchester Guardian complains
that there is a remarkable monotony
about the opening of speeches in the

House of Commons.
" On Wednesday forty-five speeches

(not counting brief efforts in the way
of interjections) were delivered, and in

thirty cases the speeches began with
the first person singular. Only fifteen

members could think of anything more

original." It appears that four speeches

began with " I beg," four with " I

should like," three with " I wish," and
three with "I am sure."

It may be a little daring, perhaps, to

suggest that some originality should
be introduced into the methods of Par-

liamentary orators (writes a corre-

spondent) ; but as one whose courage
has never failed him in telling other

people how to go about their business
I venture to suggest a few openings
which possibly have never yet been
utilised.

As it is half the battle, to the speaker,
to grip interest at the very outset, the

following might be tried :

"
Drip, drip

(drip the blood fell from the ceiling."
This would cause departing Members
to drop sharply back into their seats. .

Only a little ingenuity would be re-
j

quired to make these words the opening
of a speech on any timely topic.
Our aristocratic legislators could make

certain of arresting attention by begin-

ning, "In the words of a friend of mine,
a well-known Peckham butcher
another gambit that could be made to

suit any subject, from the shipping

problem to the Zeppelin nuisance.

Or again,
" The missis woke me up

in the middle of last Tuesday night,
and said

"
This is the kind of

homely touch that would ensure a

sympathetic hearing.
Members might also make a good

start with " 'Twas
"
and "

Methiuks,"
even at the risk of being accused of the

use of unparliamentary expressions.
If they would only study the poets

I
they would find plenty of bright and

original openings. What better could
be desired than BROWNING'S

"
So, at home, the sick tall yellow Duchess
\Vas left with the infant in her clutches," I

if occasion should arise in the House
j

for criticism of the heartless action of a

Local Tribunal in disallowing a Duke's
claim for exemption ?

Many a man possesses an undis-

covered knack of extempore rhyming,
a gift which has seldom or never been
exercised in the House of Commons.
That will be a bright day for legislators
when a Member rises in his place and

begins something like this :

"
Sir, if

the House will bear with me one
moment, I should like to say that I,

for one, cannot agree that we have
found the perfect way of dealing with
a gross neglect to which all honest
men object." Any Member who could

keep up that sort of tiling for half-an-

hour (and some, no doubt, could, if they
would only practise) would achieve

lusting fame, not only for his originality,
but because of the remarkable scenes
amid which his concluding lines would
almost certainly be uttered.

' The Germans planned to expel the British
from South Africa, aided by disinfected Boers."

Englishman (Calcutta).

But, in the end, it was General BOTHA
who cleared out the Germs.
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Mabel (after Sunday tea, mi departure of officers quartered in tlie neiglibourJiaod).
AS I'M NOT LOOKING MY OLDEST TO-DAY."

; I 'M GLAD CAPTAIN DEVEKEUX DIDN'T COME,

MY DUG-OUT.

(A Memory of Gallipoli.)

IT was my home, not ringed with roses blowing,
Nor set in meadows where cool waters croon

;

Parched wastes were round it, and no shade was going,
Nor breath of violets nor song-birds' tune ;

Only at times from the adjacent dwelling
Came down with Boreas the quaint, compelling

Scent of the Tenth Platoon.

And there not hermit-like alone I brooded,
But ant and lizard and all things that crawl

With great grasshoppers by brigades intruded ;

Therein the tortoise had his homely stall ;

Green Hies and blue slept nightly in their notches,
Save when a serpent, in the middle watches,

Came and disturbed us all.

There, where the sun, the senseless sun, kept pouring,
And dust-clouds smothered one about the chest,

While secret waters filtered through the flooring

(In case the heat should leave one too oppressed),
Always I lay in those sad fevered seasons

Which Red-Hat humourists, for mystic reasons,

Eegarded as our "rest."

For it was home
;
and when I was not in it,

But in the trenches, it was home indeed ;

When mad foes fired at twenty rounds a minute

(Not, I may say, the regulation speed),
For me far more it harboured my Penates ;

I missed my animals
;
I missed my gay teas

With Alf, the centipede.

And I am shocked to think that that same ceiling
Shields now some Mussulman of lowly strain ;

Yet, though he knows me not, I can't help feeling
That something of my spirit must remain,

And if, in that rich air the man should mellow
In mind, in soul, and be a better fellow,

I have not lived in vain.

And it may be, when worlds have ceased to wrestle,
I shall go back across the Midland foam

At special rates in some large tourist vessel

To my late hollow in the SULTAN'S loam,
And there clasp hands with that uplifted warrior,

Compare brief notes and wonder which was sorrier

To have to call it home.

How to treat a Wife.

Extract from lecture by N.C.O. :

"Your rifle is your best friend, take every care of it; treat it as

you would your wife, rub it all over with an oily rag every day."

"The court was crowded by Gaelic Leaguers and the proceedings
were marked by some disorderly scenes, until the magistrates ordered
their continuance." Dublin Evening Mail.

Then, of course, being in Ireland, they ceased.

A Provincial Paper, reporting a speech upon heroes of

the present War, represents the speaker as referring to

"Bill Adams in Leigh Hunt's poem." This is the first time
within our knowledge that our old friend Abou Ben Adhcm
has been confounded with that other popular figure, the

fictitious hero of Waterloo !
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THE NEW FEIOHTFULNESS.
I LIKE TO THINK THAT, UNDERAI.MIUAL vox TIIU-ITZ. "PIRACY IS DEAD. STILL,

ANOTHER NAME, THE GOOD WORK GOES ON."

[Berlin contends that, piracy being extinct, the arming of liners and merchant vessels is no longer legitimate,
submarines arc therefore entitled to sink them at sight. The New Frightfulness is due to begin to-day.]

and that German
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A STRONG SOUTH-EASTER.
I HAVK been having further trouble

with my neighbour, Petherton, whose

place adjoins mine, being divided from

it by a hedge. Beyond the hedge lies

Petherton's small paddock, where his

poultry amuse themselves, and, beyond
that, Petherton's house and garden.

But, however good a fence may bp, it

will not keep out, or keep in, smells.

Therefore when Petherton engaged in

apparently chemical operations giving
off the most noxious gases I was

rapidly forced to the conclusion that

he ought to have a different kind of

boundary between his property and

mine, and also that the air of our

neighbourhood no longer rivalled that

of Bexhill, especially when the wind
blew from the south-east.

Wishing to remedy this state of

affairs without recourse to unpleasant
measures, I sat down to write to

Petherton.

DEAR PETHKRTOX, These continual

south-easterly winds portend rain, I

fear, and so I hope you have wrapped
your parsnips up to protect them from

the probable excess of moisture which
is so injurious to all such plants.

My primary object in writing is not

so much anxiety about the health of

your vegetables, but to ask whether

you have noticed a most unpleasant
odour which seems to be heading north-

west
;
at any rate it is more unpleasant

if possible when the wind is from the

south-east than at any other time.

It does not appear likely that the

smell should have come from the

German lines, so we must look nearer

home for the cause of the trouble.

Don't you think we ought to take joint
action to get the nuisance ended ?

Yours, H. J. FORDYCE.

Petherton's reply was a bulky packet
which, being opened, revealed a tin of

dog soap. I could only infer that he
wished to saddle Togo, our prize-bred
Airedale, with the blame. Coward !

However, true to my determination

to be friendly if possible, I wrote :

DEAR FRED, ThanksfortheCamem-
bert. Thomas our cat has not quite

completed the Moonlight Sonata which
he has spent several nights in com-

posing, but as soon as it is published I

will send you a copy of it in return.

My nephew, over from France on

short leave, came to see us yesterday
but left hurriedly. He said that the

air was too reminiscent of a place
where he was severely gassed. Don't

you notice anything ?

Yours as ever, II. J. FORDYCE.

Within an hour of the delivery of

this letter another parcel arrived from

Petherton. It contained three ordinary

clothes-pegs and a brief note, which

SIR, I thought even you would lie

able to take the hint contained in my
previous parcel. As however it was

evidently lost on you, I am writing to

suggest to you more plainly that you
should wash your dog. I noticed its

deplorable condition when I passed it

in the road the other morning, and am
surprised that the simple explanation
of the trouble lias not occurred to you
before.

Should the course I recommend have
no good effect, I can only suggest your
shooting, selling or otherwise disposing
of the malodorous pest, or else wearing
one of the protectors of which I enclose

three. They are somewhat archaic in

design, but should just suit you and

your household.

Yours faithfully,
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

I replied :

GOOD OLD FREDDIE, What a genius

you are! Of course the dog is the

culprit. I was offered fifteen pounds
for him the other day and refused it.

No doubt I should have received a

better offer but for the defect, which

you so readily noticed, in the animal's

condition. I have just had him sham-

pooed and when he is dry I will examine
him and report to you at once.

Many thanks for the charming nose-

protectors, which however I return, as

they are all too large. I wonder if you
would mind changing them for sevens

;

these appear to be eight-and-a-halfs.
I am glad the wind has veered to

the north-east. Your parsnips will no

doubt share my joy. By the way was
it you I saw yesterday in your paddock
holding your nose just before the wind
shifted round ? The man, whoever it

was, was looking at your poultry,
which appear to be drooping.

Yours till the wind changes,
II. J. FORDYCE.

P.S. If I can get a good stamp-
album in town to-day I will send it to

you. A change of hobby is often very
beneficial.

I followed this up with another

letter in the afternoon, couched in

more formal terms :

SIR, In fulfilment of the promise
contained in my previous letter of to-

day's date I have the honour to inform

you that my dog Togo is not the cause

of the trouble. As soon as he was dry
I fastened him up in the middle of my
drawing-room, and my household, my-
self included, sniffed at him from all

points of the compass. Then, leaving
him still chained up, we went into the

garden and nearly fainted from the

pestilential odours borne on the breeze,
which was again south-east.

If you have not suffered it seems
clear to me that either () you have a

curious taste in scents, or (b) you have
no sense of smell. I think you should
call in an expert, in the case of (a) a

brain specialist, or in the case of (b) a

nose - plumber. In the meantime I

intend to consult another sort of expert,
the Sanitary Inspector.
Yours obediently, except in such a

matter as this, II. J. FORDYCE.

I wrote to the Inspector that night
and received the following within

twenty-four hours :

DEAR SIR, Yours of yesterday's date

to hand, and in reply I regret that I am
unable to assist you in the matter as

your neighbour, Mr. Petherton, is en-

gaged 011 important experimental work
'for the Government in connection with

the manufacture of asphyxiating gases,
thus causing the unpleasant odours

about which I have received several

complaints recently. I have been in

communication with Mr. Petherton on
the matter, but he seems unable to

abate the nuisance. I am surprised
that he has not explained the position
to you himself.

I remain, Yours obediently,
M. TARBUTT.

pp. A. C.

On receiving the above I wrote to

Petherton :

DEAR FKED, Only a few words to

say that I have just heard the great
news. Heartiest congratters. As a

strafe-scent-manufacturer you are IT.

A has les Bochcs !

But why so close about it all this

time':1 If you had only let me know
about it sooner I would have dug a

trench in my garden and slept in it, in-

stead of complaining. Henceforth I

shall turn my nose (well respirated) to

the south-east every morning as an act

of homage.
Give it 'em hot, old man ; don't mind

us ; we love it now. When you get

stuck for any fresh ingredients refer to

Macbeth, Act 4, Scene 1, though I

should be inclined to think you have

done this already.

Yours gratefully, H. J. FORDYCE.

So far I have received no reply from

Petherton. In the circumstances I ex-

cuse his apparent hauteur.

"Ships that pass in the Night."
" A large number of our kinsmen from over

the seas were unmarried, aud he would like to

see for every shipload of them that came over

a shipload of women from this country scut

out to be mated to them." Daily Paper.

It looks as if it might be stalemate.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Fi-lirnary list. Although

d<; i/iinimis non curat lex, our law-

makers delight in very small jokes.
When Mr. CKCIL BECK, as Vice-Cham-
berlain of the Household, delivered His
MAJESTY'S reply to the Address the

House of Commons was chiefly inter-

ested in watching how ho would accom-

plish the feat of walking backwards
from the Table to the Bar. More than

once in past history the task has proved
too much for the man who essayed it,

and the orderly retreat has degenerated
into a shambling rout. But there was
no such hitch to-day. Progressive

politician though he is, Mr. BECK re-

traced his steps with graceful ease,

and fully deserved the applause that

rewarded his effort.

Irreverent opponents of the PRIME
MINISTER have sometimes compared
him to Micawber, on the ground that

he was always waiting for something
to turn up. I found another link to-day
between these celebrated characters.

As Mr. ASQUITH unfolded the details of

the two new Votes of Credit, one of

120 millions to clear up the present
financial year, the other of 300 millions

to start the new one, he reminded me
of Micawber calculating his indebted-

ness to Traddles. While professing a

proper alarm at the colossal amount of

the expenditure nearly two thousand
millions already, or twice the cost of

the twenty-two years' war against
NAPOLEON ho rolled these gigantic

figures off his tongue as if he loved

them. You will remember Copperfield's

remark when the famous I.O.U. had
been handed over :

" I am persuaded
not only that this was quite the same
to Mr. Micawber as paying the money,
but that Traddles himself hardly knew
the difference until he had had time
to think about it." The
PRIME MINISTER'S financial

optimism left the House
under much the same im-

pression, and Mr. McKENNA
rather deepened it by the
declaration that with pru-
dence and statesmanship
our credit would survive the
War however long it might
last .

Tuesday, February 22nd.
For nearly ten years, wit li-

mit a break, Mr. GHORGK
LAMKEKT, Yeoman, as the
reference - books describe

him, sat on the Treasury
Bench as Civil Lord of the

Admiralty. Then the Coali- -ss^
tion came along and his

place knew him no more.
For eight long months he

has yearned to let the new Administra-

tion know what he thought of them,
and to-day ho seized the opportunity
furnished by the Vote on Account.

Beginning with a moving tale of

how the War Office took several weeks
and a traction engine to move a load

of hay two miles from a rick to a

FINANCIAL OPTIMISM.
MR. MICAWBER ASQCITH.

railway station in his native Devon,
the Yeoman proceeded with other

counts of his indictment. The PRIME
MINISTER mentioned yesterday a new
plan by which an outside Committee,

composed of business men and headed

by a Cabinet Minister, was checking
the expenditure of the Service Depart-
ments. (The cost of shells, we were
told to-day by Dr. ADDISON, has been

brought down to a figure which means

NEW DEPARTURES BY SEA AND AIR.
LORD ROBERT CECIL AN-D LORD DERBY.

an economy of 400,000 a week on our
future production.)
But Mr. LAMHKKT would have none

of it. Speaking with all the authority
of his long official experience he laid

down the dictum that one Cabinet
Minister could not supervise another.
Next he attacked the new Order in

Council, which makes the Chief of the
Staff responsible for the orders given to

the Army, declaring that it reduced
Lord KITCHENER to the level of a
civilian ; and finally he denounced the
Government for not making more use
of Lord FISHER. Under the stress of

these terrific blows the Government

ought to have reeled, if it did not fall.

But nothing happened, except that the
Votes on Account for four hundred and

twenty millions were by half-past seven

duly passed.
In the Lords meanwhile the Govern-

ment was sustaining a heavier attack,

arising out of their failure to stop all

supplies from reaching Germany. Lord
SYDENHAM attributed it to the Declara-
tion of London, which had crippled the

Navy ;
Lord BERESFORD thought it

was the result of trying to run a war
with a Cabinet that included twenty-
one amateurs. Lord LANSDOWNE, a
master of the quip modest, thereupon
stated the Government's intention to

add a twenty-second to the twenty-one
by appointing a Minister of Blockade.

Wednesday, February 23rd. At

Question-time, Mr. ASQUITH announced
that the new Minister was Lord ROBERT
CECIL. It is close upon fifty years since

another Lord ROBERT CECIL (who had

just become Lord CRANBORNE) entered
the Cabinet of Lord DERBY.

In consequence of the recent decision

that no Member shall in future receive

two salaries it had been rumoured
that Parliamentary salaries would be
abolished altogether. There were signs

of heartfelt relief from
various quarters of the
House when the PREMIER
met the suggestion with an

uncompromising "No."

Captain 5. S. RANKINE,
the khaki-clad giant who
took his seat for East Tox-
teth to-day, had a warm
reception, all the more

grateful in view of the bliz-

zard that raged without.

The temperature of the

House fell rapidly, however,

__. when Mr. SNOWDEN pro-
ceeded to outline his views
on the subject of peace. In
vain he attempted to show-

that there was a consider-

able party in Germany
ready to come to terms if

only they knew what our
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Enmytd Tommy (bespattered with mud by sniper's bullet aimed a bit too low).
" PUT UP YER SIGHT, YEB CARELESS BLIGHTER !

"

terms were. Members listened in chilly j

silence. They thawed into laughter
when the Hon. Member with some
lack of humour quoted the German
CHANCELLOR'S declaration,

" We do not
threaten small nations;" and they
cheered when he quoted, with intent

to condemn, Lord ROSEBERY'S state-

ment that Germany must be utterly
crushed. Nor was the House more

impressed by Mr. TEEVELYAN'S pro-

posal that as there might be a peace-
j

party in Germany it was our duty to
" state our full terms and find out."

The PHIME MINISTER'S reply was,
I fear, very painful to the pacificists.
The German CHANCELLOR'S statement
he found to be one of " colossal and
shameless audacity." German Social-

ists might prate of peace, but only
twenty out of five times that number in

the Reichstag had the courage to vote

against the War Credit. Our terms
were already on record in the speech
which he made at the LORD MAYOR'S

Banquet in 1914. Until Belgium
" and I will add Serbia

"
has been

fully reinstated, until France is secured

against aggression, until the smaller

nationalities are safeguarded, until

the military domination of Prussia is

destroyed,
" not until then shall we or

any of our gallant Allies abate by one

jot our prosecution of this War." The
cheers that greeted this declaration

lasted almost as long as the speech ,

itself. In the ensuing debate Mr.

PONSONBY, Sir W. BYLES, and one ori

two others emitted what Mr. STANTON

picturesquely described as " the croak-

ings and bleatings of the fatted lambs
who had besmirched theirown country."

j

But they created no effect. Mr SNOW- I

DEN'S earlv peace had been nipped by
the frost.

Thursday, February "Mill. 'In both

Houses the administration of the Mili-

tary Service Act was again the subject
of criticism. From the explanations

given by Lord NEWTON and Mr.
TENNANT it appears that most of the

complaints against the recruiting offi-

cers for over-pressure have come from

men who were applying for armlets,

not for exemption. As Lord NEWTON

put it, a man, if he wants to obtain

an armlet, must run the risk of being
taken for some kind of service. Mr.

TF.NXANT reminded some of his critics,

not superfluously, that the object of

this Act was to get men to serve.

Lord DERHY, fresh from his triumph
as Director of Recruiting, is to act as

Chairman of the new Joint Committee
which will supervise and co-ordinate

naval and military aviation. For him,
as for that other Ariel,

" there 's more
work." The same is now true of Colonel

LOCKWOOD who, since the opening of

the Session, has been in a condition

of suspended animation. The Kitchen

Committee, in the opinion of many
Members the most important of all the

Committees, had not been set up, and

consequently could not elect a Chair-

man. How Members have lived

through more than a week without

any visible means of securing subsist-

ence it is not for me to reveal. Suflice

it to say that no case of absolute

starvation has come to my notice. To-

day all is well. The Kitchen Com-
mittee is again in being, and "Uncle
Mark "

has once more bean appointed
Minister of the Interior (unpaid, except

by the gratitude and affection of his

fellow-Members). Fresh responsibili-
ties have now been thrust upon him.

This afternoon it fell to him, as tempo-
rary Leader of the Opposition, to ask

the customary question as to next

week's business. Having heard the

PRIME MINISTER'S reply, he sat for a

few moments as if lost in thought, cal-

culating, no doubt, by a rapid process
of mental arithmetic what the Consoli-

dated Fund Bill, Supplementary Esti-

mates and the Civil Service Vote would
amount to in terms of dinners, teas

and other light refreshment*.

On a bookseller's stall in Liverpool:
" The English Nation. A really cheap lot."

We find them most expensive to keep up.
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Miatnta. ISN'T IT DUKADKLT,, JANK, ABOUT TIIKSE XEPPELISS? IT WOULDN'T BE so WICKED IF THEY ONLY DESTROYED
MIMTION WORKS."

Jane. " YER, MUM. BUT THEY 'ADS'T OUGFIT TO DO THAT NEITHER. THEY KSOWS PUFFICKLY WELL AS WE WANTS ALL THE
AMMl NITIONS AS WE CAN GET."

ON THE SPY-TRAIL.

Jimmy says his bloodhound is always
very glad to get loose after being tied

up all night, and it's because HAH\I:V
discovered the circulation of the blood.

Jimmy says there's a charwoman in
j

know that, Jimmy says, and when
one of the houses on Faithful's beat, Faithful got on the stage and began
and sometimes you can hear her trying j clearing the decks for action it actually
to char him, and then lots of things j

had the face to go and pick up a worm
como out through the front door, with
Faithful in the middle of them. Some-

Jimmy says Faithful doesn't know he times you don't know which is Faithful
has got the circulation of the blood, and which is a scrubbing-brush, and
but ho always lias a little run round it 's because of the revolution. Jimmy
when ho gets free. It only takes him :

says if Faithful notices that anything
about live minutes to do his round,
and an hour and a-half afterwards you
would never believe he had l>een round
al all, things are so quiet again.

Jimmy says the man next door told

wants doing
always tries

on his way
to do it, even

round ho

though
nobody knew that it wanted doing.

that came out of one of the pots that

fell on the ground. Jimmy says when-
ever a pot rolled off the stage Faithful

always looked over the edge to see if it

had arrived safely. He is always care-

ful like that.

Jimmy says the sparrow only escaped
by the skin of its teeth, because just as

Faithful had got everything out of the
Faithful got a sparrow out of a green- way and was going to set to work in

house like that, Jimmy says. It was a
! earnest, the sparrow flew out and went

him ho didn't mind so much about 'cheeky sparrow and kept Hying about and sat up in a tree chirruping like
the circulation of the blood as the I at Faithful and hiding behind the pots anything. Faithful was absolutely dis-at . o
circulation of the bloodhound. Jimmy

j

on the stage. Jimmy says bloodhounds
hays it 's because his chickens all begin

j

don't stand any nonsense of that sort,

shouting Hooray! as soon as Faithful
j

and the sparrow ought to have known
and they get up trees to watch

j

it. But it kept looking round flower-

i absolutely

gusted with it, Jimmy says.

Jimmy took his bloodhound out to

the Hill Farm one morning. The
farmer was very glad to see Faithful

him instead of being busy laying eggs pots at Faithful and chirruping at again, Jimmy says; he told Jimmy that
at twopence each. Faithful doesn't 1 him sideways, and didn't realise that they

-. J. J. 1 . .. . . T* I j 1 C 1 iwant thorn to go up trees, Jimmy says, ! its life hung by a thread,
and trios to make thorn come down, i Jimmy says the best of well-trained
but they won't not on any account

[bloodhounds is that they never get flur-

and lie has to leave thorn for other ried ; they go about their work system -

things that require his attention. atically. The sparrow didn't soem to

iey were going to cut corn and there
would be a main of rabbits in them for

Jimmy says bloodhounds havesure.

to turn their hands to anything these

days, even catching rabbits. Faithful
didn't seem to mind, Jimmy says, but
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it seemed very curious to hear the deep

baying of a bloodhound in a peaceful
'

cornfield. Jimmy says it made the

men stop work and look at each other,

and the man who was driving the reap-

ing-machine got down to see where it

wanted oiling. You see he hadn't heard

a bloodhound before.

There was another dog there, Jimmy
says, in case the rabbits came out too

quickly for Faithful to catch them all.

The first rabbit that came out didn't

have any chance, Jimmy says. It bolted

out as hard as it could, and there was
a splendid race between the rabbit and
Faithful. You see the rabbit was

making for a burrow in the hedge, but
old Faithful got there first and tried to

get his head down it, to cut off the

rabbit's retreat. Jimmy says
the rabbit was nonplussed, and
the other dog caught it easily.
It is beautiful to see two dogs
work together like that, Jimmy
says.

Jimmy says Faithful didn't

require the help of the other

dog with the next rabbit that

came his way, but the other

dog was very impulsive. You
see Faithful was lying down
with his mouth open trying to

look like a rabbit hole, and he
did it so well that the rabbit

came straight at him. Jimmy
says Faithful swerved about
ten yards to one side in order

to hurl himself bodily at the

rabbit, and he would havedone
it if the other dog hadn't poked
his nose in.

Jimmy says the other dog
killed the rabbit, but Faithful

went up and smelt at it like

anything. Faithful is a splendid smeller,

Jimmy says. He can retrieve rabbits

almost as well as he can catch them. ;

The farmer was surprised to see how
quickly Faithful got off the mark at

the sound of the gun. You see the
farmer was standing close by Faithful
and he had no sooner shot at a rabbit

than away went Faithful right across

two fields, retrieving as hard as he could.

Jimmy had to fetch him back from

doing it.

Jimmy says it was a new experience
for the men to have a trained blood-

hound in the harvest field, and they
could talk of nothing else whilst they
were having their dinners. You see

two of the men had mislaid their

dinners somehow, and every time they
looked at Faithful they kept wondering.
One man said his dinner was in a

pudding-basin, and he looked every-
where. Faithful did his best to help
him, Jimmy says, and kept just two

yards ahead of him, twisting in and out.

The man noticed something was
the matter with Faithful and advised

Jimmy to have his neck wrung : he

ottered to do it himself.

Jimmy says the man scorned very

suspicious because Faithful looked so

T.B. (you know : Totally Bulged) ;
but

Jimmy took up Faithful and shook
him for the man to hear, and there

wasn't any sound of broken crockery
at all.

The other man who had lost his din-

ner didn't bother to look for it
;
he was

busy cutting a stick out of the hedge,
and when he had done it he bor-

rowed a piece of bacon from another

man to present to Faithful. Jimmy
says you do it by saying,

" Dear little

doggie," in a husky voice. Jimmy

to the police. The policeman told

Jimmy that they had just taken the

German governess away to the police-
station.

Jimmy says that when he got home
he sat down and looked at Faithful for

half-an-hour just looked at him. To
think that Faithful had been on the

Spy Trail all the time and Jimmy never
knew it ! ____^______

An Incisive Beginning.
"Mr. Gordon Hewart, opening the president

of the London Chamber of Commerce ..."
Tlw Star.

The Hebdomadal Council of Oxford

University have suspended for six

months the filling of the Professorship
of Modern Greek, the view apparently

being that there is no one
about just now who under-

stands the modern Greek.

Youthful Patriot. "TAKE AWAY THE KIGHT-LIGHT, MARY
I'D BATHER RISK THE DARK THAN ATTRACT A ZEPPELIN."

" TheBivista Marittima publishes
details of a new German ironclad,
which is claimed to be totally un-
sinkable. ... It is said to be a

Dreadnought - cruiser, fitted with

triple skins of armour, stuffed with

non-resistiug material." Times.

It sounds like one of our con-

scientious objectors.

"The albatross its docility was

charming soon occupied a splendid
isolation on the tarpaulined covered

hatchway platform .... I shall in

future read Keats' 'Ancient Mariner '

with an accentuated interest."

Natal Witness.

COLERIDGE'S " Ode to a Night-

ingale
" was rejected as dealing

with the wrong bird.

says bloodhounds don't , like husky
voices, they get on their nerves. So
Faithful refused the bacon as hard as

he could.

Jimmy says he knew Faithful would
follow him, and sure enough, when he

had got a mile on his way home, there

was Faithful waiting for him, holding
the pudding-basin in his mouth by the

cloth.

Jimmy says when he got home there

was quite a crowd round the house
where Faithful had removed the green-
house from off the sparrow. A police-
man told Jimmy all about it. It

appeared, so the policeman said, that

some person or persons unknown had

got to know that the people in the

house were harbouring a German
governess and had smashed up the

greenhouse in revenge. The greenhouse
looked as if it had been struck by a

bomb, the policeman said, and when
the people saw it they knew their

secret was out and went and confessed

" YOUXG Lady-Attendant for Allies'

Rifle Range, to replace one getting

married; the 3rd in 12 months doing the

same; good remuneration, and comfortable

job." Glasgow Citizen.

Bow and arrow or '303, Cupid's mark-

manship remains unerring.

"THE MAN WHO DINED AT KP.VPP'S AXD
WORKED WITH THE KAISEU."

Morning Paper Heading.

The menu, at Knurr's is not given, but_
was probably some form of pig.

Another Impending Apology.
" SCOTCH NURSES IN SERBIA.

GERMAN DOCTOR'S IMPRESSIONS.
' VERY FORBIDDING.' "

Egyptian Gazette.

From a notice of a recent novel :

" The present reviewer's pen cleaves to tho

roof of his mouth when he tries to describe

it." Evening Standard.

That should teacli him to get rid of the

nasty habit of sucking the nib.
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MULE HUMOUR.

\HfJt

"HE'S KICKED THE ConrORAL !

"

" HE 'S KICKED THE VET. ! I
"

IX

"HE'S KICKED THE TBA.XSFORT OFFICES Ml"

Y

"HE'S KICKK.D Tin: COLON rr, ! ! ! :

'
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I THINK 1 never read a story that impressed me as more

untimely than this to which Mr. IVOR BROWN lias given

the title of Hccuriti/ (SUCKER).' It is about an Oxford Don,

one John (Inint, who became, as others have become, irked

by the placid routine of Senior Common-Boom existence,

and yearned for adventure. So ho came to London, and

got his first dose of it as a labour-Agitator and backer of

strikes. I suppose that the atmosphere of labour-agitatin

hookery-snidy, trundle-trailed king-crab," and then told to

kiss her, would have been more than I could bear.

I feel that Miss CONSTANCE HOLME will be the first to

agree with me on reflection that as a beginning of a chapter
in The Old lioad from Spt/in (MiLLs) the following will

not do :

" The long bright day idled interminably to its

tryst with night. Luis ate his lonely meals in the silent

room," etc. It illustrates a defect of her rather over-intense

method. She would readily forgive me this stricture if she

could know the eagerness with which I read her picturesque
and strike-backing is skilfully conveyed (that of Oxford pages to find out exactly what was the matter with the

donship undoubtedly is), but I can't tell you how antique
|

Jlmldli-atons of Thorn. From a Spanish ancestor, who
it all seems. These scornful quotations from an imaginary i had been wrecked with the Armada, they had inherited a

Capitalist press and the fierce denial that industrial strife ! CURSE. It was a very original curse, and I dare not

was ever assisted by foreign agencies it all sounds like a deprive you of the pleasure of finding out what it was for

voice from ancient history. One rubs one's ears at it.

Eventually militant Socialism wearies John as much as

academic torpor had done, and to escape from both he

marries a wife. More atmosphere, this time of a dreary
little seaside town and its so-called society. But John

fares no better here ;
and at last, on his return from a

walking holiday, he finds that

Mrs. John, unable to put up -_

with him any longer, is putting
'

;

up without him at a London i

:

hotel in company with An-

other. That seems a situation

insecure enough to satisfy the

most exacting. But even from

this nothing results, and hus-

band and wife drift together

again. I like to think that

nowadays, what with Zeps and !

"

other things, poor old John
\

may grow really contented.

Meanwhile, clever as it is, the

tale seems oddly anaemic and

unreal. It is like those tragi-

cally trivial journals of 1914

that still survive in the dusty

waiting-rooms of dentists.

WAIT TILL MARSH 2

yourself. Miss HOLME puts in her background of mystery
with skilful touches and handles her characterisation with
a good deal more subtlety than your mere mystery-monger
can command. She observes both men and things with

affection, writes of them with imagination. llowly Jfuddln-

ston, tho committee-ridden squire of Thorn, looks like a

careful portrait from life, and

probably somebody also sat

for that faithful soul, Cnun',
the butler. A book to be com-
mended. Its defects are the

defects of exuberance, the sort

one only begins to notice after

one has said,
" Hello ! this is

pretty good!
"

WILLYOU MARCH TOO
OR

"LOOK, DEAR ISN'T THAT GOOD?
,

OB WAIT TILL MARCH THE SECOND '

?
"

don t suggest that Mr. BROWN, L
whose previous book I much admired, should write about rather more ease than imagination. One of them, my own

The ii miter (rlorij (HoDDEB
AND STOUGHTON) is a collection

of very short sketches con-

cerned with the War. They
are a little unequal, some being
better than others, and others

(naturally) being worse than

some. They all reveal their
1

author, Miss EVELYN ORCHARD,
WILL YOU MABCII TOO, i

ag possessed of a pleasantly
unforced style, and perhaps

the War; but I could wish him a little more in tune with favourite, the story of a parson who enlisted, is conspicuous
the spirit it has produced.

j

as containing so admirable a recruiting speech that I can

! only hope it is transcribed from life. Having said so

Faith Trcsilion (WARD, LOCK) is a book of brave and of ! much, perhaps I may be forgiven by Miss ORCHARD if I

some diabolical deeds, but as Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS sees to
j

add that I would rather have read her upon some lighter
it that his murderers and wreckers get their due he leaves theme. Her tuneful pipe contains some very pleasant
me with the hopeful feeling that what happened to super- notes, both of sentiment and humour, but is altogether too

criminals a hundred years or so ago will also be their fate ! thin for variations upon so tremendous a motive as she has

in this year of grace. Faith is the type of heroine with chosen. I express, of course, only my personal feeling; but

whom readers of this amazingly industrious author are 1 1 am certain that unless a book can rise to the magnitude
familiar a fearless girl who does a man's work without of the War it had best leave it alone. Still it may well be

for a moment becoming unsexed. She was in a difficult
j

that others will find interest, and even consolation, in these

position enough, for her brother was a smuggler and she little papers. They have at least the charm of simplicity,

was in love, head to heels, with the local ganger. There and are obviously the products of a gentle and sympathetic
j

are other complications, but this is the chief one, and it is nature. Thus, Miss ORCHARD can still see the pathos of
j

worked out in Mr. PHILLPOTTS' best West-country manner, the German private. Well, well.

I accept Faith and salute her, but it is before her mother

that I completely bow the knee. Mrs. Trcsilion was para-

lysed up to her waist, which was just as well, for if her

activities had not been limited she would have swamped
the "whole book. As it was she lay in bed, clrank gin,

directed various operations with her eye fixed rather upon
this world than the next, and told her visitors precisely
what she thought of them. I am thankful not to have met

this devastating lady in the flesh, because to be called " a

A PIOUS HOPE.

[Suggested by an interview between M. SAZOXOFF and Mr. HAROLD
BEGBIE in The Daily Chronicle.]

THE Russian statesman, HAROLD BEGBIE thinks,

Is a good egg and not a subtle Sphinx ;

Some day perhaps he will a better egg bo

And tell us frankly what he thought of BEGBIE.
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is declared to liavo built a

submarine that can go to tlio UniioJ
; and hack. Future insults there-

fore will 1)6 delivered by hand.

Municipal fishshops aro to be estab-

lished in Germany. They will be

closely associated, it is understood,
with the Overseas News Agency, and
will make a speciality of supplying
a fish diet to sailors who are unfortu-

n al ely prevented by circumstances from

visiting the high seas.

In his lecture before the Royal Insti-

tute last week Dr. E. G. RUSSELL told
j

his audience that there are 80,000,000 '.

micro-organisms in a tablespoonful of

rich cucumber soil. If we substitute

German casualties for micro-organisms :

and deduct the average monthly wastage
j

as shown by the private lists from the

admitted official total of available

effectives but we aro treading on Mr.
BELLOC'S preserves.

The Government has announced
itself as "satisfied with the measures
taken to prevent Canadian nickel from

reaching the Germans." Except, of

course, in oblong pellets of insignifi-
cant size. * ;;:

Answering a question of Sir ARTHUR
MAKKHAM in the House of Commons
last week, Mr. TENNANT said,

" If

there was a large force of troops in

Egypt, as to which it is undesirable

that I should make any statement, it is
|

quite conceivable that the presence
of a hundred and seventeen Generals

might bs necessary." After all, if every
one of them were just a Brigadier-
General, they wouldn't require more
than half-a-million men to keep them

occupied. $ ...

*'

Naval inspectors of cookery, it is

officially announced, will hereafter wear
a narrow stripe of white cloth on their

cuff. This is a simplified form of the 1

iincient heraldic emblem of the cook's

guild, which was a hair frlzzt naiant
in a dish of soup mai</rr.

* *'

All kinds of cleaning and washing are

to be dearer, and a patriotic movement
is already on foot among the younger
set to do away with these luxuries

altogether in the interests of patriotic

economy. ... ...

As a re\\ ard of its efforts to save the
lives of war-horses, the R.S.P.C.A. has
now been officially recognized by the
A.V.C. Some hindrance to their

work is however feared ;is the result

THE ROYAL GONDOLIERS.
WF. UNDERSTAND THAT OUR COURTEOUS ALLIES IN VENICE HAVE OFFERED TO SUPPLY

FLOATING FACILITIES FOR OUR TROOPS IN THE FLOODF.D TRENCHES OF FLANDKR-i.

of strong protests lodged by the

Westphalian Pie-makers' Association

of Rotterdam, which the Government,
in its anxiety not to deal harshly
with neutrals, is said to be carefully

considering. ... ^

The owners of certain proprietary

whiskeys have decided to put them

up sixpence a bottle. In response to

this move the owners of certain pro-

prietary sixpences have decided not to

put them down.
* *
*

A correspondent of The Times states

that large numbers of Owls have taken
to visiting the trenches in Flanders.

The War Office, strangely enough,

professes to know nothing of the

circumstance.

For Conscientious Objectors.
"VARICOSE VEINS. We stock all sizes, in

(

best quality only." Advt. in Irish 1'aprr.

British Frightfulness.
' ' A young woman was fried as a spy i i

London the other day." Sunday 1'ictorial.

A Leap-Year Reminder.
"
February 29, 1916. Last day for single

men." Liverpool Daily I'ost.

"We . . . are no haters of peace. We
want it more than anything in the world

except the triumph of evil." Stfir.

" A fallen star," we fear.

" Mr. Lloyd George said that Cabinet Min-
isters had agreed to take one-fourth o their

salaries in Exchequer bombs."
I'nii-iniiril 1'nper.

The times call for strong measures, but

wo think this is going a little too far.
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TEUTON OVERTURES.
AS SEEN THROUGH TEUTON EYES.

THESE English who can know their ways?
When, Hushed with triumphs large and many,
We condescend with tactful signs
To hint of peace on generous lines

They answer in a flippant phrase
That they're "not taking any."

When from our conquering High-Seas Ark

(Detained at home by stress of weather)
We loosed the emblematic dove,

Conveying overtures of love,

Back came the bird with that remark,
Minus its best tail feather.

They said they never wanted war
;

Yet, when we talk of war's abating,
And name the price for them to pay,

They have the curious nerve to say
That, when they please, and not hefcro,

They '11 do their own dictating.

How can you deal with minds so slow,
With men who give no indication

That we by any further shock
Into their heads can hope to knock

Enough intelligence to know
That they 're a beaten nation ?

Odd that we cannot make it clear

That we have won ;
and even odder

That other markets seem to jump,
While our exchange is on the slump,

And everything 's starvation-dear

(Excepting cannon-fodder). O. S.

RECONSTRUCTION.
IN that dim happy past, the Summer of 1913, I first saw

him idly seated in a deck-chair on the firm sands of

,
on the East Coast. A quiet detached figure amid a

crowd of joyous children. Hard by a boy and girl were

building a moated fo.rtress, but, alas ! the swiftly incoming
tide eroded its foundations until the frowning battlements

tottered to destruction.

Turning, the children faced him. He smiled.
" D' you know this one, Jacky ?

"
ho ventured.

" He 's Dick," the little maid protested,
" and I 'in Betty."

"Now we're introduced, do you know this one?" he
asked again.

Straightaway he plunged into the new game, moving
back to where a smooth stretch of sand lay invitingly.

Immediately two minute shapes were etched with his stick

on its surface.

"What's those?"
"
Hairpins, of course ! You always start with hairpins.

And this," indicating a narrow oblong, "why, this must
be that silver tray someone 's always leaving her hairpins
lying about on. Now for the hair-brushes two of those

(unerringly symmetrical) "then the comb "
(equipped

with most effective sand-teeth) "then a powder-box?
Well, a very little one
As fast as he thought of them, fresh articles (or their

symbols) came into being. There was no pause.
" The

shoe-horn, the button-hook, oh ! and a clothes-brush
"

Immediately following the last hair of the clothes-brush
a rectangle put in an appearance around these assorted

objects.

"
Mummy's dressing-table," asserted Master Dick autho-

ritatively.
" Sound man ! What else do wo want? "

The children suggested alternately and in chorus the

completion of the plan. An armchair with cushions

incredibly soft, a fire-place pokered and tongcd, a wardrobe

(disproportionately enormous), two colossal hat-boxes, and
detail after detail, with finally the door, the key-hole and
the key.

* * # # * * #

The little hamlet somewhere in France had been
shelled spasmodically for months. Possibly there was

something faintly familiar in the seated figure of that

Captain of Engineers that caught my eye ; one did not
often come across Captains of Engineers sitting on debris
in the village street. He squatted on a pile of granular
masonry before a rudely prepared space surrounded by
three small ragged children gazing round-eyed at some-

tiling ho was drawing with half a Nilgiri cane in the

powdered rubble. I paused to look, and there arose before
me the picture of a man with a boy and girl on a bygone
day in happy England.

" On commence avec le sol," ho was explaining as he
indicated the shape of a salt-cellar. "Eh b'en, apres c.a

quat' assiettes, des couteaux, des fourchettes All

the appurtenances of a homely table were quickly put
in. " Et puis la table, n'est-ce pas? Et surtout faut pas
Oliblier quelqu'chose a manger, eh, Jeanne?

"

"
Non, monsieur." But the little girl was busy pointing

to where a small brown bird pecked fruitlessly in the dust.
"
Eegardez, dene, le p'tit oiseau; il n'a pas mange, c'lui la."

"Y a pas grande chose a manger; les Bodies, vous
savez, ont pass6 par ici," added one of the two boys quite

impersonally.
The Captain of Engineers continued quickly,

" Maintenant
il faut mettre le

"
ho paused for the word "

le table-

cloth." The children grasped his meaning from the

comprehensive gesture. Rapidly be outlined chairs, a de-

lightful baby's cradle, a clock with cuckoo complete, a fire-

place, until at length a complete pictorial inventory had
been made of the contents of the living-room of just such
a cottage as had obviously been buried beneath the
rubbish heap upon which he sat. Those children of the
stricken country-side entered with keenness into the spirit of

the make-believe. The little girl, searching for an appro-
priate stone to place on the imaginary table for imaginary
bread, thrust her hand down among the iJdlris and, with-

drawing it, exposed a relic. It w'as the faded remnant of

a baby's shoe, grotesque in the autumn sunshine.
"
Oui, par exemple, les Bodies ont passe par ici,"

said the little boy as impersonally as before.

In a Good Cause.

An auction of stamps will be held on the 13th and 14th
of March at 47, Leicester Square, in aid of the National
Philatelic War Fund, the proceeds to be given to the
Societies of the British Rod Cross and St. John of Jerus-

alem. Collectors should seize this chance, as the Allies

may shortly bo arranging to modify the map of the world.

" The year 1911 showed a drop of 441 million eggs in the year."
Trade Pnpcr.

Taking our population as 46 millions this means 9i eggs
dropped per head in the year. Under the influence of

the thrift campaign a great effort is being made to drop
only half an egg per head this year, but should there be
a General Election there may be a rise in the drop.
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WHO PAYS?
Tin: 1-ATiu.K. "WE ARE MAKING TERRIBLE SACRIFICES."

Tin; Sox. "YES, FATHER, BUT I AM VERY BRAVB; I CAN BEAR THEM."
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Visitor. "AND WHAT DID YOU DO WHEN THE SHKIX STRUCK YOU?"
Sored Tommy. "SENT MOTHER A POSTCARD TO HAVE MY BED AIRED.'

THE GREAT MAN.
EVEBY Saturday, about four P.M., I am

to be found worshipping at the Shrine
of the Open Mind. Once within its

portals I put off the subfusc vestments
of J. Watson, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,
and become simply Uncle James. This
alone is a tonic. To-day as I ascended
the steps of the temple there floated

down to me the voices of the priestesses

chanting, evidently in a kind of frenzy,
and to the air of a famous Scottish

reel, this rhyme
"Daddy is a Sergeant, a Sergeant, a Sergeant !

Daddy is a Sergeant, a Sergeant of Police."

So I opened the nursery door and
went in. An uncle has no honour in his

own country, and my two small nieces

assaulted mo immediately. Phyllh
dragged me to a chair, while Lillah

shrieked unrelentingly in my ear that

Daddy was a sergeant.
" So the special constables have seen

that your father is a born policeman ?"
I said as I sat down.
"The special ones," nodded Phyllis

with profound pride.
"
Magnificent," I murmured. " He

has at last justified his choice of the

law as a profession."
"Tell us," said Lillab,

" with the air

with which one speaks of a self-made
man who has just appeared in the

Honours List "
tell us how Daddy

started."
" He went to the Bar," I said.

"Bar?" echoed Lillah.
"
Why, yes," I said

;

"
it 's a place

where people wait."
" Like a station?

"

"
Only the trains don't always come

in. Anyway, on one side of the bar are

a lot of young men waiting for some-

thing to turn up, and on the other a lot

of old men writing autobiographies."
"But aren't there any rniddling-

olders?" This is Phyllistian for men
of middle age. .

" Not allowed," I said. "At the Bar

you are either a junior or a reminiscer."
" What 's that ?

"

" It 's an illness that attacks people
who aren't really famous."

Phyllis stared. "Like measles?"
I nodded.
"
Oh," cried Lillah eagerly,

" do the
reminiscers go all pink ?

"

"They ought to," said I.

There was a silence. The round

eyes of Phyllis were full of suspicion.

"Daddy said," she remarked slowly,
" that he did law."

" So he does," I answered.
"
Well, what 's that, then ?

"

Small girls ,ask questions in two
words which wise men must write

books to answer.
"The law," I answered warily, "gives

reasons for things that are unreason-
able."

" Like what ?
"

said Phyllis.
I laughed a little uneasily. This

was getting difficult.
" Oh er things like getting mar-

ried," I said,
" and refraining from

shooting little girls who ask questions."
I admit that this sort of joke is the

last infirmity of an uncle's otherwise
noble mind. They regarded me sadly.
Then Lillah turned to Phyllis with a

detached air.
" Uncle James is being

grand," she said,
" because he doesn't

know what law is."
" Don't you ?

"
said Phyllis.

"
Perhaps not," I murmured feebly.

The nursery makes very small beer of
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Mother. "No, BETTY DAKLING, I CAN'T BUTTON YOUB BOOTS FOB YOU. How YOU HAVE A LITTLE SISTEB YOU MUST LEABN TO

DO THINGS FOB YOURSELF."

Betty. "SHALL I jILWAYS HAVE TO DO FINOS FOB MYSELF?"
Mother. "YES, DARLING." Betty. "THEN I DON'T FINK I SHALL LIKE LIFE."

the cynic. There was a moment's
silence.

" You 've told us wrong," said Phyllis

sternly.
"
Daddy isn't ever wrong."

" So he 's risen from his bar to be a

sergeant," added Lillah, with the air of

one finishing a story with a moral.
I 'm afraid I chuckled. It was in

vei-y bad taste, of course, but I couldn't

help it. I suppose George is one of

the most egregious Micawbers of the

English Bar, whereas I whyp I

remember noticing a brief on the

mantelpiece in my chambers only last

month.
"Poor Uncle James," said Phyllis in

her best drawing-room tones, "perhaps
if you tried very hard

"

They had mistaken my laughter for

that bitter disappointed kind you get
in the theatres.

" I know," said Lillah
;

" we '11 play
Germans, and Uncle James can pretend
he's a sergeant."

Yes, they were sorry for me. The
table was pushed into the window and
became a waterworks of importance.

The invidious part of the alien enemy
fell to Lillah. It was admitted that

she could glare best. "
Besides," said

Phyllis,
" Lillah can make growly noises

come up from her tummy."
The complete Hun, as you perceive.

Phyllis became a "
special," while I

was her sergeant, the star part of the

piece. But the show was a frost,

though Lillah gave an excellent imita-

tion, with the aid of a toy spider, of a

Hun inserting bacilli into the nation's

aqua pura. Yes, I 'm afraid I was the

failure. I couldn't get to grips with

my part, and the whole thing was so

obviously a charity performance, with

Phyllis ordering herself sternly about

to try and help me through.
We were halfway through the second

house when a well-known step was
heard on the stairs.

Lillah turned, her eyes ablaze with

worship. Phyllis trembled with excite-

ment. As I sat down I couldn't help

thinking that we grown-ups are just
a little absurd. There is more than
one thinks in the relativity of things.

Adoration ? George was never going
to get anything like it again in this

world. My mind mused on ambition.

Why, the CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-

CHEQUER himself

The door-handle turned and I heard

the small voice of Phyllis in my ear.

"Muminie says," she whispered,
" we can't all be great."

Nice little maid !

Then we all lined up to receive the

Sergeant.

" TURKISH COMMUNIQUE.

Constantinople, Saturday. On the Can-
adian front there were outpost duels and local

fighting at several points. These skirmishes

are still going on." Evening Paper.

Forthcoming volume by Sir MAX AITKEN
Canada in Turkey.

From a description of a new enemy
aeroplane :

" The whole machine is armoured, and tho

supper part is shaped like a reversed roof."

Provincial Paper.

Trust the Germans for looking after

the commissariat.
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AN EMBARGO ON INK.

GREAT PUBLIC MEETING.

Mrt. RUNCIMAN, President of the

Board of Trade, having stated that the

Government was following up its re-

strictions on the importation of paper

hy drastic new rules concerning our

supplies of ink, a public meeting of

protest was immediately called. Mr.

T. P. O'Notor, M.P., took tho chair,

and ho was supported by many of the

most illustrious ink-men of the day.
The Chairman, having first read

a number of letters apologising for

absence, one of which was, of course,

from Lord Southbluff, who specialises
in this epistolary form, proceeded to

pour scorn on tho Board of Trade's

decision. How can the Board of Trade,
ho asked pointedly, know its business

as well as we do? If it hopes, by
curtailing the supplies of ink that

como to England, to make room for the

more important necessaries of life, it is

mistaken. Thevo is nothing more im-

portant than ink. (Cheers.) Withouf
ink what are we ? (A voice :

" Not

much.") Without ink, how can adver-

tisements be written? (Cries of
" Shame ! ") Among all forms of

human endeavour none was nobler

than putting one word after another.

(Applause.) That is what SHAKSPEARE
did. (Hear, hear.) Always with the

assistance of ink. (Cheers.) And
what would England be like without
SHAKSPEARE ? (Renewed cheers.) Had
Mr. RUNCIMAN thought of that? He
(the speaker) would venture to say he
had not. In any case ink must be
saved. (Loud applause.)

Mr. Harry Austinson, Editor of The

English Ttevite, rose to protest against
the Board of Trade action. To put an

embargo upon ink was, he held, nothing
less than an outrage. Ink was the

life-blood of British liberty, and he for

ono would never hesitate to spill the

last drop, either in his own select

periodical or in a Sunday paper for

the masses. Tho mere fact that the

feeling against ink was inaugurated by
a Member of the Government automa-

tically proved it wrong. No good could

come from such a corrupt agglomera-
tion of salary-seekers as the Coalition

Ministry. Speaking as one who knew
Germany from within, ho would say
that to put any obstacle in the way
of the public expression of opinion in

England was to help the foe. (Hear,

hear.)
Mr. Bernold Pennit said that tho

Government's action paralysed him.
For years he had been in the habit of

writing his ten thousand words a day.
It did not much matter what they
were about

;
the point was that they

were written. Otherwise he could not

keep in good health. Where another

man might do Swedish exercises, ride,

walk, eat or play golf, he, Mr. Pennit,

wrote. (Hear, hear.) It might be an
attack on British stupidity ; it might
be a eulogy of Mr. ASQUITH ;

it might
be a description of the arrival of a ton

of coal at an auctioneer's private resi-

dence in Handley and its transference

to the cellar and the discovery that

there was one hundredweight one stone

short. Whatever the theme, there

were ten thousand words in any case,

and unless he could write them daily
ho was lost. Tho tragic thing was that

he could write only in ink and with
his own hand. (Sensation.) Before

meddling with ink there were all sorts

of things for tho Government to forbid.

Golf balls, for one. He wished to

express his complete dissatisfaction

with Mr. RUNCIMAN'S insane proposal.

(Cheers.)
Mr. Bolairo Hillock thought that a

great deal too much fuss was being
made about ink. The Board of Trade

was, of course, an ass; that goes with-

out saying (qa va sans dire) ; but it is

childish of literary men to come there

and pretend to be nonplussed. Let
them rather show themselves superior
to such trumpery legislation. As an
old campaigner he could tell them what
to do. When he was an artilleryman
in France, and writing a series of

articles on the Reformation at the same
time, he mixed an excellent substitute

for ink out of the ashes of his pipe and
claret. There were countless things
that could be utilised, including black-

ing, seethed mushrooms, boiled ash-

buds, and the juice of the pickled walnut.

With such resources as these we in-

tended to go on writing and drawing
diagrams long after Mr. RUNCIMAN was

forgotten. (Loud cheers.)
Lord Pengo said that one of the

purest pleasures of life was writing to

The Times, and how could that be done
if there was no ink? Some people
doubtless could use pencil ; but he

personally could not. Others had

typewriters or dictated to typists, but

that was beyond him. To him there

were few delights more complete than
to dip his pen in tho forbidden fluid

and begin,
" Sir." (Applause.)

The Rev. R. Trampbell said that not

during his whole career as a clergy-
man of the Church of England could

ho remember a more monstrous pro-

posal than this one to reduce the

supply of ink. To him ink was more

precious than radium, for it enabled

him to express his thoughts and thus

come into intimate relationship with

his fellow-beings. It might be within

the knowledge of the meeting that he

was in the habit of contributing every
week an article on the War to the

Sunday papers. It was not on tactics,

but on some subject of spiritual interest

connected with the War, and he had
reason to believe that thousands, ho

might say millions, of his fellow-

countrymen and fellow-countrywomen
found it helpful. Was that to ceaso?

England had too few inspired teachers

for this article to be lightly disposed
of. He felt sure that he had the great

weight of his beloved Church of Eng-
land at the back of him when he

uttered this protest.
Mr. Chester Gilbertson said that

neither the restriction on ink or paper
would worry him. There was nothing
he couldn't write tritJi, and nothing lie

couldnt write on. He had writk n

many of his best articles with a piece
of chalk on one of his black coats, and

many of his worst on cab and railway-

carriage windows with a diamond ring
which he had compelled a commer-
cial traveller to relinquish. (Cheers.)
Rather than not express an opinion on
whatever was forward, he would carve

his views on a rock and himself carry
the rock to the printing office. (Loud
cheers.) The Runcimen of this world
were created purely in order to be

defied.

Mr. Bernard Jaw said that of course

for the Government to pretend that

the cargo space now occupied by ink

was needed for something else was
rubbish. The Government's real reason

was that they were terrified of the critics

and thought to muzzle them in this way.
But he for one and he knew for a

fact that the Government dreaded his

genius acutely and would give much
if they could still the blistering accuracy
of his pen he for one would not bo

daunted.

At this point a special messenger
arrived bearing a letter for the Chair-

man, who, after reading it, asked leave

to put the meeting in possession of its

terms, as it somewhat altered the situ_-

ation. It was, in fact, from the Board
of Trade, and stated that, owing to a

misprint, the recent decision concerning
ink had been misunderstood. It was
not ink that was to be restricted, but

zinc. (Cheers.) In the circumstances

perhaps they might adjourn.
The meeting then broke up peace-

ably, although Mr. Bernard Jaw did

his best to collect an audience for a

new speech on the monstrosity of in-

terfering with zinc.

"Count Bernstorff finds that the Washing-
ton Government has left him in tho air.

Seemingly he is at sea." Morninj Post.

As was said of a nobler character,
" the

elements are so mixed up in him."
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Junes (left at home to mind tlm children).
" IP THE PAPEB'S ANYTHING TO GO BY, WK MARRIED MEN WILL ALL BE IN THE ARMY

BY JULY. IT SEEMS A LONG TIME TO WAIT."

THE EXPERT ADVISER.
I MET him near the entrance of the

Institute, where I was waiting to see

the Superintendent. He approached
with light, nervous steps, and his

haggard eyes met mine questioningly.
" A tine morning,

"
I remarked.

" It is," he agreed ;

" and if you would
be good enough to tell me the day of

the week
"

"It's Saturday," I said, wondering
a little.

" I I feared so," he said and clutched

me by the arm. "Listen. This is the

day when I have to make up my five

columns seven hundred lines, brevier

type. It is my destiny to give advice,
and you can have it without the asking.
Take,, for example, the Rhode Island
Babbit a noble strain and rich in

phosphates. Plant out at the beginning
of April in a mixture consisting of two

parts road-grit, two parts table- scraps,
and a deed of assignment, and by the
end of October they will be throw-

ing up magnificent clusters of yellow
blossom. The Magellan Lop-eared is

also hardy and prolific, though pug-
nacious if reared under glass. In the
absence of a specified agreement a
dose of tartavic acid that has been

well stewed with the mutton left over

from Sunday will usually put matters

straight. Snip off shoots that show

signs of becoming broody, and give a

mash of middlings at quarter-day.
" We now come to the Light Sussex

Long-furred Goatlings. These can be

kept in hutches, which may be obtained
at any oil-shop at about fivepence per
pint. Grasp firmly by the wings when
lifting, and explain the matter to your
solicitor. Short-haired Pouters should
be housed in kennels which have been

thoroughly disinfected with peat-moss,
cod-liver-oil emulsion and a good face-

powder. A little boracic ointment
rubbed well into the roots before break-

fast is also to be commended. With

regard to the Squirrel-tailed Borzois,

during the period of weaning try bi-

carbonate of soda, one scruple; sal

volatile, one drachm ; to be taken every
calendar month from date of contract."

A large, genial man, with an official

manner he was, I discovered, the

under -
superintendent approached,

and the haggard man moved rapidly

|
away.

" A painful case," I observed.

"Very," said the large man. "Journ-
alist of the name of Griddle Jabez Wil-
berforco Griddle. He used to run the

Gardening sectjon of The Sunday Helio.

Then the chap that was responsible for

the '

Legal Advice
' was called up, and

Griddle got his column as well as his

own. Next, the '

Poultry Gossip
' man

went, and they gave Griddle that, and
when a week later the '

Gookery Notes'

woman took up V.A.D. work he got
her share too. He struggled along

gamely enough until ' Auntie Gladys,'
who ran ' Our Baby

'

column, became
a tram - conductress ; but, when they
passed him that, his mind went, and
the proprietors sent him here."

I inquired as to the possibilities of

recovery.
." There is hope," said the large man,

" that the trouble may not last beyond
the duration of the War. But we
shan't feel that we 've made a fair start

until we 've cured him of getting up in

the night and tapping his artificial

teeth with a button-hook. He fancies

he "s dictating
' Answers to Correspon-

dents.'
"

=

Clerical Candour.
' In order to satisfy my mind I spent over

two hours in a certain cinema . . . Frankly I

was disappointed. I saw nothing which could
in any w;iy be called indecent."

The Rev. F. H. QILLINGJUII, in
"The Weekly Dispatch."
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AN UNEASY CONSCIENCE.
"\\"ELL, I'M OFF 10 MY DRESSMAKER'S. I CAN'T SIT HEBE ANY LONGER BEING ECONOMISED AT BY THAT GIRL'S CLOTHES."

THE WORLD SET FREE.

(An awful prospect.)

LONG, long ago, when I had not attested,
I prized the liberties of this proud race,

The right of speech, from haughty rulers wrested,
The right to put one's neighbours in their place ;

I liked to argue and I loved to pass
Slighting remarks on Eobert, who 's an ass,
To hint that Henry's manners were no class,

Or simply say I did not like his face.

But things are changed. To-day I had a tussle
With some low scion of an upstart line ;

Meagre his intellect, absurd his muscle,
I should have strafed him in the days long sync ;

I took a First, and he could hardly parse ;

I have more eloquence but he more stars
;

Yet (so insane the ordinance of Mars)
/ must say

"
Yessir," and salute the swine.

And it was hard when that abrupt Staff-Major
Up to the firing-line one evening came

(Unknown his motive, probably a wager),
And said quite rudely,

" You are much to blame ;

Those beggars yonder you should enfilade."
I fingered longingly a nice grenade ;

I said those beggars were our First Brigade,
But might not call him any kind of name.

Yet not for ever shall the bard be muted

By stars and stripes, but freely, as of yore,
When swords are sheathed and I 'm civilian-suited,

I shall have speech with certain of my corps,

Speak them the insults which I now but brood:
"
Pompous,"

"
incompetent,"

" too fond of food,
1

And fiercely taste the bliss of being rude
And unrestrained by Articles of War.

That will be great ;
but what if such intentions

Are likewise present in the Tenth Platoon ?

What if some labourer of huge dimensions
Meet me defenceless in a Tube saloon,
And hiss his catalogue of unpaid scores,
How oft I criticised his forming fours,
Or prisoned him behind the Depot doors,

Or kept him digging on the Fourth of Juno ?

Painful. And then, when all these armed millions
Unknot with zest the military noose,

Will the whole world be full of wroth civilians,
Each one exulting in a tongue let loose ?

And who shall picture or what bard shall pen
The crowning horror which awaits us then
That civil warfare of uncivil men

In one great Armageddon of abuse ?

A Pluralist.

The writer of a letter appearing in The Daily Mail signs
herself "Wife of Group 41."
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THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR.
JOHN BULL (to Jnmself). "TELL YOU WHAT IT IS, MY FRIEND YOU 'VE BEEN DOING

YOURSELF TOO WELL. IF YOU MEAN TO WIN THIS WAR YOU'VE GOT TO SEE
WHAT YOU CAN DO WITHOUT."
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FRANK.
IN my first formal introduction to

Frank he appeared, together with his

clothing and various belongings, as an
item iu a list of things to be taken over.

I knew him already by reputation, and
1 remembered some of the occasions

when he had appeared on parade. Also
I knew that two successive Company
Commanders had managed in turn to

exchange him with some unsuspecting
newly appointed O.C. Company for

something more tractable. This last

process, indeed, accounted for my
having to take him over instead of the

mild creature with the duck-waddle
action which my predecessor had
ridden or, let me say, sat.

It became then my lot to take over

Frank, or, to put it more correctly, I

was issued with him. That is part of

the military principle of fixing respon-

sibility. Things are not issued to you ;

you are issued with them, and you
alone are accountable. I was issued

with Frank and all his harness and

appointments and, incidentally, his

parlour tricks. This was the formal
introduction. I didn't meet him at

close range until later. When I was
issued with him I didn't even know his

name. No previous owner had ever

thought of asking it, and had they
asked they would not have believed

that a horse could be called Frank. On
general principles it seems wrong, but
on nearer acquaintance I found that

Frank was exactly the name for him.
The great thing about him was that if

he thought a thing he said it.

For example, when I first mounted
him he thought he would prefer to

remain in the stable where he had been
for the best part of a week. He said

so quite candidly. I am nothing very
great as a handler of wild animals,
and he gave me three minutes made
up of every action in his repertoire-
no limited one. At the end of it I very
kindly dismounted. I didn't want him
to think I was not intelligent enough
to understand what he meant, and
moreover I hated the idea of man-ing
our first meeting by refusing so unmis-
takable a request. So he was led back
to his quarters and the incident closed,
if not with mutual goodwill at least

with some degree of satisfaction fairly

evenly distributed among the parties.
It was, I remember, on the next

morning that the Mess Sergeant noticed

a shortage of lump sugar in one of the
basins. I mention this merely because
it fixes in my mind the first day on
which I had a comfortable ride. Frank
started out in a good temper and came
home at his best pace, hoping to get
some more sugar. That, at least, is

how I read his meaning, and I pur-
sued my policy of not misunderstand-

ing him. After this he developed a

parlour trick which made me quite
fond of him. When I went to the
stable he would put his nose round to

the side pocket where I kept the sugar.
He always got some, and he knew
there would always be some more when
lie got home.
Thus it became necessary to instruct

him in topography. He quickly learned
that certain turnings led to the camp,
and I was reduced to subterfuges to

prove to him that they did not. It

was essential to go over every road
at various times in opposite directions.

That confused him, and though I dis-

liked the deception I had to resort to

it, with the result that Frank finally

accepted me at my own fictitious valua-

tion as a person who did not properly
know his own mind.
But it took him some time to get

into my ways. Once we spent twenty
minutes on a small stretch of road

leading from the parade ground to a

railway bridge. I wanted to cross the

bridge and Frank did not. I took him
towards the bridge and he took me
back towards the camp. This happened
thirteen times. At the fourteenth

there was a variation ; ho changed his

mind and we crossed the bridge. Dur-

ing the twenty minutes, I remember,
we had a further slight disagreement
about a stick. I was glad I had brought
it, and he was not. But on the other

side of the bridge we let bygones be

bygones. Frank had his moods, but
he was always a gentleman.
He was also a soldier. His strong

point really was that he was excellent

on parade. He would look round,

grasp the formation at a glance, and

drop into his place. He was never
more happy than when route-marching;
never more unhappy than when com-

pelled to break out of the line. Indeed,
so much did he enjoy column of route

that when off duty with two or three

other horses he would play at route-

marching, taking up a position in

Indian file and avoiding any sort of

arrangement which brought him
abreast of his companions.
At last we had to part. I don't

know the right way to express this.

Possibly I was reissued without him
;

I am not sure what the process was.
At any rate we separated, he remaining
at the camp and I proceeding on duty
to the Depot. I said good-bye to him
and he nuzzled for the last time at

rny side pocket. Having munched the

sugar, he turned to the more serious

business of his manger. I think this

must have been his way of concealing
his emotion.

RAG-TIME IN THE TRENCHES.
ROLL up, rally up !

Stroll up, sally up !

Take a tupp'ny ticket out, and help to

toto the tally up !

Come and see the Baggers in their
" Mud and Slush

"
revoo.

(Haven't got no money ? Well, a

cigarette '11 do).
Come and hear O'Leary in his great

tin-whistle stunt
;

See our beauty chorus with the Sergeant
in the front ;

Come and hear our gaggers
In their "Lonely Tommy" song ;

Come and see the Baggers,
We're the bongest of the bong.

Boll up, rally up i

Stroll up, sally up !

Show is just commencing and we 've

got to ring the ballet up.
Hear our swell orchestra keeping all

the fun alive,

Tooting on his whistle while they dance
the Dug-out Dive.

Come and see Spud Murphy with his

double-ration smile,

('Tisn't much for beauty, but it's

PHYLLIS DARE for style) ;

Come and see our sceint,

"How the section got C.B.-;
"

Bring a concertina

And we '11 let you come in free.

Boll up, rally up !

Stroll up, sally up !

First and last performance. If you
want to see it, allez up !

Come and sit where "Archibalds
"
won't

get you in the neck

(If it 's getting sultry you can take a
j

pass-out check).
Come and hear the Corporal recite his

only joke ;

See the leading lady slipping out to

have a smoke ;

Sappers, cooks, flag-waggers,

Dhooly-wallahs too
;

Come and hear the Baggers
In their " Mud and Slush

"
revoo.

Commercial Candour.

UIKlp-
" The perfume par excellence .

preached and unapproachable."
Actvt. in Provincial Paper.

"GERMAN FOOD CRISIS.
ATTEMPT TO CONGEAL THE TBUTH AS TO
SHOHTAGE." Buenos Ayres Standard.

The Huns are so economical that they
put even Truth into cold storage.

" Cheery messages come through from
General Towiishend. He is sewing vegetable
seeds and has asked for gramophone needles."

lAoyd's Weekly Netcs.

The ordinary kind being unsuited for

such delicate stitchery.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
I

efficiency of the War Office at a moment Supplementary Estimate of 10 for tho

;

when round Verdun was raging a battle Navy, I was reminded of PRAKD'S lines

Tuesday, February %Qth. Mr. LLOYD in which the fate of Paris, and perli!i])s

GEOHGE announced to-day that tho

Members of the Cabin;.1
!, had decided to

take one - fourth of their salaries in

Exchequer Bonds. Murmurs of ap-

plause followed, and before they had

died away Mr. HOGGE launched his

great joke. Leaning up to it with the

remark that Exchequer Bonds can be

sold tho next day, he asked,
" Would it

not bo a good idea to call them the

Laughing Stock'.'" Mr. HoncE is not

of London, was involved. Why had
lie not imitated the monumental silence

of Mr. BURNS '.' Instead, he, tho sup-

pressor of obscure Irish newspapers,
had done more to injure recruiting
than any Conneinara editor.

I never expected to live to hear the

Bank of England described in the

House of Commons as a useless insti-

tution. In Mr. HEALY'S opinion, "Tho
Old Lady of Threadneedlo Street," like

one of the chartered jesters of the House
j
the other who lived in a shoe, has too

so his ji-n tl'fxjirit just
caused "a laugh," a-; the

reporters say, and nothing
more.

On tho Third Beading
of tho Consolidated Fund
Bill Sir JOHN SIMON re-

newed his attack upon
the Military Service Bill.

The tribunals, he de-

clared, were disregarding
the appeal of the widow's

only son ; the Yellow

Form, of which the late

Home Secretary takes the

same jaundiced view as ho
did of the Yellow Press,
was being sent out indis-

criminately to.all whom it

did not concern : the War
Office had issued a mis-

loading poster ;
and every-

where men were being
" bluffed" into the Army.
He himself would have
been inundated \vifh cor-

respondence if he had not
had the happy inspiration
of diverting the flood into

Mr. TENNANT'S letter-box.

Passionately he called up-
on the Government not
to imitate Germany's
brutality.

Mr. LONG, suave as usual, deprecated
Sir JOHN SIMON'S ferocity, reminded
him that all cases of hardship could be
considered by the Appeal Tribunals,
and promised to investigate the cases

that had been mentioned. "May I

send in my list too ?
"
asked Mr. WATT.

But Mr. LONG, unwilling to share the
fate of Mr. TENNANT, suggested that

tho SECRETARY FOR SCOTLAND would
form a more appropriate dumping-
ground for Mr. WATT'S dossier.

After Mr. SNOWDEN, Sir THOMAS
WHITTAKEU and Mr. LOUGH had rein-

forced Sir JOHN SIMON'S case with
added instances the Government found
an unexpected champion in Mr. HEALY.
He was amazed to hoar the late Home
Secretary "one of the Ministers who
made the War" gloating over the in-

IN HAPPY DAYS TO COME.
The Coalition Otcncrs (Mr. ASQVITH and Mr. BOSAR LAW) LEADING IN

A WINKER.

many children, and her attempt to get
190 of them exempted from military
service moved him in a moment of
"
vituperative irrelevance," as Mr.

PBINGLE subsequently described it, to

say the rudest things' about her finan-

cial capacity.

Wednesday, March Is/. Sir OWEN
PHILIPPS, once Liberal Member for

Pembroke, returned to the House to-

day as Unionist Member for Chester.

To signalise the capture of so gigantic
a prize he is 6ft. Gin. in his stockinged
feet Lord EDMUND TALBOT and Sir

G. YOUNGER, Unionist Whips, con-

ducted him to the Table ; and as they
are both of moderate height the pro-
cession gave tho effect of a Maurctania

going to Her moorings in charge of a

couple of tugs.
When Dr. MACXAMARA moved a

"On seeing the SPKAKHR asleep in his

chair" :

" Hume, no doubt, will IK,- t:iking the sense
Of tho House on ;v s:ivin<{ of thirtrrn

pence."

But there wore difl'eivnccs. The '10

was not an ordinary "ten-pun" note"
but was a " token

"
representing some-

thing like four and a half millions re-

ceived by the Fleet for services rendered

to Foreign Powers and others ;
and

Mr. WHITLEY, who was in the Chair,
so far from being asleep, was intensely

wide - awake. Members
who sought to discuss

Naval policy generally
were promptly pulled up,
and the SECRETARY OF THE
ADMIRALTY, when in his

third or fourth attempt
to explain the Vote he
remarked hypothetically,
"
Suppose we were to sell

a battleship -"was him-
self called to order, Mr.
WHITLEY evidently regard-

ing such a reduction of the

Fleet as unpatriotic even
in imagination.
A vote for 37,000 to

extend the British Con-
sulate buildings at Cairo
united both sides of the
House in criticism. Mr.
ASHLEY thought what was

good enough for Lord
CROMER should bo good
enough for his successor.

Mr. HOGGE, by a some-
what obscure process of

reasoning, now understood

why the Germans were so

anxious to get to Egypt.
In vain Mr. LEWIS II AR-

COURT, usually so per-
suasive, explained that

they were now buying for 3 10s. a
metro land for which tho owner wanted
12 a metre not long ago. Sir F. BAN-

BURY, shaking his pince-nez at the

Treasury Bench, retorted that he might
ask 5 for this pair of glasses, for

which ho had paid half-a-crown (more
war economy), but he would not expect
to get it.

A vote for 50,000, to complete the

purchase of the estate of Colonel HALL-

WALKER, who has presented his racing
stud to the Government, evoked some

opposition and much facetiousness.

Mr. ACLAND, who proposed it, did

not help- his case by remarking that

personally he regarded racing as a low
form of sport. The fact that some of

the horses have been leased by tho War
Department to Lord LONSDALE for

racing purposes "on sharing terms"
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caused Mr. McNEiLL to inquire whether

Mr. TBNNANT would act as the Minis-

terial tipster ;
and Mr. HOGGE, who

displayed a knowledge of racing which

will, 1 fear, shock the unco' guid of

East Edinburgh, thought it ridiculous

that Ministers should preach economy
in the City and start a racin

Westminster.

Thursday, March 2nd.

Ariel, Earl of DEBBY,
has not entirely left the

Earth for the Air. His

head, at any rate, is not

in the clouds, for his

speech on the working of

his own scheme was full

of practical wisdom,
was not afraid of

exemptions that the tri-

bunals might give if left

to themselves, but he was
a little concerned about

SIMON and his scratcli

crew of pro-shirkers who
seemed to be doing their

little best to prevent the

country from getting men.

that it had been tried, but that women
seemed to get on the nerves of the

dogs, causing their hair to fall out.

The application was refused.

An appeal was made on behalf of

George W. Hopper (18), an employee
of the West End Delicacy Company,

stud at ! a concern engaged in the business of

He
the

THE ELUSIVE ONES.

A LABGE number of

claims for exemption from

military service were made
before the Bouverie Street

Tribunal at its sittings
last week.

Ike Peldmann (23)
asked for exemption on
the ground that he was
an agriculturalist and
therefore excused under
the Act. Questioned fur-

ther, he stated that at the

present time he was em-

ployed in making artificial

onions for a firm of Bond
Street milliners, but his

uncle, who was wealthy,
had promised to buy him
a farm as soon as the

weather got warmer. His

application was rejected.
William Smith (31)

stated that he was the

President, Treasurer and

Secretary of the Anglo-
Chinese Industries Association, Limited,
and urged that unless he was exempted
the company must inevitably go into

liquidation, there being no one else

familiar with its business. Answering
a question by the Chairman, applicant
stated that the company was formed to

dp a general mercantile business, but
that at the present time its activities

were confined to manicuring Pekingese
pugs. Asked whether this work could
not be done by women, applicant stated

HAVEN.
On the famous site of The Star and Garter Hotel at Richmond

Hill, a Home is to be built for Soldiers and Sailors totally disabled by
the War. The work has been undertaken by the British Women's
Hospital, and, on its completion, Her Majesty the Queen will present the

building to the British Red Cross Society, by whom it will be maintained .

The cost of construction will be 50,000. Mr. Punch can think of no
cause which should appeal more strongly to the gratitude of the nation
and he begs his generous readers to send gifts in aid of it to The Hon.
Treasurer, "Star and Garter" Building Fund, 21, Old Bond Street, W.

that Hopper had a wooden leg and
bronchitis. He was put back one

group to give time for medical treat-

ment of leg.
James Pouks (19), who appeared

somewhat dazed at his surroundings,
explained in a confidential whisper that

he was the caretaker of the municipal
macaroni beds in Kegent's
Park. Asked if he would
not like to fight for his

country, he replied that

he would, only MARTIN
LUTHER had appeared to

him in a dream and ordered
him to go into the dressed

poultry business. Referred

j

to the Medical authorities.

Jim Bounce (30) stated

that lie had a conscientious

objection to fighting. He
didn't like the Germans,
but recognised that they
were his spiritual brothers.

A Member of the Board.
Where did you get that

cauliflower ear ?

Owing to the unsatis-

factory nature of the appli-
cant's reply his appeal
was refused.

Arthur Small (35), pro-

prietor of a fish and chips

emporium, stated that he
was a widower and the

sole support of his mother-

in-law, two married
sisters-in-law, their hus-

bands and their thirteen

small children.

The Chairman. It seems
a clear case for exemption.

Applicant hastened to

explain that he did not
ask for exemption as he
felt that his first duty was
to his country. He would

like, however, a week in

which to say good-bye to

his relations by marriage.
The request was granted,
the Chairman stating that

the attitude of Small, who
was sacrificing everything
for duty, did him the

greatest credit.

supplying steak-and-kidney puddings
to the large hotels. These delicacies, the

Secretary of the company explained,

weighed about a ton each, and Hopper
was the only man who was strong
enough to lift them out of the ovens
into the delivery wagon.
A Member of the Board. That is

just the kind of man they want in the

army.
The Secretary of the company stated

as an additional ground for exemption

A Smooth Passage.
"In the Lords Viscount French took his

sea but it was a quiet affair.
"

Morning Paper.

" EMPLOYMENT as odd man offered to a dis-

abled soldier in a very good gentleman's
household." Morning Paper.

As the above advertisement appeared
several times we are afraid the gentle-
man must have been regarded as

almost too good to be true.
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Hun'; Manager. "Now ri.DAsi; rxni'RSTAND, Miss JONES, you MUST MAKE TUB BOOKS BALANCI:.

Miss Jones. "Os, MR. BROWN, HOW PUSSY YOU ARE I"

THE DUG-OUT DOMINIE.
SOMT; thirty years ago or more
He tried his hand at gerund-grind-

ing,
But very speedily forswore
The role before its ties grew binding ;

He earned a living by his pen,
Paid court to Clio and Melpomene,

Until tho War broke out, and then
Enlisted as a dug-out dominie.

Shortsighted, undersized and weak,
intolerant yet self-distrusting,

There could not well have been a " beak
"

Less fitted for the nice adjusting
Of his peculiar point of view
To that of forty-odd years later,

Less eager to acclaim the New,
Less apt for Georgian tastes to

cater.

He strove, 'tis true, to keep abreast
Of MASEPIELD'S grim poetic frenzy,

Sought Truth in WELLS, and did his

best

To like the Oxford of MACKENZIE ;

With YEATS he wandered in the Void,
Tasted of SHAW'S dramatic jalap,

Then turned with rapture unalloyed
To DICKENS, THACKERAY and

TBOLLOPE.

Thus handicapped, thus fortified,

Behold him perilously faring
Into a world where all are tried

By boyhood's scrutiny unsparing ;

Where ev'ry trick of gait or speech
Is most inexorably noted,

And masters, more than what they teach,
Are studied, criticised and quoted.

His idols mostly left them cold

BAGEHOT, MATT. ARNOLD, SCOTT and
MILTON ;

But they were quick in taking hold
Of PBAED and J. K. S..and HILTON;

And once undoubtedly he scored

When, on a day of happy omen,
Ho introduced them to A. WARD,
The wisest of the tribe of showmen.

But still his fervours left them calm
Emotion they considered freakish ;

He felt with many an inward qualm
That he was thoroughly un-beakish ;

His mood perplexed them ; he was half

Provocative, half deferential,
Too anxious to provoke a laugh,
Too vague where logic was essential.

So, struggling on to bridge the gaps
That seventeen froin sixty sunder,

And causing at his best, perhaps,
A mild and intermittent wonder,

At least he recognised the truth

That there are other ways of earning
The sympathy of clear-eyed youth
Than by a mere parade of learning.

And yet I think his pupils may
In after years, at camp or college,

Admit that in his rambling way
He added to their stock of knowledge ;

And, as they ruefully recall

His "
jaws

"
on CLAUSEWITZ and

JOMINI,
On BALZAC, HEINE and JEAN PAUL,
Think kindly of their dug-out dominie.

" Hide-bound rod tape rules the day."
Sir F. MILKER'S Letter to " The Times."

It is much more effective than the

ordinary unreinforced variety.

A Happy Family.
" A milk deliverer 81 years of age, who up-

plied for exemption, said his father was an
Atheist, his mother was ' all the other way
about,' and his brother was a Socialist, and if

he \vcnt away there would be war at home.
He considered that he should stay at home to

keep the peace." Western Keening Herald.

But a merciful tribunal, thinking that

he was more likely to find it in the

trenches, only exempted him for a
month.
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THE NATIONAL SCAPE-GOAT ASSOCIATION.
MY companion had come into the compartment hurriedly

just as the train started. He was a small, middle-aged,

sandy-haired man with a straggling tufted hoard, the sort

of heard that looks as if it owed its origin rather to forget-
fulness than to any settled design. The expression on his

face and, indeed, over his whole hody was a deprecating
one. He reminded me of a dog who has transgressed and

hegs humbly for forgiveness. Ho had no newspaper, and

accepted the offer of one of mine with a deference of grati-
tude that struck me as excessive. Soon after that we slid

into a conversation about the War and made most of the

usual remarks.
" It 's wonderful," he said,

" how the country maintains
its financial stability. Five millions a day, you know. It 's

a pretty big sum, and yet nobody seems to feel it.

we are, for instance, you and I, travelling first-class."
" My next season-ticket is going

to be third-class," I said. " All

business has been hit very hard,
and we 've simply got to econo-

mise."
" I daresay, I daresay," he said.

" It may be so with some businesses.

All I know is my business hasn't

gone off."
"
Shipowner ?

"
I said.

He gasped and shook his head

emphatically.
" Oh dear, no," he

said. "Nothing of that kind wish
I was. But you won't guess what
I do, not if I were to let you have a

thousand guesses." His humility
had vanished and he looked almost

triumphant.
" I give it up at once," I said.

" What are you?
"

"
I," he said,

" am the National

Scape-Goat Association."

"The what?" I said.

He repeated his words. " I see

you don't understand," he went on,
" so perhaps I 'd better explain."

"
Yes," I said,

" much better."

"Well,' it's this way," he said.
" Have you ever written a book or

Here

you've got to do is to write to us, enclosing fee. For

half-a-guinea we send down to any address in England one
of our exports from the Assault-and-Battery Department,
and you 're entitled to kick him once we guarantee him

boot-proof, so you can kick as hard as you like. Or, if you
prefer writing to kicking, you can write to me as if I 'd

written the anonymous letter or article or whatever it may
be, and you can abuse me to your heart's content for ha!f-

a-crown. For three shillings you can call me a pro-German.
Anyhow, the result is that your temper recovers and you
feel perfectly satisfied. It 's well worth the money, isn't it ?

I 'm thinking of starting a Subscriptions' Department, to

which you could write a refusal of any application for

money, even if you have to subscribe in the end. It will

give a man a pleasant glow to write to a clergyman, for

instance (I shall keep a dozen or so on the premises), and

say he 11 be immortally jiggered if ho 11 subscribe to the

Church Building Fund. But the anonymous letter business

will always be my chief source of

profit. Here 's our prospectus, with
all details. If you think any more
of it perhaps you'll let me know.
I get out here. Good-bye."

KAISER (reading English neu>s of wood-pulp re-

strictions). "HIMMEL! THEY'LL THINK MOKE
THAN

,
EVEB OF THEIB PRECIOUS ' SCRAPS OF

PAPER '

1

"

Kipling Revised.

"lion of all castes had rallied to the

Flag, and truly we had witnessed the

truth of what the poet told us. ' The
East is West and the West is East.' "

Surrey Mirror.

"Alfred Billinger and Albert Kobson,
miners . . . were fined 20s. each for tres-

passing in search of fame."
Provincial Paper.

Well, now they 've got it.

been a Candidate for a seat in the House of Commons ?
"

I said I hadn't.
' It doesn't matter," he said.

' You 11 understand what

"Ill the Metropolitan Police District

the employment of special constables has

resulted in a saving of five-eighths of a

penny." Yorkshire Evening Post.

Very disappointing ! Not even a

whole copper.

From the report of a Dairyman's
Association :

"It further aims at insuring that the

milk-supply for the city and district shall,

like Caesar's wife, be beyond suspicion,
and it therefore enjoins on its members the necessity for taking every

possible care that the sanitary conditions prevailing at the farms.

in the- dairies and during the transit of the milk to the public shall

leave nothing to be desired. In short, its motto is, in these respects,
' Nilus secundus.'" Hampshire Chronicle.

If they must use water in their milk we are glad to think

that the Nile is only their second choice.

I mean. Take the politician first. He issues an Address
and makes speeches; in fact, does things which make him
known to thousands of people whom he doesn't know. Do
you follow me? "

I said I did. '-The Sunday schools must try to 'wangle' that was, a project
"
Well, then, somebody posts back his Election Address

]
their in-to '

wangle 'that was, to project their in-enlarged task, and

with ' This is pitiful balderdash and most ungrammatical
' attempt to do what seemed impossible." Provincial Paper.

written plainly at the bottom of it. What would be your
feelings if you got a thing like that ?

"
,

" I shouldn't like it," I said.
" Of course you wouldn't. You 'd want to kick the writer,

or at the very least you 'd want to write back to him and
tell him what you thought of him. But you can't do it,

because of course he hasn't signed his name or given
any hint of his address. It 's the same way with

anonymous letters of abuse. You can't answer them.
So you 're done. You feel as if you 'd tried to walk up

We would not go so far as to say impossible, but they
certainlv seem to have difficulties ahead.

"Good fish, fruit, and rabbit business for sale. No opposition
fish or rabbits." Bolton Journal.

It looks rather as if the fruit might disagree with you.

a step where there wasn't a step, and your temper
suffers. That's where the Association comes in. All !" Yankee-doodle."

Under the heading, "Musical Instruments, etc.":

"AMERICAN mammoth bronze turkey cockerels, strong, healthy,

grand stock birds
; 20s. each." Glasgow Herald.

You should hear these musical instruments throw off
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Sen-ant. "I CAN'T GET THIS 'EKE TAIL LIGHT TO BURN, SIB."

Country Doctor. " OH, NEVER MIND. WE 'BE ONLY GOING HOME, AND I'VE GOT THE CONSTABLE SAFE IN BED WITH LUMBAGO."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. MAUBICE HEWLETT'S latest volume, Fret/ and His

\Vifc- (WARD, LOCK), suffers from the defect of being in

reality a long short story putted out to the dimensions of a

short novel; and in consequence, even with large type
most grateful to the reviewing eye; Heaven forbid I should

complain of that ! and a blank page between each chapter,
it has considerable difficulty in filling its volume. It is a

talo of antique Iceland and Norway. The first part, which
is really padding and has nothing whatever to do with

Frcy or his matrimonial affairs, treats of one~Ogmimd, who
was called Ogmnnd Dint, for the very good reason that lie

had been literally dinted as to the skull. It was done by a

gentleman named Halward. Everybody naturally expected
Oijinitml to dint back

;
but he was something of a conscien-

tious objector in the matter of face-to-faco dinting, and

being too proud for vulgar conflict he bided his time till he
could cut Hahcard's throat with the minimum of personal
inconvenience. End of padding and appearance of Frcy.
There is a picture of Freij on the cover by Mr. MAURICE
GREIFFENHAOEN. You know already what the GREIFFKN-
HAdEN vikings are like high-coloured, well developed and

(if
I dare say it) sometimes a trifle wooden. Frcy indeed

looked so very wooden that in my foolish ignorance I was

tempted to protest. But the astonishing fact is that Frcy
was not only wooden in appearance, but in actuality. How
then could he have for wife a slip of a sixteen-year-old
maid that you may have met before in Mr HEWLETT'S
romances? This however is the real story, which (pardon
me) I do not mean to tell. If it is no tremendous matter,
it will at least please au idle hour, which will be almost
time enough for you to enjoy every word of it.

These Lynnekers (CASSELL) is yet another example of

the "
family

"
novel whose increasing popularity I have

lately noticed. It is a clever and interesting story the

name of Mr. J. D. BERESFOHD assured me in advance that

it would be and, when it is finished, the characters go on

living and speaking in one's mind, which is, I suppose, a

sound proof of their vitality. Yet in a sense vitality was

just what most of the Lynneker tribe chiefly lacked. They
were an ancient and honourable house, country-born to the

third and fourth generation, and all of them far too con-

ventional and apathetic and fuss-hating ever to follow any
but the lino of least resistance. All of them, that is, except

Dickie, who was the youngest of his father's numerous

progeny, and in more senses than one a sport. How Dickie

released himself from the shackles of family tradition, how-

he grew up and bustled things about, and generally made
a real instead of a conventional success this is the matter

of the tale. All the characters are well-drawn, and about

Dickie himself there is a compelling virility that rushes you
along in his rather tempestuous wake. I am not sure that

I altogether believe in his attitude towards the questioji of

sex. He appeared to think generally too little, and on
occasions remarkably too much, about it. Also the painful i

detail with which the author lingers over the death of old

Canon Lynneker (that attractive and human figure of

ecclesiastical gentility) roused me to resentment. When will

our novelists learn that, as regards the physical side of

mortality, reticence is by far the better part of realism ?

This marred a little my pleasure in a story for whoso

quality and workmanship I should else have nothing but

praise.

In To Ritlilebcnand Back (CONSTABLE), Mr. GEOFFREY
PYKE has such a fine yarn to spin of his foolhardy proceed-
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ing in walking right into the eagle's beak as correspondent
for an English newspaper, at the end of September, 1914,
and (after some months' solitary confinement in Berlin and

of officialdom." " We want to see the Mayor," said the
invaders. " Lc Maire I C'est moi !

" was the reply.
" Then

kindly direct us to some members of the Municipal
his transfer to the civilian prisoners' miserable internment ! Council." " Lo Conseil Municipal .' C'est moi !

" We are

camp at Ruhleben) walking right out of it again, that one
j

told that the Teutonic officials were amazed and no
can forgive him for spreading his elbows for a piece of

|

wonder. But in the end they were forced to go without

expansive writing when he was safe home. To tell the the money, and the town and its defender were left in

truth he writes extraordinarily well
; one's only feeling is peace-. I commend .-1 Frenchwoman's Notes on tJie M'/ir as

that the simplest idiom would be best for such an amazing a most inspiriting record of what women can do; though
narrative, and Mr. PYKE is too young and too clever (both ! the author magnanimously admits that,

" for the callings of

charmingly venial faults) to write simply. When I tell
]

the coal-heaver and the furniture-remover," men, even in

you that this persistent youngster, hardly out of his teens,

patiently worked out a plan of escape which depended for

its efficacy on an optical illusion (the precise secret of which
lie does not give away), and with his friend, Mr. EDWARD

France, are still indispensable.

For novels which require a guide to conduct me through
them I confess weariness, but in That Woman from ,l<i,-,i

FALK, a District Commissioner from Nigeria, part tramped, ! (HURST AND BLACKETT) I found the glossary less fatiguing

part bummel-zuggcd the two hundred and fifty miles or so ! than the hero. Things were going badly for Mrs. Hamilton
from Euhleben to the Dutch frontier, disguised as tourists, iin the divorce ease, "Hamilton v. Hamilton, co-respondent
with a kit openly bought at WKKTHKIM'S, living, \vhen\King," when the judge broke down. That might have

marketing became too dan-

gerous, on potatoes and
other roots burglariously-

digged from the fields at

dark, you will gather that

this is some adventure. But
I am afraid the publication
will not assist any other

prisoners at Euhleben to es-

cape. It is pleasant to note
that the Commandant of

the Camp, VON TAUBE, was
a sportsman and none too

thickly tarred with the

brush of Prussian efficiency ;

and that the Governor,
GRAF SCHWERIN, threatened

resignation if a no-smoking
order, sent from head-

quarters, were insisted on.

Indeed, the fact that our

young friend was not shot
out of hand must stand as

a small entry on the credit

side, not inconveniently crowded, of Prussia's account in

the recording angel's ledger.

In A Frenchwoman's Notes on the War (CONSTABLE)
Mademoiselle CLAIRE DE PRATZ discourses pleasantly and

patriotically of sundry effects of the War on French life

and character. She is excusably proud of the part which
her fellow-countrywomen have played. The women of

France seem to have accomplished to admiration what we
in England are only beginning to understand. Quietly,
almost automatically, Frenchwomen have slipped into the

men's vacant places and earned on the work of the country.
The industry and resourcefulness of the average French-
woman are proverbial, but the author ascribes the peculiar
readiness they have displayed at the present time largely
to compulsory military service, as well as to the French-
man's habit of discussing his work with his wife and

daughters and awakening their interest in it. Thus,
when the local paperhanger was called to the colours his

wife repapered the author's country cottage
"
quite as

efficiently"; and thrilling indeed is the account of the

gallantry of one intrepid woman who, when the German
Staff entered an important town (from which the Mayor
and Municipal Council had fled), resisted their demand for

a large war ransom. Widow of a former Senator of the

Department, she " alone remained, the sole representative

happened to any judge, but,

although I can follow the

judicial Bruce quite easily
to his sick bed, I cannot
believe that he would, on
his recovery, have refrained

from finding out how the

case ended. Apparently be-

ing in love with ,l/r.s
r

.

Hamilton, he did not dare
to enquire what happened ;

but a more plausible ex-

planation of his unenter-

prising conduct seems to

be that lie had only .to

act like an ordinary man
and the rather sandy
foundations on which E.

HARDINOHAM QUINN'S story
are built would have col-

lapsed. Here in fact we
have a tale in which the

main complications are

by the characters

behaving with a total lack of what the Americans call

horse-sense. But if you can get by this difficulty you will

admire, as I did, the reticence with which the troubles of

the much misunderstood heroine are told, and also admit
that the colour of Java has been vividly conveyed.

A PEACE WEDDING.
UNIQUE SOCIAL FUNCTION WHICH TOOK PLACE AT LITTLE PUDDLE-

THORPE, HEBTS, LAST WEEK.
_ caused

Save the Mark!

Germany's last word:
"
KrifgsvermoegenszittracltsiilfHertje.'ictz."

And a very pretty word too. But it does not surprise us

to learn from the German Press that the Legislature will

probably have to devote at least three weeks to the

discussion of the subject which it defines.

From a book catalogue :

" The Royal Marriage Market of Europe. By Princess Badziwill.

With eight half-ton illustrations."

It is thought that these must be portraits of German

princesses taken before the War had deprived them of their

usual supply of butter.

"ABTIST, Academy Exhibitor, paints gentlemen's residences."

Sunday Paper.
Another result, no doubt, of the exigencies of War, but

rather hard on the ordinary house-decorator.
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CHARIVARIA.
'I'm: /c))|)clin which was "

winged
"

while living over Kent last week has

BOt yet been found, and is believed tn

he still in hiding in the densely woe ded

country bet \\een Maidstone and Ash-

ford. Continuation of this report is

supplied by a local farmer, who states

that on three successive, nights the

cat's supper has been stolen from his

scullery steps. This strange circum-

stance, considered in th<; light of the

(iermiins' inordinate passion for (tats'

meat, has gone far to satisfy the autho-

rities that the capture of the crippled
monster is only a question of time.

:;: :!:

Mr. VV'IM.IAM Ai id), in a lecture upon
"
Health, Disease and Economical Liv-

ing," insisted that we should all bo

much healthier if wo lived on "rabbit

food." Possibly ;
but the vital question

is would not this diet induce in us

a tendency to become conscientious

objectors '.' ... *

" It is most necessary," stated a

Manchester economics expert last week,
"that the Government should release

more beef for civilian needs." Yet a

cursory view of the work done by the

military tribunals seems to indicate

that they are releasing altogether too

much. # ^
#^~

A Chertsey pig -breeder bas been

granted total exemption. The pen, it

seems, is still mightier than the sword.

Some slight irritation bas been

caused by the announcement of Sir

Ai-KKi'.n KROGH that Naval men en-

ga.ued on the home service cannct bo

supplied with false teeth at the expense
of the Government. Nevertheless we

may rest assured that, come what may,
tho-,0 gallant fellows will uphold the

traditions of the Navy and stick to

their gums. ... ...

For many days past the condition

of our streets has been really lament-
able owing to the fact that so many
of our crossing-sweepers are serving
with the colours: and a painful rep.Tt

ing about that the Government's

object in recognizing the V. T. C. is at

last becoming apparent.
* :;;

A prehistoric elephant has recently
hern dUeo\nvd at Chatham and is

now mounted in the Hrilish Museum.
In paheonfological circles the report
that the monster's death was occa-
sioned by the consumption of too
much seed-cake is regarded as going
far to prove that our neolithic ancestors

were not without their sentimental side.

Mixlress. "WELL, JONES, I noi'i: WE SHALL GET MOHE cur OP TUT. HARDEN THIS
YEAR. WE HAD NEXT TO NOTHING LAST YEAR."

Jones. "Ay 'TWERE THEY PLAGUEY PHEASANTS 'AD MOST ON IT LAST YEAR."

Mix/ress. " IP YOU ASK ME, I SHOULD SAY IT WAS nro-;.;.<.<./.;i PHEASANTS 1
"

From a Parliamentary report: "Jn

j

bis reply Mr. Asquitb stated that the
' Peace Book '

which was being pre-

pared to meet problems which would
arise after the War corresponded with

i

the ' War Book '

which was compiled
! years ago in anticipation of the War."
This ought to put heart into the enemy.

The Court of Appeal bas decided
that infants are liable to pay income
tax. It is reported that Sir JOHN

j

SIMON is preparing a stinging remon-

of other Y'oung Turks have indefinitely-

postponed their next birthdays.
: *
*

Up to the moment of writing there

has been no confirmation of the report
that Turkey has given her consent to

the making of a separate peace by
Germany on account of the economic
exhaustion of the latter country.

strance.
,;. .,.

The Turkish New Year lias been

officially postponed so as to begin on
March 14th, instead of on March 1st,

'

as before1
. This simple but satisfactory

method of prolonging the existence of

a moi ilmnd empire has proved j-'O sue-
1

I
cessful that KNVK.H PASHA and a number

Extract from letter to Tlic West:

minster (lazclte :

" ' M.D.' cannot have studied dietetics, or

ho would know that far greater strength and
endurance arc produced by a fruit and herb
diet than by what is termed a ' mixed diet,'

e.g., the elephant, the horse and tho gorilla.''

In the circumstances it is fortunate

that the scarcity of gorillas puts them
out of the reach of all but millionaire
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" HOUSE MARINE." You say you arc

intrigued about The Erenin/j News

poster, which announced
" ASQUITH ON A MORATORIUM,"

and you are curious to know more
about this animal. We have pleasure
in informing you that it is distantly re-

lated to the megatherium, and, since

the extinction of the latter, has been

very generally used for hack purposes.
The PREMIER may be seen any morning
in the Park taking a canter on one of

these superb mammals.
" WINSTONIAN." The rumour that

Colonel the late First Lord of the

Admiralty has offered himself the

command of a mine-sweeper or, alter-

natively, of a platoon in the 1/100
battalion of the Chilterns, lacks con-

firmation.

"PEER OF THE BEALM." We agree
with you in regretting that Lord FISHER
was unable to accept Lord BERESFORD'S
invitation to come and hear him speak
in your House about the Downing
Street sandwiclnnen and othercollateral

subjects arising out of the Air Service

debate. You will be glad however to

know that Lord FISHKR'S absence was
not due to indisposition, but to a pre-
vious engagement to take tea on the

Terrace with Mr. BALFOUR.
" A LOVER OF THE ANTIQUE." Your

idea of making a collection of ante-

bellum fetishes is a happy one. Ex-

amples of the Little Navy and Voluntary
System fetishes are now rather rare, but

you should have no difficulty in securing
a well-preserved specimen of the Free
Trade fetish at the old emporium of

antiquities kept by the firm of John
Simon and Co.

" A SINGLE MAN." When you say
that you are forty years old, that you
have practically built up a business
which will be ruined if you leave it,

that you are the sole support of a step-
mother and a family of young half-

brothers and sisters, but that you have
felt it your duty to attest without

appealing for exemption, we applaud
your patriotism. But, when you go on
to complain that your neighbour, agod
twenty-two, living in idleness on an
allowance, and married to a chorus-girl
still in her teens and childless, should
be free to decline service if he chooses

(as he does), we cannot but disapprove
of your irreverent and almost immoral
attitude towards the holy condition of

matrimony. If the tie of wedlock is

not to take precedence of every other

tie, including that of country, where
are we ?

"A CRY FROM MACEDONIA." In

answer to your question as to when we
|

think it likely that tbo KAISER will
'

take advantage of his recently-conferred
commission in the Bulgarian Army and
lead his regiment against Salonika, we
are unable to fix a date for this move-
ment. Our private information is that

he is detained elsewhere by a previous

engagement which is taking up more
time than was anticipated.

" BULGAR."- We sympathise with

you in your natural desire to have

your TSAR FERDINAND home again,
and we share your sanguine belief that

the tonic air of Sofia (never more

bracing than at the present moment)
ought speedily to cure him of his malig-
nant catarrh. His Austrian physicians
however advise him to remain away,
and he himself holds the view, coloured

a little by superstition, that his return

should be at least postponed till after

the Ides of March, a day that was fatal

to the health of an earlier Ca>sar.

" YOUNG TURK." Your anxiety
about ENVER PASHA is groundless. The
news that he has been recently seen at

the PROPHET'S Tomb at Medina con-

veyed no indication that the object of

his visit was to select a neighbouring
site for his own burial. Indeed, our

information is that since his recant

assassination (as reported from Athens)
be has been going on quite as well as

could be expected. 0. S.

BUILDING WITHOUT TEARS.
THE enthralling correspondence in

the columns of our contemporary, Tltc

Spectator, on the subject of cheap cot-

tages and how to build them, has
evoked a vast amount of correspondence
addressed directly to us. We select a

few specimens which are recommended

by their practical and businesslike

character :

THE MERITS OF "Posn."

DEAR SIR, The question of Land
Settlement after the War resolves itself

in the last resort into the employment
of cheaper methods of cottage building.
Will you allow me to put in a word for

the revival, in the neighbourhood of the

sea, of the old Suffolk p]an of building
with what is locally known as "posh,"
after the name of the original inventor,
who was an ancestor of FITZGERALD'S
friend. "Posh" is a mixture of old

boots of which a practically unlimited

supply can be found on the beaches cf

seaside resorts and seaweed, boiled

into a jelly, allowed to solidify, and then
frozen hard in cold storage. "Posh"
is not only (1) impenetrable but also

(2) hygienic, the iodine in the seaweed

lending it a peculiarly antiseptic quality,

and (3) picturesque, the colour of the

compound being a dark purple, which
is exceedingly pleasing to the eye.

Lastly, the cost of production is slight,
as the raw material can be obtained for

nothing, and the compound can be
sawn into blocks or bricks to suit the
taste of the tenant. I am convinced
that cottages of "posh" could be built

for less than a hundred pounds a-piece ;

and at that figure cheap housing be-

comes a practical proposition.
I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

DF.CIMUS DEXTER.

" STOOTING
" AND " MARMASH."

DEAR SIR, The choice of material

matters little so long as it is properly
treated. Any sort of earth will do, or,

failing earth, a mixture of ashes with
a little mustard and marmalade, the

waste of which in most households is

prodigious. But it must be properly
pounded and allowed to set in a frame.
For the former process there is no better

implement than the old Gloucestershire

stoot, or stooting-mallet, or in the alter-

native a disused niblick. The earth,
or the "ruarmash" mixture, as 1 have
christened it, should be poured into a

bantle-frame which can be made by
any village carpenter and vigorously
pounded for about three hours. Then
another bantle-frame is placed on the

first, and the process is repeated. No
foundation is required for walls erected

by the plan of stooting, but a damp-
course of mulpin is advisable, and
it is always best to pingle the door-

jambs, and binge up the rafters with
a crnmping-block.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,
MUNGO STALLIHIMSS.

THE BEAUTY OF " BAP."

DEAR SIR, When I was an under-

graduate at Balliol more years ago
than I care to remember, 1 not only
took part in the road-making expeii-
ment carried out under Rush IN 's super-'
vision, but assisted in the erection of a

model cottage, the walls of which were
made of "

bap," a compound which is

still used in parts of Worcestershire.

The receipt is very simple. You mix
clinkers, wampum and spelf in equal

quantities and condense the com-

pound by hydraulic pressure. I have
a well-trained hydraulic ram who is

capable of condensing enough
"
bap

"

in twenty-four hours to provide the

materials for building six four-roomed

cottages. I am sorry to say that the
"
bap

"
cottage at Hinksey was washed

away by a fio'jd a few years ago, and
the spot where it stood is no longer
identifiable. But the facts are as I

have stated them.

Truly yours, EOLAXD PKIHSON.
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THE JUNIOR PARTNERS.
FERDIE. "THINGS SEEM TO BE AT A STANDSTILL IN MY DEPARTMENT."

SULTAN. "I ONLY WISH I COULD SAY THE SAME OF MINE."
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AT THE FRONT.
Wlien sve had been thus " rested

"

for some days we went and took over

I WONDER if the chap who first a nice new line, with lots of funny hits

thought out this shell business realized
,

in it. The front line had three bits,

the extraordinary inconvenience it

cause to gentlemen at rest

what the Photographic Press
would

during
alludes to as " a lull in the fighting.

"

Once upon a time billets were billets.

You came into such, and thereafter for

Left sector Mine (exploded; pos-

sibly held by Bosch on far side).
Central sector Mine? (unexploded ;

not held by Bosch anywhere).
Jlii/lit sector Mine (exploded ; pos-

sibly held by Bosch on far side).

a spell of days forgot about the War
[

Our position seemed a little problem -

unless you got an odd shell into the atical. The left and right we satisfied

kitchen. But now well, about noon ourselves about at once, but the centre

on the first day's rest, seven! \

odd batteries of our 12, 16, and
24 inch guns set about their

daily task of touching up a

selected target, say a sap-head
or something new from Unter
den Linden in spring barbed-

wirings which has been puz-
xlirg a patrol. This is all

right in its way ;
but the Hun

still owns one or two guns
opposite us. And by 12.5 all

is unquiet on the Western
Front. This is all right in its

way ; but about 3 P.M. the Hun
is I'oused to the depths of his

savage nature, and one wakes

up to find Hildebrand and Hof-

felbuster, the two guns told

off to attend to our liberty

area, scattering missiles far

and wide, but mostly wide,
and a covey of aeroplanes

bombing the local cabbageries.
This again is all right in its

way, but in the meantime the
mutual noise further up the
line has become so loud that

Someone very far back and

high up catches the echo of it,

and a bare hour later we re-

csive the order to stand-to at

once, ready to move off twenty
minutes ago.

Within three minutes of our
first stand-to I was up with
the company, hastily but ade-

quately mobilized with my
servant's rifle, five smoke helmets,

(I took all I could see ; this is

camaraderie), a biscuit, the Indispen-
sable Military Pocket Book (8 in.

by 10 in.), a revolver (disqualified for

military uses owing to absence of

ammunition), Russian Picture Tales,
and a tooth-brush. I find a general
opinion prevalent in the company that
"

if Fritz knew we was standing-to 'e 'd

pack in." Word must have come
through to Fritz somehow, for he

shortly packs in say about 1 A.M.

and we follow suit after the news has

spent a couple or hours or so flashing
round the wires in search of us. And
we go to sleep until to-morrow mid-

day, when the day's play begins again.

First Tommy. "THE C.O. 's RECOMMENDED YOU FOB

Xmmil Tommy (half asleep and thinking nf C.B.)
WHAT 'AVE I DONE NOW?"

was in a class by itself. We demanded
an investigate r, somebody with wide

mine-sweeping experience preferred.
About 2 A.M. on our first day in,

a figure loomed up through a snow-
storm from the back of the central

trench and asked forlornly if there

might ke any mines hereabouts. We
admitted there might be, or again there

might not. He questioned us pre-

cisely where it was suspected, and we
told him "underneath." He scratched

his head and announced that he was
sent to look for it. His qualifications
consisted apparently in his having
coal-mined. But he seemed confident

of detecting the quicker combustion

sort, until he asked for necessary im-

pedimenta. It seems that no good
collier can detect an H.E. or any sort

of mine without a pail of water, and
a hole about 2,000 feet deep, and a

pulley, and a rope ladder and a brat-

ting-slat.

It's true we had some good holes
in parts of the trench, where you
probably go down 2,000 feet if you
step oil the footboards, and the rest of

the stuff we might have contrived to

improvise. But for the moment we
had somehow run clean out of brat-

ting-slats.
So wo had to return the

poor fellow with a request
that all experts should he
c unpk'ted with bratting-slats
before being sent to the front

line. This request only pro-
duced the senseless interrog-

ation,
" What in a bratting-

slat ?" to which we have not

yet bothered to reply. In the

meantime if we are really sit-

ting on a mine it seems quite
a tame one. It hasn't as much
as barked yet.

Just in our hit we aren't

very well off for dug-outs ; it

isn't really what you 'd call a

representative sector from any
point of view. But during a

blizzard the other night a

messenger who had mislaid

himself took us for a serious

trench. He made his way
along, looking to right and left

for some seat of authority
until he came to a hole in the

parados, two feet by one,
where some fortunate fellow

had ejected an ammunition
box and was attempting to boil

water on a night-light. The

messenger bent low and asked

huskily
"Is 'this 'ere comp'ny 'ed-

quarters ?
"

The water-boiler looked up.

"No," he replied,
"

it ain't.

It 's G.H.Q., but DUGGIE 'Aid ain't at

'ome to no one this evenin'."

A V.C.-

, "OH

" GERMANS' TEURIHLK I.OSSF.S.

WHOLE CORPS WIPED OCT.
BY LOKP NoiiTucr.iFFi:."

lielfavt -Vc/r.s Letter.

Yet, with commendable modesty, his

lordship said nothing about this in his

recent despatch.

The Jhiilij \eiry reports the case of

a conscientious objector at York who
said he could not take life he "would
not even eat an egg." We ourselves

have conscientious objections to that

sort of egg.
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OFFICERS' INSTRUCTION CLASS.
First Boy. "I SAY, YOUR DAD SEEMS TO BE CEITINO IT PRETTY HOT."

Second Boy. "WELL, YOU SEE, THIS is HIS FIRST WAR."

TO THE KING OF SPAIN.
YOUK MAJESTY, There is a little village

j

in England nestling among wooded
j

bills. It has sent forth its bravest and
best from cottage and farm and manor-
house to light for truth and liberty and

justice. The news of grievous wounds
and still more grievous deaths, of men
missing and captured, comes often to

that quiet hamlet, and the roll of

honour in the little grey stone church

grows longer and longer. In the big
house on the hill, at sunrise and at

sunset, the young Lady of the Manor
stands at the bedside of her little son,
and hears him lisp bis simple prayers
to God, and they always end like

this :

" And God bless Father and Mother
and Nurse, and send Father back soon
from his howwid prison in Germany.
And God bless 'specially the dear King
of SPAIN, who found out about Father.
Amen."
The kings of the earth have many

priceless possessions ; they are able to

confer upon each other various glitter-

ing orders of merit and distinction;
but we doubt if any one of them has a

dearer possession or a more genuine
order. of merit than this simple prayer
of faith and gratitude offered at sunrise

and at sunset on behalf of Your Majesty
by the bedside of a little English child.

Tin-. OLD SOLDIER.
BY A " TEMPORARY

"
SUB.

THERE are some men and such is

Jones
Who love to vent their antique spleens

On any subaltern that owns
He 's not a soldier in his bones

(I'm not, by any means) :

Who fiercely watch us drill our men
And tell us things were different when

(In, I imagine, 1810)

They joined the Blue Marines.

I like them not, yet I affect

That air of awed humility
Which I should certainly expect,
If I were old and medal-deck'd,

From young men under me ;

But when they bint their wondrous
wit

Is what has made them feel so lit

To do their military bit,

I simply can't agree.

I said to Jones or should have said

But feared the Articles of War
" You must not think you have a head
Because you know from A to Z

This military lore,

By years of study slowly gat

(And somewhat out-of-date at that),
When lo, I had the whole thing pat

In six small months not more."

Maybe the mystic art appals
Unlearned souls of low degrees,

But men to whom the high Muse
calls,

Men who are good enough for Smalls,
Imbibe it all with ease ;

While where would Jones, I wonder,
be

If someone took the man for me
And asked him for some jfit d'enpnl,

A few bright lines (like these) ?

Possibly Jones will one day tire

Of fours and fights and iron shards,

Will seize his pencil and aspire
To court the Muse and match the fire

Of us poetic cards ;

Then I shall mock his meagre strain

And gaily make the moral plain,
How barren is the soldier's brain

Compared with any bard's.
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A QUESTION OF THE NUDE.
THEY scrambled into the carriage in

a tremendous hurry, all talking at

onco at the tops of their voices, all very
excited and very dirty. They had mud
on their boots which had evidently
come from France, and their overcoats

'

had that rumpled appearance which

distinguishes overcoats from the Front

from those merely in training.
There seemed to ho about ten of

'

them as they got into the train, hut

when they had deposited various objects
on the rack, such as rides, haversacks,
and kit-bags like partially deflated air-

ships, the number resolved itself into

three.

The compartment already contained

besides myself a naval warrant

officer, reading Freckles with a

sentimental expression, and a large

leading seaman with hands like small

hams and a peaceful smile like a jade
Buddha. It said " II.M.S. Hedgehog

"

round his cap, but when I ventured to

remark that I once in peace-time saw
and visited that vessel he observed with

indifference that "
cap

- ribbons was
nothin' to go by these days ; point o'

fact, ho never see that there ship in

his puff." Otherwise they maintained

that deep and significant silence which
wo have learned to associate with our

Navy.
The Tommies, however, were in very

talkative vein.
" Now," I thought,

" I

shall doubtless hear some real soldiers'

stories of the War, even as the news-

paper men hear them and reproduce
them in the daily prints : the crash of

the artillery, the wild excitement of

battle in short, the Eeal Thing. . . ."

A momentous question had evidently
been under discussion when they en-

tered the train, and as soon as they were
settled in their seats they resumed it.

" Wot I want to know is," said the

largest of the three, a big man with a

very square face and blue eyes,
" wot

I want to know is is that there feller

to go walkin' about naked ?
" The

last word was pronounced as a mono-

syllable.
lie sst his fists squarely on his

knees and glared around him with a

challenging expression.
"
No, it 's agin the law," said a small

man with a very hoarse voice.
" Course it is," rejoined the other.

"
Well, wot 's the feller to do ? That 's

wot I ast you. If 'e walks about

naked, well, 'e gets toolc up for bein'

naked
;

if 'e doesn't, why, 'e gets 'ad

for not returnin' 'is uniform."

He looked round again and decided

to take the rast of us into consultation.

"This 'ore's 'ow it stands see?
'Ere 's a feller got the mitten along o'

not bein' able to march, through gettin'

shot in the leg. 'E goes 'ome pendin'
'is (//.s'chargc, an' o' course 'o walks

about in 'is uniform. Then 'c gets 'is

discharge, an' they tells 'im to return

'is kar-kee an' small kit
" An' small kit '.'

"
burst out the third

member of the party indignantly a

sprightly youth with a very 'short tunic

and a pert expression.
" Do they want

you to return your small kit when you
get the mitten ? Watch me returnin'

mine, that 's all!
"

"You'll 'ave to," said the voice of

Discipline.
" 'Ave to, I don't think !

"
said the

rebel ironically; "I couldn't if I'd

[orst it."
" I ain't got no small kit, any 'ow,"

said the small and husky one
;

" I put

my 'aversack down when we was

diggin' one of our chaps out cf a Jack
Johnson 'ole, andsomebloomin' blighter i

pinched it ! Now that 's a thing as I

don't 'old with. Rotten, I call it. I

wouldn't say nothing about it, mind

you, if I was dead ; 1 like to 'ave some-

thing as belonged to a comrade, my-
self, an' I know' as 'o 'd feel the same,
seein' as 'e couldn't want it 'imself.

But, if you take a feller's things w'en
'e 's alive, why, you don't know 'ow

bad 'e might want "em some day."

"Corporal 'o ses to me, las' kit in-

spection," broke in the fresh-faced

youth, disregarding this nice point of

ethics, "'W'ere's your tooth-brush?'

'e ses.
' Where you won't find it,' I

ses.
' 'Oo 're you talkin' to ?

'

'e ses.
'

Dunno,' I ses; 'the ticket's fell

off ! . . . Wot d' yer call yourself, any-
'ow,' I ses,

'

you an' yer stripe ?
'

I ses.

'Funny bundle,' I S3?, 'that's what I

call you !

' '

"
Well, I don't see wot a feller 's got

to do," said the propounder of the prob-
lem, returning to the charge. "Granted
as 'e can't walk about naked ; granted
as 'e 'asn't got a suit o' civvies of 'is

own wot is 'e to do?
"

"
'Ang on to 'is kar-kee," said the

hoarse-voiced man. The setter-down

of corporals retired within himself,

probably to compose some humorous

repartee.
The warrant officer came out of

Freckles and suggested writing a letter.
" 'E 'as done. 'E 's wrote an' told

'em 'a ; 'e can't send 'is kar-kee back
until 'e gets a suit o' Martin 'Enry's or

thirty bob in loo of same. An' all as

they done was to write again an'

demand 'is uniform at once."

The warrant officer sighed and

opined that orders were orders.
"
Yes, but 'e 'd 'ave to carry 'em to

the Post Office naked, wouldn't 'e ? An'

'ow about goin' to buy new ones ?

That 's if 'e 'd drawed 'is pay, which 'e

'asn't. Unreasonable, that 's wot I

calls it."
" 'Asn't 'e got no civvies at all ?

"

said the small man, beginning to look

sceptical.
" 'Asn't 'e got no one as 'd

lend 'im a soot ? Anyways, 'e could get
some one to post 'em for 'im, an' then

stop in bed till 'is others come."
" 'E 's a very lonely feller," said the

champion of the unclad
;

"
'e lives in

lodgin's, an 'o 'asn't got no friends. If

'e 'adn't got no clothes for to fetch 'is

pay in, wot then ?
"

A gloomy silence, a silence fraught
with the inevitability of destiny, set-

tled on the party.
The warrant officer, who had been

pretending to resume Freckles, pre-

S3ntly looked up and suggested that he
could go in his uniform to a tailor,

explain the position and obtain clothes

on credit.

The originator of the problem thought
hard for a minute.

" 'E isn't a man as I 'd care to trust

myself," he said rather unexpectedly,
an' I don't think no one else would

neither."

It was at this point that the man
from H.M.S. Hedgehog (or, to be pre-
cise, II.M.S. Something Flse) fell into

the conversation suddenly, like a bomb.
" 'E wouldn't be naked," he said

earnestly ;

"
'c 'd 'ave 'is shirt."

This was a staggerer. One cf those

great simple truths sometimes over-

looked by more abstruse thinkers. But
the owner of the problem made one
more stand.

" 'Oo 'd walk about in a shirt?" he
said scornfully.

"Me," said the large seaman. "Last
time I was torpedoed ..."
Ho didn't say another word

;
but the

problem was irretrievably lost. There
bad been something magnificently
daring about the idea of a man walking
about like a lost cherub; partly clothed,

nobody cared very much what became
of him.

Besides, we all wanted to hear Ad-

miralty secrets. We sat there in

respectful silence while the train

rattled on its way ; but the large sea-

man only went on smiling peacefully
to himself, as if he were ruminating in

immense satisfaction upon unprece-
dented bags of submarines.

"The architect for the new building left

nothing out that would at all hamper the

comfort of those who make this hotel their,

stopping place." Nor Zealand 1'apcr.

We know that architect.

" The Severn was moored in a position 1,000
miles closer to the enemy than oil July 6,

which made her fare much more effective."

Natal Mercury.

Wo can well believe this.
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ANOTHER INDISPENSABLE.
(
'liii'f f Villni/f F'n-i' Brigade .

" WE 'RK ALL BEADY. Is STEAM UP? "

Engineer (temporary).
" IP YOO WANT STEAM IN THIS ENGINE YOU'LL HAVE TO GET THOMPSON 'OMB FROM FRANCE TO SHOW ME

'OW TO LIGHT THE BI.OOMIN' FIRE."

TO MY COLD.
LORD of i\\e rheumy eyes and blowing nose,

On whom no fostering sun has ever shone,
What mak'st thou here? Didst them in sooth believe

Thy presence would be welcome? Hast thou come

Thinking to please mo me who, not at all

Wanting to catch, have caught thee full and fair,

And, loth to get, have got thee none the less?

Why couldst thou not in thine own realms have stayed ?

Thou mightst have found I can't go on like this;

These second persons singular of verbs

Are far too tricky ; once involved in these,

For instance, "lovedst" and "spreadst" and "stillst" and

"gapest,"
And thousands more once, as I say, involved

In these too clinging tendrils one is done ;

And so I find I cannot write an odo,

Not even a ten-syllabic blank-verse ode,

In second persons singular of verbs,

In "snifflest" and in " whee/est" and the rest,

For I am sure to trip and spoil the thing,
And bring gramniatic censure on my head.

Be,' therefore, plural
"
you

"
instead of " thou"

Which makes things simpler. Now we can get on.

O fain-avoided and most loathsome Cold,
You with the sneezing, teasing, whee/ing airs,

What make you here at such a time as this,

Melting my snowy store of handkerchiefs,

Easping my throat and bringing aches to range
At large within the measure of my head ?

Platoon-Commanders of the Volunteers,
Who now are recognised (three cheers

!)
at last,

And of whose number I who write am one,

Should be immune from colds ; they sound absurd

When bidding men to " boove to th' right id Fours,"
Or "order arbs

"
(or slope) or " stad at ease,"

Or " od the left
"

(or right) to " forb -platood."
Even the most submissive men begin
To lose respect when such commands ring out.

Wherefore, my cold atchoo, atchoo be off,

Lest I report you and your deeds aright
To Mr. TENNANT at the War Office.

In the cast of The Peal Thing at Last :

'

Nearly murdered . . . Sir. Godfrey Tearle (by permission of the

Adelphi Theatre Co.)." Daily Telegraph.

A sorry return for Mr. TEARLE'S excellent work.

"THE FLOODS IN HOLLAND.

(Icncral Goethals states that he cannot predict a date for reopen-

ing the Panama Canal on account of the uncertainty of the movement
of the slides." Xnrth (.'liina Daily Neirs.

It looks like an infringement of the Monroe doctrine.
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Artistic Lady (wJio lias just had her drawing-room redecorated). "WELL, COOK, WHAT DO you THINK OF IT?"
Cook. "IT'S A BIT BAKE-LIKE, ISN'T IT, MUM ? I DESSAY I'll OLD-FASHIONED, BUT I KEVEK KEELY FEEL AX 'OMK 's AX 'OME

WITHOUT A HASPIDISTEEEH."

EECIPEOCITY IN FICTION.
FORIHCOMING MASTERPIECES.

"!T is not often," says a writer of

what is called "
Literary Intelligence,"

" that a noverh3t adopts a living fellow-

worker as the central figure of his

story. This is, however, the case with

My Lady of the Mom', which Messrs.
LONGMANS will shortly publish for Mr.
JOHN OXENHAM. While wandering on
Dartmoor he stumbled into a living
actual romance, of which Miss BEATRICE
CHASE, author of several popular books
about Dartmoor, was the centre. This
book tells the tale, which is named after

Miss CHASE, My Lady of the Moor, and
it has of course been written with her
full consent and approval."

of the Cheek, will present a faithful

picture of the gifted JOHN and the

figure he cut on Dartymoor all among
the thikkies and down-alongs and tors.

tions of a size commensurate with the

scarcity of paper are being prepared.

But the "
Literary Intelligencer

"
did

not know that Mr. OXENHAM is not the

dazzling innovator that he might be

thought. Why, even at the moment
that Mr. OXENHAM was serving up Miss
CHASE on toast, but always, of course,
with perfect taste, Miss CHASE was
performing the same culinary business
for him. For her next novel, to be en-
titled with great charm My Gentleman

Mr. HALL CAINE, having just, been

pleading in public for more War rriilism

from literary artists, has in preparation
a fascinating new romance entitled

Marie of Stratford, which depicts, with
all this master's restraint, power and

genius, various phases in the life of a

sister -novelist of whose existence he
has recently heard. Nothing at once
so charming and so arresting has been

published for days.

It is announced that Miss MARIE
CORELLI, who for too long has vouch-
safed nothing fresh to her countless

admirers, has just completed the (Isle

of) Manuscript of a story which, like

all her works, is epoch-making. Con-
noisseurs of literature, always eager for

a new frisson, will 1)3 fascinated to

learn that this novel has for its subject
a fellow-novelist of whose retired exist-

ence she has but lately become aware.
It takes the form of a saga and is

entitled Hall of the Thiee Legs. Edi-

Meanwhile we are informed that

Mr. TASKER JEVONS is at work upon a

trilogy of vast dimensions and meticu-

lous detail, of which the heroine is

Miss MAY SINCLAIR.

"The General Manager, in reply, said:

Seeing that the privilege of addressing you in

annual meeting comes to me once only in

every forty-four years of service, and having
regard to the vast interests included in this

I

vota of thanks, there might be found some
excuse for elaboration of acknowledgment
were it not that discursiveness is entirely at

variance with the habits of the staff."

I'all Mall Gazette.

After another forty-four years' silence

we hope he will really let himself go.

An Exchange of Ivories.
" Wanted, piano ;

dentist willing to make
artificial teeth for same, or part."

Edinbunjh Kreninij

A Hint to the Censor.

"To cool hot journals apply a dressing made
of 11 Ib. blacklead, 23 Ib. Epsom salts, 9 Ib.

sulphur, '2 Ib. lampblack and 5 Ib. oxalic acid,

mixed and ground together." Ji-oiuiioiigcr.
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HIS BARK IS ON THE SEA.

MB. PUNCH. "AND WHAT DID YOU THINK OF COLONEL CHURCHILL'S SPEECH, SIB?"

ADMIRAL JELLICOE. " I 'M AFRAID I DON'T UNDERSTAND THESE THINGS. I'M NOT A
POLITICIAN."

MR. PUNCH. "THANK GOD FOR THAT, SIR!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. studying the problems of sea-power

I

in the trenches of Flanders ;
and the

Tuesday, March 7th. The House of process has led him to gloomy con-

Comnums to-day devoted itself to the elusions. Suppose the Germans have

process curiously known as "getting been building more ships than we
the Si'EAKEU out of the Chair." The have; suppose they have put into them

phrase suggests reluctance on the part bigger guns than we wot of; suppose
of the occupant to leave his seat; though they were to come out at their seleoted

I cannot recall any occasion when the moment and found us at our

employment of force has been

necessary to persuade Mr.
LOWTHER to resign to the

Chairman of Committees
the duty of listening to dull

speeches. But this after-

noon I can imagine that the

SPEAKER would have been
well content to remain. For
there was fun brewing. Mr.
BALFOUR was to introduce
the Naval Estimates, and his

dear friend and ex-colleague,
Colonel WINSTON CHURCH i LL,

was announced to follow him.

The conjunction of these

highly -electrified bodies is

always apt to produce sparks.
The House was well filled,

and over the clock could be

seen Lord FISHER, like "a
sweet little cherub that sits up
aloft to keep watch for the

life of poor Jacky." The
last time Mr. CHURCHILL

spoke of Naval affairs in the

House he was not quite nice

to Lord FISHER. Would ho
be nicer this time ?

I think Mr. BALFOUR must
be something of a thought-
reader. Intermingled with
his narration of the varied

and wonderful achievements
of the Fleet, past and present,
bis description of the con-

stant efforts to increase it

both in ships and men, and
his quietly confident prophecy
that with this sure shield wo
might face the future in

cheerful serenity, there were
little sidethrusts at an im-

aginary critic. Some people
had been silly enough to

suggest that the new Board
of Admiralty was so content
with what had been done

right lion, and learned I

erent laughter), and lie had eomo to

recognise that his former foe was the

only possible First Sea Lord.
It must have been a little embarrass-

ing for Lord FISHER to sit still and
hem- his praises thus chanted. But it

is difficult to escape from the seat over
the Clock without treading upon other

WINSTON ON LEAVE.

lilucjitclict. "A PART? COMING ABOARD, SlR, TO SEE IF
FLEET'S ALL EIGHT."

Admiral BaJfonr. "WHAT SORT OF PARTY?"
Bliifjacket. "WELL, Sm, UK'S GOT SPURS ON."

by
'

beg
my moment The House was

pardon gallant friend
"

that it had

adopted a policy of "
rest and be thank-

bis ginning to be a little weary of these

people's toes, and this Lord FISHEK
is notoriously averse from

doing. The moment, how-

ever, that Colonel CHURCHILL
had finished he left the

Gallery ; but before he could

wholly emerge he bad to

suffer the further shock of

being cheered by some over-

enthusiastic admirers behind
him. It was a pity he left

so soon, for later Sir HEIJ-

woiiTii MKUX, fresh from

Portsmouth, bad some things
to say which would not have

compelled his blushes.

Wednesday, March 8tii.

Members wondered yesterday

why no reply to Colonel

CHURCHILL was forthcoming
from the Treasury Bench.
Mr. BALFOUR made ample
amends to-day for the
omissu n. There is some-

thing in the personality of

his critic memories of Lord

RANDOLPH, perhaps thai

seems to put an extra polish
on Mr. BALKOUB'S rapier
when he deals with him.

Who that heard it will ever

forget his inimitable descrip-
tion of the then HOJIE
SECRETARY superintending
" with a photographer

"

the historic Siege of Sidney
Street 1 This afternoon his

sword-play was equally brilli-

ant ; .and there was even more
force behind the thrusts. If

there had been delay in the

progress of the new Dread-

noughts why was it'.' Because
his right lion, predecessor had

diverted the guns and gun-

mountings intended for them
into bis new-fangled moni-

tors. He bad boasted of bis

be-
1

own rapid shipbuilding. It had indeed

7

depressing hypotheses when it was

suddenly brought up all standing by

He was the man who got
was

ful." But there was no justification the discovery that the orator was
for " a certain kind of sub-acid pes-

j

delivering a eulogy 011 Lord FISHER.
simism that sometimes reaches my
cars,'' and ho must be a poor-spirited
creature who, having been happy about
the Navy in August, 1914, could be

depressed about it in March, 1916.

Then Colonel CHURCHILL proceeded
to put the cap on. He has been

things
the man

power. They

done in a hurry. He
who had ths driving
bad "parted brass-rags" over Gallipoli,
it was true ; but by-gones were by-

gones. Having been away for some
months, his mind was now clear (irrev-

been rapid so much so that some of

the vessels thus hastily constructed had

now to be remodelled. Coming to the

proposed
"
remedy

"
the recall of

Lord FISHER to the Board of Admir-

alty Mr. BALFOUR assumed a sterner

tone. He reminded the House that

Lord FISHER had been accused by his

present champion of not having given
him clear guidance or firm support
over the Gallipoli Expedition. Colonel

CHURCHILL'S present opinion of Lord
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Tommy (who is learning every minute about barbed-wire defences).
" ^YnK^ I GETS HOME, NO MOBE PEBISHIN' CATS SHALL EVER

GET INTO MX BACK GARDES."

FISHER was totally inconsistent with
that which he had expressed a few
months ago : possibly they were both
remote from the truth. But it was an

amazing proposition that the Govern-
ment should be asked to dismiss Sir

HENRY JACKSON, an ofl:c2r who was

everything that Lord FISHEH according
to Colonel CHURCHILL was not. He
himself would not yield an inch to such
a demand.

Spontaneous debate has never been
the Colonel's strong point. His ora-

torical engines are driven by mid-

night oil. Wisely, therefore, he did
not attempt an elaborate rf.plique to

Mr. BALFOUR'S "
sword-play," but con-

tented himself with a brief restatement
of his case.

Thursday, March 9th. Prophets
swarm in both Houses of Parliament,
but the House of Lords is unique in

possessing one who confines himself to

subjects which ho has at his fingers'
ends and whose prophecies have a habit
of coming true. What Lord MONTAGU
OF BEAULIEU does not know of the

petrol engine, and its use on land or
sea or in the air, is not worth knowing.
Seven years ago he warned his country-
men of the bomb-dropping possibilities
of the new German air-ships. A little

later ho pointed out that it was very
doubtful if dirigible balloons could be

successfully attacked by gunfire from

the ground, and that the only effective

way of opposing them was to meet
like with like. Again in 1913 he dwelt

upon the inadequacy of our aerial

defences.

His object to-day was not to extol

his own merits as a prophet, but to

get the Government to act on the motto
"One Element One Service" and
establish a single Ministry of the Air.

Lord HALDAXE thought we ought to do
some " violent thinking

"
before adopt-

ing the proposal, but quite agreed (with
a reminiscent glance at the Woolsack)
that we had not made sufficient use of

lighter-than-air machines. That was
Lord BEHESFORD'S view, too

; we must

oppose Zeps to Zeps. Then, having
evidently done some violent think-

ing over the recent debate in the
Commons he launched out into a

wholly irrelevant attack upon Colonel
CHURCHILL for trying to create anxiety
about the Fleet, and appealed to. Lord
FISHER (who was not present though
Lord BERESFORD had particularly in-

vited him) to repudiate the agitation con-
ducted by the honourable Member for

DUNDEE, a few newspapers and twenty
sandwichmen. Lord LANSDOWNE sub-

sequently noted that this most irregular

digression appeared to be "not wholly
j

distasteful
"

to the peers assembled.

Turning to Lord MONTAGU'S proposal
ho pointed out that the Government

,'

had gone some way to meet it by
setting up Lord DERBY'S Committee,
But, though prepared to see the Cabinet
increased to a round couple of dozen,
he was not convinced that the only way
to ramovj imperfections was to appoint
a new Minister to deal with them.

It seems probable therefore that

there is no truth in the report that

Colonel CHURCHILL has been asked to

join the Government as Minister of

Admonitions.

Painful Accident to a Clergyman.
" While the Rev. Mr. Stulting was camping

out one of his calves was attacked and stung
to death by a passing swarm of bees."

Cape Argus.

Sir THOMAS MACKENZIE, as reported

by The East Anglian Daily Times :

"I now think it is time you intermingled
with your affairs a little of the wisdom of the

scrgent instead of the dove-like kindness which

you have showed to the Germans in the past."

There is a strong feeling among our
N.C.O.'s that this is sound advice.

" Li;rd Strachie asked in the House of Lords

yesterday whether the Government proposed
to restrict the importation of hope."

Erening Paper.

We understand that the answer- was
in the negative, as, owing to the activity
of pessimists, there is still some shortage
in the home-grown supplies.
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THE RECONCILIATION.

[It is thought that tin; folloicimj story

maif have liecn intended for the" Oi'ij/in

of Organs" (H.A.JLC.)].

Charles, the young Army Medical,

went down on one patella. His heart

(a hollow muscular pump) was driving
blood from its ventricles as it had
never yet driven it in all its twenty-five

years of incessant labour. Further, by

flattening the arch of his diaphragm
and elevating his ribs and sternum,
Charles was increasing the cavity of

his thorax and taking in air. Immedi-

ately the diaphragm and the sternum
and costal cartilages relaxed again the

air escaped. The lungs of Charles

were doing their work. Fast and yet
faster became his breathing.

"
Mabel," he murmured, " Mabel !

"

The girl made no movement. Her

respiration continued, but no impulse
to action reached her nerve-centres.

Yet, without an effort on her part, her

tissues in one minute produced enough
heat to boil one twenty-fourth of a pint
of water.

"Wonderful!
"
he whispered hoarsely,

probably thinking of this,
"
you are

wonderful."

You will not marvel that his voice

was gruff when I tell you that the

membrane of the larynx was inflamed.

Greater men than Charles have become
hoarse in such circumstances.

Immediately the blood rushed to the

capillaries of Mabel's cheeks and her
colour deepened. She trembled slightly.

"There, that's it!
"
he cried, ga/.ing

rapturously.
"What?" she gasped, startled by

his passion.
"
Again that artery below your ear

is throbbing, throbbing, and" his

voice rose in despair
" I can never

remember the name ! Can you ?
"

"
Alas," she moaned,

" I do not

know it ! Oh, Charles, there is some-

thing I must tell you at once."

"What is it?" he cried with sudden
fear.

" What is it ?
"

"
Why, I I Oh, I do not know-

how to say it. Charles, you will never

forgive me !

'

"What is it, dearest? Tell me
you can trust me. The medical pro-
fession

'''

"
Well, then, I tried to bandage

little Johnny's foot yesterday, and
and

"

" Calm yourself, dear. And ?
"

" I tied a '

granny
'

knot. Oh, Charles,
don't be angry. I know it ought to

have been a 'reef !

"

He looked about him dully, like

a man stunned.
"
Charles," she moaned,

" listen !

After all, I put it on the wrong
foot."

He started violently.

"Mabel," he cried, "you are sure?

Then I will not let you go. Had you
tied that 'granny' knot on the right

foot, I we as an B.A.M.C. man,

DEB 5= "s nun ~ .=

Householder (with the Zeppelin obsession).
" AH, I LIKE THE SNOW. IT REDUCES THE
MENACE FBOM ABOVE."

She clung to him sobbingly.
"
Charles, oh Charles," she panted,

"
you have proved it to me. You love

me ! (Is my heart throbbing now ?)

You love me and it will break for

The phalanges and the metacarpal
bones of her left hand clicked together
as if in sympathy as she flung it to her

side.

Again her cerebrum flashed its joyful

message, so that she repeated, "My
heart!

"

At the word Charles, the B.A.M.C.
man, rose from his patella and placed
his hands firmly on his femur bones.
His whole bearing had changed.
"
This," he said slowly and ring-

ingly,
"

is the end. When I entered
this room I loved you I admit it.

But you have deceived me ! Look' at

that hand! It is covering what? The

floating costae ! Your heart is not
where you would have me believe.

It is fully three inches higher and
more to the right. That is not a small

matter, or one with which you should
trifle as you do. But you have deceived
me in a greater than that."

"
Oh, what is it ? What have I

done?" sobbed Mabel hysterically,
" The greater matter," continued

Charles in trumpet tones, "is that the

heart in not Ilia xcat of the emotions at

all. I can only conclude that your
agitation was feigned. I wish you
good-day, Madam."
He had reached the door when she

cried aloud.
" Charles !

"

An urgent message from Charles's

cerebellum, delivered to certain motor
nerves by way of the spinal cord, dis-

posed him to turn on his heel.

He waited in silence.
" Charles dearest, if it was the wrong

place, and I didn't cover my heart Sifter

all, why, Charles, remember Johnny's
foot and be logical !

"

She was there before him, glorious,
and Charles stood dazzled.

" You are right !

"
he cried. "Mabel !

If you had covered your heart ! !

"

"Charles!!!"

"
Yesterday between Forges and Bethin-

court, west of the Mouse, the enemy made use
of suffocating gas, but did not attack with

infancy." Tiniaru Herald (N.Z.).

We are glad to have this evidence that

the Huns have given up using children

to screen their advances.

"
Plagues of rates have appeared at Pin sic,

and in the British trenches."
Jiiti'iws Ayres Herald.

Even at home we have not entirely

escaped the epidemic.

"Floating Baby Found Unarmed."
I'mrincial Paper.

Had the Huns known of its defence-

less condition they would never have
allowed it to escape.

" ' Like a poet, a geographer is born, not

mad,' once wrote Sir Clements Markham."
Times of India.

Some poets will be greatly relieved by
this doctrine.



MMM-H lo

Oiliest Inhabitant (finally), "I TI:LL 'EE I HAIN'T tors' OUTSIDE THE DOOR. WHY, WHAT 'D FOLKS TIIINK OF ME WITH NO
HADiiK, SOU HAIIMLET, NOK NOTHIN 1

?
"

LINES TO AN OLD FRIEND.
[Dr. (iKonoF. PERXET, in a recent treatise

mi The Health of the Skin," discusses the
continued decline in the popularity of the
tall hat.]

() KMBLKM of British decorum,
Whose vogue, for a century back,

In the Mart, in the House or the Forum
Few dared to impugn or attack

;

Tis sad, though the best of our bankers
Refuse to allow such a lapse,

|

That our youth irrepressibly hankers
For straws and for caps.

Mi-. Xi-tiiirtice, in Mastennan Ready,
Is pictured in many a hole,

And in postures however unsteady,
With his chimney -

pot hat on his

poll;
And our highly respected grand-paters,
When wielding their golf

- clubs or

bats,

Or proving their prowess as skaters,
\Yore cylinder huts.

Worn straight by iho priggish or surly
Thou didst not enthuse or beguile;

But tilted a little and curly
Of brim how seductive thy style !

And never was pride that is proper
Sartorially better expressed

Than when an immaculate topper
Sat liglit on one's crest.

The cult of the bicycle, tending
To foster a laxer array,

And the motor, its influence lending,
Both seriously threatened thy sway ;

But the War, most unfairly combining
The motives of comfort and thrift,

Thy glory, so sleek and so shining,
Has finally biffed.

Yet I cannot observe thy dethroning
Or watch thy effulgence depart

Without unaffectedly owning
A pang of regret in my heart.

I know thou wast stuffy, non-porous,
Unstable, top-heavy and hot ;

But O ! thou wast grimly decorous ;

The bowler is not.

Agreed.
"
Original and inspiring as are Sir. Chester-

ton's writings, the man is very much bigger
than his works." Erenjman.

1 TOWN PLUNGED IN DARKNESS.
POPULATION WARNED BY SYRENS

AND BUZZARDS."

Kreiiing Paper.

Our little town," writes the cor-

respondent who sends us the above

cutting,
" was warned by dryads and

wombats." And of course there is

the well-known case of the Roman
geese and the Capitol.

"Organist (willing to help train choir)
wanted for country parish. Might suit clergy-
man's daughter." Church Times.

He might, no doubt ; but it is not safe

to count on these affinities.

" The Manchester City Council on Wednes-
day decided to accept the free use of Professor
W. B. Bottomley's patients for the conversion
of raw peat by means of bacteria."

Provincial Paper.

If we were the patients we should
make a small charge for the loan of

the germs.

"There has been a naval skirmish in the

Baltic, where the elusive Goeben has been en-

gaged by the Russians with the usual result

the escape of the fugitive battle-cruiser behind
the mined defences of the Bosphorus."

The Dominion (Wellington, N.Z.)

It must have been a fine sight to see

this elusive vessel jump right across

Russia and back again.

" The Cologtif Gazette, referring to the sim-

plicity of character displayed by King Ferdi-

nand of Bulgaria, says that frequently when
walking about the streets of Sofia ho pur-
chases a sausage from a stall and eats it with
his fingers as he passes along. Latest advices

say he is slowly recovering from his illness."

Daily Express.

It might have been much worse if he
had eaten the sausage with his mouth.
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A FLAT OVERTURE.
i.

3, Foiheriiigay Court Mansions, .S. II".

March' 1st.

Mrs. Sleight-Spender presents her

compliments to Mrs. Crichton and
would ho obliged if she would prevent
what is evidently a schoolroom piano
being practised late at night, as it is

most disturbing when one has friends.

n.

7, Father/ ni/fi ij
Court Mansions, S.W-

March 1st.

Mrs. Crichton presents her compli-
ments to Mrs. Sleight-Spender and
would willingly oblige her, but having
neither a schoolroom nor a piano in

her flat she finds a difficulty in doing
so. Possibly if Mrs. Sleight-Spender
addressed her remonstrance to No. 12,
she would discover the cause of her

complaint and might thereby earn the

thanks of her neighbours by inducing
Mr. Bogloft'sksy to practise less for his

concerts.

in.

3, Fotheringay Court Mansions, S.M~.

March 2nd.
DEAR MB. BOGLOFFSKY, Please for-

give me for writing on the impulse of

the moment in this unconventional

way, but I have only just discovered
that we are neighbours, for the Direct-

ory confirms what the unmistakable
tones of a certain piano had long led

me to suspect.
Will you very kindly waive all cere-

mony and join us at a friendly little

dinner on the 10th, at 7.30?
Yours sincerely, .

EDITHA SLEIGHT-SPENDER.

12, Futherinyay Court Mansions, S.W.
March 2nd.

DEAR MRS. SLEIGHT - SPENDER,
Your amiable letter leaves me nothing
but pleasure. My poor company shall

be agreeable to join your hospitable
family.
With respect, I am, Yours sincere,

SERGE BOGLOFFSKY.

v.

From Miss Isolt Sleight-Spender to

Miss Marjorie Rroicne.

(EXTRACT.)
. . . Oil, my dear, don't reproach me

for not having run round. We are

simply off our heads. Bogloffsky the

Bogloffsky is coming to dinner on

Friday next, and the Mudder and I
have been simply tearing. Even the
Sticklers have accepted, and we hope to

get Sir Henry Say, as the Dudder mot
him once at a City dinner. Of course I
shall have to play something first.

Pitv me ! .

VI.

From Mrs. Sleight-Spender to Messrs,

llosetcood and Sons.

March 3rd.

Mrs. Sleight -Spender requires the

use of a very good piano on the 10th.
i It must be a grand, as it is for Mr.

I

Bogloffsky. Under the circumstances

,

Mrs. Sleight- Spender supposes there
will be only a nominal charge, if any.

VII.

From Sir Henry Say to Cuthbert

Haddington.
March llth.

MY DEAR BERTIE, Last night I

skimmed some of the cream of life, and

incidentally got an idea for a Ici'er de

riflraii, of which I make you a present.
Far be it from me to glean from the

crop of trouble of a man whose salt I'

have eaten, but the situation was a gift
from the gods, which I will not spoil
on a sheet of notepaper. When have

you a free evening ?

Aways, HARRY.

VIII.

From Miss Isolt Sleight-Spender to

Mi as Marjorie Browne.

(EXTRACT.)
. . . The Mudder is quite ill. It is

all through that woman at No. 7. It

must be because we didn't call on
her.

.
But what an evening ruined!

Bogloffsky behaved like a perfect pig
and wouldn't play a note after all the

trouble he put us to
;
and when we got

up from the table they say he sniffed

at his coffee and pulled some out of his

pocket and nibbed it in his hands to

make the others smell the difference.

Did you ever hear of such a thing? . . .

IX.

From Serge Bogloffsky to Stepan
'Bogloffsk//, Moscow.

(TRANSLATION.)
March llth.

MY BROTHER, The Mazurka has
been found beneath the lid of thy
pianoforte and is already despatched
to thee that pianoforte, alas ! which
must now remain silent until thy
longed-for return. Greet the worthy
Moschki and request him urgently to

send the samples of tea, as I have
now an opportunity with a wealthy
family which may make great busi-

ness.

. That thy affairs prosper is mv
prayer. All the family embrace thee.

SEHCIE.

"The gunlayer's eye followed it through
the air, saw it splash into the sea three hun-
dred yards short of the target, and swore

softly." Answers.

The gunlayer would seem to have an

i eloquent eye.

A SOLDIER POLITICIAN.
A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE.

CONSIDERABLE promise was shown
in the speech delivered before the House
of Commons last week by Colonel
CHURCHILL. His utterance had the
effect of instantly lifting that gallant
gentleman from the obscurity of life
" somewhere in France

"
to something

approaching notoriety. Surely few
soldiers have discovered such a gift of

dialectical skill
;
and the Army must

feel proud to learn that it possesses
an officer who shows himself to be as
able in the realm of politics as in the

profession of arms.
Colonel CHURCHILL'S sensational tour

de force has aroused a natural interest

in his personality. He is still a

young man, being only just on the

wrong side of forty. In choosing a

military career he responded to here-

ditary impulse, for he is a direct de-

scendant of that great military genius,
the Duke of MARLBOROUGH. He en-

tered the army in 1895, when little

more than a boy. After seeing sorvice
in Cuba and India he fought in the

Egyptian Campaign of 1898, and hi a

journalistic capacity took part in the

South African War, the news of his

capture being received in this country
with much feeling. To his skill as a

soldier Colonel CHURCHILL adds no
small ability as a writer, and has

published more than one bcok that has
attracted favourable notice.

Following upon his remarkable

speech of the other night, there lias

been some discussion as to whether
Colonel CHURCHILL will definitely take

up a political career, or return to the

trenches. We have it on good autho-

rity that an old friend, Sir HEDWORTH
MEUX, strongly advises him not to

sacrifice his military prospects. On the

other hand, his colleagues at the Front
feel that in the national interest they
are prepared to do their best without

him, in view of the benefit likely to

accrue from his remaining at home.
In any case it is confidently asserted

by those who know him that Colonel

CHURCHILL has gone far towards

making a name for himself, and that lie

is likely to go further still if the oppor-

tunity is given to him. His future is

certain to be watched with interest.

The Delay Before Verdun.

Bosch (quoting
"

? SHAKSPEAHE") :

" If it Verdun ven 'tis done, then 't vere veil

it Verdun quickly." Macbeth. Act I. 7.

Music for Conscientious Objectors.
'ST. GF.ORGK'S C'ATHKDKAL. Anthem, ' I

was slacl; when they said unto me '

(Elvoy)."
Cape Times.
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KEKV YER DRESSIN' BY THE LEFT THEEE ! BLIMEY! YOU DOX'T WAST N.C.O.'s WHAT YOU WAST is A BLOOMIS'

Slir.Kl'-DOQ !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(Tiij ^r - Pencil's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I NP.VKH open a book by Mr. ROBERT HALIFAX without a

feeling of pleasant anticipation, nor close one without a

sense of quickened sympathy for my fellow- mortals,

especially those of them who dwell in Canulen Town. His
latest story, The Eight to Love (METHVEX), finds him again
on familiar ground ; but the inhabitants of Widdiford Street

have? all the freshness of real human beings. Perhaps more
than its predecessors The ll'njht to Love is a story with a

purpose and a moral
;
in it Mr. HALIFAX has illustrated by

two groups of characters the vexed question of marriage
failures and the hard lot of the unwanted woman. But do
not suppose that these characters are merely

" cases." On
the contrary, it is because they are realized as understand-
able creations of flesh and blood that the disasters of Xaruh
and Tom Spain and the tragedy of Letty Snmmcrbee's
enforce:! spinsterhood move one to so personal a concern.

1'Yom the moment when Noruli and Tom enter their little

house after the short honeymoon to that in which the

tormented young wife finally leaves her worthless husband
for the protection (word rightly used) of his long-suffering
friend one is made to feel that exactly thus and thus the
affair happened, and is happening to like persons every day.
As for Letty, with her restraint, her practical helpfulness
and her occasional outbursts of emotion thwarted and sup-
pressed, she is a type only too convincing. Perhapaone
might object that Mr. HALIFAX brings an indictment

against society without suggesting any practical remedy.
Also that as I have noticed before his humorous char-
acters have a tendency to edge away from the rest into the

regions of farce. But for all that The llii/lit to Lore remains
a simple, sincere and very moving study.

I like the remark that General JOFFRK made, not to the

horse-marines, but to the remnants of the six thousand

Fusiliers Mai'ins who made up the Naval Brigad; at

Dixinude in November, 1914. " Yen are my best infan-

trymen," he told them ; and, if you want to know why, all

you have to do is read -D/OTturfe (HrasEMAHK).' by CH*KLES
LK GOFFIC. For four weeks, shrapnel to right of them,

"saucepans" to left of them, volleyed and thundered,

and for four weeks the six thousand stood in the valley cf

death at Dixinude and held up six times as many Bodies,

who came on, as one of them said, like bugs. Forty
thousand was the estimate of the number of these marines

formed by a German major who was one of their prisoners ;

when he learnt that they were only six he wept with rage
and muttered, "Ah, if we had only known!' Dixinude

was not quite such a big affair as Verdun, but the men
who held the town,

" the young ladies with the red

pompoms" on their caps, were first cousins to our own
Jack Tars. Bretons or Britons, there is nothing to choose

between them. Sailors all, they are the salt of the sea;

and this fascinating arid circumstantial epic of the French

marines is not at all an exaggerated picture of the cheery

courage and endurance of the Breton fisherman.

Sussex Gorse (NisiJET) is a story about the tight between

man and nature. It is told by Miss SHEILA KAYE-SMITII

with considerable power and a quickening touch of symbol-
ism that lifts it into romance. The ambition of Reuben

Ititckjield was to enlarge the Sussex farm that he had

inherited from his easy-going father till its bounds should

include a certain coveted moor. The book shows how
his entire life was spent in the achievement of this end ;

how
for it he sacrificed his own ease, and the happiness of his

brother, his two wives and his many children, and how

finally he triumphed, and in his Icnely old age, seeing the

desired acres all his own, was content. It is a grim book,
with only now and then a touch of suggested poetry to save
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it from being uniformly sordid and depressing. As it is,

the long unsparing struggle takes somehow tlio dignity of

an epic. Only one of Reuben's many sons makes any
success out of life liicJianl, who becomes a barrister, and
treats his father to occasional visits of curiosity and amused

patronage. There is a chapter of cynical humour in which
the intolerant contemptuous old rustic is confronted by the

art-loving triilers who gather in his son's drawing-room.
" There 's no one gone from here as

But 1 was glad that Miss KAYE-
SMITH had the courage to play fair by her hero, and to give
him at last his share of the hard bargain. This is only one
of many qualities that make Sussex (for.se a novel to be

remembered.

Otherwise he is alone.

iias ever come back !

'

HEWLETT persist in Introiiwinij \\'illi<im Allison

Probably a nice general conviction (rather infectious ;

caught it) of his own cleverness. If his work wants

I can't quite make out what made Mr. WILLIAM

I

deal of pulling together separate bits of it arc confoundedly
well done. The school-

boy conversations (1F/7-
liam is a Winchester

man, thrown into a law-

yer's clerkship straight
from the sixth) and the

picture of the superbly
groomed associates of his

friend's brother, Miirnia-

dukc Pcnton, are cases in

point, though I don't
think Winchester would
have been so absurdly
abashed by the glories
of bachelordom in Half-

Moon Street. So too is

the lecture of Parburi/,
the neo-decadent, on the

cultivation of "that
sacred and imperishable
flower, the white un-
sullied bloom of an

'

Touring Stage Manager (rehearsing super). "AND WHEN YOU IIKAB
THE CUE, 'AH, HERB COMES THE KAISER!' YOU STRIDE SLOWLY ON TO
THE STAGE LOOKING LIKE THE GUILTY MONARCH."

general atmosphere of violence. Neither the beauty of

Piers Eri'xliam (his naked shoulders looked "
like a piece

of faultless statuary, god-like, superbly strong "), nor his

sympathy with children, offers adequate compensation for

his volcanic temperament. If Miss DELL, who seems to

havo a penchant for tempestuous heroes, would devote
some of her superfluous energy to a study of men, so as

to get to understand them as well as she understands her
own sex, it would be a good thing for the quality both of

her work and of her public.

In her latest little volume of verse, modestly entitled

Si in />ln Rhymtsfor Mirrimj Times (PEARSON), Miss JES.SIF,

POPE shows that she has not only the right spirit, but a

sense of form beyond the common. She does not pretend
to heroics and she seldom allows herself to touch a note of

pathos ; her mission is just to inspire other hearts with
the infectious gay courage of her own. It finds a natural

expression in the easy lilt of her measures. She is fluent

rather than polished and never overlays her designs with
excess of embroidery.
Long practice has made
her familiar with a craft

which is not so easy as

it looks
;
and in parti-

cular she has learnt the

art of the final line. Miss
Poi'E may possibly run
the risk of over-writing
herself ; but so long as

she brings a discriminat-

ing eye to the choice of

what is worth preserv-

ing and she has been

quite reasonably self-

critical in her present
selection the matter
that she jettisons is no
affair of mine. Judging
only by what I see here,
I recognise that, in what-
ever other way she may
be helping the cause,

her gift of light-heart verse she is doing and none
Intensely Useless Life,"
even if it be only a belated cutting from The Green through
Carnation. William's first boyish passion for a quite cold more bravely her share of woman's work.

shop-minx, with its agonies of self-abasement and rarefied

desire, is uncannily clever; and the thoroughly unpleasant
i
\ c u-'ir r i Journalistic Colour,

episode ot our Willtmn, minx-free, only to he caught in the
toils of that insatiable sensualist, Mr*. Daintrer, is presented ,

' On a11 '""^ ^jl p5?*
i?M for

f

the
j

r ult
.

im:lt
.

victory are

.,, ,. ml .' ... L
. . being pressed forward with unflagging nest, and nowhere has the white

with discreet vigour. There is possibly a moral in the h c;lt Of their resolve grown pale."- Daily (Srnphic.

fascinating Marmarhtke'fs desperate half-hour in Dr. Perot's

consulting-room. But Mr. HEWLETT never wrote this

flippant tale to point a moral. Bather, as I suggest, he
seems to have said,

" These are samples of several (/cnrrx
in which I can succeed on my head. Some day I v ill

really finish something. Meanwhile pray be amused."

Extract from Scottish Command Orders:

"When marriage has actually taken place, the N.C.O. or man
should inform O.C. at once, so as ta ensure the necessary documents
for separation allowance for the wife being made out, and this

casualty should in addition be inserted in I'art II. Orders."
.

. Scotsman.

Of Miss ETHEL DELL'S popularity there seems to be no Tllis appears to confirm the belief that a Scottish marriage

possible doubt, and her publishers, Messrs. HUTCHINSON, is a s01'* of accident that might happen to anyone,
assure me that her latest, The Bars of Iron, is the best

novel she has written. While accepting their unprejudiced : It is easy to understand why the Zeppelins have a

judgment I retain the liberty of remaining unimpressed.
'

partiality for almsliouscs. They think it 's another name
Miss DELL ba^ an eye for a plot and she can make things for munition works,

move; but her methods are too feverish for my taste. A
man-light in the prologue is followed by a dog-fight in the From the report of a music-hall action :

first chapter, and through the early part of the book the i

"-Inreply toMr. Justice Barling, he sang comic songs and appeared
Rev. S. Lorimer beats his numerous family again and again,

alone on the stage." Mnrniiig Paper.

It is true that, between her explosions, she introduces ! After all the Bench cannot always monopolise the " star

certain lovable characters, but they fail to correct the
, turns," even in Mr. Justice DARLING'S court.
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'HOW IS IT YOU 'BE NOT AT THE FRONT, YOUNG MAN?"
' 'CAUSE THERE AIN'T NO MILK AT THAT END, MUM."

CHARIVARIA.
PORTUGAL is now officially at war

witli Germany, and the clogs of fright-
fulness are already toasting "ilrr Tinjus."

abandoned as the result of an un-

accountable opposition on the part of

the French. . ...

"
Bigamy," declares Mr. Justice Low,

;

"
is as low a form of crime as drunken-

,

ness." On the other hand there is this

to be said for it, that it is seldom found,
like drunkenness, to develop into a habit.

A large number of German barbers,

it is said, have become naturalized

At first the report that ENVEB PASHA
hud gone to pay a visit to the tomb of

the PROPHET at Medina caused a feeling
of profound depression in Constanti-

nople ;
but it is now recognised that

there was no other course open to him,
as MAHOMET was not in a position to

j

sines the commencement of the War,
visit the Pasha. s

.

; :
.. and are now engaged in capturing the

trade from the British barbers, many
of whom have been taken for military
service. Not for nothing, it seems,
did the KAISER say in one of his famous

, speeches, "The razor must be in our

fist." ... o.

Svi:x HKDIN is reported to be at

Constantinople, on his way to the

Turkish Front. It is supposed that he
will undertake! the writing of the official

despatches, a duty to which the innate

modesty of the Osmanli prevents him
from doing full justice.

'

:|:

'

A salmon containing a label marked
" U 100

" was recently caught in the

Avon. No trace of the crew has been
found. ... ...

*.

Mr. TF.NNANT told the House of

Commons last week that the Wai-

Office had 3,000,000 goat skins. As
the statement has given rise to a certain

uneasiness it should be explained that
!

all the goats have been safely extracted.
:!: *

A draughtsman of Babylonian and

Assyrian antiquities has been dis-

charged by the British Museum in the

interests of economy. The artist, it is

reported, has already had several

attractive offers of employment as a

Parliamentary cartoonist.V
Onions, we are told, have reached the

| unprecedented price of thirty shillings
: a hundredweight, and several of the old

established onion bars in the City may
have to close their doors.

* *

It is useless, Mr. HUGHES warns his

English admirers, to defeat Germany
,

in the field unless adequate steps are

I

also taken to stop her inroads upon
the Empire's trade. What is wanted

j

is, of course, a counter-stroke.

A well-informed neutral states that

the Grand Admiral TIRI-ITZ'S unex-

pected retirement was caused by a rush

of blood to the hands.

It has been discovered in Germany Notwithstanding reports to the con-

that General HIN'DKNBERO is descended trary, says an official German telegram,
from CHAKU-:MAGNK, and an attempt the new submarine warfare is in full

by certain admirers of the Prussian swing. It should only be a matter of

General to visit the scenes of his time before those responsible for it find

ancestor's exploits has only been themselves in a similar situation.

Another Bulgarian Atrocity.

"The position in Monastir is intolerable,

owing to the orgies of the Biilg.iriuii comit-

adjis. The Greek refugees are in a pitiable

plight, especially now the Greek consul has
I ft." litilliun AV/' ..

Thus crippled he cannot, of course,

display his usual activity.

VOL. CL.
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THE KAISER ON KILIMANJARO.
( lorrespondence in The Times has recalled the fact that Kilimanjaro,

from whose neighbourhood the enemy has just been expelled, was in-

cluded in Gorman Kast Africa at the special desire of the KAISER (then
I'urxci: WILLIAM OF PRUSSIA). It appears that he took a peculiar
interest in the fauna and flora of that district. Incidentally, the

highest peak of Kilimanjaro (19,000 feet) is named Kaiser Wilhelm

Spitze. The author of these lines does not claim a close acquaintance
with the natural history and botany of this region, and cannot there-

fore vouch for the accuracy of his details.]

MOUNTAIN' of the sounding name,

Kilimanjaro !

Almost as loud as my own fame,

Kilimanjaro !

Plucked from my Empire's jewelled hem
1 deemed you once the fairest gem
In my Colonial diadem,

Kilimanjaro !

Not for your height, though you are high,

Kilimanjaro !

And practically scrape the sky,

Kilimanjaro !

But for the heasts and birds and flowers

That nestle in your snowy bowers
I loved you best of all my dowers,

Kilimanjaro !

In one of my Imperial jaunts,

Kilimanjaro !

I looked to penetrate their haunts,

Kilimanjaro !

It was among rny dearest hopes
To slay canaries on your slopes
Or trap elusive antelopes,

Kilimanjaro !

I had a passionate wish to snare

(Kilimanjaro !

)

Your local beetle in his lair,

Kilimanjaro !

O'er precipices stiff with ice

(Perils for me are full of spice)
To cull your starry edelweiss,

Kilimanjaro !

Alas ! the lovely vision fades,

Kilimanjaro !

Never amid your musky glades,

Kilimanjaro
Never shall I (Gott strafe SMUTS!)
Surprise your monkeys gathering nuts
Or chase your wombats' flying scuts,

Kilimanjaro !

And when, as I suppose it must,

Kilimanjaro !

My spirit sheds its mortal crust,

Kilimanjaro !

They '11 find beneath my mailed vest
Your name indelibly impressed
(Along with Calais) on my chest,

Kilimanjaro ! O. S.

" With the use of the various kinds of periscopes we could sec quite
clearly every movement on the German side, and even hear them
talking." Daily Chronicle.

Try our new periscope, with telephone-attachment.

From a sale catalogue:
"Bemains of Summer Waistcoats, from 3/11."

Nothing doing. Our motto is Vestigia nulla retromum.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.
No. XXXVI.

(From Ilcrr WOLFGAXG OFFEXMAUL, fin actor}.
MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY, How strangely and uncom-

fortably the Fates sport witli us-! It is but two years ago,
I remember, that it came into my head to look forward to

the far-off day when I should shako off the stage and all

its agitations, its triumphs, its disappointments and even
its jealousies and its quarrels, and should be able to live

my own life in the pleasant and happy world of reality.
But I put the thought by, for much still remained to ine
to ho endured and achieved in my profession, and I thought
that some day, if matters turned out favourably, I might
have the supreme glory of impersonating Ilamlrt or Maclx-lh

under the very eye of your Imperial Majesty and of noting
that you were not displeased with the performance of one
of the most devoted of your subjects. This hope, springing
up in my breast, gave.me new strength and a fresh joy in

the often dull round of my daily task, for in matters of the

stage your Majesty, being, as we often say among ourselves,
the greatest actor of us all and having from the earliest

years imbibed the love of the footlights and the limelight,
is an incomparable judge of the true histrionic art, and a

word of praise from you is worth columns and columns in

the newspapers. It is to us as when a> cobbler's boots art-

praised by a rival cobbler.

And there is another point which then kept me from

giving way any further to my dreams of retirement from
the theatre. Real life, so calm for the most part and so

regular, is but a dull thing to those who live a fictitious life

on the boards, in the midst of excitements and honour and
crimes, with murder and sudden death awaiting them, as it

were, round the corner. After Hamlet has seen his mother's

death, has' killed Laertes and the Kiiuj and has himself

expired, what is it to him to come to life again and to sit

down without his royal trappings to a supper of sausage
and potatoes, while his wife sits by and darns his stockings
and the baby begins to cry in its cot? So thought I, and
resolved to continue my career of acting, though I acknow-

ledged that some day, perhaps, in the very distant future-,

retirement might have its attractions.

All this was before the War broke out. When that

happened I, like the rest, was seized and thrust into a

uniform and made to remember my drill and was presented
with a rifle and a bayonet. Finally, with my regiment I

was marched off to the Front in Francs, where I still

linger in daily expectation of death. Dreadful things have
I seen, men blown into nothingness by shells, men pierced

through and through by the steel, women murdered and
worse than murdered, and children crushed under fallen

walls sights I cannot bear to think of, though they force

themselves upon me and murder sleep. I was, perhaps,

unduly contemptuous of real life, but now I abhor it and try
in vain to put it away from me. I desire with a full-hearted

longing to return to that life of imagination where the

most dreadful bloodshed ends at about eleven o'clock every
evening, without leaving any impression en those who take

part. Yes, give me again the life of the theatre and remove
far away this brutal scenery of trenches and shells and
bombs and quick-firers and men summoned from pe.-u-.-

and ease to cut one another's throats because a histrion

KAISER has so willed it and ncne of his subjects dared to

say him nay. To get away from this and never to return

to it I would willingly consent to play the First Murderer in

Macbeth for the remainder of my life. It would ba an
innocent and an honourable occupation compared with
what I am forced day by day and night by night to endure.

Yours, in respectful despair, WOLFGANG OFFENMAUL.
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ANOTHER CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR,
MR. McKKxsA. "PRHMIUM BONDS TO HELP TO WIN THE WAR! OH, MY DE-AE FRIENDS!

THINK OF OUR MORAL PRINCIPLES!"
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XXXVI.

MY DEAR CHARLES, I am afraid

you '11 be worrying about me again,

wondering why I'm lying doggo, what
mischief 1 'm up to, or whether any-

thing lias happened to me. Something
lias happened, but I 'in not quite sure

myself what it is. Anyhow, I '11 tell you
all I know. It wasn't in the Gazette,

proper; it was in the "Memoranda."
It referred to a Second Lieutenant

(Temporary Lieutenant), intimating
that he was to bold the acting rank
of Captain while engaged in

present duties, which looks to !

me as if they are giving nothing

away but want to keep in with

me till they have settled up j

matters with the Bosch. When
the trouble shows signs of being j

about to end, they '11 either make
me a Temporary General and
hand me over to the enemy as a

j

sop, or else they will turn round
on me and tell me that, being a

'

Temporary Memorandum, I'm

nothing at all ; am I going quietly
or must they put the handcuffs

on me ? As the saying is,

"it ain't 'ardly safe"; at any
moment one may find oneself

in a bowler hat being jostled

by the crowd and wholly es-

tranged from Mr. Cox, of

Charing Cross. Meanwhile I "m
a Captain, or parading as such,
and I carry in my pocket a

leash of " crowns
"
and a yard

of braid (with adhesive back) in

case of further developments.
Talking of civilian hats, by the

way, my particular class of sol-

dier, never spoilt by over-fussing,
has dismal expectations as to

the finale. We feel that, when
the other side sees light and is

prepared to submit to judgment,

lor a salute put it down to an excess

of geniality; those who do expect one

put it down to ignorance combined
with anxiety to please.

Only once has it got me into trouble

so far. The occasion is worth mention-

ing, since I was at the time talking to

a General in a public place. (Yes,
there we were, talking away about

nothing in particular, "conversing," I

might say, just as it might have been

you and myself passing the time of

day. Very impressive). A Major, one
of the expectant sort, came up from
behind the General ; when he was

about military discipline. Take the
case of my own Colonel, for instance,
a man who, before he took to staff work,
had probably dug enough trendies, put
out enough barbed wire and, generally,
made enough mess of respectable agri-
cultural land to earn for himself a

special vote of censure from the United
Association of French and Belgian
Farmers. Now, there 's a soldier, if

ever there was one ; but are his orders

obeyed when they don't fit in with the
convenience of his subordinates?
You shall judge for yourself. The

other

ANOTHER INDISPENSABLE.
THE WAU ARTIST'S MODEL.

with costs, we shall be the last to leave

for home, and when we get there all

the beer will be sold out.

Meanwhile I'm going along nicely,
and by saying nothing but looking a
lot I 've created quite an air of im-

portance around me, which induces all

sorts of regimental officers to salute me
at first sight and to wish they hadn't
on further acquaintance. It 's an ever-

increasing difficulty, this matter of

saluting : in a part of the world where
there 's a General round every other
corner I can never make up my mind
on the spur of the moment what to

do about Majors and suchlike. Some
like a salute, others don't. I have
invented a gesture of my own which is

entirely non-committal and gives satis-

faction to both. Those who don't look

within distance of the august back he
saluted it. It was <.ne of those salutes

which could be felt, but, as it happened,
the General didn't feel it. The problem
at once arose, what was I to do, with
the Major's stony eye full upon me?
The waggle, obviously, but in a modi-

I

fied degree, since it doesn't do to bo

iidgetting with your hands when you 're

being talked to by your elders and
betters. I went through the motions,

therefore, meaning them to mean that,

though I was chatting with a General,

yet I wasn't above saluting a Major.
He mistook the movement, however,
and thought that I thought that, be-

cause I was chatting with a General,
therefore he 'd saluted me ! My good-

'

ness, we nearly lost the War that time !

But don't you believe all this talk

day he made up his mind, not

casually or by the way, but in

writing, duly signed, sealed and

circulated, that "The moon will

rise to-morrow at 4.43 A.M."

Did the moon comply ? No, Sir,

it did not ;
I 'm told it was absent

I

from parade altogether. Did my
i
Colonel put it under arrest ? Did
lie even call for its reasons in

writing? Again, no. On the con-

trary, he weakly gave in, saying
that he 'd got the time out of an
almanack supplied by his Insur-

ance Company, and that " the
m;in from the Insurance" was
to blame for sticking the pages
together and getting him into an

inappropriate month. What I

say is an order 's an order, and
it is nothing to do with the

moon whore the Colonel
his ideas from.

Call it fear or favour, I only
know that when I'm informed
that I am to riss at 5 A.M. to-

morrow morning, and, with no
intention of disobeying, I ask

very quietly and very politely
if they remember that this is

March and not July, at the very
least I shall he told that I

ought to be ashamed of being a

civilian instead of openly behav-

ing as such. Yours ever, HKXHY.

gets

Herodias ?

"Any lady requiring Head of t\vo Parlour-

maids or Under Parlourmaid, \vc know of

several .

" Mom ing Paper.

" Bombardier G. Dougherty, R.A.M.C. . . .

has been given the D.C.M. . . . for twice re-

pairing telephone wires under a terrific storm
of fire." Morning Paper.

Conscientious objectors will note the

now rank and dutv of E.A.M.C. men.

"Two large jewel robberies in London, in

which property to the value of several thou-
sands of pounds has been stolen, are being
invested by the police." 3[orniy Paper.

In Exchequer Bonds, no doubt. But
we hope they have reserved a few pairs
of bracelets for the thieves when they
catch them.
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MR. JOHN'S PORTRAIT OF MR. GEORGE.

Tin: generally favourable opinion of

Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN'S striking portrait
of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE is not shared by

everybody. The following criticism of

the picture has reached us, and as it

represents a point of view which, so far

as we know, has not found sympathy
in the Press opinions which have

already appeared, we print it for the

edification of the artist, the sitter and

any others who may have a few mo-
ments to devote to the subject.

I should like to say (writes our cor-

respondent) on behalf of myself and of

many worthy members of my congre-

gation that Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN has

missed a great opportunity in painting
his portrait of our greatest Welshman.

In the first place, surely it lacks

dignity. In it Mr. LLOYD GEORGE,
who is pre-eminently a man capable
of looking you straight in the eye,
is depicted as looking someone else

obliquely in the eye. I would that his

strong features had been accompanied
by a direct and thoughtful gaze, instead

of that petulant side-glance, which to

all of us who know the smiling candour
of the MINISTER OF MUNITIONS is so

foreign an expression.
I cannot speak with authority about

the sitter's raiment. At the same time
I must register my dislike of these

clothes, which appear to have the mud
of the golf-links still fresh upon them.

Surely the artist should have persuaded
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE to wear his black

coat and vest for the occasion.

Hanging from a cord is something in

the nature of an aid to vision. I can-

not determine whether it is a pince-
nsz or a monocle. The uncertainty is

irritating. Is it possible that the

MINISTER has taken to wearing a single

eye-glass ? If so, why has not the artist

put it in the sitter's eye ? And as to

the hair Heaven forbid that I should
cast any reflection upon any man of

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S age possessing
abundant locks

;
on the contrary, I con-

gratulate him
;
but in all my experi-

ence I have never yet known a portrait
to bs taken without the sitter being
requested first of all to brush his

hair. Why has Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN
flown in the face of all precedent by
neglecting this simple yet desirable

precaution '?

I feel very strongly that nothing in

the portrait indicates the sitter's nation-

ality, his profession, his love of home,
his favourite recreation or his religious
convictions. These, I venture to say,
arc grave omissions. The picture is

sadly wanting in suitable accessories.

If I had been painting it I should have

put a simple yellow dafiVdil in the

Officer at Front (reading letter from home). "THE OTHER DAY WE WEST TO SEE THE
RUINS OP A HOUSE WHICH HAD BEEN BOMBED BY A ZEPPELIN. YOU CAN'T IMAGINE
WHAT IT WAS LIKE !

"

MINISTER'S buttonhole, and pictured
through an open window a sunlit bed
of leeks, with perhaps a goat gambol-
ling among them. I should have re-

presented the MINISTER OF MUNITIONS
in his study practising putting with a
small bomb. And on the wall should
have been a life-size portrait of the
Kev. Dr. CLIFFORD.

" The elements so mixed" again.
"The air is the new element, and all the

evidence suggests that we are at sea in it."

Star.

Le Mouton Enrage.
"
Sheep, and also other wild animals, have

a trying time in procuring their necessary
food'."

That 's what makes them so wild.

A Hero at Zero.
" Fish for the Canadian troops. The supply

has been organised by Major Hugh in (Ireen,
who is known as the ' Canadians' Fish-

monger-General,' and has travelled in a
frozen condition 2,000 miles across the
Dominion." Daily Mirror.

" A young farm hand who appealed to the
Coalville Tribunal for exemption yesterday,
when asked whether an older brother could
not take his place on the farm, replied that
his brother's feet were too small for work on
the land." Morning Paper.

We hope that his own are not too cold

for work in the trenches.

' Mr. Mark Blow will be known henceforth
as ' Mr. Mark.' "

Theatrical Taper.

The Blow may have fallen, but this

British Mark shows no decline.
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THE NEW PATRIOTISM.
EPOCH-MAKING ASSEMBLY.

A PUBLIC meeting, summoned under

the auspices of the Candid Friends of

England, has just been held at the Hall

of the Grousers' Company, in Little

Britain. The chair was taken by Mr.

OUTHWAITE.
The Chairman, opening the meeting,

said that the inception of the League
was duo to a number of public-spirited
men who bad come to the conclusion,

very unwillingly, that the country was
still insufficiently instructed as to the

inherent and abysmal incapacity of

every member of the Government.

(Chesrs.) It was true that certain

sections of the Press did what they
could to point this out, and there was
also the noble, patriotic and self-sacri-

ficing work carried on in the House at

Question-time. (Loud cheers.) But
he was sorry to say that there still

remained a considerable and, alas !

not wholly negligible number of per-
sons in the country who bugged the

quaint superstition that a Cabinet

Minister could b3 earnest, capable
and diligent. It was these benighted
folk whom they desired to reach and
convert. Not till every Englishman
bad been convinced that England was
rotten could be (the speaker) and bis

friends rest content. (Frantic applause.)

They were met to-day to listen to the

views of various eminent gentlemen as

to how best to spread this gospsl.
Sir ARTHUR MARKHAM, who was

received with cheers, said that no cn3
who had followed his recent speeches
could be in any doubt as to the tur-

pitude and sloth of the men whom
a mischievous caprice had set at the

bead of this country's affairs. He for

one should never cease to clamour for

their dismissal. He begged to move a

resolution that in the opinion of that

important and representative meeting
a complete change of Government was

instantly necessary. (A Voice: "Not
only now, but always.") No doubt
there was something in what that

gentleman said, but for the present per-

haps "always" had better be omitted.

The essence of the truest patriotism was
distrust of one's rulers and dissatisfac-

tion with one's country. (Hear! Hear!).
Mr. AUSTIN HARRISON, in seconding,

said that the finest heritage of an

Englishman was freedom of speech, and
the more that freedom became licence

the finer the Englishman. (Chesrs.) By
freedom of speech he meant the right to

say instantly whatever came into one's

head, particularly if it appeared to be-

little one's own country. Because one
could not belittle England really. Eng-
land was too great for that. But it

was salutary to try. It was also valu-

able to our Allies, because it tended to

prove to them how much in earnest

and how united we must be.

A great sensation was now caused

by the appearance of " An Englishman"
from Carmelite Street. This gentle-

man, who, like the man who dined with

the KAISER, desiring his anonymity to

be respected, wore a John Bull mask
and brandished an ebony cane, made
the PRIME MINISTER the special mark
of his attack. What, he asked, could

be expected of a politician so crafty
and lost to shame as to bid the House
wait and see? Was it not the very
essence of good statesmanship to blurt

out everything at once ? Only a craven

time-server would say wait and see.

Waiting was a contemptuousproceeding
wherever practised, and seeing required

eyes, which Heaven knows the PBEMIER

woefully lacked. (Cheers.) What right
had an incorrigible hoodwinker such as

Mr. ASQUITH to advise anyone to see ?

It was monstrous. Let the people get
rid of this impostor without a twinge of

compunction, and the sooner the better.

As to swapping horses in mid-stream

being unwise, perhaps it was, but it

was not unwise in the way that waiting
to see was. (Applause.)
Another masked gentleman, who

was understood to be " Callisthenes
"

of Oxford Street, now rose to make
a few useful suggestions. He said

that as the only journalist who wrote
what was practically the leading article

in four evening papers every day, he

surely was entitled to speak with some

authority. The question was how to

get it into the country's head that

England's only chance for recovering
her self-respect and winning the War
was to cry stinking fish ? (Loud
cheers.) Well, the best way was to

keep on saying it in and out of season,

His experience bad taught him that

everything will bear saying not merely
three times, but three thousand times

and three.

Mr. AMERY said it was ridiculous to

suppose that any Cabinet Minister

wished the War to end or England to

be victorious. The contrary was an
axiom on which the whole future of

his political creed was based. One had
but to look at them to see how flabby
and vacillating they were and how
devoted to the pickings of office.

Mr. HOGGE said that the Chairman
in his opening remarks had disregarded
one of the most valuable media for

spreading the blessed news that Eng-
land was at her last gasp, throttled by
place-hunters and parasites. That was
the variety stage. It was wonderful
what a good comic song could do. He
had heard one only the night before, in

which its singer had boon vociferously

applauded at the end of a verse which
stated that there were now no Gorman
spies in England because they had all

been naturalised and given War Office

clerkships. That was the kind of

home truth which the public appre-
ciated and even paid their money to

hear. There could not be too many
songs of that kind.

Mr. BERNARD SHAW said that an-

other way was to induce publishers to

issue new and amended editions of those

popular writers who bad been betrayed

by impulsiveness or short-sight into

eulogies of England. He remembered
several such unfortunate outbursts in

the works of the national poet. There

was, for example, that ill-balanced

utterance of the dying JOHN OF GAUNT
in praise of our little isle ; but of course;

one could not expect the intellect to

be at its best just before dissolution.

Still, they would all agree that SHAK-
SPEARE would be the wholesomer with-

out that passage. (Cheers.)
The Chairman then put the resolu-

tion to the meeting and it was carried

unanimously. In bidding the gathering
farewell the Chairman impressed upon
them that their rule of life should be a

constant and voluble mistrust of our

leaders. It should be a point of honour
with them to deny that the FIRST LORD
OF THE ADMIRALTY could possibly know

anything about the Navy, or wish it to

succeed ; that the CHANCELLOR OF THE

EXCHEQUEB could possibly know any-

thing about finance ;
or the PRIME

MINISTER have the elements even of

common intelligence. (Loud cheers.)
The meeting then broke up singing

either " For they (the Cabinet) are

wholly bad fellows," or " Fool Brit-

annia, Britannia's fooled and slaved."

Fashions for Fathers.

"The bride was given away by her father,

who was daintily gowned in a pale blue silk

dress, with veil "and orange blossoms lent by
the bride's eldest sister." Provincial Paper.

"Very often it happens that a blank space
is seen in the press, especially in the Shenng
Po, the organ of the Seventy-two Guilds. It

is surprising to see to-day's issue of that paper.
A space, about one and a half feet long and six

feet wide, is vacant. Only five words remain
in that space, namely,

' Taken away by the

Censor.'
" South China Morning Post.

Some of our censors should go to China.

They would have real scope there.

" The French Government emphatically and

categorically denounce as lies many statements

made in the German official reports on the

fighting in the Verdun theatre. Although,

they say, the Germans usually travesty the

truth, they have not before issued such fragrant
lies." Provincial Paper.

Their offence is rank
;

it smells to

heaven.
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DRESS "AS USUAL."

(.1
Protest from Mr. P/mclt.)

[The National Organising Committee for

War Savings has i-.ncil an appeal against

extravagance in women's dress. I

CEIITAIN ladies just a section

Of our spindle side

Swerving in a wrong direction,

Dress have deified ;

And, as incomes grow more slender,

Hring discredit on their gender

By refusing to surrender

Fashion for their guide.

Most of England's wives and daughters

Play a noble part,
In the very deepest waters

Never losing heart ;

Danger and privation hraving,

Nursing, helping, toiling, slaving,

Thinking vastly more of saving
Than of looking smart.

Highly-paid officials slate us,

Dwelling on the ills

Which infallibly await us

In our empty tills ;

But these frenzied fair ones, furious

In the quest of the luxurious,

Still pursue a most injurious
Cult of frocks and frills.

True, our Ministerial teachers

Fail us in the tight,

For the practice of the preachers
Sins against the light ;

Still
" Two Wrongs

"
for so the sages

Crystallize the lore of ages
Gathered at successive stages

" Do not make a Eight."

Birds of Paradise are grateful
Under skies serene ;

But the human type is hateful

On a tragic scene;
When the outlook 's drear and cloudy
Punch would rather see you dowdy
Than extravagant and rowdy

In your dress and mien.

True simplicity is tasteful ;

Think before you spend ;

Woeful want attends the wasteful
In the bitter end

;

You who, when the world is mourning
All remonstrance lightly scorning,

Only think of self-adorning,
Sadden Punch, your friend.

Let Sleeping Birds Lie.
" Someone had said it was ' far better to

have the birds driven over one than to have to
wake them up.'

"
Scottish Paper.

' ' The Council of the Poetry Society has
confirmed the appointment of Mr. Galloway
K \lcas act ing editor of the 'Poultry Review.' ''

Now that official action has been taken
we may _ expect an increase in the
number of lays.

Exhilarated Visitor (laaciny Club). "THE -FELLER WHO CAUGHT THAT FISH'S DEM LIAR."

EYE-WASH.
(A Hilitiiry Episode in Two Scenes.)

SCENE I. The outskirts of a wood.

Time, during an inspection of our
Battalion " at its duties."

Second-Lieutenant Wood and his pla-
toon arc erecting a wire entanglement.
To them enter Second - Lieutenant
Brown in /jrc/it excitement.

S.-L. Brown. I say
S.-L. Wood. Run away, dear. No

time for you. Brass hats expected fn

large numbers.
S.-L. B. I "ve lost my platoon.
S.-L. W. Have you looked in all

your pockets, Freddy ?

S.-L. B. I sent it up under the Ser-

geant, and he must have mistaken the

place, strafe him ! And I told the Ad-

jutant I'd be the other side of this

wood, doing Visual Training, when the

\
General came round.

S.-L. \V. (impressed at last). My hat,

you 're in for it ! Look out, here they
come.

[Second-Lieutenant Brown fades into

(lie. landscape.

Enter the General and the C.O., with

Staff -Captain, Adjutant and Ser-

geant-Major. The Platoon labours

on and takes no notice. Second-Lieu-

tenant Wood comes to attention and
salutes. Tlie General remarks on tlie

fine physique of the men, inspects the

wire entanglement and explains how
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Tommy (home on leave).
" COME ON, Miss, HUBBY UP WITH THE LIFT! I'VE OXLY. GOT FIVE DAYS."

he used to do it ichen lie was a subal-

tern. Private Hogg, a recruit unused
to Generals, stands gazing awestruck,
but catches the Adjutant's eye and

gets on feverishly with his work. Th?.

cortege passes on, and the platoon
heaves a sigh of relief and stands easy.

Re-enter Saccnd-Lieutenant Brown.
S.-L. W. Go away, my good man

;

we Ve nothing for you.
S.-L. B. I say, like a good chap

{They confer earnestly. CURTAIX.

SCENE II. The other side of the wood.

Time, two minutes later.

Enter Second-Lieutenant Brown at the

double with Second - Lieutenant
Wood's platoon, lie .hurriedly gets
it to work at Visual Training.

Enter General, with suite as before. The

platoon carries on, taking no notice.

Second-Lieutenant Brown comes to

attention and salutes. The General

praises the appearance of the men
and explains hmu Visual Training
was taught before the Crimean War.
The Adjutant sudden I

// recognises
Private Hogg and develops a nasty
cough.

The General (to C.O. as they move

away). But do you think, Colonel, that

either of those smart young oflicers of

yours would keep their heads in a

sudden emergency ?

[The Adjutant restrains a natural de-

sire to wink at the Sergeant-Major.
CCBTAIN.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

I. KlXGSWAY.

WALKING on the King's Way, lady, my
lady,

Walking on the King's Way, will you
go in red ?

With a silken wimple, and a ruby on

your finger,
And a furry mantle trailing where you

tread '!

Neither red nor ruby I '11 wear upon
the King's Way ;

I will go in duffle grey with nothing on

my head.

Walking on the King's Way, lady, my
lady,

Walking on the King's Way, will you
go in blue ?

With an ermine border, and a plume of

peacock feathers,
And a silver circlet, and a sapphire on

your shoe ?

Neither blue nor sapphire I '11 wear

upon the King's Way ;

I will go in duffle grey, and barefoot too.

Walking on the King's Way, lady, my
lady,

Walking on the King's Way, will you
go in green ?

With a golden girdle, and a pointad
velvet slipper,

And a crown of emeralds fit for a queen ?

Neither green nor emerald I '11 wear

upon the King's Way :

I will go in duffle grey so lovely to bo

seen,

And Somebody will kiss me and call

me his queen.

"The depression in northern India lias

continued to travel eastwards and is to-day
ul'lVrting north-east India.

Forecast: Some rain in the submarine dis-

tricts of north-east India."
Amrita Bazar Patrika.

It 's a wet life anyhow, and submarines
were made to be depressed.
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ARMLETS AND THE MAN.
Mn. PUNCH (to attested married man). "SO YOUR COUNTRY CALLS ON YOU SOONER THAN

YOU THOUGHT. I CONGRATULATE YOU."
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their way to the House shuddered as

they observed a long, black, wicked-

looking motor-car, shaped like a tor-

pedo. In this machine Mr. PEMBERTON-

BILLING, the new Air - Member for

East Herts, had done most of his clec-

Routine, however, was too much for

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, romance. For an hour or more Mr.

Tuesday, March 14th. Ministers as
j

TENNANT rambled over the wide field

they passed through Palace Yard on provided for him, but without stumbling
upon anything very fresh or startling,
unless indeed it was the discovery that
"
Intelligence is a very delicate matter."

This occurred in the course of a

protracted description of what was

being done to protect the country

tioneering. Now he had arrived to
| against air raids. The organisation of

take his seat and, rumour said, to make
j

the anti - aircraft defences was now
his maiden speech. Would the Front

j complete for London and was approach-
Bench survive it ?

| ing completion for the country. But
If the new Member could have Mr. TENNANT hastened to add for Mr.

jumped straight from the steering-wheel BILLING'S benefit the standard would
into the Chamber, and
with his eloquence still at

white -heat have got his

fulminating message off

his chest, strange things

might have happened.
But fortunately or un-

fortunately the procedure
of the House discourages
these dramatic effects.

For nearly an hour he

had to wait and listen to

Ministerial replies to ques-
tions which he must have
found painfully trivial.

Even when the weary
catechism was at last over

there was a further delay.
With great lack of con-

sideration for the dignity
of East Herts the PRIME
MINISTER had been so

careless as to catch a bad

cold, and was not in his

place. On ' his behalf,

therefore, Sir EDWABD
GREY made a statement

regarding the entry of

Portugal into
"

the War.
The gist of it was that

the most ancient of our
Allies has acquired a good-
sized Fleet at no expense to

THE HUSTLER PROM EAST HERTS.
MB. FEMBEBTON-BILLING INTRODUCES HIMSELF TO MB.
. BALFOUR.

be still further raised when moreherself,

and that Germany is confronted by a

new enemy in Africa.

At last the now Member was called

upon to take his seat. Belonging to no

party he could not, of course, enjoy the

usual official escort to the Table. But,
like another young man in a hurry
who' in somewhat similar circumstances

preferred scorpions to whips, Mr. PKM-
BERTON-BiLLiNG seemed quite satisfied

with the ministrations of Mr. RONALD
McNEiLL and Sir HENRY DALZIUL.

Dispensing with the usual period of

rest and refreshment, he assumed his

seat immediately after shaking bands
with the

that Mr.
SPEAKER.

LOWTHF.H,

Who knew
recognising

but
the

anxiety of Members to hear the latest

War news from East Herts, might call

him at once ?

material was available.

When he was in the Government
Mr. HOBHOUSE was not less economical
of information in his official utterances

than any of his Ministerial colleagues.
Now that he is out of it he is all for

full disclosure. Why had Mr. TEXXANT
said nothing of Gallipoli or Salonika,

Loos and Neuve Ghapelle ? Why, if

we were allowed to know that three

million goatskins had been provided for

the Army, might we not know how
many men were going to wear them ?

In his view the result of the East Herts
election was due to the Government

having kept Parliament in the dark.

At last the stage was clear for Mr.

PEMBEHTON-BILLING, who, considering
how long he had been kept waiting,
made a creditable debut. He had, it is

I true, no startling revelations to make,
j
or, at any rale, did not make them. His

principal point was that we must ex-

terminate the Zeppelins, and that we
had aeroplanes enough and pilots enough
to do it now. He would be delighted to

introduce Mr. TENNANT to the men and
the machines, while as for bombs he

j

was prepared to lay them on the Table

j

of the House. For a first performance

I

it was quite good, even if not entirely

equal to the advance-billing.

Wednesday, March 15. I am rather

surprised that none of the evening
papers had the enterprise to come out

to-night with a contents bill bearing
the words

" GREAT ATTACK ox
PORTSMOUTH,"

for the legend would have
been not only startling but

unusually accurate. The
House of Lords assembled
this afternoon in the ex-

pectation of hearing im-

portant statements from
the Earl of DERBY and
Earl KITCHENER on the

recruiting crisis. What
it was at first compelled
to listen to was the Earl
of PORTSMOUTH giving his

views on the Anglo-Danish
Agreement. With drg-
matic ponderosity he de-

clared that the Agreement
was losing us the friend-

ship of the other Scandi-

navian countries, that it

was not preventing goods
getting into Germany, and
that it ought to be abro-

gated forthwith.

I doubt if any of tlio

Peers present had ever

TENNANT AND heard anything like the

castigation which the

Marquis of LA-NSDOWNE administered.

Where did the noble Earl collect the

kind of information that he had seen fit

to pour forth '? He seemed to have
swallowed a lot of stories purveyed
by people who were no friends to

this country. There was not a word
of truth in the suggestions he had

made, and the Government, far from

abrogating the Agreement, intended to

maintain and develop the policy on
which it was based. It was a great

pity that the noble earl should have
identified himself with an agitation
that was neither wise nor patriotic.
Lord PORTSMOUTH'S family name is

WALLOP ; this afternoon he lived up
to it.

At the present moment LordDERBY is

perhaps the most prominent man in the

country next to the PRIME MINISTER.
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Officer (handing despatches). "Now, MIND. IF YOU'RE CAPTURED WITH THIS YOU MUST EAT IT."

Yet he is not a member of the Govern-
ment. When to-day he rose from the

Opposition benches to defend his con-

duct as Director-General of Recruiting
and inspirer of the PRIME MINISTER'S
famous pledge to married men, he il-

lustrated the anomaly by the remark

that, while he was doing his best to get
that pledge fulfilled, Lord SELBORNE,
who was a member of the Govern-

ment, had been telling the farmers that

he (Lord DERBY) did not spsak with

authority.
Later he did a second turn this

time in his capacity as Chairman of

the Joint Air Committed. Quite the

most satisfactory part of his reply was
the announcement that Lord MON-
TAGU himself had consented to become
a member of the Committee. It is, of

course, contrary to all the traditions of

the British Government to give a man
a job which he understands already.
But in war-time even the most sen-

sational experiments must not be
ruled out.

Thursday, March 16th. The House
of Commons is so constructed that no
matter how often the party-system is

expelled it will always return. In spite
of the Coalition, or perhaps because of

it, the old strife of Whigs and Tories
has revived, though the lines of cleav-

age are quite different from what they
were.

The new Tories are the men who
believe that the War is going to be
decided by battles in Flanders and the
North Sea, and would sacrifice every-

thing for victory, even the privilege of

abusing the Government. The new
Whigs are the man who consider that

the House of Commons is the decisive

arena, and that even the defeat of the

Germans would be dearly purchased at

the cost of the individual's right to say
and dp what he pleased.

Naturally these latter object to the

shortening of the Parliamentary week,
and to-day they took a division on the

subject. Into the " No "
Lobby flocked

a motley crew the champions of the

single men who don't want to fight at

all, the upholders of the married men
who protest against being called upon
to fulfil their engagement until every

single
"
embusque

"
has been dragged

out of his lair, and, paradoxically

enough, the universal conscriptionists
who would force everyone to serve, but
are opposed to piecemeal compulsion.
The Government carried their point

easily enough by 128 votes to 67, but

evidently have to reckon with a new
concentration of forces which may be
more dangerous in the future.

When the House of Commons passed
the Bill prohibiting duelling it ought
to have made an exception in favour

of its own members. Nothing would

have done more to raise the tone of

debate, for offenders against decorum
would gradually have eliminated one
another. This afternoon, for example,
Sir HAMAR GREENWOOD twitted Mr.
HOGGK with sheltering himself under
the patriotism of a soldier stepson, and
Mr. HOGGE retaliated with the sug-

gestion that Sir HAMAR ought to be
with his regiment. A hundred years
ago this would have meant a meeting in

Hyde Park and a possible vacancy at

Sunderland or East Edinburgh. To-day
it merely brought a rebuke from the

CHAIRMAN OF CoiOOTTEBS.

Again, in the days of our rude fore-

fathers Sir JOHN SIMON would have felt

constrained to send a challenge to Mr.
WALTER LONG. The late HOME SECRE-
TARY had delivered an attack upon the

Government which Mr. LONG declared

would be heartily welcomed in Berlin.

For a much less serious accusation than
that the Duke of WELLINGTON called

out Lord WINCHILSEA. Sir JOHN SIMON
has no such resource, and must con-

tinue to suffer under the imputation a

little consoled, no doubt, by the com-

panionship of Mr. HOGGE.

"Youxo LADY, competent, WISHES DRIVE
TAXI, commercial or private car ; preferably a
doctor ;

advertiser has had three years' surgical

training." Provincial I'aper.

She should be useful, whatever happens.
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AT THE PLAY.
" KULTUK AT HOME."

EACH of the authors Mr. RUDOLF
BESIEB and Mrs. JOHN SPOTTISWOODE

has personal knowledge of the home-
life of the Bosch

;
and their excellent

sketch of Prussian manners might have

served usefully as a warning to us if we
could have seen it a few years ago.
But at tliis time of day, after nineteen

months' experience of the enemy, I

doubt its utility as a source of illumin-

ation.

It would he futile to represent the

Prussian officer as an angel in the

house, for we have long since learned to

know him as a devil in the field. And
it is almost as futile to picture his pro-

digious self-conceit, his vile taste in

dress and furniture, his conjugal infi-

delity, his habit of treating his women-
folk as menials, since these vices are

human and venial in comparison with
what the War has revealed. Anyone
might easily hazard the conjecture that

the murderers of Belgium had never

entertained too fastidious a respect
for womanhood ;

and after the destruc-

tion of Louvain and Ypres it is mere
bathos to insist that the perpetrators
of these outrages against art had pre-

viously cherished a Philistine affection

for antimacassars and plush sofas.

A common difficulty with me when
I witness stage tragedies arising out of

a marriage cf uncongenial types is to

understand how the couple ever came

together. And so here, when the

English girl, Margaret Timvorth, in

face of poverty and parental disap-

proval, marries a Prussian officer in

a small garrison town, and then finds

all sorts of unbearable conditions in her

surroundings, one asks oneself, and
fails to discover, what kind of glamour
he had cast over her that most of these

conditions, already patent enough in

the society in which she had moved,
had contrived either to escape her
notice or to appear tolerable. True,
she had gone to Germany to find

release from the solitude of a mother-
less home, where an ur. sympathetic
father had no attention to spare from
his art treasures ; but, with so admirable
an aunt as Lady Liiskinyton to chaperon
her in her own country, it was not easy
to see why she must needs resort to

exotic consolation.

However, I do not propose to set my
judgment up against that of the

authors, male and female, in regard to

the credibility of her taste in men,
since, after all, the heart of a woman
is a thing past finding out. But I do
venture to dispute the reasonableness
of her ultimate attitude in conditions
where this enigmatic organ was not

directly concerned. For you are to

understand that in the Third Act the

brutality of her husband and the in-

sults hurled at England, which she
was expected, as a Prussianised wife,

to approve, had become more than she
could bear

;
and in the last Act we find

her in a Luxembourg hotel on her way
home to England under the care of

Lord and Lady Littiliiiu/ton. It is the
4th of August, 1914

; Germany has
declared war; German regiments are

marching through the town
; England

has not yet spoken. The girl is in

grievous doubt as to whether she ought

(iERMAN PBIGHTPULKES8
REPULSED.

Mr. MALCOLM CHERRY.
Lieutenant Kurt |

Hurtling . . I

Margaret Tinirortli Jliss ROSALIE TOLLER.

not, in the changed circumstances, to

return to her Prussian home. One
could easily appreciate her attitude if

she had argued,
" I am German by

marriage; though I have lost my love

for my husband it is my duty, when he
is risking his life for his country, the

country of my adoption, to go back
and watch over his home for him."
But that was not her argument ; her

argument was that England the

England that she had so stoutly de-

fended against German ridicule and

contempt had been false to her honour
as the sworn friend of France, and that

it was her business to go back to

Germany and eat humble pie. What-
ever the audience may have felt about
these reflections on the conduct of

England, they must at least have been
irritated by the fantastic improbability
of the girl's motive. Very fortunately

at this juncture the voice of the paper-

boy is heard in the street conveying
the thrilling news of our tardy entry
into the quarrel ; and a glad Margaret,
having recovered her respect for her
native land, consents to return home
to it.

Miss ROSALIE TOLLER played the

part with great charm and sympathy,
and with a lightly-worn grace and dig-

nity that were pure English. Serving
as a foil to her in taste and deportment
and social tradition, the Elsa Kolbeck
of Miss DOLLY HOLMES -GonE was

extraordinarily German a quite re-

markable performance.
Miss MARIANNE CALDWELL as Fran,

Major Kolbeck, the hostess of Margaret,
made a most lovable drudge ;

and Miss
DORA GREGORY had no difficulty in

.showing how the wife of a Prussian

Colonel, though in her husband's eyes
her main purpose in life may be to

minister to his inner man, can wield

an authority little less than that of

the All-Highest over the wives of the

regiment. Female society in the little

garrison to\\n was further represented

by Miss MAY UAYSACK and Miss UNA
VENNIXC, who played, with more than

enough vivacity, a brace of giggling

flappers, very curious about the more

private portion of the bride's trousseau.

Miss VANE FEATHEHSTON, as Lady
Lushington, had too little to do, and
did it most humanly; and Mr. OTHO
STUART illustrated witli a very natural

ease the kind of simple friendship, as

between a man and a woman, which it

takes an Anglo-Saxon intelligence to

understand.

The officers, though there might have
been more of the blond beast about

them, were sufficiently Prussian, and
Mr. MALCOLM CHERRY, as 'Margaret's

husband, indicated with much precision
the change in the behaviour of a

German gentleman, after marriage,
towards the lady he has consented to

honour with the tiling ho calls his

heart.

Apart from the one or two doubtful

points which I have referred to, the

play went well, though it seems a pity
that so much insistence should have
been laid upon the lack of culture

(English sense) in households where
the strictest economy was essential.

One was conscious of a rather painful-
note of vulgarity in the attitude of

Margaret's father, where he sniff's at

the sordid environment of her German
home. Impecuniosity is of course a

prevalent trouble among German offi-

cers in small garrison towns ; but one
would have preferred that if bad taste

in dress and furniture had to be ridi-

culed the laugh should have been at

the expense of a richer society. Finally,
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Optimistic Second. "KEEP IT UP, BILL; YOU "BE WINNING!"
lioxcr, "\VKLL, IP I'M WINNING, JIM, THE OTHER FOOB BLOKE MUST BE COPPING SOMETHING.'

I wonder a little that the authors, who
must have known better, should have

helped to perpetuate the popular mis-

conception by which the German word
" Kultur

"
is regarded as the equivalent

of our "
culture." O. S.

" A Kiss FOR CINDERELLA."

X<> well-fed person need ever quite

tepect to understand one of Sir J. M.
BAHKIF.'S mystery plays at a single

sitting. That 's one of his best trumps,
of course. But it always seems to me
that, like so many writers of genius, he
never quite knows what are his best
and what his poorest things, and just
tosses them to us to sort out for our-
selves. In this new instance, to work
i ' IV a piece of strictly professional
criticism, it is clear that both prologue
and epilogue are much too protracted.
It is a sound dramatic canon, which
not even our most brilliant chartered
libertine of stage-land can flout with

impunity, not to keep your audience
in too long a suspense while preparing
your salient theme, nor, after quicken-
ing their interest and firing their im-

agination, to chill with the obvious or
distract with the irrelevant.

Sir JAMES'S Cinderella is maid-of-all-

work to the housekeeper of a retired

humourist turned painter (Mr. 0. B.

CLARENCE), a vague peppery sentimen-
tal old bachelor with an ideal of which
a full-sized cast of the " Venus di Milo

"

stands for symbol in his studio.

CiiiiJerclla is dumpy and plain (that
is the idea which Miss HILDA TRE-
VELYAN tries loyally but without much
success to suggest to us), but she
has the tiniest possible feet. Regret-
fully admitting the superiority of

Venus's "uppers" she takes heart of

grace, knowing from history how im-

portant in princely eyes is her own
particular endowment. She is always
asking odd questions, such as "why
doctors ask you to say ninety-nine

"

and tailors measuring gentlemen's legs
call out "426

; 387." She also has
a queer penchant for stealing boards,

betrays some connection with a firm,
Celeste et Cie. of Bond Street, and
knows some German words. Which
concatenation of facts justifies the old
bachelor in consulting a friendly police-
man (Mr. GERALD DU MAUKIEK). Bond
Street turns out to be a mean street,
Celeste et Cie the name under which

Cinderella trades, dealing in medical

treatment, shaves, friendly counsel or

dressmaking all at, a penny fee. Also

she keeps in a Wendyish sort of way
a cr&che for orphan babes in boxes

evidently made of the borrowed boards.

Our policeman, coming to work up
his case, loses his heart. But Cinder-

ella's mind is preoccupied with her ball.

Ill from overwork and underfeeding,
she wanders into the street, falls faint

and dreams her ball. Whereupon our

authentic magician, coming to his

own, lifts a curtain of her queer little

;

mind and gives us an all too short

glimpse of the state function, with

J

an /i-dropping, strap-hanging King and

J

Queen out of a pack of cards; their dis-

;
dainful Prince, who is none other, of

course, than our policeman done into a

bewigged Monsieu r Bca ucaire ; a moody
i and peremptory Peer, Lord Times ; the

Censor (black-visored, with an axe) ;

a grotesquely informal Lord Mayor; a

bevy of preposterous revue beauties

with their caps set at the Prince,

i against an all-gold background with the

orphans babbling in a royal box above
the throne. Of course you have the

heroine's belated entry, her triumph
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and her abrupt flight, and the voice of

the distraught Prince crying after her,

which is of course the voice of her own

policeman, who finds her and takes her

to hospital. Then convalescence in a

cottage (alleged, really a palace) by the

sea and the final declaration of the

"romantical" policeman's love.

Sir JAMES hanked heavily on Miss
HILDA TBEVELYAN as his Cinderella.

The English tradition of manufacturing

parts to fit your players, instead of

training players to create your parts,

_,,_ rRP . T pFT|T|n|VI
!that a corresponding sacrifice on our

nc jnc/\i i H-MM.
part is necessary, and respectfully pray

["A notice has
bccnjccciycd

by parents that we may be permitted to give up
"'two weeks of the Easter term, thus

whoso sons are at Rugby School that, owing to

increased cost of living, an extra week's holidayI MUlUiLhCU CUSC Ui 11 V llli^, itll UALltl \> UUlv B UUllUttJ 11 1 r

is to be given in the Easter vacation so that
'

allowing ourselves more time for war-

boarding-house masters should not feel the work in our

was never more shrewdly followed.

She was most adorable in the exquisite
'

occupied in writing out two
business of arranging the offer of her Greek lines (with accents),

policeman's hand. Mr. DU MATJRIER'S

bobby was as delightfully honest,

plain-witted, heavy-booted and friendly 1 patriot,
a fellow as ever held up
a bus or convoyed a

covey of children across

a street. But as the

Prince, who was " so

blasted particular," he
had a chance of show-

ing that rare talent for

the grotesque which no

part has given him since

his inimitable Captain
Hook. I wish indeed we
could see more of him
in this rich vein. Mr.
Clarence was the vague
old gentleman (or the

vague old gentleman,
Mr. Clarence) to the' life.

Miss HENRIETTA WAT-
SON, as the hospital doc-

tor, bullied her patients
and probationers in the

approved manner of

medical autocrats o'f the

gentler sex. An excellent

Lord Mayor (Mr. LYSTON

LYLE) ,
an irrepressible wounded Tommy

by Mr. A. E. GEORGE and an aristo-

cratic probationer by Miss ELIZABETH
POLLOCK, were notable performances.
Many others also ran and ran well.

The piece should do the same. T.

respective homes and
strain." Letter to

" The Daily Mail."}
j relieving our house-masters from an

Chapman major put down The Daily overwhelming burden."
The petition was formally handed to

a Head.
For two days ho gave no sign. Then

on the morning of the third clay ho
arose to address the school :

" In the dark days through which
are passing, when the liberties of

Mail and looked round No. 11 study.
" Think of those Rugby blighters having th

all the luck," he protested.
"These prices will

and a jolly good job.
needs ruining." This

rum old Dabs,
The old beast

from Dyson,
hundred we

Kennel Companions.
"LADY wishes join another in dogs' board-

ing home ;
trial first as paying guest."

Bournemouth Daily Echo.

" The wedding was a quiet one. The bride-

groom's party, who motored from Colombo,
were met some distance away from the
Walauwa by a procession of forty-five ele-

phants, dancers, etc., and was conducted to

the bride's residence, where they were wel-
comed. Shortly after the arrival of the bride-

groom's party, a wedding breakfast was served,

seventy-five sitting down to a sumptuous re-

past." Ceylon Observer.

We wonder how many elephants,
dancers and guests are required for a

noisy wedding, This, we note, was a

quiet one.

Europe tremble in the balance (" Hear,
"The Head," said Chapman major, hear," from Chapman), it gratifies me

"
may be a beast, but he 's a bally | very much to receive a petition from

He swishes twice as hard on ; the school suggesting that in conse-

quence of the financial

strain there should he a

prolongation of the cus-

tomary Easter vacation.

It pleases me to see that

the financial responsibili-
ties of the house-masters
are appreciated by their

charges. Would that our
Government had the

same patriotic horror of

extravagance ! However
we must consider the

post-bellum conditions.

All the intellect of Eng-
land will be needed after

the War (" Double holi-

day task," prophesied

Dyson). Yet I feel that

steps must he taken on
the lines of your petition

(an enthusiastic friend

here patted Chapman on
the back). So, after

consultation with the

house - masters, I have

arranged that in future only two courses

will be served at dinner, and that there

will be a reduction in the number of

breakfast dishes. Thus without your
being handicapped in the intellectual

contest your laudable and patriotic
desire to reduce expenses will be met.

I may repeat that your consideration

for your house-masters, who perform
useful and necessary functions, has

gratified me."
Number 11 study that night was

barricaded against all comers. A howl-

ing crowd in the corridor was demand-

ing the blood of Chapman major.
" Didn't I tell you to keep on ruining

Dabs?" said Dyson. "Now the old

beast will be wallowing in Exchequer
Bonds bought out of our sausages and

Engineer-Storekeeper (dictating). "Two GROSS FIRE BRICKS."

Stoker (writing). ."Two GROSS FIRE B n i x."

Engineer-Storekeeper.
" ' B R I x ' DON'T SPELL BRICKS."

Ktol-rr. "WELL, WOT BO IT SPELL?"

a day when the War news is bad. I

felt the fall of Namur more than any-
one in England. What do you chaps
say to getting up a petition to him

stating that under the distressing cir-

cumstances we are ready to make
sacrifices and give up two weeks'
school?

"

"Rot," cried Dyson. "Hundred-and-

seventy more to do before call-over.

I 'd rather go on ruining Dabs."
But even Dyson, when once his lines

were finished, caught the infectious

spirit of patriotism, and, like the rest,

appended his signature to the following
prose composition from the laborious

pen of Chapman major :

" To the REV. THE HEAD MASTER,
Whereas the Great War for the liberties

of Europe involves sacrifices from all,

and the rise in prices must cause con-

siderable difficulties, hitherto endured
with noble self-effacement, to house-

masters, We, the undersigned, feel

suet."

Daylight-Saving.
"Cook-General Wanted . . . Comfortable

home . . . No washing or windows."

Mvniiny Paper.
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Irish Seiitri/ (placed, to enforce an order, on road which is shelled by enemy whenever used by a body of men).
WAIT, SOUR, FOR SOMKWAX ELSE TO GO VVIO YE BEFORE YE CAN PASS ALONG HERE."

' YE 'LL HAVE TO

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punclt's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

KVKN tliose \vlio have overloaded their shelves with hooks
ubout the War must, I think, find a place for From Mons
to Ypres with Frcnc/i, 1>\ FREDERIC COLEMAN (SAMPSON
Low). It is a most remarkably vivid and varied record of

the writer's expsriences, set down in a very simple and
direct style, without the least effort at flummery and high-
falutin. I can speak for one reader at nny rate on whom
it made a very deep impression. Mr. COLEMAN is, by his

own account, an American and an automoUlist. Those
who get his bcok will judge him, by the unadorned
account of what he did, to lie a man of great courage and

modesty, with an imperturbable shrewdness and a humour

proof against all dangers and disappointments. Driving,
us he did, a motor-car for the British Headquarters, and
in particular for General DK LISLE, he saw as much fight-

ing as any man need wish for and had magnificent

importunities of forming a judgment on the effects of

(ierman shell-fire. There is a pathetic photograph of his

car hit by a shell outside Messines. I have sp.>ken of the

simplicity and directness cf Mr. COLEMAN'S st\k>; he him-
self describes his book as a plain tale. It has, indeed,
that kind of plainness which in dealing with enterprises of

great pith and moment has a p3culiar brilliancy of its own.
The account, for instance, of the Cambrai Lo Cate.ui battle,
with all its vicissitudes, is extraordinarily graphic and
interest ing, and the story of the charge of some fifty men
of the 9th Lancers against more than twice their number
M| (ierman Dragoons of the (iuard stirs the hlocd a-s with
tlie sound of a trumpet. Delightful tco is the narrative

of how Major BBIDGES found two hundred completely
exhausted stragglers seated despairingly upon the pave-
ment of the square at St. Quentin, and how by means of a

penny whistle and a toy drum he got them to move and

brought them eventually to Roye and safety. Altogether
a capital book.

A Great Success (SiriTH, ELDEB) is about a new-risen

literary star, Arthur Meadows, his loving, unbrilliant wife,
and a coruscating society lion-huntress, Lady Dunstable.

Having heard this much, you will hardly need to be told

that Lady D. takes up the author violently, that lie is

dazzled by the glitter of her conversational snares, and that

the story resolves itself into a duel between her ladyship
and (I quote the publishers)

" the wife whom she despises
and tries to set down." Nor are you likely to be in any
uncertainty about the final victory. This is brought about,
with the assistance of the long arm of coincidence, by
Doris, the neglected wife, finding herself in a position to

prevent her rival's unsatisfactory son from contracting

matrimony with a very undesirable alien. Doris indeed,
and another female victim of Lady Ditnstablo (also de-

posited on the scena by the same obliging arm), get busy
unearthing so various a past for the undesirable one that

she retires baffled, epigrammatic brilliance bites the dust,
and domesticity is left triumphant. It is a jolly little story,

very short, refreshingly simple, and constructed throughout
on the most approved library lines. If the writer's name
were not Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, I should say that she

ought to be encouraged to persevere, and even recom-
mended to try her hand next time at something a little

more substantial.
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Let me recommend Mr. ROTHAY REYNOLDS' My Slav bringing a revolver to the summer-house, and making
Friends (MILLS AND BOON) as a corrective to Mr. STEPHEN i Frensham hang his hat on the rail-fence that ran along
(IHAHAM'S Holy Russia, which I prescribed some while ago the wood." Rough wooing for timid dramatists ! 1 couldn't

with faint reservations. Both writers set out to interpret our
j

resist picturing how the late Mr. PKLISSIKK would have

mysterious ally to us. Mr. GRAHAM always looks through
j

handled this situation,

a rosy-tinted monocle. Mr. REYNOLDS takes the road of

balanced appreciations, candour and kindly humour un-
j

I wonder whether EVELYN BBANSCOMBE PETTJ:H just

questionably more effective in the matter of making sincere
\

decided that her novel could not be up to date without a

proselytes. He has produced a fascinating book, discreetly German spy and so forth, or whether she really set out to

do her bit for the War by commenting on the Teutonic idea

of honour. Anyhow, one must admit that her

discursive a book that seems to let you into the real secrets

of a people's soul. He believes in the sincerity of Russian

promises to Poland, and claims that the Poles share his
! Meyer is drawn with rather uncommon skill, even if her

belief, but he does not pretend that this most unfortunate
\
subterranean mental processes are never exactly elucidate d

of nations has no grievances against its suzerain. I wonder in Mias Vclaiiti/'n Disclosure (CHAPMAN AND HALL). Though
whether our perverse Intelligences are capable of making educated in England and dependent, to their misfortune, on
the deduction that, if the progressives in Russia can forget English friends for maintenance, there always lurked in

their quarrel with reaction for sake of our great common Gretclien's attitude of impartial selfishness a certain muffled

cause, they themselves might mitigate some of the severity hostility to the ways of this country, and particularly to an
of their anti-tsarism. Mr. REYNOLDS has much that is

; objectionable habit she found. in us of placing an exaggerated
t:i the point to say about the good old British legends of

'

value on straightforward dealing. This culminated in a
darkest Russia now chiefly

kept going by third-rate

novelists and unscrupulous
journalists. He makes it

clear that, though there is

much to change, changes are

coming as fast as they can
be assimilated, indeed even
a little faster. Finally I

wish that those who control

the destinies of our theatre

might read what is written

here of the traditions of the

stage in a country where the
drama is an art, not a mere

speculation.

331'

Despite its name there is

a simple directness about
the theme of Mr. WABWICK
DEEPING'S Unrest (CASSELL)
that I found refreshing.
Martin Frensham was a

dramatist, and the fortunate

! quite gratuitous, and indeed

even insane, demand on the

! man who for his sins was in

love with her that he should

surrender either his English
ideal or her. That he did as

wisely as honestly in letting
her go and be d d to heiy
I for one had no doubt, nor
I think had the authoress,

for, although she could never

quite forget that (Iretcht'ii

was her heroine, endowing
her with a kind of beauty
and even baldly labelling her

attractive, it is really, on
i the whole, a designedly re-

pulsive person she lias pre-
sented to us. Though an

interesting study in Teuton

perfidy and certainly better

written than the columns of

most evening papers, I can

Contributor to "Poet's Corner" in country paper. "I 'M AFKAID
I 'LL HAVE TO CHARGE SOMETHING FOB MY POEMS NOW THAT
TAPER HAS GONE UP."

hardly recommend the book

possessor of an adoring wife, a charming home and a as a restful change from that class of literature,

successful reputation. So quite naturally he grew bored
Mr. H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON has invented a gentleman

of the road, Dick Ryder, of whom his publishers, METHUEN,
confess themselves very proud in that nice way they have.

Armed with a bodkin and a barker he rushes and tushes

with all three. Then there came on the scene one
Judith Ruddiger, a widow, with red lips, who drove a

great touring-car with abandon, played masculine golf and

generally appealed in Frensham to the elemental what-d'-

you-call-'ems. So these two decided to plunge into the I his way through life, slitting weasands and dubbing every
freer life by the process of elopement. I was a little dis- cully he meets a muckworm in the pleasant idiom current

appointed here. There had been so much chat about the (so I take it on faith) in the time of our second JAMES.

Big Things that I had expected a rather more expansive j

I should have been more impressed with this hero's feats

setting to their adventure than Monte Carlo, followed by a ! in the first few tales of As it Chanced if they had been in

round of first-cl<vss hotels. Moreover Judith had a way of
[

the very faintest degree plausible. Never surely were such

addressing her companion as "
partner," which emphasised preposterous lights, in which the whole action of a score

her wild Western personality to a degree that must have of desperate opponents is completely suspended while the
been almost painful at a winter-sports' resort full of school- redoubtable one brings off his splendid stunts. I gratefully
masters. So I was hardly at all astonished when before

' remember once having been helped through a dull day by
long Frensham grew more bored than ever. Meanwhile The House on the Downs. Unless memory gilds my judg-
the adoring wife (whom the author has sketched very ment the author put some reasonable amount of invention

sympathetically and well) had refused to divorce him
; and into that. But these collected tales are rather indifferent

so in the long run well, you can see from the start where pot-boiling if you are to take any other standard hut that

the long-run is destined to end. But you will probably not
|

of the gallery's formula for yarns of adventure. Perhaps,
like a pleasant tale the less for this. Mr. DEEPING cer-

j

" as it chanced," my war lunch did not agree with me. But

tainly has courage. There is a scene or two in which he
takes his amazonian Judith to the very edge of bathos.
" She could shoot straight with a pistol, and proved it hy

anyway I really cannot quite honestly commend this

volume to any but the most stalwart of Mr. MARRIOTT
WATSON'S many loyal friends.
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Fond Mother. "ANYTHING IN THE PAPEH, DKAH?"

Wage-earner (not unkindly). "No, MA NOTHING YOU COULD VNDEBSTAND."

CHARIVARIA.
" His seventy-one years sit lightly on

Mr. (iiBSON BOWLES," says the Special

CoiTcspondent of The Evening News.
No doubt Mr. BOWLES has some good
reason for permitting this familiarity,
for he is not a man to he lightly sat

upon. . ...

" In particular," says a report on the
resource^ of Gorman East Africa, "the
President of the Silk Association has

just directed attention to the wild silk

of the anapho worm." The animal
referred to is, of course, the giv:it

two-horned silkworm discovered by Sir

HARRY JOHNSTON, before whose furious

charges, according to the report of

natives, even the elephant will give way.
* *

A telegram from Home states that
it is generally believed that Admiral
TIRPITX resigned because he could not
take the German Fleet out. Others

again maintain that it was because
be could no longer take the German
people in.

,,,
...

*

It was recently stated in a Parlia-

mentary Report that verminous uni-

forms had been purchased by the
Government for the sum of 2,650 and

immediately resold for 400. The

difference is accounted for by the fact

that they were sold as going concerns.

:|:

'

A white rook baa been observed at

Boston Road, Brentford, and a local

ornithologist writes to say that the bird

is probably an accidental straggler from

King's Bishop's Fourth.
* :=

"To-day in many English homes,"

says a patriotic contemporary,
" alien

birds are carolling all unconscious of

their countries' doom." One bad inde-

pendently noticed how the modulated

flutings of the Turkey buzzard had
taken on a mournful tone.

" It is not unusual for horses to go
to sleep as they walk along," said a

sugacious coroner last week. How often

in the old four-wheeler days, when we
were going rentre A tcrre from Bucking-
ham Palace to the National Liberal

Club, conversation was rendered impos-
sible by the snores of the Hying steed.

#
_

:

The price of admission to Kew for

perambulators is 3d. on ordinary days,
i Is. on student days. The extra charge;
i lias been found necessary because of

the fact that large numbers of horticul-

turists, in order to escape military
'

service, nave taken to travelling in

these vehicles.

According to the author of In a

College Garden "
it is not advisable

to encourage any but educated ladies

to become gardeners." It is always
pleasant to note the extent to which a

simple thing like a potato will recog-
nise and respond to gentility in those

who associate with it.

" The Italian Ambassador opened the exhi-
bition of the Royal Society of Brush Artists at

the society's premises in Suffolk-street."

Kreniinj I'apcr.

Mr. Punch welcomes the implicit ad-

mission that there are others.

' \Vhat is needed is that we should have on
each of the main lines of onr overseas com-
munications at least one ship that is faster

than anything else afloat.'' Jfaiichestcr

(inai'diiin.

Is it not extraordinary that the Admir-

alty should never have thought of

this simple device ?

From a theatre programme :

" All the Male Members of the above Com-
pany are either attested under T..ord Derby's
Scheme, or arc nthcnui-c Ineligible for

Service."

The erroneous impression that to be
attested is the short road to ineligibility
has evidently spread from the plat-
form to the stage.
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FOR THEY ARE JOLLY POOR FELLOWS.
[The fine example of patriotism shown by tho Universities of

Oxford and Cambridge throws into painful relief the action of some,

of tho obscure remnant, including College Fellows, who have excused

themselves from service or adopted an attitude of superior detach-

ment in relation to the War.]

You Intellectuals of Cam and Isis,

Pale phantoms in the dawn of Freedom's light,
And you that in this hour of England's crisis

Haven't the conscience (or the heart) to fight ;

You cosmopolitans without a country,
Who go aloof on philosophic quests,

Sucking the fruit of knowledge from the Hun -tree

And spiritual milk from alien breasts
;

False to that Brotherhood, who for the splendour
Of a great cause, with gallant hearts and gay,

Of youth and youth's high promise made surrender,
Because their courage knew the nobler way ;

I envy not your chance on their returning ;

When, scarred with war, they come from overseas,
There should he trouble in those Seats of Learning
Where you sat tight and took your pedants' ease.

Short shrift you '11 get for your convenient scruples ;

Conducted thither where the wet stream winds
You shall receive as elementary pupils
An object-lesson good for little minds.

Somewhere about the Guts of Cam and Isis,

May I be well in front to see you then

Taught by immersion what the local price is

To pay for being prigs instead of men. O. S.

PHILOGAMUS.
(A Socratic Fragment.)

"... It is plain, therefore," said Socrates,
" that the

man whose soul is afflicted with illness will desire above
all things to have it cured as quickly as possible, and for

this purpose he will submit himself to one who understands
the curing of souls. So far, I think, we are agreed, are

we not ?
"

"Yes, indeed," said Agathon, "that would appear to be
the wisest course."

"Then why," said Socrates, "do we find that men who
are generally eager to be cured of an ague are indisposed to

take care of their soul when it is manifestly suffering ?

You yourself have declared that your soul is sick within

you, yet you consult nobody and take no steps."
"
Nay, nay, Socrates, I cannot allow you to catch me

like this. Perhaps I spoke thoughtlessly when I mentioned

my soul just now. Certainly I had not intended that you
should tie me up with your questions and draw conclusions
which it was impossible for me to foresee."

" Then I suppose the fault must be mine, for in truth I

had not designed to catch anyone, least of all yourself, my
dear Agathon. But we will defer the consideration of the
matter to a more favourable time, for I see Philogamus
approaching and, if we may judge by the outward signs, he
seems to be, as one might say, in a terrible state."

Hereupon we turned to observe Philogamus, to whom
indeed something painful and calamitous must have hap-
pened, for his garments were disarrayed and his hair was

unkempt, and anger was seated upon his frowning brow,
and he was muttering to himself and calling the gods to

witness that he was unjustly treated and that no such mis-
fortune had ever before happened to any other man ; and

he was beating his hands wildly together and was forget-

ting to salute his friends. Seeing him thus distraught
Socrates plucked him by tha sleeve as he passed and
addressed him.

"Hail, Philogamus," he said, "what great misfortune
do you announce to us ? Have the Barbarians at last

seized upon the Piraeus, and are they even now marching
irresistibly on the Acropolis ? Are you sent out to summon
us to arms ? Here are a few of us who will join with you,
laying aside even their most pressing private business, and
will help to defend the State and themselves to the last

gasp. Only do you deliver your message and let us know."
"
This," said Philogamus,

"
is no moment for laughing,

though in laughter, O Socrates, you are always easily first,

as they say, and the rest nowhere. But have you not
heard what has happened?"
"No," said Socrates, "and we much desire to know.

I can speak confidently for myself, and Agathon here is,

I am sure, in a fever of impatience."
"
Listen, then, and, by the gods, you shall be made aware

of an injustice that calls for immediate redress. They are

even now on the point of calling up the married men to go
to the War."
"That is very interesting; and what do the married men

say to it ?
"

"What do they say?" shouted Philogamus.
"
They

say they will not go unless, according to tho promises of

Diirbius and Ascuthius, all the unmarried men are taken
first

;

"
and he began once more beating his breast and

glaring with his eyes like a dog who has been for long
without water.

"
Softly, my good friend," said Socrates,

"
softly. As to

the promise, I know it is being rigidly kept. All the willing

single men are gone or going, and the unwilling are being
compelled to join as quickly as is possible. What more
can be done?

"

"
Something ought to be done."

"That is very true," said Socrates; "something ought
always to be getting itself done, and the something at this

moment is that the Barbarians ought to be beaten. But
tell me, with regard to the married men, are they not

concerned in the safety and welfare of the State ?
"

"
That, indeed, they are," said Philogamus ;

" none more
so."

"In that case why do they hang back and complain
when the State declares that its safety and welfare demand
that they should be ready to go ? Because one here and
there has concealed himself, is it for you, a married man, to

retire when by going you might, help to thrust back the

Barbarians? Are you one of those that are called the

attested ones ?
"

"
Yes, that I am," said Philogamus, proudly displaying

his brown armlet with the red crown.
"Then it is you, as it appears to me, who have given a

pledge and made a promise, and that promise, I am sure,

you will fulfil to the best of your ability. When the time

comes it is for you to go at once and not to weary the

market-place with empty noise and murmurs of complaint.
For remember this : the man who has taken a wife and has

brought up children under the State's protection owes more,
if it be possible . . . ."

(Here the fragment -end*.)

From a description of the German CKOWN PUINCE :

"Before the war he liked to imitate the English, and posed as

a German megalomaniac." Daily Xeu-s.

Yes, we believe there were some English like that before

the War.
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THE MARKS OF THE BEAST.
IMPERIAL BEGGAB. "PITY A POOR WAR-LORD WHO HAS LOST HALF HIS MEN, AND

MUST HAVE MORE MONEY IN ORDER TO LOSE THE OTHER HALF."
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THE SCOTTISH REEL THING AT LAST.

Now that Sir J. M. BARBIE has

shown us the Transatlantic kinema
man's idea of the perfect Macbeth, it is

up to the purveyor of American films

to retaliate by presenting one of his

plots for ordinary stage performance
in the Kirriemuir manner. Here and
there an inadvertent touch of Western
colour may be anticipated.
SCENE. Kensington Gardens. The

Heroine oh, the little love! is ' Dinna blether, ma mannie.

ta.king a dander round the "Keep off [The Hero creeps
the (h-ass" boards. Her feet are bare, . ambush.
and this is probably the reason why\ Villain (caressing!:/).

from time to time she dances among ] loved my little Mary.

tell you there 's another feller after me
j

xuperbli/- rapid recover;/ from his

a puir feckless body of a villain. unconsciousness.

And, Losli preserve us, here he comes ! Villain (pausing to wop his broir).

[The Villain enters. Tie looks rather Say, you '11 get my goat for sure if you
like a revue-producer who has seen

j

kick up like this, lassie.

better nights. The Hero, overcome Heroine. Gee! That 's a great idea.

by bnshfillness at being discovered in If only Peter Pan's goat
conversation with a female, conceals

\ [The Hero, inspired, crawls aicaij un-

himself behind his accent.

Villain. See here, gal, you just gotter

marry ma.
Heroine. Shucks! I should

the trees. In the background the\ Hero (subtly ironic). Imphm ! Imphm !

Hero, wearing a divided kilt, rides Ou ay, imphm !

about on a horse. Having
thus given the audience time

to settle, the play starts.

Heroine (perceiving Hero).
Gee ! there 's that rube I met

up North. Sic a bonny lad

too ! (sighing sadly). But he
hasna" much siller, I 'm sair

misdootin'. Guess there's no

twelve-pound look about him.
Hero (dashing up and dis-

mounting). Wai, I wanter
know7

. Say, ain't you the peach
I useter see from my window
in Thrums ?

Heroine (coyly). Havers !

Hero (not to be outdone),

Dagont !

[She strolls away with lier

chin in the air, her shoes

and stockings in her hands,
and the famous red light in

her eye. She goes behind a

tree, and the Hero, think-

noticed.

Villain (preparing to renew the strug-

gle). Lassie, I 'm quite sweered o' you.

say, t There 's an awesome look in your eye.
And can ye no be more ladylike in your

out
o/jfechting? Remember whose heroine

you are.

have always j [He again strives to bear her off. The

Hero, ha ring broken off a couple of

ing she has retired tliere to ..

greet sadly, follows to console her.

However, he discovers that she is

merely resuming her footgear, and
he retreats modestly.

Hero (rolling his eyes wildly to denote

love). A snod bit lassie, that. I mean to

say I ay ! Juist so ! Ay, ou ay !

Heroine (returning with her shoes on).
For the love of Mike I mean Losh
keep 's ! are you still here ?

Voice through telephone (to officer dragged upfrom lite first sleep
he 's had for two days). "THOUGHT I'D BETTEU REPORT, SIR
WE'VE JUST GOT THE CONSIGNMENT OP FOOTBALLS UP."

branches and affixed them to his

head a little trick he learned from
the Admirable Crichton

now returns disguised as a

gout, lie rushes at Villain,

who flees and scales thepark
railings. But his overcoat

collar catches in the spike*,
and lie

fr.inrj.t suspended
and helpless. In that posi-
tion he slotr-ly starves, and
dies inconspicuously as the

Hero and Heroine Jinish
the piny.

Hero (extending his arm*].

Say, is it a deal? I mean, will

ye ha'e us, lassie ?

Heroine (with little well*
<>f

gladness in her
ei/es). It 's a

|

cinch. Guess you 're Mr.
Smart from Smartville. Ay,
I 'm thinkin' I '11 tak' you.
But you men are fickle cal-

lants that 's what every
woman knows. Come awa'
and let 's find a little meenister
at once.

Hero. That 's so.

wise about me. I

you seemter think.

I wanter put you
ain't no boob, as
You can bet your

rubbers on that. Maybe you 're thinkin'

that I 'm but a puir laddie. Wai, let me
tell you you 're guessin' wrong. I 'm
an author I do writin' stunts. f\nd
if I don't swell around in new pants all

afternoon it 's only because I have to

keep all my cheques among the crumbs
in my tobacco pouch. I have to do it.

All the best Scots writers do it. We
call it Arcadian Mixture.

Heroine. Guess that rollers out the
course of true love some. But let me

Villain

Oh, the dears ! oh, the darlings !

Hero (bewildered). What 's all that

blatherskite, any old way?
Villain (privily drawing bludgeon).

It was Snecky Hobart who never went
to kirk again after they substituted
tin plates for the usual cloth collecting-
hags.
Hero (perplexed and off his guard).

Guess you 've gone bughouse, sonny.
I mean, I 'm no quick in the uptak'-

Villain. Are ye
bludgeon). Well, I

but finding a
trail).

Hero. Oh, joy ! oh, rapture! oh, rosy

no?
am !

(brandishing

(He fells the

Hero senseless to the ground). And noo,

lassie, I can sorter concentrate on you.
Heroine (in the most ladylike way).

Help ! oh, help !

Villain. Say, you don't seemter
freeze on to me, somehow. But you
must and shall be mine! Come awa',
lassie.

[He seizes her and she resists. Mean-
while the Hero, who fell on to a

clump of genuine thistles, makes a

rapture ! [They embrace and exeunt.

The Audience. Hoots !

CURTAIN.

Journalistic Anticipation.

THE COMING GREAT SEA BATTLE.
EXCLUSIVE PICTURES."

"
Sunday Herald" Poster.

The Kaiser and the declining Mark.

A new version has recently been

discovered of the old Pickwickian

inscription :

+
B I L S T

U M
P S H I

S. M.ARK
It runs as follows :

H I S M A
R K S
T U M
P S

B I L
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2Vi<! Ficar. "THESE SALONIKANS, MBS. SIOUBS, ABE OF COURSE THE THESSALONIANS TO WHOM ST. PAUL WROTE HIS CELEBRATED
LETTERS."

Mrs. Stubbs. "WELL, I 'OPE 'E 'D BETTER LUCK WITH '13 THAN I 'AVE. I SENT MY BOY our THERE THREE LETTERS AND TWO'

PARCELS, AND I AIN'T GOT NO ANSWER TO 'EM YET."

AT THE FRONT.
THE subtlety of the Military mind

beats and will beat me to the end.

Yesterday we lived in a row of earthen

dwellings in a depression in the ground,
which anyone might he excused for re-

ferring to, if not as trenches, at least as

dugouts. These alone of all the marvels
of military engineering I have observed

during the War admitted of being
shelled with equal exactitude from due
in front and due in rear ; and water
seemed to have been laid on throughout.
Taking all these things into considera-

tion some Authority labelled them, once
for all,

" Billets."

Last night we moved into a com-
modious cellar of a house which still

lo;ms against the next. It is only
five minutes from town, and tramlines

pass the door. Nay more, they stop

abruptly at the door such are the

improvements effected by H.B. Inside

the cellar are three bits of chairs, a

table-top on boxes, and an inimitable

ancestral smell that no deodorizer
known to modern warfare can cope
with. And all this is called "Trenches!

"

Our servants do their best to support
the official illusion by neglecting to

clean our boots and regarding with

surprise and some little sadness any
tendency on our part to wash.
But you must not imagine that life

here is all honey. Even here we do a

bit for our eight-and-sixpence. Every
evening there comes down from the

front line a report that our men there

want more food. A stricter or less

beneficent C.O. than ours might at once
institute a court of inquiry into what
has happened to all the food we gave
them last night. But not so with us.
" The boys want food," he says to the

Adjutant, "and, by Heaven, the boys
shall have it."

No sooner said than banded on to

someone else to do. The Adjutant
works off a little bit of his strong per-
sonal dislike for me in a note, couched,
if you please, in the most friendly terms,

intimating that he has raised heaven
and earth to get me off, but the C.O.

insists that I (as the only competent
oiVicor for the task) shall supervise the

conduct of our rations to the front,

middle and back lines to-night. He

1 adds that the Intelligence Corps report
that information received from deserters

leads us to suppose that Fritz intends

to strafe all roads and communication
trenches in our sector to-night.
The carrying party is supplied by a

sister battalion, and makes the night

thoroughly well acquainted with its

views about a unit that can't supply
blanks to carry their blanked rations

for their blanked selves. Sometimes a

second or a third trip may be necessary,
and then the carriers' patriotic fervour

expresses itself in terms almost potent

enough to do the carrying for them.

For some reason or other the E.E., who

design material for our porterage, con-

;

sider its end and not its portability.
Their special line of ready-made wire

entanglements would entangle a hippo-

potamus ; and when it comes to carry-

ing one a mile-and-a-half you find it

I has no wheels, no handles, and simply
'won't fold up into the pocket. The
i usual procedure is for a man or two to

;
roll on one of these barbed-wire death-

traps until they are well stuck on them
and then crawl to the point of delivery.

Sometimes, of course, we have acci-
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dents. Last night, for instance, two
men were proceeding (by the way the

great point about being a soldier is that

you never walk, run or otherwise ambu-
late you proceed, or proceed at the

double, which of course is much nicer

for you) yes, were proceeding, one at

each end of an entanglement, along the

top of a slope, when the leader missed

his footing altogether and rolled down
to the morass below. The second, after

a brief struggle, followed with the en-

tanglement. This movement involved

not only the man behind, who was

bearing a footboard, but also the re-

mainder of the section. The entire

avalanche was precipitated on to the

leaders, and remained there struggling
like the population of a fly-paper until

a squad arrived with wire - cutters.

When the E.E. heard of it they wanted
the episode published in Corps Orders
as a testimonial. But what the men
wanted done about the E.E. I dare not

tell you. _

THE TRUTH ABOUT CINEMALAND.

A DISTINGUISHED neutral observer,
who has just returned from a visit to

Cinomaland, has furnished our repre-
sentative with the following interesting
account of his experiences and con-

clusions.

One of the first things (ha says)
that impressed me was that in the

great cities of Cinemaland there is,

outwardly at least, little or no sign
of scarcity. On the contrary, at the
various hotels and restaurants, as well

as several private entertainments that
came under my observation, a note of

almost wanton luxury appeared to be
aimed at. Evening dress is worn when-
ever possible, and the costumes of the
ladies are invariably the last word in

ultra-fashionable extravagance. Food
is as yet obviously plentiful; what is

not consumed being frequently flung
about, especially by the humorous
elements of the population, and wasted
with reckless prodigality.

In spite however of this ostentation

signs are not wanting that the true

condition of the country is increas-

ingly precarious. Crime of all sorts is

rampant. Judging even by what I

myself witnessed within a short period,
the detectives of Cinemaland must all

be working overtime. Quite recently
a gang, under the leadership of a ruffian

who elected to be known as The Clutch-

ing Hand, made large sums of money by
working upon the terrors of its victims.

Another significant symptom is that

respect for law and authority as such

appears to be almost non-existent. The
police force of Cinemaland is a body
of men who are most of them of con-

spicuously full habit. I can vouch for

it that the appearance of these officials

is almost invariably greeted with de-

rision ; and should they (as frequently

happens) incur physical maltreatment
or other misfortune in the exercise

of their duties popular sympathy is

almost always on the side of their

opponents.
A notable exception to this feeling

is found in the attitude of the populace
towards their chosen ruler, the Emperor,
or Film-Lord, Charlemagne-Chaplin. It

is only fair to record that recent spec-
tacular (and carefully stage-managed)
appearances of the monarch have been

greeted with every demonstration of

unswerving loyalty and affection.

More significant perhaps to an out-

side spectator is the undeniable fact

that the Wild Western portions of

Cinemaland are to-day in a state of tur-

bulence bordering upon anarchy. The
Cowboys, who are its chief denizens,
would seem, so far as my experience
goes, to spend their entire time in ex-

ploits of murderous violence ; though
here (as elsewhere among this remark-
able people) the influence of sentiment
is often unexpectedly potent. It can

hardly be doubted that a populace so

emotional and ill-balanced as that of

Cinemaland will have little power to

withstand the strain of disaster.

Despite my apparent freedom from
restraint I am persuaded that I was

kept under the observation of a number
of uniformed officials during the whole
course of my stay in Cinemaland ; and
I am bound to confess that my de-

parture, which was made under cover
of darkness, was not unattended with
a sense of personal relief.

PARABLES FOB BOSCHES.
ONCE upon a time there was a Father

who was devoted to his child. He fed

it and nursed it and watched it grow
and gave it toys to play with both
soldiers and boats. Also he made it

promises that some day he would ex-

tend their house and garden until no
house and garden were bigger. Every
year ho took it to the top of a high
precipice and showed it beautiful lands
and water which should some day be
theirs.

The child had heard this promise so

often that it used to ask, "When?
when ?

" And always the answer
was,

" Some day, some day."
And then at last the day came, and

the Father took the child to the high
precipice yet once more, but behold it

chanced that they both fell over and
were smashed, the Father hopelessly
and the child very, very badly, so that
it would for long years or perhaps for

evermore be a cripple.

ONE OF OUR ALLIES.
SOMEWHERE in France no, let mo

be bold and say in Paris there is a

young French soldier named Charles.
Less than two years ago he was a

plumber and whole ; to-day he has but
one arm, his left

;
the other and a piece

of his shoulder with it having gone in

saving his country from the foe.

Charles is shy and very modest, and
no bigger than so many French youths

ho is only twenty-two with" dark-

brown hair and blue eyes with very
black centres, and a moustache that

never succeeds in looking more than
three weeks old. Being, however, brave,
he does not let his maimed condition

unduly trouble him, but runs his

errands (all that he can now do) and
whistles as he runs, and is glad to be
alive at all, instead of dead, as so many
of his comrades are and as his Colonel

is, as I shall tell.

At the Front Charles's duties were
these. A despatch a pli, as they call

it would be given him either back of

the lines to deliver in the trenches, or

in the trenches to deliver back of the

lines, and in order to get there, if fight-

ing was in progress, it was necessary
for him to crawl for perhaps one or two
kilometres on his stomach. On a cer-

tain day of intense activity, Charles in

his trench was handed one of these
critical missives for the commanding
officer, who was a kilometre or so

behind, and this he placed in his satchel

and then began the hazardous journey.
No one ever knows when the supreme

moment of his life is coming ; nor did

Charles, but it was then.

This being a terrific day as a
matter of fact it was during the famous
battle for the Maison du Passeur,
when the French and Germans were

losing and retaking trenches for hours
he had to crawl all the way, only to

come suddenly upon the body of the

commanding officer himself stretched

dead in a carrot field.

To Charles's mind there was then
but one thing to do, and that was, as he
had been unable to deliver the message,
to take it back to the sender. He
therefore started on the return jour-

ney, and was only a few yards from
his trench, and still un-hit, when he
found a wounded officer on the ground.
Here was a new problem, but neces-

sarily having to stand up and throw
aside all precautions, Charles got him
as well as he could on his back and,
still un-hit, half carried, half supported,
him to the trench, and was at once

away again with his despatch. It

was at this moment that an explod-

ing shell hurled the satchel from his

hands and flung it on the open ground
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Patriotic Scots Lady (patrolling Victoria main-line station to assist any of her stranded countrymen arrii-ing from the Front). "C.\N
I HELP YOU IN ANY WAY?"

Perplexed Scot. "THANK YOU, MAM. Is THE TOON PAR PKAE THE STATION?"

between the French trenches and the

enemy's, which were here separated

only by a few yards. At any cost the

despatch must not fall into German
hands, and Charles, who miraculously
had not been injured by the explosion,

began instantly to climb out of the
trench to recover it, and this in spite of

a sergeant, who called to him to keep
under cover. But Charles, having one
idea and one only, and that was to save
from the foe the despatch that had
been entrusted to him, succeeded in

reaching it and securing it ; and then
came another shell that shattered his

arm.

That is all he remembers ; but he
must have rolled back to the bottom of

the trench, where he was found, two

days later, still clutching the satchel.

And after that, although he remembers
the coffee he was given to drink, all is a
haze until he came fully to himself in

hospital and found that no longer had
he a right arm.
Such is the story of Charles's effort

for his country.
Now I do not claim for Charles that

he is any braver or lias a finer sense
of duty than many another French

j

soldier ; but this I know, that when he
recovered he was summoned to the
Invalides to receive not only the Croix
de Guerre but the MidaiUe Militaire

with the palm, which corresponds to

our Victoria Cross, and that now,

although, having left the Army, lie no
1

longer wears uniform but merely such

poor civilian clothes as he can afford

as a messenger, when he walks along
the Boulevards which he does as

seldom as he can, so shy is he
there is not an officer, seeing the

ribbons on his coat, who does not
salute this little plumber with as much
punctilio as though he were General
JOFFBE himself; and, blushing crimson,
Charles returns the salute.

" Mrs. Humphry Ward seems to have gone
for inspiration to contemporary characters,
and now in ' Tasker Jevons '

it is difficult not
to find the lineaments of a well-known writer."

l-'r,'ning Htandtird.

Quite so : and Miss M vv SINCLAIR made
.1 (treat Success of it.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

II. KING'S CROSS.

King's Gross !

What shall we do ?

His purple robe
Is rent in two !

Out of his crown
He 's torn the gems !

He 's thrown his sceptre
Into the Thames !

The Court is shaking
In every shoe

King's Cross !

What shall we do ?

Leave him alone

For a minute or ttco.

III. BlSHOPSGATE.

Bishopsgate Without,

Bishopsgate Within !

What a clamour at the gate,
O what a din !

Inside and outside

The Bishops bang and shout,
Outside crying, "Let mo in!

"

Inside,
" Let me out."
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"LOOK HEEE, CONFOUND YOU 1 WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY YOUB ' DISCLOSUBES '

? THEBE "6 NOTHING HEBE THAT WASN'T IN THE
MOBNING PAPERS."

"I'M SOBBY YOU 'BE DISAPPOINTED, SlB. AT THE SAMB TIME I MUST POINT OUT TO YOU THAT MY CONNECTION WITH THE PAPER
GIVES ME ABSERLOOTLY NO INFLUENCE WITH THE EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT."

THE ADJUTANT.
IN that great Eoom which military error

Has miscalled Orderly (for it is not,
But full of tumult and debate and terror,

And worried writers growing rather hot,
For ever floundering in seas of chits

And forms and counterfoils and wrathful writs),
Alone unfevered mid the storm he Bits

And tells them all exactly what is what.

Who so alert to solve the frequent riddle,

To judge if Jones should have his train-fare free,

Whether the band requires another fiddle,

And which is senior, Robinson or me ?

Who shall indite such circulars as his

To Officers Commanding Companies
About their musketry, or why it is

So many men take sugar in their tea ?

And when at times he shuns the sacred table

And like some eagle swoops upon parade,
Men mark his coming and there bursts a babel

As with new zeal the subalterns upbraid,
Lecture and illustrate, and on the right
Form sullen squads, and hope they 're being

bright-
Save those white-livered ones who at the sight

Hide their commands in some convenient glade.

For he is terrible ; and few folk relish

The words of doom which shake his diaphragm ;

Yet is the heart of him not wholly hellish,

But in his playing-hours he's like a lamb ;

And who 'd have said that one so skilled to

strafe

And, when I err, too truculent by half,

Could own so rich, so rollicking a laugh,
Would see so well how humorous I am ?

Yet if with leave unasked I quit the barrack,
Ever behind I dread that he will call,

Speed up the street in some avenging Darracq
Or on the Underground retrieve his thrall

;

Nor in my home can quite escape the spell
But freeze with horror at the front-door bell,

For fear the parlour-maid may speak my knell,

May knock and say that he is in the hall.

And, sleeping, still I have to brook his blusters ;

A monstrous Adjutant is always nigh
At dream-reviews and endless dreamy musters,
Laden with lists and schemes and syllabi ;

And, though he find no failing anywhere,
But all are present and correct and fair,

I never fail to make the fellow swear,
I always seem to catch his horrid eye.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

FUNK-HOLES FOB MINISTERS.
DESIGNED ron PROTECTION AGAINST RAIDS BY ouu AIB-EXPEKTS.

Tuesday, I\[arch 21s/. Returning
from Westminster this afternoon 1

stumbled in Whitehall upon a Member
whom I had not seen in his place this

Session. "Going down to the House?"
I asked. "What, is it sitting?" he

replied ; and then it appeared that he
was just home oil short leave after

working hard "somewhere on the Con-

tinent," and had no present interest in

political controversy. As I reflected

on a speech I had just listened to, it

occurred to me that the attitude of

some of the stay-at-home Members
towards the War is much the same as

that of my hon. friend towards the

House. " What, is it still going on ?
"

If the Germans were in occupation
of the Black Country, if Oxford were

being daily shelled, as Eheims is, and if

with a favouring breeze London could
hear the dull rumble of the bombard-
ment, as Paris can, I wonder if Mem-
bers would still be encumbering the

Order-paper with the sort of trivialities

that now find place there.

An exception may be made in favour
of Mr. JOE KING. He has discovered

a little late in the day that a war
is going on in Europe, and that it

affects a little country called Belgium,
whose neutrality was guaranteed by
the Powers. He was anxious to know
whether Belgium had formally re-

nounced her neutrality, and was no

doubt greatly sin-prised to learn from
Sir EDWARD GREY that, owing to one
of the guaranteeing Powers having
invaded her, Belgium had become a

belligerent.
I do not know whether Mr. PDINGLE

was in the House when this announce-
ment was made. But if so it evidently
created no impression on his mind. In
the debate on the Army Estimates he
followed Captain TRYON, who had de-

livered an urgent appeal to the Govern-
ment from the text,

" A strong Army
and a shorter War." Mr. PRINGLE'S
ideal is just the reverse. In his view
the Army is too big already, and
is taking too great a toll from our
industrial and commercial population.
The great men who won the Napoleonic
War after twenty-three years had
not a big army ;

and the consequence
was that, while it was going on, British

trade expanded by leaps and bounds.

To-day, owing to our disastrous mili-

tary policy the demands upon our

tonnage were so heavy that people
had to go short of sugar and tobacco.

Let us conserve our resources and be

ready to dictate terms when Germany
has been financially ruined. When
Mr. PRINGLE at last sat down after

three-quarters of an hour of this sort

of thing I longed for ten minutes of

Mr. BALFOUR at his best. But he was
not present, and Mr. LONG was so much

occupied in defending the Government

against the charge of having broken
faitli witli the married men that Mr.
PRIXGLE never got the trouncing he
deserved.

Wednesday, March 22nd. One of

the most cherished beliefs of the House
of Commons is that upon the Second

Beading of the Consolidated Fund Bill

anything under the sun may be dis-

cussed. Colonel YATE was justly sur-

prised, therefore, when the SPEAKER
ruled that he was out of order in criti-

cising the Indian Government for its

conduct of the Mesopotamian Expedi-
tion, and advised him to reserve his

remarks for the Indian Budget dis-

cussion equivalent in these times to

the Greek Kalends.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN was surprised too,

but, regardless of the ruling, proceeded
to make a carefully-prepared reply to

the speech which the hon. and gallant
Member had not been allowed to

deliver. He frankly admitted that

there had been a lamentable break-

down of the hospital arrangements,
but steps had been taken to improve
them, and a telegram from General
LAKE showed that the treatment of

the men wounded in the recent engage-
ment was satisfactory,.

Mr. PEMBERTON-BILLING essayed an-

other and a longer flight to-day, but

had a good deal of engine trouble. His
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Parliamentary friends ought to have

warned him that the House docs not

care to listen to a man rending extracts

from his own leading articles, however

prophetic they may have heen ; that

the constant reiteration of a phrase
such as "I would like to suggest,
Mr. Si'KAKKit," soon becomes tiresome,

and that to call somebody else "the
Do Eougemont of the air

"
is to invite

the tu qitoquc. Members became more
and more impatient as the orator

became more and more dogmatic ;

and when ho rhetorically demanded
the name of " one man to whom
we could turn to solve the prob-
lem" they derisively chorused,

" BILL-
ING!" Mr. TEXNANT, recognising the

feeling of the House, did not spend
much time in refuting Mr. BILLING'S
wild assertions, but devoted most of

his speech to replying to Mr. JOYNSON-

HICKS, who had pleaded that the East-

Coast towns should be more promptly
warned of approaching air-raids. He
had personally investigated the arrange-
ments and was positively "staggered"
at "the wonderful network that had
been set up," and he invited Mr.
JOYNSON - HICKS to come with him

privately and share his amazement.
Mr. ELLIS GRIFFITH was not convinced.
Ho thought that there were still too

many strands of red tape in the net-

work, and reiterated the hope that the
DERBY Committee would soon develop
into a Ministry of the Air.

Thursday, March 23rd. A distress-

ing report in the papers this morning,
that the Galloper had been blown up
by the Germans, made the friends of

Sir FREDERICK SMITH anxious. Had
he, on one of his periodical visits to

the trenches to see Friend WINSTON,
stumbled across an enemy mine?

Happily the report was grossly exagger-
ated. The Galloper was only a light-

ship, and had not been destroyed by
the enemy but merely withdrawn by
the Trinity House ; and on the Treasury
Bench this afternoon there was the
ATTORNEY-GENERAL very much alive.

Mr. TREVELYAN had a motion on the

paper condemning the administration
of the Defence of the Eealm Act, and
in support of it produced a sheaf of

cases, in which ho said the Govern-
ment had abused its powers. Among
other acts of vile oppression they had
ravished from her homo, on Septem-
ber 1st, while her father was away
shooting partridges, and had subse-

quently interned without trial, a young
lady against whom no charge had been
formulated. It sounded very dreadful,
and someone called out, "Is this a
Russian case?

"

Then arose Sir F. E. SMITH, and
with a few forensic gestures demolished

Veteran (instructing
"Bantam" in his duties as ssntry). "You LOOK OVER THEBE

THERE'S THE GERMANS. DON'T YOU WORRY ABOUT THEM THEY WON'T 'URT you.
BUT YOU WATCH THOSE BLINKING HATS. TlIBY 'LL GET YOU BY THE BACK OF THB
LEG AND PULL YOU OFF THE BLOOMIN 1 FIRE-STEP LH NO TIME I

"

the house of cards that Mr. TREVELYAN
had so laboriously erected. Most of his

cases were out of court because they
had already been in court, the deci-

sions he impugned being those of the

magistrates. As for the daughter of

the partridge-slayer she was an asso-

ciate of a notorious German spy, and
had come back from Switzerland with
a message for one of his agents. As
her case had been fully considered by
the late HOME SECRETARY he suggested
that Mr. THEVELYAN should talk to him
about it.

This was the most pungent speech
of the afternoon. The most amusing
was that of Mr. GINNELL, who kept

the House in fits of laughter for ten

minutes while in his most rasping
tones he jerked out epigrams against
" this thing calling itself a Govern-
ment." The Coalition was described

as " two poisons blended, which could

not make a wholesome drink." Never
before has he had such a success. I

only hope it will not turn his head
and encourage him to attempt consci-

ous humour.

" THE WORLD AT WAR AT THEATRB
ONLY."
Advt. in Evening Paper.

We are relieved to find that the area

of conflict lias been so much restricted.
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M cnMcuiucnc m ACDIPA i

t 'lel
'e was st*^ room f L

' doubt. They
j

the rest of the day, for it would neither
FROM SOMEWHERE IN AFRICA.

j Were both extraordinarily old and uu-
j

he led nor driven. Fortunately, how-
WE have just returned from another

j
believably dirty. Also they were, as ever, we had a very black Soudanese

of those little expeditions which are
'' was very natural, extremely frightened, i camel-driver with us as guide, and he

becoming almost a habit with the - Seeing that they know themselves to I came and spat at it, which soot*hed it

Frontier Force when in search of an ho the only living people for quite a
j considerably,- and it followed him like

enemy whose discretion is only rivalled number of miles round, it must have ia lamb. We got it back to camp next

by that of the German High Seas Fleet.
|

appeared to them that the entire -
1 day and it is tied up near my tent. It

We moved out four days ago with
'

Frontier Force had come out solely j

has apparently made up its mind to

all the pomp of war horse, foot and for the purpose of capturing them, and waive the moustache question, and we
guns, ambulances and long trains of i that, as it bad ridden some forty miles

j

now spit at one another in the friend-

transport waggons, the fierce vivid
i
to do it, it would not be in a good j

liest fashion whenever I pass. I hope
fighting of the desert before us. We

j

temper. It was therefore rather hard in time to train it to bring up my bath-

rode seventeen miles that day and to judge of their hostility, because as
j

water in the morning from the three

camped at some wells. As we rolled soon as they were confronted with the I palm-trees.
ourselves in our blankets round the

j

General and the interpreter they gave j

Later. The camel was the last

camp-fires to rest for the glorious con- , one yell of " Allah !

"
and fell flat, face

i episode of the campaign, and we re-

test of the morrow our hearts should downwards, in the sand, from which turned to - -
yesterday. The total

have been filled with dreams of undying ! position they refused to move. They bag of a four days' expedition was
fame. But we were really wondering! would not even budge when the inter- sheep, 8; shepherds, 2; camel, 1. The
when the squadron transport would !

preter took all their clothes off with I buman section was subsequently re-

arrive with our porridge and sausages
'

a view to searching them. They prob- leased on the grounds that their

for breakfast.

Next morning we were in

the saddle by 3 A.M., and
after some ten or twelve
hours of unbroken and un-

disputed progress we cap-
tured two Aral) shepherds
in charge of as many as

eight sheep. This succes

fou, was the cause of justifi-

able satisfaction.

In the first place we
scented liver and bacon for

breakfast. In the second

place it seemed to promise
a settlement of the long-

standing dispute between
me and the General. The
General has a preposterous
theory about the existence

and hostility of a vast number of
j
ably thought this was merely a pre-

mythical Arabs in our immediate
|
liminary to skinning them. When

neighbourhood. Now this is ob-
j
they were finally induced to speak, I

viously absurd. With the exception ! believe they were understood to say
of three palm - trees, which belong i that we were the first men they 'd -seen

to us, there is nothing but sand for for eight years. I don't wonder they
about two hundred miles in all direc-

1

were frightened. If you have lived all

A WELL-KNOWN OCTOPUS FAMILY, HAVING HEARD OP THE UNDEB-
SEA PHOTOGRAPHY, DECIDES TO POSE.

tions, and even an Arab cannot subsist your life all alone in the middle of a

entirely on sand. Of course, if there howling desert with Grandfather it 's a
were any Arabs near us, they would bo very frightening thing when a complete
so enraged at finding themselves at a

j

Frontier Force marches forty miles for

spot two hundred miles from anything ;

the sole purpose of capturing you.
except sand that they would be vio- But the day's excitement was not

lently hostile to anyone, especially to over yet. Towards evening I took my
the people who had engaged the only

!

troop off at a gallop in person and
three palm-trees in the neighbourhood. ! captured a camel. It was a very young
But it is their existence that I dispute camel, hardly bigger than a sheep on
with the General. It is true he took

aj stilts, and' it cried like a child at the
most unfair dialectical advantage, about '. sight of me. This, I hope, was not so
a fortnight ago, by having a large battle. . much due to my frightful appearance
But my contention is that the enemy

j

in my red moustaches as to the fact

on this occasion were merely orange-
j

that it had probably never seen a man
sellers from the nearest town, hired by ;

at all (not being eight years old), let

the General for the purpose of argument.
These two shepherds, however, did

seem to support his theory of the exist-

ence of Arabs, but as to their hostility

alone an army.
The curious aversion which it con-

ceived for my moustache threatened to

hold up the entire Frontier Force for

political views were satis-

factory.

ON THE MENACE OF
HOME-BAKERY.

[ Women can bake bread if

they will. It is much easier than
trimtning hats .

"
"Housewife,'

'

in ' The Daily News."]

|

Aminta, be not led away
! By words that sanguine

women say ;

Though simpler be the

baking bread

! Than trimming gear for

your fair head,
Let your concern remain, I

ask,

The sterner and the nobler

task.

The nobler task : I '11 tell you why.
Shall Bloggs, our baker, wilt and die

For loss of trade, his brood of eight
Left destitute and desolate ?

And must I perish 'neatli the stress

Of culinary frightfulness '?

No, dear. The millinery art

Is where I 'd have you play your part ;

For, though your hats may work intense

Despite on my aesthetic sense,

Whatever pain their cvudeness brings
At least I needn't eat the things.

Commercial Candour.

"You never know your luck wlinn you get
our FRUIT." Adet. in Irish Paper.

" Mr. Jfaijes. Certainty is defined in 'Web-

ster as the maximum o our expectations.

(Loud laughter.)

The Judge, (laughing). Let us get on. This
is more like Punch than anything else.

(Laughter.) "Pall Mall Gazette.

It will now have to be called the

Supreme Court of Punch and Judi-

cature.
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Dear Old Lady.
" IT MUST BE A GBEAT STBAIN FOB THE MAN UP THE PERISCOPE."

Nephew. "Yes, HE HAS A THIN TIME."

PULP FAMINE NOTICES.

(A Hint to Reviewers.)
A WRITER in a recent issue of The

I Daily Chronicle prefaces a column of

I novel notices with the following re-

marks :

" The smaller papers conso-

j
quent upon the famine in 'pulp' have
made the reviewing of the new novels

rather a job, hut at least it is possible
to give news of them."
But the writer tackles his job in a

half-hearted manner, using such pon-
derous polysyllables as " international

"

and "
acquisition." Now Mr. Punch,

always ready to lend a hand in a good
cause, has instructed one of his young
men to rewrite two of The Chronicle
reviews in words of one syllable, and

presents them to his contemporary as

models for imitation in the future.

I. Mrs. Ward.
A GREAT HIT. By Mrs. Hump. Ward.

Lond., Smith, Eld., 3s. 6<Z. net.

For the most part Mrs. WARD writes

long yarns, and those who read her
books look to her for more than Jive

score thou. words. Here she gives us
a short tale in which the three chief

r6lcs are filled by a man who earns
lots of dibs by his pen, his wife, and
their, or his, friend a peer's wife,

who takes him up for her own ends.

She tries in her hard bright way to

shape his course as she views it, which
means a place in the sun for her. The
wife, who has brains as well as a warm
heart, will not be robbed of her man
like this, puts up a good fight, and in

the end has the best of the bout with
the pale witch with dark eyes who had
waved her wand o'er the knight of the

pen. It is not poss. to deal with all the 1

points of Mrs. HUMP. WARD'S book in '

words of one syll., but we can at least !

say here is a good tale to speed the
j

flight of the hours of eve.

II.-The Bills.

THE SHOP GIRL. By C. N. and A. M.
Sons o' Bill. Lond., Meth., 6s.

Miss Child is a nice sweet girl with
lots of sense who goes to the land of

|

the Yanks and makes things hum a bit

in a nice sweet way. She meets her
fate on board the big ship on the way
out ;

but a long and bright yarn has to
j

be read ere she makes the Port of Joy. j

We see a Yank store in full swing, i

learn much of the way it is worked, i

and the folk who run it are well drawn.
To lie frank one could scarce think that

so elite a tale could be made out of the

prose of New York. But to the Bills

if I may so call them all the world is

a stage, and they see through the heart

of the New Eve with a gaze that is

quite weird. In fine this is a tale in

which the Bills, while they take new
ground, write with all their old flair
and charm.

FOKA1N.
WHEN M. RAEMAEKERS went to Paris

the other day to receive his decoration

and be feted for his fine pro-Ally spirit,

it was M. FORAIN, as the head of living
French cartoonists, who received him
in the name of France and conferred

the Order. M. FORAIN'S public appear-
ances are nowadays few and far be-

tween, but he still wields and none
more searchingly a pencil keen and
swift as a sword, and he 'never takes

it in hand but to create something
memorable. A selection of his recent

work is now on view in London at

22, Montagu Square, the residence of

Mr. CAMPBELL DODGSON, the Keeper of

the Prints at the British Museum, the

proceeds of the entrance fees being
intended for a hospital for French
wounded soldiers at Arc-en-Barrois.

The little exhibition, which should be

seen by all who love great draughts-

manship and France, remains open
until April 1.
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AT THE PLAY.
"THE BARTON MYSTERY."

ONE of the most difficult feats of

juggling is, I understand, the deft toss-

ing up and catching of a heavy weight

(say a dumb-bell), a very light weight,
such as a champagne cork, together
with any old thing of irregular shape,
a bedroom candlestick, for instance.

Mr. WALTER HACKETT'S The Barton

Mystery is a most ingenious turn of

this sort.

Ihefianct of the sister of the wife of

Richard Standish, M.P., is under sen-

tence of death for the murder of Mr.
Barton. He happens to be innocent,

though he admits at the trial that he

quarrelled violently with and even
threatened Barton on the night of the

murder, and his revolver has been found

by the dead man's side. That vindictive

relict, Mrs. Barton, is holding back some
material evidence which could save the

condemned man, or so Standish thinks,
and she is adamant. Now Barton was

unquestionably a bad egg, but the

widow doesn't want the whole world
to know it at least not till she finds

the woman. Some woman, who had

incidentally written some, shall we say,

very impetuous love letters, is being
shielded. Who is she ? Is it Standish''s

wife, for instance ? Ah ! . . . This is

the dumb-bell.
A Lady Marshall, the wife of a Sir

Everard Marshall, a comic scientist in

perpetual flight from his overwhelming
spouse, is one of the sort that finds a
new religion every few months and is

now in the first fast furious throes of

her latest, which is some form of psycho-
mania, whereof the high priest is one

Beverley, a plausible ringletted charla-

tan of alcoholic tendencies (Sludge the

Medium, without his cringe and snarl),
who ekes out his spasmodic visitations

of genuine psychic illumination with
the most shameless spoof. This is

the cork.

The candlestick is the dream motif,

always a ticklish .business to handle,
and in this particular case well, no, I

won't be such a spoil-sport as to go into

that, for the chief pleasure of this kind
of an entertainment is the succession
of pleasant unexpected shocks which
are deftly administered to the audience

by the author.

There were times indeed when the
latter nearly dropped his dumb-bell
times when it was in imminent peril
of barging into ths cork; and most

certainly the candlestick very nearly
slipped out of his hand. But it just

didn't, so you will see that it was really
a most exceptional piece of jugglery.
Of course I will admit you have to

swallow the robust assumption that

into a household over which the shadow
of death in its ugliest form hovers so

threateningly two fatuous people, to

wit the scientist and his wife, can
come and babble about their own
trivial domestic troubles or their latest

philosophy of life. But then mystery
plays always are like that, and this is a

jolly good one of its kind a kind which
it pains me, as a superior person, to

confess that I liked enormously.
Mr. II. B. IRVING as the preposterous

Beverlet/ was in his very best form.

Beverley is really a creation. How
much the author's and how much the

player's it would be an impertinence

THE MEDIUM AND THE PALMIST.

Beverley . . . . . Mr. H. B. IBVING.

Sir Everard Marshall. Mr. HOLMAN CLARK.

to inquire. This imperturbable trickster

with .his thin streak of genuine sen-

sitiveness to psychic influence ;
his

grotesquely florid style the man cer-

tainly has style ; his frank reliance on

apt alcohol's, artful aid ; his cadging
epicureanism ; his keen eye for supple-

mentary data for his -inductions and

prophecies ;
his cynical candour when

detected, is presented to us with Mr.
IRVING'S rich-flavoured and most whim-
sical sense of comedy, with all his

exuberant abundance of gracious or

fantastic gesture and resourceful busi-

ness. In the trances, sometimes real,

sometimes simulated, he gives you a

plausible sketch of how a modicum of

psychic power (whatever that may be),
laced witli whisky neat, might colour

a seance. Mr. HACKETT, by way of

showing that he has not ignored the

literature of his subject, has adapted
from the admirable, but, I regret to

say, entirely untrustworthy, because

incurably original, MAETERLINCK an en-

tirely new definition of psychomotry.
But we certainly will not go into that.

Mr. HOLMAN CLARK as the sceptical
Sir Everard, completely spoofed by
lli'1-frle.y in the end, with an elaborate

make-up ruthlessly reminding us of

our simian ancestry, potters cleverly
about the stage with that admirable
and amiable craft which he has at such

easy command. Miss MARIE ILLINOTON
as Lady Marshall, the seeker after

light, kept the burlesquerie of her part

skilfully within bounds indeed this

matter of key was extraordinarily well

handled by the three players entrusted

with what I have ventured to call the

cork motif.
As to the more serious business, Mr.

H. V. ESMOND seemed to behave very
much as one would imagine a decent

M.P. behaving in such embarrassing
circumstances. He suspected his wife

with all the ardour which public
men,on the stage always exhibit. His
little turn of desperate tragedy carried

conviction almost too much convic-

tion, as you will find but I won't

explain.
Miss JESSIE WINTER, as his wife,

very adroitly contrived an ambiguous
effect of likely guilt but possible inno-

cence. She more than fulfils the pro-
mise of her last performance in this

theatre, .but she must (may I tell her ?)

arrest the development of " the Fatal

Caesura," that exasperating histrionic

device whereby every salient phrase
is broken up for no conceivable reason

into two halves. In the secondary
stages there is but slender hope of a

cure ;
in the tertiary there is none.

Miss DARRAGH was, as required, the
vindictive widow to the life (this kind
of life, you understand), and Miss HILDA
BAYLEY played very charmingly the

little wilful fiancee who but no, I must

keep my promise.
With much less evidence than the

applause and generally keyed-up atti-

tude of the Savoy audience afforded mo,
I could risk a psychic communication
in the authentic manner of a Beverley
seance. " All is dark . . . It is getting

light ... I see a man . . . He leans

eagerly to a telephone . . . He thrusts

something into envelopes. He goes on

thrusting things into envelopes. The

telephone keeps ringing ... It is ...
Can it be ? Yes, it is a Box Office." An
institution which at the Savoy should be

busy for many months to come. T.

A Misnomer.
" In memory of the name of the late Dr.

F. C. Batehslor it is proposed that the name
of the Forth Street Maternity Hospital (Dune-

din) be altered to that of the Batchelor

Hospital." Southland Times (N.Z.)
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Slotlier, "DiD you REMEMBER TO PRAY FOB EVERYBODY, DEAB?"

Daughter.
" WFXL, MUMMY, I PRAYED FOU YOU, BUT JACK PRAYED FOB DADDY. HE 's LOOKING AFTEB Hist JUST NOW."

MUSIC IN WAR TIME.
THE CONVERTED COLLECT OB.

(An Order in Council prohibits the, im-

poiidtiou of till musical instruments.)

Ix ancient, peaceful ante-bellum clays
Now far remote as HAXXIBAL'S or

HANNO'S
I had a weakness, possibly a craze,

For buying Hun pianos.

I let no patriotic sentiment

My honest inclination curb or

fetter ;

On foreign articles my cash I spent,
Because I liked them better.

Xor would I now proscribe Germanic
Art,

Their one surviving claim to lasting

glory,
Or bar BEETHOVEN, WAGNEH, BACII,

Alo/AHT
HTKAVSS is another story.

But while our enemy unshattered
stands

In any single theatre or sector,
I take no interest in German "

grands,"
As player or collector.

I will not have them broken up or

burned,

Although they cease to give me de-

lectation,

But mean to keep them suitably in-

terned

Throughout the War's duration.

But now the Board of Trade, those

lynx-eyed gents,
Our economic needs severely scan-

ning,
The importation of all instruments

Have just resolved on banning.

No matter
;
I possess a set of pipas

Made in the land whose emblem is

the Thistle ;

Three Indian tom-toms of peculiar types
And a Bolivian whistle.

I 'vo a Peruvian nose-flute, made of bone,
A war-conch brought me from the

South Pacific,

Which, by a leather-lunged performer
blown,

Is really quite horrific.

I have some balalaikas, few though fit,

Wliose strings I have acquired some
skill in tweaking ;

And several pifferi, whose tubes emit
A most unearthly squeaking.

I am, alas ! too old and weak to fight,

But on these non-Teutonic pipes and
tabors

I hope a martial spirit to incite

In " conscientious
"
neighbours.

And when my time, as soon it must,
shall come,

My epitaph perhaps might thus be-

gin well :

" He ' did his bit
'

upon the Indian
drum ;

He played the man-dolin well.

Others who stayed at home to criticize

More vocal proved ; he, on a falling

rental,

Tn furthering the cause of the Allies

Was always instrumental."

In an account of a Brisxs' celebration

given by the North Battlcford News

(Saskatchewan), it is remarked that "the
absence of any kind of spirituous liquors
around the festive board and the fact

that the ladies were present
"

were

unique features of the entertainment.

But, according to the same report, there

was yet another :

" ' The Immoral

Memory
' was given by Eev. D.

Munro."
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is a tragic coincidence that, just as EUPEHT BROOKE'S
now famous sonnets were published in volume form after

his own death, the appearance of his Letters from, America

(SIDGWICK AND JACKSON) follows immediately upon the

death of Mr. HENRY JAMES, who had written the preface
to them. Thus in one book we have the last work of two

writers, widely separated in age and circumstance, but

united by a very real bond .of artistic and personal

sympathy. How generous was the elder man's appreciation
of the younger may 1)6 seen in this preface ;

it is at its best

and simplest in dealing with that charm of personality by
which all who knew RUPERT BROOKE will most vividly
remember him. Elsewhere it must be confessed that the

preface is by no means easy reading, so that one emerges
at last a little breathless upon the transparent and sunlit

stream of the Letters themselves. Many who recall these

from their publication in The Westminster (litzctte will be

glad to meet them again. These who knew the writer only
as the poet of 1914 will per-

haps wonder to find him the

whimsical and smiling young
adventurer who moves with

such boyish enjoyment through
these pages. There is holiday
humour in them, even in the

occasional statistics holiday
tasks, these latter

;
and every-

where the freshness of an un-

clouded vision.
"
Only just in

time," one thinks, sharing the

happiness that his Letters
reflect, and grateful for it as

for a beautiful thing snatched
so narrowly from fate.

Mrs. BELLOC LOWNDBS has
written a story of the War
that has at least the dis-

tinction of being absolutely
fair. She has indeed got so

far away from the perhaps
excusable error of painting

Mr. RICHARD PRYCE, true to the fashion of describing
the childhood of heroes at great length, has in Dae id

Penstepheii (MKTHUEN) out-CoMPTONED MACKENZIE. David
in fact dallied so persistently in the nursery that I began
to wonder if he would ever emerge ; but, when he does

get a move on, his story is strangely appealing. His father
and mother, having ideas of their own, had excused them-
selves from the formalities of wedlock, and before Mrs.

Pemtephen broke down under the strain of this omission
David and his sister, Geonjiana, were born. Subsequently
the parents were married, and had another son. But before
this legitimate addition to the family a boating accident had

deprived the world of two cousins of Penstephen pere, and
in consequence he inherited a baronetcy. This change of

fortune affected his views, and as time passed by he became
as orthodox a baronet as any you could wish to find in Ihirke.

All of which was galling to David's mother, who loved and
was jealous for those children who were born to suffer for

their parents' original morals. The situation required very
delicate handling, and Mr. PRYCE is to bo congratulated

warmly upon the manner in which he has developed it.

Perhaps a little more humour
would have added salt to the

tale, but however that may bo

^ we have a careful study of a

(' boy and an exquisitely sympa-
thetic portrait of a mother.
The latter part of the book
is admirable both in what it

tells and in what it merely
suggests. More is the pity
that Mr. PRYCE has weighed
down Dai id's childish back
with too heavy a load of detail.

My advice to you is to skip
some of the earlier pages, and
so husband your strength for

the hotter enjoyment of the
. , J >

remainder.

Corporal (allttding to knock-knccd man). "Ii's NO GOOD; 'E

SEVEll LOOKS SMAKT. LOOK AT 'iM NOW THE TOP *ALF OF
TO ATTENTION AND THE BOTTOM "ALP

The Duel (ALLEN AND

UNWIN) is a study in the

GORKY tradition, by ALEX-
ANDER KUPHIN, of life in an

- obscure Russian regiment and
Germans uniformly black that her Huns in The Bed

j

an out-of-the-way provincial town before the great awaken-
Cross Barge (SMITH, ELDER) are made upon the average ing that followed Mukden and Port Arthur purged away
quite as attractive as their enemies. This by way of much dross and prepared the way for these latter days of

warning, so that if you are in no mood to look for sacrifice and heroism. It is a mournful document, a piece

pearls amid swine you may avoid some impatience and of devil's advocacy, a Russian counterpart of Lieutenant
a feeling that impartiality can be carried too far. Not by BILSE'S Life in a Garrison Town, identical in temper and

any means that The Bed Cross Banjo is a pro-German astonishingly similar in some of its detail. It is clear that

hook . . . There is an attractive sense of atmosphere about
'

the author, who was for seven years an infantry lieutenant

Mrs. LOWNDES' picture of the little French town in which and probably little fitted for the military life even at its best,

a group of Germans are left during what appears to them
'

endured much unhappiness, for the marks of suffering have
the triumphal march to Paris. Here Herr Doktor Mar burnt themselves into the book so savagely that the English
Keller meets and falls in love with a French girl who is

\
translation, though characterized by a crudity which might

looking after certain wounded of both nations. The peaceful
'

reasonably be expected to accomplish much in the way of

and picturesque air of the little place during this quiet eliminating the personality of the author, cannot quite

occupation is well contrasted with the horrors that befall
;

rob his work of its impression of power and intimate

it when the draggled and drink sodden soldiery come surging i tragedy. Those who are not in search of light refresh-

back in their retreat from the Marne. Eventually, just as ment and who will remember that this last decade of

the Germans are leaving, Keller is fatally wounded, and Russian national regeneration and reorganisation has

dies holding the hand of the enemy who has become so
j

rooted up the incompetence, the false standards, the irre-

dear to him. One can hardly call the tale anything but
[

gular discipline and the inhuman barriers between officers

sentimental, but it is sentiment of a fragrant and whole-
j

and men here commented upon, may read these bitter

some kind. In the years to come such stories will no chapters with profit. As for the translator, ho might do
doubt multiply indefinitely, but there will be few more well to study one of the GARNETT TURGENIEFFS, and seo

gracefully and gently told. j how this kind of thing should be done.
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vanizecl iron roofs. His explanation
that lie had had the good fortune toCHARIVARIA.

A SEVERE bliz/ard hit London last
j

win them at an auction bridge party
week, and Mr. PEUBBBTON-BlLLQia lias

since, been beard to admit, however

reluctantly, that there are otlier powers
of the air. ... ...

was rejected by the Court.

"V"
A Mr. R. H. PBABCE, writing to

WAR-TIME.
vtay m u/i- In-dull-

ART IN
.-I fragmentary
criticism of <nii/ inntJcni

the It. I. excluded.]
IN the Central Hall the Reduplicated

house whoro my neighbour (a lady)
After more than five weeks the kept twelve oatfl." Mr. I'KAKCI; is

babble blown by Sir JAMK.S Di:\\ AH at probably unique in his experience.
Our own neighbours only go so far

as to arrange for the entertainment of

The Tinii'x, says: "I once lived in a Pr.-i'feritists, the Tangentialists and th(!

tlie Royal Institution on February 17th
has burst. A still larger bubble, blown

by some eminent German scientists us

long ago as August, 1914, j~
is said to be on the point of

dissolution.

At one of the North Lon-
don Tribunals a maker of

meat pies applied for ex-

emption on the ground that

ho had a conscientious ob-

jection to taking life. His

application was refused,
the tribunal apparently be-

ing of the opinion that a
man who know all about
me.it pies could decimate
the German forces without

striking a blow.

Colonel ROOSEVELT says
he has found a bird that

lives in a cave, eats nuts,
barks like a dog and has
whiskers

;
and the political

wiseacres in Washington
are asking who it can be.

m '.

An exciting hockey match
was played on Saturday be-

tween a team of policemen
and another composed of

special constables. The
policemen won by a few
feet. ... ...

'

#
'

For gallantly at the ovens
a German master-baker has

just been awarded the Iron
Cross. This is probably in-

tended as a sop to the Army
bakers, who are understood to have

regarded it as a slight upon their call-

ing that hitherto this distinction has
been largely reserved for people who
have shown themselves to be efficient

butchers. * ..

*r -I-

\i a, meeting of barbers held in the

their cats in our garden.

FIRST CASUALTY OF THE NON-COMBATANT COUPS.
lied Cross Man. " WHAT is IT? "

Stretcher-bearer. " SHOCK. HE WAS DIGGING AND HI: CUT A WORM
IN HALF."

An Appropriate Locale.
" BOHEMIAS PICTURE TlIEATRK, PlIIBSBOno'

TO-DAY for THUEE DAYS ONLY,
Justus Miles Forniau's Exciting Story,

THE GARDEN or LIES."
//i.s.'i 7'i/jic

1

.".

VAKIKTIKS.
A word that is always spelled svvi-ou^.--

W-r-o-n g." Wellington Jouni'il.
Citv a few days ago it was unanimously I ^
derided to raise the price of a shave to

We tlon fc hellove tllls ls tnie '

.'if/. The reason, it was explained, was
the high cost of living, which tempted
the customers to eat far more soap (him

formerly.

In the Lambeth Police Court a man
was convicted of stealing three gal-

" WOMEN ARK ASKED TO
WEAR NO MORE CLOTHES

THAN ABE ABSOLUTELY NKCI'SS.UIY."

Dtintlt'e Courier.

Paraphrasts are all well represented.
Mr. Orguly Bolp's large painting, en-

titled
"
.Embrocation," is an interesting

experiment in the handling of aplanatic
surfaces, in which the toxic determin-
ants are harmonized by a sort of plastic

ntr/osis with syncopated
rhythms. His other large

picture,
" Interior of a

Dumbbell by Night," has
the same basic idea with-
out the appearance of it,

and gives a very vital sense
of the elimination of nou-
menal perceptivity. M.

Paparrigopoulo, the Greek

Paraphrast, calls one of his

pictures "The Antecedent,"
another "The Relative,"
and a third "The Correla-

tive," but though they are

thus united syntactically
each follows its own reticu-

lation to a logical conclu-

sion, and carries with it a

spiritual sanction, not al-

ways coherent perhaps, but
none the less satisfying.
M iss Felicity Quackenboss's
portrait of Saint Vitiis is

perhaps the most arresting
contribution to the exhi-

bition, and portrays the
Saint intoxicated with the
exuberance of his own
agility. It is a very car-

nival of contortion. Mr.

Widgery Pimble transcribes

very searchingly the post-

]
prandial lethargy of a boa-

|

constrictor, the process of

deglutition being indicated

with great dignity and deli-

cacy, as might be expected
from so austere a realist.

From one angle the figure might be

taken for a Bengal tiger, and from
another for a zebra a good proof
of the suggestiveness of the artist's

method. But, whether it bo reptile
or quadruped, the spirit of repletion
broods over the canvas with irresisti-

ble force. Mr. Thaddens Tumulty
sends some admirable drawings in

pint tie terre, one of which, called
" The Pragmatist at Play," is a

masterpiece of osteological bravura . . .

"Dr. Solff, the fJerman Minister for the
Several cases of shock are reported Conolios, has left for Constantinople."

among ladies who got no further than
the large type lines.

Egyptian ifail.

Another injustice to Ireland.
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TRUTHFUL JAMES
ON DOCTORS.

" You 'ro not looking well," said the

staff of The. Muddlcton Weekly Gazette

sympathetically.
"
No, Sir. Can't sleep, Sir. Haven't

clone for clays till last night. I went
off beautiful quite early, and then the

new muse come and woko me to give
me my sleeping draught. That finished

it for the night. Strange thing, sleep.
There 's no sense about it. Take Bill

Hawkins now, a pal of mine in B
Company; Ho was hit and took to

hospital. Not serious at all.
' Me for

a rest cure,' ho says. But ho was in

that hospital for weeks and weeks,

getting worse and worse ; he couldn't

sleep a wink. The more they drugged
him, and the more sheep he counted,
the more wide-awake he was. The
doctors got angry and called him an
obstinate case. He said it wasn't

poisons but noise he needed, so they
fetched an orderly and set him banging
one of them frying-pan baths with a

ram-rod. In five minutes Bill falls

asleep as peaceful as a lamb, and the

orderly, being tired, stops. Up leaps
Bill, wide awake as ever, asking what 's

wrong. Naturally they couldn't bang
a bath for him all night every night,
and the house surgeon was just think-

ing about getting ready a slab in the

mortuary, when Bill's brother, an

engine-driver, comes along. He took
Bill to bis box just outside Charing
Cross station and made up a bed for

him there. Bill slept for three days
solid and was about again in a week."

"
Very fortunate,'' murmured the

Gazette.
" So that time, you see, the doctors

was clone. But that don't often happen.
There was a doctor I knew out there,
name of Gordon. Young fellow he was,
too, and very keen ; seemed to think
the War was started specially to give
him surgical practice, and he loved his

lancets more than his mother. He
used to welcome cases with open arms,
so to speak, do his very best to heal
'em quiak, and weep when he suc-

ceeded. Well, lie happened to be in

our trench one day, showing our Sub
a new case of knives, when Charlie
Black was carried in on a stretcher

in an awful mess.
" ' I must operate at once to save

your life,' he says.
" Charlie smiled as best he could and

said he was agreeable.
"'But there's no anaesthetic here,'

he says,
' and I can't do it without.

Couldn't you do a faint for me ?
'

" Charlie says he 's sorry, but he 's

never practised fetching a faint at will,

like a woman can.

" '

Well, then,' he says,
'

you '11 have
|

to be stunned.' And he fetches a small
\

sandbag and gives it to the stretcher-

bearer.
" '

Chap here,' he explains to Charlie,
' will count up slowly, and when he :

gets to lifty he '11 hit you on the head !

with the sandbag and knock you out.'
" Charlie grins, and the stretcher-

1

bearer begins to count. When he gets
to ten he rolls up his sleeves

;
when he

gets to twenty he takes a good grip of

the sandbag ; at thirty he rolls his

eyes and sticks out his jaw ; at forty,
he lifts the bag over his shoulder and
draws one foot back, Charlie watching
him all the time. '

For-ty-six,' he

says slowly,
'

for-ty seven, for-ty-eight,

for-ty-nine,' and then
" You 're not going to tell me that

he really
"
No, he didn't," said Truthful James.

Charlie fainted."

"That was their intention, I pre-
sume? "

" Your presumption is correct, Sir.

The doctor finished the job before

Charlie come to again. Smart, wasn't

it?"

"Very smart indeed."
" But that 's nothing. Nothing at

all to what he could do. He once cut

a fellow open, took out his liver, ex-

tracted twenty-three shrapnel bullets

from it, bounced it on the floor to see

it was all right, and put it back, all !

inside of three minutes. And the

fellow what owns the liver hasn't had
a to-morrow morning head-ache once
since."

" He must he a very clever doctor,"

suggested the other, to fill in a pause.
"
Talking of doctors," James went on,

" reminds me of a man I saw out there

who wasn't a doctor, leastways not one
of ours. We was in the fire-trenches

one night when a voice hails us from
the other side of the entanglements.
After the usual questions we brings him
over the pai'apet, and he explains to

our Sub that he 's been in front attend-

ing to some wounded men in a listening

post what was blown up. All perfectly
correct and proper ; gives his name and

rank, too, and is wearing an E.A.M.C.
uniform rank, Captain. As he passes
me on his way to the Sub's dug-out I

happens to catch sight of his face, and
it give me quite a shock. I was took
ill immediate. I manages to stagger
to the dug-out, and I mutters hoarsely,
'

Sir, I 'in sick. I think I 'm going to

die.'
" ' Sick ?

'

says the Sub. ' You don't

look sick.'
" ' I 'in sorry, Sir,' I says.
" '

Well,' says he, turning to the

other man, ' the Captain here will soon

put you right.'

"
'Certainly,' says the Doc very sharp.

' Whe-o do you feel pain stomach,
heart, head '.'

'

" ' No, Sir,' says I,
'

I got a nawful

pain in me imverds.'
" ' What did you say ?

'

he asks.
" ' In me inn'erds, Sir,' 1 says,

'

spreading from me gizzard to me
probossis," them being the only out-

of-the-way words I could think of

off-hand.

"'H'm,' says he, pretending to under-
stand perfectly, 'it is probably nothing
serious. You must diet yourself ; take

nothing but light food and
" Here the Sub interrupts him,

thinking there 's something mighty
queer about a doctor what is so ready
to prescribe diet for a probossis, and
asks him a lot more questions. Of
course the beer was in the sawdust

then, and very soon a guard was called

up to take our German Captain Doctor

Spy away to a safe place.
"It was lucky I knew his face. Before

perfidjus Albion forced this war on the

poor KAYSF.U I 'd seen him often in

London. He was boss of a firm above
the place where I worked, and he used
to order his Huns about in their own
language, and chuck his empty lager
bottles out of his window into our

yard. I 'm glad I got my own back
for that."

"Jim," cried an orderly, "you're
wanted for your dressing."
James rose languidly.

" That m sans

na-poo, then, Sir," be said.
"
Na-pco ?

"
echoed the Guzette.

"Where's your learning, Sir'.'"

asked James. " That 's French for
' no more.'

"

" I hope your dressing will not bo

painful," ventured the other.
" How would you like to have a probj

rammed through your hand twice a

day ?
" demanded James with a smile.

" But it 's all part of the game.
Comforts for Tommy. Everyone has

their own way of making us happy,
not forgetting the dear lady what sent

us three hundred little lavender hags,
with pretty little bows on them, all

sewn by herself, to 1 e >p our linen

sweetly perfumed. It 's nice to think
i that they all mean well, and I always
'

follow the advice of the auctioneer

I what was trying to pass oft' a plated

[teapot as solid silver."
" What did ho say?

"

"Look at the bright side," answered
James over his shoulder as he hurried

away.
" O roevwaw, Sir."

" On the night of February 29tli ten thou-

|

sand women marched through Vnter Pen
London crying

' bread
' and '

peace.'
"

Daily (Hearer (Kingston, Jamaica.)

I We missed them in the Tube.
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,. WAIT AND SEE.ji
11

Mu. ASQUITH. "WKLL, AS WE SAY IN EOME, I HAVE BEEN, I HAVE SEEN-

MR. PUNCH. "THEN YOU NEEDN'T WATT ANY MORE, SIE; ALL YOU'VE GOT TO DO

IS TO GO IX AND CONQUER."
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THE PULLING OF PERCY'S LEG. Mothol.,
s i(lp;l

^!T \yas
one of those calm quarters; Private Penny

Well, I hail thought of the R. \ M ('
T il T

groaned.
" Youc i .

" lllly i^ioaneii. iou
of an hour which sometimss happen know," he said with emotion, "I'veeven in a Y.M.C.A. canteen. Private .'took a kind of fancy to you Percv
Penny, leaning over the counter, con- And if it's me dying breath I Bays-sumed cofree and buns and bestowed don't ! That kind of work ain't ri<>ht
spasmodic confidences upon me as I nor proper for the like ^ of you. Why
Cllt 1111 Cfl.KO info fllfi IVKfnlo f i.-iv. I,'.. . ' L ,

"
,.

*

there

pro-

e i o you
cut up cake into the regulation slices, you 'ave to go out in the field

Jxoand biscuits, please," broke in (and you ain't even armed, nor pro
languid voice suddenly, and a pale tected, mind you !)

and you 'avo to so-
young man with an armlet approached

' the most on\'rhle sights ! Can't 1 tell
the counter. I turned away for the by yer face, can't I sec with mo under-
ciip, and 1 rivate Penny, laying down standing eyes that you 're the sort that
his mug, addressed the newcomer. would go mad in no time if you 'adWho are you? he inquired geni- some o' them things to do ? If it 'sine

word Emotion choked him.ftii .
, . jciuiouon cnoKoa linn.Ihe young man surveyed him with, Percy looked wildly around "There's

codsupenonty;tbenheturuedtoine.!tbe Artillery," he gasped, "if that's"I in a DERBY man, you see," he! your advice
"

Private Penny burst into a sob of
began complacently. "A lot of my
pals '11 be here presently,
and we 're all going to join
;his afternoon. They 're

late."
" And what," I asked

with resentment, for Private
j

Penny was a friend of mine,
j

' are you going to join ?
"

It appeared that this

superior person, after un-

prejudiced consideration of
;he matter, bad decided to
oin the A.S.C. He said be
considered be would be of
most use in the A.S.C. ; be
said he was specially de-

signed and constructed by
Providence for the A.S.C.;
be said . s , , /

' //f 'I's-'s

And then suddenly we \
" ^' ' aml l tells

-
vou "straight.'

became aware that Private Cb^faaro^efi**PK^*H9&olaiigrtfatt*imaiiaufrri\ i^'!'

1

.

ho ooI 'Psed m'msel

Penny was mourning crently I

'1IAT IS THE msi'osm s OF roi-n MKN-, SEUUEAVP? - :l his replenished mug
to himself over a dough-nut !

*eraea > lt -

"
1''>-", Sm !

" " Thank you very much,'
* said Percy gratefully, "I cat

see that the Infantry is the place forme
I shall insist upou"joining it. Than!
you my much for all your advice

'

At this moment a great wave ol

khaki burst into the room and swept to
the counter, clamouring for attention.

uncontrollable anguish. "Percy," lie

moaned, "if you want to break m<>

heart, that's the way to do it! Suij
I've advised you to that, if you like,
but it ain't true. With all me soul I

says don't do it. Think, dear boy
i!,; i_ T^* *iii . *

" Pore chap !

"
he was muttering,

"pore young feller 'e don't know.
None of 'em knows till it's too late,
and then they finds their mistake. No
good to tell 'em pore chap, pore chap

so pleased over it, too !

"

" What 's that you 're saying ?
"
the

youth cut in anxiously."
Young man," said Private Penny

very solemnly, "if you'd take my
advice the advice of one that 's served
bis country twelve months at the Front

you 'd let the Army Service Corps
alone. Not that I 'm doubting you 're
a plucky young feller enough, but you
ain't up to that. It 's nerve you want
for it. Well, I wouldn't take it on my-
self, and I'm pretty well seasoned.
Why, you 'ave to go calmly into the
mouth of 'ell with supplies over the

j

f If," said Private Penny in the still
open ground, when the Infantry 's I tones of despair, "1 have druv von to
safe and snug in the trenches. You

| this, 1 shall cut me throat, I can
,in t strong enough for it-reely you

j

live w;ith that on me conscience. 'Ave
''"

f , .,
i

you thought of the danger of mining
J..1 hesitated the young man.

;
and sapping? 'Ave you kinsidercd

,
i

, T ^. ., ; ""ji " uuuuws, uuuuuufwg 101 attention
tank. KmsHler the ,,um /-the noise On the crest of it came Percy's friends
the smoke the smell-the bursting in mufti, and once, across the tumult,snnila .> II v/\n-*J fKn 1-1 , ,1 -_ _i ishells all round the mad horses and

mules everywhere. If you 'ave any
affection for me in your 'eart, Percival,
leave the guns alone! If you can't
control your courage for niy sake
your fool'ardiness, Percy ! think of all

your dear ones at 'ome and (urn back
before it is too late !

"

Percy shuddered. " I might try the
Engineers," he said hopelessly, "but I
don't

"

his voice readied my ears.

decided
. quite

he was saying loftily," some infantry regiment or other . .

''""* '

"
and he was jostled

admiring

just

away in the centre of an

group.

Involuntarily I looked across at
I 'rivate Penny.
One eye met mine from behind an

upturned mug, and the lid fell and rose

again, once, rapidly; he too had heard.

A C'OUXCIL OF WAR ix Tin: D:csi:ur.

British Officers are Iicrc seen holding a
'bow-wow.' "

Western I Vceldy News.

Very natural. In the desert most days
are "

dog-days."

field telegrafts ? 'Ave you 'ot-'eaded
and impulsive as you arc 'ave you
kinsidered anything? Percy, if you 're
set 011 this job, tell mo quick, and putme out of me agony !

"

'No," said Percy abruptly. "But"
with sudden misgiving

" w-what
vein I do ? I 'm on my way to join
and I must join sometliiiti/."

Private Penny pushed his mug over
to be re-filled.

"
1 'm an infantryman i

myself," be said
carelessly,

" and I
'

speaks as one that knows. And wot I

says is if you wants a cheerful pro-
tected kinder life, with a quiet 'olc to
'ide yer 'ead in if you wants rest and
comfort, kimbined with plenty o' fresh
air if you wants to serve yer King
ind country without any danger to
yer 'oalth, then the infantry 's the life

_or you, and the trenches is the place
to spend it in. Ain't I been
out there one solid year,
and no 'arm 'appened to
me yet? It's child's play,
that it is, sitting there in
a 'ole, with big guns boom-

j

ing over you protective-like
from bo'ind and killing all I

the enemy in front for you.
And yer food and yer love-
letters brought to you regu-
lar, and doctors and parsons
to see you whenever you
feels queer. Take my advice,

Percy my son join th

Infantry at once and mak
sure of a gentleman's life

I 've took a fancy to you
and I tells you straight
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THE NEUTRAL NKWSMONGKI!.
WHO cheers us when wo 're in the blues

With reassuring (ionium news
Of slarvin;,' 1'orliners in queues'.'

The Neutral.

And then, soon after, tells us they
Are feeding nicely all tlie <hiy

Just in tho old familiar way'.'
The Neutral.

Who M-es the KAISK.H in Berlin

Dejected, hazard, old as sin,

And shaking in liis hoary skin?

The Neutral.

Then says he 's quite a Sunny Jim,
That buoyant health and youthful v

Are sticking out all over him?
The Neutral.

Who tells us tales of Kurrr's new guns
Much larger than (lie-other ones,

And endless trains chockful of Huns'."

The Neutral.

And then, when our last hope has fled,

Declares the Huns arc. cither dead

Or hopelessly dispirited?
The Neutral.

In short, who seems to he a blend

Of Balaam's Ass, the bore's godsend
And J/r.v. (Iditiji's eltisive friend'.'

The Neutral

vim

HINTS TO MANAGERS.
A NEW and very popular addition to

the comic opera, Tina, at the Adelphi,
is a stage representation of "Eve," the

writer of " The Letters of Eve "
in

The Taller, together with her retinue

and her dog.
Here we see Journalism and tho

Drama more than ever mutually de-

pendent, and the developments of the

idea might be numberless. Lonl Tim-x.

in A Kiss for Chxlercllti, already illus-

trates one of them ; but why not a

complete play, with favourite news-

paper contributors as the dramatis

persona- ! or a revue, to be called, say,
The Tenth Mime, or Hullo, //,// .'

Or, if not a whole play or revue, a

scene could be arranged in which the

great scribes processed past. One group
might consist of Carmelite Friars, with

"Quex" and "The liambler," each with

a luncheon host on one arm and a

musical-comedy actress on the ether:
" An I'jiiglishman," with his scourge
of knotted cords, on his eternal but

honourable quest for a malefactor; and
"Robin Goodfellow," still, in spite of

war and official requests for economy,
pointing to the glories of the race-

course and pathetically endeavouring
to find winners. These would make
an impressive company with a good
song and dance to finish up with.

oUc

llr.MIl.IATIUN OK JONKS, WHO HITIIKUTO HAS HKEX ACCfSTOMED TO 1>UOP OFF
VXAIDKD.

The liefcrec's contribution would

I

obviously be too easy : it would simply
be like a revival of Khi<i Arthur. The
audience, however, would be in luck

when "
Dagonet

"
got really warmed

up to tell yet once more the thrilling

story of how he met HKXHY L'KTTITT

in the brave days of old.

A whiff of The Tluw Miixkcteerx

would exhilarate the house at the entry
of "Chicot,'' the Jester of Tin' sketch;
while finally we might look for an
excellent effect from "Claudius Clear''

and A .Man of Kent," of Tin- Ilritixli

\\~t-ckl
</, masquerading as the Heavenly

Twins.
These notes merely, of course, touch

the fringe of a vast subject. Many
other holders of famous noms df

ij/it'irt' remain, such as "Mr. Gossip"
and " Mrs. Gossip," and "

Captain
Coo

"
and ' A Playful Stallite," and

" Historicus
" and " Atlas

' '

and " Scru-

tator
"

and '

Alpha of the Plough
"

;

but only "Eve" lias had the wit to

include pictures of herself in every
article: therefore only "Eve" can Ix?

instantly recognised. These others, if

they wisli to be equally successful

on the stage (and it is certain they
would like to be), must have always a

portrait too. The Heavenly Twins

might like to use one, by Mr. WELLP,
which already exists.
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THE DOVE.
I \v.\s at first inclined to look upon this dove as being

largely symbolical. So far as I could gather it had never
been here before at any rate no one could bo found who
had seen it here or in the neighbourhood, and it seemed-
obvious that its sudden emergence, as it were, out of

nothing must have some high and dove-like signification.
Probably before the end "~

of the week the KAISKH
would sue for peace and
swallow Mr. ASQUITH'S
formula. Since then,

however, Verdun has

happened and VON
TiKi'iTz has gone, and

nobody seems in the
least disposed to stop

[

the crash of arms. That

being so, and the dove

being still with us, I
am forced, in spite of

myself, to look upon it

as an entirely real bird
and to keep on won-
dering what strange
freak brought it to us
and made it an hon-
oured member of this

household.
It arrived about ten

weeks ago quite unex-

pectedly and suddenly.
One morning there was
no dove; on the fol-

lowing morning, having
fluttered hither from I
know not what remote
and solitary region, it

liad perched on the
branch of a poplar set
close to the house.
There it remained while
we breakfasted, and
'rom that point of

vantage it broke out
nto a long series of

oud and melodious
jooings that sounded
ike nothing so much
as a gurgling stream
of benedictions poured
out over the house and
.hose who dwelt in it

jy one who plainly
>roposed to be a grate-
ul though not a paying
guest. It was wonderful to hear it.

RECALLED.

in the looking-glass and at once began to parade up and
down before it, swelling itself out and bobbing its head in
evident admiration of the beautiful being so fortunately
offered to its view. Socn it attempted to approach this
vision, but was surprised to find itself foiled by the cold im-
permeable surface of the glass. Puzzled, but not, I think,
definitely hopeless it performs the same antics in one or

the bedrooms every day it left the toilet-table,
circled round the room
and perched confidingly
on the shoulder of one
of the little girls who
were admiring it, and
began once more to
coo in a very ecstasy
of enjoyment.

Later en, food was
provided for it, which it

pecked up without the
least shyness. Since
then it has established
itself on a very firm

clawing, if I may use
the term, as a necessary
inmate of the house.

Fluttering through the

passages it follows the
maids from room to

room in the morning
and shows the most

lively interest in their
work while beds are

being made or tables

dusted. It has the
most perfect trustful-

ness, not merely allow-

ing itself to be handled,
but coming to perch
on a wrist or shoulder
as if it had belonged
there from time im-
memorial. It really is

a pretty thing to have
about the house, an
embodiment of gentle-
ness and kindness, and,
so far as a more human
being can judge, of an
almost dog-like grati-
tude and affection. I

have seen a bullfinch

swell up in a passionate

"J
4

The second great sale on behalf of the wounded will be held at Christie's
8 King Street, St. James' Square) from the 6th to the 19th of April, and from
the 26th to the 28th. The entire proceeds -no charge for their services beingmade by Messrs. Christie, Manson & Woods -will be handed over to the
British Red Cross Society and the Order of the Hospital of St. John of
Jerusalem. The exhibits are still on view to-day (April 5th).

.

From the branch this persistent and pleasing bird

shortly removed itself to the window-sill of one of the
bedrooms, and into this room, when breakfast was over,
the children trooped. The dove was pecking eagerly at the
window-pane.

" Let 's open the window for it," said one
of the girls, "and see what happens." Very gently, then,
the window was opened, and what immediately happenedwas that, without the least sign of alarm, nay rather with
the air of one repeating a customary action, the dove
walked in, took a short flight, and settled on the toilet-
table. There it caught sight of its soft grey reflection

agitation of love when
from its cage it beheld
its dear mistress enter
the room, but it had
never occurred to mei JV^ V^L VJV<l/llLJ\JlL \J\J HID

before this to attribute such a feeling to a dove. I ought,
I suppose, to have known better, as I now do. At this

very moment it is cooing away like mad at its declaration
of undying love from its favourite haunt on the mantel-
piece of one of the bedrooms.
But it has^ another utterance which it employs at rare

intervals. This is a sort of high-pitched laugh thoroughly
unsuitod to its softness, a most cynical and derisive sound
which in so kind a beak seems to have neither meaning
nor purpose. But I overlook its rare laugh in consideration
of the cooing with which it blesses us and the general
friendship which it has vowed to this house.
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Husband. "
DAHLINT, 'TIS YEB OWN MICHAEL THAT'S COME HOME TO YEZ !

"

Wife.
"
SUBE, MIKE, YE 'BE SOT AFTHEK THBYINO ANNY OP THIM PERSONATING THBICKS ON ME, ARE YEZ?"

THE BOBBERY PACK.

Andy Hartigan's dead and gone
Over the hills and further yet,

But he drank good port and his red, face shon.3

Like a cider apple of Somerset.

Ten strange couples o' hounds he had

((jaunt old brutes that had hunted fox

Hack iu the days when NOAH was a lad),
Touched in the bellows and gone at the hocks

Hounds he'd stole from a Harrier pack,
Hounds he'd borrowed an' begged an' found,

(iivy an' yellow an' tan an' black,

Kvery conceivable kind o' hound.

He called them "
harriers," and a few

II ere harriers hack when the world began
But they weren't particular where they drew

An' they weren't particular what they ran.

1 mind him once of a bygone morn

Ruddy an' round on his flea-bit horse,

Twangin" a note on his battered horn
An' cappin' them into the Frenchman gorse.

They pushed a In-own hare out of her form
An' swung on her line with a crash of tongues ;

But a vixen crossed an' her scent was warm,
Ho they ran her, screechin' to burst their lungs.

They ran her into my lord's demesne,
Where my lady's fallows were grazing free ;

They picked a stag and followed again,

Singing like souls in ecstasy.

They chased the stag up over the ridge
With lolling tongues an' with heaving flanks

;

They lost him down by the Cluddlah bridge,
But killed an otter on Cluddlah's banks.

They had no shape an' they had no style;
Their manners were bad an' their morals slack;

They were noisy, but wonderful versatile,

Andy Hartigan's bobbery pack.

High (Explosive) Finance.
The issuing of premium bombs, whilst not, strictly speaking,

a lottery or gamble, would give such people what they ask for, and
that is a chauce to get something unusual mid tempting."

Evening Paper.

Unusual, certainly ;
but tempting ?

A War-Menu.
" GIULS experienced Wanted to feed on Wharfdale machines."

n Krening Post.

"BBOAUWOODWIDGER. A new pipe organ has 'been installed at

the parish church. A recital was given by the Rev. C. B. Walters,

j

of Stokeclimsland, while a sennou was preached by the llev. Canon

i

Lewis, of Lauueeston." Provincial Paper.

The Broadwoodwidger example deserves imitation. Some
sermons would be much more tolerable if they bad a

musical accompaniment.
" A mere automatic raising of the Income Tax strikes indiscrimi-

nately at the just and the unjust; it is just as likely to cripple the

man who is supporting and educating a large family sybarite."
AT/IT.

And a very good thing too. For ourselves, we have always j

discouraged the growth of these bulky profligates in the

domestic circle.
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Lady (meeting small acquaintance).
" HULLO, ETHEL, BO YOU'VE STARTED ONE OF THOSE THINGS?"

Ethel. "YES, WE "BE ALL HAVING TO COME TO THEM. RATHER A DROP-DOWN AFTER THE ROLLS-ROYCE, BUT WAR-TIME, YOU KNOW."

YELLOW PEESSUEE.
" RATHER a funny thing happened

the other day," she remarked.
" Yes ?

"
I replied languidly.

"About you."
" Oh !

"
I said with animation. " Do

tell me."
"It was at lunch," she explained,

" at Duke's. The people at the next
table were talking about you. I couldn't

help hearing a little. A man there

said he had met you in Shanghai."
" Not really !

"
I exclaimed.

"Yes. He met you in Shanghai."
" That 's frightfully interesting," I

said. " What tlid he say about me ?
"

"That's what I couldn't hear," she

replied.
" You see I had to pay some

attention to my own crowd. I only
caught the word 'delightful.'

"

Ever since she told me this I have
boon turning it over in my mind ; and
it is particularly vexing not to know
more. "

Delightful
"
can be such jargon

and mean nothing or, at any rate,

nothing more than amiability. Still,

that is something, for one is not al-

ways amiable, even when meeting
strangers. On the other hand it

might be, from this man, the highest

praise.
The whole thing naturally leads to

thought, because I have never been
farther east than Athens in my life.

Yet here is a man who met me in

Shanghai. What does it mean ? Can
we possibly visit other cities in our

sleep ? Has each of us an alter ego,
who can really behave, elsewhere ?

Whether we have or not, I know that

this information about my Shanghai
double is going to be a great nuisance
to me. It is going to change my char-

acter. In fact it has already begun to

do so. Let me give you an example.

Only yesterday I was about to be

very angry with a telegraph hoy who
brought back a telegram I had de-

spatched about two hours earlier,

saying that it could not be delivered

because it was insufficiently addressed.

Obviously it was not the boy's fault,

for he belonged to our country post-
office and the telegram had been sent

to London and was returned from there
;

and yet I started to abuse that boy as

though he were not only the POST-
MASTER-GENERAL himself but the in-

ventor of red-tape into the bargain.

And all for a piece of carelessness of

my own.
And then suddenly I remembered

Shanghai and how delightful I was
there. And I shut' up instantly and

apologised and rewrote the menage
|

and gave the boy a shilling for him-
self. If one could be delightful in

Shanghai one must be delightful at

home too.

And so it is going to be. There is

very little fun for me in the future,

and all because of that nice-mannered
man in Shanghai whom I must not

disgrace. For it would be horrible if

one day a lady told him that she
had overheard someone who had met
him in London and found him to be

a bear.

HERRICK TO JULIA.

(War Edition].
WHEXAS in silks my Julia goes
Then, then (methinks) how wanton

shows
That efflorescence of her clothes.

But when I cast mine eyes and see

Her drest for decent industry,
Oh, how that plainness taketh me !
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FOR TRAITOBS.
A WARNING TO PROMOTERS OF STRIKES IN WAR-TIME.
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'columns of Hanminl than many Mem-
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, bers iill during a long Parliamentary

Tuesday, March 28th. Sir EDWARD career. His speech to-day consisted

CARSON was back on the Front Opposi- almost entirely of a catalogue of fatal

tion Bench to-day, so much the better accidents to aviators, due, he declared,

for his recent rest-cure that he is to the faulty engines and machines

credited with the desire to prescribe
'

supplied to them by the Government
similar treatment for other jaded poli- ,

"
though within twenty miles of here

ticians. Three of the potential patients we have a far better machine than the

the PRIME MINISTER, the FOREIGN Fokkci:"

SECRETARY and the MINISTER OF MUNI-
j

Previous to this we had listened to

TIONS have anticipated his kindly , a bright and diverting dialogue between

suggestion by going for a little

trip on the Seine, and are

making arrangements with

their Continental friends for

another on the Spree at a

later date.

Before his departure Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE, ever thought-
ful for the welfare of others,

arranged with the Military
authorities to give a change
of scene to six members of

the Clyde Workers' Committee,
who have been recently over-

straining their vccal chords.

This was the impression I got
from Dr. ADDISON, who, like

his great namesake, is a master
of the bland style ;

but Sir

EDWARD CARSON thrust aside

official euphemism and bluntly

inquired whether these men
were not in fact assisting the

KING'S enemies, and ought not
to be indicted for high treason.

The suppression of a number
of Sinn Fein papers in Ireland

stimulated Mr. GINNELL to the

concoction of a Question about
as long as a leading article.

To ensure a reply he addressed
it simultaneously to the UNDER
SECRETARY FOR WAR and the

CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRE-

LAND. In spite of this pre-
caution he was 'disappointed,
for, owing to the storm, Mr.
BIRRELL had not received the

necessary information from

..REST CURES-
EXEMPTION

PARLIAMENTARY DUTIES
GRANTED HERE,.

ABSOLUTE SECRECY
IDENTITY NOT REVEALED

did not wholly
impression that

Sm KmvAHD CAKSOX, 51. D., AXXIOUS 10 PBESCIJUH-:.

authorities, who tried to allay public

anxiety by mounting a dummy gun,
was shared by the House.

Mr. TENNANT did not attempt to deny
or palliate this imposture, but he made
a fairly adequate reply to other counts
of the indictment, and promised a

judicial inquiry into the casualties

enumerated by Mr. BILLING. The
revelation that he himself has a son
in the Flying Corps was perhaps the
most effective point in a speech which

remove the

the Govern-
ment has its head in the air

rather than its heart.

Wedni-sduii, March Will.

There are more ways than one
of getting into the House of

Commons. Mr. PERCY HAUJUS,
the new Member fur the Mar-
ket Ilarborough division, who
took his seat to-day, arrived by
the old-fashioned route of a

contested election. He was

just about to shake hands with
the SPEAKER when a khaki-

clad stranger took a short cut

from the Gallery and reached
the floor JHT miHum. Not only
so, but before lie could be
arrested this Messenger from
Mars succeeded in delivering
his maiden speech, to the

effect that British soldiers'

heads should be protected

against shrapnel
- fire. The

SERJEANT -AT -Aims, who had
had a narrow escape, goes
further, holding the view that

his own head should be pro-
!

tected from acrobatic British

soldiers.

To-day Mr. LONG had the

difficult task of convincing the

House that the married men
had no grievance, and that

the Government were doing
their best to remove it. Only
a man who has fought with
bulls in Ireland could hope to

Ireland, while Mr. TENNANT, no doubt
j
Mr. DUDLEY WARD, representing the tackle such a paradox. Mr. LONG,

for the same reason, had not even re-

ceived the Question,
now convinced that

Anti-Aircraft Service, and Mr. JOYNSON-
Mr. GINNELL is

'

HICKS, briefed by the Municipal au-

the official con- thorities, on the question of what hap-

having enjoyed that experience, was

fairly successful.

Sir EDWARD CARSON, who had been

spiracy against him has been joined by pened at Ramsgate during the last expected by some people to initiate a

raging
" Down-the-Government

"
agi-

tation, was comparatively mild, and,

admitting that his late colleagues had
done something, chiefly blamed them

the Clerk of the Weather.
I shall hardly be surprised if the

next t.ime I walk down Whitehall I wiser

raid. As they differed in toto on every
detail the House was not much the

for the discussion, but it was
find sandwichmen out with their boards consoled by Mr. JoYNSON-HiCKs' re-

mark that "
if the MAYOR and TOWN for not having done it earlier. Still lie

! CLERK have lied to me no one will be made it plain that in his view compul-
more pleased than myself." sion all round was inevitable if Pruss-

Members were much more impressed ianism was to be crushed. Mr. ELLIS

by the obvious sincerity and occasional ', GRIFFITH agreed with him. The Gov-
The new Member for East Herts has

(
eloquence of the appeal on behalf of eminent ought not to bargain with the

displayed unprecedented dexterity in
,

the East Coast towns made by Sir A.
'

public ;
it ought to give them a clear

catching the SPEAKER'S eye. In three ! GELDER. His indignation at the trick and definite command. Such senti-

weeks he has already spoken more 'played on one place by the Military ,
ments, proceeding from one who still

inscribed

WESTMINSTER AERODROME.

FLYING EVERY TUESDAY.

BILLING BREAKS ALL RECORDS.
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,S'/ic.
" GOOD GHACIOUS ! THE BBOWX-SMITIIS ! ! I THOUGHT THEY WEBB so poou."

He. "YES. BUT, YOU SEE, HE'S BEEN SUPPLYING THE GOVERNMENT WITH- SHELLS VOR QUITE A FORTNIGHT !

'

claimed to belong to the Liberal Party,
shocked Sir WILLIAM BYLES. Main-

taining that those who had voted

against the Military Service Bill were
the truest friends of the PJRIME MIN-

j

ISTEK, he promised again to give him
!

his invaluable support
"

if he would

only lead us to our accustomed pas-
j

ture." There is no justification, how-
;

ever, for the theory that the worthy
j

knight is a candidate for the Order of I

the Thistle.

Thursday, March 30th. In the Lords

to-day Viscount TEMPLE-TOWN moved
!

that London should he declared a pro-
j

hibifced area, with a view to removing
the eight or nine thousand Germans
still carrying on business there. His

argument was a littlo difficult to follow,
for it included a complaint that in East-

bourne, which is a prohibited area, a
number of aliens are residing in comfort
and affluence. The Marquis of LANS- I

]>!>\VNK, usually so logical, on this;
occasion answered inconsequence by
inconsequence. In one breath he
asserted that to declare the whole of

the Metropolis a prohibited area would
throw too much work on the police;
and in the next that it would have the
effect of driving away large numbers of

aliens to places not so well policed as
London is.

Lord BERESFORD caught the infection.
,

In the course of a long question designed : mated that a settlement could have been
to clear General TOWNSHEND of the re- reached but for the unreasonableness of

sponsibility for the advance upon Bag-
dad, he remarked with startling irrele-

tbe Government.
This gave Dr. ADDISON, usually the

vanco that if his (Lord BERESFOIID'S) mildest-mannered man that over lanced

advice had been taken by the PRIME
j

a gumboil, an opportunity of adminis-

MINISTEU the Lusitania would still
j

tering to his accuser a much-needed
be afloat and we should have lost no lesson in deportment. The hon. Mem-
battleships in the Dardanelles. He did her had first forced himself, without
not appear to attach undue importance invitation, into a private conversation

to this claim, and Lord ISLINGTON, who in the Minister's room, and had then

replied for the Government, did not given a totally misleading account of

think it necessary to make any refer-
j

what took place. He had made himself

ence to it, but contented himself with
j

the spokesman of a body which had

stating that the Bagdad advance was
j
displayed

" a treacherous disregard of

authorised on the advice of General ' the highest national interests."

NIXON and the Indian Government, Mr. PRINGLE was as much surprised
and professing official ignorance of any

j

as if he had been bitten by a rabbit,

representations on the part of General
TOWNSHEND.

In the Commons the trouble on the

Clyde was the pif.ce dc resistance.

At Question time Mr. LLOYD GEORGE,
fresh from the Paris Conference, had

and' wound up an unconvincing defence

of himself with the remark that he
would rather keep silence than say
anything to exacerbate feeling. It is a

pity that his friend Mr. HOGGE did not

imitate this wise if rather tardy reti-

to deal with a number of inquiries ;

cence. He gave Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
put by the little group of Scottish

|

the lie when he was describing how
malcontents whose notion of patriot- the disputes had interfered with the

supply of guns urgently needed by the

Army, and provoked the retort that,

ism is to embarrass the Government
on each and every occasion. Mr.
IIooGE wanted to know when the

j

instead of encouraging the strikers by
MINISTER OP MTXITIONS was going to , unfounded suggestions, he would be

give the other side of the case " the
;
better employed if

" with what credit

German side,"' as an interrupter perti-
j

is left to him" he went down to the

nently put it
; and Mr. PHIXOLE inti-

! Clyde and tried to get them to work.
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A LETTER TO THE FRONT.
KIN \,>r write a letter'.'

"

".More or less," I said. 1 did not
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" Loi1

," she exclaimed, "you bo one

to write the words quick !

"

" What shall wo say now ?
"

1 asked

(nightly.

Wednesday was a fortnight as sh."

died, sUtei- Maria did, that's Frank's

aunt, and was buried a Saturday
what's too soon, as you'd say, but

no disrespect meant, the undertaker

arranging first for the Monday only

'aving a bigger job, \vitli 'orses and

plumes, give 'ini for the Monday, and so

putting my pore sister forward to the

Saturday. 'Ave you got that down,
Mum '.'

'

"
Oh," I said, scribbling briskly, "am

I to write all that?" It occupied, even
with much compression, space far into

the second side of the restricted paper.
" An' my only relative surviving,"

she resumed, "being brother George,
as is eighty-two, and crotchety at that,

lives out 'Oxtoti way, so I wrote to him
about the funeral for a Monday, and
when the undertaker puts it forward to

the Saturday I didn't have no one to

send all that way, so brother George
'e 's eighty-two, and crotchety at that

'e didn't get no notice for the funeral

on Saturday at all, so o' course 'e didn't

come. You '11 make all that clear to

Frank, won't you, Mum?"
I scribbled hard again, and said I

was doing my best.
" So brother George being crotchety,

as I said, Mum, 'e sent me word as 'o

wouldn't never speak to me again in

this world, and 'e didn't know as ever

'e would in the world to come I 'd

like you to put that all in, please,
Mum, so 's to let Frank know 'ow it

all is. Now, do you suppose, Mum,
if I was to die, as brother George 'd

come to my funeral?
"

I hardly knew what answer to make
after the " cut everlasting

"
with which

George had threatened his sister, but
I had an idea that I was beginning to

understand Mrs. Watt's tastes. "
Well,"

I said weakly, "I don't know funerals

are very pleasant things."
It was the right note and Mrs. Watt

took it up keenly.
" That 's what I

always says, Mum," she said eagerly.
" I 'd sooner go to a good funeral than
1 would a wedding any day of the week.
You 've got that down about brother

George? Yes, and please say as it was
lieautiful polished wood, the coffin

and real brass "andles."

"But, Mrs. Watt," I said despair-

ingly, "that'll bring us quite to the
end of the paper, and we 've never even
wished him many happy returns \e; .

Have you another sheet ?
"

" I haven't got no more than the one
sheet, but I dessay as there 's room to

say as [ 'm his loving mother, and

'ope it rinds 'im well, as it leaves me.''

(at private hospital). "CAN 1 SEK LIECTEXAXT BARKER, PLEASE?"
Matron. " WE DO NOT ALLOW ORDINARY VISITISG. MAY I ASK IF YOU "nr. A

RELATIVE? "

Visitor (boldly). "OH, YES! I'M HIS SISTER."

Matron. "DEAR MB! I'M VERY OLAD TO' MEET YOU. i
'

M 111

I managed to pinch in the traditional

salutation ; the sheet was enclosed in

an envelope as sepulchral of aspect
as itself, and with much misgiving 1

put Frank's birthday letter into the
first pillar-box that 1 found.

Just a week later I had occasion to

go down Paradise Rents again. 1 had
no intention of calling on Mrs. 'Watt,

being more than a little afraid of the

reception that her son Frank might
have accorded to the letter that was
to bring bright cheer to bis birthday.
But she ran from her door as I passed

to meet and greet me. " Do step in,

Mum," she entreated. " I must 'ave

you see a letter as come this morning
from my son Frank, as is at the Front.

Read that, if you please. Mum."
"She must be a real lady that wot

comes visiting you," it said. That.

/r<(.s- a. letter as she wrote. I don't

know as over I read such a Iw.iutiful

letter. All the trench 'us read it, and

they says so too."

I sighed heavily with relief. Mrs.

Watt was a judge of her son's literary
(uste.
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AT THE PLAY.
" STAND AND DELIVER."

THE Merry Monarch's world is too

much with us. I can't imagine what
it is in that period that our actor-

managers find so peculiarly appropriate
to present conditions, when we need all

the inspiration we can get out of our

country's annals. It seems only the

other day that in the same theatre,

His Majesty's the play was Mavour-
neen I was assisting at a rout (is

that the word ?) of Eestoration society.
And here we have it all over again
with the same scheme of a pretty debu-

tante near to being compromised by
the Eoyal favour; with the old galaxy
of Court ladies inexplicably gay ; the

same old Duke of BUCKINGHAM ; the

old dull sport of improvisations ;
the

old pathetic lack of wit
; a rechauffe

only tempered by slight variations,

such as the substitution of LELY for

PEPYS, and the failure of the Monarch
himself to put in an appearance.

For the rest, a generous allowance
of swashbuckling, of kidnapping, of

standing and delivering, of interludes

for dancing and gallantry in a word
all the approved features of the High
Toby. Nothing, you will guess, that

threatened to overstrain our intelli-

gence, but enough for the moderate
excitation of those sympathies which
we always concede to heroic villainy.
The clou of the evening was the

scene of the waylaying of his lover's

coach by Claude Duval on the New-
market road. Animals on the stage (as
distinct from the circus-ring) always
make me nervous. Mr. BOUECHIER
seemed to have anticipated my appre-
hension. On the approach of the

travellers, having hitherto, with his

horse's consent, sat motionless at the

cross-roads, he retired with it into the

wings and there dismounted and con-

tinued the scene on foot. But the

memory of those few moments of

superb equitation remained writh the

audience, and when, at the fall of the

curtain, he led his steed forward by the
bridle (a just tribute to its connivance)
the pair of them brought down the
house and not the scenery, as I had
feared.

I am no pedant that I should cavil

at Mr. JUSTIN HUNTLY MCCARTHY'S re-

adjustment of history. It was all for

our delight that Claude Duval, instead

of perishing on the scaffold, should

escape from prison, have his freedom
confirmed by the KING'S pardon, con-
found everybody else's knavish tricks

and marry the lady of his heart. Nor
do I complain that the historic high-

wayman (as I am credibly informed
for I got the facts from another critic)

was only twenty-nine when they hanged
him, and that Mr. BOUKCHIER is

well, let me say, past the military age,
or he wouldn't have been there at all.

At the same time he will not mind my
saying that, though he brought a very

gallant spirit to his work, he lacked

something of that resilience which is

so desirable a quality in a Chevalier of

the Boad. Perhaps I liked best in

him the quiet restraint witli which he
met the assaults of Orange Moll upon
his loyalty to his lady. He was not

given very many good things to say, but

he made up for this defect by dropping
his aspirates and talking in what I

took to be a Serbian accent.

Not much subtlety was asked of

Miss KYRLE BELLEW as Duval's lover,

RIVER SCENE NEAR WESTMINSTER.
Claude Duval (Mr. BOURCHIER) disposes of

his rival, de Pontac (Mr. MUBBAY CABEINGTON)
in a riparian duel.

Berinthia; but she seemed to have
learned a little more sincerity and to

depend less upon the prettiness of her

face and her frocks. Of Miss MIRIAM
LEWES as Orange Moll something
more was demanded, and I should have

enjoyed without reservation her very
picturesque performance but for a

certain stage
-
quality in her voice

which was out of all consonance with
the part she had to play. Mr JERROLD
BOBERTSHAW as Justice, Hogbon was
a most attractive old reprobate ; Mr.
CHARLES BOCK as a strolling mummer
played like the sound actor he is

;
and

indeed the whole cast and not least

in the smallest parts, such as Mr.
HARTFORD'S drunken Gaoler and Mr.
PEASE'S Dognose, with his delightfully
unemotional "Ay! ay!" did very
well indeed.

If the play opens rather deliberately
there is no lack of action when once it

gets moving ; but it was an exercise of

bodies rather than of minds. Swords
flashed

; barkers were flourished

(though they never went off) ; feet

twinkled in the dance, and Mr. MURRAY
CARRINGTON took several astounding
falls

;
but wits remained stationary. I

do not wish to appear exigent, but as
one who likes to be amused as well as
entertained I could easily have done
with a little more scintillation.

O. S.

"INJEE."

(To the Author of
" The Grand Tour,"

"Punch," January 26th, 1916.)

I READ your lines the other dav :

You got it down in black an' white
;

You seen them places wot you say ;

Well, I seen Injer and you 're right.

You never know. I took the bob
The days o' Mons an* Charley Boy ;

Flanders, I thought, 'ud do my job,
An' me no better than a boy.

But some'ow Flanders got a miss,
An' I came East, the same as you,

Eight East, an' finished up wi' this ;

/ seen them towns and islands too.

But Injer ! Lor, it 's like a book
Or like a bloomin' fancy ball ;

There 's somethin' every way you look,
An' me young me I seen it all.

I know about them " dark bazaars "-

An' dark they is I know them skies,

An" suns an' moons an' silver stars

An' 'ummin'-birds an' fiery-flies.

I seen the palms an' parrokeets,
I 've 'eard the jackals in the night,

I 've ate them beas'ly Injian sweets
An' smelt the Injian fires alight.

But I 'm with you, old P. an' O.
;

The goin' 'ome '11 be the best
;

An' not the 'ome we useter know,
But better, 'cos we 've known the rest.

"TL'BANTIA CRIMP:.

SWOBN EVIDENCE OP TOBPEDO."

Liverpool Daily Post.

We hope it confessed its crime.

" The village is in utter darkness these

nights, and many of the lamp-posts are

getting severe knocks, not speaking of the

foot pedestrians." Ardrussan Herald.

Some of the foot pedestrians are said

to have been less reticent about the

lamp-posts.

" WOULD patriotic owner LEXD IXCTUATOB
or Foster increase British production, or buy
cheap? Every care; experienced; eggs wait-

ing; ineligible; clergy ref." The Tunes.

It is a little cryptic ; but we gather
that, at any rate, the partial soundness

of these eggs will be guaranteed by the

curate.
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Sentry (at Bemount Camp).

MIVINS'S NEW BOOKS.
Ml). MlVINS BEGS TO PHESKXT

FOUR WONDERFUL WORKS
BY

FOUR ASTOUNDING AUTHORS.

PRINCE CHARMING.
BY EGBERT GUNN

(Tlii nl large edition already exhausted).
"An incomparable achievement. The

uniquest thing yet done by Mr. Gunn. He
has eclipsed Balzac, wiped the floor with

George Sand, while panting Tolstoi 'toils

after him in vain.'
"

Daily Exhttutt.

rOTLAND FOR KVI.i; !

BY ROLAND SENNETT.
" The greatest literary portent of all time.

Here the Black Country is painted in all its

inspissated gloom by a master-hand sardonic,
salubrious, superb . . . Wo approach this

work on all-fours. Any other attitude on the

part of a reviewer would be sheer blasphemy."
The Monthly Margarine.

Till', UNPLUMBED ABYSS.

BY DHAX HOMER.
l-'u f,t ijrent Notice: "

By the side of Mr. Drax
Homer, .Edgar Allan Poe is a fumbler, and
Gaboriau the veriest tiro. In these supremely
arresting pages Mr. Divix Homer voices the
e 'Mine mystery with unerring skill, and ranges
over the whole gamut of the gruesome. 1 le is

the Xapoleon of sensation, the Julius C;i>sar

of melodrama." Daily

Tlie Book of the Day.

BRANDENBURG BABIES
BY GUINEVERE JAGGEHS.

" Of all the hundreds of English governesses

privileged to enter the penetralia of Potsdam,
Miss Jaggers had the longest innings and
writes with most authority. Her record teems
with astounding happenings, appalling reve-

lations and grotesque episodes . . . There is

nothing to touch it in the annals of candour.

Pepys is not in the same street and Ben-
venuto Cellini not in the same parish. We
recommend it to the perusal of the Premier
if ho has the courage to tackle it."

The Oil and Vinegar Witness.

Before the Hyde Election
" Mr. Davies maintains his optimism. He

has reprinted one of his cartoons showing him
chattering the party walls of ' Jacobsen's

Jellicoe,' with the big gun of efficiency."
Manchester Evening Chronicle.

But this attempt to drag the Navy into

politics met with deserve:! failure.

" Dwellers in the trenches arc not the only
fighters who know what it is to be up to the

knees in seven feet of water."

Liverpool Daily Post.

We believe the Anakim were greatly
troubled in this way.

"MATLOCK'S VETERAN SOI.DIKU
HONOURED.

151 YK.MIS IN TIIK AUMY."
Ilijh Peak News.

\ veteran indeed.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

IV. PETTICOAT LANK.

UP the Lane and down the Lane and
all round about

The Petticoats on washing-day are all

hanging out ;

Some are made of linsey-woolsey, some
arc made of silk,

Some of them arc green as grass and
some arc white as milk ;

Frilled and flounced and quilted ones
in Petticoat Lane,

Some are worked in coloured nosegays,
some of them arc plain,

Some are striped with red and hlue as

gaudy as can he,

And one is sprigged with lavender, and
that *s the one for me.

" Sir A. MONO said that the married men's

grievance was that they might be called up
before the tooth-cambing process of which the

right hon. gentleman had spoken had been
carried out." Tlu> Times.

It sounds painful. Personally wo in-

tend to stick to the old-fashioned brush.

" Mr. Lloyd George, replying to Mr. Cowan,
said the total salary received by Lloyd Kit-

chener was .<'(>. A50."
Portsmouth Evening AV/cs.

This is the first we have heard of tin's

highly-remunerated official. We hope
it is not a case of nepotism.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

A LITEHATUKE of Aiitarcticana is gradually gnmin up,
and tlielast volume, With Scott : The Silver Lining (SMITH,

ELDER), is a notable addition to it. Let me say at once
that I opened Mr. GRIFFITH TAYLOR'S book with some

trembling because I saw the difficulties in the way of its

success. In the first place I recalled the simple dignity with

which SCOTT wrote of his exploits, and I felt that to fall

away from this high standard would be to fail
; secondly,

anyone writing now of this expedition must to a certain

extent travel over ground already covered. These are the

main difficulties which Mr. TAYLOR had to light against,
and lie has overcome them. To a writer of his fluency and

particular vein of humour it could not have been an easy
task to put a right restraint upon his pen. The only
criticism I have to pass on his style is that it could quite

comfortably have done w ith-

out the cloud of notes of
|

exclamation in which it is

enveloped. Apart from its

great scientific value the
i

main interest of the book '

is found in the light that it .

casts upon the characters of
I

the author's companions.
His observation is always
shrewd and always kindly ;

you are left to guess his

dislikes from his omissions.

Mr. TAYLOR was himself in

command, during SCOTT'S
last expedition, of two par-
ties, and of the work done
on these journeys he writes

with the modesty charac-

teristic of men who speak
of dangers and adventures
in which they have per-

sonally taken part. One
opinion of his 1 cannot re-

fraiii from quoting ;
it is

that the tragedy of SCOTT'S

expedition was caused by i

Seaman EVANS'S illness.
;

' I believe that, short of

supposed Mr. E. goes to a station to buy an evening paper,
is fallen upon by the real one, and thrust into a train to

attend the deathbed of his ducal relative. Essendinc him-

self, entering the hotel to explain matters to'tlie lady, finds

(1) that she is the wife who divorced him before marrying
Uri'uillr

; (2) that she has just died of heart disease. Next,

being of a placidity almost inhuman, lie decides to bury the

corpse as that of his wife, and not worry anyone with

explanations. What he didn't know then, or I either,
was that another lady was at the moment gadding about
London in one of Mrs. Grevilk's cast-off frocks, and pre-

tending to be that much-married female. And when in

due course she is murdered, and the strangely apathetic
widower, Mr. Grcrillc, who never set eyes upon her, is

arrested for the crime well, you may begin to think that

the judge's remark was an understatement. What I should
like to ask Mr. J. W. BRODIE-!NNKS is, if this is his notion
of an "

indiscretion," what would he have to say of a real

social error ?

Soldier (on leave from tiic trenches visit-ing the siyhts of London
before enlarged model of common flea). "YES, THAT'S IT, FATIIKU!
THAT'S THE KIND I WAS TELLIN' YOU ABOUT. BUT IT AIN'T MUCH
OF A SPECIMEN."

abandonment, the party had

The name of the author
of You tli Unconquerable
(HEINEMAX.N) is given on
the title-page as PERCY
Ross. But I would wil-

lingly take a small wager
on the probability that this

name conceals a feminine

identity. For one thing, no
mere man surely would

attempt the task of de-

picting the sweet girl gradu-
ate in her native lair, often

as the converse has been

done. Certainly it is impro-
bable that he would manage
to convey such an impivs-
sion of actuality. For 1 am
sure the life of an Oxford
ladies' college must be, for

many, very much what it

was for Cherry Hiurtliorn.

liufc I am afraid this is

about all that I can honestly

say in praise of the story.
( 'li/'rri/ was a young woman
with red hair (it is bright
vermilion in the ugly pie-

No tale of ture of her on the cover) and no fortune. Her late father

AT THE MUSEUM.

no hope with a sick man on their hands."

heroism that the War has given us can obscure the noble had made her the joint ward of two young men, one an

loyalty of this sacrifice. And to-day, when some of us Italian prince, and one a semi-insane Welshman. Cliern/
have neither the time nor the taste for lighter things, there

; accepted this provision with a promising placidity. She, and
should be a grateful welcome for a book that deals with

;
I, anticipated marriage with one or other of the guardians.

men whose courage and endurance remain the imperishable But that was before we had seen them. The Italian turned

possession of our race. out to be silly, while the Welshman recalled the gloomier
imaginings of the BRONTES, and in the event came by an

Somewhere towards the end of The TiiKjudij of an India-
'

appropriately violent end. However there was a third

cretion (LANE), we arrive at the Court of Criminal Appeal, 'suitor, a Scotch Duke, so all was well. Perhaps the tale

where, in the course of unravelling the plot, one of the may have more success with others thaii with me. But I

judges is moved to exclaim, "This is the most hopelessly am bound to warn you that the style of it is a wild and

complicated story I ever had the pain of listening to !"
|

wonderful thing. One is, for example, unprepared to find a

His lordship certainly has my sympathy. Personally speak- ! gentleman's hat and stick referred to as " his extra-mural

ing, the first twenty pages of it nearly gave me a nervous accoutrements." And this is no rare example. The whole

breakdown, so wild and whirling were the events into
'

thing, in fact, seems more suitable to a very popular
which it plunged. Let me start the thing for you. lionald

'

magazine than to the dignity of that exclusive little wind-

Warrinytoii, who was heir to the aged Duke of Glenstaffen, mill that forms the HKINEMANN hall-mark. .

eloped with Mrs. Grevillc, assuming for no very under-

standable reason the name of his friend and secretary, Our Precisionists.

Kssi'iidiui'. So, the pair being established at an hotel, the " THICYCM for Sale cheap, 3 wheels." Suburban 1'fiper.
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'

Junior Siih. "THE COLONEL BAYS WILL YOU DISMISS THE PARADE, SIB?"

Newly-mounted Captain.
" CONFOUND ill Do IT YOURSELF, SMITH. I'M BUSY UIDIMI."

CHARIVARIA.
\Vi: are in a position to stato that

the efficiency of Germany's new sub-

mersible Zeppelins lias been greatly

Many schemes for coping with our
t J.I 00,000,000 War indebtedness are

before the authorities, and at least one
dear old lady has written suggesting
thai they should hold a bazaar.

*
It is stated that the monkey market

at Constantinople, which for hundreds
of years lias supplied the baboons
found in Turkish harems, has closed

down, German competition is said to

be responsible,for the incident.

( iouTiiinent's indifference to the
balloon type of aircraft has received :i

further illustration. They hay rejected

Highgate's I'ai eon>-enpt.

German scientists are now making
explosives out of heather. Fortunately
the secret. of making Highlanders out
of the same material still remains in

our hands.

VOL. CI-.

Deference to one's superiors in rank
is all very well up to a point, but we
should never go so far as to allow an
article by a titled war-correspondent
to be headed "The Great Offensive at

Verdun." ... ...

British songsters, says a writer in

The Daily Chronicle, are now being

illegally used to regale the wealthy
gourmets of the "West End in place of

the foreign varieties, which can no

longer be imported. For ourselves,
who are nothing if not British, we are

glad of any sign that native musicians
are coming by their own.

# -I:

*
The practice of interning travellers

in Tube and other stations during the

progress of Zeppelin raids on the
North- Hast Coast having become ex-

tremely popular, it is suggested that

some much-needed revenue might be
obtained by imposing a small tax

a penny, say, per hour upon those

who thus enjoy the protection and

hospitality of our railways.
* *

It is officially announced that Oxford
is to have no more Rhodes Kolos-sals.

Lord EOBKKT CECIL admitted in

Parliament last week that the contra-

band list is to be enlarged, and it is

rumoured that, notwithstanding the

serious effect the step may have in the

United States and elsewhere, the list

will be extended to include munitions
of war. ... ...

:;:

A prominent City barber points out

to an Kwiiiiii/ Xcirs correspondent that

it would bo most unfortunate if the

high cost of shaves should result in a

discontinuance of the practice of tipping
the operator, and adds that only two
of the services have increased in price.
He means, of course, to draw attention

to the fact that sporting chatter, dis-
j

location of the neck, and the removal
of superfluous portions of the rars are

still provided free of charge.

Anti-Climax.

From a, feuilleton (showing what our

serial fictionists have to put up with) :

"'To-morrow?' repeated Rosalie, dully.
' I 'm afraid I can't to-morrow.'
To-morrow !

There will be another fine instalment

to-morrow." Daily Mirror .
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OF COCOA
AM) (T.ltT.MN OLD ASSOCIATIONS ItEVIVKI) ]1Y A DRAUGHT

OF THIS NUTRITIOUS DEAN.

[" The v:ito on cocoa is raised from l\d. to Gd. per 11>." (Loud cheers).
The CHANCELLOR'8 Budget X]>ecch.'\

Xo\v, ere Hie price thereof goes soaring up,
1'lro yet the devastating tax comes in,

I wish to wallow in the temperate cup
(Loud cheers) that not inebriates, like gin;

Ho, waiter! bring me nay, I do not jest
A cocoa of the best !

Noblest of all non-alcoholic brews,
liich nectar of the Nonconformist Press,

Tasting of CADBURY and The Daily News,
Of passive martyrs and the law's distress,

And redolent of the old narcotic spice
Of peacc-at-any-price

What memories, how intolerably sweet,
Hover about its fat and unctuous fumes !

Of Little England and a half-baked Fleet,

Of German friendship pure as vernal blooms.
And that dear country's hallowed right to dump

Things on us in the lump ;

Of tropic isles whereon this beverage spring-*,
And niggers sweating out their pagan souls ;

Of British workmen, flattered even as king*,
So to secure their suffrage at the polls ;

Of liberty for all to go on strike

Just when and where they li!;e.

I would renew these wistful dreams to-night ;

For, since upon my precious nibs, when ground,
.MrKENNA's minions, with to-morrow's light,

Will plant a tax cf sixpence in the pound,
My sacred memories, cheap enough before,

Will clearly cost me more. O. S.

silence, I should hand it to the man whose three sons and
one brother-in-law had evidently been writing for moro
cigarettes. 1 would then say,

" I know you can talk. It

is possible you can read. Would you be good enough to
read aloud this certificate?" It would bo read and then
handed back to me. I would fold it carefully and place it

in my inside pocket. Looking very tenderly at the long row
of rebuked countenances, I should get up and make for the
door. This would be the delicious thrill, the electric moment.
The following is what did happen.
I was on the Tube. Conditions were favourable, as

Sir OLIVER. LODGK would say to Mrs. PIPER. The old

woman with the Inindlo was not tliere, but the shop-girl
with three regimental brooches was. Everything was going
as well as I could have wished. The shop-girl closed her
novel and fingered her brooches. A fat old gentleman
sniffed vigorously, ah<T someone asked why

" a big, strong,

healthy, etc., etc." Nobody seemed to be impressed by
my splendid silence, but it was there all the same, and

somebody was going to be very sorry before he got home.
I touched my tie and lit a fresh cigarette. The air was
tsuse. I could almost see my electric moment walking

!

down the compartment to meet me. We were Hearing
; a station. 1 felt in my pocket.

1 had left the certificate at home !

ANOTHER SCRAP OF PAPER.
I LOOK all right, and 1 feel all right, but the doctor said

the Army was no place for me. Having given me a piece
! of paper which said so, lie looked over my head and called

out, "Next, please." It was with this document I was

going to produce a delicious thrill what I might call an
"electric" moment. I carefully rehearsed what should

happen, though I was not quite sure what attitude to adopt
whether to give the impression that I was a member of a

pacific society, look elaborately unconcerned or truculently
I youthful. This, I decided, had better be left to the psycho-
logical moment.

I would take my seat or strap in the crowded tram or

train. Observing that I wore neither khaki nor armlet
someone would want to know why

" a big, strong, healthv-

looking fellow like you was not in the Army." I should
then try to look pacific or elaborately see above again.
But 1 should say nothing. My studied silence would annoy
everybody. I was quite sure of this, because I really can
do that sort of siler.cs very well. The inevitable old woman
with a bundle would lix mo with her watery eye. "The
man in the street," who, of course, would now be in the
tram or train, would give a brief history of his three sons
and one brother-in-law at the Front. The armleted con-
ductor (we are now in the tram) would give my ticket a

very rude punch and my penny a very angry stare. When
I was quite sure I had been set down as a slacker, I should

produce the doctor's certificate of exemption. In my ultra-

polite manner, which is nearly as good as my annoying

HOME HELPS FOR NON-COMBATANTS.
THE AIIMY AND NAVY EXEMPTIONS SUPPLY ASSOCIATION,

LIMITED, offer facilities for the evasion of military service.

LAI IBS supplied to act as Widowed Stepmothers to

young Slackers.

GENTLEMEN not desirous of serving should inspect one
of our Bijou Residences. Bath (h. and c.) ; rent inclusive.

District enjoys best water supply and most lenient Exemp-
tion Tribunal in the Home Counties.

PERSONS requiring the Loan of Children may obtain

these useful aids to exemption in lots of not less than half-

a-do/.en (mixed), by the day, week, or month, as desired.

FLAT FOOT IN TWELVE DAYS! A GENUINE DISCOVKKY.

Geijtlemen wishing to acquire this useful impediment
may do so with secrecy and despatch on application

(with fee). No permanent disability need be feared, a certain

cure being guaranteed within one calendar month after

date of signing peace, upon payment of a further fee.

LEARN TO FAINT.

One Correspondence Course will teach you this useful

art in two and a half lessons.

Do you want NOT to go to the Front ? Then try our

LITTLE WHITE LIVER PILLS and you will never have another

worry. Dose : One, once. Sold everywhere.

HOW TO LOOK OLD. A USEFUL WRINKLE.

No more worry. No matter how youthful your appear-
ance, in TEN MINUTES we can make you look

As GUEY AS GRANDPA.

Call and inspect our appliances. They will convince you.

Are you a MAN OF GENIUS '.' And young ? And in

perfect health ? We will see that you are saved for your

country. In the words of one of our exempted clients :

" For wliy should youth aglow with gifts divine

P>e driven forth to glut the foreign swine ?
"
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THE ftKAPES OF VERDUN.
THE Oi.i, Fox. - YOU DON'T SEEM TO BE GETTING MUCH NEARER THEM."

Tm: Ci:ii. "NO, FATHEI!. HADN'T WE BETTER GIVE IT OUT THAT THEY'RE SOUR?"
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His l''i(inct>e. '-HE HAD vuav BAD IA'CK. HE WAS KNOCKED OVEU BY A KICOCHET."
Her Aunt. "REALLY? I DIDN'T KNOW THE GKBMANS HAD ANY NATIVE TROOPS FIGHTING FOH THEM.'

THE WATCH DOGS.
XXXVII.

MY DEAB CHARLES, This letter is

written in England, but the reason for

my presence here is not to be dismissed
in a breath or mentioned first anyhow.
It is to be led up to gradually, the
music being stopped and the audience

being asked to refrain from shuffling
their feet about and coughing when
we come to the critical moment.

Reviewing my military career, I do
not look upon myself as great ; I look

upon myself rather as very great.
Even at the beginning of it I had a
distinct way with me. I would say to

fifty men, " Form fours," and sure

enough they would form them. I
would then rearrange my ideas and
say, "Form two-deep," and there, in
the twinkling of an eye, was your two
deep. This is not common, 'l think;
it was just something in me, some
peculiar gift for which I was not
responsible. So pleasing was the effect
that 1 would sometimes go on re-

lucting tin; process for ten minutes or
so, and every time it fell out exactly as
I said it would, no one ever daring to

suggest that the sooner I settled down

\

to a definite policy, whether in fours or
1

twos, the sooner the War would end.
For six months I continued perform-

ing this difficult and dangerous work,
only once making the mistake of order-

ing my men to take a left turn and
myself taking a right one. Fortunately
this happened in a local town of
tortuous by-ways, and so it fell out
that I and my platoon only met again
later in the day ; and a most touching
meeting it was. Discussing the matter
afterwards with my C.O., I inclined to
the view that it was an accident which
I, for my part, was quite ready to forgive
and forget. My C.O. was, however, out
of sorts at the moment

;
in fact he let

his tongue run away with him. lie

|

even proposed to put me on the Barrack
Square for a month, a suggestion which

I

caused my Adjutant (who was inter-

fering as usual) to smile quite un-

pleasantly. I just looked them straight
;
in the face and said nothing. This, 1

think, was little short of masterly on
my par!, since 1 know all the time, and
knew that they knew, that there was in
fact no Barrack Square thereabouts to

put me on.

After this my men did so oxlraordin-

arily well that 1 became a marked man.

I was, in fact, invited to step over to
|

France and to give some practical
demonstrations in the art of making
war. To pack a few articles into a bag
and to parade my men was with me the
work of a moment. Before starting it

was, however, proper to address a pro-
battle speech to them. Silence was en-

joined and I spoke, spoke simply and

honestly as a great soldier should.
" Form fours," said I, and paused
dramatically.

" Form two-deep," I

continued, and my meaning was under-
stood. " Form fours," I concluded . . .

and we were ready for the worst.
So we moved away for the Field.

We did this, I remember, at 5 A.M.
Not a moment was to be lost. Our
train started at noon and we had three
miles to march to the station. Eun-
ning it pretty close, wasn't it ?

Never shall 1 forget the anxious
faces which greeted our arrival at
the French port.

"
Nip up to the

trenches," said O.C. megaphone,
" and

save the situation if you can." Up to the
trenches we nipped, covering the dis-

tance of sixty miles in less than three
weeks. There was no doubt about our

willingness and ability to do as we
were told

; our only difficulty was to
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disci >\cr in the dark where the situ-

ation was. Never shall 1 forget the

strain that first nighl, my men
standing to arms through the long
hours, with their rilles pointing into

the darkness beyond. Hut not a shot

was fired, and when dawn broke all

was well. True, I lie first light revealed

the fact that 1 had got us all with our

hacks to the enemy, so that if there

had been a battle it would have been

between ourselves and Mr. Jones's pla-
(oon. But you can't have everything;
and sense of direction never was my
strong point. Never shall I forgel <>in

first hreakfu-st in the trenches. It con-

sisted of bacon and eggs, marmalade!

and ten. How strange and novel an

(experience it was to be at war !

Never shall I forget . . . Now I know
there \v:is something else, but there are

such a lot of things that I am never

going to forget about this War that I

cannot be expected to remember them
all. It was something about someone
not shaving, and being in the rear rank
while thefront rank was being inspected,
and in the front rank while the rear

rank was being inspected. It was by
such brilliance of strategy as this that

I was able to do the Bosch out of that

little dinner he meant to have in I'aris.

It was owing to the same, and to my
being overheard to remark that I could

run the blessed War by myself better

than this, that I was given a pen and
a piece of blotting-paper and told to

carry on. After which, of coui'se, the
wretched Bosch never even got as far

as Calais.

Truly a remarkable man ! But hear
the crisis of my career.

This letter is written in IEngland. If

you would only read your morning
paper properly, you would know why.
Looking down the Births Column to

see if anybody you know has been horn,

you would have noticed that We,
Henry, are the, father of a son, a tall,

good-looking fellow, who weighs eight,

eighteen or eighty pounds (I could not
lie sure which) and is a man of few
words, obviously the strong silent sort.

On hearing the news we at once

reported our achievement to the Staff

and asked what we were- to do about
it. Wo were informed that, as far as

we wore concerned, the War stood

adjourned for eight days. Later, as

we stood in the street trying to think
it all out and to remodel our demeanour
so as to suggest the responsibility and

respectability of a father, we were asked
sc\ erely why we were standing idle, and
told that, unless we were seen forthwith

moving off for England at the double,
action would be taken. So homo, where
we were very respectfully saluted by the
New Draft. A strange but nice woman

. \\KI.L, JANE, WHAT soni OP NEWS HAVK YOU FROM YOUR YOUNI;

AT THE FHONT ?
' '

Jane. "
FATAL, MUM."

Mistress. "DEAII, DEAB! I'M VEHY SOBRY -"

Jane. "Yp.s, MUM. 'E 's HUOKK IT OFF, MUM."

who had the parade in hand invited us to

come a little closer, but this we refused

to do, giving as our reason that wo
were beginning as we meant to go on
and that undue familiarity is bad for

discipline. We then addressed a few
kind words to the Lady in the Case,
who appeared to take it all very much
as a matter of course, and with her

discussed future dispositions. The

Army and the Bar were negatived at

once ; it was suggested (not by us) that

we have already in our small family
an example sufficiently fortunate of

both. He will be a sailor or a financier.

There is something about sailors ; it

is always a pleasure and a pride to

take one of them out to dinner in a

public place, especially if he's your own.

On the other hand the financier alter-

native is suggested with a view to the

possibility (as things tend) that it may
be he who has to take us out to dinner.

Yours ever, HKNHV.

' The full of rain during 1-Vbruary in Kvlrr
amounted to 5.39 inches. During the same
month 80 hours 58 mius. of sunshine were

recorded, being an average of 2 hours 42 mius.

per day. The chief tradesmen of the district

are responsible for thi gratifying result."

H.rprcts and Echo (Ktft-fr).

They seem to l>e easily satisfied down
in the West. If London tradesmen

take to pun-eying the weather we shall

want a little less rain and a good deal

more sunshine.
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IN PRAISE OF PUSSY.

Profegsor KOI;I IM \Vu.i. u-r,of Kdinlmrgli

i nty, has been defending th.> cat

and to himself, and when I give you

an idea of it you will be able to answer.

I will tell you.
Never mind what the deed \\a-i. All

nsefiiVmeinber.if s K-irty and a drfen.-r ag:iin*t !

j- ^.^ ^ jg t |iat ; t ;s comparable to

'lorious feat of Lieutenant WABNE-the ravages of plague, and me >unige>

. collecting and distributing of types

kn.iwn to !>; .-.unenor ratteti.

IN these days of stress and passion

Feline charms an- out of fashion,

And the cult of 1'asht is coldly looked

upon ;

Mut cat-lovers may lake solace

From the words of KOI;KI;T WALLACE,

\Vlio 's a scientific Ivlinhoro' don.

Cats as lissome merrs minxes,

Or impenetrable Sphinxes
Leonine, aloof, impassive, topaz-

eyed
Lsave our staid professor chilly,

For he clearly thinks it silly-

To regard them from the decorative

side.

It is not their grace, now serious,

Now malicious, now mysterious,
That appeals to his utilitarian mind ;

But, when viewed as extirpators

3f disease-disseminators,

Then he looks with admiration on

their kind.

For if cats should ever shun us

Rats with plague would overrun us,

And they 're bad enough on economic

grounds ;

For their annual depredation
On the food-stuffs of the nation

He would estimate at twenty million

pounds.

True, Puss, romance is lacking
In your latest champion's backing,
But at least he isn't talking through

his hat ;

And if, after all, what matters

Is to have "
superior ratters

"

Well, he*pays the highest homage
to the Cat.

HEROISM.
THERK are heroes and heroes,

heroes are heroes : that is certain.

All

But

was blown to atoms.

Now my point is

tbere are some heroes whose heroism

involves more thought (shall I say?),
more material, than that of others, who
are heroic in a kind of rush, without

any premeditation heroic by instinct.

Now it seems to me that the rewards
of the more complex heroes ought-
but let me illustrate.

I have a friend who is a hero. The
other day in France he did one of the

most desperate things, and did it ap-

parently as a matter of course ; and he his sanctuary,
is to have the V.C. for it. But is the

I

V.C. enough ? If it 's enough for the

instinctive heroes, is it enough for him ?

That is my question. The secret his-

the glorious .._

I.-OHK, who bombed the Zeppelin from

above and sent it crashing down. My
friend is an aviator too, and since I am

not allowed to describe his great per-

formance in detail let us pretend that

it was an exact replica of the WAUNK-

Foui) triumph. Armed witli bis bombs

he saw the approaching Zepp and flew

high, six or seven thousand foot, to get

above it. So far ho had merely obeyed
the dictates of his bravo impulsive

nature. He had given no thought to

the chances of danger or death, but

had flown direct to his. duty. So far

he was instinctive. But my friend,

as well as being unusually brave, is

a singularly retiring kind of man. He
hates publicity, ostentation. Very shy
and very quiet, ho moves about the

world unperceived, and has all the

reluctances of the anchorite. Nothing
but his deep feeling about the Wat-

could have got him to do anything as

prominent as aviation, so that it is not

unnatural that, as ho mounted higher
and higher and came nearer and nearer

.to the desired point over the Zopp,
he should suddenly realise what it

would mean for him if he succeeded

in bringing it down.
Not that he had too much time for

such reflections, for until the envelope
intervened between him and the Zepp's
marksmen he was being blazed at

steadily. Bullets whistled about him.

But one thinks swiftly, and in a flash

he saw the extremely distasteful conse-

quences to humility, and the dislocation

of his secludsd way of life if, dropping
his bombs accurately, he earned (as he

was bound to do) the Victoria Cross.

All this he saw, and was properly
furious at his bad luck at the trick

that destiny had played on him. He
then dropped the bombs, the envelope

i ignited, and the Zepp, with its crew

TO THE PRINCE OF ARTILLERYMEN

WHO HKCKNTLY BROl'GHT DOWN A

ZEPPELIN.

\VIIKX, Gunner, through the breech

you passed
Tliat winged messenger of death,

And having made the breech-block fast,

With pounding heart and bated

breatii

Drew back the rod of tempered steel

That frees the charge and fires the

fuse,

I would have given much to feel

My feet in your distinguished shoes.

But when your deadly missile burst

Right on the rover, checked bis speed,
And made him rock like one whoso

thirst

Has frankly caused him to exceed,

You must have felt as feels a god
To whom whole nations bend the

knee
Whichever of the dozen odd

Disputant gunners you may be.

" Who can tell but what Rumania's watch-

ful eye will yet sound the bugle note which

at the psychological moment will unite the

Halkan thrones ? "Shanrjluii Merctiri/.

Rumania seems to have something
more than a speaking eye. It even

plays tunes.

From a German paper quoted by
The Times ;

"The German people fully recognises the

liccly retiring manner of the Kaiser during
his war."

The Allies are confident that it will

'eceivc further recognition before long.

and its deadly cargo, fell to earth and

-that for such a

hero as my friend, whose whole soul is

to be outraged by publicity arid reclame,
and much of whose dearly loved privacy-
is to be lost for ever, there ought to be

a V.C. above and beyond the ordinary
V.C. a super V.C. ; for ho performed
not one deed, but two: he not only-

destroyed the Zepp but he surrendered

tory of Ins deed is known only to me

An Exhibition of Mr. Punch's Wai
Cartoons is now being held at the
Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square.

In an article entitled "The Superiority
of German Strategy" the Fmikfin-tci-
Zeitung says :

1 The road before us is, however, long and

calls for great achievements. We are not

.acking in strength. Let us wait and see."'

Mr. ASQUITH is wondering what this

flattery portends.

"I have spoken of the good tliero is in

grooves, in the groovy way of life . . . Who
can be blind to the fact that life in a groove
leads to bigotry and nar-groovcs, in the gi-oovy

way of life?
"

"Claudius Clear" in "The British Weekly."

Not we. We have never been blind to

anything of the sort.

" LITTLE LADY, during all these months

thoughts entirely with you, treasuring up

unbleaching memory of happy hours spent

together." Advertisement in " The Times."

Presumably in the wash-house. Unless

some confusion arose, in the mind of

the advertiser, between dying and

bleaching.
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ECONOIV1Y IN DRESS: THE NEW SMARTNESS.

"IT'S LOVELY, BUT I'M AFRAID THIBTY GUINEAS IS TOO
MUCH FOH ME."

" IT IS A GOOD DEAL, BUT MADAM MUST ItEMKMIIEK THIS IS
A GENUINE OLD DEESS. WE GUARANTEE IT TO HAVE BEEN
IX CONSTANT WEAR FOB AT LEAST FIVE YEARS."

'I SAY! THAT'S A SMART FROCK, IP YOU LIKE!"
1

H'M, YES. BUT rr's ONLY IMITATION NOT REAL OLD."

"I l.IKK IT, BUT IT LOOKS DREADFULLY NEW."
"lr vou KI:I:I. THAT, MADAM, MIGHT I SUGGEST THAT you

HAVE IT SOILED BY OUU SPECIAL I'UOCKSS'? \V K ONLY CH.UM!:
THKEK I.IIM'\S< KXT1U."

"COME ALONG, MABEL. DON'T MAKE YOUR MOUTH WATER
LOOKING IN THERE. OLD CLOTHES ARE NOT FOR THR LIKES
OF US."
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AND HOW DID YOU K.VOIt' WHEN YOU WERE WOUXDED? To;n:ny.
" S.vw ir IN Tun DAILY

MATCH PLAY.
the brands, take note of the length and

\

thumb and fingers of the left hand (bo

thickness of the sticks, examine the
;

careful to avoid the unsightly method

SINCE the Budget was produced the! size and quality of the heads, test the! which some strikers adopt, oi hol<

match- mendicant is at work more !

durability of the sides of the boxes, it in the pa m), take the match abou

industriously than ever, patting his : compare the numbers in the various one inch and an eighth Irom t

pockets and looking round expectantly |
boxes, test the breaking strain of the with the thumb and forenngei

at his fellow-travellers. The surrep- i matches and the strength of the Hares
j
right hand, bend back the rig

titious filial" of private boxes in restau- when struck, and time with a stop- until the head of the match is t\\o

rants and club smoke-rooms is rapidly watch the burning of a certain length a half inches from the end of 1

on the increase. Yet if men would only ! of match. and with a Swift but not too s

meet the proposed match-tax calmly and; Many matches are ruined and wasted wrist-movement away irom you

thoughtfully they might still remain by harsh treatment. Strong men are the head of the match against the BKtt

honest and independent. apt to use their strength like giants in of the box. A little careful practice

There are too many three - match striking their matches, with the result
j

will soon get one into the way i

men. Just as the tennis-player sends
;

that the matches break, or their heads judging the distance accurately, so that,

down the first ball into the net with a
|

are pulled off, or the side of the box is
j

on the one hand, the box is not missed,

fine abandon, and is more careful with irreparably injured. Remember that ; and, on the other hand, the head of the

the second, so the three-match man the striking of a match is more of a match is not too severely strafed,

strikes his first match without arrest-
;

wrist movement than an arm move- =====
ing his progress along the street, only

j

ment. The man who strikes a match i "Five /oppelins were seen off the Kast

slows down a little witli the second, straight from the shoulder deserves to Coast between nino and ten last night. They

and not until the third is in his fingers 'lose it; and the average match is not appeared to be rather larger machines than

does he look about for a doorway. made to be struck even from the elbow,
j ^SS^fSSS" l

'

If deep doorways and public tele-
; Many a man, puzzled at his lack of, Western Evening Herald.

phone boxes were put to better use by success in striking matches, will find
| ^ye ajways use a simple foot-rule for

the smokers of England much waste the secret of his failure in too vigorous , i
-

q

'

,

of matches would be avoided. i a use of the forearm. The best plan
And why do not men buy their

;
one that is adopted by our leading

1

"Forty Thousand American inhabitants

matches in a businesslike way ? Every actors and other experts is to stand at Erzram were massacred by the Turks."

man should ask to see them before i firmly with the feet about fourteen ZuliuoHd .

making a purchase. He should compare |

inches apart, hold the box between the
,

More trouble for President WILSON.
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A WILLING VICTIM.
JOHN Bui.r, (to CL.U-DI-: DIT.IL ML-KKXNA). "THIS HAS INDEED BEEN A PLEASANT MEETING.

YOU 'BE QUITE SURE YOU'VE GOT ALL YOU WANT?"
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A STUDY IN COMPARATIVE PHYSIOGNOMY.
A Peace Budget. A War Budget.
MR. GLADSTONE. Mn.

Not much criticism was however to

be heard to-night, though Mr. WILLIAM
O'BiiiKN gave it as his opinion that

Ireland ought to be omitted from the

Budget altogether. With him was
Mr. TIMOTHY HEALY, whoso principal

complaint was that the lax on railway
tickels would put a pre-
mium on foreign travel.

People would go to Paris

instead of Dublin, and
Switzerland instead of

Killarney. Here some-

body tactlessly reminded
him that a war was going
on in Europe, and shunted
him on to a less pictur-

esque line of argument.
\\~ril>ic>]ui/, April bth.

Congratulations are due
to the Earl of MEATH on
a long -delayed triumph.
For fifteen years he has
been trying to convince
the British Government
that there is an instilu-

tion called Empire Day.
Throughout the Domin-
ions, May 24th, QUEEN
VICTORIA'S birthday, is

kept as a public holiday,
and even in the Old

Forty-rive years ago Mr. LOWE pro-

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. pose(l to extract
" ex luce Incdlum

"
by

Ml/ .^,,-n 4,/,._\Yl,en intro-
! putting a tax of a half-penny a box

diu-iii" a Budget designed to raise a : upon matches, and was duly punished

revenue of seventy or eighty millions, for his pun. When the matchmakers

Mr GiADsTdM-: was wont bo speak for of the East-end (quite as dangerous in

four,, r live hours. Mr. McKr.N'NA, con-
',

their way as those of the West-end)

fronted with the task of

raising over live hundred

millions, polished off (lie

job in exactly seventy-live
minutes. Mr. GLADSTONE
used to consider it neees-

sary to prepare the way
for each new impost by
an elaborate argument.
That was all very well in

peace-time. But we are

at war, when more than

ever time is money, and
so Mr. McKENNA was con-

tent to rely upon the im-

perative formula of the

gentlemen of the road,
" Stand and deliver."

For a moment, it is tnie,

he reverted to the old tra-

ditions of Budget-night.
After observing that there

was no parallel in history
to the willingness to be

taxed which had been

displayed by the British Country, despite official

people, he declared that it would be a; inarched in procession to the House discouragement, the Union Jack is

hoisted on thousands of schools and
saluted by millions of children. To
the suggestion that the public offices

should be similarly adorned the Govern-

ment, under the erroneous belief that

patriotism and militarism were iden-

tical, has hitherto maintained an un-

flagging opposition. But to-day Lord
CREWE admitted that the proposal
was reasonable.

Sir GEORGE EEID has made the

surprising discovery that there are a

number of excellent speakers in the

House of Commons who do not speak,
but concentrate themselves upon the

despatch of business. Perhaps this

was his genial way of indicating the
more obvious fact that there are others

of a precisely opposite kind. He him-
self is an excellent speaker who speaks ;

but concentration is perhaps hardly
his strongest point, and he wandered

to-day over so many fields that the

CHAIRMAN had more than once, with
obvious regret, to recall him to the
strict path of the Finance Bill, which

ultimately passed its first reading,
amid cheers that it would have done
the KAISER good to hear.

Mr. PEMBEBTON - BILLING, having
been prevented by the Budget from

making his usual Tuesday speech,
delivered it to-day, and had a success

which was, I trust, as gratifying to

him as it was surprising to the House.

mistake to drive this spirit of public ,

of Commons, the Government bowed
sacrifice too hard. The difficulty j

before the storm. Undeterred by their

which many people had in maintain- ; fate, Mr. McKENNA now proposes to

ing a standard of life suitable to
j

put a tax of 4d. on every thousand
their condition was described in such

j

matches, and expects lo get two millions

moving terms as to convince some of
:

out of it. But it must not be forgotten
Mr. MeKENNA'smore ingenuous hearers

j

that there are substitutes for matches;

a spill.

that the income-tax was not going to
j

and
be raised after all.

They were quickly disillusionised.

The rich will have to contribute (with

super-tax) close on half their incomes
;

the comparatively well-to-do a fourth
;

even the class to whose special hard-

ships the CHANCELLOR had just made
such pathetic allusion will have to pay
an additional sixpence in the pound.
If in the circumstances some of them
feel inclined to echo Sir Peter Teazle's
remark to Joseph, "Oh, damn your
sentiment," I think they may be
excused.

That, however, was Mr. MCKENNA'S
only lapse. The rest of his speech was

ruthlessly and refreshingly practical.
The millions were ticked off as rapidly,
and almost as mechanically, as the

two-pences in the other taxis. Five
millions from cinemas, horse-races, and
other amusements, three from railway
tickets, seven from sugar, two from
mineral waters, another two from coffee
and cocoa (even the great Liberal drink
cannot escape under a Cocoalition), and

nearly a million from motor vehicles.

I should not he surprised if Mr.
himself has to put up with

SIH GEORGE REID REFRESHINGLY CHEERFUL.
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Wife. "Do YOU THINK THE ZEPPELINS WILL COME HERE?'
Husband. " VEBY POSSIBLY, I SHOULD SAY."

Wife. "THEN I SHAN'T START THE SPRING CLEANING."

At the close of his now customary
catalogue of the defects he has dis-

covered in our air-service, he offered

personally to organize raids upon the

enemy's aircraft headquarters, and ven-

tured to believe that ho could bag as

many Zeppalins in a day as the Govern-
ment could bring down in a year by
their present methods of misplaced
guns and misplaced confidence.

Mr. TBNNANT did not think our con-

fidence was misplaced. But he would

certainly accept Mr. BILLINO'S offer, and
would confer with him as to how to make
the best use of his services. It seems

probable, therefore, that for some little

time the House will have to do without
its weekly lecture from the Member for

East Herts. Under the shadow of this

impending bereavement Mr. TENXAXT
is bearing up as well as can be expected.

Thursday, .Ijiril Cttli. Everyone was
delighted to see the PBIME MINISTER
back in his place to-day after his three
wtvks' absence. Members on both
sides cheered loudly and long as he
entered the House. They also dis-

played a gratifying curiosity regarding
his views on various subjects, and to

that end had put down no fewer than

I thirty-two questions for his consider-

ation. The amount of information they

j

received was hardly commensurate with
the industry displayed in framing them.
Mr. ASQUITH made, however, one an-

l

nouncemont of great moment. The

j

Government are now considering how
many recruits they have got, and how
many they still want. They will then
announce their decision as to the
method to be adopted for . obtaining
more, and will give a day for its dis-

jcussion.
This is to be done before

Easter. Asked how long the House
! would adjourn for, Mr. ASQUITH replied,

I

with obvious sincerity, "I hope for

some time."

The great crisis of which we have
heard so much in the newspapers is

! thus postponed. But a little crisis, not
! altogether unconnected with the other,
had still to be resolved. The Govern-
ment had a motion down to stop the

payment of double salaries to Members
on service, and to this Sir FREDERICK
1! \NHURY had tabled an amendment

!

providing that Parliamentary salaries

should be dropped altogether.- Mr.
DUKE and other Unionists subse-

quently put down another amendment.

designed to stop the discussion of the

larger question on the ground that it

was a breach of the party truce.

The SPEAKER however decided that

Sir FREDERICK was entitled to first cut

at the Banbury cake. He made, as I

thought, a very fair and not unduly
partisan use of his opportunity, arguing
that the conditions of Parliamentary
life had changed since the War, and
that as Members were no longer called

upon to work hard they should savo

the country a quarter-of-a-million by
dropping their salaries.

No one, I think, was prepared for

the tremendous blast of invective which
came from Mr. DUKE. In language
which seemed to cause some trepida-
tion even to the Ministers he was sup-
porting lie denounced his right hon.

friend for introducing
" this stale and

stinking bone of contention," and

plainly hinted that it was part of a

plot to get rid of the PRIME MINISTER.
If that eminent temperance advocate,
Sir THOMAS WHITTAKER, had not

poured water into Mr. DUKE'S wine,
and emptied the House in the pro-
cess, there might have been a painful
scene.
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AT THE PLAY.
IB " DISK via. i.'

Oi'it early-Victorian

and to lay booby traps, into which
f
imaginary portrait

i not his enemies but his incomparable and convincing

It

As a

secretary promptly blundered-

,li- then that things went crooked.

It is perhaps

-it was

was beautiful

stage adven-

turess Mile. DOBZIAT. was most attrac-

tive, if only she had been credible. She

^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^E'^B5SSSSSS sSsEH' !

Myg^.iaris
1 I

- M. m s NU-OLEON PAHKKK'S great, Sue, deal having been completed ,

GLYNNE as The. LadyC tantsa, the por-

",,;,// if he had taken to standing .-a fact that it was enormously im-
,
teutons Duchess-.0} Glattonbury s pretty

,x of tho Bank of England portant to conceal from tho Press and
;

daughter and Uie doomed bride of Uie

aTd
r

foXiJeiir^Kra^^
; ,,. h^u of .mashing up their

'

a telegram with full details in the to watch and hear. Mr. CYRIL RAY-

sillvoH bank if ho had been such a
j plainest of plain English is despatched

j

MOND should, I am sure, mitigate the

iudge of men as to havo made that I from the local post-office to the great asinine pnggishness of the young vis-

. ^, T , _j. !c :_ i, \.^A v., rin n,n rionl counts bearing in the rirst Act. liis

conversion from this to the merely crass
ido the deal

n-a'irfti: of theprixe ass, /.,,/,/ Dccfonl, his secretary, i financier who had
_

mr

or conducted his m&Mge at Downing i possible. The charming
Street in tho highly diverting manner

'

family gathering at the Foreign Office

exhibited in Mr. PAKKKH'S second

Act, one trembles to think what

they would have called him and

done to him. And whether, if

the Bank had ever had such a

Governor as Sir Michui-l /Vo/v/Y,

England would have ever been in

a position to buy a single share

in the Sue/ Canal or any other

venture, is a question for tho

curious to consider.

No wonder the Americans

enjoyed Disraeli ! REINHARDT
should pirate it for Berlin, as it

would lend some colour to the

imaginative Dr. HELLFEHICH'S

airy dissertations on English
finance. Can it bo that our au-

thor is a hyphenated patriot in

disguise and that this is merely
a ramification of the so thorough
German Press Bureau' s activities ?

Perish the thought !

At the opening of the play,
with Mr. Disnuli and his wife

as guests at Glastonbury Towers, ,
,, m, ,

J '

Jienjam-iH Disraeli . . . . Mr. DENNIS EADIE.
all went well. The almost un- ,.

J
,. , ~ ,.

,., ,. , AT TA Mrs. Noi'l Tracers .... Mile. QABBTELLE DonziAT.
canny hfehkeness of Mr. DENNIS
INDIE'S make-up, the steady flow of

j
(it might have been Mine. TUSSAUD'S)

the great man's good things, which
j

and the adorable ingenuousness of the
had been discerningly culled and quite idea of bringing down a great inter-

skilfully put together, his swift parries national financier by holding up his
and kindly thrusts, his charming ten-

!

cargo of bullion in a foreign port,
derness towards that best of wives,

;

should lead no one to complain that
the shining heroine of the crushed high politics are dull,

thumb, all this was admirable, was I wouldn't have missed Mr. DENNIS
eminently believable that is if you

|

EADIE'S Disraeli for a good deal.

stupidity of tho second was too much
for us to bear. Mr. VINCENT
STERNROYD as Mi: Hugh Meyers

Booked quite as if he might have

been able to put his hand on

two million
;
Mr. HARBEN as Sir

Michael Probert just as if he

would sign any document which
was put before him under threat

or suggestion. Mr. CAMPBELL
GULLAN, as the adventuress's hus-

band, made himself the kind of

clerk that no one would have

trusted for a moment with even

the petty cash. These things 1

know are necessary and I acquit
him of any artistic impropriety.
But you will go to see this piece

chiefly for the sake of Mr. EADIE'S

tour cle force, for the thrill of the

rather pleasant sensation (mingled
with a slightly horrified suspicion
of sacrilege) of seeing a queer
resurrection, and for the fragrance
of a touching little idyll of mar-

ried friendship one of the most

enduring of Disraeliana. T.

A Special Matinee, at which the

except the exaggerated futility and
insolence of the aristocratic back-

ground. It was when the adventuress

got going ; when casements began
to he mysteriously unlocked by fail-

hands, and pretty ears applied to key-
holes at vital moments of quite im-

Where it was at all possible which
it was in general; Mr. PARKER only
sprinkled his extravagances the ease
and plausibility of it were quite admir-
able. This adroit player gave us the
tact, the wit, the gallantry, tho gener-
osity, the romantic exuberance. It was

probable disclosures to more than im-
'

a fine performance, and it will be finer

probable young men; when important
'

as its firm outline is filled in. The
despatches and secret codes began to

'

play, for all its vagaries, may even serve
bo left about in conspicuous places, in to remind a careless age of its too
rooms conveniently vacated for notori- lightly forgotten spacious dead. Miss

ously suspect plotters : when the Prime MARY
StiBaoZ&BLadyBeacon&fteld was,

Minister began to bounce and prance I suppose, more in the nature of an

QUEEN will be present, is to be given
at the Theatre Eoyal, Drury Lane,
at 2.30, on Friday, April 14th, in aid of

of the Y.W.C.A.'s fund for providing
Hostels, Canteens and Rest Rooms for

women engaged in munition and other

war -work. Among the artists who
have promised to appear are Madame
SARAH BERNHARDT, Miss GLADYS
COOPER, Mr. JOSEPH COYNE, Mr. GERALD
DU MAURIER, Mr. DENNIS EADIE, Miss
LILY ELSIE, Madame GENEE, Mr.
ROBERT HALE, Mr. CHARLES HAWTREY,
Madame KIRKBY LUNN, Mr. GEORGE
ROBEY and Miss IRENE VANBRUGH.
The Matinee has been organised by
Miss OLGA NETHERSOLE, and the stage
will be under the direction of Mr. DION
BOUCICAULT.

Applications for seats should be ad-

dressed to the Manager, Box Office,

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. Cheques
to be made payable to Lady SYDENHAM.
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Officer (to Sentry onjire-step in the trenches).
" ANYTHIKG TO REPOKT, SENTRY? "

Sentry (who has been gazing steadily at wire entanglements).
" ALL QUIET, SIB, EXCEPT TIIEM POSTS OCT THERE.

LONG ENOUGH THEY START FORMING FOURS."
IF I WATCH 'EM

THEATRICAL ECONOMY.
WE learn that at a recent matinee

performance of a play by Mr. W. B.
YKATS, "instead of scenery a Chorus of

singers was introduced, who described
the scone as well as commenting upon
the action." In these times that call

for frugality other, managements would
do well to copy. One might mount an
entire West-End Society comedy, and
bring as it were the scent of Hay Hill
across the footlights, at no greater
expense than the cost of a back-curtain
and a Chorus. The latter might go
something as follows :

This is the morning-room of the heroine's
house in Half Moon Street

;

Noblo and largo is the room, with three win-
dows, two doors and a fireplace

(Goodness knows how many more in the wall

through which we are looking).
Nobly and well is it furnished, with chairs

and with tables and couches,
Couches beynnd computation, and all of them

si inn to lie sat on ;

So may you see that the play will ! dialogue
rather than action.

Pleasant and fresh in the footlights the chintzes
with which thr\ aiv cuvered,

("living a summer effect, helped out by the
plants in the fireplace.

Curtains at each of the windows are Hooded
with limelight of amber,

Whence you may learn that the time is a
fine afternoon in the season.

: Centre of back a piano, whose makers are
told on the programme,

! Promises snatches of song, or it may be a
heartbroken solo.

Carpets and rugs -and the like you can fill in

without any prompting ;

! Pictures and china and books, and photographs
circled in silver.

I Yes, you may take it from us that the piece
has been mounted regardless.

'Knter the leading lady. Slie juxt pushes
the back-curtains aj>:trt and emerges on
to the stage, dressed in any old thiiiij

(irhat a saving!). Tilt Chorus continiu'x

ecs'atically.

Sec where the heroine comes, flinging open
the door from the staircase

(Marked you the head of the stairs and the

artist-proof on the landing?
That 's what I call realistic). She 's threaded

her way through the couches,
Sinks upon one for an instant, then rises and

walks to the window,
Showing the back of her gown to bo fully as

chic as the front part.
So to the door (in the curtain) and slams it

with signs of emotion
,

:
Slams it so hard and so fierce that the walls

of the room are a-quiver ;

I

Even the opposite side of the roadway, as seen

through the windows,
Shan s in the general movement, as though it

were struck by an earthquake.

And so on. You catch the idea '.'

;

Bare boards, a passion and a Chorus ;

;
and the management would save

enough to make the amusement-tax a
matter of indifference.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

V. Swiss COTTAGE.

I HEARD a Jodeller

In a Swiss cottage

Eating a crust

And a bowlful of pottage.

1 lo jodelled and jodelled
'Twixt every bite ;

] le jodelled until

Not a crumb was in sight.

He jodelled and jodelled
'Twixt every sup ;

He jodelled until

He had drunk it all up.

He put down his bowl
And he came to the door,

'And jodelled and jodelled
And jodelled for more !

"The exportation of the following goods is

prohibited to all destinations :

Acetic acid, cinematograph films, fcrro-

molybdcnum, ferro-silicon, ferro-tungsten ,

gramophone and other sound records, photo-
graphic sensitive firms, <tc., Ac."

7, i rerpool Daily Post.
"Two photographers from Devonport, who

had been already deferred ten groups, asked
that their claims should bo heard in camera."

HVs/cm Xtoniiny Xtiu-s.

No doubt they belonged to one of the
sensitive linns above mentioned.
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ROOSEVELT IN THE RING.

KM.KY Kiiglishmati who luis taken even a very humble

part in tin- consideration and discussion of public affairs is

or ought to be aware that the most gratuitous error he can

commit is to take a side in American politics and to

criticise American public men from the British point of

view. From that error I propose to abstain most rigor-

ously. It is the right of Americans to criticise their own
Government and the public acts of their statesmen, and on

flint right I shall not infringe. It cannot, however, be

improper for an Englishman to set out before his fellow-

countrymen the utterances of a great American on matters

which vitally affect not only America but the whole
civilised world. Mr. ROOSEVELT for Mr. ROOSEVELT is

the great American of whom I speak has done more than

give utterance to his opinions ; he has deliberately collected

them into a book, fear God and Take Your Own Part

(HoDDER AND STOUGHTON), and has thus invited us to

read and consider his views. I accept his invitation and
trust I shall not abuse the privilege.

It is a refreshment to go about with Mr. ROOSEVELT
through the pages of this

book. Here are no doubts
and no hesitations, no timid-

ity and no blurred outlines.

Everything is clear cut

and well defined. Where
Mr. ROOSEVELT blames he
blames with a vigour which
is overwhelming ; where he

approves he approves with I

a resonant zeal and enjoy-
ment. Ho has no drop of

j

English blood in his veins
he himself has said it

'

more than once yet he is

strong in his praise of our
conduct and even stronger
in his denunciation of the
faithlessness and inhuman-

ity of Germany. The con-

templation of German
atrocities and of what he considers to b3 America's weak
compliance with them fills him with a rage which is

fortunately articulate. His indictment of Germany is as I

as the most ardent pro-Ally can desire. It would i

agreeable to watch the KAISER'S face if he should
'

3 take up this book in an idle moment bstweon
'

one front and

derision by our conduct in connection with the hundreds
of Americans thus killed in time of peace without action on
our part. The United 'States Senator or Governor of a

i

State or other public representative who takes the position
that our citizens should not, in accordance with their lawful

:

rights, travel on such ships, and that we nosd not take
action about their deaths, occupies a position precisely and

exactly as base and as cowardly (and I use those words
'

with scientific precision) as if his wife's face were slapped
on the public streets and the only action he took was to

tell her to stay in the house."

This, too, on the hyphenated is good :

" As regards the
German-Americans who assail me in this contest because

; they are really mere transported Germans, hostile to this

i country and to human rights, I feel, not sorrow, but stem
disapproval. I am not interested in their attitude toward
me, but I am greatly interested in their attitude toward
this nation. 1 am standing for the larger Americanism,

i
for true Americanism

;
and as regards my attitude in this

matter I do not ask as a favour, but challenge as a right,
the support of all good American citizens, no matter where
born and no matter of what creed or national origin."

That puts the matter in a
nutshell.

I might continue with

pithy extracts until the
columns of Punch were
filled to overflowing, and
even then I should not have
exhausted the interest of

this virile and timely book.
The reading of it can only
serve to confirm an English-
man's faith in his country's
cause. Thank you, Mr.

ROOSEVELT, for your admir-
able tonic.

AFTER THE AIR RAID.
"AKK YOU HURT, SIR?"
"YES, BUT NOT HALF SO BADLY AS THE CHAP WHO TRIED TO PINCII

MY SOUVENIR."

M ROOSPVT VROOSE% ELT s position can be best defined m his, own

h-uhs set forth

of tl e Hns on H -

"8'

TM
' '

duty to

' to the great
eart and not
have signally i

and Armenia, and in our ',

In this crisis I bold that the Allies are

VICTORIA.
HE entered the train at

St. James' Park a dark-

eyed young Belgian wear-
ing the new khaki uniform of KINO ALBERT'S heroic Army.
I had watched him hobbling along the platform, and my
own boots and puttees being coated with mud after a day's
trench-digging in Surrey I drew them in as he took the
corner seat opposite mine, stretching out rather stiffly

before him tho H< which had no dou& Bopped a Bosch';
bullet Here was the opportunity for an interesting exchange
of views. I was mentally rehearsing a few bright opening
se tences i French when the train again stopped/ Hall

tending for the principles to which Abraham Lincoln said

* * vji-ivii Tl UUU Ulif Ui CU111 CVKCVUJ, DVV/L/I 'CLl. I I i I 1

twisting in his seat he peered uncertainly out of window.
"Victoria," I informed him; but he" obviously didn'

understand. I raised my voice.
"
Victoria Station," I told him again.

" Er er, Victoire."
His stick fell clattering to the floor, his mouth broadened
^ a m^ n,.~ _.!-

both my hands, he

....
.^iucla 8l uiimpaign 01 me Domb and the torch against "-"HAZII,. The British Consul at Porto Alegrc states that there

uncan industries. They have carried on war against i

apl'eai
;

s to
.

bo a prospect of the work of repaying the town being
our people: for wholesale and r -<-i nn:~~

"
--

r ' camt
:
cl out m thc near futurc '

m '

men women and children, and by conducting within ourown borders a campaign of the bomb and the torch against
,-,. - .1 prospect, 01 tr.. r ^ _

The contract provides for the repay-
:niles at a total cost of 223, 200."

Morninri 1'a^er.

|

If these figures are correct Porto Alegre must have the
record for cheap paving, always excepting an even warmer

1
1 place where good intentions are the material employed.

our
^

though
combatants, instead of battle against aniTedTnen""
Here again is a passage which is

Of
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Sergeant-Major (lecturing the ijomiy officers of a new battalion of an old reijinicnt).
" You 'AVKS'T UOT TO MAKE THMHTIONS ;

VOU'VE ONLY GOT TO KEEl- 'EM. YOU WAS TUU BLAXKSHIBE REGIMES! IN 1810. YOU ABE THE BLANKSHIBE REGIMENT IN 1910.

NEVER MOKE CLEABLY 'AS 'ISTOBY REPEATED ITSELF."

"CONKY'S" UNCLE.
THKKE are some men whose patro-

nymics are swallowed up in their

nicknames, and my friend "
Conky

"
i*

one of these. lie has quite a decorative
J

surname of his own, but it never

counted. For the rest he is the pos- ;

sessor of a big booming bass voice,
'

which he uses with more gusto than
1

art. He is, apart from a certain pride
in his musical accomplishments, a very ,

good fellow
;
and so is Mrs. "

Conky
"

an amiable and agreeablewoman,whose
only fault is an excessive anxiety for

the comfort of her guests, leading her
at times to forget, in the words of the

Chinese proverb, that " inattention is

often the highest form of civility."

They ara a devoted couple, and the

only cloud on their happiness was
caused by Conky's expectations from
a mysterious and" eccentric uncle. For]
;i lung time I was inclined to disbelieve

in liis existence, as he never " material-
ised." But I was converted from my
scepticism, some three years ago, when,
on meeting Cooky, I was informed that
Uncle Joseph had invited himself on

a short visit. My friend betrayed a

certain agitation.
" You know," lie said,

"
it is twenty years since I saw him

last, when lie came to look me up at

school, and rather frightened me."
"
Frightened you ! Bat how ?

"

"
Well, you see, ho 's got a way of

thinking aloud, and it's rather. em-

barrassing. I don't mind being called
'

Conky,' as you know, but it was
rather trying to hear him say, 'I hope
his nose lias stopped growing.' How-
ever, 1 couldn't very well put him
off now. I 'm his only nephew ; he's

an old man, and said to be very
rich." Conky sighed, but added more

hopefully, "Anyhow, I'm sure Marjorio
will rise to the occasion." Personally
I was by no means so sure. I felt

that Marjorie might overdo it : also

that Conky, who loved the sound of

his voice, might be tempted to soothe

the old man with intempestivc gusts
of song.

Unhappily my misgivings were real-

ised. A few weeks later, on my way
home from the club, I called in late one
afternoon on the Conkys. They greeted
mo cordially as usual, but I could see

something was amiss, and soon it all

came out. The visit had been a fiasco.

Uncle Joseph had been very friendly and
even courteous, but at intervals ho

thought aloud with devastating frank-

ness. Marjorie had exhausted herself

in the labours of hospitality, but all in

vain. Conky had sung, but the voice

of the charmer had failed. And just as

Uncle Joseph was going lio observed

in a final burst of candour,
" Goo-ood

people, very goo-ood people ;
but she 's

a second-rate Martha, and he sings
like a bank-holiday trombone-player on

Blackpool sands."

From that day till a week ago I

never heard Conky or his wifo allude

to Uncle Joseph. The memory was too

painful. And yet it is impossible to

deny that the experience was salutary.

Marjorie is certainly less overwhelming
in her hospitality, and Conky less

prodigal of song. And when Conky told

mo last week that Uncle Joseph had
died and left him 10,000, I felt that

the old man had atoned handsomely for

his unconscious indulgence in a habit

for which, after all, a good deal was to

be said.



OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(Bit r. Punch's Muff of Learned Clerks.)

T,,i- 1- test of our noidi* to succumb to the temptations

sSSasSS&^^SwT^SsSS&sS
BySH^^^jSft^S

certain" other boys, two especially,
anil (

" ' "'-- L
-'! the rea

the early months of the war, and these are impressions

of the holiday which they took thereafter among those

fateful hills, with a little carrying of despatches, retrieving

of stores and a good deal of parasite -hunting thrown in,

until they were finally caught up in the tragic Serbian

retreat ;
still remaining, of course, incurably "bright.

think I detect a certain amount of the too-British attitude

that contemns what is strange and is more than a 1

scornful of poverty, official and private And suppose

the artist's wife will scoff if I tell her that I was shocked

that she should have taken some shots at the Austnans

with a Montenegrin machine gun, as if war was just a cock-

tile theme are obvious. There
|"

havo been books in plenty

before now that, essaying to!

navigate tho uncharted seas

of schoolboy friendship, have
'

foundered beneath the waves,

of sloppiuess that are so ready

to engulph them. The more

credit then to Mr. BENSON for

bringing his barque triumph- ;

antly to harbour. To drop;

metaphor, tlie captious or tho

forgetful may call the whole
;

sentimental as if one could

write about boys and leave

out what is tho greatest

common factor of the race.

But the sentiment is never

mawkish. There is indeed

an atmosphere of clean, fresh-

smelling youth a,bout the book

that is vastly refreshing.

Friendship and games make

up the matter of it ;
there is

nothing that I could repeat

by way of plot; but if you
care for a close and sympa-
thetic study of boyhood at its

happiest here is the book for

your money. Finally I may
mention that, though in sym-

pathetic studies of boyhood
j

the pedagogue receives as

a rule scant courtesy, Mr.

BENSON'S masters are (with

one unimportant exception)

such delightful persons that _
I can only hope that they are actual and not imaginary

portraits.

You will get quite a serviceable impression of what the

highlands and highlanders of Serbia and Montenegro were

like in war, behind the lines when the lines still held, from

The Litck of Thirteen (SMITH, ELDER), by .Lui GORDON

(colonrist) and CORA his wife, if you are not blinded by the
a^^^^^-^^^^v^te Âpm^m the

perpetual flashes of brightness such flashes as "
somebody | independence of the province of Sinkiang. The Governor, discovering

had" gnawed a piece from one of the wheels" as an ex- the plot, invited ten of the conspirators to an official dinner, at which

planation of jolting;
" the twistiest stream, which seemed he beheaded them in turn." Iteuter.

as though it had been designed by a lump of mercury on a! "Another glass of wine, Mr. Wung Ti?" 'No? Very

wobbling plate ;" the trees in tlie mist "seemed to stand well, then, if you would kindly stand up a moment and

about with their hands in their pockets, like vegetable place your neck on the back of your chair Thank you.

Charlie
" But no! I am hanged if I will write the After the savoury I shall have the pleasure of calling

accursed name. This plucky pair of souls had put in some upon the next on my list, Mr. Ah Sin," and so on. Quito

stiff months of typhus-fighting with a medical mission in a jolly dinner-party.

SALVE.

Returning Soldier.
" 'Uu-o, MOTHER!"

His Wife (with stoic self-control).
"
TLI.O, FRED. BETTER

WIPE YER BOOTS BEFORE YOU COME IN AFTER THEM MUDDY
TRENCHES."

In Jitny and (lie l!t>i/x

(SMITH, ELDEB) there are

those elements of patriotism,
humour and pathos which I

find so desirable in War-time

books. Jihuj was neither man
nor woman, but a motor-car,

and without disparaging those

who drove her and rode in her

I am bound to say that she

was as much alive as any one

of them. She certainly talked

or was responsible for a

lot of motor-shop, and I took

it all in with the greatest ease

and comfort. Jitny indeed is

a great car, but she is not ex-

actly the heroine of a novel.

She is just the sit-point from

which a very human family

surveys the world at a time

when that world is under-

going a vast upheaval. In

the father of this family Mr.

BENNET COPPLE STONE has

scored an unqualified success,

but the boys are perhaps a

little old for their years. This,

however, is no great matter,

for the essential fact is that

the book is full of the thoughts
which make us proud to-day

and help us to face to-morrow.

Yes, Jinty has my blessing.

Little Willie goes for more Loot.

In the Wocvrc the Germans attempted on three occasions to

capture from us an earthquake." (ilaxijow Evening Neifs.

A schoolgirl's translation :

" La marquise reeommanda son

dme a Dieu." " The Marquis wished his donkey good-bye."

"A number of officers in the province of -Yunnan, China, hatched
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Overworked and exasperated Colonel (telia has told Adjutant to answer tlte tcleplwne). "WELL, WHAT THE BLAZES DO THEY WANT? "

Adjutant. "!T'S THE C.O. OF THE BLANKSHIRTSS, SIR; WANTS yon TO REPEAT THE FUNNY STORY YOU TOLD HIM LAST NIGHT
AT MESS."

CHARIVARIA.
THE recent Zeppelin raids have not

been without their advantages. In a

spirit of emulation an ambitious hen
at Acton has laid an egg weighing
5J oz. , : :X

:;:

The opponents of Colonel ROOSEVELT

regard the advice given in the title of

his new book, Fear God and take your
own part, to be unusually moderate as

coming from one who, whatever ho

may have said to the contrary, is very
generally suspected of being prepared
to take the part that is at present being
played by President WILSON.

:;:
^

*

At a meeting of the "
No-Conscription

Fellowship
"

last week, Mr. PHILIP
SNOWDEN referred to the Conscientious

Objectors as the " Salt of the Earth."

Perhaps, but we don't care to have
them rubbed into us.

* #

Germany lias addressed a Note to

the United States explaining that the
.S'u.sw.e could not possibly have been

torpedoed for the reason that the sub-
marine commander who sank the vessel
had no difficulty in drawing a picture
of her which closely resembled a

totally different ship.

It is announced that the care of the natural dignity precludes them from

great vine at Hampton Court has been attempting to provide amusement in

taken over by the Office of Works from ! any form. .... %
the Board of Green Cloth. It is ru-

moured that the latter body, which " In twenty years' time," says Mr.
has been of late somewhat lost sight
of, is to be entrusted with the general
supervision of our aerial forces.

*_
*

So successful have been the electric-

ally-heated footwarmers supplied to

the police of Pittsburg, Pa, that the
State Department is said to be con-

templating their adoption.

For shouting
" The Zepps

PEMBEKTON BILLING,
" the aeroplane

will bring about universal peace." This
statement will come as a distinct shock
to many who imagined that with Mr.
BILLING at Westminster it might be

expected to achieve this desirable result

in about twenty days.

The Gaslight and Coke Co., in the
interests of economy, are proposing to

are i abandon the painting of street lamp-
coming !

"
a Grimsby girl has been

! posts. The chief patrons of these
fined 1. It was urged in defence that

|

institutions, they say, will be quite
the girl suffered from hallucinations, satisfied as long as the lamp-posts still

one of which was that she was a daily
! newspaper proprietor.

* *

While announcing in Parliament last

week that the Zoo would have to pay

feel the same to the touch.
*': Tk

A woman doctor has lately advanced
the theory that talking leads to long
life ; but an attested married man of

the Amusement Tax the CHANCELLOR
j

our acquaintance assures us that this

promised to "
keep an open mind in is a mistake, and that it merely makes

regard to any representations that it seem longer.
1

might be made on the subject." Mr.
McKENNA, we understand, has since "BURY MARRIED MEN AND LORD DERBY."
received a strong representation from Provincial Paper.

|

the hippopotamus, protesting that, while A tempting solution of the Govern-

|

he and his fellow-pachyderms are com-
1
ment's problem, but perhaps a little

i monly considered as instructive, their ' too mediaeval for these times.
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METHODS OF A GERMAN MISSIONARY.

[Sea note to Cartoon on opposite page.]

Tin- Xltltiin .w/;7ix//.sr,s ,'

MKHMUI-O, the gilt is off your idol's crown;

Clear shows the clay beneath the chipped enamel

In sporting phrase, your dibs havo been planked

down
On the wrong camel.

This \Yii.uAM had a (iod he called his peer,

And yet must needs take on a new religion ;

Spoke well of ALLAH : in His Shadow's ear

Cooed like a pigeon ;

Pressed you to join him in a Holy War;
Advanced the wherewithal you badly needed ;

And taught you how to go for Christian gore
The same as ho did.

And now, where Afric's fountains fling their balm,

In his last place within the sun/'tis written

With how remote a love for dear Islam

Your Bosch was bitten.

He hoped to stamp your creed out, branch and root :

This missionary meant to take your Arabs

And crush their souls beneath his mailed boot

Like crawling scarabs.

And if they still ignored his ponderous heel,

If still their faith in Allah stood unshaken,
He looked to stimulate a local zeal

For heathen bacon !

MKHHOUD, it is too much ! Sick Man you are,

Yet in your veins I hope enough of vigour is

To tell this WILLIAM he has gone too far

With his damned piggeries ! O. S.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO
No. XXXVII.

THE KAISER.

(From Dr. LiEBXNECHT.)
IF such trilling matters as the meeting of the Eeichstag

now occupy any portion of your Majesty's attention, it

may please you to learn that my membership of that

august body has been temporarily suspended. At the same
time I should be sorry that your Majesty should labour under

any misapprehension as to what happened. No doubt I

was forbidden to speak, though I am the representative of

people whose voices have a right to be heard even in the

unhappy Parliament which is all that the German Empire
is allowed to provide for the subjects of the German
KAISER. But I wish you to understand that I was not
silenced before I had said aloud nearly everything that
I had in my mind to say. It is true that I did not make
any formal speech. The bellowing blockheads who now
arrogate to themselves the name of patriots and all the
virtues of patriotism were easily able to prevent me from
doing this, and I was forced, therefore, to confine myself to
short and sharp interjections thrown in at appropriate
moments while BETHMANN-HOLLWEG, that arch-impostor,
was proving to the whole world that even if Germany
had a good case he is the last ir.an who would he able to

place it in a convincing manner before the judgment of
the world.

Your Majesty has had a long practice in the use of words.
You pride yourself on the glorious and beneficial effect of
such speeches as that in which you condescendingly praised

the Almighty for having allied Himself with you, very

much, as it appeared, to His own advantage, or that other

speech in which you announced to your conscripts their

duty to shoot down their parents if in some momentary
whini you ordered them to do it, or even that other brave

and Imperial harangue in which you declared your humane

and merciful designs on the Chinese people. I have no

doubt, then, that' if you could he induced to speak your

opinion fairly and openly you would admit that, though you

yourself could, of course, have done hotter, I did not do so

very badly in my little bout with poor BKTHMANX. At any
rate I spoke the truth, which is an inconvenient course of

conduct, and made BKTHMANN look the fool that everybody

(except, perhaps, your Majesty) knows him to be.

Indeed, your Majesty, a fool who is also arrogant is a

very terrible thing. When BETHMANN, for instance, spoke
of Germany's love for her neighbours, and in particular for

the small nations, he delivered himself into my hands. All

I had to do and I did it was to remind him that he

proved his love by jumping upon them and strangling

them. In a moment the whole fabric of his stupid argu-

ment was shattered and he was left gaping open-mouthed
and without an answer before the whole world. The

incident showed the man's mind and his disposition in a

lightning flash, and from all countries, even from wretched

Belgium and from ruined Serbia, there came a laugh of

hatred and contempt. Why are we so hated? Not because

we are great and powerful and prosperous, but because we
make our greatness an incubus, our power a tyranny and

our prosperity an offence.

Fools like BETHMANX do not see this. They and their

fellow-fools, some of them quite brilliant men, with high
notions on literature and music and the drama, are for ever

in a state of jealous fear. They have the mania of persecu-
tion and imagine that all other countries are leagued against
them for the purpose of wiping Germany off the map. Then

they lose their unfortunate heads and strike out blindly to

right and left. The other nations have no course open to

them except to defend themselves as best they may, and

then Herr BETHMANN and his superior fools shout out that

this wicked defensive proves up to the hilt that when they

spoke of conspiracies they were fully justified and that

Germany for her own safety must smash and in the end

control every other country under the sun.

And yet, your Majesty, the time will come when we
must have peace. This pouring out of blood, this tremendous

waste of money and lives must some day have an end.

Those are the best patriots who would put a stop to it as

soon as possible, for the longer you defer peace the more
difficult it becomes to make it. Wo have been told of

great victories, but they profit us not at all. AIL is desola-

tion and cruelty and confusion. And those who think most
of Germany know best how bitterly she needs peace.

Your truth-telling but suspended subject,

.
LlEBKNECnT.

" THE LIAP.'S PUXI-SHMICST.

The Matin points out the predicament in which the German High
Command must have found itself yesterday when editing its daily

communique. No doubt it wished to place oil record with all custom-

ary exaggeration the slight advantage gained 0:1 the slopes of the
Dead Man. But how can the German High Command state this

cuniiicingly wheii for over a week it has solemnlv announced the

complete capture of the Dead Man ? It has therefore to maintain
silence a? the only expedient." Ercniny Xcti'-i.

On the principle :

" Di> morlitis nil nixi bonnr.i."

"We are told that the maximum of l\\i inc-.imi'-tax duty will

lie reached at five shillings in the pound, a figure that will recall

the Budgets of the Neapolitan wars." Irish 1'apcr.

\\ hen, as now, Vestivians were so heavily taxed.
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LOVE ME, LOVE MY PIG.

[Captured documents show that the German Government had schemed to stamp out Mohammedanism in Kast Africa both

by force and by the encouragement of pig-breeding.]
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GRASS VALLEY ARMISTICE.
" 'E DIDN'T mean to do it," lie said, an'

touching the bandages on

Oh no. quite an accident.

foo-de-joy doorhf the

" '

'Eave,' grunts ole Jones at the
j
iiisliin' about in the open with our men,

end of the rope.
'

'Eave-o, my 'earties,' 'owling their lingo and firin' off their

then 'e knocks up ngainst tlie ra-

tion-party comin' 'ome down the com-

mumcation trench.
'

'Ang on, males,'
his head.

It was a

armistice, i'e shouts to them, an' down goes

Wot. haven't you 'card of Crass Valley bully bif, an' the next nnnit a

Armistice ?
"

I said I couldn't

moment.

recall it for the

the

loud

rip an' some bad language told us 'is

coat couldn't stand it.

" We got some more chaps at it then,

It wasdoorin' September," he said ; but the rope never budged an inch.

laslrd t\vo hours. Sergeant Duffin
j

"Then Bann comes runmn' back

started it. again, very excited-lookin'.
' Look out !

'

" 'E was out on a patrol one night, he shouts ;

' the
Bpsches

'ave got a

and suddenly 'e comes rushin' back rope 'itched on, too."

over the parapet and goes chargin' ,

" Sure enough, the next ininit

down to the Major's dug-out with a Germans puts their weight on,

the

and

face like this 'ere sheet.
"
'Tbey'me comin',' ses Binks 'oo

was next to me, and we were just

goin' to loose off a round or two,
when wo 'card ole Duffy 'ollerin' in

the Major's bunk.
" ' Barbed wire 's gone, Sir," 'e ses.

" ' Wot ?
'

ses the Major.
" ' 'Ave to report the wire 's gone,'

ses Duffy again.
" ' Tell Lootenant Bann,' drawls

the ole man, as if someone 'ad told .

'im tea was ready.
' When Bann 'ears the uoos, 'e

fires a light up.
" ' Can't see none,' 'e mutters,

quite annoyed, and off 'e goes over

the top to find out for sure. In
'alf-an-hour 'e was back again.

" ' The blighters 'ave pinched our

wire," 'e ses to the Major.
'

They 've

drawed across them chevoo-der-

freezes I put out, and stuck them on
their own dirty scrap-'eap.'

" ' Fetch 'em back,' says the Major,
very off-'and like.

" '

Right-O,' says Bann. '

Right-
0.' For 'e 'd spent three solid hours

j

puttin' the wire out.
" 'Fetch a pick an' some rope,' 'e ses

to Duffy.
' I 'in goin' to 'arpoon our

wire.' Then he ties the rope to the
'audio of the pick and trots off over
the parapet.

After a bit we 'ears the pick land

amongst the barbed wire with a rattle

like a bike smash, an' the next ininit

back conies young Bann, sprintin' like

a 'are an' uncoilin' the rope on the way.

pulls 'alf of us right over the bloouiin'

parapet.

rifles for encouragement. 1 stopped a

shot somebody 'ad aimed at the sky
for joy.

When ole Binks and

chap 'oo 'ad done it

Now then,'

into the trench,

lie shouts,
man the rope

junipin
an'

we lines up ready down the communi-
cation trench. 'Aul away,' 'o 'oilers,

an' back we goes, pullin' like transport-
mules.

"It give a few inches to start with,
an' then a foot or two, an' then, just
when the wire must 'ave been 'alt-way
'ome it suddenly stuck fast.

' Must 'ave caught on summat,' ses
Bann, an' sets off with 'is wire-cutters
to clear it.

the German
was carryin' me

back to our trench, I saw the Major
come rushin' pist.

" ' Go it, men,' 'e sings out to our

chaps, and then off 'e sprints again, to

finish a bet he was niakin' with the

German officer.

"For an hour and a 'alf the excite-

ment was awful. Up and down went
that wire until the place looked like a

ploughed field. First we gained an

inch, then Germany 'ad a couple, then

England gets one back, and up goes
jour caps again. Everybody was
rushin' about yellin', and ole Binks,
'oo knows a bit of German, made a

nice bit of money at interpretin'.
" Then things suddenly got worse.

Our eight 'ung on like 'eroes, every-
one swearin' 'e wouldn't loose that

rope if 'e was pulled into the KAY-
SEE'S bloomin' bedroom; but sure

enough the Huns was slowly winnin'.

Inch by inch we saw our chaps give

way, black in the face at the notion
of bein' beat. The Bosches yelled
like 'eathens, and was shakin' bands
with everybody. Then all of a sud-

den young Bann comes rushin' up
to the Major, 'oo was takin' four to

one with a chap from Coburg.
"'Stop, Sir!' I 'ears 'im shout.

'

Stop the contest ! The dirty

blighters are usin' a windlass.
'

"'Wet'?' 'owls the Major, goin'

purple at the thought of inter-

national laws bein' disregarded like

tKat.
" ' Take the men off the rope,'

'e orders. ' We hunderstood we
"The Major comes along then, and ! was pullin' with gentlemen,' 'e ses

when 'e sees the state of things 'e looks
i very dignified, and then thhikin', no

WAR ECONOMY. .

Street Haicker (to chatty old lady).
"
YES, MUM,

I'M BEING BADLY 'IT. YER SEE, ALL MY
BISNESS COMES CNDEB THE 'EAD OF LUXURIES."

quite solemn, for there was only Loo-
tenant Bann and ole Jones left in the
trench.

" Where s the team?' 'e snaps, as
severe as if you 'd come on parade
without your rifle.

" ' Fall in, tug-o-war team,' sings out

Duffy, and our eight, 'oo 'ad been lookiu'
on rather superior like, moistens their
'amis and stands to.

" ' This is your work,' ses the Major
to them, very significant.

" ' Take the strain,' 'oilers Duffy, and
:

into silence,
the evenin' doo fair streamed out of the

'

rope when they put their weight on.
Back goes our team, two foot at least,
whilst the lads cheers and yells as if

wo was winnin' the divisional prize on
Salisbury Plain again.

doubt, of the four to one in dollars

'e 'd 'ave won if they'd played fair

'e orders us to stand to and give
them ten rounds rapid; and 'e used
such language on the telephone that

the Artillery thought we was attacked,
and loosed off every shell they could

lay bands on. So the War started

again, you see."

lie touched his head and thought a

minute. "That was Grass Valley
Armistice," be said finally, and relapsed

"In Prize Court Attorney - General read
affidavit showing there were gangs in Ger-

many, America and other neutral countries

engaged in evading our blockade."

J:\rcrpool Kclio.
"
By this time the Bosches was just

j

It will take more than an affidavit to
as excited as we were. They was

\

convince us that Germany is a neutral.
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OUR ADOPTED ALIENS.
tie. "THAT'S MANNHEIM CHAP I WAS SPEAKING ABOUT."

She. "MADE IN GERMANY, I SUPPOSE?"

He. "No. MADE IN ENGLAND ONLY BORN IN GERMANY."

SAINT GEORGE OF ENGLAND.
His Day, April 23rd.

SAINT GKOWIK ho was a fighting man, as all the tales do tell;
]

Ho fought a hattlo long ago, and fought it wondrous well
;

With his helmet and his hauberk and his good cross-hilted

sword,

Oh, ho rode a-slaying Dragons to the glory of the Lord.

And when his time on earth was done he found ho could

not rest

Where the year is always Summer in the Islands of the Blest,
'

So hack he came to earth again to see what he could do,

And they cradled him in England
In England, April England

Oh, they cradled him in' England where the golden willows

blew :

SAINT GEORGE he was a fighting man and loved a fighting

breed,
And whenever England wants him now he's ready to her ;

need ;

From Crecy field to Neuve Cliapelle, he 's there with hand
and sword,

And ho sailed with DRAKE from Devon to the glory of the

Lord. i

His arm is strong to smite the wrong and break the tyrant's

pride ;

fie was there when NELSON triumphed, he was there when
GORDON died ;

He sees his Red-Cross ensign float on all the winds that

blow,
Hut all ! his heart 's in England

In England, April England
His heart it dreams 'of England where the golden willows

grow.

SAINT GEORGE he was a fighting man ; he 's here and

lighting still,

While any wrong is yet to right or Dragon yet to kill ;

And faith ! he 's finding work this day to suit his war-worn

sword,
For he 's strafing Huns in Flanders to the glory of the Lord !

SAINT GEORGE ho is a fighting man, but, when the fighting '3

past,
And dead amid the trampled fields the fiercest and the last

Of all the Dragons earth has known beneath his feet lies low,

Ah, his heart will turn to England
To England, April England

He '11 come home to rest in England where the golden
willows blow7

.
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GLORY O' ENGLAND.

(At the.
"
Ploitiih fintl Horses.")

(ii.oiiv o' Kngland l>o passin', sure

nough."
She been passin over since i Deen

civ to toll o' it, seems to me. 'O\v bo

she passin' now inure 'n ordinary times,

1, ut her Clien-iman '.'

"

Way as is nearest to sudden death,

eorge." 'Kr young men gettin' that

soft an' sloppy-like that there ain't no

tellin' some oi' 'em from gals."
" Gals bo comin' 'long won'erful

not much to complain o' \vi' they.

Drivin' motors, tliey be, an' diggin'

a,u' all."
" Times be cbangin' fast ; nigh time

women wore the breeches an' done wi'

it, now."
" I did think as our lads was doin

their bit middlin' well, too, out to Front.

I did seem to 'ear they 'd counted f'r a

German or two, first an' last."

"
Fightin' Germans is a man's work

just to present if 'e be strong 'nough
an' young 'nough an' all rest of it.

But ye can't judge a man by 'is work

'lone, not to make a proper man of

'im. Sport did used to be the glory o'

England in my young days. An' now
the young uns ain't got spunk 'nough
to shoot a rabbit."

"That be an 'ard savin', Luther, if

ye like. 'Oo be you Tudin' to par-

tic'lar ?
"

"I be 'ludin' to young Squire 'oo

did ought to set a good 'xample in this

'ere village, if anyone ought."
" 'E were th' first to go when th'

War broke out, though 'e be th' only
son of 'is parents. An' more 'n 'alf of

our chaps went 'cos of 'im, so 'tis said."
" That 's all right, far as it goes
" I 've 'card say as 'e 've got a few

more t' join ev'ry blessed time 'e 've

been 'ome on leave. They do say 'e

lie mortal keen."

quiet
' My gun is in the rack, Cherri-

man,' 'e says.
' where it 's like to be.

" I don't say nothin' 'bout 'im shootin

Germans I knows nothin' 'bout that.

But in these 'ome fields I 'ave seen

what I 'ave seen no longer ago 'n

yesterday."
" Be it too much to ask ye, then

what ye 'ave seen, Luther?
"

" I seen a sight as tells me glory o

England be on th' wane. I seen young
Squire loppin' "bout 'ome fields an' 'is

bits o' span'els at 'is 'eels same as ever

An' yet 'e looked that strange like '.

couldn't take in' eyes oft' of 'im. An
then it come over me all of a sudden
what 'twas. ' Where be y'r gun, Sir ?

I shouts to 'im over th' stile."
" What did 'e say to question per

as that?"

unui "-1 w*j "i -.
|

Lor' love mo, Sir,' says I,
' that do be

strange, surelyo, wi' th' rabbits 'oppm

'round y' feet like a lot o' gals courtm

o' ye.' 'Strange,' 'e says; 'but we

lives in strange times now, Chernman.

An' I 've seen slaughter 'nough in

Flanders to serve me for th' moment,'

'o says."
"'E said that?"

"'E did. An' white 'e went as e

said it you see the white comin' up
under the brown of 'im."

"Pickin'daffs?"
" Like some bloomin' gal."
" Didn't 'e say nothin' more?

'

" ' You dunno what it's like,' 'e says,
1 to be back in this old place to smell

the good old Sussex clay, to watch the

plovers flyin', to pick these flowers.

You dunno what it's like, Cherrirnan,'

'e says,
' seein' you ain't come back to

it from 'ell. Kabbits be safe 'nough
from me now,' 'o says, an' drops his

daffs all unknowin' like an' goes off at

a mooney stride. An' 'e finest shot in

th' county, some. do say an' I believes

'em !

"

" Teh, Luther stop yer jaw ! There

e young Squire a-comin'. An' bless

10 if 'e ain't . . ."

" Here, you two old rascals, I 've been

ooking for you for you, anyhow,
Iherriman. Here 's a rabbit apiece for

our suppers shot 'em myself."
"Thank ye kindly, Sir. But I thought

as you 'd give up shootin' ?
"

"I thought so too, Cherriman till

'. saw your face in the field yesterday.
And then I said to myself, I must regain
Oherrirnan's respect if it means the

lardest bit of shooting I 've ever done

lere or in Flanders."
" That 's right, Sir ! Don't do to let

glory o' England die. Thank ye kindly
'or rabbits, Sir us '11 enjoy' em proper."

"
Hope you '11 break your last tooth

on them, Cherriman that's what I

nope."

"Glory o' England's more to me,
Sir, 'n an 'ole set o' teeth at my time

o' life."

THE ROLLING STONE.
AT Cambridge, where on field or flood

He shone like a GOLDIK or a STCDD,
He was an intellectual

" blood."

.

" 'K come up to me an' I sees 'e go
bunch o' daffodils in 'is 'and. ' Thes

tilings smell o' Heaven,' 'e says, smilii

He made the grimmest dons unbend,

And missed his First, right at the end,

For he cut his Tripos to nurse a friend.

Then he wrote a novel. The weekly

press
Declared it was worthy of R.L.S. ;

But it wasn't a great financial success.

So, after a spell at the Bar, he flew

To the rubber-fields in remote Peru,

But stayed there only a month or two.

For he suddenly conceived a plan
Of studying music at Milan.

Where he sang in the style of the great

god Pan.

I heard him sing in the Albert Hall

In the chorus of MENDELSSOHN'S
St. Paul,

\nd his voice was the loudest of them

all.

Next he leased a Colorado mine,

And dealt in Californian wine,

And rented a ranche in the Argentine.

But whatever the job and whatever

the pay
I certainly never knew him to stay

Anywhere as long as a year and a

day

Except one job, which is not yet done,

Though twenty months ago begun,
Of holding and hammering the Hun.

His horoscope I have never scanned,

But as long as there's any fighting on

hand
The rolling stone- has come to a stand.

Irreplaceable.

Evidence of a conscientious and

candid objector :

" I am sure the Rector could not get anyone
to take my place, as Cowley is now empty, and

there are no loafers about."
Gloucester Citizen.

"MARRIED MEN
PROPOSALS EXPLAINED."

" Erening Neu'S "
poster.

Are not these revelations just a little

hard on our friends' wives ?

The Art of Journalistic Expansion.
"The 'Russky Invalid' states:' 'The Cau-

casus army has performed a miracle which in

military history will be remembered for years
to come.' " The Age (Melbourne).

" ' General Russky, though an invalid, and
his Caucasus army,' declares The Messenger,
' have performed a miracle which militarv

history will remember for years to come." "

The Argus (Melbourne).

" The first eases to come before the tribunal

were appeals from three Thirsk butchers, for

the exemption of their respective slaughter-

men. Mr. Johnson said he killed himself

about 20 years ago. He thought he would

start again'." Darlingtonand Stockton Times.

Very difficult to repeat the first fine

careless rapture of a successful suicide.

"No, while it is a crime to spend money
extravagantly on dress, it is just as emphatic-

ally one to abstain from it altogether."

Daily Chronicle.

If The Daily Chronicle says so, we

accept it. There is no paper for whose

judgment we have a more profound

1 regard.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE DRAMA OF STUDIO LIFE.

CLARENCE ALLARDYCE, THE RISING YOUNG AKTIST, CANNOT IN

ALL LONDON FIND A MODEL WORTHY TO POSE FOR THE HAIR IS
HIS MASTERPIECE, "THE WOOD NYMPH." ON THE EVE OP THE
EXHIBITION HE TELLS HIS TROUBLE: TO HIS FRIEND, CHARLES
CMIKAX, WHO, WITH HIS FIANCEE, HAS VISITED THE STUDIO.

TW"|M'I"T'|I

SHE UNVEILS HER HEAD, AND IN' DUE COURSE THE MASTER-
PIECE IS FINISHED.

As HE IS ABOUT TO EXECUTE HIS FELL PURPOSE HE IS

STOPPED BY HIS FIANCEE. " STAY I

" SHE CBIES. " IT IS NOT
AS YOU SUPPOSE. IT IX MY HAIR, BUT I WEAR A WIG. I SENT
IT TO HIM BY POST." BY THIS NOBLE LIE SHE SAVES THE
PICTURE AT THE COST OF HER MATRIMONIAL HOPES.

THAT EVENING, AS HE SITS IN HIS STUDIO BEWAILING HIS

LOT, A MYSTERIOUS VISITOR IS USHERED IN.

THE NEXT DAY A FASHIONABLE CROWD THRONGS ALLARDYCE'8
STUDIO TO VIEW THE PICTURE BEFORE ITS DEPARTURE TO THE
EXHIBITION. AMONG THEM IB CARFAX, WHO, RECOGNISING HIS
FIANCEE'S HAIR, is OVERCOME WITH RAGE AND THREATENS TO
DESTROY THE PICTURE.

CAST OFF BY CARFAX, THE HEROINE VISITS THE EXHIBITION
ALONE. THERE SHE is FOUND BY CLARENCE, -WHO ASKS HER
TO SHARE WITH HIM THE FAME AND FORTUNE WHICH 6HK IM-,

BROUGHT HIM.
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Face Massage Specialist. "No DOUBT, Sin, YOUK SPEECHES ON FBIGUTFULNESS HAVE AFFECTED soun EXPRESSION. !>

Prussian Orator. "WELL, YOU MUST DO THE BEST YOU CAN FOE ME. TO-NIGHT I HAVE TO SPEAK ON ' Oun LOVE roit THE

SMALLER NATIONS.'"

ROUND ABOUT THE RESTAURANTS.

, THE famous QUEX having relinquished
the raree show of London its lunches,

its beauties, its theatres, its celebrities

and its suppers to take part in "this

boring and extremely inconvenient War,
how proper that he should be succeeded

by a younger flaneur ! Behold then

QUEX MINIMUS busy as a chronicler in

your service.

* * *

Met Sir Loney Loon at the Fitz,
where I had the greatest difficulty in

finding a host. Succeeded, however,
at last, but as he was an unknown
person I do not mention him here.

Sir Loney told me he was thinking of

standing as Independent candidate
when next there is a vacancy, being so

utterly tired of the Coalition and all its

incompetencies. Fancy, said he, after

at least ten years of existence, aviation

not being perfect ! And the iniquity of

any hitch whatever in any department
after nearly two years of war ! All I
can say is I hope the famous magnate
wins.

* * *

Heard Lord and Lady Provender

eating their soup at the Baiiton grill,

where I had an excellent position be-

hind the screen. His lordship looks

older than he did in 1893, when he was
in India: ' Her ladyship was wearing
the famous Sheepshanks agates.

Talked to Dicky Post, the famous

trainer, after Newmarket. He said it

was most gratifying to see how finely

racing men took the War. No one
could visit the historic course and
not realise what a wonderful country
England was. To see' the jockeys
doing their bit on this mount and that,
no matter how they might kick or

plunge or buck, was a real tonic and
indicated what stuff they were made
of. He said that M. HUMBERT'S recent

article on the need for the Allies of

France to be as much in earnest as she
was, had a very favourable reception
on the Heath.

Met, at Lire's, Harry Wagtail, who
is the author of most of the best bans
mots of the day, although they go into
circulation usually under other men's
names. Paying the new income-tax,
he said, will be like selling the gold in

your teeth to discharge the dentist's

Watched a famous millionaire at

the Vasoy wondering whether he dare

flout public opinion and the economy
campaign by eating a plover's egg.

Finally he got under the table to eat

it unperceived.'and was most surprised
to find me there. QUEX MINIMUS.

" MIGHT BE DUE TO PICTURES.
"
Magistrate and three Leeds youths charged

with warehouse-breaking,"
Yorkshire Evening News.

We regret to see that the demoralizing
influence of the cinema appears to

have extended to the Bench.

" On arrival at the Hook there was nothing
left whatever in the way of eatables, and even,

the greater part of those saved- were still in

their nightdresses." Scotsman.

Pommcs de terre en robe de cliambre,

we presume.

"A MEMORY. Thirty-nine years ago Miss

Mary Rorke was playing with John Hare,
now Sir John, in the" famous old play,

' Old
Men and Now Acres.'

"
Daily Paper.

A treacherous memory.
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THE EEPUDIATION.
MAKTIN LUTHEB (to SUAKI-:SI>J:AIIE). "I SEE MY COUNTRYMEN CLAIM YOU AS ONE OF

THEM. YOU MAY THANK GOD THAT YOU 'RE NOT THAT. THEY HAVE MADE MY
WITTENBERG-AY, AND ALL GERMANY TO STINK IN MY NOSTRILS."
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ESSENCE
did not quiver visibly under this assault.

OF PARLIAMENT. They were more amenable to the cnti-

KV/i -Some sadness cisms on the railway-tax, which would

. ,.iJn ,.c t.l, n .fc trneted fall very hardly upon commercial trav-
cheers that greeted fall very

the moving of the writ for the

Wimbledon Division. The

plea-ed that Mr.

services

to the State should have re-

ceived the customary reward

of nY' ( ''-;':>ge. but it will miss

his genial and majestic pres-

ence. Though an unfortunate

accident in 1906 (a year pro-

lific in electoral casualties) de-

barred him from becoming the

titular Father of the House,

his venerable appearance, his

courtly and old-world bearing,

and his full-bodied eloquence

gave him an uncontested

claim to be regarded as its

Grandfather. Lord CLAUD

HAMILTON, the only other sur-

vivor of the Parliament of

1868, will now feel very lonely.

The best things said at

a public meeting are often

uttered by an anonymous
"Voice.'

1 Mr. WILL THORNE
is the " Voice

"
of the House

of Commons. Endowed with

a fine pair of lungs and a stylo
of delivery that resembles tho

cork coming out of a ginger-
beer bottle he frequently ex-

presses in his explosive style
the collective opinion of his

fellow-Members. At Question
time Lord ROBERT CECIL re-

ferred to the abominable treat-

ment of British prisoners of

war at the Wittenberg camp,
and said that steps were being taken ellers and other business people. Mr.

to circulate in neutral countries the
;

McKuNNA promised to give careful

report of Mr. Justice YOUNGER'S Com- , consideration to the criticisms before

mittee. There was a sudden "Pop," the Committee stage. Possibly it has

and out came Mr. THORNE with " Send
|

it to the conscientious objectors."
On the Second Reading of the Budget

Mr. THOMAS O'CONNOR, as the SPEAKER

punctiliously calls him, led off with a

vigorous attack upon the match-tax.
The discovery, made many years ago,
that match-making as then conducted
caused a painful disease of the jaw first

aroused T.P.'s sympathetic interest.

He now displayed an intimate acquaint-
ance with the details of the industry
and discoursed learnedly on the short-

age of muriate of potash for the beads
and (if aspen for the splints. His argu-
ment briefly amounted to this that

the manufacturers of matches, like those
of mustard, depended for their profits

upon the amount wasted, and that to

check public extravagance . would de-

stroy the trade.

GHANDFATHEU'S) SKW HAT.

The aspens on the Treasury Bench
POP !

MU. \Vn.i.

occurred to him that as the Govern-

ment have undertaken to bring the net

receipts of the railway companies up to

the 19] 4 level the Exchequer might
have to pay out of one pocket

nearly as much as it puts into

the other.

Turmluy, Afii-il llth. One
of the French Deputies visit-

ing Westminster thinks us a

queer people. He had heard

last night the PHIME MINIS-

TER'S stout declaration of the

Allies' resolve to bring Prus-

sia's military domination to

an end. Again this afternoon

lie had been told on the same

high authority that, the late

Conference in Paris had re-

affirmed the entire solidarity
of the Allies and established

tho complete identity of their

views. Then he had walked

across the corridor to tho

House of Lords, expecting, no

doubt, to hear the same senti-

ments expressed in even loftier

language. Instead, he had to

listen to Lord COURTNEY, in

the traditional yellow waist-

coat, declaiming with all the

vigour of his prenu&rejaunesse

against the notion that wo
should enter into any fiscal

relations with our Allies that

might imperil the sacred prin-

ciples pf Free Trade.

Lord COURTNEY believes that

there is in Germany a large
and powerful peace

-
party,

which must not he frightened

by any threats of reprisals,

and he commends to the Allies

in 1916 the example of BISMARCK in

letting the Austrians off easily in 1866.

Our visitor was a little relieved by the

explanation that the orator was an

interesting survival of a school of

thought now passed away, and repre-
sented no one but himself. But he was

again puzzled when Lord BRYCE, who
knows as much about the manners of

the gentle Hun as anybody (witness his

report on the atrocities in Belgium),

joined in the appeal that we should be

nice to Germany after the War.
lie was, however, somewhat com-

forted when Lord CHEWK made it

plain that the Government did not

share Lord COURTNEY'S illusions about

the strength of the German peace-

party, and, having regard to the man-
ner in which Germany had in the past
combined commercial expansion with

political intrigue, could not hold out

hopes that after the War we should do

business with her in the same old easy-

going way. But if our French friend

is still not quite convinced that British
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MARRIED MEN TRACKING DOWN THE SINGLE.
" I am unable to say what stops the married men may take to track the single." Mr. TKXXAXT, in the House.

statesmen fully realize what the War
means to him and his country I don't

think we can altogether blame him.
In tho Commons Mr. PEMBEUTON

BILLING developed his usual Tuesday
" hate." But on this occasion there

was no reply from the Government

heavy batteries ; little Mr. REA explain-

ing that as the Hon. Member had failed

to warn thorn of his intention to bom-
bard they had no ammunition ready.

U'cilnr.tdiii/, April 12</(. Although,
like another noble Earl, Lord SELBOBNE
is

" not an agricultural labourer,"
he dees his best to play the part,
and save our food-producers from the

maw of the hungry recruiting officer.

A representative of the Board of Agri-
culture now holds a watching brief at

every local Tribunal, to see that the

Military representative does not have

things too much his own way. No
wonder that the taxes mount up faster

than the recruiting returns.

Time was when Mr. SWIFT MACNEILL
successfully dissembled his affection

for the House of Lords. To-day his

principal object in life is to purge the

roll of that illustrious House of the

pcci'Mges now held by the enemy Dukes
of CUMBERLAND and ALBANY. The
PKIMK MINISTEU was strangely un-

sympathetic. Legislation would be

necessary, and would occupy too much
time. " Three minutes," suggested Sir

ARTHUR MAHKHAM
; but Mr. ASQUITH

was still obdurate, and seemed to think

that as tho Dukes in question had lost

their Garters they were sufficiently
down-at-heel already.
When packing his Budget a wise

j

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER al-

ways includes some little tit-bit that :

he can throw to the wolves if they ,

become too insistent. In the present
case the tax on railway tickets was !

marked for abandonment at the outset,
and to-day it met its expected fate.

The Amusements tax was strenu-

ously opposed by Mr. BARNES, on the

ground that most of the money would
come from the poor ;

but Mr. McKENNA
frankly replied that that was just what
ho intended. He agreed, however, to

consider the claim of the Zoo to exemp-
tion. The match-makers were partially

appeased by a promise that mechanical

lighters should not be overlooked. The
CHANCELLOB is now in some doubt as

to whether he or J^SCHYLUS has pro-
duced the more notable version of

"Prometheus Bound."

Thursday, April IStli. A provincial

paper lately referred to Mr. MC-KENNA
as the " Canceller

"
a humorous com-

positor's way, no doubt, of indicating tho

!
modifications in the Budget. Hardly ,

one of the proposed new taxes has !

survived intact. Even the tax onj
mineral waters has had to undergo

(

considerable alteration. It was devised
'

to get some contribution towards the
nation's needs from those who wear
the blue ribbon of a beerless life, and to

that end the tax was to be collected

by means of a stamp on each indi-

vidual bottle. But the manufacturers

successfully protested that the boys
and girls who affix the labels already

adorning these gaseous wares could

not be trusted to put on stamps as

well. Mr. MONTAGU announced this

afternoon that the manufacturers would
be taxed direct on their certified output.
But be did so with obvious reluctance,
and as if what was once a sparkling

proposition had become indubitably
flat and possibly unprofitable.

Our Stylists.

"Now and again a mirthless laugh roso

silently to th'_- red banks of her lips."
Grand Magazine.

Signature to a legal notice :

" MONTGOMERYSHIRE HORSE REPOSITORY,
E.C., Solicitors for the said Administratrix."

Manchester Guardian.

Jf "the law is a bass" you are tempted
to say,

These equine attorneys will answer,
"
Neigh, neigh."

Fashions for Female Humourists.
" Blouses of the useful variety have jokes in

various designs, the sleeves cut in one with
the joke are generally a modification."

Provincial Paper.

Our mora subtle contributors prefer the

latter kind, enabling them to laugh up
their sleeve.
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A NIGHT OUT WITH A ZEPPELIN.

BY KARL VON WEEKEND

(HYPHENATED XKCTBAI.) .

PART I.

Somewhere in (icnnmiii,

April 1st, WIG.

say," he asked, smiling drily,
"

if I were

;

to tell you that Germany to-day pos-

;
sesses no fewer than one hundred such

fleets of airships as you see before

you ?
"

So overcome was I that I

scarcely had the strength to ask him

why, up to that time, attacks had

been usually carried out with two or

I HAD just partaken of the frugal
|

three ships only. He
eakfast to which I had been invited at

; enigmatically.
" You
He smiled still more

must not ask me
General Headquarters and wasintheact that," he said,

" or at least you must

of helping my distinguished host, Feld- first ask the Grand Admiral why his

marschall von und zu Grosskopf-Esel, i five hundred submersible battle cruisers

to remove some fragments of sauer-
'

are still at anchor in Kiel Harbour, or

kraut from his ears, when a superbly- I the General Staff why five million of

mounted orderly dashed up
and handed me a missive bear-

ing the significant superscrip-

tion, "General Staff." I must
confess that to me the mes-

senger's manner seemed suffi-

ciently deferential. Not to my
friend the Major-General, who,
with a sudden and well-placed
kick in the stomach, sent the

unfortunate despatch - bearer

hurtling down the steps. It

was not for me to inquire what
the trouble was, and I mention
the incident as one more illus-

tration of the iron discipline
that has driven the gallant

troops of the Fatherland to

victory on all fronts.

Imagine my gratification on

finding that the letter was an
invitation to inspect on the

following morning the latest

Zeppelin sheds at and
to be a passenger on- board one
of the new airships that was
scheduled to pay a surprise
visit to the fortress of London
that same evening, weather

permitting.

Punctually at seven on the

following morning I found von
und zu Grosskopf-Esel waiting
for me in the huge twenty- L

Constable (failing to notice insignia of
"
Special"). "NAH, THEN,

YOU I GET A MOVE ON YEB, UNLESS YEE WANTS TO BE EUN

material losses have so far been con-
fined to three field guns left over from
the Franco-German War and five dozen
cases of collapsible sausage rolls?"

It was incredible, yet I could not but

accept the statement as true, and have
in fact had ample opportunity since of

verifying the assertions of the gallant
officer.

" But come," he said
;

"
it is time we

were on board."

The Zeppelins that were actually
selected to conduct the proposed opera-
tions were housed in another shed, and
thither we repaired. We were greeted

at the gangway by the famous

Captain Sigismund von Munch-
hausen, a gruff but hearty
old mariner, who immediately
escorted me into his cabin

and insisted on my enjoying a

cigar and a glass of schnapps
with him. Once again I was
struck with that almost Ori-

ental charm of manner which
seems to lift the German
Higher Command above the

plane occupied by the rest of

the Occidental world.

It was no doubt my im-

patience that caused me to

interrupt the gallant Captain's

delightful flow of racy anec-

dote to ask when we should
start. My host smiled enigma-
tically.

"
By now," he said,

"we should be somewhere
over the Dogger Bank."

It was true. So perfectly
had all things been appointed
that while I had been consum-

ing a single glass of schnapps
the huge airship had com-

pleted half the journey.
We now emerged from the

cabin. As we approached the

rail a s.ailor stepped up to the

Captain, saluted and asked

permission to speak. As far1
' I Ji- 1*1 I ~1

-
|JWi. J-i-llOOlUii. UV/ .3 IJ\^II*. ii-O It* I

iter which the General
} Germany's finest veteran troops are as I could gather, the wretched man

I customarily places at the dis, still doing the goose-step in the Pots-
\ complained of seasickness and asked"

posal of American newspaper corre-

spondents. Within the hour we were
at -

, where I was turned over to
the good offices of Herr Ober-Leutnant

yon Dachswurst, of the Imperial Fly-
ing Corps, who immediately conducted
me to the shed from which (when the
weather is propitious) the aerial mon-
sters depart upon their errands of
doom.

I had expected to see two, or at
most three, Zeppelins in the great
shed. Imagine my astonishment on
beholding no fewer than a hundred
huge engines of destruction tugging
impatiently at their moorings. I was
speechless. But the Ober-Leutnant
read my thoughts.

" What would you

dam Thiergarten, or Heir HELFFEHICH to be put ashore. There was no mis-
why the rate of exchange has not been taking the Captain's answer. " Ja

tion of the ten thousand billion marks
that lie in the Imperial treasury at

Spandau! Be patient," he added. "Our
perfidious enemies will bite the dust
whenever it suits our glorious leaders
to say the word."

I muttered something about the
enormous German casualty lists. The
Ober-Leutnant smiled more enigmati-
cally than ever. "A ruse to deceive
our enemies," he said. "Would it

surprise you to know that up to date
the total German losses on all fronts
amount to seventeen killed and ninety-
one wounded and missing, while our
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"YOU ADVEKTISED AS CHAUFFELBETTE-MAID." "YES, MADAM."
" WHAT WEBE YOUB DUTIES AT YOUR LAST PLACE?" "I DROVE AND CLEANED THE CARS SINGLE-HANDED.'
"AND AS MAID?" "I TOOK DOWN MY LADY AT NIGHT AND ASSEMBLED HER IN THE MOBNINO, MADAM."

STRANGE that the most farouche of all the ladies

Eightly renowned as drivers of the quill,
Who hated all publicity like Hades,
And showed in self-advancement little skill,

Who did not write for Smiths and Browns and

Bradys,
But at the prompting of her own sweet will

Her most obsequious partisans should find
In penmen of the parasitic kind.

TO CHARLOTTE BRONTE.
And men and maids will doubtless march with banners
To prove their worship of your

" massive brain
"

;

And intellectual Chicago
" canners

"

Will send their relics from across- the main
;

And critics will discuss your various manners,
And HAROLD BEGBIK will pronounce you

" sane
"

;

In short, you '11 be the bookman's prey and quarry
At many a high-class literary "swarry."

In vain did Mrs. GASKELL, wise and gracious,
Paint us your portrait, delicate yet true ;

Sensation-mongers, strident and voracious,
Must needs explore your inner life anew,

Clutching with fingers ruthlessly tenacious
At the remotest semblance of a clue ;

Baking the dustbins for imprinted matter,
And prodigal of cheap and tasteless chatter.

And now in days of endless storms and stresses

Comes your Centenary, with odes and lays,
And lantern slides and lectures and addresses,
And all the modern ritual of praise ;

With columns in The Sphere of C. K. S.'s

Comments upon your life and work and ways,
Judicial summings-up of old disputes
And photographs of PATRICK BRONTE'S boots.

Well, well, brave CHARLOTTE, though our admiration

Prompts some of us your memory to revere
In ways less vocal in their adulation,
You will not hold our homage less sincere

If we refrain from pouring a libation

In orthodox Centenary small-beer,
But choose to greet in silent awe and wonder
The stormy spirit of the child of Thunder.

Commercial Candour.
it Co., Ltd., Court Dress-fakers, &c."

1'rorincM Paper.

" OUB YOUNGEST GENEBAL.

Ho wa educated at Glasgow University and Gottingen University,
and entered the army in 171G." Bangalore Dally Post.

Our Indian contemporary is misinformed. Several of our
Generals are younger than that.
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AN UNRECORDED ENGAGEMENT.

THE follow-in-; interesting letter has

forwarded to us by the relatives

of one of our wounded heroes. It gives

;i vivid idea of his impressions during

a scvt-ro engagement, particulars of

which have not so far appeared in the

Press.

"7i'<v7 Cross Hospital,
,^>>n<'icli<'>r in England.

"... And now I must tell you of a

very hot time that our lot here had

recently. The attack was due to open
at 5.30 in the afternoon. We had been

warned to expect it, and the appointed
hour found us ready in our positions.

We were five deep, strongly posted on

desk chairs; moreover, the warning
had given us opportunity to construct

a defensive rampart of evergreens and

pot-plants before the front line.

"The engagement opened fairly

punctually with a furious pianoforte

bombardment, accompanied by asphyxi-

ating footlights. Owing to the close-

ness of the range and the weight of

metal employed, our first rank gave

way a little, but subsequently rallied

smartly. The attack now became

general, the enemy advancing first in

detached units, subsequently in column
or quartette formation. A stuborn re-

sistance was put up, but we were

nearly forced to recoil before a desperate

charge by The Men of Harlech.
"
Hardly had we contrived to with-

stand these, when;- with blood-curdling
cries, the Funny Men. dashed forward
and fell upon -us. The engagement
was at this point so fierce that it was

impossible to obtain more than a con-

fused impression of it. I saw several of

my brave comrades doubled up. J.Puns
and lachrymatory wheezes darkened the

air. At ;last, aftei\ a, specially violent

offensive, in which he was supported by
the full strength of his piano, the enemy
retired, followed by salvoes from our

ranks, and left us, at least temporarily,
masters of the situation.

"'A lull ensued, during which, how-
ever, in spite -of the curtain behind
which the enemy endeavoured to mask
his preparations, we were convinced,
from certain unmistakable signs, that
a fresh and possibly more violent attack
was shortly to develop. Nor was this
view wrong ; for, when the curtain

lifted, we at once saw that our worst
fears were justified. Confronting us
were the 1st Amateur Thespians, the
most dreaded battalion in the enemy's
Volunteer forces, and one reputed to
have decimated more British classics
than any two professional regiments.
"The methods of this body have

changed very little during the last

half-century. They still employ for

choice the old Bo.r -mid -Co.r attack,

which has proved so effective in the
j

past, followed frequently by A Case for

Eviction or else Gentlemen Boatders.

Bold to the point of rashness, no diffi-

culties are found to daunt them ;
and

the stoutest hearts might well quail

at being exposed to the fury of their

onslaught. Indeed how any of us sur-

vived the half-hour that followed I

hardly know. It was a nightmare of

smashed china, dropped cups, shouts

of ' Bouncer, Bouncer !

'

and general
son fusion.

"But time was on our side; and

when, towards seven o'clock, the cur-

tain fell again, we knew that, holding
as we did almost our original positions,

we were victorious. Our exact casualties

I have not yet heard, but they are

certain to have been heavy. The

ground lately held by the enemy pre-

sented a spectacle of appalling con-

fusion ;
and everything pointed to the

struggle having been most determined.

Eestoratives were administered to our

men, and we turned in, exhausted but

happy."

PERSONALIA.
IT has been noticed by close ob-

servers that among curious develop-
ments brought about by the War the

personal advertisements have been

growing increasingly intimate. Mars
and Venus again .are associated. . So
far only the Classes have .been, con-

spicuous. Why not the Masses too?

Something like this :

WILL LADY wearing handsome gar-
net' necklace arid

'

ostrich feathers in

large hat in front row of gallery of

Britannia 'Theatre, who threw orange
at Gordon Highlander in pit, injuring
his left' eye, meet him Sunday evening,
Marble 'Arch, '7 sharp? Box F.3.

WILL GiRL'seatejd second'table on
left at Lockhart's,

' 17th April, 6.30,

eating cold meat-pie, communicate with
Bedfordshire . Corporal with arm in

sling, two tables away ? Box 183.

LONELY MARRIED MAN invites cor-

respondence while waiting for single
men to do their duty. Box 84. .

SAW YOU inarching past Charing
Cross Station, three a-breast, whistling
"
Keep the Home Fires Burning,"

Saturday night at 10.15, and called out
to you from top of omnibus. Please
write. Box 10.

"
LOST, gold CHAIN and PENDANT, con-

taining sailor and baby ; 5/- reward."
F.clio.

Small enough, even for the baby.

ECONOMY IN THE PRESS.
I. THE EDITORIAL PAGE.

HERE upon our middle page,
Where the correspondents rage,

Grim and dour and dry,
Here with counsel bold and sage
War on lollipops we wage,

Smiting hip and thigh.

" Pare potatoes very thin
;

All the virtue's in the skin ;

Save the peel for soups ;

Drop cigars ; abandon gin ;

Leave the bristles on your chiu ;

Tie your hair in loops.

" Golf and ties and collars shun ;

Lunch upon a penny bun
;

Butter not your bread ;

Save your pennies every one

Helps to crush the brutal Hun."
Thus and thus we've said.

II. THE ADVERTISEMENT PAGKS.

Xo\v the advertiser comes ;

Hush the sound of warning drums
;

Hoar his siren song :

" Leave your economic sums
;

Leave the task of saving crumbs ;

Join the shopping throng.

" Come to Blank's the thing to do !

Here are chiffons, ninons too,

Quilts for Fido's cot ;

Silken robe and satin shoo,

Figured fabrics, gold and blue,

Bangles, pearls what not ?

"Bon-bons, perfumes, trifles gay
-

Still you '11 find a fresh display
Where the last one ends ;

New sensations every day !

Motor round without delay !

Come, and bring your friends !

"

In Its Proper Element.

"No appointments have been made in the

place of Lord Derby and Lord Montagu [
who

have resigned their seats on the Joint Air

Committee] , and the Committee is, for the

present, en V air."The Times.

"Amongst the sights which never fail to

draw the attention of curious Londoners is

that of girls perched high up on enormous
vans manipulating the reins and guiding fresh

nurses through the maze of city traffic."

"Star" (Cli.Ch. N.Z.)

There must be some mistake here.

The nurses we see in London are

always perfectly sober.

Mr. BLATCHFOHD on the match-tax:

"In this insidious manipulation of the thin

end of the Tory wedge do we not perceive the

cloven hoof of" the serpent casting its shadow
before ?

"
Weekly Dispatch.

No; all we see is Mr. BLATCHFORD

laboriously trying to emulate Sir BOYLE
ROCHE.
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OUR SPOILT WARRIORS.
Tommy. "I WENT TO A PLACE A BIT FURTHER DOWN THE ROAD FOR SUPPBB LAST NIGHT.

Lady Muriel Heltravers-SIontmomtfu. "On, WHAT'S Tin: MATTER WITH IT?"

Tommy. "WHAT'S THE MATl'KU WITH IT? WlIY, THEY HAVK PAID WAITRESSES THERE."

I DON'T GO THERE AGAIN."

NOT RUNNING TO SEED.
To Reginald Cressingham, Esq.

DEAR SIB (OK MADAM), -Looking
over our records a few days ago, we
noticed that you had not been so good
a customer of ours for Seeds during
tlio past twelve months as you used
to he; and the more we looked at that

record the more we wondered what we
had done that caused you to practically

stop dealing with us.

Finally we decided to drop you u

line and ask you whether you will kindly
tell us, personally, frankly, whether
there is anything wo have not done
that we should has'o done.

Unfortunately accidents will happen
at times, and if one has happened in

this case wo hope you will tell us
ahout it so that wo can try to put it

right the day we get your letter. IT
DOES NOT MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE WHAT
THE THOl'HLE IS, WE WILL DO OUB ISEST

TO HAKE IT GOOD.
Your faithful and obedient Servants,

GoODENOl'liH & SONS.

To Messrs. GoodenoiujJi if Sons.

DEAR SIRS, I regret to say there
is a reason for discontinuing my sead

order, and I am pleased to hear

will do your best to make the trouble

good; but I am half Afraid you will not

be able to "
put it right the day you

get my letter."

The 'fact is there is a European Wai-

going on just now, and it has sadly

upset our gardening plans. Instead

of having eight men (counting a hus-

band) about the place, I am now
reduced to one gardener, and ho will

shortly bo called up in a married

group, unless the Hat foot he is assidu-

ously cultivating softens the heart of

the Kxemption Tribunal.

I am sorry I have no time to tell

you more about this War, but I must
now go and dig the vegetables.

Yours faithfully,
HELENA CBESSINGHAM.

" STAUBISO AFFRAY DUE TO A GIRL'S CHARM.
In the village of Sharwida, Zagazig district,

lives a giii who is a paragraph of beauty."

Egyptian Mail.

This barely does her justice. She seems
to have been quite the penny novelette.

"In the Argonno wo carried out a coup
domain this morning." Ercniny Paper.

It is a good General who never puts off

till to-morrow what he can do this

morning.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

VI. CHALK FARM.

CERTAIN farmers farm in fruit, and
some farm in grain,

Others farm in dairy-stuff, and many
farm in vain,

But I know a place for a Sunday morn-

ing's walk
Where the Farmer and his Family only

farm in Chalk.
The Farmer and his Family before you

walk back
Will bid you in to sit awhile and share

their midday snack ;

O-they that live in Chalk Farm they
live at their ease,

For the Farmer and his Family can't

tell Chalk from Cheese.

VII. THE SPANIARDS.

Three Spaniards dwell on Hampstead
Heath :

One has a scowl and a knife in a sheath ;

One twangs a guitar in the bright

moonlight ;

One chases a bull round a bush all

night !

"In talking of flying, Boillot onlj returned
to a pastime that he had been ona of the first

1

to practise." Pall Mall Gazette.

\ Just like our Mr. BILLING.
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Colonel CHUHCHILL was reported on
CHARIVARI A. .

Tuesday last as having been seen entering
GKM:KAI, VILLA, in pursuit of whom the side door of No. 11, Downing Street.

a United States army lias already : It was, of course, the critical stage door.

penetrated four hundred miles

Mexico, is alleged to have died,

not considered likely, however,
he will escape as easily as all that. poses." The valuable properties of the

dog for sterilising sausage casings have
" Germans net the Sound," says a long been a secret of the Teuton,

recent issue of a contemporary. We .

don't know what profit they will get Commercial Candour.
out of it, but wo ourselves in these i "Real Harris Haud-Knitted Socks, Is. Gd. :

hard times are only too glad to net
,

worth '2s. Gd. ; unwearable." Scotch 1'aper,

anything. ^ ...

Bags of coffee taken from
a Norwegian steamer and
destined for German con-

sumption have been found
to contain rubber. Once
more the immeasurable su-

periority of the German
chemist as a deviser of

synthetic substitutes for

ordinary household commo-
dities is clearly illustrated.

What a contrast to our
own scientists, whose use
of this most valuable food

substitute has never gone
far beyond an occasional

fowl or beefsteak.
-':' ~','

It has been suggested
that in honour of the ter-

centenary of SHAKSPEAHE'S
birth Barclay's brewery
should lie replaced by a

new theatre, a replica of

the old Globe Theatre,
whose site it is supposed to

occupy ; and Mr. HEGINALD
McKENNA is understood to

have stated that it is quite
immaterial to him.

THE CURSE OF BABEL.
LET me tell you about the Baronne

de Blanqueville and her grandson.
into ''...* The Baronne is a Belgian lady who
It is) The Austrian Government has issued came to England in the early days of

that an appeal for dogs
" for sanitary pur- the refugee movement, and established

herself here in our village.
With her came her younger daughter

and Lou-lou, the infant son of an elder

daughter, who had for some reason to

be left behind in Belgium.
Lou-lou was a year old when, with

his grandmother and bis aunt, he settled

in England as an emigre.
He was then inarticulate ;

now he has gained the use
of bis tongue.
He has had a little Eng-

lish nursemaid to attend
on him, and he has be-

come a familiar object in

many English families of

the neighbourhood.
In fact, he has had a very

English bringing up, and
now that he is more than
two years old and can

talk, he insists on talking

English with volubility and

understanding it with com-

pleteness.
I may mention, by the way,

that someone has taught
him some expressions un-
usual in so young a mouth.
The other day I met him in

his perambulator. He said,
" I take the air. I 'm damn
coaifable;" whereupon the

mj-semaid blushed and chid
him.

That, however, is not the

point at any rate, not the
whole of it.

What I wish to make
clear is this : the Baronne
neither speaks nor under-
stands English, whereas
Lou-lou speaks a great deal

of English and no French

Shopfoeper. "YES, I WANT A GOOD USEFUL
INDOORS AND PABTLY OUTDOOBS."

Applicant. "AND WHAT BECOMES OF ME WHEN THE DOOR SLAMS?

" Horseflesh is on sale in

the West End," says The

Daily Telegraph,
" and the

public analyst at West-
minster reports having examined a

smoked horseflesh sausage and found
it genuine." It is only fair to

readers, however, to point out that the ,

-it,,. "GARDENER. Wanted at once, clever ex-
method of testing sausages now m

perienced man, with good knowledge of toms.,
VOgue, i.e. With a stethoscope, IS only cues., mums., &c., to work up small nursery.

''

useful for ascertaining the identity of Provincial Vaprr.

the animal (if any) contained therein, One with a knowledge of nursery lan-

A Chance for the Illiterate.

"Wanted, a good, all-round Gardener;
our illegible." Provincial Paper.

and is valueless in the case of sausages
that are filled with sawdust, india-

uage preferred.

at all. He rejects that language with
a violent shake of his curly head. He
stamps his small foot and tells his

adoring grandmother to speak English
or leave him alone.

Thus a gulf has begun to yawn be-
tween the Baronne and her beloved
Lou-lou. Communications are all but
broken off. Lou-lou's aunt is in

rubber shavings, horsehair

vegetables. (

' MANCHESTER, ENG. The election of diree-
|

better case, for she is slowly acquiring
and other tors of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce English ; but the Baronne, I think, will

resulted in the return of eighteen out of i never learn anil English.
f.wfiii tA*_f wf\ /lirw>fr\ra \vlir o*n Artf\ tii tlTr /tsvni TTTI i *

What is to be done ?

refused

the

twenty-two directors who are definitely com-
mitted to the policy of no free trade with the
GOth Canadian Battalion."

Victoria Colonist (B.C.).

Wandsworth Borough has
the otter of a horse trough
ground that there are not
horses to use it. But there are always by refusing protection to Manchester, In spite of the War we still bow to the
plenty of shirkers. Kng. decrees of fashion.

"The rage for (tower-trimming is nothing
enough We hope the battalion will not retaliate ! short of an obeisance." Erening Paper.
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THE JOY TAX.
- is prepare! to arrept it like a patriot without

further protest.]

Now Spring comes laughing down the sky

To -co her buds all busy hatching;
With tender green the woods are gay,

And birds, as is their April way,

Chirp merrily on the hough, and I

Chirp, too, because it's catching.

Full many a joy I must eschew

And to the tempter's voice
" No ! No !

"
say ;

With taxes laid on all delights

Must miss, with other mirthful sights,

On Monday next my annual view

Of England's Art Expose.

I must forgo (and bear the worst

With what I can of noble calm) a

Pure bliss from which I only part
With horrid pain about the heart

I mean the humour unrehearsed

Of serious British drama.

Hut, thank the Lord, I need not miss

The birds that in their leafy nook coo ;

Young Spring is mine to taste at large,

The Ministry has made no charge
Fur earth that warms to April's kiss;

They haven't taxed the cuckoo! O. S.

cinema) I wondered when the stretcher-party would appear,

for the grass was damp and the April wind was chilly ;

but it was not long before a bright boy, rather over than

under military age, ran up and, after a brief glance at me,

began to signal with great vigour. He meant well, and out

of consideration for bis feelings I restrained a desire to tell

him that he was creating a beastly draught. However, I

asked him if he had any brandy, and, on receiving an

answer in the negative, groaned deeply.
" Are you very bad ?

"
he asked.

"
No," I replied ;

" but if I lie here much longer I '11

catch cold. Tell your people to hurry up."
When the stretcher-party arrived they decided that

I had been shot in -the chest, and, to get at the wound,

began to remove my garments, till arrested by some
virile language thrown off from the part affected. Then

they began to carry me towards the gate of the park,

despite the fact that the stretcher had been meant to

hold someone about six inches shorter than I. Almost

immediately the reap man, tripping on a root, fell on top
of me, and the front man, being brought to a sudden stop,

sat on my feet. When we had sorted ourselves out, and
!

I had stopped talking, more from lack of breath than of

matter, we resumed our journey.
After a matter of some three hundred yards the bearers

began to feel tired, and, suddenly rolling me off the

stretcher, they informed me that I was discharged as cured.

Thus rapidly does a soldier of the Volunteers recover. 1 1

speaks volumes not only for their high state of physical
condition but for the resilience of their moral.

A VOLUNTEER CASUALTY.
WE were "

standing easy
"

prior to the assault on the

undefended heights of Spanker's Hill when the voice of

the platoon-commander disturbed our thoughts of home
and loved ones, and particularly of our Sunday dinners,

which would be very much out of season before we could

get at them.
" Number 4," he said, in a tone that thrilled us to the

bottom twist of our puttees,
" these Body - Snatchers

(thus coarsely he alluded to the Ambulance Section) have
been following us all day and haven't had a single casualty
so far. That is why, in the coming advance, I shall be
wounded. Sergeant, you will take ov%r the command,
should the worst befall. Smith and Williams, as you are
both big and heavy, you'd better be knocked out too."

It was with mingled feelings that I heard my name
mentioned. In the first place, a feeling of annoyance was
engendered at having my proportions thus publicly re-

ferred to. But other, and I trust worthier, thoughts came
to me, and, turning to my neighbour, I gave him a few
last messages of a suitably moving nature to be delivered
to my friends. The kind-hearted fellow was deeply affected,
and in a voice broken by emotion offered to take charge of

my loose change, and asked for my Watch as a keepsake.
I thanked him with tears in my eyes, but said that
the burial party would forward all my valuables to my
relations.

Our conversation was interrupted by the command
" Platoon 'SHUN. To the left, to six paces, OX-TEND."

By an oversight the preliminary formation usually adopted
as a precaution against artillery had been omitted, and in a
moment we were advancing up the hill in open order.

Scarcely had we started when our officer, the pride of
the platoon, threw up his hands and fell. A moment later,

chancing on a piece of tempting grass, I decided to lie

down, and with a choking gurgle collapsed. As I lay on
my back in an appropriate attitude (copied from the

Intelligent Anticipation.
'

Bucharest, 8. The ' Universal
' has opened a list of subscrip-

tions in favour of the widows and victims of the coming Austro-

Koumanian war." Balkan News.

" ' WHERE ANGELS FEAB TO TBEAD '

AT THE - - PICTI/KI:

THEATBE." Hastings Observer.

The management doesn't mind so long as the fools rush in.

" The Smyth-Pigotts are the owners of Brockley Court and Brockley
Hall, near Congresbury, a pretty village which like Majoribauks -

is pronounced Coomesbury." Daily Sketch.

Just as, according to the old story, Cholmondeley is pro-
nounced Marjoribanks.

"Monster Carnival! In aid of Returned Soldiers' Association.

Novel Attractions ! ! ! Realistic Egyptian Pillage, just as our soldiers

saw it. Egyptian goods can be purchased here." Adelaide Ilcgistcr.

We hope this does not mean that our gallant Anzacs have
been spoiling the Egyptians.

" A LADY would like to let her beautifully furnished Horsi: or

part, or three or four paying guests; from 1 10s. eaeli."

Bournemouth Daily Echo.

We have heard of paying guests whom their hosts would
have been glad to part with at an even lower figure.

"Notice. Found, a Broadwood Piano. Apply, Barrack Warden,
No. 1, Barrack Store, Barracks." Alilersltot Command Orders.

We think some recent criticism of Army administration is

undeserved. Care is evidently taken in regard to even
little things carelessly left about by the soldier.

" When the election does come there will be no need to ask these
useless M.P.'s to resign. They can be kicked out, and there are

plenty of workmen in the country who are ready to lend a hand
at the kicking. The genuine Labour M.P. is known now, so also

is the impostor, who, like the party hack, hails from nowhere."
Letter in " The Times."

We suppose the manual kick, as described above, is the

non-party hack.
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SERBIA COMES AGAIN.
THE BULGAD. "I THOUGHT YOU WERE DEAD.
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THE

MY IT. u;

WATCH
XXXVIII.

CHAHI.KS,

DOGS.
taining a General, who stopped and

asked him what lie was. So imposing
was the account he gave of himself

-One of those i that it was said to him, "No doubt,

days 1 will tell YOU the 11101-0 intimate then, you 11 know the way to ,
a

hirtoryof the Corps to which I have village at the back of beyond, where a

the honour to bolong, .in.l this will give
j

division was lying at rest In the

you BOOM c-ause for mirth. Its members
,
Army, at any rate at a Head-quarters,

we ,f all sorts, ages and origins, and I
we all know everything. ho he said

they have had hot ween them some odd " No doubt, Sir, hoping, if the worst

experiences since that first day when, 'came to the worst, to give some vague

iNinuliii-'hiistilyinKonsingtonGiirdons,
directions and not to be present_when

they wished f'hcv hadn't been quite they were found wanting. But it was
* _ . , . K ; ._ t, A .ii.,Alr4si.Kn ITS\ nJ-\*ii/tlr *~\iia f\f ^'.lio

so glib, in their anxiety to get to war his bad luck to have struck one of the

about professing full knowledge of the more affable Generals. Could he spare

\\ays and wiles of the motor bicycle, the time to come along and direct the

One at least of them paid the price of driver?

inexactitude then and there; he still Soon to the box lie got (it
was a

shudders to think how,

put to the test, he unin-

tentionally left the Park

for A no less fashionable

but much more crowded

thoroughfare, to arrive

eventually, in the prone

position, in a byway of
'

Piccadilly, where small

fragments of the machine

may still be collected by
industrious seekers of

curios.

Another, whom the low

cunning of the Criminal

Bar enabled to avoid the

immediate test, paid the

full price, with compound
interest, later on. Casual

observers of the retreat,

had there been any, would
have become familiar with
the sight of him bringing i

up the rear a very poor
last. To see him arrive,

perspiring, over the brow
of a hill, with his faith-

ful motor at his side, was to know
that the Huns were at the bottom of

it. On one occasion they even beat
him in the day's march, but were too
kind or too blind to seize their advan-

tage. As usual he was taking his

obsession along with him, though, if he
had but known, he might have got it to

do the work by the simple formality of

turning the petrol tap from OFF to ox.

THE TRENCH TOUCH.
Warrior in bunker (to caddie, who is seeing if the course is clear).

" KEEP
DOWN, you FOOL!"

that bewas not so intimately acquainted
as lie could have wished.

Had there been a scone, he could, he

says, have endured the worst bravely,

standing to attention and taking it as

it came. Not so, however
;
his was

the wrong sort of General for the

purpose. As does the partner at the

dance, over whose priceless gown you
have upset the indelible ice, he said it

didn't matter. He said lie 'd give the

division a miss, and return whence

they had come. This they began to

do, when they had got the car out of

the ploughed field, and this they went
on doing until the sixth thing hap-
pened, which was a burst tyre.

Again, had there been a scene, my
man could have explained
that this wasn't his fault ;

but no one said it was
his fault. Equally it was
never openly alleged that

ho was to blame for the

driver's not being pre-

pared with a spare wheel

ready for use. But bis em-
barrassment was such that

my man was grateful to

heaven for reminding him
at this juncture of the

existence of B.F.C. Ilead-

quarteis, about a kilo-

metre away. He said

he'd run and borrow a

wheel off them, and befoi e

the General could say him

nay he'd started. . . . He
ran all the way, and burst,

panting, into the officers'

mess, where he had the

misfortune to strike an-

other itinerant General.

It never rains but it

pours, and the area seemed

lane, got well into the middle of

battalion on the march, which, when
the car was firmly jammed amongst
the transport, ceased

His was ever a curious life, from the march, and took a
first moment of his joining tho Army minutes' halt . . . The second thing

to be

generous

the

ten

in tails, a bowler hat, and a large sword
j

to happen was a level crossing, which,
wrapped in a homely newspaper. But

[

as they approached it, changed its mind . _ ,

it being a road and became a rail-
! did take twenty. No, no : there was

. A nice long train duly arrived,
j
nothing to say and nothing need be

the inward fun of it all is not for the

present, Charles ; our dear old friends,
the Exigencies, forbidding.

I am reminded of it all by having
just crossed with one of the later-joined
members. He came fresh from the line
to a Head-quarters, and he was walk-
ing about in a lane, working off some
of his awe of his new surroundings,

j

tho fifth a ploughed lid,], with which overwhelmedwhen he was overtaken by a car con- ! my friend, alighting, had

closed car) and, with the General's eye to be infested with Generals of quite the

always upon his back, he did his best wrong sort. He couldn't have hit upon
as guide, a task for which his previous a more kind and genial and inappro-
career of stockbroker had ill qualified priate one than this. No, he wouldn't
him. The first thing to happen was allow a word of apology or explanation
that the car, proceeding down a narrow from this exhausted lieutenant until the

latter had rested and refreshed himself

with a cup of tea. No, not out of that

pot ;
it had been standing too long.

Tea which had stood should not be

drunk, for reasons detailed at length.
No doubt the Colonel, whose guest he

was, would order some more to be

made. It would take two minutes it

about

way.
and (this needs no exaggeration) stayed 'said. It was this General's"particular
there, with a few restless movements,

'

wish that he should be at peace and
for twenty minutes by the clock. . .

j

make himself at home. Let him
The third thing to happen was that make his explanations and apologies
he lost himself (and the General) ; the later.
fourth was the falling of dusk, and I Whatever you would have done, my

friend temporized. He
to confess ! was just edging the conversation round
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:

OUR AMAZON CORPS "STANDING EASY.

to the other General, waiting alone in

the dark wet road, when the General
in the nice warm room rose to go,

commanding my friend not to disturb

himself on that account. Being a man
j

of some years he was a slow goer ;

being a General, he was not to be

interrupted in his going . . .

I don't know exactly how it all ended,
nor, you may not be surprised to learn,

does my friend, though he is always
expecting to hear.

There was also on our boat a

subaltern, coming to France for the
j

first time. He wanted me to tell
|

him all about it. How well I know
these subalterns who want to know all

about it. I was one myself once.

Does lie ask you what it's like in the
mild '.' Does he listen if you give him
details of bloodshed ? Does he inquire
about the food, the washing facilities,

parapet or parados ; what a time-
fuse does when its time has expired,
or even as to the use and abuse of the

entrenching tool ? No, he 's for war

only, and there 's only one question in

war : Do you or do you not need a Sam
Browne belt in the trenches'?

It is an old question ; there is no

solution. I told him that some say
one thing and some say another, and,
as both are authorities with whom you
are not in a position to argue, the only
way to get out of the difficulty is to

keep out of the trenches.
'

Yours ever, HENRY.

Erom a hotel advertisement :

"EXCELLENT CUISINE. SEPARATE STABLES."

West-Country Paper.

The WISE KING must have had a pre-
sentiment of this arrangement when
he wrote: "Better a dinner of herbs,
where love is, than a stalled ox and
hatred therewith."

" The Premier (Sir Alexander Peacock) said

that many years ago, when the world rang
with the atrocities of Turks, Rev. Dr. Parker
startled the whole world when, in a fiery
address on those awful atrocities which were
visited on the Christians, he cried,

' Dod
damn the Sultan.' Now, when they heard of

the cruelties and indescribable sufferings
which had been visited upon the innocent

people in order to satisfy the ideas of one man
they could say,

' Kod damn the Kaiser.'

(Great cheers)." Sydney Daily Telegraph.

Strong language for a Premier ! But
tho printer has done his best to tone it

down.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.
VIII. ORCHARD STREET.

THE fruit hangs ripe, the fruit hangs
sweet,

High and low in my Orchard Street,

Apples and pears, cherries and plums,
Something for everyone who comes.

If you "re a Pedlar
I '11 give you a medlar ;

If you 're a Prince
I '11 give you a quince ;

If you 're a Queen,
A nectarine ;

If you 're the King
Take anything,

Apricots, mulberries, melons or red

and white
Currants like rubies and pearls on a

string !

Little girls each
Shall have a peach,

Boys shall have grapes that hang just
out of reach

Nothing 's to pay, whatever you eat

Of the fruit that grows in my Orchard
Street.

" USEFL. hip. ckug. no wshg. fam. 2."

3[ominy Paper.
Th. is rl. wd. pip. ecnmy.
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A NIGHT OUT WITH A ZEPPELIN.

l!v K\i:i, VON WKKKKND

(IIYHIKN VIKI> M.I "I'll VI.).

icludcd.)

BENKATH us beneath, in a manner

df speaking, the iron liocl of the all-

r,.iic|iiering l-'atherland lay perfidious

Kngl.ind. I, as a more layman, had,

of course, not the vaguest idea as to

precisely what vital portion of the

doomed island was immediately Ixs-

ln\v us. Not so my host, the. Captain

Sigismund von Munchhau*iM), who sud-

denly snapped together the stetho-

scope through which he had been

gazing and rapped out a monosyllabic
order down the speaking tube at his

right hand.
" Wo are now," he said, turning

courteously to me,
"
diametrically above

the entrenched camp of Little Tilling-

ham - under - Hill." A fearful crash

sounded from the depths below and a

voice muttered something through the

speaking tube. " A hit !

"
cried the

Captain without emotion. " Ober-Leut-

nant von Dachswurst reports that the

Arsenal, three munitions factories and

two infant schools are in flames. Ah !

Now we have reached Birmingham!"
Another crash rent the abysm. "Now
Glasgow !

" A third terrific explosion
was audible.

"But," I cried, "we can't have got
from Birmingham to Glasgow in thirty-
five seconds." For a moment the

Captain's eyes flashed angrily. He
clenched his feet, and, remembering
the horrible fate of the seasick sailor,

I crouched against the bulwark. With
an effort, however, the man mastered
himself. I was relieved to see an

enigmatic smile overspread his coun-
tenance.

" It is plain," he said, in the voice

of one patiently rebuking a child, "that

you do not know what a German air-

ship can do. Ah ! ha ! There goes
Bristol !

"
he added, as further detona-

tions smote upon our ears.

And so the hideous carnage pro-
ceeded. Grasmere, Aberystwith, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Freshwater Bay and
the Lizard with dreadful precision
these teeming hives of English indus-

try were laid waste, incinerated,
scattered to the winds in line im-

palpable dust. I thought sadly of the
brave men in khaki that were being
cut off by the thousand in their prime
(for the gallant Captain had taken the
utmost precaution not to drop any of
his bombs in the neighbourhood of

non-combatants). But, after all, I

mused, they will soon be replaced by
intelligent Germans, a blessing that
civilization will not be slow to appre-
ciate.

At this moment the Captain ap-

proached me with an object in his

hand. " You neutrals," he said, "have

boon deceived before" now by the ridi-

culous reports disseminated by pur
enemies as to the results of these raids.

But here is the proof." He then

explained to mo that to every Zeppelin
was attached a large sinker or plum-

met, which was covered with grease and

lowered from a drum to a few yards
above the spot where the bomb was

destined to fall. To this plummet
adhered fragments of various objects,

animate or other, which the explosion
of the missile hurled into the air. Such

a fragment the Captain was now ox-

tending for my observation. I admitted

that to my uninitiated eye it closely

resembled a portion of the outer sur-

face of a cow or some kindred animal.
" You are indeed ignorant," said my
host, smiling in the same enigmatic

way. "The object is undoubtedly a

fragment of the propeller shaft of a

large vessel, which satisfies me that at

Swanage, where our last bomb was

dropped, a portion of the High Seas

Fleet was anchored. And as a matter of

fact," he added, producing a small dark

object from his pocket,
" here is a part

of Sir JOHN JELLICOE'S necktie. Notice

how precisely it tallies with the descrip-
tions furnished by our secret agents,
one of whom is actually engaged about

the Admiral's person disguised as a

pastry-cook."
Here, then, was the proof. One could

not doubt the evidence of one's senses.

But mine had been subjected to an
unusual test that night, and when the

Captain, well satisfied with his night's
work, courteously invited me to have
another glass of schnapps with him I

accepted with alacrity. The glass was

hardly at my lips when an orderly an-

nounced that we were at anchor in the
shed. Thanking the brave Captain for

the most wonderful experience of a not

uninteresting lifetime, I hurried away
to my hotel and fell into a deep slumber.
When I awoke late that afternoon my
manservant placed in my hand the last

edition of the London Times. It stated
that there had been a Zeppelin raid,
and that 19 civilians, three cows, four

churches, two rows of cottages, one
omnibus, and no soldiers had been

destroyed.
I smiled enigmatically.

" SOCIALIST WOIIKIKG MAN, aged 25, would
welcome companionship of Socialist exempted
conscientious objector, chiefly for week-end

cycling ; or athletic lady holding similar
views would suit, residing North Kent area.

Socialist Paper.
It would be much better for him to
meet an athletic lady not holding
similar views.

THE OCC. POET'S APOLOGIA.
WHEEE the moon's unmitigated cres-

cent,

Sailing through the amethystine
deeps,

With a smile sardonic and senescent

Down upon our Armageddon poops ;

Thither, drawn by sympathy ecstatic,

Like a shooting star my spirit flies

From the company of gross, lymphatic
Souls entangled by terrestrial ties.

Where the sombre azimuths are boom-

ing.
Flecked with argent elemental foam,

And the stately colocynths are blooming
In a salicylic monochrome ;

There, transported on pellucid pinions,
Sick of common sense I seek repose,

Far from the disconsolate dominions
Tainted by the tyranny of prose.

O'er the whole translunar gamut rang-

ing.
There my astral body slides and

skims,
Choriambic melodies exchanging
With the apolaustic cherubims ;

Weaving in a polyphonic pattern
Harmonies that meek at clefs and

bars ;

Toying with the shining rings of Saturn,

Throwing star-dust in the eyes of

Mars.

There, suspended in a sumptuous limbo,
Like a happier version of the boy

Drawn by Mr. BLACKWOOD in his

Jimbo,
I shall taste of bliss without alloy ;

Other minstrelsmay indulge infighting,
I mvself cannot so far forget

As to shun the raptures of inditing
Oce. verse for the Bestspinster Gazette.

For our "
Glimpses of the Obvious":

" An interesting, feature in the prone trees

was that they all fell in one direction, showing
the direction from which the blast came."

Morning Paper.

"So soft and loose was the earth that the

trench walls had to be rivetted."

Daily Sketch.

A very curious treatment. Personally
we always use a safety-pin.

"Inquiries are being received at Lloyds for

insurance to pay total loss in case of peace

being declared during the present war."
Montreal Gazette.

#

We ourselves should take our chance of

this contingency.

" The total import value of matches is less

than 1,000,000 per annum, and if 2,000,000
is to be collected, it will make matches 6d.

or even more per dozen." Daily Chronicle.

Mr. McKENXA surely cannot have
realized this.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE SENTIMENTAL DRAMA.

REGINALD CARSTAIRS, READING DURING THE VACATION AT A
REMOTE COUNTRY VILLAGE, FALLS IN LOVE WITH THE LAND-
LADY'S FAIR DAUGHTER, ROSIE. IN THE OLD ORCHARD SHE
WOfLD SING TO HIM "PANSY FACKS."

IN THE MEANTIME ROSIE HAS HAD HER VOICE CULTIVATED,
AND, UNDER THE NAME OP "LA BELLE KOSSIGNOLETTE,"
HAS TAKEN THE CONTINENT BY STORM. IN THE MIDST OP
Ill-It GREATEST TRIUMPHS, HOWEVER, SHE IS OFTEN l

IN Til,, -i v-M'ION THAT KNSUES THE THEATRE CATCHES
nun. ROSIE RESCUES REGINALD, BUT HIS WIFE PERISHES
IN THE FLAMES.

REGINALD'S HAUGHTY FATHER WILL NOT HEAR OP it:s

UNION WITH THE RUSTIC GIRL, AND MARRIES HIM TO A
. WEALTHY HEIRESS. HE CONTINUALLY ANNOYS HER BY PICKING
OUT ON THE PIANO THE MUSIC OP AN OLD SONG. AND SO
THEY REACH A LOVELESS MIDDLE-AGE.

COMING AT LENGTH TO LONDON, SHE APPEARS IN
OPERA. FOR HER FIRST NIGHT CARSTAIRS, LITTLE KNOWING
HER TRUE IDENTITY, HAS TAKEN THE STAGE-BOX. SHE RECOG-
NISES HIM. AND, INSTEAD OF SINGING HER OPENING SONG,
ELECTRIFIES THE- HOUSE BY GIVING "PANSY FACES."

IN THE EVI-'.MNG OF LIFE: "PANSY FACI>.'
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THE ABOVE SQUAD, CONTAINING AN EX-CONTORTIONIST, HAS JUST RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION: " Al THE COMMAND

BACKWARD BEND,' PLACE THE HANDS ON THE HIPS AND BEND BACK 'AS FAR AS POSSIBLE."

MORE EYE-WASH.
WIIKNK'ER I see some high brass-hatted man

Inspect the Dep&t with his ribboned train,

When all seems spick and absolutely span
And no man spits and nothing gives him pain,

I think what blissful ignorance is theirs

Who only see us on inspection days,
And wonder, could they catch us unawares,
Would they be still so eloquent of praise '?

They think the soldiers are a cleanly type,
For all their brass is bright with elbow-fat,

Burnished their bayonets and oiled their hyp ;

Do they suppose they always look like that ?

They see the quarters beautiful and gay,
Yet never realise, with all their lore,

Those bright new beds were issued yesterday
And will to-morrow be returned to store.

They doubtless say,
" Was ever drill so deft ?

Were ever rifles so precisely sloped ?

Observe that section change direction left

So much, much better than the best we hoped ;

'

But little know with what grim enterprise
For week on week that clever-looking crew

Have practised up for their especial eyes
The sole manoeuvre they can safely do.

And I could tell where many a canker gnaws
Within the walls they fancy free from sin ;

I know how officers infringe their laws,

I know the corners where the men climb in
;

I know who broke the woodland fence to bits

And what platoon attacked the Shirley cow,

While the dull Staff, for all their frantic chits,

Know not the truth of that distressing row.

These are the things I think they should be taught,

But, since I know what ages must elapse,
What forms be filled, what signatures be sought,
Ere I have speech with such exalted chaps,

I here announce that they are much misled,

That they should see us when we think them far,

Should steal upon us, all unheralded,
And find what frauds, what awful frauds we are.

" I was astonished that not a Londoner raised a dicer for the fine

Bankers' Battalion of the Fusiliers which marched through the City

to-day. \Ve are really absurdly shy.""
Qitex Junior" in "

Evening News," April 15.

"The older comrades, who are keeping banks going in the absence

of the younger patriots, turned out to cheer their comrades."
"
Evening News," same date.

The older bankers, we must presume, are all from the

provinces, and not so shy.
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THE CHAMPION OF THE SMALLER NATIONS.
IMPERIAL PACHYDEUM. " OUR HEART GOES OUT TO THESE POOR LITTLE UNPROTECTED

i
EGGS. THEY WANT MOTHERING. WE WILL SIT ON THEM." [-Does so.]

[With Mr. Punch's apologies to a noble anirnal.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

CoLoxxr. Cniitcnn.j. (arnrintj post-haste at tin- ]louse of Common* fi-oni the Front, on Ajiril IN).
" COME 1 TOO LATE FOR Tin:

PREMIER'S STATEMENT?"
Constable. "Ox THE COSTIIAHY, SIE, YOU 'BE A DAY TOO EAKLY."

: The Constable was in error. ITc should have said a week.]

Monday, April Yith. The lion.

Member who described the present

Parliamentary situation as " a cabal

every afternoon and a crisis every
second day

"
is justified of his epigram.

The lobbies this afternoon were full of

agitated whisperers, with much talk of

a divided Cabinet and this and that

Minister on the brink of resignation,
because they cannot agree upon the

number of men they want for the Aryiy
or the best method of obtaining them.

All of which must be very comforting
to our enemies.

Some anxiety is felt on the Treasury
Bench owing to the marked shortage
of Meml>ers from Ireland. Hitherto,
\vhenevertheGovernment has seemed
to be in danger, Mr. REDMOND'S fol-

lowers have trooped over from Dublin
to the rescue. But to-day most of

them are absent. Some attribute their

|

defection to chagrin at their short-

sightedness in resisting the appoint-
ment of Mr. CAMPBELL as Lord Chan-
cellor of Ireland. As Attorney-Genera]
they fear he will exert a much more

potent influence in Irish affairs.

Faithful among the faithless, Mr.

GINNELL was in his place. He is not

interested in the troubles of the British

Government. His present obsession

is the alleged over-taxation of his own
beloved country. In order that he

might have due verge and scope to ex-

patiate upon that grievance lie pressed

j

the I'm MI-: MJNISTKH to arrange an

early sitting on Wednesday and also to

suspend the eleven o'clock rule. At this

naive suggestion the House relieved

its tension with a hearty laugh.
How much truth there may bo in the

stories of Ministerial dissension I do
not know ; but then: is undoubtedly a

CAVI: on the Tre.isury Bench. In the

absence of the CHANCIOLLOR he took

charge of the Beport Stage of the

! Finance Bill, and very well he ac-

quitted himself. Incidentally the SOLI-

CITOR - (H-LNKUAL had the honour of

bringing about a notable reconcilia-

tion. Among the few occupants of the

Nationalist benches were Mr. DILLON
and Mr. TIMOTHY HEALY, who for some

years past have rarely met without a

collision. Accordingly when Mr. DILLON
had resisted a proposal to line any
visitor to an entertainment who did not

pay the Amusements-tax, it was confi-

dently expected that Mr. HE.VLV would
find excellent reasons for asserting that

this was the best clause in the whole
Bill, and that only a melancholy hum-
bug would oppose it. Instead he vigor-

ously supported his former foe with an

a.-gument that I am sure Mr. DILLON
would never have thought of.

" Was it

not a weird proposal,'' he asked, -'that

a child who had unwittingly walked

through a turnstile should forthwith

become a convict and lose its Old-Age
Pension?"

Tuesday, April Ittth. When one
has at last screwed up one's courage to

have a tooth out, there is nothing more

unnerving than to be told by the dentist

that he cannot operate to-day and that

one must come again to-morrow. The
House of Commons felt like that this

afternoon. Members had flocked from
all parts of the kingdom Nationalist
Ireland excepted to hear the PRIME
MINISTER'S promised statement. Col.

CHCRCHILL, Lord HUGH CECIL (with a

patch on his lofty brov,' denoting a

recent casualty), and other warrior-

statesmen had reluctantly torn them-
selves from the attractions of the

trenches to do their duty at West-
minster. The Ladies' Gallery was filled

to overflowing.
Then the ominous word went round,

"No statement to-day." Sure enough,
when the PRIME MINISTER rose and
hushed the buzz of conversation that

had rendered Questions inaudible, it

was merely to observe that there were
1

still some points outstanding, that no
statement would be adequate without
their adjustment, and that he would
therefore postpone his motion for the

Easter adjournment until to-morrow.
Sir EDWARD CARSON'S motion demand-

ing compulsory service for all men of

! military age would, if necessary, be

discussed on Thursday.
Members hastened out into the Lobby

to chatter about the new phase of the
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crisis and to speculate as to what were
the points outstanding, and whether the

MINISTER OK MTNITIONS was or was not

tlio prickliest of them. To the noise

and Hurry created by their exit Mr.
McI\E.\N.\ owes it that his Finance
Bill will appear in the Journals (A the

House as having boon passed \\ithout

a dissenting voice. Mr. WJIITLEY, who
was in the Chair, has not the com-

manding tones of Mr. LOWTHEH, and
when ho put the question, "That this

Bill be now read a Third time,"

nobody rose to speak. Accordingly he
declared that the "Ays" had it, and

though several Members then protested
that they had not heard the question

put, and urged that it should bo put
again, ho politely but firmly declined

to oblige them.
In an incautious moment yesterday

Mr. TENNANT advised Mr. SNOWDKN to

use his imagination. I should have

thought the advice was superfluous, for,

to judge by some of the stories that the

Member for Blackburn is in the habit

of retailing to the House regarding
the persecution of conscientious ob-

jectors by callous N.C.O.'s, his imag-
ination is working overtime. On the

motion for the adjournment Mr. TEN-
NANT had to listen to several more of

them. He was rewarded for his patience

by obtaining an unexpected testimonial

from Mr. KING, who in his most patron-

ising tones declared that he was sorry
for the UNDER SECRETARY', who was

really
" a great deal better than the

average man in the street."

In readiness for the PRIME MINISTER'S

anticipated statement, Lord MILNER
had put down a motion in the House of

Lords in favour of compulsory service

for all men of military age ; and, despite
the changed circumstances, he persisted
in moving it, and made an admirable

speech in its support. Lord CHEWE,
indeed, found it unanswerable for the

time being, as Downing Street was
"

still thinking." He could not say
when its thoughts would be resolved
into decision, but hoped it might be
to-morrow or, if not to - morrow,
Thursday or, if not Thursday, then

perhaps Monday. Lord CREWE has
not sat at Mr. ASQUITH'S feet all these

years without catching something of

his methods.

Wednesday, April IQtJt. The House
was even more crowded and anxious
than yesterday. In the Peers' Gallery
a dim figure, carrying a bunch of prim-
roses and looking astonishingly like

Mr. DENNIS EADIE, was heard to mur-
mur,

" I wonder whether England loves

Coalitions any more than she did in my
time." The present PRIME MINISTER

appears to think that she does, for, after

remarking that continued disagreement

First Stoker (weary). "I'D LIKE TO FIND THE MERCHANT 'oo INVENTED BOILER* !

"

Second Stoker (also weary). "BOILERS BE BLOWED! I'M LOOKIN' FOB THE BLIGHTER
*OO FOUND OUT THAT COAL WOULD BVRN."

on material points threatened a break-

up of the Government, he ventured to

describe that contingency as a national

disaster. The Liberals thought so too,
and cheered loudly ; the Unionists were
not quite so sure, and Sir EDWARD CAR-

SON, beside whom sat Col. CHURCHILL,

looking as if he had never heard of

Ulster, indicated that, while ho would
be the last man to refuse the Govern-
ment time for repentance and reforma-

tion, he would in the meantime keep
his Resolution on the Paper for use if

necessary when the House met again.

"WANTED. Reliable Woman to Wash
Mondays, 2s. Cd. daily." LJanelly Star.

Some Mondays are so black.

"WAR Wor.K for capable open-air Woman
of leisure. Wanted to help sister of man
called up to run solo grocery shop in lovely
country." Advt. in " The Times."

Why wasn't he called up to fight?

The Observer rebuked The Daily

I

Xews for unkindness in remarking that

j

at a certain point in the recent " Poets'

Reading," Mr. BIRRELL,
" who had

been sitting with his head in his hands,

I

looked up delighted." But was it

quite nice of The Observer itself to say
in its account of the same function that
" the Prime Minister looked in when
the readings were in progress, and
remained for some time talking with

many friends
"
?
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Peppery Senior (through din of Bosclies' "morning hate"). "LATE FOB BREAKFAST AGAIN."

Very Junior Officer (apologetically).
"
SORRY, SIB. DIDN'T HEAR THE GONG."

THE PHILATELIST.
THIS was the day appointed, after considerable dis-

cussion, for our visit to London, and at an early hour
Frederick and I were ready for the journey. Frederick,
who is tending slowly, as it seems to me, towards an as

yet sufficiently remote ninth birthday, had been vigorously
and successfully scrubbed till he shone with an unwonted
absence of grime ; his hair had been temporarily battened
down ; his Eton collar was speckless, and his knickerbocker

suit, while not aggressively new, was appropriate and free

from visible rents. I cannot say he was impressed with
the solemnity of the occasion, but he was eager and fully
determined to purchase as many stamps as could be
secured for the generous prize of money bestowed upon
him by a lady who had observed his progress in the study
of Nature beetles, moths, tadpoles and the like and had
noted his ever-growing passion for postage-stamps.
London he looked upon as one gigantic repository of

stamps. I spoke to him of Trafalgar Square and the
Nelson Column and the Landseer Lions, lie replied by
informing me that there was a certain issue of Mauritius
which was valued at 1,200. "If," he said, "I could get
that some day I shouldn't want to collect any more."

" It seems," I said,
" a lot of money to pay for a small

piece of paper."
"
Yes," he agreed,

"
it is ; but perhaps I could get it

cheap in some old shop which didn't know much about
it."

I then tried to divert his attention to the prospect of

having luncheon with me at the Rhadamanthus Club,
but he begged me not to interrupt him, as he was

endeavouring to calculate bow many years it would take

him to get together the sum if lie could manage to save

two-pence a week out of his pocket-money. After a short

mental struggle, however, he gave it up and banished the

blue Mauritius, or whatever it is, from his ambitions

and his conversation.

Before we started Francesca addressed a few earnest

words to me about the proper care of a boy in London.
" Be sure," she said,

" to see that he keeps his hands
clean. I should hate to think that he was wandering
about Piccadilly and Pall Mall with dirty hands."

"He'll have to wander," I said, "with such hands as

Nature provides for him. No little boy can ever keep his

hands clean anywhere for more -than half a minute at a

stretch."
" But you might give him an occasional wash, you know."
" I will do everything," I said,

" that may become a

father, short of carrying about a wash-hand basin and a

jug of water and a piece of soap and a towel through

Piccadilly and Pall Mall."

"And his hair," she' said, "you'll not let it get too

untidy, will you?"
"I'll brush it when I can," I said; "but you must

remember that a little boy without a Catherine-wheel of

hair on the back of his head is only fit for a museum. I

must insist on his keeping his Catherine-wheel substantially
intact."

Well, at last we got off' in the train on our adventure, I

with a morning paper, and Frederick deep in a stamp-

catalogue, from which he occasionally brought forth things
old and new. In due time we reached our destination and
stood triumphant in the stamp-shop. It was not a large

shop, but it was a rich shop, owning countless valuable

varieties, and Frederick, whose hands were now of the sub-

fuse hue which Cambridge insists on for the garments of her

candidates, was soon engaged in an animated discussion with
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Hubalteni /proudly, as devastating motor-cyclist daslies by). '-Ose OP 'OUKS.'"

the atTable and amused proprietor. At last the five shillings
wens exhausted and the deal was complete, the last item

consisting of a perfectly terrific set of Gaboon stamps, each
decorated with the fuzzy head of a spear-hearing native

warrior. It speaks volumes for the power and courage of

our French allies that they should have been able to over-

come these savage and formidable tribesmen, and reduce
them to the order that is implied by the existence of a post-
otlice and the possession of stamps.

\\ '( now found that wo had about forty minutes to spare.
It is hardly necessary to say that, being in the immediate

neighbourhood of the Strand, wo devoted the time to a
Cinema. The change from the Gaboon and its truculent

inhabitants to a highly sentimentalised fishing-village was
something of a wrench, but Frederick, clutching -bis

purchases and his catalogue as if his life depended on

stamps, was equal to it. He bore without flinching the
sionns and (lie wrecks, and the bodies of drowned men
tossed upon the shore. Nor did he audibly disapprove
when one fisherman, rescued from death, lost his memory
for many years, and eventually regained it in extreme old

age amid the rejoicings of his relatives and neighbours.
Thence we passed by a happy change to the detached and

melancholy malice of Mr. CHARLES CHAPLIN, of whom I

can now say, \'i<li tantiini. Mr. CHAPLIN'S victim on this

occasion was a well-dressed foreign gentleman of perfect
milliners lint fiery temper, who was compelled to sutler a
series of dreadful indignities. Wo left him struggling
silently but furiously against an adhesive lobster salmi

which Mr. CHAPLIN had, in an absent-minded moment,
plastered over his face.

We now went on to the Khadamanthus. Here the rite

of washing and brushing was duly performed, Frederick

remarking with obvious regret that if it had only been on
the Cinema he would have had to throw the soap at me
and splash the water in my face. "

But," he added,
" I

shall be able to do it to Alice when I get home." He was
not at all overwhelmed by the marble and gilded splendours
of our palace, but sat himself down to luncheon as if he
had an immemorial right to be there. General Wilbraham

(in khaki), Mr. Justice Black, and Mr. Trevor, the eminent

publisher, kind old gentlemen, my friends and contem-

poraries, came up to us and were introduced to the little

boy and smiled at him and patted his head, where the

indomitable Catherine-wheel still whirled in triumph, and
all declared that it was hardly tolerable in another to be so

young, and asked him what it felt like, and said that

growing up was the great mistake.

And then a strange thing happened. The lunclieou-room

suddenly became a hall filled with boys. The General and
the Judge and the Publisher dwindled and changed. The

long-lost hair came back to their heads in great untidy
tufts ; they put on Eton jackets and collars and grubby
hands. In fact, they were little boys again ;

and Master
Wilbraham said he was keeping Cave, and Master Black
said something was a regular chouse, and Master Trevor
declared Violently that somebody was a sneak and that

somebody else must have tweaks foinew clothes. It lasted

for a moment, and then, as with a puff of air, it all changed
back, and we were again in the luncheon-room of the club,

I four time-worn veterans and one eager little boy tightly

grasping a catalogue of stamps. K. C. L.
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AT THE PLAY.
" THE SHOW SHOP."

THE drama is almost the only religion
1 know that can expose the mysteries
of its ritual to the vulgar gaze and yet
retain the devotion of its worshippers.
There is nothing a British audience so

loves as to be taken behind the scenes

and shown how it is done or not done ;

and then it will attend the next play
and go on adoring with the blindest

infatuation. Were it not for this as-

tounding gift of resilience one might
deplore the prurient curiosity that

wants to peep into the hollow image
of Isis and get at the machinery of

the priesthood.
More human and wholesome is the

satisfaction derived from the revelation

of amateur foibles, for here we are

laughing at ourselves, as in A Panto-
mime Reliearsal. In The Show Shop
this element was supplied by a young
plutocrat who took a small part with
a travelling company in order to bo
near his fianctc, the leading lady ; and
continued in it e&jeune premier because
she refused to be made love to on the

stage by anybody else. In assuming
a rdle for which he was incredibly ill-

qualified he seemed likely to facilitate

the achievement of bis purpose, namely
to make the play a hopeless failure

and so secure the deliverance of his

lady from the thraldom of her mother's
ambitions and set her free to marry
him.

However, the failure failed to

come off, and although he forgot to

remove his overcoat (containing the
stolen bonds) at a critical juncture on
which the Great Situation turned
the error' was. 'so deadly that the

mother, who had stage-managed the

thing and was witnessing the first

performance from a box, actually rose
in her seat to correct it the play was
a roaring success; and there was
nothing for it but a secret marriage,
marred by the prospect of a two years'
run " on Broadway."

Mr. A. E. MATTHEWS, as the amateur,
made extraordinarily good fun for us

;

and there was something fresh in the
idea of following up the dress rehearsal

with a first night. It not only gave
the amateur his chance of making the

big mistake against which he had been

thoroughly warned, but our own ap-

plause allowed the company to put
into practice the lessons they had
learned in those sacred conventions
which regulate the taking of a call.

There are those who say that Trans-
atlantic humour should be interpreted

exclusively by a native cast, and that
an Anglo-American alliance is a mis-
take. I trust President WILSON'S

recent policy will not be affected by
this view. Certainly, though the com-
bination was responsible for the noisiest

fun of the farce, the purely American per-
formance of Miss MARGARET MOFFATT
at the opening of the First Act was

]

as good as anything in the play. But

happily this is not one of those im-

ported creations that overwhelm my
uninstructod intelligence with exotic

colour and exotic slang.
Mr. EDMUND GWENN, as Max

Boscnlaum, impresario, was in irresis-

tible form. Miss MARIE LOHR, in the

part of the leading lady, was at her

lightest and therefore her best ; but

Lady TREE (her designing mother),

though she played very hard and in-

cisively, could scarcely have satisfied

her own very nice sense of humour with
what was to be got out of a character

that resembled nothing on earth (or
the Eastern hemisphere anyhow).

In the midst of all the mirth there was
a pathetic passage between a couple of

impocunio'us players, Johnny Brinkli'i/

(played by Mr. GEORGE ELTON, who had

many good things to say and said them

well) and Effie, his wife, on the theme
of the precariousness of their career.

It must have melted the cynical heart

of many a critic in the audience, and I

for one was almost persuaded to confine

myself for the future to encomium in

these columns.

However, there is no flattery in

the compliments I beg to offer to

Mr. JAMES FORBES for a very diverting

evening. Perhaps the last Act dragged
a little, but in any case after the orgy he
had given us we were ripe for reaction.

With [most imported plays one is apt
to doubt whether the humour is novel

in its essence or merely a matter of

unfamiliar form, common enough in

its place' of origin. But the humour
of Mr. -FORBES, or at least the best of

it, is something more than American.
O. S.

"She beard him blowing his nose on the
hall mat, . and she .understood the major
sufficiently to know that this portended some-

thing." Home Chat.

We have always regarded this be-

haviour as ominous, even in the case

of civilians.

"Once you have a wife and are tied down
to the world, she creates the necessity of a
house and saves you from being a wanderer on
the face of the earth. No wife, no house.

Hence, say our Shastras, it is not the building
called the house that is the wife, it is the wife
who is the house. And even now, both among
the high and the low, it is usual for a Hindu
to speak of his wife as his house."

N. G. CiiJSDArABKAiiin"TJie Times of India."

We foresee domestic trouble when the

Flat system reaches India.

AN ECCENTRIC.
HAVING alighted on strange ground

at Chiswick Park Station, I was lost.

My destination was HOGARTH'S House
one of the few homes of the illustrious

which are preserved for pious pilgrims,
but whether to go this way or that 1

had no notion, nor was there anyone
to ask. 1 therefore turned to the left

and, just after being half-blinded by a

dusty whirlwind, stopped an errand-

boy and was told by him I had done

right, and had but to keep on.

I therefore continued, but with so

little confidence that a hundred yards
further on I stopped another wayfarer,
who, however, had no knowledge of

any Hogarth but a local laundry of that

name, and could not say where it was.

It was then that I fell into the arms
of as admirable although peculiar a
man as I ever hope to meet, and com-
municative too. Ho was one of those

elderly men who keep their youth,

largely by virtue of cheerful spirits.

He was snort and active and he wore
a cap. He had sandy-grey hair and a

touch of sandy-grey whisker ; his eye
was bright and his cheeks were ruddy.
He beamed with contentment. He
may not have been, as the diverting
Mr. BERRY says in Tina,

"
fearfully

crisp," but he was crisp enough.
Did he know Chiswick? Why, he

had known it for nearly sixty years.
Then he knew HOGARTH'S House? No,
he couldn't say he did, but, anyhow,
it must be in the other direction, bo-

cause this, strictly speaking, was Acton
Green and not Chiswick at all. To get
to Chiswick I ought to have gone the

other way.
" But a depraved errand-

boy
'

I began to say, and then

realising that the recapitulation of other

people's errors is perhaps the idlest

form of speech, where nearly" all lack

necessity, I said instead that the natives

did not seem to specialise much in know-

ledge of their locality ;
to which he re-

plied that they ought to, for there was
no more beautiful place in the world.

"I'm going in the direction you
want, myself," he added. "The fact is

we're moving, and I've got to get
some new blinds, and the shop 's on

your way."
So we fell into step, I with great

difficulty keeping up with his happy
buoyancy.

Yes, he admitted, moving was a trial,

but his new house was far more com-
fortable than the old one, and, after all,

what 's a little trouble?

This was a revolutionary enough
remark, but when lie went on to ask,

Wasn't it a lovely spring morning?
I felt shamed completely, for I was
still angry with the gusts under the
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Ti>iiinii/.(tt>Ji>ck,onleai-c).
" WHAT ABOUT THK LINUO? Suri'OoE YOU WANT AX KUG OVER TIIKIIK, WHAT DO YOU SAY?"

Jock. "\"E JUIST SAY,
' OOF.'

"

Tommy.
" BUT SUPPOSE YOU WANT TWO?"

Jock. " YE SAY 'TWA O3FS,' AKD THE SILLY AULD FULE WIFE GIES YE THSKE, AND YE JUIST GIE 11EU BACK ONE. MAN, IT'S

AN AWFU' EASY LANGUAGE."

scudding sky. And it had been a

lovely night, too, he added. Not a

cloud all night. And a moon ! such a
I

moon ! He never remembered a lovelier

night. How did lie know so much
about the night? Why, ho was a night
watchman. In the General Omnibus'

Company. Had been for years. When
then did he sleep '? Oh, lie would
soon be in bed, but he liked a walk
in the morning. Especially such a

morning as this. In two hours' time
lie 'd be fast asleep. Oh no, he didn't

mind being on duty at night, and then,

being in the General, he could have
rides for nothing, and only the other

day he'd been to Bushy I'ark to see

the fallen trees. My, what a grand
sight ! lie 'd never seen so many fine

trees on their sides. Wonderful it was.
Didn't Chiswick look grand in the

Spring? he asked me. Such lovely
blossom in the gardens. Chiswick had
once been famous for its fruit orchards,
and many trees still remained. Didn't
I think it pretty?
As a matter of fact it was looking to

me exactly like other suburbs ; but I

hadn't the heart to dash so enthusiastic

and friendly a creature ; so I said I

thought Chiswick charming.
And healthy, he went on : there

wasn't a healthier place anywhere all

sand. Wherever you dug you 'd find

sand.

I had a sudden vision of myself, spade
in hand, testing this statement ; but he

allowed no time for such diversions of

thought. The goodness of Chiswick
and the importance of praising it were
too urgent with him.

After passing the station we came
to a block of peculiarly hideous flats

on the right. There, he said, point-

ing to them, wasn't that convenient ?

What could a clerk want better than
that? For himself he couldn't ask
a better fate than to live at Chiswick.
Such a fine High Street, and the biggest
music-hall in the suburbs. The picture

palaces too. But he was sorry to say
that some Chiswick people had taken
to going to a new one at Hammersmith.
That was a pity, he thought. Had I

ever seen such a nice Green ?

By this time I was becoming stunned.

I pinched myself to discover whether
or not I dreamed. A Londoner, or

Greater Londoner, pleased with his

home ; an Englishman of any descrip-
tion satisfied with anything English,
and especially just now, when the rule

is to cry stinking fish ! What could he

the matter ?

I would try him, I thought, in his

most sensitive spot, his pocket ; and
the opportunity came naturally enough

1

for we were passing the shops in the

j
High Street and he began to extol

their merits.

"But isn't everything horribly dear

nowadays?" I said.

"Yes," he replied, gaily
"

it -is ; hut

I can remember when it was dearer."

What is one to do with a man like
1

that ? Had wo not now come to my
turning, Duke's Avenue, where he

bade me good-bye, I might have dis-

,
covered that he did not think Lord
KITCHEXEB an imbecile, Mr. BALFOUK
a mere salary-hunter, and Mr. ASQUITH
a traitor. To such an oddly con-

structed mind even those things were

possible.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The King's Men (SECKEU) are just our friends, yours and
mine and Mr. JOHN PALMER'S, who have exchanged their

tools and toys, their pens, wigs, brushes, books, spats and

MB. BELLOC can, I am sure, write entertainingly about
j

dreams for stars (one, two or three) and scars
;

all drawn

any phase of the French Revolution on his head, and in into the Great Adventure which began on that 4th of August
The Last Days of the French Monarch //(CHAPMAN AND HALL) so many long years ago. Dilettante Pelham, prig and

he has apparently done so. I cannot think it will add to pacificist not from passion but from detachment, always so

his reputation. It will be something if it doesn't hurt it. unbeatable in argument and always so wrong ; sportsman
He has taken a short story, and by a process of dextrous Rivers, seeing simply and straight ; crank Smith

;
comfort-

padding and the practice of a method, which is becoming able Baddelcy in his snug Government berth ; poser
an obsession with him, of going deep into the obvious with i Fonsonby, always doing the thing that 's the thing to do ;

much industry and circumstance, he has contrived, with
| exquisite Graham, with his fair lodge in the wilderness all

the addition of a number of plates some of singular . hallowed by the great consecration. There are, too, the

irrelevance a fattish book. Even ignorant persons like King's women and an unhappy necessary stay-at-home or

this Learned Clerk are apt to .bo chagrined by being so-l two, and a big and rather crude contractor, who will be

obviously written down to. On the other hand, naturally, I master in his own works. But the young men are the

an author who knows his intriguing subject so well and
|

folk Mr. PALMER best understands and presents in turns of

clever and vehement talk. I beg
you to read this book for these

good things and for a tender love

of England which shines nobly
between the lines of it.

drives so forceful a pen cannot fail

to be interesting. The historian

seems most concerned to prove, by
his familiar and plausible method
of going over the ground

" in the

same season, in the same weather,
after the same rains, in the same

mist," that the Prussian charge by
Valmy Mill miscarried only because

the infantry got bogged in marsh
that looked like stubble. So now
we know !

From the list of books already

published by Mr. CECIL HEADLAM
it is easy to see that he is by
choice a topographer rather than
a novelist. Indeed the fact is

made sufficiently obvious to the

reader of Red Screes (SMITH,

ELDER). Its sub-title is A Eo-
mance of Lakeland, and so strongly

developed is the place-spirit in its

author that he is constantly break-

ing the rather tenuous thread of

his story to introduce long descrip-
tions of Cumberland scenery and

people, and as this is most easily
done by sending hischief characters
for walks in the districts that Mr.
HEADLAM wishes to talk about the
result is that I seldom read a
novel in which the protagonists were kept so sternly on the
move. But I ana far from saying that the result is not

happy enough, especially for those readers who already
know and love the neighbourhood that the author handles
so well. As for the tale, that, as I have hinted, is nothing
to keep you awake o' nights. There is a millionaire in it,

with one daughter (whom he hates) and a very unpleasant
secretary, who loves the daughter for her prospects and a

country lass for her looks
; and there is a great deal of the

most unconvincing finance that ever I read, even in fiction.

Kind Old Lady. "I SEE THERE is AN URGENT
APPEAL FOR MORE LITERATURE FOR OUR FIGHTING MEN.
I THOUGHT SOME LONELY SOLDIER OR SAILOR MIGHT
LIKE TO REVIVE MEMORIES OF THE DEAR HOMELAND
WITH THIS VOLUME OF THE POST OFFICE DIRECTORY
FOR 1899."

Perhaps Fauvcttc, the heroine

of The Green Orchard (CASSELL),
was too modern to have much
acquaintance with the works of

the late WILLIAM BLACK. Which
was a pity, as a recollection of A
Daughter of Heth might have
withheld her from her impulsive

marriage with Martin Wilderspin,
or from feeling so much like a

gold-fish out of water when he
took her away from Paris to share

a life that was a dreary contrast

to all her previous experience. In

any case I cannot hold her blame-
less for the resulting shipwreck.
A bride who comes down late for

a most critical little dinner to her

husband's family, and attires her-

self (see cover) like a circus-rider,

simply is not giving matrimony a

fair chance. Moreover I seem to

observe that Mr. ANDREW SOUTAR
thinks this was rattier sporting
in his heroine. He certainly loads

. the dice in her favour, for, when
the inevitable had happened and Martin and Fauvctte
had separated, the lady sought the consolations of literature

and became (as heroines will) the sensation of the hour.

Though The Green Orchard is a brisk easy-running tale

fidelity to life is hardly its strong point. Of course it was
not to be expected that Fnuvette would escape being adored

by Martin's best friend
; the real touch of originality is the

final reward of this kind gentleman. For my own part I

certainly expected but to tell you that would be to betray
what doesn't happen. The whole affair is a pleasant

As for the secretary's end, it wouldn't be fair to give that !

respite from actuality : more, I fear, it would be impossible
'

i 11 i i i I't.i i i

away, as it is really the only point at which the plot
quickens into sufficient vigour to hold its own with the

setting. Mr. HEADLAM obviously both knows and loves

the land of red screes ;
I am doubtful whether he is as

much at home with the stock-manipulators of Wall Street
or their emotional offspring. And I don't like his intro-

to say.

From the description of a polar-bear's escapade in the

Edinburgh
" Zoo "

:

"The keepers now appeared' and with the assistance of un-

firing and much noise the animal was quietly shepherded back to

duction of the second heroine " The girl's head was bare,
!

its accustomed place of confinement."

save for the crowning glory of Womanhood."
mean is, if it hadn't had that much covering

What I Xurtli liritixh Agriculturist.
'

Quietly
" was a happy thought.
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" Absence of tlic Polecat from Ire-
CHARIVARIA. land" is the title of a vigorous article

SIR RoiiKK CASKMKNT, it- appears, in the current number of Tlic l''i*'l<t.

landed in Ireland from a collapsible \Vhilo agreeing in substance with the

boat. And by a strange coincidence writer, we cannot refrain from coin-
j

his arrival synchronised with the out- . menting on this unexpected departure
break of a collapsible rebellion. of a peculiarly moderate organ from

*.,.* its customary restraint in dealing with

Hard soap can now be obtained in the political questions of the day.

Germany only by those who purchase
bread tickets. The soft variety cannot The Editor of The Aiii/lt-r'n AV;r.s

be obtained at all, the whole supply, it ! makes public the request that fisher-

seems, having been commandeered by I men will provide him with the par-
the Imperial Government for export to

j

ticulars of any exceptionally big fish

the United States. which they may catch. Strangely I

*...* enough he does not suggest that the
j

17o worth of radium was lost last data should be accompanied, for pur-
week in Dundee. The ease with

which bar radium can be melted
down and remoulded in the form of

cheap jewellery affords, according to
j

the local police, a clear indication

that this was the work of thieves.
H *

A conscientious objector has stati '(I

that he had even given up fishing ;

on humanitarian grounds. We fear
j

that his fish stories may have caused :

some fatal attacks of apoplexy among !

his audiences. ... ...

According to Sir THOMAS HAHI.OW
" the importation of bananas has
bad a far-reaching effect on the !

digestion of our children." Only
last Monday week the importation
of six bananas had just that kind of

effect on the digestion of our own
dear little Percy.

'

*
'

Portugal has decided to expel
German sympathisers of whatever

nationality. Other clubs please copy.

A write!' in the current number of

Tin- I<'tirlni'jlil!// l!,-rii'ir has elaborated
the theory that the War can be won
without difliculty by breaking through
the German lino in the West. It is

the ability to grasp these simple but
I'undaiiu ntal truths that distinguishes
the military genius from the; War
Office hack.

.., ,,,

'.:-

'

The majority of the larger railways
have now announced their intention
of serving no more meals on trains.

While the reason has not been officially
stated the authorities are said to be of

the opinion that Zeppelins have on
several occasions been able to reach

j
important termini by following the
smell of cookery.

The Perils of the Tyne.
" A ship's apprentice who attempted the

rescue of a man in shark-infested waters

to-day, at Newcastle, received the Shipping
Federation's diploma and modal."

Morning Paper.

The Infallible Experts.
" In general (continued Count Andrassy),

the battle has ceased to be of the nature
of a siege, as it was intended to be at the

beginning. It is a long-drawn-out and
deadly combat between the French and
German armies, and the victory of one
will undoubtedly be the defeat of the
other.

' * Yorksh i re Post .

"It is a reasonable conclusion from
these facts that . . . the principal attack,

supposing that it should actually have
taken place, has already been made."

Col. FKYLKH in "The tfunday Tiin'cs."

From the Eastern Counties comes
news that in last week's Zeppelin
raid twenty turnips were " com-

pletely destroyed." And so the grim
work of starving England into sub-

mission goes relentlessly on.

*
"That boy there," said the LORD

M.\ YOU at the Mansion House, in ad-

dressing some children from an orphan-
age, "can easily become a Lord Mayor."
Cases of this sort are really not hard
to diagnose when you are familiar with
the symptoms, and the LORD MAYOR
had, of course, noticed the hearty
manner in which the lad was attacking
his food. ^ .,,

*

The latest Shakspearean discovery
announced by Sir SIDNEY LEE is that

THE DIVINER.
REPORTER STUDYING A MEMBER'S EXPRESSION

AS HE LEAVES THE HOUSE AFTER A SECRET
SKSSION.

the Bard was a successful

business ; but the reall

man of

nice people
who have lately taken him up have
resolved not to let the fact prejudice
them against him after all these years.

poses of verification, by the fish them-
selves. It is refreshing to know that

Delphinium Hybrids.
" What looks much handsomer than a

sow of Delphiniums in the borders of your
garden, and once planted they are always
there." Garden Work for Amateurs.

The only drawback is that it is apt
to make such a litter.

there is a man left here and there who
is not trying to make something out
of the War.

... ^

One of the Zeppelins that recently
visited England dropped one hundred
bombs without causing a singlecasualty,
and a movement is on foot to present
the Commander with a pair of white

gloves. ... ...

' What I wish to show Mr. Norman,"
says Mr. G. K. CHESTERTON in The
\i'ir \\'itness, "is that the fantastic

pursuit of the idee, fixe leads to a

reductio ad absvrduin." One has often

' Before we are through with it, we may be

obliged to have a war outright with Mexico,
because the Defacto Government is none too

friendly to us." Bournemouth Guardian.

It is not perhaps generally known
that President Defacto is a direct

descendant of that well-known ruler,

Seiior A. Priori.

"Outside Dublin the county is tranquil.
Mr. Asquith, and three minor cases of disturb-

ance are reported." Evening Xen s.

We deprecate this attempt to import
political prejudice into the situation.

" Two ladies obliged to remain in furnished

house, Bournemouth, till let, offer free weekly
accommodation to middle-aged healthy lady

The Common Cause.
had occasion to notice the rapidity with aud d g in difficulties through war.

which a young idtefixe will dart down
a convenient reductio ad absiailum
when closely pursued.

Even the pets are feeling the pinch of

the Common Cause.
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DRESS ECONOMY AND THE CLAIMS OF ART.

[To Lord SPEXCF.K on seeing his portrait by Mr. OIIPKX at the

Royal Academy.]

HKRK at the Prc-s View, ore the opening day
Admits tlio public- on receipt of pay
And all the gallery like a inuniiuroiis shell hums,

I stand before your picture, awed and mute,
In reverent worship and an old. old suit

Of baggy ante-bellums.

For, when Britannia livst in wrath arose,

I took a vow : -So long as these poor clo's

Together, tliough reduced to just a mesh, hold,
Never will I, till Victory's trump rings eltvir

(Save when 1 purchase military gear),
Cross any tailor's threshold.

Yet, gazing on the garb you figure in,

Shining and perfect as a new-born pin
The frock-coat built to daz/le gods and men, Sir,

The virgin tie, the collar passing tall,

The flawless crease of trousers which recall

The prime of BOBBY SPEXCKII

I hesitate to blame your lack of thrift ;

I would not have your sacred feelings billed,

By harsh reflections from a patriot's war-pen ;

Those rich externals which arrest the vbw
Were but adopted as essential to

The scheme of Mr. OHIT..V.

Such was the sacrifice you made to Art !

And there are other portraits, very smart

Sitters who must have borne the same hard trial
;

Who waived their loyal taste for cheap attire

And went, superbly tailored, through the fire

Of noble self-denial. O. S.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.
No. XXXVIII.

(From General vo\

ALVIGHTIEST W.VB-LOBD, See how the Fates make sport
with us ! We began in February to make our great attack

upon the fortified position at Verdun. In ten days, so we
thought, our massed artillery, filing a ceaseless torrent of

projectiles, would have shattered beyond recovery the lines

of the enemy, and our irresistible infantry, breaking through
like a flood, would have swept away all opposition, and
would without doubt have taken the foi tress and cleared
our way to Paris and to decisive victory. So we believed,

having, as it appeared, every reason i'or our belief, and

having taken into account in our careful planning all the
chances and vicissitudes to which men and battles are

exposed. And now May is come with her buds and blooms,
May, when, as your Majesty knows, the heart of every
good honest German turns to thoughts of beer-gardens and

draughts of foaming liquid, and so far as the capture of

Verdun and the opening of the road to Paris ave concerned
we have done nothing that has any value except for our
foes, who have had the satisfaction of seeing us beat our-

selves to fragments against the steel wall of their defence.
It must be confessed that German blood and Gir.nan

courage have been miserably wasted, and not even our

resources, great as they are, can much longer stand the
strain which has been imposed upon them.
Your Majesty asks me what under these circumstances

it is best to do. Shall we break off our attacks at Verdun

and direct our hammer-blows at some other part of the
front '.' Theoretically there is much to be said from the

purely military standpoint for such a course; but can your
Majesty foresee what the moral effect would ho upon our

troops in the field and upon the Germans still left behind

|

us in Germany'? Wo might, of course, announce that wo
had now gained everything we had set out to gain, that

the French had lost immense numbers of killed and
wounded, that we had taken in unwounded prisoners the

equivalent of an army corps, that our booty was incalculable,
and .that, in fact, the victory was definitely ours. But
would Germany believe this statement EKVKNTLOW, of

course, would believe it, but then he would believe any-
thing and above all would the French believe it '.' I can

promise your Majesty that they would believe nothing of

the sort, and that they would give some excellent reasons
for their disbelief. And the result would be that we should
be held not only to have acknowledged our failure, but
also to have made our.-elves ridiculous in the sight of the
whole world. That, I am certain, would he intolerable

for your Majesty and for the German people, who have
been fed upon a diet of victory, and would be beyond
measure disquieted by such an admission of failure as I

have mentioned. No, the only thing to do, now that we
have been so deeply involved, is to persist in the struggle
and hope that we may in the end wear out enemies who
have hitherto shown no signs of fatigue.

Fortunately it cannot bo said that your Majesty is in-

volved in this lack of the success we all hoped for. Though
you 'are nominally the chief Commander of our Armies
it is known that in the actual operations vour Majesty
lias played the modest part of an onlooker rather than a
director. Formerly, that is before the breaking out of the

War, you were a great planner of plans, and it was under-
stood that, in case of war, you would lead vour armies in

the Held and prove that a Hohenzollern can do anything.
But now you have recognised your limitations, and no

Emperor can \vell do more than that. You do not now
thrust your advice upon your generals, whatever you may
have done at the outset of the War, and, though you may
once have dreamed of leading your hosts in a thundering

charge upon the foe, you have long since abandoned such
visions and have begun to realise that an Emperor is

but a man and cannot know everything. This, at least, is

my conviction, and I testify it to your Majesty with all the

bluntness that befits a soldier who has been honoured by
his Sovereign'with a high command.

Most dutifully yours, Vox F.U.KKNII.VYX.

Good Hunting.
"The jungle sale held in Warrcnpoint in aid of the Warrenpoint

District Nursing Association realised the sum of 40. 3s."

Northern II Iwj.

"Yovxci couple furnishing wishes to buy contents of 3 rooms,

including piano, or part of same." Kdinbnryh Kvenimj Kelt's.

Their future neighbours are hoping that they will get cue
without a keyboard.

" There is scarcely a family who have not someone near and dear to

them in the fighting line, and by substituting the task of knitting
for that of sewing, the well-known lines of Ibid are particularly
appropriate :

' My tears must stop, for every drop
Hinders needle and thread.'

'

Yo;-l; 7/craW.

I/iid, who is a close connection of that other voluminous
author, Anon, seems on this occasion to have plagiarized

|

from HOOD.
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MAY 7.

COURT OFFICIAL. "1 VENTURE TO REMIND THE ALL-HIGHEST THAT WE ARE APPROACH-
ING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE SINKING OF THE LUSITANIA. IS IT YOUR MAJESTY'S
PLEASURE THAT THE CHILDREN SHOULD HAVE -ANOTHER PUBLIC HOLIDAY TO
CELEBRATE THAT GLORIOUS EVENT?"

KAISEB. "GO AWAY! I AM ENGAGED ON SOME VERY DELICATE CORRESPONDENCE."
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put the feather back again. But the
1

There was a fly-paper on the counter,ON THE orY InAIL.
parrot avoided him and went away. and after old Faithful had driven the

Jimmy's bloodhound, Faithful, had Faithful did his best to catch it again ;
cat into a corner Jimmy saw him sud-

liis fortune told the other day really, ,

lie has a very good nose for game, denly swing his tail at the fly-paper
1 mean

;
not what the man next door : Jimmy says, and lie soon tracked the and get firm hold of it

;
then he squatted

says when Faithful keeps on singing : parrot to its lair : it had joined the hen, down on the counter and wagged the
to his cat at night from the bottom and the hen was being surprised you fly-paper at the cat like anything to try
of an apple-tree. could hear it doing it, Jimmy says. and mesmerise it. Jimmy says that

Jimmy says the man next door often
j Jimmy says Faithful sat at the when the butcher came into the shop,

has gloomy thoughts as to what will
|

bottom of the tree and tried to look and Faithful stopped to turn round and

happen to Faithful, and he gets up like a birdcage ;
but his presence seemed see where things were, the butcher

from his warm bed to tell them to
;

to disturb the woman so much that yearned at him like anything, and it

him. Jimmy had to put the chain on him only made him worse when old Faithful

Jimmy says Faithful was not expect- and lead him away. semaphored at him with the fly-paper,

ing to have his fortune told
;
he was

| Jimmy says Faithful kept yearning There was only a bluebottle on the

fly-paper besides Faithful, Jimmyjust sitting quietly on the wall]
near the road, watching the day
go by.

Everything was very nice and

quist and peaceful ;
there was a

cat up each of three trees close by,
and a hen up another, all being
comfortable and quite all right

j

where they were, thank you, be-
'

cause Faithful had inquired.
The man next door was being

busy amongst his flowers ;
he was

replanting some that had been

planted right on the top of a place
where Faithful had laid down some
bones to mature.

Things were so quiet that Jimmy
was just thinking about taking
his bloodhound on the spy trail,

when a woman came along with a
little hand-organ slung round her
neck and a cage containing two
small green parrots for telling your
fortune.

Bloodhounds are very fond of

music, Jimmy says; they sing to

it, at least Faithful does. Jimmy
says Faithful lifted up his stomach
and threw back his head ;

but he
found it a little difficult to keep
time at first, because, you see, the
notes that were missing in the

organ were not the same ones that

were missing in Faithful's voice.

Jimmy says it is just the same i_-'

when two people singing a duet both to go back and help ; he is *a good
have hiccoughs; unless they hiccough yearner, Jimmy says, and he does it

together you always notice something I by pushing his head through the collar

First Traveller.

BILL."

Second ditto. "Yus.
NOW?"

THIS 'KBE 's A TEIUUBLE WAR,

WHAT 's THE PRICE o' BEER

wrong.

says, so that it wasn't very
crowded ; but by the buzz the blue-

bottle kept on making you would
think it owned the fly-paper. Jim-

my says his bloodhound had never
shaved a fly-paper with a blue-

bottle before, and he kept stopping
to answer the bluebottle back in-

stead of keeping to the spy trail.

Jimmy says Faithful had just
sent an ultimatum to the blue-

bottle when there came the sounds
of the hand-organ from a house
close by.

Jimmy says as soon as Faithful

heard the music he seemed to

stiffen all at once and become

rigid. He looked splendid like

that, Jimmy says. One paw up,
his tail as straight as he could get

it, and the fly-paper at half-mast

everything pointing to sudden
death.

Jimmy followed Faithful as hard
as he could, and was in time to

see him stalking quietly hand over

fist across a lawn while the wo-
man was getting one of the green

parrots on the end of the stick.

Jimmy knew the man who lived

at the house, and who was having
his fortune told. He had come
there to live a tired life, Jimmy
says, and when the War broke cut

he had put up a big flag-pole with a

Union Jack on it as his share.

Jimmy says the parrot had just got

The parrots were very clever
; they choking. Jimmy says the butcher is

would come out of the cage and perch a good yearner too, but he does it by
on the end of a stick the woman held,

j

going red in the face and trying to burst

and then pick a small blue envelope
out of a box. Jimmy says that he
doesn't think the parrots had ever seen
a prize bloodhound like Faithful before,

not even in their native haunts, for

when Faithful tried to make a fuss of

them and love them they kept flying
about the cage and moulting their

feathers at him.
Faithful picked up one of the feathers,

and when one of the parrots came out

as far as he can stretch it, and then ' the man's fortune in its beak, when
Faithful took a standing jump from
behind the woman at it. It was awful,

Jimmy says. The woman gave a

scream and grabbed at the parrot, the

man grabbed at Faithful, and Faithful

well, Jimmy says he never know

quite what Faithful did or how he did

it, but he emerged with the nu.ii's

fortune sticking to the fly-paper.

Jimmy says bloodhounds are very
sensitive and avoid a commotion ;

but

the man and the woman were not used

his collar with his neck. He did it at

Faithful this time. You see Faithful

was quietly passing his shop and doing
nothing at all to anyone Jimmy had

only just let him loose on the trail

when he caught sight of the butcher's

sandy cat lying curled up in the window
and going up and down at him witli

her side. Jimmy says cats are always

of the cage to tell fortunes he tried to
,

if you will do it ?

doing something like that at his blood- to bis f-ide action in running and they
hound, and then what can you expect \

fell over one another.

Jimmy says it was a very funny
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Subaltern. " WELD, WHAT DO YOU WANT?"

Tommy (formerly a cobbler). "THE CAP'N'S 'OBSE WANTS SOI..EINO AND 'EELING, SIB."

fortune ;
it was in a special red envelope

and lie couldn't understand it at first.

You see it only contained the names of

some towns and villages, and Jimmy
was just wishing that Faithful would
leave music and parrots and fly-papers
and fortunes alone, and catch German
spies instead, when it all came to him
because a friend of his mother's lived at

one of the villages and some Zeppelin
bombs had been dropped there.

The woman had given the man the

names of the places where Zeppelin
bombs had fallen, and old Faithful had
been tracking them down all the time.

Jimmy's head just buzzed with

thoughts as he ran to the police-station.

They caught the man and the woman,
and one of the policemen discovered the

Hag -pole on the man's lawn, and it

turned out to be part of a wireless ap-
paratus to send messages to Germany.
Jimmy says that, when the spies

were nicely locked up and settled for

the night, one of the policemen got the

parrot to tell Faithful's fortune, and
when they opened the envelope it said,
" Your face is your fortune."

A VEEDICT EEVISED.
RANDOLPH the rash in cruel phrase de-

fames
The " mediocrities with double names ;

"

But nowadays we find whole-hearted

pleaders

Urging the claims of hyphenated
leaders.

For what were Pembeuton without
the thrilling

Corollary and supplement of Billing ?

While Billing by itself, pronounced
tout court

And shorn of Pemberton, sounds bald

and poor.

Without -emotion you and I may any
day

Light on a Jones unwedded to a

Kennedy ;

Likewise a Kennedy unlinked with
Jones

Will fail to stir the marrow in our bones.

Mark you, moreover, how the order
tends

To foster and promote euphonic ends ;

For Hilling Pemberton sounds flat and'~

dull,

And Jones prefixed to Kennedy is null.

But Pemberton by Billing followed up,
And Kennedy with Jones to fill the

cup,
i Electrify the nation's tympanum
And strike the voice of sober Eeason

dumb.

. A quotation from BROWNING as ren-

dered by The Daily Chronicle :

"No! let me taste the whole of it, faro like

my peers,
The horrors of old."

j

We regret to see our respected contem-

porary has not yet abandoned its pre-

judice against the Upper House.

' ' A report was read from the Sanitary In-

spector who has now joined the 3rd/4th Wilts

Kegt. This showed that 18 parishes had been
infected under the Housing and Town Plan-

1 ning Act, leaving eight parishes still to b
dealt with." Wiltshire Atlrertistr .

\

In the interests of the uqinfected

parishes we trust that the Sanitary

Inspector will deal faithfully with the
i Gertr.s.
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LUNCHEON CAUSERIES.
A YOUNG lady typist was overheard

remarking in a City teashop the other

day that she liked SILAS HOOKING better

than JOSEPH, because the latter was
"rather deep." The remark was sig-

nificant of the new atmosphere of

literary enthusiasm which the feminine

invaders of business London have

brought with them into the luncheon-

hour. Wo are instituting a causeric

for the special benefit of this large class

of readers, i.e. those who get out of

their depth in the transition from SILAS

to JOSEPH.
I want to introduce you to-day to

a writer whose subtle genius defies

analysis but demands reverent appreci-
ation. Ruby L. Binns came into my
own intellectual life at a rather critical

stage in my reading. Like most young
men of the early nineteen- noughts, I

had fallen under the spell of Guy
Beverley, whose Only a Mill Hand and

Squire Darrell's Heir appeared to us
the consummation of the novelettist's

art. In those days every other young
man you met was mouthing the great
renunciation scene from the Mill Hand.
Small marvel too! As I recall it even
now something of the old glamour
revives.

"Go!" cried Mary Ellen. "Though you
are the Export Manager and I but a poor
humble mill -

girl, I would sooner beg my
bread from door to door than seek it at your
hand." She eyed him with pitiless scorn.

Jasper Dare went out into the night.

Fine? Ay, and more than fine. But
we young men of the nineteen-noughts
made one big mistake. We thought
Guy Beverley had scaled the summit
of art

; but art has no summit. We
thought he had plumbed the depths
of psychology ;

but psychology defies

the plumber. I date a new epoch in

my life from that day in 19 when I

picked up my Daily Reflector and read
the opening chapter of a new serial,

Her Soldier Sweetheart, by Ruby L.
Binus. That was on a Monday. By
Wednesday of that week this unknown
writer had revealed to me a New Idea
and a New Style. The idea is familiar

to most of you now, but in those days
the daring conception that a common
soldier might turn out to be the

missing heir of a baronet rang like a

challenge in the ears of the older ro-

manticism. It is her style, however,
that is Ruby Binns's most enduring
gift to English prose literature. Lean,
restrained, economical, it holds (for me)
the very spirit of the English race and

tongue. Listen :

She went to the door, thinking she heard
something. Taere was nobody there, so she
went back to her work, thinking sadly of her
soldier boy. "Cheer up," said Clarice;

"perhaps he'll come back soon." "Per-

haps," answered Yvonne wanly,
" but it docs

not seem very likely, docs it, dear?" The
next moment the door opened and a tall

soldierly figure entered the room.

English ? It is like a May morn-

ing on Tooting Common. Beverley
would have handled that situation well,

no doubt. But could he could any-
one have achieved the poignancy of

that unaffected phrase,
" It does not

seem very likely
"

? I said that the

depths of Art were unplumbable. True,
but Ruby Binns has at least got lower
than most.

Next week I want to speak of a new
man and a new book, Stott Mackenzie

; and his Only a Trailer-Car Conductress.

THE BEAUTIFUL THING.
You see ugly things in London now-

a-days. Oh, yes, but you see beautiful

things as well. I saw one yesterday
one of the beautiful things.

It was a cold wet evening, not

actually raining but very, very nearly.
I stood at the place in Piccadilly where
the 'buses stop. There was quite a little

crowd waiting, as there always is at this

time of day women with parcels, work-

girls going home, a few men. All of

them looked tired, and many of them
looked cross.

When a 'bus drew up at the curb
all these people made a simultaneous

plunge for it. Before it had finally

stopped they were clinging like a swarm
of bees to the steps and rails. It is an
arduous game this 'bus-catching, though
for those who are young and strong it

should perhaps have a certain attraction,

combining as it does the allurement of

a lottery gamble with the charm of a
football scrimmage.
There were only three vacant places,

and these, after a desperate struggle,
were secured by two athletic-looking

girls and a red-haired schoolboy. The
conductor waved back the disappointed
boarders, and they dropped off sulkily.
I watched them a moment and then
turned my eyes toward two soldiers,

who were crossing the street. Fine,

well-set-up men they were, and they
carried themselves with the indescrib-

able air of those who have crossed
swords with Death and loft their

opponent, for the time at least, de-

feated. One of them had a green
shade over his left eye. The other

|

carried a stick and walked with a slight

limp.

They took up their position a little

to the side of the expectant crowd that
was already beginning to sway and

jostle at the sight of a fresh 'bus, which
had just rounded the corner. Small

!
chance for the new-comers, however

slightly wounded, in such a melee,

thought I.

The 'bus came rocking along, reeled
to the left, staggered to the right, and
came uncertainly to a shuddering rest

beside the pavement.
And then it was that I saw the

Beautiful Thing.
For of that little crowd, some twenty

people in all, not a soul moved. Not
a man, woman or child took so much
as a step forward. They looked at the
half-filled 'bus, they looked at the two
soldiers, and waited, motionless.
Those two had pressed forward briskly

enough, but as they mounted the steps,
the man with the green shade giving
a helping hand to his companion, the
attitude of the crowd seemed suddenly
to strike them. The lame man glanced
over his shoulder, smiled and murmured
something to his friend. His friend

turned likewise and stared. He pushed
his comrade through the doorway,
turned again, and very solemnly raised
his hand to his cap in salute. A second
later he too vanished within the interior

of the 'bus.

And then the rush began.

THE TRUMP CARD.
" Gold lace has a charm for the fair."

WHEN William first became a Lieut.

R.N.V.R., in blue and gold,
Belinda smiled upon his suit

(Which formerly had found her cold) ;

His manly form and honest face,

She really liked them, I believe ;

But, most of all, she loved the laco

Upon his sleeve.

Yet soon a rival courtier came
A dashing dapper Lieut. R.N. ;

And, as this paragon pressed his claim,

Oh,what could William hope for then'.'

How could a wobbly-braided swain
Vie with the actual Royal Navy,

Whose stripes were half as broad again
And straight, not wavy ?

Then William swore (ah, Envy, ah
!)

" Belinda shall be mine, she SHALL !

"

And wrote a note to his papa,
Who 'd just been made an Admiral :

"
Father, now that you'll fly at sea

A two-balled flag in place of pennant,
What do you say to taking me
As flag-lieutenant ?

"

~',' '',* # ~ r

,~ &

When William next waylaid his fair,

He had his glittering
"
aiglets

"
on ;

Rope upon rope of gold was there,

And now his rival's look was wan ;

He tried a bitter sneer, to greet
This "

peacock preening in the sun
"

;

But Miss Belinda thought them
"sweet" . . .

And William won.
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MR. PUNCH'S POTTED FILMS. THE AMERICAN THRILLER.
TIIK EXPLOITS OF JEMIMA ANN. 159TH EPISODE.

.IT-MIMA ANN-, ENTERING HER 200 H.P. CAR, is HANDED A
M1*SIVK. SOMETHING SUSPICIOUS IN THE APPEARANCE OF THE
BEARER DETERMINES HER TO TAK3 IT TO HER FRIEND, PRO-
1 ll.-.-OH MACPHERSON, THE DISTINGUISHED INVENTOR.

JEMIMA ANN SHOWS MACPHERBON THE MISSIVE. WHILE HE
IS EXPLAINING TO HER THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW PISTOL
SHE DETECTS THE PERISCOPE. MACPHERSON CONTINUES HIS

EXPLANATION, BUT MAKES A VITAL CHANGE IN THE ARRANGE-
MENT OK THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WEAPON.

MACPHEKSON HAS ADVISED JEMIMA ANN TO KEEP THE
APPOINTMENT REQUESTED IX THE MISSIVE. HE ACCOMPANIES
HER TO THE CORNER, AND THEN BIDS HER TO PROCEED ALONE
\\ ITHOUT FEAR.

IN THE MEANTIME NEWS HAS 1IEEN DROUGHT TO THE
.MEMBERS OF THE SCARLET SKULL GANG THAT MACPHEHSON
HAS INVENTED THE MOST DEADLY SILENT PISTOL EVER CON-
STRUCTED. DETERMINED TO GET THE SECRET OP THIS WEAPON,
THEY PROCEED SURREPTITIOUSLY TO HIS RESIDENCE, TAKING
WITH THEM AN ADJUSTABLE PKRISCOPF.

THE SCARLET SKULL GANG, IN THEIR SECRET ARMOURY,
CONSTRUCT A PISTOL FROM THE INFORMATION CLANDESTINELY
OBTAINED THROUGH THE PERISCOPE.

"

,'.. ;
-.'-.:

-
.

'

'- . 1

END OF 159TH EPISODE. IGOrn EPISODE TO-MORROW.
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Disgusted Tommy (to prisoner). "You CAN'T 'ELP BEIN' A BLOOMIN' BOSCH, BUT YEB MIGHT BLOW AHT YEK CHEST, oit 'OLD vi:i:

'EAD UP, OK SOMETHINK! LUMME ! I'M ASHAMED TO BE SEEN WALKIN' WITH YEB!"

THE LATEST SOLAR MYTH,
[Mr. J. H. WILLIS, a Norwich scientist, writing in Tlie Morning

Post, condemns the daylight-saving movement on the ground that
too much sunshine is enervating and that ,lifo is more virile in

Northern latitudes.]

THOUGH the daylight
-
saving measure, which ingenious

WILLETT planned
To illume the work and leisure of the toilers of the land,
Has not yet convinced the nation, or unto the mass appealed,
Still without exaggeration it can claim to hold the field.

But of late a man of science Mr. WILLIS is his name
In a mood of flat defiance bans the daylight-saving

game ;

And, relentlessly pooh-poohing the delights of sunny
days,

Eecommends the prompt tabooing of the cult of solar

rays.

All the hardy Northern races are efficient, in his view,
Just because they live in places where the sunlit hours

are few,
And. conversely, peoples broiling in the horrid torrid

zones
Have no grit or zest for toiling and no marrow in their

bones.

There was once a commentator, if I rightly recollect,

Who, discussing the Equator, treated it with disrespect ;

But his temperate impeachment, though it showed a mental
twist,

Pales before the drastic preachment of the Norwich scientist.

'

Metaphorically speaking, it 's a symptom of the Hun
To be always bent on seeking after places in the sun :

But I' d rather choose to follow what my deadliest foes

applaud
Than to ostracise Apollo as an enervating fraud.

No, you don't convince me, WILLIS, with your scientific

chat,

;

And my slangy daughter, Phyllis, says you 're talking

through your hat ;

1 For, while many drug-concoctors merit death by stis.

per coll.,

I believe the best of doctors is our old friend Doctor Sol.

Hours recorded on the dial,
" hours serene," assuage more ills

Than the lancet or the phial or a wilderness of pills ;

And if cranks of anti-solar leanings long for gloom, they
should

Emigrate to circumpolar regions and remain for good.

HMmcb's iRoll of fxmonr.
WE record with sincere grief the death of Lieutenant

ALEC LEITH JOHNSTON, who was killed in action on

April 22nd during the tight in which the gallant Slirop-
shires recaptured a trench on the Ypres-Langemarck Eoad.

Early in the War Mr. JOHNSTON joined the Artists' Corps
and saw service at the Front. Later he received a com-
mission in the K. S.L.I., and a few months ago was in the
list of wounded. He has for a long time been associated
with Puncli, and during the War has contributed many
articles under the titles " At the Back of the Front

"
and

" At the Front." His loss will be very keenly felt.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tuesday, April 25th. The Govern-

ment, which has sometimes been

accused of not having sufficient con-

fidence in the House of Commons, has

inudo ample amends. Information

about the Arm)', too grave to he im-

parted to the people who provide the

modest, and will wonder, as we do, passed to the report of the Sinn Fein
what all the pother is ahout. rebellion in Dublin.

Perhaps Mr. LOWTHEU did not take Colonel SHARMAN -CRAWFORD, who
notes of the other speeches that were bears a name that all Ireland has solid

delivered. 'At any rate he gives us no reason to respect, desiring to return to

indication of their drift. All we know his native country, asked Mr. BIRRKLL
is that in the course of some seven what routes, if any, were open. Mr.
hours no fewer than sixteen Members BIRHELL did not know, but intimaU-d
addressed the House. From this it genially that he might be able to take

men and the means for maintaining it, I may be inferred that the absence of over the gallant Colonel under his own
is to be freely given to four

or five hundred Members of

Parliament (not to mention a

similar number of Peers).
The PRIME MINISTER opened

the Secret Session in one of

his briefest speeches.
" Mr.

Speaker," he said,
" I beg,

Sir, to call your attention to

the fact that strangers are

present." The historic form
of this advertisement,

" I spy
strangers," is briefer still, but

inadmissible in these ticklish

times. One does not want
to see, in the enemy Press,
" British Prime Minister con-

fesses to spying."
Then the Press Gallery

was cleared, and the Great

Inquest of the Nation became
a Vehmgericht. The wretched
scribe who should attempt to

peer behind the veil that

shrouds its proceedings has
been warned in advance of

the unnamed pains and penal-
ties that await him if he should
venture to describe or even
"
refer to

"
the proceedings of

the Secret Session. I am un-
able to say, therefore, whether
it is true that the occupants
of the Treasury Bench forth-

with donned helmets and gas-
masks to protect themselves
from the fiery darts and me-

phitic vapours launched at

them from above and below
the Gangway.
On these picturesque details

the official report, compiled

protecting wing. The House

appeared to find humour in

the idea of the CHIEF SEC'KE-

TARY returning to his post,
and an Hon. Member inquired
why he had over left it.

The PRIME MINISTER gave
a brief and, so far as it went,

rosy-coloured report of the

situation in Dublin. Some
Nationalist Volunteers were

helping the Government. The
forces of the Crown were to

be further strengthened by a

party of American journalists,
armed to the teeth with quick-

firing pencils, who were going
over to deal with " this most
recent German campaign."

This may have reminded
Mr. ASQUITH that there were
British journalists in the

Press Gallery. The DEPUTY
SPEAKER'S attention having
been called to this fact, the

House voted for their expul-
sion, and again passed into

Secret Session.

The Lords were again in

Open Session, to the regret,

perhaps, of the Government

representatives, who heard
some very plain speaking
from Lord MIDLETOX. Ac-

cording to his information the

rebels were still in possession
of important parts of Dublin.

The Government had bein
> warned on Sunday last that an
outbreak was imminent, but

had nevertheless allowed many
UNIQUE SKETCH BY PUNCH ARTIST (CONCEALED IN CLOCK officers to go on leave, while

by Mr. SPEAKER, who is under- OTPOSIT E), SHOWING HOW THE LAST REPORTER WAS DETECTED otherg were pel
-mjtted to assist

/ i i .
-, . , IN THE PRESS GALLEBY BY THE AID OP A GIANT PERISCOPE. L

T. T .

stood to have seized the at the races on Monday.
opportunity offered by his recent stay

j

reporters has at least the negative ad-
j

Thursday, April 21th. Mr. GINNELL
at Bath to learn Pitman's shorthand, I vantage of conducing to brevity of

j

does not believe in the supineness of

is unfortunately silent* utterance. May we also infer that the i the Irish Executive. His information

All we learn from its severely re- speaking was as plain as it was brief, is that quite a long time ago it had
strained pages is that the PRIME '

and that for the time being the Palace resolved to place Dublin in a state of

MINISTER made a long statement about of Westminster has become the Palace siege, to imprison Archbishop WALSH
recruiting. From this we gather that of Truth ? and the LORD MAYOR in their respec-
if fifty thousand of the unattested

j Wednesday, April 26th. So far as tive official residences, and to arrest the

married men do not enlist before the we are permitted to know what took
j

leaders of sundry Nationalist assccia-

end of May they will be compelled place for the House of Commons had
to do so

; and that altogether the
'

another Secret Session in both Houses
Government will insist on getting I it was Ireland, Ireland all the way.
200,000 men from this source. The '. The Commons began by granting a

German General Staff will be surprised
j

return relating to Irish Lunacy ae-

to learn that our requirements are so counts, and then by an easy transition

tions. Mr. T. W. BUSSEL-L, as spokes-
man for the ruthless Mr. BIRRELL,
denied emphatically that these drastic

steps had been contemplated.
The PRIME MINISTER subsequently

announced that the situation still had
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Ingenuous Maiden (on bciny told she is expected to milk the cow).
" OH, MUM, I DUBSN'T WITHOUT A SOLDIER HELD HER HEAD."

" serious features." This mild phrase
covers the continued possession by the

rebels of important parts of Dublin,

the prevalence of street fighting, and
tha spread of the insurrection to the

wild West. Martial law had been

proclaimed all over the country ; Sir

JOHN MAXWELL had been sent over in

supreme command, and the Irish Gov-
ernment had been placed under his

orders the last part of this announce-

ment being greeted with especially loud

cheers.

Sir EDWARD CARSON and Mr. JOHN
REDMOND joined in expressing horror

of this rebellion and hoped that the

Press would not make it an excuse for

reviving political dissension on Irish

matters a sufficient rebuke to The
WcxtmitiHter Gazette and The Star,

both of which by a curious coincidence

had found the moment auspicious for

preaching from the text of the old tag,
" There but for the grace of God," etc.

Sir II. DALZIEL attempted to secure

an immediate debate upon the Irish

trouble. But the eminent Privy Coun-
cillor found little support in the House,
and was first knocked down by the

DEPUTY - SPEAKER and then trampled
upon by Mr. ASQU.ITH.

If the Secret Sessions were intended
to make smooth the way of the Military

Service Bill they failed miserably in

their object. Mr. LONG, to whom was
entrusted the task of introducing it,

felt his position acutely. Only when

explaining that one of the principal

objects of the Bill was to extend the
j

service of time-expired soldiers for the
j

duration of the War did he wax at all

eloquent, and then it was in lauding
the chivalry of these men and in ex-

j

pressing his extreme distaste for the '.

task of coercing them. The whole

speech justified the poet's remark that
"
long petitions spoil the cause they

I plead."
Not a voice was heard in favour of

the measure. Sir EDWARD CARSON
damned it for not going far enough,

: and Mr. LEIF JONES because it went

j

too far ; and Mr. STEPHEN WALSH, as

representative of the miners, who have
'

given so much of their blood to the
i country's cause, bluntly demanded that

the House should reject this Bill "and
insist on the straight thing."

Mr. ASQUITH, recalled to the House
! by his agitated colleague, recognised
1

that his old Parliamentary hand had

; got into a hornet's nest, and promptly
withdrew it. To the best of my recol-

! lection this is the first time on record

that a Government measure has perished
before its first reading. Conceived in

secrecy and delivered in pain, its epi-

taph will be that of another unhappy
infant :

" If I was to be so soon done for

I wonder what I was begun for."

" The Austrians thrice attempted to rush

the Italian positions on the Upper Isonzo, but

were repulsed with heavy last's."

Tunes of Ceylon.

Stout girls, these conttidine.

"Recently I have seen several German
planes so high as to be mere specks, and of

the many I have seen none has been lower, I

should say, than ,000 ft." Morning Paper.

A cautious statement, and probably
true.

" We are glad to learn that the daughter of

our popular banker was married on the 10th

instant, over 1000 persons were invited and

sumpfedtuously." Indian 1'aper.

We infer that the compositor was

among them.

" In his defence Mr. said he had en-

deavoured to fake the point that the onus of

proving he was under the Military Service

Act was upon the prosecution."

Bayswater Chronicle.

If not a conscientious he seems to have

been at least a candid objector.
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(( j brealdng through his alert, intellectual
j

" Disunion is strength"; "After me
THE BIRTH OF A FLUENCE.

; features. To him, stern patriot as he
|
the Deluge," and so forth.

IN consequence of the new tax on
|

is, it is nothing that men do well. ' Then the Proprietor begins to get

imported films the Cinema industry in ! Ho is there, vigilant and implacable, busy. He too touches bells, and various

England has received a new fillip, and to pounce swiftly and mercilessly on assistants rush to his presence. The
a wave of enterprise is passing over

|

derelictions of duty. No one knows so first is the Editor, and we watch the
the studios. In place of the familiar

almost too familiar American dramas
we are to have English. No more

well as he what is possible to a Minis- ; progress of a fateful interview, which
ter and his Department and what not. is made the more understandable by
They themselves, the Minister and his legends shown on the screen. Thus,

of those square-jawed stern American Department, are totally uninstructed after a long course of lip-moving and
business men at their desks, with the . in the matter. Truly a remarkable man. chin-wagging on the part of the Pro-

telephone ever in their hands and
I

The Editor opens his letters ; touches prietor, we road the helpful words :

instantaneous replies to every call. . bells, speaks through telephones, and "The Twenty-three must go."
No more police officers, also at their

j generally proves himself to be more Then the Editor's lips move and his

desks, giving orders like lightning and
|
than a man, a Force. Imaginary as is chin rides up and down and we read

having them understood and acted

upon as quickly. No more crooks

clambering over the roofs of an

express train. No more motor-car

pursuits. No more Indians, no
more cowboys, no more heroines

in top boots.

And what is there to be in-

stead ? Not I hear you cry

appealingly not panoramas of

Zurich or Cape Town ? No, not

those devastating views of scenery,
but home-made films "

featuring
"

English performers, with an eye
not only to entertainment but in-

struction. That is the new movie
note. And for a start a wonderful

picture has just been completed,
under the title "The Birth of a

Fluence," taking the Cinema-goers
(as they are called) behind the

scenes of a London daily paper.
Not a real paper, of course, for

that would be telling too much,
but an absolutely imaginary paper,

yet like enough in many respects
to a real paper to afford to the

imaginative spectator an idea of

how such marvellous sheets are

put together.
No expense lias been spared to

get an air of verisimilitude into

these pictures, at a private view
of which we were permitted to

be present.
Let us give a rough sketch of the

;

the whole affair, no one seeing this film

film, which is some mile and a half can ever open a morning paper again
long, or as far, say, as from the House without a thrill, a foreboding.
of Lords to Printing House Square.

' Next we are shown the Proprietor
But first we must remark that the leaving his private house by aeroplane

CONSCIENTIOUS MABRIED M.P. (WHO UNFOBTU-
NATELY TALKS IN HIS SLEEP) GAGGING HIMSELF
BEFORE RETIRING TO BED AFTER SECRET SESSION.

the words :

"But suppose the old man is too

clever ?
' '

And so the epoch-making talk g>:es
on and others are summoned to

take part in it.

Next, as a guide to the paper's

enterprise we are admitted to a

meeting of the Cabinet, and are

assisted at last to unravel the

mystery as to which Minister it

is who gives away the secrets of

that assembly, for we watch him

I

in his various disguises on his way
to the dark cellar where he meets
the political representative of the

paper, makes his report and re-

ceives the promise of his future

reward. It is, we feel confident,
this particular section of the film

which will secure for it an amazing
popularity, though all reference in

the Press to Cabinet proceedings
has now been made illegal for the

duration of the War.
"The Birth of a Fluence," it will

be seen, does not confine its ener-

gies to the office of the paper.
So thorough is the scheme that

various pictures have been taken

always, of course, at the usual

enormous' expense at even distant

places, where its activities, or the

result of them, can be studied. For

example, we are shown a section of

unseen force which agitates all the
'

to visit the office. We see him first

documents and blinds of the various !

alighting on the roof and then entering
rooms shown is not due, as it usually

,

his private room by a secret door, from

is, to the circumstance that the pic-
'

a secret staircase. Having removed
tures were taken in the open air, during his slouch hat and cloak and laid aside

a gale, but it symbolises the power of
j

his dark lantern, he is revealed as a
the Proprietor of the paper, who can

,
man of destiny indeed,

by a breath make or unmake Govern-
;

We see the mottoes on the walls of

ments.
[

the room, such as "
Always change

The first picture shows the arrival
j

horses in midstream
"

;

"
Always wash

of the Editor, a man of desperate mien, , dirty linen in public
"

;

"
Any stick is

dark as a thunder cloud, ready to be good enough to beat a dog with
"

;

affrighted by nothing, with instant .

" If you throw enough mud some will

disapproval of whatever he disapproves stick"; "Damn the consequences";

the Front and the delight of the English
soldier as he unfolds the paper and dis-

covers that his country is still being

goaded towards that healthy disinte-

gration which must necessarily accel-

erate our victory. And we are even
shown one of the paper's defeated can-

didates seeking the railway -station

after the election ; for it is notorious

that, vast as are the paper's other influ-

ences, it is often unable to persuade an

electorate to follow' it.

The last picture, which also should

be of particular interest to the public
as proving how sacred the Fourth
Estate holds the duty of providing it

with accurate reports, shows the whole
of the building draped with the habili-

ments of woe and the staff in deep
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mourning on learning that the secrecy
of the secret session is to be callously
and rigorously enforced by the Govern-
ment. And in this state of prostration
the personnel is left. So ends one of

the most enthralling films that this

country has yet invented.

"The Birth of a Fluence
"
would, of

course, bo more instructive still wore
there any paper that at all corresponded
to the fantastic and incredible organ
here illustrated. But of course a sheet

that during the progress of an anxious
war so consistently belittled its country
and aspersed its rulers would be im-

possible. Htill, enough verisimilitude

remains to make an amusing half-hour.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

IX. THE POULTRY AND THE BOROUGH.

THE Fox ran to London

Starving for his dinner ;

There he met the Weasel

Looking even thinner.

The Weasel said to Reynard,
" What shall be our pickin's?"

Said Reynard to the Weasel,
" Rabbits and Spring Chickens."

Then they went a-hunting,
And they did it very thorough,

The Fox in the Poultry
And the Weasel in the Borough.

X. WORMWOOD SCRUBBS.

Wormwood scrubs, Wormwood scrubs

Windows, walls, and floors,
Pots and pans and pickle-tubs,

Tables, chairs and doors ;

Wormwood scrubs the public seats

And the City Halls ;

Wormwood scrubs the London streets,
Wormwood scrubs Saint Paul's ;

Wormwood scrubs on her hands and
knees,

But oh, it 's plainly seen,

Though she use a ton of elbow-grease
She '11 never get it clean !

THE LOAN.
IT was past ten o'clock and the maid

was, or should have been, asleep, so

when there came a knock at the front-

door Bertha got up to answer it her-

self.
" Whoever can it be at this time of

night?
"

I said.
" It 's Evelyn come to barrow again,"

said Bertha. " I know her knock."
" Don't always look on the dark side

of things," I counselled ;

" be an op-
timist like me. Now I have a feeling
that site has come to pay back what
they borrowed last week."
A minute later Bertha returned. " I

knew it," she said ;

"
it is as I feared.

Jack has sent her over to borrow three
more."

A TRUE PESSIMIST.
Shaun. " 'Tis A GERMAN!"
Mike. "GLORY BE! How CAN YE TELL THAT?"
Shaun. "I CANNOT TELL UT. 'Tis A GUESS."

" Three more !

"
I gasped ;

" but it 's

preposterous. They borrowed five only
last Monday and they '11 never pay
them back, of course. What did you
say to her?"

" I said I couldn't manage it myself,
but I would ask you."

" I suppose we shall have to do it,"

said, crossing over to the bureau and

unlocking it.

"Haven't you got any on you?"
asked Bertha.

"
Only one ;

I never carry more than
that in case I might get my pockets
picked. It's a bit thick," I continued,
" we economise and deny ourselves in

all kinds of ways and then that spend-
thrift comes or, rather, sends his wife
and borrows all our hard-earned

savings."
From a secret drawer in the bureau

I drew forth a small box that I

opened with fingers that trembled like

Gaspard's.
Bertha joined me and, side by side,

we stood gazing at the contents in a
hush that was akin to worship.

"
Well," said I, at last breaking the

silence, "here you are, and for goodness'
sake tell her not to waste them !

"
and

into my wife's outstretched hand I

carefully counted out three matches.
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AT THE PLAY.
"THE MAYOR OF TROY."

THF. admirable " Q
"

lias shot his

arrow into tiie gold so often and carried

oft' so mountainous a load of trophies
that he can see with equanimity his

last shot signalled an outer even a

miss. The signaller must needs bo

move dismayed than lie.
" Q

"
is also

too honest and perceptive a critic not

to see the weak points of The Mayor

of Troy as a stage play, though ho may
fairly plume himself on the pleasant

(and unpleasant) folk of his creation

\vho partly camo to life on the open-

ing night at the Haymarket. He will

have found out and noted for an

appendix to those lively and in-

structive discourses of his On the,

Art of Writing that it is a jolly

difficult thing to write a play ;

that an act is not a chapter of a

novel, still less a compote of hits

of many chapters ; that, while to

he charmingly discursive is a

paramount quality of the higher

type of novelist, the same attri-

bute in a play,' whose very breath

of life is essential brevity, makes
it appear to go on crutches, like

his own discomfited hero. It

bemuses an audience and gravels
the players as the queer uncer-

tainty of touch of so skilful, so

conscientious an actor as Mr.
AINLEY sufficiently betrayed. But
to the story.

Portly and pompous Major
Solomon Hymen Toogood (Mr.

AINLEY), wealthy citizen of Troy
Town, and, in the perilous year

! of grace 1804, for the seventh
i time its Mayor ; Justice of the

Peace, in command of the battery
of Diehards which himself had

raised, spoilt by the worship of

the women and the tractability (with

reservations) of the men, .has. reason

to be mightily pleased with himself ;

and very distinctly is. On this pleas-
ant day on which the play opens he
has written a proposal of marriage
to a lady whose heart, unhappily, is

already given to his Deputy in civic

office and Second in Command of the

battery, Dr. Dillworthy (Mr. LEON

QUARTEKMAIXE). Meanwhile a little

smuggling expedition, which he had

planned under cover of his military

authority (Sir ARTHUR dees not quite

put it like that), turns into a genuine

light, and our Mayor is carried off

prisoner to France.

At the peace of 1814 he returns thin

and lame to find that the lady of his

choice has long married the man of

hers (and why not ?), and that the two,
with their children, are installed in his

house ; Dillworthy no longer Deputy
but reigning Mayor. Nobody recog-
nises the famous Toogood, which is

entirely
"
Q's

"
fault, not theirs; and

nobody, except a pretty maid who is to

marry his nephew (his own money has

made the match possible), seems to

worry overmuch (absit omen !) about

returned prisoners of war. He reveals

himself to nobody but his villain

brother William (Mr. AYUTON). That
fatuous revenue officer, Lomax (Mr.

MALLKSON), has written a fulsornely

flattering life of him at which his gorge
rises. Everybody, apar,t from opening
a hospital in his memory (in a bed of

which he eventually finds himself),

The

CURED OF OBESITY IN TEN YEARS.

Mayor of Troy (Mr. HENRY AIXLEY) before and

after prison diet.

seems to be going about his or her

business much as usual (yet what
else could they do?). He extracts a

ate return from the dead of a long and
well-lost brother, several thousand of

whose pounds he had misappropriated.
As for Lomax, could he by any stretch

of the imagination within the frame
of this picture have tried to bribe the

I Mayor to go away just to save his

infernal biography from being wasted?
You simply can't have a convincing
colloquy on these lines between the

tragic figure of the disillusioned and
embittered hero and this farcical jack-

anapes.
And I think it was just this sort of

lack of conviction that flattened the

actors. Mr. HENRY AINLEY had his

moments, but he 's not a man of mo-
ments. He 's about our best

whole-hogger. Mr. LEON
QUAKTERMAINK'S easy skill was,
as it always is, a very pleasant

thing to watch. Mr. DE LANGE

gave an animated little sketch

of a droll French spy. Mr. MILES
MALLESON shouldn't let his sense

of character and his undoubted
talent for business lead him into

that capital sin of taking more
than his share of the stage. Mr.
HENDBIE as the sailor, Ben Chopc,

gave us another of those amus-

ing grotesques of his; and Miss
CLAIRE GREET put in a clever

paragraph as Mrs. Chopc. Mr.
FREDERICK GROVES was an excel-

lent gruff servant ; Miss PEGGY
BUSH a pretty bride

;
Mr. GERALD

MCCARTHY a plausible lover; Miss

BRUCE - POTTER a becomingly
subdued and adoring Georgian
doctor's wife. Mr'. LYALL
SWETE played competently a

poisonous ass of a vicar, and was
|

responsible for the production,
which was admirable. T.

A Hanker.

Extract from Battalion Orders :

The horse and cab of the Headquarters- . , . ,.' 1 ' J "jl f 1 J-ilU IIUI^U (IIHA UillJ Ul UHU J~LDIUUUalVdn
character of himself from his faithful , staff are attacncd to the Regt., A. Coy.,
old servant and finds it not so flattering for forage and accommodation."

as he would have liked. Seems, in
j

fact, determined to have his grievance.
... , -, ATI I'1 the Ascot Double Handicap Hurdle

Well, then, he will buy a dog. And he :

Race> after au objection to Early Berry for

will take the road With his pal the
|
jumping, the race was awarded to Marita."

comic sailor and shake the dust of I Sporting Paper.

fickle Troy from off his feet. Marita, presumably, crawled under the
But I protest that this is all very hurdles like a little lady,

unfair to the Trojans. As soon as he

gave them their chance they took it
,1 , jj , 11

;

"In spite of all traditions about the British
decent y enough, so much so that all

;
loye of

*
tub| we rarclv arc acquainfced Wlth

ended happily in what must have been the pr0per use of soap" and water . . . And
a most uncomfortable dance oil the

,

thus we lay ourselves under Browning's re-

sharp fragments of the Toogood bust proach of ' You very imperfect ablutionist !

' '

which the disgruntled original had
j

British WeekhJ-

smashed with his crutch. BROWNING may have written this
;
but

Of course poor William very naturally we prefer GILBERT'S version :

resented this extraordinarily inconsider- ,

" You very imperfect ablutioner."
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Macpherson (icho, having lost half-a-cronn in the Strand and reported the Joss overnight at Scotland Yard, on returning next day to

ne his search finds the road ).
" LOSH ME THAE LONDONERS ABE A\VFU' THOROUGH!"raume his fcarch finds the road iq>)

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mi: Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

I WOULD heartily commend to all good English women
and men The Boole of Italy (UxwiN), first because it will

help the families of those Italians' who have left England
to join their ships and regiments and will make possible
the works of mercy of the Italian lied Cross, and secondly
because it is in itself aji admirable book the most dis-

tinguished, I think, of any of its kind published hero during
the War. It tells us something of the great Italian creators

and liberators, DANTE, LEONAHDO, MICHELANGELO, MAZ-
ZINI, GARIBALDI, CAVOUB too little perhaps of MAZZINI,
than whom no movement for liberty ever had a nobler or

a saner prophet. Of the good things, besides the contri-

butions of distinguished Italians (a particularly interesting
note on the Italian Eed Cross by Signer GALANTE claims
a Neapolitan, FERDINAXDO PALASCIANO, as tho pioneer,
in 1848, of the Eotl Cross idea), let me specially commend
the spirited introduction of Lord BHYCE, the eloquent
letter of SAV.ATIKU, tho memories of FREDERIC HARRISON,
the quiet wisdom of GLUTTON-BROCK, tho learning (decently
veiled for normal eyes) of FHA/ER, of The Golden Boiitjh ;

the inspired prejudices, fringed with epigram, of G. K. C.

A mere catalogue of a few of the well-known writers

represented, of SYMOXS, GALSWORTHY, GILBERT MURRAY,
I'.uioT, Hu-iiKNs, BARRY PAIN, PHILLPOTTS

;
and of artists

such as BIUNGWYN, SAHCKNT, SHANNON, JOHN, LAVEHY,
RICHMOND, POYXTKH, FHAMPTOX, EICKETTS, AXXIXG BKLL,
O\YT,I:Y ROIUNSON, makes its best testimonial. England

has never been other than the friend of modern Italy, for

the Triple Alliance was merely a freak of desperate diplo-

macy and was broken by the popular will when Germany (Ixj

it remembered) was giving fair promise of ultimate victory.

We don't need conversion to the cause of Italy, but every-

thing that helps to foster and develop the comradeship of

the new Itisorgimento of the Allied Nations is welcome.

And The Book of Italy will serve this purpose excellently
well.

More than once before now I have commented upon
that almost unique gift that Mr. JACK LOXDON lias of

transferring physical energy to fiction. His characters

must always bo about some sinew-straining business that

makes the reader ache in sympathy. However in The
Little Lady of the Bit/ House (MILLS AND Boox) the author

seems to have allowed himself and his creations an un-

wonted holiday. Here is no fierce struggle for existence,

but the fruits of it upon a millionaire ranche in California.

Dick Forrest was the millionaire, by heritage and his own
success

;
a great farmer and a breeder of shires. He had a

wife, the Little Lady of the title, and a Big House that was
one of the most eligible dwellings in fiction. A plain recital

1

of the arrangements (" tweaks
" we should have called them

1

at school) in Dick's open-air bedroom makes the ordinary
home look like ten cents. Mr. LONDON* certainly knows
how to luxuriate when he gives his mind to it. Moreover
there was a wonderful swimming-bath, with a concealed

1

submarine chamber in which the Little Lady used to hide

for the terror of uninstructed guests (she was rather that
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kind of person), and a great music-room for her to play
RACHMANINOFF in and llirt with the Other Man. This is

really all the tale. Eventually the flirtation becomes serious

and the Little Lady is driven to suicide, with a death scene

of rather unconvincing sentiment. The fact is, I am afraid,

that Capuan ease dees not altogether suit the super-

and the result is soino confusion for the reader who
has hacked the wrong horse. But Mr. E. M. SMITH-
DAMPIP.U might very justly retort that this is hut fidelity
to life. When in the early chapters wo see the first hero
turned from home by an unsympathetic parent, and
faring forth to seek romance in a new world, it was

to the muscle-grinding.

strenuous beings whom Mr. JACK LONDON designs. They are surely reasonable to suppose that lie would eventually be
too energetic for it, and, lacking an outlet, tend to become rewarded by the pretty lady of the wrapper, especially as

melodramatic. I hope that next time he will take us back S'irilr llnim! (though his name inevitably suggests tobacco)
is a character drawn with understanding and skill. But
Mr. SMITH-DAMI'!!-;]! is good at lovers. He lias another,

When the War broke out Mr. F. W. WILE, an American
: even better, up his sleeve. Tliis is I'ctri; the forty-year-

gentleman, was living in Berlin as the correspondent of : old American cousin, who cherishes a tender regard for

The Daily Mail. Having read his book, The Assault] Mistres* Cordelia. I should explain that all this happened
(HEINEMANN), I may say that I judge him to be singularly

'

in the time of powder, laco coats, and witches. This last

alert and wide-awake and admirably fitted for the position |

is important. Those were the days when ('In rcli/'.z !/

he occupied. He has no scintilla

of hatred or animosity for the

German people as individuals,
but be wishes to see Germany
beaten. " I wish her beaten,"

was the unfailing re-

medy in New England for every
ill, material or emotional. It is

from this, coupled with the mis-
taken jealousy of her sister, that
( 'tiniflii/'a troubles come, and so

nearly turn her story to tragedy.
The main motive may remind

you a little of that grim play
of witchcraft that we saw at

the St. James's Theatre some

years ago. But fortunately
the end is more comfortable.

Corilel i/i
,

in short, is a

nicely-flavoured romance of old

America, with at least three

unusually well-drawn characters
to give it substance. 1 have no
doubt, at all of its success.

Lady POOBK'S Recollections

of an Admiral's Wife (SMITH,

ELDEK) is as excellent a hook of

its kind as readers of Punch are

likely to find reviewed in a month
of Wednesdays. Kcrapbooks of re-

miniscences are so often dumped
upon a surfeited world that it

is at once a pleasure and a duty
to draw attention to a volume
of real worth and significance.
Wherever Lady POORE was liv-

ing whetherin Australia before

the War or in Chatham after

August, 1915 her main object
was to arrive at a sympathetic

captors with rage and suspicion. Certainly a delightful ; understanding of the people with wliom she had to deal, and,
people. Finally he was allowed to leave Berlin and travel without a hint of patronage, to be of service to them. It is

to England as a member of Sir EDWARD GOSCHEN'S party, impossible to read of the work she did and helped to do
In the later portion of this book Mr. WILE castigates us, not

|

during the last dozen years or so without recognising how
too unkindly, but, perhaps, a little too insistently, for not

i possible it is to be official and still remain very human. In

being ready, for not realising what war means and for being ! spite of little outbursts of opinion which refuse to be sup-
too self-complacent. Since his criticisms are based on affcc- i pressed, Lady POOUE is as discreet as the most censorious
tion for us we can make an effort to kiss the rod, especially

'' of censors could desire. One of her anecdotes for the
as he discerns signs of improvement in us. Incidentally

|

most part well told and fresh is as funny a tale as I have
I may add that he is, perhaps, not altogether fair to Lord :

ever encountered ; but I will leave you to find it for yourself.
HALDANE, but, per contra, he gives Lord NORTHCLIFFE a I Altogether a book to thank the gods for.

high testimonial to character and behaviour.

Cordelia (MELBOBB) is a story as agreeable as its name, i "On the way to Beroa, Mr. Lloyd Ccorge met the Rector of the
or as the pretty, if rather chocolate-box-school, picture on Par'sh, and both cordially shook hands." Scotsman.

its wrapper. One small defect I find in the dissipation of its Are we to infer that as a rule, when these two gentlemen
interest. Beginning with one hero, it goes on with another

; meet, only one of them shakes hands ?

he says,
" for the Allies' sake

and for my own country's sake.

A victorious Germany would be
a menace to international liberty
and become automatically a

threat to the happiness and
freedom of the United States."

He saw the furious transports
of patriotism and hatred to

which the Berlin mob gave
way ; he witnessed the brutal

attack on the British Embassy,
and be was himself denounced
as an English spy, was arrested

and was lodged in jail, whence
he was rescued only by the
direct interposition of the Ame-
rican Ambassador. All these
incidents he relates in a very
vivid way and with a certain

dry humour that adds to the
effect. His description of the
manner in which, on his way
to prison in a taxi with two
German policemen, he managed
to destroy a telegraph code
which was in his breast pocket,
is positively thrilling. Had it

been discovered on him, nothing,
he thinks, would have availed to
save him, so delirious were his 1

OUR ECONOMISTS.
Customer. " I 'VE CALLED ABOUT THE

BOUGHT. THE FIRST DOSE CURED ME."

Chemist. "THE INSTANTANEOUS EFFECT OF THAT PREPAR-

ATION, SlH, HAS BEEN REMARKED BY EVERYBODY."

Customer. "IT'S AMAZING; AND, AS THERE'S ONLY ONE
DOSE GONE, I THOUGHT PERHAPS YOU 'D CHANGE WHAT
WAS LEFT FOR SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES."
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CHARIVARIA.
Owing to the scarcity of tonnage,

Denmark shipowners have put into

IfANY graphic tales have been told of commission two 18th-century sailing
the immense loads of plunder carried

'

vessels. Meanwhile in the neighbour-
off during the lighting in Duhlin ; hut hood of

there has heen looting on a large scale learn, some
Mount Ararat there is, we

talk of organising an

elsewhere, if one may believe the expedition for the recovery of the

headline of a contemporary :

" Man Ark with a view to her utilisation in

arrested with Colt in his pocket at the cattle-carrying trade.

Bloomsbury." ... ^
:::

^
:;:

The Recorder of Pontefract states

Kays a writer in Tin' Daily Chronicle:
j

that in a recent walk he followed for
" In one neighbourhood within the three miles three men who were smok-

Zeppelin y.ono there are hundreds of; ing, and counted sixty-two matches

partridges who defy the Defence of the struck by them. It is reported that the

Realm Act. Two or three hours before gentlemen concerned have since called

anyone else is aware that the baby- ! upon the Recorder to explain that it

killers are approaching these bold birds was in a spirit of war economy that

go chuckle, chuckle, chuckle, as if there they had dispensed with the services

were an army of the more human sort
]

of the torch-hearer who had hitherto

of poachers about." Personally we attended their movements,
have always felt that the

section of the Defence of the

Realm Act which forbids one
j

to go chuckle, chuckle, chuckle,
when the Zeppelins are ap-

proaching is superfluous as

well as in inferior taste.

Dr. WALFORD DAVIS, in a

lecture on "
Songs for Home

Singing," recently told his

hearers how Major TOM
!5mi>KS saved a couple of

battalions at the Front with
two penny whistles. We feel

hound to point out however
that any attempt to save the

nation with the same exiguous
weapons would be too hazard-
ous to be encouraged.

-'.- *

Owing to a lack of the

necessary dyes there will soon be no There will be no Bakers' Exhibition
more red tape available for the War i this year, it is announced. Many chic

Ollice and elsewhere. It is to be
j

models however, botli in yAteanx and

hoped, however, that the familiar and I the new open-work conjiserie, will 'be

picturesque salutation with which staff ! privately exhibited,

oflicers are in the habit of taking
leave of one another,

" So long, Old

expressed surprise at their failure to
add a few radishes to the dish, so that

they might be thoroughly miserable
while they were about it.

=:. *

According to a contemporary, Mr. H.
B. IKVING'S Cassias " came very near
to Shakespeare." A delightful change
from the innumerable Cassii that are

modelled, for instance, on Mr. W. W.
JACOBS. * *

Sir THOMAS LII-TON'S yacht, the Erin,
has been sunk in the Mediterranean,
and no doubt the Germans think they
have done something to go bragh about.

:;: ^

Italians are being invited by means
of circulars dropped from balloons to
desert to the Austrians, the sum of

5s. 8d. being offered to each deserter.

This is no doubt what is techni-

cally known as a ballon d'essai.
* *

The House of Commons is

giving serious consideration to

the Daylight Saving Scheme.
But certain occupants of the

Treasury Bench (we are careful

not to "
refer to

"
them as mem-

bers of the Cabinet) are said

to be withholding their sup-
port till they know what it is

that the surplus daylight is to
be let into.

PAY PAEADE.

Officer. "HAVE YOU MADE AN ALLOTMENT?"
Recruit. "

OH, NO, SIR \ I GIVE UP ME FOWLS AND CABBAGES
THE DAY AFOBE I JOINED THE ABMY."

*
*

A contributor to The Obterver draws

Tape !

"
will not be allowed to become

j

our attention to the phenomenally early
obsolete. # -.,

return of the swifts. But after all

I

there must be something particularly
Attention has recently been drawn to soothing about England these days to a

the number of strapping boys who are neurotic fowl like a swift.

idling their time away in cinema houses ; "...*

in the absence of their fathers at the i It is rumoured that Mr. BIRRELT.I has
Front. Their strapping fathers, of lately thrown off one of his obiter

course.

" LONDON, April 6. A Zeppelin
airship attacked the north-east coast
of England on Wednesday after-

noon, but was driven off by our
anti-Haircraft defences."

Daily Chronicle (Jamaica).

This subtle allusion to the
former occupation of the Zeppelin crew
has, we believe, caused much anxiety
among the ex-barbers in the German
Service, who fear that the A.A.C. will

go for them bald-headed.

April 2.3rd was . . . the 300th annivorsa.-y
of the birth of Shakespeare and of the death
of Shakespeare." Daily Paper.

And to think of all he accomplished
in less than twenty-four hours !

At a Red Cross sale ;

"The exors. of the late Bobert Dawson's
calf made G." Eastern Daily Press.

dicta to the effect that Mr. ASQUITH
|

We wonder if this generous gift came
and his colleagues have expressed an out of the pockets of the next-of-kine.

According to the President of the ambition to go down in the pages of

Baptist Union,
"
you must hit a Lon- '

history as the "
Ministry of All the

doner at least six times before he Buried Talents." * .
;

.

smarts." We do not presume to dis-

pute this statement, but what we want It was a confirmed dyspeptic of our
to know is, how was the Londoner acquaintance who, on reading that in

occupied while the President of the Paris they are serving a half-mourning
Baptist Union was conducting his salad consisting mainly of sliced pota-
extremely interesting experiment '?

i toes, artichokes and pickled walnuts,

"For whoever was responsible for that

blunder, which in most countries would
certainly have evoked a cry of betrayal, the
mainshcct of Nelson's Victory would be all

too inadequate as a penitential white sheet
and far too illustrious as a shroud."

The leader (British Hast Africa).

We agree, but it would make a splendid
halter.
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THE WAY OF THOMAS;
THEORY AND PUACTKI:.

SCENE. -Sand on tlie - - Frontier

of . A Cavalry outpost recently
arrived is sitting in a, holloic in a vile

tender, morosely gouging hunks of

tepid bully beef out of red tins.

Several thousand mosquitos are as-

siduously eating tJie outpost. There

is nothing to do except to kill the

beasts and natch the antics of the

scavenger beetle, u'ho extracts a pre-
carious livelihood from the sand by

rolling all refuse into little balls and

burying them. It is vert/ hot.

1st Trooper. Shoot the devils, I

would. I can't understand their letting
'em go the way they do. The first tme
I meets I shoots. Killing oui1 wounded
the way they do.

2nd Trooper. Ay, and killing 's not

the worst they do, neither. You should

ha' seen them two poor fellows of ours

wot was found. You wouldn't he taking
no prisoners after that.

1st Trooper. If I 'ad my way I

wouldn't take no prisoners. 'Tain't

safe, for one thing. That was 'ow pore
old Bill got done in

; went to take a

white - headed old devil prisoner as

might have heen his grandfather, and
he up and strafed him in. the stomach
with a shot-gun. Don't care 'oo it is.

They say the women 's as had as the

men.

Corporal (darkly]. Ah, shooting 's too

good for 'em, I say, after wot they done.

1st Trooper. They do say they 're

starving now. Living on grass, 'alf of

'em
; specially after that lot of camels

wot was captured.

Corporal (darkly). Ah, let 'em starve,
I say. Starving 's too good for 'em
after wot they done.

2nd Trooper. That's just it. They
won't let 'em starve. As soon as

they 've finished killing our wounded

they comes into our camp with all

their families, and wo feeds 'em up
with dates and biscuits and probably
lets "em go again.

1st Trooper. We 're too soft-'earted,

that 's wot we are. Them Germans
wouldn't carry on like that

; they 'd

shoot 'em quick and no more said.

2nd Trooper. Ay, you 're right there,
and when we gets home the first thing
we shall find is a relief fund to provide
food for 'em.

Corporal. Well, they 'd better not

come near this post ; they won't get
no dates 'ere.

Sentry. Corporal, I can see 'alf-a-

dozen of them blighters coming along
about a mile away. Shall I give 'em
one?

Corporal. No, you idiot. Let 's 'ave

a look at 'em first.

[Enter a middle-aged Arab, dressed in

the most indescribable rags and in

the last static of exhaustion, lie is

followed at long intervals by his

family to two generations, u-lio watch

his reception anxiously from afar.
Arab (falling flat on his face at sight

of the Corporal). Vimbtishi, hi/itlxtvlu,

mongeries, mongeries.

Corporal. Yes, I '11 bash yer all right.

Grey-'eaded old reprobate, you ought
to know better.

Arab (in an anguished voice). Mon-

geries, mongeries.
1st Trooper. Lord, he do look thin,

por beggar. Mongeries that means
food, don't it '? 'E looks as if 'e hadn't

eaten nothing for weeks. 'Ere, 'ave a

biscuit, old sport.

[Arab makes a spasmodic icrigglc to-

wards him.
2nd Trooper. Look out, Bill, 'e 's

going to bite your leg.

1st Trooper (with dignity). No, 'e

ain't
;

'e 's a-going to kiss my boots.

Gorblimy, 'e 's a rum old devil!

Corporal (suddenly remembering his

duty). 'Ere you, take your clothes off.

Efta aygry. Strip.

[The Arab undoes Jt/s rags, which slip
to tlie ground.
2nd Trooper. Blimy, Alf, look at 'em.

1 never see such a thing in my life.

Look at that big one on his neck.

1st Trooper (suddenly). I say, old

chap, don't you never 'ave a bath ?

2nd Trooper. Lord, though, ain't he
thin ? 'E 's a fair skeleton.

[The Arab puts on his clothes again
and falls exhausted with the effort.

Corporal. Pore old feller, 'e 's fail-

done ; give 'im a biscuit, Alf.

1st Trooper. Try 'im with some bully ;

they say they won't eat that, though.
2nd Trooper. Won't 'e ! I never seen

the stuff go so quick. 'Ere, old feller,

don't eat the tin.

Corporal. Don't give 'im any more
or 'e 11 kill 'isself. Let 's see if his

family can do the disappearing trick as

quick as 'e can. Poor devils, they 've

been through something. 'Ere, you
family, mongeries. Tula henna.

[The family are brought up and fed
on the day's rations.

2nd Trooper. Lord, Alf, look at this

kid
; 'is logs ain't as thick as my finger ;

cries just like they do at 'orne too.

'Ere, 'ave a bit o' jam.
Corporal. Take 'em back to camp

now and 'and 'em over. Come on, old

boy; you're all right. Lord, ain't

they pretty nea'r done. Lucky they
found us when tliev did.

The Better Half.

"THAMES DITTOS". Attested man c.illed up
willing to I.KT HM.r iiors!'

1

.. or take another

lady in similar position." [>aili/ Tdctjranh.

"WE GIVE OUR SONS."
SUCH our proud cry a vain and empty

boast ;

Love did not ask so great a sacrifice ;

The first reveille found you at your
post ;

You knew the cost ; clear-eyed you
paid the price ;

Some far clear call we were too dull

to hear

Had caught your ear.

Not ours to urge you, or to know the

voice ;

No stern decree you followed or

obeyed ;

Nothing compelled your swift unerring
choice,

'

Except the stuff of which your dream s

were made ;

To that high instinct passionately true,

Your way you knew.

We did not give you all unasked you
went,

Sons of a greater motherhood than
ours ;

To our proud hearts your young brief

lives were lent,

Then swept beyond us by resistless

powers.

Only we hear, when we have lost our

all,

That far clear call.

A Non-Stop Service.

The following announcement was re-

cently made at a Liverpool church :

" The service to-night will be at six o'clock,
and will be continued until further notice."

"Mr. Butcher expressed his thanks to Mr.
Wood for his kind words, and said it was a

great satisfaction to know that his efforts hail

been appreciated, and very gratifying to he

thanked by one of the staff. He might reply
in the words of Betsy Twigge,

'

Changing the

name, the same to you.'
"

Aslibournc Telerjrnpli.

We note, but do not approve, the change.

"Washington, Friday.
Sir Cecil Spring Rice has been instructed

to apologise for the action of the British

Governor at Trinidad in failing to return

the call of the Secretary to the Treasury.
Mr. McAdoo, on the hitter's visit on board

the American cruiser Tennessee."

Much McAdoo about nothing.

The Evening Ncics publishes an ac-

count of a conversation between " Prince

Henry of Prussia (the Kaiser's brother)
and Admiral Issimo, of Germany." The
Issimos are a most distinguished fight-

ing family (of Italian origin), and when-

ever they have adopted either a military
or naval career have invariably come
to the very top.
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WAKE UP, ENGLAND!
THE SUN (to Householder). "NOW, THEN, WHY WASTE YOUR DAYLIGHT? SAVE IT AND

GIVE IT TO THE COUNTRY."

[If only for the sake of economy in artificial light during War-time, the Daylight-saving scheme should have tho support of all patriots.]
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THE WATCH
XXXIX.

DOGS.

MY DEAR CHAULKS, There comes a

time in the life of the military motor

when, owing to one thing or another

(but mostly another), it becomes a

casualty and retires, on the ground of

ill-health, to the Base. As such it is

towed into the nearest workshops; but,

before it departs to the Base there

arrive, from all corners of the Army
area, drivers of other similar motors,

coining, as you might say, "for a pur-

pose." These are the vultures who
have got to hear of the affair, are sorry
indeed that such mishaps should occur,

but, stilling their sorrow, see their way
to snaffle some little benefit for them-
selves.

One vulture will coma to exchange
old lamps for new, another to

do a deal in magnetos, and a

third, may be, to better him-
self in the matter of wheols.

There will be some squabbling,
and, when the work is done,
the last state of that casualty
will be worse than the first,

and it will proceed to the

Base a melancholy collection

of all the most dilapidated

parts in the area, for which
even the most optimistic

authority at the back of be-

yond will see no useful future.

Yesterday the following in-

terview took place at my little

office, which is also my little

home and is very handsomely
and elaborately furnished with
a system of boxes, some to sit

on, some to write on and some
to go to sleep in.

"An officer to see you, Sir," said

the orderly, and in there came a

representative from Signals who was

pleaded to meet me. 1 put aside my
work in order to deal with him politely,

firmly and once and for all.
"
If," I said haughtily,

"
you are the

gentleman who rings me up on the

telephone every morning at 7 A.M., goes
on ringing me up till I creep to the
instrument and murmur "Hello !" and
then tells me that is all and will I

please ring off, then I too am glad we
have met at last."

He denied the suggestion so hotly
that I unbent a little. I asked him to

be seated, and offered him a part of my

|
for I shall only puss it on to someone

j

else, please."
For once it wasn't an Army Form.

Was 1 not, he ventured to ask, the

proprietor of a small car?
" What \vas once a small ear before

it met what was once a large telegraph

pole," I said thoughtlessly.
He was glad to hear this, as he too

was the owner of a small car. We
shook hands on that, though we knew
all the time that H.M. Government
was the owner of both. H.M. Govern-
ment not being present, however, to

insist on its rights, we were able to

do a quiet swank. In the course of it

he mentioned, quite by the way, the
matter of shock-absorbers. He had rea-

son to believe that my car could spare
his car a couple of these.

I saw the need for hedging.
' That

..

ti) <y.

UNFORTUNATE POSITION OF ONCE POPULAR BERLIN' NAVAL
BATTLE ABTIST, WHOSE OCCUPATION HAS VANISHED THROUGH
HIS HAVING RASHLY SUNK THE ENTIRE BRITISH FLEET AT AN
EARLY STAGE OF THE WAR.

bed for the purpose
" if. 'a li'to t.liia

" '

It 's like this," lie began.
"Is it?" said I. "Then no doubt

you want me to sign an Army Form
and take all the responsibility ?

"

" For what '?

"
he asked.

telegraph pole I mentioned just now
wasn't really very large," I explained,
" and it came away quietly, offering no
resistance."

He smiled knowingly at that.
" Were you." I continued, fixing a cold

and relentless eye upon him " were

you equally lucky with your your ?
"

"Small lorry," he said, with a faint

blush. " A tiny lorry, in fact."
" Not more than a dozen tons or so '?

"

I suggested.
" No doubt it passed

quite gradually over you, frightening
more than hurting you, and you were
able to walk home with remainder
of small motor in pocket of great-
coat ?

"

He didn't go into that subject.
"
By

the way," lie said,
" I happened to be

round at the workshops just now
" Did you, indeed?

"
I took him up.

" Tiien let me tell you at once that the

wreckage in the workshop's yard was
"I'm sure I don't know," I an- not my small car, so you may abandon

swered ;

" and it doesn't much matter, any hopes you had built upon that."

He appeared to lie surprised at the

attitude 1 adopted.
"
No," he said slowly

"
no, I knew

that wasn't i/our car."

I thought rapidly.
" It was //o/-.s,"

I hazarded,
" and your idea was to

re-equip that battered wreck at the

expense of my very slightly injured

property?
"

He smiled shamelessly.
" You are a most unscrupulous

officer," I said,
" and I 'm beginning

to think you are the voice which gets
me out of bed I mean, interrupts my
work every morning at dawn."

"
No, really," he replied, glad to have

something to bo honest about. " At
that hour I am always in at work

myself."
We shook hands again on that and 1

offered him a cigarette.
" Have one of mine," said he.

"No, no," I pressed; "you
have one of mine."

Again, if the truth had been
1

admitted, H.M. Government
was the rightful owner of

both.
" Of course," he explained,

"you saw my little 'bus from

quite its worst aspsct in that

yard."
I was for getting to busi-

ness. " I want," said I,
" a

back axle-shaft, a head-light,
a wind-screen and some mud-

guards. What 's yours ?
"

" I could do with a spare
wheel-holder, a horn, a couple
of yards of foot-board," he

said. "Two' shock-absorbers

and at least one wheel I must
have."

A little discussion proved
that between us we could put up a

very decent car. The only difficulty

arose from a doubt as to what was to

happen when we went out in it. It

would still be a two-seater, and neither

of our chauffeurs was small enough to

be carried in the tool-box. Who was

going to drive, who was going to sit by
and, when occasion demanded, step out

and do the dirty work ? Neither of

us seeing his way to give in on these

points, we had to think of some other

solution.
" You mentioned the workshops just

now," I said.
" Were you going on to

say that the officer in charge told you
of another small car which was in

trouble ? /
" He did," said Signals.
" Same here," said I. "Did he then

recommend you to get what you
wanted off that other car '.'

"

" He did," said Signals.
" Same here," said I.

" And did

you also ascertain that this officer in
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charge possesses a small car of his o\vn

rich in standard parts?"
" I did," said Signals.
" Same here," said I.

" Let us go
out and look for that

" Officer in charge," said Signals.
" No," said I,

" his car." 1 felt that

we wore justified, in the circumstances,
in dividing it between us.

But there is no limit to these ollirrix

in charge of workshops. We had the

greatest difficulty in finding his car at

all, and, when we (lid, it had the

appearance of being deliberately con-

cealed. Worse still
;
when we found

the car we found also a sentry standing
over it, with rillo and iixed bayonet.

Though we took this to be a direct

insult to ourselves, we were too proud
to go and expostulate with the officer

himself about it.

Yours ever, HENRY.

A LETTER.

(From Captain Claude Seaforth to a
nncelist friend.)

MY m:\i; MAN, You asked me to

tell you if anything very remarkable
came my way. I think I have a story
for you at last. If I could only write

I would make something of it myself,
but not being of Kitchener's Army I

can't.

The other day, while I was clearing

up papers and accounts and all over

ink, as I always get, the Sergeant came
to me, looking very rum. " Two young
fellows want to see you," he said.

Of course I said I was too busy and
that he must deal with them.

" I think you 'd rather see them your-
self," lie said, with another odd look.

" What do they want ?
"

I asked.
"
They want to enlist," he said

;

" but

they don't w.ant to see the doctor."

We '.we ihad some of these before

consumptives of the bull-dog breed, you
know. Full of pluck but no mortal use

;

done in
"
on the first route march.

" Why don't you tell them that they
must see the doctor and have done
with it'?" I asked the Sergeant.

Again lie smiled queerly.
" I made

sure you 'd rather do it yourself," he
said.

" Shall I send them in? J>

So I wished them further and said
" Yes ;

"
and in they came.

They were the prettiest boys you
ever saw in your life too pretty. One
had red hair and the other black, and

they were dressed like navvies. They
held their caps in their hands.

" What 's this rubbish about not

seeing a doctor ?
"

I asked. You know
my brutal way.

" We thought perhaps it could be

dispensed with," Red Hair said, draw-

ing nearer to Black Hair.

THE CON; CIKNTIOUS SPECIAL,

l_ ,t

iiiillliiliiiljlHL!.,iiniLliiiii^iX

.THE INGENIOUS BANK MANAGER,

WHO LACKED STAXING POWER.

" Of course it can't," I told them.
" What 's the use to the Army of

weaklings who can't stand the strain ?

They 're just clogs in the machinery.
Don't you see that ?

"

" We 're very strong," Bed Hair said,
"
only

"Only what?"
"
Only

" Here they looked at

each other, and Red Hair said,
" Shall

we ?
"

and Black Hair said,
" Yes ;

"

and they both came closer to me.
" Will you promise," said Red Hair,

" that you will treat as confidential

anything we say to you ?
"

" So long as it is nothing dangerous

to the State," I said, rather proud of

myself for thinking of it.

" We want to fight for our country,"
Red Hair began.

" No one wants to fight more," Black
Hair put in.

" And we 're very strong," Red Hair
continued.

" I won a cup for lawn-tennis at

Devonshire Park," Black Hair added.
"
But," said Red Hair.

" Yes ?
"
I replied.

" Don't you believe in some women
being as strong as men ?

"

"
Certainly," I said.

" Well then," said Red Hair,
" that's
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like us. We arc as strong as lots of

men ami much keener, and we want

you to be kind to us and let us enlist."
" We '11 never do anything to give

ourselves away," said Black Hair; but,

bless her innocent heart, she was

giving herself away all the time.

Every moment was feminine.
" My dear young ladies," I said at

last,
" I think you are splendid and an

example to the world ; but what you
ask is impossible. Have you thought
for a moment what it would be like

to find yourselves in barracks with the

ordinary British soldier ? He is a

brave man and, when you meet him

alone, he is nearly always a nice man ;

but collectively he might not do as

company for you."
"But look at this," said Eed Hair,

showing me a newspaper-cutting about

a group of Eussian girls known as

"The Twelve Friends," who have been

through the campaign and were treated

with the utmost respect by the soldiers.
" And there 's a woman buried at

Brighton," said Black Hair, "who
fought as a man for years and lived to

be a hundred."
"And think of JOAN OF ABC," said

Eed Hair.
" And BOADICEA," said Black Hair.
"
Well," I said,

"
leaving JOAN OF

AKC and BOADICEA aside, possibly those

Eussians and that Brighton woman
looked like men, which it is certain

you don't. But any way we must be

serious. What would your people

say?
"

" We left word," said Eed Hair,
" that we were going off to do some-

thing for ouu country. They won't

worry. Oh, please be kind and help
us !

"

Here all four of their beautiful eyes

grow moist.

I could have hugged both of them,
but I kept an iron hand on myself.

" You nice absurd creatures," I said,

"do be reasonable. To begin with,

passing the doctor is an absolute

necessity. That shuts you out. But
oven if you got through how do

you think you would be helping your
country ? All the men would bo fall-

ing in love with you ; and that 's bad

enough as it is after working hours ;

it would be the ruin of discipline. And
you could not bear the fatigue. No,

go back and learn to be nurses and let

your lovely hair grow again."

They were very obstinate and very
unwilling to entertain the thought of

drudgery such as nursing after all their

dreams of excitement
; but at last they

came to reason, and I sent for a cab
and packed them off in it (I simply
could not bear the idea of other people
seeing them in that masquerade), and

told them that the sooner they changed
the better.

After they had gone the Sergeant
came in about something.

I said nothing, and he said nothing,
each of us waiting for the other.

He moved about absolutely silently,

and I dared not meet his glance because

I knew I should give myself away.
The rascal has not been running his

eye over young women all these years
without being able to spot them in a

moment, even in navvy's clothes.

At last I could stand it no longer.
"Damn it," I said, "what are you
doing ? Why don't you go 'I I didn't

send for you." But still I didn't dare

look up.
" I thought perhaps you had some-

thing to say to me, Sir," lie said.
" No, I haven't," I replied.

" Why
should I ? What about ?

"

"
Only about those two young men,

Sir," he replied.
" Get out," I said ;

but before he
could go I had burst into laughter.

" Better not mention it," I managed
to say.
He promised.
There won't you find that useful?

Yours, C. S.

A VERY RARE BIRD.

Brown lives next door but one to

me. His speciality is birds, and be
must be a frightful nuisance to them.
I shouldn't care to be a bird if Brown
knew where my nest was. It isn't

that he takes their eggs. If he would

merely rob them and go away it

wouldn't matter so much. They could

always begin again after a decent in-

terval. But a naturalist of the modern
school doesn't want a bird's eggs ; be
wants to watch her sitting on them.
Now sitting is a business that demands
concentration, a strong effort of the

will and an undistracted mind. How
on earth is a bird to concentrate when
she knows perfectly well that Brown,

disguised as a tree or a sheep or a

haycock, is watching her day after

day for hours at a stretch and snap-
shotting her every five minutes or so

for some confounded magazine ? In
nine cases out of ten she lets her

thoughts wander and ends half un-

consciously by posing, with the result

that most of her eggs don't hatch out.

Brown has a highly-trained sense of

hearing. You and I, of course, possess
pretty good ears for ordinary purposes.
We can catch as soon as anyone else

that muffled midnight hum, as of a

distant threshing-machine beneath a

blanket, which advertises the approach
of the roaming Zepp. From constant

practice, too, we have learnt, sitting in

our drawing-room or study, to dis-

tinguish the crash of the overturned

nursery table upstairs from the duller,

less resonant thud of baby's head as

it strikes the floor. But can we posi-

tively state from the note of the black-

bird at the bottom of the garden
whether it has three, four or five eggs
in its nest, or indeed if it is a house-

holder at all ? No. we cannot
;
but

Brown can.

Even specialists, however, occasion-

ally make mistakes. A day or two

ago, just as dusk was falling, Brown
entered my house in a state of con-

siderable excitement and informed me
that a pair of reed-warblers were build-

ing in my orchard.
" Are you sure ?

"
I asked.

."Quite," he replied. "I have not

actually seen the birds yet, but I have
heard them from my own garden, and
of course the note of the nesting reed-

warbler is unmistakable."
" Of course," I agreed.
" It is a most extraordinary occur-

rence," he continued,
" most extra-

ordinary."
" You mean because there are no

reeds there ?
"

"Exactly."
I was quite certain in my own mind

that there were no reed-warblers either,

but I felt it would be impertinent for

a layman like myself to argue with
Brown.
"There!" he exclaimed, darting to

the open window.
" Can't you hear it ?

"

I listened. "
Oh, that," I said

;

"that's
"

"The mating song of the male reed-

warbler," interrupted Brown ecstati-

cally.
" Now, whatever happens, don't

let them be disturbed. Don't even try
to find the nest, or you may alarm
them. Leave it all to me. I shan't

have a free .morning till Saturday,
but there 's no hurry. I '11 bring my
camera round then, and when I 've

located the spot they 're building in

I '11 rig up a hiding-place and take

some photos. Don't let anybody go
near them ;

the great thing is to make
them feel quite at home." He was

gone before I could explain.
It is rather an awkward situation,

because, when Brown comes on Satur-

day morning, I am' afraid that if he
secures any really successful photos

they will prove a disappointment to

him. They will represent my gardener,
Williams, trundling a barrow, the wheel
of which is badly in need of oil.

Tercentenarians.
" It is one of the most marvellous of doubles

that William Shakespeare and Miguel do Cer-

vantes died on the very same day of the same
year on the '23rd day'of April, 1916."

The Leader (13. E. Africa).
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ROYAL ACADEMY-FIRST DEPRESSIONS.

[GERALD KELLY.] The liird.
" LUCKY THING [NORAH CUNDELL.] WOMEN WORKERS ON THE LAND PLAYING WITH THEIR WEEK'S

I 'M STUFFED OB I 'D HAVE FALLEN OFF THIS WAGES. NoTE THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PRODUCED BY THE OPEN-AIR LIFE.
PEKCH LONG AGO 1

"

[ROBERT BURNS.] TlIE LADY SPY, HAVING FINISHED HEIl PERFORMANCE
OF THE HYMN OF HATE, SETS THE SIGNAL LIGHTS AND AWAITS CONFIDENTLY
Till: ARRIVAL OF THE GERMAN FLEET.

[SIR E. J. POYNTER, BT., P.R.A.] THE
SHELL-WORKER'S MID-DAY BEST.

pJ .-**
1 _<*

/
_<^_'j:^ a^a-o . /^ .

[W. OUPEN, A.R.A. AND A. S. COPE, R.A.] Lord Spencer. ''NOT THIS is NOT IN THE ACADEMY, BUT REPRESENTS THE SPIRIT

BAD, BUT I FANCY I TAKE The Tailor and Cutter's PRIZE." OF ALLEGORY LURING AMBITIOUS ABTISTS TO THEIR DOOM.
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"WHEN THE BOYS COME HOME."
[Many women who are taking over men's work may not feel inclined to return to their former occupations after the War.

Their work in that case will have to be done by men.J

EX-SOLDIERS WAITING IN THE CONSULTING-ROOM OF THEIR
PANEL DOCTOR TO BE TREATED FOR "HOUSEMAID'S KNEE."

MALE NURSE BECEIVIXG THE GLAD EYE FROM A MILITARY-

MAN-KILLER.

THE SOLDIER'S SPRING.
ON stormy days I get quite warlike ;

I find it easy to be fierce

In winter, when the land is more like

The Arctic Pole, with winds that pierce ;

With James for foe and all the meadows mired
I feel in concord with the wildest plan,

And grudge no effort that may he required
To enfilade the man.

But now how hard, when Spring is active,
To utter anything but purrs ;

With all the hillside so attractive

How can one concentrate on "
spurs

"
?

And oh, I sympathise with that young scout
Whom anxious folk sent forth to spy the foe,

But he came back and cried,
" The lilac 's out I

And that is all I know."

They ask me things about my picket,
And whether I 'm in touch with whom ;

I want to lie in yonder thicket,
I only wish to touch the bloom

;

And when men agitate about their flanks
And say their left is sadly in the air,

I hear the missel-thrush and murmur, "Thanks,
I wish that I was there."

When we extend and crawl in grim rows,
I want to go and wander free ;

I deviate to pluck a primrose,
I stay behind to watch a bee ;

Nor have the heart to keep the men in line,

When some have lingered where the squirrels leap.
And some are httjsy by the eglantine,

And some are sound asleep.

And always I am filled with pi'esage

That, some fair noon of balmy airs,

I shall indite a rude Field Message
If Colonels pry in my affairs

;

Shall tell them simply,
" It is early May,

And here the daffodils are almost old
;

About that sentry-group I cannot say
In fact it leaves me cold."

But, strange, I do not think the enemy
In Spring-tide on the Chersonnese

Was any whit less vile or venon.y
When all the heavens whispered Peace

;

Though wild birds babbled in the cypress dim,
And through thick fern the drowsy lizards stole,

It never had the least effect on him
He can't have had a soul.

"Mr. Lloyd George is taking over all the distilleries with patent
stills for munition work. Bonded whisky is sufficient for two
years' conviction." Times of Ceylon.

Provided that you take enough of it.

"It was a delight to hear the voices of the children ring through
the class-rooms in songs like -Orpheus with his Lute 1 and ' Where
is Sylvia ?

' "
Daily Kfir.i.

We note an error in the latter title. It should, of course,
have been,

" Has anybody here seen Sylvia?
"
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THE NEW DAMOCLES.
JOHN- BULL. " I WON'T HAVE THIS THING HANGING OVER MY HEAD ANY LONGER.

I'LL HAVE IT IN MY HAND."
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;

from considerations of political expedi-

ency rather than military necessity, no
invariable fate of Irish Secretaries, and
leave Dublin with his political repu-

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Titrsfliiij, Mai/ ImL The House of
]

one seemed to be convinced that the I tation enhanced. When lie had placed
Commons was unusually well attended

|

Government even now quite know its
! the National University Act on the

this afternoon. Members filled the I own.mind. Statute-book, thus solving a problem
benches and overflowed into the galler-

. The House of Lords, after listening that had baffled his predecessors since

ies, and many Peers looked down upon to a moving tribute to the memory the Knion, lie might have sung his

the scene, among them Lord GBENFELL, of Lord ST. ALDWYN from his old col- Xiinc JJiniittis in a halo.

formerly Commander-in-Chief in Ire- : league, Lord LANSDOWNE, settled down Perhaps lie was not sufficiently am-
land, and Lord MACDONNELL, once

;

to a debate on the new Order in Coun-
j

bitious to demand release; perhaps

Under-Seeretarytothe Lord-Lieutenant. 1 oil prohibiting references to Cabinet none of his colleagues was anxious to

Allwere curious to learnwhat the PRIME
I
secrets. It met with equal condein-

,

take his job; perhaps the Nation-

MINISTER would have to say about

the painful events of the past week.

Would he announce that the Govern-

ment, conscious of failure, had decided

to resign bloc } Or would it be

merely pruned and strengthened by
the lopping of a few of the obviously
weaker branches ?

Nothing of the sort.

made the barest allusion to

render of Kut an inci-

dent which was " not one
of serious military signifi-

cance." As for the in-

surrection in Dublin, there

would be a debate upon
it as soon as the Govern-
ment had completed its

enquiries. The main pur-

pose of his speech was
to announce that the

Government had decided

to introduce a Bill for

general compulsion, and
to get rid of the piece-
meal treatment of recruit-

ing to which the House
had objected. Members
were, I think, hardly pre-

pared for the vigour with
which the PRIME MINISTER

Mr. ASQUITH
the

nation from Lord PAKMOOR as a
;

alist leader insisted on keeping him
constitutional lawyer and from Lord in the silken feUurs of office as a host-

BrjRNHAM as a practical journalist, age for Home Rule. Anyhow, the

The Ministers who " blabbed
"
wei'e the opportunity was missed; and thence-

real criminals. Lord BUBNHAM recom- forward Nemesis dogged his track,

mended to them the example of the Two years ago it seemed that Ulster

gentleman in the French Revolution, would be his stumbling-block. The
who always wore a gag in order to War saved him from that, but only to

retain his self-control.

Lord BufiKMASTKii, that

HIS MASTER'S VOICE.

[With acknowledgments to the well-known poster.]

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE to Mr. HOLT, who moved the rejection of the Bill

bring him down through more sinister

most sus-
1

instruments. In his pathetic apology
this afternoon he con-

fessed that he had failed

to estimate accurately the

strength of the Sinn Fein
movement. He might
have been wrong in not

suppressing it before, but

his omission to do so was
due to a consuming desire

to keep Ireland's front

united in face of the com-
mon foe.

This frank admission of

error would in any case

have disarmed hostiiecriti-

cism ;
but its effect was

Strengthened by the un-

seemly interjections with
which Mr. GINNELL ac-

companied it. If the

Member for Westmeath
turned upon his critics, reminding thorn . ceptible Chancellor," made a very
that just the same denunciation of '

ingenuous defence of his colleagues,

"vacillating statesmen" was current : They were the unconscious victims of

in the days of PITT. No doubt there ! adroit interviewers, who obtained in-

had been blunders both in policy and
I formation from them by a process of

strategy, but nevertheless the contri-
j

extraction so painless that they did

bution of this Kingdom and this
[

not know the value of what they were

Empire to the common cause was
, giving away.

growing steadily, and the military i It is time that these innocents were
situation of the Allies was never so protected against themselves. A gag
good as it was to-day. If the Govern- must in future be issued to every Min-
ment no longer had the confidence of ister with his Windsor uniform. The
the people, he thundered out, "let the discarded G.R. armlets of the V.T.C.

House say so." might very well serve the purpose.
While the immediate answer to this

j
Wednesday, May 3rd. When, some

challenge was a volley of cheers, most < nine years ago, Mr. AUGUSTINE BIRRELL,
of the speakers in the subsequent de-

1

was appointed Chief Secretary to the

bate disguised their confidence in the
!
Lord - Lieutenant a friend who had

Government so successfully that it
j

some knowledge of Irish affairs wrote
almost appeared to be non - existent, i to him :

" I do not know whether to con-

From Sir EDWARD CARKON, who acidly gratulate you or condole with you, but

remarked that it was unnecessary for
1

1 think it is the latter."

him to praise the Government, as !
It was an easy guess, but its con-

"
they always do that for themselves," firm ation took an unusually long time,

down to Sir JOHN SIMON, who declared Indeed, at one moment it looked as if

that compulsion was being introduced Mr. BIRRELT, would escape the almost

is a sample of the sort of persons with

whom the CHIEF SECRETARY had to deal,

no wonder that he failed to understand

the lengths to which they would go.
Mr. REDMOND, obviously disgusted

by the pranks of his nominal sup-

porter, chivalrously shouldered part of

the blame that Mr. BIRBELL had taken

upon himself; and even Sir EDWARD
CARSON, though a life-long and bitter

opponent of his policy, was ready to

admit that he had been well-intentioned

and had done his best.

Later on, when the PRIME MIMSTKK
had introduced the new Military Ser-

vice Bill, establishing compulsion for

all men married or single, Colonel CUAIG
made a vain appeal to Mr. REDMOND.
to get the measure extended to Ireland.

Nothing would do more to show the

world that the recent rebellion was

only the work of an insignificant
section of the Irish people.

Thiii'sdai/, May 4</i. Although Mr.

GINXELL was one of the Members
to whom the Government wore
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Dear Old Silly. "AND WHERE DO YOU TWO COME FROM?"
Wounded Australian. " WE 'BE ANZACS, MADAM."
Dear Old Silly. "KEALLY? How DELIGHTFUL! AND DO YOU BOTH BELONG TO THE SAME TIUBE?'

ready a week ago to impart secrets of

State with which the Press was not

deemed fit to be trusted, I gather that

he has other sources of information

which he considers much more trust-

worthy. Among various tit-bits with
which he regaled the House this after-

noon was a suggested reason why
British aircraft have not yet bombarded
Essen. He has his suspicions that it is

because members of the British Cabinet
have shares in some of Frau KRUPP'S

subsidiary companies.
Most people know that all leave from

the Front was stopped just before

Easter, and have hitherto assumed
that the stoppage was. due to the

exigencies of the military situation.

To Mr. PETO, an earnest seeker after

truth, as befits his name, Mr. TENNANT
admitted that there was another reason.

Last year, it seems, some returning
warriors got so much mixed up in the

congested Easter traffic that they never
reached home at all, so this year the
authorities resolved to keep them out
of the danger-zone.
The Government welcomes any sug-

gestion that may help to win the War.

Mr. EUGENE WASON'S latest idea is
'

that if the War Office and the Admiralty
were to put their heads together they J

might make it easier for outdoor artists I

in Cornwall to obtain permits to pur-
sue their studies, at present restricted,

|

in military areas ;
and Mr. TENNANT i

assured him that this important matter
was still "under consideration."

The Second Ecading of the Military i

Service Bill brought forth some rather

trite arguments from Mr. HOLT and
other opponents of compulsion, and a

lively defence from Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, \

who thoroughly enjoyed the oppor-

tunity, after a long silence, of being
able to speak his mind without fear of

complications with his colleagues.
With examples drawn from France and
the American Civil War he argued that

compulsory service was an essential

incident of true democracy. But an
even more effective backing for the Bill

came from
'

Mr. ARTHUR HENDERSON.
Hitherto, according to his own descrip-
tion,

" the heaviest drag-weight of the

Cabinet," he now lent it increased

momentum, and carried with him into

the Lobby all but nine of his colleagues

of the Labour Party. Altogether, Sir

JOHN SIMON and his friends mustered

just three dozen, and the Second Read-

ing was carried against them by a

majority of 292.

Another Impending Apology.
" PIGS. LIVE STOCK MKS OF MAIIK.

No. 10. Alderman ."

Live Stock Journal.

" God be with Lord Hardinge wherever he

may be, whatever may be his sphere of service,

for we fear we shall not look upon his like

again.
" It is in this atmosphere of hope and con-

fidence that Lord Chelnisford takes up the

mantle of the Viceroyalty." Times of India.

Not for the first time .the attempt to

welcome the coming and speed the

parting guest in the same breath has

failed to turn out quite happily.

"Evidence was given that the pig, which
was introduced in a revue at the Metropolitan
Music Hall, was kept at the back of the stage
in a crate in which it could not turn or

stretch itself . . . Mr. Paul Taylor said he
was glad the ease had been ventilated."

Tlic Times.

So, no doubt, was the pig.
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Instructor. "
GUNNERY, GENTLEMEN, is AN EXACT MECHANICAL SCIENCE. EVERYTHING is DONE BY RULE "

Ex-Actor. "THKN WHERE DOES MY PEHSONALITY COME IN, SIR?"

FASHION-PLATE PATRIOTS.
SINCE our ranks, Mr. Punch, you 've seen fit to

upbraid
(These lines are to show that you 're hard on us),

When you hear the defence of the fashion-plate maid
I 'm perfectly certain you '11 pardon us ;

Though our heels and our hose and our frills and our
frocks,

Eegardless of tasto and expense,
Your notion of war-time economy. shocks ;

We 're doing our bit, in a sense.

Now take, for example, Irene and me ;

She 's thin and 1 'in rather voluminous ;

Our skirts, full and frilly, just cover the knee,
And our hose-play discourages gloominess ;

We 've a bent for a boot with a soul-stirring spat,
Gilt-buttoned and stubbily toed,

And a top-gallant plume on a tip-tilted hat
When we 're ripe for the Park and the road.

The public each week, Mr. Punch, you impress
With your cool-headed wit and ability,

So I wonder you 've not had the gumption to guess
There 's method in our imbecility ;

Read on, and your premature chiding deplore,
For our merciful mission, in brief,

Is to brighten the tragical drama of war

By providing the comic relief.

P. B.

IF I were like a man I know and BILLING were my name,
I wouldn't waste my precious time in striving after fame ;

I 'd let it come to me unsought, unstruggled for, and then
I 'd just go on existing as % perfect specimen.

No care would line my marble brow
;
I 'd take no thought

of pelf ;

I 'd lie the long day .through at ease a-thinking of myself ;

For when a man's mere presence lends to any scene delight
He needn't worry what he does whate'er he does is right.

If I could bloom as blooms the rose, and BILLING were a bee,
With all my pink and petalled force I 'd coax him unto me

;

I 'd open out my honeyed store, and lie might linger on,
Or cut and cut and come again until the whole were gone.

Such heaps of charm our BILLING has, such tons of savuir

J'uire,

It irks me much to see him spend his treasures on the air ;

And, still to hint a further fault, he cultivates the pose
Of knowing all of everything, and lets you know he knows.

Reproductions of Mr. Punch's picture
" Haven "

are to be
sold for the benefit of the Star and Garter Building Fund,
and may be obtained from the Secretary of the Fund, at

21, Old Bond Street, \V. They are to be had in two sixes,

at '2s. 0(7. and is., or, with Postage and Packing, 2.s. 10(/.

and Is. 2'?.
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THE L.UCKIEST MAN.
\\"K were talking, the other night,

about, lucky people. Banner declared

that ho knew 1 he man (of \\honi we
had all of us heard) who was left a

large fortune by an eccentric old gentle-
man whose hat ho had picked up on

a windy day at Brighton. A bettor

and more original contribution to

the discussion was that of Bastahle,
a retired Anglo-Indian. I give it as

nearly as I can in his own words.

"The luckiest man I ever met," he

said,
"

is my groom- gardener, Andrews.
I don't mean to say in respect of pros-

perity or health, for he is a delicate

man, and I can only afford to give
him a modest

. wage. But he has a

chamied life, as you will admit when

you hear of his three escapes.
" Number 1 was when he was em-

ployed in repairing the roof of one of

the big London stations. He was

slung up in a cradle when he lost

his balance and fell to the ground a

distance of about HO feet. The odds
were about a million to one that he
would bo killed, but he managed to

light on precisely the one spot in the

whole station area which secured him
a soft fall a barrel of butter which
was standing on the platform, and from

which, for some reason or other, the

lid bad been removed. The butter

was ruined, but Andrews escaped with
a bad shaking. I believe the butter-

merchant brought an action against
the Company, but I forget what hap-
pened.
"Number 2 grew out of Andrews's

weakness for parrots. He had bought
a parrot from a sailor, who told him
that the best way to teach it to speak
was to hang the cage in a well and

repeat the words or phrases to it at

3 A.M. in the morning, so as to secure
the greatest freedom from disturbance.

Andrews was then employed in a brew-

ery at Watford, and Jived in a cottage
with a strip of garden at the back.

There was also a well, so that he could

carry out the sailor's instructions on
the spot. The cage, which was a large
one and nearly tilled the well, was
made fast to the bucket apparatus, and
the first two lessons passed off without

any incident. But on the third night,
when Andrews was bard at work, he
was hailed by a policeman, who came

along the lane at the side of the garden
it \vas an end house and asked him

what he was doing. When Andrews said

that he was teaching his parrot to talk,

the policeman, naturally suspecting that

he was -there for some felonious pur-
pose, climbed over the wall and made
a grab at him. It was a dark night,

and, in trying to dodge the policeman,

Sits Conductor. " BLIMY ! WE i>u WANT AN AIR MINISTER, AND NO MISTAKE, WITH
THINGS LIKE YOU FLOATIN 1 ABAHT IN THE SKY."

Andrews stepped into the well, which,

according to his account, was ninety
feet deep. But, as good luck would
have it, he got jammed between the

cage and the side of the well, and re-

mained hung up until the policeman
hauled him out with the aid of the

bucket rope. He was badly bruised,
but got all right in a few days.

" Andrews's third and last escape
was in the War. He was a reservist,

went out early, saw a lot of fighting
and came through without a scratch

till last November, when his trench
was rushed and he was taken prisoner.
The front trenches at that point were

only about forty yards apart, and before

he was removed to the rear a British

shell lit close to him and blew him
back into his own lines. He was badly
hurt and, after some months in hos-

pital, was invalided out of the Army,

but manages to do the light work 1

want all right."
We all subscribed to Bastable's view

of Andrews's luck all at least except
Barmer, who was a little nettled at

having his story eclipsed.
" I can be-

lieve the yarn about the shell," he said,
" but the butter story is a bit thick, and
all tales about parrots are suspect."

Toujours la Politesse.
" The officer and a man ran in and respect-

fully shot with a revolver and bayoneted two
other men each." Englishman (Calcutta).

"
Washington, Monday.

A representative from Mr. Gerard on his
visit to the Kaiser at Headquarters has been
received at the State Department, and is now
being decoded." Manchester Daily Dispatch.

We cannot beliuve that any American

diplomatist could be a mere cipher.
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MEDICALLY UNFIT.

FOR weight of years some men must

stay
And some must pause for lack,

And some there are would be away
But duty holds them hack,

Driving the jobs at home that must be

done
To smash the Hun.

And others, whether old or young,
Refuse to wait behind ;

And some with scarcely half a lung
Have found the doctors kind

;

Yet never once did any listen to my
tick

But barred me quick.

And some whose place should be the

van
Are doing nothing much ;

By all the blood that beats in Man
I would that any such

Gould loan me, while he plays the
skulker's part,
His coward heart.

A JUST MAN.
THERE were four on each side. At

the last moment a short round man
came running up and got in. Hurry
had not improved his mood, and one

glance of his eye was enough to make
rne move along two inches to give him
room. He stood arranging his luggage
on the rack, pulled his coat straight,
and sat down on the other side. The
suddenness, of his assault was terrific.

I quickly recovered my two inches, and
the journey to the next station was
quite pleasant, so far as I was con-
cerned.

He and I were then left alone. -

"I am much obliged to you for.

moving to make room for me, Sir,"
1 he

said politely.
" But when I get into

a compartment with four a side I make
it a practice to sit down on the side

on which nobody has moved on

principle, Sir, on principle."

Very Still Life.

From a notice of Mr. BRANGWYN'S

Academy picture,
" The Poulterer's

Shop":
"Everything lies in its place as if it had

been there for centuries." Morning Post.

A. Sinecure.
" GKN EnAL ; 20 ; fain 2

; every Sunday
and wk-day off.

' '

Daily Paper.

"The rebels barricaded St. Stephen's Green
with motor-cars and tramcars, as in the French
Revolution .

"
Nortlumiplon Chronicle.

The 1789 models of motor-cars and
tramcars are of course out of date by
now.

AT THE PLAY.
" PUN."

DURING one of the intervals which
served so well to eke out the brief two
hotirs of Mr. VACHELL'S new "

comedy,"
and were quite as good as many things
in the play, I allowed my mind an
absolute blank to dwell upon certain

arresting features in the stage curtain

of the St. James's Theatre. In the

centre, imposed upon a design whose

significance I do not pretend to pene-
trate, is a gigantic wreath encircling a

monogram of the magic initials, G. A.,

which are surmounted by something
which I took to be an heraldic top-hat.
This headpiece is in turn surmounted

by an heraldic eagle the ordinary

arrangement by which the helmet ap-

pears above the coat-of-arms being thus

reversed. The central design is flanked

on each side by two other wreaths,
massive but subordinate. Within the

sinister wreath is enshrined in Greek

capitals the letters ALEX, and within

the dexter wreath the letters ANDROS.
"Reading from left to right" we have
here the historic name of the Mace-
donian monarch.

I cannot account for the Greek form
of the name on the ground that the

St. James's Theatre is the home of the

Classical Drama, for the themes of its

plays seldom go back beyond the later

decades of the 19th century A.D., and
I can only conclude that it is meant
to indicate that the conquests of Sir

GEORGE ALEXANDER'S company resem-

ble those of the famous phalanx of his

namesake, the Great.

Most theatres have an atmosphere
of their own, and it would be hard to

recall any play at the St. James's that

has been less in keeping with the local

climate than this comedy, so described,
of Mr. VACHELL'S. On the score of im-

propriety and improbability it might
in the old days have appealed to the

Criterion management ; but its lack of

broad humourmust have negatived these

advantages. In any case Sir GEORGE
ALEXANDER'S house was no place for a

farce so out of harmony with Mace-
donian methods.

Almost its solitary interest lay in

the doubt, maintained to the last

moment, as to which of its many
fatuous males would turn out to be
the hero meaning by hero the chosen
husband of the heroine, for none of

them had any personal claim to the
title. Indeed, the choice ultimately
fell upon the one that had the least

distinctive personality of all, his dis-

guise being kept up by a kind of

protective colourlessness.

But for Miss ELLIS JEFFREYS, who
played the aunt of the preposterous

Lady Pen with a courage worthy of a

better cause, and extracted from the

play such humour as it held for her,
matters would have gone badly for

those of us who have been accustomed
to look to Mr. VACHELL for entertain-

ment. Mr. ALLAN AYNESWORTH, as the

heroine's guardian, had no difficulty in

transmitting pleasantly enough his mild
share of the fun. Miss MAUIE HEMING-
WAY needed all her prettiness to make

up for the futility of her part. And I

was really sorry that so sound an
actor as Mr. DAWSON MILWAUD should
have had such ineffective stuff put into

his mouth.
Far the funniest thing about the play

was the fact that so clever and experi-
enced a writer should have made it.

Perhaps the compliments I have paid
to my friend Mr. YACHKLL in these

columns have given me the right to

beg him not to take advantage of his

many recent successes and palm off on
the public just any kind of banality.
For these are days when pens (with or

without a big P) must be pretty good if

they are to compete with the sword.

;
With this appeal (and with a silent

prayer that the play may not come by
a natural death in time for my homily
to serve as a funeral appreciation) I

hasten to conclude, hoping that it will

find him in the pink (as they say)
of a blushful remorse

; and, anyhow, I

remain; His sincerely, .
O. S.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

XI. SAINT JOHN'S WOOD.

SAINT JOHN walked in a Wood
Where elm - trees spread their

branches
And Squirrels climbed and Pigeons

cooed
And Hares sat on their haunches.

He built him willow huts

Wherever he might settle
;

His meat was chiefly hazel-nuts,
His drink the honey- nettle.

His Wood that grew so green
Is now as grey as stone ;

His Wood may any day be seen,

But where 's the good Saint John ?

" On all faces was the defiant scowl of hatred
as we looked at them." Daily Chronicle.

What had our genial contemporary
done to deserve this ?

"Turkish newspapers received in Copen-
1

hagen contain long lists of names of prominent
Arabs who have been hanged for treason or

for absenting themselves from military service.

Overleaf is another list of well-known Arabs

living in Great Britain and the British Colo-

nies, who are cordially invited to return with-
out delay." Morning Paper.

Dilly ducks, dilly ducks, come and be
killed.
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JUSTIFICATION.
Wife. "Tiro BOTTLES OF GINGER-BKEB, DEAD?"
He. "WHY, YES. HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN THAT THIS is THE ANNIVERSARY OF OUR WEDDING-DAY?'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is pleasant to find that oven in these days the revival

of interest in volumes of short stories still continues. But
of course the stories must have a certain quality. I am
glad to think that Traveller's Samples (MILLS AND BOON)
will help forward the movement. Mrs. HENKY DUDENEY
has a quite excellent touch for this sort of thing ; her tales

are both atmospheric and, for their length, astonishingly
full of character. Also she has an engaging habit of avoid-

ing the expected. Take one of the best in this present
hook, called "John," for instance. It is the slightest possible
tiling, just a picture of a schoolboy's hopeless love for a
shallow cruel-brained girl eight years older than himself,
who is in process of getting engaged to an eligible bachelor.

But
every figure in the little group lives. And the second

part, which tells the return of the boy-lover twelve years
later, shows you what I mean about Mrs. DUDENEY'S

refreshing originality. I doubt if there are many writers
who would have finished off the story in her very satis-

factory way. There is one quality characteristic of most
of the tales a feeling for middle-age in men and women

;

many of them seem to be variations upon the same theme
of a love that comes by waiting. Mrs. DUDENEY can
handle this situation with unfailing charm. Her confessed
comedies are by far the weakest things in the book

; there
is one of them indeed that seemed to mo amazingly point-
loss. But with this exception I can commend her volume

whole-heartedly, and only hope that the author will con-

tinue to send out goods of such excellent workmanship,
"as per" (whatever that means) these attractive samples.

Those who search for minor compensations have affected

to find one in the idea that the actual happening of the

World War lias removed from us the old fictional scares,
novels of German super-spies, and unsuspecting islanders

taken unprepared. But to think this is to reckon without
the ingenuity of such writers as Mr. EIDOWELL CULLUM.
He, for example, has but to postulate that worst nightmare
of all, an inconclusive peace, and we are back in the former

terrors, blacker than ever. Suppose the Polish inventor of

German undersea craft to have been so stricken with
remorse at the frightful results thereof that ho determines
to hand all his secrets to the English Government, in the

person of a young gentleman who combines the positions
of Cabinet Minister, son and heir to a great shipbuilder,
and hero of the story ; suppose, moreover, that the said

inventor was blessed with an only daughter, of radiant

beauty and the rather conspicuous name of Vita Vladimir;

suppose the inevitable romance, a secret submarine expedi-
tion to the island where Germany is maturing her felonious

little plans, the destruction of the latest frightfulness,
retaliation by Prussian myrmidons, abductions, murders,
and I don't know what besides and you will have some
faint idea of the tumultuous episodes of The Men Who
Wrought (CHAPMAN AND HALL). To say that the story
moves is vastly to understate its headlong rapidity of

action. And, while I hardly fancy that the characters
themselves will carry overwhelming conviction, there
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remains, in the theory of the submersible liner and its ably tiresome,

application to political facts, enough genuine wisdom to lift
'

kind of thin":

the tale out of the company of six-shilling shockers. To
this extent at least The Hen Who Wrought combines

instruction with entertainment.

She even seems to get some fun out of this
'

Write,' commanded the Zanouka with a

Juler Anna (HEINEMANN) is the title that Mr. EDMUND
GOSSE lias given to his latest volume of essays, reprinted
from The Edinbitri/h h'evifw. No one who loves clarity of

style will need assurance about the quality of these studies,

which, with one exception, are concerned with some or other

aspect of the world-struggle. In " War and Literature,"

double-barrelled flash of her great eyes;" or, again, "It's all

poppycock and bumblepuppy," meaning, just, it isn't true.

If you are writing or intending to write a book about

boys let me beg you not to follow the prevailing fashion

and call your hero David. Within the last few weeks I have
read David Penatephen ,

Da rid Jllaize, and now it is Miss
ELEANOB POKTEH'S Just David (CONSTABLE) and I am
beginning to want a rest from the name. David III., if he

may be called so, has saved me from utter confusion of

a paper dated during the black days of October, 1914, the
l

mind by being an American product and having a charm
author attempts to realise what will be the probable literary that is peculiarly his own. Cynics indeed may find his per-
effect 'of the catastrophe by recounting the various ways

j

fection a little cloying, and may say with some justification
in which French writers suffered from that of 1870. An that no human child ever radiated so much joy and happi-

interesting prediction, too, as recalling what many of us
j

ness. All the same, this simple tale of childhood will

believed at the beginning of the war, is this about the ! appeal irresistibly to those who do not draw too fine a

future of English letters :

" What we must really face is i distinction between sentiment and sentimentality. On the

the fact that this harvest of volumes [the autumn pub- j
whole Miss PORTER, although hovering near the border,

does not pass into the swampslishings of 1914] will mark
the end of what is called
' current literature

'

for the

remaining duration of the

war. There can be no after-

math, we can aspire to no
revival. The book which does
not deal directly and crudely
with the complexities of war-

fare and the various branches
of strategy will, from Christ-

mas onwards, not be published
at all." As they stand, these

words might well serve as a

mild tonic for "current pessi-
mism "

; not even the paper
famine has brought them to

fulfilment. Elsewhere in the
volume is an instructive

paper on "The Neutrality of

Sweden
"

(valuable but vexa-

tious, as are all the indict-

ments of o'ur insular apathy
in the matter of influencing

foreign opinion), and two or

three interesting studies of

Chauffeur (ex-coachman, to master, who has been Influeiicc'd 6;/

economy posters). "A BUN OB TWO NOW AND AGAIN, SIR, WOULD
BE GOOD FOR THE CAB. YOU SEE, IF I MIGHT SO EXPRESS IT,

SHE'S JUST EATING HEB BONNET OFF."

of sloppiness, and as an anti-

dote to War fiction I can re-

commend Just David without

any further qualification.

RICHARD HARDING DAVIS

will, alas, entertain us no
more witli his easy -flowing

pen. These short stories,
Somewhere in France (DucK-
WOUTH), must be his farewell

to us. And it is good to feel

that his sympathies are so

whole-heartedly on the right
side. The first of the stories

(the only one that has any-

thing to do with the War) is a

spirited yarn of the turning of

the tables on a German secret

service agent, with plenty
of atmosphere and hurrying
action. The rest are light
studies of American life, of

which I chiefly commend an

extravaganza set in Hayti with

French life and letters under the conditions of war. In ! a resourceful Yankee electrician, as hero, in conflict with

fine, a book full of scholarly grace, such as may well achieve
j

the President in the matter of overdue wages; and the

the writer's hope, expressed in his preface, of renewing the final item of a tussle between a stern and upright District

friendship he has already made with those readers " whose
minds have become attuned to his," though they are now
"
separated from him by leagues of sea and occupied in

noble and unprecedented service."

The author of The Dop Doctor, with her expansive style,

always seems cramped in any story of under a couple of

hundred thousand words or so. Perhaps the best things
in her new book of short stories, Earth to Earth (HEINE-
MANN), concern Tlte Macwawjh, a shocking bad artist with an
immense thirst and the heftiest of Scotch accents. I don't
think that there ever was or could be anybody like Mac-

wKt/h, or indeed that people talk or act like the majority
of the characters in this book

;
but that 's where, perhaps, I

" RICHARD DEHAN "
scores a point or two off those realists

who mistake accuracy of detail for art. This amiable
;

drunkard, though absurd, lives and moves. The author is !

evidently attached to him, and that helps. She has, indeed, .

something of the Dickensian exuberance which carries off

absurdities and crudities that would otherwise be intoler-
'

Attorney and the might of Tammany, in which the author

seems to have a rather whimsical mistrust of both sides. I

always like to think of Tammany when our croakers are

holding up everything in this poor little island to obloquy.

The God in the Car.
" Rumania asked permission for the passage through Bulgaria of

several wagons of grain bought from Greece. Bulgaria agreed on

condition that Rumania should release over 200 wagons of Bulgarian

gods detained in Rumania."

" An extract of squills, whiel has been used by the French GGV.TII-

ment in the trenches for two or three months, is to be used in a

Berwickshire County Council experiment to exterminate rates."

1'rtiriucial I'iper.

We should like to hear of something equally deadly to taxes.

"Hiss Ruby Miller is in gorgeous green, to match her gorgeous
red hair." Sunday J'ictoriaL

It is perhaps just as well that some people, notably

engine-drivers, do not see things in this way.
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CHARIVARIA.
" WK can never talk of the theatre

without harking back to the play
itself," says "The Matinee Girl

"
in

Thi' Hrrniiii/ \iirs. Funny liow these

irrelevant tiilles will obtrude them-

selves into the most facile critic's train

of thought. ... ...

S.o simple and successful has bfl n

the pr-cgress of the Daylight-Saving
Scheme, under which the clock is to bo

put forward an hour during the summer
months, that a movement is on foot to

help the War Office prophets by putting
the War back a couple of years.

It is not generally known that during
the week ending May 7th a fourth

Zeppelin was sunk' by II. M.S. l-'cuille-

(on.
:l;

'

A tremendous bcom in canaries is

reported from New York. The colour

is believed to be a favourite one with

the hyphenated.

Breconshire County Council is pro-

posing to abolish Sunday fishing. It

is felt, however, that the demands of

the Sabbath will be met if the fisher-

men can be prevented from describing
their exploits till Monday morning.

An evening contemporary has the

following heading:
" ]IIXI>KNHIM; SKEW.

Petrograd tale of a gloomy
'

Papa
'

and
an angry Below."

Can the Prussian idol have contracted

so vulgar an ailment as a pain in his

underneath ? ... ...
'

*
'

Sahadilla, it appears, is a plant of

the Lily family, fro:n which is extracted

a poison that forms the basis of the

German " tear" shells. An allied form,
"
Crocodilla," also possessing lachry-

matory properties, is likewise exten-

sively used by the German Government.

It

to investigate

is observed that the Committee
tin; administration and

command of the Royal Flying Corps is

composed of four lawyers and two engi-
neers. The large proportion of "doers

"

to "talkers" nearly half the total

is a startling innovation in British pub-
lic affairs and a satisfactory sign that
the Government is thoroughlv awake
to the gravity of the situation.

* *
-.;

"Pawn-tickets are evidences of real

poverty when a man pawns his

shirts and so on," said Judge CLUEU
recently at Whitechapel.

" And so off
"

would have been a more logical way
of putting it.

Customer. "HAVE YOU MY PASS BOOK?"
Overworked Cashier. " DID YOU LEAVE IT WITH us?"
Customer. "I DON'T KNOW, BUT I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT AS \VKLL LOOK ror. IT

BEFORE I DO."

A Camberwell recruit lias taken a

white mouss in his pocket as a mascot.

It is to be hoped that be will not get
into a tight corner and be compelled
to hoist the white mouse in token of

surrender. ... ^'

*
'

A sackful of comatose ilios lias been
taken from the Coronation clock tower
at Surbiton. The authorities are said

to be contemplating the removal of

a similar deposit from underneath

Big Pen. ,. ,
*

A German scientist has expressed
the opinion that the product obtained

by mixing chaff or finely-chopped
straw with pig's blood scarcely de-

serves to be called bread. It is, how-
ever, expected that the German trader,

i ever resourceful, will get over this

little difficulty by calling it cake and

'charging a little more for it.

* ::

A Dublin office boy, returning to

his employment after a fortnight's

absence, informed his employer that

he had been fighting and a prisoner ;

whereas, of course, in similar circum-

stances an English lad would have
contented himself with explaining that

lie had merely been taking the letters

to the post. ... ...

The sports programme to be con-

tested at Blackheath on May 20th
will include various events open to

attested men. We wish the manage-
1

ment could have seen their w;i\ to

include a Consolation Sack Race

(witli water hazards) for Conscientious

Objectors.

VOL. CL.
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THE ENEMY WITHIN OUR GATES.

WK know him undo;' many a name

(His odour 's always iniicli the same)
The typo that gives the warm and woolly mitten

To every cause in which a free

Briton may prove his right to he

Pro-anything-on-earth-cxcepting-Britain.

When from the trenches came the call,
" Make good the gaps in England's wall !

"

He loathed to take our shirkers and enlist 'em;
Content to pay tlte deadliest price
Sooner than have to sacrifice

His passion for a voluntary system.

Not on our soldiers facing death

Under the poison's foetid breath

His dear solicitude expends its labours
;

He saves his sympathy for those

Whose conscience, bleating through their nose,

Elects to leave the lighting to their neighbours.

And witness Ireland, where our best,

Eager to serve a higher quest
And in the Great Cause know the joy of battle,

Gallant and young, by traitor hands

Leagued witb a foe from alien lands,

Struck down in cold blood fell like butchered cattle;

Not for their fate his bosom bleeds,
But theirs who wrought the rebel deeds,

For them his soul reserves its chief obsession ;

The murdered he can soon forget,

But, if the murderers pay their debt,
He fears it might create a bad impression !

And in that hell of hidden fire,

Whose brave conductors so inspire
With native pride the maw of Mr. DILLON,

A bloody tragedy he iinds

Of which, to all instructed minds,

England (as usual) is the leading villain. O. S.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.
No. XXXIX.

(From JAMES J. SALTONTALE, of Ncir York City.)
KAISER WILLIAM, I guess you '11 remember who I am

when I tell you that the Jay-Jay Lecture Agency and the

Pushalong Dramatic Show Company were invented by me
and that I 'm the sole possessor of these two world-wide

organisations. I wasn't always in with the high-brow
crowd of the lecturing business. To tell you the truth I

began quite low down with a six-legged pig that could

spell out the word "pork" by touching the letters with his
snout on a big cardboard alphabet. He didn't last long.
Times were hard during his second winter, and well, I

never knew till then how much bacon there is to a pig, even
when it 's a learned one with six legs to it. It was always
some trouble tying on them two extra legs, and it was
nervous work watching them while the show was open to

see they didn't work loose. So on the whole I wasn't

altogether put into mourning when old six-legs joined the
dear departed and left me free to speculate in Mexican
dwarfs and a Bolivian giantess with a rich contralto voice.

After that we rose to lions and tigers and a very massive

elephant and a few comic bears and a gorilla from Africa.

It was profitable but tiring, and after I 'd saved a dollar or
two I was able to retire from the Mammoth Antediluvian

Menagerie and devote myself to Lectures and the Pushalong
stunt, which is living pictures of an historic and improving
sort. So now you remember me, don't you '!

Well, the fact is, Kaiser, that a notion 's come into my
head, and it 's this. When peace comes with all its

horrors, you won't want to go on every day explaining to
the German people how you lost the War by being too
kind or by not having prepared yourself enough. And
you won't want to keep telling them why you spent so
much time over Verdun and why the British Fleet didn't

make things as easy and comfortable for you as you
reckoned it ought to have done. The German people won't
want to listen to talk of that kind. They 've been there
and they'll know all about it without being told. No,
what you '11 want to do will be to get into a new atmo-

sphere, witli people all round you listening to you just as
if you were the only man in the world. You '11 find all that
in the United States if you'll only put yourself in the
hands of the Jay-Jay Lecturing Agency and the Pushalong
Dramatic Show Company. We shall engage the halls and

get together the audiences by our unique system of adver-

tisements, and all you 've got to do is to appear at the time
lixed and address the meeting for an hour to an hour and
a-lialf on such subjects as " Why Belgium started the

War," and " How Serbia used Poison Gas," and " A Do/en
Proofs that the Lmitania was Sunk by the British out of

Spite," and "Turkey, the Saviour of the Armenians."
There'll be plenty of others, hut these four will do as a

good working basis, and we can fill out the list later on,
not forgetting the Monroe Doctrine and how Germany is

going to knock everyone who attacks it into pie.

Then, there can be living pictures of yourself, in all kinds
of uniforms, deciding reluctantly to issue an ultimatum, or

packing your valise for the Front, or leading two millions

of men in a charge and bringing back four millions of

prisoners or setting an example to your people by eating
War-bread by the crumb. And then you can wind up the

evening's entertainment by showing yourself making a

speech in which you bring in that bit about the good old

German God who has always been your ally. And then
the audience will stream out very devoutly, and all of them
will shake you by the hand and say they 're pleased to

meet you. I tell you, WILLIAM HOHENZOLLERN, it will

be great, and the dollars will come pouring in. Leave it all

to me, and I '11 guarantee a success that '11 make you grate-
ful to me for ever. If we could only get Uncle FHANCIS
JOSEPH to join but no ; that might distract attention from

you, and it 's you I 'm banking on. All I ask is a miserable

twenty per cent, on the profits. Is it a bargain '.'

Yours, JAMES J. S.

A Vicarious Embrace.

'Taking the r*tar ami ribbon from the hand of an aide-de-camp,
General Mahon placed the latter round the neck of the French
General." lialkan News.

"A lady wishes to recommend her lady-nurse \vhohas live;! with
her for 14 years, to take entire charge of a boy ; not under 81."

Mui'niny I'ost.

Will the "Old Boys" Battalion please note?

Our unparliamentary correspondent states that the Day-
light-Saving Scheme had a narrow escape. The Daily Mail
could not for some time see its way to sanction a proposal
under which on the first day (new style) the actual number
of hours would be twenty-three the total of the Cabinet.

"BUCKS Vllgc. Fur villa to let. 3 niths." /Mi/// Nail.

Personally, when we take a Fur Villa, we object to cvo:i

three moths being left on the premises.
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UNDER GOVERNMENT PATRONAGE.
RACING MAN. "THAT DON'T APPLY TO US. AS RUNCIMAN SAYS, WE'RE DOING OUR

BIT FOR THE COUNTRY."
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THE VESTY DEEP.
WHICH is the most valuable life,

comfort or self-respect? A little while

ago I should have said, without a mo-
ment's hesitation, life. But now
To begin at the beginning, let me say

that before the Sussex was torpedoed

by the Quixotic Him I had decided to

go to France. Then came that tragedy,
and as a result letters from friends

and the relatives whose affection 1

still retain, urging first that the French

enterprise should be aban-

doned altogether, and, second,

that, if not, a life-preserving
device should be instantly
obtained. Advertisements cut

from newspapers accompanied
some of these letters contain-

ing testimonials in favour of

this belt and that.

Having no particular reason

for losing my life, at any rate

without a struggle provided

always that the operation was
not too expensive I gave
more attention to these ad-

vertisements than to any
others since at school, too

long ago, the entrancing and

persuasive firm of THEOBALD

spread his lures before us
;

and having done so I obedi-

ently obeyed their instructions

and wrote for illustrated

pamphlets. [Does anyone, 1

wonder by the way, collect

illustrated pamphlets ? The
illustrated pamphlets of this

War alone should make a
valuable exhibit some day.]

Having studied them, 1 found

very quickly that, though the

belts were of various kinds,
all were alike in two or three

points, one being the descrip-
tion of themselves as vests or

waistcoats rather than belts ;

and another the claims of

each to be the best. Some-
relied for their buoyancy on the

topside up with care. The pictures
in the pamphlets were invariably of

gentlemen of vaster proportions even
than myself, all riding buoyantly and

securely on the waves, like Dr. BURNEY
in BARRY'S fresco .it the Society of

Arts and all dressed more or less be-

comingly in the best vest.

was excessive. No life could be worth
that. I was therefore, after further coni-

munings, driven back on the astonish-

ing fibre at fifteen shillings; and one of

these vests 1 ordered to be sent to the
boat. So far, so good.
Now I do not say that the advertiso-

i ment and the illustrated pamphlet had
Each being of superlative excellence, I exactly called the vest a stylish ad-

I had to apply other principles of selec- dition to ordinary attire, but there was
tion, and foil back upon the most usual reticence as to any unsightly effect

of these, which is financial. 1 had to
'

upon the figure. So little emphasis was
answer the question, At what sum do

,
laid on this that one quite naturally

expected something rather like

a vest. Not of course such an
article as that historic waist-

coat which DICKENS borrowed
from MAC 'READY, but a vest

not devoid of vestincss some-

thing that a gentleman could

negligently pace the deck in,

without being too ostenta-

tiously engaged in the task or

pastime of saving his life
;
or

sleep in with comfort, all ready
for the water when the Hun
arrived.

Imagine then my surprise
on finding in my cabin a

parcel that might by its size

have contained an assortment
of pumpkins, from which I ex-

tracted an article no doubt

many times ir.o e buoyant
than cork, l.ut adapted far less

to walking a deck in or wooing
reluctant slumbers in than for

(obviously its real purpose)

assisting Sir HERBERT TREE
to make up as Falstaff.

Carefully locking the door,
I put it on and tied its tapes
and fastened its buckles. The
result was more than comic

it was grotesque ; and with
an overcoat to cover it I looked

like 'one of the two MACS of

blessed memory. Could life

be saved thus ? Only by sit-

ting up in my cabin all night,
for as to going on deck in it

not for a ransom ! And as for

Dt&uagtr,
' THEM'S A EU.,;OUP. THAT THREE ZKJ-PS ARE

COMING OYEJB."

Leading Actor (playing to piwr lunisc). "WELL, YOU'VE CIOT

J'I.K2TY OV KCOM FOB 'EM IN FBONT !

"

element upon which Mr. PEMBERTON- J value my life? the range of price sleeping in it that was beyond all ques-
BILLING has floated to notoriety, if not, being from seven-and-six to two pounds lion. 1 therefore took it off, and sadly
fame, and had to be blown up; otheis ten. Was my life worth two pounds I climbed the companion to see how
trusted to some mysterious fibre several teu? I inquired of myself. It's a lot '. the rest of the passengers looked in

times more buoyant than cork
; a third of money, I replied. Should it not, their various vests; but either they

but thess two will serve as types rather go into Exchequer Bonds ? had found a trimmer build than mine,
of all. What would Mr. i\!< KKNXA say? You which I doubt, or they too had shirked

Each, as I say, was the best; and,
'

see how complex the situation suddenly the ordeal. The result was that all

however different in material, all were became. our lives even my fifteen-shilling one
alike too in one effect, for each in sav- After long deliberation and taking --were at the disposal of the Hun.

ing one's life saved it the right way into consideration the circumstance that So is it to be English.
up. There are, it seems, buoyant belts, the vest which was priced at fifty shil- : Anyhow, the saving of my own life

or vests, so lost to shame as to sub- :

lings had to he inflated before it was of is not, I am convinced, my forte. My
merge the wearer's head and shoulders any use and that the arrival of a tor- forte is fatalism and trust in a star

and leave only his legs exposed. But pedo would probably deprive me of all that hitherto has not been too capri-
not so with these; these bad no such breath, or, at any rate, of all blowing cious. Perhaps that is England's forte

tricks ; these undertook to maintain me power, I decided that two pounds ten
'

too.
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DACTYLOMANIA.
'NEATH skies of inveterate azure,
Where bitterns incessantly boom,

Anil, thridding each elfin embrasure,
Sleek satyrs enamel the gloom.

The gaunt and impassive gorilla
Kmits a melodious moan

As he treads a sedate seguidilla
Aloof and alone.

The sun, with an amber emotion,
Darts down liis importunate rays,

Distilling a petulant potion
Of pale and impalpable haze ;

And scents of ineffable sweetness
Moat up from the misty lagoon,

Fulfilling in utter completeness
Life's ultimate boon.

I know not what demons abysmal
Will out of the welter emerge;

"What dews of delight cataelysmal
My desolate brow will asperge ;

I only am sure that this stanza,
When handled by slingers of slosh,

Will always remain a bonanza
For building up bosh.

THE APPEAL DEPRECATORY.
IN announcing their production as

" One of those musical things," the

authors of the new Comedy revue have

given a lead which it is hoped may end
in the establishment of happier relations

between the advertiser and the con-

sumer. For a long time signs have not
been absent that the star of the mere
hustler is set, and that the public are no

longer to be cowed into obedience by
the Prussianism of Blank, who com-
mands,

"
Buy my soap and step lively

about it. You 'd better !

"

The following essays in the less as-

sertive mode of publicity are offered by
way of intelligent anticipation :

Messrs. Dance, Gay & Punter an-
nounce the successful ballad, He wears

my Image next to his Identification Disc,

by William B. Blitherly.
"Another of Mr. Blitherly's naive little

efforts."

Call at our studios and try it over. It

goes better with the music.

You might do sillier things than read

Kii/lt t Nmv, the new Thesaurus of Satire.

Twopence bi-weekly. Shernard Bawl
contributes to the current issue five

columns on "
Myself and England."

"Bawl at his amusing worst. Tosh, of

course, but it tickles."

How "
Daylight Saving

" Would Work.
"

If the motion is carried on Monday, and a
similar resolution is passed by the Lords, the
new system might IDC adopted on Sunday,
May 13, or Sunday, May 30." Star.

We never realised that it was going to

upset the calendar as well as the clock.

Clergyman. "\VILT THOU HAVE THIS WOMAN TO THY WEDDED WIFE?"
Absent-minded Bridegroom (sponsor,at many christenings). "I RENOUNCE THEM AHL."

Another Candid Objector.
"The doctor stated he might have to go

himself, but the position just now was that he
was not allowed to go until he could find some-
one to undertake his .work. Personally, he
would far sooner join the colours than keep on
with his present work, which was '

simply
killing.'

"
Birmingham Daily Post.

The
Elephantine.

grave, gentle, but enormous Miss
whose dainty tripping to the

famous Apache melody makes it worth while

having a spell in hospital to witness."

Kgyptian Gazette.

"A graduate in Divinity in these days
ought to have sufficient acquaintance with
Hebrew to be able at any rate to hold the
word with one hand while he looks it out in

the lexicon with the other." (litardian.

The B.A., like the A.B., has to be a

bandy man nowadays.

"Sir Robert Chalmers, to be Permanent
Under Secretary for Ireland pro tern."

Daily Mirror.

A typically Irish appointment.

" Let 'em All Come."

Extract from Company Orders :

"STRENGTH. Lieut. G
, having re-

ported himself for temporary duty, is taking
on the strength of this Company from the

th April."

Masses of spectators crowded the pave-
ments, filled windows, and occupied every inch
of space, even to getting astride the Lions in

Trafalgar-square, all of whom cheered them-
selves hoarse and flung flowers to the stalwart,
hard-set Anzacs as they swung past."

Daily Paper.

This is not the only time the Anzacs
have roused the British Lion to en-
thusiasm.
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A TERRITORIAL IN INDIA.
xm.

MY DEAR Mu. PUNCH, Sinco landing
in India about 200 years ago wo have

had many novel and remarkable ex-

periences, but 1 think in my case none
has been more strange and discon-

certing than my transformation into

a civilian or a dufter wallah (as we
who sit at desks are contemptuously
termed by the fighting men).

Table manners are a great trial to

me in iny new employ. In barracks,

if you want bread, you merely shout

in the queer jargon of the British

soldier in India,
" Ilao up the rot I

there!" You then duck quickly, brush

the crumbs out of your hair and get on
with the meal. As a civilian I have to

count ten, take myself firmly in hand,

prepare a courteous little speech and
deliver it with care and precision,

trying hard to avoid glancing over my
shoulder to see if a lump is likely to

catch mo under the ear.

And every night, though it is now
over two months since I left the

regiment, I carefully feel the legs of

my bedstead before retiring to rest.

For in barrack life, when you lie down
unsuspectingly on a bed which has
been "

set," it instantly collapses into

a shapeless mass of wreckage and
shoots you out violently on the iloor.

In the office itself my new life is

full of difficulties. Soon after my ar-

rival I thoughtlessly celebrated the

completion of a rather troublesome
task by bursting into song, as we
always did in barracks. 'Shortly
afterwards I received a frigidly polite

message from my superior officer,

saying, if I had any complaint to

make, would I be so good as to put
it into writing and to refrain from

any vocal advertisement of my griev-
ances.

But even office life has its com-

pensations. There are moments of

pure delight, such as that in which
I discovered "Cemeteries" class! lie: 1

under the genei'al heading of " Ac-
commodation for Troops." .

And the Babu is always with us
to make our days joyful. Babu
English is perhaps rather -vieux jeu
at this time of day ; nevertheless it

is a privilege to read on the spot
a supplication for permission to "pros-
tutc myself daily to your holy feet

this time without fail whereby to

beseech to Heaven to send to your
Honour many posthumous olive

branches
"

;
or a request that "

your
Highness will not cause to nip in the.

Bud my unworthy yet fragrant hopes
by the December cold snap of your
august displeasure."

In conversation, excellent fellow as

he usually is, the Balm is easily mis-

understood. It was only yesterday
that one of them was giving me an
account of an old Sikh monk he had
come upon during a walk in the woods.
I had not known before that there

were monks among the Sikhs, but then
there are quite a number of facts

about India that I have yet to learn.

I had no difficulty in picturing the

aged hermit sitting at the foot of a tree

in a religious trance. But it seemed

strange that when the Babu ap-

proached he should have shown his

teath and gibbered. This, however,

might he due to the eccentricity of

a recluse or to some caste difficulty.
I could not share the Babu's surprise
that he refused the acorns proffered
to him, hut it did seem odd that when
the Balm callously shook his stick at

the old man and said "
Httlt /

"
he

swarmed with great agility up the tree

and made faces.

It was only when the limpness of

his tail was mentioned that I suddenly
realised we were talking about a sick

monkey.
Letters from the Battalion, 7000 feet

below, drift up to me occasionally, but

they contain little beyond the old sen-

timent, expressed hundreds of times

daily by Territorials from the Hima-

layas to the Nilghiris. India is a

marvellous and unique country ;
to

have lived in it is an education and a

joy ; to have guarded it a proud
Imperial privilege. But most of us
would give something to get out of it

and into Europe. Yours ever,

ONE OF THE PUNCH BRIGADE.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

XII. THE STRAND.

THE loveliest maidens in the land,
Girls in rags and ladies grand,
All go wandering down the Strand,

Ding, dong, ding !

To look for pearls in oyster-shells
And listen to Saint Martin's bells,

Ding, dong, ding !

Some get amber, some get jet,

Silver lisli -scales others get
In a golden fishing-net,

Ding, dong, ding !

Some find crowns of seaweed there
And flowers of coral for their hair,

Ding, dong, ding !

All day long they have delight,
Then the Thames flows in at night
And sweeps the maidens out of sight,

Ding, dong, ding !

Down the Strand their lovely knells

Echo from Saint Martin's bells,

Ding, dong, ding !

Ding, dong, ding !

LIEUTENANT ALEC JOHNSTON.
A HROTHER-OFFIC'EU attached to the

King's Shropshire Light Infantry writes
from the Front : "I thought you would
like to hear some details of the death
in action of Lieutenant ALEC JOHNSTON,
who used to write ' At the Front

'

in

Punch. I knew him well and we were
rather especial friends.

" On the night of the 21st of April
the Battalion, which was resting at

the time, was suddenly ordered to

attack some six hundred yards of

trenches which the enemy had taken
two nights previously. JOHNSTON'S

Company was in the centre, and, after

the O.C. had been severely wounded

just before we attacked, JOHNSTON led

the-Company and captured the position
most gallantly with the bayonet. Ho
then went on himself and personally
reconnoitred the ground up to the

German line. He found them massing
for a counter-attack and came back
and gave warning. When the enemy
attacked they were driven off with

heavy loss. Ho was indefatigable all

night consolidating the recaptured
position, exposing himself on top all

the time in order to move about more

quickly.
" At dawn, ho sent the only other

officer then remaining xinvvounded to

the safest part of the trench, saying
that when it got too light to stay on

top ho himself would get into ' the

first old crump hole.' lie stayed up
too long, and was shot through the

heart by a German sniper.
"He was a general favourite and

loved by his men. He had done more

dangerous patrol work than any two
other officers in the battalion, and the

hotter the situation the cooler lie got.
" The way he used to write his

articles was very characteristic of the
|

man. I have seen him lying flat on his
|

face in a tiny dug-out no bigger or higher
'

than the underneath of a small dinner-
j

table, in the front line trench, dashing
off the first half of one of his quaint
articles to Punch. He would have to

stop in the middle and crawl out on

patrol up to the German wire, have a

scrap out there with a Bosch patrol at

a few yards' range, stay out for two or

three hours, and crawl back, soaked to

the skin and covered witli mud, to

finish his article in time for the post.
" His name had already gone in for

distinction, and if he had lived he cer-

tainly would have had a decoration con-

ferred for his work in this last show.
" As you probably know, his articles

were awfully appreciated by every one
out here, and in his quaintly witty

way he caught perfectly the spirit
'

at

the Front.'
"
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ROYAL ACADEMY-SECOND DEPRESSIONS.

[EDGAR BUNDY, A.R.A.] Brightening Bridge. "LEND ME AN ACE, DEAR;
I'LL DO AS MUCH FOR YOU ANOTHER TIME."

[Hon. JOHN COLLIER.] SCENE AT A BY-

ELECTION. THE NEW MEMBER RECEIVES A
SLAP ON THE HEAD FROM THE UNSUCCESSFUL
CANDIDATE.

[EDITH LAWRENCE.] DRESS PARADE OF
MANNIKIN8 WITH ECONOMICAL COSTUMES SUIT-
ABLE FOR WAR-TIME.

[WYNNE AP- [CHARLES SIMS, A.R.A.] Model. "You MIGHT THINK

PERLEY.] THE I 'M CERES, WITH ALL THIS STUFF ON MY HEAD; BUT SIMS
MARIONETTE SAYS I 'M IRIS. ANYHOW, IT '8 A LONG, LONG WAY TO
A FRAGMENT. C'OVENT GARDEN."

[W. ORPEN, A.R.A.] Sitter.
" I WONDER

IF ORFEN LIKES LOOKING AT ME AS MUCH
AS I LIKE LOOKING AT HIM? " [EDGAB BuNDY, A.R.A.] A SHOW OF HANDS IN THK GOUTY KNUCKLE

COMPETITHN AT THE ARTHRITIS CLDB.
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'I HOPE YOU ARE NOT VEBY SHOCKED AT US DANCING, SlR JAM,':S. OF COURSE WE SHOULDN'T 1,113AM OF DOING IT IN WAR-
TIME, ONLY MY BROTHER BOBBY CAME HOME SUDDENLY WITH A FEW DAYS' LEAVE."

"I SEE. BY THE WAY, WHERF. IS HE? HE DOESN'T APPEAR TO BE HERE."
"WELL, D'YOU KNOW, I SHOULDN'T BE SURPRISED IF HE'D GONE OFF TO A MUSIC-HALL. DANCING ALWAYS DID BORE POOR

BOBBY DREADFULLY."

THE CONVALESCENT.
WE 've billards, bowls, an' tennis-courts

; \ve 've teas an'
motor-rides

;

We've concerts nearly every night, an' 'eaps o' things
besides

;

We 've all tbe best of everything, as much as we can eat
But my 'eart my 'eart 's"at 'ome in 'Enry Street.

I 'm askin' Sister every day when I '11 be fit to go ;" We must 'ave used you bad," she says,
"
you want to

leave us so ;

"

I says,
" I beg your pardon, Nurse; the place is bad to beat,

But my 'eart my 'eart 's at 'ome in 'Enry Street."

The shef'foneer we saved to buy, the clock upon the wall,
The pictures an' the almanack, the china dogs an' all

I 've thought about it many a time, my little 'ome complete,When in Flanders, far away from 'Enry Street.

It 's 'elped me through the toughest times (an' some was
middlin' tough) ;

The 'ardest march was not so 'ard, the roughest not so

rough ;

It 's 'elped me keep my pecker up in victory an' defeat,
'

Just to think about my 'ome in 'Enry Street.

There's several tilings I sometimes want which 'ere I

never see
;

I 'd like some chipped potatoes an' a kipper to my tea ;

But most of all I 'd like to feel the stones beneath my feet

Of the road that takes me 'ome to 'Enry Street.

They '11 'ave a little flag "ung out, they '11 'ave the parlour gay
With crinkled paper round about, the same as Christmas

Day;
An' out of all the neighbours' doors the 'eads "11 pop to

greet
Me comin' wounded 'ome to 'Enry Street.

My missis well, she '11 cry a bit an' laugh a hit between
;

My kids '11 climb upon my knees there 's one I 've never
seen ;

An' of all the days which I 'ave known there won't I c CMC
so sweet

As the day when I go 'ome to 'Enry Street !

"lean only add that neither total prohibition nor no prohibition
will have any more effect on the course and conclusion of this war
than Mrs. Malaprop's besom had on the Atlantic Ocean." Letter in

a Provincial Paper.

.1/V.s'. 71/. should have called in the assistance of 3/V.s.

Partington.
"

It should bo its widely known as possible that if people found a

bahy when there was the slightest possibility of a person being still

alive, it was their duty to cut it down if hanging, or take it out of the

water, if it was a case of drowning." Provincial I'tiper.

But what is one to do if it is merely squalling in a per-
ambulator?
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SOMETHING TO GO ON WITH.
PHESIDKNT WILSON (to Gcnu,ni /;,//<). "POOR OLD BIRD! DID IT SAY IT WAS BEING

STARVED? WELL, HERE'S A NICE SQUARE MEAL FOR IT."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

XsvJViV ,'
1 '>V '

FIRST STEPS TO VICTORY (continued).

(Quartette of Legal Members of Committee of Inquiry into the Administration of tlie Royal Flying Corps).

Messrs. A, B, C ami D in consultation, all talking together.
" TUB CONTRIVANCE IN FRONT, BY REVOLVING, PRODUCES MOMENTUM.

Do I CARRY YOU WITH ME ?
' '

"MY LEARNED FRIENDS MUST ADMIT THAT THE PILOT HAS AN A 1'KIOltl RIGHT TO THE FRONT SEAT AND A LIEN ON ALL PETROL."
" MY CLIENTS DENY BUILDING THE MACHINE ; AND IF THEY DID SO THEY DID IT IN GOOD FAITH AND IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST."

"I BUBMIT THAT THOSE PREMISES SITUATE BEHIND THE ENGINE SHOULD BE PAINTED OUTSIDE IN FOUR GOOD COATS OF OIL

COLOUR EVERY THREE YEARS, AND BE IN ALL RESPECTS KEPT IN GOOD AND TENANTABLE REPAIR, ETC., ETC., ETC."

Monday, May 8th. It was a relief

to pass from the sombre theme of

judgment passed on Irish rebels to the

quiet humours of Daylight -
Saving.

Sir HENRY NORMAN was perhaps a

little over-anxious to be playful ;
and

some of his rather ancient jokes gave
obvious pain to Mr. PEABCE, who once
carried a Daylight-Saving Bill through
its second reading without any such
frivolous aids.

There was little opposition. Sir

FREDERICK BANUURY once more ap-
peared in his favourite character of the
conscientious objector. He was not
on this occasion " the champion of the

suffering rich," as Mr. DUKE called him
the other day, but the defender of the

humble milkman, who already had to

rise before dawn for the greater part of

the year, and might, 1 gathered, be

subject to unworthy suspicions if lie

performed his functions before the

dew was off the grass. Lord HIGH
CECIL, who thought the proposal to

put on the clock smacked of " the

tricks of the lowest class of journal-

ism," is understood to have been refer-

ring to those remarkable examples of

advanced literature, the "(5.30 *\eirn"

and " 7.0 Star."

The INFANT SAMUEL, as my esteemed

predecessor used to call him, disclaimed

the idea that lie had become " a pre-

sumptuous JOSHUA." The Government

only supported the proposal because it

would help r.s during the War by saving
coal.

Sir HENRY DALZIEL is the proprietor
of a newspaper, one of whose most

piquant features is a column entitled

"Secret History of To-day," in which
one may read dark hints of Society
scandals and political intrigues. Natu-

rally enough lie objects to the new
regulation forbidding reference to the

proceedings of the Cabinet. He had
effective bucking on this occasion from
Mr. WALTER KOCH, who in a speech
admirable alike in tone and substance

appealed to the Government in their

own interests to withdraw a ukase,
under which, if strictly applied,
Ministers themselves would be the first

to suffer. The Government lived too

much in a balloon (have they not just

appointed a quartette of lawyers to over-

haul the Royal Flying Corps?), and
would be the better for anything that

brought them into closer touch, with

their fellow-citizens.

After an excited protest by Mr.
O'BiiiEN against the executions in

Ireland it was not, perhaps, a fortunate

moment for Sir JOHN LONSDALI: to

suggest that the Military Service Bill

should he extended to Ireland. Mr.

ASQUITH was sympathetic in principle
to the idea, but made it plain that in

practice it was impossible, since Mr.
REDMOND was opposed to it. Sir

EDWARD CARSON thought the fact de-

plorable while recognising its cogency ;

but he suggested that if the Nationalist

leader was the indirect Governor of

Ireland he should be given the respon-

sibility instead of exercising it second-

hand. Mr. REDMOND promptly denied

that he had either power or responsi-

bility ; otherwise the recent occurrences

in Ireland would, he alleged, not have
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THE SUMMER-TIME BILL.

(II nr the lower creation threatrn-i t> ///;mv it).

K \iil.Y (A CONSCIENTIOUS ORJKCTOlt) UEFUSM TO BK DISTUBBED BEFORE TIIK CUSTOMARY
HOUB.

WoRii.swoirni UYSSIIK JONKS, oun
POET, VAINLY HARKS FOIl THM l.ARK.

INSET Tin; I.ARK (ANOTHER CON-
SCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR).

happened. Mr. CHURCHILL, now home
from the Front on unlimited leave,

drew from those two speeches the

inference that the future of Iceland

depended upon their authors sinking
their differences and acting together,
and expressed the sanguine view that

the Irish Question was nearing a settle-

ment. Members, recalling similarly

sanguine prophecies from the same
source about Gallipoli and the German

Navy, were not so much impressed as

they were meant to be.

Wcdncx/liii/, Mtii/ 10th. Among the

Distinguished Strangers in the Gallery
\\as a deputation from the Russian

Duma, led by its Vice-President. Un-

fortunately M. PROTOPOPOFF and his

colleagues did not see our Parliament
at its best. In the Commons the

Nationalist factions were noisily

assailing the PKIME MINISTER with

protests against the executions of the

label loaders, and ultimately succeeded
in inducing him to give them a day
for what must in the circumstances be
a premature discussion.

Then our Russian friends went to the

Lords, where they found a discussion
on Ireland actually in progress. It

was started by Lord LOUKBUHN, who
accused the Government of having
in-elected the elementary duty of pro-

ig
tin 1

law-abiding population, and
urgod upon them collectively the

necessity of being as candid as Mr.
L had been individually. The

War had furnished many instances of

the danger to national interests of

silence carried to excess. Then Lord
MIDLETON rehearsed a grim catalogue j

of cases in which the Irish police had
]

been instructed to shut their eyes to

seditious offences.

Happily the Russian visitors had
left before Lord CREWE rose to make the

Government's defence, for I am afraid

that they would not have carried away
a high impression of Ministerial elo-

quence or Ministerial statesmanship.
Thursday, May Uth. -- To Mr.

REDMOND'S obvious annoyance Mr. 1

DILLON developed a savage attack on
]

the military authorities. They, one

gathered, were brutal murderers; the

|

Sinn Feiners, on the contrary, were

gallant if misguided patriots of whom
he was proud. The PRIME MINISTER,

mildly observing that Mr. DILLON had
j

forgotten some of the elementary rules

of justice, brought the debate back
to the level of common sense by
contrasting the small numl>er of ex-

ecutions with the heavy toll of mili-

tary and civilian life that the rebels

had taken. Repeating his coup of two

years ago, when he went to the War
i

Office after the Curragh incident, be
now announced his immediate inten-

j

tion to go to Ireland, in the hope of
;

discovering some arrangement for the !

future which would commend itself to
j

all parties. Some of the difficulties

that Mr. ASQUITH will encounter in his

laudable enterprise were indicated by
Mr. HEALY, who hoped that he would

put an end to Dublin Castle and the

jobbery that had been carried on there

by Mr. REDMOND and his friends.

In the Lords the Government's Irish

policy was again assailed from all sides ;

but more damaging even than the

attacks was Lord LANSDOWNE'S defence.

He actually blamed Lord MIDLKTON for

having contented himself with warning
the CHIEF SECRETARY and the PRIME
MINISTER of the dangerous happenings
in Ireland, and not having come
to him (Lord LANSDOWNE), or to Mr.

BALFOUB, or to Mr. LONG. This new
doctrine of collective irresponsibility
seems fairly to justify the definition,
" A Coalition is something that does

not coalesce."

"
Imports in truth have boon so small that

the run on homo produce has been more or

less forced." Eastern Daili/ I'ress.

The Press Bureau will have to be more
economical with it than ever.

"
Wellington said that tho battle of Wator-

li o was won upon the cricket fields of England.
Later decades later the bronzed and lithe-

limbed athletes of the island kingdom gazed
in open-eyed bewilderment upon the flaming
indictment of Kipling,

' The muddled oafs at

tho wicket ; tho flannelled fools at the gate,'
and seeking vainly to follow the poet's logic."

Neu- York Times.

Presented in this form it would baffle

anybody.
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BREAKFAST IN A FRONT TRENCH.
C'B FLOODED OUT, THE BISCUIT'S WET, THE TEA'S COL]

Sergeant. "OH, CHUCK IT! I DUNNO WHAT SOME OP YOU BLIGHTERS WOULD DO IF YOU 'AD TO ROUGH IT!'

Tommy.
" THE BLOOMIN' DUG-OUT'S FLOODED OUT, THE BISCUIT'S WET, THE TEA'S COLD AND THERE AIN'T NOTHIN' TO WARM

IT WITH."

PETHERTON'S PARROT.
MATTERS are getting worse between

Petherton and myself ; in fact if any
friendship had ever existed between us
I am afraid one would say that we are
now in a state of complete estrange-
ment, resulting from the invasion of my
premises by his parrot, and the ensuing
correspondence. My opening gambit
was as follows :

DEAR MR. PETHERTON, My im-
mediate object in addressing you is

to ask -whether by any chance you
have lost a parrot, because a bird of

that species flew through an open
bedroom window of my house this

morning without invitation or encour-

agement from us.

I am inclined to think that the bird

is yours, but have nothing but what I

might term the synthetic process of

reasoning for arriving at this conclu-

sion. If you have lost anything of a

parroty nature, and will write me a

description of it, I will see whether it

tallies with the bird in whose possession
we are. I describe the situation in this

way because it more truly expresses it

than the converse would do.

Yours faithfully, H. J. FORDYCE.

Petherton countered with the follow-

ing:

SIR, In reply to your absurdly
worded letter I have lost a parrot, a

grey one. I do not know why you
should have inferred that the bird at

your place belongs to me, unless you
had already heard that mine is missing,
in which case I should have thought
the proper course would have been to

return it.

I suppose, however, that to a person
of your nature such a simple procedure
would have been impossible. The writ-

ing of unnecessary, stupid and rather

annoying letters seems to be an obses-
sion with you.

I shall be obliged by your giving the
bird to the bearer of this note.

Yours truly,
FREDERICK PETHEHTON.

The yeast of controversy was evi-

dently beginning to work, and I kept
it going with :

DEAR PETHERTON, What a noble

literary effort is yours, but, if I may be
allowed to criticise it, it seems to me
that while your technique is almost
faultless there is lack of a sense of

values in the composition. Word-paint-

ing is a delightful art, but surely in this

case the most important feature should
have been a telling description of your
missing bird. The mere outward hue
of the parrot is not sufficient ;

I wanted

j

you to describe its habits, accomplish-
ments and the colour of its language ;

]

and in face of your meagre description
I should not feel justified in handing
over this bird to you, in spite of its

being a grey one.

Mind you, I believe you belong to

this parrot, but I should like further

proof. I have made no other inquiries
in Surbury, but possibly someone else

in the neighbourhood may have a grey
parrot on the loose.

Trusting to have a satisfactory reply
at your leisure,

I am, Yours faithfully,
H. J. FOHDYCE.

Petherton by this time was up on his

hind legs. He wrote :

Confound you, Sir! The bird is un-

doubtedly mine. It is grey, talks a

little, and puts its head on one side

after the manner of its kind. I need
not give you a fuller description of it ;

you know perfectly well the bird is mine,
and if you do not return it at once I
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shall take legal steps for the recovery
of my property.

I<'I,I.-TM..:,TCK PETHERTON.

DEAR FHKD, 1 am KOLYV you should

1)0 so upset by Ih.o loss of a bird that

must have been a cause of considerable

embarrassment to you at times, that is

if the bird which at present conducts

our iiit'iiaiir is yours.
If you would only provide me with a

list of the phrases most favoured by
your parrot I should ho able to como
to a definite conclusion on the point of

ownership. In a general way the bird

hero tallies with your description.
As you practically ask for their name,

my solicitors an 1 Mi isra. Smith, Smith,
Smith & Jones, which may be alge-

braically expressed (though not on the

envelope) as 3 (Smith) + Jones.

In the event of your going on the

war-path these gentlemen would accept
service of any billets-doux on my behalf.

Yours, HARKY J. FORDYCE.

P.S. If you have any sort of book

explaining how to subpoena a parrot, do

lend it me like a good chap. If I find

it necessary to call it (the parrot), its

evidence will have to bo heard in

camcni, I fancy.

This elicited from Petherton :

SIR, As my parrot has now been in

your possession for several days it is

more than possible that it has acquired
a taste for strong language. It cer-

tainly was a model of propriety before

it strayed on to your premises.
Unless the bird is back in my pos-

session before the 29th inst. I shall

instruct my solicitors to serve a writ

upon yours, without further warn-

ing or intimation of any kind, as

I consider your behaviour most un-

warrantable, though characteristic.

Fflly. yours, FREDK. PETHERTON.

I sent the bird back the next morning,
the 28th, with a note :

DEAR FREDDY, The bird itself has at

last provided me with the proof which

you were unable or unwilling to supply.

Among a string of other rather fruity
remarks which it made while we were
at breakfast this morning it indulged
vicariously, one assumes in a hope as
to my future which has removed any
! .nuM -4 of doubt lingering in my mind
as to the bird's ownership.

My wife and maid-servant were pre-
sent, and as the remark was a very
comprehensive one and indicated me by-
name I am not sure that an action for

libel would not lie against you.
But I am not vindictive, so return

the bird to a more iitting milieu.

Yours, HARRY.
I am still waiting for P/stherton's

letter of thanks.

P.C. "WHAT'S BECOME or THE LITTLE 'OUSEMAID?"

Tlie Latest Thing in Domestics. "Os, SHE'S. WORKING ON- MUNITIONS..
TO TALK TO 1E NOW."

You 'LL HAVE

Another Impending- Apology.
" The majority of the blockading officers arc

drawn from the Royal Naval Reserve, whose
skill in seamanship is a byeword."

Bournemouth Daily Eclio.

From "Mrs. Gossip's" account, in

The Daily Sketch, of the audience at the

Serbian matinee at Drury Lane :

"Every one I knew was there. Queen
Alexandra looked dignified and gracious in

black and white. With her were the Princess

Royal, Princess Victoria, Princess Maud of

Fife. . . and Princess Arthur of Connaught."

We trust that Her Majesty and the
four Princesses were conscious of this

friendly recognition.

From a description of Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE'S meeting at Conway :

"This gathering was originally fixed .for

Saturday, the 29th nit.,- but was postponed
for a week to meet the right hon. gentleman's
convenience-
The interval of Waiting was spent in

listening to songs rtn'd choruses."

What lungs these Welsh folk have !

' The Gardens and Deer Park will be thrown

open to the Public . . . Children under 14

unaccompanied by their Parents and Dogs
not admitted," Gloucester Citizen.

We understand that some parents con-
1 sider the wording of this notice a little

i derogatory.
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AT THE PLAY.
" HAMLET."

MR. MAHTIN HARVEY lias evidently

approached this high matter of the

SHAKSFEARE Tercentenary celebration

with the sincerity and thoughtfulness
which have so often laid us under debt

to him. He makes you feel that his

heart is more with his "darling" author
than with any other lesser man. It is

only an implacable public that lias

attached him so persistently to the

steps of a guillotine against a blood-red

sky.
It shows a considerable virtue in him

to have adopted, without straining after

a perversely original and disquieting
effect, the very sensible simplifications
of our modernist school. To play sub-

stantially the whole of Hamlet in under
three and a -half hours is a highly
creditable feat of stage direction. But
the curtain method does more than

give speed. Its rich simplicity pro-
vides an excellent foil for the jewel of

this wonderful stage play. Of course
it has its disadvantages. It tends to

muffle the voice. On the other hand it

lets through a certain amount of un-
rehearsed effect. I noted, for instance,
even as Polonins was being pinked
behind the arras, the voice of a stage
carpenter complaining to his mate.

It showed wisdom, too, to confine
the curtains to the interiors. The
built-up crenellations of the battle-

ment scenes, with the series of broad

steps in front of them, was admir-
able for grouping and for movement,
though it may be doubted whether the

parapet would have provided adequate
cover against the slings and arrows of

a tough enemy ;
or even if it would

have sufficed to prevent the Danes,
when under the influence of wassail,
from toppling into the moat. In the

play scene the sotting of the "Mouse
Trap" against the "fourth wall,"

whereby the audience had a fuller

view of the principals, entirely justified
itself. The lighting was effective with-
out being fussy.
The costumes call for little comment,

which is as it should be. I fell to

wondering in the last Act about what
I took to be a team of local base-ball

players the four stout fellows with
the black raven on their sweaters.
And most distinctly would I counsel
Mr. HARVEY, at his entrance in the

graveyard scene, to show a leg. In the

murky gloom, with his inky cloak and

proudly feathered bonnet, he was dan-

gerously near giving the impression of

a very smart young widow walking
out with Horatio.

Mr. HAUVEY seemed at his very best
in the earlier phases of the play. The

reflective passages were excellent
; the

homelier bouts of dialogue were easy
and varied ; and his fine voice often

enriched the splendid text. As the

plot thickened and the eternally un-

solvable in the reading and rendering of

Hamlet's malady became more pressing,
he seemed a little to lose grip. As,

certainly, he lost the essential pace
the death scene unquestionably limped.
His slurs, his impetuous accelcrandos,
his rather violent sforzandos, perhaps
challenge criticism. But let us acknow-

ledge them to be trifles. Mr. HARVEY
filled three short hours with the glory
of a great name, and that should be
reward enough for him.

I see no reason to protest against
Mr. RUTLAND BARIUNGTON'S unusually
whimsical Poloniiis. True it did not
fit that noblest of purple passages, the

homily to Laertes. But then neither

does the Polonius of the rest of the

text our WILL is like that. Mr. Ross's

notable bass and admirable elocution

lent mystery and majesty to the Ghost.

A full audience applauded long and

heartily at the curtain's fall. No one
would be less inclined than Mr. MARTIN
HARVEY to keep back grudgingly any
share of that applause which was
meant as a tribute to the memory of

the exalted dead. T.

MENDIP.

(A soliloquy in view of approaching
leave.)

ON Mendip, on Menclip, the gorse is

amber now,
And dandelion torches attend the

inarch of May ;

We Mendip men that coaxed the team
and drove the sullen plough,

No more we shout on Mendip,
Dear golden, glowing Mendip,

Oh, many leagues from Mendip is

the land we cleave to-day.

On Mendip, on Mendip, the willow-

creeper sings,
And bright birds and blackbirds and

half-a-hundred more ;

The cuckoo 's busy boasting of the
. trouble that he brings
To feathered folk on Mendip
And soon I speed to Mendip

To nest awhile in Mendip with its

fairy-wonder store.

To Mendip, to Mendip, where boom
the happy bells

From Blagdon and Burrington and

Glastonbury town,
I 'm coming by the willow-pools that

fringe the road to Wells
;

Oh, soon to breezy Mendip,
To many-coloured Mendip,

I 'm coming back to Mendip just to

wander up and down !

GENERAL PAPER.
(S/ujf/estcd by the perusal of some recent

works on the il/ities of dominies.)

(1) DESCRIBE in detail the best

methods of tormenting a master
(<))

witli discretion, (/;)
without regard for

the consequences.

(2) Estimate the disciplinary and
moral efficacy of the booby-trap, and

give reasons for preferring the liquid
to the solid form, or vice versa.

(3) SHAKSPEAEE abandoned poaching
for writing plays. Is this a proof of

insanity or sheer stupidity?
(4) Give a table of the relative ad-

hesive strengths of cobbler's wax, glue,
butter-scotch, caramels and chewing
gum.

(5) MILTON received 5 for Paradise
Lost. Estimate the benefits that would
have accrued to this country in tho
last 250 years if ho had been paid
500 to suppress his epic.

(6) Describe the best games suitable

for playing in chapel.

(7) Should corporal punishment bo
inflicted on masters by the head of the
form or by the whole form ?

(8) Give some account, with dates,
of The Jubilee Juggins, Larranaga,
Opoponax, Polly Perkins of Padding-
ton Green, MONTEZUMA, BENVENUTO
CELLINI, the Baroness OBCZY and
CHAKLIE CHAPLIN.

(9) Explain the mechanism of the
saloon pistol, and distinguish between

lampoon and lamprey, gargle and gar-

goyle, catapult and cataclysm.

(10) In what circumstances is a

Headmaster justified in running away
from school ?

THE TIPS OF MOTHER TIPTON.
WHEN golfers cease to play with gutties
And soldiers case their calves in puttees,
Troubles will surely supervene
Upon the European scene.

When nobody talks of drives and putts,
And butter is made from cocoa-nuts,
And women pilot our cabs and coaches,
The end of the Hohenzollerns ap-

proaches.

When PONSONBY and BERNARD SHAW
Join hands with ASQUITH and BONAR

LAW,
Lord ROSEHERY and Sir THOMAS LIPTON,
Look out for squalls, says Mother

Tipton.

Should BEGMIE interview the POPE,
Pacificists may harbour hope ;

But if the POPE is not at home
There '11 be the deuce of a row in Rome.

When all the masses are daily fed

Upon sweet peas and Standard bread,
It is perfectly safe to prophesy
The end of the world will soon be nigh.
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SECOND NATURE.
Ab.ieiit-min<li':l Co'imel (as sidesmen march up to the. altar with offertory).

" PICK UP THE STEP THKUE IN TIIH BEAU FILE!"

THE DRAFT:
So it is done the calling and the counting,
The solemn mustering, the ritual care,

The fevered messages, the tempers mounting
For some old rogue who never can be there;

No more the Adjutant explodes and splutters
Because the rifles are too few by four

;

No longer now the Quartermaster mutters
It's time that bedding was returned to store;

But all is ship-shape, and, to cut it fine,

The draft lias now departed down tlxe line.

These were the men that wo have trained from tyros ;

We took them in, we dressed them for the wars ;

For us they first arranged themselves in wry rows,
For us they formed their lirst unlovely fours

;

We taught them cleanliness (by easy stages)
And cursed them daily by platoons and squads,

And they, unmoved by months of mimic rages,

Regarded us most properly as gods :

They were our very own and, being such,
For all our blasphemy we loved them much.

But strangers now will have them in their keeping,

Unfeeling folk who understand them ill,

Nor know what energies, what fires unsleeping
Inform the frames that seem so stupid still ;

\\ ho '11 share their struggles and curtail their slumbers,
And got conceited \vhon the men do well,

Nor think of us who brought them up by numbers,
Save in the seasons \vhsn they don't excel,

And then they'll say, "The fellows should he strafed
Whoever tnvned this bloaming awful draft."

But not the men ; they will not slight so early
The mild-eyed masters who reviled them first,

But, mindful still of marches out to Shirley,
Wet walks at Hayes and romps round Chislehurst ;

When in some ditch, untroubled yet though thinner,

They talk old days and feelingly refer

Over their bully to the Depot dinner,

They'll speak (I hope) about "the officar,"

And say at bast, as Sub-Lieutenants go,
He was the most intelligent they know.

And now is life bereft of half its beauty,
Now the C.O., like some afflicted mure

Whose cherished colts have been detailed for duty,
Paws the parade where late his yearlings were;

We shall not lie with them in East-bound vessels,

Nor see new shores in sunlit sweeper-craft,
Nor (save in soul) bo with them in their wrestles,
Nor wear the ribbons that shall deck the draft;

Not in our praise will laureates be loud ;

We must turn to and train another crowd.

Villages are Cheap To-day.
" LOCUM TENKNS wanted for 3 months at least. Little or no

week-day work. Offered : comfortable village, G or more bedrooms,
garden produce : possibly small stipend.

"WASTED RETIRED or INVALID CLERGYMAN to accept nice house,
stable, fowl-run, picturesque village, in return for one service on
Sundays." Church Tiiua.

"NEWS BY TELEGRAPH AND TEI.EI-HONK.

Napoleon died 95 years ago to-d:iy." Daily Mail.

Delayed in transmission.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.}

MB. H. A. VACHELL is to bo congratulated upon having
evolved in The Triumph of Tim (S?iiTH, ELDER) one idea

that is as ingenious as it is novel. Tim, who had no legal

right to any particular name, started life as a blameless

schoolboy under the designation of Tim White. Subsequent
events having necassitatod his retirement to the New
World, he began again there as Tim Green, and so on,

through a period of prosperity as Brown, one of adversity
as Black, into the tranquil conclusion of Grey. Of course

this did make it a little confusing for the other characters,

one of whom (not without justice) called him "parti-
coloured." Also, while providing a pleasant variety of

interest, it goes rather against one's chance of forming any
definite idea of Tim as a coherent being. ]5ut, despite this,

Mr. VACHELL'H longest novel is in many ways his best yot.

There are obviously personal touches in his pictures of

California!! life; and he seems equally at home in dealing
with every phase of his hero's chameleon career. The other

characters also are well

drawn, notably Icy, the --, u
unrepentant little wanton

through whom came Tim's

first lapse in the colour

scale. And the end, which
restores him to England,
home and unexpected
fatherhood (unexpected,
that is, to tho'se whom
familiarity with Mr.
VACHELL'S methods had
not kept on the watch
for precisely this deve-

lopment), is both sincere

and moving.

In choosing The Road
\

to Noivhcrc (ALLEN AND
'

UNWIN) as the title to

his novel, Mr. ERIC LEAD-
BITTER sounds, at any
rate, a note of warning to those who like their heroes
to repose in the last chapter upon a bed of roses. Joe, of

Camberwell and very humble origin, has social ambitions
and some natural aptitude for fulfilling them. He is an

intriguing study, though I cannot believe in him as firmly
as I can in his vulgar relations. That lie may arrive at the

point where the snares of wealth' are to encompass him
round about he is allowed to win a prize in the Calcutta

Sweep, and then to have a successful flutter in options.
In this way be wins his complete emancipation from
Camberwell. The process is so absurdly easy that one

imagines Mr. LEADBITTER to have said to himself,
"
Money

is not worth much, any way, so it doesn't matter how Joe

gets it." As far as filthy lucre is concerned one can only
commend this attitude, but unfortunately the reader may
suspect that he also is the object of a certain measure of

contempt on the part of the author. This suspicion, how-
ever, is not going to deter me from expressing my approval
of the work of a writer who is more concerned with his

main idea than with the method by which he gets to it.

In the end I was left with a real admiration for his

courage and ability.

things, and Mr. W. H. ADAMS' rather dry catalogue method
of filling in the local colour seems to vouch for honest

knowledge. The story, not in the least dry, is packed with

adventure, rebel chiefs, fetishes and fevers, and a dash of

love. It is Captain Tarleton, of H.M. Gold Coast Con-

stabulary, whose riches and honour are in question.

Eagerly expecting the death of a rotten brother and the

pouching of a fat inheritance, he so allows this to prey on
in's mind that, when the great chance comes of an important
cutting-out expedition of the kind for which he, keenest

and most resourceful of soldiers and adored leader of his

fearless Kansas, is widely famous, his nerve just goes to

little hits. 1 suppose there are men who think it so des-

perately important to succeed to money they haven't

earned that they go oi'f their feed and throw aside habits

of courage long fortified by rigorous self-discipline; hut

I inust say it doesn't seem vary convincing. .But then the

author may have met poor Tarli'ton in the flesh.

Old Lady (to grandson just lumie on leare, from ths trendies).
GLAD YOU 'VE COME. YOU 'BE JUST IN TIME TO KILL THE PIG."

, head of the family whose name, Clinjiel, Mr. MILES
LEWIS has given to his South Wales story (HKINEMANN),

realised quite suddenly in

tic
middle life that if lie was
ever to restore the for-

tunes of his house, then

unhappily depressed, he
must wake up and stir

about a bit
;
must in fact

seize fate and the world

by t.ho throat and demand
his own. In this laudable

intention he is entitled, I

suppose, to one's sympa-
thies, though it hardly
seems necessary for him
to have adopted the man-
ners of a bear along with
its strength ;

but when in

the course of his wrestlings
with destiny he descended
to paltry sharp -practice(U
over a business bargain,
and Griff, his son, followed

suit, one began to wonder whether, after all, the County
would benefit much by the restoration of the old stock.

;

Yet there was something likeable about Griff that made
1

one at any rate half glad to see him back in the ancestral

'seat; hut even then the marriage that put him there had

\

a little too much the air of good strategy, though the

author, it would se3in, has no uneasiness in regard to

these little meannesses of his heroes. This, however, may
I

be a matter of taste ;
but there is less excuse for the way

in which he has cut his book up into two parallel stories

which really have very little to connect them. He does

tie them together after a fashion when he effects a recon-

ciliation between father and son in the last chapter : but

\ seaing that this is so long delayed, and results in a rather

horrible anti-climax, there is not much gained. In spite

of all these grumbles you are not to infer that there is

| nothing to appreciate in this book ; there is much that

is good, the minor characters being about the best of it.

Riches and Honour (SMITH, ELDEH) tells of the kind of

thing our Empire-builders had to face 011 the Gold Coast of

a quarter-century ago. It is good for us to learn these

"The parade on Tuesday, the llth April, 1'JIG, will be compulsory
for all ranks stationed in Colombo. Only medical certificates will be

accepted in lieu of absence. This will be a practice Ceremonial
Parade. Officers will swear words." The Ceylonese.

Very probably ;
but we don't think they ought to advertise I

it in advance.
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to a contemporary a

regiment quartered at Pembroke Dock-

yard had lost two thousand blankets
"
by pilfering." We shudder to think

what a real Pembroke burglar would

get away with. ^ .
;

.

" I am a looker for things," said a

man at Willesden tribunal last week
when asked what his occupation was.

The nation, which is paying 5,000,000
a day for the privilege of pursuing the

same occupation, would be interested

to compare
question of

turns up.

notes with him on the

whether anything ever

" A Saxon pot, quite perfect, has
been found at St. Martha's

Hill, near Guildford," says
a morning paper. Here is

striking evidence in sup-

port of the charge, which
has more than once been

levelled, that influential

alien enemies are still at

large with the connivance
of the authorities.

# *

"The life-blood of Eng-
land, to-day is sulphuric
acid," said a Professor at

University College the

other day. That is cer-

tainly the impression one

gets from reading the

more vitriolic section of

our Press. ... %

tions of this sort being thrown open to well-known case of the male and female
the female sex that so many women gondolas, one of each gender to breed

can nowadays be seen familiarising > from would do for a beginning,
themselves with this class of war work :;:

.,.

:::

in Regent Street and its neighbourhood.' As a war economy the London
%* County Council have disposed of the

In a recent appeal case a man who had major part of the waterfowl that used
received sentencosamounting to twenty- to adorn the London Parks. A few
six years begged to be put under chloro-

1

ornamental geese however are still to

form, as he had heard that people under
j

be seen in the neighbourhood of the
the influence of this drug always told War Ollice. # ...

the truth when they were asked ques-
tions. Asa fact, however, the, most that i We feel bound to take exception to

the medical profession have ever claimed the levity of a contemporary, which
for it in this way is that it often enables recently introduced an account of a
them to get a little inside information. : suicide with the heading :

" A Riverside

A Belfast man who was fined for

groaning at Mr. ASQUITH is understood
to have informed a sympathetic friend

Scream."
""*'"

A well-known opera-singer is now
hauling cabbages on a farm. The

ruling passion strong in

War. Bouquets all the

time.

Commercial Candour.

From a film advertise-

ment :

" THE GIRL OF LOST IS-

LAND. Featuring LILLIAN
LORRAINE in a Picturesque
Role. There are twelve chap-
ters. I have seen them all,

because I was compelled to do
so."

Newcastle Evening Chronicle.

The Tendon County
Council is teaching Esper-
anto. The innovation is

intended to meet the needs

Public School Man. "

DID YOU GKT THAT JOB?"
Second ditto (kitchen fatigue).

GREAT SCOTT, REOUIE 1 How ON EARTH

"OH, INFLUENCE, DEAR BOY INFLUENCE."

" Livers are being lost on
the banks of the Yser."

Kgyptian Mail.

An Anglo-Indian Colonel
tells us that he was so

glad to part with his that

lie hasn't taken any steps
to recover it.

lady tram-conductors, to whom con-
vention denies the right to " suffer

and bo strong" in words of general

currency. .. ...

'.

'

A soldier who lost his speech at the

battle of Loos has recovered it as the
result of an operation for appendicitis.
He has the added satisfaction of know-

ing that greater soldiers than he have
been compelled by the exigencies of the

present War to swallow their words.
-:; *

At Willesden a conscientious objector
has eaten a 1 note in preference to

giving it up in part payment of bis fine

of forty shillings. It would probably
work out cheaper in the end to swallow
the Compulsion Bill.

'. ',-.

:;:

While the Eating Inspector of Shops
is serving in the Army his official duties
are to be carried on by his wife. It is

no doubt in anticipation of other posi-

of the
|

that if he 'd known that ten shillings
was all he would be fined, begorra, he!d
have had thirty-shillings' worth, so he
would. * *

*

" To get and keep an upright car-

riage,
Dai In

says a

Mail,

woman-writer in

stand with the

The
feet

' St. Paul knew what he was
talking about when he said to Herod,

' Too
much thinking has made thee mad.' "

Letter in an Keening Paper.

That is where St. PAUL had an advan-

tage over the correspondent.

. More Impending Apologies.
'Sir A. A. Booth is chairman of the com-

i,
1

; i ,i i i mittee appointed by the Government to inquire
eighteen inches apart and the hands

into the future of shipping and shipbuilding
clasped above the head. Now, as if

chopping wood, swing the hands down
between the parted feet, then bring
them up over the head again, and

repeat the movement twenty times or
so." Personally, as we consider it bad
form to keep any sort of carriage just
now, we shall remain faithful to the
less spectacular custom of whistling
for a taxi.

x
. ...

**~

From the Personal column of The
V//HC.V : "Airman will bring down
Zeppelins. Ladies, Gentlemen." An
excellent idea in the present condition

ppmg and shipbuilding.
It is not intended to be an ornamental com-
mittee either, for Sir A. Denny and Professor

Abell, two of our leading naval architects, are
on it." Kvenimj Paper.

The Kaiser and the Daylight
Saving Bill.

' For our bad neighbour makes us early stirrers,

Which is both healthful, and goodhusbandry."
Sim/ware'* Ilenn/\'., Act IV. Sc. I. 6-7.

of our own Air Service. As the

His Holiness, Pope Pius, taking action,

exhorts the Irish Bishops to be thoroughly
loyal." Krai/ ami Smith Dublin Herald.

The recent disturbances in Dublin seem
to have made the late Pope turn in his

grave.
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MORE PEACE-TALK IN BERLIN.
To THE WAR-LORD.

" How beautiful upon the mountain-tops
Their feet would sound, the messengers of Peace !

"

So into neutral ears your unction drops,

Hinting a pious hope that War may cease

War, with its dreadful waste,
Which never suited your pacific taste.

Strange you should turn so suddenly humane,
So sick of ravage and the reek of gore !

Dare wo assume that Verdun's long-drawn strain

Makes you perspire at each Imperial pore ?

Or that your nerve 's mislaid

Through cardiac trouble caused by our Blockade ?

You thought to finish on the high wave's crest ;

To say,
" These lands that 'neath our sceptre lie

Such as we want we '11 keep, and chuck the rest,

And to the vanquished, having drained 'em dry,
We will consent to give,

Out of our clemency, the right to live."

Then you came down a long, long way, and said,
" For pure desire of Peace, and that alone,

We '11 deem the dead past buried with its dead,

Taking, in triumph's hour, a generous tone;

Uplift the fallen foe

And affably restore the status quo."

Fool's talk and idle. In this Dance of Death
The man who called the piper's tune must pay,

Nor can he stop at will for want of breath.

Though War you chose, and chose its opening day,
It lies not in your power

To stay its course or fix its final hour. O. S.

IN THE AIR IN 1940.

["Wars of the future will be waged in the air . . . cities will be
laid waste in a night." Press.]

April 20, 1940. Liberia, in a moment of Ministerial

exuberance, sends a Note to China alleging the death of

a Krooboy subject who had been forced to study the Chinese

language. An indemnity of 100,000,000 is asked.

April 22. China, mildly surprised, promises investi-

gation. Owing to an oversight, however, the reply is sent
in Chinese characters, which gives the Liberians a just
casus belli.

April 23. Liberia despatches her one airship to China
via Tibet. Many bombs are dropped on the Chinese Empire
and several rice-fields are quite spoilt. The Chinese Am-
bassador, whom the airship conveyed from Liberia, is also

dropped and spoilt.

April 24. China sends four airships to bomb Liberia.

These, however, are unable to locate the Black Eepublic
and return, after dispensing with the company of the
Liberian Ambassador while over Lake Chad.

April 26. China addresses a curt Note to Liberia, re-

questing her to be good enough to state her exact where-
abouts.

May 1. The Grand Lama directs a plaintive Note to

Liberia, alleging that on April 23 a Liberian airship violated
the neutrality of Tibet.

Man 3. Liberia, never having heard of Tibet, but

believing the G.L. to be a species of camel and a great
fetish, publishes an apology in The Liberian Times (and
Advertiser), which, however, does not circulate in Tibet.

May 4. China, after exhaustive inquiries, despatches
another air-fleet, but again fails to locate her quarry.

Mai/ r>. Liberia again raids China by air. Some stones
in the Great Wall are badly chipped.
May 7. Liberia issues her first official communique

through the medium of Tlic Liberian Times (and Adver-

tiser) :

" On the night of May 5-6 our Naval and Military
airship attacked the Chinese cities of Pekin, Hankow and
others too intricate of pronunciation to be mentioned here.

Incendiary and explosive bombs were dropped on the fortifi-

cations, gun emplacements, waterworks and waxworks at

Pekin. A battery and many hens were silenced at Hankow.
Our entire air-fleet returned safely and hurriedly."
May 9. The G.L. of Tibet sends another Note to

Liberia, protesting against a further grave infringement
of neutrality, several eggs of dubious quality and the
remnants of an unsavoury stew having been dropped from
a Liberian airship on Tibetan territory on the night of

May 5-6.

May 11. Liberia publishes another apology and sacks
her air clief.

May 13. Two squadrons of Chinese airships scour the

globe but cannot find Liberia. Several are forced to land
in the Arctic Circle and are interned by the Esquimaux.
May 15. The G.L. of Tibet sends another Note to

Liberia.

May 16. Liberia, owing to a paper shortage, makes no

reply.

May 17. Liberia adopts the Group System.
May 18. Introduction of "

starring and badging
"

in

Liberia. Owing to a slight miscalculation all trades and

professions are "reserved."

May 19. Liberia abandons Group System.
May 24. Liberia again despatches her airship to China

vid Tibet. The raider falls in flames near the Forbidden

City, the commander having been rather careless with his

cigar in one of the gas chambers.

May 25. The G.L. of Tibet buys a typewriter and
some carbon sheets, and begins a campaign of daily Notes
to Liberia.

May 26-June 5. Liberia lies low.

June 1. China, after fifteen futile attempts to locate

Liberia, sues for peace, asking Liberia to send an envoy
who will be able to guide airships carrying Peace delegates
and the first instalment of indemnity to Liberia.

July 12. Ten Chinese airships, loaded with Peace dele-

gates and money, and piloted by the Liberian envoy, travel

to the Black Kepublic. Arrived over the much-sought
country, the Peace delegates drop their pilot and aid the

airships' crews in wiping Liberia off the face of the earth.

July 14. The G.L. of Tibet disposes of his typewriter at

a considerable loss.

In a Good Cause.

Mr. Punch is bound to plead fcr THE CHILDREN'S AID

COMMITTEE, who undertake the care of the motherless
children of our fighting men, feeding and clothing them
and finding homes for them in the country. This labour

of love has far outgrown the modest scope of its original

plan and now stands in urgent need of assistance. Except
for a Christmas Gifts Fund no appeal has yet been made
to the public in the Press. Mr. Punch is very confident

that he will not ask in vain for help in a cause that so

nearly touches the hearts of all
;
and that ho may rely

on his many generous readers to see that this good woi k

does not fail, both for the children's sake and for the

comfort of their fathers who are fighting our battles.

Gifts of money and clothing, and offers of hospitality
will be very gratefully acknowledged by Miss MAXWELL-
LYTE, Hon. Treasurer of The Children's Aid Committee,
9, South Molton Street, London, W.
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PUFFING BILLY.
WILLIAM JUNIOR. " I SAY, FATHER, I BELIEVE THE DAM THING 'S PUNCTURED I

"
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
LAND-LADIES.

A Fn nn,,

in the Country.

doing very well down here. And now i In a moment the creature turned

that we've learned all about farming upon her with a simply odious expres-
and agriculture we're training num-

\

sion in its eyes and began to bellow;
bers of girls and putting them on the and then, deaxeat wasn't it a pity '?-

land. (Elitre nous, clieric, it 's not so Beryl suddenly lost her nerve, dropped
diflicult to put them on the land as to her drover's stick, and climbed to the

DEAHKST DAPHNE, I 'in on the land! keep them on it. Some of them area top of a big gate near at hand, while

Several of us are on the land ! No one
I

wee bit inclined to "
put their hands to the class ran back along the road,

need worry any more about agricul- 1 the plough and look black," to quote shrieking. As for the cattle, terrified

ture and rotation of crops and all that dear SHAKSPEARK, that we've all been by the shrieks of the class, they took

sort of thing being stopped by the talking of so much lately.) Beryl has to their heels (if they have such things),
War. \\~e 're going to sso to it. It developed positively shining gifts as a and were finally stopped by a faruuT,

is positively entltrall/inj work! Lady drover. She drives cattle into the
'

who drove them into the market hini-

Manoeuvrer wrote me an agonised letter
i

nearest market town twice a week, self.

the other day, asking me if I thought
'

and does it a. merveille. (I can't say' Everyone's so glad General Dod-
there'd be any season in London, and

j

the dear thing's drover's coat and deridge is better. You remember his

if it would be worth her while

to take a house and give some

parties for Bluebell. And I
,

wrote back :

" Please please
don't talk to me about London
and seasons and parties ! I

know absolutely nothing of

such matters. I 'm 011 the

land !

" And I wound up with,
"This comes hopping," in real

farmers' style.
I wish you could see me

ploughing, dearest. My plough-
man's pinny, big soft hat and

leggings are a dream. (.1 pro-

pos, the "
ploughman's pinny

"

is going to be the summer coat

this year.) Oh, my Daphne,
I plough such an adorable fur-

row ! Yesterday, when I was -^

at it, the oldest inhabitant

came and leaned on a gate
to watch me one of those

fearful creatures, you know,
who've lived through six reigns
and can read small print and
smoke six pipes a day, and
end by getting into the daily

papers.
" Be you one o' they line

Lunnon ladies wot 'ave come
to these parts to blay at var-

inin' ?
"
he asked.

" We haven't come to plan "t farm-

ing," I told him; "we've come to

Recruit (much perturbed). "!F you PLEASE, SERGEANT, THE
OTHER FELLOWS SAY I 'VE GOT TO GROW A MOUSTACHE."

Sergeant. "On, THKHK 's NO COMPULSION ABOUT GROWING A

MOUSTACHE, MY LAD; BUT YOU MUSTN'T SHAVE YOUR UPPER
LIP."

marrying Mittie Jermyn en

troist&mes noccs some years
ago ? The wedding was at

Newmarket; Mittic was
married in her racing colours,
and her famous Oaks and One
Thousand winner, "Give- 'em-

beaiis," was her only brides-

maid. It was quite a nice

marriage, but they've not seen

much of each other for several

ye irs. Poor Mittie was fear-

fully (Ufa/Hsi'i' when the War
hit racing so hard ;

but she 's

found herself again now, and
the last we hoard of her she

was buying and breaking
horses for the Remount De-

partment somewhere in the

world. The dear General, bo-

ing enormously old, couldn't

take any part in the War, but

ho was like the war-horse,

you know, dearest, mentioned

by the Psalmist, that "sayeth
Ha, ha ! through a trumpet

"
;

he read every daily and weekly
paper, with all the conflicting

reports from both sides, till at

last he was in a frightful state.

Sir William Kiddem took him
hand, he said, only just

take the men's places and help save '

class of women and girls learning to

the country.''
Yon 's a wunnerful

in time to save his cerebral

hat are becomingindeed, I never spheres and nerve centres from doing
something horrible in a dozen syllables.
And now, with newspapers taboo and

saw her look worse
!)

She has a large

said the creature,

to sow in it ?
"

bud furrow,"
'And what be gom

"
Oil, corn or chaff, or whatever it is

people eat, I suppose," I said.
" Seems to Oi the right crop for such

a wunnerful crooked furrow as yon
'ud be tares," said the horrid old

thing; "but happen you don't know
what tares be happen you don't read

your Bible."

I was starting up the field again by
that time and paid no more attention

to him. The oldest inhabitant is pro-

verbially a most unpleasant character,
1 believe. Beryl and Babs are also whack.

be drovers. But unluckily, the other : a miik and egg diet, the old darling is

day, then) was a royreltalile little
'

so much better that he helped at our

affair. Beryl was taking a big herd
,

matinee in town the other day in aid

of cattle along to the market town, of the " Fund for Manicuring Amateur
with her class in attendance, when Farm Hands."
one of the bullocks stopped to nibble All the people one knows were per-
at the hedge. Beryl told a girl in the fcctly sweet in placing their talents at

class to give it a tap and send it on. one's disposal for the benefit of the
" I 'in afraid to," said the girl. Fund. (Has it ever .struck you, my
" Oh," said Beryl,

"
you city girls Daphne, how much readier people are

are duffers at country life! What's to offer their talents than their money I

there to ho afraid of?
"
and she went even though they may have im-

up to the bullock and gave it a smart mensely more of the latter than the

whack with her drover's stick. "Come," former.) It was a tremendous pro-
she said,

" no nonsense! Go on with gramme. General Dodderidge, who said

the others," and she gave it a harder he'd been considered a very good ven-

triloquist in his time, gave a turn with
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JlldijC. "ANYTHING TO BAY?"
Prisoner. "WELD, NOT MESELP, ME LORD.

' THE MERCHANT o' VENICE ' "
BUT IP YOU 'LL ALLOW ME LITTLE DAUGHTER HERE TO RECITE A PASSAGE OUT

one of those doll-things. I 'in sure it
:

was a topping turn, because the dear!

General laughed so often himself at the
j

things he was saying. Several people,
however, said that the voice, when they
could hear it, seemed to he always the

General's and never the doll's
;
but

there '11 always be grumblers.
The gem of the afternoon was cer-

tainly Hermione Shropshire's song and

dance,
" Sal of the Supper Club." She

was coached by the famous Jenny Jolli-

woll, who 's called " The Diva of the

Dials;" and I hear that Jenny (who was
one of our programme-sellers) said after-

wards,
"
Lunune, duchess, you went

one better than me, you did, straight !

If I dared to give
' Sal

'

like that at

the Syndicate Halls I 'd have the Lord

High What 's-his-name down on me
in two ticks 1

"

Wasn't that a triumph for dear
Hermione ?

Ever thine, BLANCHE.

Vaulting Ambition.

The Germans seem to have adopted
a new method of hiding their losses.

We read in The Edinburgh Evening
Dispatch that the attack on the Mort
Homme " has brought no kudos to the
Crown Prince only more catacombs."

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.
X [II. LADYWELL.

THE Lady sat

On the brink of the Well ;

She lost her balance
And in she fell !

They fished her up
With a crooked pin ;

She came out wetter
Than she went in.

"Well, Lady, well?"
"
Sir, very ill !

If you sit by the Well
You are certain to spill."

XIV. SHEPHERDESS WALK.
Walk, Shepherdess, walk,
And I '11 walk too,

To find the ram with the ebony horn
And the gold-footed ewe;

The lamb with the fleece of silver

Like Summer sea-foam,
And the wether with the crystal bell

That leads them all home.

Walk, Shepherdess, walk,
And I '11 walk too,

And if we never find them
I shan't mind shall you ?

"
Wanted, cast-off clothing for pen of profit-

able pedigree bantams." The Lady.

Moulting already ?

ENGLAND CAUGHT OUT.
AS DETECTED THROUGH GERMAN

SPECTACLES.

THE malignant and perfidious Eng-
lish have again to eat their own words.

Indeed, they have eaten them. It will

be remembered that on every occasion

of one of our glorious Zeppelin raids

our official
report

of the damage done,

notwithstanding the meticulous accu-

racy which those who draw up the

reports impose upon themselves, has
been angrily contradicted by the Eng-
lish Press, always under some heading
attributing habitual mendacity and
wilful and continuous dishonesty to

the German headquarters.
Germans do not lie. There is no

need. Their deeds are so terrific and

sweeping as it is that the slightest em-

broidery or exaggeration would produce
an effect to stagger humanity. Hence
when our reports said on one occasion

that our Zeppelins had irretrievably

damaged the fortified town of Margate,
and on another occasion that our Zep-
pelins had practically destroyed the
formidable garrison of Bamsgate, and
on a third occasion that our Zeppelins
had almost eliminated that English
Kronstadt, Yarmouth, and on a fourth

I occasion that the menacing citadel of
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Cromer had been reduced to ruins, and
on a fifth occasion that the hitherto

impregnable fortress of Lowestoft had
become pregnable owing to the wonder-
ful science of the revered Count ZEPPE-
LIX when our reports said these things

they recorded facts, although the rep-
tile English Press instantly hissed out

denials and attacks.

But justice will prevail, even in

England, although one may have to

wait long for it. And now, some while

after these magnificently successful

raids, the admission is made that our

official reports, so suspect and derided,

were right all the time. In one of the

leading English papers we find the fol-

lowing words in an article entitled,

"Prospects for the Summer Holidays."
For it seems that, in spite of the famine

and other hardships which the im-

mortal German army and supreme
German navy are inflicting upon Eng-
land, some of these trivial islanders are

proposing to go to the seaside as usual

this year either out of a paltry bravado
or by arrangement with the Government
to create an illusion of prosperity and

composure. But, whereas normally
the watering-places of the whole coun-

try are open to them for their obscene
and brutish frolics, this year they are

not expected to patronise the East
coast that is to say the English shores

of the German Ocean. And why?
The reason is not without its flattery
to us ; and it also carries with it the

damning admission of the absolute ex-

actitude, the minute veracity of the

German official reports of the Zeppelin
raids which previously the English
papers had conspired to impugn. We
give the precise words :

" There is, we fear, every reason
to anticipate a barren season for the

East Coast resorts, usually so popular.
From Margate and Ramsgate, right

up through Lowestoft, Yarmouth,
Cromer and Cleethorpes to Scarbor-

ough and Whitby, they have, it can-
not be denied, been badly hit by the

Zeppelin raids."

The italics are ours. Note them
well, for they are the measure of Eng-
lish turpitude. When, after our shat-

tering and .comprehensive raids had
occurred, one by one, always with such

devastating fury and precision, our re-

ports announced that these very towns
had been "

badly hit
"
(mark the phrase!),

the English Press once more accused
us of perversion and dissimulation.

How right we were is now proved. In
fact it seems that we understated the

case, for we gather that a very large
number of East Coast towns have been

badly hit by our irresistible machines of

retribution far more than we knew.

If we wait long enough we shall

doubtless find somewhere in an English
paper the verification of other of our

claims, which at the time were treated

with contempt such, for example, as

the glorious destruction of Liverpool
and Manchester by bombs from the sky.
All that we need is a little patience.

CHERCHEZ LES TABLEAUX;
Oit, THE CULPRIT A LA MODE.

DURING the trial of George Smith
for obtaining the sum of five hundred

pounds by means of a forged cheque, it

was proved that the prisoner spent a

portion of the money in the purchase of

a ninepenny admission to a local cinema.

The learned judge, speaking with con-

siderable warmth, observed that he

hoped the Press would make a careful

note of that fact. It entirely confirmed
a belief he himself had long held,

namely, that the existence of such

places afforded a temptation to wrong-
doing that was nothing short of a

public menace. He only wished that

he had power ~to sentence the pro-

prietor. (Applause.)

During the hearing of a petition for

breach of promise of marriage, evidence

was given that the behaviour of de-

fendant had changed since he witnessed

the performance of a certain film en-

titled,
" Mr. Quiverful keeps House."

Mr. Dodge, KG. (for the plaintiff)

put in a scenario of tho film, showing
that it represented the troubles of a

paterfamilias forced to look after a

crowd of children, pacify indignant
servants, and the like. It was unques-
tionable that such an exhibition might
produce a very serious effect upon a

timid and impressionable bachelor.

His Lordship. It is perfectly mon-
strous that such things should be

tolerated.

Counsel, continuing, said he believed

that there was also introduced a mother-
in-law. At this point the jury stopped
the case, and awarded the plaintiff
three thousand pounds damages.

Arrested on a charge of severely

wounding a neighbour with a shot-

gun, a prisoner at Birmingham pleaded
that he had been led astray by a visit

paid to a picture-house, where films of

cowboy life were being exhibited. It

was true that his parents were botli

doing time, and he had two uncles

in an asylum, but he attributed his

own downfall entirely to the pernicious
influence of the cinema.

The Judge. I am glad you appreciate
that fact.

Counsel for the defence here stated

that the victim was now ascertained to

have been a writer of picture-plays.

The Judge. Why didn't you say so

before ? That entirely alters the com-

plexion of the case. I am not sure

that the prisoner has not rendered a

public service.

By direction of his Lordship the

charge was subsequently amended to

one of using firearms without a licence,

and, a nominal fine having been im-

posed, the accused left the dock amid

general congratulations.

SONNET TO A YOUNG ASS.

(On hearing it correctly imitate the hoot

of a motcr-horn.)
" Poon little foal of a despised race

"

Thus in an earlier day a poet broke
Into blank verse about thee, and awoke

Compassion for thy patient, pleading
face.

But time thy ancient burden of disgrace
Has ta'en away long since, and, though

in joke
Sometimes we may address thee as

" the moke,"
No more we seek thy service to debase.

For thou art changed, O much-endur-

ing ass !

No longer scorned but honoured in our

day,
When an entire and influential class

Our politicians emulate thy bray ;

Whilst thou, in bland reciprocal salute,

Hast tuned thy note to mock the

motor's hoot.

"Tho balloon immediately began to drift

over the enemy's lines. Although he threw
his rifle, field glasses, and everything movable

overboard, the balloon went still higher."
Continental Daily Mail.

Well, what did he expect ?

" APPRENTICE. Smart Lad to learn up-to-
date business

;
must ba mechanically bent."

Lirerpool Eclut.

The simple plan of putting him across

your knee will not suffice.

From a review of Sir CHARLES WALD-
STEIN'S Aristodcmocracy in an evening

paper :

"That, however, is only a side-issue in a
volume which treats the provident questions
of politics with perfect humility and with
much persecution. It is a book which, as we

began by saying, deserves a much better title."

Some people might even say that it

deserved a better reviewer.

The Chalmers Invasion.

With Sir ROBERT CHALMERS as the

new Irish Under- Secretary and Sir

MACKENZIE CHALMERS (no relation) as

one of the members of the Commission
of Enquiry into tho Rebellion, Ireland

no doubt will find another grievance,

singing :

How happy could I bo with either,
Wore t' other dear Chalmers away 1
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Expert in Military Matters. "HE SAID HE WAS AN ORFICER ; BUT I KNEW HE WASN'T, cos HB HADS'T A BUSTER BROWN BELT ON."

THE WATCH DOGS.
XT,.

MY DEAR CHARLES, The weather
has changed and War has resumed a

less uncomfortable aspect. The last I

heard of our friend Persius Adolphus
(now promoted to the giddy heights of

Second-Lieutenant, but still referred

to, in the privacy of the traverse, as
" Perse ") he was living al fresco in his

little bit of trench, leading the sinful

life with a pot of pdtA de foie gras
in the one hand and the latest number
of La Vie Parisienne in the other. It

takes a lot of H.E. to distract a man's
attention from these luxuries, which

goes to show that, if at times it is a

short life, it is in spring a merry one,
and a twenty-franc note will in these

parts provide a man witli all the most

extravagant pleasures of the idle rich

for a month.
To the officer in the trench, Battalion

Headquarters, a few hundred yards to

the rear, is a veritable pleasaunce far

removed from the din and worry of

battle. To the C.O. and his satellites,

putting up with their dangers and
discomforts for a noble cause, Brigade
Headquarters, a mile down the road, is

a palace of safety and ease, where any
man but a fool of a Brigadier would
remain. To the Brigade Staff, grimly
holding on in its rough and perilous
fortress, the Divisional villa is the
ideal of quiet residences. To the Divi-

sional Staff, suffering silently, the

Corps Chateau is all that a man could

ask in the way of handsome furnished

apartments. And to the Corps Staff it

is ever a matter of surprise that its

miserable hovel can be contemplated
without a blush by the Army Staff,

revelling, as the latter does, in every
modern convenience. The Army Staff

says nothing but thinks bitterly of

those at G.H.Q., and by the time it

gets to the War Office I couldn't tell

you what the grouse is or whose the

envied lot. The real wallower out

here is, if we all did but know it, some
little known and unobtrusive C.O. of

some special company, with a village
to himself, half-a-dozen chateaux to

choose from, more motors than he
knows what to do with, and, wickedest
and worst, a real bath to wash in.

Be that as it may, the eyes of all rest

upon the same unwarlike pictures torn

from the same least bellicose journal.
From dug-out to palace, faded walls are

decorated with the same three-colour

process divinities, whose expressions
are as arch as arch and whose clothing
is typical of the wonderful economy of

the French. Through the clamour of

bursting shells or the din of the

military typewriter, turning out its

thousand " Pass Memos." to the hour,
these fair Parisiennes continue to smile

unperturbed, until some officer, callous

rather than modest, hides their bright
blue eyes and bright red cheeks under
a pile of official telegrams relating .to

picks and shovels, gas protectors and
other sordid and unromantic matter.

Meanwhile the motor lorries creep

demurely along the country lanes,

coming nobody knows whence, going
nobody knows whither. Now and
then they will pause in a convenient

ditch, rubbing their wheels briskly in

the mud to restore the circulation. A
less restful sight is the military car,

proceeding at a pace never exceeding

twenty kilometres per hour, the occu-

pants of which have also, these days,

adopted the three-colour process, a

sure sign that we are winning. For-

tune favours the brave, and the light-

ning despatch-rider as often as not

will pass through the lot, with the loss
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LEST WE FORGET.
"Comlcd-out" Gentleman (to pal, also about to be called up). "WHAT ABOUT 'AVIN' OUR nioios TOOX?

TO-MORROW, AND I SHOULD LIKE TO FEEL I 'AD SOME RECORD OP WHAT I'VE LOOKED LIKE."
WE SHALL BE IN KHAKI

of little more than a couple of limbs

and half-a-dozen spare parts. Even
so, he will not omit to salute you, as

you stand off the road, a sight which
has a peculiar thrill of its own, since

the salute of a motor cyclist consists

in his looking fixedly in one direction

and proceeding recklessly in another.

You cannot help appreciating his

courtesy, but in your more nervous
moments you can't help wishing he
wouldn't do it.

By way of contrast to the business
of it all is- the light-blue Gendarme,
unaffected by the entourage of war,

ambling peacefully where he will,

greeting all and sundry with an expan-
sive smile and growing momentarily
ruddier and more fat in his happy face.

It is his work in life to get in nobody's
way and do no man any harm

;
it is

his pleasure to wear upon his head a

helmet of the truest steel, of a type
created to ward off hostile shrapnel,
but worn by him for the same good
reason for which a miller wears a

white hat. I count amongst the best

of my newly-found friends a certain

chef of this merry and bright escadron.

An ex-Cavalry Officer, he fought

through the earlier stages of the War, !

undaunted by many misadventures. !

Since he took to the less hazardous

pastime of commanding .gendarmerie,
he has found life not so precarious, may
be, but a good deal more intricate.

He will tell you, if you ask him, the

story of the sacred civilian automobile
which he once ventured to stop in

order to satisfy himself as to its con-

tents. He did not recognise any sig-

nificant halo surrounding it, though
this should have been discernible even
in the cloud of dust acjompanying it.

Ho had his written instructions to see

that the credentials of all who drove

through his zone should be en regie.

Simple and ingenuous as he then was,
written instructions were enough for

him. The car approached him menac-

ingly, but he stood his horse in the
middle of the road and signed to it to

stop. The car hooted with hoarse and
defiant anger, and a sinister bowler hat
was seen and angry words were heard '<

at the window. None the less he

stopped it at the risk of his life, and in

his best manner (always a nice one)
demanded credentials.

In wartime, one may interfere with

Jupiter and be forgiven, but my Com-
mandant had gone too far. He was

lucky to find himself, at the conclusion

of the correspondence, severely admon-
ished and in receipt of an order to

place himself under arrest for six days

(which he did, choosing six wet ones).
The car contained a Deputy, no less.

The Commandant clings to the child-

like belief that we manage these things
better in England. What would have

happened, he asked me, if he had been

a British officer and the object of his

attention merely a Member of Parlia-

ment ?
"
Merely," indeed ! I answered

that the thing simply couldn't be con-

ceived as happening with us. Our

soldiers, I admitted, were amongst the

bravest of the brave, but I had never

yet met one reckless enough to dream
of obstructing the slightest whim of a

politician.

Meanwhile, Charles, don't forget to

forward to me, day by day, the Official

Communique from the Irish Fi'ont.

Yours ever, HENKY.

Shakspeare on Daylight Saving.
" It shall be what o'clock I say it is."

Taming of the Shrew, Act iv. Sc. 3.
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THE GOLDEN MOMENT.
ERIN (to Mr. REDMOND and Sir EDWARD CABSON).

" COME, MY FRIENDS, YOU 'RE BOTH
IRISHMEN; WHY NOT BURY THE HATCHET IN THE VITALS OF THE COMMON
ENEMY?"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

PAKLIAMENTARY PILADEX THE LATEST GAME AT WESTMINSTER.
INTEODUCED TO MESSRS. BALFOUR AND TENNANT BY MESSRS. CHURCHILL, JOYNSON-HICKS AND PEMBEIITON-BILLING.

Monday, May 15tlt. The continued
absence of Mr. ASQUITH is causing
much speculation in the Lobbies.

Will the new Irish Privy Councillor

come back from Dublin, like Lord
BEACONSFIELD from Berlin, bringing
peace with honour in his pack? Or will

he, as so many British, statesmen have
done before, find the inherited hostility
of Irishmen to one another an insuper-
able obstacle? An hon. and learned Na-
tionalist was not encouraging. "When,"
he was asked,

" were the seeds of this

trouble sown '?

" " When STHRONGISOW
;

came to Ireland," was the answer. '

" And when do you think it will

be over '?

"
persisted . the questioner. ;

" When the world 's at an end."
Last Session Mr. KING was easily

the champion of Question-time. But !

this year, thanks to the Sinn Feiners,
Mr. GINNELL is coming up with a rush.

Mi 1

. KING lias however one consola-

tion. Mr. GINNELH. rarely extracts

much information from Ministers
;

often it is nothing more than " There
is no foundation for the allegation con-

tained in the question." Whereas his

rival, whose queries cover a much
wider field, frequently elicits important
facts. Like the rest of the world he
lias been puzzled by the coloured tabs

now so commonly seen on officers'

tunics. What did they mean? Mr.

TENWANT for once was communicative.
"I think," he said,

"
gresn stands for

intelligence." Mr. KING is now more

regretful than ever that he is over mili-

tary age ; the green badge would just
suit Ins mental complexion.
Ever since the Military Service Bill

came under discussion the public gal-
leries have been full of men in khaki.

As it seems difficult to believe that

their presence is due to the intrinsic

fascination of debates, which have been
for the most part insufferably dull, an-

other theory has been started. Should
the opponents of the Bill become too

obstructive and threaten its passage,
will these doughty warriors leap over
the barriers, drop down on to the floor

of the House (in the manner already
made historic this Session) and execute
a new " PRIDE'S Purge "?
A rather unkind trick was played

upon the Simonites by Mr. BARNES.
He has a good deal of influence with
the Government nowadays, and when
he delivered an eloquent defence of con-

scientious objectors, describing them
as the men who kept the spiritual fires

burning, there were high hopes that
he was going to secure an enlargement
of the loopholes in the Bill. But as

he went on to explain that his remarks

only applied to genuine cases and had

nothing to do with the shoal of frauds

who had discovered a conscience within

the last month or two, the enthusiasm

i

below the Gangway fell so suddenly
that you could almost hear it drop.

Tuesday, May 16tk. To invite the

I House of Lords to go in for daylight
! saving is rather like carrying coals to

Newcastle. The Peers habitually set

Jan excellent example in this respect.
No matter what the importance of the

subject under consideration they almost
, invariably manage to conclude its dis-

cussion before the dinner-hour.

Some of Lord LANSDOWNE'S friends

are beginning to fear that association

with wicked Radicals like Lord CEEWE
is having a deteriorating effect upon his

political faith. They were shocked to

j
hear him allude almost disparagingly to

I

the innate conservatism of the national

temperament, which put Greenwich
mean time on the same level as the

Thirty-nine Articles. He even spoke
disrespectfully of the sun, to the marked

disapproval of that other shining light,
Lord SALISBURY.

In the Commons the Simonites made
a determined effort to get the minimum
age raised from 18 to 19. But Mr. LONG
was obdurate, though lie promised that,

subject to exceptional military neces-

sity, no conscript should be sent abroad
till he was 19. Eventually the Bill

passed its Third Reading by 250 to 35.
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A characteristically bitter speecli

from Mr. SNOWDEN evoked an appro-

priate retort from Sir ARTHUR MARKHAM.

Observing tbat tho Hon. Member bad

been against the War throughout, he

charged him with "
making vitriolic

spc.-cbcs and dropping acid drops in

every direction." Mr. SNOWDEN (re-

membering the case of Mr.JonN BURNS)

may think himself lucky if he is not

known as "The Acid Drop" for the

rest of bis political career.

]\'i'ihifnil(ii/. May lltli. The Sum-
mer Time Bill passed into law to-day, in

spite of the gloomy prognostications of

Lord BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH. He fore-

saw the time when the Committee of

Privileges might be called upon to pro-
nounce a new judgment of SOLOMON on

the question whether a peerage should

go to a boy born at 2.50 A.M. on

October 1st or to his twin-brother,

born actually half-an-hour later, but

according to statutory time half-an-hour

before.

While the Lords were illuminating
tho daylight the Commons were en-

gaged in ventilating the air. The pre-
sent administration of the Flying
Services was severely criticised by Mr.

JoYNSON-HicKS, who wanted an Air

Minister not Lord CURZON, but " some-
one with a reputation to lose." Mr.
TENNANT promptly announced that the

ex-Viceroy of India would be President

of the new Air Board.

Colonel CHURCHILL launched into a

lengthy history of tho Air Services,

from which we gathered that but

for the exertions of a former First Lord,
who used to divert money voted for

hospitals and coastguard stations to

the building of aeroplanes, the country
would have had no aerial defences when
the War broke out. He joined in the

demand for an Air Ministry. In fact, he

had himself proposed, it to the PRIME
MINISTER a year ago. It is possible
that he even indicated a suitable person
to fill the post.

Before the War it was sometimes
said of Lord HUGH CECIL that his

Parliamentary speeches were too much
up in the clouds. Since he has taken to

exploring those regions as a member
of tho Eoyal Flying Corps, that criti-

cism no longer applies. In a severely

practical speech he flatly contradicted

the accusations that had been made
against our Air Service, and boldly
claimed that it was the most efficient

in the world.

After that, Mr. BONAR LAW had a

comparatively easy task in persuading
the House to give the new Air Board
a fair trial. In reference to the fears

that had been expressed as to the

powers to be accorded to its President
he drily remarked that from his

DIGNITY AND IMPUDENCE;
OR, THE RIVAL COMMISSIONAIRES.

experience in the Cabinet he did not
think Lord CUKZON would be found

lacking in personality.
All through the afternoon Mr. PEM-

BERTON-BiLLiNG had been popping up
with questions, intei'jections and points
of order. Now he rose to continue the

debate, but Members had apparently
had enough of him for one day. After

a few minutes he suffered the most

inglorious fate that can befall a Parlia-

mentary crusader. One by one his

audience melted away, until there was
not enough left to make a House.
" P. B." was counted out.

Thursday, May 18th. Lord LANS-
DOWNS at least is not afraid of the

new Order in Council prohibiting
reference to Cabinet proceedings. In
answer to complaints of the delay in

introducing Compulsory Service be
told the old story of the widow who
married a widower, and complained to

a friend that " his children are al.vays

fighting with my children and frighten-

ing our children." That, he implied,
was what went on in the Coalition.

The Commons enjoyed a pretty little

:luel between two old friends. Ex-
Professor HEWINS delivered a long
lecture on elementary economics, lead-

ing up to the conclusion that we could

not beat the Germans without an im-

mediate dose of Tariff Reform. The
House, expecting an equally solemn
defence of Free Trade from the CHAN-
CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, was
at once surprised and delighted when
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN rose to reply.

Though tied to the Tariff movement
"
by my heart-strings as well as by my

head," he thought it would be impru-
dent to embark on it at this moment.
After the War it would very likely meet
with general consent. Mr. HEWINS
must have felt like Alice with "jam
yesterday, and jam to-morrow, but

never jam to-day."
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"RECOLLECT THAT MIGHT YOU AN 1 ME AN* OLE TuBNIPTOPS WIV 'IS MOUTH-ORGAN IN THE WlIITECHAPEL ROAD ?
" NOT 'ARP I DON'T."

"WELL, 'OW DID THAT TUNE GO?"

THEIR SCRIBES AND PHARI-
SEES.

[It is reported that the citizens of Berlin
are agitated about the serious difficulty that
has arisen with regard to the removal of

(lust. A Berlin journal has championed their

cause.]

I LOVE to catch such bits of local colour

As hide awhile the lurid hues of war,
And paint the fatuous Hun an even

duller

Fool than we took him for.

I love to seize on every source of humour
That gives black care a very welcome

shove
I like, I mean to say, the sort of rumour

Recited up above.

Berlin, you see, has grown of late so

gritty
That half the pop. is troubled to the

quick,

Finding the dust of that unwholesome

city
Is just a bit too thick.

Well, I have read about some other

grumblers
With curious similarity of soul

Who left untouched the gnats that

thronged their tumblers,
But drank their camels whole.

So here your Hun, denouncing this

condition

Of his uncleanly city's upper crust,

Flatly declines to have his earthly vision

Clogged witli material dust,

Yet, all unconscious of the draught he's

taking,
Swallows the stuff in pharisaic wise

With which his rulers have for years
been making
A dustbin of his eves.

DAYLIGHT SAVING.
A NUESEEY VIEW.

LAST Sunday morning an hour was
lost. The children had been discussing
the question beforehand.

" Where will it go ?
"
asked one.

" I suppose the fairies will take it,"

said Joyce.

"Perhaps it will go behind the

clock," said another.
"
Well, I '11 tell you what I 'd like to

do," said Joyce deliberately.
" I 'd like

to get up in the middle of the night,
when the hour is going to be lost, and

put on my dressing
- gown without

waking Nannie, and go out into the

garden and see for myself how they lose

it. It 's sure to he about somewhere."
;

" You couldn't," said one of the
\

others. " Nannies always sleep so that

they wake up at once if you move.
You 'd never get up without her know-

ing."
"
Well, why do they want to lose it?"

asked Joyce, realising that the last

argument was unanswerable and so

darting off on to a new train of

thought altogether.
" Because they.'ll save a lot of other

hours that way. And then, you see, if we
get up earlier we shan't have to pay the

pennies for gas and electric light, and
all those pennies can go to help Daddy
win the War."

"
Yes, but where will the hour be

gone ?
"

And so we came back to the beginning
again.

There was a long pause.
"
Well," concluded Joyce, on a note

of finality, "it's a very good plan
anyway."
That settled it.

" ME. BIRRELL'S
REBELLION
REVELATIONS."

" Westminster Gazette" Contents Bill.

But in justice to the late CHIEF SEC-
RETARY it shoxild be said that the

Sinn Feiners also had a hand in it.
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P.C'. O'Leary.
" MOVE ON THERE, AND DON'T BE OBSTHBUCTISO IKE THOROUGHFARE! ''

Interested Spectator.
" WOT 'ABM AM I DOIN' OP?"

P.C. O'Leary.
" SURE IP EVERY WAN wos TO STAND IN THE WAN PLACE, HOW WOULD THE REST GO BY?"

THE QUARTERMASTER.
A WORD OF ADVICE TO NEW OFKICEHS.

How delicate must be the young man's dealings
With those who hold the regimental reins ;

How sensitive he finds the Major's feelings,
How constantly the Adjutant complains;

Yet any youth of reasonable phlegm
Should be at ease with some at least of them,
But, mind you, there is only one Q.M.,

And he, I think, requires the greatest pains.

For he provides his own peculiar terrors,
His own pet penalties, his special scores ;

He little recks your mere strategic errors,
He marks unmoved the feeblest kind of fours ;

"Tis naught to him how Private Thompson shoots,

Only he must not wear civilian boots ;

And all the officers may act like brutes
If they commit no sin against the Stores.

Then, like tho octopus, that all day dallies
In loathly caverns, loving not the sun,

Till prying trespassers provoke his sallies,

He waddles forth and gives the culprit one ;

Unrolls, like tentacles, by fold and pleat,
Some hoary form, some long-forgot receipt,
And stamps the fellow liar, thief and cheat

There is no argument ; the man is done.

And evermore, however slight the caper,
His name, his credit in the Stores is black ;

If ho but supplicate for emery-paper,
Or seek small articles his soldiers lack,

He will be lucky if they fail to look

His record up in some avenging book,
And say, "I thought-as much the man who took

A bar of soap and never brought it back."

Be careful, then, and court the man's compassion ;

Note how the gods, in old Olympian years,
Would woo Hephaestus's, that used to fashion

Stout shields and suchlike for his godly peers ;

How upstart deities, who feared not Zeus
And gave Poseidon something like abuse,

Approached him sweetly and were quite profuse,
Lest he be cross and serve them out no spears.

Nor in the trenches should your tact diminish,
For there, still stern with casual issue notes,

He will determine when the food must finish,

And stint his rum to undeserving throats ;

And what if in some struggle he should say,
" Look here, this battle can't go on to-day ;

You '11 get no hand-grenades, no S.A.A.,
Till Simpson signs for. all those overcoats"?

Mormouism in England ?

"A Minister's Wives' Meeting will be held at Whitefield's, Totten-
ham Court Road."
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FROM THE FRONT.
" HURRAH !

"
I said,

" I 've got a letter from the Front."
" Well done !

"
said Franccsca. " Who 's it from ?

"

" From Walter. It 's not a very long one."

"That doesn't matter a bit. The great thing is to have

one from the Front, even if ib 's only to thank you for a

pair of socks."
" Mine 's better than that," I said. " It runs into nearly

two pages."
"Yes," she said, "but it doesn't tell you much, now

does it ?
"

"
No, to tell you the truth it doesa't. They 're under an

honourable obligation, you know, not to reveal things."
"Poor boys! It isn't much a Second-Lieutenant could

reveal, is it. There's nothing said in your letter about

Sir DOUGLAS HAIG having called Walter up to Head-

quarters
" You mustn't say Headquarters ; you must say G.H.Q.

if you want to impress people."
" I 'm not talking to people ;

I 'm talking to you. There's

nothing said in your letter, is there, about Walter having
been asked by Sir DOUGLAS HAIG to draw up a plan for

the Big Push?"
"
No, there isn't ;

but Walter would draw up a dozen if

he were asked. He 's that sort."
" Don't talk about my first cousin once removed in that

flippant way."
" I 'm not."
" You are, and it 's most ungrateful of you."

"Ungrateful?"
"
Yes, ungrateful. He 's written you a letter that you '11

be able to chat about for a fortnight. I can hear you
mentioning it to your train-friends, Major Boger^ and
Dr. Apthorpe. You '11 bring it in in a careless kind of

way;
' I 've had a letter,' you '11 say,

' from a chap at the

Front, a cousin of my wife's, and he tells me they 're ex-

pecting a move now at any moment.' Then they '11 both

say,
'

Ah,' as if they didn't think much .of your chap, and
each of them will produce a chap of his own with some

highly private information about the CROWN PEINCE having
been taken to a lunatic asylum in a motor-car so heavily
iron-clad that nobody could see who was inside, but he
was recognised by his shrieks ;

and Dr. Apthorpe will cap
it all with some cock-and-bull story about German ships
having bombarded one another in the Canal last week. And
so you "11 get to London."

"
Francesca," I said,

"
you are a holy terror. How do

you know all these things? You have never travelled to

London with Major Boger and Dr. Apthorpe, and yet
you 're able to misrepresent them as if you 'd heard them
speak every day of your life. It 's wonderful."

" Clever fellow," said Francesca
;

" we won't pursue the

question of your boastings. They 're innocent enough, I

dare say. Let me hear what Walter actually does say in

his letter."
"
Well," I said,

" he doesn't actually say very much.
The weather is fine, he says, and his particular lot have
been having rather a slack time lately. There was a

stampede of horses last week, but his Battery was not
involved in it, and would I mind sending him a packet or
two of chocolate, some strong brown boot-laces and a briar-

root pipe, he having broken his last one, and he 's never
felt fitter in his life, and anybody who wants to know
what health is had better come out to France at once.

That 's about all
;
but you can read it for yourself." I

handed it over to her and she skimmed through it.

"I'll tell you what," she said, "I strongly advise you
not to show this letter about."

" I certainly shall show it," I said,
" but only to friends."

"
Well," she said,

" I wouldn't even do that, unless you
want to get Walter into trouble."

" What nonsense !

"
I said. " It 's the most discreet and

honourable letter I ever received."

"Yes," she said, "but it's so cheerful. If certain news-

papers got hold of it there wouldn't be any peace for

Second-Lieutenant Walter Carlyon. He 'd be told he was
like all other Englishmen he didn't take a serious view of

the War. Then they 'd say that he was one of the men
who were responsible for the French not understanding us,
and for the Russians failing to appreciate our efforts, which,
indeed, could hardly be called efforts at all, and for the
Italians despising us as we deserved to be despised for

tolerating such a Government as we were afflicted with
and lots more of the same sort, all because poor Walter
doesn't go about in a state of perpetual gloom, as if he

expected the whole of Great Britain to be sunk into the
sea the next minute."

"Francesca," I said, "your warmth is excusable, and
there 's a good deal in what you say, but I shall show
Walter's letter all the same."

"
Well," she said,

" when the storm bursts I shall let him
know whom he's got to thank for it."

"I shall write to him," I said, "and warn him to write

a really pessimistic letter next time, so that I may show it

to influential people and get his name up."
" It '11 bo no good," she said. " Walter isn't one of that

sort. He 's cursed with a profound and unreasoning belief

in his country, and, being an Englishman, he'll go to his

grave if necessary believing that England is bound to win
the War."
"And, by Jove," I said, "I thoroughly agree with him."
"
Yes," she said, "and so do I, but it doesn't do to say so

to everybody nowadays." E. C. L.

SPEED THE PLOUGH: A COUNTRY SONG.
As I was a-walking on Chilbolton Down
I saw an old farmer there driving to town,

A-jogging to market behind his old grey,
So I jumped up beside him, and thus he did say :

" My boy he be fightin', a fine strappin' lad,

I gave he to England, the one boy I had ;

My boy he be fightin' out over the foam,
An' here be I frettin' an' mopin' at home.
" But if there be times when 'tis just about hard
Wi'out his strong arm in the field an' the yard,

Why, I plucks my old heart up an' flicks the old grey,
An' this is the tune that her heels seem to say :

" ' Oh the hoof an' the horn, the roots an' the corn,
The flock in the fold an' the pigs in the pen,

Eye-grass an' clover an' barns brimmin' over,

They feed the KING'S horses an' feed the KING'S men I

'

" Then I looks at my furrows to see the corn spring
Like little green sword-blades all drawn for the KING ;

An' 'tis
' Get up, old Bess, there be plenty to do

For old chaps like me an' old horses like you.
" ' My boy be in Flanders, he 's young an' he 's bold,

But they will not have we, lass, for we be too old,

So step it out lively an' kip up your heart,
For you an' me, Bess, be a-doin" our part
" ' Wi' the shocks an' the sheaves, the lambs an" the

beeves,
The ducks an' the geese an' the good speckled hen,
The cattle all lowin', the crops all a-growin",
To feed the KING'S horses and feed the KING'S men.'

"
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THE GREAT GAME.
Subaltern (wounded four times at Gallipoli, about to rejoin after four months' sick leave).

Sluypwalker. "TRENCH DAGGER? CERTAINLY, SIR. You '

CAN I GET A TRENCH DAGGER HERE?"
GET THAT IS THE SPORTS DEPARTMENT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.')

EXCEPT by keen politicians the fourtli volume of Mr-
BUCKLE'S Life of Benjamin Disraeli (MUBRAY) may be

found a little dull in comparison with its predecessors.
That is not the fault of the biographer, who has done his

best with a vast mass of somewhat dry material, but
could not make this portion of his record so enthralling as

that which preceded it or wo may confidently hope that

which will follow it. In 1855 DISRAELI had arrived at

respectability, but had not yet attained power. The Con-
servative Party recognised that he was indispensable, but
continued to withhold its full confidence, with the result

that, although his brain still teemed with the great schemes
formed in his hot youth, he had to defer their practical

accomplishment and to devote himself to educating his

party and its titular leader, Lord DERBY, for the day when
the swing of the pendulum might give it a majority in the
House of Commons. Only one great triumph came to him

during these years in the wilderness. DISRAELI had never
visited India, but, owing perhaps to his Eastern ancestry,
he had a truer intuition of Oriental needs than most

contemporary statesmen
;
and it was fortunate that it

fell to him in 1858, during one of the brief periods
when the Conservatives held office on sufferance, to carry
the Bill which transferred the government of India
from "John Company" to the Crown. The principles
which he then laid down, and which eighteen years later

he carried a stage further in the Imperial Titles Act, justify
Mr. UrcKLK in claiming tho Coronation Durbar of 1911 as

"the logical conclusion of Disraeli's policy." Apart from
this one episode the volume is mainly concerned with the

reconstruction of the Conservative party
" at about the

pace of a Tertiary formation" with which DISRAELI'S

voluminous correspondence with Lord DERBY was mainly
concerned. Happily he had other correspondents, and,

though too self-conscious to be a perfect letter-writer, he
could be playful enough when writing to his wife or to

Mrs. BRYDGES-WILLIAMS. In this volume Mr. BUCKLE
has given us a careful portrait of the Politician DISRAELI

;

in his next we look to see a little more of the Man.

It is probable, I think, that you will not have turned

many pages of Brenda Walks On (!!UTCHINSON) before

being struck by a certain pleasing incongruity between its

matter and style. Sir FREDERICK' WEDMOHE is such an
artist in words, so punctilious in the niceties of their

employment, that to find him writing a story of modern

stage-life, and using for it with, as it were, a certain

delicate deliberation phrases peculiar to the jargon of

the class of which it treats, gives one a series of small

shocks. It is like hearing slang from a Dean. As a matter
of fact, though, I was wrong in calling Brenda Walks On
a story. It is rather a disquisition about stage people,

stage art and life, and anything else whatever upon which
Sir FREDERICK wishes to talk at the moment, from the

beauties of the North-Eastern coast (the Scarborough part
of the book carried me back to the far-off days of Renuncia-

tions) to the treasures of Hertford House. Even Brenda's
chief suitor is capable of breaking off the avowal of his

love to deliver a few well-chosen remarks about theatrical
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rents and the hazards of management. This suitor, Pen/old,
is perhaps the nearest approach to an actual character

that the book contains. He was a writer of papers upon
the drama of whom the author observes,

" With a ready

pen, indeed, Heaven forbid that lie should have been cursed !

It was better to have a careful one, 'faithfully ordered,

allowing him to make sensible utterance of some part of

the knowledge and thought that were in him." Which,

Cliristina's Son (WELLS GARDNER) is a disarming book.

It overcomes criticism by the direct simplicity of its attack,

in which only later do you begin to suspect a concealed art.

Miss W. M. LETTS tells a tale that (you might say) lias

nothing in it
; nothing certainly at all sensational or

strikingly original. But this story of a middle-class North-

country woman grips the attention, and holds it, by some

done well. Although her characters play their part in the

War, she resists the temptation to smother them -with

V.C.'s and other decorations, and for this abstinence and
for Miss Gkctii'tjnd, a middle-aged spinster of shrewd sense
and humour, I warmly commend her. I confess myself in

love with Miss Chetwynd and should dearly like to hear
her candid opinion of The Secret Sympathy. But I feel

sure that, if she smiled a little at the wonderfulness of it

by a happy coincidence, is exactly my verdict upon the all, her final verdict would be as benevolent as mine,

author's method in this graceful causerie.

Mr. RICHARD MAHEE'S The Shepherd of the North

(MACMILLAN) looks a little like one of those rather elaborate

Catholic tracts in form of a novel of which we have so

many classic examples. Mi/r. Winthrop, the Bishop of

Alden, way up in the Adirondacks, was indeed a noble old

fellow, somewhat given to long speeches, but with a great
heart in the right place, and wise and tolerant withal.

He was known and loved by the small farmers and

quality hard to define. Christina, as wife of a man whom ! lumber-men as The White Horse Chaplain for a deed of

she can never greatly love,

arid, later, as mother of

a son whom she adores

but only half understands,

becomes, for all her com-

monplace environment, a

figure that dwells in the

memory because of what

you feel to be its absolute

truth. The atmosphere of

the story is so crystal clear

that every detail of its

chief characters stands

out with the distinctness

of a landscape after rain.

And because, by all the

rules, these characters

should be so little inter-

esting, and the very pro-
vincial society in which
the thirty or so years of

the book pass is so en-

tirely undistinguished, you
are faintly astonished all

the way through (at least

I was) at not being bored.

I see that one critic lias

praised a previous story by Miss LETTS for its humour. I

should not have picked this out as a characteristic of

Christina's Son. Rather has it a certain gravity and sobriety
of aim, which in part explains its appeal; if there is humour
it is generally below the surface and never insisted upon.
There is a moment when its rather restrained style rises

suddenly to rare beauty, where the theme is old age ;
and

throughout there is a maturity of judgment in the writ-

ing that will make it perhaps less attractive to the young
than to those whose outlook has reached the same stae.

A FAVOURITE OF THE HALLS WAS
GREATLY PLEASED WITH THE NEW
POSTER OF HIMSELF

If I were to give away the plot of Miss MARY L.
PENDERED'S The Secret Sympathy (CHAPMAN AND HALL) I
think that you would sniff. It is not likely to cause ani-
mated discussion in intellectual circles. We are introduced
to a girl who, finding herself reduced from affluence to

poverty, takes a garage and runs it with success, and we
become acquainted with a chauffeur and a peer, and the
former turns out to be but that is just what I am not

going to tell you. If you want a book in which the hero is

a very perfect gentleman indeed and the villain really is a

villain, then here you are. Miss PKNDKRED'S scheme is not
too subtle, but what she has set out to do she lias done, and

valour done in his youth
in the Civil War. And he
carried that high quality
of courage into his work
of defending his people
against the machinations
of the U. & M. Railroad,
which swept down upon
them and stuck at nothing,
not arson on a Teuton
scale or judicial murder,
to get the prize it was
after valuable iron ore

in the hills through which
its track ran. However,
it was the Bishop's oar,

dexterously thrust in,

which finally won the

victory. There is a point
which puzzles me consi-

derably. The crisis of the

story turns on the secret

of the Confessional. A
young man is accused of

murder, and the Bishop,
his friend, has heard the

confession of the real mur-

derer, so that his lips are sealed. But his fiancee also un-

wittingly overheard the essential of the confession screamed

by the dying man. Mr. MAHER seems to think her bound by
the same sacred ties as the Bishop, even to the point of allow-

ing her lover to go to the chair because of her silence. But
is that sound moral theology? 1 should doubt it. I ought
to add that there 's nothing to shock the most sensitive

evangelical conscience, and quite a good deal to edify,

instruct and entertain.

A^

UNTIL HE CAME TO A HOARDING
WHERE THE EXIGENCIES OF SPACE
HAD PLAYED HAVOC WITH THE COM-
POSITION.

Overheard at a fashionable restaurant :

1st Guest. I read in one of the Sunday papers that

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN discovered the Daylight Saving Bill by
noticing that the sun shines the moment it rises, and not

several hours afterwards, as is popularly supposed.
2nd Guest. How interesting! By the way, FRANKLIN'S

body lias never been found since lie discovered the North Pole.

3rd Guest. No, poor fellow, although STANLEY went in

search of him.
1st Gncxt (corrcctintj). He found him right enough, but

FRANKLIN preferred to stop where he was. Bough on

STANLEY.
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CHARIVARIA.
A roNsciF.NTiors objector told tin-

Cambridge tribunal that ho could not

pass a butcher's shop without shudder-

ing. The suggestion that ho should

obviate the shudders by going inside

seems almost too simple a solution.
* *

According to a report of the com-

mittee appointed to investigate the

mailer, water is the best agent for

suppressing conflagrations caused by
bombs. It is not sugge-ted, however,

that other remedies now in use for the

purpose, such as the censorship of the

Press, should be completely abandoned.

\ccording to Keillor (whom we have

no reason to doubt) a campaign is now
|

being waged in German East Africa

against giraffes, which have been in-

conveniencing our telegraphic system

by scratching the wires with their

necks. It will be remembered that

the policy of using giraffes instead of

telegraph poles was adopted by the

War Ollico in the face of a strong

body of adverse opinion.
:': ;':

*
It is reported that, as the result of

the prohibition by Sweden of the ex-

portation of haddock, salmon, cleverly

disguised to resemble the former, are

being sold by unscrupulous fishmongers
in the Mile End Road.

An arsenal worker has pleaded for

exemption on the ground that he had

seven little pigs to look after, The
Tribunal however promised him that

in the German trenches he would find

as many full-grown pigs to look after

as the heart of man could desire.
1

x
" In showing how to use as little

meat as possible," says a contemporary
in the course of a review of the Thrift

Exhibition of the National School of

Cookery,
" a cook mixed the steak for

her pudding in with the pastry." This
is a striking improvement upon the

old-fashioned method of serving the

pastry by itself and mixing the steak

with the banana- fritters.

" A cricketer from the Front
"

(says?
an evening paper)

" believes a lot of

fellows would escape wounds if they
would watch missiles more carefully."
It would, of course, be better still if

there was a really courageous umpire
lo cry "No-hall" in all cases of objec-
tionable delivery. # *

Addressing the staff at SKLFRIDGK'S
on Kmpiro Day, Mr. GORDON SEL-
Fiuixii: said lie was glad that President

WILSON, " who had bad bis oar to the

Iletired Major (i<> irandicottt irlio lias claimed to hare .wen xerrice in tlic South African
\\'<v). "WRETCHED IMPOSTOR! THAT is AN INDIAN MUTINY IUDBON."

Mendicant. "LUMMK! Is IT!''

ground for a long time, had at last

seemed to realise that the American
nation was at heart wholly with the

principles that animated the Allies in

this world struggle." But why put his

ear to the ground to listen'.' Does he

imagine that the heart of the American
nation is in its boots?

The Lord Mayor of LONDON states

that he expects that within a couple
of years he will be able to reach his

estate, seventy miles from London, in

balf-an-hour by aeroplane. We hope

I

his prophecy may be realised, but we
cannot help wondering what would

happen if his aeroplane were to turn

turtle on the way.
:: :=

A legal point has been raised as to

whether a woman who, while attempt-

ing to kill a wasp, breaks her neigh-
bour's window is liable for damages.

Counsel is understood to have expressed
the view that, if the defendant had
broken plaintiff's window7 while tres-

passing through the same in pursuit
of the wasp, or had failed to give
the wasp a reasonabla opportunity of

departing peaceably, or if it could be

shown that the wasp had not previously
exhibited a ferocious disposition, then

judgment must be for the plaintiff.

1 1 ere in a circular letter from the Home
Office we find the sentence : The increase in

(

the number of juvenile offenders is mainly
caused by an increase of nearly 50 i>er cent,

in cases of larceny.' In ordinary human
language this only moans that nearly twice as

many children were caught thieving as in the

year before. But it would lie all that an
nth'cial's place \v;is worth to say so."

The Xiilion.

Certainly it would, if his duties re-

quired a knowledge of elementary
arithmetic.
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THE BRITISH DRAGON.
[The KAISF.K'S Chancellor, in an interview with I he American

I journalist. KAHL VON WIKOANB, accuses England of militarism, and

alleges that \\e pursued towards Germany a policy of envelopment

(Einkreisungspolitili).

THEY mocked us for a peaceftd folk,

A land that flowed with beer and chops ;

NAPOLEON (ere we had him broke)
Remarked our taste for keeping shops;

And WILLIAM, in his humorous way,

Thought that we must have all gone barmy
Because we joined so large a fray

With so absurdly small an army.

Opinions alter. Now it seems,

Under our outer rind, or peel,

Deep at the core of England's schemes

There lurked a lust for blood and steel ;

Ilcrr Bi-.THirANN-HoLLWEG he proclaims
The War was due to cur intrigue and

Expounds our militaristic aims

Into the ear of Herr YON WIKGAND.

We arc a dragon belching fire,

One of those horrors, spawned in hell,

Who come from wallowing in the mire

To crunch the innocent damosel ;

And when we 've nosed about and found

What looks to be a toothsome jawful
We call our mates and ring her round

With other dragons just as awful.

Prussia was ever such a maid ;

Pink-toed and fair and free from guile
She frolicked in the flowery glade,

Pursuing Culture all the while ;

Then, coached by GBEY, the monsters came,
And their behaviour (something horrid)

BETHMANN condemns, and brands the blame

Upon the premier dragon's forehead. O. S.

UNWRITTEN LETTERS TO THE KAISER.
No. XL.

(From a German.)

YES, and for the very reason that I am a German I am
speaking to you, so that you may know what one German
at least thinks of you and your deeds. For I know that

even where you sit walled about by your flatterers, ram-

parted against the intrusion of any fresh breath of criticism,

and protected by entanglements of barbed wire against any
hint of doubt as to your god-like attributes even there I

know that my voice shall in time reach you, and you shall

become aware that there is a German who dares to say of

you what millions of Germans think and soon will dare

to say.
You are the man, Sir, who by U word spoken in a season-

able moment might have forbidden the War, and this word

you refused to speak because, knowing your own prepara-
tions for war and those of the nations whom you forced

to be your enemies, you anticipated an easy and a swift

triumph. You believed that, after spending a few thou-

sands of men and a few millions of marks, victory would
he yours, and j ou would be able, as an unquestioned

conqueror, to dictate peace to those who had dared to

oppose you. And thus in a few months at the most you
would return to Berlin and pvance along the flower-

strewn streets at the head of your victorious and but

little-injured regiments. It is told of you that lately, when

you visited a great hospital crowded witli maimed and
shattered men, your vain and shallow mind was for a
moment startled by the terrible sight, and you murmured,
"It was not I who willed this." In part you were right.
You did not consciously will to bring upon your country
the suffering and the misery you have caused,- because

you were willing to take the gambler's chance; but in the

sight of God, to whom you often appeal, you will not

escape the responsibility for having steadily "thrust peace
and conciliation aside when, as I say, by one word you
might have avoided war.

Germany, you will say, is a great nation and cannot
brook being insulted and defied. Great Heaven, Sir, who
denied that Germany was great? Who wished to insult
or defy her? Not France, whose one desire was to live in

peace ; not Russia, still bleeding from wounds suffered at
the hands of Japan ; not England, still, as of old. intent on
her commercial development, though anxious, naturally
enough, for her Fleet

; not Italy, bound to you by a treaty
designed to guard against aggression. It is true that all

nations were becoming weary of a violent and hectoring
diplomacy, of a restless and jealous punctilio seeking out
occasions for misunderstandings and quarrels, and rushing
wildly from one crisis to another; hut under your direction
this intolerable system had been patented and" put in opera-
tion by Germany and by no other nation. It was as though
& parvenu, uncertain of his manners and doubtful as to his

reception, should burst violently into a salon filled with

quiet people and, having upset the furniture and thrown
the china ornaments about, should accuse all the rest of

treading on his toes and insulting him. So did Germany
act, and for such actions you, who had autocratic power

you, at whose nod Chancellors trembled you loved their

tremors and Generals quaked with fear must lie held

responsible. What low strain of vulgarity was it, what
coarse desire to bluster and rant yourself into fame and
honour, rather than to deserve them by a magnanimous
patience and a gentleness beyond reproach, that drove you
on your perilous way ? It was your pettiness that at the
last plunged you into the War.
And now that you have been in it for little short of two

years, how stands the Fatherland, and where are the visions

of easy and all but immediate victory ? Germany is bleed-

ing at every pore. Her soldiers are brave ; but to confirm

you on your throne you force them day by day to a slaughter
in which millions have already been laid low. That other
nations are suffering too is for mo no consolation. My
thoughts are centred on Germany, once so nobly great,
and now forced by a restless and jealous lunatic into a war
to which there seems no end.

I sign myself in deep sorrow, A GERMAN.

" The Mahogany Tree."

A correspondent writes to Mr. Punch :

" In this sea-

son's Printer's Pie your old friend and mine, Sir HKNHY
LUCY, speaks of ' " the old mahogany tree

"
in Bouverie

Street, under which THACKERAY for a while sat.' This

tantalising sidelight makes many of us pine for fuller in-

formation. Did the incident occur on some particular
occasion, or did the great novelist make a practice of this

engaging form of self-effacement ?
"

" At a camp in Essex Now Zealand troops joined with the local

school children in the celebrations. The men paraded and the New
/calami flag was saluted. Afterwards there was a march past; the

National Anthem, Kipling's
'

Recessional,' and 'Lest wo Forget'
were sung." The Timcx.

Mr. KIPLING seems to have got an encore.
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"You have heard mo speak of
tlicj

"At the station," she said suddenly
Ruritanian Relief Fund," she said in a in a low voice,

" news came that Ruri-IMCIDEIMT.
in the hall splendid off-hand tone.

A REGRETTABLE
Anno was standing

looking like nothing on earth. One of I "Frequently," I responded, but not
the reasons why I gave in to Anne and
married her was because of her repose.
She can look more tragic than BEHN-

HAKDT, but she never makes a noise.

In moments of domestic stress, as

when the six hens we had purchased
contributed one egg and that in the

next garden (date of birth unknown),
Anne assumes a plaintive srnile that

leaves the English language at the

post. When tbe cook, who wears a

frayed ulster ornamented with regi-
mental badges ranging from the Royal
Scots to the Brixton Cyclists, looked
on the wine and went further, Anne
did not blurt out crudi-

j

ties. Having shut the !

kitchen-door behind her,
she simply entered the
hall and walked smoothly
to the plate where any
persons who call may
leave cards. Already she
had soothed the house

;

and in that splendid si-

lence, that pursuit of the

commonplace, she had not

merely calmed my dread
of the scene that accom-

panies a cab and a consta-

ble, but had carolled, as it

were, to Ethel the nursery-
maid tilted over the second
floor banisters that all was
well, or nearly so.

Having stared gravely
at a dusty card, which we
all knew by heart, Anne
turned her face and, rais-

ing her eyebrows about
an eighth of an inch,

impatiently.
" It was, you remember, the only

possible fund when dear Lady Rogerson
hoird about the War. All the other
allied countries had been snapped up
there seemed for a while no chance, no

hope. Lady Rogerson was so brave.

She said to me at the time,
' My dear,

we will not give in wo have as much
right as anyone else to hold meetings
and ask for money.'

"

" And so yovi did, dear surely you
have been in the thick of it. Con-

stantly have I seen appeals forRuritania
in the Press."

tania was not even at war."
"
Monstrous," 1 cried. " Most mon-

strous."
" So we all came back, and Lady

Rogerson was so splendid and looked
so brave in her sombrero and brass
buttons. She explained how it was all

her own fault that old Colonel Smith
had muddled the names of the Allies,

and that we must be patient because
who knew what might or might not

happen in the future ? But would you
believe it, several of the Committee
said the most awful things about
Ruritania and poor Lady Rogerson,
and in the middle of it all the telephone
hell rang."

Boots (in Irish hotel). "I'VE FORGOTTEX, CAPTAIN, WHETHER YOU
WANTED TO BE CALLED AT BIX OB SEVEN."

Voice from within. "WHAT TIME is IT NOW?"
Boots. "

EIGHT, YER HONOUR."

Anne permitted herself a faint ges-
ture.

shrugged her shoulders very slightly
and passed on.

But on the present occasion there "
Everything was going so well," she

was, so far as I was aware, no domestic ' continued, dusting the shepherdess ab-
friction we had boiled the hens and stractedly.

" We had a splendid com-
I was, I admit, at a loss. mittee, and Lady Rogerson was leaving
"Come, Herbert," said Anne gently, for Ruritania with our Ladies' Coffee

Then I knew that we were bankrupt j

Unit this morning. They were going
I mean, of course, more bankrupt. I

J

to provide hot refreshment for the
knew that tbe Government, having i gallant mountaineers as they marched
crouched in leash, had sprung with a through their beautiful mountain passes
snarl upon the married man of forty- ! they have them, haven't they, Her-
five. jbert?"
We seated ourselves in Anne's room

j

"
They must have," I said hotly. It

just as persons do upon the stage,
j

was a nice state of affairs if they were
Anne, leaning against the shutter, : going to back out of the coffee on that
stared dreamily out of the window.

Tell me," I said.
preposterous ground.

' At the last moment," she sobbed,
Anne is a great artist. Elbe dabbed

J

and, dropping the shepherdess, was
at her cheeks but lightly, as though quite overcome. I was seriously con-

she scorned a tear smiled bravely at cevned for poor Anno, whose affection

me with moist eyes, and, walking to for the Ruritanians was only rivalled

the mantelpiece, adjusted a Dresden by her ignorance of where the blessed

shepherdess. country is.

"Ah," I said, with a

knowing look.

"And Lady Rogerson,
after a moment, laid down
the receiver, turned like

BOADICEA, and said in a

voice I shall never forgot,
" Ladies and gentlemen,
Ruritania declared war
this afternoon. If the

Coffee Unit starts imme-

diately they can catch the

night train."

Anne paused and made
a little cairn of broken
china on the mantelpiece.

" I 'in so glad," I said,

stroking her hand "so

glad. Lady Rogerson de-

served her triumph."
Anne made no comment

for a moment. When she

spoke her voice was poig-
nant.

" The Committee sang
the National Anthem,"

she resumed miserably,
" and we all

put on our Ruritanian flags. A vote

of confidence in dear Lady Rogerson
was passed amidst tremendous en-

thusiasm, and the Coffee Unit set off'

for the station."
" It must now be on its way," I

remarked briskly.

"No," said Anne, " never."
" But Ruritania?

"

Anne trailed to the door. She was a

wonderful artist in effects.

"Ruritania declared war "-

" I know, my dear you said so "-

"
Upon the Allies," added Anne, and

left the room.
It was, considering everything, a

rotten thing for Ruritania to do.

Our Helpful Critics.

"Browning's Sordello was literature --hut

not actable drama." Daily Chronicle.

The same remark applies to Paradise

Lost.
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THOUGHTS ON NEWSPAPERS.
I SWEAR that this article is not written

in the interests of the newspaper trade.

If it hears fruit the newspaper trade

will score, but that I cannot help. It

is written in the larger interests of

humanity and the sweeter life.

The situation briefly is this. One

paper is not enough for any house, and
some houses or families require many.
In the house in which I write, situate

in a foreign country, there are many
exiles from Pjngland and only one

paper, which arrives on the fourth day
after publication (thus making Wednes-

day a terrible blank), and sometimes
does not complete the round of readers

until to-morrow. The result is that a

bad spirit prevails. Normally open and
candid persons are found concealing
the paper against a later and freer

hour
; terminological inexactitude is

even resorted to in order to cover such

jackdaw -
hoardings ; glances become

covetous and suspicious.
All this could be obviated.

I remember hearing of a distin-

guished and original and masterful

lady (SARGENT has painted her) in the

great days, or rather the high-spirited

clays, of The Pall Mall Gazette when
verse was called Occ, and it was more
important that a leading article should
have a comic caption than internal

sagacity, and six different Autolyci
vended their wares every week who
had fifteen copies of the paper delivered

at her house every afternoon, and fif-

teen copies of The Times every morning,
so that each one of her family or guests
might have a private reading ; and she
was right.
A newspaper should be as personal

as a toothbrush or a pipe, otherwise
how can we tear a paragraph out of it

if we want to ? as my friend, Mr.
Blank, the historian, always does, for

that great sociological essay on which
he is engaged, entitled The Limit.
But the idea of having enough papers

for all has gained no ground. Even
clubs don't have enough. And as for

dentists !

Givers of theatre parties have been
divided into those who buy a pro-
gramme for each guest and those who
buy one programme for all ; and pro-
grammes, for some occult reason which
seems to satisfy the British ass, cost

sixpence each. Yet the enlightened
hosts of the first group will cheerfully
pack their houses with week-enders
and supply but one Observer for the lot.

Why?
The suggestion, even with war-time

economy as an ideal before us, is not
so mad as it sounds. Most of us
smoke more cigarettes than we need,

CTianaomatt. "PLEASE, MUM, I AIN'T COMING TO WORK HEBE NO MORE."

Mistress. "INDEED. How is THAT?"
Charwoman. "WELL, MY MAN'S EABNINO so MUCH NOW THAT THERE'S PLENTY

COMING IN. LAST WEEK WE WAS OBLIGED TO PUT SOME IN THE SAVINGS-BANK, AND
I'M AFRAID WE SHALL HAVE TO AGAIN THIS."

'

to an amount far exceeding the cost of

six extra morning papers.
The worst of it is that other people

can never read a paper for us. Most

people don't try ; they put us off.

If ever a La Rochefoucauld compiles
the sentcnticB of the breakfast-room he
must include such apophthegms as

these :

Even the most determined opponent
of journalism becomes alert and pre-
hensile on the arrival of the paper.
He is a poor master of a house who

does not insist upon the first sight of

the paper.

He is a poor master of a house who,
on being asked if there is any news

to-day, replies in the affirmative.

No papers require so much reading
as those with "

nothing in them."

He is a poor citizen who could not

edit a paper better than its editor.

Into what La Rochefoucauld would

say when he came to deal not with the

readers of papers but with papers

|

themselves, I cannot enter. That is a

different and a vaster matter. But cer-

tainly he should include this pen see:

He is a poor editor who does not

know more than the PRIME MINISTER.
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ABDUL: AN APPRECIATION.
I HEARD the shriek of an approach-

ing shell, something hit the ground
beneath my feet, and I went sailing

through the ether, to land softly on an
iron liospital cot in a small white-

walled room. There was no doubt
that it was a most extraordinary hap-

pening. On the wall beside me was a

temperature chart, on a table by my
bed was a goolah of water, and in

the air was that subtle Cairene smell.

Yes, I was undoubtedly back in Cairo.

Obviously I must have arrived by that

shell.

Then, as I was thinking it all out,

appeared to me a vision in a long white

galabieh. It smiled, or rather its

mouth opened, and disclosed a row of

teeth like hailstones on black garden
mould.

" Me Abdul," it said coyly ;

"
gotter'

givit you one wash."
I was washed in sections, and Abdul

did it thoroughly. There came a halt

after some more than usually strenuous

scrubbing at my knees. Mutterings of

"mushquais" (no good) and a wrinkled
brow showed me that Abdul was puz-
zled. Then it dawned on me. I had
been wearing shorts at Anzac, and
Abdul was trying to wash the sunburn
off my knees ! By dint of bad French,
worse Arabic, and much sign language
I explained. Abdul went to the door
and jodelled down the corridor,

" Mo-
haaaaamed, Achmed." Two other
slaves of the wash-bowl appeared,
and to them Abdul disclosed my maho-
gany knees with much the same air

as the gentleman who tells one the
fine points of the living skeleton on

Hampstead Heath. They gazed in

wonder. At last Achmed put his hand
on my knee. " This called ?

"
he asked.

"
Knee," I told him.
"
Yes," he said thoughtfully,

" this

neece Arabic ; this
"

(pointing to an
unsunburnt part of my leg)" Een-

gleesh."
Then the washing proceeded unin-

terruptedly.
" You feelin" very quais

(good)?" Abdul asked. I told him I

was pretty quais, but that I had been

quaiser.
" Ginral coinin' safternoon

and Missus," be informed me, and I

gathered that no less a person than
the Commander-in-Chief (one of them)
was to visit the hospital. And so it

happened, for about five o'clock there
was a clinking of spurs in the passage,
and the matron ushered in an affable

brass hat and a very charming lady.
In the background hovered several staff

officers. Suddenly their ranks were
burst asunder and Abdul appeared
breathless.

He had nearlv missed the show.

Ho stood over me with an air of

ownership and suddenly whipped off

my bed clothes, displaying my nether

limbs. He saw he had made an im-

pression.
" Neece is Arabic," he said

proudly. It was Abdul's best turn, and
lie brought the house down. The vis-

itors departed, but for ten minutes I

heard loud laughter from down the
corridor. Abdul had departed in their

wake, doubtless to tell Achmed and
Mohammed of the success of his

coup.
I had been smoking cigarettes, but

found the habit extravagant, as Abdul

appreciated them even more than I

did. One morning I woke up to see

him making a cache in his round
cotton cap. I kept quiet until he came
nearer, and then I grabbed his hat. It

was as I thought, and about ten cig-
arettes rolled on the floor. I looked

starnly at Abdul. He was due to

wither up and confess. Instead he
broke first into a seraphic grin and
then roared with laughter.

"
Oh, very

funny, very, very funny," he said be-

tween his paroxysms. Now what could

I say after that ? I was beaten and I

had to admit it, but I decided that

I would smoke a pipe. To this end I

gave Abdul ten piastres and sent him
out to buy me some tobacco. He
arrived back in about an hour with
two tins worth each eight piastres.
" Me quais ?

"
he asked expectantly.

"
Well, you are pretty hot stuff," I

admitted,
" but how did you do it ?

"

Abdul held up one tin.
" Me buy this one," he said solemnly ;

" this one
"
(holding up the other one)

"got it!"
" What do you mean,

'

got it
'

?
"

"Jus' got it," was all the answer I

could get. Then to crown the per-
formance be produced two piastres

change. Could the genii of the

Arabian Nights have done better ?

I was in that hospital for three

months, and I verily believe that if it

had not been for Abdul I should have
been in three months more. He had his

own way of doing things and people,
but he modelled himself unconsciously
on some personality half-way between
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE and Fag in' s

most promising pupil. The day I was
to go he cleaned my tunic buttons and
helmet badge with my tooth-brush and

paste and brought them proudly to me
for thanks. And I thanked him.
The last I saw of Abdul was as I

drove away in the ambulanc3. A
pathetic figure in a white robe stood
out on the balcony and mopped his

eyes with his cotton cap, and as he
took it off his head there fell to the

ground half-a-dozen crushed cigarettes.
It was a typical finale.

THE DYSPEPTIC'S DILEMMA.
[Mate, an infusion of the prepared leaves of

the Ilex pararjuayensis, or Brazilian holly,
long familiar in South America, is coming
into fashion in London.]

IN happy ante-bellum days,
To quote a memorable phrase,
"
Whisky and beer, or even wine,

Were good enough for me" and mine.

But now, in view of heightened taxes
And all that grim McKENNA axes,
I have religiously tabooed
All alcohol distilled or brewed.

But "minerals" are now expensive,
Arid, though the choice may be ex-

tensive,
I find them, as my strength is waning,
More effervescent than sustaining.

At cocoa's bland nutritious nibs .

My palate obstinately jibs ;

And coffee, when I like it best,

Plays utter havoc with my rest.

Tea is a tipple that I love
All non-intoxicants above

;

But on its road to lip from cup
All sorts of obstacles crop up.

On patriotic grounds I curb

My preference for the Chinese herb,
But for eupeptic reasons think
The Indian leaf unsafe to drink.

Hence am I driven to essay
Mat6, the "tea of Paraguay,"
As quaffed by the remote Brazilians,

Peruvians, Argentinians, Chilians.

My doctor, Parry Gorwick, who
Believes in this salubrious brew,
Has promised from its use renewal
Of my depleted vital fuel.

And so I 'm bound to try it still

I wasn't born in far Brazil,
And find it hard on leaves of holly
To grow exuberantly jolly.

A New Reading.
"Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, after first

posing for screen purposes in California,

promises to produce his Henri/ VIII. in New
York, with himself as Cardinal Itichelieu."

Mitnsfi/'s Matjazine.

" ME. BlBRELL IN THE DOCK."
Dublin Evening Mail.

This is quite a mistake. He has only
been in the nettles.

"The excitement in the Lobby yesterday
was reminiscent of the Irish crisis, Members
remaining to discuss numberless humours long
after they had risen."

Ciril and Military' Gazette.

The correspondent who sends us the
above extract suggests that the Mem-
bers in question must have been Scots-

men.
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GETTING THE MASCOT ON PARADE.

' COMI: ON 1

"
ui- !

"

-, "WE'LL BE LATE ' ENTEB THE DECOY

Now, TJIK.S-

:

;
,5-;

-^'4S^.'.'S.?; \;*fez.~ 'S.

WELL AWAY.

(AVct'c could stand that dog.}

ON PARADE AT LAST JUST IN XIMF,.
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Kindly old Gentleman (dittnbtlting cigarettes to soldiers returning home on leave).

Scotsman. "I COME FBA PAISLEY BUT I CANNA HELP THAT."

"AND WHERE'S YOUB HOME, MY MAN?"

BALLADE OF BOOKS FOE THE WOUNDED.
'MIDST of the world and the world's despair,
A fair land lieth^in all men's sight ;

Ye that have breathed its witching air,

Remember the men who went to fight,
That have much need in their piteous plight

Its gates to gain and its ease to win.
The need is bitter, the gift is light ;

Give them the key to enter in.

If ever ye crept bowed down with care

Thither, and lo ! your fears took flight,
And the burden of life grew little to bear,
And hurts were healed and the way lay bright ;

If ever ye watched through a wakeful night
Till the dawn should break and the dusk grow

thin,
And a tale brought solace in pain's despite,

Give them the key to enter in.

Once they were stalwart, swift to dare ;

Little could baulk them, naught affright ;

Still are they staunch as then they were,

Strong to endure as once to smite.
Yet for awhile if so they might
They would forget the strife and din ;

Shall they wait at a door shut tight ?

Give them the key to enter in.

ENVOI.

Friends, this haven is theirs by right ;

They held it safe for you and your kin

Hereby a little may ye requite
Give them the key to enter in !

A Test of Valour.

"Mr. Hellish, a regular reader of the Daily Hail for years, was
awarded the V.C. last month for conspicuous bravery." Daily Mail.

"The lack of food is especially irritating to the people, because

Bulgaria is a great fool producing country." Daily Dispatch.

Yet their irritation seems quite intelligent and sane.

How History is Written.
" The Prime Minister passed through Cardiff in a special train this

morning on his return from Ireland. The train stopped at the
station to change engines, but the right hon. gentleman was only
recognised by a few of those on the station." Soutli Wales Echo.

" Mr. Asquith travelled rid Rosslare and Fishguard. It was eight
a.m. when he left the Pembrokeshire port and 10.25 when the special
train pulled up for a few moments at Cardiff. The Prime Minister
was then SDundly asleep in a sleeping car."

Evening Express (Cardiff").
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INJURED INNOCENCE.
THE GERMAN OGRE. "HEAVEN KNOWS THAT I HAD TO DO THIS IN SELF-DEFENCE;

IT WAS FORCED UPON ME." (Aside) "FEE, FI, FO, FUM!"

[According to the Imperial Chancellor's latest utterance Germany is the deeply-wronged victim of British militarism.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

J1U1,

PltESS THE BUTTON, AND UP COMES THE GENIE.

May 22nrf. Mr. ASQUITH
returned to his place to-day, looking
all the better for his trip to Ireland.

No one was more pleased to see him
than Mr. TENNANT, who had been

subjected all last week to a galling
fire from the Nationalist snipers. Mr. ;

TIMOTHY HEALY had been especially
active, employing for the purpose a

weapon of unique construction. Al-

though discharged at the Treasury
Bench, its most destructive effect is

often produced on the Members who
sit just behind him. Mr. DILLON is

particularly uneasy when Mr. HEALY
gets his gun out.

When Mr. ACLAND moved the Vote!
for the Board of Agriculture there were

barely two-score of Members present. ;

He made a capital speech, full of attrac-

tive detail and delivered with unbucolic

gusto, but did not succeed in greatly in-

creasing the number of his audience.

There was some excuse perhaps for
;

the non-attendance of the Irish Mem-
bers. They have an Agricultural De-

partment of their own, presided over by
an eminent temperance lecturer who
teaches Irish farmers how to grow
barley for the national beverage. But
it might have been supposed that more

Englishmen and Scotsmen would have
j

lorn themselves away from their other
duties in the smoking-room or else- :

where to hear what the Government
had to say about the shortage of labour

in the fields.

Mr. ACLAND puts his faith in women.
If the farmers would only meet them

half-way the situation would be saved.

Mr. PROTHEEO thought the farmers'

wives would have something to say
about that. They did not like " Lon-
don minxes trapesing about our farm-

yard." From their point of view con-

scientious objectors would be a safer

substitute.

Tuesday, May 23rJ. Over ten years
have passed since Sir ALFRED HARMS-
WORTH became Baron NOHTHCLIFFE,
yet never until to-day, I believe, has
he directly addressed his fellow-Peers,

though it is understood that through
other channels he has occasionally

given them the benefit of his counsel.

His speech was a sad disappointment
to those trade-rivals who have not

scrupled to attribute bis silence to

cowardice or incompetence. No justifi-

cation for such insinuations was to

be found in his speech to-day. He
had something practical to say on
Lord MONTAGU'S motion regarding the
Air -Service and said it so briefly
and modestly as to throw doubt upon
the theory that he personally dictates

all those leaders in The Times and The

Daily Mail.

Colonel HALL-WALKER took his seat

to-day after a re-election necessitated
j

by the transfer of his racing stud to

the Government. Up to the present |

Ministers have found it a Greek gift.

To-day they had to withstand a further

attack upon their horse-racing procli-
vities by Lord CLAUD HAMILTON,
who, notwithstanding that he is chair-

man of the railway that serves New-
market, denounced with great fervour

the continuance during the War of

this "most extravagant, alluring and

expensive form of public amusement."
In introducing a Vote of Credit

for 300 millions, making a total of

2,382,000,000 since August, 1914, the

PHIMK MINISTER said very little about

the War, except that we were still con-

fident in its triumphant issue. Any
omission on his part was more than
made good by Colonel CHUKCHILL, who
for an hour or more kept the House
interested with his views on the proper

employment of our Armies. Whenever
he speaks at Westminster one is in-

clined to remark,
" What a strategist !

"

whereas it is rumoured that his ad-

miring comrades in the trenches used
to murmur, " What a statesman !

"

One of his best points was that the

War Office should use their men, not

like a heap of shingle, but like pieces
of mosaic, each in his right place.
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Colonel CHURCHILL'S supporters are

still not quite sure whether he has

yet found his own exact place in the

national jigsaw.

Wednesday, M<n/ 24i/(. The House
of Lords was well attended this after-

noon, in the expectation of hearing
Lord CURZON unfold the programme of

the new Air Board. But it had to

exercise a noble patience. Lord GAL-
WAY gave an account of a trip in a Zep-

pelin ;
Lord BERESFOHD (who, strange

to say, is much better heard in the

Lords than he was in the Commons) i

told how the Government were still i

awaiting from America a large consign-
ment of aeroplanes which as soon as ;

they were delivered would be " obsolete

six months ago" ; and Lord HALDANK

(less impressive in mufti than when he

wore the Lord Chancellor's wig) de-

livered once again his celebrated dis-

course on the importance of "
thinking

clearly."
Lord CURZON at least did not seem

to require the admonition, for his

speech indicated that he had carefully ,

considered the possibilities of the Air

Board. He did not agree with Colonel

CHURCHILL that its future would be one

of harmless impotence or of first-class

rows. At any rate the second alterna-

tive had been rendered less probable by
the disappearance from the Govern-
ment of his critic's own " vivid per-

sonality."
Mr. ARTHUR PONSONBY and Mr.

RAMSAY MACDONALD have inadvert-

ently done signal service to their

country's cause. By raising on Em-
pire Day, too ! the question of peace,
and urging the Government to initiate

negotiations with Germany, they fur-

nished Sir EDWARD GREY with an

opportunity of dealing faithfully with

the recent insidious manosuvres of

Herr VON BETHMANN-HOLLWEG. The

only terms of peace that the German
Government had ever put forward were
terms of victory for Germany, and we
could not reason with the German '

people so long as they were fed with

lies. The FOREIGN SECRETARY spoke
without a note, and carried away the

House by his spontaneous indignation.
The House had previously passed the

Lords' amendments, strengthening the

Military Service Bill. Altogether it

was a bad day for the pro-Bosches.
Thursday, May %5tli. There was a

big attendance in the House of Com-
mons to hear Mi: ASQUITH unfold his

new plan for the regeneration of Ire-

land. In the Peers' Gallery were Lord
WIMBORNE, stjll in a state of suspended
animation ; Lord MACDONNELL, won-

dering whether Mr. ASQUITH would
succeed where he and Mr. WYNDHAM
failed

;
and Lord BRYCE, ex - Chief

"I'VE SEEN IT 'TAIN'T NO GOOD."

'"E GETS 'UNO, DON'T "K?"

"YUS, BUT THEY DON'T SHOW YEB THAT."

Secretary, to whom the Sinn Feiners

are indebted for the repeal of the Arms
Act. On the benches below were the

leaders of all the Irish groups, in-

cluding Mr. GINNELL. Even Mr. BIR-
RELL crept in unobtrusively to learn

how his chief had solved in nine days
the problem that had baffled him for as

many years. An Irish debate on the

old heroic scale was looked upon as

a certainty.
In half-an-hour all was over. The

PRIME MINISTER had no panacea of his

own to prescribe. All he could say
was that Mr. LLOYD GEORGE had been

deputed by the Cabinet to confer with
the various Irish leaders, and that he

hoped the House would assist the ne-

gotiations by deferring debate on the

Irish situation.

His selection of a peacemaker is

generally approved. If anyone knows
how to handle high explosives without

causing a premature concussion, or to

unite heterogeneous materials by electri-

cal welding, or to utilise a high temper-
ature in dealing with refractory ores it

should be the MINISTER OF MUNITIONS.

Everybody wishes him success in his

new rdle of Harmonious Blacksmith.

Nevertheless some little disappoint-
ment was felt by those who had hoped
for a prompter solution. As an Irish

Member expressed it,
" This has been i

the dickens of a day. We began with
' Great Expectations

'

and ended with
' Our Mutual Friend.'

"

The Policeman's Friend.
' COOK wanted, used to coppers." Daily Paper.
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A CONVENIENT CONSCIENCE.
" I 'M sorry to disturb you, Tlieodore," began Mrs. Plapp,

who was doing nothing whatever, but to the unseen owner
of a pair of khaki-clad arms which had just pinioned him
from behind. During the rough-and-tumble conflict that

opening the door of her husband's study, "but I've just
j

followed Mr. Plapp discreetly left the room, returning after

been listening at the top of the kitchen stairs, and from
j

a brief absence to find the soldier kneeling on Mr. Biagg's
what I overheard I 'm certain that girl Louisa is having I chest,

supper down there with a soldier !

"

"Dear, dear!" exclaimed Mr. Plapp ;
"I can't possibly

permit any encouragement of militarism under my roof.

Just when I 'm appealing to be exempted from even non-

combatant service, too ! Go clown and tell her she must

get rid of him at once."
" Couldn't you, Theodore?

"

" Good !

"
he said encouragingly ;

"
you won't have to

" If I did, my love, he would probably refuse to go unless
j you, 'e is.

I put him out by force, which, as you are aware, is entirely blazes do

contrary to my principles."
" I was forgetting for the moment, Theodore. Never

mind
;
I '11 go myself."

keep him down long. Help is at hand."
" Why don't you r/ive it me, then?

"
said the soldier, on

whom the strain was evidently beginning to tell.
"
Because, my friend," explained Mr. Plapp,

"
if I did I

should be acting against my conscience."
" You 'car 'im, matey?" panted Mr. Blagg. "E'

\gin all military-ism. So why the blinkin'

you come buttin' in to defend them as don't

approve o' bein' defended '.'

"

"Blowed if / know!
" was the reply.

"
'Abit, I expect.

Lay still, will you?
" But Mr. Blagg, being exceptionally

She had not been long gone before a burly stranger muscular, struggled with such violence that the issue

entered unceremoniously by the study window. " 'Scuse seemed very doubtful indeed till Louisa rushed in to the

me, guv'nor," he said,
" but

ain't you the party whose
name I read in the paper
'im what swore 'e wouldn'
lift 'is finger not to save 'is

own mother from a 'Un ?
"

"I am," replied Mr. Plapp
complacently.

" I disbelieve

in meeting violence by vio-

lence."
"
Ah, if there was more

blokes like you, Guv'nor,
this world 'ud be a better

plice, for some on us. Blagg,
my name is. Us perfeshnals
ain't bin very busy doorin'

this War, feelin' it wasn't the

square thing, like, to break
into 'omes as might 'ave

members away fightin' fer our

rights and property. But I

reckon I ain't doin' nothink

unpatriotic in comin' 'ere. \

So jest you show me where

you keeps yer silver."

First Slacker (to second ditto).
" WELL, NO ONE CAN SAY WE 'RE

NOT PATRIOTS. WE 'RE NOT KEEPING ABLE-BODIED CADDIES
FKOM JOINING THE ARMY."

own intervention, though
"The little we possess," said Mr. Plapp, rising,

"
is on

j

uninvited by me, and, indeed, I

the sideboard in the dining-room. If you will excuse me i here requires some explanation."
for a moment I '11 go in and get it for you."

rescue and, disregarding her

employer'sprotests,succeeded
in getting hold of the revolver.

" It was lucky for you,"
remarked Mr. Plapp, after

Mr. Blagg had been forcibly
removed by a couple of con-

stables,
" that I had the

presence of mind to telephone
to the police station. I really

thought once or twice that

that dreadful man would ha,ve

got the better of you."
" And no thanks to you

if he didn't," grunted the
soldier. " I notice that, if

your conscience goes against

righting yourself, it don't ob-

ject to calling in others to

fight for you."
" As a citizen," Mr. Plapp

replied,
" I have a legal right

to police protection. Your
admit it was timely, was

consider your presence

"And lock me in 'ere while you ring up the slops!"
retorted Mr. Blagg.

" You don't go in not without me, you
don't

; and, unless you want a bullet through yer 'ed, you 'd

better make no noise neither !

"

No one could possibly have made less noise than Mr.

"
I 'd come up to tell you, as I told your good lady 'ero,

that me and Louisa got married this morning, as 1 was
home on six days' furlough from the Front. And she '11 lie

leaving with me this very night."
"But only for the er honeymoon, I trust? "cried Mr.

Plapp, naturally dismayed at the prospect of losing so
Theodore Plapp, as, with the muzzle of his visitor's revolver faithful and competent a maid -of -all -work altogether,
pressed between his shoulder-blades, he hospitably led the

;

"Although I cannot approve of this marriage, I am willing,

way to the dining-room. There Mr. Blagg, with his back under the circumstances, to overlook it and allow her to
to the open door, superintended the packing of the plate in

! remain in my service."
a bag he had brought for the purpose.

" Eemain !

"
said Louisa's husband, in a tone Mr. Plapp

"And now," said Mr. Plapp, as he put in the final fork, thought most uncalled for.
"
Why, I should never 'ave

" there is nothing to detain you here any longer, unless I
J

another 'appy moment in the trenches if I left her 'ere, with

may offer you a glass of barley-water and a plasmon biscuit no one to protect her but a thing like 1/011 ! No, she 's going
before you go ?

"
'

to be in the care of someone I can depend on my old aunt !

"

Mr. Blagg consigned these refreshments to a region
" I don't like losing Louisa," murmured Mrs. Plapp, so

where the former at least might be more appreciated, softly that her husband failed to catch her remark,
" but

" You kerry that bag inter the drorin'-room, will yer ?
"
he I think you 're wise." F. A.

said. " There may be one or two articles in there to take '

=

my fancy. 'Ere! 'Old 'ard !

"
he broke off suddenly,

" What the blankoty blank are you a-doin' of?
"

This apostrophe was addressed, however, not to his host, i dead or alive." Proi-i'ncial Paper.

A Dangerous Quest.

[Jost, at Bcstwood, Saturday, Irish Terrier Dog. finder rewarded,
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Senj<'(iiit. 'EuE, WHAT ABE you FALLING OUT FOU?"
Excited Cockney. ''SEE THAT PIGEON? I'LL SWEAR 'E 's GOT A MESSAGE ON 'IM !

'

SCREEN INFLUENCES.
THE plea,

" I saw it at the Cinema,"

may bo offered by others than those of

tender years in excuse for vagaries of

conduct.

Only the other day a young officer,

wearing his Sain Browne equipment
the wrong way round and carrying his

sword under his left arm, was seen at

King's Cross bidding farewell to his

fiancee. As the train moved out he
drew his s \\ord, threw the scabbard

away, and, standing stiffly to attention,

saluted the fair lady. On being ques-
tioned by the authorities he said lie

was not aware that his conduct was
unusual, as lie had often seen that kind

of thing done at the Cinema.
In view of the popularity of the

Cinema to-day, habitues of our more

palatial restaurants cannot bo sur-

prised at the growing custom among
men about town of wearing the napkin

i tucked deeply in at the neck, cutting

up all their food at one time, and con-

veying it afterwards to the mouth with

the fork grasped in the right hand.

The following incident will show
that the Cinema excuse is made to serve

in other lands also. A simple Saxon
soldier, in a moment of remembrance,

stooped to pat the rosy cheek of a small

Belgian child, then lifted the little one

up and kissed him and kissed him

again. A young officer caught him in

the act.
" What do you mean, you

dog, by treating the brat so ?
"
roared

the lieutenant, who would have struck

the man had not his companion, an
older officer, restrained him. Together
they waited for the fellow's explanation.
" When I was on leave," said the sol-

dier,
" I I saw Prussian soldiers treat-

ing little Belgian children like that at

the Cinema."

"The Elements so mixed" again.
" Of two evils always choose the lesser, and

on the whole we think we might fall from the

frying-pan into the lire if we swopped horses

whilst crossing the stream." Financial Critic.

"Is the German Chancellor alone to be
allowed to scatter broadcast his falsifications

of history ?
"

Daily Telegraph.

Oh, no ! Some Members of the House
of Commons have recently given him
valuable assistance.

"How an Irish colleen travelled free from
Ireland to London was explained at the
\Villosden Police Court yesterday, when she
was charged with not paying her face."

Daily Sketch.

Bather ungrateful of her, after travel-

ling on it so far.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

XV. BILLINGSGATE.
'

TROT, mare, trot, or I '11 be late,

;
And Billing will have locked his Gate.

" Mister Billing,
Are you willing

To open your Gate to me? "

" Yes !

"
says Billing,

" Give me a shilling
And I will fetch the key."

" Mister Billing,
'

I haven't a shilling,
1 11 give you a button of horn."

' No !

"
says Billing,

" I 'in unwilling,
A button will buy no corn."

" Take it or leave it, but I can't wait

Jump, mare, jump over Billing's Gate !

"

XVI. LlMEHOUSE AND PoPLAB.

I planted a limestone once upon a time,

And up came a little wee House of Lime.

I planted a seed by the corner of the i

wall,

And up came a Poplar ninety feet tall.

I settled down for life, as happy as

could be,

In my little wee Lime-House by my
big Poplar-Tree.
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THE BIRTHDAY PRESENT.
LATE October and a grey morning

tinging to gold through the warming
mist. A large comfortable dining-
room smelling faintly of chrysanthe-
mums and more strongly of coffee and
breakfast dishes. In the hearth a

great fire, throwing its flames about as

with joy of life. The table-cloth, the

silver, the dishes, the carpet on the

floor, the side-board, the pictures, the

wall-paper told of wealth and ease,

the fruits of peace, and the arrange-
ment of these things told of the good
taste which is so essentially the fruit of

long peace.
The room was empty, and the first to

enter it that morning was the Mother.
She was a tall imposing woman, and
her bearing and her little mannerisms
were of the kind that the latter-day
novelists have delighted to use as

matter for their irony. It was the

Boy's birthday his eighteenth birth-

day, the first he had spent at home
since he had been going to his prepara-

tory and his public school. So she

departed from the usual routine to

place by the side of his napkin the

neat little parcels she had brought
down with her. Two of them were
from her other sons fighting in France.

They were a very affectionate and
united family father and mother and
the three sons.

After that she went to her husband's
end of the table and looked through the

heap of letters placed there as usual by
the admirable butler. It was understood
of old that she opened no letters but
those addressed to her, not even the
letters from the fighting sons when
they happened to write to their father

instead of to her.

This time, however, her eye caught at

once, between the edges of the others,
an official envelope and, lower yet,
another. She became rigid and stood
for a minute by the table, her mind

running vaguely into endless depths-
Then she put her hand out and picked
the envelopes from the heap and saw
that her fears might not be groundless.
But they were addressed to her hus-

band, and at that moment she heard
his tread and his slight cough as he
came slowly down the stairs. Hastily
she pushed them back among the
others and went to her place. When
he came into the room she was busy
with the urn.

As usual he was just putting his

handkerchief back
;
as usual he looked

out of the window, then walked over
to the fire and warmed his hands

automatically. All this business of

coming down to breakfast had been to

him for so many years a leisurely

pleasant business in a world free from
serious worries, that even the War, with

its terrible disturbances, with its break-

ing up of the family circle, had not

succeeded in altering his habits. Every-
thing waited for him for he was not

unpunctual the letters, the newspaper
and the breakfast. But this day was
the Boy's birthday and the Father
took from his pocket an envelope and

placed it with a smile by the side of

the little parcels.
Would he never look at his letters ?

The Mother was on the point of speak-

ing, but long habit, .the old habit of

obedience to her lord, restrained her.

Even now, when she was cold with

anxiety, those old concealed forces of

habit restrained her. Might she not

offend him ?

The Father sat down, put on his

glasses and began to look at the pile

by his side. She noticed the slight
start he gave and her eyes met his as

he looked up suddenly at her. Delib-

erately braving Fate, he put those two

envelopes aside. It was evident that

he meant to read through all the others

first, but he was not so strong as he

thought. His lingers went again to the

official envelopes and he took up the

letter-opener placed ready for his use

by the admirable butler and slit along
the top of one envelope and took the

thin paper from it and read.

His head drooped a little, and the

Mother came round to his side. Then
he opened the other and suddenly sat

very still, with his great strong fine

hand open on the paper, gazing straight
in front of him. His wife bent over

him and tried to speak, but her voice

had died to a whisper, a hoarse strain-

ing sound.
" Dead ?

"
she said at last.

Her husband dropped his head in

affirmation.

"Which?"
He did not answer and the Mother

understood. "
Oh, Harry, not both?"

Again his head drooped and he
fumbled for the papers and gave them
to her, and as he did so a tear rolled

suddenly down his cheek and splashed
on a spoon. It seemed to be a sign to

him, he felt his courage giving way and

visibly pulled himself together. Then
he turned to take the Mother's hand,

rising from his seat. They stood a
little while thus, the Mother looking
away, as he had done, into unfathom-
able distances of time and space. Then
she too pulled herself together and
went to her place at the other end of

the table. They heard steps on the

staircase, a voice singing. The door

opened and the Boy came in late and

expecting a comment from his father,
His eyes travelled to the parcels beside

his plate, then he felt the silence and
saw the strained expressions of his

mother and father and lastly the official

papers. He came forward and spoke
bravely.
"Bad news, Dad?"
There was no answer. He had not-

expected one, for he read the truth on
the face that had never lied. He stood

very still for a brief moment, his head

up characteristically his face a little

pale. Both brothers! Then he breathed

deeply and turned to his father in ex-

pectation. The latter knew what was
wanted.

" You are eighteen to-day, Boy. You
may apply for your commission."

There was a cry, quickly stifled, from
the Mother, and the Boy said very
quietly,

" Thank you, Dad
;
of course I

must go now." Then he went to his

mother and kissed her and was not
ashamed to cry.

It was his father who broke the
silence.

"
May God grant you many returns,

many happy returns of the day !

"

THE SOBEOWS OF WILSON.

(With humble apologies to THACKERAY.)
WILSON had a love for Charlotte

That impelled him to address her

(Charlotte was a town, and WILSON
Was a famous ex -Professor).

So upon the War in Europe
He delivered an oration,

Darkly hinting at the problems
Calling for elucidation.

As reported in the papers,
He discussed the situation

With Olympian detachment
And conspicuous moderation.

But the wireless WOLFF discovered

In his words a declaration

Of his laudable intention

To proceed to mediation.

Thus the speech, which cost good
WILSON

Many hours of toil and trouble,

From a sober cautious statement
Turned into a Berlin bubble.

Charlotte, having heard the lecture,

Ignorant of what was brewing,
Like a \vell-conducted city
Went on innocently chewing.

" The water in the South-West Norfolk Fens
has now subsided about G in. Two 6 ft. open-
ings have been cut in the river bank near the

Southery engine to let the water flow into the
river. Two temporary slackers have been put
in the openings, so that they can be closed

when the tide is higher in the river."

Provincial Paper.

They might just as well have been put
into the trenches.
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Orderly Officer.
" WHAT ARE you DOING WITHOUT YOUB RIFLE, SKNTHY?"

Tommy. "BEG PARDON, SIR, BUT I AIN'T THE SENTRY."

Orderly Officer.
" WHO ARE YOU, THEN, AND WHERE is THE SENTRY?"

Tommy. "On, "f's INSIDE OUT OF THE RAIN. I'M ONE OF THE PRISONERS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

HERR HKUMANN FERNAU'S Because I am a German

(CONSTABLE) is a sort of postscript to the widely-outside-

Germany- circulated J''accuse!, that vigorous indictment

by an anonymous German of the Prussian clique as the

criminal authors of the War. Herr FERNAI; summarises
the argument of J'accuse ! and if anyone cares to have at

his linger -tips the essential case against the enemy lie

could not do hotter than absorh the six pages in which

twenty-four questions put by the anonymous author to the

directors of his unhappy country's destiny are most skil-

fully compressed. Four attempted German answers are

shown by our author to have in common- an amazing
reluctance to deal with any single definite point at issue;
and a most unjudicial appeal to popular hatred of the traitor

critic. Of course it is a cheap line to welcome as a miracle

of wisdom every German who takes a pro-Ally view.

But I honestly detect no shadow of pro-Ally bias in this

hook, and it is certainly no tirade against Germany. What
bias there is is that of the extreme republican against his

autocratic government.
" I have read," says Herr FERNAU

in effect,
"
this perfectly serious and definite indictment

lucidly drawn in legal form. I hope as a German (not
afraid to sign my name) there is an answer. But whereas
the Entente Powers have supported their official case by
documentary evidence we are asked to accept mere assever-

ation in the case of Germany. That is the less allowable
as the obvious (though not necessarily the true) reading of

the facts is against her. Silence and vigorous suppression
of the indictment look rather like signs of guilt." Yes,

emphatically a book for members of the Independent
Labour Party.

Beatrice Lovelace belonged to a family that had come
down in the world, and were now Reduced County. So
far reduced, indeed, that Beatrice lived with her cross aunt

Anastasia and one little maid-of-all-work in a tiny house

in a very dull suburb, where the aunt would not allow her

to be friends with the neighbours. However, one line day
two things happened. Beatrice got to know the young
man next door, and the little servant (whose name, by a

silly coincidence which vexed me, happened to be Million)
was left a million dollars. So, as the bouse was already
uncomfortable by reason of a row about the young man,
Beatrice determined to shako the suburban dust from her

shapely feet and take service as maid to her ex-domestic.

That is why the story of it is called Miss Million's Maid

(HUTCHINSON). An excellent story, too, told with great
verve by Mrs. OLIVER ONIONS. I could never attempt to

detail the complicated adventures to which their fantastic

situation exposes Beatrice and Million. Of course they
have each a lover

; indeed, the supply of suitors is soon in

excess of the demand. Also there is an apparent abduction

of the heiress (which turns out to be no abduction at all,

but a very pleasant and kindly episode, which I won't

spoil for you), and a complicated affair of a stolen ruby
that brings both heroines into the dock. It is all great fun

and as unreal as a fairy-tale. For which reason may I
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suggest that it was an error to date it 1914 '? Such non-

sensical and drca.m-like imaginings are so happily out of

key with the world-tragedy that its introduction strikes a

note of discord.

I have just finished reading a distinguished hook, One

of Our (Iniiiilni'illirrx (CHAPMAN AND HALL), by ETHEL
CoLBUBN MAYNK a book full of a delicate insight and

very shrewd characterisation. It probes to the heart of the

mystery of girlhood Irish girlhood in this cise. 1 cer-

tainly think that Milliirni, who was a sort of prig, yet

splendidly alive, with her gift of music (which, contrary to

custom in these matters, the author makes you really
believe in), her temperament, her temper and her limitless

demands on life, would have given young Maryon, of the

Royal Irish Constabulary, a trying time of it
;
but it would

have been worth it. That, by the way, was Jerry's opinion,

common, horsey, true-hearted, clean-minded little Jerry,
who was the father of Milliccnt's coarse and something
cruel stepmother. I have rarely read a more fragrant

chapter than that in which this queer, sensitive, loyal little

man tries to cut away
the girl's ignorance while

healing the hurt that a

rougher hand (a woman's),
making the same attempt,
had caused. Perhaps Miss
MAYNE was really trying
to trace to its source the

stream of modern femin-

ism. She is a rare explorer
and cartographer.

's Captain (CHAPMAN AND HALL) has not added to

iny debt. And the cause of the trouble as of so many
other troubles is the War. In her own line Mrs. BLUNDELL
is inimitable, but bore she is just one of a hundred or a
thousand whose fiction seems trivial beside the facts of life

and death. Apart from this defect, her story is absolutely
without offence, a simple tale of love and misunderstandings
and war and heroism, and the curtain falls upon a scene
of complete happiness. Her only fault is that she has been

tempted, excusably enough in these days of upheaval, to

wander from her element, and I am looking forward to the

day when she returns to it and F can again thank her with
the old xo:st and sincerity.

.1 Rich Man's Table

(MILLS AND BOON) is one
of those stories that I find

slightly irritating, because

they appear to lead no-

where. Perhaps this atti-

tude is unreasonable, and
mere fiction should be all

that I have a right to

look for. But in that

case I confess to wishing a little more body to it. Miss
ELLA MA^MAHON'S latest novel is somehow a little

flat ; not even the splintered infinitive on the first page
coidd impart any real snap to it. The rich man was
Mi'. Bentley Broke, a pompous person, who had one child,
a son of literary leanings named OtJio. Perhaps I was
intended to sympathise with Otlio. It looked like it at

first; but later, when be left home and married, without

paternal blessing, the daughter of his father's great rival,

he developed into such a fool and objectionable at that
that I became uncertain on the matter. Especially as the

pompous parent, lacking nerve to carry out a matrimonial
venture on his own account, relented and behaved quite
decently to the rebellious pair. So the rich man's table
would have, as all tables should, more than one pair of

legs under it again. Nothing very fresh or thrilling in all

this, you may observe. But the characters, for what they
are, live, and are drawn briskly enough. And there is

some skill in the contrast between a dinner of herbs in

Fulham, and a stalled ox, with fatted calf, at the rich

FALSE ECONOMY.

As a painstaking study of lower middle-class life The

Proi/ress of Kay (CONSTABLE) is to be remarked and remem-
bered. That is not, however, to say that it is exciting, for

Kay's progress consisted so much in just getting older that
I suspect Mr. G. W. BCLLKTT'S title to lie ironical. As a
child Kaij had some imagination and a sense of mischief :

as an adult he woidd have been all the bettor for a little

military training, and
there is no disguising the
fact that as a married man
and a father he was a

dreary creature. I can
well believe, from the air

of truth which these pages
wear, that there are plenty
of Kays in the world to-

day ;
and to confess that I

was not greatly intrigued

by this particular sample
when lie grew to man's
estate is in its way a com-

pliment to his creator.

For however much you
may like or dislike the

mark at which Mr. BUL-
LE'iT has aime:l there is

no doubt that lie his hit

it. "Villadom, by his art,

takes on a revived signi-

man's table in Portman Square,
of the story.

Perhaps this is the point

ficance, and Kay's career encourages reflection touched by
a vague sadness.

A Tale for the Horse-Marines.

"London, Sunday.
While a British submarine was rescuing the Zeppelin crew in the

North Sea, a German cruiser fired at it.

The Cavalry from Salonika are pursuing the remainder of the

/eppelin crew." Egi^tli^n Mail.

"LONDON STOCKS.

REVIVAL IN GUILT-EDGED SECURITIES."

irancliester Evening Chronicle.

Now we hope our contemporary will coin an equally
felicitous description for the pillory.

"Mr. Hughes, the Australian Prime Minister, was carried

triumphantly round camp last night after l^e had addressed nearly
two thousand Anzacs on parade. Mr. Hughes was accompanied by
Mrs. Hughes, Mr. Fisher, High Commissioner, and Mrs. Fisher.

Hrigadier-General Sir Newton Moore, Commander-in-Chief of the

Australian Forces in England, was also present with Lady Moore."

Moniiiiij I'IIJHT.

So often have I read and admired the novels of " M. E. I It is regrettable that General and Lady MOOKB could not
FKANCIS" that to praise her work has become a habit which share the honours, but probably the chair was constructed
it irks me to break. But I am now bound to say that to carry four only,
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CHARIVARIA.
A CORRESPONDENT Writes to tell US of

a painful experience which he has had
in consequence of his efforts to practise
war-time economy in the matter of

dress. The other evening, after going
to bed at dusk in order to save artificial

light, he was rung up by the police
at 1 A.M. and charged with showing a

light. It appears that he had gone to

bed with his blind up, after throwing
his well-worn trousers over the back of

a chair, and that the rays of a street

lamp laid caught the glossy sheen of

this garment and been reflected into

the eagle eye of the constable.
:;: *

According to a Renter's message the

Greeks are " much preoccupied
"
at the

seizure of strategic positions on Greek

territory by Bulgarian troops. The

preoccupation, it is thought, should

have been done by the Allies.
* *

;fr

While he was on his way to make
a Memorial Day speecli at Kansas City,

Mo., an open knife was thrown at Ex-
President ROOSEVET/T. Some of his bit-

terest friends in the journalistic world

allege that it was just a paper knife.
* S:

'-'.~

Last week a number of professional
fortune-tollers wero fined at Southend
for having predicted Zeppelins. The

fraudulent nature of their pretensions
was sufficiently manifest, since even the

authorities had been unable to foresee

the coming of the Zeppelins until some
time after they had arrived.

* *

The export of sardines in oil from
Sweden is prohibited. Some re-

sentment is felt at the order by the

Germans, who with their customary
ingenuity have for some time been

importing india-rubber sardines in

petrol without detection.

A soldier at Salonika has sent a 1 live

tortoise home to his relatives at Streat-

ham. The tortoise, it is understood,
was too fidgety to bear up against its

surroundings and was sent home for

a little excitement.

If, on the other hand, the tortoise was

just sent as a souvenir we should dis-

courage the practice. The tendency on
the part of our soldiers in India and

Egypt to send home elephants and
camels as mementos of the localities

in which they are serving is already

putting something of a strain upon the

postal authorities.
:;: :;:

From "The World of Letters" in

The Observer :
" Some day there will

be a cheap edition of Captain Ian Hay's
war-book, Tint First Four Hundred,

and the sale w ill be immense . . . The
Blackwoods are old-fashioned modest

people, who do not parade figures . . ."

In the present case, however, we do
not think they would have objected to

the reviewer parading a further 99,600
in the title of IAN HAY'S book.

:;: *
*

"The question of alien waiters in

London hotels rests with those who
patronise the hotels," says a contem-

porary. In other words, the pernicious

practice which had grown up before

the War of ordering German waiters

with one's dinner must be abandoned
before the hotel managers will remove
them permanently from their menus.

:? {:

*
Sir FBEDF.KICK BBIDQB lias come

out with a strong denunciation of
"
devilry

"
in German music. How

little we suspected, before the Wai-

opened our deluded eyes, that it was
no mere lack of skill but the fierce

promptings of a demoniac hate that

marred our evenings on the esplanade.
'

*
From The Northern Whig's account

of a visit to the Cruiser Fleet :

" It

was a proud moment when from the

deck of a fast-moving destroyer the long
lines of the mighty Armada, with here

and there the neat little pinnacles

darting in and out, were surveyed."

Obviously a misprint for binnacles.
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THE AMUSED AND THE AMUSERS.

ALL the windows of the V.A.D. hos-

pital were brilliantly lighted up, and

through them floated the strains of a

piano and occasional bursts of laughter.
Number One Ward, however, was quite

empty except for my friend, Private

McPhec, stalking majestically up and
down as if on sentry-go, wearing a "fit

of the blues
"
several sizes too large for

him and an expression which would,
I believe, be described by kailyard
novelists as " dour."

"
Bong jaw, Mademawselle," he ex-

claimed, bringing his stick smartly to

the salute,
" or rather bong saw, tae be

correct."

McPhee lias affected the Gallic

tongue since his sojourn in Francs.
"
Why, what are you doing all by

yourself, McPhee ?
"
I asked. " Are you

on duty?
" Na, na," he said, "ah 'in pleasin'

masel just."
He paused and emitted a fierce

chuckle.
" Ah 'in gettin' even," he announced ;

"
they wantit me to gang oot wi' a

wumman."
" But whatever made them want you

to do that, McPhee ?
"

" One o' thae nurses," continued the

patient smoulderingly.
" Ah fought at

Mons, an' Ah fought at New Chapelle,
an' Ah fought at Wipers, that 's what

ignorant pairsons ca' Eepers ; and they
wantit me to gang oot wi' a wumman.
Why for did they no send me oot to

fight the Jairmans in a peerambu-
lator?"

"
Oh," I said, at last enlightened.

" But surely, McPhee, the nurses are

very nice. And think how hurt they
will be if you won't go out with them."

" Ah 'm no denyin' some o' them are
a' recht," said McPhee grudgingly," but ib 's a maitter o' preenciple. An'
I 'm gettin' even wi' them the noo !

"

He chuckled again.
" But how are you getting even ?

"

"Ah'm no dressin' up for them,"
said the vengeful one

;

"
ye ken thae

nurses are bavin' a kin' of a bairthday
pairty or the like, an' a' the men 's

dressed up to please them. An' if Ah
canna gang oot to please masel, Ah
canna dress oop like a monkeyback to

please them.
"
They wantit me to dress up for

CIIAIRLIE CHAPLIN. Man, the nurse was

argle-barglin' a clock hour tryin' to per-
suade me to put thae claes on. '

Oh,
do

'

(he squeaked),
' to please me,

McPhee.' . . . But Ah wouldna. Ah
lurnit ma face to the wa' an' wouldna
speak a wurrd.
"Ye ken, the ward that gets the

niaist votes gets a prize, an' thae nurises

is awfu' set on their ward winnin' it.

Alt could ha' won it for Number One.
Fine cud I. Ah can turn masel oot

so 's my ain brithercouldna tell me from
HARRY LAUDER. But Ah wouldna. If

I canna gang oot

At this point the door opened and a

dejected apparition in a ruff and petti-

coats, like a rumpled remnant of a pre-
war pageant, drifted in and sat down
on a bed.

" Ah weel, Queen Elizabeth, hae

they dune wi' ye yet ?
"

inquired
McPheo sardonically.

Gloriana shook his head. "They're
play in'musical chairs," he said gloomily,
" so I thought as I wouldn't be missed
for a bit. This thing round my neck
does tickle, but my nurse 'd bo awful
'urt if I took it off."

McPhee emitted an ejaculation-
Gaelic, I believe usually expressed in

writing
"
Mphm."

" Sma' things," he said,
"
please sma'

minds. . . . Wha won the prize ?
"

" Number Two Ward," said Queen
Elizabeth indifferently,

" sweets.

They're eatin' 'em. They'll have
stummick-aches to-morrer. . . . But
there it 's the least as we can do to

let the nurses 'ave their bit o' fun."

Nurse Robinson hurried up to mo on

my way out. I thought her looking a

trifle anxious.
" I 'm feeling rather worried about

one of my men," she began,
" Private

McPhee. I wonder if you saw him just
now? "

"Oh, yes," I said, "we had quite a

long chat."
" Oh, I 'm so glad," she exclaimed,

" I was really quite afraid he was

wrong in his head. Do you know, he

simply refused to dress up for the

party . . . and you know how they
love dressing up ! Such a good dress,

too CHARLIE CHAPLIN. . . . And I

couldn't get a word out of him ! Wasn't
it strange ?

"

"Very," I said; "convalescents get
all kinds of fancies, don't they ? And
was the party a success ?

"

"
Splendid !

"
she said, brightening

up.
" Of course it 's meant a lot of

work. We 've been toiling early and
late at the costumes. But I 'm sure

it 's worth it. It does please the poor
fellows. Draws them out of them-

selves, don't you know."

From a Company notico-board at

the Front :

"Men must again be warned about matter

they are putting in their letters. No places
where we are or where we arc going to are
not to be divulged. Those having done so in
their letters have been obliterated."

We had no notion that the Military
i Censorship was so drastic as that.

A FANTASY.
IF you were a white rose Columbine
And I were a Harlequin,

I 'd leap and sway on my spangled hips
And blow you a kiss with my finger

tips
To woo a smile to your petal lips

At every glittering spin.

If I were a pig-tailed Buccaneer
And you were a Bristol Girl,

A-rolling home from over the sea
I 'd give you a hug on the landing quay,
A hook-nosed parrot that swore like me,
And a brooch of mother-o'-peaii.

If you were a Donna of old Castile

And a Troubadour were I,

I :d sing at night beneath your room
And weave you dreams in a minstrel's

loom
With rainbow tears and the roses'

bloom
And star-shine out of the sky.

If I were a powdered Exquisite
And you were a fair Bellairs,

I 'd press your hand in the gay pavane
And whisper under your painted fan

As I bowed you into your blue sedan
At the old Assembly stairs.

If you were a WATTEAU Shepherdess
And I were a gipsy lad,

I 'd teach you tunes that the blackbird

trills

And show you the dance of the daffo-

dils,

The white moon rising over the hills,

And Night in her jewels clad.

If you were the Queen of Make-believe
And I were a Prince o' Dream,

We 'd dress the world in a rich romance
With Pans a-piping and Queens that

dance,
With plume and mantle and rapier

glance
And Beauty's eyes a-gleam.

If I were a Poet, sweet, my own,
And you were my Lady true,

I 'd hymn your praise by night and
morn

With golden notes through a silver horn
That unborn men in an age unborn

Might glow with a dream of you !

Not Founder's Kin.
" The Archbishop of Perth has received

news that he has been appointed an honorary
Fellow of Cain's College, Cambridge."

Church Standard (Sydney, N.S.W.)

According to The Somerset and Wilts

Journal the songs sung by the boys
and girls of the Eadstock National

Schools on Empire Day included
" Raise the Flagon High." We cannot
but think this Bacchic theme a little

unsuitable for our youthful songsters.
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A WORKING HOLIDAY.
COKEH-NUT. "WHIT-MONDAY AND NOTHING DOING!"
ROUNDABOUT HOBSE. "WELL, WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT WITH A WAR ON? THEY'VE

ALL GOT SOMETHING BETTER TO DO."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XLI.

approached on April 3rd, wasn't in

the least irritated. The subject inter-

MY DEAR CHAKLES, They say we
j

ested him from the start. Moreover,

fight for money, do they? Well, so ! argumentative by nature though he

we do, and it 's a long hard fight, and I undoubtedly was, he was all anxiety to

But the Field Cashier, who was first any reasonable Field Cashier could

possibly want to read.

The Field Cashier was very pleased
to see us

;
we were very pleased to see

him. It was a most happy reunion.

Only the Command Paymaster's pre-
it 's a good soldier who wins against ; pay. First, however, there were one or

!
sence was wanted to make the thing

that firmly entrenched enemy, the two trifling formalities to be observed. ! a success. The Field Cashier gave
Command Paymaster.

" You see," he explained,
" I can only |

us his address, dispensed with the

When this War is over I shall take ! pay out iipon an authority." ; Sergeant's presence at all future meet-
all my money out of the Bank of Eng- With some confidence and no little

j

ings, and postponed all further pro-
land and, putting it in a paper bag and

\ pride we opened our despatch - case ceedings in the matter till April 17th.

not troubling to tie it up, I shall just
'

and produced our correspondence. He
hand it to the C P.M. and say,

"
Hang read every word of it

; his pay cor-

on to this, will you, till I come back ?
"

!

poral did the same, and very kindly
Mark my words : if 1 'm away for fifty

'

explained it to us all as he went along.

If there was any lack of graciousness
in the correspondence with the C.P.M.,
this was, I must at once say, on my
side. He wanted to oblige, but, being

years or so, every penny of it will be "
This," they agreed,

"
is your authority ! human, he must have his authority.

there when I return. It isn't

his habit to part with other

people's money entrusted to

his keeping.
1 have a sergeant, an honest

upright man with no compli-
cations in his past, except that

he is a Scot by birth and,

happening to bo there at the

outbreak, enlisted in Canada.

By reason of his uncertain

movements he is unable to

draw his food in the usual

way, and yet insists, tire-

somely, on being fed. So I

said he 'd better feed himself,
and I claimed an authority for

him to draw ration money
in lieu of rations. Having
weathered all the storms of

an administrative correspond-
ence, we eventually came by
the authority itself. This was
a great and happy day in the

lives of myself and the forty-
nine other officers who had by
this time become involved in

the affair.
"
Sgt. Blank is

authorised to draw ration

money in lieu of rations as

from March 1st, 1916," I read

to him, and sighed with relief,

was a premature .sigh. The trouble
was only just beginning.

"
Oue-and-eightpence a day, no less,

you get, Sergeant," I said.

He was by now an old baud. " One-

and-eightpenco a day I am authorized
to get, Sir," be corrected me.
A man not easily depressed, he took

a cheerful view of the preliminary
condition that he was paid monthly, in

ariear. He proposed to spend his

meal-times, during the rationless and

moneyless days of March, reading the

correspondence; quite enough to engage
a man's whole attention during at least

that period.

April 1st, 1916, duly arrived, and
with it the .renewal of the Sergeant's

I sent him tlie authority to

get and the authority to pay.
His reply was to the efl'eci

that both were perfectly de-

lightful and in the very best

taste, but what was wanted
before- he could authorize pay-
ment was an authority to have
the account in England cred-

ited with the necessary fund.

For the first time in my life

I positively loathed England.
Bit by bit, however, the

C.P.M. softened; but he

hadn't softened quite enough
to satisfy our Field Cashier by
April 24th. It was not till

|j>
, May 1st that he gave in alto-

gether, and went so far as to

send a chit to the Camp Com-
mandant, authorising him to

receive for me the Sergeant's

money. Meanwhile we had
discovered the private resi-

dence or funk-hole of our

F.C., and conversations be-

came daily.
The defect on May 2nd was

Subaltern. " AJTD ABOUT THIS SALUTING I WAST YOU BE-
| tiiat; t ]le Camp Commandant

CBUITS TO BE VERY PAUTICULAU ABOUT THAT. OF COURSE, YOU
|^^ si(n, p( | tnfl ri ?ht recent.

KNOW, YOU DON T SALUTE 31K-

But it

-YOU SALUTE THK UNIFORM."

food question,
asked, irritably.

NYhat, again' I

hadn't signed the right receipt.
The defect on May 3rd was

to get the money. What I want is
j

that I hadn't got the right receipt to

an authority to pay it." With ex-

pressions of mutual esteem we parted
for the day, agreeing to give the matter
our most earnest consideration during

sign.
The defect on May 4th was yes,

hunger had got the better of the Ser-

geant. Though he had got the right
the week which must elapse before : receipt and signed it, he had signed it

his return for the next pay-day. i in the wrong place.
Wo spent a busy week interviewing

j

On May 5th 1 procured a light lorry,

the forty-nine officers and anyone else
'

packed into it the Camp Commandant,
we could get to listen. Only from the

:
the Sergeant, myself, as many of the

Camp Commandant did wo get any-
[
forty-nine officers as I could lure, pens,

thing approaching enthusiasm. Camp 'ink and paper, and, by mere weight of

Commandants are men of a patient
'

numbers, I overcame the Field Cashier,

disposition and a never -failing sym- He scribbled his initials everywhere,

pathy ;
what is better still, they inquired in notes of what value we

invariably possess a Sergeant - Major j
would take the money, and undertook,

of unscrupulous if altruistic cunning. !
on his personal honour, that upon his

We presented ourselves at the pay-
'

very next visit to our headquarters
office, on April 10th, armed with every

'

(where the payment should properly be

possible form of literature, over the :

made) the notes should be ours. I

Camp Commandant's signature, which asked the Sergeant triumphantly what
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WHY DON'T YER SEE DOCTOR SMIFF ABAHT IT?"

'Is 'E A QUALIFIED DOCTOE?"
'I DUNNO. BUT I 'EAR 'E'S DOXE WONDERS wiv AHIMALS."

more he could want. He saluted

emphatically at the prospect of receiv-

ing, on May 8th, the money wherewith
to buy his food for the period March 1st

to April 3rd (inclusive).
It was indeed an achievement. Not

only were all authorities in existence

and dnly authorised, but the authorities
i

who had authorised the authorities

were themselves authorised in writing
to do so and that authoritatively.
However, it was satisfactorily estab-

lished in formal proof that all persons
concerned, including the Camp Com-
mandant, myself and the Sergeant,
were, in fact the persons we were repre-
sented to be. Indeed the last lingering
doubt was removed from the mind of

the Field Cashier as to his own identity,
and (hats olf, gentlemen !) England had
done her Bit. It was a reluctant hit,

but somehow or other it had been done.
The money was there. The Command
Paymaster could authorise its payment;
the Field Cashier could pay it ; the

Camp Commandant could receive it
;
I

could obtain it
; and the Sergeant could

!

get

it. May the 8th was fast approach-
ig : but

If a man (especially when he 's right

away in Canada) will be in such a

hurry to enlist that he cannot spare
the time to think out things carefully,
what can he expect? Shortly after

midnight of May 7th to 8th a telegram
arrived :

" Reference my A.B.C. 3535
;

your X.Y.Z. 97S ; their decimal nine

recurring. Please cancel all payment
of rtn. allce. to Sergeant Blank, Akk.
Akk. Akk. This N.C.O. belonging to a

Canadian unit should apply direct to

Paymaster, Overseas Contingent, Akk."
The Sergeant said nothing, except to

ask me how long I thought the War
was likely to last '!

Yours ever, HEX MY.

What our V.T.C.'s have to put up
with :

"Hoi-sham was reached by tea time, the

Company having inarched upwards of sixteen

miles, apart from its droll work."
Susses Daily Ketcs.

" The Forestry Department of the township
of Berlin reports that in the Grunewald, the

public park between Berlin and Potsdam,
1,GOO trees had been planted, thus changing
about 400 acres of bun-en laud into a forest."

The rimes.

The statement, like the forest, seems a

little thin.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

XVII. BLACKFEIAHS.

SEVEN Black Friars sitting back to back
Fished from the bridge for a pike or a

jack.
The first caught a tiddler, the second

caught a crab,
The third caught a winkle, the fourth

caught a dab,
The fifth caught a tadpole, the sixth

caught an eel,

And the seventh one caught an old

cart-wheel.

XVIII. THE STOCK EXCHANGE.

There 's a Bull and a Bear, and what
do you think ?

They live in a Garden of white Stocks

and pink.
"

I' 11 give you a pink Stock for one of

your white,"

Says the Bear to the Bull
; and the Bull

says,
" All right !

"

They never make answer if anyone
knocks,

They are always so busy exchanging
their Stocks.
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A PARTIAL PAT ON THE BACK.
Another Little Lecture on the War,

after the style of
" The Spectator

"

(abbreviated).

IT is no time to waste words in

praise of anybody. We want to give
and mean to give we may perhaps
even say that we hope to give the

Cabinet our countenance and some
measure of our approval, but neither

adulation nor encomium. The Editor

of this journal is quite ready to allot the

laurels when they have been earned;

he will be found at his post handing
them out when the time arrives. But
not now.

It will be said, no doubt . . . (Dele-
tion of what will no doubt be said).

You may ask a man to put his whole

strength into drawing a cork, but un-

less you are a fool you do not, while

the operation is going forward, keep

nagging at him because the cork is too

firmly jammed, nor do you jeer at him
for his lack of prescience in not having
selected a bottle with a wider neck.

You do not ask him strings of useless

questions as to why he doesn't grip
the bottle between his feet or get a

purchase on it with his teeth. Above
all you do not keep handing him tools,

such as a pair of scissors or' a button-

hook or a crowbar. No. You concen-

trate earnestly upon the provision of an

efficient corkscrew, if you ever hope to

taste the imprisoned liquor. And mean-
while,

" Don't trip him up
"
should be

the order of the day ;

" Don't catch

his eye
"
should be your watchword ;

" Don't get into the bowler's arm "

should be your motto.
We shall be told, of .course . . .

(Deletion of what we shall of course
be told).
But to discountenance nagging is

not to encourage laudation, adulation,
or encomium, or even praise. These
can wait. The cow, to change the

metaphor, will generally give her milk
all the better if she is not in the act of

being stroked or patted or wreathed
with buttercups.
We shall perhaps evoke the retort

. . . (Deletion of the retort, which will

perhaps be evoked).
So much for the exact attitude which

the Public ought to maintain toward
the Government during the War.- Un-
fortunately the Public, or rather a
section of them, have done nothing of

the sort. And that is the reason why,
in spite of good intentions about
adulation and all that, it bas become

absolutely necessary for us to step
forward and present the Ministry
with this unsolicited testimonial. The
Government is not what it appears
to be to cross-grained critics seeking

for a rotation of suitable scapegoats.
Ministers are full of glaring faults.

Most of them before the War were

wickedly engaged in doing all sorts of

damage to the country, appalling to

contemplate. But since the War began
they are doing what they can to retrieve

a lurid past, and we believe that His-

tory (our intimate colleague who waits

to endorse at a later stage the views

expressed in these columns) will pro-
nounce that they have displayed great

qualities.
But stay ! We are in danger of adula-

tion after all. Let us freely admit that

they are a sorry lot. We have never
been blind to the fact.. All the same,

they have shown the greatest of all

qualities in a crisis dispassion almost

amounting to torpor. There has never
been about them the slightest trace of

hustle or helter-skelter. They have
steered with the greatest deliberation a

course which they thought was the

right one for the ship of state to take.

To change the metaphor, having fixed

the route of the national 'bus they have
refrained from diving down side-streets.

(But there we go again, running off

into laudation. This will not do at all.)

To speak frankly, all the political
tenets of the majority of the Cabinet
are such as can never receive anything
but bitter hostility from this publica-
tion. We can't help it. There is a

gulf fixed, that is how it comes about.

But on the other hand we must not
let this view prevent us even though,
after all, we are guilty of eulogy from

recognising their sterling worth. They
are indispensable to the navigation of

the ship of state. To change the

metaphor, we must be content to let

the train be driven by the engine-driver
and not insist upon interference by the

dining-car attendant.

We are well aware that we lay our-

selves open to the charge . . . (Dele-
tion of the charge to which we lay
ourselves open).

Let us then trust the Government,
even blindly. Let our motto be the
immortal words in the "

Hunting of the

Snark": "They had often, the Bellman

said, saved them from wreck : though
none of the sailors knew how."

THE HAPPY ERROR.
As a rule I am not one to peer over

shoulders and read other people's letters

or papers. But when one is in a queue
waiting for one's passport to bo vised,
and when one has been there for an
hour and still seems no nearer to the

promised land, and when it is the
second time in the day that one has
been in a queue for the same purpose
once in France and once in England

why, some little deflection from the
narrow path of perfect propriety may
be forgiven.
Moreover in other ways I behaved

better than many of my fellow-trav-

ellers, for I stood loyally behind the
man in front of me in my due place,
and did not, as others did, insinuate

myself from the side into positions
to which, by all the laws of precedence
and decency, they were disentitled.

Indeed I even caught myself wondering
whether, had I any preferential oppor-
tunities of getting through first, as some
Red Cross and otherwise influential

people had, I should make use of them.
To take any advantage of this weary
waiting line of suspects, of which I

was one, would have been almost
monstrous.

So, standing there all patiently and

dejected, moving forward a foot or so

every four or five minutes, no wonder
that I found myself reading the em-
barkation paper which the gentleman
in front of me had filled up and was

holding so legibly before him.

He was tall and solid and calm and

French, with a better cut coat than
most Frenchmen, even the aristocrats,

trouble about. He was broad-should-

ered and erect, and I was piqued to find

him, for all his iron-grey hair, five

years younger than myself. His name
was never mind ; but I know it. His

profession was given as publicist as

though he were Mr. ARNOLD WHITE or

Sir HENRY NORMAN, although, for all I

know, Sir HENRY NORMAN may by now
be a Brigadier-General. His reasons

for visiting England, given in English,
were in connection with his profession.
But after that his English broke down

;

for when it came to the question what
was his sex, how do you think he had
answered it ? I consider that his solu-

tion of the difficulty was an ample
reward to me and to you, if you too

have any taste in terminological ex-

actitude for my fracture of a social

convention. The word he had wanted
was either "male" or "masculine";
but they had evaded him. He had
then cast about for English terminology
associated with men, and had thought

vaguely of master and mister. The
result was that the line ran thus :

"Sex: Masterly."
And, looking at the publicist's soigne

moustache and firm jaw and broad

hands, I could believe it. But what an

inspiration ! And, dear me ! what will

the Panks, if there are any left, say ?

" To Teachers and Business Ladies. Heath-
ful Holiday in North Wales ; brainy air."

Provincial Paper.

Think what it has done for Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE.
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The Judge. "THREE YEAttS."

Optimistic Prisoner. "COULDN'T YOU MAKE IT 'THREE YEABS OB THE DURATION OF THE WAB,' ME LUD?"

IDENTIFICATION.
How often the kind of thing occurs

that I am about to describe !

Four or five summers ago, before

the world went mad, I was on one of

DAVID MACBBAYNE'S steamers on the

way to a Scotch island. Among the

few passengers was an interesting man,
with whom I fell into conversation.

He was a vigorous, bulky, very tall

man, with a pointed grey beard and a

mass of grey hair under a panama, and
he was bound, he told me, for a well-

known fishing-lodge, whither he went

every August. He had been a great
traveller and knew Persia well ; he had
also been in Parliament, and one of his

sons was in the siege of Mafeking. So
much I remember of his affairs ; but
his name I did not learn. We talked

much about books, and I put him' on
to DOUGHTY'S Arabia Deserta.

I have often thought of him since

and wondered who he was, and when-
ever I have met fishermen or others

likely to be acquainted with this attrac-

tive and outstanding personality I have
asked about him ; but never with success.

And then last week I seemed really to be
on the track, for I found that my new-

neighbour in the country has also had
the annual custom of spending a fort-

night or so in the same Scotch island,

and lie claims to know everyone who
ever visits that retired spot.

So this is what happened.
" If you 're so old an islander as

that," I said,
"
you 're the very person

to solve the problem that I have carried

about for four or five years. There 's

a man who fishes regularly up there
"

and then I described my fellow-pas-

senger.
" Tell me," I said,

" who he is."

He considered, knitting his brows.
" You 're sure you 're right in saying

he is unusually tall ?
"
he inquired at

last.
"
Absolutely," I replied.

" That 's a pity," he said,
" because

otherwise it might be Sir Gerald Orp-
ington. Only he's short. Still, he was
in Parliament right enough. But, of

course, if it was a tall man it 's not

Orpington."
He considered again.
" You say," he remarked,

" that he
had been in Persia ? Now old Jack
Beresford is tall enough and has

plenty of hair, but I swear he 's never

been to Persia, and of course he hasn't

a son at all. It 's very odd. Describe
him again."

I described my man again, and he
followed every point on his fingers.

"
Well," he said, "I could have sworn

I knew every man who ever fished at

Blank, but this fellow Oh, wait a

minute! You say he is tall and bulky
and had travelled, and his son was in

the Boer WT

ar, and he has been in

Parliament '? Why, it must be old

Carstairs. And yet it can't be. Car-

stairs was never married and was never
in Parliament."

He pondered again.
Then he said,

" You 're sure it wasn't
a clean-shaven bald man with a single

eyeglass ?
"

"Quite," I said.
"
Because," he went on,

"
if he had

been it would have been old Peterson
to the life."

" He wasn't bald or clean-shaven," I

said.
" You 're sure he said Blank ?

"
he

inquired after another interval of pro-
found thought.

"
Absolutely," I replied.

" Tell me again what he was like.

Tell me exactly. I know every one up
there ;

I must know him."
" He was a vigorous, bulky, very tall

man," I said,
" with a pointed beard

and a mass of grey hair under a

panama ; and he went to Blank every

August. He had been a great traveller

and knew Persia; he had been in

Parliament, and one of his sons was
in the siege of Mafeking."

" I don't know him," he said.

" FOEEIGN gentleman desires English lady
to correct him, during one hour every morn-

ing, from 9'to 10." Bournemouth Daily Echo.

There is one foreigner whom innumer-
able English ladies would be delighted
to correct ; but he is no gentleman.
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Hostess (alluding to latest photograph of herself).
" WELL, DEAR, DO YOU THINK IT'S LIKE ME?"

Polite little Girl. "WELL, I DON'T THINK IT HAS MADE you LOOK QUITE QUITE asoirx VP ENOUGH."

"BIOLOGY AT THE FEONT."
To the Editor of'.' The Times."

SIK, I am encouraged by reading
the very interesting letter which ap-

peared in your issue of May 29th under
the heading, "Biology at the Front,"
and dealt with the habit acquired by
French poultry of imitating the sound
of flying shells, to relate an experience
which recently befell me. I was seated
at breakfast " Somewhere in France,"
and had ordered, as is my custom, a

boiled egg. When it was brought to

me I proceeded to open it by giving it

a smart tap. The egg immediately
exploded with a loud report, and the

contents were scattered in all directions.

Those at table with me at once threw
themselves prostrate on the ground,
and one, whose olfactory nerves were

excessively developed, exhibited every
symptom of being gassed. On ques-

tioning the innkeeper we learnt that

the egg had been laid some weeks
before by a hen in the neighbourhood
of the Front. I had previously noticed
that it was elongated in shape, the
small end being pointed and the base
end nearly flat, while the whole was
cased in a shell.

The continuance of this imitative

habit would be a strange perpetual
memorial of the Great War particu-

larly for Pacificist politicians.

Yours, &c., DARWINIAN.
The Ashpit, Egham.

WAE'S SURPRISES,
THE POET.

MY gifted nephew Eric
Till just before the War

Was steeped in esoteric

And antinomian lore,

Now verging on the mystic,
Now darkly symbolistic,
Now frankly Futuristic,
And modern to the core.

Versed in the weird grivoiserie
Affected by VEULAINE,

And charmed by the chinoiserie

Of MARINETTI'S strain,
In all its multiplicity
He worshipped eccentricity,
And found his chief felicity

In aping the insane.

And yet this freak ink-slinger,
When England called for men,

Straight ceased to be a singer
And threw away his pen,

Until, with twelve months' training
And six months' hard campaigning,
The lure of paper-staining
Has vanished from his ken.

For now his former crazes

He utterly 'eschews ;

The world on which he gazes
Has lost its hectic hues ;

No more a bard crepuscular
Who writes in script minuscular,
He only woos the muscular
And military Muse.

Transformed by contact hourly
With heroes simple-souled,

He looks no longer sourly
On men of normal mould,

But, purged of mental vanity
And erudite inanity,
The clay of his humanity

Is turning fast to gold.

"THE EOAD TO RAGDAD."
Provincial Paper.

Not even LITTLE WT
ILLIE could think

of a better way.

"SECOND -HAND HEARSE Wanted; body
must be up to date and reasonable."

Bristol Times and Mirror.

And not insist on a brand-new outfit.
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WITHOUT PREJUDICE.
FERDIE. "I HOPE I DON'T INTRUDE?"
Tixo. "OH, NO! MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME. THIS IS LIBERTY HALL.'
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

HAS LOBD KITCHENER, IN HIS PASSIONATE DESIRE TO ENCOURAGE THE VOLUNTEERS, EVER THOUGHT OP THE UNTAPPKD
RESOURCES OF THE TOWER OP LONDON?

Monday, May 29th. When Mr.
ANDERSON alleged that a certain linn,

desirous of getting its employes ex-

empted, had "
hospitably entertained

"

the members of the locxl tribunal at

its works, we felt that we were on
j

the fringe of a grave scandal. A pic- ;

ture of the tribunal replete with sal-

mon and champagne rose 'before the

mind's eye. But when we learned from
the Ministerial reply that the refresh-

ment alluded to consisted of " tea and
bread - and - butter

"
the vision faded

away. Those innocent viands could not
connote corruption.
A propos of tribunals, the House

learned with delight that the military

representative at Middlesbrough is Mr.
HUSTLER HUSTLER. Obviously the

Government have at last discovered

"the man of push and go" for whom
they were looking a year ago.

Mr. McKENNA was a little short-

tempered this afternoon. He first

descended heavily upon Mr. SAMUEL
HAMUEL, who had suggested that it

was time to issue another War Loan,
instead of borrowing so heavily upon
Treasury Bills. The hon. member, lie

declared, had no right to speak for

tlmt mysterious entity,
" the City."

When Sir F. BANKUHY, who indubitably

has that right, endorsed Mr. SAMUEL'S

appeal, Mr. McKENNA took refuge un-

der a point of order rather an exiguous
form of shelter for a Minister of the

Crown.

Tuesday, Mai/ 30tli. The uncertainty
of the Volunteers as to whether they
aro regarded by the War Oflice as u

very present help in time of trouble or

as a confounded nuisance will hardly
be removed by Lord KITCHENER'S

speech. True he said many nice things
about them, and particularly about the

behaviour of the Dublin corps during
the insurrection, but when it came to a

tangible recognition of their usefulness

he had very little to offer. All the

money available was required for the

Army. The Volunteers must be con-

tent with such part-worn equipment
and old-fashioned weapons as he could

find them.
On the Consolidated Fund Bill

Mr. FELL and other Members for East

Anglia represented very poignantly the

woes inflicted upon their constituencies

by the air and sea raids. Fishermen
and lodging-house keepers were alike

deprived of their livelihood. Could not

the Government do something for them,
either by billeting soldiers or by direct

ffrants-in-aid '.'

Mr. HAYES FISHEB in reply exuded

sympathy at every pore. The previous

speakers had, as he said, painted
" a

deplorable picture of gloom," and he

laid on the colours from an even more

opulent palette. But on the question
of actual relief he was painfully in-

definite. Billeting that was a ques-
tion for the War Office ; grants they i

were a matter for the Treasury. The
j

East Anglers who thought their fish

safely hooked had to go away empty.
Wcihtcs/ltiy, May 31st. Not content

with having laid sacrilegious hands on

the clock, the Government have now

deranged the calendar and kicked Whit-

Monday into August. But it is all in

the good cause of piling up shells

against the Bosches, so the House

cheerfully approved the PHIME MINIS-

TER'S announcement.
For some days there have been

rumours of an impending attack upon
Lord KITCHENER, to be led by Colonel

CHURCHILL. Perhaps that was why
Mr. TENNANT, who moved the Vote
for the War Office, decided to get his

blow in first. His short speech began
with a jibe at his critic's strategical

omniscience, though it is not true

that he referred to him as "the right
hon. and recently gallant gentleman

"
;
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proceeded with a denial of most of* his

assumptions, and ended with a high
tribute to Lord KITCHKNER'S prevision
in raising a great army to cope witli a

long war.

Colonel CHURCHILL did not pick up
the gage thus ostentatiously thrown

down, but some of bis friends were less

discreet, and developed a close -range
assault upon Lord KITCHENER. The
PRIME MINISTER is never seen to greater

advantage than when lie is defending a

colleague, and be declared tbat the

WAR SECRETARY was personally entitled

to the credit for the amazing expansion
of the army.
Unoflieial tributes were not wanting.

Sir MARK SYKES asserted that in Ger-

many the WAR SECRETARY was feared

as a groat organiser, while in the East
his name was one to conjure with ;

and Sir GEORGE REID declared that

his chief fault was tbat he was " not

clever at circulating the cheap coin of

calculated civilities which enable in-

ferior men to rise to positions to which

they are not entitled."

Thursday, June 1st. In moving that

the House should at its rising adjourn
until June 20th, the PRIME MINISTER
felt it necessary to remove any impres-
sion that the Government, while asking

everybody else to sacrifice their Whit-
sun holiday, were themselves going
junketing.

Like Old TOM MORRIS, who rebuked
a would-be Sunday golfer by saying
"

if you don't want your Sabbath rest

the links do," he pointed out that the

continuous sittings of the House threw
a double burden not only upon Ministers

one of whom, Mr. EUNCIMAN, has

unhappily broken down but also upon
the permanent officials. Even Mem-
bers of Parliament, he slily added,

might be under a misapprehension in

supposing that constant attendances at

the House was the best way in which

they could discharge their duty to their

country in time of war.

The Nationalist Members are doing
their best to "

give LLOYD GEORGE a
chance." True, they ask an inordinate

number of questions arising out of the
hot Easter week in Dublin when, ac-

cording to the local wit, it was " '98 in

the shade" hut otherwise they have

sternly repressed any tendency to fac-

tiousness. Yesterday, when a free-

lance sought to move the adjournment
of the House in order to denounce the

continuance of martial law in Ireland,
not a single other Member rose to sup-
port him; and to-day, though Mr.
DILLON could not resist the temptation
to make a speech on the same subject,
he showed a refreshing restraint.

Only once -when he declared that
"if you can reach the hearts of the

MNFEJP
HXO I LOR S

Doctor (examining recruit). "Asn DO YOU ALWAYS STUTTER LIKE THAT?"
Recruit. "N-N-uo, SIR. ONLY W-W-W-WHEN I T-T-TALK."

Irish people you can do anything with
them ; but they will not be driven, and

you cannot crush them" did his voice

approach that painfully high pitch
which irreverent critics have been
known to describe as " Sister Mary
Jane's top-note."

Mr. ASQUITH in reply was sympa-
thetic but firm. The Government were
not deaf to the plea for leniency which
had boon addressed to them by all Irish

representatives, by Sir EDWARD CARSON
as well as by Mr. REDMOND. But they
could no't give an undertaking that
there should be an end of the courts-

martial. As for the persons deported
from Ireland, for whom Mr. DILLON

had specially appealed, it would be
more humane in their own interests

not to bring them to trial at once, for

that would mean a crop of convictions

and sentences which would increase

instead of allaying the alleged irritation

in Ireland.

Mr. JOHN O'CosNOB developed a

really ingenious argument. To show
that martial law ought now to be

drogped he mentioned that if he at-

tempted to hold a recruiting meeting
in his constituency his life would not

be worth half - an - hour's purchase.
Members who were thinking of spend-
ing the recess in Ireland were greatly

impressed.
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AT THE PLAY.
" FlSIiriNCrLE."

Sir Geoffrey Pom/ret,
" that almighty

man, the county god," 'claimed to exer-

cise the same divine right over the

souls of his village that he exercised, in

the matter of breeding, over tho bodies

of his cattle and pigs. Nothing, I

think, has brought the present Wai-

more closely home to my bosom than

the humours of this feudal relic

taken in all seriousness by everyone,

including the author. It seems almost

inconceivable that Mr. VACHELL'S play
deals with conditions that still survived

only a few years ago. Yet the Squire's
devotion to the science of eugenics
establishes its date as quite recent. It

was his sole taint of modernity ; and
indeed where his own son's marriage
was concerned he omitted to apply his

scientific principles, and made a choice

for him in which no regard was paid to

eugenics, but only to established social

traditions.

At first the play opened up prospects
of a pleasant gaiety. A love scene,
conducted in a rich Western brogue,
between the Squire's footman and his

still-room maid, and the embarrassment
caused by her eagerness to learn the

philosophy of "
eujanics," were full of

promise. It was confirmed by the ap-

pearance of Mr. AINLEY, whose manner
reminded us of his many triumphs in

the art of eccentric detachment. His

part- the title-role was that of Sir

Geoffrey's faithful butler, on such

familiar, though respectful, terms with
his master that the two sipped port
together in the former's room in broad

daylight while discussing family mat-
ters. They took an unconscionable
time about it, but, as I said, it promised
well. However, Mr. VACHELL had
other designs than our mere amuse-
ment. We were not to have our comedy
without paying for it with our heart's

blood. Very soon the shadow of melo-
dramatic pathos and mystery crept
over the sunny scene. Fishpingle takes
a box from a cupboard and glances at

a miniature and a bundle of letters.

There is illegitimacy in the air, and a

lady near me in the stalls confides to

her neighbour that " he 's the Squire' a

half-brother." I can't think where she

got her information, for the rest of us
never learned the facts of the mystery
till the very end of the evening, and
even then the details of Fishpingle's

origin only transpired (as they gay)
under extreine pressure arising out of

his dismissal by his master on the

strength of a violent disagreement
about fundamentals.

Sir Qeoffrey't father, it seems, had
before his marriage run away with a

girl not of his own rank, who had

generously refused to spoil the family-
tree by marrying him ; and Fishpingle
was the result. You might judge from
the peculiarity of his surname that

tho matter was taken lightly by his

parents. But you would be wrong.
His mother died when he was born,
and his first name (for I cannot call it a

Christian name) was Benoni, which,

being interpreted, means
" the child of

sorrow." - Sir Geoffrey's grand mother,
who had discouraged the legal adjust-
ment of the relationship between the

lovers, had tried to repair matters by
educating Fishpingle above the ob-

scurity of his irregular birth
; hence

his comparative erudition, rare in a

butler.

Now the opening of the play had

THE BREED OP THE POMFRETS.
Fishpingle (to himself) .

' ' How ANYBODY
CAN PAIL TO SEE THE EXTRAORDINARY FAMILY
LIKENESS BETWEEN US I CANNOT IMAGINE."

Fishjmujle .... Mr. HESRY AINLEY.
Sir Geoffrey Pomfret . Mr.ALLAN AYNESWORTH.

put me into a mood which was not
the right one for the reception of this

extract from a deplorable past. Some
comedies would be all the better for a
little tragic relief; but this was too
much. Mr. VACHELL had no business
to give his play a title like FisJ/piiit/le.
He should have called it'

" Nature's

Nobleman, or The Tragical Romance
of a Faithful Butler's Birth," and then
I might have known what to expect.
As it was I felt aggrieved. It was not,
of course, a question of asking for my
money back at the doors (critics, to be

just to them, never do this in the case

of a complimentary seat), but I felt I

had a right to protest against this

attempt to hurrow my heart-strings,
attuned as tl:ey were to the key of

comedy, with a painful drama dating

back to more than half a century before
the rise of tho curtain, and with its

chief actors all dead. And the irri-

tating mystery in which it was

wrapped only made things worse. Fur-

ther, I suffered a considerable strain

i on both my head and my heart in con-

sequence of obscure hints (vaguely in-

volving a photograph on his mantel-

piece) as to the reason why Fishpingle
remained a bachelor to the bitter end.

But I am ashamed to appear flippant,
for Mr. AINLEY played with exquisite

feeling and a fine sincerity. And I

have to thank Mr. VACHELL for giving
us some excellent studies of character

not character developed before our

eyes by circumstance (except perhaps
a. little at the last), but admirably ob-

served as a kind of fixture to be taken
with the house.

And if the play is not quite on the

high level of Mr. GALSWORTHY'S The
Eldest Son, which it faintly recalls, it is

|

much more worthy of Mr. VACHKLL'S

gifts than the poor thing, Penn, which
died so young. Also he is very much
more fortunate this time in his cast.

Miss MARION TERUY, as Lady Pomfret,
was a pattern of sweet graciousness ;

and Mr. ALLAN AYNESWORTH was at his

happiest as Sir Geoffrey. And the two

pairs of lovers, Mr. CYRIL RAYMOND
and Miss MAUD BELL above stairs, and
Mr. REGINALD BACH and Miss DORIS
LYTTON below (they were really all of

them on the ground floor, the butler's

room being the common trysting-place),
served as delightful examples of natural

selection both on their own part and
that of the management and were as

fresh and healthy as the most eugenical
could desire. O. S.

" DADDY LONG-LEGS."

Daddy Long - Leys is a pleasant
American sentimental comedy made by
JEAN WEBSTER out of her very jolly

book, and not so sticky as some of our

importations of the same general type.
The four Acts are phases in the deve-

lopment of Judy (or JentsJia) Ahlxitt,

orphan ; and, as normally happens in

book-plays, development is extremely
abrupt. Act I. shows us Judy as the

drudge of the orphanage breaking into

flame of rebellion on the day of the

visit of the trustees. Naturally the

trustees are all trustees pour rire, ex-

cept one real good rich man, Jerri*

Pendlcton, who admires the orphan's

spirit, and decides that she is to have
her chance at his charges ;

but is on
no account to know her benefactor.

In Act II., a year later, Judy is not

merely the most popular but the best

dressed girl in her college. She still

dreams about her unknown benefactor,

whom she calls Daddy Long-Legs,
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Vicar (severtly). "An, THE OLD STOBY AN UNSKILLED MAN DODGING THE WOKK HB MIGHT GET."

Tramp (stung to the quick). "UNSKILLED, AM I? You 'AVE A GO AT DODGING WORK THESE DAYS, AND SEE IF IT DON'T TAKE A

BIT o' SKILL !

"

and assumes to be a hoary old man.
Pendleton comos to Comment., or its

equivalent, to bave a peep at bis ward,
and loses bis heart. In tbe Third Act,
three years later, our heroine is a
famous author, and Pcmllcton, coming
(still incog.) to propose, is refused by a

j

,1 mil/ who has taken to worrying unduly
(and not altogether convincingly, if you i

ask me) about her lack of family. And,
,

of course, in Act IV., wedding bells.

Mis* Hi'.xKK KELLY has a charming '.

personality, and a smile which alone is

worth going to see. She trounced the i

matron and the incredible trustees with
a fierce fury, and seemed to have easy
command of the changes of mood and
tense which her fast-moving circum-

'

stances required. A pretty twinkling
star. Mr. CHARLES WALDHON is a
skilful actor. If he, perhaps, grimaced
a little too much by way of not letting
us miss the obvious points of the little

mystery, he made as admirable a pro-
!

posal of marriage as 1 have ever heard
on 1 he stage (or oft' it for that matter,
with perhaps one exception); but to

suppose that so accomplished a lover

would accept a more- mournful shake
of the head as a final refusal is simply

too absurd. Miss FAY DAVIS made
quite a little triumph of gentle gracious ;

kindliness out of one of those poten-

tially tiresome explanatory parts with-
]

out which no mystifications can be

contrived. Miss KATE JEPSON is a
j

comedienne of rich grain, and gave I

a very amusing study of the hero's

old nurse. Miss JEAN CADELL, that i

clever specialist in dour unpleasant ;

stage women, made a properly repul-
sive thing out of the matron of the

orphanage. Mr. HYLTON ALLEN scored

his points as a comic lover with droll !

effect. If the distinctly clever children

of the home (Judy excepted) had been i

effectively put on the contraband list I

should not have worried. They were
'

unduly noisy (for art, not for life per-

haps), and they overdid their parts,
j

being not only rowdy in the absence,
and abject in the presence, of authority,

'

but different kinds of children -not

merely the same children in two moods.

Altogether a pleasant play pleasantly
and competently performed. T.

Alleged Cannibalism in the
German Navy.

' The prisoners got the same food as the

submarine crew. Merc is the bill of fare :

Breakfast consisted of coffee, black bread.

submarine commander and he pilot."
I'rnrincial I'-ajxr.

"Jimmy "Wilde, the fly-weight champion,
took part in two contests at Woolwich on

Saturday, winning them both with great e UK.

Darkey Sauuders, Cainborwcll, win beaten in

three months." Jiurton Daily Mail.

The reporter also seems to have been
knocked out of time.

"If the area of the garden cannot lie in-

creased, the quantity and quality of the crops
should be improved by the extra hour of day-

light." The Times.

For this discovery our contemporary is

hereby recommended for the famous

Chinese Order of the Excellent Crop.

C.\r.iNi:T

Now why, we wonder, do they spell it

way ?

"A letter sent on Friday saying, \\V are

starting a central moss for 1,200 men on Mon-

day,' and asking: 'Can you send cooks?'

brings us a reply '24 trained women cooks, wlin

roll up their sleeves and cook breakfast for the

number stated inside 1'2 hours !

"

Tlit Tn

What was breakfast to some must have

been supper to others.
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MUSINGS ON MILK-CANS.
WHEN I travel up to London by an early morning train

Or return into the country when the day is on the wane,
At the smallest railway station

There 's a dreadful demonstration
Which causes me unmitigated pain.

I 'm aware that milk is needed for our infant girls and boys ;

That it aids adult dyspeptics to regain
"
digestive poise

"
;

But I 've never comprehended
Why its transport is attended

By the maximum of diabolic noise.

I admit the railway porter who can deftly twirl a can
In each hand along the platform is no ordinary man ;

But what kills me is the banging
And the clashing and the clanging

As he hurls them in or hauls them from the van.

Now if some new material for these vessels could be found
Non-metallic and in consequence a silencer of sound

There would be within our borders

Fewer nerve and brain disorders

And more of moral uplift to go round.

I know a dashing journalist, a credit to his trade,
Who 's always in the thick of it whenever there 's a raid.,

Bombs of various sorts and sizes

He describes and analyses,
But he can't endure a long milk-cannonade.

I 've written to our Member, Dr. Philadelphus Snell,
To ask a question in the House I think he 'd do it well

If our cows' nerves should be mangled
By the way their milk is jangled ;

And, if he doesn't play, 1 11 try GINNELL.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(The GERMAN'EMPEROR and the CROWN PRINCE.)
The Gentian Emperor. Sit down, won't you ?

The Crown Prince. Oh, thanks, I rather prefer stand-

ing. One's legs get so cramped in a motor-car.
The G. E. Sit down !

The C. P. Eeally, I

The G. E. SIT DOWN t !
. .

The C. P. Oh, if you're going to take it like that, I 11

yes, yes, there I am. Are you happy now ?

The G. E. I don't know why I tolerate tins impertinence
from a whipper-snapper like you. If I did my duty

The C. P. I know what you 're going to say : if you did

your duty you 'd have me arrested and packed off to prison.
Isn't that it ? Yes, I thought so. You want to be like old
FREDERICK WILLIAM. He had FREDERICK THE GREAT sen-
tenced to death, and, by Jove, he all but had the sentence
carried out too. It was a deuced near thing. FREDERICK
WILLIAM was mad, you know as mad as a hatter, and
TheG.E. Stop it. I will not have you add to your

other misdeeds the crime of irreverence against one of the

greatest and worthiest members of our royal House.
The C. P. Well, it 's rny House as well as yours. I dare

say you regret that, but there it is, and you won't alter it

by glaring at me and threatening me with your moustache.
I 'm glare-proof and moustache-proof by this time.

The G. E. What have I done to deserve such a son?
The C. P. If it comes to that there 's another way of

putting it. What have I done to deserve such a father?
that 's what I might ask

;
but I 'm too respectful, too careful

of your feelings. And what 's my reward ? You 're always
nag-nag-nagging at me, morning, noon and night. Why
can't you give it a rest ?

The G. E. This is beyond endurance. But it has always
been the same from the time you cut your teeth until now

no filial piety, no consideration for your mother and
me

; only a cross-grained selfishness and bad temper.
What happened in India ?

The C. P. Oh, if you 're going over that old story again,
I 'm off.

The G. E. Donnerwetter noch einmal ! Sit still, I tell

you. I say again, what happened in India? You never

thought of ingratiating yourself with the native chiefs.

You couldn't even keep your engagements or be punctual.
All you thought of was running after some girl whose
face happened to take your fancy. I might as well have

kept you at home or sent you to London. What a crea-

ture to be a Crown Prince !

The C. P. (wearily). There you go again. But I protest

against such treatment. I 'd far rather be hack before

Verdun with old VON HASELER grandmothering me all over

the place.
The G. E. I wonder you dare to mention the word

Verdun in my presence.
The C. P. Why shouldn't I ? I didn't appoint myself

Commander of the Verdun armies. You did that, and I 've

done my best to obey your orders and those of the High
Command. If the French fight well, and if we lose thou-

sands upon thousands of men, how am I responsible ? Do
be reasonable, my respected father. It was you who
wanted Verdun. You won't be happy till you get it, and
if you do get it now it won't be as useful as an old shoe

without a sole. Anyhow, I 'm bearing the burden, and if

we succeed in breaking through it 's you that will have the

credit of it. If Verdun falls you '11 be there in double quick
time to take the salute in your shining

The G. E. Silence, jackanapes !

The C. P. And if we don't get through poor old VON
HASELEH will have to retire. You 11 send him your photo-

graph in a gold frame to console him, just as you consoled

BISMARCK. Pity there 's no BISMARCK now. However, we
can't have everything, can we ?

(Left quarrelling.)

"A damaged Zeppelin was observed to descend in the Thames
Estuary, and it surrendered on the approach of patrol goat."

T)us Journal {Calcutta).

This incident is believed to be unique, but German sub-

marines have no doubt before now been accounted for by
our naval rams.

"We give these things long words. We talk of the 'triumph
of organisation.' Is it not simpler to say that when a man knows
exactly what he wants done, exactly how every part of it should bo

done, and can pick a man for each task, and apportion his require-
ments to what is possible ;

and then, by far the most important thing
of all, can so deal with the many under his command that each is

most furiously anxious to do what the leader wants why then,

things go right." Westminster Gazette.

The answer is in the negative.

"There is much matter for thinking over in the observations of

this ' Student ' who was at Sandhurst twelve years ago, and at Oxford
later on, and seems to have got the best out of both forms of training

the unhasting and unresting labour of 'the Shop,' which aims

only at making competent gunners and sappers, and the easy-going
round of University life which enlarges one's sympathy and stimulates
the imagination." Horning Paper.

Judging by his description of Sandhurst we think that
the writer of the above extract must also have been at

Oxford, where
^the imagination gets stimulated.
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Fanner (who IMS got a lady-ltelp in the dairy).
"
ULLO, MISSY, WHAT IN THE WOULD BE YE DOIN'?"

Lady. "WELL, YOU TOLD ME TO WATER THE cows AND I'M DOING IT. THEY DON'T SEEM TO LIKE IT MUCH."

THE GREAT NEUTRAL.
I AM the Neutral Journalist who

wanders round Europe. I am abso-

lutely impartial. I am absolufcely

trustworthy. My perfect integrity is

vouched for at the head of all my
articles. Pleasant it is to come over to

London, sell one set of articles to the

Boom Press and another to the Gloom
Press, and then sit down with smiling
face and begin an article for Germany :

"I sit in a hovel amongst the ruins of

Fleet Street, with the wreck of the

armoured fort of St. Paul's in view. I

hear a stir outside. A wild mob of

conscientious objectors is beating a re-

cruiting ofticer to death. Such things
happen hourly in defeated Albion."

Sly series of London, Liverpool, Man-
chester and Birmingham all in ashes

has proved so successful that I pro-
pose to cover all the large towns and
construct a Baedeker of ruins.

Yet I pride myself more on my work
for England's Press. My German
articles have all to be in the same
vein. Only the Boom Press exists in

Germany. But in England one can

vary one's view and do artistic work.
You must have read my story, of the

struggle for the last sausage in a Frank-
fort butcher's shop how the troops in-

tervened and the crowd attacked them,
and how ultimately 1,400 civilians

were mown down with machine guns
and the sausage was eaten by the

General Officer commanding the Army
Corps that suppressed the rising. You
must also have seen my description
of the KAISER his white hair, bent

shoulders, deathlike look as he passed,

protected by his Guards from the wild

fury of the Berlin mob. Of course I

have another KATSEB, the bright smiling
man whoso youth seems to have been
renewed by tho War, who waves his

hand to the madly enthusiastic crowds

waiting round the Palace for a glimpse
of their divinity.
You must have read my secret inter-

views with distinguished Germans, who
whispered to me that HINDENBURO had
thrown down his sword and declared

that if the useless slaughter did not
cease he would march on Berlin. I

have told you their promises of bloody
revolutions and fierce risings. Also I

have given you interviews with other

distinguished Germans, who confided
to me that now Germany could turn
out one submarine and one Zeppelin

every week-day and two on Sundays,
and I have thrilled you with the details

of the great trade war which will come

directly peace is declared, when Ger-
j

many will win back all her wealth

by selling everything fifty per cent,

below cost.

How my dinners vary in that strange
Teutonic land ! I pay twenty marks
for two tiny slices of fish, a thin piece
of indigestible potato bread, and a

section of rancid sausage. At other

times I spend two marks and get a

delightful meal which could not be

procured in a London restaurant for

five shillings. I walk through Berlin

and see scarcely a cripple or a wounded
man. I let you know that ninety-
five per cent, of German wounded,

owing to the skill of German doctors,

go back to the Front in a week. To
other English readers I confide that

all the maimed, wounded and blind

are sent into the very centre of Ger-

many. There are huge districts without
a whole man in them.
Did you ask for the actual facts ? I

will give you one and it is this : the

only persons in Germany whose waist-

measurements have increased in the

War are the neutral journalists.
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Proud Peter a comfortable tale of the eupeptic type, I

enjoyed it rather less than other stories from the same
:

facile pen.

ARTHUR GREEN'S The Story of a Prisoner of War
poignant picture that Miss BETHAM- EDWARDS has

. (CHATTO AND WINDUS) can lie recommended to all who
,-n of life in the Beichsland under the increasing burden

; can still digest the uncooked facts. "I can swear," he

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

IN Hearts of Alsace (SMITH, ELDER) your interest will be

held less by the actual story than by the profoundly moving \

and
drawn
of Prussian tyranny. It is a picture that one feels to be says,

" that all that is written is Gospel truth," but

absolutely true. The author writes of what she knows, without any such assurance it would be impossible for

This Alsatian family old Jean Bartheleini/, the city father,
j

even the most sceptical to doubt the writer's honesty,
crushed and embittered by the fate of his loved Mulhouse ; ,

Wounded and taken prisoner in August, 1914, he suffered

his two daughters and the circle of their friends within the
'

severely at the hands of the Germans, and his account of

town all live and move and look longingly towards the the camp at Wittenburg does nothing to decrease one's

West, iis so many others must have done these forty and
j loathing for that pestilential spot. For many reasons it

odd years past. The plot, what there is of it, concerns the
]

is a sad tale, and not the least of them is the evidence

clandestine love of Claire, the petted younger daughter of I ft gives that a civili/ed race can sink to such depths of

the Gley house, for an officer in the conqueror's hosl, whom i cruelty and cowardice. Perhaps the only people to whom
she had met during a visit to Rtrasburg. Cluiir iiwrries : it will give any comfort are those who have sent food and

her Kurt, a shady worth-
less knave, and, as the

book ends with the out-

break of war, is left to an
unknown fate. Very stir-

ring are the chapters that

tell of the tumult of emotion
that broke loose when the

French guns were heard in.

Mulhouse; though here--

as in all those war stories

whose only satisfactory
end is the final confusion

of Kaiserdom one feels

that there is a chapter

yet to be added. Miss
BETHAM-EDWARDS writes

with all the vigour (I

might add all the garrulity)
of intense personal feeling.
Her book, as a race study,
is a real contribution to

the literature of the War.

These are days in which
some measure of sacrifice

is rightly considered the

Tlte Author (dictating).
" ' TIIK ROOM WAS FILLED WITH DYNAMITE,

GUN-COTTON, NITRO - GLYCERINE, CANS OP PETHOL AND OTHER HIGH
EXPLOSIVES. A TRAIN OP POWDER HAD BEEN LAID AND WAS SWIFTLY
BURNING ITS WAY TO THE HEAP OF COMBUSTIBLES. CLARENCE, TIED TO A

POST, LISTENED TO THE RETREATING FOOTSTEPS OF THE HUNS, A SMILE
OF CONTEMPT CURLING HIS SENSITIVE NOSTRILS.' CLARENCE IS IN A
TIGHT PLACE, MlSS BROWN, AND I DON'T KNOW YET HOW WE'LL GET
HIM OUT OP IT. CAN YOU SUGGEST ANYTHING?"
Amanuensis (brightly).

" WHY NOT HAVE PEACE PROCLAIMED?"
common duty of every-
one, so long as it is sacri-

fice with an object. Perhaps this consideration gives
j
ELDER). This deals more especially with the pests attached

clothing to our prisoners.
But I am glad that this

book came my way, be-

cause I would choose to

read facts of the War
baldly written by a soldier

rather than any war fic-

tion composed by imagin-
ative civilians. "Of course

I 'in not an author," he

writes, and as far as gram-
mar and spelling go it is

not for me to contradict

him, but he has seen and

suffered, and in these days
no one who has handled

a bayonet need apol^ise
for taking a turn with a

pen.

Encouraged, no doubt,

by the reception accorded

to that cheery little vol-

ume, Miner Horrors of
War, its author, Dr. A.

E. SHIPLEY, has now fol-

lowed it with an equally

entertaining sequel in More
Minor Horrors (SMITH,

me less patience with the preposterous kind, which, as

a motive in fiction, usually consists in the hero inviting
all and sundry to trample upon his prospects and reputa-
tion. This is what the chief character in Proud Peter

(HUTCHINKON) did. He began by allowing it to be supposed

to the Senior Service, and familiar to those who go down to

the sea in ships the Cockroach, the Mosquito, the Eat,
the Biscuit- Weevil and others. Of each Dr. SHIPLEY has

some pleasant word of instruction or comment to say, in

his own highly entertaining manner. I like, for example,
that he was the father of his brother's illegitimate child,

'

his remark about the mosquito (whose infinite variety is

the bright peculiar fatuousness of which pretence was that recognised in no fewer than five chapters), that, if he could

thereby the said brother was enabled to marry, and break
j

talk, the burden of his song would be that of the guests at

the heart of, the heroine, whom, of course, Peter himself
adored. Also, many years after, when the child, now an

objectionable young man, nay more, an actor, was pursuing

the dinner-party in David Copperfield
" Give us blood !

'

And I found good omen in the cockroach world on learning
that Periplaneta Orientalis, or the common English sort,

another heroine with his unwelcome attentions, he very ! has P. Germanica thoroughly beat in the matter of empire-

neai'ly spiked Peter's guns, on being threatened, by exclaim- building. In short, Dr. Shipley's second volume, like his

ing,
" I am thy son

"
or words to that effect. Fortunately,

however, there existed, as I had somehow known would be
the case, a signed photograph that put all that right.

Why, I wonder, is Mr. W. E. NonniH always so sharp
with the dramatic profession ? Was it not in one of his

earlier stories that somebody quite seriously questions
whether a good actor can also be a good man? On the ,.c,cod Greet) grocery and Mixed Business, sure living

whole, as you may have gathered, while I should call
i
cause of leaving." Provincial P,i/u>'.

first, combines instruction with amusement, and is well

worth its modest eighteen-pence to those on land who may
wish to learn about the intimate associates of their dear

ones who are defending them upon the sea.

"In the Midst of Life

death
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CHARIVARIA.
Ti IK (ionium IMPERIAL CHANTKLLOR'S

Reichstag speech with regard to the

Battle of Jutland was, according to '/'/

/><///// Mail, delivered with " an eye on

Washington." Not GEORGE, of course.
': #

According to the German ollicial an-

nouncement, the sinking of the Liii-.nn-

was concealed for "
military reasons."

It is only reasonable to assume that

other and larger prevarications con-

cerning the North Sea battle may be

ascribed to "naval reasons."
* *

A remarkable omission from the

German account of the Naval battle

off Jutland is observed. There is no
mention of the destruction of H.M.S.

discovering at the last moment that

she had a duplicate elephant, appears
to have brought it along just in time
to catch our contemporary before it

went to press. ^ ...

In connection with the occupation
of Fort Rupel by the Bulgarians it is

announced that General SAKR.UI, is

taking the "
necessary steps." Yet we

<-a miot be blind to the fact that it would
have been better to have forestalls I (lie

enemy and taken the necessary front-

door.

At a meeting of the Church Reading
Union at Sion College, Sir FRANCIS

Fox, J.P., said that a boy who was
arrested for setting lire to a church
had told him that he " had seen it on

According to the Croy-
don Public Library Com-
mittee, "readers are turn-

ing to Thackeray, Dickens,

George Eliot and Jane
Austen for relief from war

worry." This authorita-

tive statement will come
as a great shock to Mr.

BALFOUR, who appears to

have been under the im-

pression that WINSTON
CHURCHILL was the popu-
lar author of the moment.

.'.

Under the heading,
"Fish-shaped Zeppelin,"
The Daily Mail, quoting
the Zurich correspondent
of the Nicuwe Courant,
describes a monster sup-

posed to have been re-

cently launched by the Germans, which the cinematograph." This statement
fires an aerial torpedo weighing 420 Ibs. has drawn a spirited protest from a

a distance of nine miles. We ourselves number of our leading film manufac-
would have preferred the heading, turers, who point out that the thing
"
Fish-shaped Story." could not possibly have happened, as

*...* in all their dramas they have always
An A.B., fresh from the Naval fight, made it a rule never to burn anything

had read a statement in the Press that less expensive than a cathedral.

the KAISER had given three Hochs ! for

his Navy.
"
Well, I don't give a Dam

man and a general dealer; that ho was

training about 1 '20 carrier-pigeons tor

the Government and also did a bit of

prize-fighting. There the matter
to have ended, but one cannot help
thinking that a really export cross-

examiner would lint have let him go
without finding out what he did in his

spare time. ^ +

Reports from all the agricultural
districts refer in glowing terms to

the cheerful manner in which women
workers on the farms are carrying on

their duties. We are, however, in-

formed that in one district a woman
voluntary worker was heard to express
the opinion that she would be more
keen upon her part of the work if the

ground were not so horribly far down.

The popularity of police

passes is due to the fact

that they can often be

kept and used as a testi-

monial to character. Thus
a well-known Irishman of

county family, on apply-

ing for a pass to England,
received the following :

" Mr. is known to all

the police of the county,
and they consider him a

fit man to leave Ireland."

Member of tlie Royal Flying Corps (first day out of hospital).
UP, MAN SPEED UP!"

SPEED

for it !

"
said the British tar.

* *
*

An advertisement from The Times :

"Very stout gentleman, ineligible Army,
requires permanent engagement to act

The President of the Republic of San
j

for Cinema. Had some experience in

Domingo has resigned,
" to save the comedy pictures ; fatter than any other

State from armed American interven- ! movey actor ; weight 22 stone ; excep-
tion." We fear that somebody has tional opportunity for British producers,
been pulling the gentleman's leg. . but willing go abroad." What about

%* j

an exchange, on a weight basis, with
The 1'all'Mull (ia~t'tti> on the Jumble America, who might send us Sir

HEHISERT TREK and CHARLIE CHAPLIN?

*
At the Bow County Court a man

Sale at the Caledonian Market: "But
there were bargains for everybody,
whether it was an elephant or a daintily

The Decline of Chivalry.
"The Minister for Lands,

the Minister for Agriculture,
and the Under - Secretary for

Agriculture paid a visit to the
old Zoo at Moore Park, and
decided to adopt the suggestion
that it be utilised as a horti-

cultural college for women
students. It is expected the

animals will take up their new quarters by
July next." Australian Paper.

Headline to an account of German
outrages in the Baltic :

" HENS ANNOYING SWEDES."
Rand Daily Mail.

This quite takes us back to the LLOYD
GEORGE of the old days.

" SWEET maid (experienced) for restaurant."

Scottish Paper.

We hope she knows her KINGSLEY :

" Be good, sweet maid."

A New Gas Attack ?

"With whatever object, offensive or defensive,
the German General Staff is concentrating all

EGOS SEVKXPENCE EACH."

Glasgmo Kvening Times.

bejewelled carrier, a Paris hat or a who was questioned regarding his

three-year-old, or a motor-car, or an occupation said that he was a tin-

elephant." One of the lady helpers, smith, a carrier, a job-buyer, a milk-

" KIND Motherly Person wanted urgently to

mind baby girl during day; easy distance
from Reservoir." Auckland Star.

So, if the child becomes too trouble-

some
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BOHN JUNE 24in, 1850. DIKD ON SERVICE JUNE STH, 1916.

SOLDIER of England, you who served her well

And in that service, silent and apart,
Achieved a name that never lost its spell

Over your country's heart ;

Who saw your work accomplished ere at length
Shadows of evening fell, and creeping Time

Had bent your stature or resolved the strength
That kept its manhood's prime;

Great was your life, and great the end you made,
As through the plunging seas that whelmed your

head
Your spirit passed, unconquered, unafraid,

To join the gallant dead.

But not by death that spell could pass away
That fixed our gaze upon the far-off goal,

Who, by your magic, stand in arms to-day
A nation one and whole,

Now doubly pledged to bring your vision true

Of darkness vanquished and the dawn set free

In that full triumph which your faith foreknew

But might not live to see. O. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
VON BETHMANN-HOLLWEO and FBAU roix

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG.)
She. You are late again, Theobald. How often must I

He. Oh, please do not worry me, my dear Martha.
After what I have been forced to go through it is a wonder
that I am here at all.

Slie. What have you been seeing him again ? I thought
he was away with one of the armies and you would be

having a holiday.
He. So did I think; but it was not to be. Holiday,

indeed ! When do I ever get even a moment in which to

think my own thoughts?
She. At any rate I hope he acknowledged what Germany

owes to you. Where would he have been, I wonder, if it

bad not been for your constant devotion to his service

throughout this terrible time? Does be realise what that

has meant for him and his?

He. Kaisers never realise anything. That 's my experi-
ence of one. of them, at any rate. If you flatter them they
smile on you and take all the credit of your work. But I

am not cut out of that sort of wood, and the result is that

he looks at me as if he had bitten into a lemon by mistake.

You know that look, don't you ?

She. Yes, my poor Theobald, I know that look. It

makes everything black and uncomfortable. But if he is

like that and doe.; not consider your feelings, why do you
continue to servo him ? You should assert yourself, and if

he does not improve you should send in your resignation.
After all there are better things in the world than to be

Chancellor to a man who does not appreciate your work.
He. Of course I have thought of that, but I have put

the idea aside. If I were to resign now it would only give

joy to my enemies, and they are the last people in the world
to whom I wish to give joy. He won't get rid of mo just

yet, for he finds me too useful as a lightning-conductor.

Still, I know that some day he '11 give me a push by
sending me a letter condoling with me on the state of my
health, and then good-bye to the oflice of Chancellor.

She. And, for my part, Theobald, I hope that time will

come soon, though I shudder to think what will become of

the country when you go. However, we won't talk of

that any more. Tell me rather what he has been saving to

you to-day.
lie. Oh, to-day he was displeased with my speech in the

Reichstag.
She. Displeased with that beautiful speech so sun-clear

and patriotic! Why, the man must be mad. Never in all

my life have I read anything so patriotic and convincing.
What does he complain of ?

He. What does he not complain of ? First, he is angry
that I defend myself against attacks made in an anony-
mous pamphlet.

She. Then I am sure he wrote it himself or inspired it.

He. I have not the. evidence to prove that, but it is, of

course, possible. It would be just like him to play rne a
trick like that. But what chiefly provoked his anger was
what I said about the naval battle.

She. Yes, I remember you said that England was not

thereby defeated. If you will pardon me, Theobald, I my-
self thought that this was a rash statement.

He. So you' re going to turn against me too, arc you ?

It was a true statement, whatever he or you may say.

They lost ships, yes, and we lost ships too, and we can
afford to lose ships much less that the English can. What
is the use of pretending that we 've won the War and
beaten down England because our sailors shot straight and

fought bravely? So did the English, and they 've got more

ships left than we have, more 's the pity.
She. But he has made a glorification speech about it,

hasn't he?
He. Yes, he has. In another day or two he will have

worked himself up to the point of believing that he com-
manded our ships in the battle. I know him ; but ho
needn't think I'm going to encourage him in this laugh-
able pretension.

She. Do not think about him any more, but go to bed
and have a good sleep.

He. I will try, but the telephone will ring, I am sure,
and he will command me to come and see him. (The tele-

phone rings.) There, I told you so.

Is it true that the KAISER intends to confer upon Admiral
VON SCHEEK the title of Baron von Sheer-off ?

Our Classicists.'

" Another relic was a torpedo propeller.
' It came from a German

submarine that got into an awkward place rather foolishly but do

mortibus, and the rest of it.' "Provincial Paper.

Never mind about the rest of it. "De mortibus
"
is enough,

thank you.

"Deep down in the ship I came across a strange sight. Some
twenty or thirty boys, seated at desks, were being taught the mys-
teries of compound fractures by a petty officer." Liverpool Daily Post.

As a preliminary to teaching the German Fleet the art

of recurring decimation ?

"Private Willie has returned from France looking extremely
robust and well. He will, I understand, enter for a course of in-

struction at Baal College, Oxford, before proceeding again to the

front." Irish Paper.

As this new foundation, originally intended no doubt for

the German Rhodes Scholars, has apparently been diverted

to better use, the authorities might now alter the name.
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NOTICE.

MUM' * HMMIIM

UNCONSCIOUS CANDOUE.
GERMAN FATHER. "CAN'T WE SEE OUR VICTORIOUS FLEET?"
OFFICIAL. " NO, YOU CAN'T. NOBODY CAN !

"
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ON THE SPY TRAIL.
THE milkman told Jimmy that the

KAISKK was like a gambler who had

mortgaged his resources up to bursting
point, and now with every tooth drawn

you know, like they tell you at school, i
himself on the Spy trail. He kept sniff-

and then he fetched the man a bradawl.
'

ing at the parcel the man had placed
" Didn't he ask me for a gimlet and on the seat, and then sniffed hard at

didn't I bring him one?" the porter the man; after that he sat down and

appealed to Jimmy. scratched himself whilst he compared
Jimmy says the man was very rude to the sniffs. Jimmy says it is splendid to

was chewing the bitter dregs of remorse
;

the porter ; he said things you have to
;
see a prize bloodhound sifting evidence

to the bone. The milkman says these I be sorry about when you have time to
|

like that
;
Faithful is a very good sifter,

things come to him whilst he is milking, ; think them over. Jimmy says the man Jimmy says.
and the reason is that when he presses ! actually made the porter unlock the! Jimmy says the man picked up the

his head to the cow's side the heat of , waiting-room door and throw open the
;
parcel and put it under his arm

; you
the cow thaws the blood in his brain

'

window, although the porter told him could see he was anxious by the way he
for a time. i that lie had a hen sitting on some eggs kept one foot drawn back at the ready.
He told Jimmy that he could make a there. But Jimmy knows all about parcels

speech with anybody when lie had got
j

The man seemed very restless, Jimmy under people's arms; you do it with a

his brain like that, and that he thought says, because lie didn't stay long in fishing-line, and it is a surprise to cure

of addressing meetings, but that the
;

the waiting-room. You see Jimmy's
j
people when they have got the hiccough,

be uneasy on a public
]

bloodhound wanted to see what the i What you have to do is to get thecow would

platform. hen smelt like, and how it. was getting fishing-line ready, and when the train

Then he looked round to see where on ; but the hen was not quite herself ! comes in to the station you tie one

Jimmy's bloodhound, Faithful, was. that day, and would keep on flying end of the line to one of the railway
You see Faithful sometimes
makes the milkman's horse

try to get into the milk-cart

and hide its head under
the seat, you know, like an
ostrich in the dreary desert

when it is pursued by its

enemies. But Faithful was
chained up for the sake of

the deaf-and-dumb woman
who comes round once a

fortnight. The deaf-and-

dumb woman has a blind

husband, who squeezes a

concertina whilst she shakes
some coppers in a tin cup
at you. Jimmy's mother

always gives her sixpence, j

Jimmy says bloodhounds
don't like coppers jumping

'

about in tin cups ;
it makes

them harbour resentment,
and then you have to show '

people where the piece came out of
i
about the waiting-room at Faithful, |

\vas

your dress. The milkman told Jimmy ! just to try and vex him.

that he had met the deaf-and-dumb Jimmy says Faithful did his best to

woman that morning. She was all by get the hen to go back and be busy
herself in one of his fields, practising j sitting on eggs again, but she wouldn't

OUR WAR PHOTOGRAPHER ON THE CORNISH RIVIERA.
THE SALONIKA SENTIIY.

Voice from the liouse.
" IP YOU KEEP YOUK FATHER OUT TOO LONG

HE'LL BE CATCHING ANOTHER NASTY COLD."

"Where is my wandering boy to-
j

listen to reason,

night '?

" Her husband had enlisted,
j

Jimmy says the man tried to throw
that was why, and she had sold the the waiting-room at Faithful and the

business. Jimmy wanted to see the hen, so Faithful came out through the

says.

trucks, and then, if you are

lucky, you manage to hook
the other end through the

string of the parcel.

Jimmy says that when
! you see the parcel you are

carrying suddenly jump
from under your arm and

go bumping along after the

train as it goes out of the

station, you forget to hic-

cough.
You can do it with buns

in refreshment rooms or

with the green bai/e on
bookstalls it only depends
on who has got the hic-

cough, Jimmy says.

Jimmy says the man
hadn't got the hiccough,
but he was very surprised
to see his parcel start chas-

ing the luggage train
;

it

because of its activity, Jimmy
Jimmy was on the bridge watch-

ing. Jimmy -says the parcel gave
squeak every time it bumped, and
Faithful followed the squeak all down
the platform, and when the parcel burst

he hurled himself at it.

It was the blind man's concertina!

and when Jimmy saw Faithful emerge
woman, but she never came past, so window until the furniture had settled i with the deaf-and-dumb label which
he went down to the railway-station down. Bloodhounds are like that,

j

the woman used to wear he ran for a

with Faithful to see if she were there. Jimmy says, they avoid a disturbance; policeman as hard as lie could.

But there was only a man with a parcel Faithful is a very good avoider, Jimmy The man wanted the policeman to

under his arm looking about for a train, says. !

take Jimmy in charge for destroying

Jimmy says that people often go to Jimmy says lie thinks one of the his property, Jimmy says. He ex-

the station like that, just to see if there eggs must have been addled, and come plained to the policeman about the

is a train in it; they want to use up undone in the excitement of the moment, concertina; he said he had bought it

their return tickets, Jimmy says. But by what the man said. He didn't from a woman who did not know its

there is only the porter to look at, seem to like addled eggs much, Jimmy value, and that it was a genuine

Jimmy says. The man seemed to says, and he called Faithful an animal.
|

" Strad."

think the porter was hiding the trains ' There was a luggage train due, and Jimmy says the policeman might
somewhere, and asked him for a Brad- Jimmy thought he would just see it have let the man off if it hadn't been

show. Jimmy says the porter scratched come in and then take Faithful away, for the porter. You see when the

his head so hard that Jimmy thought when on looking round ho saw that
|
man's parcel was bumping along after

he would get a splinter in his finger, his bloodhound had suddenly thrown i the train, the man opened his mouth
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The Mess Bore (innocent of small gunpowder plot).

NOW, AND NEARER THAN WE THINK FOR."
'DEPEND UPON IT, SlK, THERE'LL BE SOMETHING HAPPENING QUITE SOON

so wide that some German words fell

out, and the porter had heard them.
The porter knows German, Jimmy
says ; he learned it before the Wai-

began from a German whose luggage
ho had put into the wrong train.

When the German spy was searched
it was found that he hadn't much
money, and the policeman said he must
have bought the concertina and label

to try to get people to give him money
and so work his way to the coast.

It turned out afterwards that he had

escaped from a concentrated camp,
Jimmy says. When Jimmy told the
milkman about it, the milkman said

that it was "
Ha, ha, one more feather

plucked from the horde of German rats

that pollute the air with their diabolical

designs."
He was just telling Jimmy that the

KAISEU was standing on the brink of

a deep abscess, when he heard Jimmy's
bloodhound taking his horse home to

put it to bod, and this disturbed his

1km of thought.

A testimonial :

"I have much pleasure in recommending
Mis. I) us ;i very efficient masseuse after

breaking my wrist."

It was the least she could do to put it

right.

THE SUPER-LUTHERAN CHURCH.

[Tlia Ta'yliche liundschau has published an
article by Judge VON ZASTROW, of Berlin, on
the Future National Church. It is to unite

religion and love of the Fatherland ; to recon-
cile the Sermon on the Mount with war

;
to

make room for Pietists, Materialists, and
Laodiceans

;
and to remove all sectional and

sectarian differences. In short, the Church
will bathe itself in "the new streams of German
power, it will drink from the water which will

make our German Will strong and healthy
for battle. Our German piety, our German
Christianity will assume an heroic colouring,
in place of the sentimental tone which has
hitherto characterised it."]

WHEN the fighting is finally over,
And victory smiles on our land,

And we 're living in comfort and clover,

We must take our religion in hand ;

We must make it heroic and German,
With "Fatherland-love" as its fount;

We must reconcile War with the Ser-

mon
Once preached on the Mount.

'Twill embrace the disciples of

HAECKEL'S
Monistic material .creed,

The Marnmonite worship of shekels,
The gospel of hunger and greed ;

And the layman, so Laodicean,
No more his devotions will shirk,

But will kneel with the mild Manichean,
The amiable Turk.

In fine, there '11 be nothing sectarian

In Germany's National Church ;

And the pedants, Pelagian and Arian,
Will be knocked from their petulant

perch ;

All paltry divisions 'twill level

That tend to enfeeble the Hun,
And the worship of God and the Devil

Will merge into one.

"Miss has a sweet voice. . . . Perhaps
her greatest appeal was simplicity and an
entire lack of effectiveness."

"Journal," Meriden, Conn,

We have singers just like that in the

old country, too.

"Lieutenant is reported wounded by
the War Office." Liverpool Daily Post.

He is not the only one who has been
hurt by this agency.

" WANTED immediately for Boys' Industrial

School (temporarily and possibly permanently),
an All-round Tanner." Natal Mercury.

There is evidently a good deal of

leathering to be done.

From JACK LONDON'S A Son of Hie

Sun :

" She had been hung up by one arm in the

sun for two days and nights."

Somewhere north of the Arctic Circle,

we presume.
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UNCHARTED SEAS.
HE boarded the 'bus just as it

was leaving Piccadilly Circus. " Full

ahtsido," chanted the conductor, so

the A.B. squee/ed into a totally in-

adequate space between a girl of

sixteen and an elderly and benevolent-

looking lady. Squaring himself forward,
he placed a hand like a boxing-glove
on either knee and glanced genially

up and down the 'bus. He was a

large man, daVk and hairy, and it was

quite easy to associate him with pig-

tails, tar and cutlasses. After the first

impression there came to one a sense

of something odd and un- nautical.

Then one became suddenly aware that,

instead of the regulation Navy cap, he
was wearing a rough woollen tam-

o'-shanter, which hung coyly over one
ear.

A thin man in a top-hat was the

first to notice it.

"
Still pretty cold in the North Sea?"

he ventured, with an eye upon the

tam-o'-sbanter.
" So I 've "eard," the sailor replied

guardedly; "but this "ere," he touched
his headgear,

" ain't an Arctic brow-
mitten. I got this from a friend, 'avin'

lost me own little 'at jest after the
second torpedo was fired."

" Gracious !

"
ejaculated the elderly

lady, and the occupants of the 'bus

became magnetised to attention.
" Now that 's extremely interesting,"

exclaimed the thin man with a nervous
movement of his hand; "could you
tell us the name of the ship ?

"

" Can't say as I can, Sir," was the

discouraging reply.
" Of course not, of course not,"

spluttered a testy old gentleman in

white spats ;

" a very injudicious ques-
tion in a public conveyance." He glared
at the thin man with intention.

" Sort o' fancy name she "ad," the
sailor continued, quite unmoved by this

outburst; "fact she was a bit fancy
all round."

" Ha ! disguised, I presume ?
"

ex-

claimed the old gentleman, his discretion

for a moment overcome.
" Did she float for any length of

time after being torpedoed ?
"

The
thin man put the question with a

legal incisiveness.
" Went to pieces like a paymaster's

digestion as soon as the second mouldy
got 'er. Most unnatural."

He rubbed his forehead with the back
of his hand and ruminated on the

peculiarity of it.

" I suppose you got dreadfully wet ?
"

the elderly lady asked feelingly.
"
Well, Mum," he said gravely,

" I

wasn't exactly dry. Yer see, after the
show sharp squalls set in from the!

Sou'-west, an' me 'avin' made fast to

my mate's bow awnin', I 'adn't no
claim to the umbereller. So 1 did get
a bit soused round the superstructure,
but not, so to speak, flooded right down
to my propeller casins."

."Dear! dear! How truly terrible."

She relapsed into silence convulsively,
while the old gentleman wheezed with

great ferocity and muttered something
about a good answer to a d d silly

question.
"A submarine, of course?" The

thin man pursued his examination

relentlessly.
" So we presoomed from events which

'appened later."

"Artful them blinkin' beg pardon,
ladies pints is," vouchsafed a man of

toil from the far end of the 'bus ;

" my
brother wot's

"

" All this occurred at night, I assume ?
"

the old gentleman interrupted snappily.
"
Yes, Sir, it was an evenin' perform-

ance." He glanced out into the murky
night.

" Put me down at Sydney
Terrace," he said to the conductor.

"
Wy, ye're there nah," grumbled that

caustic individual as he jerked sharply
at the bell-cord.

"
Well," exclaimed the thin man as

the sailor rose to go,
" I congratulate

you very heartily on your good luck

very heartily indeed !

"

For the first time the hero of the

incident seemed to exhibit signs of

impatience.
"Good luck!" he repeated sarcastic-

ally.
" Call it good luck to 'ave your

cap pinched out o' the "arf-dollar seats

an' then 'ave to take yer best girl 'ome
in this crabbin' chappoo. I 'm goin' to

see the brass-'atted owner to-morrow,
an' if 'e don't pay out I '11 wreck the
'ole bloomin' theatre. Good luck, yer
call it !

" He swung off the foot-board

and disappeared into the gloom, mutter-

ing incoherently.
:I: :|c :|: % :

" He he !

"
tittered the flapper.

It was the only audible comment on
the situation.

"A War Office statement this afternoon

reports another successful operation by Aus-
tralian and New Zealand mounted troops in

Egypt.
At the enemy port of Barsalmana the enemy

were compelled to abandon their camp, and
were then combed by aeroplane."

Liverpool Echo.

An appropriate sequel to a brush with
the Cavalry.

"If you stand the piano out into the room,
you will want a cur-choke soup, mayonaise of

lamb, macaroni with tomatoes."
Ladies' Paper.

In the interests of the cur it would be
more merciful to keep the piano in the
corner.

QUESTION AND ANSWER.
i.

" A GENTLEMAN seeking information
for forthcoming book about the recent

developments and inventions in Glass
and Pottery manufacture, also Bottle-

making, would be pleased to hear from

anyone capable of furnishing such in-

formation." The Times.

n.

DEAR SIR, It is very fortunate that
I caught sight of your advertisement,
for I am just the man you need. You
want to know all about bottles and

things. I can tell you.
Let us begin with pottery.

Pottery is made in the Five Towns,
a .district in the Midlands to which
references may be found by the indus-

trious, using a microscope, in the works
of Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT, the famous
Caledonian Market salesman. How it

is made I have not room here to indi-

cate, but its effect on those who make
it is to fill their lives with romance and
excitement. Thus, if they don't become
Town Councillors for Hanbridge they
join the School Board at Hanley ;

and
if they are not taking the new tram to

Burslem they are catching the fast

train to Manchester at Knype.
And now for glass.
Glass is an invisible substance made

in some mysterious way. It is used
for a multiplicity of things, but prin-

cipally for windows and bottles. It is

when used for windows that its special

quality of transparency comes in so

happily, for it enables you to see

through. This, when it is the window
of a hat shop and you are out with your
wife or fiancee, is not an unmixed

blessing, but at other times it can bo

very convenient. Thus, when looking

through the window, oneself being

carefully concealed behind the blind,

one can see undesirable callers ap-

proaching and beat a safe retreat.

Windows can also be shut, both in

houses and railway carriages, and thus

keep the place warm and pleasantly

insanitary and comfortable. It has
been said that the pure air of many
German towns is due to the fact that

the Germans keep their windows shut.

Glass is also used for the chimneys of

lamps, which, when the wick is turned

up too high, as it usually is, break.

It is employed furthermore in the

manufacture of glass eyes, which, as

all who have visited A Kiss for
Cinderella know, do not always match
the real ones.

But the best thing that glass does is

to become bottles. Bottles are of two
kinds : one kind for medicine, and the

less said about those the better; and
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Niece. " HURRAH, AUNTIE! TED HAS BEEN MADE A LANCE-CORPORAL 1
"

Auntie. "I DO WISH TED WOULD BE CONTENT WITH BEING A SOLDIER, AND NOT QO IN FOB THESE FOBMS OP NOTORIETY."

the other for wine. It was a happy
thought which substituted glass for

the skin and leather of which earlier

bottles were made, for one can now
see, by holding it to the light, how
little the bottle contains, and order
another. The principal fault of bottles

is that they are rarely big enough. A
half-bottle does not contain sufficient

for one, and a whole bottle rarely satis-

fies two. Some men are so lost to

shame as to set only one bottle of wine
before three or even four persons.

Before the War old bottles were
used chiefly as targets in rifle saloons.

Now that they have become scarce, and

targets are made in Germany, they are

worth money and should be carefully
saved.

Glass is useful also for making
glasses the receptacles from which
wine is drunk. Without glasses we
should be hard put to it to consume
our liquor and should have to resort

to half-cocoanuts, cups, the hollow of

the hand, or even sponges.
Just at the moment bottles I mean

the more genial variety are under a

cloud. It is a penal offence to sell a

bottle before noon, between half-past
two and half-past six, and after half-past
nine at night. But they are expected
to come to their own again when Peace
is celebrated.

I think that is all.

Yours, etc., FIRST AID.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

XIX. HAYMARKET.
I WEST up to the Hay-market upon a

summer day, .

I went up to the Hay-market to sell a

load of hay
To sell a load of hay and a little bit

over,
And I sold it all to a pretty girl for a

nosegay of red clover.

A nosegay of red clover and a hollow

golden straw ;

Now wasn't that a bargain, the best

you ever saw ?

I whistled on my straw in the market-

place all day,
And the London folk came flocking for

to foot it in the hay.

XX. THE ANGEL.

The Angel flew down
One morning to town,

But didn't know where to rest ;

For they shut her out of the East
End

And they shut her out of the West.

The Angel went on
To Islington,

And there the people were kinder.

If ever you go to Islington
That 's where you will find her.

Those who do hold the victory
BEATTY possidentes.

Commercial Candour.
" & SON,
WlKDOW-CLEANERS.
We spare no panes."

Our Optimists.
" As a result of Wednesday's battle the

strength of the British Fleet is now greater,
not relatively, but absolutely, than it was."

Daily Telegraph,

Ships in WOLFF'S clothing:
"victorious" German Fleet.

the

"
Villagers here are heartily congratulating

Mr. Charles Gibbs on his marvellous escape
from the great North Sea Battle, from one of

our lost cruisers, lie reached home on Sunday,
and brings with him a portion of a shell that

pierced his cap, and an engine of the vessel

tattered in the conflict."Thame Gazette,

" Some "
souvenir.

" The Germans arousing guns twenty-one
centimetres in length, which can be fired from

railway lines and transported with facility."
Westminster Gazette.

This appears under the heading,
"
Big

Guns the Deciding Factor." But should

it not have been " Pocket Pistols
"
?

"Talking parrots from 12s. 6d., 3 months'
trial." Daily Paper,

After that you get used to it.

" WASTED, MAN for Tipping Russian Army
by hand, piece work."

Northampton Chronicle,

It should be rather a long job.
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" 'AVE YOU FETCHED DOWN MANY ZEPPEHLEANS THIS MORNING?"

U.A.

IT is very odd how suddenly and

completely a new idea gets about.

Yesterday you had never heard of it, or

not in any way to take notice of it
;

to-day you hear about it consciously
for the first time, and to-morrow it is a

commonplace of conversation.

It is so with U.A.
I had, of course, heard of U.A. as a

menace, a hidden terror, the old man's
dread, the bon vivant's heritage, and so

forth. But only vaguely. No one had
talked about it

;
I had seen the words

in advertisements and had forgotten
them again. I had never associated

myself with them. Whatever might
happen to me, U.A. would be unrepre-
sented.

And then the blow fell. Suddenly
U.A. became omnipresent. I met a

friend who only last week I had found

doing himself with his customary thor-

oughness at dinner. This evening he
was dining again, but his sole com-

panion was a chilly and depressing
bottle of French natural water.

"What is this?" I asked. "War
economy?

"

"No," he said; "merely U.A."
I should have thought little of that

were it not that half-an-hour later I

overheard two men talking about the

difficulty of getting^rid of U.A. once it

had established itself.

Another man, to whom I complained
of some trifling discomfort, said it was

probably U.A.
An hour later I was sitting at a farce

which, like all the farces in London at

the present moment, is the funniest

thing ever staged only this, if the

management is to be believed, is more
so ; and the only thing I was able to

laugh at was a joke about U.A.
The next morning I received a letter

from a solicitous relation warning me
to -be more careful or I should be at the

mercy of U.A.
And to crown all I went to see a

doctor about something really quite

negligible, and, after beginning by con-

jecturing that it was due to U.A., he
ended by feeling certain of it.

He asked me a hundred questions
about myself, and after every reply he
said either,

" That 's U.A.," or ," U.A.

again."
" Almost everything that is wrong

with people," he said finally,
"

is caused

by U.A."
I came away feeling thoroughly

fashionable, but also dejected beyond
words, for he had condemned me to a

regime from which every spark of

happiness was excluded.

I have since become a source of

embarrassment to my friends, for more
than half the nice things that everyone
else eats and all the nice things that

they drink are denied me. U.A. forbids.

Wine oh no. Spirits not on your life.

Underdone beef -poison. Tobacco

very unwise. And so forth.

As for my own kitchen, which does
not think very quickly, it considers me
mad

; and after one of the melancholy
meals that are now my lot I am dis-

posed to agree.
The question I ask myself is, Which

is it to bo a long life of joyless food and
no U.A., or a shorter but merrier life

with U.A. thrown in ? And " What 's

the harm in a little U.A. anyway ?
"

I

say as I light a- forbidden cigar.
However I answer the great problem,

of one thing I am certain, and that is

that with all this U.A. about there

ought to be a restaurant witli enough
intelligence to provide an anti Uric

Acid menu.

From a description of the German
assaults at Verdun :

" The last regiment, which attacked in ass

formation, was terribly handled."

We understand that it was not led by
the CEOWN PRINCE in person.

"THAT the new Service Act will decimate
the Hythe Town Band.
THAT when the call has been answered

there will only be five members left."

Kentish Express.

The present strength of the Hythe
Town Band appears to be

Sjj-
: five

men and five tailors ?
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THE LOST CHIEF.
IN MEMORY OF FIELD-MARSHAL EARL KITCHENER, MAKER OF ARMIES.
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Wife. "I QUITE AGREE THAT DISCHARGED SOLDIERS SHOULD HAVE A MEDAL, OR SOME DISTINGUISHING BADGE. IT REALLY HAS
HF.EN MOST UNPLEASANT FOB ME SOMETIMES WHEN I HAVE SPOKEN TO LIKELY - LOOKING MEN, ONLY TO FIND THEY HAVE
ALREADY SERVED."

THE SAFETY-VALVE.
THE trouble started a week ago,

when the eagle eye of a Very Great
Man chanced on a piece of paper lying
in the neighbourhood of our camp. On
being hastily summoned, I could not

offhand give any reasonable explana-
tion of its presence. To any lesser

personage I should undoubtedly have

proved it to belong to one of the A.S.C.

people who live next door
;
but as it

was I could only agree that it was a

piece of paper, and as such was serving
no useful purpose.
Two days later the blow fell. The

V.G.M. would inspect the camp, and
us in full marching order, the follow-

ing day.
In the meantime we had learnt that

several neighbouring camps had been
tried thus, found wanting, and soundly
strafed. From them we gleaned some
useful hints :

(1) That any unnecessary oddments,
human or other, left lying about in

the camp would be certain to elicit

caustic comment ;

(2) That tired or dissipated-looking
animals, soiled harness or lustre-

less buttons would probably bring
about atmospheric changes on

parade ; and

(3) That pieces of paper would mean
indefinite home leave for somebody.

It was still moonlight when our

cloud of skirmishers was abroad. The

camp is entirely on soft sand, so that

burying is a beautifully simple opera-
tion. In every tent parties could be

seen rapidly putting home-made chairs,

beds, boxes, tins and cooking utensils

below ground. Personally I was

fastening my less sleek mules to a

somewhat soiled waggon, collecting
odd men who wouldn't be nice for the

great to see, and despatching the lot

behind a neighbouring wood. They
looked very like a troupe of roving

gipsies. A sentry was posted in case

the V.G.M. should come round the wood,
when tbe troupe would, with infinite

stealth, track round in his wake.

Eventually tbe camp was an absolute

picture not a superfluous article in

view
;
kits dressed with mathematical

exactitute ; cookhouse spotless, with n

faultlessly attired cook fingering his

implements in the manner indicated in

the text-book. On the horse-lines were

stablemen, assiduously raking away at

wisps of straw previously laid down
for the purpose.
He arrived about five minutes early,

but the last tin of sardines was safely

concealed, and we felt almost confident.

We were inspected very minutely and
asked seemingly ingenuous questions,
each doubtless with a subtle trap for

the unwary. I shivered when his

horse pawed the ground and unearthed
a bottle of Bass. I was also horrified

to perceive the faces of several particu-

larly grimy cook's mates continually

popping round the edge of the wood.

However, the inspection of the wagons
concluded without untoward incident,

and when the camp's turn came we
felt we were on safe ground. We had
that rare and comfortable feeling that

nothing had been forgotten. I saw
the Great Man start as his eye
encountered the spotless scene. Then
a look of grim determination was

apparent as he began his tour, his

glance, trained to an extraordinary

pitch of perception, seeking its wonted

prey. But no prey was forthcoming.

Up and down the lines he went,

peering into tents, digging at kits and

deputing members of his retinue to

test them for tooth-brushes. Exaspera-
tion gradually took the place of

determination on his countenance. As
he neared the end of his tour he was

swelling very visibly and muttering to

himself. We saw that some terrible

eruption was about to occur, and we

played our last card. At a sign from
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mo a stealthy figure emerged from

behind a hush, dropped a piece of

orange peel and disappeared again.

As the procession turned the last

corner a wild light broke upon the

face of the Central Figure, llis step

quickened us ho approached the orange

peel. He turned and cleared his throat.
" This piece of orange peel," ho began,

addressing our C.O., and rapidly de-

flating the while. The situation was
saved.

We have a great regulation now, and
intend to do "

Inspections Complete.
"

at a reasonable figure, inclusive of

harness, bright-buttoned soldiers, guard
for presenting arms, diggers, a con-

cealed spot for unsightly men and

appliances, and our special line a

safety-valve.

BEST SELLEES.

I HAVE seen many flag-days and met

many flag-sellers. Some were false

(they had flags with rusty pins and

jabbed them treacherously into my
best blouse), and many were frivolous

(that sort doesn't trouble about old-

maid customers) ; but of those who
were neither false nor frivolous Jack
and Jill stand easily first.

I saw them coming up the garden
path very early in the morning, Jack
in a sailor suit and Jill in a minute
white frock. Their combined ages might
have totalled nine at a generous
guess.
There was a furious ring at the door,

and when I opened it a small brown
hand was thrust in, full of flags, whose

pins must have been very prickly to

hold, while he of the sailor suit ad-

dressed me eagerly.
" Look! This sort's a penny. It's

paper. And this sort 's thruppence.
It 's real silk. Which '11 you have ?

"

The hand held two silk and four

paper flags. I took a silk one, and the

girl nodded approval.
" I think," said

she,
" the silk ones will wear better."

While I found my purse the boy had
a sudden idea, which ho instantly com-
municated with the sincere intention

of doing the best he could for me.
Said he, "You'd better have the bofe.

You '11 want one for your for the

father." And then he had a brighter

thought still.
" And the childrens.

This paper kind would do for them.
It 's no use buying good ones for them,
is it?"

"
No, they "re sure to lose them,"

agreed Jill.
" You see, they 're rather

loose on their pins," she added with
commercial candour.

" Else they wouldn't waggle pro-

perly," put in the boy hastily, in case
I might be thinking this a defect.

THE SERVANT PROBLEM.
"PLEASE, SIR, A GENTLEMAN CALLED WHEN YOU WAS OUT."

"On! WHAT WAS HIS NAME?" "DUNNO, Sin."

"WHAT WAS HE LIKE? CAN YOU DESCRIBE HlM?" "No, SlB."

"WELL, HAD HE A FAIR MOUSTACHE?" "DcNso, Sin. 'E 'AD is 'AT ON."

" I '11 take the lot," said I,
"

if you
can tell me what it 's all for."

" You c'n see," said Jack,
"

it 's on
the back of them," and he poked one
round. " ' For Woun-ded He-roes,'

"
he

read out with pride and great delibera-

tion.
" He can't read very well," said Jill,

who was a wee bit jealous.
" It doesn't

mean dead. It only means wounded."
But Jack smiled at me understand-

"ingly, refusing to argue with anything
so small as Jill, and they departed,

counting the spoil.

At the gate Jack turned and came
back. " If you have more than four

children," he said earnestly,
" I could

bring you some more paper ones."

I think they must have had a success-

ful day.

"BAPTISMAL TROUSERS AND GOWNS
FOR MINISTERS.

Used throughout Wales (or 40 j'ears."

Baptist Times.

As the posters should have said,
" It is

worse than unpatriotic, it is bad form,
to wear new clothes in war-time."
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THE EPIGRAM.
Dc.iirius, on visit. Some sort of love

interest. And finally the Epigram.
George and I had been discussing "Ah, my dear fellow," said Dexlriiis,

the prospect for elderly and slightly

'

as he flung away his cigarette, "after

shop-soiled litterateurs under present all you have only proved the great truth

circumstances. The result was not that And so on.

wholly enlivening. It looked promising. I hardly know
"If I had a few hundreds clear," i why I abandoned it. Perhaps the love

said George at last,
" I 'd give up Fleet

i

interest proved an obstacle. Perhaps
Street and start a farm,

loved the country."
"My dearGeorge,'

1

I answered,

speaking slowly,
" for a man to

take a farm because he loves the

country is to make a master of

what should remain a mistress."

Just like that. Because I was

going slowly I was able at the

last moment to substitute the

word "mistress" for "servant,"
which would have been merely
banal. Not till then did I recog-
nise the bright perfection of the

completed remark. No wonder

George stared enviously.
"What's that out of?

"
he

asked.
"
Nothing as yet." But I had

already determined that it should

not long remain unset. I mean,
in these days one simply can't

afford to go chucking gems about
in gratuitous conversation. The

difficulty was what exactly to do
with it.

The sparkling causerie was

my first idea. That evening I

refilled my fountain-pen, opened
a fresh packet of foolscap, and

began :

"AGRICULTURE AND .(ESTHETICS.

is that

May.]
of a brilliant monthly in

Enter Lord Amber, a handsome,
fault-

lessly
- dressed man of about

'

five-

and-tliirty He walks towards the

door L."

But he never reached it. Perhaps
an entire ignorance of what he should
do when he got there paralysed him,

I 've always I feared lest George (that good sort) i as it did his creator. After all, you can

hardly run a five-Act comedy on

stage directions and a single epi-

gram, though I admit that the

attempt has been made.
So there the thing rested.

From time to time I had wild
ideas of advertising it in the

literary papers: "For sale, orig-
inal epigram, mint condition,
wide application, never been used.

Cheap ;
or would accept type-

writer, or workable film-plots."
But even then I might have no
offers. I began to think that my
little property was going to prove
unrealisable.

But only yesterday something
happened.

" I 'in awfully sorry, dear," said

Ursula, entering the study with
an air of contrition. " It isn't

my fault ; but the Carter girls are

here having tea, and the eldest

one has brought her birthday-
book." She held out the de-

testable little volume as she

spoke.
" You know perfectly well that

I never Is the eldest the

one with dark eyes?
"

"
Yes, that 's the girl. She 's

" It has been wittily observed
that for a man to start farming
because

"

FLOWERS FOR THE RED CROSS.
[Lines written for the Catalogue of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Exhibition to be held at the Society's
Hall in Vincent Square, on June 27, 28 and 29, for the
benefit of the Red Cross.]

But there the adverb began to

worry me. After all, perhaps it
|

wasn't quite so witty as I had

hoped, or at least others might
not think it so. And in any case
I got no personal credit. Sub-

sequent pages recorded other

attempts, as " Who was the

cynical philosopher who ?
"

or " It may perhaps be objected

by the prudent that foi' a man to
]
should

start
"

After this I must have decided against

THINK not that Earth unheeding lies

Tranced by the summer's golden air,

Indifferent, under azure skies,

What blows of War her children bear.

soul,

She that has felt our tears like rain,

And shared our wounds of body and
Gives of her flowers to ease our pain,

Gives of her heart to make us whole.
O. S.

starting at all, for nothing more came
of the causerie.

My next attempt took the form of

fiction. I resolved to enshrine the

masterpiece in a short story.
" The

Farm that Failed
"
seemed to me, and

does still, an attractive title. You see

the idea of it ? Pastoral humour
;

George, as an amateur husbandman,
scored off by sheep and confused by
cows. Arrival of town friend, Amber

detect himself and be hurt.

Anyhow it got no further.

The inspiration that followed had
even less fortune. It is represented by
a sheet headed

" THE BUCOLICS.

(.4 Fantastic Comedy in Five Acts.)

[AcT I. Morning-room of Lord Amber
Dextrius' house -in Hill Street, W.
A large luxuriously-famished apart-
ment. Doors in riyht and left wall.

Two doors in back wall. Three win-

dows also in back wall. The l/i/ht

going to be a lady-gardener."
It was like a voice from heaven.

" For this once," I said benevo-

lently, "I will make an excep-
tion." I took the book, already

open at Some absurd date in April,
and wrote in a clear hand :

" The professional horticultur-

ist should beware lest he (or she)
make that a master which should

remain a mistress."

Ursula read it twice. " It 's

awfully clever," she said, "and
on the spur of the moment too !

I can't imagine how you think of these

things."

"Oh, they just come," I said.

So it was not wholly wasted, though
I own I should have preferred cash
on delivery. Still we can't have

everything.
-

"A Swiss cinematograph periodical Icarus

that the hissing of the Kaiser's picture occurred

decently at one of the largest cinema houses

in Berlin." Glasgow Evenimj Times.

One of the few decent things the

Prussians have done in this War.
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<t%
Recruiting Sergeant (to Brown). "ABB YOU IN A CONTBOLLED ESTABLISHMENT?"
Mrs. Brown. "

YES, HE is AND HAS BEEN FOB TWENTY YEARS."

THE TEACHER TAUGHT.
ESSAY-WRITING in my schooldays . certainly was not my

forte ;

" Lack of concentration
"
always figured in the term's report,

And my undistinguished diction made my worthy master
snort.

Now enlisted as an usher so a freakish fate ordains
I employ my best endeavours and the remnant of my brains

Setting and correcting essays written by scholastic swains.

Whether they derive advantage from this mental interplay,
Modesty, if not misgiving, makes it hard for me to say,
But I 'm much inclined to fancy that it 's just the other way.

Anyhow, from this experience I have learned a lot of things
Hidden from the ken of scholars or Prime Ministers or

Kings,
Though revealed to youthful schoolboys lately freed from

leading-strings.

On the relative importance of the classics, "maths." and
"stinks" ;

On the charm of pink-lmed ices, on the choice of gaseous
drinks

;

On the special sort of sermon which induces forty winks ;

On the various ways of pulling pompous seniors by the leg ;

On effective ways of bringing uppish juniors down a peg ;

On the scientific mode of blowing a,ny kind of egg ;

On the forms of condescension which the human boy insult ;

On the picture-palace mania, on the CHARLIE CHAPLIN cult ;

On the latest modern weapons which supplant the catapult

On these elemental matters, and indeed on many more,
I have now accumulated quite a valuable store

Of instructive, entertaining arid authoritative lore.

And I hope, on my returning to my humdrum normal life

When we've scotched the KAISER'S yearning after san-

guinary strife

Fortified by modern learning, to electrify my wife.

"VAN (sleeping), on iron wheels, to accommodate two men, not
under 12ft. by 6ft." Glasgow Herald.

Such giants should certainly go in the van.

Resuscitation.

Extract from official memo. :

"This man has been medically examined . . . with the result

that he is believed to be feigning decease. The penalty attached to

trial by C.M. on this charge has been explained to him, and he
has elected to return to duty."

In the Line of Methuselah.
" In France the northern men were accorded high honours. Louis

had a bodyguard of twenty-four Scotsmen, and this band continued
in existence as a Royal guard to nine monarchs for one hundred and

fifty years." Tlie War Illustrated.

What happened at this point of their interesting career

we are not told possibly they went into the Reserves.
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WAR RISKS OF AN UNCLE.
I HAVE been made a fool of by the

Government. No, you needn't all bold

up your hands at once. Mine was
different from yours. I have always
looked upon myself as an efficient uncle,

but now well, one more incident of this

kind and I shall be definitely 2>ass6.

The technique of being an uncle I

mastered quite early. For instance, at

stated seasons in the year I choose with

some concentration two toys and two

improving books. The toys I give to

my nieces, Lilian and Phyllis ;
the

books I send to a hospital. In the same

spirit, when I take them for a treat

and they over-eat themselves, I simply
finance the operation and at the same
time buy a large bottle of castor oil

and send it anonymously to St. Bar-

tholomew's. You see the idea? It is

simply technique. I have explained
this system to Margaret, their mother.
But she is not one who sees reason

very easily.
In spite of opposition, however, I

continue to do my duty.
In this spirit I dashed into the nursery

the other day and declared my after-

noon and my finances at the service of

Lillah and Phyllis. Margaret definitely
forbade a cinema, from a curious notion

that their patrons consisted exclusively
of bacilli. So Lillah and Phyllis de-

clared at once for CHARLIE CHAPLIN or

nothing. This was only natural, so I

bought two tickets for the latest exhi-

bition of War cartoons and sent them to

my Aunt Julia at Harpenden. Then I

took the children to the Pictures.

This is just to show you thai I know
my job. :But mark now how Fate
rushed me on to destruction.

" Uncle James," said Lillah,
" I love

you !

"

I braced myself up.
" So do I," said Phyllis.
It looked like trouble.
" Can we go and see the tin soldiers

before they go to bed ?
"
said Lillah.

" The horseback ones," added Phyllis.
Ob, this was too simple : a nice quiet

look at the guardians of Whitehall, with

perhaps a glimpse for. the infant mind
of the vast resources of the British

Empire ; a word in season, perhaps,
from Uncle James

;
and a detailed

report to Margaret of instruction com-
bined with amusement.

Of course we went.
"
This," I said, as Phyllis gazed

round-eyed at one of the motionless
warriors" this is but a symbol of the

dignity of that great Empire upon
which the sun

"
Soldiers," said Phyllis with a wis-

dom beyond her years, "like girls to
look at them ever so long."

Then she went away to Lillah, and I

saw them with their heads close to-

gether. A wonderful thing, the child-

mind. Only beginning perhaps, but

they were learning doubtless to think

imperially. The foundation of that

pride of race I broke the thread

of thought and looked up. Instantly I

was gibbering with horror.

Phyllis, standing on tiptoe and cling-

ing precariously to his saddle-cloth, was

dropping a roll of paper neatly into the

jackboot of Hercules.

"Phyllis!" I gasped. "What are

you doing?"
She turned to me happily.
"That's what Nannie does," she

said, without a blush for her sex. "I

put
' I love you. PHYLLIS.' Do you

think he 11 be pleased ?
"

I seized both girls and hurried into

the Park. My soul cried out for the

open spaces. I stole a look at Hercules

over my shoulder, but he was granite.
On Olympus the Olympians are

above shame.
"
Phyllis," I said gravely,

" don't you
think that was very naughty of you ?

"

"
No," said that small Delilah firmly ;

" soldiers like it."

The even voice of Lillah broke in.
" And soldiers ought to have wha.t

they like, oughtn't they ?
"

"Certainly," I answered patriotically.
"
Well, then," said Phyllis crushingly.

" If I had done that I should feel

very much ashamed of myself," I said.

"Well, you didn't," said Lillah, and
that finished it.

-

They evidently had an offensive and
defensive alliance against this sort of

thing.
" If .your mother," I began.
" Sand!

.
Sand !

"
shrieked Phyllis.

"
Sand,", echoed Lillah, and both

children were gone.

They had just noticed the present

possibilities of the empty lake as a

substitute for Margate. Two best

frocks ! Essentially a moment for

efficiency.
I stepped firmly across the railings.

. And there the British Government

stepped in. I turned to regard a

policeman (out-size).
" May I call your attention to this,

Sir?" he said.

I gazed at the notice like a fish :

" ONLY CHILDREN ARE ALLOWED
ON THE BED OP THE LAKE."

It is still there ; you can go and see
it for yourself. I argued, I entreated.

Either the constable had a sense of

humour (and should be reported) or

else a perverted sense of duty.
A crowd collected. Out of the corner

of my eye I could see those two best
frocks.

" As usual," I said bitterly but with

dignity,
" the British Government is

too late."

By the time I had persuaded the
children that tea was superior to sand
castles their clothes but no, why re-

peat what Margaret said ? I 'm sure
she regretted it when I had gone.
But my reputation as an uncle of

any technical knowledge is finished.

I was so moved that I even forgot

my gift to St. Bartholomew's after tea

and now I am writing a personal
letter to Mr. SAMUEL about that notice
in the Park.

THE ROUTE MARCH.
(In Training.)

WE 've got our foreign-service boots
wo 've 'ad 'em 'alf a day ;

If it wasn't for the Adjutant I 'd sling
the brutes away ;

If I could 'ave my old ones back I 'd

give a fortnight's pay,
And chuck 'em in the pair I got

this morning !

We 've marched a 'undred miles to-day,
we 've 'undreds more to go,

An' if you don't believe me, why, I '11

tell you 'ow I know
I 've measured out the distance by the

blister on my toe,

For I got my foreign-service
boots this morning !

We 've got our foreign-service boots
I wish -that I was dead

;

I wish I 'd got the Colonel's 'orse an'

'jm my feet instead;
I wish I was a nacrobat, I 'd walk

upon my 'ead,

For I got. my foreign-service
boots this morning !

We 're "oppin" and we 're 'obblin' to a

cock-eyed ragtime tune,

Not a soul what isn't limpin' in the

bloomin' 'ale balloon . . .

But buck you up, my com-e-rades,
we 're off to Flanders soon,

For we got our foreign-service
boots this morning !

' ' The full tale of the German losses is

being sedulously concealed. Their battered

ships are licking their wounds under the

Kaiser's moustache, which has been badly
singed." The Star. .

It is thought that by this time they
have had quite enough of his lip.

"No further infantry attack had been de-

livered by either side in this area .between
June 3rd and June 5th. At least four battle-

ships belonging to three different German
regiments have been identified as having
taken part in the original attack."

Newcastle Daily Journal.

Now we understand why the Germans
were in such a hurry to get home from
Jutland.
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Tou-nJ,adij.
"
BY-THE-SY, Sin WILLIAM, DO TELL ME.

BY THIS SUNDIAL."
I'VE BEEN WONDERING ALL THE AFPSBNOON HOW YOU TELL Till: TIME

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IF you only like listening to a talker with whom you
agree, who is of your type and school, then don't bother

witli What is Coming 1 (CASSELL), which purports to

be H. G. WELLS'S forecasts of things after the War. It 's

perhaps hardly so serious as that, but just good speculative

talk, the kind that offers the first thing that is signalled to

the lips from a quick reflective brain without pauses to

consider objections by the way. Yet perhaps, after all, the

author cannot be dismissed too lightly as a prophet. Ho
did see further into the air than most, at the time when the

experts were blandly proving all sorts of impossibilities ;

and, as lie recalls, he made a lucky shot in foi'etelling the

immobility of trench warfare. Ho still bclioves in the

Bi.oi'ii deadlock, and gives victory to the Allies merely for

better staying power. For British training and method he

naturally has nothing but scorn, which takes him further

than most of us can follow him. At least when he says
that the university-trained class has been found " under the

iicry test of war an evasive, temporising class of people,
individualistic, ungenerous and unable either to produce or

obey vigorous leadership," he badly needs to justify the

confining of that diagnosis to that particular class. And
when he further says of British administration of subject
territories that " the British are a race coldly aloof. They
have nothing to give a black people and no disposition to

give
"

well, it isn't an obvious truth. These are blemishes
of a kind to which a quick-thinking man, a little too anxious
to set everybody right by wholesale methods, is naturally

subject. But you will miss a good deal of fresh-air sanity,
of illumination (for the man can see and find the vivid

phrase to express his vision) on war and peace and education

a,nd feminism and internationalism and citizenship, if you
let yourself be alienated by such lapses. So please don't.

" If only those old things could speak, what stories, etc.,

etc. !

" Most of us, at one time or another, have endured
or inflicted that well-intentioned banality. And here is

Miss MARJOBIE BOWEN, most skilful of historical romancers,

setting out to tell us precisely what stories. She calls her

volume Shadmvs of Yesterday (SMITH, ELDER), explaining
in a preface that is by no means the least attractive chapter
that they are supposed to be the histories attached to a

collection of antique oddments in a little Italian museum.
No one who remembers with what persuasive charm
Miss BOWEN has handled her long costume novels will be

astonished at the atmosphere with which she manages to

invest these little episodes ;
a ring, a jewel, a CHARLES II. jug

these are the materials out of which by aid of fancy she

recreates the past. Of the lot, I myself should give the

palm to the jug's story, a spirited little thing enough, in

which a country maid, awaiting in a cottage the coming of

a lover, whom she knows as "Lord Anthony," meets
instead my Lady CASTLEMAINE, who tells her that the

defaulting swain is really His Majesty, and explains that

there exist (to put it tactfully) certain prior engagements
of the royal affection. The end is a brilliant comedy
stroke, which I will not spoil by anticipation for you. It

is this capacity for the unexpected that saves Miss BOWEN
from the danger, obviously inherent in her plan, of being
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too tightly hound down by the need of forcing her
catalogue]

When Mr. FRANKFORT MOORE is not out to be funny I

of relics into prominence. She has clone larger work, hut enjoy his novels, and The liise of liaymond (HuTCHiNsox)
nothing more agreeable. ifl pleasantly free from humorous intent. Raymond's

father, a cheap house-furnisher hy trade, was a terribly
I could not, if I would, apply quite the customary blighting person of peculiar religious views. By rod and

severities of criticism to Twilight (IIuTCHixsox). It is too
!

rote he tried to instil his narrow creed into his son, and

personal, and the death of its author, the clever woman the latter's suffering during this process is revealed all the

who elected to be known as FRANK DANDY, is too fresh in
'

more forcibly because it is not unduly insisted upon,

memory for me to regard it with detachment. It is one of Though Raymond has his quiverful of virtues, one's

the tragedies of literature that only in her last two books,
!

powers of belief in them, though taxed heavily enough, are

this and the one that preceded it, did the author give the ! not super-taxed. It may seem curious that this young
world a taste of her true quality. There is evidence in

]
man, whose vocation it was during some of the best years

TwiUyht of gifts that might well have raised its writer to
'

of his life to handle and sell uninspiring things like lino-

a place among the greatest. But frankly it is not possible : lermi, should have had artistic tastes ; but as the reason for

to consider it apart from the circumstances of its origin, this endowment is not given away until the very end of

Two stories there are in it : one personal, autobiography at the story I prefer not to give it away at all. In contrast

its most intimate
;
the other a work of imagination. It is

j

to the scorn and ridicule scattered over the puritanical sect

supposed that the writer, a woman novelist, wrecked with of which Raymond's parents were members, the Church of

disease and the drugs that bring endurance, goes down into England parson, 3//\ Kosover, receives a very warm pat on
the country and there be-

comes obsessed with the

history of another woman,
in circumstances much like

to her own, who had once

lived and loved in the same
remote house. So, side by
side, you have the two

tragedies, one of the sick

bed, one of the soul, both

told with an incisive and

compelling art, and with a

realism often painful. But,
as at once a document of fact

and imagination, the book
is perhaps unique. Cer-

tainly no one can read it

without feeling that the

death of its author has left

literature poorer by the loss

of a personality whose real

power was yet to be shown.

The demand for an
eleventh edition of Lord
ERNEST HAMILTON'S book,
The First Seven Divisions

Elderly Gentleman (alone in a compartment with fully-armed soldier,
next stop one hour). "EXCUSE MB, sir MAN, BUT YOCK FACE is

STRANGELY FAMILIAR TO ME."

Soldier (with meaning).
"
QUITE LIKELY, SIR, SEEIN' AS YOU WERE

THE GENT IN THE TRIBUNAL WHO MADE GAME OF ME BEIN 1 A CON-

the back. " The tradition

of gentleman is kept alive

by the English parson. He
is the only remaining in-

terpreter of that ancient

cultc." So now you know.

A Woman in tJic Balkans

(HUTCHINSON) is a book of

which the publishers very

properly observe that it

" will undoubtedly make a

wide appeal at the present
moment." These are times

when the records of any-

body intelligent
" in the

Balkans
" must be attractive

reading ;
and Mrs. WILL

GORDON (WINIFRED GOR-

DON) is not only intelligent,
but what is even more im-

portant in the writer of a

popular memoir excellent

good company. Her vivid

account of her pre-Wai-

travels in Serbia, Bulgaria,
and Koumania gives one the

feeling of being the fortu-

nate friend of a correspond-
ent whose views on home-writing are not confined to

picture post-cards. In short a pleasant, not too pro-

fessional, record of adventure and observation. The many
excellent

(HuRSTANDBLACKETT)isnO SCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR. BUT YOU'LL BE GLAD TO 'EAR I '\'E CHANGED

more than a deserved tribute ! _
MY MIND, AND I AIN'T xoir GOT ANY OBJECTION TO TAKIN' 'UMAN LIFE."

to what has already taken rank as the best history, so far,

of the most critical period of the World War. Lord ERNEST
HAMILTON writes as one having authority. He tells the
facts as he knows them facts in many cases hitherto

undisclosed, and given here with adequate detail and just

enough of explanation to make the account clear even to the
most unmilitary reader. There has been no attempt by the
writer to embellish his theme. It remains a simple story
of sheer heroism, told in a straightforward soldierly manner

and the reading of it must make the most unemotional
Briton feel the thrill of pride and pity and gratitude.
"
Nothing," says the writer,

" can ever surpass, as a story
of simple sublime pluck, the history of the first three
months of England's participation in the Great War." This
is what you can follow day by day in these pages. There
are many new maps in the present edition, which greatly
help to explain the situation, as it developed from Mons,
through the battle of the Marne, to the trenches before

Ypres. I can only say that I hope there will soon be few
school libraries in which this most inspiring book has not
an honourable place.

raphs that illustrate it are in precisely
the same style, being, many of them, the successful little

snapshots of an artistic amateur, such as often convey a

far better impression of places and people than the more
ambitious products of expert science. Not all the pictures,

however, are from the writer's own camera. Two, which,

with a grim sense of drama, are placed next to each other,

represent the Coronation of King PETER of Serbia, and the

tragic ride of the Monarch from his invaded country. There

is a whole tremendous chapter of European history in the

contrasted pictures. Small wonder if books about the

Balkans should make " a wide appeal."

From a trade circular :

" Since the beginning of the War we have encouraged our men to

enlist, and have filled their places with girls of military ineligibles."

But why not give the girls of our fighting men a chance ?
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the \Yest London Court. This remark has reluctantly decided to abandon the
CHARIVARIA. will cause consternation in those select idi a. .

AN " Iron Schecr
"

is to be erected circles in which a second offence is i

at Cuxhaven in honour of the "victor" usually an indication of a discriminating Berlin's newest attraction is said to

'be a young woman named ANNA vox
KF.iciiioHK] 1

,
who has revealed extra-

'
Mi'. Hughes, "says 77/c Mi/7// M/nl. ordinary powers of memory, and whose

of the Battle of Horn Reef. It is
| dilettantism.

thought, however, that lead would be

more appropriate than iron for the

occasion.

fire.

It runs more easily under

* *

"I want," said Mr. ROOSEVELT, at

Oyster Bay,
" to tell you newspaper

men that it is useless to come to see

me. 1 have nothing to say." As how-
ever some of them had come quite a

long way to see him, lie might at least

have made a noise like a Bull Moose.
*

"
goes to the Paris Conference with the chief accomplishment is to " reme.m-

Hritish ideals in his pocket." Personally, her and repeat without error from

we have an idea that things of this sort

ouht to be left in the Cabinet.
twenty-five to fifty disconnected words
after hearing them once." In these

circumstances it would seem to be a
"This war,"says Thf J-'inliini/ (Id.iclti-, thousand pities that the lady was not

"is going to provide protection to fish present when the KAISER received the

from the trawlers in all places where news of the famous "
victory

"
of his

ships sink on trawling-grounds." That, Fleet in the Battle of Jutland.
* *however, is not the real issue, and we

|

cannot too strongly deprecate such an In St. Louis, U.S.A., the Democratic
Asked as to the nature of his dis- I unscrupulous attempt on the part of

i

National Convention is claiming on

ability, an appellant in-

formed one of the London
Tribunals that he was a

member of the V.T.C. This

studied insult to a fine body
of men was, we are happy
to say, repudiated by the

Tribunal, which advised the

applicant to try to join a

"crack" regiment.

No civilians being avail-

able for the work, fifty men
of the Royal Scots regiment
laid half-a-mile of water
main at Coggeshall Abbey
in record time. This inci-

dent should finally dispose
of a popular superstition
that among the Scotch

water is only a secondary
consideration.

* *

The Water

spent 70 in

some Chippendale chairs

Board has

PUNCTUALITY.
Sergeant. "FALL IN AGIN AT 'LEVEN O'CLOCK. AN' WHEX I SAY,

renovating
'

' FALL IN AT 'LEVEH O'CLOCK,' I MEAX FALL IN AT 'LEVEN. So
\ FALL ix AT 'ALP-PAST TEX!"

behalf of President WILSON
that he has "

successfully
steered the ship of State

throughout troublous times
without involving the

United States in war." Or,
as the hyphenateds put it

more tersely,
" Woodrow

has delivered the goods."
* *

In a bird's - nest in a

water-pipe at Sheffield a

workman has discovered a
20 Bank of England note,

which, we understand, has
since been claimed by vari-

ous people in the neighbour-
hood who have lately been
troubled by mysterious
thefts of 1 and 10s. Treas-

ury notes, as well as by a

man who alleges that he
was recently robbed of that

exact sum in silver and

copper coins.

belonging to the New River Company.
The poor shareholders are quite help-
less in the matter.

Company.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(Marshal TON Hrx/>K^BUitn and Admiral ro.Y SCIIKSH.)

The Admiral. The beer, at any ra^e, is good.
The Marshal. Yes, the beer is good enough, Heaven be

thanked ! I only wish everything else was as good as the beer.

The Admiral. So then there is grumbling here too. It was
in my mind that I should find everything here in first-rate

order and everybody delighted with the condition of tilings.

The Marsha!. So '.' Then all I can say is that you ex-

pected too much. You do not seem to realise how things
are going with us. I suppose you had thought tho Russians

were absolutely done for after what happened to them last

year. So thought the All-highest, who has a mania for

imagining complete victories and talking about them in

language that makes one ashamed of being a German.
As if

The Admiral. Yes, that 's quite true. I '11 tell you a

little story about that later on.

The Marshal. Well, ha saw complete victory over tho

Russians, and what does he do V He withdraws some of

my best divisions to the Western Front and throws them
into that boiling cauldron at Verdun, where they have all

perished to the last man, and leaves me with my thinned

line to hold out as best I can ; and, not content with this,

he permits those accursed Austrians to rush their troops,
if indeed they are worthy to be called by that name, head-

long into Italy on a mad adventure of their own and to

get stuck there far beyond the possibility of help. And
then what happens ? The moment arrives when the new
and immense Russian armies are trained, and when they
have rifles and cannons and ammunition in plenty, and one
fine day they wake up and hurl themselves against the

Austrians, and helter-skelter away go the whole set of

Archdukes and Generals and Colonels and men, each trying
to see who has the longest legs and can use them quickest
for escaping. And I 'm expected to bring up my fellows,

who have quite enough to do where they are, and to

|

sacrifice them in helping this rabble. "HiNDENBURG," said

i the All-highest to me,
" be up and doing. Show yourself

worthy of your ancient glory and earn more golden nails

: for your wooden statue." "Majesty," I replied, "if you
will leave me my fighting men, you can keep all the golden
nails that were ever made." But at this he frowned,

suspecting a joke : I have often noticed that he does not
like jokes.

The Admiral. Yes, I have noticed that myself, and I

always do my best to take him quite seriously. But I was

going to tell you a little story about ourspeechmaking hero.

Here it is. As you know, he ordered us out to fight the

naval battle off Jutland.

The Marshal. Yes, I know the great victory.
The Admiral. Hum-hum.
The Marshal. Well, wasn't it ?

The Admiral. Ye-e-s, that is to say, not exactly what one
understands by great and not precisely what is meant by
victory. However, we can discuss that another time.

What I wanted to tell you was this. The speech our
friend and KAISEE made

The Marshal. It was a highly coloured piece of fireworks.

The Admiral. Well, it was all prepared and written down
days before the fight was fought. I heard this from a sure

source, from someone, in fact, who had seen the manuscript
i and had afterwards caught sight of the Imperial one re-

hearsing it before a looking-glass. Whatever might have

happened, the speech would have been the same, even if we
! had returned into harbour with only one ship and there

;
was a time when I thought we should hardly be able to do

I
even that.

The Marshal. I wonder what would have happened to

him if he had not been able to deliver the speech at all.

The Admiral. He would have burst himself.

The Marshal. Yes, that is what would have happened to

him.

Tlic Admiral. Well, anyhow, the beer is good here.

The Mttr.tlial. Oh, yes, the beer is all right.

THE ONLY WAY.
Judkius was tho last man in the world one would have

expected to meet in the fashionable costume of the day.
To begin with, he was well over age. And then he was on
the l^uiet side, usually looking for some odd, old thought
which had gone astray, and possessed of one of those

travelling mentalities which take note of all sides of a sub-

ject. Yet there he stood in khaki.
" The very last man in the world I expscted to see like

this," I said. It was quite true. Judkins was the sort

who would have attempted dreamy analyses with the drill-

instructor.
" Don't blame me, old thing," he said with a shade of

melancholy. "I know I am stiff and over age and all that,

but the recruiting fellow said he would willingly overlook

a decade. There was nothing else for it. It was the only
way."

" How do you mean, ' the only way
'

?
"

I asked.

Judkins sighed.
" It was like this," he explained sadly.

" I should have

joined up before, but I have always tried to keep to the

truth ever since I was seven and told a lie, and felt that

I was lost. But I gave in at last. If Lord DERBY
looks at my papers be will think I am forty. So I am,
and a bit more. I meant to deceive his lordship, though
it went against the grain. I am sure I don't know what
Mr. WALTER LONG will say if ho ever finds out what I have
done. I can picture him exclaiming, 'Here's this man,
Private Judkins, declaring he is only forty, when to my
certain knowledge he was born in 'G6.'

" I am risking all that because life became insupportable.
There was hardly anybody left I cared about. The one
waiter at my favourite restaurant who didn't breathe down
one's neck when he was holding the vegetables he had

joined ;
and the person who understood cigars at the corner

shop, he is in it too. The new man doesn't know the dif-

ference between a Murias and a Manilla. It was the same
all round. There was nobody to cut my hair. My barber

was forming fours. It is a wonder to mo why the Wai-

people have had to bunt the slippers, the chaps who have

held back, for there is very little to tempt one to keep out

of the crowd now. I 've joined so as to be with the fellows

I know. Don't go and put it all down to patriotism ;
it

was just sheer loneliness. The man who sold me my even-

ing paper you remember him? he had a squint and used

to invest in Spanish lotteries and get me to translate the

letters he received ho is a soldier now ;
and so is the

bootblack who asked for tips for the races, and the door-

keeper at the offices. They 're all wearing khaki, all in ; and
it wasn't the same world without them, only a dreary
make-believe, and so I decided to deceive the War Office

and join my friends, livery day I am finding the folk I 'd

lost. The Corporal with whom I do most business was
checktaker at a theatre I used to frequent always told

me whether the show was worth the money before I parted.
And the life is suiting me fairly well. Last week's route-

march in tho rain was a far, far wetter thing than I had
ever done, but
He turned and gravely saluted an officer who was

coining up on the wind. . . .
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THE TABLES TUENED,
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THE WATCH DOGS.
xrji.

MY DEAR CHARLES, No " Tourists'

Guide to Northern France
"
would be

complete without some mention of the

picturesque town of A., a point at

which even the most progressive trav-

tlie less actively quarrelsome life, they
nevertheless prefer to live in this sort

of place. When a man gets to their

age he has apparently grown too fond
of his old friends, the shells, to be

parted from them altogether till he ab-

solutely must ; also he likes a row of

houses to himself to live in. A street

eller is likely to say that lie's had a cannot be so quickly demolished as to

very pleasant journey so far, but now
\ give him no time to select another one,

thinks of turning back. It boasts a and business can always 1)6 carried on
small but exceedingly well-ventilated i at the one end while structural alter-

cathedral, many an eligible residence to
'

ations are taking place at the other.

let, and the relics of what was once a

busy factory, on thefew remaining bricks

of which you are particularly requested
to " afficher

"
no " affiches." It is ap-

This fluctuation of town property is a

thing to be reckoned with in his life ;
and

so on his oflice wall you will find a list

of billets occupied by units, and where

proached by a railway, prettily over- you see a blue mark you '11 know the

grown with tall grasses and
wild - flowers, and never

made hideous these days by
the presence of hustling,

smoky trains. Entering
daintily from the back, the

tourist will soon find him-
self in its main street, devoid

of ladies out shopping, but

not without its curious col-

lection of exuberant drain-

pipes and recumbent lamp-
posts. It lies, pleasantly
dishevelled, in the sun,

having the appearance of

the bed of a restless sleeper
who has shifted about some-
what in the night and made
many abortive efforts to

get up in the morning. Its

streets are decorated with a

series of dew ponds, dotted

about with no apparent re-

gard to the convenience
of the traffic, and you may
while away many an idle

hour trying to discover

where the street ends and
the houses begin. You will not be in-

terrupted if you detacli, for your col-

lection of curios, a yard or so of the

dislodged statue of the leading muni-

cipal genius, and even the old man at

the barrier of the eastern gate will only
attempt to deter you by friendly advice
if you persist in ignoring the notice,
" This Eoad is Unfit for Vehicular Traf-

fic." I am told that discipline is

automatic at this point ; it requires no

browbeating military policemen to con-

trol the traffic here.

The town of A. has given up work.
It has also given up trying to

smart. It still spreads itself

many acres and it has a population of

twenty-five, not including the Town
Major.
Town Majors, of the more permanent

sort, are a race apart. Being older

men, who have done their turn in the

trenches and are now marked down for

Mrs. Brown.
STRIPE ?

"

Mr. Smith. '

look

over

for his R.E. Company. He knew of

the whereabouts of just the very thing.
True, it was a standing door at the

moment, but no doubt that condition

was only temporary. It led from a

room, which was half demolished, into

a passagewhich had ceased to exist. But
the Town Major did not concern himself

with this. An order was an order, and
a door was a door, and the order de.-

creeing that doors should remain, the

Subaltern had better get quick. He tried

arguing, but you don't crack a walnut
that way. He tried pleading, and the

walnut creaked a little, yet remained
whole. "

Understand," said he, very
authoritatively,

" not only do I forbid

you to enter that house for the purpose
~~

you propose, but I have
stationed at the front en-

trance a picket to prevent
you. If you so much as set

foot on the front doorstep
he will arrest you and bring

you here. I shall know
how to deal with you, Sir."

The Subaltern, who had no
doubt suffered much, turned

away with a weary sigli ;

the Town Major ignored bis

salute, but, before his com-

plete withdrawal, did hap-
pen to mention (so to speak)
that he 'd been told there

was a back entrance to

the house in question and
he had some idea of put-

ting another picket there

to-morrow.
The Subaltern heard all

right, and, from the further

and additional salute he
now gave, it appeared that

he knew how to deal with
that. The Town Major

_l looked at me, faintly repre-
unit has gone, and where you see a red

j senting for the moment the machine,

NEWS
' HAVE

FOR THE ENEMY.
YOU HEABD AS HOW OUB JlM HAS

HUSH, WOMAN! DON'T YOU SEE THAI NOTICE?"

mark, you '11 know the billet has. and, blushing dismally, bribed me ink
The Town Major of A. is a great silence with a cigarette. Yet here I am

friend of mine ; fortunately we are able telling you all about it ! Never mind
;

to reserve our differences of opinion for the house and all its entrances and exits

the telephone, and even so neither can ; have long since disappeared, and as to

ever be sure whether the other lost his the Subaltern himself who knows?

temper or the '

cutting off was done I On Saturday, June 3rd (that black

elsewhere. When we meet I find him Saturday which was not quite so black

the vicli-n of so many other troubles
|

as it was painted) he received an urgent
that I always spare him more. He call, as if he was a doctor, to attend the

is one of those little old Majors, more
',

oldest and least movable inhabitant in

like walnuts than anything else the the acuteness of her distress. Town
hardest, most wrinkled but best filled Majors are good for anything; though
walnuts. He acts as the medium i I suppose I oughtn't to mention it, I

between the relentless routine of a I knew of one who assisted single-handed

high administrative office and the ! at a birth, mother and son both doing

complex wants of the local warrior. I well notwithstanding interim bombard-
don't think he has ever yet decided ! meiit. They are at anybody's disposal
whether his true sympathies lie with

!
for any purpose; it is merely a question

the machine or with the men. Once I of first come first served. He went to

was in his oflice when a weather-beaten the old lady's house ;
he found her in

young Subaltern arrived, requiring fuel
'

a paroxysm of tears over the news of
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Shivering Tommy (to red-)ieaded pal). "'UBBV UP, GINGER, AND DIP YEB 'EAD UNDEB. IT'LL WABM THE WATEB!'

the Naval disaster. For an hour he
tried to comfort her, being limited to

the methods of personal magnetism, in

the absence of his interpreter and the

scarcity of his French. She refused to

take comfort ; it was not sorrow for

the gallant dead, but terror of the
atrocious living which moved her. She
was mortally afraid, she to whom
salvoes of big guns were now matters
of passing inconvenience. The English
Navy had taken a knock ; the War was
therefore over and we had lost. There
was no hope for any of us, and any
moment the Bosch might be expected
on her threshold, arriving presumably
from the rear. The magnificence of

the Army of France had been in vain ;

it was no use going on at Verdun. She
was still weeping spasmodically when
the better news arrived.

Now, Charles, if that is how a French

peasant took the first news, how do you
suppose the German peasants are di-

gesting the second and better version ?

Yours ever, HENRY.

"Athens, Monday. I leara in a well-

informed quarter that the Allies arc expected
to communicate to the Greek Government
almost immediately a further Note relative to
the restrictions imposed on Greek sipping."

Provincial Paper.

At present, we understand, Greek sip-

pers are strictly confined to Port.

THE NEWEST HOPE.

DEAR Betty, in the good old days,
Before this Armageddon stunt,

We floated down still water-ways
Ensconced within a cushioned punt ;

With mingled terror and delight
I felt the toils around me closing,

Until one starry moonlit night,

Discreetly veiled from vulgar sight,
I found myself proposing.

You heard my ravings with a smile, ,

And then confessed you liked my
cheek,

But thought my nose denoted guile
And feared my chin was rather weak ;

My character with fiendish glee
You treated to a grim dissection,

Then as a final jeu a esprit
You cynically offered me

A sisterly affection.

But now within my faithful heart

New hope has sprung to sudden life ;

In fancy (somewhat a la carte)
I see you more or less my wife ;

The way is found, the path is clear,

The resolution moved and carried

If you have pluck enough, my dear,
To risk a rather new career . . .

We might be slightly married.*

* In his book, \Vhat is Coming, Mr. H. G.
WKLLS sees ' a vision of the slightly-married
woman."

In a Good Cause.

The Veterans' Club, for which the
LORD MAYOB is to hold a meeting at the
Mansion House on.Thursday, June 22nd,
at 3.30, is the nucleus of a movement to

offerthe chance of rest andconvalescence
to those who have fought and suffered

in defence of their country ; to secure

suitable employment for those whose
service is finished, and friendly help
in the hour of need. The Club at

Hand Court, Holborn, has already wel-

comed seven thousand men of the Navy
and Army to its membership. A great
effort is needed to enlarge this scheme
for providing a centre of reunion and
succour for our fighting men from
all parts of the United Kingdom and
its Dominions a scheme which, if

generously supported, should serve as

an Imperial Memorial of the nation's

sacrifice.

Gifts and inquiries should be ad-

dressed to the Organising Secretaiy,
Veterans' Club Association, 1, Adelphi
Terrace House, Adelphi, W.C.

" Mr. Balfour . . . revealed that a number
of the guns on monitors came from America
and stated that certain of Churchill's speeches
are so faulty that they arc nnuseable."

Montreal dazetle.

Mr. BALFOUR may have thought this,

but we don't remember his saying it.
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LYRA DOMESTICA.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, I cordially wel-

come your efforts to extend the horizon

of Nursery Rhymes. At the same time

it has always seemed to me rather un-

fair that one room in the house, though
I readily acknowledge its importance,
should practically monopolise the at-

tention of our domestic poets. If

Nursery Rhymes,why not Dining-room,

Drawing-room and Kitchen Rhymes?
I am convinced that they could be

made just as instructive, didactic and

helpful. Hence, to make a beginning,
I venture to submit the following speci-
mens of prudential and cautionary

Dining - room Rhymes. Should they
meet with approval I propose to deal

with other apartments in the same

spirit, excepting perhaps the Box-room,
which does not seem to me to offer

facilities for lyrical treatment.

PRELIMINARY.

If desirous of succeeding
In the noble art of feeding

With dignity and breeding of a Jove,
You will iind all information

For your proper education
In the admirable works of Lady GROVE.

OF PORRIDGE.

Eat your porridge standing
If you are a Scot ;

To be frank it 's only rank
Swank if you are not.

OF THE USE OF THE KNIFE.

Unless you wish to s-horten your life

Don't eat your peas or your cheese with
a knife,

Like greedy Jim, who cut his tongue
And died unseasonably young.

OF DISGUISED DISHES.

Be alert to scrutinize

Food in unfamiliar guise.
Death may lurk within the pot
If you eat the papillate.

OF THE VIRTUES OF SILENCE.

Tack and Tom were two pretty boys ;

But Jack ate his soup with a horrible

noise,

While Tom was a silent eater.

Now Jack is a poor insurance tout,

While Tom drives splendidly about
In a Limousine seven-seater.

OF A FORBIDDEN WORD.

No one mentioned in Debrett

Talks about a " serviette."

OF TIMELY AND UNTIMELY MIRTH.

Be cheerful at lunch and at dinner,
Be cheerful at five-o'clock tea ;

But only a social beginner
At breakfast indulges in glee.

OF PUNCTUALITY.

Late for breakfast shows your sense,
Late for luncheon no offence ;

Late for well-cooked well-served dinner

Proves you fool as well as sinner.

With much respect,
I am, dear Mr. Punch,

Yours devotedly,
A. DAMPIER SQUIBB.

ARCHIBILL.
His name was, so to speak, the fine

flower of Delia's imagination, and of

mine. Mrs. Mutimer-Sympson gave
him to Delia as a war-time birthday-

present, and he was at once acclaimed

as "
fascinating," which he may have

been, and "lovely," which he certainly
was not. His usual abiding-place was
the kitchen, in comfortable proximity to

the range, which he shared with one of

his kind or of a lower order ; but there

were occasions when he honoured the

dining-room with a visit.
"
Though he mustn't come in when

we've callers," said Delia: this was in

the early days, when his title and
status were as yet nebulous.

"But why not?" I protested.
" William 's all right, so long as he 's

reasonably clean."

Delia raised her eyebrows a la fran-

qaise.
"William?"
"William,"I repeated firmly. "What

else would you call him ?
"

" I should have thought," said Delia

coldly,
" that it would have been plain,

even to the meanest intelligence, that

he was Archibald."
" On the contrary," I retorted,

" no
sentient being can gaze upon him with-

out recognizing him as William."
At this moment the treasure in

question, who had been making con-

tented little purring noises near the

fire, was apparently startled by a falling

coal, for he raised his voice in a high
note of appeal.

" Did a nasty man call him out of

his name, then !

"
said Delia, snatching

him up.
" If you 're not careful," I reminded

her,
" William will ruin your new

blouse."
" Of course," said Delia, with an air

of trying to be reasonable with an

utterly unreasonable person, "there 'd

be no objection to his having a second

name."
" None whatever. ' William Archi-

bald
'

goes quite well."
" ' Archibald William

'

goes better.

And it's going to be that, or just plain
' Archibald.'

"
Delia added defiantly

that she wasn't going to argue, be-

cause she wanted her tea, and so did he.

For the next three days we refrained

from argument accordingly, sometimes

calling him one name, sometimes
another. The thing ended, perhaps
inevitably, in a compromise. He be-

came " Archibill."

It was curious how the charms of

Archibill grew upon us how his per-

sonality developed under Delia's care.

She insisted that he recognized her

step, and that the piercingly shrill cry
he gave was for her ear alone. Perhaps
it was so women have more subtle

powers of perception than men. There
was real pathos in their first parting,
which came when an inconsiderate

grand - aunt in Scotland, knowing
nothing of Archibill's claims, made
Delia promise to pay her a ten-days'
visit.

" You mustn't mind Missis being
away, old boy," Delia told him,

" be-

cause she '11 be coming back soon.

And, although Master's going to stay
with his sister, you won't be lonely.
There 's a nice kind charlady who '11

look in every day to make sure that you
haven't been stolen by horrid tramps,
and that the silver spoons are safe."

Yet, from what she has told me since,

I know that her spirits were heavy with

foreboding when she left by the 11.23

from Euston.
We returned, later than we expected,

together. The nice kind charlady had
done her work for the day, and left, but

a fire burned cheerfully in the dining-
room and the table was laid for tea.

"And where," demanded Delia, "is

Archibill?"

Even as she spoke she sped into the

kitchen. A moment later I heard a

cry, and followed.
" Look !

"
said Delia.

He lay near the range, a wrecked and
worn-out shadow of his former self, in-

capable of even a sigh. Tenderly she

lifted him.
" It 's just neglect," she said. " Why

did I leave him ! Something always
happens when one leaves such treasures

as Archibill."
" It mayn't be too late to do some-

thing," I said; "I'll run down with

him to Gramshaw's after tea."
"
After tea !

"
echoed Delia reproach-

fully. I went at once.

A fortnight has passed since then.

Once more Archibill makes cheerful

murmuring noises on the hearth. He
looks, I fancy, older ; otherwise there

is little change to record.

Yesterday morning I received Gram-
shaw's bill: "To putting new Bottom

to patent Whistlimj Kettle, and repair-

ing Spout 2s. 9rf."

Delia says it 's worth twenty two-

and-ninepences to listen to Archibill

calling her when he boils.
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THE FAR-REACHING EFFECT OF THE RUSSIAN PUSH.

CONSOLATIONS.
DEAR MB. PUNCH, In order to guard

against the snares of a too facile op-
timism I have made a point ever since

the War began of taking all my infor-

mation solely from German sources, as

I have a feeling somehow that they
may he confidently relied upon not to

err upon the side of underrating their

own success. But, having started with
this handicap, I consider that I am the

more justified in looking upon the bright
side of things whenever possible. I

am writing to you to-day to point out
a very important aspect of the many
recent German victories which seems
to have been overlooked. It is full of

promise of an early termination of the
War.

I wish to analyse the ingredients of

the German Celebration Days, which
have followed each other with such

bewildering rapidity of late. As far as
I can gather, the whole nation has
turned out to celebrate the fall of

Verdun (in the first week of March),
which was the key to Paris

; the ad-
[

vance in the Trentiuo, which was the

key to Borne ; and the destruction of

the British Fleet, which was the key ,

to London, along with the going out of

the electric spark of the British nimbus
and all that. Meanwhile certain cities

and districts the thing seems to move
round from one to another have cele-

brated in force the various times that

the Mort Homme was captured (while
it was still held by the French), the

great diplomatic victory over America,
the success of the last War Loan and
countless other triumphs. The thing
has been going on ever since the sink-

ing of the Tiger eighteen months ago.
Now, Sir, there are five main ingre-

dients in these celebrations flags, the

ringing of bells, the distribution of iron

crosses, fireworks, and school holidays.
The efficient organisation of civilian

morale demands them all. Let us look
into these.

First, let us take the widest view and
look forward to the contest for supre-

macy that will follow the War. What
is it that we have to fear ? Why,
German education. They have often

told us so. Yet the very magnitude of

their present successes is robbing their

chief weapon of its edge. It is not too

much to say that, should the summer
campaign follow the lines expected of

it, bringing victory on every front,

education will come to a standstill

owing to the rapid succession of school

j

holidays. Already parents are com-

plaining that their children think it

|
hardly worth while to turn up at school

I

until they have had a look at the paper
to see if there is anything much going

I on, and patriotic truants are always

:

able to point to the capture of a battery
i

or the sinking of a ship as justification

I

for taking the day off. Should the
War be prolonged we have to face the
fact that \ve may have to do with a

I Germany in which the rising generation
can neither read nor write.

But in a far more immediate sense

the great number of German victories

is sapping the very sources of German
power. I ask you, first of all, what are

these flags made of ? They are made

,

of cotton ; and more than that, they are

rapidly wearing out. Much flapping in

all weathers victories have too often

! been allowed to occur in bad weather
lias torn them to ribbons. The situa-

tion is serious : reserves are exhausted,
and an attempt to introduce flag-cards

!

has met with no support.
Then let us consider fireworks. Is

it not clear that the supply cannot be
maintained without a steady munition-

ment of high explosives, more especially
in the case of rockets ?

i I need not labour the fact, which
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Tommy. "EATS, MUM? I SHOULD SAY THERE WAS AND WHOPPERS 1

KNOCKED OUT I CAUGHT ONE OF 'EM TRYING ON MY GREAT-COAT !

"
WHY, LOR' BLESS YER, ONLY THE DAY AFORE I GOT

is sufficiently ominous, that iron crosses

are made of iron, but I may point out

that this expenditure cannot be made

good by drawing upon the belfries, as

the necessity for periodical bell-ringing
has immobilized the bells.

These facts should be more widely
known. They have given me much
comfort. Even the deplorable loss of

the Warspite the vast, latest hyper-

super-Dreadnought of the Fleet and the

pillar and the key, as I learn from my
authorities cannot wholly depress me.
For well I know the dilemma that con-

fronts our enemies, and that neither by
victory nor defeat can they escape their

doom.
I am, dear Mr. Punch,

Yours as usual, STATISTICIAN.

Saving their Bacon.
"THE GERMAN DESTROYERS KETJRE TO

PORK."
TroKincial Paper.

ST. AUGUSTINE'S SALE OF WORK. This

important annual event takes place in the

Kectory grounds on June 14th, and every-

thing indicates a successful day, if Father

Neptune only smiles on the efforts now being
put forward." Penarth Times.

We hope Uncle Phoebus will not be

jealous.

A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR.
'Tis sad to read of these young lives

Poured out to please a tyrant's whim ;

My manly soul within me strives

To burst its bonds and have at him.

But peace, my soul ! we must be strong,

The wind blows shrewdly here to-night,

My heart bleeds, as I think, per-

chance,
How numbed with cold our heroes fight ;

How chill those trenches, there in

France.

The thought unmans me. Ere I weep,
For conscience whispers,

" War is I "11 drink my gruel and to sleep,

wrong."

Poor lads ! Poor lads ! Their duty calls ;

Their duty calls no more they know ;

No fear of death their faith appals ;

All the clear summons hear, and go.
'Tis right, of course, they should ; but

I serve a duty still more high.

And yet not all. Some few, I fear,

In this their country's hour of need

Keep undemonstratively clear,

Or, if they 're called, exemption plead.
For these no conscience-clause have

they
Conscription is the thing, I say.

But worse than these, who simply
shirk,

Are those employed to fashion arms,
Who tempt their fellows not to work,
And give us all such grave alarms

Traitors ! If their deserts they got

They would be either hanged or shot.

An officer in Egypt writes :

"Cairo is a gay city, at least so they say.
The chief hotels put up boards showing the

amusements to be enjoyed. A sample of an
eventful week follows :

' COMIXG EVENTS.
MONDAY.
TUESDAY.
WEDNESDAY.
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY. Museum will not open.
SATURDAY.
SUNDAY.

, Manager, Hotel.'
"

"A very interesting cricket - match took

place at Ghain Tuffieha on Wednesday last,

'24th inst., when eleven Nursing Sisters played
elevien officers. The game throughout was

very keen and the Sisters have nothing to

learn from the Officers in the way of wicket-

keeping, batting and yielding."

Daily Malta Chronicle.

In the last-mentioned art British sol-
;

diers notoriously do not excel.
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THE SHADOW ON THE WALL.
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Job''s Comforter; "Ir THEY KEEP ON STOPPING YOL-B LEAVE LIKE THIS YOU'LL NEVER SEE YOUB NEW KID TILL THE WAB'S OVEB.'

Job. "OH, YES, I EXPECT I SHALL. HE'LL BE COMING OUT HEBE IN 1934."

A SOLUTION.
AxiONGthe many Government changes

that are imminent it is to be hoped that

the PRIME MINISTER will appoint some-
one to an office of the highest import-
ance for the well-being of the Cabinet
in the public eye. Far too long has
the man-in-the-street been encouraged
in an attitude of scorn for the efforts

of the Twenty-three. It is not sug-

gested that the new official shall be

added to that mystic number and bring
it up to twice-times-twelve, or four-

times-six, or even three-times-eight.
There is no need for him to have Cabinet

rank, but he must be permitted some
inside knowledge or his labours will

not be fully fruitful. Only by such
labours can the Twenty-three really

expect a fair reputation. As it is, every-
one is more or less suspicious of them,
led by the papers in their self-imposed
sacred task of leaders or leader-writers

of the Opposition ;
while the music-

halls are of course frankly against

any but a purely Tory Government, as

they have always been, and so whole-

heartedly and superior to detail that

even to this day at one of the leading

variety houses of London a topical

song is being sung and loudly applauded

in which Mr. ASQUITH is still taunted
with his inability to come to a decision

about conscription. The fact that the

conscription problem was long since

settled is immaterial to these loud-

lunged patriots. Any stick is good for

such a dog. True there has of late been
rather less venom in certain of the anti-

Premier papers, which now substitute

for their ancient scoldings a bland
omniscience and kindliness in their

reminders of the obvious, but none the

less contrive still to insert the knife

and even to give it a furtive twist.

The fact then remains that what the

Government need is a friend, a trum-

peter, a fugle -man, a pointer -out of

merits, a signaller of This-way-to-the-
virtues in short, a Callisthenes. They
should take a lesson from the self-

sacrificing zeal of that other Callis-

thenes who serves a certain London

emporium so faithfully, awaking every
morning to a new and rapturous vision

of its excellence, which nothing can

stop the discoverer at once putting
into words for the evening papers.
Such trouvailles must not be kept
for private use ; all the world must
know. How it is that editors are so

: complacent in printing these rhap-
! sodies, which, truth to tell, are some-

times very like each other, no one
knows ; but there it is. They see the

light, and everyone rejoices to think

that in a country which has been a

good deal blown upon there is, at any
rate, one perfect thing.

Why should there not be two ?

There could be if the Government
would appoint a Callisthenes of their

own and set the eager pen similarly
to work. Then every day wTe should be

assured of the extraordinary vigour and

vitality of our rulers. Doubt would
vanish and the nation would blossom

as the rose. For if all editors are so

ready to print the present-day eulogies
of the emporium, how much readier

should they be to print to-morrow's

eulogies of the Empire !

One can see the new Callisthenes in-

spiring confidence and heartening the

public with some such words as these ;

for of course the new one should, if pos-

sible, be modelled on the old it might
even be (daring thought !

)
the same :

THE PERSONAL TOUCH.

About all kinds of paid service

there must be a certain monotony;
such service implies something that

one does for other people over and

over again. But though action may
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become, in time, almost automatic,

thought need never lose its volition.

And it is one's thought or attitude of

mind that counts.

The service at the Firm of ASQUITII
& Co., is, I think, so good because

Ministers are encouraged tremend-

ously to give their work the personal
touch. They are not afraid to give
their individuality full rein, to let it

inform their particular jobs, so that

each one is enlivened thereby.
If you knew the Cabinet as well as

I do, you would appreciate the fact

that it is remarkable for the number
of distinct personalities among its

members men of marked character

and distinction, who are known not

only throughout the House, but to a

great many members of the London
Public as well.

They stand out among their fellow-

workers because their service is dis-

tinguished. It is not necessarily that

their abilities are so especially su-

perior, excellent though they may be.

It is that all they do is infused with

character. Their voices have timbre;

they don't drawl. Their manners are

good. They carry out the smallest

transaction as though it held infinite

interest for themselves as well as you.

They never for a moment allow their

intelligence to sag. They give to

their least varying work that personal
touch which is so transforming.
The Firm of ASQUITH thoroughly

appreciates their worth, and openly
rejoices in the prestige these star

workers attach to themselves. It

would have every member of the

Staff do likewise act not merely as

a minister, but as a very definite and
valued personality.
For that is service as it should be

in a modern Government, as spon-
taneous to-day as it was servile yes-

terday intelligent, force/til and gay.

Example is the greatest factor in

its fine development. The Cabinet

Minister, however young, who can
answer every query with a pretty
deference, put off an Irish Member
with good effect, who in checking
your ill-advised inquisitiveness seems
to welcome you such a one receives

as much and more, every time, as he

gives. He gets smiles, thanks, even
deference in return, and very often

friendship. His companions notice

that. They see how his buoyancy
never flags, because it is all the while
met with response, stimulated, liked.

And the habit of success is very
catching. Voild tout !

ASQUITH & Co., LTD.

Had the Cabinet such a watchful
and industrious exponent and com-

WITH AMATEUR THEATRICALS AT THE FRONT AND WAR-WORK AT HOME, THE EXCHANGED
SOUVENIRS ARE IN STARTLING CONTRAST TO THOSE OF 1840.

mender as Callisthenes, never weary-
ing, except possibly on Sunday, its

success would be certain.

" ACCORDIONS. Sale or exchange, Busson's
beautiful flutina, 23 white piano keys, 15

black, portable, light to carry, nice for open
air; large ass wanted." Exchange and Mart.

We are not sure that the last phrase
is quite the right one for attracting a

purchaser.

Our Economical Army.
"In one hospital there is a complete tin-

smith's shop running full blast. There empty
biscuit-tins are remade into tin plates, pans
and drinking-cups. Even the soldier is melted
down and used .1 second time."

Darling Downs Gazette (Queensland).

"FARRIERS. Wanted, a good doorman;
quiet job, 7 or 8 days a week."

Daily Chronicle.

And all the rest of the time to himself.
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-

Visitor. "WE'RE HAVING A MOTHERS' SALE OP WORK ON SATURDAY. WILL YOU COME AND BRING YOUR HUSBAND?"

Wife of Wounded Soldier. "THANKS so MUCH. WE'D LOVE TO, BUT THE DOCTOR WAS MOST EMPHATIC IN WARNING MY HUSBAND
TO AVOID ANY FORM OP EXCITEMENT."

CONCERT TICKETS.
I 'M beginning to think that Pethertoii

has taken a dislike to me, and it is not
at all pleasant in a moi'e or less country
retreat to be on bad terms with a

neighbour.
It is especially trying, when one has

made every endeavour to be friendly,
to meet with a chilling response. I 'm
sure I have written him some very
genial letters on matters which less

good-tempered individuals than I might
have taken more seriously.
The Annual Concert in the village,

a great event in local circles, has been
another cause of unnecessary friction

between Petherton and myself.
As one of the older residents and

knowing most of the people here, I am
usually consulted as to the programme,
sale of tickets and other details of the

concert, and my house is often used
for rehearsing the solos, part songs
and choruses which are rendered by
the local Carusos and Melbas.
Our passage of arms was over the

tickets. We who are on the Com-
mittee are supplied with so many
tickets each, which we endeavour to

sell. I sent two to Petherton, half-

crown ones. I forgot to enclose the

printed notice that usually accompanies
them, but evidently he recognised my

handwriting on the envelope, and sent

the tickets back. He wrote a letter

with them :

SIH, I received the enclosed, pre-

sumably from you, because the almost
; illegible scrawl on the envelope was
i yours without a doubt. Why you
should try to bribe me with five shil-

lings-worth of tickets for the Annual
Concert I cannot conceive. Perhaps
you are going to sing at it and are

anxious that I should coine to hear

you. I shall deny myself that pleasure.

j

I hear quite enough of you in the

afternoons (this, no doubt, referred to

the rehearsals). Should I change my
mind, which is unlikely, I am quite
able to purchase tickets.

I replied :

DEAE ME. PETHERTON, I am be-

ginning my letter, as you see, in the

formal way, but from your opening
move I foresee that a more affection-

ate tone will supervene before we are

through with the matter in hand. This
will be in accordance with the im-

memorial custom that has prevailed in

the delightful intercourse between us

on various subjects. Now, as to the

Concert. My suggestion, mutely ex-

pressed through a little forgetfulness
on my part, nr'ssed fire. If this isn't

expressed clearly I mean I hoped you

would understand that I sent the

tickets because I hoped that you would

buy them. Or, to put the matter very
plainly, I sent you two tickets. Have
you 5s. that 's doing nothing ? If so,

send it me for goodness' sake, and keep
the tickets, which I 'm sending back in

this. If the 5s. is busy with the Wai-

Loan, don't disturb it of course, but

send me the tickets hack, or sell them
to somebody else. I think that 's all

clear, so now we '11 get on to the next

point. I don't sing outside a church.
I fancy it 's Wright, the blacksmith, a

fine upstanding bass with full-throated

movement, that you can hear. He
leaves his spreading chestnut-tree on

Wednesdays and Fridays for rehearsals

in my drawing-room, and it 's difficult

to keep his voice from straying over

into your premises, even with the

windows shut. I 'm sorry if he annoys
you, but, anyway, as the Concert
takes place next Wednesday, lie won't

worry you much longer. I hope you
will come in your group. I can send

you more tickets if you need them.

Yours faithfully, H. J. FORDYOE.
'

I hope your hens are fruit-bearing.

Eggs are a terrible price just now,
aren't they ?

'

The tickets came back next day with

a curt note :
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Doctor (to wounded soldier who is on " low diet "). "Is THERE ANYTHING YOU WANT, MY LAD?'

Irishman. "Oca, DOCTOR, IF YB'D BE GIVIN" ME A NICE FAT GOOSE FOR ME DINNER, NOW?'
Doctor. "An, AND I SUPPOSE YOU'D LIKE IT STUFFED WITH SOMETHING SPECIAL, EH?"
Irishman. " INDEED AND I WOULD. I 'D LIKE IT STUFFED WITH ANOTHER WAN 1

"

Mr. Petherton begs to return the

concert tickets and requests that Mr.

Fordyce will not send them back again,
as otherwise Mr. Petherton will not
hold himself responsible in the event
of their being lost or destroyed.

So I wrote again :

DEAR PETHERTON, How perfectly

splendid ! Everything has worked out

beautifully up till now. Your first

note, was pitched in just the proper
key, and now comes your second, a

perfect gem in its way. Your style
reminds me more than ever of CHESTER-
FIELD, to whom a chair was a chair

and nothing more, "but a couch was
an inspiration. I enclose two yellow
tickets this time. Perhaps you didn't

like the others. Some people don't

care for pink tickets. These jolly little

yellow chaps are only Is. each, a con-
sideration in these hard times.

Yours very sincerely,
HARRY FORDYCE.

P.S. We have a job line of green
tickets at GJ. each to clear. Perhaps
you would care to look at some. We
arc selling quite a lot of them this year.

Petherton's reply to this was an

envelope containing the fragments of

two yellow tickets and a sheet of note-

paper inscribed "With Mr. Frederick

Petherton's compliments."
As the tickets would have to be

accounted for, of course there was

nothing for it but to send him a bill,

so I sent him one :

F. PETHERTON, Esq.,

In ajc with the Purbury Concert

Committee.

To 2 tickets in yellow cardboard,
3 in. by 2^ in., printed in black,

with embellishments, the whole

giving right of entry to the

Purbury Annual Concert to be

held on June 28, 1916 ... 2s.

Your kind attention will oblige.

To this Petherton made no reply, so

after a few days I bought the tickets

for (and from) myself, and wrote to

Petherton :

DEAR FREDDY, You will be glad to

hear that I have found someone to

take your yellow tickets off my hands

|

at the full market price. Sorry to find

that the War has hit yon so badly.

Certainly two bob is two bob, as you
apparently wish me to infer. How-
ever it is a blessing to know that the

Tommies will get the extra cigarettes,
isn't it? It's a pity you won't be at

the concert. Your cheery presence
will be greatly missed, especially by

, Your old pal, HABBY.

The reply I received :

Who the devil .said I shouldn't be at

the concert ? I bought a dozen pink
tickets from the Vicar as soon as I

heard you were not going to perform.
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

It seems evident that Petherton has

taken a dislike to me for some reason
or other.

"Latet Anguis in Herba."
" KOCK PLANTS in pots; 12 different, 2s. 6d.

Cobra, rapid growing Climber, 4d. and 6d.

each. Horticultural School, Swaythling."
Provincial Paper.

Our gardening friends tell us that

Cobtea scandens is much safer as a

horticultural pet.

From a description of a mine ex-

plosion under the German trenches:

"Tons of earth were flung hundreds of feet

high, carrying away trenches, dugouts and

handbags." Baltimore Paper.

The American correspondent who sends

us the cutting says,
" I am glad to see

that the Hun is losing his grip."
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THE BOOKLOVER.
BY Charing Cross in London Town
There runs a road of high renown,
Where antique books are ranged on

shelves

As dark and dusty as themselves.

And many booklovers have spent
Their substance there with great con-

tent,

And vexed their wives and filled their

homes
With faded prints and massive tomes.

And ere I sailed to fight in France
There did I often woo Romance,
Searching for jewels in the dross,

Along the road to Charing Cross.

But booksellers and men of taste

Have fled the towns the Hun laid waste,
And within Ypres Cathedral square
I sought but found no bookshops there.

What little hope have books to dwell

'Twixt Flemish mud and German shell?

Yet have I still upon my back,
Hid safely in my haversack,

A tattered Horace, printed fine

(Anchor and Fish, the printer's sign),
Of sage advice, of classic wit

;

Much wisdom have I gained from it.

And should I suffer sad mischance
When Summer brings the Great Ad-

vance,
I pray no cultured Bosch may bag
My Aldus print to swell his swag.

Yet would I rather ask of Fate
So to consider my estate,

That I may live to loiter down
By Charing Cross in London Town.

The Reward of "Frigh'tfulness."

"Amsterdam, Sunday. Admiral von Tir-

pitz has been offered the -degree of doctor
hororis." Provincial Paper.

Taking it Badly.
" AUSTRIAN DEFENCES GRUMBLING

BEFORE THE RUSSIANS."
Scotch Paper.

" What is Port ?
"

asks an evening
paper. According to Admiral VON
SCHEER it is

" A very present help in

time of trouble."

The Chameleon.

From a feuilleton :

" The black sheep had flushed crimson, but
the hot colour soon died down leaving him
very pale."- The Daily Mirror.

"Experienced nurses wanted immediately ;

temporary 1 to 15s. weekly. Also excellent
situations for ladies' first babies, 40 to 28."

Daily Paper.

The demand for juvenile labour is surely
being overdone.

RUIN O' ENGLAND.
(At

" The Plough and Horses.")
" UPPER classes be stirrin" o' their-

selves to rights now, seemin'ly."
" 'Ow be you meanin', George ?

"

"
Squire be by my place 'tother day

when I be 'avin' a bit o' quiet pipe by
my gate, same as you might be, Luther

Cherriman, an' 'e stops which 'e ain't

been in the 'abit o' doin' an' 'e says,
'

'Ullo, George,' 'e says,
' bain't you the

man as allus used to keep a pig 'ere-

abouts?' An' I answers'im as I cert'nly
did use to keep a pig pretty constant
when food-stuffs was cheaper than what

they be now."
" " What 's 'e say to that, George?

"

"'E says, 'My good man, if you was
a bit more thrifty like, an' wasn't above
collectin' 'ouse'old scraps,' 'e says,

'

an',

moreover, if you wasn't so blamed psnny
wise an' poun' foolish,' 'e says,

'

you 'd

be keepin' y'r pigs breedin' of 'em

now, when you could get biggest price
for 'em. You 'd be doin' o' y'rself a

good turn an' settin' a 'xample to y'r

neighbours,' 'e says, 'as they badly
needs. Well, any'ow, think it over,'

'e says an' away 'e goes."
"You been thinkin' it over, George?"
"In a manner o' speakin' I be thinkin'

it over now, this very minute. In a

manner o' speakin' I were thinkin' it

over when I goes up to the Court over

a bit o' business yesterday. 'Owever,
1 were really doin' no more 'n airin' my
mind, as you might say, to the Cook
a decent 'nough young woman. I 'ad n't

no idea o' npthin' more."
" What you say to 'er, then ?

"

" I were lookin' at a bit of a lawn

they 'as up there to the left o' their

back-door. Middlin' poor bit o' lawn
it be, not like them in front, an' I says
of it what I 've often said afore.

' Too
much lawn to this 'ere 'ouse,' I says,

' to

please me. Euin o' England,' I says,
' lawns do be. Orter be dug up,' I says.
' Sow a matter o' fower bushels o' taters,'

I says,
' on that poor little bit 'lone.

Don't like t' see all this waste o' groun','
I says,

' an' us at war.'
"

"What did Cook say to that? Some'at

saucy, I be bound."
. ".' You be very practical, George,' she

says,
' but food ain't everything, even in

times o' war. . You did ought to have
seen wounded soldiers,' she says, 'settin'

'bout on all these 'ere lawns last summer
time, like a lot o' bluebottles, 'joyin'
o' theirselves to rights,' she says.

' An'
'ow could they a-done it, poor chaps,'
she says,

'
if we 'd 'ad nothin' but an

ol' tater patch to offer 'em ?
' '

" You 'd got y'r answer to that, I

dessay."
" I 'ad.

'

They soldier chaps could

very well 'ave sat on the paths,' I says

for the paths be wasteful wide to my
thinkin'. ' A bit of a bench or a chair

or so, an' they 'd 'ave been right as

rain, with some'at to look at as was
sensible, too. A close-cut lawn ain't no
manner o' interest to a thinkin' man,
not like a medder or a few rows o' good
early taters be.'

"

" What did Cook say to that 'ere?
"

" She laughs, an' she says,
' You be

done courtin' then, George, I can see.

You ain't got no thought of a second

wife, seemin'ly.'
' 'Ow d' you know

that ?
'

I asks
; an' she laughs again an'

says she knows, 'cos if 'twasn't so I'd

like the thought of a bit o' lawn to sit

out on warm evenings an' such. An'
then she says,

' You think too much
o' y'r stomach, George

'

which fail-

rattled me."
" What you say ?

"

" I says again,
'

They lawns be the
ruin o' England, I tell ye' an' then
I see 'er start an' go red 's a poppy, an'

then she sort o' plunges in at 'er door.

An' then I looks round for first time
an' I sees Squire standin' there, 'earin'

all as 'ad been said, an' for the moment
I 'd 'ave been glad 'nough for a back-
door too so I would."

"
Lord-a-mercy, George, you 'ra a

rare-un for puttin' y'r foot in it wi"

gentry ! What to gracious did 'e make
o'it?"

" 'E sort o' smiled but crooked like.

An' then 'e says,
' No but what you 're

right, George
'

which were 'bout

'undred miles from what I 'spected
"im.to say. 'Look 'ere,' 'e goes on,
'I '11 make a bargain wi' ye. You send
me up 'alf-a-bushel o' seed potatoes,'
'e says, 'to start on, an' 1 '11 send you a

young sow out o' the last litter. What
d' you say ?

' '

" What did ye say ?
"

" I says,
' Thank ye kindly, Sir.

An' if I 've done my bit to.save England
from ruin I be fine an' glad.' And so

I be."

More Tampering with the Calendar.
' ' Among the objections to flag days is that

they have detracted from the novelty of Alex-

and'ra Rose Day, which this year is being held

on June 31." Daily Paper.

This attempt to shove Alexandra Day
right off the calendar .has, we are glad
to say, been unsuccessful

;
and to-day,

June 21st, sees roses, roses all the

way as usual.

From a concert programme :

"BALLET (for which Miss Gladys Groom
has won the Challenge Cub in

connection with Lady Rachel

Byng's Olympic Game Tests)

SONG. ' Show us how to do the Fox Trot '

(Miss Ruby Groom and chorus)."

It seems to us that Miss GLADYS'S re-

ward would have been more appropriate
to Miss EUBY.
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GIVEN AWAY.
Soy.

" MOTHER, WE OUGHTN'T TO BE IN THIS CARRIAGE, OUGHT WE? IT'S FIRST-CLASS."

Mother. "
OH, DARLING, YOU MEAN WE OUGHT TO BE ECONOMISING IN WAR-TIME?"

Boy.
"
BUT, MOTHER, WE ARE ECONOMISING, AREN'T WE? WE'VE ONLY GOT THIRD-CLASS TICKETS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THERE is no doubt that one of the greatest pieces of luck

that has come the way of the Empire is Louis BOTHA.
Mr. HAROLD SPENDER'S legitimately uncritical biography,
Ci'iicral Botha : The Career and the Man (CONSTABLE), fills

in the details of the romance; and astonishing details they
are. BOTHA, the anti-Krugerite, one of the seven in the

Volksraad who voted against the fateful ultimatum in

October, 1899, threw himself, when war was unavoidable,
with all his energy into the task of his country's defence.

Rapidly proving himself, he succeeded his sick chief,

JOUHERT, witli at first, and luckily for us, a mitigated

authority. Here was no mere slim guerilla playing little

disconcerting tricks on a clumsy enemy, but a general to

respect, as BULLER found at Colenso and BENSON at

Windhuk a conqueror. May his old luck follow him in

the still difficult days of the youngest of the Dominions!
I 've forgotten Mr. SPENDER'S book. But of course this is

all out of it. And there 's plenty more good stuff in it.

I have for some time now had my prophetic eye upon
Mr. J. C. SNAITH as a writer from whom uncommon things
were to be looked for. So it has pleased me to find this

belief entirely justified by The Sailor (SMITH, ELDER),
which is as good and absorbing a tale as anything I have

encountered this great while. It is the life-history of one

Henry Harper that-Mr. SNAITH sets out to tell; incidentally
it is also the record of the development of a popular
novelist out of a slum child, through such seemingly un-

promising stages as tramp-sailor and professional footballer.

There is a strength and (to use the most fitting term)
a punch about the telting of it that carries the reader

Bakenlaagte. And his staff college was just his own ! forward quite irresistibly. Moreover, like all histories of

occiput. When the inevitable end came, long delayed by ! expanding fortune, it is cheery reading for that sake alone.

his and his brother-generals' skill and courage, lie laboured
'

Personally, I think I liked most the football section. I

for a lasting pjacc, and took a line of steady fealty to the ideal
|
knew from Willow the King that Mr. SNAITH knew all about

of British citizenship, which he has unfalteringly pursued ! cricket ; for his football mastery I was unprepared. There
to this day. It is good, by the way, to recall the admirable

\

is a fresh poignancy in Mr. SNAITH'S handling of professional
and patient diplomacy, at and after Vereeniging, of Lord sport in its most frankly gladiatorial aspect that gives one

KITCHENER, who was the chief pleader for generous con- a new sympathy with the young giants who are now
ons to the gallant beaten enemy an attitude BOTHA mostly engaged upon another and nobler contest. What I

never forgot. BOTHA is indeed the pilot of modern South ! liked least about the book were the Sailor's two matrimonial
Africa the first Premier of the Transvaal after the gift of adventures. His entrapment by the detestable Cora is so

responsible government, the first Premier of the Union after I painful that perhaps I was glad to think it also slightly
the federation of the four states. To him has fallen the honour incredible. Even the lady whose hand is his ultimate

(and the task) of crushing the rebellion, wherein he had great reward failed to rouse me to any enthusiasm. But
the supremo wisdom to throw the burden upon the loyal the Sailer himself is so human and likeable a figure that

Dutch in order not to risk reopening racial bitterness by he perhaps absorbed my interest to the exclusion of the

using British elements against the rebels. He has entered i other characters, which I hope is as Mr. SNAITH intended it.
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In Verdun to the Vosges (ARNOLD) Mr. GERALD CAMPBELL
!
walks at night on the cliffs, somewhere off which a German

has paid a generous tribute to the indomitable courage of i submarine is said to be hiding, Ghecnu accordingly sus-

our French Allies. His position as Special Correspondent ! pects him of being (i)
a shirker, (ii)

a spy. Apparently, as

of The Times gave him opportunities strictly limited, of
|

far as young ladies on the South coast of Ireland are con-

course, but unique of recording in particular the earlier ' cerned, Messrs. VEDRENNE and EADIE have simply lived

phases of the War on the fortress frontier of France ;
and i in vain. The more sophisticated reader, while not sharing

he has produced a volume which shows no trace of civilian
\

Gheena's astonishment at the climax, will none the less

authorship, except in those qualities which confess the art

of a trained writer. Never obtruding his own person-

ality, he gives us here and there a glimpse of privileged

experiences and happy relationships with the French
authorities, civil and military, notably the Prefet of Meurthe

enjoy some pleasant thrills that lead up to it. In short

The Scratch Pack can show you an excellent day's sport.

I suppose we owe our grotesquely insular ignorance of

the Art of Russia (other than music) to the fact that hitherto

et Moselle, whose letter to the author, published as an
:
no one has been so enterprising as ROSA NEWMARCH. In

epilogue, is a document of astounding force and eloquence. |

The Russian Arts (JENKINS), she sets out to give us a brief

If I have a complaint to make it is that in a serious history j history of painting in Russia, from the ikon to the Futurist
the kind that you must follow very closely on the map \ diagram, with a preamble on architecture and a postscript

Mr. CAMPBELL should have spent so much time on general ! on sculpture. It is indeed a dismal thing to he brought to

reflections and homilies which might just as well have been : realise, even from quite inadequate illustrations in mono-

composed in Fleet Street or the salient of Ypres. And it is
'

chrome half-tone, that one does not know anything of such

perhaps a pity that, where his subject gave him no chance artists as REPIX and NESTEHOF to take but two widely
differing types of a notable

family. Art, such trium-

phant art, say, as the ballet

with the gorgeous scenic

accessories that we know,
does not spring into being
without ancestry, and this

book gives us some notes
on artistic pedigree
enough perhaps to save us
from abject shame when,
after this war, we sit at

dinner next spine know-

ledgeable Russian guest.
. . . And this is likely
often to happen. It is

odd that Mrs. NEWMARCH
seems to he interested in

the literary rather than

the graphic content of the

pictures she describes

odd because she seems to

,

know the painter's creed.

of dealing with his own
country's share in the

War, he should have ex-

posed at considerable

length certain defects in

the English character
which delayed the adop-
tion of national service.

It is true that universal

compulsion had not been

adopted at the time when
Mr. CAMPBELL was writ- i

ing, and it is certain that
j

no one who knows the
;

good work he has done
in helping the two nations

to a better understanding
of one another will ques-
tion his motives

;
but I

think that these reflec-

tions upon England, very
English in their candour,
have no proper place in a

history of the achieve-

siTo.
J

PAINFUL PREDICAMENT OP MNEMO, THE WORLD-FAMED MEMOUISER,
WHO, AFTER A HARD DAY AT A MATINEE AND TWO EVENING PERFORMANCES,
FORGETS THE NAME AND NUMBER OF HIS HOUSE.

ments of France
;
and I hope that they may be cut out of

the French translation which is shortly to appear. For
the rest (and a good big rest) it is an enthralling book

;
and

if I were a Frenchman I should read it with a very great

pride. Even as it is, and notwithstanding what I have
said, I am proud enough that an Englishman should have
written it.

The Scratch Pack (HUTCHINSON) is another of those

jovial, out-door stories, for which Miss DOROTHEA CONYERS
has already endeared herself to a considerable public. As
before, her scene is Ireland. It is somewhere on the south
coast of that emotional island that a maiden called Gheena

Freyne determines, in the war-absence of the local M.F.H.,
to do her bit by dealing faithfully with the foxes, who are

rather above themselves through neglect. So she, and one

Darby l)illon, who is crippled and unable to do anything but
ride (and adore Gheena), get together a very scratch pack
of the farmers' foot-dogs. What sport results, and how
buoyantly it is told, those with experience of Miss CONYERS'

vigorous gifts can easily imagine. There is however another
thread to the story. A second suitor pervades the scene,
one Basil Stafford, who, though hale and vigorous, persists,
even under white-feather provocation, in an attitude of

taciturn reserve about the War. Also he takes mysterious If only it were the last

An Impending Apology.
Extract from a soldier's letter recently received by the

wife of a distinguished retired officer :

" Please tell ColonelW I was asking for him. Tell him this is

a rough war, not the same as in his time. It is all brains uo\v, and

machinery."

Extract from The Seamanship) Manual, vol. ii., chap, vii.,
"
Disembarking Troops

"
:

"This method is satisfactory for horses, mules, or cattle, but does

not answer with the camel. The latter, if not drowned on the way
ashore, is very little use when landed."

This disparaging remark about the "
ship of the desert

"

is attributable, we fear, to professional jealousy.

"The impression I carried away was that the Kiel Canal was a

splendid bit of engineering, and that in case of war it would be in-

valuable, not only as a refuge for the German Fleet, but also as a

quick means of getting the Kiel squadron quickly into the North

Sea, or rice versd." Sunday Chronicle.

The British Fleet has proved even better than the Kiel

Canal as a quick means of accomplishing the i-ice-fcrsd

operation.

" The last sale of home mad cooking will take place on Saturday."
Aronlea Advocate (Sasliatchciiw)-
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CHARIVARIA.
Two sailors charged with stealing

a barrel of beer from a public-house
at Dover explained that it was only
a joke. The prosecution however

pointed out that when the defendants

were arrested a lurge part of the joke
was found to he on them.

An applicant to the London Appeal
Tribunal asked for exemption on the

ground that he was engaged in the

business, previously monopolized by
German^, of filling Santa Glaus stock-

ing. The Tribunal however concluded

that for the present he would be better

employed in the business, also largely
;i German monopoly before the War,
of filling a tunic.

Herr BKTHMANN-HOI.I.WKG has ex-

plained to members of the German
I-'liitli'iicrri'iiiti that after the War Ger-

many will require a strong Fleet to
\

"
guard the transatlantic lanes of com-

merce." This of course explains why
they have refrained up to the present
from annihilating the British Fleet.

They expect to use it in their coming
war with Portugal.

"The pair of swans on the lake at

Hampton Court," says a news item,

"have hatched out seven young cyg-
nets." Ordinary swans of course only
hatch out goslings or ducklets.

A defendant who was lined 1 at

Woking for shooting a wild - duck

pleaded that he was an enthusiastic

ornithologist and wanted the bird for

comparison with other specimens. We
ourselves in former times were in the

habit of mounting our wild ducks in

sets, but since the outbreak of the War
the exorbitant prices charged by the

local taxidermist have deprived us of

the pleasures of comparative orni-

thology. ,, ,
:

A Bill introduced into the House of

Commons last week enables the Crown
to continue for a limited time after the
War (three years, with a possible ex-

tension to another four) in possession
of land occupied during the War for

defence purposes. We understand that
in the framing of this measure the

feelings of Tixo were not consulted.

The 7>)7/;i;/.s7.Y! T'ulcmlc declares that

the British authorities are collecting
vast quantities of coffee in Sweden
which will bo sent to Germany after

the War. It is also generally believed,
on the strength of the reports of the
Paris Conference, that equally large
quantities of beans are being assembled

Sweep (who is to be called ti]> in a few days, pointing to staff uniform),
WEAIUXG THEM THIXCiS NEXT WEEK, MATE."

in France and elsewhere which will

bo handed to Germany immediately
after the conclusion of the struggle.

:;: ;;-.

A Willesden man, charged with being

disorderly at a music-hall, pleaded that

the performance was so jolly that

he had to dance. That sort of thing
is all right in places like Willesden, but

wo trust that our West End managers
will continue to eliminate from their

programmes anything likely to be pro-
vocative of similar behaviour.

=|: *

The report that Mexico has sent an
ultimatum to the United States is

probably exaggerated. The Mexican
authorities are said to be of the opinion

that a policy of firmness combined with

moderation will bring their unruly

neighbour to reason.
* *

A turtle weighing -a ton has been

caught off the Scilly Isles. The animal,
which made no attempt to resist cap-
ture, stated that it was tired of being
mistaken for a submarine.

From an account of the Russian

advance :

"The enemy is desisting furiously, particu-

larly iu the region of Torgovitsa."
Provincial Paper.

Just as the German High Seas Fleet

did off the coast of Jutland.

VOL. CL.
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THE SENIOR PARTNER.
As viewed by FRANZ JOHF.F, Junior Partner.

I HATE the horrid roller used by our offensive foe,

Which goes so very much more fast than most steam-

rollers go ;

Just now it 's got us in a hole particularly tight,

But HlNDENHURG, brave HlNDENBUHG, is SUl'6 t() put US

right.

Some time ago it snorted up Carpathia's lugged steeps,

It tooted through Prxemysl Town and Cracow had the

creeps ;

And even in Vienna we were turning rather sick,

But MACKENSEN, good MACKENSEN, he saved us in the

nick.

Our stout Ally's behaviour may contain a touch of swank,

But, when we leave a vacuum upon his dexter Hank,

Although with simulated grief he 'd chuck us if he could,

His HINDENBUHG (or MACKENSEN) has got to make it

good.

Yet if I do my best to win a battle on my own,
And barge about Trentino, which is my peculiar zone,

Should anything occur to push my eagle off its perch
Then WILLIAM Two, dear WILLIAM Two, would leave me

in the lurch.

But now that I am knocked again on our united front,

Which incidentally disturbs his adumbrated stunt,

His heart (from quite a distance) yearns to soothe the

painful spot,
And HINDENBUR:*, old HINDENBUKG, is sent to stop the

rot.
'

O. S.

WHAT THE PRESSMEN SAW.
(Bv OUR NAVAL EXPERT).

I HAVE passed a week rich in experiences. The things
I've seen! As one of a party of journalists accorded the

privilege of a visit to the Trawler Fleet I am able to-day
at last to lift the curtain and tell the public what is going
on. It is true that there are some restrictions as to what

may be published, but I think you will find that I am free

to relate the best bits.

The Trawler Fleet ! The Trawler Fleet is a power of

great and diverse capabilities. But my visit was paid not

so much to estimate its fighting value as to plumb its

spiritual depths (which are not so likely to be interfered

with by the Censor). The very heart of British sea power,
the epitome of modern naval war, is to be found in a little

port somewhere on the - - Coast. Here cluster just

ordinary little one-funnelled trawlers, grimy little every-day
vessels. These are the real thing. They come and go,
these trawlers, in and out, back and forth, up and down,
round and round ; but they are being wrought into the

weft and woof of history, every one of them.
I contemplated them. On one I found an old tar cleaning

his shore-going boots. We entered into conversation, the

ice being broken by a friendly query of his as to whether
the adoption of Summer Time had affected the prohibited
hours. And I with intention asked him if he had been

fishing.

"Fishing?" said he; and he looked at me and winked.

There was heroism in his wink with a dash of humour, as

is the way with men of our race.

On another I found a mere boy. His job, I gathered,
was to help the cook and wash up. "The Wai 1

," he

considered,
" 'adn't made no sort o' difference to 'im. His

job went on much the same."

Well, I took off my hat to him I couldn't resist it.

Never have I been more thrilled at the thought of the

indomitable spirit of our race. No difference !

I questioned him further, but ho evinced all the
admirable and impenetrable reticence of the Service in

war-time.

Deeply moved by these experiences I next accosted a

brawny stoker covered with the prime of his calling.
" The

life seems to suit you all right," 1 cried, and slapped him on
the back. The result was noteworthy. He made absolutely
no reply of any sort but spat over the side.

And finally I must tell the story of the trawler and the

mine. We all heard it, and most of the best people arc

telling it. It reveals better than anything perhaps (ho

spiritual depths. It was related by an Officer who had
taken charge of our party and who actually showed us

a photograph of the mine in question in a little museum of

relics he had established on the quay, which contained
also a part of a chronometer, said to be German, and a loaf

of potato bread, captured and brought home under con-

ditions that will make a stirring story after the War. The
mine had been towed in by a fisherman who had flung a

rope round its horns. "Cool hand, that fisherman," the
narrator concluded. (Ft is only fair to say that in some
versions given to the public the expression is set down
as "Offhand chap" or " Careless old card," but I believe

these to be incorrect.)
" He said it must be safe enough

;
for he had towed it for fourteen miles." (There has been

! some little discrepancy as to the mileage also, one sen-

sational writer in the Yellow Press even putting it as high
as nineteen.)
A wonderful week ! It is folly to draw great conclusions

from a hasty visit. All the same this is my considered

message to the British Public Trust the Tnnclcrs.

Bis.

s.o.s.
" Wo may indeed say with another meaning, Sos iinniiiiiii'titiini

requiras ciiriiinsjiice.'' The H/iilin-r.

Hun Candour.

From a description of C/crnowitz in the

Tagclilatt :

"Since Saturday evening everyone wanted to go away, Christian.

Jew, German."

" All Edmonton barber, who was given-temporary exemption, stated

j

that he had tried a female assistant, but she took half-an-honr to

shave one man."---Evening I'afier.

As the result, we suspect, of too much "
chin-wagging."

The following letter was received from a Chinese store-

keeper, in response to an order for ben/ine :

"Madam, Very sorry we have no JSenx.inc, but we have Ground

Cloves, Nutmegs, Cinnamon and Ginger. Hoping to be excused for

tlie trouble."

Victims of the petrol-census may be glad to know of these

substitutes;

"Wanted good Navies. Several months work. 7d. Apply Ganger,

Northampton."

We suspect "Ganger, Northampton," to be a noin dc

ifiierre for " Admiral of the Atlantic, Wilhelmshaven," who
is notoriously hard up both for ships and money.

"The evidence of the police was to the effect that about 400 pejple
marched in procession through Dame Street and Westmoreland

Street, followed by a crowd of 2,000 girls, who led the processionists."

Daily Mini-/-.

There is precedent for this in higher circles, where leaders

have been known to follow the crowd.
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THE JUDGMENT OF PAKIS.

PARIS. "WE'VE DECIDED TO KEEP THE APPLE FOR OURSELVES."
GEKMANIA. "THEN WHAT DO I GET?"
PARIS. "THE PIP!"
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TESTING THE HUSH.
YOU DO IT BY DROPPING A 1'IN AT THE SUPREME MOMENT BEFORE A. GREAT SOPRANO'S OPENING KOTE.

KITCHEN RHYMES.
THE CROWNING ART.

IT 's fine to be a Bishop with a shovel-

hat and gaiters ;

It 's fine to he an Author with a style
like WALTER PATER'S

;

It 's very fine to he a Judge like

DARLING or like AVOBY,
But it 's finer far to he a cook who

understands a savoury.

Too MANY COOKS'.'

The broth was spoiled, so said the

ancient books,

By the employment of " too many
cooks" ;

But nowadays we think the saying
funny,

When cooks can not bo "had for love

or money.

HIGHER EDUCATION.

I can't afford to send my sons to

Eton ;

The fees are now prohibitively

high;
But I '11 send my girls to study ,V;x

Beeton,
And hope to reap the profits ere I

die.

Loss AND GAIN.

In good VICTORIA'S golden reign
Cooks were not lured, by love of gain,
From their professional domain
To making war munitions

;

But they had compensations too

Denied by law to ine and you,
And used to supplement their screw

By secret trade commissions.

FIRELESS COOKERY.

When I was young, in days far hence,
The heat of the kitchen was most

intense,
But now, by the use of electric con-

nections

Our cooks are able to keep their com-

plexions.

A DIETETIC THAGKDY.

Jack Sprat on nuts grew fat
;

His wife ate nothing but prunes ;

The Butler drank quarts
Of his master's ports,

And the Cook ran away with the spoons.

BKFOHK TIIR WAR.

Master 's at his broker's thinking of a
flutter ;

Mistress, she's out golfing, trying her
new putter ;

Cook is at a matinee, laughing at the

songs ;

Why keep a cook when you can feed

at restaurongs'.'

DURING THE WAU.

Master 's in the trenches with his only
son ;

Mistress manages the farm and keeps
a poultry run ;

Miss Belinda roasts and hakes and
answers all the hells,

For Cook and House- and Kitchen-maid

are all making shells.

"To-day \vc bear that the elevation to the
' Peerage of Mr. H. J. Teimunt, M.P. for Ber-

wickshire, is certain. We hope the tile he
assumes will be a local one."

llcnriclc Jditnut!.

A Tweed Cap, we presume.

"The list of these Canadian doctors is a.

long one. . . . It includes . . . Major Mrakins
and Captain Thomas Cotton, the distinguished
cardiologists, who are now attached to the

Ilampstead Hospital for the study of the

Soldier's Heart." The Times.

This subject must he far and away the

most, popular at the present time, and

we Lave an idea that the finest experts
a:c not attached to the Medical pro-
fession.
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Mother (to little girl enijarjcd in grooming with a nail-bntsli a iieu'ly-bom kitten).
CAT WOULD LIKK TO 8KB YOU DO1SC1 IT THAT WAY."

Maisie. "\VKLL, MUMMY, I fui i.ii*' i- I.ICK IT."

'

Oil, MAISIE, I DON'T THINK THAT TUB MUMMY-

HIS LADY FRIEND.
WHEN the post came in Private

Grimes was sitting alone, hammering
K strip of metal with a stone. During
llic eight months that this solitary
and silent man had heon in Flanders
ho had not received so much a-. :i

picture
-
postcard, and he expected

nothing now. But to the surprise
not only of himself but of all the

men who saw it, this post brought
him a letter :

" DKI.I; I (I.M:KY hhe is in the hest off

helth i thort you mite he wunderin'
the. wether heer is shokin' As it leeves

me at prcsant BILL."

Grimes read it with uhvious Satie-

faction and put it in his pocket ; soon
lie look it, out and read it again.

In the group round the fire that

night (limit's was again working on
his piece ol' metal.

" 'Maul from 'is girl at last," said

1'rivate Brant to the others, indicating
Grimes )>y a jerk of the head. " ' Dear
'Avoid, when are you goin' to send mo
the howtiful ring you 're makiu"." she

says."
"
Ring, is it ?

"
*aid Parker. ' Looks

as if it would he more like a, kid's 'oop,

, when it 's finished. She must 'ave a

finger like two thumbs. Grimes, old

i son, you can take it from me she won't

|
give you a blanky thauk-you for it.

Lummy, look at the jools!" and in

the firelight they saw the glint of red

and blue against the polished strip of

metal.

"Is she young arid fair, Grimes?''
asked a humourist.

"If she was 'eve she'd teach you
manners," said Private Grimes.
The jewels were pieces of glass from

1

a shattered church-window. Grimes
was pleased with them, and even
whistled a note or two as he worked.
Won't give me a thank-you, eh?" he

thought, with a hit of a smile.

Three weeks later he went home on
leave. She was not at Victoria (who-
ever she was). His visit would be a

surprise for her. He got off the tram
at Vauxhall and turned into the
narrow side-streets.

From the yard of a brewery in the

distance a van was emerging. A big
red-faced man was on the dickey, and
on a barrel beside him was something
white. Grimes whistled ; and the

white patch leapt into vigorous life,

giving out glad barks and little im-

patient whines. " Wot cher, Griraey !

"

called the driver, as he pulled up to

lower the wriggling patch of white to

the road ; and Bess, an ecstatic bull-

terrier, with the gladdest of pink-
rimmed eyes, came bounding towards
the soldier.

He caught her up and took a good
look at her. She licked his unwashed
unshaven face.

" Looks all right, don't she.Grimey ?
"

asked the other a little anxiously.
" Never 'ad a thing to eat but wot you
said, all the time."

" Looks a treat, Bill," said Bess's
master ; and Bill knew that this was
high praise.

"
'Ere, Bess, 'ere 's a sooveneer,"

said Grimes. He put her down and,

taking her paw in his hand, bent
and fastened into place that strip of

waste war-metal, ornamented with bits

of saints from an old church window
in Flanders.

The Preparatory Course.

Application just received on behalf

of a young lady who is anxious to do
War-service as a teacher in an element-

ary school :

" She has had some little test of her powers
of discipline, as she has started and trained
a pack of Wolf Cubs in the parish."
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. "mrnm LET ME REE IF TOC CAS

AT THE PLAY.
-THE BIDDIX."

Few a woman who has barely scraped

through a charge of poisoning her hus-
band and l*^ had to change her narnp
and dye her hair from yellow to sable

(contrary to the customary order of

things) and lead "the wolfs fife"

preying, that is, on inno-

cent lambs there might
be worse hells on earth

than the Sleeve Ard
HoteLArdcastJe.Co.Down,
with its pleasant lake and
mountain scenery, its golf
and its real Irish waiter.

And it was a cruel stroke

of bad luck that into this

quiet fold, teeming with

woolly lambs of all ages
in their crisp fleeces of

fivers and tenners, there
should have intruded (1)
a vulgar blackmailer who
knew all about her lurid

past, and (2) a K.C. with
a deadly memory for the
details of causes celibres.

And (3) it was a heart-

breaking coincidence that
the youngest lamb of all

should have borne such

a striking resemblance to the lady- 1 from the moment of the curtain's rise,

wolfs dead lover that she wanted when Miss ELSOM sat down at the piano
to embrace him instead of faffing and sang, without any provocation, a

byhim; and (4) that his betrothed
should have been the god -daughter
of the KG. with the terrible recording
tablets.

little thing by Mr. LANDOS RONALD,
for the sole benefit of the Irish waiter,
to the juncture when the K.C. and the
blackmailer got through a game of

But what would you ? We are not
\

billiards in about four minutes, we were

talking of life, but of a stage-play ; and _
seldom allowed to forget that we were

seeing things in a light

$'j that never was on any
v -" "*

-. /"F^\ land but stageland.
Like so many theatrical

plays it was written up to

what the profession calls

a "strong scene." Even
the weather was pressed
into a shameless collusion ;

for it was a wet afternoon
that gave the K.C. his

opportunity, as it might
have been in the house on
the road to Fiesole, of nar-

rating, with lavish detail

and the whole hotel for

audience, the story of the

murder trial in which
"Mrs. Lytton" (the wolf)
had figured as theprisoner ;

and franklyindicating that,

if he had been the prose-
cutor, he could have es-

tablished her guilt. His

THE WOLF AND THE RIVAL SLEUTH-HOUNDS.
Kr. Lytton ........... Miss IEZSE VASBBCGH.
William Bigg ........... Mr. OSWALD
James Stronaeh. K.C......... Sir. Bios BOCCICACLT.
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Commercial Traveller. "WHAT DO YOU THINK OP THE WAB sow, MBS. HAGGETT?"
.I/is. Haggett.

" WELL, MR. SMITH, most WHAT I BEAD is THE NEWSPAPERS AND FBOM WHAT HAGOETT TELLS ME, I WELL, I
REALLY DON'T KNOW WHAT TO THFNK."

object, more moral than humane, and
more histrionic than either, was to

confound the wretched woman, to ex-

pose her identity and so, by a sudden

disillusionment, to restore her lamb to

the fold. The end, as it turned out for

the general good, did actually seem to
j

justify the means ; but at the time it

'as not a very edifying exhibition.

" One likes to show the truth for the truth ;

That the woman was light is very true
;

But suppose she says, Never miud that

youth !

What wrong have I done to you?
"

"Well, anyhow" (as BKOWNIXG also

said) it was an effective piece of stage-

work, and the result tallied with the
best conventions by which youth is re-

claimed from the snares of a baffled and

repentant vampire.
The staginess of things infected or

seemed to infect even Miss IREXE
YAxr.HVGH. In the first Act I found
her a little spasmodic. And all through
the play the authors were most arbi-

trary about the way in which they
made her meet the various attacks that
were sprung upon her. Thus, at a

small shock, she would suddenly start

and drop something ; but when you ex-

pected liar at least to swoon on finding
that her true name had been discovered,
she bore the blow with superb aplomb.
And after enduring the K.C.'s inter-

minable recitation with only here and
there a sign of personal interest, she

finally gave herself away in a loud and
voluble protest against the idea that

any woman purposing to administer

poison to her husband could have been
callous enough to try it first on a
favourite dog.
There was inconsistency too in the

pace at which the performance was
conducted. All obvious things were
taken quite leisurely ; but the speed at

which really difficult and complex details

were rushed was simply torrential.

Miss IiiESE YAXBRUGH had her own
reputation to compete with in the kind
of part in which we know her so well,

and to say that she was equal to it is

praise enough. She was best, per-
il ups because most womanly and least

wolfish, in the scene of her confession.

As for Mr. DION BOUCICAULT I would

not go so far as to say that his manner
,

deceived me into supposing that he was
a real K.C. I have mixed with many
real K.C.'s on the parade-ground or in

the trenches (home defence), but even
in the disguise of a uniform, and under
conditions that might tend to obscure
the outward signs of legal distinction,
I have always observed a certain man-
ner which betrayed their high calling.
That manner was not very saliently
marked in Mr. DION BOUCICAULT. But
lie had an exceptional chance as an
actor and grasped it firmly.
The part of Mi: l!nj<j, blackmailer,

the mystery of whose personality,
aggravated by a jtftichant for " hover-

ing
"
with intent, constituted a darker

"Eiddle" than that of "Mrs. Lytton,"
was played l>y Mr. OSWALD MARSHALL
with admirable ease and reserve : and
Mr. STAXLKV DREWITT'S Professor Bev-

cridijf, an antique lamb \vh confided
to the wolf his views on " discontinuous

variations," and by way of reprisal was
touched by her for a couple of ten-

pound notes, had n pleasant air of

nai've sinceritv. The others were
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MotJter (to Jack, uho has drawn lots with his twin-brother and won tlie choice).
" WELL, DEAR, CAN'T you SETTLE WHICH YOU WANT?"

Jack (after deep thought). "YE-Es, MOTHER; I THINK I WANT THE ONE BOBBY WANTS."

sufficiently sound on the old accepted
lines.

The dialogue had too many long sen-

tences for spontaneity, and when I say
that the humour was largely confined

to the vague inconsequences of the

mother -in - law - to - be you will kindly
understand that it was neither profuse
nor sparkling.

I shall not venture to predict the

length of The Biddies run
; .

but 1

suspect that the public may rise super-
ior to the judgment of the critics.

Plays that are purely actors' plays have
a habit, however familiar their formulas,
of coming home to the British bosom

;

and this one may stick there. O. S.

By the courtesy of the directors of

the Grand Opera Syndicate, Covent
Garden Opera House will be lent during
the week of July 3rd-8th for the use of

those who are promoting, under the

presidency of the Duchess of SOMER-
SET,

" The Women's Tribute to the

Soldiers and Sailors of the Empire."
The scheme offers an opportunity to

every woman to prove her gratitude to

the men who have defended our honour
and our liberty, and to assist in raising
a fund which will not compete with,
but be supplementary to, the recognised
agencies for the care of our sailors and

soldiers, particularly those who have
been wholly or partially disabled on
active service ; bearing, in fact, the same
relation to those agencies that King
Edward's -Hospital Fund bears to esta-

blished institutions for the relief of

sufferers by disease or accident,

The first
;
three days of the Covent

j

Garden Week will be devoted to a I

Patriotic Fair, with side-shows to be ,

arranged by Mr. Louis N. PARKER ;

j

and the second three days to Music
j

and Entertainments of various kinds.

revealing real snow, two thousand tons

of which have been specially imported
from Nebraska for the purpose of this

unique comparison.

"AND EVEEYWHEEE THAT MARY
WENT-

THE CINEMIC TOUCH.
THE MEGALO MOTION Co. (U.S.A.) i

has the pleasure to announce the re-

lease of its latest triumph, a film

version of the well-known nursery

rhyme
" MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB."

Stupendous production. Genuine Brit-

ish classic revitalised by American

methods, featuring Miss EYLASH
BLACK, the ten-thousand dollar

screen star.

Short Synopsis : Mary at home. The
old farm-stead. Five hundred specially
trained Sussex sheep, with genuine
shepherds. Mary thinking.

" What
is my lamb's fleece like?

"
Fade out,

'

For the first time these lines have

obtained, thanks to American enter-

prise, their full interpretation. See the

world-voyagings of the Heroine. Watch

Mary in the gilded salons of Paris and
Monte Carlo, in Thibet and the South

Seas, always accompanied by her pet.
N.B. : That lamb was some goer,

but the film is out to beat it.

Five million dollars were spent on
this unique picture-drama ; but you
can see it for 6d. upwards.

Eeleased shortly. Have your local

motion-manager order

" MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB,"
and insist that he gets it.

Jilted.
" Motor driver wanted, young man, ineligible

for Amy." Shields Daily Ncics.

From an essay on "
Daylight-

Saving
"

:

"The clock at Greenwich has not been
altered because the tide and sun all work with
the clock and if they were to put it on the tide

might not run right when it was put back."
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'THE STEAM-ROLLER."
AUSTRIA. "I SAY, YOU KNOW, YOU 'BE EXCEEDING THE SPEED LIMIT!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
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It IS WHISPERED THAT A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SARTORIAL PRESS IS TRYING TO INDUCE THE SPEAKER TO RECONSIDER JUS
STATEMENT THAT HE (THE SPEAKER) "HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE CLOTHES THAT MEMBERS CHOOSE TO WEAK."

Tuesday, June 20th.- Once again the

House of Lords has forestalled the
Commons by its elastic procedure.

During the brief recess the Empire has
been stirred to its depths by the tragic
death of Lord KITCHENER. Almost his

last official act was to meet his critics

of the House of Commons face to face,

reply to their questions, and leave them
silenced and admiring. Yet to-day the
Commons could do no more than listen

to the sympathetic messages from

foreign Parliaments read out to them

by the SPEAKER, and learn from the
PHIME MINISTER that to-morrow ho
would endeavour to give expression to

their feelings upon this "irreparable
loss." The Lords, less fettered by for-

mality, were able at once to pay their

tribute to the great dead and to hear
his praises sounded by a Statesman, a

Soldier and a Friend.

The SPEAKER is no ALEXANDER seek-

ing fresh worlds to conquer. Invited

to rebuke an Irish Member for wear-

ing a Sinn Fein badge he flatly de-

clined, with the remark that he had

nothing to do with the clothes Mem-
bers chose to wear. In refusing to set

up as an arbiter elegantiarum I think
Mr. LOWTHEB is wise, for the post in

these days would bo no sinecure. Time

was when the House was the best-

dressed assemb'.vin the world. When
the late Mr. KEIR HARDIE entered its

precincts with a little cloth cap perched
upon his luxuriant curls he created

quite a shock. To-day no one, except

perhaps the Editor of The, Tailor and

Cutter, would mind much it Mr.

SNOWDEX were to appear in a fe/. or

Mr. PONSONBY in a pickelhattbe.

Wetlnesdaji, .linw- list. What struck

me most in the PRIME MINISTER'S tri-

bute to Lord KITCHENER was his evident

sense of personal loss in parting from one
with whom he had been in daily asso-

ciation for two strenuous years. So
with the other speeches delivered. Each
was touched witli genuine emotion and

I

illustrated some one or other of Lord

I

KITCHENER'S outstanding qualities.
Thus Mr. BONAK LAW spoke of the

sure instinct which c-.iused him to re-

! alise at the very outset the gigantic
;

nature of the presentWar; Mr. WARDLE
of the absolute straightness which won
for him the confidence of the working-
classes

; Sir IVOR HEKHEHT, a personal
friend who' had occasionally differed

with him, of the unflinching courage
with which he faced alike Dervishes in

the desert or critics in Parliament; and
Sir OEORUK T!KII> of the equally con-

spicuous humanity which lie displayed
]

as an administrator in repairing the
1

ravages of War. Through all these

.
varied tributes rang the note of Duty

!

Well Done.
A singularly perverse fate obstructs

the efforts of the Government to tax

cocoa. As beer is notoriously the bever-

age which supports the pens of Tory

|

leader-writers, so cocoa is supposed to

be the appropriate stimulus of Liberal

nibs. Until theWarit got off
remarkabtjj

cheaply, as compared with its rival, tea,

being duly taxed Id. a pound. Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE dared add no more than
a halfpenny to the impost, but Mr.
MclvENNA with sublime courage pro-

posed to make the tax a round sixpence.
But this was before he knew as much

about cocoa as lie does to-day. At six-

pence a pound, it seems, the imbiber of

cocoa would pay a fraction mors to the

Exchequer for every cup that he con-

,

sinned than would the drinker of tea.

!
Such a dreadful anomaly in our other-

!

wise equitable fiscal system could not,

i

of course, be tolerated. So the tax has
'

now been fixed at 4W., and Messrs.

CADBURY and
and comforted.

Finding the CHANCELLOR OF THE

EXCHEQUER in this yielding mood, Mr.

ROWNTHEE are grateful
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OUR VILLAGE STORE.

Aged Man (to customer wanting a sandwich). "I'M SORRY TO KEEP YOU, SIR, BUT IT'S VERY AWKWARD, MY SON BEING CALLED

UP AND ME NEW TO IT ALL. 'AMI 'AMI NOW WHEUE DID I SEE THE 'AM?"

LOUGH thought he would try to get rid i

of the tax on sugar. But here Mr.
{

McKENNA was obdurate. We used far
,

more sugar than any other European ,

nation, and must be forced to reduce

our consumption. Someone, remem- ;

beiing, perhaps, how a month ago Mr.
j

McKENNA had smiled approval while
j

his colleague, Mr. CHAMBERLAIN, de-
1

fended Prohibition against Tariffs as a
j

means of lessening consumption, sug-

gested that sugar-consumers should be
j

rationed instead of being taxed. But
Mr. McKENNA, without turning a hair,

maintained that in war-time to raise

the price by taxation was the only way.
Political economy, once relegated by
Mr. GLADSTONE to Jupiter and Saturn,

is now, it seems, a permanent dweller

in Mars.

Thursday, June 22w<?. The House !

of Lords welcomed a notable recruit in

the person of Lord CHAPLIN. To his

many remarkable performances in the

field and the forum the newcomer has

added another by gaining a step in the

peerage before taking his seat. Last

April it was announced that the KING
had been pleased to confer upon him a

barony, but it was Viscount CHAPLIN,
of St. Oswald's, Blankney, who sub-

scribed the roll this afternoon.

Out of 173 questions on the Paper of

the House of Commons a large number
related to Ireland ; but Ministers were

extremely economical of information.

The anticipated settlement still hangs
fire, and there are increasing fears that

it will not hold water. Almost the only
fact revealed was that Lord WIMBOENE
is no longer Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

land. His resignation has been definitely

accepted. By Ireland, where he was

by no means an unwelcome GUEST, he
will be more regretted than some other

Viceroys.
The extra income - tax on American

securities again led to some lively ex-

changes. Sir FREDERICK BANBURY
found himself in the unwonted com-

pany of Mr. D. M. MASON in resisting
the Government proposals. These " Old
Tories

"
were told by Mr. G. FABER

that the world was upside down, and
that the sooner they realised it the

better. But even he thought the Gov-
ernment were using up these dollar

securities rather fast. They ought to

treat them as "
pearls of great price

"

and not cast them away for American
bacon.

Mr. McKENNA was not at all in a

conciliatory mood, and startled some of

his opponents by reminding them that

under the Defence of the Eealm Act

the Government could take any kind

of property at prices far below the

market value. When other men had

given up their lives for their country

why all this boggling over shares?

an argument that the House as usual

found unanswerable.

"At Colmar a merchant has been sentenced

to a fine of 5 by a German court-martial

for repeating in a public restaurant the well-

known joke about ordering a sandwich at a

Prussian railway buffet, and being served with

a neat ticket between two bread tickets."

Tlie Times.

Anyhow he deserved his punishment
for spoiling the only Teuton joke.

" The bride's mother was costumed in black

stain." Sliepton Mallet Journal.

Under the stress of War-economy we
are evidently getting back to the days
of woad.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE 1U le as made an interesting book of it, intelligently

j packed with admirable photographs. He still keeps to his

(D,j Mr. Punch s Staff of Learned Clerks,) fine theme> the interpretation of Kussia and the plea for

I Ail a little puzzled as to the authorship of Action Front friendliness, trust and a large co-operation with her on our

(SMITH, ELDER), which is stated to be written by BOYD part over the problems of peace and power. Among such

CABLE, author of Between the Lines. First of all there was '

problems he drifts about with a disarming int'icete, a little

a Mr. BOYD CABLE, but he didn't last, for he soon turned
j

out of depth and more than a little sagacious. An excellent

into " BOYD CABLE "
without the Mr., the inverted commas specimen of the converted Radical-Imperialist,

indicating, I suppose, that this was a mere nom de guerre. I

At or about the same time there was an author known as
j

There used, I believe, to be an old controversy as to how
" ACTION FRONT," whose writings were hardly to bo dis- many angels could dance on the point of a needle. Somehow,
tiuguished from those of " BOYD CABLE." And now Action this antique problem is always brought to my mind by the

Front becomes the title of a book by BOYD CABLE. For
! short stories of Mr. BARKY PAIN, perhaps because he seems

my own part I can only say that, whoever he may be,

BOYD CABLE let us try him without the inverts has a

most remarkable gift for the writing of vivid and exciting

to have the power of marshalling more angels of pity and
fear and laughter in the restricted area of a few printed
pages than almost any other writer. How true this is vou

war-stories. He takes a phrase from the communiques and
j

have now a fine opportunity of judging, since the first volume
shows you with a seemingly careless art, of which he holds of his Collected Tales (SECKER) contains a baker's dozen of

the secret, what moving incidents, what heroism, what
j samples selected by himself. Of these the most considor-

self-sacrifice and glorious endurance are concealed behind
|
able (in point of length) is "Wilmay," which might

the bald official announce-
ment. Moreover, ho has a

true appreciation of the

reckless and humorous

courage that characterises

the British fighting man,
|

the splendid human ma-
terial out of which great
events are fashioned. If

you add to these high
qualities a talent for mak-

ing you visualise the

scenes and the sequence
of incidents which he
describes you will obtain

some conception of the

methods of this most in-

teresting writer. He holds

you in his grip from the
moment he starts, and
there is no relaxation from
then to the finish. Each
little story is an admirable

piece of literary architec-

ture. If I had to class them I should place
"The Signallers

"
by themselves in the first division of the

first class. I will hint only one fault : it is too great a tax

on one's credulity to be asked to believe that a French
officer could have addressed an English private as inon

bean Anglaise. Otherwise I have nothing but praise for

Action Front, though I am still as far as ever from knowing
who wrote it.

I feel I am beginning to know something of romantic
Russia and the Russians from the perpetual and jolly spate
of Mr. STEPHEN GRAHAM'S books. Through Russian Central
Asia (CASSELL) is the very latest to hand. I like his easy
pace, his gentle universal friendliness, his fearlessness, his

untidy but interesting mind. He is a tramp of tramps.
With a thin wallet of notes and no weapon but a fountain-

pen he travels a couple, of thousand miles or so and back,

faring on his own feet, steaming down stretches of navigable
river, taking the rail for a space, begging a lift in some pre-
historic conveyance, right from the Caspian, by magical
many-hned Bokhara and storied Samarkand that holds the

bones of TAMERLANE, on through 'the flower-starred high-
lands of the Seven Rivers Land to the Irtish river and
Siberian plains, sleeping under the stars or in a Khirgiz
tent of felt, or a riverside cave surely a happy careless man.

almost be considered a

very short novel. It is

also to my mind the

weakest thing in the

volume ; not even Mr.
BAUKY PAIN can impart
much freshness to the

middle-aged guardian who
remains, till the final

chapter, blind to the
obvious devotion of his

attractive ward. Else-

where, by way of com-

pensation, we have sev-

eral little studies of rare

quality :

" Ellen Rider,"

exquisite in its restraint

and genuine feeling; "The

Undying Thing," that

small masterpiece of the

unpleasant, and " The
Night of Glory," a savage
and utterly merciless piece
o f anti - sentimentalised

Drill" and with a moral. Mr. PAIN says in his preface that he has

AIN'T 'E A UTTLE pArm.tncn ?
"

not included any example of his -humorous work. Perhaps
he was looking the other way when "Sparkling Burgundy"
added itself to the collection. Anyhow, I am glad it

eluded him, as it is one of the happiest things in a most

attractive volume.

Miss MARGUERITE BRYANT, the author of Felicity C'roftmi

(HKINEMANN), can thank the gods for two gifts which lift any
novel of hers well above the ruck of fiction. One is a sen^o

of style (let me beg her not to play careless pranks with it) ;

the other such a knowledge of men as is vouchsafed to

very few contemporary women-novelists. You will have

to go far and get very tired before you find a more lovable

heroine than Felicity. Even after you have begun to

suspect that the bearing of her own and other people's
burdens had grown to be a hobby witli her, you never

lose faith iu her delightfully vivid and radiant personality.
The danger of drawing so fascinating a character is that

when she is off the stage one's attention is apt to wander
to the wings ;

but Miss BRYANT, though she cannot quite
defeat this peril, has not been overwhelmed by it. With
one exception the minor parts in her story are excellently

handled, and in the end I have to be grateful for more
refreshment than I have gleaned for many a day.
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WOMEN IN WAR-TIME.
WHEREVER he has wandered of late, Mr. Punch lias heeii struck by the sight of a new and capable type of

citizen, always in some responsible position and always alert and efficient.

He has found her, in various incarnations, everywhere. If he goes by the railway she sells him his ticket.

When he passes through the gate she clips his ticket. When lie leaves the station she collects his ticket.

When he goes by Tube she takes him down in the lift and up in it again. If he boards a train or an
omnibus it is she, this new citizen, in a trim businesslike uniform, who collects his fare.

At his club she brings him his lunch. At many a restaurant she handles plates once sacred to Fritz and Karl.

He has seen her collecting letters from the pillar-boxes and manfully shouldering the sack.

When he shops she opens his cab door and receives him, and if it is wet she holds an umbrella over him.
In countless Banks and Offices she does the work of clerks, released for the army.
Often he sees her driving a motor-cur ; often a waggon ; often a motor-tricycle delivering goods. In smart

leggings, tunic and cap she runs errands.

On flag-days (and they occur now and then) she collects money in the streets hour after hour, no matter
how cold or tired she is. At charity matinees (and they, too, have been known to happen) she extracts vast

sums of money from the audience for programmes and souvenirs. She sits on a thousand committees connected
with War charities and alleviations.

At the canteeiis, which never shut, dav or night, she serves soldiers with hot drinks, cheerfully welcoming
them back to old England, or speeding them with equal cheer on their way to the War. Dressed in khaki, she

meets soldiers home on leave, leading them to comfortable shelters. Never does she look so masterful as then,
for she marches at their head like a real commander.

In Kegent's Park you may see her guiding blind soldiers, and on Hampstead Heath Mr. Punch has found

her pulling or pushing crippled soldiers in bath-chairs. Elsewhere she reads to them and writes their letters

for them, thus helping to beguile the long inactive hours.

In the hospital depots she makes swabs and bandages by the million, quilts pneumonia jackets, pads the

tops of crutches and sandpapers splints.
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She has hardened her soft hands, through all weathers and seasons, in the labour of farm and field;

grooming horses, tending cattle, guiding the plough, gathering the harvest.

And all over the country she is continually busy making munitions.

As for the myriad nurses in the hospitals here and abroad, who guard the precarious flame of life and

dress wounds and cheer the, sick they do nothing new. That has always been woman's mission. But
of course there are countless more nurses than there were two years ago, before the cataclysm.

Wherever he sees one of the new citizens, -or whenever lie hears fresh stones of their address and ability,

Mr. Punch is proud and delighted. "It's almost worth" having a war," he will say, "to prove what stuff our

women are made of." But, always the most 'chivalrous of men, " Not that it wanted proof," he will add.

And then, the other day, finding several representatives of the new citizenship resting in their luncheon hour,

Mr. Punch, taking all bis courage into his venerable hands, ventured to chat a little with them (for of course he

would not dare to interrupt them when they were at work), in order to find out how they would be now filling

their time were there none of these novel and pressing War duties.

But the remarkable thing is that none of them quite knew. They could not remember. All they were

certain of amid the haze was the very distinct conviction that, whatever it was, they would not then have been

so happy as they now were.

"Well, my dears," said Mr. Punch, laughing, "never mind about what you might have been doing. The

important thing is what you are doing, and when I think of that it makes my eyes glisten, I am. so proud of

you. Perhaps now and then iri'the past I may have been a little chaffing about some of your foibles, and even

about some of your aspirations ; but I never .doubted how splendid you were at heart
;

I never for a moment

supposed you would be anything but ready and keen when the hour of need struck. And I was right, bless

your spirited hearts! I was right. For here you are, filling the men's places, so that they can be the more free

to go and fight for us, and doing it all 'smilingly and cleverly as though you 'd never done anything else. I

think it 's magnificent. I 'm an old man 'and I *ve' seen a great many things in my time, but I 've never sean

anything better or anything that gave me more pleasure."

"Oh, no, Mr. Punch," said one of the new citizens rather a pretty one, too "you're not really old."

" No ! no I

"
cried the others.

" You 're very kind and sweet," said Mr. Punch,
" but you 're wrong. I am old, very old in fact just

three quarters of^a century old ; and in proof of that let me hand you my

mttr Jfiftietlj IMume.

\Tr
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Picture Offer
To "De Reszke" Smokers only

This picture, "Without a Match," on
art paper, 15 ins. by 10 ins., will be
sent free to ny smoker forwarding
a "Dc Rcszlcc'

f
box lid and id. in

stamps, mentioning Picture No. 38,10
J. MillhofF & Co., Ltd. (Depu

7), 86, Piccadilly, London,
W. Previous pictures

on same terms.

"fatffouf a

O THE WARRIOR ON LEAVE, seeking relax-

ation from Active Service, a day spent on the river

in her company is a foretaste of the joys to come
when the war will be a thing of the past. But, back

again in the trenches, he must have his "De Reszke"

Cigarettes the only comfort he can enjoy just
the same as you do at home. So don't forget to

keep him well supplied ! He's worthy of the very best

"De Reszke " Turkish

Tenor (large)
Basso (extra k ,

Soprano (Ladies')
Club Specials

73
9/6
6/3
9/6

3/10
51-

3/2
SI-

21-

2/7
1/7
2/7

1/8 lOd.

1/2
8d.

(A largo round cigarette, in a ccdar-vvo

" De Reszke " American
Your attention is particularly

directed to the u DC Reszke

AMERICAN Cigarette, which is recognised HI the Trade as

the finest Cigarette of its kind in England.

6/- per 100 ; 3/1 per Jo ; 1/7 per ? J ; 1/3 per :o ; /JU. per 10

Sold by all Tolacconists and Stores, or post free from

J. MILLHOFF & CO., Ltd., 86, Piccadilly, London, W.
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PROCLAIMING THE VICTORY.

(.1 Stud;j in UetHiini/s.)

THOUCIH blessed with no excess of tin

1 take three daily papers in
;

I love to start the day with smiles
Due to the quaintly varied styles
In which my papers let me know
What damage we have caused .the

foe.

1'lie t'ltiiiti'fi is circumspectly
To suit the grave and cultured Briton :

Its .lignity does not permit
l.iirge headings to appear in it,

And you shall find on every page
The marked restraint that conies with

"#'
Ono column's sober width will hold
The print, however clear and bolil,
In whicli this autocratic sheet

Proclaims"THE GEBMANBD* Ri:nn:.\.T."

A brisker, more insistent tone
I'ei-\ades Tin-

VOL. CIV.

It is, perhaps, too full of beans
For dons and bishops, dukes and deans

;

And yet the photographic press
Could give it points in pushfulness.
In short, this journal seems to bo
For middle-class society ;

Its headings need a deal of space
Three columns or at least a brace -
Nor do the genial owners shrink
From issuing great store of ink.

It frames the happy tidings thus:

"TEUTONS TURN TAIL. A WIN FOE
US."

Dotheboys Hall, 1916.

"... Six or eight healthy pupils can be
fed at very little cost by the judicious use of

garden refuse, house scraps, bran, pollard, and

grain." Daily Paper.

No doubt the cost of living is high.
Still we think the N.S.P.C.C. ought to

j
look into the matter.

WH1ST1.KHS l-'UR THE NATION."
Tlie Obsrrrfi:

We hope there is here no suggestion that

we need them to keep up our spirits.

A large and democratic
Takes in The Daily Lookin<i-(il<t!,x ;

It holds extremely dashing views
About the way to handle news ;

From page to page the headings boom,
Taking up nearly all the room ;

And, splashed across a sheet or two

(To show what British type can dm.
This caption hails our warrior son>

"TMUMPHANT THOMAS BOOTS
THE nrxs.

(iKNTi.KMAS* with pet Monkey
LOOUIKUS

;
children preferred."

Daily Papa-.

Probably by the landlady too.

KOUKS-I- 01 DKA.X. LOCUM Ttsuss for

j
August. Offered : vicarage, garden produce
(except potatot.-l. plate, linen, moderate
use of pony trap, gardener for Sunday Duty
and one guinea a week reiit." Chinch Times.

With the gardener taking the Sunday
duty, it looks like a soft thing for the
Ii'<'lll/l
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SICKLE AND SWORD.
['If the current year v.viv a^aiti to bring a bad harvest . . . we

must not make tho farmers n^ponsiblo. Let us always boar that

in mind." lliunlmnjcr l-'n in<lenb'.ait.~\

THKY did their possible: they steered the ploughs;

They sowed the grain with large bucolic hand
;

The beaded exudations of their brows

Dripped in the furrows of the Fatherland ;

They worked, at Duty's agricultural call,

Up to the limit of their human tether,

And wait the net result, which, after all,

Depends upon the weather.

For not by brute force or mechanic thrust

Is Nature broken to a scheduled plan
(Nature, whoso lap supplied the pinch of dust
From which the KAISER grew to be a man) ;

And Mother Earth, so patient all these days,
Finds there are things that she must really shy at,

As when the WAR-LORD tells her,
" We must raise

A record harvest! Fiat!"

And those who plough the land with shot and shell

And scatter seed of death for his delight
What if though, like the farmers, meaning well ,

They see their math sustain a horrid blight ?

Don't blame them. Even WILLIAM can't engage
To guarantee a crop for sword or sickle,

Or that the harvest-moon he hopes to stage
Won't turn from gold to nickel. 0. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Professor BRVMMBEKGER and his daughter AMALIE.)
The Professor. Where is your mother?
Amalie. She has gone out with her bread-ticket and her

meat-ticket and her butter-ticket, so that there may be
something to eat in the house. There is always a great
crowd waiting, and one has often to fight for a good place.

The Professor. Well, let us hope your mother will prove
herself a good true-German fighter.

Amalie. Oh, yes, she will do what is necessary better
than most others; but, as for me, I cannot understand
vhy it is allowed that such things should be necessary.What is the All-Highest doing with all these victories if

mamma has to stand like this for hours in the cold and
rain?

The Professor. Hush, Amalie. You must not speak of
the KAISER in that irresponsible way. If somebody should
hear you, what do you think would happen to us ?

Amalie. I do not care. Sometimes one must say what
i in one's mind. I am tired of all this shouting about

victories that never come to anything. What is the use of
victories that never seem to win for us what we want ?

The Professor. Silence, Amalie.
Amalie. Well, I have said what I wanted to say and I

:an now leave it alone. Only I know that the words of
the KAISER have brought us nothing so far but bitter dis-
appointments. Why does he keep on making speeches?
Lf 1 am to be silent why should he not set me an example?Ike Professor. Once for all, will you obey me and hold
your tongue ?

Amalie. Yes, Papa. I have already said that I would
say no more. But it is too hard to have matters coin" on
like this for months and months, with thousands "and
musuids of our soldiers killed -and wounded everyday

e np nearer than it was at the beginning Th<-

KAISER and the generals ought
' to have known better.

That I will affirm, whatever may happen. You yourself,

Papa, told us, two years ago, that the War would he short,
that the enemy-nations would be defeated because, being
degenerate, they could not withstand for more than a few
weeks the hero-attacks of our brave soldiers, and that

peace would come quickly. Well, here are nearly two

years gone and where is your beautiful peace ?

The Professor. Yes, I must admit it. I did not rightly
judge the fighting power of those who are leagued against
us, and sometimes even I am discouraged. The KAISER,
perhaps, has not been well advised

A/italic. No, that is true: the KAISER has not been well
advised ; he lias been very ill advised

; and when he says
that he has not willed this War he speaks more truly than
he thinks. It was a very different war that lie willed he
and that poor old Austrian puppet whoso strings he pulled
so successfully. Now that they are in the War I hope they
both like it.

The Professor. Let' us have no more of this. I must
now read through the lecture I have to deliver to-morrow.

Amalie. But will there be anybody to listen to it ?

The Professor. There will he the one-armed Pechstein
and his lame brother, and the blind Kugelfass that makes
only three

;
but the goodness of the lecture and the amount

of my salary do not depend, thank Heaven, on the size of

the audience. I shall prove to demonstration that Germany
in order to he a World-Power must crush all other nations
and establish herself on their fragments, and that our old
German God

Amalie. That is taken from the KAISEK. You had better
leave that out. How do you know what God means to
decide ?

The Professor. No, I will not leave that out. I do not
much believe it, I admit, but if the KAISER hears of it he
will take pleasure in it.

Amalie. Yes, and it would be a pity wouldn't it ? not
to give pleasure to the KAISER at such a time. But what
is to become of your historical conscience if you talk like
that ?

The Professor. What do you know of historical con-
science ?

Amalie. Oh, I am only saying what I have often heard
you say yourself. But here is Mamma, and of course she
is all bruised and in rags.

[Enter
'

Mamma
, bruised and in rags.

"Defendant said he was a conscientious objector, and that was an
end of the mater." Provincial Paper.
It broke her heart, no doubt.

"The evening finished with the College Song by the. Chorus Class,
the girls givingirmbti brmrmbmm their whole hearts, as indeed they
were, were in it." Egyptian Mail.

To judge by the sample given, the hearts of the Chorus
were in the right place.

"LosT from a motor-car, Sunday, June 18th, between Hyde Park '

and Shepperton, about twelve to two o'clock, a ladies' long sealskin
coat, skunk collar and cuffs. A reward will be paid toanvone findin"
same returning to Scotland Yard." Daily Telegraph.
But why not wait until it had completed the journey ?

"A shaft of moonlight, piercing the lacing of the foliage overhead,
glinted on the long, curved blade which Dick gripped between his
teeth Valdez saw it, snarled silently, and, baring his teeth, crept
noiselessly forward on all- fours."The Soys' Friend.

Some of our boy friends would like to know how you do
the silent snarl. They think it might be useful in class-
time.
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BENEVOLENT NEUTRALITY.
KAISER (dictating). "TO THE PRESIDENT OP MEXICO. MY DEAR CARRANZA, AS THE WELL-KNOWN

CHAMPION OF THE SMALLER NATIONS, MY SYMPATHIES ARE WITH YOU. I CANNOT SEND YOU ACTIVE
ASSISTANCE, AS MY NAVY IS AT PRESENT CRIPPLED BY ITS RECENT VICTORY. BUT YOU HAVE MY
MORAL SUPPORT, AND I AM AT THIS MOMENT WEARING YOUR BEAUTIFUL NATIONAL COSTUME."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XLIII.

joy in the mere act of embarking for leave is the temporary prestige you
England, enjoy as the repository of enlightened

Cinii'leK, my lad, I invite your most
,

views upon current affairs. In Eng-
Mv i>KuiCiiAi;i.j:sr -Our school dav; profound and especial sympathy to my j

land they assume that you, having just

were the happiest of our lives, were they
j

hard case. I know that your civil pro- arrived from France, know. When you
not? Were we not always being told

j

fessioii brings you daily in touch with return to France, it is assumed that

bulging with cash and their vest pocL
wit expensive cigars, rise to their feet I out parallel. I had passed through

j

the duration of the War. No doubt

on state occasions to impress upon us all the delirious stages of anticipation ;
|

whatever is -entertained in either

how they envied the lot of us, the I had even set foot in London and country that it must last at least
' *' n n " _j_*-.si T wag j

uf .(. ay)ou t; t begin when my another sixteen months. Every in-

telligent observer of affairs
over-disciplined and the underfed?

had thought that that exquisite

happiness was never to be repeated,
until I found myself at war. Here
we have it all again ;

school or war,
both are devilish pleasant things
to get away from for a spell.

Men who two years ago were
committed to all sorts and kinds of

depressed and cynical philosophies
are now become mere children in

this matter. They plod through
months of toil and trouble with
but one single thought in their

minds, their approaching holiday.
As the day draws near they become
less rational in their conduct and
less coherent in their speech ;

on
the day itself they "break-up"
as of old, and, insanely happy,
scramble for seats in that cautious
and gradual crawler known as the
Leave Train. Every carriage radi-

ates with juvenile joy ; there is the

feeling that it is only the concen-
trated vitality of the passengers
behind it which propels the engine.
As at last you move away from,
railhead you feel instinctively for >

your pipe (as if it was a forbidden

luxury) and start seeing life with
a stealthy smoke. The conversa-
tion turns on the meals you are :

about to eat, the plays you are
about to see and the unlawful and
prohibited things you are about to
do. You even discuss, frankly and
fully, the gay socks, hats and

Wicket-keeper (to juvenile demon bowler).
" DON'T

PUT '1M DOWN FUST BALL, 'EfiB. KE5IEMBEB IT 's

will

tell you that. Everybody will tell

you also that he has the feeling
that it will he over next October.
The Allies cannot discontinue till

the enemy is permanently sup-
pressed: the enemy cannot be sup-
pressed before the early winter of

i
1917. This is known to all rea-

sonable people. Something tells

everybody, however, that peace
will be declared in the autumn of

1910. I don't know what this
"
something

"
is, but it has been ex-

traordinarily communicative : and
what it has said everywhere is

that the end cannot, but will,

come soon.

My estimate that lhc> War can't
: last very much longer is based on a

considerable experience. Through-
out the whole of it I have foreseen

events and forecasted develop-
ments. Contemplating all logical
considerations now patent, and

allowing for all the illogical things
which something tells me, I now
foresee a long-continued struggle,

lasting well into 1918. Hitherto I

have always foresean wrong ; what
reason is there for supposing that

'

I now foreste right ?

As I write events are in progress ;

as to their'exact nature and where-
abouts I am not in a position to

inform you. My lips aie

Arrived at the port of embarkation, all

pull themselves together and adopt an
air of exaggerated virtue on passing the
M.L.O., as if their few days of freedom

depended on the whim of that pedagogic
officer. The French harbour, asyou
look back upon it from the deck, is a

peculiarly, beautiful sight; only the
and morbid remind

P oth d Hd rectum, .tins scene is

the most repulsive views in

1 know of no more amusing spectacle
the mature and distin-

finished General trying to pretend to
e public, as he comes up the gang-

way, that to him there is no ecstatic

infernal insides collapsed and 1 was
put straight away to bed, not imcon-
scious, not even feverish, but just suf-

ficl6ntly indisP sed to 8^5' there. I
made my feast off bismuth and chloro-

dyne and Somebody's Food for Infants
not only was I ill for the whole period

?
f

?7
leaV6

'
but l ha<1 the Confounded

f
d^ tO get WeU^ at the end of

^n
and hOTe I am back a ain in Frallce '

still m possession of all the wretched
wealth I had accumulated, save only
seven shillings and sixpence spent upon
a hot-water bottle. Evennow my brow
gathers in an ugly frown and my teeth
gnash automatically when I think of
what was and of what was to have been
One of the incidental

^

In any case you won't mind my lips

being sealed. We no longer thirst

for first-hand information from abso-

lutely reliable sources ; better, we say,
than the opinion of the highest grade
Staff Officer at G.H.Q. are the views of

!old Jarge the gardener, or the whis-

perings of little birds. As to the one

ing things about the coming autumn I

j

have no alternative but to quote to

you my own
LITTLE POEM TO A LITTLE BIRD.

Oh when you pledged \our little woi'd

'Twouki finish ill October,
No doubt you meant it, little bird;
'

But were you strictly sober?

Yours ever, HENKY.
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PEOPLE WE SHOULD LIKE TO SEE INTERNED.
"YOU SAY THE BULLET WENT IN AT THE FRONT OP TOUB SHOULDER AND CAME OUT AT THE BACK.

WANT TO KNOW WHICH DID YOU FEEL THE MOST WHEN IT WAS GOING IN OR COMING OUT?"
NOW TELL ME I DO SO

CHARIVARIA.
MUCH relief is being felt in Athens,

says a despatch, at the cessation of the

recent heat wave, which on one day
reached the unprecedented figure of

109 in the shade. It is only reasonable

to add that the relief is partially due to

the fact that a good deal less is now
being done in the shade.

It is announced that the proposed
scheme for establishing a return aero-

plane service between Lille and Farn-
boro' has been abandoned by the

Government as impracticable.
*

t

#

Firework factories, says a Govern-
ment report, are now employed in filling

grenades. This will come as a surprise
to many who have been labouring
under the impression that they were

engaged in manufacturing cigars for

our gallant fellows at the Front.
* *

As a result of recent experiments the
German food authorities have decided
that coffee -

grounds, when dried and
powdered very fine, can be employed
li fodder for cattle. With character-
istic German thoroughness, further ex-

periments are now being conducted to
ascertain whether cows fed upon this

product can be induced to yield a

marketable ca/6 anlait.
': *

" We hold a better position in the

War than our enemies, and therefore

we are entitled to talk of peace first,"

says the German Socialist deputy, Herr
SCHEIDERMANN. " But the CHANCELLOR
must not tie his hands." In other

words, he must be free to put them up
and cry, "Kamerad!" at the psycho-
logical moment. y ...

*
'

It is announced that Colonel EOOSE-
VELT has offered to command a division

in the event of a war between the

United States and Mexico. It will not,
we are informed, be a division of the

Republican, party.
* *
*

A Billingsgate fish-merchant, apply-
ing for the exemption of a salesman,
stated that he was the only man in the
market who understood the thirty-six
different varieties of commercial had-

dock. His own speciality appears to

have been cod. ?. :;:

""*
"

Pomanders were offered for sale last

week at the Eed Cross Flower Sale

at the Eoyal Horticultural Hall for

the first time, it is said, since the reign
of Charles the Second. Many persons

of taste will welcome a return to fashion

of this delicious vegetable.
* *

.'.'

It is announced from Germany that

official action has been taken to check
the manufacture of Army boots of which
the principal material is paper, and
it is expected that this reform will be

followed up by a popular demand for

something more substantial than paper
victories. # +

""*

At the Bloomsbury Court the wife of

a bootmaker said that their dwelling had
been the scene of fourteen burglaries
in five years. It is of course a nice

steady connection like this that is the

backbone of a really decent burgling
business.

Grand Larceny.
"Ralph was sent to prison for two

months by the St. Helens magistrates, to-day,
for stealing the 3rd South Lancashire Regi-
ment." Liverpool Evening Express.

" Dr. Macnamara at the Guildhall dis-

covered a young man who earned 7 9s. 8d.

in one week, working, it is true, no fewer than
170 hours for the cash."

Provincial Paper.

Even that seems a poor reward for a

man who gets 170 working hours into

a 168-hour week.
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"

Conjurer (unconscious of the approach of Iwstile aircraft). "Now, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I WANT you TO WATCH ME CLOSELY."

OUR INFORMATION BUREAU.
(With acknowledgments to our Con-

temporaries.)

CONSIDERABLE comment has been
made in the Press and elsewhere on
women's adoption of men's work, but
a reference to the Book of Ruth will

convince any unlettered penman that

there is nothing new in the idea.

Women, in fact, often did the work of

men in olden days. REBECCA surelywas
the forerunner of the modern turncock,
and BOADICEA would have had no diffi-

culty in obtaining a licence from a Tram
or Motor Bus Company. Nerissa made
an excellent clerk

(if we may believe

SHAKSPEARE, whose Tercentenary has

recently been celebrated), and no male
barber could hope to better the work of

DELILAH.

A recent speech in the House con-
tained the word " the

"
no fewer than

783 times. This lias long been a
favourite word with orators and poets.
In JOHNSON'S liasselas it occurs on
725,487 occasions, and it is made
frequent use of in the works ol

Mr. BRIDGES and Sir ARTHUR CONAN
DOYLE. OTWAY fell under its spell in

1661, and as far back as the Plantage-
net era the word was in constant use.

Tarnopol, which has been mentioned
a good deal in recent Russian and Aus-

irian communiques, is a quaint town
with a quaint history. It is no less

;han 567 miles from Paris and 389

miles from Constantinople. PLINY
refers to it in his Natural History, and
Mr. GEORGE R. SIMS tells of a jolly
ittle luncheon he had there in his old

Bohemian days. The town is so called

lecause of the hundreds of tiny lakes

m the neighbourhood. As our readers

well know, a small lake is known in

alicia as a " tarn."

* * #

By the publication of Priscilla Among
the Pots, Mr. Bennold Arnett com-

pletes his 329th Pottery novel. What
Mr. Arnett has done for Stoke and
Burslem no one can fully appreciate who
has notconsumed the whole of the series,

and yet the gifted novelist is a man of

simple habits. At six in the morning
he is hard at work, and completes three
novels by lunch-time. Two more are
rattled off before tea, and so the days
roll on. What a man \

A correspondent at Golder's Green
has made an unusual discovery. The
other morning he noticed in his garden
a lapwing with a blue-and-white tail.

Any schoolboy knows that the lap-

wing's tail is invariably brown. We
are grateful to our correspondent, not

only for his interesting ornithological

discovery, but mainly for the fact that
j

he has supplied us with a gratuitous

paragraph. We often wonder what we
should do without our alert and generous

correspondents.

Mr. PEMBERTON BILLING,whose vigor-

ous speeches on the Air menace have

caused so much delight and chagrin

(according to the political view), is

happily named. There is a je nc sais

quoi about his Christian name, sug-

gestive of the novel and sensational, and

his surname always arouses tender

reminiscences. Mr. BILLING has been

unusually honoured in having a well-

known district named after him a

tribute to his forceful oratory and at

Billingsgate to-day the phrase,
' There's

Air," is always associated wit! i his life-

work. Mr. BILLING is said to be very
fond of winkles, which he eats itli a

gold pin that matches his wrist-vatch.

At lunch-time yesterday an interesting

discussion was raised as to which were

the widest and narrowest thorough-
fares in London. This writer plumped
for Whitechapcl Eoad and Hanging-
Sword Alley respectively, but many
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Site.
" 'E 'S GOT TO GO UNDER AN OPERATION, SlH."

She. " 'ARICOT BRAINS IN 'is LEG, SIR."

She. '"Is ARK, SIR."

/fe. "REALLY! WHAT FOR?"
He. "BUT, MY GOOD WOMAN, OUK BRAINS ARE NOT IN OUB LEGS."

other claims were made by the clever

company at the Cheshire Cheese. We
leave the matter here, hoping that many
of our esteemed correspondents may
rush into the breach.

... =:. #

Just a hundred years ago to-day there

died at Clacton-on-Sea Charles Parr, the

inventor and originator of the modern i

paragraph. His passionate labours on '

behalf of journalism can never be fully

appraised. His only stock-in-trade was
;

a good reference library and the current

newspaper; but what can be accom-

plished with these materials the present
writer well knows. If space were

j

allowed us

(Space is not allowed you. ED.)

THE TWO EXCLAMATIONS.
[" Often when \ve hear that some novelist

lias a new story coming along we say,
'

Oh,
another!' Less often wo say, 'Ah!' and
that welcome is always at the order of ."

The Observer.']

HERE is a new classification that

ought to be very useful. No longer the

sheep and the goats, the sulphides and
the bromides, but the Ah's and the Oh's.

Why " Ah "
should have so much more

cordiality and welcome than "
Oh," ,

everyone may not at once see.
"
Oh,

how delightful !

"
is a common expres-

sion of pleasure, and equally common
an expression of disappointment is "Ah,
what a pity !

"
Moreover, the Christian

name of Mr. Sin, the versatile card-

player in BEET HABTE'S poem, was
"Ah," and not, as The Observer gossip
would prefer,

" Oh."
None the less here is the contrast

set down for all time, and it is to be

hoped that the reading public will

adopt it. Thus :

" You must read the

new book by Ella Eeeve. She 's a

famous '

Ah,' you know." And,
" Of

course you must add The Poisoned
Fountain Pen to the list, if you insist.

But I warn you that the author has
been au ' Oh '

for years."
And one can see new questions being

added to the literary confession books,
such as,

" Name your three favourite
' Ah's.'

" " Name your three pet aver-

sions among the ' Oh's.'
" " Which of

your favourite
' Ah's

'

is in most danger
of becoming an ' Oh '

?
"

Publishers, who must sometimes be

put to it to find new adjectives and
encomiastic devices for their forth-

coming books,(and it is a sign of the
times that few, if any, books get as

high praises after publication as before),
should be very glad of this "Ah."
For instance :

" A writer of literary notes has lately
divided novelists into those whose

promise of a new book is greeted with
an ' Ah '

of rapturous satisfaction or a

frigid
' Oh.' Among those whose work

always evokes a heartfelt ' Ah !

'

Mr.
Seller Best stands high. Messrs. Bad-
wine and Bush announce the speedy
publication of his latest romance,
All in a Garden Foul, which they con-

fidently [here the old Adam breaks out

again] believe to be his finest work and
destined to immense popularity. Orders
should be sent in at once to avoid

disappointment, despair and possibly
suicide."

A provincial paper says of Razzle-

dazzle at Drury Lane :

" The razzle is a little on the low comedy
side, but there is no mistake about the dazle."

Yes, there is : one z short.

"Sir. S. Wilson, a passenger from Melbourne
to Scotland, broke his journey in Colombo and
entered hospital for treatment."

Ceylon Observer.

\Ve trust the fracture has been repaired.
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ME A 'EAD-WAITEB ?
"

WAR'S SURPRISES.

THE SENSATIONAL SCIENTIST.

(By an Obscurantist.)

ALTHOUGH the -teachers of my youth consistently decried

The usefulness of science and of the " modern side,"

My faith in Greek and Latin for I have an open mind

As an engine of efficiency had latterly declined.

In promoting the conversion of an ancient humanist

No person played a larger part than Ebenezer Grist,

Whoso eminence in science is admitted ev'rywhere,
While his works on solar physics have created quite a scare

Of Ebenezer's intellect I always stood in awe,

Backed as it was by wonderful activity of jaw ;

And in view of all the letters that accreted to his name
His diatribes inspired me with a consciousness of shame.

Now Grist is full of physics as an egg is full of meat
;

In the higher mathematics he is very hard to beat ;

He is deeply versed in chemistry, and at the British Ass.

He satisfies the expert and electrifies the mass.

The sense of my shortcomings, educationally viewed,

Used to plunge me very often in a suicidal mood ;

But the War has turned the tables in an unexpected way
And the diatribes of Grist no longer fill me with dismay.

For ever since the fateful hour when WILHELM ran amok,

Grist's mental equilibrium has reeled beneath the shock

One day he 's wildly optimist ;
ths next he 's in the

But always ready to endorse extreme or hectic views.

He swallows with avidity the marvellous reports

From ladies all anonymous of life in German Courts,

And still believes the Eussians sent, from distant Arc

shores,

Through England to the Western Front, at least six army

corps.

Three writers in particular he 's given to applaud.

For strategy and tactics he relies on Colonel MAUDE ;

For prophecy he draws on WELLS ;
but far above these two

He places the impeccable and accurate LE QUEUX.

Science, you 've provided us with benefits galore ;

You 've multiplied a hundred-fold the frightfulness of War;

But as a school for character or judging other men

1 'd back the old curriculum ten times in ev'ry ten.

I know it 's wrong to frame a rule upon a single case ;

And 1 11 admit that science may regenerate the race ;

I only wish to state that in these times of storm and stress

The greatest gobe-momhc that I know is Grist, an F.R.S.

"WANTED, girl to roll out baby and assist in housework; one

used to children preferred." Irish Paper.

You have to get hardened to the rolling-out process.
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FLAG-DAY AT SHRIMP1NGTON.

Rl / ( 'i-'itic (in nhniile bathing-dress, remarking on elaborate costume nf lath/ in foreground),
" I CALL IT MOST UXPATRIOTIC.

Sci-uiul Critic. "\is, WOESE THAN THAT IT'S BAD FORM."
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AN ADAM LESS EDEN-ON-SEA.

THANKS TO A CUNNING ARRANGEMENT OF DUMMIES THE PROMENADE RETAINS SOMETHING OF us SPICE ;

AND BY NOBLE ACTS OF SELF-SACRIFICE THE BEST TRADITIONS OF ITS MINSTBELSY ARE PRESERVED.
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UI ANr NB THAT KHOWB AKYTHING ABOUI MOTOB-CABS." (Cadet falls out.) "Now THEK, WHAT DO YOU

. "WELL, BIB, I OWN A KOLLS-BOYCB."
Sergeant-Major. -OH, DO YOU? WELL, eo AND CLEAN THE ADJUTANT'S HOTOR-CYCLE.

./. S-7*n*f>*.

7-6

"
SKETCHING THE HABBOUB'S KOI ALLOWED."

THEN. WB -y, COT OBDKBB TO TBEAT YOU A3 HABMLESS.
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SPIRITUAL STARVATION.
"
Yus, MUM, WE'VE ALL GOT TO CUT DOWN oun PLEASURES IN WAR-TIME. WHY, FOB THE FIRST TIME ron TWENTY YEARS WE

AIN'T GOT NO PERFORMIN' FLEAS DOWN HERE."

THE CINEMA DANGER: DRASTIC HOLIDAY MEASURES.
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WHAT WDLL SH o

w-,_v ,n 1. J.

. Pl-NCH'S DESIGN FOB A FBOXTISPIECB FOB THE GlKL's PoPULlS EnVCATOB (WiB EDITION).
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BREAKING THE SEWS OLD STYLE.

SHEARING THE HEWS XEW STYLE.
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BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY HORTICULTURE.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS FROM THE FRONT.

"THE FAQS AN' THAT ABB ALWAYS WELCOME; BUT
WHAT WE REALLY NEED IS SOME QBEEN-FLY KTLLEB FOB
OUB ROSE."

"GABDENINO is SUPPOSED TO BE A GOOD FORM OF EXER-
CISE, BUT OUR MEN DON'T FIND IT SO VERY HEALTHY WHEN
THE EVENING! HATE IS ON."

" OUR PLATOON EASILY TOOK FIRST PRIZE IN THE IREGROWN VEGETABLE COMPETITION." "WE TAKE BIG RISKS IN CONSOLIDATING THE EARLY MARROW-
'S WHERE THE ENEMY'S SHELLS HAVE STRAFED THEM."
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GUARDIAN OF
THE EMPIRE.

FIRST SEA LORD.

LORD MAYOR'S
COACHMAN.

OUR VERS



DRUM -MAJOR
OF THE
NATIONAL
GUARD.

E PREMIER.
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THE WAR AFTER THE WAR.
DETAILS OF THE COMING GERMAN ATTACK. MR. PUNCH'S SOLEMN WARNINGS.

c
1 am.

jor der 7U.tfrtmacy'

idis\i Dwle all dtr 3

SUBTLE MEANS WILL BE USED TO RENDEB oua HEALTH-
BESOBTS UNPOPULAB, AND THUS DRIVE US TO HOMBUBQ AND
OTHEB GERMAN BPAS.

GOOD LINGUISTS (OP THE LEAST OBVIOUS TEUTONIC
TYPE) WILL TBY TO GET INTO OUB PABLIAMENT.

SELF-CONSTITUTED BOSCH BODY-GUARDS WILL PROTECT OUR
FREE-TRADE LEGISLATORS FEOM THE PERILS OF THE STREETS.

ATTEMPTS WILL BE MADE TO UNDEBMINE OUB NATIONAL
PHYSIQUE BY THE LURE OF THE HEALTH-SAPPING WEED.



MR. PUNCH'S WAR-TIME REVUE.

SPECIAL. MEMBEBS OF GBOUP 501 AND ONE OF 502.
'

COUPS OF COMJIISSIONAIEESSES,

A BASHFUL MAN. T\VO "SWISS" GENTLEMEN. T\VO GENTLEMEN WHO COULD END
THE WAS IN A WEEK.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS. MILITARY EXPERTS. MEMBERS OF THE SMART SET.
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MR. PUNCH'S WAR-TIME REVUE.

OPTIMIST. PESSIMIST. PLUTOCRAT. AMAZONS. RAW RECRUIT. SLACKERS.

RUMOUIt-MOXGER. DEEsa ECONOMISTS. PATRIOTIC HOLIDAY-MAKES.

FARMERS' BOYS. SUPER-PATRIOT (U.S.A.). SOCIAL PABIAH. THE MAS THAI KAITEM.
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COMPULSION ALL ROUND AS A MEANS OF HARDENING THE NATIONAL CHARACTER.

AN AGED ACADEMICIAN COMPELLED TO SIT FOB HIS PORTIUIT TO A CUBIST.

X) ASSIST AT AN ENGLISHMAN'S READING OF A SELECTION FROM THE WORKS OF THE POET IN
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COMPULSION ALL ROUND AS A MEANS OF HARDENING THE NATIONAL CHARACTER.

DISTINGUISHED K.O.s HAVING TO LISTEN TO AN AGGRIEVED WITNESS.

AN AXGLIXG CI.UB FORCED TO HOLD ITS COMPETITION IN A DISTCEBING EXVIBONMEST.
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THE OPTIMISTS.

WAR AND PEACE.
Fond Mamma. "WHEBEVEB ABE THE CHILDBSN, JANE?"
Jane. "SAFE IN THEIK DUG-OUTS, MUM. THEY BIN THEBE ALL THE MOENIN' AS GOOD AS GOLD."
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N.C.C.

First Conscientious Objector. '-I WONDER WHY THEY'VE PUT us ON TO SHIFTING THIS INFERNAL MANURE-HEAP."

Second ditto. "I I DID TELL THE SEBGEAST AFTER DRILL YESTERDAY THAT I THOUGHT I'D BE BETIER EMPLOYED is

CULTIVATING MY GABDES AT HOME."

OUR V.T.C.
' WHAT UOLI.D vou DO IP YOU SAW ANYBODY TAMPI;IUXG WITH THK LINK?"
' SHOOT HIM Tiir.K.i: TIMI:S AND THEN CHALLENGE HIM."
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BETWEEN TWO DOSES OF TONIC.
A SUBALTKKS'S DREAM.
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"TWO HEADS WITH BUT A SINGLE THOUGHT.'
FIRST HEAD. " WHAT PROSPECTS ?

"

SECOND HEAD. "ROTTEN."
FIBST HEAD. " SAME HERE."
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imagine that by shooting you they will Irish " Settlement." The only actual

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, intimidate me!
"

!
seoeder, so far, is Lord SELBOENB, who

Monday, June 26tfc. Mr. TENNANT

is growing weary of the constant

badgering to which he is sub-

jected by the champions of the

so-called conscientious objector.

Would Members, he plaintively

asked, remember that wo are in

the middle of a great war and

make some kind of inquiries before

putting down their questions ?

This revolutionary suggestion
dumbfounded the House. Almost

the only privilege left to private

Members is that of heckling the

Treasury Bench. If that too is

to be withdrawn, or so seriously

interfered with as the acceptance
of Mr. TENNANT'S condition would

,

imply, how are they to earn their \

salaries ? Think, moreover, of the tt

difficulties it would entail. If the \

Irish Member who has lately

charged himself with the task of

exposing the iniquities of British

rule in Ceylon is not to be allowed

to present the affidavits that he

receives from the aggrieved Cinga-
lese an agreeable but imagina-
tive race until he has voyaged to

Colombo to verify them, he might
as well go back to Ireland at once.

Besides, a dull adherence to

facts would take away much of

the gaiety of the proceedings. Last

week, for instance, the sprightly Mr.
PRINGLE and his jocular friends made

great play with a story that the Welsh
authorities had seized, with other ques-
tionable documents, a pamphlet by the

Bishop of OXFORD on The Sermon on
the Mount and had refused to give it

back until its blameless character should

be established by the local constabu-

lary. Had they made the preliminary
inquiries suggested by Mr. TENNANT

they would have learned so the HOME
SECRETARY said to-day that the pam-
phlet had been handed to the police-

inspector for didactic purposes, with a

request that he would read it. But
then there would have been no ques-
tion, and no report interspersed with

"laughter" and "much laughter."
If the German Government con-

tinues to starve the British prisoners
at Euhleben the British Government
will have to " consider

"
the rationing

of the Germans interned in this country
that was the gist of a long statement

by Lord ROBERT CECIL, which evoked

great cheering. Nobody doubts the

justice of such reprisals. The only
question is whether they would be
effective. I am afraid the German
Government's attitude is very like that
of the absentee landlord who wrote to
his agent,

" Don 't let the tenants

Tuesday, June 27th.- There is much
; explained to-day to his assembled peers

his reasons for resigning his post
as President of the Board of Agri-
culture. ,They were not, as he
stated them, overwhelmingly con-

vincing. He is in favour, it seems,
of giving Home Eule a chance,
and he was a party to sending
put the MINISTEM OF MUNITIONS
as the Dove of Peace. But he

never understood being, I take

it, the only man in England in

this position that a compromise
would involve the immediate set-

ting-up of an Irish Government,
and when he did understand it he

resigned. Mr. LLOYD GEORGK,

having a lot of spare time on his

hands, is said to be contemplating
a new edition of "The Natural

History of SELBORXE," with up-
to-date annotations.

Wednesday, June 28tJi. The
Cabinet has suffered no further

diminution as yet. Lord EGBERT
CECIL, one of the Ministers with

whom rumour has been busy, was
in his usual place to-day, and
announced that the chief result

of the Paris Conference was that

the British and French Govern-
ments had decided to abandon

altogether the Declaration of Lon-

talk in the Lobbies to-day of a new i don. Nobody wr ill mourn its loss except

DECLARATION

LONDON

THE CHIEF MOURNER.

Ministerial crisis, and of several Union-
ist members of the Coalition who at

the last moment cannot bring them-

the enemy alien, abroad and at home.
Until a few years ago the unwritten

law regarding references by one Mem-
selves to accept Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S ber to another'was strictly obeyed. A

1

Member of one's own party was " my
honourable (orright honourable) friend,"

a Member of another party was only
" the honourable (or right honourable)

gentleman." With the Parliament of

1906, which was responsible for so

many innovations, the strictness of the

convention was relaxed, and " friend
"

and "
gentleman

"
began to be used in-

discriminately ;
and since the Coalition

came the distinction has almost entirely

disappeared, though I notice that Sir

FREDEBICK BANBURY discourages undue

familiarity on the part of a Radical ex-

Minister who sits alongside of him on

the Front Opposition Bench by punc-

tiliously alluding to him as " the right
honourable gentleman."
To Mr. GINNELL belongs the credit of

having introduced a new term into Par-

liamentary nomenclature. His daily

catechism brings him into collision with

most Ministers in turn, but particularly
with the UNDER-SECBETARY FOR WAR,

THE DOVE PEACE.

[Lord CCRZON in the House of Lords admitted
that the pilot of F.E.2.D., after crossing the
Channel, appeared to have lost hid way and
descended in the enemy's lines. Ho "could

give no undertaking that such incidents would
not recur.]

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE (still

rccrossing the Irish Channel)

who is not sparing
" mare's-nests."

ill hovering after \

]^' wa J'
J
showing, I

). "CHEERY PEL- ! regards Mr. TENNANT

of allusions to

So Mr. GINNELL,

suppose, that he

as neither a friend

LOW, THIS CHAIRMAN OF THE AIR BOARD !" i nor a gentleman, began a question to
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Hostess. "Tnis is MY YOUNGEST DAUGHTER. SHE MAKES MUNITIONS ALL DAY."
Visitor. "How NICE! ALL GIRLS SHOULD BE DOING SOMETHING FOR THE WAR.

NEARLY KILLS HERSELF SELLING FLAGS."
I DISAPPROVE OF SLACKERS. MY DEAR QIRL

him to-day in this form :
"
May I ask

iny right honourable enemy ?
"

I remember the late Lord GOSCHEN
saying of Lord BEACONSFIELD'S oratory," There is no doubt that DIZZY potted
his epigrams," by which he meant, of

course, that when he hit upon a happy
turn of phrase he stored it away in a
mental pigeon-hole for use on an appro-
priate occasion. 1 wondered to-day
whether Mr. TENNANT is a student of
DISRAELI'S method. Mr. BYRNE was
complaining of interference with the

correspondence of Irish "prisoners of

war
"
at Frongoch camp, and in proof

of his complaint offered to show him
an envelope which had been found

open.
"
Well," said Mr. TENNANT,

without a moment's hesitation,
" that

is not the only thing that has come
ungummed in this war." It had. all

the spontaneity of an impromptu but
was it, I wonder ?

Thursday, June 29///. Some of the

questions regarding the sufferings of

conscientious objectors here and in

France possibly have a real foundation
in the natural antipathy between
C.O.'s and "N.C.O.'s," but I sus-

pect that the motive inspiring most
of them is hatred of the Military
Service Act rather than any particular
regard for its victims.

As temporary head of the War Office
and as author of the pledges alleged
to have been broken, the PRIME MINIS-
TER has a double responsibility. He
shouldered it manfully to-day. The
utmost pains, he said, would be used
to sift out from the Army those men
who had a really conscientious objec-
tion to military service, and on their

undertaking to perform other work of

national importance they would be
transferred to the Reserve. The mal-
contents were visibly delighted at this

apparent concession to their complaints.
But when Mr. ASQUITH, amid general
cheers, went on to say that the others

the men who added hypocrisy to
their cowardice would be treated with
the utmost rigour their faces fell.

While Mr. WALTER LONG has been
absent from the Treasury Bench during
the whole week, Lord LANSDOWNE, an-
other Minister whom rumour credited
with impending resignation, has given
nooutward sign of disagreement with his

colleagues. To-day he strongly backed
Lord CHEWE in deprecating the prema-
ture discussion of Irish affairs. Those
who supposed that Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
scheme represented the official policy
of the Government were quite wrong,
it seems. His consultations with the
Irish leaders were authorised, of course,

but the results are still under discus-

sion, and have not been finally accepted
or rejected. Lord SELBORNE, sitting
below the Gangway, was left wondering
why he had resigned.

Mr. JOYNSON-HICKS and Sir RICHARD
COOPER seized the opportunity fur-

nished by the Home Office Vote to go
"on the spy-trail," and accused the
Government of allowing large numbers
of dangerous enemy aliens to be at

large in our midst. Mr. SAMUEL ridi-

culed the exaggerated fears indulged in

by a section of the Press. In one case
an alleged Austrian taxi-driver had
turned out to be a harmless Scotsman
with an impediment in his speech.
Still he admitted that it might be
advisable to re-examine the credentials
of uninterned aliens. Having failed,
we understand, to secure Mr. Punch's

Jimmy and his bloodhound for this

purpose he has enlisted the services of

Col. SYKES, M.P., and his Great DANE.

"The British pursuing fleet left behind
them another German hattle-cruiser, the
'

Hors-de-Combat,' and when they returned
she was missing and must have sunk."

Natal Advertiser.

Her identity is still in doubt. There
is reason to believe that the Germans
possess several warships of the same
description.
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PUSH.
" THE bells are not ringing," sale

Petunia, as I was struggling into

my greatcoat.
" Will you send the

plumber ?
"

The front door was open. The tonic

sharpness of the morning sun flooded

the hall. I had been doing rhythmic
breathing five in and five out. I wa
feeling line.

"Plumber!" I cried in derision.
" That 's the sort of job a man does

for himself in war-time. All you have
to do is to get some There, I

must hurry."
"
Perhaps you will bring some home

with you ?
"

said Petunia, in her
smallest voice and with a look of pride.

I was half-way to the station before

the exhilaration passed off and I recog-
nised what I had let myself in for.

On the platform I saw Thompson.
Thompson is a practical man. He
has a workshop in his garden and is

in the way of making bookcases and

things for the fun of it. He even cuts
his boy's hair. I travelled to town
with him. Leaning towards me and

tapping my knee at intervals, he told

me all about it where to buy the sal

ammoniac, bow to cleanse the jars,
how to scrape the tongues. I took
careful notes.

It may have been a fortnight later

that I brought home the sal ammoniac
in a brown paper bag, which I laid on
the ball table. After dinner I had
read the evening paper and was filling

my third pipe when Petunia, who had
left the room, re-entered, bearing the

goodly parcel, somewhat ostentatiously,
I thought.

" I was turning that little job over
in my mind," I said calmly, but I bope
with a touch of hauteur.

" I was anxious to help," she rejoined
sweetly.
Then Winter came in with his wife

from next door and we played bridge.
It seemed to me that the brown paper
bag on the sideboard looked something

i

less than hospitable, and it took my
mind off my game. I put it back on
the hall table.

It was getting on towards midnight
when I stood on the doorstep, calling
out directions to Winter, who was
piloting bis wife down the garden path
towards the gate with the help of an
electric torch.

When I returned to the dining-room
I started winding up my watch.
"What about getting upstairs?" I

said cheerily, through a candid yawn.
"Oh, it's early yet," said Petunia,

also cheerily but without looking up.
My eyes were roaming idly about

the room. Suddenly I started. The

bag of sal ammoniac was ensconcet

again on the sideboard. I hastily with

held sight. A loud silence ensued.
" I meant to put these bells righi

to-night," I said.

I should have stopped there.
" You see, I must have hot water,'

I continued.
" I have lots," cried Petunia, stiL

cheerily, leaping to her feet and seizing
the parcel.

"
Oil, well," I muttered, following

her with dignity to the kitchen.

After a time I began to enjoy the

job. The Leyden jars I made to shine
as they had not shone since they left

the factory. The solution was clear as

water. I replaced the cleansed tongues.
The porous pots glimmered whitely in

their appointed places.
In my shirt sleeves, high on the stops

behind the kitchen door, I called to

Petunia " Will you kindly depress the

bell-push in the dining-room ?
"

I called this in even tones.

I waited to hear the birr that would

ring down the curtain on my labours.

After a time I called again, this time
not so evenly.

" I 'm pushing hard," cried Petunia.
No further sound broke the silence.

"Try in the parlour," I commanded.
The silence seemed more profound.
" Would you mind trying at the front-

door ?
"

I asked coldly.
All the earth held its breath.
I grew suddenly tired. The row of

gleaming pots was a noisome thing.
The silly indicator below witb its fat

red stars made me sick.
" Let 's get to bed," I was saying

when my fingers were caught in the

loathly steps. . . .

I had kicked off my slippers and
turned out the gas when the black still

air was stabbed by the shrieking of a
sell, a giant bell run amok. You realise
;hat it was past midnight in a house
oyally darkened in terms of the Light-
ing Begulations. With the first jarring
of the bell there percolated through
from the nursery the fractious whimper
of my heir, and there was I, without
slippers and in my pyjamas, searching
feverishly for a match. This was War.
Bearing a lighted taper, I made the

round of the house, depressing ivory
discs. The bell shrieked on. I returned
r

or consolation to Petunia. I found
ler in the nursery, singing silly songs
;o a robust child who moaned of

Zeppelins. I found her unsympathetic
to me. More in anger than in sorrow 1
abbed the bell-push by the cot. A
blissful silence fell on all the house.

" This is a man's job," I said.
* * *

Next morning I saw Thompson stalk-

ng up and down the platform in his

four-square, arrogant way that so gets
on my nerves. In aloof tones, some-
what marred, it may be, by that appear-
ance of intimacy which a recurrent
sneeze imparts, I told him precisely
what had occurred.

" Ah !

"
said Thompson. It was one

of those long-drawn, cock-sure "ah's"
that are accompanied by a pointing
forefinger.

" All !

"
he repeated, en-

deavouring to look like the picture in

the advertisement of a Memory Train-

ing School,
" I can explain it. When

the bells were still out of operation
someone in the nursery (possibly your
son) depressed the bell-push which did
not release itself. So when the sal

ammoniac had had time to warm to

its work, of course the bell rang."
I assured him coldly that I laid no

blame to bis charge.

MALBEOUK ET NOUS.
WHEN the great Duke MAKLBOHOUGH

took the field

The ladies waved and the belfries pealed,
The cottars shouted from roof's and ricks,
The drum-boys flourished their polished

sticks,

The cymbals clashed and the trumpets
played

A brazen, clarion fanfarade.

Behind the lumbering cannon paced
The scarlet infantry, frogged and laced

;

In velvets, ruffles and crimped perukes
The noble gentlemen of the DUKE'S
Terrible cavalry jingled by,
With banners splendid against the sky.

War is not what it was of yore ;

Our trumpets lie in the Depot store,
Our colours hang in the Dep6t mess,
We 're not conspicuous in our dress.

Leather and khaki, drab and tan
Is the dernier cri for a fighting man ;

But we like our noise, and we make a

band
Of any old thing that comes to hand,
And we throw our chests and we shift

our shins
To penny-whistles and biscuit tins.

Though we drum to War on a biscuit lid

We '11 do as th-a great Duke MARL-
BOROUGH did.

'GERMAN FOOD ECONOMIES. The German
federal Council lias issued an order prohibit-
ng the sale of the harvest in advance, and
regulating the use of old boots." The Times.

For example, the custom of throwing
an old shoe after the bride has been
orbidden as being an inexcusable waste
of potential foodstuff.

" In the meantime it can be said with truth
'hat the deadlock all round is decidedly
tighter than it was at the beginning of the
veek." Daily Paper.
On the other hand the outlook is appre-
ciably tighter.
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WHEN IT'S ALL OVER. SOME COMING SHOCKS.

"IT 1FJS TWO-AND-NINEPENCE, MADAM, BUT OWING TO THE
PEACE IT is REDUCED TO THREEPENCE."

" YOUNG MAN, CAN'T YOU FIND SOMETHING
USEFUL TO DO?"

THE REVIVAL OF DOMESTIC POLITICS. Office Boy. "Dio YOU BIND, SIB?"

Distressed SMfWMMM*. "Tais PEACE is VERY
TERBIBLE, MADAM. FBEIQHTS ABE ALMOST
NORMAL NOW."

1'ime : 12.15 A.M.
Taxi-Driver. "I SHALL BE HONODBED TO DBIVE YOU TO ST. ALBANS,

SlB, FOB THE BABE LEGAL FABE."
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AT THE OPERA.
"Boms GOUDONOV."

SIB THOMAS BKKCHAM is a good

sportsman to bravo comparison With

the superb company of Russians who,

with the incomparable CHALIAPIN at

their head, carried our imagination by

assault with their epic, Boris Gotclonoi;

at Drury Lane in that far-away era

known as before the War. An English

chorus, with its characteristic reticence

(shall we say?), and singing in French

at that, is not really likely to be able

to give us the lire, the colour, the

movement of those born (or admirably

made) actors and musicians we were

privileged then to see and hear. But

there was nothing to be ashamed of in

the Aldwych excerpts and much to de-

serve applause and gratitude.

This work of two of the illustrious

Five of the Eussian musical Renais-

sance, besides containing much that

those who "know what they like"

can appreciate at a first hearing pass-

ages of exquisite melody, hauntingly
sad or spirited old folk-song motives

and the vividly suggestive orchestra-

tion of BIMSKY - KOBSAKOV does need

frequent rehearsal and study by the

audience before the intricacies of the

long dramatic recitative can be mas-

tered. I think Sir THOMAS is artist

enough to take as a compliment, not as

a reproach, the assumption that he is

generously preparing us for another

hearing of an authentic national per-
formance when in the great day of a

victorious peace we shall put some of

the gratitude and friendliness we feel

towards our indomitable comrades-in-

arms into an appreciation of the art

they love so well.

As to the performance, the rich grave
voice of M. AUGUSTE BOUILLIEZ won
the applause, long continued, of a dis-

creet house. If his acting was not on
the plane of his singing it certainly
was adequate, preserving throughout
the atmosphere of doom and suffering
which less skill would have dissipated.
Mr. BADFOED, in the part of Varlaam,
a disreputable padre, showed his fine

bass to great advantage, and with bis

reverend partner in insobriety, Missail

(Mr. ALFRED HEATHEK), put up a really
first-rate bit of playing. Miss EDITH
CLEGO was particularly happy in the
Nurse's song, and Mr. MAURICE D'OiSLY
sang bravely as a courtier, movingly as
the idiot. The Chorus was a little impas-
sive and unlikely. Largesse of roubles,
for instance, showered on its head left

it quite unmoved. The pageantry of the
whole was beyond praise, the scenery
and dress of the Drury Lane perform-
ance being adapted with conspicuous
success.

There is a pathos, a passion, a gran-

deur in MOUSSOBOSKY'S^OTM Goudonov,

the soul of a people crying from the

depths, that puts it into the category of

very big things. Many thanks, Sir

THOMAS. T.

THE BIVALS.

[The abrogation of the Declaration of

London has been claimed as a victory

in several quarters.]

Who killed Declaration ?

"
I," said The Mail,

" With my tooth and nail,

I killed Declaration."

You killed Declaration ?

What a falsification

Of our relative rdles !
"

Said the great TOMMY BOWLES ;

" / killed Declaration."

"Pardon me," said The Post,
" I did far the most
In laying his ghost ;

I killed Declaration."

So they wrangled and fought till the

rest of the nation

Couldn't ever decide which had killed

Declaration.

THERE'S ALWAYS A REASON.
IT is odd how one little grievance, if

well nourished, can darken all within

and without.

I was sitting recently in one of those

temples of promiscuous conversationand

momentary acquaintanceship, a third-

class railway compartment, listening to

three men laying down the law as

regards Ireland and managing, with far

more skill than Sir JOHN JELLICOE or

Sir DOUGLAS HAIG, the Jutland battle

and our task on the Western Front.

After having settled those things

they turned to other less important
matters, and one of them, who, in spite
of the unwonted seasonableness of the

day, wore a look of profound dejec-

tion, which only increased with each

glance at the sunshine flooding the

landscape, remarked,apparently apropos
of nothing, that what he for one couk
not stand was calling things out o

their right name.
Neither of the others replying

this, he repeated it. He might, he said

be peculiar. No doubt he was. N
doubt he was different from othe

icple, who were all wiser than he
ut one thing he couldn't do with wa

calling things out of their right name.
If ever there was a conversationa

opening, it was here; but neither o
the other men was interested enougl
to pick up the gauntlet ; and that duty
therefore, urged by his dejected eye, fell

to me.

I asked him what in particular was
lis trouble.

' This daylight-saving," he said, with

mmense scorn in his voice and a wither-

ng glance outside. " Why is it called

Aylight-saving when it 's not dayligbt-

.aving at all?
"

"How?" I asked.
'

Why, it 's daylight-spending, of

3ourse. There's more daylight to spend,
nd we spend it." He scowled again

it the sun. "
People use it to their

i carts' content, and directly it begins to

ail them they go to bed. How can

,hat be called saving?"
It is the kind of question that requires

)nly a corroborative look, and I suppose
! gave it.

; ' But do you know what the thing

ought to be called?" he wont on.

Not daylight-saving, but artificial

ight-saving. Lamp-oil-saving. Can-

dle-saving."
'

Well," said one of the other men,
'it doesn't matter, does it? What's
n a name?"
" What 's in a name ?

"
the angry man

for he was now quite angry replied.

Truth 's in a name. Why not be

;ruthful ? Why pretend you 're saving

daylight when you 're really spending
it ? Why pretend you 're saving day-

light when you 're really saving lamp-
oil and candles and electric light and

gas? I call it sickening."
Behind such acrimony there must,

I thought, be some hidden motive ;
but

I did not guess it.

The second of the other men, how-

ver, did.
" What is your line of business, may

I ask?" he inquired overtly.
" That 's nothing to do with it," said

the angry man.
"

Still, I suppose you have no objec-
tion to making it public," the second

other man persisted.
" None at all," said the angry man.
I travel in lamps and candles."

THE WEATHEB.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, May I ask you to

make public a suggestion which, if it

were followed, would save a great deal

of disappointment and annoyance to all

classes of people? It is that, as all

clocks have been put forward one hour

for Summer Time, so all barometers

should be set back one inch for Summer
Weather. The usual readings would

then range from "Stormy" and "Bain"
to "

Change,"andso wouldbemuch more

appropriate to ordinary weather con-

ditions during the Summer than "Fair"

and "
Very Dry," and other misleading

indications.

I am, Yours obediently,
HAYMAKER
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HUMOURS OF A REMOUNT CAMP.
Remount Officer. "AFRAID HE WOULDN'T SUIT YOU HE'S BATHED TOO GAY."

Modest but Ambitious Trier. " DON'T YOU THINK THAT KIND WOULD TEACH ME TO RIDE ALL THE BETTEII?'

Remount Officer.
" MOBE LIKELY TO TEACH YOU TO WALK!"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Pttncli's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN the great days to which the prophets point us, when
a man ignorant of what an amoeba has a right to require
of its stomach shall he looked upon as irremediably dis-

graced, when Eton shall be a College of Engineering and
Winchester shall shine as a Natural History Mussum in

that bright future it may occur to some bold investigator
to examine and, perhaps, to defend our ancient Public

School system and the grand old fortifying classical curri-

culum on which it was based. Much he will doubtless
find to reprehend, but he will be able at least to say that

the men produced by that system did as a matter of fact

show themselves equal to high emergencies, and that they
did this because they had acquired the great gift of cha-
racter. And if ho wants an example to prove his point he

may choose Letters from Flanders (SMITH, ELDER), a
memorial to the brothers A. D. and T. C. GILLESPIE, who
without a murmur gave up their lives for their country in

the war now proceeding. With one exception the Letters

are written by DOVCILAS (m.i.KsriK. They arc such letters

as any parents might be proud to have received, direct,

straightforward, and simple accounts of the daily life of

warfare, notes, of bird life and Mowers, and thoughts of

home and the beloved people dwelling there. Here is an
extract from one written in May last year, when he heaixt
a nightingale sing

"
sweetly and clearly in the quiet

interval-; between the bursts of firing. There was some-
thing infinitely sweet and sad about it," he continues, "as

if the country-side were singing gently to itself in the

midst of all our noise and confusion and muddy work ; so

that you felt that the nightingale's song was the only real

thing which would remain when all the rest was long past
and forgotten. ... So I stood there and thought of all

the men and women who had listened to that song, just as

for the first few weeks after Tom [his brother] was killed I

found myself thinking perpetually of all the men who had
been killed in battle Hector and Achilles and .all the

heroes of long ago, who were once so strong and active

and now are so quiet. . . . Then I gathered my platoon

together and marched back past the silent farms to our

billets." Such is the stuff of these delightful letters. By
way of preface there is a touching tribute to the two
brothers by the Bishop of SOUTHWARK.

Originality of title counts for something in a novel. The
fantastic inconsequence of Mrs. BAHNKS-GHUNDY'S last

achievement, Candytuft / mean Veronica, was undeni-

|
ably arresting ; and now, when she reappears with a title as

j

brisk and artless as An Undressed Heroine (HUTCHINSON),
one must admit, however bashfully, that it clings to the

memory. Some may say that any trick for catching a

reader is legitimate, and, whatever the ethics of the situa-

tion may be, an entirely scrupulous title, such s " A
Dowdy Heroine," would have struck a note too painfully
austere. Anyhow, there is deliberate craft in the methods

by which the author, having first caught her reader, soon

indulges him with the childish extravagances of. Eflie.

Insidiously has the wretched creature grown up ; unsus-



It should be added that Mrs. ! of detail, and set themselves to repair the wrong done and

of that fortunate company who' restore the Eternal Balance. All culminates in a Swiss

wnte'v,W 'unfailing good humour and vitality and are at I chalet at the fateful Equinox in a seance, managed with con-

their best in comment, whether it is focussed upon
bailiff or a fresh haddock.

summate skill by tbe author, as indeed is all the laborious

preparation. It is preposterous, of course, but it never

seems quite incredible. I am indeed profoundly relieved to

be able to lay my hand on my heart and declare an Equinox
to be a simple Equinox and nothing more. For Mr.

IN their generously enthusiastic appreciation of F<i

(DUCKWORTH), printed upon the wrapper thereof, the

publishers observe that Mr. EnwAHD'C. BOOTH has an BLACKWOOD almost persuaded me to the contrary .

unhurried method which ~^__^ , .,_ , , My stOTy;
.^ L\.Col .

Magistrate (after narrow escape). "SPLENDID, MY BOY! BUT HOW
DID YOU MANAC.K TO AVOID BEING DASHED TO PIECES BY THE
ANIMAL'S LEGS?"
Our Hero. "I SAW IT DOSE IN THE PICTURES, SIB."

[Magistrate, wlio from the Bench lias constantly attributed all

juvenile crimes to the cinemas, stands rebuked.']

requires a large canvas.

This of course is one way
of putting it. Personally,
I have to confess that for,

sav, the first two hundred

pages Mr. BOOTH'S unhur-

ried method irritated me
considerably. In my haste

I called him long-winded.
Indeed, I still think per-

haps
- But the essential

thing is that quite suddenly-
all this seeming redundancy
of preparation took effect,

and thenceforward the story
held me in such a grip that

skipping (a process in wliicir

I had begun to indulge
somewhat freely) became

impossible. As for the story
itself, it is a simple thing

an epic of village life and
character in a Yorkshire

parish. Moreover, Fondic,
the central character, is not

the one upon whom your or my interest is chiefly-
fixed. That goes to Blanche, the girl whom he loved, a
human figure that haunts one afterwards for its tragedy of

waste. Blanche was the Vicar's daughter, growing up in a

motherless, unmanaged household (the squalor of that vicar-

age will make you shudder!), wholly without morals or

guidance. Then the young Squire conies along on a flying
visit. You can guess the end. Not by any means a new
story ; but Mr. BOOTH tells it with a realism, with irony too
and a kind of sub-acid humour, that establishes his book
certainly among the important novels of the year. Let
him but quicken slightly- that unhurried method, and a
little curb his very natural enthusiasm for the enjoyment
of words, and 1 should not venture to put a limit to his

possibilities.

Il is the triumph of Mr. AI.UKKNON Br,.\cK\\ooi>'s art of
m\ster\ ami mystification to make you wonder if there
may nol, after all, be something in it, which is nil her

annoying to the supercilious modernibl. When his .In! inn
' 1 "''"<.

(CASSHLJL), with its theme of Re-incarnation,
'

Intimations," "The Memory Game," came into my hands
myself to determine whether this intriguing author

was merely working an ingenious stunt or himself seriously

PATTEBSON, in his preface
!
to With the Zionist* in (!ul-

lipoli (HuTciiixsoN),"isone
I
of actual happenings, told

! just as I saw them, with

j

some suggestions thrown in,

and if from these a hint is
'

taken here and there by
!
those in the ' Seats of the

Mighty,' then so much the

; better for our Cause." Whal-

|

ever value may be attached
'

by these gentlemen to the

comments (praise or blame)
which the writer has distri-

^ buted with a free and fear-

.

less hand, it is certain that

his account of the unit .

which he raised in Egypt
will not be overlooked by
the ultimate historian of

the Gallipoli campaign. His
Zion Mule Corps the first

fighting Hebrew unit since

the siege of Jerusalem was formed from certain Russians
of Jewish faith who had fled from the cruelty of the Turks ;

Palestine and offered themselves for service under our nag.
Wo are told how General MAXWELL had applied for " a

tactful thruster" to be chosen from among the officers of

the Indian Brigade then doing duty on the Suez Canal
to form the corps.

" My opportune arrival, however, coupled
with a strong backing from an old friend, decided him to

offer me the command." The word which I have taken

the liberty of italicizing may merely mean that the author
did not belong to the Indian Brigade, but it may also mean
that he did not correspond to General MAXWELL'S idea of

"a tactful thruster." Headers of this racy record may form
their own judgment as to his qualifications for the title.

Anyhow he seems always to have known what he wanted,
and gone the direct way to get it. In his story, liberally

digressive, he has relied upon the absorbing interest of his

matter and left his manner to take care of itself. And
indeed it would be unreasonable to look for .literature in a

busy soldier's memoranda hastily put together during a

month of convalescence. If the personal note is perhaps
a little insistent, that too may be excused in a man who
has done as much big-game hunting as the author of

The, Mnii-l-:/i/,'n <>f Tuai-a and In the (lri/> of the
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CHARIVARIA.
WE are indebted to an evening paper

for the information that carpentry is

the holiday task of one of our most
eminent writers of re. rue. This of

course is much more satisfactory than

the cases of certain carpenters who
make a hobby of revue-writing.

I: ;:

"Mr. Pembertou Billing's (Iravo

Charges
"

is the title given by a con-

temporary to an account of a recent

"air" investigation. Strangely enough
the report contains no direct reference

to this gentleman's political funeral

expense-;. ... ...

" srilM.VIMNK POST BOAT.
SANK AUMKD 8TKAMKR WITH KAISi:R's

uttnut."

Krenlntj 1'apcr.

WILLIAM has done better than this.

One of his messages sank most of the

British Fleet. .
;

. ^'

*
'

In this connection we are informed
that the Jutland Land Credit Associa-

tion, a list of whose bonds drawn for

payment was recently published, has
no connection whatever with the Jut-

land Maritime Credit Company, the

promotion of which by the KAISKB was
attended with such unfortunate results

for the underwriters.
* *
*

Complaint was made last week at

Edmonton in regard to an interned

German who was making and selling
medals with the bust of the KAISER on
them. Only the keen commercial in-

stinct of the Teuton could realise how
thoroughly popular with all classes of

Englishmen the bust of the KAISER is

going to be. ... ...

So acute has become the agitation

against the high cost of milk that a

certain prominent newspaper is said

to contemplate changing its name to

"The Daily Pail."
* ft

',-

11 err KAUL VON WIEGAND, of Berlin,

commenting upon the British offensive,
remarks that "thus far confidence is

unshaken that Germany will hold
her own.'' That of course is debat-

able, but we welcome the implication
that she no longer aspires to hold

France's, to say nothing of Belgium's.
:]: ::

" There are literally fortunes in the

dustbin," says a distinguished member
of the Royal Commission on Paper.
There is every prospect of a consider-
able increase in the value of the con-
tents of this receptacle, if the fortunes
of Germany arc to go (lie way of her

paper victories.

THIS BIT IN TUB PAPER ADVICE TO THE Bnmsn TRADESMAN? ABOUT
PROMPTNESS AND CIVILITY AND CONSIDERATION FOR CUSTOMERS 1

REQUIREMENTS?"
"WHY DON'T THEY TUUN us INTO A PACK o' CRAWLIN' 'UNB STRAIGHT AWAY AND

'A-DONE WITH IT?"

A Scots paper informs us that in

the Jutland battle one of the enemy's
cruisers, being hit by a torpedo,

" listed

to starboard, and after ten minutes

began to sing rapidly." Probably The

Hymn of Hate.
,.. *

According to The Times,
" The situa-

tion on the south-western front, in the
;

terminology of the cricket field, resem-
!

bles one in which General KALEDIN for
j

the time being contents himself with
i

blocking the Austro-German deliveries

while General LECHITSKY makes the
runs." In that case, ought not his

name to be spelt with a " G "
instead

ofa"C"?

Under the eagle eye of the Censor
our Press is growing extremely cau-

tious. "It gave one," says The Daily
Chronicle,

" an uncanny feeling to see

that lighted candle in the deep subter-

ranean room, where yesterday German
officers were living, unless dead before

yesterday."

An Ambiguous Attraction.

From a prospectus :

" Close to the Hotel is a big moor, reserved

for shooting visitors."

Commercial Candour.

"AFRICAN Grey Parrot, very clever talker,

can almost say anything, does not swear ; price
V2 gns." Weekly Paper.
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THE TEST OF BATTLE.

Wi: are not good at shouting in the street,

At waving Hags or tossing caps m air ;

We tiike our triumphs as we take defeat

With scarce a hint of having turned a hair;

And so our pride to-day

Declines to boom itself the German way.

Yet we are proud because at last, at last

Wo look upon the dawn of our desire;

Because the weary waiting-time is passed

And we have tried our temper in the fire;

And, proving word by deed,

Have kept the faith we pledged to France at need.

But most because, from mine and desk and mart,

Springing to face a task undreamed before,

Our men, inspired to play their prentice part

Like soldiers lessoned in the school of war,

True to their breed and name

Went flawless through the fierce baptismal flame.

And he who brought these armies into life,

And on them set the impress of his will

Could he be moved by sound of mortal strife

There where he lies, their Captain, cold and still

Under the shrouding tide,

How would his great heart stir and glow with pride !

O.S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Dr. OHNESORG and Major KIESEL.)

Dr. 0. And now, I suppose, I must begin my round,

though it tills my heart with disgust to have to deal with

these English prisoners. A more insolent and discontented

lot it would be impossible to find.

Major K. If that is your feeling, what do you think mine
must be ? You run through your round and then you 're

done with it. A little brimstone to one and a pot of oint-

ment to another, and away you go. But I'm the com-
mandant of this accursed prison, and I have to stay on the

spot and expose myself to all their complaints. They sesm
to believe that they have a right to be fed. Eight, indeed !

There 's no such thing. They 're prisoners, and they must
be made to understand that if they get a crust of bread 01

half-a-pint of bone soup it is only by the exercise of thai

true-German clemency of which the scoundrels make a

mockery.
Dr. 0. And then these English pigs expose themselves

voluntarily to every kind of horribly infectious disease, so

that perhaps an American may come to visit the prison anc
ask why they are in such a condition. Do the English anc

the Americans imagine that for their sakes an hones:

German doctor is going to expose himself and his family
and his friends to the ravages of typhus, for instance ?

Major K. Bravo. I think as you do. And whenever '.

hear of one of the prisoners lamenting himself because he
is starving I immediately sentence him to a week's pun
ishment on half-rations just to make him appreciate thi

blessings of being under the control of the Imperial Govern
ment. Bah ! I have no pity for such miserable cattle.

])>: 0. No, nor I, and that is the opinion of every goo<
German. Have they not made war on us and delayed ou
final and complete victory ? Nothing can be bad enougl
for these mercenaries who seek to enslave the \vhol
world.

Major K. Well, as commandant of the prison it is m
duty to sea that they have no luxuries.

Dr. 0. And it is my duty to see that they do not pretend
3 be ill in order to escape what is due to their wickedness,

'or them it is a sufficient favour that they are allowed to

reatho German air and to walk about on German soil.

Major K. And if they have the bad taste to die, that is

lot our affair.

Dr. 0. Certainly not. We need not interfere to prevent
;. It is a riddance of bad rubbish, and it is not for us to

irotesfc against it.

[A pause, during which they look hard at one another.

Finally the Major breaks silence. He is much agitated
and his words come quickly.]

Major K. No, it is useless. 1 cannot keep it back any

onger. My service hitherto has been honourable. Why
hould I now be condemned to this dreadful duty ? And it

s useless to attempt to soften the lot of the unhappy
vretches who are entrusted to one's care. A report is

nude to one's superiors and in the end it comes under the

eyes of the All-Highest, who, as is well known, disapproves
of leniency. And then the office and the miserable salary
attached to it will -be taken away from me, and how shall

! and my family live ? What is to be done ?

Dr. 0. You have said what I feel. I too am ashamed
f what I do and I am pursued by the horrible visions that

'. see when I make my round. But one must obey superior
arders and one cannot do what is displeasing to the

authorities. You, at any rate, have your Iron Cross, but 1

lave not even that.

Major K. Willingly would I hand mine over to you, if

hat were possible. No matter, it is good to have spoken
one's mind for once and to have relieved one's conscience

of a heavy load.

Dr. 0. But we shall have to reload it, I am afraid, and

,hen some day when we least expect it the American

Embassy will send us a visitor, and the whole thing will

>e revealed to the world.

Major K. We have our orders and we must obey.

(Left obeying!]

' Sir William Osier, in the course of an address on the proposed
National Medical School of Wales, said the profession should realise

;hat there was no man, however acute his brain, who did not need

what was called a quinquennial
' brain dusting.'

"
Daily AVirs.

He was too polite to suggest a vacuum cleaner.

'Altogether there were nearly 20,000 of them, the pick of the

manhood of Canada from the towns and prairies between British

Columbia and Vancouver. ' ' The Star.

In its anxiety for geographical accuracy our contemporary

might have added that the review took place somewhere
between England and London.

" OXFORD Monday.
HONOUR IN NATURAL SCIENCE.

The Examiners in the School of Natural Science this evening
issued the following award of honours :

WOMEN.
Class I. None.
Class II. Phyllis K. Bowes and Lady Margaret Hall, physics.

A clever family, these Oxford Halls.

Yorkshire Post.

" Whilst on a fishing excursion a little time ago I caught a small

jack. Noticed that it had an unusual tendency towards embonpoint ;

on examination found that it had swallowed whole a small gudgeon
previous to taking my bait. I removed the victim, and a small

urchin, aged six, who was with me, expressed a great desire to take

the Job-like gudgeon home for breakfast." Evening Paper.

Only anglers possessed of the patience of JONAH can

expect to meet with these experiences.
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spectacle that excites no wonder ;
and elephants and the water-beetles, the

reflecting thus I left my usual beat
i
avadavats and the hartebeests, '-and,

and took unconsciously the path to
;
by-the-way, how is the Cynnmi/s Lndo-

Does he seem to thrive?"The Squirrels' Trees," and was there

suddenly conscious of -the oddest little Does he prosper and multiply, or is the

statuette I ever saw. Pigeons, squir-
j

competition of the Columba LoniUnicn-

rels, and sparrows were moving rest- 1 s*
"
(meaning the Metropolitan pigeon)

Ifisslv M.hoiif-, the enclosure in an ' " too much for him?" Hut. wlmt-.r>vnr
lessly about

eternal quest

the enclosure

for food, and
in an

theii

too much for him?" But, whatever

you call him, the Prairie Marmot re-

A SELF-MADE STATUE.
NOT the least of the Zoological Gar-

dens' many attractions is their inex-

liaustibility. There is always something
new, and what is not less satisfactory

there is always something old that

you had previously missed. How is

thai '.' How is it that one may go to

the /on, which to-day is chiefly re-

markable for the number of wounded

soldiers who visit it, in their blue suits

and white facings, and the red ties that

once proclaimed the Socialist but will

evermore have a martial connotation

how is it that one may go to the Zoo a
I

the fancy of Miss BEATRIX POTTEB. nourishment," was first used,

thousand times (as I have done) and
|

There this figure stood, without a flicker. In tli3 unimportant intervals between

consistently overlook one of its f~ these two actions this vertical

most ingratiating denizens, and ._--.
"" 1

**^S**yn^Jteisi3BS!l eating and the sudden trans-
. . . . . -. *. .

'

Irti i S^l' IIH Ml HtHK Ul\\\ \ t . . * . . ...
i formation of himself into stone,

midst, obviously made of stone, although ,
mains a most ingratiating creature, and

coloured to resemble fur, was the rigid when you see him with his two tiny

effigy, some ten inches high, of as [hands holding a monkey-nut and con-

comic a creature as a human artist
| suming it with eager bites you feel that

ever designed indeed an absolute gift
j

it must have been of him that the weli-

to the Royal Zoological Society, from worn phrase, "to sit up and take

then on the thousand-and-first

visit come upon this creature as

though lie was the latest arrival,

although he has known Regent's
Park for years ? How is that ?

There the quaint little ab-

surdity was, all that long while,
as ready to be seen as to-day,
but you never saw him, or, at

any rate, you never noticed him.

The time was not yet. It is as

though a Zoo animal's hour has
to strike just as certainly as a

General's.

Yesterday, for me, the hour of

the Prairie Marmot struck.

Countless are the times that
I have passed the enclosure

which, though the P.M. shares it
j

with the grey squirrel, its North
American compatriot, really be-

longs to neither of them, but
to pigeons and sparrows. No
doubt you know this enclosure.
With great injustice to the
Prairie Marmots, it is called
" The Squirrels' Trees," and it

is one of the least clever things
in these Gardens, so clever as a

which is his greatest gift and
|

which he does so often that he
has worn his poor tail into a

! threadbare stump the Prairie
Marmot is of no particular in-

terest. He just creeps about or

disappears into his crater in the
' bank. But as his own statue

so perfect as not only to 1)6

the despair but the bankruptcy

j

of our sculptors he is terrific.

And the change is so sudden.
One moment he is on all-fours,
and the next he is a rock, as

j

though a magician had waved
his wand. DE MATTOS" marble

negro close by is not more still.

Henceforth no visit to the
Zoo will be, to me, complete
without a few minutes' con-

templation of the Cijnomi/s Lti-

dovicianus in his quick-change
turn.

Private Atkins. "Now THEN, TOM BOWLING! HANDS UP!'

whole, because the heavy coping of the
wire fence comes at precisely the height
of an ordinary person's line of vision, so
that to see the occupants one has to

creep about with bent head. The en-
closure is near the melancholy eagles,
and it has on one side of it the aquarium
where the diving-birds pursue their live

prey with such merciless zest and punc-
tuality every day at 12 and 5, and on
the other is the statue of the giant
negro in conflict with the angry mother
of cubs.

I had been watching a tender fare-
well between two soldiers and two girls
(for there are other things to see at the
Zoo besides its cages), and was medi-
tating upon the change that has come
over London, so that Mr. Atkins publicly
embracing a quite recent acquaintance,
with no little resonance, is now a

LOT'S wife was not more motionless.
And then, a small girl with a bag
approaching the railings, he came to
life in a flash, the perpendicular sud-

denly gave way to the horizontal, and
he trotted down to meet her much as

any other rodent would do.

The Prairie Marmot is a rat -like

creature, but blunter, stockier and twice
as big, and light-brown in colour. The
learned, of course, after their wont,
know him by a lengthier and more im-

posing name. Dr. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
for example, who controls the Zoo so

ably and with such imagination, would
never say Prairie Marmot on those
occasions when he has questions to
ask as to its well-being in captivity.
Nothing so commonplace.

" And by-
the-way," he would add, having been
satisfied as to the good health of the

War Time Extravagance.

"Along the escarpment of the Chil-
tern Hills the deadly nightshade is a

fairly common plant, the henbane
comparatively rare, but the foxglove

quite luxurious."
Extract from letter to

" The Dally Mail."

Somebody ought to speak to the fox-

glove about it.

" The value of German money continued to
fall in Amsterdam yesterday. A hundred
marks (5), which last Tuesday were worth
3 13s. 5d., declined a further shilling to
3 10s. Gd." Morning Paper.

We note with pleasure that the value
of the shilling has risen to Is. lid.

"Somewhere there is somebody who knows
something. Let us, who know nothing, never
forget that." Balkan Xcws.

War experts, please note.

"WANTED to Purchase, Second-hand Har-
bour, size Oft. by Gft. or thereabouts."

Provincial Paper.
We suspect the hand of the KAISER in

this.
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FRIGHTFULNESS FOILED.
Spectator (to player about to abandon, the game).

" WHY, WHAT'S THE MATTEE? AREN'T YOU GOING TO PLAY ANY MORE?"
Urchin. "No, I AIN'T! WHAT'S THE GOOD OP A SOFT BALL TO ME? I "M A FABT BOWLER."

TEACHING PLAYWEIGHTS TO
WRITE PLAYS.

WE learn that, following American

example, a school has lately been started

in London for the encouragement, or

extinction, of would - be dramatists.

Classes are held, suitable to beginners
or more advanced students. With an

eye to the correct placing of aspirants,
we beg to offer to the authorities some

suggestions for an "Entrance Paper"
on the approved lines of those employed
at similar institutions.

A.

(STAGE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE, AND
USE OF THE TELEPHONE.)

1. Why should the bedroom of a

domestic-comedy-flat invariably open
out of the drawing-room ?

2. In farce, the riskiness increases
in the direct ratio of the number of

doors. Discuss this statement.
3. Estimate the comparative delay

in getting a telephone call put through
(a) in real life

; (b) in emotional
drama.

4. Under what circumstances may a
character on the stage repeat aloud all

that the person at the other end of the
wire is supposed to be saying ?

5. " The stage-telephone is the child

of Soliloquy by Science." What does
this mean if anything ?

B.

(PLOT.)

1. Having laid your first Act in Bel-

gravia, bring all your characters, male
and female, into a second Act, of which
the scene is (a) a Mercury Mine ; (b) a

South Sea Island
; (c) a Dug-out in

Russian Poland.

2. Dare you introduce a Bank into a

play and allow it to remain solvent

throughout ? Why not ?

3. Explain why burglars on the stage
are so often mentally deficient.

4. Construct a curtain-raiser, the plot
of which shall be so obvious that it can
be grasped by an overfed occupant of

the stalls entering when seven-ninths
of it have been performed.

C.

(DIALOGUE.)

1.
" Let me tell you a little story."

Write a speech for the actor-manager,
by which he shall reconcile the young
lovers, in the form of an anecdote
about (a) a French Cook ; (b) a Tiger
Shoot.

2. What would happen to anyone in

real life who talked like this ?

D.

(FLEXIBILITY.)
1. Adapt the Third Act of Hamlet so

as to render it a suitable medium for

the personalities of :

Mr. WEEDON GHOSSMITH.
Mr. THESIGEB.
Miss VESTA TILLEY.

2. Re-write Macbeth, giving the fat to

Banquo.
E.

(GENERAL UTILITY.)
1. Compose a covering note of not

more than twelve lines, to go with a

five-act comedy submitted to a manager.
2. Why do you consider the failures

of the past season failed ? (N.B. All

answers treated as strictly confidential.)
3. What is your private income ?

" I opened my mouth to speak, I swallowed
twice and I closed it." Morning Paper.

This is not so easy as it sounds. Our
own simple habit is to close the mouth
before swallowing.

' '

Though Parisian chic at the present time
consists in being dressed with the utmost

simplicity, it is no longer considered correct

to ignore clothes entirely."

Evening Dispatch (Edinburgh).

Mrs. Grundy breathes again.
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HOW WE GET THE NEWS AT
THE FRONT.

" NA pu, feeneesh , Monsieur. Journaux

anglais na pu. Tomoro.sans faute, Mon-
sieur. Voulez-vousfran<;ais? Le Matin?
Bon. Au revoir, Monsieur." And the

French newsboyis gone,sold out as usual.
And someone has just asked me if it is

true about the Mexican Fleet being sunk
in the Suez Canal. What can 1 say ?

paper.
" Voulez-vous me dire, Madame,

qu'est-ce que c'est que <ja
?
"

That is

my only really Parisian idiom, and I

seldom miss an opportunity of work-

ing it in. I light a cigarette. She
must have time to translate the French
into the sort of anglicised Picardy patois
that has come to characterise all our

relations. I feel sure there must be

a curious affinity between that old

lady's soul and mine.

This is the sort of rumour that you can I At last she looks up. I shall know
neither confirm nor deny until you see the worst. "Chet homme lou est mort
the facts in print. lam not a Socialist, tu6, fini, Monsieur, tout a fait feen-

but I am beginning to realise what it eesh. Compris, Monsieur?"
would mean to eliminate com-

petition. Search high and low,

you will never find a monopolist
like this French newsvendor.
"
L'imbecile," they call him in

the village. I thought this hard
at first, but I am coming to see

there is something in it. Secure
in the knowledge that there is

no other purveyor of news
within five miles, he sells his

papers at what price he likes,

to whom he likes, where he
likes. He will come in with a

bagful of English newspapers
and look you straight in the
face and swear to you with tears
in his eyes he has nothing but
Le Petit Journal. He will sell

you Monday's papers for Tues-

day's on Wednesday and tell

you on Thursday that he will

sans faute bring you Friday's
papers on Saturday. He has
never been known to give
change.
At the best of times the news

at our part of the Front is

thirty-six hours late. In London
you get it with your breakfast.
In Boulogne it is lunch and the

paper. Further still, supper and
the paper. Here, so great a mist
of uncertainty envelopes both _J

meal and paper, you are lucky if to-

day's news comes with to-morrow's
lunch, and still more lucky if to-day's
lunch comes with yesterday's news.

Well, I must make the best of Le
Matin. My French is about on a par
with that newsboy's English ; but mili-

tary terms are fairly international, like
finance and pawnshops ; and at a pinch
I can always consult Madame. We
understand one another pretty well by
low, and she has her own way of know-
ing what is what ; I have gathered as
much from watching her sort out those
rations of mine.

stroll into the kitchen, carryingwith me my last piece of blighty cake.
Madame is especially susceptible to its

appeals.

"^^SsG
LITTLE LESSONS IN HUMILITY.

THE OPULENT CARICATURIST WHO NEVER PASSES A PAVE-
MENT ARTIST WITHOUT REFLECTING THAT HE HIMSELF MIGHT
HAVE BEEN IN A SIMILAR POSITION IF

"

ONLY THE KAISER
HAD HAD NO

THE UNSEEN HAND.
I LIKE the Unseen Hand. It makes

excellent copy. It sounds like a Sher-
lock Holmes story. And you are not
under the disagreeable necessity of

proving your facts. You cannot place
the hand-cuffs on an Unseen Hand.

Just let us work the Unseen Hand
together.
Who is it that protects Government

officials possessing wives with German
uncles ? The Unseen Hand.
Who keeps the egregious ASQUITH in

power ? (or, alternatively, who intrigues
~"

against our patriotic PREMIER
?)

An Unseen Hand.
Who write those articles in

The Daily News and The Daily
Mail? Unseen Hands.
Who has raised the price of

butter, bread, meat, drink, furs,
revues everything save pew-
rent? I am justified in attri-

buting this to the Unseen
Hand.
Who lets the alien enemy in

our midst go uninterned ? Why,
an Unseen Hand slams the

prison gates in their very
faces.

Who plays scales on a Hun
piano with two fingers in the
next house at this very mo-
ment? An Unseen (and ac-

cursed) Hand.
Who is it that bribed me to

write this article? I am not

quite sure, but I trust there is

an Unseen (and benevolent)
Hand in the background.
Who is it that works to give

the British public the jumps ?

I fear I am of a suspicious
nature, but there may be an
Unseen Hand writing rumours
about an Unseen Hand.

.. ., ,, , From a description by Sir
"Ah, Madame, I would like to say, HOME GORDON of the Eton and Harrowhow

..
c
9
u
.
ld I

_ever fal1 to understand cricket match:cricket match :-

"An aeroplane gyrated frequently, and
caused Lowndes to raise his head as he was
playing at a stroke being superbly captured
by Gregson." Daily Express.

tendu. Ah, quelles bonnes nouvelles !"
j

There is only one known precedent for
tm

'

s remarkable feat. It was the case

MIDWINTER, who caught a swallow

you?
" What I do say is,

" Mais qui ?
"

Someone is done for, it is clear; but
who?

"
Tiens, chet vilain modele, bien en-

And Madame is greatly excited. Well,
it has come at last, it would seem. The
KAISER is dead and peace imminent_ at point.

perhaps already declared. I walk across
to Madame ; I glance over her shoulder

;

I must see this thing in print.
Alas, there must be some flaw in that

affinity, after all. It ia the feuilleton
instalment, not the communiques, that
Madame is reading ; the feuilleton vil-
lain, not the KAISER, that is dead.
And I wonder if I shall

Liquid Measure.
From " Government Notices in the

t cautiously, giving her the \ another Migh^ke like that one.

Bhodesia Agricultural Journal :

"In reckoning the quantity of cream and
milk sold, please note that six ordinary
whisky bottles equal one gallon and one
gallon equals ten Ibs.

Persons drawing any inference from
ever see ' the above as to the habits of Ehodesian

officials will do so at their own risk.
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DODGING THE FLAG.
A NEW SPORT ENABLING THOSE INELIGIBLE FOIl THE AnMY TO KEEP FIT DUBING THE
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The lady in the striped dress, referring to an officer in our " Amazon Corps
" wlu> has

,

MRS. ROBINSON. I SUPPOSE SHE DIDN'T RECOGNISE ME IN MUFTI."
passed. "THAT'S OUB ADJUTANT,

THE SOEROWS OF JEAMES.
[" Speaking at Church House . . . the Bishop of London said he

hoped the last had been seen of men in the prime of life fingering
lace in the shops of London and of footmen in great houses. Women
were much better for such work." Tlie Times.]

WITHIN a small and crowded tent Hi take my pen in 'and

To let the British public know 'ow British footmen stand ;

For hin the papers Hi 'ave read that when the strife is o'er

Me and my fellow-servitors shall 'and the wine no more.

Hi mean to serve my country well Hi don't do things by
"alves

Yet Hi can't 'old with puttees hon a decent pair of calves ;

And since Hi joined Hi 've seemed to lose that hindiwidual
touch

Which my Sir John and lady they hadmired it very much.

But has I say, Hi don't complain. Hi never liked the 'Un ;

Twice Hi 'ave known 'im 'and the port before the soup was
done !

'Is waiting, too, was halways hof that low and menial kind
Which causes great hoffence to any heducated mind.

By hall means let our serving-maids make 'aste to fill 'is

place,
And let hotels be free 'enceforth from 'is hunpleasant face ;

But, oh, hif you respect the pride and glory of the State,
Preserve your footmen's places at the Tables of the Great.

Hin hany case Hi 'ope and trust that while 'is Jeames is gone
No crafty minx will manage to come hover my Sir John

;

And when Hi 'm back in stockings, 'aving hupped and done

my part,
'E '11 let no giggling maid profane a noble British hart.

THE LANES LEADING DOWN TO THE THAMES.

There are beautiful lanes leading down to the Thames

By the meadows all studded with buttercup gems,
Where the thrush and the blaclcbird and cuckoo all day
Waft their songs on the incense of roses and may.

But the lanes here in London, near warehouse and mart,

Are as winding and steep and as dear to my heart ;

Their mansions all mildewed in tenderest tones,

With priceless old doorways by INIGO JONES.

Though the roadway is rough and the cobbles are hard,

There are plane-trees in leaf in St. Dunstan's churchyard,
And the twittering sparrows their parliament keep
In the peaceful demesne where the citizens sleep.

Oh ! the sights and the sounds of those wonderful lanes,

The tramp of the horses, the creak of the cranes,
Men fresh from the perils that lurk in the seas,

The balm of the Indies that spices the breeze.

Crude critics find fault with the fish-porters' yells,
The strength of the briny and orangey smells,
But they 're part of the charm of the lanes I hold dear,
"
Harp,"

"
Pudding

"
and "Idol," "Love," "Water" and

" Beer."
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THE DOOMED IDOL.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

THE NEW SECRETARY FOB

Momltti/, July 3rd. Mr. McCALLi.M

SCOTT is seriously perturbed about an

impending shortage of sausage-skins,

and, in spite of Mr. HAKCOUBT'S assur-

ance that supplies a're ample, he is said

to be planning a fresh campaign, with

the assistance of Mr. HOGGE, of the

apposite name.
Mr. HOGGE, however, is at present

occupied with the refusal of the War
Office to allow bag-pipes to the third

line of Highland regiments. Perhaps
this too is due to a shortage of the raw
material ;

if so America might once again
come to our assistance, for it is notori-

ous that up to the present the Chicago

pork-packers have found a use for every

part of the pig except the squeal.
The POSTMASTER-GENERAL could not

boast to-day that his department was

enjoying the piping times of PEASE, for

theWar has taken away a very large pro-

portion of its employes and halved its

contribution to the Exchequer. But he

justly claimed that it was doing splendid
work in ministering to the comfort oi

our soldiers and sailors abroad.

After this the House enjoyed the

refreshing experience of " a nicht wi
BURNS." It is nearly two years since

the late President of the Board of Trade

resigned his office, and from that daj
to this, although cherishing no consti-

tutional objection to the sound of his

own voice, he has never opened his

mouth in public. But to-day he coulc

refrain no longer. The South-Eastern

Railway sought powers to strengthen
that appalling monstrosity, the Charing
Cross railway-bridge. "Honest John's

'

aesthetic instincts revolted at the pros

OUT ON THE WAR-PATH.

WAR (MR. LLOYD GEORGE) AND HIS TRUSTY HENCHMAN (Lono DERBY).

pect, and inspired his tongue to pic- 1 August, 1914, and how many Germans

uresque denunciation, concluding with , leachedtheageof eighteen last year. His

the promise that, if the House would object, as he subsequently explained,

throw out the proposal, he would guar-

'

was to show the futility of the War.

antee, with the assistance of the public
j

But Mr. TENNANT, to the joy of the

authorities, to build a' bridge which
;

House, pretended to assume that the

should be a credit to London. This

pontifical assurance brought down the

House, and with it the Bill.

Tuesday, July &th. So far as resign-
ation is concerned the late Minister of

question was prompted by the lion.

Member's craving for bloodshed.

Not so long ago a measure entitled

Output of Beer (Restriction) Bill would

have caused consternation in theWhips'

Agriculture is still ploughing a lonely
j

Office, where any proposal to " rob a

furrow, but, to vary the metaphor, j poor man of his beer
" was regarded as

he shows no disposition to sulk in his spelling electoral ruin for the party

tent. On the contrary, whenever his responsible. But under the Coalition

last legislative offspring, the Small ! the House has had so many similar

Holding Colonies Bill, is under discus-
j

shocks that it passed the Bill with very
sion Lord SELBORNE is in his place to little amendment or discussion. Even

help it. To-day he stated that the less opposition was excited by a inea-

number of soldiers who had definitely
announced their intention of settling on
the land when they left the colours was
far larger than he had ever anticipated.

Lord RUSSELL invited the Peers to

assent to the apparently otiose motion
that it is undesirable to subject military

prisoners to punishments unauthorised

by law. The PRIMATE and several

temporal Peers supported it
; no one

opposed it ; and yet the House as a

whole showed a strange indisposition
to vote for it. When the division was
called noble Lords left the body of the
House and " rallied round the Throne,"
in the belief, apparently, that if there

were no tellers on the other side the
motion would fall to the ground ; but
the LORD CHANCELLOR declared the
motion carried.

Mr. OUTHWAITE asked to-day how
many Germans had been killed since

sure authorising gas establishments to

substitute a standard of calorific power
for a standard of illuminating power.
Indeed there is reason to believe that

some Members instinctively prefer the

gas which engenders heat to that which

produces light.

Wednesday, July 5th. Sir JOHN REES
must sometimes regret his early days
in Parliament, when he sat upon the

Liberal side and devoted himself with

much success to ridiculing the so-

called "friends of India" who worried

the Treasury Bench with exaggerated
stories of police brutality. He was

always sure of a cheer from the Tories,

and sometimes earned the gratitude of

an Under-Secretary. Since his change
of heart and party he has not had

nearly such a good time, and has

himself been the butt of Ministerial

humour. To-day, for example, when he
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Resourceful Tommy (after tea and a dull afternoon). "WE'EE SORRY, LADY, WE MUST GO NOW. YEB SEE, WE 'AVE TO GET BACK
AND 'AVE OUR TEMPERATURES TOOK."

put an apparently harmless question
about the lack of information regard-

ing the exploits of individual regiments
at the Front a matter of interest to

many thousands of people Mr. TEN-
NANT thought fit to snub him with the

remark that the War Office could not
issue reports similar to those which
schoolmasters furnish to parents at the

end of each term. When Sir JOHN,
with some heat, contrasted the treat-

ment he had received with the tender-

ness shown by the same right hon.

gentleman to innumerable questions

concerning the interests of slackers

and shirkers he was reprimanded by
the SPEAKER, with, as it seemed to me,

quite unnecessary severity.
The Acquisition of Land Bill, by

which the Government sought powers
to acquire permanently, by compulsory
purchase, land on which they had
erected buildings for the purposes of

the War, had an unusually rough re-

ception. "Proputty
"
was, of course, up

in arms against it, and was joined on
this occasion by land-nationalizers, who
thought the land - owners were being
treated too well, and by spokesmen
of the Commons Preservation Society,

rightly jealous for the open spaces
of posterity. Though the SOLICITOB-

GENEBAL, bowing before the storm,

promised ample amendment in Com-
mittee, some of the malcontents insisted

on taking a division, and the unique
spectacle was witnessed of Sir F. BAN-
BUBY and Mr. OUTHWAITE blowing into

the same Lobby from diametrically

opposite points of the compass.
Thursday, July 6th. Thirteen years

ago, when Mr. WYNDHAM'S great Land
Purchase Act had ended the age-long
strife between landlords and tenants, an
Irishman complained that there was
no longer any diversion in his country
" since the peace broke out." Whether
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S proposals will have
the same effect is at present doubtful ;

but already they have produced some

strange anomalies. Mr. HEALY has
taken fright at the EEDMOND-CARSON
alliance, and daily snipes at Mr. SAMUEL
for his treatment of the Irish "prisoners
of war." The HOME SECRETARY is not,

however, as cruel as Mr. HEALY makes
out, for he has stoutly refused to allow

the said prisoners to be interviewed by
Mr. GINNELL.
Meanwhile Sir EDWARD CARSON,

whose political career until 1914 was

entirely devoted to resisting Home
Bule, now spends much of his time in

the Lobby endeavouring to convince
hesitant Unionists that the dangers of

an Irish Parliament have been greatly

exaggerated, and that it will do little

harm provided always that it contains

no representatives from the six counties

of Ulster.

Some noble lords breathed an almost
audible sigh of relief when Lord BEBES-
FORD announced that he would postpone
his inquiries regarding the loss of H.M.S.

Hampshire, for he has been so indus-

trious lately that he, to say nothing of

themselves, must require a rest. It is,

I think, a pity that Sir EICHARD COOPER
did not follow Lord BERESFOBD'S ex-

ample. Sir EICHABD is one of those

ingenuous souls to whom people delight
to impart startling information, know-

ing that he will give it a hospitable wel-

come. But when he redistributes it

indiscriminately to the world at large
he is too generous. So at least Dr. MAC-
NAMABA seems to have thought, for he
declined to put official labels on the col-

lection of canards let loose by the Hon.
Baronet.
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[The Petrol scarcity has, we understand, revived an occasional "growler."]

Passenger. "LOOK HEBE! WE AKEN'T GOING TO A FCNEBAL I

"

Driver. "No, AND WE AIN'T COIN' TO A FIRE, NEITHEB!"

TO JOHN BUENS.

(More in sorrow than in anger.)

IN ante-Armageddon days,
When Parliament had gone its ways
And the manoeuvres had begun,
You loved to march, in rain or sun,

With Tommies so at least I 've read,

Nor ever heard the tale gainsaid.

But when the War broke out you lent

Your colleagues no encouragement,
And, though pugnaciously inclined,

Most unaccountably resigned.
At previous crises such an exit

Might well have spelt a resurrexit ;

But, as it was, our stars we thank

That you without a ripple sank.

Since then close on two years have come
And gone, and yet you still are dumb.
No word of comfort or of cheer

Have you vouchsafed, or made it clear

You wish to see the cause succeed

For which your friends in khaki bleed

Dumb, did I say? Nay, I was wrong
Last week your silence, strangely long
Was broken and you spoke at last

A veritable trumpet-blast,
Not on the progress of the War,
Not on the fight off Jutland's shore,

S"ot on the exploits writ in flame

Jpon the golden book of fame

sto, no, a more inspiring theme
Jet loose the long-imprisoned stream,

Co wit, the site where you have planned
The Thames should once again be

spanned.

Well, while it don't amount to much
Or emulate the " Nelson touch,"

This speech, though limited in range,

May herald further wholesome change,
And in another year, perhaps,
We '11 find you cheering on our chaps.
At worst, the silent Pacifists

Are better than the vocalists

Who, like TREVELYAN and SHAW,
Comfort the foe with pen and jaw ;

And for this reticence, I suppose,
Some thanks to you the public owes ;

But still, although you spare your
throat,

With PONSONBY you sit and vote,

Poor ghost of good old " Honest JOHN,"
Self-banished to oblivion.

"A MINISTER'S HUMIDITY."
Sunday Times.

We are glad to hear of him. Some
ministers are so dry.

IN FEW LINES.

EXCITING ITEMS FBOM EVERYWHERE.

(Vide Daily Press, passim.)

AT a recent jumble-sale in Norfolk a

frock-coat fetched thirty shillings.

To-day is the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the appearance of the first novel of

Mr. Ezra Baffin, the Lancashire ro-

mance-writer. He was born at Chow-

bent and has been three times Mayor.

Yesterday a motor-bus skidded at

Newington Butts and overturned a

coffee-stall.

In High Street, Kensington, on

Saturday, an elderly lady was run over

by a perambulator, but after receiving

first aid from a Boy Scout was able to

proceed to her residence.

The annual census of organ-grinders

,

in the Metropolitan area shows a dim-
1 inution of nearly fifty per cent.

A wild strawberry has been found

growing on a dust-heap near Worm-
wood Scrubbs.

Our Cautious Press Agate.
" Such gains as were possible in the initial

rushes may now be presumed to be presumed
to be complete." Evening Paper.
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District Visitor. "AND HOW'S YOUR LITTLE GRANDSON, MRS. BOONEY?"
Mrs. Itooney (whose little gratidson is recovering from scarlet fever). "He's PEELING GRANDLY, MA'AM. BUT HE'S THAT DOWN IN

HIMSELF THAT I'M TAKING HIM TO THE PICTURES THIS EVENING TO CHEER HIM UP."

WAR-TIME ADVERTISEMENTS.
[" Be Bright. Be Terse. Be Suappy

Startle your readers." Advertising Expert.-i

SHAMPAINISKY.
The NON-ALCOHOLIC INTOXICANT !

The BHEWEB'S BANE ! !

THE TOPER'S TRIUMPH ! ! !

SHAMPAINISKY has been truly described
as the most amazing discovery of

all time. Devoid of one particle of

alcohol, it yet possesses all the stimu-

lating and intoxicating powers of the
most potent wines and spirits.

Cast-iron drinkers have tasted SHAM-
PAINISKY and fallen speechless.

It is at once the Despair of the Liquor
Board and the Joy of the Teetotaler.

No MORE EARLY-CLOSING.
No MORE CLOCK-WATCHING.

You can get SHAMPAINISKY

ANYTIME.
ANYWHERE.
ANYHOW.

It isn't ALCOHOL, BUT it INTOXICATES ! !

WHAT!!!!

A SOLDIER and No MOUSTACHE ! ! ! !

Then get

CAPILLAHILLAREX ,

The GREATEST HAIR-EAISER EVER ! ! !

A Moustache in an hour !

A Beard in a day ! !

A Doormat in a week ! ! !

GET IT. TRY IT. BE A MAN, not a

BILLIARD BALL.

BUY BINKS'S BOMB-BAFFLING BROLLY

and

LAUGH AT ZEPPELINS !

Bombs simply bounce off it !

Made in three sizes : Vest Pocket

Walking Carriage.
A North-East Coast Resident writes : "If

I could tell you what I thought about your
B.B.B.B., you'd be surprised."

Count Zeppelin writes : "It is not crickets."

A Kentish Coast Farmer telegraphs :
' ' Send

by return one gross B.B.B.B., Vest Pocket
size. Am supplying all my poultry."

Try our JELLICOIDS,

The GREAT IRON TONIC ! ! !

Do you suffer from a tightness in the

West and a constant sense of futile

irritation in the Kiel Canal ?

Try our Genuine JELLICOIDS,

The ADMIRAL CURE-ALL ! ! !

Are you troubled with indecision, vacil-

lation and morbid increase of appetite ?

Do you feel chippy and fractious, as if

you would like to go out and can't, or

as if there was something people wanted

you to do and yet somehow you couldn't

do it ? Don't give way, but try our

JOLLY JELLICOIDS.

Look here !

Come to us and we meet you half-way.
Distance no object. We see that they
get to you and touch the spot.

Try our JACK TAB JELLICOIDS.

Don't stop at the first trial, but try them

again. Second dose completely cures.
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MORE BENEVOLENT NEUTRALITY.

I KNOW a man who was ten months

at the Front dodging coal-boxes ant
" BLick Marias." He came home last

month and broke his leg trying to

dodge a perambulator at Hyde Park

Corner. My case is somewhat similar

At Gallipoli I dodged dysentery, jaun-
dice and kindred ills, but at last I met

my fate. A few days ago I was

vaguely conscious of a nagging pain
under the two back buttons of my
trousers and in my left knee and foot.

I told the Adjutant and found him
interested but not sympathetic.

" You 've got sciatica," he said ex-

ultingly. "Do you feel tired in the

small of your back? Have you pains
in your hip and down your legs, and
aches in your feet ?

"

I confessed to all these symptoms.
" Ah !

"
he said,

"
shocking thing

that. Had an aunt who died of it

once. Plays the deuce with a man
of your age. You had better see the

Doc. right away. He '11 get a board
fixed up for you."
He pushed the bell and the mess

corporal appeared.
"
Bring me a long whiskey," he said.

" Me too," I murmured.
The Adjutant looked aghast.

" Whis-

key with sciatica !

"
he exclaimed.

"
No, with soda," I said.

" All right," said he,
"

it 'a your
funeral."

The next day the doctor came and

gloated over me. " Does that hurt ?
"

he asked, sticking a stubby thumb" into
the small of my back.
He looked resentfully at me as he

picked himself up from the floor.
" I 'm sorry," I told him,

" but I was
scarcely ready for that."

" You can be boarded to-morrow,"
he said as he left hurriedly.

I .was boarded, and got a month's
leave and some advice. I was told to

go to one Friedenborg for massage, and
I went.

Friedenborg proved to be a pleasant-
faced Swede, but his looks belied him.
The Grand Inquisitors of Spain were
novices to him. He ushered me into
a small room and in -an unguarded
moment I allowed myself to be divested
of all clothing and laid face downwards
on a velvet couch. I hate velvet at any-
time.

_

The touch of velvet or peach-
skins is enough to make my teeth go
on edge all down my back.
The Swede stood over me witli the

sxpression of JACK JOHNSON just before
le hit up the Bowery Pet at Bashville,
[llinois.

"I think this is the place," he said
as he made a savage jab at the back of
my thigh.

" I can feel it," I said as I came
down on the sofa again. I made up
my mind not to let him see my true

feelings and composed myself to die as

an English gentleman should, although
it hurt my pride to meet my end at the

hands of a neutral.

Presently he brought out a table with

an instrument upon it like an over-

grown dentist's drill. At the end of a

cable were two hard rubber balls.

These he put on the middle of my
back and then turned over a switch.

" It is a vibrator," he hissed between
his teeth. I had almost guessed it

myself, but I did not argue.

Shutting my eyes I could easily

imagine myself in a London bus, and
if anyone had called,

"
Fares, please,"

I 'd have felt for my pocket, which
wasn't there. Just when I was getting
used to the thing he stopped. "Marble
Arch ?

"
I hazarded, but he was in no

mood for humour. He got to work
with his hands.

First of all he kneaded my hip-joint
into a soft dough, which he pulled out
into strings like an American shop-girl
with her chewing-gum. Then he let

them go again like loosened pieces of

elastic. He burrowed in amongst my
joints like a terrier at a rabbit-hole, all

the time giving little grunts of satis-

faction when I jumped. Soon I got
wiser, and when he hurt most I lay
still, and jumped when he got on to a

comparatively painless spot. By this

simple stratagem I contrived to keep
him busy without disappointing him
or depriving him of his exercise. I

rather wished he had been a real in-

quisitor, for I would have become a
Brahmin or even a Buff Orpington to
have him stop. Any old creed would
have done me if he would only have
left rne alone.

Then a 'galling thought crossed my
mind. I was paying him to do all this,
and only the week before I had sworn
off theatres because I considered them
extravagant in war-time.

Presently he transferred his atten-
ions to my spine. He played at being
a devout monk, using my vertebrae as
a rosary. He took each of them
separately and ran them along my
spinal cord like beads on a Chinese
abacus, clicking them together.
In between the more strenuous

efforts he discoursed on the War.
' The Germans will soon begin to feel
the pinch," he said suddenly as he
grabbed a handful of flesh from my
jack.

"If it's a pinch like that I almost
'eel sorry for them," I thought." But is this blockade stopping their
ood ?

"
he demanded, as he ran a row

f horny knuckles up my back.

"Ah," I said, "there's the rub."
He discoursed on the Western offen-

sive, and gave an imitation of trench-

digging on my hip-joint. Then he
talked about mining and ran out a
whole series of deep saps from my
ankle to my knee, counter-mining on
tiie other leg until he ended with an

explosive burst that would have de-

stroyed a whole battalion. I bit hard
into the wooden head-rail of the sofa

for the rest of the seance, and at last

he finished.

Before I knew what was happening
he had booked another appointment
for the next day.

Since then I have been again many
times, and all my pains have fled. The
little devils in charge of the sciatica

department gave it best, and realized
that the Swede was their master. My
mental outlook has changed also, for

at first I prayed nightly that England
would declare war on Sweden. Now
I am grateful, and fully recognize the

meaning of a benevolent neutrality.

"TEAIN UP A CHILD ..."
[" Many children may be guided through an

interest in '

Penny Bloods '

to appreciation of

the great masters. . . . Goody-goody or senti-

mental books, and those that point a moral at
the end of every chapter, are to be specially
avoided." The Chief Inspector of Reforma-
tory and Industrial Schools.]

YOUNG Tomkins was once quite a nice
little lad,

A model of manners and breeding,
But since he grew up he has gone to

the bad
The cause of his downfall is reading;

He likes mental pabulum far from
austere,

To bloodshed and blatancy tending ;

And all are agreed that young Tomkins'
career

Ought to have a deplorable ending.

He simply loathes DICKENS, JANE
AUSTEN and SCOTT,

But dotes upon real "blood and
thunder,"

Well - furnished with murders and

plenty of plot
And people who prosper on plunder ;

The reason ? His taste (at the soft age
of ten)

For the right intellectual victual
Was ruined by feasting again and again
Upon Eric, or Little by Little.

Austrian Trench. Humour.
" The enemy suddenly launched against al-

most the whole front of Mounts San Martino
and San Nicholo dense jests of poisonous gas."

Aberdeen Free Press.

A Provincial Paper speaks of " the
crew of Alderman Beatty's flagship,"
but mercifully refrains from making
the flagship turn turtle.
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"I'M NOT ASKING TO BE LET OFF I'M ASKING FOR MORE TIME. I'VE GOT A LOT OF CONTRACTS TO FINISH."

"HOW LONG WILL THEY TAKE?"

"OH, ABOUT THREE TEARS OB THE DURATION OF THE WAR."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

BOOKS of good short stories, I rejoice to see, multiply

apace. The latest to come my way is a volume collected

by Mr. W. J. LOCKE, and called by him Far-aivay Stories

(LANE), because, as he explains in his preface, they were
written in days and about conditions of life that now seem

incredibly remote. Perhaps this is not the least part of

their attraction. For the rest, though I will not deny that

some flavour of the frankly popular magazine pervades
them, there remains also a great deal of that delicate charm
that I have learnt to associate with any writing over
Mr. LOCKE'S name. In particular I might distinguish two
of the stories. The first is a very pleasant fancy about an
old musician who wrote a Song of Life, and his pupil who
unwittingly stole the theme and made a work of genius
from it. The other is called " A Christmas Mystery," and,

j
though I have a strong suspicion that it was written to the

order of one of those early-November annuals, it certainly

goes to prove that even pot-boiling can be made a process
of real beauty. By the way, in that same agreeable little

preface of his Mr. LOCKE speaks of
" the two stories that I

love the best." I should have been interested to see if his

choice. coincided with my own; but, perhaps discreetly,
he leaves this a matter of speculation. Anyhow, I am glad
that he cared enough for the lot of them to rescue them from

premature burial in the rayless obscurity of back numbers.

None of the many war books now appearing can have
been written with a purpose that commands more hearty
sympathy than the little volume to which Mrs. HUMPHRY
WARD has given the title England's Effort (SMITH, ELDER).

It contains a series of letters written to an American friend,

real or imaginary, with the object of instructing Trans-

atlantic opinion upon the work that this country has done
and is doing for the common cause of civilisation. There
could be few writers better fitted for this most important
duty. Mrs. WARD speaks not only with the authority of a

great reputation, but her position, even her sex, as an out-

side non-military spectator, lends an added weight to her

words. How urgently needed some such report has been

we all know. The thought of those Teutonic lie-factories,

working overtime (and wholly unrestricted by quality of

output) to pervert neutral sympathies, has long been one
to sting and irritate. As you turn Mrs. WARD'S instructive

and moving pages you will share with me the satisfaction

of feeling,
"
Well, at any rate they know that I

" And not

only will the book be of value to American readers ; often

as we on this side 'have read about England at war, each
fresh writer who has the power to transfer a true impres-
sion of it to paper opens for us a new aspect of the most

heart-stirring spectacle in our national history. It is a

task to which the ablest of English pens may be fittingly
addressed.

In The Human Boy and the War (METHUEN), it is

clear that Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS was occasionally hard

put to it to establish the connection, and consequently
these stories lack the spontaneity which made The Human
Boy, without any war attached to him, such a delightful

study. Though I cannot precisely visualize the school in

which the heroes of these exploits are harboured, many of

the boy-portraits are very lifelike, and this is the more
creditable to the author's creative imagination, for some of

his types notably the fist-fighters are out of date. I
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\\ish that we liud been spared the German boy, because

(lie Bosch in fiction is apt to appear an anaemic creature

when compared with the Bosch in being. But on the

whole 1 can say that I am as much amazed by Mr. PHILL-
POTTS' ingenuity as I am by his industry, which is very
warm praise.

It is a curious paradox that Americans, while priding
themselves on a national hardheadedness and insisting
that those who want to succeed in the United States must
"
deliver the goods," are beyond all other peoples susceptible

to the influence of Talk. America is the land of "silver-

tongued" talkers. This is the burden of MAUY S. WATTS'S
new novel, Tin- llmltlcr (MACMILLAN), the story of T.

CliaitiiiYi/ J),-i-itt, Labour Leader (till his boss had no
further use for him) and, later, Temperance Orator. Mrs.
WUTS has di-awn Clwiiiicey's character subtly and at con-
siderable length, but we get the man's portrait complete
and rounded off in a single para-

graph on p. 417. " But if I

could talk to him a minute ,"

Chatinei':/ expostulated. To
which the Boss replies with

great pertinence,
"
Say, don't

you think you 've clone enough
talking?" Chauncey was what
is known in America as a "

spell-
binder," and, without saying
anything that would not have
been laughed at by an intelligent
man, he created strikes, domin-
ated his felkw-citizens, and in

a word acquired the influence
which a thousand other Ameri-
cans of exactly the same gifts
are acquiring every day in the
United States. It is a bitter

piece of portraiture, which only
a writer as capable as Mrs.
WATTS could have saved from
being caricature. Excellent as
all her novels have been, I think
that I enjoyed this one most:
In The RiuMer her humour finds

greater scope. The book is full

of laughter, for all that it is
a serious examination into the
sores of the American body poli-
tic. Much of the story is seen

through the eyes of Marshall
Cook, a whimsical novelist, one
of the best characters Mrs.
WATTS has drawn, and his

"I'M THE MAN
SHOPKKKPES."

It 's bright with many a gay conceit
And stuck with gems of sparkling wit :

Its dialogue is crisp and neat;
Et-cctc.ra 's the name of it.

Old fairy-tales in modern dress,
Short dainty sketches, little plays

Writ in the vein of happiness
Before the world was set ablaxe

The book can hardly do as well
As to my thinking it deserves ;

But, even though it may not sell,
It 's very soothing to the nerves.

If Mr. ROBERT KELLY,'encouraged, as he testiiies in his
Dedication, by Mr. JEFFEKY FABNOL, wouldn't put down
without selection all the things that have ever occurred to.

-> vi *J\s\j til J.OLI HJ
his wayward rather than fertile imagination; if he wouldn't

use a good many words which
don't properly exist and misuse
a good many which do, ho might
give us something better than
Jim Unr.lnKHilictl (.MILLS AND
BOON), for he has a certain

courage. I hardly think it

possible for a novel of modern
life to present anything so un-
like the people, the ideas or the
colour of our time. Even junket-
ings in the Royal Automobile
Club and the fateful recognition
(in the Turkish baths of that

gilded caravanserai) of Bcjipo,
valet of the Bart, who was fim'a
real father, don't bring the thing
to life. Jim's putative father
murdered Jim's alleged mother
in his own pub ; and later, being
interrupted by Jim when trying
to cut out of its frame the
Tintoretto (really painted by
Jim, who achieved atmosphere,
technique, values and all that
kind of thing in about five

minutes), clumsily fell on the
knife and passed. The Bad
Baronite, who curled his lip
at Jim and was unmercifully
thrashed by same, fell off his

yacht in a storm, but had
enough breath to classify Jim
at last as his lawful

IT'S GOING TO HIT, MAM THE MTTI.E
____ _____ ___ as his lawful son and

comments on the rise of Chauncey and other h-n = q^ r legal heir befol'e 1]e went out.
never fail to entertain. Happenings

,

So Jim became Lord of Ravenshurst. A hustling narra-

Can you still read the pleasant stuff
That DION CLAYTON CALTHHOP writes?

Ihese iron times are rather roughFor Columbines and fays and sprites
After digesting Hymns of Hate
And battling with the Hun and Turk

1 erhaps you can't appreciate
His Dresden-China type of work.

But, if you need a mental rest
From watching over your platoon,You 11 find his latest book his best,
It costs six shillings (MILLS AND'BOON) ;

, s. usng narra-
ave; but the action is the action of marionettes and the
Usjomtedness positively cinematographic. Announced as
a Komance this diversion may properly be catalogued as
a Rigmarole.

Our Climbers.
faiH) + iKu

^if V ,

hohnob

wee w.thont vv-'
# "??

bj? mg ' the N rth
een, without wine. '

Morning Paper.

Position (with
Pamih'

> <!*<*,
Terms 7 a

,

An example, we hope, of intelligent anticipation.
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CHARIVARIA.
"THE villagoof Ugly is approximately

half-way between the railways running
to Kovol from Sarny and Rovno

"
(Petro-

grad report). Sweet Ugly, plainest

village of the plain.

" Half -a -do/en bottles of English
port-wine," says an item in The l>nilt/

'I'l'li'i/rtipli,
"55 years old, in good con-

dition, were found laid away in a
Sheffield wine-cellar." Interest attaches

to the discovery not so much on ac-

count of the age of the wine as of the

fact that it was discovered in a wine-

cellar, and not, as one

might expect, in a pickle

factory. ... ...

Noble German fam-

ilies, it appears, are

advertising for sale

their collections of

French pictures, objets

d'art, etc. Meanwhile
the humble French

poilit continues to add
to his growing collection

of German curiosities,

among which an in-

creasingly large propor-
tion of antiques con-

tinues to appear.
:': ;':

t

Thatchers, we are

told, are practically un-
obtainable in Devon and
other Western counties.

The explanation ap-

pears to be that as the

result of temporary
prosperity engendered
by the War they have
all become perruquiers.

say which assertion we believe, but we Tho Guildhall School of Music faces

cannot produce evidence." It is indeed a deficit of approximately 4,000 for

unfortunate that when there must be the year last passed. On the other

so much of it lying around our con- hand it is stated that immense supplies

temporary should be unable to lay its of musicians are being kept in reserve

hands upon it. * * for our " War after

Germany. # ...

the War" with

A French writer, referring to new

types produced by the War, states that The Turkish paper, Tun in, has an-
in England the palm should be given nounoed the destruction of the Franco-
to the conscientious objector. Properly British Fleet in the Mediterranean by
applied, we think that the remedy ,

German submarines, the capture of

might be found effect! vein cases of fraud, i Verdun, and the flight of the French

, FASHION PLATE OLD STYLE.
Our profound respect

for the Red-tabs would never have
j

informed The New York World that the
allowed us to express ourselves in German people want peace, and "

they
the language of a contributor to Land want it hard." In that case they ought
and \\'dtfi; who writes: "For more i to be pleased with the only kind they

*...* Government to England. Apart from
An eminent neutral who recently these few incidents, however, this jour-

paid a prolonged visit to Germany has nal, which prides itself upon its ability
to take an impartial
view of the situation,
admits that on the

whole the Allies appear
to be doing pretty well.

'',' *k

In a police court it

was recently stated that

there are no longer any
tramps in England.
Evidently the appeal of

that stirring old song,

"Tramp! tramp! tramp!
the Boys are March-

ing," has not been with-

out its effect.
:'.: *
#

An applicant before

the Kingston tribunal

explainer! that his place
of business was opposite
a munition factory, the
workers of which dealt

with him. Feeling no
doubt that the example
set by the " men behind
the men behind the

guns
" was npt one to

be ignored, the tribunal

also "dealt with him."
|

* *

WAR'S BRUTALISING INFLUENCE.
FASHION PLATE NEW STYLE.

than a year I had been a busy batta- ! are likely to get ; for it won't be the soft
lion oflicer with no other thought than thing that they seem to expect.
to hammer a lot of raw staff into good *.,*

soldiers." ,. ... British soldiers of the M.E.F. have

produced a topical revue entitled "
Hullo,

An Australian paper informs us that, Salonica!
"
which is said to be playing

"the Chief Rabbit has ordered that the nightly to crowded houses. We under-
Sabbath shall come in an hour later on

'

stand that it was at the instance of the

Friday and go out an hour later on
(

Censor that this title was chosen in

Saturday." If the rabbits keep the
'

preference to "
"What-oh, TINO !"

day indoors this should he a blow to *.*
week-end sportsmen. Count VON BERNSTOBFF has an-

nounced that he proposes to send his
After reading Sir JOHN JELLICOE'H

\
mail to Germany by the merchant

Report, the Frankfurter Zeituncj has
decided to abandon discussion of the
Jutland battle. "It is assertion against
assertion." says the journal.

" We can

submarine Deutschlcmd, A suggestion
that the vessel should be renamed the
Airliilmld has, it is understood, met
with an unfavourable reply.

According to The Daily Telegraph
" the Anglo-British initiative has forced

the enemy to withdraw his troops from
other quarters." While sympathising
with our contemporary's very natural

and proper desire to avoid a revival of

The Spectator's
"
Ejiglish or British

"

controversy, we think some mention

might have been made of the Franco-
Gallic co-operation.

' Vlth Century COTTAGE RESIDENCE. The
house is in an excellent state of preservation,
with the original beamed ceilings, oak stair-

case, open fire-places, etc. The accommoda-
tion comprises Lounge Hall, '2 Reception, 7

Bedrooms, Bathroom, etc."

Latul and Water.

Nothing is said about a constant supply
of h. and c. in the Bathroom, but you
can't expect everything in the Early
Saxon period.

VOL. Ct.'.
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DECLINE OF THE FAVOURITE.

[The Ctermaa-AmeriMn, KAIU. VON WIEGAND, has sent fr,

to 7V V.'fc )'>/,- ))'(.;/(/ a despatch nobody knows how it g..

,

;i
.

very painful reflections on the enemy s los,

,,f initiative mid other signs of declension.]

WHAT ails our hyphenated friend?

\,Ylmt is the trouble with our Yank-Bosch,

That tempts him in his newest tract

To deviate into naked fact

\Vho used to write such rank bosh ?

Ho that for neutral ears would rend

The welkin with his faked recitals

Now undergoes a change of lip

And talks about a "vice-like grip"

Squeezing the Teuton's vitals.

A sad, sad falling-off in tone

Upon the Eastern Front he's noted;

Mentions the "thin anaemic 'line
"

Once ruddy with the flesh of swine

And beautifully bloated.

When troops from West to East are thrown,

And back from Russia into France, it

Appears to him great rot to go

Shoving your warriors to and fro

By locomotive transit.

He finds the Allies, who of old

Followed the Fatherland's dictating,

Now do just when and where they choose,

Without consulting German views

Their own initiating.

why has KARL become so cold

And dropped the faith he kept on pledging?
Because, for fear his fancied horse

Might fail to stay the sticky course,

He 's had to do some hedging. 0. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN CROWN PRINCE and his ELDEST SON.)

The Son. Papa.
The Crown Prince. Yes, my boy, what is it?

The Son. May I ask you something about Grandpapa?
The C. P. Yes, certainly. Ask away.
The Son. Is Grandpapa a very great man ?

The C. P. Of course he is. What a very strange question !

The Son. I 'm S3rry, Papa, that you should think it

strange. I only wanted to know, you know.
The C. P. But you must have known for yourself without

asking any questions that Grandpapa was the German
Kaiser, and that therefore unquestionably he must be a

very great man indeed.

The Son. Then is he a great man because he is a Kaiser,
or is he a Kaiser because he is a great man ?

The C. P. Understand me, he is a great man because he
is a Kaiser, but that does not mean that he wouldn't have
been a great man if he hadn't been a Kaiser. I am far

from sayteg that.

The Sow. Yes, Papa, I think I understand. A man who
is Kaiser must be greater than when he wasn't a Kaiser.

The C. P. Y-e-s, that 's about it.

The Son. Oh, Papa, isn't it delightful to think that you
will some day, when you are Kaiser, be a really great man!

The C. P. 1 forbid you to speak of things like that.
The SCOT. And afterwards I shall be Kaiser, too, and then

I shall be a really great man.

The G. P. (to himself). Who has been putting ideas into

this child's head? (Aloud) You had better run away and

play now. I can't stop here all day answering your foolish

questions.
The Son. No, Papa, of course you can t, and

expect it, but just a question here and there can't do any

harm, and I have done my drilling for to-day.

The C. P. There must be more of that drilling to keep

you from idleness. It 's absurd to have a great boy like

vou kiclrng your heels about the Palace. (-4 pause.)

The Son. Papa.
TheC.P. Well?
The Son. I didn't know that great men are ever angry
at least I didn't know it till this morning.
The C. P. Oh, didn't you? You can't know everything

all at once.

The Son. No, Papa, I 'in afraid I can't. But this morning

Grandpapa was very angry with the GeneraK
The G. P. Was he ? And you were listening, I suppose.

The Son. He spoke. so loud I couldn't help hearing him.

And he said some terrible words, tco oh, yes, terrible. I

thought the Generals were going to cry.

The C. P. You must remember that Grandpapa has a

great many enemies.

The Son. Then that is all right for him, because he can

love them all, and the more he has the more he can love.

The C. P. Who has been stuffing your mind with-all this

nonsense?
The Son. Oh, Papa, you mustn't talk like that. It was

Dr. Dryander who preached a sermon and told us that

good men must learn to love their enemies, otherwise

things would not go well with them.

The C. P. (to himself). If this sort of thing goes on I

shall have to put old Dryander in his place. I can't have

him poisoning the boy's mind. (Aloud) I 'm sure Dr.

Dryander could not have said that. You have not remem-

bered rightly.
The Son. Oh, yes, I have remembered rightly. I was

very much surprised to hear him say such things. But

perhaps if Grandpapa does not love his enemies it is because

he is so great a man. Great men needn't be good.
The C. P. Who said that ?

The Son. I said it myself, Papa.
The C. P. Then such a clever boy must have an hour of

extra drill. So run away and report yourself to the drill-

instructor.

The Son. Yes, Papa. But I shan't love him, you know.

The C. P. Who wants you to ? All you need do is to

obey his orders.

The Son. But he is my enemy.
The C. P. Rubbish. Be off with you.

Shakspeare Modernized.

From the report of a school-festival:
" -

(Brutus) and (Cassius) in the quarrel scene in Brutus's

flat, from ' Julius Csesar,' acquitted themselves admirably."
South London Press.

But this was nothing to the love-scene between C.ESAB

and CALPURNIA in their dainty maisonette at the corner

of the Appian Way.
" A Yorkshire correspondent vouches for the following time-table of

a boy of 12 a big boy for his age on a large farm, whereon the

labour problem is acute. Six a.m., breakfast at the farm, milks six

cows and feeds five calves, separates the milk, school at 9 and
1^.30

;

4 p.m., milks the crows, feeds the calves, and separates the milk."

Provincial Paper.

After milking the crows we always separate the milk from

|

our domestic supply.
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OUT OF THE LIMELIGHT.
GROWN PRINCE (still before Verdun). "PEOPLE SEEM TO BE LOSING INTEEEST IN MY

EXPLOITS. I THINK I SHALL HAVE TO CARVE OUT A FEESH CAEEEE AS ONE
OP THESE SUBMARINE COMMEECIAL TRAVELLERS."
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Urchin. " GOT A FAG FICKCHEB, MISTEB BOLDIEU?"

Urchin. " GOT A BADGE OR A BUTTON TEB GIVE us?"

Urchin. "WELL, THEN, PLEASE CAN YEH TELL ME THE TIME?"

Staff Officer.
" No !

'

Staff Officer. "NO!'

THE WATCH QOGS.
XLIV.

MY DEAU CHARLES, You will be

breathlessly awaiting the narrative of

your special correspondent at or very
near the Front. I will give you in the

approved manner of special correspon-
dents the pen-picture of what I saw,

trying to select such words and phrases
as will convey to you the tremendous-

ness, the vast size, the enormous pro-

portions and the gigantic dimensions
of the fateful conflict which I myself
was privileged to watch. In describ-

ing it as I saw it I hope I shall strike

the fashionable note, even if I leave

you in some doubt as to whether it

was I who was privileged to see the
battle or the battle which was privi-

leged to be seen by me.
Picture to yourself the Department

of the Somme as you once knew it,

with its wide, open rolling stretches of

country and all its habitations and

buildings gathered into the little vil-

lages. It was upon a ridge of that

country (quantum mntutus ab illo
.')
that

1 took my stand shortly after midnight
and waited for what was about to be.

I felt isolated from the civilised world
and solitary ;

I could have wished that
there had been more people about to

see me doing it. However, the others

no doubt had their business also.

It -was a unique dawn which.we wit-

nessed, the fateful sun rising in the

fateful East, and nothing particular

occurring in the less fateful West. All

was quiet, only an occasional small

bird stepping forth to sing its morning
ditty and not taking such care with its

technique as it would have done if it

had been aware that I (amongst others)
was listening and making a note of it.

Suddenly the appointed hour arrived;

the great guns spoke. 1 do not mean
that 1 and my fellow-correspondents said

anything ; it was the actual guns that

spoke, some with a bang, some with a
crash and others with a loud detonation.

I had the sensation of a tremendous roar-

ing in my ears, of a huge mass of rest-

less turbulence all about me. Phrases at

once suggested themselves. " Thunder
of battle

"
I dismissed as hackneyed.

"Cataclysm of human fury" I reserved
for a later phase.

" Din of doom "
has a

snap to it. I might quote the words of

one whose personality figures more pro-

minently even than my own in this

affair :

" A Niagara of sound poured
ceaselessly in a volume incomprehen-
sible without distinctions." For once,

however, I '11 be plain about it : there
was a damned noise.

A gun is a wonderful thing. One sees

a huge metal tube on wheels managed
by small human beings on legs. One

day it sits idle on its emplacement, like

some great monster stretching its vari-

coloured trunk in the sun. So innocent

and amenable is it then that the gunner
will prop his shaving-mirror upon it

and place his lather-brush temporarily
in the muzzle as he manipulates the

razor over his simple, resolute, cheerful

face. AHOII it-will he a thing of fiery

action, vibrant with hate, ruthlessly,

relentlessly destructive, spitting fire and

belching death, two habits which are

quite permissible in a gun. From that

muzzle, where the lather-brush once so

peacefully reposed now pour shells,

!
shells, shells. How they barked, those

guns ! How the guns spoke ! Nay
more, they shouted at the top of their

voices. However, we had been supplied
with cotton-wool to put into our cars,

so no great harm was done.

And so the battle went on, and so

i

the fate of nations was put in the

i

balance, and the struggle, of which

i

there can be but one end, was begun
between empires, with my cold, if

partial, eye upon them. As the what-

d'you-call-'ems of old were led by a

cloud by day, so the might of England
was led forth to the attack upon the
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hateful Hun by its cloud also. There

was the difference of course that the

cloud of the ancients was the gift of

Heaven, and our fellows made i'mii

own cloud and carried it about with

them in cylinders; but that need not

interfere with my comparison.
A cloud by day, a pillar of fiiv by

night. A pillar of fire it was indeed,

with the flushes of the guns (same old

guns) and the gently soaring star of the

Verey light. It was a weird and

awful (right, as it had been a weird

and awful day. Now one moved

amongst men and transport of all

sorts ;
for all I had a cheery word of

greeting. For the gallant English,
" How goes it, my lad '.'

''

for the

gay Frenchman, " Comment
<;

rn .'

"

for the depressed German prisoner,
'

Knincni'lc, tousendmetl toiUkommen."
Each answered in some appropriate

phrase which I have forgotten. Mean-
while the flashes of the guns were more

conspicuous than ever by reason of

the contrast with the surrounding
dark. I do not think I can leave this

part of the show for show it un-

doubtedly was without some passing
reference to the mouth of hell.

The taking of Mumetz and Montau-
ban was not achieved, I should add in

postscript, without the intrusion of the

personal element. I do not refer so

much to myself as to the gallant in-

fantry which took part in the affair.

Lancashire labourers, Manchester mer-

chants, Scottish schoolmasters and

Tyneside townees (if I may be per-
mitted to refer to them in this familiar

manner), what brave, cheerful fellows

they seemed to be as they marched past
me in fours always in fours, never in

fives or threes. How jocularly they
chaffed us as they skipped nimbly out
of the way of our home-going car.
"

-your- eyes!" I heard them
calling facetiously to me, and I felt we
were at one, I the great spectator, they
the pawns of the great game. For all

their humble origin and unadvertised

identities, never were finer lads than

these, and I am proud to have given
them such notice in this letter as space
and circumstances permit.
Do not, however, conclude that they

did nothing but march about in fours.

There were times when they were

engaged upon other business, and right
merrily and well I will believe they
did it. But that was their affair:

the glamour and excitement of their

enterprise were theirs and theirs alone.

Through my powerful glasses I could
see the rearmost of them starting forth
on their voyage of adventure ; for the
rest they disappeared into the unknown
and did their business out of my sight.
It was, I say, their affair ; my duty

'I HEAR YOU "VE OOT A BERTH Iff THE WAIt OFFICE.

'NOT AFTKR YOU GKT IT."

IS IT HARD WORK ?
'

was elsewhere. I had my impressions
to form, my sensations to feel, my stir-

ring phrases to coin. For this end I

had to stand resolutely at my post on
the ridge. (Strictly between ourselves,

Charles, it wasn't safe to go too close.)
Yours ever, HENKY.

A New Horticultural Trick.

"The would-be disturbers of public order
for political motives have had the grass cut
under their feet to the general public's great
satisfaction." Krenmy Paper.

Next week the wind is going to be
taken out of their propellers.

"THE HUSBAND'S PLEDGE.
A complaint about the marriage service

phra.se,
' With all my worldly goods I thee

endow,' was made by a speaker at the Women's
Congress at Central Hall to-day.
She said that for the future the mini should

say, With half my worldly goods I three en-

dow,' and be bound legally to keep his pledge."
Krcnincj Paper.

It sounds like an invitation to trigamy.

"
Girl, cheery, will correspond with lonely

refined officers (about 28) at Portsmouth or

elsewhere. Confidential." To-day.

And we dare-say each of the twenty-
eight will iiuaginethat he is theonly one.

"According to the Jlerliiter Tayeblalt the
! Ynssiaii Minister of Agriculture has sent a
circular to all the district administrators

charging them immediately to organise the
collection of stinging nettles to be used for

weaving. In order to give the organisation
its full development free trade in stinging
nettles will be restricted, if not forbidden !

"

The Times.

We are greatly interested in this revival

of the Nessus shirt industrv.

" We may say of the City Temple as of that

very different shrine, the Saiute Chapelle in

Paris :

'

Thy saints take pleasure in her stories.'
"

British Weekly.

The City Temple preachers must be

better raconteurs than some other pur-

veyors of anecdotes from the pulpit.
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THE BATTLE OF THE GIANTS.

I OUGHT to preface this story by say-

ing that I am a very innocent person,

My nature is an unsuspicious one or.

at any rate, it used to be.

Whether it will be so in future is a

question, for I have had a baptism ol

cynicism. But let me tell you about it.

I had dropped into the great Green

Cross Sale at Gristie's when D'Arcy
Williams came up and stood beside me.

D'Arcy Williams is a man about town
\vlin knows all.

While we were talking a signed photo-

graph of a Royal Personage was put up
for sale, and almost immediately a voice

rang out, "One hundred pounds !

"

A rustle ran round the room, and all

eyes were turned towards the bidder.

"Hullo!" said D'Arcy Williams,
" that 's Sir Gorgius Midas."

" One hundred and five," said another
voice.

"One hundred and ten," said Sir

Gorgius instantly.
" One hundred and fifteen," said the

other.

"Hullo!
"
said D'Arcy Williams,"now

there '11 be some fun."

"Why?" I asked.
"
Because," he replied,

" the other
bidder is Sir Jacobus Thruster, and he
and Midas are horribly jealous of each
other. Now that they 've begun they '11

never leave it. It '11 be as good as a play,
mark my words. Why go to the theatre
when one can see two nouveaux riches

getting to grips ?
"

The bidding rose steadily.
"One hundred and forty pounds,"

said Sir Gorgius.
" And five," said Sir Jacobus.
"One hundred and fifty," said Sir

Gorgius.
" And five," said Sir Jacobus.
Interest was centred in the two

protagonists. They were very much
alike. Each had a grey suit, with a
white slip and white spats and a tall

hat. It is, I suppose, a kind of finan-
ciers' uniform, and I always wonder
who thought of it first. Each looked
over-nourished; the hall-marks of

heavy lunches were stamped on their

plethoric features. Each had long
passed the roaring forties and was ap-
proaching the uric sixties. They paid
no attention to each other, but bid quite
automatically, in perfect detachment
but full also of purpose." Two hundred," said Sir Gorgius." And ten," said Sir Jacobus.
The thing had become intensely

dramatic, as, of course, a sale by auction
can be. STKVENSON knew this, and so
did GABORIAU. The whole room was
merely a background for the two rivals.
It was, in fact, a duel.

The bidding rose to four hundred

and ninety when, instead of saying
five hundred, Sir Gorgius, by a master

stroke of daring, shouted,
" A thou-

sand."

"And fifty," said Sir Jacobus, with-

out moving any muscle but those of

his lips.
" Eleven hundred," said Sir Gorgius.
' And fifty," said Sir Jacobus.

We drew nearer to them. Not a

sound was heard but the bids. And so

for a tense hour it went on, during
which five figures were reached.

And then suddenly so suddenly
that a number of persons were seriously

upset and one lady fainted Sir Jacobus
had a fit. Sir Gorgius had just bid

twenty thousand pounds, when, without

any warning, Sir Jacobus fell gurgling
to the ground. It sounded almost as if

his gurgles were an effort to pronounce
another bid, but to that neither I nor

any one else present can swear. The
facts are that Sir Gorgius had just bid

twenty thousand and that Sir Jacobus

collapsed. He was at once borne from
the room.
The auctioneer was concerned but

professional.
"
Any advance on twenty

thousand ?
"
he asked.

"
Ought we not to postpone the

sale until Sir Jacobus recovers?" Sir

orgius asked. " I should not like to
take advantage of his indisposition."

" I don't think so," said the
auctioneer.

" But he made an attempt to bid,"
Sir Gorgius, who, it seemed to me,
was a little anxious, insisted.

" I think yours may fairly be con-
sidered the last bid, Sir Gorgius,"
said the auctioneer, dropping his
hammer. " I congratulate you, Sir,
on your public spirit," and then all

applauded.
And that is how the Green Cross

benefited to the extent of twenty
thousand pounds by the sale of a

signed photograph.
A few days later I met D'Arcy Wil-

.iams in a restaurant.

"Well," I said, "that was a very
hrilling experience that we had at
Gristie's. I hope Sir Jacobus has
recovered."
" Recovered ?

"
he said. " From what ?

"

" From his fit."
" Bless your soul, he didn't have a

it. He saw that the pace was getting
;oo hot and he retired gracefully."" Do you mean to say ?

"
I began.

"Of course I do. Sir Jacobus Thrus-
er wasn't born yesterday. The thingwas getting beyond a joke."
"Do you mean to tell me ?" I

began again.
" Of course I do," he repeated.

" What
ilse could be done? It was just a

question of who thought of it first.

Sir Jacobus did, because he is a newer
knight than Sir Gorgius ; he hasn't
had so long to become old and crusted.
And he 's full of resources too made
his money in South Africa, you know."
For the third time I began,

" Do you
mean to ?

"

"
Oh, do please be sensible. When the

irresistible force meets the immovable
object what then? Well, obviously,
as I say, there had to be a diversion.
Otherwise one or the other must have
become bankrupt. No doubt Sir Gorgius
is pretty sick that he hadn't the pres-
ence of mind that Sir Jacobus had

; but
he ought to be very glad, too, to have
got off so cheaply."

" Good heavens ! "I said. And though
a week and more has passed it is still

my only comment.
So now you see why I am less inno-

cent than I was before the Sale.

In a Good Cause.

By the kindness of Sir THOMAS
BEECHAM, the proceeds of the first

performance of the Russian National

Opera, A Life for the Tsar, to be given
at the Aldwych Theatre on Monday,
July 24th, will be devoted to the assist-

ance of the six orphan children of Seflor

GRANADOS, who, with his wife, was
drowned when the passenger steamer,
Sussex, was torpedoed by a German
submarine. This act of murder, which
the German Admiralty at first denied
and then were compelled to admit,
caused a strong outburst of anti-Ger-
man feeling in Spain. Seiior GRANADOS
was at the time returning from New
York, where the brilliant success of
his opera, Las Goyescas, had seemed to
assure his artistic future.

" SHEBBOENB SCHOOL v. M.C.C.

Played at Sherborne on July 5, and resulted
in a draw. For M.C.C. A. J. L. Hill batted

magnificently. M.C.C. A. J. L. Hill, o.

Dreschfeld, b. Windle. 1." Daily Paper.

We understand from those present at

the match that this was one of the most

stylishly compiled ones that has been
seen for some seasons, and it was hard
luck for Mr. HILL that he should have
been dismissed when only 99 short of

his century.

" A dentist who appealed on conscientious

grounds said he could not take part in the

shedding of human blood." Evening News.

Evidently a man of no extraction.

"Prisoners captured by the Italians cried,
'

Wassor, wassor,' saying they had had nothing
to drink for three days." Evening Paper.

This must be one of the new teetotal
drinks.
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IN THE NICK.
A THKII.I.ING FILM DRAMA OF THE " MEAXWHILE-TIIK-] IKUOINK " VARIETY.
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Mabel (whose sudden burst of laughter has been hushed by horrified matter).
TO BE FUNNY?"

OH, MUMMY, I AW SOBBY. ISN'T IT ISN'T IT

TKENCH MOETAE TENNIS.

FOUE A.M. Magnificent morning (any

morning is when you have bqen praying
for it since eight o'clock the evening

before). The night is over. Early tea

has come up.

Poop!
Up turn a hundred pairs of eyes. Ah !

There goes one of ours over it 's our
serve first.

Bang ! 15 Hate to us.

The weary O.C. Coy. comes out of

his dug-out and asks the inevitable
" What was that ?

"

"Ours, Sir, just gone over."
" Gone over, has it ? Good !

"

Bang ! 30 Hate.
" Ours again, Sir, right in the trench."
" What, our trench ?

"

"
No, Sir, theirs this time." This you

must understand is sarcasm, the only
recognised form of humour in the very
early morning.
Bang! 40 Hate. That ought to

wake Fritz up
Throsh! Throsh ! Throsh ! Three

oilcans are sailing over Crump !

Crump ! Crump !

Deuce !

A Sub wanders along in the direction
of the crumps. He finds a group vastly
amused at something.

"They've blown a sandbag into the

iea along there, Sir," says a Sergeant,

grinning (one doesn't laugh at 4 A.M.).
" What, spoilt the tea ? I don't see

anything to laugh at, Sergeant."
"
No, Sir, there isn't. Yes, Sir,

we 've had ours."

Phonk! Phonk! Phonk!
The weary O.C. appears at the door

of his kennel. To him comes an angry
Sub.

" Will you please ask our gunners not

to serve faults into our front line wire,
Sir?"

" I '11 do better than that," is the

weary reply ;

" I '11 ask 'em if they 'd

like a racquet to help lob 'em over the
njt."

Nobody smiles. No joke receives

proper attention until after the first full

meal at least.

Phonk ! The missile is soaring majes-
tically over.

" Trench mortar coming, Sir," says
the open-mouthed sentry.

"
Oh, my Lord, where ?

"
The O.C.

arrives quickly.
" Gone over towards Battalion Head-

quarters, Sir."

Crump ! !

Game to Fritz. We always give him
the game if he makes H.Q. jump. It 's

worth it.

Play re-commences. Both sides serve,

hree at once.

Deuce again? No one dud to them ;

4030 to us.

Whizz - bang ! Something grazes

parapet. Let ! Have it again. They
do.

The game becomes fast and furious.

The score on both sides mounts rapidly,
but it interests us not we are doing

physical drill
(

" on the hands down "
)

to keep ourselves fit and alive.

Suddenly silence. Nobody speaks.

Nobody breathes. Omnes regard the

sky intently.
The birds begin again if indeed they

ever stopped.

Nothing more doing ? No ?

No. Sweet, sweet silence on both

sides.

Breakfast is up.

"West End Tea House. Lady wanted to

undertake still-room work and assist another

lady in keeping clean." The Lady.

Another new profession for women
"
Nettoyage de dames !

"

"GREYNESS CUBED IN THBEE WEEKS."

This advertisement, which we see at

the head of several newspaper columns,
has clearly not been brought to the

attention of the clerk of the weather.
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THE BEAKERS OF EVIL TIDINGS.
KAISEB

(soliloquising). "I HAVE ALWAYS SAID THAT WAR IS DISTASTEFUL TO ME, AND
NOW I MEAN IT."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT,
'ants: the magic of ownership was

necessary to create a true Imperial Yeo-

'.//, July Will. Some Members manry. The general view was that the

of the House of Commons consider that Bill was far too small an attempt
the PHIMI: MINISTRIES famous motto "

piffling," somebody called it to grap-

ouglit to be changed to " Wait and you pie with a great problem. It was read

won't see.'' For weeks past they have a second time, but is likely to have a

been inundating him with questions stormy passage through Committee.

ing the rumoured Irish settle- Tuesday, July lltli. Mr. ASQUITH
incut, and have been met in most cases

;
deprecates any discussion at the pre-

with a request for postponement. This . sent time of the Hardinge Commission
afternoon they attended in force to

j Report.
have their curiosity satisfied

by a comprehensive reply, and
went away not much wiser

than they came.
Mr. AsQfiTH made a tactful

speed), touching lightly on the

doubts in the Cabinet, which
had now been dispelled (as
Mr. LONG'S presence on the

Treasury Bench after a fort-

night's absence sufficiently

indicated), and laying much
more stress on the gallant
deeds of the Ulster division in

Picardy. But of definite in-

formation as to the coming
Bill he was somewhat chary.
Save that the Imperial Gov-
ernment would appoint the

Judges of the Appeal Court in

Dublin and would have exclu-

sive authority over all matters

arising out of the War a

provision which, if literally

interpreted, will not leave
much work for the new Irish

Ministry we learned little

that we did not know before.
Of Supplementary Questions,

designed to fill in outlines of

this somewhat meagre sketch,
there was no lack. Most of
the questioners were recom-
mended to wait for the Bill.

Sir EDWAUD CABSON, however,
was definitely assured that his
six counties would be struck
out of the Home Rule Act,
and could not be re-included
without a fresh Bill; and Lord
CLAUD HAMILTON was informed that

Mr. BIKHELL, and thought that "
if he

had been sent to govern San Marino
there would have been a revolution in

a week
"

an involuntary tribute to
the self-restraint of Ireland, which
stood him for nine years.

Bending before the storm
,
Lord CHEW i-;

was meekly apologetic. He did not

deny the Government's inactivity, but

pleaded that if successful it woidd have
been deemed "masterly." Their

Having regard to its findings I ject had been to back the Girondins

against the Jacobins, and not
to give the Left Centre an ex-

cuse for joining the Extreme
Left a policy which justifies
the description of Irish Gov-
ernment as f/aiicltcrie in cx-

WINSTON
(slicatliimj his Sunday- pap-r irenjxm in 7/i.v beat

lilmhcun manner).
" AKTEB ALL, BOMB SAY THE j-i. N is

MIGHTJER THAN THE SWOKD.' "

I fancy Lord LANSDOWNE
did not much relish this style
of defence. A little later he

joined in the fray, and told the
Peers a great deal more about
the new scheme of Home Rule
than the Commons had been
allowed to learn. An Irish

Minister responsible to Parlia-
ment would be appointed, and
with him would he associated
a capable military officer with
a sufficient force to maintain
order. By way of a beginning
the carrying of arms in Ireland
without a military permit
would at once be prohibited,
and, as Irish juries would not
do their duty, resident magis-
trates would be utilised under
the provisions of the Crimes
Act. If there be truth in the

saying that anyone can govern
in a state of siege, the success
of Mr. REDMOND'S coming
Ministry appears to be assured.

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE was
absent from his place to-.day.
It seems that by his trans-

lation from the Ministry of

Munitions to the War Office

he has come under the myste-
rious provisions of the Statute

the risl Mem, r , nr ,

reluctance is easily intelligible, of ANNE, and must in the ordinary

new Ho of ,mn 17 A
B
,

ut
T

''* writ lloes not run in the
*

o i ndv ,'" , w V
1 r

n'
Wl

,"

ch acCOTdin8 1y

siasm at this prospect.

an
re-election.

Meantime, as Mr. TENNANT has also

ago, when, by allowing the PeaceTl,o TT, t n TJ.I j i i

K ' wuon ' y avowing tli
House then settled down to d s-

'

Preservation Act to lapse, theyW a"d ;al -d evr
it is

300000 on thp nnivli.i.

forthesettLm ( f

'

am This rev al of

to seek
i is upstairs, the whole burden I

of answering War Office questions falls

upon the shoulders of the FINANCIAL
SECRETARY. With his gracious ap-
pearance, gentle voice and courteous

j

manner Mr. FORSTER does not at first

strength of Lord ANCASTER'S ; sight seem quite the man to deal with
idictment was partially concealed by ;

the blatant bores who pester his de-

Old Acres
"
d r

emincntl
.
v aristocratic accent. Lord

j
partment. But the steel beneath the

so,,,,, hL %$z Jrxt'r^^^^^

'

nmkee
S obected to to

^^^

ned to 8 vern
SBL, too, was very

pimo1
?

the late Chief Seci-e- ! sense of the word, and so far

severe on

he
has been quite equal to Ins new task.

Perhaps his refusal to furnish the name
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^.-sA".

"HELLO, WHAT'S THE MATTER?"
"I'VE BEEN SITTING ON HIS HE\D FOR EVER BO LONG, AND HE DOESN'T GET UP. I THOUGHT THE? ALWAYS DID.'

"PERHAPS YOU'RE NOT HEAVY ENOUGH. I'LL COME AND SIT WITH YOU."

of the young aviator who brought down
IMMELMANN was a little too " official" in

tone, but I suspect it will be appreciated

by the officer in question, who belongs
to a corps "which does not advertise."

Wednesday, July VZth. Hardly had
Lord HALDANE opened his mouth to

j

call attention to the training of the

nation when the Duke of BUCCLEUCH
jumped up with the suggestion that the

Noble Viscount should begin by ex-

plaining how he came to mislead Great
Britain on the German danger. In
the strict sense of the word this was

impertinent, yet I fear it expressed the

opinion of more than one of the attend-

ant peers.
It takes more than a duke, however,

to knock Lord HALDANE off his ora-

torical perch, and he proceeded, very
little perturbed, to deliver his famous
lecture on the defects of British edu-
cation. Patience rather than enthusi-
asm marked the demeanour of the

audience, and though Lord CROMER and
Lord BHYCE gave a general support
to the lecturer neither of them was
prepared to admit, in the face of what
this country had accomplished, that
British education was so far behind
that of Germany as he had suggested.
In the course of yesterday's debate

Lord PEEL let fall the remark that in

the Irish negotiations Sir EDWARD

CARSON had acted rather as an Ulster

leader than as a British statesman.
Whether Sir EDWARD took this as a

compliment or otherwise I do not
know

; but at any rate, although on
the 12th of July he might have been

expected to emphasize the Ulster side

of his dual personality, he was very
much the British statesman, and quite
took charge of the Opposition.

First he attacked the PRIME MIN-
ISTER for his reticence in regard to

the Mesopotamian operations, and
announced his intention of bringing
the Government to book next week if

they did not make full disclosure.

Next he accused them of dilatoriness

in tackling the question of Parlia-

|
mentary registration. Then, changing

I

his tone, he chaffed them genially
over the blunder which had necessi-

tated the introduction of a Bill to save
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE (and, as it turns out,
the ATTORNEY-GENERAL as well) from
the pains and penalties of the Statute
of ANNE. Finally, with the help of

Mr. CHURCHILL (who was taking a
brief respite from his journalistic

labours) he succeeded in inducing the
CHANCELLOR of the EXCHEQUER to

re-consider his proposal to tax insur-

ance-premiums.
Thursday, July 13th. Mr. EEDMOND

is not among those Members who com-

plain that the PRIME MINISTER'S state-

ment on Ireland was not clear enough.
He greatly prefers the nebulous ob-

scurity of Mr. ASQUITH'S original sketch
to the sharp outlines of Lord LANS-
DOWNE'S more finished drawing.
In the absence of the PRIME MINISTER,

Mr. BONAR LAW made no attempt to

dispose of Mr. EEDMOND'S bombshell ;

and Mr. ASQUITH, when at last he

arrived, explained that he had been busy
with missiles of a more urgent kind,
and announced that munition-workers
would be asked to defer their promised
holidays in August in order that their

brothers at the Front might continue
to batter the Hun.
The Re-election of Ministers Bill

passed through all its remaining stages,

though not without a good deal of

opposition from below the Gangway,
where the prospect of the ATTORNEY-
GENERAL being mulcted in penalties of

130,000 appeared to give unholy joy.
When the division was taken, however,
the friends of the common informer

mysteriously melted away, and Mr.
HOGGE and Mr. WATT, self-named as

their tellers, found that the " Noes
"

were left in a minority of nought.

A Sinecure.
" NURSE (Head) ; 40 ; thoroughly experienced

infant; 36." Times.
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THE VANISHING TRICK.

IT was the after-luncheon hour at the

' Mildred was fast asleep, so I got

up and crept as noiselessly downstairs

as I could, put a large plate on the

( 'luh. For a man (if resourceful mind
i dining-room table, placed a chair by the

and sound digestion, Pranklin was look-
[

table, left the dining-room door open

in*,' strangely ill pressed.

Well, old man," I said,
"

I suppose

and crept back to bed again. See the

idea ?
"

Where had you been the evening
before?"

" Nowhere. But I stayed up in the

i

dining-room reading after Mildred went

the War gets on your nerves in spite of

recent progress ?
"

"Yes." hi' said, "the War and

other tilings."
For example ?

"

"
Oh, I don't manage to do

the right thing, somehow ;

I 'm so careless or forgetful
nr something. I forgot it

was Mildred's birthday this

morning."
"
Ah, that 's pretty bad," I

said. " But cheer up. She 's

almost sure to have another
one next year."

I suppose it's the anni-

versary of our wedding and
her birthday coming so soon
after one another," he said,

that makes me forget one
of them. They 're not near

enough for one present to do
for both, you see. If I 'd

not been so careless I 'd have

thought of this when we were

engaged, and got married
about three weeks earlier than
I did." He sighed.

" And I

was very artful this morning,
too. Just a little more fore-

sight and I 'd have won i

through."
" I 'm afraid this is beyond

j

me," I said. " Is the sudden
j

change in the weather affect-

ing you ?
"

"No, it was like this," he
said. "Our dog has the run
of the ground-floor of our

place at night, except that he
isn't allowed in the dining-
room."

" Where the silver might
be," I said. " A very sensible

arrangement."
" Where the silver mir/ht

be," he said,
" but where it isn't, owing any preparations for a birthday surprisellpnc!orii"\n*f iii-frtv>-i-.4-" l.i *

i -IT
counted

'

all the best
'

and that kind of thing,
came downstairs with her, and asked
her to step into the dining-room to
see the little surprise I had for her.
We don't breakfast there. We break-
fast in the morning-room, you know

;

it 's so sunny."
"Well?" I said.
" When we got into the dining-room I

stared at the empty plate, uttered a few
suitable words, and, crowning touch of

to bed, and she would expect me to make all though it went sadly against the

grain I kicked the dog,
which had come into the
room with us. It 's a biggish
dog, too."

" And the dog conscien-

tiously objected ?
'

"
No," he said. " It played

up admirably ; slunk out of
the room with its tail between
its legs, the image of guilt.
And, to complete the picture,
I said in an agonized tone,
'

Oh, my beautiful birthday
cake: one of Bustard's best.'

"

" Then what ruined the

comedy ?
"

I asked.
"
Why," he said,

" she
noticed at once what only
a woman would have given
a thought to."

" And that was ?
"

" That the plate was thick
with dust," he said sadly. ,

" I 'd taken the top one from
the pile. Confound the 1

lethargy of servants !

"

"KENSINGTON r
WAR -HOSPITAL SUPPLY

DEPOTS

A Tower of Strength.
" Lieutenant-Commander C. G.

Robinson towed the Warrior for

seventy-free miles between May 31

and June 1." Dnilij

Mr. Punch adjures his readers to attend this very attractive
"Fair Party," which is to be held, under the patronage of
H.R.H. Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll, in grounds kindly
lent by Sir Robert Perks between Palace Gardens and Kensington
Gardens, on Friday, July 21st, from 3 to 9 p.m.

" ' What porridge had Sir Jolm
Keats? ' demanded Browning in

fine indignation."

Ereniny Paper.

Sir ROBERT'Sindignation was
doubtless excited by the dis-

covery that the line woidd
not scan.

to the War. Please don't interrupt.
I ordered several things from the

waiter. Franklin's innings looked like

lasting for a considerable time. BU iwiv UB WJO IL nau OOMainea
I didnt remember he continued,

, your offering, and the dog was to be
I d forgotten her birthday till ! supposed to have eaten it ? A piece of
fire o clock tins morning, and I

]

steak, eh ? Meat ranks with jewellery
suppose my brain, being pretty fresh,

! now as a gift. Splendid idea !

"

worked well. At any rate I thought "No, you idiot," said Arthur "It

How War-poets are made.

Extract from an article on the newbefore coming upstairs, and
on

t^f-" . Military Service Act :-

[begin to see," I said. " The plate
j

.. It has not lost its chal.actel.

Cl{ inflicling
llOUgll It had contained ; severe hardship upon individuals."

Provincial

f , % 'Wf TWW ILIUJU, BtU\
a great scheme, so good in fact that was a birthday cake

"

shook the bed laughing at it." "
Well, I guessed food all right. And

isbands, I said " who laugh to why didn't it come off? Badly stae-
themselves in the early hours of the managed, I suppose ?

"
TYlf\1"I11 n ft rlj3atvt7A oil i 1 ,/,,.,,.. j_*_ .. TJ . . ,. , .

-oeautitully stage-managed up to

point," he said. " I wished mv wife

morning deserve all the cross-question-
ing they get. Go on."

A Felicitous Juxtaposition.
' St'MMER FASHIONS IN BERLIN.

THE HOKKOHS OF \\~AR."

Ki/i//itiaii Gazette.

" T1IK H.ITl'IWAY II'EST.VIXNTKI!

The Paper of the Man trim TIIIXKN."

\\\'xtin'm!<ter Gazette.

;

a point
Is not this a little derogatoiy to the

my wife
|
other issues of the same paper ?
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First Cavalry Man (to pal with sand-bay). "WELL, BILL, HOW DO YOU LIKE JOININ' THE INFANTRY?"
Second ditto.

" INFANTHY BE BLOWED ! WE'VE JOINED THE BLOOMIN' MCLES, AKD THIS is MY PACK.
OUT OF NOSEBAGS NEXT!"

THEY'LL BE FEKDIN' us

LYRA DOMESTIC. L

THE DRAWING-ROOM.
IN tranquil mid-Victorian days, the days when I was young,
With meritorious landscapes the drawing-room was hung ;

There were Landseers in abundance, in all his moods and

styles,
And types of English beauty depicted by FRANK MILES;
And photographic albums and gift-hooks richly bound
In calf upon the tables were generally found.
The furniture was massive ; there was a Broadwood grand,
And BEETHOVEN'S sonatas upon the music-stand.
It was, in fine, a serious place, our fathers' drawing-room,
Decorous and impressive, but not devoid of gloom ;

And no one was admitted till day was on the wane,
Except my schoolgirl sisters, Amelia and Jane ;

They wont there in the morning to practise at their scales,
Instructed by a mistress who rapped their finger-nails.
Tea was a solemn function, when visitors were there,
And we were sometimes summoned, dressed with especial

care,

For we were not entirely forbidden to intrude

Upon those sacred precincts or utterly tabooed.

Here too on great occasions, when guests were entertained,
\\hile at their port and walnuts the gentlemen remained,
The ladies talked of babies, and each extolled her brood
Until their lords rejoined them, mellowed by wine and food.

And then some hapless damsel would warble to the harp,
But, whether she was tuneful or sang a trifle sharp,
It really didn't matter, for everybody talked
And only talked the louder the louder that she squawked.

But oh ! what wondrous changes in fashion's curious code
Are seen in mid-Victorian sobriety's abode !

The meritorious landscapes and portraits all have gone,
And LANDSEER'S stags and gillies yield to AUGUSTUS JOHN.
The gilt-edged calf-bound gift-book somewhere in limbo

dwells,

Supplanted by the volumes of BENNETT, SHAW and WELLS.
MASEFIELD has banished WORDSWORTH, and TENNYSON 's

" na poo,"

Dislodged by Sir RAIUNDRA and MARSH'S Georgian crew.
There 's still a grand piano, but it isn't played by band,
And only rag-time records adorn the music-stand.

' The chairs, unlike the pictures, don't ask you to sit up,
And they 're fitted with attachments for ash-tray or for cup.
In short, the old apartment, once as cheerless as a tomb,
Is changed into a mixture of lounge and smoking-room.
'Tis the playground of the ciders and the pampered

Pekinese,
For the children aren't admitted to such favoured haunts

as these ;

And they really don't resent it, for Sieglinde and Elaine
Unathletic recreations view with absolute disdain.

I acknowledge, in conclusion, that my random lines apply
To the ante-bellum p"eriod, otherwise they read awry.
Now the drawing-room 's a workroom or a convalescent

ward,
And no more the habitation of the idle or the bored.

Decadence in Greece.
" ATHENES, 20 Juin.

Le di'crct royal do l;i demoralisation a cte promulgue cc soir."

La lV/-( ;

(I'ort Xaui).

" Hard Tack."
" The Food Prices Regulation Commission . . . considered the

question of the fixing of the price of cement." Ainstralian Paper.
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A DOG WHO IS DOING HIS BIT.

Roy wandered slowly down the

village street, ginger-coloured and dis-

consolate. Some curious thing called
" War "

had snatched away his jolly

young master to a place called Egypt.

Opposite the Village Institute, which
was now called a "

Hospital," he stood

still to ponder. Suddenly a voice hailed

him,
"
Hullo, old sport, what 's up with

you ?
"
and he saw a group of men en-

tering the gateway. Eoy was surprised
to see so many men so tired, and they
walked so slowly; perhaps they were

lonely too.

He followed them. At the door he
was met by a smell of aggressive cleanli-

ness, recalling to his mind that terrible

time for dogs known as "
Spring-clean-

ing"; but he went bravely on and hid

beneath a table. Here there reached
him sounds of cheerful man-
talk so comforting to his

lonely heart that he peered
out with a shaggy smile
and thumped his stumpy
tail vigorously in token of

friendship. This advance
met with a prompt and, to

him, surprising response. In
the midst of an uproarious
welcome he became sud-

denly involved in an excit-

ing game of hide-and-seek
with the nurses, which

game he continued to play
at intervals, until he be-

came in course of time ac-

cepted as the "
Hospital

Dog." He now adopts im-

partially all the men who
pass through

" his ".hospital, for they
always seem to him a little lonely at

first, and he was once a very lonely little

dog.

Recently Roy's master returned on
leave. He found no Roy at home to greet
him. He went out and whistled shrilly.
Soon, hurtling down the road from the
Hospital, came a bundle of 'red fur;
with delighted barks and whimpers it

sprang into its master's arms.
When the first excitement abated Roy

followed his master into his old home
;

but there he stood still and once more
pondered. Gazing with all his dog's
soul in his eyes, he beheld his master
looking bronzed and well and whole.
The friends he had left were neither
whole nor well, and with an uneasymind he remembered that the less whole
and well they were the more they
seemed to need the comfort of his wet
nose and shaggy smile.

Standing stiffly, he resisted all bland-
ishments and invitations to come and
lie down

; then with a pathetic look of

apology at the kind and well-loved

master whom he was deserting, he

turned tail and went soberly back to

the Hospital, where he has since re-

mained, only paying occasional short

visits of courtesy to his master.

THE GRIEVANCE-MONGER.
ONE might have thought that the

War would have ended the Man with

a Grievance, and certainly it has in

great measure submerged him. But
he still survives. My elderly friend

Hebblethwaite represents a compara-
tively innocuous variety of the type,
and I suspect him of cultivating the

practice of petty grievance-mongering
as a cloak for his deeper feelings or,

to change the metaphor, as a sort of

safety-valve. The other day he was

eloquent on the subject of railway mis-

management, because at a station some

"NO THANK YOU, MlSS. I'VE JUST BOUGHT ONE IN THE TOWN."

twenty miles from London, near to
where he spends his week-ends, he

constantly sees a down train passing
through with only a single .passenger,
a girl in a pink dress, in the seven or

eight carriages of which it is composed.
I tried to comfort him with the as-
surance that the train was probably
crowded on its 'return journey, but it

was of no avail. The girl in pink stuck
in his gizzard. But a few days ago his
discontent with metropolitan bus traffic

management was even more vocal. I

give in his own words the incident
which especially aroused his wrath.
"You know," said Hebblethwaite," that I live in Addison Road, and come

into the City by motor-bus. Well, yes-
terday morning I boarded a bus which
was full outside but only half full within,
and took my seat at the far end. At
Kensington Church we filled up, mostly
with able-bodied ladies, the last to get
in being an elderly man of about
my age. A little further on an ex-

tremely aged gentleman, who looked
about eighty, hailed the driver and got

on, but the conductor, who was giving
out tickets inside, shouted to him,

' Full
outside.' The aged one, however, was
not going to retire, hut held on at the
door. Then in rapid succession three
ladies got in. Two gentlemen at once
rose to offer their seats near the door
and stood in the passage-way, and the

elderly man, who was sitting further

j

down, forestalled me by following their

example.
" At this juncture the aged one, find-

ing his position difficult when the con-
ductor had gone back to his post
pushed in and made his way to the
far end. The youngest (and prettiest)
of the ladies present got up and offered
him her seat, and of course I got up and

i
offered her mine. But she wouldn't

accept it, the aged man 'wouldn't sit

dqwn, and, to mend matters, three more
ladies got in and completely blocked

the other end."

"Well," I asked, "what
did you do?

"

"Do? Why, I got out
with considerable difficulty
and walked all the rest of

the way into the City. The
whole system is rotten.

They oughtn't to let people
in when the bus is full. Able-
bodied women oughtn't to

oust old 'men from their

seats and young and charm-

ing girls ought not to usurp
the privileges of the other
sex. I wrote at once to

The Times about it, but they
haven't printed my letter

;

they never do."

Hebblethwaite was so
excited about it that if you didn't hap-
pen to know him you might think he
had nothing better to do than to grouse
about trifles. As a matter of fact he

puts me to the blush by his indomitable

energy as a war-worker chairman of

a big hospital, member of endless com-
mittees, and special constable. And
with three sons on the Western Front
he is fairly entitled to distract his

thoughts with the luxury of inventing
grievances. _____^^^^^

Remarkable Results in Daylight
Saving.

"Till after the 20th of the month twilight
lasts all night in this neighbourhood. During
the month the mornings decrease 34 minutes,
and the evenings 29 minutes, the length of

the day being 25 hours 26 minutes on the 31st
at Finchley." Suburban Paper.

" Dr. Meyer was in his happiest mood, and
in his closing words of thanks did not forget
to include the charwoman who cleaned the

church, as well as the Lord Mayor."
Ckris'.icm World.

For this double duty she deserved
some soft soap.
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Successful Poultry Farmer. " You 'D BE SOKPZUSED WHAT A DIFFER3N3E THESE INCUBATORJ MAKE. WE CAN HATCH OUT TWO
TO THREE HUNDRED CHICKS EVERY WEEK."

Cliampion Day Breeder. " GOOD GRACIOUS! How EVER DO YOU MANAGE TO FIND NAMES FOR THEM ALL?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks)

IF the authors of The Wind's Will (CASSELL) had been
able to keop up the captivating charm of its opening pages,
I think I should have put it among the most delight-
ful romances that ever I read. And even though there

happened inevitably seme little decline from the first

buoyancy, it remains a most fragrant and happy tale, the

best thing certainly, to my mind, that AGNES and EGERTON
CASTLE have yet given us. The scene of it is Paris, after

Waterloo, and the protagonists are Captain Geoffrey Swifte

(later, through unlooked-for bereavements, my Lord Maldon),
his proud and calculating cousin, Augusta, and Colinette, the

peasant daughter of a flower farm at St. Cloud. Add to

these Aiu/usta's chosen suitor, Sir John Armeston, and a

delightful young-hearted old \a,dy,t\ieDoKager Lady Maldon,
and you have not only the entire cast, but also, to an experi-
enced reader, the plot as well. At first I thought to myself
what a jolly costume-comedy the book would make. But
then again I thought no, seeing that the material of it is

not so new but that, removed from the fresh breeze that

blows through the telling, it might show a considerable

deal of dust. But that wind, and the scent and movement
and frolic of it, constitute nothing less than a triumph for

the clever authors, upon which (holding on to my hat the

while) I make them my best congratulatory bow.

Of the European publicists whom the War has made
familiar to English readers, the name of no one carries

more authority than that of Dr. E. J. DILLON. Thei'efore

such a volume as he has just issued, Ourselves and Germany
(CHAPMAN AND HALL), is certain beforehand of a large and

attentive audience. Moreover, Dr. DILLON has had the

good wit to secure for his book an introduction by the Man
of the Moment nesd I explain that this means Mr. W. M.
HUGHES? Short, trenchant and admirably expressed, this

brief appreciation by the Prime Minister of Australia is by
no means the least valuable part of a remarkable book.

Dr. DILLON, of course, writes about the affairs of Europe
with the authority of intimate and personal contact. As
Mr. HUGHES well says, he " knows those who lead the

warring nations in this titanic conflict very much better

than ordinary men know their own townsmen." And.
because of this knowledge he has many things to say that

will perhaps startle some of us, even now, to hear. He is

no prophet of smooth things. In particular, the craft of

the enemy, his strength and his tremendous driving power
towards a long-planned end, are all fully understood by the

writer. Bead his story of the years of German foundation-

laying. Eead the chapters upon past and present Italian

policy. It may be indeed it is inevitable that not every-
one will agree with all the writer's deductions ;

but no one
can deny that his book is a profoundly stimulating one, if

only (again to quote Mr. HUGHES) as "
keying all men to a

sense of tha great events in which we are taking part."

It is rare enough to meet in a modern novel a group
consisting entirely of quiet pleasant people ;

much rarer,

it would seem, than in real life, which is nothing like so

drab as it is now commonly painted ;
rare enough indeed

to be something of a treat. Contrary Mary (DUCKWORTH),
by TEMPLE BAILEY, contrives this air of general goodwill

;

without being too dull. Mary is a nice young thing of

j

Washington, U.S.A. Rich red-headed Peter loves her. So
I does iron-grey headed decently-poor lioger, who has already
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been a husband and a clergyman without much success in
'

mild boom in heroes of humble origin, and George Darrell

either part. Vim/ is out for independence, so it be seasoned
j

is another, and a striking, example of the kind. In all his

1,\ the perpetual prospect of eager men kept waiting around efforts to repair the world I can follow him with ease, but

huiveriiig to he" allowed to take cure of her a maiden, lam compelled to add that his love-affairs, and especially

in short, 'of the have-it-both-\vays brigade. .>// doesn't the one that ended in his marriage, leave me a little

approve of failure, so lloijer, his soul tempered by her ,
incredulous. Indeed, it is only because of incidents which

bright eyes, takes up his old mission - work in a new are out of keeping with the lofty theme of the main story

environment, ;'"< this time wins out. Peter, lapsing un-
j

that I am prevented from hailing The World-Mender us a,

accountably from his reputation as a decent sort, behaves
{

triumphant success. At the worst we have here a harvest

badly before he behaves well again, and everybody takes
;

of thought in which the wheat is a far more robust growth
'j harmless little past much too seriously. Every- than the weeds.

body of course includes Jtoijer himself, who is of the tribe

that obstinater, reserves its defence till the penultimate

chapter and has a honeymoon in the last. Such is the end

ordained for him in the company of a Vanj duly con-

verted out of contrariness,

altogether.

A wholesome little pleasantry

If Romance really means the impossible actions and

unlikely words of highly improbable people, then is The
Flower of Sleep (PAUL), by Dr. J. MORGAN - DE - GROOT,

What Miss MILLS YOUNG

really needs is a candid friend,

someone who, having first

earned the right to be believed

by saying frankly some things
she really ought to be told,

could go on to enjoy the luxury
of making a number of very
pleasant remarks with the

more authority. In regard
to The Bywotmer (LANE) he
would begin, I imagine, by
pronouncing that the plot of

the story is a little weak and
scattered; that he, at any rate,

is tired of hearing of poor but
beautiful Adelas led astray by
deceiving villains'; further, that
he cannot help feeling that a

hero whose love, however faith-

ful in itself, lands him in too

good a thing financially on
the last page drops a little of

his romance
;
and finally, that

while lots of writers can
j

moralise prettily and even at

considerable length Miss MILLS
YOUNG is not one of the very
few who can put much novelty
and charm into that process.

THE CLIMATE.
Jones. " HULLO, BROWN I GRAND WEATHEH. GOT YCR;R

TENNIS RACKETS ?
' '

Brown (stung).
" No SNOW-SHOES !

"

Having done his duty in these matters the candid friend
could then begin to refer to the characterisation of the
author's people, not one of whom is the least bit a peg on
which to hang an atmosphere, and to the easy simplicitywith which she contrives to create that satisfying im-
pression of a South Africa as it really is which one has
always associated with her work. One feels of all her
characters, not only the Bijwonncr himself, the "poor-
white

"
no-good Englishman, but of his son and ill-fated

daughter and of everybody in the little circle whose lives
they touch, that a real person is being renewed, not
manufactured, in these pages; and this in a setting of
local colour which impresses without ever becoming burden-
some.

The World-Vender (HUTCHINSON) is, as the title suggestsan ambitious novel. We move in an atmosphere of
.ca, and those of us, at any rate, who are immeasurably

weary of perfervid politicians will rejoice that MAXWELL
\Y s motto, us far as she has one, is

"
let your modera-

tion be known to all men." There seems just now to be a

indeed romantic It would appear that Catherine, only
daughter of Colonel Covingion,
E.A.M.C. (alleged on the

very slenderest evidence to be
a specialist in sleeping sick-

ness), went to bathe in a

lonely Afric pool, and after

her bath carelessly fell asleep
in her canoe (and in abso-

lutely nothing else) under the
full glare of a tropical sun

;

and, as it happened, under the
i eye of Kar-rar, warrior chief

I

of an undiscovered tribs of

excellent Phoenician stock.
This light-brown worthy, an

; idealist with a dream that his

race is destined to become

quite white, drugs the faif

maiden with the Flower of

Sleep, found passim in those

parts, and carries her off to

his kraal. Thence a popular
aviator, who, doing a Cape to

Cairo trip, has engine trouble

just in that darkest corner of

the Dark Continent, promptly
rescues and as promptly mar-
ries her ; only to find to his

annoyance that her firstborn

is not his but the child of

Kar-r.ar. On all of which and
much more to as unlikely

el'feet, Kar-rar-ah-boomdeay ! seems a reasonable comment.

Literary Intelligence.

"Q. Will you kindly insert in your column the name of the

publisher of ' The Sparrows of Satan '

? -Fred 51.author and
A. The author is Marie Cornell!." Saskatoon Star (Canada).

"The Acting Governor mentioned the generous offer of tlir

International Health Assn. to send ;in expert and staff to Fiji to
combat the Tootworm disease." The Fiji Times.

We are sorry to hear that the crawling taxi has got to Fiji.

" ' And that ain't all.'

to correct his grammer.'
1

He was so much in earnest that he forgot

Somebody else seems to have been so much in earnest
that he forgot to correct his spelling.

"
By the side of this souvenir is a collecting box, in which contri-

butions may be dropped to assist wounded sailors. Eggs are accepted
also." Provincial Paper.

Hard-boiled, we trust.
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CHARIVARIA.
A OOKHHBPOHDEI/T of The Pall Mull

(lazcttc, who says that it is not enough
to vanquish the Germans on land and
on s<>a, insists that " we must drag out

the fangs with which, if they have the

power, they will mercilessly strangle our

poor." Personally we would go fur-

ther, and amputate the mailed fist with

which they would trample us to death.
* '

King FERDINAND OF BULGARIA, as we
gather from correspondence recently

published in the Press about his mem-
bership of the B.O.U., is an

ardent ornithologist. At the

present time, it is believed, lie

is engrossed in an absorbing

study of the "
Whip-poor-Will."
# '.'

The United States has pur-
chased the Danish West Indies

for 5,000,000. Another German
dream of Empire shattered !

:]: :I:

The '48 party which has just
been formed in the Hungarian
Diet will vote on internal ques-
tions, says the report, with the

Extreme Right. On matters
connected with the War its

members will, of course, con-

tinue in alignment with the

'Madly Left. ,
:

The report that the Tower of

London is cracked need cause
no alarm. They hav been say-

ing the same thing of several

Government offices for a long
time. . ...

An unprecedented sum has

just been paid for a Welsh

manuscript of the works of

that famous " manufacturer of

English history," GEOFFREY of

Monmouth. The fact that after

all these years another distinguished
Welshman is working in the same
line of goods probably accounts for

the extreme interest shown in the sale.
* *

An applicant for the exemption of

his son informed the Tribunal that he
himself had grown so corpulent that he
was unable to crawl inside ovens, and
that this part of the work had now to

be done by the younger man. An in-

genious but unsuccessful attempt was
made by the Military Representative to

secure the dismissal of the appeal on
the grounds that the son would be
better employed in serving his country
as a "

pull-through."
* *
*

According to counsel in the Bow
County Court,

" the best known cure

'

for rheumatism is to have the teeth

out." Counsel's opinion on the matter
is however contemptuously rejected by
an old lady of our acquaintance, who
says that her rheumatism grows
steadily worse in spite of the fact that

she has had her teeth out every night
for the last fifteen years.

* "*

An evening paper directs attention to

a Shakspearean performance given at

Spetchley Park, Worcester, in a garden
"in which many of the plants and
llowers mentioned by Shakspeare are

to be found." Of even greater interest,

ing, if we may believe the statement of

a contemporary to the effect that " the

room of a German colonel, the highest
rank at Donington, contained a tiny
iron cot bedstead, covered with four

blankets, a chest of drawers, a wash-

stand, a cheap mirror, and a plain wood
table." Most uncomfortable.

* *
*

In a report of Lord D'AUERNON'S

speech at the opening of the Gretna
Tavern The Manchester (i/innlm/i

states that " the insufficiency of the

existing facilities for obtaining refresh-

ments owing to the presence of thou-
sands of new yorkers in the
district was the principal
reason, he said, why the Board
had initiated the scheme." It

is odd that no comment should
have been provoked in the
Press by this invasion of thirsty
Americans.

"Allies stormed the village of Hem,
and captured the farm of Monocu,
with 4fj prisoners."

Kneiiing Despatch (Birmingham).

This disposes of the notion that
no quarter was allowed.

THE RULING PASSION.

Barber. "
SPRAY, SIR?"

Motorist. "Jusi A TOOT."

if we may say so, would be a definite

assurance from the same authoritative

source that the sun mentioned by
SHAKSPEARE shone on the entertain-

ment. .,.

'"*'"

We are informed by The Daily Sketch

that a pension of 1 per week has been

assigned to the oldest "citizen of Czerno-

vitz, aged 166, who " remembers the

end of the Napoleonic wars"; and that

special precautions have been taken to

protect him and his daughter, aged 90,
from all the turmoils of war. We un-

derstand that the daughter inherits

her father's marvellous memory and
can recall events that happened when
ulic was 65. ... ...

1

*
'

Signs of reprisal are already appear
-

" God Almighty steeled your arms
and kept your eyes clear, but I, your
supreme Word Lord, thank you from
the bottom of my heart in the name

j

of the Fatherland"."
Auckland Star (N.Z.).

Quite the most apt name the
KAIBEU has yet given himself.

"
Signs of brewing trouble, especi-

ally among the Slavs and in the

Magyar districts, have become notice-

able. The Hungarian Press is irri-

tated and full of bitter allusions."

The Times.

These bitter allusions are com-
mon in cases of brewing trouble.

"It is a lurid comment on our

dealings with our heroes that in the

twenty-fourth month of the year it- ' should be necessary for local Authori-

ties to press on the Chancellor of the
|

Exchequer." Evening Paper.
It is also a sad commentary upon day-

light saving.

"Germany will not lack men during the
summer campaign but the best element is the
1817 class which will not go far to make good
the losses in the approaching struggle."

Calcutta Englishman.
These veterans have wonderful staying

power, but fortunately there cannot be

very many of them.

"At Birmingham the measles epidemic is

decreasing, French cases last week numbering
291, against 303 in the previous week."

Morniny Paper.
We tender thanks to a large number of

correspondents who have called atten-

tion to the above passage with the

remark that we seem to have got rid

of the German variety.
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THE ARCH-PRIEST.
THUICE welcome, KAISER, to the battle's rear,

Whore, from a shell-proof distance, you propose
'With clarion lungs to breathe celestial cheer

Into an army battered by its foes ;

For wo have proved that, just when you expect
To duplicate the weary Hun's endeavour,

Your presence has the opposite effect

And things go worse than ever.

Nor do we fear your fancy's latest flight,

"When, with a travelling pulpit for a perch,
You teach your chaplains (dressing by the right)
The doctrines of a Prusso-Christian Church ;

Showing, by your own pure ideal of war
Where love alone must triumph, how the Sermon

Preached on the Mount might well be taken for

The utterance of a German.

"The devil was sick; the devil a monk would.be;"
But till he felt that horrid ache inside

He took no interest in the rosary
Or knotted cords to corrugate his hide ;

So, while in Belgium's innocent blood you trod
And of her temples made a heap of rubble,

The nesd to make your peace some day with God
Gave you no sort of trouble.

Now you repent and take a pious dope,
And give your bands a rest from\hymjns of hate,

And bid your priests renew their faith and hope,
And all in saintly language two years late ;

For God, remembering, turns His face away
From lips that with their high vows loosely palter,

Nor takes from unclean hands the gift they lay
Upon His holy altar, O. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(TSAS FERDINAND OF BULGARIA and the SULTAN OF

TURKEY.)
Ferdinand. Yes, there 's no doubt of it, MKHMED, old

man, things are looking very queer.
The Sultan. Oh, don't say that, FERDINAND. You can't

have a notion how uncomfortable you make me feel.

Ferdinand. Well, you can figure it out for yourself. It
sn't my saying so that makes things queer; it 's the things
themselves that are queer, and you and I may just as well
realise it while there 's time.

The Sultan. Oh dear, oh dear, what shall we do ? Do
you think it 's any good having a word with FRANCIS JOSEPH
or the German All-Highest ? They might be able to sug-
;est something.
Ferdinand. Not they. They 've got their hands as full

as they can hold. As for FRANCIS JOSEPH, he 's absolutelydead to the world, and everybody except himself knows it.

You can't keep on losing I don't know how many thousands
of prisoners and hundreds of guns and miles and miles of

ierritory, and then ask people to believe that you 're doin"
it all because you want to, and because that 's the new
patent way of winning battles. People are mostly fools,
but they 're not such fools as all that, you know.

The Sultan. But there's our friend WILLIAM. He might
ielp. Certainly he was full of promises when he got us to

in. Turkey was to have all her ancient splendour;
Hussians were to be smashed into pulp ; and Turkeyand Germany were to be the arbiters of the world

and Funny, isn't it? That's exactly what he

'Bulgaria''
changm8 the word "Turkey" for the word

The Sultan. And what have I got out of it ? Not a thing
except hard knocks everywhere and the privilege of looking
after those two rotten German ships, the Goeben and the
Breslau. I could have built a new palace for the money
they 've cost me in repairs alone. Every time they put
out they get a smashing. I 'm getting tired of the whole
business.

Ferdinand. So am I, but I don't see any way out of it

just yet. Do you ?

The Sultan. No, I don't unless I could manage to get rid

of ENVEB. Of course I might order him off to Armenia, but
I doubt if he 'd go. He doesn't seem to like the Russians.

Ferdinand. Well, we 've all got our dislikes. I myself
don't much like the French and English.

The Sultan. And I don't like the Germans.
Ferdinand. Oh, as for them, nobody likes them.
The Sultan. No; some of us were afraid of them, that's all.

Ferdinand. And now we're not even afraid of them,
are we ?

The Sultan. Not a bit.

Ferdinand. Well then, if we both feel like that, let 's get
out of it. Let 's tell old FRANCIS JOSEPH and WILLIAM
that we 've changed our minds.
The Sultan. Yes, let 's.

Ferdinand. Very well. There 's no time like the present.
The Sultan. No, none. Will you write ?

Ferdinand. I think on the whole it would come better
from you. It wouldn't sound so harsh in Turkish.

The Sultan. I rather thought they 'd take it more kindly
if it came in Bulgarian. WILLIAM 's a very angry man,
anyhow.

Ferdinand. Yes, doesn't he try to shout people down. I
can't bear these blustering fellows ; and he 's always so

religious, too.

The Sultan. That 's no good with me, and he knows it.

Ferdinand. Why should we write at all? Let's just
gradually do it.

The Sultan. Do what ?

Ferdinand. Get out of our alliance with him. We can't
be worse off with the other lot, can we* ?

The Sultan. No, and we might be much better.

Ferdinand. It '11 make things highly unpleasant for

WILLIAM, but he 's only got himself to thank for that.
The Sultan. Yes ; he oughtn't to have tried to deceive us.

"Dr. Ohnesorg": an Explanation.
This name, which recently appeared in one of Mr.

Punch's " Heart-to-Heart Talks," was a pure invention
of the author. The contents of the article abundantly
prove that the Ohnesorg who appears there a brutal
German inspector of prisoners' camps could not possibly
be intended for the American doctor of the same name who
has done notable service in the cause of British prisoners.
But in case there has been among Americans any misappre-
hension as to the author's intentions, Mr. Punch desires
;o express his regret for this strange coincidence, and to

lope that the real Dr. OHNESORG has treated it with the
insouciance which is indicated by his name.

' The recent cool weather is attributed largely to the excellent
Mil of health of the city." Birmingham Daily Mail.

Still, it seems a little hard that London should freeze in
order that Birmingham may flourish.

" The Danish story of Gorman naval activity in the Baltic is likely
nough ; let us hope that British submarines are at the bottom of it."

Evening Post (Wellington, N.Z.).
We hope so too

; but not permanently.
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THE SLUMP IN CENTRAL EUKOPES.
FEUDIE. "THE ALL-HIGHEST SEEMS A BIT BELOW PAR."

SULTAN. "WHY DID WE EVER LEAVE OUR COMFORTABLE FENCE?"
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THE CATHEDRAL CONNOISSEURS.

'I THINK it's so wonderful," said o

floriated Pairpendeeculur is tae be
[

" And of course we always went
obsairved in the cboir in a' its richness straight home?

"
I said.

Mix. Minciiigluun ecstatically,
" to find _,_

.

such culture of course I hate the word, ;

the wooden expr
hut you see what I mean, don't you ?

! just a little

such such love of art and all that,
!

" TW/.PI-IO,

don't you know, among quite plain
soldiers. I think it must be with see-

the beautiful cathedrals and all

that in France, don't you know."
"
Yes, yes," I said, rather carelessly,

I admit,
" and Gallipoli

Mrs. Mincingham looked doubtful.

"Oh, yes," she said vaguely,
" er

Saint Sophia, of course. . . . But what
I wanted to tell you was that one
of my men is simply frightfully
keen upon architecture. I thought
of writing to The Times about
him. You must be sure to get
him to talk to you."

Mrs. Mincingham 's men, I must

explain, were hers temporarily,
like commissions, because she had
invited them to tea from the neigh-

bouring hospital. They were at

the moment seated round Mrs.

Mincingham's drawing-room like

patients waiting their turn at the

dentist's, and clashing horribly
with the pale-pink colour scheme
of the apartment.
They were to have played clock

golf, but it was raining.
As ray eye wandered sympa-

thetically along the row of politely
bored countenances above the red
ties and white facings, it encoun-
tered one which was familiar. It

was the face of my old friend,
Private McPhee, and it wore the

peculiarly wooden
expression in-

variably found there when its

owner is on mischief bent.
A dawning suspicion arose in

my mind.
"
Really," I said,

" which of the
men is it, I wonder ?

"

"That H/ceman the Scotch one, .

I mean, with the kind of draught-board
" And how was that?

"

on his cap The Scotch are so fright-
" There wisna onything else tae do,"

fully- well educated, don't you think ?" said McPhee with 'a sudden burst of
Jurmg tea which took place to a candour. " Ye ken it wis this war

rather irrelevant pianoforte accompani- They were awfu' feart o' the men
-I got a few words with Mcl'hee. gettm' oot aboot the toon an' comin'*vpr lrnAvir/\ii r^i> .m ..,,.1. :t,. K_ _i_ e

" It 's awfu' dry wark ganging roond
His eye met mine for a moment, and a cethedral," observed McPhee, " an'

e wooden expression seemed to vibrate
,

Ah 'in no' denyin' we generally took a
a little.

j

wee bit dander roond the toon on the

McPhee," I said,
"
you are a fraud."

, way hame. But we aye got in a' riclit,
" Deed Ah 'm no," he said

;
"All ken an' nae hairm dune, until

a' that Ah 've jist telt ye, an' mair i There was an impressive pause,
besides. Buiks fu' !

" " Ye ken," he went on,
" some chaps

I shook my head. " I daresay you kens na when to stop. Noo, there was
do," I said,

" but
j

a chap like yon a rivetter frae Clyde-" Ah wis in the hospital in yon toon : side, ca'd McMorran in the hospital
afore Ah cam' here," he continued, at that time. He 'd been ragin' mad
" an' Ah used to gang tae the cethedral tae gang wi' the rest o' us seein' the
an awfu' lot." cethedral, an' the auld meenister wis

awfu' enlightened tae hear aboot
how bad he wanted tae see it.

Aweel, the day cam' that he wis
weel eneuch tae gang wi' us. An'
we went roond the cethedral, an'
the auld meenister he cam' the

length o' a street wi' us, an' lie

said,
' Gude niclit,' an' we said,

' Gude nicht,' an' awa' we went.
An' in went this McMorran intil

the first public he saw, an' he
wouldna come oot whiles he had
a bawbee in his pocket. Tae mak'
a lang story short, we didna get
back tae hospital till an hour efter

oor time was up. The Nurse didna

say onything at first, but Ah kent
it wis comin', an' when we wis
bavin' oor wounds dressed she let

us hae it.

"'Whaur wis ye in the toon?'
she says.
"'We wis in the cethedral,' Ah

says.
"A" the ithers said the same, an'

then she cam' to McMorran.
"'Whaur wis ye in the toon?'

she says very shairp.
" ' We wis in the cethedral,' he

says,
' wi' yon auld gentleman.'

Cethedral !

'

says Sister. ' Whit

" GOT A CIGAR ABOUT YOU, OLD CHAP ?
"

"No; I'VE GIVEN UP BUYING CIGARS."

"OH, ECONOMISING, I SUPPOSE?"
" WELL, NOT EXACTLY. I JUST WANTED TO BUEAK

YOU OF THE HABIT OP SMOKING."

-w-
^ f^ 1- wa*a t_/wu nuuuu bllu LOOH

1 never knew you were an authority i back fou, or, as some sav
on architecture," 1 said. Suo they wouldna let ony c

.McPhee was non-committal.
"
Ou, ay," he said cautiously,

" Ah
ken a wee."
He meditated for a minute : then

the waur.

ony of us oot by

porselves. But whiles an auld meen-
ister frae the cethedral would come an'
tak' a pairty o' the men for tae see it.

" He wis a gey auld meenister, an'
i t -i i i .

mi ,, j , , ,.
tt buy BUia meenister, an"The cethedral o Saint Aloysms, when he 'd telt us a' there wis tae tell

..ntches er, he went on rapidly,
"

is aboot the cethedral an' whit there wis
the finest examples o' airly; in it, we kent he wis a wheen tired,

i lucairtchitecturctaebefundinthe Sae he'd jist pit us a bit on oor way,The east window is the like, an' he'd say, 'Gude nicht' ai,
:

na.st magneeficent specimen o' the-
|

we 'd say, Gude nicht
'

. an' then
the-gleezier s art in existence, an' the we 'd gang hame oor lane

"

wis there in the cethedral, I won-
der ?

'

"'Aw,' says McMorran, 'there
wis galleries an' an' paintin's an'

aw, there wis a sight o' things, Sister.

Hae ye no been, Sister? Maybe the
auld gentleman wad tak' ye

'

" 'Ye 're prevaricatin',' she says very
shairp.

' Ah 'm ashamed o' ye. Ah 'm
thinkin' maybe there wis glesses in the
cethedral.'

"'Aw, yes, Sister,' says McMorran,
lookin' a bigger fule than he wis, which
wis no easy,

' there wis glesses, Sister,

painted glesses, an'
" 'An' whit wis there in the glesses,

then?

me, man
ye 've been drinkin' hv the state o'

your wound."
" Of course," continued McPhee

reflectively,
' Ah kent that wis a' havers.

she says.
' Ye '11 no deceive

1 can tell pairfectly well
/i.., ..!.;> '
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Fair Lady (to shy Subaltern after ten minutes' silence). "I JUST ADOIIE THE sntoxa, SILENT TYPE OF SOLDIKE.'

She smelt him just ... McMorrau
aye talkifc owermuch, an' she wis sniff-

sniilin' a' the while.
" But Ah didna gang tae the cethedral

sae mony times efter. Ah 'in thenkin'

the Nurse must hae telt the meenister
aboot it, for the next time we went he
cam' every step o' the way to the hos-

pital wi' us an' fair pushed us in at

the gate wi' his ain hands."
At this juncture Mrs. Mincingham

bore down upon us.
" You are having a nice chat," she

said graciously ;

" now I wonder if I can

guess what you are talking about ?
"

"
Architecture," I said.

" FINESW1HT SCOTCH SKY
THE WELL, KNOWN WIIISKV

Kisus LIQUEB."
Balkan

It looks as if the printer had been

sampling.

"A Bill to increase the present war pensions
of incapacitated Australian soldiers from 1
to '20s. a, week has been introduced into the
Commonwealth House of Representatives."

Egyptian Mail.

The Anzacs are feeling tremendously
bucked by this generous proposal.

ECONOMY AND SACRIFICE.
OH, life is growing simpler I never

drink champagne,
Unless I 'm out to dinner, and yet I

don't complain.
Off vegetarian dishes I make my mid-

day meal,
And from the alteration no inconve-

nience feel.

I 've long since banished butter for nuts
and milk combined,

And to the substitution my palate is

resigned.
New clothes I never order, I merely

send old suits

To undergo renewal, and so with
hats and boots.

In journeying to the City I stand in

tube or bus,
Yet cannot, feel self-pity that I should

travel thus.

For all this simplifying of diet, drink
and dress

In matters hygienic has proved a huge
success.

I 've lost a stone of tissue ; my figure 's

growing slim ;

I never need a doctor, 1 'm sound in

wind and limb ;

In fact, although I 'in sixty, when all

is said and done

I shall be really younger when I am
sixty-one.

And, if the petrol famine involves the
absolute

Removal of the buses upon my daily
route,

I have no fear of riding, in weather
foul or fair,

From Kensington to Cheapside each

day on Shanks's mare.
". ':'' : ':

Yet, when I start reflecting on how I

do my "
bit,"

By thrift which leaves me comfort and

keeps my body fit,

Confounded by the contrast with those
who give their lives,

My spirit sinks within me and only
shame survives.

By Proxy ?

From a wedding invitation :

"The ceremony will be a very quiet one,
the arrangements having been made hurriedly
in consequence of the bridegroom being away
on military service."

" Hair Dresser. Wanted assistant and half
i.-tut." JJaili/ Chronicle.

The latter is required to deal with the

partially bald.
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HALFPENNY IN THE BASIN.

MY khaki was new and the sun

shone. In the heart of the country
town where I am stationed there was to

be a garden fete in aid of an hitherto

overlooked charity. Obviously it was

my duty part of my "bit
"
as it were

to shave, shine and polish and take my
swagger cane out for a treat.

I am a new soldier and have hitherto

been just a dramatist a poor sort for

discipline at any time. Hence my
earnestness overleaps my knowledge
of rules. I am all for the right thing,
but lamentably apt in the execution of

military howlers. I salute bandmasters,
deceived by their mackintoshes ;

I have

actually raised my forage
- cap to a

padre; and I forget to take my pipe
from my mouth when this row with

the Germans necessitates that the pipe
should be taken from the mouth. I

shall improve, but it is necessary for

the proper appreciation of this story
that my rawness should be propounded.
The locale of the fete was a doanery

garden. Trees that shed leaves on the

leathern clothing of ALFHED THE GEEAT
and lawns that suggested the first game
of cricket formed the foreground to a

long house that shone with bright age.
Near the end of the long house was a

little gate. Inside the little gate was
the fete cocoanuts, a string band, a

palmist and a game called "
Halfpenny

in the basin." I did not go in. It

was not one of my
"
halfpenny in the

basin
"
days.

Under the oldest tree, with the most
ugly faces upon it, I sat and pretended
to ponder upon plots for plays. Now
and then people passed me by and
went into the fete, and as each one
came I wagered with myself as to their

capacity for throwing a halfpenny into
a basin. Then came a Colonel on a

charger.
" I say, you chap," he began,

" do
you mind holding my horse for me for
a few minutes ?

"

" With pleasure, Sir."

"I promised to go to this beastly
fete, so I suppose I must look in.
Thank you very much."

I took hold of the thing that goes
through the horse's mouth and round
the top, and tried to look like a pro-
fessional horse-holder. The Colonel
assured me that he wouldn't be Ion",
that his name was Tommy i.e. the
horse's name that he was quite docile
and fond of grass. He winked as he
said this and indicated the lawn, but
with a don't-say-I-said-so manner. I
winked back as I imagine horse-holders
wink, and in a moment Tommy and I-
were alone.

When I look back I see no reason

to reproach myself. The Colonel had

said in the horse's hearing that the

horse was to be allowed to have grass,

and that seemed to settle the matter.

J>awns may be lawns but the army is

something more. It is the Army.
So on to the lawn did Tommy go.

I don't think he could have had any-

thing to eat before, and the animal's

simple enjoyment of his novel experience
was most infectious. When he rooted

up the divots, if I may so express

myself, swallowed the bits he wanted
and chucked the rest away, I laughed
in sheer lightness of spirit. I would
have lit my pipe too, if I had not been

in honour bound to hold on to the

thing you hold horses with.

I got Tommy at 3 P.M. At 4.30 the

Dean came out. His face was like a

bonfire that won't light.
" Must you really take your horse

on my lawn, Sir?
"

Here was I, bless

you, taken for a Cavalryman.
" Must

you, Sir ? Is it absolutely necessary ?
"

I said that he wasn't my horse, that

I had only met him. that afternoon,
that I didn't know who he belonged to,

that he was fond of grass, but I wasn't
to say anybody said so.

The Dean shook. I nearly offered

him my swagger cane for the purpose
of getting a grip on something.

" Tell me whose horse this is, if you
please."

" I will do my best," I replied with
a little asperity.

" He is a Colonel.
His appearance is likeable. He would
look very well on a bride's left. A
heavyish man with a light smile and
the kind of hair that you can't stop
elderly actors from wearing."

" Where is he now ?
"

" He is in your back garden, probably
throwing half-pennies in a basin."
The Dean wheeled away, not on the

right heel and left toe, as I somewhat
regretfully noticed.

Certainly the lawn had been roughly
savaged by the insatiable Tommy.
About one-third of it wasn't a lawn at
all now. I felt dimly that I was
blameworthy, but not for long. Sud-

denly there arrived the consciousness
that all this pleasaunce should now
be potatoes. Tommy and I had been
doing the work of the War Economy
poster !

Still, Deans are Deans, and I took

Tommy to the borders where the grass
was long. He ate more enthusiastically
than ever.

At five o'clock Tommy went down
on his knees. At first I was touched.
I had never seen a horse do this before,
and made up my mind to buy heaps
of grass after the War and give it to

hungry chargers. Probably if the
Colonel knew how much his spirited

About there he went over,steed

right over !

I admit that I ran. I can hold an

upright horse, but not an upside-down
horse. Bless me, how he did kick !

All out of sheer gratitude, I know, but
it is terrible that these animals should
have to lie on their backs and put their
feet in the air to express their thanks.
Couldn't they be trained to cross their
feet or paw the lawn or something
simple in such circumstances ?

Considerable disturbance was caused
to the animal's equipment. The saddle
came round, doubtless thinking that
its place was on top, and relying on
its owner's sense of justice to recog-
nise that it was the horse that was
out of position. Things started to

hang down which looked as if they
ought not to hang down, and I had
a sense of impending objurgations.
They came. The Colonel, looking

more than ever like a father-in-law,
came from the gate in the company of

the Dean and told me what he thought
of me as a horse-holder, little appre-
ciating that I thoroughly agreed with
him. He then made queer noises with
his mouth, which I 'm sure I shall

never learn, and Tommy stood up.
The Dean tried hard to look as if he
could have done it himself. I was
meek and did up the straps. . This
I can do splendidly, in view of long
training as a husband. When I 'd

finished with my side the horse couldn't

possibly become undone.
* * - * . * #

I was given twopence for a drink,
four half-pennies. Each one missed
the basin largely because the Dean
was looking on. But perhaps there 's

a one-Act play in it.

Extract from description of Eton and
Harrow match :

"Lowndes and Halsoy then scored freely,
whilst the running between wickets was very
good indeed. They added 60 before Halsey
was out, after making a mis-hit, caught at
third man for 25. At 120 Lowndes was caught
at short-leg for 44."

Extract from score :

"W. G. Lowndes, c. and b. Jessopp, 44.
T. E. Halsey, c. and b. Jessopp, 25."

News of the World.

Some mention might, we think, have
been made of JESSOPP'S agility in

catching men off his own bowling at

third man and short-leg. Even the late

Dr. E. M. GBACK never equalled this.

' ' Some of the 700 German prisoners who
arrived at Southampton on Saturday were
wearing corduroy trousers. The majority of
the officers wore Iron Crosses." Daily Newt,

Ours is perhaps not the best climate
for this alternative.
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THE ART OF PACKING FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Wife. "I'VE NEARLY FINISHED MY PACKING, DEAR. BUT
1 'VE ONE OB TWO THINGS OVEB WHICH MIGHT GO IN YOUR
TRUNK."

" I 'LL LEAVE THEM HEBE FOB YOU, DEAR."

"BY THE WAY, THERE ABE JUST THESE." '

OH, AND THIS I

"

"AND, OF COURSE, THESE -MUST GO." * *
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Nev, Colonel of our Amazon Corps. "Os, COLONEL BLANK, HOW LUCKY MEETING YOU 1

MOMENT TO TELL ME THE DUTIES OF A COLONEL .'

I WONDEB IF YOU COULD SPAKE

THE FIGURE-HEAD.
A SALT SEA YARN.

THERE was an ancient carver that carved of a saint,

But the parson wouldn't have it, so he took a pot of paint

And changed its angel garment for a dashing soldier rig,

And said it was a figure-head and sold it to a brig.

The brig hauled her mainsail to an off-shore draught,

Then she shook her snowy royals and the Scillies went

abaft ;

And cloudy with her canvas she ran before the Irade

Till she got to the Equator, where she struck a merry-

maid.

A string of pearls and conches were all of her togs,

But the flying-fish and porpoises they followed her like

dogs;
She had a voice of silver and lips of coral red,

She climbed the dolphin-striker and kissed the figure-head

Then every starry evening she 'd swim in the foam

About the bows, a-singing like a nightingale at Home ;

She 'd call to him and sing to him as sweetly as a bird,

But the wooden-headed effigy he never said a word.

And every starry evening in the Doldrum calms

She 'd wriggle up the bobstay and throw her tender arms

About his scarlet shoulders and fondle him and cry
And stroke his curly whiskers, but he never winked an eye

he couldn't get an answer to her tears or moans.

o she went and told her daddy, told the ancient Davy

Jones ; , , . ,

Old Davy damned his eyesight and puzzled of his wits

Then whistled up his hurricanes and tore the brig t

Down on the ocean-bed, green fathoms deep,

Where the wrecks lie rotting and great sea-serpents

In a "learning grotto all built of sailors' bones,

Sits the handsome figure-head, listening to Miss Jones.

Songs o' love she sings him the livelong day,

And she hangs upon his bosom and sobs the night away

But he never! never answers, for beneath his soldier paint

The wooden-headed lunatic still thinks that he s a si

Mr. Weedon Grossmith's Hamlet.

In a recent issue of Punch an examination paper was set

to budding playwrights, and one of the problems wa

" Adapt the Third Act of Hamlet so as to render it a suit-

able medium for the personality of Mr.WEEDON GKOSSMITH.

And now we remark in an evening paper, among notices

Estates to be Sold, an advertisement which speaks (perhaps

a little too familiarly) of '"The Lilies,' forming part

Hamlet of Weedon." ,

Mr Punch does not want to seem captious about

appropriation of his idea, but he is bound to say t

"The Lilies," as a stage property, would be better adapte

to Ophelia's mad scene.
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CAKKY ON!
MEMBER OP NATIONAL PETROL EESERVE, OFF TO THE FRONT (to cab-horse). "WELL, SO LONG, OLD

MAN! KEEP THE HOME FIRES BURNING!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MINISTER'S reply to a number of post- doffed by Mr. GINNELL has appeared

poned Questions about Mesopotamia re- in the person of Mr. MICHAEL REDDY.

Mi'inJtiy, July 17th. The gaiety of sembled in some respects the statement i As a rule he sits in one of the seats

the House of Commons is not seriously that he made last week about Ireland ; under the Gallery, whence he occa-

(liminished by the absence of Mr. GIN- the information imparted being in in- sionally makes inarticulate interjections

NF.I.I., who, after a slight collision with verse ratio to its length. One thing in a voice "
like a hairpin," as it has

the military authorities in England, was clear. The House was not to get
j

been described. But this week he has

has gone to Belfast to help the Nation- the papers that had bean promised it descended at Question-time from his

alists there to get rid of the tyranny by Mr. BONAR LAW six weeks ago. So
j

remote perch and annexed one of tl;e

of Messrs. DEVLIN and REDMOND. W7

e many excisions had been necessary for
j

corner seats above the Gangway. There,
still have with us the conscientious military reasons that the documents i to the joy of the surrounding Union-

humourist who represents North Som- would be, like the Irishman's coat, "a ists, not altogether shared, perhaps, by
orset, and have lately regained the lot of holes tied together." |

his leader, he puts high-pitched con-

of Mr. JOSEPH MARTIN, who ; One naturally expected Mr. ASQUITH undrums to the Treasury Bench. Heservices

for the last two years had left

Westminster severely alone,

and was understood to bo giv-

ing the Dominion of Canada
the benefit of his statesman-

ship.
Mr. MARTIN did not, like

an even more famous "Joey,"
announce his rentree in the

time-honoured phrase,
" Here

we are again !

"
but adopted

the less spectacular method of

asking a question. It was,

however, a question going
deep down to the roots of our
I mperial life. Would the PHI MI:

MINISTER take steps to ensure
the continuance of the present
relations between the Domin-
ion and the United Kingdom,
such relations consisting of a
union of hearts in Imperial
matters and absolute self -

government in local affairs?

Mr. MACMASTEB, also a

Canadian, furnished an answer
to the question by putting an-
other :

" Was the PRIME MIN-
ISTER aware of any circum-
stances likely to put those

happy relations in any peril
whatever?

"
The PRIME MIN-

ISTER was not
; so Mr. MARTIN

can, if he chooses, return to

Vancouver, B.C., with an easy
mind.
A very common Ministerial

SMALLER SHELLS
AMD

SAVE
MONEY

HEROES YET TO BE PRODUCED BY THE WAR.
LITTLE ENGLANDEB, AT THE NEXT GENERAL ELECTION, PUSHING

HIS PROPAGANDA FROM THE FIRE-STEP OF A TRENCH.

method of disposing of inconvenient
questioners is to refer them to the reply
given to the hon. Member for So-and-so
on such-and-such a date. It is seldom
carried to so a great a length as by the
FIRST COMMISSIONER of WORKS. Mr.
LYNCH wanted to know why he and
other critics of the Air-Service were
not invited to an official luncheon
recently given to the French Direction
of Aeronautics. Mr. HARCOURT'S re-

sponse was to read out the statement
which he made when the National
Hospitality Fund was first established,
and which deprecated, eight years in
achance, all such

cavilling inquiries as
that of the hon. Member,

Tuesday, July 18th. The PRIME

to proceed to draw the logical conclusion
from this statement, and to say,

" No
papers, no debate." On the contrary,
he seemed to welcome discussion, not-

withstanding the inconvenience (to
which Sir EDWARD CARSON drew atten-

tion) of holding a debate without any
authentic information to go upon.

It looks as if the Cabinet are not

sorry to have the attention of the House
and the country diverted, if only for a
nidi i ient, from the tangled situation in
Ireland. Mesopotamia does not smell

particularly sweet just now, but that

may add to its usefulness

herring.

Wednesday,

as red

July 19//I. Another
candidate for the mantle temporarily

scored a great success to-day
by his staccato inquiries into

the membership of the Navy
League, which he suggested
consisted chiefly of ancient

mariners, landlubbers, sea-

cooks, dyspeptics and faddists.
' And how many of them/' he

squeaked as a final salvo,
" are

of German descent ?
"

I am afraid Mr. BUDDY'S
success as a humourist led

Mr. SAMUEL astray. If in pro-

posing the appointment of a

Select Committee to consider
whether it was practicable and
desirable to prepare a now
register of voters in view of a

General Election he had be'en

content to acknowledge the

difficulty of the problem and
invite the House to come to

the Cabinet's assistance, he
would probably have got his

motion through without much
trouble. Unfortunately he
chose to adopt a bantering air

quite foreign to his reputation,
and to dwell at great length
on the various problems that

would confront the Committee,

hardly concealing his belief

that where the great men of

the Cabinet had failed the little

men of the Select Committee
were not likely to succeed.

Not since Mr. LONG essayed
introduce a Military Service Bill,

which had to he withdrawn without
even a First Beading, has a Ministerial

project been so promptly and unani-

mously bombarded. Sir EDWARD CAR-
SON'S 15 -in. sarcasms were hardly
more effective than the lighter ammu-
nition of Mr. WAUDLE, the lachryma-
tory shells of Mr. DILLON, and the

general fusillade of Private Members.

Only one or two thought a General
Election desirable, but all agreed that

it was possible, and that it was the

duty of the Government to prepare for

it by having a proper register,
" the

Ark of the Covenant of Represents*
tive Government," as Mr. McCALLUM
SCOTT described it. Mr. CHURCHILL

to
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Sergeant (in cliarge of canvas trough containing unfiltered water).
"
'ERE, GET AWAY PROM THAT WATEE. You AIN'T A MULE!"

Private (before continuing to drink). "HEE-HAW! HEE-HAW!"

was observed to be adjusting the fuses

of a few impromptu
"
whizz-bangs"

when Mr. ASQUITH entered, and in a

few dignified sentences announced that
the Government fully recognised the

feeling of the House and would bow to

its decision.

Meanwhile the House of Lords had
resumed the debate on Lord HALDANE'S
motion regarding the Training of the

Nation. The Archbishop of CANTER-
BURY combatted the theory that the
older Universities did not train admin-
istrators with the remark that seven-
teen out of twenty-two members of the
Cabinet came from Oxford and Cam-
bridge. Somehow, after to-day's ex-

periences in the Commons, it did not
seem an overwhelmingly convincing
ai'gument.

Thursday, July 20th. Geographers
are said to have some difficulty in de-

fining the exact boundaries of Mesopo-
tamia ; but the Government are quite
convinced that it is situate between the
Devil and the Deep Sea. Originally
they had intended to oppose the motion
for a Select Committee and to let the
House blow off its pent-up steam in a

fruitless debate ; but at the last moment
they changed their minds and decided
to surrender at discretion.

The PRIME MINISTER announced to-

day that two Special Commissions
would be set up to inquire into the

Mesopotamian and Dardanelles Expe-
ditions. At first he proposed that to

save time these bodies should have
no compulsory powers, but he was
speedily driven from this position also,

and agreed to introduce a Bill arming
them with those powers forthwith.

Mr. CHURCHILL his old friend, Lord

FISHER, keeping an eye on him from
over the Clock again urged the pub-
lication of the Dardanelles papers and
received the unexpected support of Mr.
McCALLUM SCOTT. A wondering House
heard how the hon. Member has been

devoting all the time he could spare
from the grievances of conscientious

j
objectors to the study of the Dardan-

: elles campaign, and has arrived at the
deliberate conclusion that CHURCHILL
was right and KITCHENER was wrong.
Clio, in the Ladies' Gallery, was heard
to murmur a protest against the in-

trusion of this amateur.

During a simultaneous discussion in

Another Place Lord WEMYSS gave
many harrowing details of the suffer-

ings endured by the Mesopotamian
Expedition ; and Lord ISLINGTON made
a businesslike statement setting forth

the actual provision that had been
made since March for supplying the
medical needs of the troops. From
their point of view, you may be sure,

mosquito - curtains and ice - machines
are worth a wilderness of Special
Commissions.

New Sobriquet for the Soixaute-Quinze.

"John Bull's guns are becoming as good
as Jacques' bonhommes." Evening Paper.

The Superman of Fiction.
" .... a huge man, well over six feet,

broader than he was tall."
" The Great Temptation," by Ricliard Marsh.

' ' Later on witness rang Southcott up some
time in January, 1916, and asked him whether
ho could purchase the war. Southcott then
told witness there was some question as to

ownership and could not do anything in the
matter."- Haicke's Bay Tribune (N.Z.).

On the contrary the KAISER would like

to dispose of his share in it, cheap.
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Old Lady. "AsD HOW DID YOU GET YOUR MEDAL?"
Old Lady.

"
YES, YES. Bui HOW, AKD WHERE?"

Tommy.
" WON IT."

Tommy (in desperation) . AT A BAZAAR, MUM. IN A RAFFLE !

"

A DEESS EEHEAESAL.
" WHATEVER are those things,

Charles?" asked Leila.
"
'Andbolts," replied her husband

laconically.
" That 's what the In-

spector called 'em. He said all Specials

ought to know how to use 'em, so he
lent me these to practise with, com-

plete with key."
"Oh, I see handcuffs. They look

rather ancient. How do you work
them?"

" I '11 show you," said Charles. "
Bill,

you be a hooligan beating his wife
I "11 lend you mine."

Bill, a joyous subaltern on short

leave, picked up the poker and took
his sister roughly by the arm.
"Ho! yer would, would yer?" lie

demanded. " Smeck me fice, would

yer?"
"
Yus, I would," cried Leila shrilly.

And she did.

Bill snarled creditably.
" Nah yer done it, you 'ave ! Tike

thet !

" He raised the poker.
" Now then, young fellermelad," said

S.P.C. Charles, "you comerlongerme.
Best come quiet." He made a grab
with the handcuffs.

"0\v!" yelled Bill. "Be careful,

you ass. You "ve skinned my wrist !

"

" Stand still, then," said Charles

unfeelingly".
He slipped the handcuff's on and

squeezed ;
but there was no answering

click. At last, by using both hands
and with the assistance of the hooligan,
he snapped first one catoh and then

the other.
" The prisoner," chanted Leila softly,

" who showed no signs of resistance,

was securely er secured within ten

minutes. This smart piece of
"

Charles interrupted.
" One thing is clear. I shall have

to whack anybody I catch on the head
with my truncheon and truss him up
while he 's unconscious. Perhaps I 'd

better practise that now."
Leila flung herself dramatically before

Bill.
"
Only over my dead body. I won't

have my soldier brother wasted !

"

"Good girl," said Bill. "But I

should feel safer if I had my hands
free."

"
Very well, then, if you insist. Leila,

where 's the key ?
"

" I don't know. You had it."
"
Well, it 's gone."

Bill grew suddenly agitated." Look here, I say, this is serious,

you know. Dash it, I 'in taking Phyllis
out to a show in about two ticks,

and I can't go like this. Charles, you
juggins, don't stand gaping there. Do

something."
After a frenzied but fruitless search

Leila went to the telephone.
"
If you were half a sport, Bill," said

Charles, "you'd let me run you in to

the police-station for practice, and get
unlocked there."

" I say," announced Leila in horri-

fied tones from the telephone,
" the

Inspector says ho hasn't got another

key to fit those things, because they 're

an old pattern. Isn't it awful ? He 's

coming round at once to see if any-

thing can be done."

On his arrival the Inspector cx-

umined Bill's fettered wrists and gave
a grunt of satisfaction.

" Them 'andbolts, Sir, is what you
might call a outsize."

He grasped the fetters with an

enormous fist.

Bill set his teeth for an agonising

tug, but his hands came away with-

out an effort. He shot violently back-

wards against Leila, dislodging from
its hiding-place in her fluffy draperies
the missing key.

"Bill, my lad," said Charles, "you
were never meant for a marching regi-

ment. You should have been in the

Intelligence Department."
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Excited daughter (anxious to show depth of }ter affection).
" CABBY ME, DADDY."

A EEVENANT.
SOME one writing about JEKKMY

BENTHAM in The New Statesman has
revived his quaint theory of the " auto-

icon
"

(as he calls it), or preservation
of personality after death. JEREMY'S
notion was that if the features were
fixed with varnish and the body em-
balmed and re-dressed in its familiar

clothes, treated with a rubber solu-

tion, posterity would have a truer idea
of what the dead man had looked like

than any painter or sculptor could give ;

while such figures, set up in a gentle-
man's grounds, would add not only to

their interest but their beauty. That
was JEREMY BKNTHAM'S notion, and he,
the great jurisprudentist and philoso-

pher, was, consistently, himself thus

preserved, although, according to The
\cir Sff/lrxiiitin writer, his "auto-icon,"
which is one of the glories of University
College in Gower Street, is to-day in a
state of decay, and the assistance of the

wax-modeller baa had to be called in.

But by a piece of odd chance 1 had
no sooner finished reading this article

in a club than, strolling down Picca-

dilly, I came upon an "auto-icon" so 1

perfect by which 1 mean so realistic

as to have attracted no little crowd
1

and to make me, who knew the indi-

vidual in the flesh, absolutely gasp.
Visitors to the Zoo will remember a

cage close to the Inner Circle entrance,
on the left as one approaches the

Mappin Terraces, which used to be a
test of strong-mindedness not inferior, in

the old days when literature also could
raise a blush, to the painstaking natur-

alistic works of M. ZOLA. Old habitues
of the Zoo with a party in tow hurried

prudently past. Strangers either looked
and fled, or looked and stayed, according
as they were constituted

; for within
[

it, in all his flamboyant shamelessness,
dwelt the famous mandril.

Alas, that such careers should ever
'

have to cease ; but so it is, and two or

three months ago this prismatic cele-

brity died, to the consternation of all

the Zoological Society's Fellows, who
even while avoiding him felt that he
shed lustre on the Gardens. Lustre is

p.-rluips an inadequate term; for he,
was a landmark, an institution, and,
to be at once more fanciful and moie
exact, a kind of permanent rainbow to :

Regent's Park.

However, he died, and I for one

thought never to see him more, when,
to my astonishment or I might almost

s.iy bewilderment and rupture, there

he was, precisely as in life, in ROWLAND
WAKD'S window. Thanks to the accu-

racy of his auto-icon he was himself.

Though dead he persisted. Old JEREMY
BENTHAM'S counsels had been followed

minutely as regards that wonderful
countenance. With lavish and exotic

pigmentation the perpetuating hand of

the taxidermist had made the features

as sinister, as unwieldy and as gor-

geous as they had ever been of old in

his fearsome cage ;
and each individual

hair bristled as in life. The philoso-

pher and jurisprudentist was justified.
Meanwhile in his old home two

trivial members of the same picturesque
and uncomfortable genus endeavour to

sustain the great tradition, but do it

very ill.

"BLANKENBEBGHE. A.R. IgivciuMrrssrs
as desired, but canuot say what the charges
are now. It would be more patriotic to spend
your holidays in the homeland this year. On
the front, Hotel dn Rhin ; near harbour,
Hotel du Phare

;
at station, Grand Hotel du

Nord ; in the town. Hotel de Bruxelles, Hotel

d'Orange, and Hotel de Loudres." To-day.

As the author of this advice does not

appear to have noticed that there is a

war on, wo might add that Blanken-

berghe now supplies excellent oppor-
tunities for improving one's German.
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THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND BANK.

A SEMI-FINAL VERSION.

(Being the seventh detailed Official Ac-

count issued by the German Admiralty.)

THE apparent inactivity of the Ger-

man Fleet for nearly two years and

it is quite possible that it may again
remain apparently inactive during the

remainder of the summer is to be ex-

plained by the extraordinary reluctance

of the enemy and by the nature of sea-

warfare, which limits the aggressive

liberty of the belligerents to occasions

when they come in contact. To find

and engage the enemy's fighting forces

has been the first thought and final

purpose of the German Fleet. But in

this they have been thwarted, baffled

and frustrated beyond 'belief,

last the chance came so

suddenly that it seemed
almost incredible.

On the afternoon of

May 31st the High Seas

Fleet was cruising in mid-

ocean, methodically plod-

ding about as usual in

search of enemy vessels,

when it suddenly encoun-

tered a squadron of light
cruisers .of the Calliope
class, which fled in a

North-Easterly direction.

Admiral VON HIPPER, with
the battle cruisers Derfflin-

ger, Moltke, Von der Tann
and two others, imme-

diately gave chase in a

South-Westerly direction,
but he had not proceeded
far when he sighted to

the East of. him Admiral
BEATTY'S squadron, re-

tiring with all haste to

And at

massive nineteen-inch super-guns. To this gallant onslaught against over-

equalize this superiority Admiral VON
|

whelmingly superior numbers. A small

HIPPER ("who had turned South at
:

German torpedo boat blew up. It is

4.17 P.M.) ordered an attack by five de

stroyers. A bitter close-range battle

ensued, in which two enemy ships of

the line fell victims to our torpedoes,
and a third was seen to be appreciably
on fire. One of our destroyers was hit

and had to be abandoned by her crew

(after blowing her up). It is difficult

to say how it happened, but we must

pay without flinching the cost of offen-

sive action. The enemy was now re-

tiring at extreme speed, while our lighter
craft laboriously picked up his sur-

vivors. On the arrival of the German

Battleship Fleet Admiral BEATTY'S

remaining two ships retired from the

conflict and were not seen again.

Mrs. Higgins (who, Tier husband having been called up, is carrying on
his side of {lie business as well as her own).

" THE BA.CK LOOKS A LITTLE
PLAIN. HOW DO TOU THINK A COUPLE OF THESE LITTLE HOTIFS WOULD
LOOK JUST ABOUT THERE ?

"

the West, consisting of nine ships of

the Lion class, a number of light
cruisers and some thirty modern de-

stroyers. It must be said that the
battle was fought out in an area extend-

ing over fifty nautical miles, in the
centre of the North Sea. The English
version endeavours without justification
to locate the engagement off the Jutland
coast. The reason for this deception
is clear.

Admiral vox HIPPER, approaching for
a running fight, formed line ahead and
opened fire (astern) at 2.37 P.M., at a
range of 27,000 metres, against a vastly
superior enemy. Repeated damaging
hits were at once observed on every
ship in the enemy Jine, and two of them
blew up and disappeared. Admiral
VON HIPPER turned North at 3.15 P.M.
About 4.5 P.M. eleven ships of the Queen
Elizabeth class, coming from the South-
East, joined Admiral BEATTY'S line

powerfully reinforcing it with their

Admiral VON HIPPER turned West at
5.1 P.M. and South-East at 5.10.

About 7. P.M., with the advent of seven

squadrons of British Battleships with
their massive armament and colossal

guns, began the combat of the main
forces. At 7.2. P.M. Admiral von HIP-
PER turned round and round in circles.
It was now recognised that the British
Grand Fleet was fully assembled, and
Admiral von SCHEER determined to
attack at once against enormously
superior strength with the utmost ruth-
lessness. The Liitzow had been slightly
damaged in the previous encounter,
owing to the inadvertent leaving open
of a port-hole, which had flooded the

magazine, so Admiral von HIPPER (who
began cutting figure 8's at 8.15 P.M.)
transferred his flag under a heavy fire
to the Goeben, while the Blucher tem-
porarily took the head of the line.
Three ships of the Iron Duke class
were observed to sink, heavily hit in

thought possible that she had been hit

by something. In the haze, shortly
after 8. P.M. the enemy fleet turned in

all directions. German officers had

ample evidence of their good shooting
in the rapid destruction of enemy light
cruisers, of which few, if any, can pos-
sibly have survived. A German gun-
boat had two funnels shot away some-
how. One cannot always help these

tilings. At 8.47 Admiral VON HIPPER

began describing spirals.
A stubborn individual fight was that

undertaken by the Gneisenau, which
found herself suddenly, when the mist

lifted, engaged by no fewer than four

enemy ships of the Marlborough class.

To equalize this superi-

ority two submarines were
sent to the attack, which

flung themselves in reck-

less onset at extreme

speed against the enemy
(submerged). IheDresden

temporarily took the head
of the line. Heavy firing
continued at hostile squad-
rons astern till nightfall.
A curious incident oc-

curred when two enemy
armoured cruisers of the

Cressy class were sunk

by the same shell from
the Scharnhorst.

The last phase of the
encounter occurred after

dark, when the enemy,
flying at top speed in a
North-Westerly direction,
with our whole Fleet in

close pursuit, launched a
final torpedo attack against

our ships, which were then steaming in

line ahead due South. Some hundreds
of torpedoes were fired without any re-

sult whatever, as Admiral von HIPPER
had turned sideways at 10.5 P.M. After

continuing his homeward course for

five hours Admiral von SCHEEB found,
when the mist lifted, that the enemy
was no longer before him. An
fortunate accident, duo to the
favourable strategic position, occurred

just off Heligoland, where thoFranenlob
was seriously damaged by collision

with the Emden. A third destroyer
was found (to everyone's regret) to be
in an appreciably sinking condition.

We sustained yet another serious loss

in the old superannuated battleship,
Pommcrn. It was not tnat there was

anything the matter with her. But
she failed to return to port. Nothing
more was seen of enemy forces and

pur victorious Fleet returned quietly to

un-
un-

its base. Bis.
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Elder Sister (w/io 7as /sod </te notice on </i door explained to tier).
" MABEL, WE "BE NOT TO TALK ABOUT THE WAB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

OUT of the legions of War books that are coming into the
world a large number, no doubt, will be dedicated to the

unhappy adventure of Gallipoli. One of the first of them
is already before me, a simple, quite unpretentious diary kept
by the Eev. O. CREIGHTON, C.F., and published under the title

of With the Twenty-ninth Division in Gallipoli (LONGMANS).
When I have said that this is just a record of the early
features of a glorious failure, noted down by one who saw

things from the standpoint of a non-combatant onlooker,
and illustrated (I must not forget this) with a large number
of photographs, I have told you all you need to know
about the book. It does not profess to be an expert or
critical survey of the military operations. In a sense it is

more nearly like the journal of a parish priest whose
parishioners happened to be making history. Sometimes,
indeed, the story of what they did, and failed to do, is

almost too poignant to be bearable. But the great and

moving truth that stands out from these pages is that
" whoever may be blamed by future historians for our
failure to get through ... it will not be the men who did
the fighting." I myself happen to have been brought into
contact with those wonderful men during the weeks of their
last preparation in England. No one who had ever so

slight association with the glorious Twenty-ninth Division
should miss reading Mr. CREIGHTON'S stirring memorial of
their heroic deeds.

A good deal of the wisdom and idealism which have been
devoted to the thinking out of a permanent settlement after
the great War have been discounted (and justly discounted)

by a natural instinct of national self-defence, because the
labourers in this important field have often betrayed no
real sense that there was a right and a wrong in this

quarrel, or, at the least, to stretch tolerance to the utmost,
a much more right and a much less right. They were so

frankly against all War as a crime of both sides that they
|

couldn't discuss this War with any more abstraction than
the veriest Jingo or Junker. Mr. GEORGE ARMSTRONG, in

Our Ultimate Aim in the War (ALLEN), has not this defect.

He is for victory, but for a use of victory that shall give
what is best in the German people the chance to assert

itself and allow the sense of the catastrophic failure of their

overmen to sink in and develop sanity and a desire to try

co-operation as an alternative to violence. Perhaps our
author is a little sanguine of the effects of machinery,
International Councils democratically elected, and the rest.

Nor does he fear to rush in with details. But he has
written a wise little book, which may be profitably read by
any who can summon up sufficient detachment in these
fateful days to look so far ahead.

It is a distressing thing that conscientious craftsmanship
too often provides its own stumbling-block. In Life and
Gabridla (MURRAY), Miss ELLEN GLASGOW, one of the
most reticent and powerful of American novelists, reveals

; many of the qualities that go to the making of great litera-

I ture. And yet, in her profoundly moving study of Gabriella

Carr, the woman who wrung from life her belief in the

future, she emphasises so urgently the machine rather
than the individual that the personality of her heroine,
instead of winning our affections in the good old-fashioned

way, leaves us a little crushed and intimidated. That may,
of course, be a subtle device, since the history of Gabriella's
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life is the revolt from tradition. She has in her " a strain Northern Italy, note-book (so to say) on back. Seven of

of iron," coupled with a disconcerting contempt alike for the eleven chapters are studies of persona and places

her mother's busy futility and her sister Jane's glaring

virtues. Fortunately (or how could Miss GLASGOW have

n the hook?) Gabriella, when spurred on to achieve-

about that most lovely of waters, the Lago di Garda. Mr.
L.UVRKNCE has an almost passionate sympathy with the old

Italy you can mark it on every page and an equally

merit, comes a more decisive cropper than all the rest of passionate detestation of its modern commercialism, a

her family put together. She marries a drunkard who feeling to which we have all surrendered, more or less, in

does not even support her, and is instantly numbered the past ; though perhaps recent history has made us some-

among the unfortunates above whose prostrate bodies what modify our views upon this as upon certain other

Mrs. Can- is wont to shake her head. That is galling
|

points. Thus he is at his happiest in dealing with the

enough, but, when he leaves Gabriella and later succumbs
j
antique types, old inns and their keepers, and peasant

to drink, wliat is really a splendid and blessed thing only
j

survivals from an earlier world. Witness that delightfully

appears

'

to the home circle as an added humiliation, observant study of the old padrone in the chapter called

Towards the end of the book Miss GLASGOW achieves a "The Lemon Gardens." If I have a criticism, it is that the

master stroke in contrasts by depicting the return home i author is inclined to build too much moralising upon slight

of (i,ibriella after eighteen years in New York. From
j

foundations. A touch, and in that ultra-sensitive modern
the vantage-ground of long spiritual conflict, she looks

j

mind of his a whole fabric of anger, indignation, and fear

with open eyes upon the unchanged apathy of her contain- J has been built upon some tiny incident. My real reason

poraries. They are older, stouter, duller nothing more, (for complaining about this is probably that Mr. LAWRENCE'S
That is a supreme mo-

ment, because the choice

for tlie future hovers be- : _.

tween two men, one an I

ineffectual person beloved ~

in the past, the other be-

longing to the raw open -air

type familiar in American
fiction. It is all to Miss

GLASGOW'S credit that for

a page or two the reader

is on tenterhooks ; but

Gabriella was not created

for half-tones, and O'Hara

fas the hustler is called)
" makes good."

The Lady.
" You NEED NOT BE ALARMED, SIB. You WILL FIND THAT

HIS BABK IS WORSE THAN HIS BITE."

Tlte Nervous Gentleman. "
POSSIBLY, MADAM POSSIBLY. BUT CALL

HIM OFF I I 'LL TAKE YOUR WORD FOR IT."

Nothing so absolutely

absorbing and so awful
as The Great Push (JEN-

KINS) has, in the way of

War literature, crossed

my path since August,
1914. It penetrates into

one's very vitals, not
because it tells of wonderful hair-breadth escapes or tre-

mendous deeds of valour, but because it emphasizes the

grimness and unutterable pathos of modern war. If any
of us still sit at home and hug the thought that trench
warfare is a glorious amusement, I think this book should
assure our disillusionment. Mr. PATRICK MACGILL was
at Loos, and in his account of that battle he is out
to tell facts as he saw and heard them, without regard to
our feelings. My advice to you, if War's iron has not yet
entered into your soul, is to read this book at once. The
rest had better read it too, but they might wait until peace
is declared. For it takes fierce hold of the mind, and in

pages of descriptions are
so pleasant that I wanted
him to leave commenting
and look about him again.
So I hope he will under-
stand it as a compliment.

Brownie (LANE) was
one of those exasperating
persons whom only a wo-
man-novelist would dare
to create. Speaking as a

man-reviewer, I found her

composed in equal parts
of futility and selfishness.

But I have a great idea

that Miss AGNES GORDON
LENNOX looked to see me
captive to the charm of

her heroine. Certainly the

three chief men in the

story were done in by it.

These were (1) Roger
il/crtr/, who, having rescued
her from the villain (2)

Rudolf de Muro, married her, only to find himself supplanted
in the lady's wayward affections by (3) Ian Gladwyn. Of the
trio I got most fun out of Rudolf, -who was a really terrible

fellow, wholly equal to his name. He began by luring
Brownie (who appears to have had the brains of a rabbit)
to a not-quite-nice dance, from which she only escaped by
violence and the assistance of Roger. He next turned up
in India, after Brownie's marriage, again at a dance (fancy-
dress this time), to which he came tastefully attired as
Death. That was the kind of man he was. Indeed I felt

throughout about Rudolf that, if Miss GORDON LENNOX
takes tierce hold of the mind, and in did not actually mention his evening suit and gold-tipped

lays most of us want to work and to keep clear of cigarette, one knew they were there His third and final

Tragic enough is the note struck
|

effort was to entrap Broivnie by means of a forged telegram,
hy Mr. MACGILL, but there is also irrefutable proof of our

' "
soldiers' bravery and cheerfulness under circumstances
which even to read about are terribly depressing, and for
this consolation and for the virility with which the tale is
told I am honestly grateful.

Mr. D. H. LAWRENCE, like Cupid, is winged and dotli
ange, geographically and otherwise. We have had from
him certain much-debated novels, also short stories, poems

1 a play. Now, with Twilight in Italy (DUCKWORTH)
le appears as the sentimental traveller, journeying through

However her husband came after her, and he and Moro
having killed each other Brownie (who was entirely un-

worthy of both) dressed herself as an Indian boy and went
off to marry Gladwyn. Poor fellow !

" The folly of granting Home Rule without the very stringent safe-

guards on which .Lord Lansdowiie insists would be worse than a

crime, for it would simply hand over the Government of Ireland to

me, who are avowedly out to cut the painter at the earliest possible
moment." Political Correspondent of" Sunday Times."

His grammar alone proves him a revolutionary.
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to a Renter message, a

number of sharks have appeared on

the Atlantic coast of the United States

and it is being freely intimated at the

fashionable watering-places that there

is such a thing as being too proud to

bathe. * *
*

The manufacture of chocolate creams
has been forbidden in Ger-

many. Not from lack of the

raw materials, as the papers

carefully point out, but be-

cause it is undesirable that

the mothers of the next gen-
eration of Germans should

do anything to sweeten the

disposition of the race.

" It is significant of the

abnormal times and condi-

tions," says the Dramatic
Critic of The Sunday Times,
"
that, while next Saturday

may be said to mark the end
of the Summer Season, it

will also be the beginning
of the Autumn term." This

unusual rapprochement be-

tween two consecutive sea-

son's certainly makes the

Daylight Saving Act look an

insignificant affair.
* *
*

The late Professor METCH-
NiKOi'T will be chiefly remem-
bered as having discovered

the lactic principle by the

proper use of which the hu-

man race may attain an

average age of a hundred-and-

fifty years. The treatment
should be particularly attrac-

tive to all those who are

labouring against each other
for a United Ireland.

* *

A Dublin jury has awarded
a woman ten pounds damages
for the death of a Pomeranian

dog. And yet there are those
who believe that German

of the Empire of the World with the 'gratifying to know that an industry
Empire of God." As a maker of

j

which so closely affects the common
alliances in the interest not only of > welfare has not been abandoned on
the Fatherland but of its friends, account of the War.
BISMARCK would seem to have been

absurdly overrated.
'.' *
*

In connection with the sensational

allegation in the House of Commons

It is announced that the "
first and

only
"

film showing the operation of

the Kut relief force is about to be
exhibited in England. We trust we

that an ironmonger had been asked by are not anticipating the functions of

tho War Office to tender for the supply ! tho newly-appointed Commission of

Inquiry if we say that there

were other reasons for the

organisation of the Mesopo-
tamian campaign.

Lord DERBY'S authorita-

tive statement that this is
" not an old man's war "

has

given the keenest pleasure to

the Emperor of AUSTRIA, who
has confided to an intimate
that this has been, his own
private impression for some
time past.

The Sauce-Boat.
" Thousands of Londoners

flocked to tho Temple Pier this

morning and paid sixpences to

inspect the German mint-laying
submarine UC5, now lying there."

Provincial Paper.

"
No, dear boy I I'm by far the

stronger of we four, and already
I'm used to my mail."

Red Magazine.
Yet his grammar hardly sug-

gests the man of letters.

Mother. "WHAT POSSIBLE EXCUSE FOB YOUR NAUGHTINESS CAN
I GIVE TO YOUR FATHEE?"

Culprit. "C-COULDN'T YOU THINK I'D BEES LOOKING AT THE
CINEMA PICTURES?"

"If an s-ray could be taken of

the consciences of the men on the
Chelsea Board it would reveal an

elasticity that we do not often get
credit for." Evening Paper.

Such impertinent curiosity
is just what we should expect
from a vulgar fraction.

"Often notes put away in cup-
boards are eaten by mice into such

tiny shreds that only an expert
can tell that they have ever been

notes, and every day we get about

fifty noses that have been torn up
by accident." Provincial Paper.

agencies are no longer active in that of tapioca, we understand that a pain- ] Curiously enough it does not seem to

unhappy metropolis. ful situation has been greatly eased
!
affect their face value.

*** by a semi-official explanation that I

The German people are being asked (a) the gentleman was actually a boot-

by their own authorities to exchange ; maker, and (b) that the enquiry was
their gold ornaments for iron. It is

[

for maccaroni. ... ^
a curious coincidence that at the same i

- f

time they are being invited in another Three pounds has recently been paid ;

it a little tedious,

quarter to exchange their golden for a lock of BEETHOVEN'S hair. A
dreams for the iron which is now due

'

very reasonable price considering how
to enter into their souls. seldon

'

it cut.

The Rev. Dr. OTT describes the
KAISER'S meeting with the Army
Chaplains as " a new binding together

" SCENE IN HUNGARIAN PARLIAMENT.

JIBBING AT THE GERMAN JOKE."

Egyptian Mail.

We ourselves have occasionally found

"One report which finds currency in the

seldom, being a musical genius, he had newspapers is that her sister-ship the Bremen
is lurking on the Virginia ou/j j,>]u.> 05 .

* *
*

-aoddo ne 8uij(a9s adg port."

Daily Disjiatcft.

Swan-upping has just been carried
j

Let us hope that this correctly repre-
out as usual on tho Thames. It is i sents the Bremen's position.
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TO CERTAIN GENTLEMEN OF MIDDLE AGE

(With acknowledgments to the author of an historic

Irish Bull.)

WHEN England, roused to warrior rage,
Shook off her dreams of sloth and ease,

Forth went her men of fighting age
To do her service overseas ;

But you, whom mellow years protect,

Leaving you free to take your pleasure,
Decline to let this change affect

Either your business or your leisure.

'Tis true your shoulders have to share

The burdens incident to war
;

Strange extra taxes you must bear ;

Your motor joy-rides cost you more;
True, Armageddon claims its price

In drinks curtailed by early closure,
But no appeal for sacrifice

Has yet impinged on your composure.

Let others work at splints and swabs,
Or guard a bridge on sentry-go ;

Let such as care for navvy jobs
Entrench to fend a raiding foe;

But you you hold yourselves excused
From chivalry that earns no wages,

Nor want your middle age confused
With manners of the Middle Ages.

So we have shirkers with us still

Who, being over forty-one,
Are eligible, if they will,

To take no part against the Hun;
And if they cannot else be moved

Save by a very sharp convulsion,
I hope a case is fairly proved
For volunteering by compulsion. 0. S.

OUR WAR-WEDDING PRESENT.
MY wife's niece, Adeline, has been engaged for nearly a

year, but, her soldier-./sac<* being away at the Front ever
since, their marriage seemed so remote that we had never
jiven a thought to the problem of what we were to givethem as a wedding present. Last week we hoard that he
was coming over almost immediately for a fortnight and
that they were to be married the day after his arrival
This was rather short notice, but fortunately, as we then
shought, we discovered in our Stores catalogue an illus-
ition of a "Food-warmer for Table Use. Hammered

copper top One lamp. Price 26s. &?.," which we decided
was as suitable an offering for a young couple as we could
reasonably afford in these times. It might, to be sure, be
a long

while^
before they would be able to enjoy the benefit

;hat objection.
As according to my wife, it was not so very much out of

my way to Whitehall
, I was deputed to go to the Stores

myself purchase the food-warmer and order it to be for-warded to the Rectory at once, with one of our cards onwhich she had written "With fondest love and best w ts "

Considering that I had
faithfully executed both thisco, nission and another with which I had been entrustedown I found it a little hard to be received by her onv return hnmn t-.l-mf. ,,Q^; ...ui. iL . . '. .

' "

" My dear Julia," I said,
" I did all / could. I gave them

Adeline's address at the Rectory as plainly as possible. But
after all, you 've only to send the food-warmer on to her."

" And pay the carriage myself !

"
she said. " But that 's

not all, Peter. You forgot about ordering those things on
the list I gave y*u. I thought that, as there was such a
lot of them, there might be mistakes if I ordered them on
the telephone. But even that would have been better than
not getting them at all."

"There again," I remonstrated, "you are too hasty,
Julia. I did not forget anything. I was rather in a hurry
to get to the office, so I handed your list to the assistant in

charge of the food-warmers, and he promised to see that it

was attended to."
" I am sure you must have made some muddle," she

insisted,
" because they 've sent the food-warmer to us even

you can't deny that, Peter. And I shouldn't be in the least

surprised if all those articles I wanted for the home have
gone to that poor girl, with our card of best wishes !

"

I pointed out that such a double mistake was highly
improbable, though the Stores were no doubt short-handed

owing to the War which was enough to account for any
slight delay.
However, on the following evening the last post brought

a letter for Julia, which, after reading, she passed on to me
in significant silence. It was from Adeline, and as follows :

DEAREST AUNT JULIA, How perfectly ripping of you
and Uncle Peter to send us such loads of things, and all of
them exactly what I was longing for! I simply adore the

ducky little white rug, with 'Bath Mat' on it in heavenly
ilue letters; and so will dear Jack when he is here to see it.

And I know he will love, as I do, that most ingenious
mouse-trap and insist on taking it back with him to his

dug-out, where the rats have been such a nuisance to him,
poor darling. I daresay he sometimes has timo for after-
noon tea in the trenches, and then the charming

' anti-
ncrustator' for collecting 'fur' in kettles .will be a real
soon and blessing. So, when ho is in billets away from
the firing-line, will be the pretty little packets of bath-
nustard. It was too dear and clever of you to have
-bought of all that. The dainty kitchen-shovel, the egg-
whisk and artistic scullery tidy have set me longing for the

day when I shall have a kitchen of my own to do honour
to them. As for your other delightful gifts the tins of

powder-monkey and Harebell polish, the bars of household
soap, the box of soup squares, the divine jar of pickled
walnuts, those sweet little blacklead' cubes, the bag of

apicca-flakes, and, above all, that fascinating bottle of
lorse-radish cream, they are all sot out on one of the
shelves in my den, and every now and then I absolutely
lave to rush upstairs to gloat over them. Altogether, I

eally can't find words to express my gratitude to ycu and
lear Uncle Peter. If only our other wedding-presents wjre
^refreshingly original and unconventional as yours a -el

Vould you believe it? We have aheady been given no
ewer than four food-warmers. All of them in hammered
ioppor, too !

"

"Well," I said, as I finished the letter, "Adeline seems
atistied, anyhow

"
(though I couldn't help thinking she had

aid it on just a trifle thick). "So that's all right. And
ill those years we 've been married we 've never had a
ood-warmer. Now we can keep this one, and I shall no
onger come down to breakfast and find my eggs-and-bacon
tone-cold."
" I 'm afraid," said Julia grimly,

"
you will continue to

ind them so, Peter, because I sent that food-warmer off
o Adeline this afternoon."
We have not heard again from Adeline as yet. F. A.
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THE BIG PUSH.
MUNITION WORKER. "WELL, I'M NOT TAKING A HOLIDAY MYSELF JUST YET, BUT

I'M SENDING THESE KIDS OF MINE FOR A LITTLE TRIP ON THE CONTINENT."
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Inquisitorial Visitor.
" AND HOW MANY GERMANS DID YOU KILL?"

Bored Tommy.
" I DON'T KNOW HOW MANY; BUT ONCE MY MATE SHOUTED,

six ON IT!
' "

SHAKE YEB BLOOMIN' BAYONET, BILL ;
THERE 's

THE STRAY LAMB.
Loiter from Ethel Smith to her friend,

Maud Brown.

Chatsworth, Tooting Common,
July 24O.

DEAKEST MAUD,- Just a, line to say
I 'm going down to Westbourne this

afternoon for a week or so. My ad-

dress will be Marina House, The Espla-
nade. I mean to get in some tennis.

George, who of course is over age and
still very lame from his accident last

year, is going to-night to Killarney for a

fortnight, and Baby and Nurse left early
this morning for Newquay. So much

jollier than all going to the seaside to-

gether, as people used to do in the

'eighties. By the way, you haven't seen
Babs since he was dipped. Nice sort of

godmother, aren't you ? He 's a perfect
duck. George is positively cracked about
him and buys him the most absurdly
expensive presents, birthday and un-

birthday ones. Do write to me next
week. [ shall probably be feeling rather

lonely, and wondering whether my little

lamb is quite safe, though Jane is very
trustworthy. She 's a great treasure.

Yours, ETHEI/.

Telegram from George Smith to Jane
Kidwash.

Regent Street, July 24th.

Have ordered toy lamb at Gamleys
for Baby call railway parcel office.

SMITH.

Letter from Jane Kidwash to Ethel

Smith.

376, Sea View Terrace, Newquay,
July 25th.

DEAK MISTUESS, I hadn't no time

for to write last night has our train got
here so late, but we arrived safe which
this house faces the sea as is very nice,

after breakfast this morning being well

cooked and good we went down to the

shore and baby was took by a man
sittin on my lap. He ad on his new

perlisse an the blew shoes. It was all

over in two or three minits which baby
never made no sound. I opes you will

not blame me for lettin the man take

baby and iin sittin on my knee lookin

so sweat.

I called at the station this afternoon
but the little lamb wasn't their. I will

call again to-morrow and opes for better

news so no more at present.
From yours obedient,

JANE KIDWASH.

Telegram from Ethel to George.

Westbourne, July 26th.

Nurse writes baby stolen been police
station no news wire what do letter

follows. ETHEL.

Letter from Ethel to George.

Marina House, Westbourne,

July 26th.

DEAR OLD BOY, I had a letter from
Nurse this morning, saying she and

Baby arrived safely, and that Baby had

been taken from her by a man this

morning while on the shore. I ; so

upset I don't know what to do. It

has put me right off my game. For

goodness' sake suggest something or I

shall go mad. Nurse has been to the

police-station, but they have heard

nothing of our darling.
Your distracted ETHKL.

Telegram j'mm George to Ethel.

Killarney, July 26th.

Laid up influenza telegraphed police

offering 50 pounds reward. GEORGK.

Letter from Jane Kidivash to Ethel,

Ncwqnay, July 21th.

DEAR MISTRESS, The little lamb is

still missing though knowing as you will

be anxious I ave called regular at the

station every morning and afternoon

but they hasn't no news. Howsever I

darsay has it '11 all come right in the

bend so no use worriting. Im glad I

thought to bring a pack of cards which

serves to pass the time of an evening as

is long and wearysome but their you
mustn't grumbel as the sayin is. I

shall miss the post if I don't close this

now so no more.
From your obediently,

JANE KIDWASH.

P.S. I ave proof what the young
man as took baby as done. It 's just

like him.
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IN THE ROUGH.
"'OLD TER 'ED w, NUMBEB FOOB ! WHAT ABE YOU LOOKING DOWN THERE FOR?"
"I USED TO BE A CADDIE HEBE, SEBGEANT."

Letter from Ethel to George.

Marina House, July 27th.

DEAR OLD BOY, I have just heard
from Nurse again. Our darling has not
been found yet and I'm nearly demented.
It has put me so much off my game
that Alice Robinson, who is down here

too, beat me in a single this -morning
6-1, 6-3, and you know that she hardly
knows one end of a racquet from the

other.

Nurse says she has proof who did it,

and says it is just like him, which
shows it was someone she knows pretty
well. And from the way she put it in

her first letter I can't be certain whether
it was the young man or Baby who was

sitting on her knee at the time. I for-

got to mention this before, through
being so upset. In fact, beyond a game
or two of tennis in the morning, listen-

ing to the band in the afternoon, and a

quiet rubber or two of bridge in the

evening, if we can get a four together,
I do nothing but mope. I do hope
your flu is better and that you will be
able to do something in the matter
soon. I would run down to Newquay
if I thought I should be of any use, but

I couldn't do anything if the police
can't, could I?

Your heartbroken ETHEL.

P.S. I bought a perfectly ducky
blue - and - white bowl in an antique
dealer's shop here yesterday. It will

look sweet on the small table in the

hall, and will do for cards.

Telegram from Jane to Etliel.

July IWi.
Lamb turned up but one leg broken

will get mended here.

Telegram from Ethel to George.

July 29</t.

Baby found leg broken nurse called

in local surgeon am wiring Sir Bruce
Shinn to go down. ETHEL.

Letter from Jane to Ethel.

Neivquay, July 31s.
DEAR MISTBESS, I have took the

I liberty to send you one of baby's potos
what the young man took, and opes as

you will like it wich I think is bewtiful

and just like him. They was 2 shilling
for 6 which I opes you will not be cross

the young man was so perlite. I have
ad the lamb's leg mended and baby is

quite took up with it and takes it to bed
with him being sticky throo jam what

baby was trying to feed it, oping you
and Master are both quite well.

. Yours respectful,
JANE KIDWASH.

I forgot to say as a very nice gentle-
man, name of Shin, called this morning
to see baby, who took to him wonderful,
tho he pulled is legs about a deal too

much for my fancy.

Telegram from Ethel to George.

Westbourne, August 1st.

Heard from nurse all well sorry my
mistake. '

" Before Mr. Asquith rose Sir Edward Car-

son had mada a conciliatory speech and had

suggested that Mr. Carson and himself should
shake hands on the floor of the House."

The Star.

This somewhat clumsily disguised sug-

gestion that Sir EDWARD is actually

shaking hands with his former self over

the failure of the Irish negotiations is,

we understand, repudiated by the right
honourable gentleman with character-

istic vigour.
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A RECITATION IN REST-BILLETS.

IN a way the C.O. was to blame. His

constant desire to amuse the men while

in rest-billets greatly taxed the re-

sources of the officer whose duty it

was to arrange the concerts. Briggs,

being the "
Intelligence

"
Officer and

erroneously credited with a certain

allowance of this quality, had been en-

trusted with the re-shuffling of the

items we all knew so well. As in the

trenches the men bore the attack

bravely. They would let their pent-

up feelings burst forth in joining in the

choruses, and then applaud their own
efforts vigorously ; further, should the

Chaplain not be present, a Scottish Ser-

geant would amuse them considerably,
while the officers looked up at the

coiling. It happened that Briggs's

difficulty over the lack of fresh talent

reached the ears of our latest arrival,

one Captain Knibb, who was small

and had trouble with his eyeglass.

Approaching our little group before

luncheon on the day of the concert, he

casually observed to Briggs that if

he were short of turns he wouldn't

mind reciting something? For a

moment Briggs looked dubious ; but,

after all, a cadaverous subaltern named

Byson had recited "
Gunga Din "

at

every concert held, and it was quite

good fun to prompt him from the
"
stalls

" when he broke down.
" What will you recite ?

"
asked

Briggs cautiously.
" Oh ! I 've written a little topical

thing for the men," replied Knibb

modestly, and we all looked grave.
On reflection I hold the opinion that

Briggs should have put his foot down
then and there, but, failing to realize

the possibilities of the situation, he

weakly said,
"
Good," and was led away

to hear " the little topical thing."
When Briggs returned we knew by
his face that the worst could be anti-

cipated.
" It 's simply ghastly !

"
he muttered

when the mess-waiter had tended him
into a state of coherence. "The men
will never stand it. It begins like an
election address, something about

1

Colonel Blankney and the boys he leads,
Ye who have fought because Belgium

bleeds
'

and yards of similar piffle." We shud-
dered, knowing the men's sense of
humour. Still, you can't tell a Captain
he 's going to make an ass of himself, so
with dismal forebodings Briggs wrote,"
Captain Knibb recitation selected,"

on the programme, and hardly touched
his food.

The concert began at six. It was,
as usual, packed, being held on a pay-

day, which may have accounted for the

battalion conjurer's total incompetence
and the officers' lack of enthusiasm when
he wanted to borrow a watch ; however,

since we knew that he could do the

tricks when he was all right, his exit

was triumphant. When "
Gunga Din

"

had been duly rendered according to

custom and B Co.'s Sergeant-Major
had illustrated with a cornet that
" Where my caravan has rested

" was a

place to be avoided, and the Scottish

Sergeant had been dragged off the stage

owing to the presence of the Chaplain
when, in fact, everything was proceed-

ing with customary smoothness, the

audience received the pleasant shock of

Briggs's announcement that a new item

would be given: "Captain Knibb recita-

tion selected." For a moment the C.O.

seemed pleased that one of his captains
should help in the entertainment, but

when Captain Knibb strolled drama-

tically on to the four-by-two stage and
bowed unctuously to his Colonel, the

latter stiffened visibly. You could have
heard the habitual pin drop, the men
seemed so determined to give him a

respectful and sporting chance. Slowly
and heavily he began

" Colonel Blankney and the boys he leads,
Ye who have fought because Belgium

bleeds."

This was followed by a slight pause,

during which the Captain's servant

hastily applauded, the Q.M.S. shouted,
" Order please !

"
and several subs

turned their profiles on the C.O. The
Chaplain seemed to scent competition.
"I speak of the 'Battling Seventh's' name!
Men of imperishable fame !

"

At this point
" Defaulters

"
sounded

jarringly outside, and several " men of

imperishable fame" left the building
hurriedly ; and amidst the general dis-

order the "Battling Seventh" choked

audibly.

Growing more and more impressive
our White Hope and KIPLING'S Despair
unburdened himself still further of the
result of a late supper, and louder and
louder grew the gurgling, until, as ho
ended the first stanza with the terrific

climax

"Men of the '

Battling Seventh,' charge !

"

a thin voice cried,
" As you were !

"

and even the C.O. swung on his

moustache with both hands and rocked

helplessly.
What would have happened then

Heaven and the Staff alone know, but
in the midst of the unrestrained emotion
which now pervaded the audience an
orderly flew in and whispered,

" Test
gas alarm, Sir !

"
to the C.O. , who turned

purple and in a choked voice repeated
the order to the assembly. Never have
I seen the men so reluctant to get

into their gas-helmets, and it was with

strangled splutterings of protest that

they hurried away to " stand to."

)|t
*

9ft lp ijc ijc

Indisposition has robbed us of

Captain Knibb for a while, but we are

all hoping that he is busy in his leisure

moments.

THE E.H.A. DEIVEE.
LAST year he studied to be polito,

After the code of the soft goods trade,
From prosy morning till welcome night,

Concerning the traffic of silk and
su6de.

But now he lives in the open air

Or builds a "bivvy" of odds and ends;
His work, to wait on a sturdy pair
Of tall gun-horses he counts for

friends.

He thrives on wettings, he takes hard

knocks,
Grows tough on rations and work
and fun

;

Though mud may mount to his horses'

hocks,
He makes them shine in the coy
French sun.

He drives through the rain and the
troubled dark,

By the lure of the flickering star-

shell led,

And thrills with soldierly pride to hark
The guns grow louder that boom

ahead.

The boy who served in the draper's

shop
Wears knightly spurs, and he 's won
them well

;

He'll drive till he or his horses drop,
If they order his gun to the gates

of Hell !

The Power behind the Throne.

From the Preface to The Statesman's
Year-Book :

"As usual the British Empire has been
under the charge of Mr. A. D. Webb."

" WILL the GENTLESIAN who FELL OUT OP
TRAIN arriving at West Baling at 12.01 mid-

night, April 29, COMMUNICATE with Mr.
who fell with him." Daily Telegraph.

Happily the two appear to be strangers.
We should not like to think of old

friends falling out with one another.

" TOKYO, Monday.
The Government yesterday issued the un-

satisfying in contrast with the unending whose

brevity strikes a new note and seems unsatis-

fying in contract with the unending Press

speculations during the past week. Press
comment is unenlightening."

Provincial Paper.

We are at one with our contemporary
on this point.
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NEW SUMMER GAMES WITH A STRONG WAR FLAVOUR.

TRENCH CBICKBT ON THE BANDS. THE -KEEP THE HOME FIRES BURNING"
THB

i

SUBMARINE WATER POLO. PLAYED WITH A NON-
FLOATING BALL. NOT RECOMMENDED AT GATE-MONEY
BHOWS, AS THE GAME APPEALS MORE TO THE PLAYERS
THAN THE SPECTATORS,

TESTINCJ SAND-BAGS.

TENT-PITCHIKG COMPETITION. EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR MARGATE OR EANELAGH
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THE PERILS OF MODESTY.
Little Girl (in laud whisper). ".MABEL ! MABEL ! COME QUICK AND LOOK OVEB HEBE ! I BELIEVE I 'VE SPOTTED A GERMAN SPY I

THE PERFECT PANEGYEIST.

(With acknowledgments to the poetic

eulogies composed by Sir PHILIP
BuitNE-JoNES, and read at the Fete

of the Three Arts, held at Grosvenor
House for the Women's Employment
Fund.

To SIR GEORGE ALEXANDER.

Your namesake, King of Macedon,
Was great among commanders ;

Your other namesake puts new heart
Into our line in Flanders :

But you surpass them both and all

Georges and Alexanders.

To HENRY AINLEY.

Whether your roles are handsome or

ungainly,
Whether you treat them freakishly or

sanely,
Whether you stammer or speak very

plainly,
You are my favourite actor, HENRY

AINLEY.

To MRS. BARCLAY.
Dear Mrs. BARCLAY, how can I express
My admiration of your huge success ?

Of old your noble name was linked
with beer ;

Now you have raised it to th' angelic
sphere,

Where, high enthroned with WHEELER
WILCOX (ELLAJ,

You lavishly distil celestia mella.

To HILAIRE BELLOC.

Dear BELLOC, from your weekly dose
Of wise prognostications

I grow more strongly bellocose

Against the Central Nations.

To G. K. CHESTERTON.

Dear Mr. CHESTERTON, your name
Eings loud upon the trump of fame,
And in these days you hugely loom
Athwart the circumambient gloom,
Though bound by paradox's fetters,
The largest of our men of letters. ,

To MASTER ANTHONY ASQUITH.
Dear Boy, who by your Christian name

suggest
The Mark you 're bound to make among

i i | , O
the best,

And for the honoured surname that you
bear

Are welcomed with effusion everywhere,

Go on and shed a new and lustrous

tint on
The grey old halls of mediaeval Winton.

To LADY BATHURST.

Dear Lady BATHUHST, you who rule

the roast

As guardian angel of The Morning Post,

Accept my heartfelt tribute for the skill

With which you "voice" the Nation's
iron will.

To THE EDITOR OF THE WESTMINSTER
GAZETTE.

Dear Mr. SPENDER, though I much
adore

The Eussian dancers when they take
tho floor,

Your daily egg-dance gives me even
more

Delight than any kind of ballet corps.

From a house-agent's advertisement :

" SUFFOLK. A genuine old Xlllth Century
Tudor Besidence, standing high up in open
country, to be LET either furnished or un-
furnished."

If we were not assured that this very
early Tudor residence was standing up
we should have suspected it of lying.
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THE NON-STOP CAR.
ERIN. "COME ON OUT O' THAT NOW, DARLINT, OR YE'LL BE KILT INTIRELY.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Pliotographer LLOYD GEORUE. "NiCE DAY FOR A
STUDY PEACE IN THE HOME-CIKCLE AND BO FORTH."

CHARMING GROUP PHOTO, SlR, WITH THIS OTHER GENTLEMAN A WAR-TIME

Monday, July 24^. Sir EDWARD
CARSON is apparently the only Irish-

man who wants Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
scheme to go through. He is ready to

make any sacrifice even to embrace
Mr. REDMOND on the floor of the House

to secure Home Rule for the rest of

Ireland, provided that his own six

counties are not forced to come under
it. On the contrary, the Nationalist

leaders,, though they protested with

great vigour that, as usual, Ireland had
been betrayed, are perhaps not sorry
to be relieved of the responsibility of

governing their beloved country in its

present condition.

fancy that Mr. DILLON,
much prefers the ex-

Somehosv I

for example,
citement of denouncing with adjectival

ferocity the misdeeds of British admin-
istrators to the drudgery of correcting
those misdeeds as President of the
Irish Local Government Board. And
I am sure that LABKAS UASAL MAG
FIONNGAIL (n& GINNELL) would feel

(like his famous countryman O'Thello)
that his occupation was gone if he
could no longer run atilt against the
windmills of the Treasury Bench.

In such brief moments as could be

spared from Irish affairs the PRIME
MINISTER proposed a Vote of Credit for

450,000,000, and the new MINISTER
|

criticism of the Government, there was
FOB WAR, in a cheerful survey of the

i
renewed activity, quite reminiscent of

situation, paid a well-deserved tribute
j

old times, on the Irish benches to-day,

to the labours of the late MINISTER OF
j

Mr. SAMUEL bore the brunt of most of

MUNITIONS.
j

the questioning, and remained unper-
A fragment from Question-time :

j

turbed even when Mr. HEALY reverted

Mr. HOGGE :

" On what authority
does the right hon. gentleman say that

pensions are terminable?"
Mr. McKENNA (triumphantly): "Be-

cause persons are mortal."

Mr. HOGGE (after an interval for re-

flection) :

" Does that apply to the

Cabinet?"

Tuesday, July 25th. Lord CUEWE
gave an example this afternoon of the
noble self-sacrifice of British statesmen.

to an impertinence worthy of his worst

days.
Not long ago Mr. SWIFT MACNEILL

demanded that the Duke of CUMBER-

LAND, now in arms against us, should

be deprived of his British titles, on
the ground, inter alia, that he ought
no longer to be associated with the

county represented by MR. SPEAKER.
He now revealed the further fact that

this traitorous person takes precedence
Lord TEMPLETO\VN had suggested that

|

of the Archbishop of CANTERBURY.
Mr. HUGHES should be invited to

return from Australia in order to help
the Government in conducting the
War. Lord CHEWE was most sympa-
thetic. No one knew better than him-
self how active Mr. HUGHES had been

during his visit here. But he was
sure that the Australians wanted him
even more than we did, and therefore
he could not think of pressing him to

I'eturn.

Mr. REDMOND having intimated last

night that the Nationalists would now
feel it their duty to resume independent

Unmoved by this shocking revelation

Mr. ASQUITH replied that the matter

required legislation, and was not urgent ;

but later on, finding the House for

once in sympathy with Mr. MACNEILL,
he promised to purge the Peerage of

its enemy Dukes.

Wednesday, July 2Qth. Royal Com-
missions, said Lord CREWE this after-

noon, resemble the River Nile, which,
after flowing with a strong and steady
current for most of its course, is dissi-

pated into a thousand channels before

it reaches the sea.
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However true this disparaging de-

scription may bo it is hardly tactful

towards the PIUME MINISTER, who,

having already set up a hundred or

so of Commissions, Committees and
Courts of Inquiry, had just announced
the appointment of two more.
The Eight Hon. Sir HENRY DALZIEL

objected to Lord GEORGE HAMILTON as

Chairman of the Mesopotamian Com-
mission, on the ground that he was in

receipt of a political pension.
" Wo

want no Government hacks," was the

elegant form which his objection
took. Mr. ASQUITH contented him-
self with rehearsing Lord GEORGE'S

long and varied public services, but I

think he must begin to wonder whether
his recommendations for Privy Coun-

cillorships have been always quite

judicious.
Mr. DILLON dilated on the dilatori-

ness of Commissions, and made the

sensible suggestion that the Mesopo-
tamian Commissioners should be in-

structed to report on the medical

arrangements within two months. Mr.

HOLT, fresh from championing the

cause of the conscientious objectors,

urged that the indemnity to witnesses

ought not to save incompetent officers

from sharing the fate of Admiral BYNG.
He has no objection, it would seem, to

the shedding of blood, provided that it

is not German.

Thursday, July 27th. Until this

afternoon Sir COLIN KEPPEL has had a

comparatively easy time since he be-

came Serjeant-at-Arms. But he was evi-

dently nonplussed when the SPEAKER
called upon him to remove Mr. GINNELL.
The traditional procedure on these oc-

casions is for the culprit to wait until

the Sergeant has touched him lightly
on the shoulder and then, yielding to

this technical display of force, to depart
without more ado.

Mr. GINNELL, always original, showed
no disposition to move, and Sir COLIN
found his varied naval and military ex-

perience, even though it included shifting
"
fuzzy-wuzzies

"
in the Soudan, of no

use to him in this emergency. If for a

moment he thought of prodding this

human hedgehog into activity with his

pretty little sword of office he quickly
abandoned the idea, and at last returned
to the SPEAKER with the intimation that

the hon. Member declined to obey his

ruling.

Here, I think, Mr. FLAVIN missed a

great chance. On a famous occasion,
in the far-off old unhappy days when
the suspension of an Irish Member was
an almost daily occurrence, he was in

the position occupied by Mr. GINNELL.
He too refused to submit to the symbol-
ical violence of the Serjeant-at-Arms
and had to bo carried out kicking by six

SOUVENIRS DE VOYAGE.
Quest. "NICE BIT o' SOAP, BILL. WHAT is IT?" Host. QBEAT WESTERN."

stalwart policemen. What a splendid
amende for his conduct on that occa-

sion it would have been if he had now
stooped down, picked up his obstinate

colleague in his gigantic arms and
borne him forth from the House like

the naughty baby that he is.

If one gallant Admiral had to admit
defeat another scored a notable success.

In a plea for the appointment of naval

and military representatives to the new
Commissions Sir HEDWORTH MEUX
pleasantly reminded Mr. ASQUITH that

BYNG was shot because the Prime
Minister of the day ought to have
been hanged. Mr. ASQUITH, with great
discretion, thereupon conceded the

point.

Cause and Effect.

'GERMANY'S FOOD SHORTAGE.
UNEASINESS IN THE INTERIOR."

Lincolnshire Echo.

A Venial Error.
" NEUTRALS TAKING FISH FOR GERMANS."

Daily Chronicle.

"In the Thames, at Windsor, a fine carp
weighing lllb. 2oz., has been caught by Mr.
J. W. Campbell. It is the largest fish of its

kind taken by an angler in this river for a
number of years." Daily Telegraph, July 26.

"The largest carp caught in the Thames
for a number of years, weighing 171bs. 2oz.,

has been taken by Mr. J. W. Campbell at

Windsor." Star, same date.

This shows how rapidly even the truest

fish story expands.
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THE CRIMEA TOUCH.
Tltf Orator. "WHAT is IT, I ASKS YOU, BAKWN' THE NAVY, STANDS BETWEEN YOU AND THE BLOOMIN' HUNS THIS DAY? WHY,

NOTHING, I 6AY8, BUT A THIN KED LINE OF KHAKI."

RUNNING REPAIRS.
As the car swerved up the drive of

" The Holmes
"
a small party appeared

in the doorway. Some of them wore

splints, some had crutches, and the re-

mainder were more or less restricted

in their activities by skilfully wound

bandages ;
but their cheerfulness was

unfailing.
" Got '

Bunny agin," exclaimed
one of them, indicating the small and

weedy chauffeur.

"You be careful, Swish, or 'e '11 go
an' eat yer," commented another. The
chauffeur smiled upon them as one
who knew and appreciated their idio-

syncrasies.
"
Any'ow," said a gigantic sapper,

"I shouldn't care to take on 'Bunny'
with me left 'and tied be'ind me." He
laughed boisterously at his own joke,
but he was the only one who did. His

right arm had been amputated at the
shoulder.

"Come on, let 's git into the "utch,"
said "

Swish," who, being a cavalry
man, entertained an extreme objection
to marking time.

They climbed in, clamouring with
the chauffeur to drive them to places

ranging from Hammersmith Broadway
to Berlin.

Somethink like, this," remarked
Gunner Toady as the car sped along a

green-houghed lane. His neighbour, a

monosyllabic Highlander with crutches,
did not waste even a monosyllable on
such an obvious statement, but instead

sniffed appreciatively the smell of the

raw fresh earth and made an instinctive

movement which thrust his crutches

further from him.
For some miles they drove in the

silent blisa (if you except an occasional

exchange of badinage with other way-
farers) which can only be diffused by a

summer day and six perfectly working
cylinders. Then, in a deep und nar-

row Somerset lane, the machinery, in

its usual arbitrary manner, suddenly-
revolted.

fierce.
" You know YOU ain't allowed

patted him affectionately

out "ere."
" Swish

:

on the back and clipped his hands into

the machinery.
" Wonderful what a knowledge of

machinery one gits 'anging round the

supply waggons."
The one-armed sapper spoke to the

blue heavens, and " Swish
"

breathed

deeply and hit something with a span-
ner. The chauffeur danced with ap-

prehension.
"
'Ere, take 'im away, some of you,"

he cried.

It was a rash invitation and was

answered with unexpected celerity

Everybody except the Highlander va-

cated the car and proceeded to relieve

"Swish" of his command by the simpl<

expedient of taking it over himself. In

The chauffeur climbed down, lifted
]

a few minutes a varied assortment o:

up the bonnet and irritated the mech- caps and blue jackets were scattered

anism with the assurance of one who
,
about

make all things right. But the either

and
can

so " Swish "
poked a splinted leg over

the footboard and cautiously descended
from the front seat.

"
'Ere, you git back," exclaimed the

diminutive chauffeur, trying to look

in
every available tool

use or about to be. The
minutes passed and nothing happened, Highlander could endure it no longer

casting his crutches into the road he

"joined up," asserting that "his brither

Donal' drove a trolley-car in Dundee."

The rightful chauffeur of the cai

threw a despairing glance at his
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exuberant charges and the raffle lying
round about. He wondered vaguely
whether he ought to fetch a policeman,
and if, when fetched, he would turn

out to be another expert in machinery.
Then a car slid slowly round the

corner and came to a standstill because
it had no choice in the matter.

And behold a miracle happened !

The sapper snatched up his coat

and leapt for the footboard ;

" Swish
"

hopped valiantly and regardless of pain
into the front seat ; the remainder
downed tools and made a combined
rush ; only the Highlander was left

behind, groping frantically for his

crutches. The chauffeur handed them
to him in mute astonishment. Then
he turned and became aware that

a small alert -
looking woman lia.'i

descended from the other car. She
advanced fearlessly and pointed an ac-

cusing finger at what might have been
a band of children caught raiding the

store-cupboard. Her words were few
and simple, and, to the further astonish-

ment of the chauffeur, did not draw
forth a single retort. It was entirely

contrary to his own experience.
With the aid of the other driver the

car was at last successfully readjusted,
but it was not until the accursed spot
had been left far behind that the deep
and 'enduring silence of the party was
broken by

"
Swish," who remarked

thoughtfully to no one in particular,
"
Fancy meetin' Sister in that there

blighted wilderness!" and then, ad-

dressing himself solely to the still

indignant man at the wheel, added,
" Next time you pulls the wrong 'andle

you 'II 'ave to mend the 'ole tin can

yourself. We ain't goin" to 'elp yer."
The chauffeur opened his mouth to

reply, but closed it again for want of

an adequate repartee.

THE EEVUE FORMULA.
SOME day, said a philosopher, all

things will be made clear to us. That
is good news. Among the questions I

shall then ask is this Why is it that
the Press is unanimous in the decision

that the present craze for revue is

detrimental to the best interests both
of the stage and the music-hall, and

yet it hails each new revue as an
addition to the gaiety and delight of

the multitudes '?

Most forms of journalism can be an-

ticipated with accuracy by the intelli-

gent student of the papers, but none
with such certainty as the notice of a
new revue. Thus :

Last night saw the opening per-
formance, more than once postponed,
of the much-talked-of revue at the
Blank. We may say at once that it

' 1
VOLUNTEER PROBLEMS.

"PARDON ME, SlB, HOW DO YOU SALUTE WHEN TOD *VE GOT A RIFLE IN ONE HAND
AND A CIGAB IN THE OTHEB?"

was worth waiting for, and that Mr.
Dash has again done well by his many
patrons. For several hours the eye
was amazed and fascinated by won-
derful schemes of prismatic har-

mony or contrast. Novelty having
long since been voted vienx jeu by
our most successful producers, it

need hardly be said that the scenes
include a representation of a revue

during rehearsal, and a wild glimpse
of a night club in full swing. Such

plot as there is is soon disposed of ;

but that is of no consequence, for the

succession of beautiful dresses and
tuneful numbers is continuous. If

we were so ungrateful as to be in the
mood to be critical, which we are not,
we might hint that the raison d'etre

of a revue is possibly to review some-

thing, and that the many authors
who have laid their heads together
to produce this agreeable medley
might be wittier ; but no doubt in the

course of a week or so redundancies
will go and jokes will come in. Mean-

while everyone is to be congratulated
on a remarkable performance, and
we never saw a better drilled chorus.

We venture to prophesy that it will

be a long time before Mr. Dash need
concern himself about a successor to

last night's triumph.

Any editor who wishes to employ his

dramatic critic on other tasks than a

visit to the next new revue is at liberty
to use the foregoing notice without fee

or even acknowledgment. It will be
found adequate.

A Chance for Caravanners.
' ' A most comfortable Board Residence

Paying Guests received in well appointed House
on penny tram." Irish Paper.

" FOB SALE. Low-down milk wagon: also I

sulky." American Paper.

Feels its want of breeding, no doubt.

" How many Russians does it take

to make one offensive ?
"

" Don't know, but forty Poles make
one rood."
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IN THE BLACK KITTEN'S WAKE
THE following facts must be taken

for what they are worth. I merely

premise that they are facts.

I was recently playing lawn tennis

when, just as I was about to serve, a

black kitten suddenly appeared from

nowhere and walked slowly towards

me across the court. Looking neithei

to the right nor the left, it came close

to me and began to rub its cheek, its

side and its bushy tail against my skirt

and boots. Meanwhile the game was

suspended.

Being a woman I knew enough oi

beneficent portents and mascots to re-

main perfectly still, even if I had not

been adjured to do so by the other

players, one of whom was my hostess.
" Don't drive it away !

"
they said.

"That's a bit of luck, if you like!"

they said.
"
Well, you are fortunate to be

singled out like that !" said they.
And so on.

I needed no such counsel, for I was

myself by no means insensible to the

compliment or to the beatitudes ob-

viously before me.
After a minute or so the black kitten

retreated into the limbo from which it

had emerged and the game proceeded.
That no one there had ever seen it

before did not in any way lessen the
aura of distinction which its preference
had set about me.
A little later, twisting my ankle, I

had to stop playing.
The next" day I merely had one of

my worst headaches.
The day after, I left my house, car-

rying, as usual, a bag, since women
have not yet progressed so far on the
road to all-round efficiency as to have
sensible pockets. In this bag were a
number of Treasury notes to the amount
of about twenty pounds, and a cheque
for a like amount, and a child's bank
deposit book, all of which I was taking
to a place of safety. The bag, which^
with various predecessors, I have car-
ried safely for years, never left my
hand; but when I reached my desti-
nation the valuables were not in it.

I then remembered that in the Tube
a man had sat closer to me than there
was any need. That is more than
a week ago, and every effort to trace
the property has failed.

Since then one of my closest friends
has been taken ill, and I have sustained
two bereavements.
These are major ills. I have also

suffered from a number of
trifling but

irritating minor troubles, every one of
which has afflicted me since that black
kitten so carefully picked me out amongwomen to be lucky.

It is therefore that I herewith enter

into a solemn undertaking hence-

forward to lose no opportunity of

walking under ladders, spilling salt,

sitting down thirteen at table, seeing

single magpies, crossing my spoon and

fork, cutting my nails on Sunday, break

ing mirrors, and sailing on a Friday
and if ever a strange black kitten dares

to approach me again, it will do so

at the risk of its life.

REVERSION TO TYPE.

WITH bombs, bullets, mortars anc

whizz-bangs
We continue to harry the Hun,

Each sportsman, wherever he is, bangs
Away with his rifle or gun ;

No day but we snipe at his loopholes,
No night but we sever his wire,

Or with dummy heads stuck on a few

poles

Encourage his ire.

We have learnt the philosopher's motto
That for man the best study is man

And to study we find we have got to

Annihilate all that we can ;

Alternately hunter and quarry,
Successively sniper and snipe,

We have suffered a sudden and sorry
Eeversion to type.

We crawl with green paint on our faces
And ivy leaves stuck in our hair,

Imitating in suitable places
The centipede, walrus, or bear

;

With feverish underground spade-work
We emulate crapulous moles,

Like beavers the dams we have made
work

Eelief for our souls.

We slay with the joy of the leopard,
We stalk with the craft of the fox ;

Our food is the pie of the shepherd
Or a section of Argentine ox

;

We shall try, when on leave, to be
sane, but

We 're sure to be gauche and aloof,

Apt to plunge like a rat in the rain-butt,
Or sleep on the roof.

There are joys in the animal kingdom
Unknown to the prudent and prim,

Joy in counting the slain when you've
winged 'em,

Joy in safely retaining a limb ;

So kindly excuse if, instead o' tea,
We worry a bone on the mat

;

Read DARWIN'S remarks on Heredity,And leave it at that.

"At the conference of the Miners' Federa-
lon at Buxton, on Thursday, a resolution was
wssed urging the Government to increase the
Id ago pensions to not less than 7s. Gd. a week
nd to reduce the age limit from 70 to 85."

Border Counties Advertiser.
this is what the old ago pensioners

eally want Mr. MCKENNA may be
eady to oblige.

CONSCIENTIOUS PROGRESS.

February 5. Before tribunal. Brutal
minion of a debased militarism on
bench. Declines to hear my views.
Awarded non-combatant service with
feeble sarcasms upon big able-bodied
slackers.

February 10. Appeal. Award con-
firmed

; yet none of these jingoists can
define non-combatant service. Shall
refuse to serve until I am allowed to
state my views.

February 20. Police-court
; charged

as absentee. Bench cuts short the ex-

pression of my views with display of

fatuous ignorance and idiocy. Fined

forty shillings and handed over to the

military despots.

February 22. Khaki; disgusting
bilious colour. Squad-drill. Digging.
February 23. More digging; making

road for the feet of these slaves of

militarist tyranny.
February- 24. -Swaggering ruffian

shoots off his mouth about slacking
cowards in front of me in canteen. Biff
him on the nose

; land him again on
solar plexus ; clump one of his beastly
associates on the jaw. Great uproar.
N.C.O. interferes. Feel distinctly bet-

ter. But is such action quite consistent
with my special views ?

July 20. In France. Loathsome
country. Only maniac militarists would

slay their fellow-men to get a few acres
of sludge.

July 27. In front of trenches at

night. Driving in posts for wire with

heavy maul. Miss my shot. Maul
strikes a globular object with a sicken-

ing crunch and somehow cannons into

another turnip-shaped obstacle. Judge
from language that I am hitting Ger-
mans on the head. Horrible position
for a conscientious objector ! Hurl the
accursed maul into space. The wretched
instrument stops short with a thud,
and sounds are heard like a pump
sucking dry. What have I done?
"
Retire, you blinking owl !

"
yells the

Sergeant.

July 28. Day of shame. "Con-
scientious objector, are yer?

"
says the

Sergeant.
" Wish they was all as con-

scientious. 'Ow 's this for a non-com-
batant ? Bashes in the 'ead of one
Bosch wiv 'is maul, pushes in the fice

of another, an' crumples up a third
n the bread-basket. Non-combatant !

Yer a fraud !

"

I am. The Sergeant is right. I have

nothing to say.
Later. Interview with Captain.

Elorrid compliments. Says I have lost

ny reputation for ever as a non-com-
jatant. Thinks I had better transfer
o a fighting unit. More fun and less

digging. Think I will.
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WHEN WEST MEETS EAST.
The Hem. D'Arcy Laburnham (come to the aid of Lady Ditchborough' s side show). "LADIES AND AH GENTLEMEN I THIS WAY

FOB THE AH COCOANUT SHY. STEP THIS WAY AND TRY ER YOUR LUCK. COCOANUTS ALL AH MILKY, WHAT I

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

LORD CHARNWOOD is to be congratulated on having had
the opportunity of writing the biography of so great a man
as ABRAHAM LINCOLN. He is not less to be congratulated
on the manner in which, in Abraham Lincoln (CONSTABLE),
he has achieved his task. The book is well and attractively

put together, for Lord CHARNWOOD how indeed, could he

help it? has a genuine affection and reverence for the

man whose life he relates. He has mastered the details

of his career and ho is able to unravel the tangled skein

of American politics in the period immediately preceding
the Civil War. He has realized, as few Englishmen,
perhaps, have realized, that the Southern States seceded not
so much by way of protest against the alleged tyranny
of a Northern majority typified by ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
as in order to maintain untouched the institution of

slavery. ALEXANDER STEPHENS, the Vice-President of the

Southern Confederacy, declared that, whereas the leading
I statesmen of the old Constitution had thought that the
enslavement of the African was wrong in principle socially,

morally and politically, the now Government was founded

upon exactly the opposite idea ; and he hailed slavery as
" the great physical, philosophical and moral truth

"
upon

which the new Government was based. If the Union
I perished slavery must triumph ;

if the Union survived

slavery was doomed. The -election of LINCOLN to the

Presidency proved the determination of the large body
of the American democracy to wash out the great blot

upon their civilisation. To all this movement, slow at

first and often foiled, but at last gloriously triumphant,
and to ABRAHAM LINCOLN as its unconquerable leader,

Lord CHARNWOOD does full justice. It is a story from
which we, at such a moment as this, may draw comfort
and inspiration.

It was my misfortune that I approached Backwater

(DUCKWORTH) with no knowledge of the previous book by
Miss DOROTHY EICHAHDSON to which it is a sequel. Or,

perhaps I should rather say, without having read the first

instalment of the very long story of which Backwater is the

second, but not the last, portion. I confess that my chief

emotion was a mild surprise at finding so flourishing an

example of just the style of writing that wo were assured
the War had killed. For this is detail in excelsis. Through-
out the two hundred-and-eighty pages of Backivater nothing
whatsoever happens, except that the heroine, whom, if you
have the advantage of me, you left returning from her term
as an assistant teacher at a German school, takes a similar

post at an establishment for young ladies in South London.
Don't imagine though that you are going to have any
topical contrasts between English and Teutonic systems of

education. Nothing so sensational. Poor Miriam simply
exists through her time at Miss Feme's, mildly hating it

;

and at the end the girls subscribe to give her an umbrella.

Voild tout ! And if you object that it is somewhat little I

will not contradict you. What there is about the book
that gives it value is a quite unusually intimate style, and
the sense it conveys of youth as a time when the trivialities

of life have not lost their tremendous and almost overpower-
ing significance. There is real art in this. Whether it is the
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kind of art over which you wish to linger is a matter for

individual taste.

It was no doubt right that there should be some

account of a man so ingenious and so unorthodox as

SAMUEL BUTLER, but I am not quite certain that Mr. JOHN

F. HARRIS has set about it in the right way in bis Samuel

Butler, Author ofEreivhon (GRANT EICHABDS). Mr. HARRIS

is too easily diverted from his path. He starts to write

an introduction, and in a moment he is off after WALTER
BAGEHOT, " that alert critic of the mid-Victorians," and in

another flash he has tackled WORDSWORTH (whom lie

patronises), FIELDING, Mrs. SHERWOOD, BENTHAM, Individ-

ualism, Victorian complacency, GEORGE ELIOT (whose tea-

parties he denounces) and Mr. CHESTERTON. There are

others, but these will do as a sample. The result is

a general feeling of having got things mixed up and
a particular impression that Mr. HARRIS is violently scorn-

ful and not a little angry, and that the Victorian age has

in some mysterious way done him a mortal injury. SAMUEL
BUTLER was a serious man, but he disguised his seriousness

in jest and could laugh at him-

self as well as at his fellow-

creatures. It must have given
him keen pleasure to write

The Fair Haven, but that plea-
sure must have been trebled

when Tlie Record accepted
the author of that book as a

valuable supporter of orthodox
views. Now Mr. HARRIS, like

BUTLER, is a serious man, but

he never permits himself any
disguise. He is always to be
observed fuming away at the

very top notch of seriousness ;

and the mood is not, I think,
that which serves best for the
discussion of the life and works
of such a man as BUTLER, a

gay philosopher if ever there
was one. In this last sentence
I feel that I have fallen into

' UNPLEASANT EXPERIENCE OF

Mr. HARRIS'S style, and T
FATHEB s CHEMSHEP SOUVENIR

therefore conclude lest I should become more deeply in-
volved in it.

The heroine of Helen in Love (HURST AND BLACKETT)
was a determined, almost a pugnacious, kisser. " It was
some weeks before anyone else kissed Helen," are the
opening words of Chapter XVI., and I read them with a
sigh of relief, as if I bad been given a well-earned holiday.But the holiday was all too short, for Helen was at it againon the very next page. Not that there was any harm in
her; she just kissed when she was "in the mood for it";
think she must have done it for exercise. With meticu-

lous care and no little ins'g'it AMBER REEVES draws this

oscillatory maiden as she kissed her way up the social
ladder, and if you are not impressed by the process the
reason cannot be that her feelings are not fully described
1 am a little surprised that a novelist of AMBER BEEVES'
ability should have ondescended to analyse such a char-
acter as Helen's. Sh3 was scarcely worth the trouble or
the skill expended on her. However, as the War breaks
put before she has shed her last kiss, I shall hope that she
is now making munitions like a man.

I have before now owed and gratefully acknowledged so
nnch entertainment to Mr. COSMO HAMILTON'S amusing

stories that I am bound to say I found Joan and tJie Babies
and I (HURST AND BLACKETT) a little below expectation.

Apparently the author wrote it with a purpose, to show
that divorce should be made easier. But I hardly think he
has quite brought it off. John Maimraring was a novelist

who made the acquaintance, at an American " coastal resort,"
of two attractive small children. Learning from them that

they lived with " Mudder and Nannie," he traced them to

their house, and promptly fell in love with their female

parent. The father was at this time in New York, and

forgetting to send cheques. So John said,
" I love you,"

and Joan (the mother) said,
" Same here ;

"
and in an in-

credibly short time he had paid the overdue bills and
established himself, on strictly platonic lines, at the villa.

Then the de jure proprietor arrives on the scene and you
wouldn't believe the scorn with which John and Mr.
HAMILTON overwhelm him. Whenever the poor wretch

opens his lips in protest and really the position did makede-
mands upon his patience he is called hypocritical, theatri-

cal, and I don't know what. Even his relations join in the

outcry; the uncle from whom he hopes to inherit saying in

effect,
" Give her up, you dog,

to this attractive stranger, or
I cut you out of my will!"

Eventually, of course, he does

give her up, and leaves me
marvelling at his reluctance
to do so earlier. There are

pleasant tilings in the book,

notably the neighbours of

John's English home; but
otherwise I should not call

it worthy of its witty author.

I FANCY that The Dim
Bourne (GRANT RICHARDS) is

a first novel. Certainly the
name of the writer, HARTJIAN

LAXDALE, is unfamiliar to me.
But though I should there-

fore wish to temper justice
with all possible considera-
tion the best I can do for Mr.
LAXDALE is a tactful regret that

A SMALL BOY WHO TOOK HIS
TO PLAY WITH.

his next novel was not his first in publication. To put the
same idea more frankly, I hardly think he (or she, more

probably) has quite got the hang of writing a long story so
that its reading shall be a pleasure. The Dim Bourne

staggers and reels like the schooner Hesperus, chiefly, I

think, because the characters are allowed to develop the

let-me-tell-you-the-story-of-my-life habit till the baffled

reader is utterly fogged as to the point of time and place
that he is actually supposed to have reached. It is a

North-country tale, set chiefly in Lancashire and the Lake
District

;
and the crux of the whole matter is that a gentle-

man about to be married broke off' his engagement because
his fiancee confessed that, against her will, another man had
kissed her. Frankly, I don't believe it even of the Lake
District, any more than I can accept the author's quaint
comparison of Cairo and Southport, towns which I should
have supposed to possess in common only a superfluity of

sand. So that 's that. Sorry.

'Fortified by this concensus of opinion, the British Government
sanctioned the advance. Was ever tragic blunder supported by so

great a weight of authority ?
"

Dttily Chronicle.

We agree that "concensus" is a blunder, but think that

pur contemporary takes an exaggerated view in describing
it as tragic.
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CHARIVARIA.
to appreciate our greatness, though

|

their ancestors wore apparently respon-
THK Parliamentary correspondent of sible for its initiation.

The Daily ('//m;/ /'</< is quoted by Tlir

Pall Mall (ifui'ltr as having stated that

Tho L.C.C. have decided to write off

as "irrecoverable" five shillings, the
value of a park duck injured by a

visitor, who, fortunately for himself,
to have been in anyIn preparing for the funeral of the does not soem

tho inquiry into allegations respect- 1

late YUAN SHIH KAI tho Chinese Gov- way the aggressor in this extremely
ing the grant of commissions in tho eminent, it appears, applied to the, regrettable affair.

Army will he "by Court-marital." This United States for information as to the =====
matrimonialform of trial lends piquancy correct method of conducting tho obse- ! Invited to pillory a provincial paper
to The I'n/l Mull'y. heading,

" HINT OF quies of a Republican President. They I for having described a well-known,York-
PETTICOAT INFLUENCE." < nght, of course, to have applied to

'

shire lady as " The Mouse of History,"
'

;:

::

:: THEODORE KOOKF.VF.LT, who person- ;

we emphatically decline to do so. The
Tho United States is contemplating ally conducted the obsequies of thoMeuso has made too mucli glorious

the acquisition of theGalapagosIslands. last one.
.;. .,. | history in the last six months for us to

Those islands arc chiefly famous as the
| regard the description, however irre-

hoine of tho Giant Tortoise, and it is
" In this matter as in others," says levant, as a solecism.

believed that a movement is on foot for

the adoption of this dignified animal as

the national emblem, in place of the

a contemporary, discussing the question
of possible reprisals,

" we shall no doubt
strike the happy medium." To con-

eagle, which is considered by many as i tinue striking the German medium, and

being too warlike in its symbolism.
* *
*

According to The Even-

ing News, "chemical herbs

are being grown on Ditch-

ling Common, Sussex."

Such interesting native

plants as the Lesser Coal
Tar and the Blue-llowered

Borax should figure in the

collection. ... ...
'

*'

"Moss gathering" has
been added to the list of

War occupations. Itcomes
under the same category,
of course, as " wool gather-

ing," the occupation in

which some of our bright-
est public minds have
earned their exemption
badges. :

, *
*

Coffee has been declared

by the Prixe Court to be a " food."

Even at tho risk of being considered

unpatriotic we shall continue to confine
< urselves to consuming the gravy in

which it has been cooked.
*

The presence in London of two Pit-

cairn Islanders continues to excite

much interest, and a prominent daily is

said to be preparing an agitation for

their appointment as advisory members
of the next "

Allies' Trade Conference."

The Kentish cob-nut crop has been

Having it both ways.

(1) Extract from a telegram sent by
a special German correspondent to

I striking hard, is certainly as good a way the Amsterdam papers :

"Tho French are trying to

keep up with the enormous
effort being made by their

British Allies."

(2) Extract from a letter

(said to have been writ-

ten by the KAISER him-

self) to the North German
Gazette :

"On the Somme she [France]
has dragged along her hesitat-

ing British Ally."

LET US HOPE, IF WE MUST HAVE
LADY BUTLEBS, THAT THIS KIND
OF THING MAY BE AVOIDED

AND THAT THE DIGNITY OF THE
PROFESSION MAY BE MAINTAINED.

Murderous designs.
" On Monday four Zeppelins

were seen manoeuvring about,
with the evident intention of

killing time until the approach
of dusk." Western Mail.

They don't seem to have
killed anything else.

" The steamer Windertiiere
was sunk by an enemy sub-
marine on the evening of 27th

]

June, the screw escaping in two boats."

Liverpool Journal of Commerce.

Selfish pluralist !

as any other of dealing in the mean-
while with the situation.

* *

The experiment is being tried of

raising onions in the Lincolnshire fens. .

'' T
.
h ide

?,
of < c building of this submarine

mu u i i iu ' ['no Vetttschlana] emanated from Mr. AlfredThe best way to catch them young IS
, Lohmann, the president of the Bremen

to use a decoy and net them while

moving to the feeding grounds.

Qhamber of Commerce, lie brought his idea
in -the fall of last year confidentially before
a small circle of fiends, and tho idea was

Although the activity of our anti- :

takon up at ?**"-&>'*>
aircraft guns during recent Zeppelin

:
We suspected this from the first,

raids has been the subject of a certain

amount of criticism in Parliament, I It is well known that the constant
there is good reason to believe that, if

;
use of the second I that figures in so

a total failure, and the opinion is freely some of them were silent, this was due many Welsh names puts a great strain

expressed in tho Board of Agriculture
j

to a laudable desire on the part of the
| upon the letter in the stock of news-

hlinf. nnlv f.lm i=a,io nf /.!,. mi*-. ,>ov,i a authorities to keep the enemy in the
| paper type. A painful instance of this

dark as to the whereabouts of our most is seen in the following passage from
effective batteries.

:

The Evening Express (Llandaff) :

that only tho issue of col) -nut cards
can save the situation.

* *

The commencement of Greek learn-

ing was the beginning of this country's
greatness," said Canon ALEXANDER in

a recent address. The news seems to

have taken a long time to get to Greece
itself, where they have only just begun mutually exclusive.

t

-\- "In the Court of Session, Edinburgh, to-" The Germans," said a speaker at
[

day, Lord Ormdae gave judgment in favour of

Stratford-on-Avon, "did not ask for the icence hodcrs in the action raised to test

freedom but for sausages." We hasten *ke vaidity [
a Scott ish icensing court's pro-

, . : hibition of the s-ie of spirits. His Lordshipto recognise hat these two objects are hed that tha n^trati had acted without
i statutory warrant."

VOL. CI.I.
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HIGHER CRITICISM.
SCENE I.

Ante-room of an Officers' Mess. Dinner

is over mill everybody i* listening with

an air of plitciil
content to a gramo-

phone, irliieh is playing a Hcehj rag-

time. Krerybody, that is, except Cap-
tain Man-ieil, who is poking restlessly

about in the record-box.

The C.O. You make me feel tired,

Miinsf!!. What's the matter?

'.,'. Munselt. Extraordinary thing,

Sir, but both our decent records have

vanished the Kreisler solo and " Is

Life a Boon ?
"

C.O. Well, what's wrong with this

tune ?

pt. M. (with lofty scorn). Ragtime !

What 's ragtime to a musician ? I

wonder if the Mess Sergeant knows
where those records are.

[Exit to inquire.

Capt. Winstanlcy. You know, the

man 's dotty. Decent chap in other

ways, but he seems to think music is

his own invention and ragtime an

infringement of his patent. I wonder
what's happened to those two records

he 's always playing.

Major James. 1 've hidden 'em. Flesh

and blood could stand it no longer. I

was sitting here on Sunday afternoon

with one or two others, and he came in

and played those damned things through
half-a-dozen times on end. A sort of

morbid fascination kept us glued to the

spot. But after he 'd gone I abolished

them.

C.O. But what 's his idea ?

Major J. Education, Sir. Our stan-

dard is low and he wants to lead us to

higher things. I used to delight in

that Kreisler thing, too.

Capt. W. Me too and " Is Life a

Boon?" Now they give me the
horrors. [Re-enter Mansell.

Major J. Found 'em ?

Capt. M. Not a sign, Major. Very
odd.

Major J. (drily). Most extraordinary.
C.O. With your tastes, Mansell, you

ought to have joined the Nth. They 've

got Duncombe, the great musical critic,

as an officer.

Capt. M. (eagerly). Have they really,
Sir? By Jove, that's interesting! I

should like to meet him 1 always
think he 's our greatest authority.

Capt. W. (acidly). After yourself, of

course. I bet you could tell him a few

things, Mansell.

[Capt. M. leaves the Mess without

deigning to reply to this thrust.

Major J. This has g)t to be stopped
before it wrecks our happy homo.
Johnson, you 've a pal or two in the
Nth, haven't you ?

Second-Lieut. Johnson. Yes, Major.

Major J. Well, come over here, my
lad. I want to talk to you a minute.

[He does.

CURTAIN.

SCENE II.

The dining-room on guest-night. The

Colonel of the Nth has brought some

of his officers.
Next to one of these

a quiet-looking subaltern Capt.Win-

stanley, as Mess President, has placed

Capt. Mansell. Mansell is already

deep in conversation on his favourite

topic. The Subaltern has a listening

part only.

Capt. M. In fact, no man who can

even tolerate ragtime has any claim in

my opinion to be called a true musician.

The Subaltern (unexpectedly and with

heat). I disagree entirely. There is no

place in the arts for stiffnecked Toryism
of that kind. To my mind, "You made
me love you

"
marks a big musical and

rhythmical advance almost a revolu-

tion. Nobody who underrates it can be

much of a judge.

Capt. M. (thunderstruck, turning to

Second-Lieut. Johnson on his left).

Johnnie, who is this ignorant ass be-

side me?
S.-L. J. (in an awe-struck whisper).

Why, that 's the great Duncombe !

[Collapse of Mansell, who spends
the rest of the meal in respectful

silence, while his neighbour lays
down the law to the delighted

Major James about Ragtime and
its relation to High Art.

The C.O. (further up the table, to the

C.O. of the Nth). Is your musical cele-

brity here to-night ?

Colonel of Nth. Celebrity ? Oh, you
mean Duncombe. He was with us,

but we've lost him, you know. He
went out to France a fortnight ago.

CUKTAIN.

The Election Egg.
" Pre-war Chancellors placed an unnecessary

yolk upon the necks of the electors."

Wallasey Chronicle.

" Mr. Lloyd George has promised to preside
at the Welsh National Eisteddfod at Aberyst-
with on August 18th, on the occasion of "the

Chairing of the Bard." The Times.

It is reported that at the time-honoured

challenge, "Is itj Peace?" the SECRE-
TARY OF STATE FOE WAR will step for-

ward and utter the classic phrase,
" I

don't think !

"

"Lady has had urgent demands for
Violins and J Ib. tins of Acid Drops (as thirst

quenchers) for the Tommies in France. Who
will send them for the Dear Boys?

"

Morning Post.

First DearBoy to second ditto: "What's

yours? Violin or Acid Drop ?
"

"LONELY SOLDIERS."
A PETITION TO THE LADY CORRESPONDENTS

OF THESE FORTUNATES.

THIS is the theory ive advance :

All Icnzly soldiers aren't in France:

If you 're out for loneliness, here 's your
chance.

Now though they had the luck

To be chosen to go,
And we others got stuck

On the edge of the show,
We have tried to believe ourselves

soldiers

And not altogether de trap.

Camp and caravan, march and halt,

Works and Revenue, Forests and Salt,

If we aren't in Flanders it 's not our

fault.

We would like to be there

As we need not discuss,

And we do not compare
Their position with us ;

But we think we 're sufficiently lonely
If anyone 's making a fuss.

Kliond and Bhagata, Gond and Bhil ;

Jungle to-day and to-morrow a jhil
A season among 'em and how do you feel

?

We are free to admit
That the country is good ;

We have excellent kit

And we 've excellent food ;

But we heard you were fond of the

lonely,
So we thought you should know
how we stood.

Bison drink where the nodi bends,

Deer come out where the jungle ends,

And they give us the sport, but they
don't make friends.

We 've been out three-score

Clear days on the run,
And there 's as many more
Ere the c.amp gets done ;

And the wind and the rain to con-

verse with,
And the moon and the stars and

the sun.

Coolie and orderly, cook and clerk,

One long ivorry from dawn till dark ;

Thank heaven for dogs but they only
bark.

So we wake in the night
And we wonder again

If you 'd bother to write

To poor devils of men
Who 've got stuck at the ends of the

Empire
And are utterly out of your ken.

We shan't see Flanders, we shan't see

France
Bound to have wallflowers at every

dance
And our folk have forgotten its . . .

Now 's your chance.
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NOT AN INCH O

GROUND LOST

TRUTHLESS DAYS.
[English newspapers have now besn excluded from Germany.]
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THE WATCH DOGS.
that no one was within earshot, and

', however, is to imply that the Staff lias

ithen whispered furtively in! my ear, done some little good. This is allo-
' " I don't think there is any cause for gether contrary to established custom

;

IIKAH CHAHLKS, -And what do anxiety . . . Strictly between ourselves i it would be a monstrous suggestion.
it 'sail right . . . Sh ! . . . You know - Better gloss the affair over than even

what I mean." ! hint that.

It was a useless effort searching for
j

For yourself, then, continue to read

local colour. Least of all was there !

your newspapers ; they can do you no

anything to be got out of the infantry ! positive harm. As for me, if you '11

man who had just left it. If he person- i just buy and send to me by return of

you suppose t sit is really like being

along \\itli the B.E.F. when it is in its

pushful mood? Exciting? No. De-

pressing Hardly. Just ordinary
rather more ordinary than usual. Up
to the last moment I cherished the

fond belief that we should be able to

climb up ridges and watcli each other

doing it. It would have been so nice

and convincing to watch the other side,

ally had secured a Bosch helmet tilings
were rosy enough ; otherwise they were
a vague neutral tint. Beyond that

there are no sensations. We seem to

post the most expensive cigar made
(with a large gaudy band round it),

I'll pay you

with beads of perspiration on
their brow, sticking it out as

long as they could, half turning
to go, heing prodded on from :

behind, smiling wanly at the

pushers, suggesting a half-time

interval, giving a little in the

centre and fraying a little at

the edges, finally breaking, run-
;

ning back some kilometres and
|

then having another try. But
no, there is no Grand Stand and !

there is even no Tape Machine. I

The men from behind eagerly
accost the men returning from
the front : the latter are most

|

pleased to be accosted, because

they want to be told all about
it. Neither lot knows anything,
but both might have said any-
thing. For a time everybody
was quite prepared to believe

what everybody else said. A
rumour or two did try to float

about in the first days, but it

got drowned.

Many of us were apt, at first,

to discover at convenient inter-

vals that we had pressing busi-

ness with the Powers that
Be in the Central Information
Bureau. We just dropped in

to test their lighting arrange-
ments, to see if their telephone
bells were behaving nicely, to
ask if their food suited them,
and whether there were any
complaints. They are an unsociable

in full next time I'm at

home. Not that I 'm optimistic or

'! anything of that sort ; don't for

a moment think that. Tell any-
body who asks you about my
opinion that I sound vague and

uncertain, possibly even worried
about it. It just happens that

I have a curious longing to

lean back in my chair and make
the most costly rings for the

mere pleasure of blowing the

expense. This time last year,

my lad, Germany was just

finishing off Russia, and we
were waiting behind the parapet
for the arrival of the phalanx
which was to finish us off.

Whereas now you may have
noticed that . . . but let me
talk of something else.

Soda - water is the subject
chosen for the purpose by the

man in the ranks. " Wonder-
ful," he dec'ares to the persist-
ent seekers after the thrilling

descriptions of war. " You
never see the like. Across in

them trenches there was real

soda-water in bottles."
"
Yes," they say, humouring

him and leading him gradually
to the point.
"And what about the battle ?

"

"The bottle?" he asks.

Qptimid.
' WE 'RE GIVING THE GBBMANS BEANS."

"
>
th

f.

battle-what you've
Pessimist. "Now ISN'T THAT EXACTLY LIKE THIS i

JUSt
*f

n thro
,

ugh -

GOVERNMENT? THEY 'LL BE GIVING THEM BACON NEXT." (
An

' >'
es

'
ne says

'

been through it, and so has all

lot, but that didn't stop us staying on a
bit to talk about one thing and another,
incidentally the War.
did discover them

Sometimes one
so sweating with

suppressed excitement that they had
to speak out.

I think there is universally prevalent
a strong touchwood feeling. All you
get from asking direct questions of the
people who ought to know is the very
distinct -impression either that there is
no push at all, or else it is a SECRET AND
CONFIDENTIAL one. Even when my
people at home had written and told
me about Pozieres, and I begged an
authoritative friend to divulge, lie took
me round a corner, assured himself

you
as a

have ceased to have sensations out
here. It is a matter of business

; the

only question is, how long is it going
to take to complete ? But, for heaven's
sake, don't let anybody know that I
have gone even as far as that. If
do I shall be court -martialled

marplot, in that I did speak, utter and
allege certain boastful sentiments and
did tempt Providence to be wroth with
the Allied Powers, thus imperilling a
certain enterprise upon which His Ma-
jesty's Forces arc at present engaged.A reason of this attitude may be that
it was always known the fighting would
be done all right, and so there is no
cause to be surprised or to comment
on it. To mention the word success,

our chaps. And when we came to

their trenches we could 'ardly believe

it. 'Appened 1 came across old George
there, and 'e was the same as me.

Amazed, like.

Did you
Soda-water in bottles.'

As 'e remarked to me,
ever see the like ?

'

'e says.
And there it

was bottles of it."

You get no further than that, except
perhaps to learn that the soda-water,
as well as being bottled, was also
" aireated."

I have only one picture for you : a

dusty man arriving at a cage with a

dozen prisoners, who, contrasted witli

their warder, are comparatively cheer-

ful. You would think a man who had
never before commanded so much as one
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Conductor. " RITZ 'OTEL?

small boy would be proud of his position.
There is nothing of that. It is merely,
" Where shall I put them, Major?" to

the warrant-officer in charge of the

cage. "There's. a corporal behind
with more. The officer gave him the

papers." He takes a war-worn cigar-
ette from behind his ear and lights it.

"If I had my way," he says, "there
wouldn't be no prisoners and there
wouldn't be no papers." He spits on
the ground and casts a gloomy eye
round the enclosure. It dwells for a
moment on the catch of the season.
" And him a Colonel, too," he says
almost angrily as he departs.
The Corporal arrived later and ex-

plained. The man was a poor walker
and disliked that kind of exercise,
unless it was for an essential purpose.
Without in any way wishing to be
vindictive he had felt, upon being told

oft' for escort, that this was a purpose
which might have been avoided.

I saw this same Colonel later, pro-

ceeding. It was intended every time
to be a fine performance, but it had a

pathetic end. His bearing was the truly
dignified, his expression the stonily

impersonal and the magnificently in-

scrutable. Always and above all he was
an officer and a gentleman ; other officers,

however nationally deficient, were, at

any rate, officers and to be saluted as

such. It was unfortunate that my large
and not too reputable friend, Georges
Lefebvre, was in the street at this

moment wearing his most special and

glaring uniform. Whatever he may
seem to be, Georges is really &fonction-
naire, who plays about with the tickets

and the signals and the luggage, twice
a day, at the somewhat degenerate
railway station. We all got our recog-
nition in turn from the captured
Colonel, but the salute of the day went
to Georges Lefebvre.

There are very many remarkable men
in these parts nowadays, but one con-

tingent in particular catches the eye.
I am told it is the deuce to keep quiet
even when it is supposed to be lying
down and taking a little rest. When I

think what it must be like when it is

officially on the loose . . . Well, Charles,
I simply can't help being a little sorry
for the Bosch now that his wild oats
are coming home to roost.

I think perhaps I '11 have a cigar
with two bands round it, please.

Yours ever, HENRY.

Commercial Candour.
' ' ' SERVICE ' FLATS

Provide catering and attendance equal to that
obtainable at the best hotels at half the cost."

The Times.

The Champion Sporpot.

In May of last year Mr. Punch
described the Sporpot of our little Bel-

gian guests (more correctly spelt Spaer-

pot, and, anyhow, meaning savings-box)
a domestic institution in their own

land. This account of the Sporpot had
the happy effect of inspiring a compe-
tition between the schools of Grahams-
town, S. Africa, to see which could fill

the biggest Sporpot, the contents of

all competing Sporpots to be made into

a fund for helping to build up again
the homes of Belgian exiles when they
return to their country. The compe-
tition extended over the October and
Easter terms, and Mr. Punch has the

honour to announce that the champion-
ship is divided between St. Aidan's

College (for boys) and the Wesleyan
High School (for girls). He offers his

best compliments to the winners and
his blessing to all who shared in this

sacrifice for the cause of their fellow-

children. The total sum collected has

been forwarded to the author of the

Punch article, to be used by him for the

purpose desired when the day comes.

"WANTED, good home for young cat (neu- j

tral)." Scots Paper.

But a pro- Ally, we trust.
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MIXED STATISTICS.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, A few days ago
there appeared in The Star a letter

from a gentleman who claimed to have

established a new record as that of

the most rejected man in England.
To quote his own words :

"This is my record in round num-

bers :

Rejected by theatrical managers,
100 times.

Rejected by publishers and editors,

50 times.

Rejected by theArmy medical officer,

twice.

Rejected by girls, twice.

Rejected by dramatic pioneers like

Mr. Bernard Shaw and Mr. J. T.

Grein, 10 times.

Failed in 100 prize competitions.
Total : 264 failures.

Many men have committed suicide

for far less than this, but I intend to

live for England as long as possible.

Still, I do get a bit downhearted when
I reflect that a man with imagination,
intellect, originality and humour should
be doomed to the ' blind cave of eter-

nal night,' intellectually, while Charlie

Chaplin gets 130,000 per annum for

wearing an inane smile and baggy
trousers.

I 'm afraid there is something wrong
with England's soul."

Of course there is. Has there ever
been a time when there wasn't ? But
that is no reason why the writer should
endeavour to claim especial distinction
for his personal statistics. Anybody
can establish some sort of a record.

My father, for example, ate more green
peas at a sitting than any man of his

time, but our family never attained
eminence until I became available for

obloquy and adulation. Here are a
few of my figures, all carefully compiled
from records kept in my diaries for the
last thirty years :

Hissed in the theatre or public places,
290 times.

Photographed at my own expense,
twice; ditto gratuitously (including
the nude), 2,940 times.

Interviewed in the public prints,
3,762 times; by self, 3,760 times

; with
portrait, 3,680 times.

Proposals of marriage received, 390.

Challenges to fight duels, 410.
Criminals -whose cause I have

espoused, 213.

Number of occasions on which I
have sided with the majority Nil.

Epithets, eulogistic, bestowed on
self, 2,379,666.

Ditto, ditto bestowed on other
authors and playwrights, 3.

Appreciations, testimonials and in-

vitations received from hostile Powers,

1071.

Ditto, ditto from Allies Nil.

It is a wonderful record. Ordinary-

men, by a judicious selection of facts

and figures, can assume a spurious

importance, but only genius is extra-

ordinary in the true sense of the word.

And I feel that in the third year of the

War nobody of British name and

parentage lias a more remarkable in-

ternational reputation not even Mr.

HOUSTON CHAMDEKLAIN than

Yours in the finest of feather,

WORMWOOD PSHAW.

THE REVUE KING'S COURIER.
THE Revue Sing begs to state that

lie has taken steps to communicate

periodically information of a vital

character concerning Jiis numerous
theatrical devices for parting the public

from their money.

The New Offensive.

At the risk^but it 's a very slight
one of wearying you with minute
details of the lives and genius of the
better revue artists, I propose, at my
own expense, to contribute a column
of such chatter to the papers every
week. But this will not, I trust, have
the effect of diverting the eyes of the
Mr. Gossips and Mr. Ramblers and all

the other camp-followers of the revue
from also noticing the members of my
various companies. In spite of my
poor efforts these will still be, as before,
on view both in town, principally at

lunch, and, on Sundays, on the river,
and therefore available for paragraphic
attention. Now and then I may be
visible too.

Best Comic Song.
What is the best comic song sung

in revue just now? I may be preju-
diced, but .if my opinion were asked I

should plump for one of the songs
sung by actors in my employ. It is a

question whether it is
" All the Fun

of the Front
"

at the Remedy, or
"Where's the War?" at the Dip-
lomats'.

A Coincidence.
Some people collect coincidences.

Here is one for them. The other

day at lunch at Dearo's I overheard
someone ask a Cabinet Minister who
was the most beautiful woman in
London. At dinner at the Fritz the
same night I overheard someone
ask an ex-Cabinet Minister the same
question. The remarkable part of the
coincidence is that both made the
same reply. Both named Madame
Exquisia.

Cur Heal Heroes.

Who are the people who are making
history to-day ? The artists in revue.
Who else could it be ?

"Laughter holding both its sides."

I suppose all managers have heavy
correspondence. I know that I do. I

have received to date one hundred and

forty-three letters, all imploring me
not to make my forthcoming revue so

funny as the others. My correspon-
dents say that they can't stand it. I

have handed over the missives to my
various authors, who are certainly

among the wittiest men in London.
It is

1

up to them, as our American
cousins say. But there is no doubt
as to the laughter which my revues
.cause. I think I never saw anyone
laugh so heartily as Lord BRYCK did
at little Able Bustle at the Remedy
the other night.

Comedian and Warrior Too.

Some people might be so mistaken
as not to expect much patriotic en-

thusiasm from revue actors, but they
would be wrong. I can point to one
of my men who has joined up. The

military authorities, however, knowing
when to temper justice with mercy,
allow him not to miss any perform-
ance, not even the Saturday matinee.

Esprit de Corps.
I suppose every one has noticed

that the programmes on sale both at

the Diplomats' and the Remedy are
made of paper. This is because no
other material is so serviceable. Our
stage is lighted by electricity for the

same reason. The comfort and happi-
ness of our patrons is the first thought
of every member of the personnel,
from myself to that very original and
remarkable character, the call-boy.

Quaint Behaviour of a TJ-boat.

From a description of the capture of

UC5:
" There remained scarcely time to appreciate

the quaintness of the encounter, for, after the
submarine jumped into the sea and swam for

dear life from the vessel, there followed a series

of explosions." Dublin Evening Mail.

You should see it treading water off the

Temple Pier.

Under the heading,
" The Lion's

Bite," The Evening News quotes the

following passage from The Times'
Paris correspondent :

"The whole offensive is mathematical, in-

exorable. What has been taken will not be
lost. It is not so much '

nibbling
'

as chewing
the cud."

This lion must be a kind of heraldic

beast, first rampant, then rodent, and

finally ruminant.
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HORROCKS' PRIDE.
\YiiKN the spring came there was

every indication of a long stay for our

battery in the ruins of
,

and

naturally enougli, with the first buds,

our thoughts turned to the home gar-
dens overseas. I think most of us found

ourselves longing to be back pottering
about the old beds with a trowel in one

hand and a packet of seeds in the other.

It was the Doctor who first gave us any
ideas in this direction. One day at tea

he produced some mustard and cress

which he had grown on the Adjutant's

sponge. Ho said it would go very well

with bread-and-butter, but we pointed
out that it was the Adjutant's property
and he had the right to eat it. Not

long after, some of the men started to

dig a piece of land behind the gun pits.

Seeds were sent out to them from home
and soon nearly half the battery had
secured plots of earth, where they gar-
dened in their spells off duty. The
C.O. thoroughly approved of this and
offered a prize to the one who could

put up the best show by Midsummer
Day.
The scheme was hailed with enthu-

siasm. So far as I could see there was

only one drawback to it, and that lay
in the bitter feud which existed between
Drivers McVie and Horrocks. Taken
alone, better men or gunners never lived,

but each exhibited the most extraordin-

ary antipathy towards the other. No-

body knew how it started, although the

Sergeant-Major professed to trace it

back to an evening when Horrocks had

compared the Trossachs with Hamp-
stead ponds, to the overwhelm ing

advantage of the latter. As it was, the

men worked in their gardens, each with
a savage determination to outdo the

other. Each had made up his mind to

win the Colonel's prize, and as the great

day drew near it became increasingly
evident that the award would have to

be made to one of the two. Their gar-
dens were wonderful to see. McVie
favoured a border made of empty shell

cases, Horrocks preferring a more con-

ventional arrangement of broken bricks,
which he brought from the village.
The Scotchman's seeds came from his

native farm in the glens of Perthshire,
while Horrocks had been content with

penny packets culled from the window
of a Mile End sweet-shop. And the
wonder was that the Cockney had
succeeded. Never was such an array
of phloxes, stocks and poppies, and,

although his garden could not boast
the goodly collection of carrots and
radishes that his rival had raised, I

had little doubt as to who would be
the winner.

Then, on the afternoon before Mid-

"MY SON WAS REJECTED, MR. PyKE, BECAUSE HIS TEETH DIDN'T PIT PROPER. THE
DOCTOR SAID 'E MIGHT 'AVE 'EM KNOCKED DOWN 'IS THROAT AND BE CHOKED IP *E

GOT ONE OP THEM CANNON-BALLS IN 'IB FACE."

summer Day, a shell whirred up and
burst over the gun emplacement, and
McVie dropped with a piece of shrapnel
in his leg. It chanced that Horrocks
was nearest to him at the time. Pick-

ing him up as tenderly as one of his

beloved seedlings he bandaged the

wound, and later, when the ambulance
had arrived, insisted on arranging the

rugs and cushions round his ancient

foe.

Finally he handed him his last box
of cigarettes to comfort him on the

journey over the uneven roads to the

base. Just before he left I saw McVie

reach out and take Horrocks by the

hand.
" Man," said he,

" but ye '11 win
the morn, and I kenned it all alang.
When I come back I 'm thenkin' I '11

|

hae to ask ye to gie me some gardenin'
lessons."

I didn't quite catch Horrocks' reply,
but I fancy it was something to the
effect of giving him his "

'ole bloomin'
flower-show for one o' them bunches
o' carrots."

Next day after lunch the C.O. went
down to judge the gardens. From one

1
to another we passed until we arrived
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Cyril (whose father has just Itad the telephone installed). "-AND BLESS FATHES AND MOTHER, AND MAKE ME A GOOD BOY-AND

KEEP AWAY ALL ZEPPELINS (pause). WATKINS JUNIOR IS SPEAKING."

hoping this finds you cheerfull as it

leeves me,
Yer frend, DANIEL HOEBOCKS.

Later on I strolled down to the field,

i where I found him trying to

at the patch which the rest of the bat-

tery had long ago dubbed " Horrocks'

Pride." To our great astonishment he

was standing dejectedly beside a mass

of uprooted flowers, while at his feet
T 11 , i i 11 i wnere i louiiu iiiui u

yawned a tremendous hole with a shell
, ^ ^ ^ hftd

fraament lying conspicuously at the ^J^j. For a minute or two neitherfragment lying conspicuously
bottom.

"
Well, I "m hanged I" said the C.O.,

looking at him for an explanation.

of us spoke, and then I looked him

straight in the face.
"
Curious," I said,

what clean holes some of these shells~ u ,., ., T LI' Wllilt ClCtltl iiuica buiuu ui tiiesu sijcii^
"Oneo them sixty-punders must ha

\

. . , . . , , ,

t Q- .. i make. This, for instance, might almost
dropped on it in the night, Sir, said

\

. , .
b

,,-- . - I have been done with a spade.
Horrocks stood stiffly to attention,

Horrocks. " I thought I 'eard some-

think this mornin'. Abaht two o'clock

it was, or it might 'ave been 'alf-past.

This 'ere little garding weren't never

meant to be planted with German 'igh

but he didn't speak.
" It was far and away the best piece

of marksmanship along the whole Front

to-day," I went on.

An Easy "Way of Being Good.

From the programme of a Sunday
concert in New Zealand :

"The public are requested to observe the

Sabbath by NOT applauding with the feet."

"Cleanliness Next to Godliness."
" PERTHSHIRE. Board-residence, 2 ladies ;

Episcopal Church ;
bath (h. & c.)."

Scotsman.

A Fugal Movement.

"We'd just come out of trenches, and

were standing outside our billet, watching
one of our 'planes chasing a Boche piano."

Sunday Paper.

" The gunner who
lappy man, and,
I know he 's a

explosive," he continued mournfully.
'Well, it's hard luck, Horrocks, be-

dld ' ought * be
I

cause it rather alters things," said the !
Bosch or no Bosch

C.O., moving away to the next garden, righ^down good one.

"
McVie, I think, wins the prize," he

went on after some minutes' deliber-

ation. I nodded agreement and walked

away thoughtfully. "The shortage of mineral oils is not so

That night after dinner the letters severe, and Galician benzine is actually being

were brought to me for censoring. In consigneed to Denmark. "- '

Thank you, Sir," he said gravely,
and we shook hands.

one envelope, which had apparently
seen service as a receptacle for tobacco,
I found a well-thumbed note :

On the other hand,
the alarming shortagee of industrial oils and
fats hayee not improved at all, and there is

every sign of a coming soap famine. Thee
retail price of soap in May was 2s. 8d. per lb.,

or more than thcc pricee of butter.
' '

DEAR McVlE, Just a line to say
Manchester Guardian.

yer garding looked a treefc and no mis- We infer that our contemporary has
take, they have give you the prise.

'

got over its prejudice against Chinese
the Colonel said to me,

"
Horrocks, Labour and is now employing it in the

them carots is the work of a reel artist compound we beg pardon the corn-

such as you aint and never will be." i posing-room.

"
Typical Pekingese Dog, with extra tail,

carriage, and feathering."
Portsmouth Evening News.

Surely the supplementary tail can't be

really
"
typical."

"We are people of one language, one tra-

dition, one ideal of civilisation. If there could

be anything worse than this world war it

would be an estrangement between Great

Britain and Dr. J. Fort Newton."
Jiristol Evening News.

We simply cannot bear to think of it.

"About 2 in the morning I was wakened by
an annoying and peculiar hammering noise.

I looked out and on all four sides of us light-

ning was cutting down in the most terrific sky.

The noise was the men silently and feverishly

hammering in their bivouac pegs. It was

macabre to a degree." The Times.

These silent noises are most disturbing
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THE OATH.
BRITANNIA. "THERE SHALL BE NO PEACE TILL THE PENALTY HAS BEEN PAID

IN PERSON."

[The Government are taking steps to discover the identity of all those who are iu any way responsible for the judicial
murder of Captain FBYATT.]
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live on different sides of the Boyne Mr. ASQUITH does not seem to enjoy
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. \\- ;l tor, those brothers Boanerges take the prospect of Irish obstruction so

3[fit1tti/,Jn1y3lst. The Great Irish a diametrically opposite view of Irish : much as my cynical friend, and lias

Tragedy develops, mow SHO, into the
]
politics. It seems hopeless to think

Great Irish Joke. Two months ago of any plan that would bring them

the PHIMJ-: MINISTKR. fresh from sur-
j

into a common policy, were it not even

veying the ruins of Dublin, declared that more preposterous to imagine that men
the Irish system of administration had ; so naturally akin should be artificially

so completely broken down that it must
j

sundered.

at once be replaced by something en- Another complication of the problem

tirely different. The Hardinge Com- was furnished by Mr. LOUGH. As
mission report confirmed his judgment. , Lieutenant of the County of Cavan
.Mr. LLOYD GEORGE was taken off his i be has been busy recruiting for the

shellsproper work of making
put on to conciliation.

Unfortunately a little bit

of high explosive made a

fatal intrusion. Unionist

Ministers, who bad con-

soled themselves with the

reflection that they were
at least getting rid of some
of the Nationalist incubus,
could not stomach the idea

that, pending a final settle-

ment
(if any) of the Irish

question, the Irish Brigade
was to remain in full

force at Westminster.
Thrown back on his own

resources, Mr. ASQUITH
was struck with a brilliant

notion. It was true the
Dublin Castle jaunting-
car bad run into the ditch,
but that might have been
due to the too jaunty driv-

ing of its late jarvey.
Where a Liberal lawyer
bad failed a Unionist

might do better. Let
DUKE, K.C., succeed BIR-

BELL, E.G., and all might
be well.

I think the Nationalists,

although pretending tore-
sent it, rather enjoyed
Mr. ASQUITH'S little jest.
Mr. REDMOND, while de-

nouncing the appointment,
spoke in almost affectionate

been dropping numerous hints of the

Weary Titan order. To-day, for ex-

ample, when asked if private Members
would have their privileges restored
next session, he replied that he had
not the faintest idea who would be

responsible for the Government next
session.

It is one thing, however, to talk

about retirement oneself, and quite
and

I
British Army, and found one of his

\

another to have other people suggesting
the same thing. When
it was urged that some
of the members of the
new Commissions were
rather old for the work,
Mr. ASQUITH promptly re-

torted that Lord BEACONS-
FIELD was Prime Minister

at the age of seventy-five,
and might havelived much
longer but for his release

from the cares of office.

Somebody then quoted
PLATO'S dictum that no
one was fit to travel after

sixty, and the PRIME MINIS-
TER (recalling, no doubt,
his recent visit to Italy)
dismissed this as "a very
foolish remark." So I

think we may conclude
that he has no present
intention of following the

example of Viscount GREY
of Falloden, who this after-

noon a gallant young
figure in scarlet and gold

made his ceremonial

appearance in the House
of Lords.

Wednesday, August 2nd.

From want of practice
the Irish obstructionists

are a little off their game.

THE AFTER-WAR.
HIM Commercial. "

PUT, MATAM, DEY vos FERY SHEAP."
Housekeeper Asquith.

"
No, THANK YOU. As I SAID ON AUGUST

1916, 'THE WAR HAS OPENED Ol'R EYES.' "

terms
of Mr. DUKE, whom he had known
since they were boys together at Gray's
Inn. Mr. DEVLIN declared that his
dearest wish was to take part in the
division that should turn out the Coali-
tion, and invited the assistance of
Sir EDWARD CARSON to that end.
While Members were waiting for a

reply from Sir EDWARD CARSON that
never came, they had the advantage of

hearing a couple of back-bench speeches
that threw more light upon the real
nature of the Irish problem than the
official luminaries had

principal obstacles to be the difficulty
of getting the local Orangemen to dis-

tinguish between WILLIAM THE SECOND
and WILLIAM THE THIRD.

True, they kept the House

sitting till five o'clock this

ules for a suitable topic.
When the House resumed this after-

and Mr. COOTE of Tyrone are strangely
alike. But, because they happen to

Tuesday, August 1st. The Nation-
j

several hours' debate, any old Act
ahsts have resumed their freedom of i furnishing a peg for discussion. On
action, and are displaying an embar-

j

this occasion it slipped through while
rassmg industry reminiscent of the

j they were hunting through the sched-
eighties. A cynical Member of a
somewhat reactionary habit openly _ _ -_,
rejoices in this reversion to type. He

i noon, one of the first questions addressed
is opposed to Home Rub on principle,

!

to the PRIME MINISTER related to the
but, unlike his leader, Mr. BONAR LAW reduction of the Irish representation;
(popularly believed in Ireland to be and jaded Members, hardly yet awake,
a brother of Martial Law), thinks it

j

heard with annoyance and surprise
that the that in his opinion the matter was

at West- " no longer of immediate practical im-
mmster to put their spoke in the wheel portance."

Memb<rs ined

morning, but they did not show their

old fertility of resource. In the good
old days the Expiring Laws (Continu-

ance) Bill was an unfailing excuse for

of (alleged) progress. Perhaps this was one of the reasons
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"READING THE HISTORY OF THE WAR, MOTHER?"
' ' WHY NOT ?

' '

"BECAUSE YOU CAN'T LOOK AT THE END FIRST."

why some of the Radicals below the

Gangway were so rude when Mr.
ASQUITH proceeded to expound the
Paris resolutions, and to state in

somewhat vague outline how we and
our Allies proposed to prevent Germany
from renewing after the War the policy
of peaceful penetration which has cost
us all so dearly during the campaign.

In vain he protested that the resolu-

tions were drafted by Mr. EUNCIMAN, an
orthodox Cobdenite if ever there was
one, and that he himself was as good
a Free-Trader as ever. The little knot
of malcontents received nearly all his

statements with derisive cheers. Sir

JOHN SIMON declared with super-feline

amenity that the Liberal Members of

the Cabinet were evidently as devoted
to Free Trade as they were to volun-

tary service and to sulf-government for

Ireland
;
and Mr. SNOWDEN acidly

asserted that the only thing the PRIME
MINISTER now had to surrender was
his office, and the sooner he did so the
better.

It was refreshing to turn from these
reminders of prehistoric controversies

(as Mr. BONAR LAW described them) to
the common-sense of Mr. HODGE, who
did not want our men returning from
the trenches to find themselves unem-

ployed through German dumping, and
advocated Lord KITCHENER'S plan of

subjecting Germany to a twenty-one
years' penance.

Thursday, August 3rd. I hope the
hon. Member who suggested that Lord
CROMER was rather too old to be Chair-
man of the Dardanelles Commission
was present in the House of Lords this

afternoon to hear that lively young
septuagenarian expound his conception
of his duties. Something like a spring-

cleaning but without its whitewash
is his intention. Even His Majesty's
Ministers, present and past, are, if the

Chairman has his way, to be thoroughly
overhauled and made to yield up the
secrets of the Cabinet. Some of them are

already beginning to think that CROMER
in the Autumn will be too "

bracing."

"Our troops found 84 hostile corpses, in-

cluding that of a captain, and captured three

prisoners. Our osses were trifling." Times.

This explains why we have been using
cavalry so little ; our horses will not
take things seriously enough,

"500,000 SIXPENCES FOR MR. McKENNA.
London Workmen Giving Him the Lead."

Evening Neirs.

We believe, however, he is holding out
for silver.

SOLD A PUP.
As Phyllis walked in London town

She met a hawker fellow

With Pekies of seductive brown
And soft and silky yellow ;

" I 've often longed for one of these !

"

She cried with artless candour
;

The merchant with the Pekinese
Selected one to hand her.

"Jest tike an' look at "im," he said;
" Now there you 'ave a thriver,

A nardy dawg an' thoroughbred
The price to you 's a fiver."

" I couldn't run to that," said she ;

And, deaf to all his jargon,
She brought him down from five to

three

Before she clinched the bargain.

Then Phyllis sought a doggy friend

And showed him Peky-Peky;
He felt the beast from end to end,
And said,

" A trifle squeaky I

Whenever / get taken in

I do my best to hide it ;

If I were you I 'd burn the skin

And drown the rat inside it."

" Man wantc.l as woman grieve."

Scotsman^
" For men must work, and women
must weep."
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Pat (one of a raiding party returning under Jieavy fire). "CoMB ON, TIM. PHWAT FOB ABE YE SHTANDIN' THEBE?'

Tim. "I'M JUST WAITIN' TILL THE LITTLE BHTORM IS OVEB. IP YEZ SHTAND STILL YE 'LL ONLY GIT WHAT'S FALLIN 1 IN THE

WAN PLACE ;
BUT IF YE 'LL BE BUNNIN 1 ABOUT THE DIVIL KNOWS PWHAT YE MIGHT MEET IH WITH !

'

SCIENCE.
"
Francesca," I said,

"
they are talking about education

again."
"I didn't know," she said,

" that they had ever stopped.

They 've been going on ever since I can remember."
"
Well," I said,

"
perhaps you are right ; but sometimes

they talk louder than they do at other times, and this time

they
"

"That," she said, "is an impossible sentence. I really
can't allow it to continue."

" It 's a cruel thing," I said,
" to cut off a sentence in its

prime."
" It was such a poor sentence," said Francesca.
" But poverty in a sentence is no crime any more than it

is in a man. Besides, you didn't let it finish. It might
have redeemed itself by its last words."

"
No," she said,

" those sort of sentences never do."
"
Francesca," I said,

" as a speaker of pure and perfect

English you really take the bisc ahem I mean the first

prize."
" Oh dear," she said,

" what have I done now ?
"

"You have talked execrable grammar," I said; "and it's

all the worse for you, because they pretended to teach

English grammar to girls in fact, they still pretend to ;

whereas if I had said such an awful thing it wouldn't have
mattered."

"Why not?"
"Because it's well known that men of my generation

never were taught English grammar. They only learnt
Latin and Greek, and, according to all accounts, they learnt

them very badly. The consequence is they 've never had

any success in the world, and all the places they might
have filled at huge salaries have been taken from them by
men who have learnt chemistry and botany, and conchology
and all the other ologies. In future everybody 's got to learn

everything that isn't Latin or Greek, and then we shall all

be able to boast about our splendid training in Science."
" But you," she said,

" won't be able to boast much, will

you ? You '11 be rather left out in 'the cold."

"They shan't put me there without a struggle," I said.

" When they accuse me of Latin Elegiacs or Greek Iambics,

or try to make me responsible for the moods and tenses in

a passage of indirect narration, I shall plead in my defence

i
that I used to do some pretty tricks in electricity with a

glass cylinder and a sheet of silk and that I once got a prize
for dried flowers."

" You won't be let off," she said,
" and you won't deserve

to be."
" Don't you be too sure."
" I 'm not too sure ;

I 'm just sure enough. In future

i everybody 's got to be really scientific. A ten-and-sixpenny

!
box of ' marvels for the home '

won't pass you. You '11

have to know astronomy."
" I know the Great Bear all right," I said.
" And chemistry," she said.

"Can you tell me," I said, "why a chemist sometimes
calls himself a chymist ? Is a chymist a sort of aristocrat

among chemists, or what else does the y imply?
"

"
That," she said,

"
is not at all the chemistry you '11 have

to learn about."
" I know," I said

;

"
it '11 be something which involves a
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A CHANCE SPECIMEN OF THE BARE " CAMBERWELL BEAUTY" BUTTERFLY AROUSES THE COLLECTOR'S PASSION IN PRIVATE

BLOGGSON, LATE ASSISTANT ENTOMOLOGIST AT A FAMOUS UNIVERSITY MUSEUM.

glass retort and a blue flame. I think I can manage that.

And then I shall be a scientist jolly word, isn't it ? in

spite of my hideous classical past. In fact, we shall be a

nation of scientists."
" Bah !

"
she said. " Just like the Germans."

" Not a bit like the Germans," I said.
"
Yes," she said.

" Not at all."

"Yes, at all."
" NO," I shouted. " Our science will be a much better

science than the German. Take chemistry, for instance.

We shall leave all the explosions and the nasty smells to

the Germans, and we shall keep to ourselves all the beauti-

ful experiments and the inventions that cost about four-

pence a time and bring you in ever so many thousands
a year."
"Hutrahl" she cried. "Let's begin at once making

Frederick a scientific man. At nine years he 's not too old.

Don't stand there gaping. Rush away and fetch him

immediately."
"
No," I said,

" I will not fetch him. I shouldn't know
what to do with him when I had got him. Besides, when
I last saw him half an hour ago he was engaged in a
scientific pursuit. Silkworms are science, aren't they?

"

"
Yes," she said,

" I suppose they arc in a sort of way."
"
Well," I said,

" he was busy with his silkworms. It

was supposed that Front-de-Boetif was about to begin to

spin himself in."
" Front-de-what ?

"
said Francesca. "What are you'

talking about it ?
"

"Didn't you know?" I said. "lie has been reading
|

Ir/nilioe and has called all his silkworms after the characters

of that romance. Cedric is a fine hearty upstanding Saxon

silkworm, and Richard has the bearing of a warrior king.

Fortunately Rebecca and Rowena show no signs of rivalry,

and the Disinherited Knight can face his troubles without

the complications created by love. Come along and see

the rage of the indomitable Templar as he feels the toils

closing round him."
"
Yes," she said,

"
let 's go and have a look at them.

But there 's one thing we shall have to insist on."
" What 's that ?

"
I said.

" We must make Frederick drop all allusions to literature.

He must be absolutely and solely scientific."
"
Well, he can call his worms Hydrogen, Oxygen, and so

on."
" We '11 suggest it to- him," she said. R. C. L.

Another Impending Apology ?

"Mr. Redmond's speech was a model of good sense and good
feeling. . . . Mr. Redmond's speech was quite exceptional in tone."

Parliamentary Correspondent of
" Westminster Gazette."

" In another case a passenger was saved from injury, and possibly
loss of life, by alighting from a train in motion and falling between
the platform and footboard." Sunday Paper.

Unless you are an acrobat, however, the ordinary method
of alighting is safer still.

" Professor H. S. Foxwell, lecturing on -The Finance of the War'
at the Royal Institution, said that there were large boards in India
and he could not understand why we had not tried ta tap them for

war purposes." Kangooii Times.

Mr. McKENNA is already described by some people as a
cormorant. Is he now to be a woodpecker as well ?
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AT THE PLAY.
"TiiE SISTER-IN-LAW."

FOB most of us tho problem of the

deceased wife's sister never had any
but an academic interest, and even that

lias passed with the Edwardian ago.

But there remains, and must ever

remain, the far more poignant problem
of the living wife's sister. And now that

mothers-in-law as a theme for easy

ribaldry have become discredited, Brit-

ish drama, ever seeking for new foun-

tains of inspiration, has discovered the

sister-in-law. She has this advantage,
that whereas there can never be more
than two mothers-in-law in any manage,
there is practically no limit (within
nature and reason) to the number of

possible sisters-in-law.

Mr. CYRIL HALLWARD, however, does

not exercise his full option. Though
each of his female characters (I except
the parlour-maid, about whose family
relations we were left in ignorance) is a

sister-in-law, they only total three. I

think he ought to have had more, for

some of us got rather tired before the

end and wanted a change.
From the very moment of the Bawtreys'

return from their honeymoon indeed

Mrs. Bawtrey would have welcomed
her at an even earlier stage Dolly
Marston, her sister, had planted her-

self upon this pair, and ruled the do-

mestic hearth. Two years had already

elapsed, and it was only the interven-

tion of Bawtrey's sister that forced him
to recognise that it was time for Dolly
to go. Strongly supported by her sister,

she declines to move, and Bawtrey's
only way to freedom is to push her iqto
a marriage with Lawrence Hill, stock-

broker. At the same time he has the
misfortune (though I personally did not

regard it as such) to quarrel with his

wife, who goes off to stay indefinitely
with the newly-married Dolly.
We have now, at the Hills', an almost

perfect replica of the first state of things
a sister-in-law firmly established in a

household where she is not wanted by
the husband. There might have been
a pleasant irony in this if it had satis-

fied (as far as comedy may) the con-
ditions of Greek tragedy if, that is to

say, the stockbroker had in some way
been responsible for the original ar-

rangement a trois, and was now, in
his own case, paying the penalty that
best fitted his offence. Unhappily the
author was innocent of any such design.
To be candid, his own scheme was

not handled as well as it might have
baen, and though it had its very pleas-
ant spasms of fun it never achieved
the boisterous gaiety which excuses a
lack of technique. We suffered a good
deal of tedious repetition before we got

our first chance of amusing ourselves ;

and what should have been the best

character in the cast the critic who
had always abused Bawtrey's plays and

ended by marrying his sister and turn-

ing eulogist was never mentioned till

the last Act and put in no appearance
at all.

Mr. HALLWARD calls his play a light

comedy. I will not quarrel with his

epithet, though what is light to him

may be heavy to me, but I must
make one mere protest against the

employment, in a comedy, of the license

of farce. In a farce nobody has any
right to object if a character enters upon
a full stage and turns detached somer-

saults without considering their ethical

relationship to the other characters or

to the matter in hand. In a comedy
one resents this behaviour. Yet that,

in effect, is what Mr. HALLWARD per-
mits in his characters. Somebody
comes on and takes the stage to him-
self for his own purpose, leaving the

rest of the figures in an equipoise of

suspended animation. Among them

ma}' be the wife from whom he has been
severed for months, but he is not to be

put out of his stride by that or any
other distraction. Even in a light

comedy the disregard of probabilities
in small things may be just as annoying
as any defiance, in a serious play, of

the larger laws of human nature.

An excellent cast, including Miss
MARIE ILLINGTON, Mr. NIGEL PLAYFAIK,
Mr. SAM SOTHEHN, Miss CHRISTINE
SILVER and Mr. HIGNETT (the applause
accorded to Mr. HIGNETT on his first

entry was a tribute rarely accorded
to a man-servant), made the most of

a rather undistinguished p'ay. Miss
MARY O'FAHRELL, who was the original
sister-in-law, showed well when she
was angry, but was not very effective

with the lighter side of her part. Cer-

tainly she failed to convey to me the

piquancy which she herself appeared
to discover in it.

I should like to think that it was my
fault, and that The Sister-m-Law found
me in an unappreciative mood. At the
close the general verdict of the audience
was ^favourable to her. Let us hope
they were right and that she is in for
a long run, if that is a kind wish for
her. I myself should not like to run

very far in this weather. O. S.

Putting off the Evil Day.
"
Wanted, Respectable Woman to help with

spring cleaning. Sept. 29th to Oct. 13th."
Dartmouth Chronicle.

" COOK General and Housemaid Waitress
Wanted, for elderly lady and sou : son called

up : happy home." Provincial Paper.
We do not like this sinister suggestion
of past strife.

THE FUTURE OF BOOKS.
THE interesting symposium recently

published in The Weekly Dispatch on
the future of the book-world had only
one drawback. It was not complete,
and Mr. Punch is glad to be able to

remedy this defect by adding the views
of some leading publishers who were

unaccountably omitted from the record.

Sir John Odder, Bart., of the firm of

Odder and Odder, declines to prophesy,
justifying himself by the refusal of the
Grand Duke NICHOLAS to indulge in

prognostications, but he is certain that
the shilling novel has come to stay.
"
People no longer buy books singly,

but in handfuls. They are indis-

pensable not merely as mental pab-
ulum but as upholstery. Look at the
number of shelves in bedrooms nowa-

days as compared with twenty years
ago, and remember that, as some poet
remarks somewhere, ' Shelves without
books are like kitchens without ccoks.'

"

Mr. Thicker, of the house of Thicker
and Steep, expresses a fervent hope
that the anaemic six-shilling novel will

die, and that its place will be taken by
the cheap robust novel, "full of the
red corpuscles of realism." He is of

opinion that the circulating libraries

have been the great stumbling-block in

the way of strong and live literature.

Mr. Blessing declares that the shilling
novel is the greatest boon to humanity
since the days of CAXTON. " The
' shocker

'

is only the logical corollary
of shock-tactics in war, and is abso-

lutely indispensable as a means of

counteracting the lethargy of a sophis-
ticated generation." Mr. Blessing notes

as an interesting fact that one of the

twenty-seven variants in the spelling of

SHAKSPEARE'S name is
"
Shockspear."

Per contra Mr. Goethemann thinks

that the shilling novel has not come to

stay, because he anticipates that the

Government will find it necessary to

lay an embargo on it, as on cocaine,
because of its demoralising and disinte-

grating influence. In fine, he thinks

it not improbable that the old 31s. Grf.

three-volume novel will be reintroduced

with a statutory sanction, the price to

bo net, in order to prevent the dissem-

ination of cheap literary garbage.
Mr. Cuthbert Simpson thinks that

the shilling is not the enemy but the

ally of the six shilling novel, since tho

result of a too prolonged immersion in

sensational fiction is to promote an
;

inevitable reaction towards sobriety.

Besides, novelists cannot live on the

profits of shilling books. Even pub-
lishers, Mr. Simpson added in a moment
of heroic expansion, find it difficult,

and he himself has sold twenty million

copies of The Young Blood's Library.
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The Captain.
" YOUR BROTHER is DOING SPLENDIDLY IN THE BATTALION.

The Sister. "OH, BEGINALD ! KEALLY THIS is so VERY SUDDEN."

BEFORE LONG HE "Lt, BE OUB BEST MAN.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Uncensored Letters from the Dardanelles (HEINEMANN),
written by a French Doctor and translated by his English
wife, has not been too happily named, for part of this

correspondence, and not by any means the least interesting,
was written after the author had left Gallipoli for Serbia.

But one cannot quarrel with the title of so absorbing
a hook. Time after time, in most revealing flashes, the

writer brings before our eyes the insuperable difficulties

which the Allies had to face ; hut, although the story of these

heroic ventures is pathetic enough, we are saved here from

any depression by a wonderfully infectious spirit of cheer-

fulness and courage. The tighter the place the more our
Doctor (he will forgive the proprietary epithet) braced
himself to deal with it. Fortunately, like most brave men,
he is also modest ; but, from the mere facts which he tells

without laying any stress on them, it is impossible not to

think of him as a very capable person. He gives us not

only a clear account of determined fighting against over-

whelming odds, but a very distinct and vivid impression
that nothing can ever break or beat an army which lias

stood the supremest of tests and still retained its moral.
It is a gallant book, not only in its pictures of the War, but
also in. its attitude towards the lady to whom these letters

were written. If no Bosches had broken loose over Europe
the Doctor could have written love-letters which would have
fluttered the feminine world. But, as it is, his mingling of

Love with War will please countless people who cannot

face an undiluted draught of either.

It is possible that, if you share my own most pleasant
recollections of Mrs. Barnet Bobes, and The Hat Shop,

you may agree with me that in A Mrs. Jones (LANE) that

clever writer, Mrs. C.'S. PEEL, has done herself something
less than justice. It is not that the book lacks humour or

character or charm ; it abounds in them all ; but somehow
these gifts never seem to come by their due effect. Perhaps
the reason of this is the absence of form in the story.
Mrs. PEEL appears to have become a convert to the theory
that if you conduct a central character from infancy to

middle-age you have done all that is required to make a

novel. Nothing very much happens to Dorothy, her pre-
sent protagonist, though the reader is kept in a constant

expectation of events on the next page. After being wooed

by various more-or-less romantic suitors, she marries a

placid man named Jones, and bears him a daughter in

whom placidity degenerates into vacuity. Towards the

dangerous ago of forty poor Mrs. Jones gets so deadly
bored with the pair of them that she sets off alone for the

other side of the world. Here for a moment romance
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touches her, but having got it over she returns calmed to discussed question of games is absolutely sound, and to a

the life of domestic affluence. Not much of a story ;
but

j

certain extent he appreciates the changes which War has

fortunately this is the least part of the book. The best of I brought about in the thoughts and ambitions of public-

it are the chapters in which financial stringency drives ; school boys. That a man who has such strong opinions

Mrs. Jones into supporting the family income by journalism
' and also the courage of them should be attacked in his turn

on a ladies' paper. And there are many happy touches,
'

is only to be expected, but when opponents talk of his

such as Dorothy's very human outburst against her placid
'

"upsetting, irrational, nonsensical notions," he could quite

husband for not getting angry at bad food. Clearly
;

easily afford to smile instead of being at times "dispirited,"

Mrs. PEEL appreciates the drawbacks of living with the as he tells us he is.

I hope next time that she will put her
equably-tempered

good things into a more artistic setting. One doc-i not want to discourage versatility and experi-
mentalisation in authors; but it is a question whether their

Very few novelists succeed nowadays in evading the War, attempts at new departures should necessarily find their

it were it not for her dedication Miss KATE HORN, in Love's way into print. Artists (at any rate most artists : I except in

Law (STANLKY PAUL), would be of their slender company,
j

this connection Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN) do not hang all their

Her storv is of a young woman possessed of two qualities sketches, so why should authors publish all their tentative

that are meat and drink to traffickers in fiction, (a) beauty efforts ?

and (b) a determination to have

nothing to do with marriage or

men. Given such material the

end is, of course, always in

sight, and it is merely a matter

of pages before the triumphant
wooer in this case the suave,

tactful and middle-aged Major
Dawne wins his bride. There
are en route some not very con-

vincing pictures of a suburban

pair of love-birds whose bliss is

ruined (as it never would have
been in real life) by the wife's

instant readiness, after years of

married trust and felicity, to

believe the first anonymous
story of her husband's infide-

lity ; and the author's later draft

upon the bank of melodrama to

discredit her heroine is not much
better. That a writer with Miss
HORN'S gift for making direct

transcripts from life should dip
into the reservoir of cliches at

all is a mystery. But she is

evidently more fond of conven-

tion, even when it is hollow,
than originality, or she would
have also resisted the tempta-
tion, which now besets every

These remarks occur to me after reading The

Captain's Furniture (MILLS AND

BOON), by JOHN TREVEXA.
Hitherto Mr. TREVENA has been
known to me as the writer of

stern and uncompromising
novels of a dour and passionate
peasantry. One of these was
called Furze the Cruel, and
another Granite, and they in-

dicated (as has indeed been
done before) what fierce emo-
tions can smoulder beneath the

simple exteriors of the dwellers

j

in Devon. But in The Captain's
Furniture, where Devon is still

the background, there is nothing
but farce, and farce long drawn

|

out and, alas ! not funny. There
'

is hardly a creature in the book
',

in whom one can believe, which
!of course matters nothing in a

I

farce so long as we are bustled

!
into laughter, but matters very

I

much if (as in the present case)
1

we are not.

LADY'S MAID ON THE LAND.

young novelist, to lay some of her scenes in Cornwall, a
sadly overworked county.

Mr. S. P. B. MAIS is a tilter, and in the sketches of which
A Public School in War-Time (MURRAY) is comprised he
delivers many a hefty thrust, and has, I should guess,
thoroughly enjoyed his bout. While sympathising with
his aims, especially where he urges the cultivation of a taste
for good literature m boys, I cannot repose a complete con-
fidence in him. On page 66 he writes,

"
Boys are born actors

;them act, encourage them at all times to act; boyshave a far finer imagination than most adults
"

Agreein"
cordially with this sentiment, it was a shock to me to find"
a few pages later,

"
Remember, please, boys have no imagin-

ation.
'

What does Mr. MAIS really mean? If a boy has
imagmation and yet a far finer one than most adults

| do the unfortunate majority of us come in ? I can-
not help resenting this confusion, because it has shaken myb in the tilter, if not in the tilt. Still, much can be for-

ren to such an enthusiast as Mr. MAIS. He shows here
i real affection for boys; his attitude towards the much

It is not every day that you
can watch folk-lore in the mak-

ing. Yet that was the agreeable

feeling "that I derived from a

little volume written by Mr.
NORMAN DOUGLAS, under the title of London Street Games
(ST. CATHERINE'S PRESS). Perhaps you know already Mr.
DOUGLAS'S gift of racy humour, as shown in his Italian

journey-books. This time he has wandered no further than
the pavements of various London districts, watching the
children at play there, and noting down I could not count
how many different games. The result is interesting,

amusing, and at times not a little pathetic though perhaps
this last feeling is an unjustified sentimentalism, since

children at play, whether among lamp-posts or orchards,
are always in their proper kingdom. More genuinely sad
is the conclusion to which Mr. DOUGLAS'S observations
have led him, that modern conditions, and especially the

ubiquitous flicker-palace, are tending to destroy in London
children the power of imagination by which these street

games have been evolved. Therefore he hastens to take
note of them for future- historians. This is a grim saying.
But one may at least bo glad that some of the only gold
with which London streets were ever paved, the make-
believe of childhood, has been stored so sympathetically, if

only for a museum.
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and extinguishing the light.
* *

CHARIVARIA.
A i

' vi r.Y paper quotes the correspond-
ent of the IlanihiinjiT Xnclirichteii, who

says of Berlin,
" It is by no means so Ministry as " an efficient Cabinet

quiet as is usual here in the dog d:i\>." Cabinets go" has not, we understand,

As, however, the foregoing statement entirely satisfied some of the members
fa reprinted byear contemporary under of his party, who are hoping to have

the heading, "Ham To-morrow!" it an early opportunity of forming their

own hands by entering the premises KAISER for permitting his wild swine

-ape from their enclosure aud
damage neighbouring property. It

Mr. BOS.VR LAW'S description of the would be interesting to know if Prince
as LEOPOLD excused himself on the ground

that he had merely followed the All

Highest's distinguished example.

A Covent Garden porter stated to

looks as if the dog days were on the own opinion as to its efficiency in these the West London Police Court that he

point of being pleasantly interrupted. circumstances. ... *
" must either thieve or fight, and pre-

*,* ferred to thieve." Notwithstanding the

The Amsterdam Teleyntaf \enrns. from A number of German Generals are shining example set by a prominent
the German frontier that caricatures of I preaching Fletcherism, or prolonged reigning house it does not seem to have
the KAISEB are appearing mysteriously chewing of food, to the public in this occurred to the fellow that he could

on walls and hoardings in Germany,
j

time of short rations. It has, however, just as well do both at the same time.

and the KMTEROH. whose own artistic i apparently escaped the notice of these *., :;:

talent has not lately had much exercise, reformers that the present unhappy A man found sleeping on a doorstep
with a farthing in his

pocket described himself
to the North London

magistrate as a " dia-

mond merchant of
Hatton Garden and
Paris." He was never-

theless remanded, and

yet another patriotic ex-

hibition of war - time

economy must perish

untimely beneath the
heel of unimaginative
officialdom.

*
"
Every British sol-

dier," says a graceful
writer in the Paris Jour-

nal,
" will henceforth

have the soul of a Wel-
'

lington." He might have
added that once we get

going it will be a lucky
German that has a sole

to his Bluechers.

is said to he anxiously

looking around for a

subject worthy of execu-

tion.
.,. %
*

" I am afraid he has
seen too much of high
life," said the West Lon-
don magistrate when a

small boy was charged
with gambling. This
authoritative statement
makes more inexplicable
the failure of the pro-
moters of London's latest

morality crusade to take

official cognizance of the

great and growing popu-
larity of pitch^and-toss

among our idle rich.
: i* V

The Berlin correspon-
dent of the Tyd states

that within a few months

gigantic Zeppelins will

cross the Atlantic as

journalistic air - liners.
Steam Roller Driver.

RUSSIANISM.
' NAH THEM ! AHT o' THE WAT, FRANCIS JOSEPH

In the meantime they are doing excel-

lent service on the other side of the
Atlantic as journalistic head-liners.

* ^

The Parliamentary Correspondent of

The Daily Telegraph states that "much
interest

"
was displayed in the House of

Commons in the presentation of an anti-

drink petition, two-and-a-quarter miles

long, which was carried up to the Table

by twootticials. More gratifying still was
the public excitement exhibited when
the official carrying the tail-end of the

petition turned down into Whitehall
from the Strand forty-live minutes after

the first man had entered Palace Yard,
s ^

The Worthing visitor who, finding
the light showing outside his house,
laid information against himself, is un-

0,1 to be so incensed at the action
of the Bench in dismissing the case
that in the event of a second offence he
has determined to take the law into his

position of the German people is due I tious

to the fact that they have already
I

raising
bitten off considerably more than they

f
County Council,

are able to chew.
* *

"
Everything that a brewer uses has

gone up by leaps and bounds," said

Mr. H. COSMO BOKSOH, presiding at the

annual meeting of a well-known brew-

ing company. This, of course, must be
more than a little disturbing to an in-

dustry that has been built up on hops.

The editor of the \ ortraerts has again
been arrested, the reason assigned being
that the newspaper does not truthfully

represent Germany's position in the

)ne hundred conscien-

objectors are to be employed
gravel for the West Suffolk

It is to be hoped that

some of them will raise a little grit in

the process. * *
*

An ex-soldier with a wooden leg, who
was found lying in the road, was ordered

to pay 7s. 6rf. at Boehampton Police

Court. A brief account of the event is

correctly, but not, we think, sympa-
thetically, provided by an evening con-

temporary under the heading,
His Balance."

'Lost

Allied officers recently removed from
Greek passenger ship a German

War. If the title of the organ is any woman in whose baggage were found
indication of its contents the charge three torpedo capsules. It is under-

would appear to be more than justified, stood that, notwithstanding her ex-

planation that she was taking the

According to the German papers capsules for the purpose of reducing
Prince FREDERICK LEOPOLD of Prussia flesh, the woman was removed for

lias been severely reprimanded by the investigation.

VOL. CLI.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(77;,'
V.ui'i-.noii FRANCIS JOSEPH and the GERMAN KAISER.)

Francis Joseph. You may say what you please, but 1

shall maintain my opinion. Things arc not going well,

and your Germans are no bettor off than my Austrian*.

Thousands of your men are taken prisoners ; you lose guns
and are forced to retire by the French, the British, and the

Eussians, and then you choose such a moment to come to

me and ask me to put my forces under the command of

your VON HINDENBUKG. Eeally it is a little too much.

Heaven knows I'm not short-tempered as a rule, but this

proposal is enough to make even the most patient and

amiable man in the world Hare up.
The German Kaiser (aside). The old man 's peevish. I

must attempt to humour him. (Aloud) My dear Emperor,
how you mistake me. Can you possibly think that 1 am

capable of inflicting a slight upon the glorious Austrian

army and its beloved chief ? No, no. Put the idea out of

your mind at once. All I suggest is that at this critical

time it would be a convenience for both of us that the

commands of the armies should be to some extent united,

so that there may be no conflicts of authority and no waste

of time. That is all.

Francis Joseph. And you suggest that VON HINDENBURG
should command in chief?

The German Kaiser. It was merely an idea of mine put
forward for your consideration. I'm not wedded to it

1

;

but, if we don't fix on VON HINDENBUKG, whom else do you
suggest ?

Francis Joseph. To tell you the truth, I 'in not particularly
favourable to VON HINDENBURG. There "s something about
him that I can't say I care for something overbearing and
harsh. Isn't he just a little too Prussian even for your
taste ?

The Gei~man Kaiser. Eeally, I must ask your Majesty to
remember in whose presence you are speaking.

Francis Joseph. Do you think I 'm likely to forget it ? I

know well enough who you are and from whom you
descend. Fatal, indeed, have your ancestors been to the
Austrian Empire, and fatal must you be with your rash-

ness, your ambition, and since I must say it your
impetuous desire to offend by your want of tact and your
bad manners those whom you cannot otherwise control.

The German Kaiser. Upon my soul, this is too much.
Eashness you may crlkrge me with in having bound myself
to take up your cause, and ambition is no dishonourable

quality, but that I should live to be accused of bad
manners and want of tact that is beyond all belief. I
leave you and shall leave your shattered armies to the
punishment you and they deserve (he makes for the door).You '11 be sorry for this, you know.

Francis Joseph. Oh, come away from that door, do. I
take back what I said and acknowledge you to be the best
mannered and the most tactful of men.
The German Kaiser. Well, 1 11 forgive you just this once,

but you must listen to reason. There 's something in the
air at the Eastern Front which doesn't seem to suit the
Austrian soldiers quite so well as it suits the Eussians, and
all I propose is

Francis Joseph. Yes, I know what you propose. You
needn't rub it m more than is absolutely necessary I
submit, and consent that my armies should be placed under
the command of VON HINDENBURG.

The German Kaiser. Your Majesty will have no reason to
regret it. Henceforth our front will be truly united, and we
shall swiftly defeat those who have set themselves to
destroy the German nation and its arts and sciences
Francts Joseph. But that is just what is worrying me

I can see no signs of this swift victory for our arms any-
where. Come, you know, you will have to put on that

shining armour I used to hear you talk about.

The German Kaiser. And you, for your part, will perhaps
say a word or two to your Archdukes. After all, you may
as well remember that it was you who began the War.

Francis Joseph. Nonsense, it was you. All I blame

myself for is that I didn't check you in time.

(Left disagreeing.)

MULES.
I NEVER would 'ave done it if I 'd known what it would be.

I thought it meant promotion an' some extra pay for me
;

[ thought I 'd miss a drill or two with packs an' trenchin'

tools,

So I said I 'd 'andled 'orses an' they set me 'andlin' mules.

Now 'orses they are 'orses, but a mule 'e is a mule

(Bit o' devil, bit o' monkey, bit o' bloomin' boundin' fool
!)

Oh, I 'm usin' all the adjectives I didn't learn at school
On the prancin', glancin', rag-time dancin' Army Transport

mule.

If I 'd been Father NOAH when the cargo walked aboard,
I 'd 'ave let the bears an' tigers in, an' never spoke a word

;

But I 'd 'ave shoved a placard out to say the 'ouse was full,

An' shut the Ark up suddent when I saw the Army mule.

They buck you off when ridden, they squish your leg
when led ;

They 're mostly sittin' on their tail or standin' on their 'ead ;

They reach their yellow grinders out an' gently chew your
ear,

An' their necks is indiarubber for attackin' in the rear.

They 're as mincin' when they 're 'appy as a ladies' ridin'-

school,
But when the fancy takes 'em they 're like nothin' but a

mule
With the off wheels in the gutter an' the near wheels in

the air,

An' a leg across the traces, an' the driver Lord knows where.

They 're 'orrid in the stable, they 're worse upon the road ;

They '11 bolt with any rider, they '11 jib with any load
;

But soon we 're bound beyond the seas, an' when we cross
the foam

I don't care where we go to if we leave the mules at 'ome.

For 'orses they are 'orses, but a mule 'e is a mule
(Bit o' devil, bit o' monkey, bit o' bloomin' boundin' fool!)
Oh, I 'm usin' all the adjectives I never learnt at school
On the rampin', rawboned, east-steel-jawboned Army Trans-

port mule.

Rapid Promotion of a "War-Worker.
" Thetford Town Council has appointed the 15-year-old daughter of

the town crier to fulfil the duties of the office during her father's
absence serving with the colours." Daily Chronicle.

" Thetford Town Council has appointed the fifteen-year-old daughter
of the Town Clerk to fulfil the duties of the office during her father's
absence with the colours." Western Daily Mercury.

From a picture-palace programme :

"The fight actually cost the daring woman her life, and but for

the timely revolver-shot of her lover in the play she would assuredly
have been killed."

As it was she displayed unusual vitality even for a cinema-
heroine.
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bed, for he loved fresh air. Next morn- gone ahead in his luggage in the car-

ing ho went forth determined to ho rier's cart, and anyhow the delivery for

early enough, but he had to wait until
,

the week had gone that very day. J I<:

12 noon. He would have his flask still had a hope : would the merchant
filled anyhow, for he had learned that he so good as to send his man for

one could always get soda-water. But orders ? But the merchant was again
when 12 noon did come they were sorry : that was against the law, and his

sorry they could not sell him less than man could not take money at the door,

a reputed quart of spirits, and anyhow Sad and thirsty our exile tramped to

it -was Saturday, and he must wait the far place and arrived just alter

until 12 noon on Monday. He decided closing time. In desperation he decided
that London was a dismal place and to bo taken suddenly ill. He did it

quite well outside a licensed

place and collected a sympa-
thetic crowd. He begged for

brandy, whisky, beer any-
thing, but was told he must
produce a doctor's prescription.
He recovered sufficiently to

crawl home.
On the morrow he looked

round and. was pleased to rind

the little harbour full of strange.:

and interesting craft. He had
his camera with him, but he
bad not carried it far when a

Naval policeman was sorry but
he had to confiscate it. He
was asked for a registration card

again several times and to ex-

plain why, being apparently
fit and of military age, he was

unregistered and not in uniform.
So he gave it up. He hit off

the right day and time at last,

and purchased three of the most

reputed quarts he could find.

Then he bought a time-table
and looked up a train and a
boat that would bring him back
to Ireland and the tyrannies of

martial law.

INJUSTICE TO IRELAND.
Hi: \vas sick of the tyranny of mar-

tini law in his poor down-trodden

country." A " Pathriot
"

could no

longer shoot a policeman without in-

tiTl'rrence from the brutal British

soldiery. Ireland was no sort of a

place for a man any more. She was

oppressed, ground down, but England
\va-i the favoured country always had

bsen. So he made up his mind to go
there and enjoy the freedom

denied him at home.
On arrival in London he was

asked for his registration card.

He hadn't one. He explained
at the police-station that he was

normally resident in Ireland

and he was a free man again.
It was 3 P.M. and he was

thirsty, so at a near-by bar he
called for a whisky-and-soda.
He was told he could have the
soda now, but he must wait for

some hours for the rest. He
waited, miserable. At last the
hour struck and, being lonely,
he fell into chat with a stranger.
Soon he asked an obvious ques-
tion. His new-.found friend said

lie was sorry, and explained,
"No treating allowed.you know."
The exile was sad as it neared
the ridiculously early closing
time. Well, he would take a

drop home against the night,
so he called for a bottle. The
busy barmaid was sorry he
could not have it and told him
to come again next week. It
was Friday night. He did not

understand, and at throwing-
out time, when the day had just
gone, he sought a bus to take
him to his lodging. No bus.
Ho asked a policeman the

Spirit of London, who knows
all things. "Sony Sir, Eou'te

,

397 is off." He hailed a taxi,
j

Special. "BE CALM, MADAM. THEY'VE DRIVEN OFF THE
but after a few hundred yarda i

ZEPPE"NS."

the taxi-man explained. "Sorry
'

I''1? Mother. "
OH, CONSTABLE, DAUB I VENTURE TO

Sir, can't go on; Government 1

TAKE nAB*

allowance of petrol run out.

OF E *AFK?

"He owes 3,050, and his solo asset

is a watch and chain, valued at 8.

The Official Receiver will wind up the
estate." 1'rorincial Paper.

Every night'.'

" About a I sat up and stood above
the thistles, like an ant watching a

flaming forest.
"

.1/r. J'hi/ij> Gibbs
in,

" Tlie Daily Chronicle."

.\ captious correspondent wants
Every- he fled towards the sea

; but nearing i to know (i.) how one sits standing,
e and very sorry, his destination he was asked for his and (li.)

what variety of ant can see

1 k , /T K
n

i

f<

?5'
but inl Permit to b i'lthat area, which was over a thistle ?dark streets he banged into people | prohibited. He fled again, and thisand was cursed and condemned. Dub-'''

lin, even
Sackville

lighten than tins.
;
leani, he would make no

t
tig at last and

; sorry, he would interview a wine mer-
wmdow in the chant in the town and then walk out'

j

He just does it in cold blood.

.**** to the
Overheard.

by the sea. But the-wine Joncx. I don't think.1
Jvi>* i t/\j LllC |J1(''

.dlady knocking sharply. She
i

merchant was sorry, he could only take I Brown. I know you don't. You can't.
.

, e cou ony ae rown. now you
, but he must close the win- orders for cash, and he only delivered '

Jones. Yes, 1 can.

f tl^in /I.lr '?
na

-.

C
T?

t
l

t0 th6 far
)
jlace once * ** The Brown. Well, think,f tlin . -.T . , ,

^eppelns,
you know He poor exile gasped, his cheque-hook and Jones. So I do think.

know, and he went stuffily to all his money but a few shillings had Brown. I don't think.

then.
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CHAKITABLK INTERPRE-
TATIONS.

DEAR Mil. PUNCH, How little do

we \ct understand of the habits of our

enemies! It is nut by bandying rock-

less accusations that we shall bring
about the equitable peace which we

hope for. For this reason I have boon

very thankful to read the following in

a recent issue of the Coloi/ne tiazi'tte,

which disposes once and for all of the

dreadful calumny that the German
ollicers are capable of using the cat-o'-

nine-tails to encourage and inspire
their men :

" The glorious citizen army of Herr Asquit.li

is apparently not accustomed to thoroughly
cleansing it.- unif imis. Otherwise the object
of the nii:i> tail, il whip could not be so com-

pletely unknown."

(The slight note of asperity will be

gladly overlooked in the circumstances).
This effectively disposes of the stories,

related by prisoners, of Prussian officers

belabouring their men with the cat.

Even the uniforms of privates in so

punctilious an army must need dust-

ing, and there could be no more con-

venient method.
Would it be too much to say that

cleanliness is the leading passion of the

German Army, whether in the field or

in the houses in which they are billeted ?

Had that fact been borne in mind we
should not have fallen into another
similar error with regard to what have

been termed (even in official messages)
"
Flame-projectors." The simplest ex-

planation is generally the best. One
has only to ask how the Turkish

carpets and costly tapestries that

furnish the front-line dug-outs of the

enemy are to be kept in decent order

without a liberal use of vacuum-
cleaners.

And, again, may we not assume that

the bludgeons, studded with projecting
nails, of which we have read as being
used in hand-to-hand conflict by the

Germans, and which a Paris newspaper
has rashly termed " the weapon of the

apache rather than the soldier," are

entirely innocent in intention '.'. It

would be idle to deny that they may-
bo snatched up absent-mindedly in the

heat of battle, but is it not clear that

their proper office is to be used at

physical drill as Indian clubs? The

presence of the projecting nails is

easily explained and shows the usual

Teutonic thoroughness. It would tend
to correct slipshod work and render the

performer loss likely to hit himself

carelessly about the head.
I think it will be found, if we can

get rid of this terrible atmosphere of

suspicion, that other simple explana-
tions will be forthcoming. I do not

Jilnejacket (to Chinese Ship's Steward). "Now LOOK 'ERE, OSWALD. You CAN'T
TEACH ME ANYTHING ABAHT CHINA. I KNOW, 'COS I

!VE BEEN THESE."

wish to dogmatize. I have no sufficient

knowledge. But let us consider the

German use of poisons in many forms.

It will be found, 1 think, that their

raison-d'etrc is horticultural, though I

again admit that in the heat of battle

they may be diverted to combative

purposes. It cannot be easy to grow
either primroses or mustard and cress

in the trenches without the use of

weed-killers. And surely the horrible

suggestion that Germans have been
found chained to their machine-guns
is wide of the mark. I am not closely

acquainted with the machine-gun (far

from it), but I understand it to be a

complicated piece of mechanism. May

they not have become inadvertently
involved in it ?

I feel sure that if we were all more
amiable the War would soon be over.

I remain, Yours faithfully,
INTERNATIONAL GOODWILL.

1 ' He asked the young Canadian the ques-
tion :

' Are you willing to give your blood to

the Frenchman?' 'At once, sir,' was the

reply.
A" quarter of an hour later the surgeon

performed the operation of transgression with
admirable success." The Star.

In this instance the way of the trans-

gressor seems to have been compara-
tively easy.
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THE PINCH OF WAR.
I CAME across him on the rim of the

bog. He stood before a whitewashed
cabin glaring fiercely over the brown

world.

A coal-black clutleon hung empty and

bottom up from his puckered mouth,
a rumpled frieze cap was perilously
balanced a-top of a fringe of white hair.

His full figure, upholstered in a worn

velvet, waistcoat, was thrust well for-

ward as if daring Fate to hit it another

blow.

At the moment he was acting as a

scratching-post to a large white billy-

goat, which chafed itself luxuriously to

and fro against his straddled legs. At
the sound of my horse's hoofs he turned

his head. At the sight of my uniform

his eyes brightened, ho withdrew a

smutty hand from a corduroy pocket
and made a travesty of a salute to-

wards his cap, which almost lost its

balance.

"Hey! Good day to ye, Captain !

"

(I am a second-lieutenant, but in Ire-

land every lance-corporal has visionary
batons on his shoulder-straps.)

I replied suitably, agreed that the

weather was fine for the second and
trusted, if we were good, we might havo
an hour of it.

" How is it wid the War this mornin',

yer honour?"
I replied that, as far as I knew, it

was still there, had passed a quiet night
and was doing nicely, thanks.

" Was you ever at the Front, Cap-
tain ?

"

I nodded, and at that his eyes
gleamed.

"
Begob ! then 'tis yerself has the

luck. Wait till I tell you a minute.
I 'm afther wishin' be all the Blessed
Saints I was twinty year younger, 'tis

meself would be the first afther them
German Daygoes I would so, the

dirthy, desthroyin' blagyards ! Tell
me now, Captain dear, did you ever
kill wan of them at all ?

"

He hung on my answer to such an
extent that the white billy tore a tatter
from his canvas coat and ate it un-
rebuked.

I wagged my head. " Don't know
couldn't say."
"Och, shure, no! What would a

grand gentleman like yourself be
wantin' wid such dirthy work 'tis a
common private's job, so it is. But
was meself twinty year younger 'twould
be a job I would take great delight in
the doin' of it. I would take great
delight in landin' wan o' them blag-
yards a puck wid a bay'net that would
et the daylight through him. I would
mve great courage an' delight in a war
wid such as they be, that 's the blessed

truth, the dirthy, desthroyin', mur-

dhorin' divils ! Arragh ! I hate them !

"

He shook a grimy fist in the general
direction of America, and the billy,

undisturbed, readied up and ate an-

;
other ribbon off his coat.

"
Beggin' yer pai'don, but will yer

honour be goin' back to the War? "

I said I hoped so some day.
"
Listen, then I 'm wishin' ye would

kill a German, two Germans, d'ye hear
mo now ? Two Germans I 'm afther

wishin' ye."

Again he brandished a trembling fist

aloft and again the billy, fearing naught,
grazed its way up his back.

"Thanks, very good of you," said I.

" I '11 remember. Good day."
" Good day it is, an' God save yer

honour!
"

Then with an overwhelming burst of

generosity he promoted mo two ranks
at once and wished again.

"Colonel," he said solemnly, though
shaking with passion, "I'm afther
wishin' ye three ten fifteen Ger-
mans!

"

"
Thanks," I said again, and picked

up the reins, wondering if tragedy had
shadowed the bogside that morning, if

some grey-eyed, black-haired boy would
come home no more from Flanders to
that whitewashed cabin.

As I turned a beshawled girl poked
her head round the door lintel and
smiled at me.

"
Och, faith, don't be noticin' the

granda', yer honour; himself was be-

yond to the town this mornin', an'

they "vo riz the price o' porther on him
wan ha'penny. He do be as mad as
the Sivinteen Divils !

"

"SIMKIIM."
To the sheer summit of the town,
Up from the marshes where the mill

is,

The High Street clambers, looking down
On willows, weirs, and water-lilies.

What goblin homes those gradients
bear,

Doors that for all their new deface-
ments

Date darkly, windows that out-wear
The centuries shining on their case-
ments !

When Simkin shows you up the street
To pay a bill or post a letter,

Your urgency infects his feet,
He speeds as well as you, or better ;

Moulding his Lilliputian stride
To your swift footfall's emulation

He walks unwavering by your side
Until you reach your destination.

Simkin, the urchin with the shock
Of curls rush-hatted, plainly preaches

The Age of Eeason in a smock
And Liberty in holland breeches,

Yot all obediently ho '11 ramp
Against the counter, pressing closer

To watch you lick a ha'penny stamp
Or seo you settle with the grocer.

But once your stops retrace the town
And " Homo's "

the goal your folly
mentions

A thousand projects of his own
Engage the sum of his attentions

As when, precariously superb,
He mounts with two-year-old ac-

tivity
The great stone horse-block by the curb
Time-worn to glacial declivity.

Then debonair and undebarred

By the old hound, its casual sentry,
He dallies in " The Old George

"
yard

And greets the jackdaw in the entry ;

Retracted to the street, he gains
A sombre door no sunshine mellows,

The smithy, where there glows and
wanes

Fire, at the bidding of the bellows.

A-tip-toe at the infrequent shops
Toys or tin kettles he appraises,

Seeds in bright packets, lollipops,

Through the dim oriels' greenish

glazes ;

Then with two sturdy hands he shakes
The stripling sycamore that dapples

With shade the side-walk and awakes
Some ancient memory of apples.

Next he rejoins, beneath a sky
With willow-leaves and gnats a-

quiver,
The dapper martins where they ply
A clayey traffic by the river ;

Watches the minnows in the warm
Near shallows with a smile per-

suading
He could not come to any harm
On such a heaven-sent day for wading!

Home 's gained at last. At last they
cease,

Coaxes, entreaties, threats, coercions
;

An old gate's iron fleurs-de-lis

Shut upon Simkin's last diversions.

The garden 'crossed, the door stands

wide,

And, pouting like a wronged immortal,
But passive as a Roman bride,

Simkin is lifted through the portal.

"The Misses gained great praise for

their Russian dance in approximate costume."
Provincial Paper,

The nearest they could get, no doubt.

Distressing experience of an educa-

tional reformer :

" He had put his foot down on taking
children away from schools so early, and had
lad it thrown in his teeth in the market-
place." Camelford Weekly News.
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HALF HOURS WITH CELEBRITIES.
Mr. Punch's representative is fortunate ill obtaining jv lightning interview with Miss Dainty Dimple (of n-vnc fame) at

her restful riverside retreat.

" COME BIGHT IN. JUST IN TIME FOB A "Op COURSE I ADOBE GOLF. I OENER- " TITEN I CAN'T GET ON WITHOUT A
CUP OF TEA." ALLY MANAGE TO GET A BOUND IN DURING PLUNGE IN THE BITER."

THE AFTEBNOON."

i*^-

"NOW WHAT DO YOU SAY TO A GAME OF "YES THIS IS MY FAVOURITE SPOT " NOW I MUST BID YOU GOOD-BYE, AS I
TENNIS'.'" WHEHE I BEST MY JADED NERVES." HAVE TO CHANGE BEFORE MOTCmiNii Ul>

TO THE THEATRE."
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, TT IT SEEM UNNECESSABY ? JuST FANCY TWO OLD LADIES !

THE EGOIST.

(A study in
futility.)

IN Piccadilly lately,
When things were looking bright

Strolling along sedately
I met Adolphus White,

Whose poetizing offers

Fine food for mirth to scoffers,
And who of golf and golfers

Still babbles day and night.

Together westward walkingWe chatted for a while,

Though he did all the talking
For nearly half-a-mile,

Realities eluding,
Upon his worries

brooding,And finally concluding
In his accustomed style.

"
Upon the Art of Climbing
If I had only spent

The years I 've giv'n to rhymingWith generous intent,
I might have been requited
By being duly knighted,
Or possibly invited
To stand for Parliament.

" And if, instead of flying
To links Welsh, English, Scots

And spending months on trying
To master mashie-shots,

Those months I had devoted
To studying prices quoted,
And schemes that should be floated,

I might have piled up pots.
" For now, though skies are sunny
And sweet the scented limes,

I 'm very short of money
And no one prints my rhymes;

And yet they would elate us .

They 've got the true afflatus,
And would invigorate us

If published in The Times."
"

elderly inkslinger,"
To him I made reply," O ineffectual singer
Of songs that none will buy,

Give up your vain ambitions,
Your metric ebullitions,
Be off and make munition's
You '11 thank me ere you die."

Smith minor's latest :

"Joan of Arc was a woman who was swal-
owed by a whale."

The Super-Pessimist.
"
BACHELOR, not strong, and social outcast,

wants homely APARTMENTS. Any inland dis-
trict ; if country, lonely, secluded. No special
attention. 14s. ; or with board (privately), 2Gs.

;

fires extra. State household (small). No
young people or servants." Clerical Paper.

"The Norwegian sailing vessel Bains and
the Swedish sailing vessels JJuno and Ida are

reported to have been set on fififire and are

sinking." Provincial Paper.

We did not realise before that a stam-

mering compositor was likely to infect
his machine.

"A piano tuner and repairer and manager
of a music shop for aged parents was granted
conditional exemption." Provincial Paper.
Never having approved of the musical
taste of the younger generation we are

glad to hear of a music shop for aged
parents.

' The writer has heard that Mr. Besant is

powerful in England, how she can make whole
Parliament tremble how she has only to press
,he button hero and make Mr. Benard show
Mr. Massingham ghams." Indian Patriot.

We are afraid the writer has been mis-
'nformed.
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LOYAL CO-OPERATION.
[THE AUSTRIAN ARMIES ON THE EASTERN FRONT HAVE BEEN PLACED UNDER THE

COMMAND OF THE PRUSSIAN VON HINDENBURG.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, Ainjiixt 7tli.--'f\w House

of Common-, has been saddened by the

imtimcK deathofSir Am urn MAKKHAM.

During his tempestuous career ho had

come into collision with nearly every

prominent Member of the House. Yet
the kindliness that underlay his out-

ward ferocity was universally recog-
nised, and ; here was complete sincerity
in the tributes paid to his memory by

representative- of every party.
I see that one of his friends lias

:bed him as "the Greek Chorus
of the House of Commons." A simile

less apt could hardly he imagined. The
Chorus I quote from a dictionary de-

finitio*h
" acted the part of a dispas-

sionate and right-minded spectator,

inculcating the lessons of morality and

resignation." MARKHAM was never dis-

passionate and he was often wrong-
headed. Furthermore, he was never

lugubrious, as the Chorus generally
was, and he rarely waited to deliver

his remarks until the principal actor

had delivered his speech, but blurted

out immediately whatever came into

his mind. Some of his popularity was
probably owing to this habit, for he
often said about bores and humbugs
what his more timid colleagues thought
but were afraid to say.

By a strange coincidence the principal
business of the day was the Army Act

(Amendment) Bill, of which MAKKHAM
was, in a sense, the begetter. Mr.
LLOYD GEOBGE has rarely displayed
to more advantage his talent for

steering an awkward craft through
the Parliamentary quicksands. He
proposed to dilute a Military Court of

Inquiry with two civilian members,
preferably Members of Parliament or
Peers; he wanted to get the Bill

through all its stages that day; and
he was particularly anxious to avoid

stating the circumstances that made
this haste desirable.

At first his task appeared hopeless.
Army Members did not see why a

purely military court should not suf-

fice; rigid Constitutionalists like Mr.
HEALY objected to the House placing
any of its members at the disposal of
a military tribunal ; and there seemed
to be a general desire to worm out the
details of the scandal, if scandal there
was, before the Bill was allowed to

pass. With infinite patience and tact
the WAR SECRETARY managed to placate
the objectors without lifting more than
a very small corner of the curtain.

-'/"'/, Aitinmt Hth. Before party-
politics died the death, it was no un-
common sight to see a batch of House
of Commons messengers advancing to
the Table bearing huge packages of

paper containing the signatures of

a petition praying
" this honourable

House
"

to do something or other,

which in most cases there was precious
little chance of its doing. I hope the

MR. BONAR LAW'S WAR-SONG
WITHOUT CHORUS.

petition presented to-day from 100,000
Ulstermen, praying that the nation
should " follow the KING "

and abstain
from the use of intoxicating liquor

during the War, will meet with better
fortune.

I rein n (to Mr. McKcnna). GOT A CIGARETTE
PICTURE, MIBTKU ? No? TlIKN (ilvi: rs \

TREASURY BILL! "

During Question-time mention was
made of the Australian Conimon-

! wealth's intention to spend twenty
millions sterling in settling ex-soldiers
on the land. Thoughts of this munifi-
cent scheme kept intruding on the mind
as I listened to the prolonged discussion
of the British Government's proposals
for Naval and Military pensions. It

may be quite true, as Mr. HAYES-FISHER
said, that the scale proposed is more
generous than that of any country after

any war. But there has never been a
war like this, and, but for the millions of

men who have sacrificed everything to

go and fight, there would be no country
left. The House is not often in sym-
pathy with Mr. HOGGE, but I think lie

expressed the general opinion when
he said that the State should provide
all the money that the soldier or bis

dependants ought to have.
Mr. McKKNNA, who has already un-

dertaken to provide seven and a" half :

millions for supplementary pensions,
undertook that more would be forth-

',

coming if necessary. His only object,
he declared, was to get a working
scheme established while the House
was in a generous mood, and before the

{

inevitable "cold fit" had set in after

the War.

Wednesday, A tujnst 9th. Mr. BIREELL
had one great merit as Chief Secretary
for Ireland. His answers to the numer-
ous questions addressed to him were

invariably audible all over the House.
Mr. DUKE would perhaps not be wx>ll ad-

vised to imitate his predecessor in every
respect, but in this at least he should

i

strive to emulate him. At present he i

is a little inclined to mumble his replies.
There was no hesitation, however, in his

warning to the Dublin Metropolitan
Police some of the members of which
admirable body have recently shown a

tendency to get out of hand that they
must lay theil- grievances before the
onstitutod authorities, and not seek
the aid of politicians, however eminent.

Mr. BILLING seized the occasion fur-

nished by the Zeppelin raid to take the
air again, but bis Might was not con-

spicuously successful. Major BAIRD,
who answers for the Air Board, quietly-
remarked that these unfortunate inci-

dents could not be avoided, and that no
one know better than the Germans how
reatly we had improved our defences.
But this was not enough for Mr. BIL-
,ING, who then sought to move the

adjournment of the House, and was

evidently chagrined when only four or
ive Members, instead of the necessary
brty, rose to support him.

Although, as Mr. BONAR LAW told

lis Unionist supporters (and critics)
his afternoon, the Coalition still holds I

;he field it no longer exercises an un-
|
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Battalion Humourist (to Jwliday-malter). "CHEER UP, GUVNEH! A FORTNIGHT'S SOON OVER."

restricted initiative. The Opposition is

much more active and critical than it

was. To-day the Government pro-

posed to suspend the eleven o'clock

rule, with a view to proceeding, after

the House had had its fill of Scottish

Estimates, with a trio of Irish Bills.

Sir EDWARD CARSON (with him Mr.

HEALY) flatly declined to have the
affairs of his country discussed in the

small hours. He would sooner sit upon
a Friday a prospect little relished by
his fellow-members, most of whom
have come to look upon Friday as a

statutory holiday. Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
was so perturbed by this threat that he
forthwith abandoned the motion.
Thanks to the Duke of SUTHERLAND,

Mr. TENNANT made a promising dtbut
as Secretary for Scotland. He an-

nounced this evening that His Grace
had presented to the Government an
estate of 12,000 acres for the settlement
of soldiers and sailors who had done

good service to the State. All that is

now wanted is that the DUKE should
take a tour round the British Isles and
bite all the other great landlords.

Thursday, August 10th. The House
of Commons is a curiously imitative

assembly. There is hardly a Member
on one side who has not his double on

the other ; and any little innovation in

costume is promptly received with the

sinceresfc form of flattery, There has
been a perfect epidemic of grey tall hats

with broad black bands since Mr. WATT
and Mr. HOGGE appeared one day in

this headgear.
The latest victim of the sartorial

plagiarist is Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR. A
few days ago he signalized the return

of the hot weather by appearing in a
hat of unusual appearance a sort of

straw "
wide-awake," as our fathers

used to call that particular shape.
This afternoon Mr. BOOTH arrived in a

hat precisely similar in shape, material

and colour. As Mr. BOOTH occupied
the corner seat on the third bench be-

Icw the Gangway on the Ministerial

side, while Mr. O'CONNOR sat in the

exactly corresponding position on the

Opposition side, the House for a few
moments presented a charming sym-
metry until "T. P.," resenting, per-

haps, Mr. BOOTH'S duplicity, walked
out and spoiled it.

The apparent ease with which the
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER finds

the money for the enormous outgoings
of the War is a weekly wonder. Still

he has his critics, who assert that

there are too many
"
floaters

"
about.

Sir CHARLES HENRY, indeed, artlessly

suggested that the CHANCELLOR should
at once indicate his intention to issue

another loan. Needless to say Mr.
McKENNA declined the invitation. He
might have to resort to a loan later,

but meanwhile he was quite content
with his Treasury Bills. In fact he

spoke with as much affection of his
"
yearlings

"
as if he were a breeder of

thoroughbred stock.

A Belated Correction.
" B.H. AND E'.P.A. The Christian names

of Sec. Lit. (now Capt.) are as now de-

scribed, and not as in The Gazette of Aug. 6,

1207." Morning Paper.

From a recipe for bread-making :

" Knead the dough thoroughly till the hands
and pan arc quite clean." Morning Paper.

We believe, however, that no serious

injury will be done to the dough if the

hands are washed before they knead it.

"Edwin Bielby (7), farm man, and John
Win. Goodall (30), farm horseman, were ap-
pealed for by Messrs. Henry Briggs, Son and
Co., Ltd., who stated in regard to the former
that they had used every endeavour to secure
an older man, but without success."

Pontefract Express.

They might, however, have tried to get
a younger boy.
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THE PETROL DIFFICULTY.
Keen motorist (hiring ancient dug-out).

" I 'M m NO GREAT HUBBY. Go QUIETLY ABOUT 20 TO '25."

WAR-TIME.

THE carman was impatient to drive

off. The van-boy, who held something
hidden inside his jacket, was no less

eager.
" Don't start yet," called an onlooker

from the little crowd outside the public-

house, "she's under the wheels." At
some movement from one of the horses

she came scurrying out from danger.
Shewas an anxious Irish terrier bitch.

'

The arrival of this van outside her home
|

had caused her deep concern, and she :

ran round and round it, on the alert to

prevent, if she could, the ruin of her

happiness which its presence seemed
to threaten. One of the crowd stooped
to stroke her head

;
she submitted for

a moment, and then firmly but politely
moved away to resume her agitated trot

about and under the van, with a look

on her puzzled face as if to say, "Thank
you, but 1 have something else to think

about just now than caresses, and if

L 'in not very careful

She got among the feet of the crowd.
" Now you can go, Bill," called one of

the men, and the carman whipped up
his horses and the van clattered away.
Still holding the something against his

chest, underneath his jacket, the van-

boy smiled.

The terrier mother broke away and
trotted after. It was then that I caught
a glimpse of a little brown head with

bright eyes peeping out from the boy's
coat

;
but the mother did not see, and

soon gave up following the van. She
stood a moment and then returned to

the public-house to run in and out,

here and there, bewildered and very
anxious because she had lost some-

thing exceedingly precious and failed

to find it. I think there must have
been a lump in hor throat.'

It is no good being sentimental about
such things. Parents have to part with
their offspring some day. The puppy
could not always be under the eye of

its mother. Why should the fresh-

faced van-boy, who looked as if he

possessed a heart not altogether hard,
feel for the bereaved terrier ? I do not
think he did

;
on the contrary, he

seemed only triumphant at getting away

with so little trouble. Why should the

factory girls at the other side of the

street say, "Poor thing! What a

shame !

"
? They didn't ;

I thought

they might have done, but they didn't.

The bent old man with the bristly

chin and the bleary eyes did stoop and

caress the unhappy mother, and offer a

bit of meat from his sandwich to com-

fort her. But he belonged to the past
to the time before the War.

From " Answers to Correspondents
"

in a weekly paper :

" L. S. (Hambrook). David slew his enemy
with the jaiv-bone of an ass. Were he alive

to-day he would not go short of ammunition."

Not so long as our contemporary keeps

going, at any rate. But what about

SAMSON ?

From, an account of the British air-

raid on Ghent :

"Great damage was done to a newly-built

su]ierphos hate factory." Pmrincial 1'aper.

Still, the Germans do not seem to he

suffering from any shortage of this

commodity.
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THE DETECTIVE ON THE GERMAN SPY-TRAIL.

I)fle<'/ii-f. "I'M AFBAID I'M os THE WRONG TRACK. THAT "I HOPE I'M AFTER THE RIGHT MAN. HE DOESN'T SOUND A
DOERN'T LOOK MUCH LIKE A OEHMAN." BIT LIKK A GERMAN. "

."HE GETS LESS LIKE A GERMAN
PERHAPS IT'S HIS ARTFULNESS."

EVEKY MINUTE. BUT " I 'D BETTER f:O HOME. THIS 11Ml BEEN A WASTED DAY."

CONCERNING LEAVE.
CONSIDERING; tlie fact that we lay in

One morning we saw the Senior

Major blushing over a letter from I

home, and it transpired that he was -

the Wilderness of Sin, with the mer-
j

the proud possessor of twins. This

cury so high that we had to stand on
j gave him his idea, and he apolied for

tip-toe to read it, there was very little
[

leave for the purpose of attending their

grumbling. We just watched our- I christening. That never received due
selves melting away, and sang carols

! consideration, the Brigadier being a
to keep ourselves cool. The trouble

\ single man, and the reply was: "The
started when news came that urgent

|
Brigadier sends his sympathy but

private reasons would be considered 'regrets that he cannot recommend, "etc.

sufficient for a fortnight's leave to After that, we subalterns had a turn,

England. Then it was that we thought and few reasons under heaven or earth
we had reached the high-watermark of were forgotten. One had the honour
endurance, and sat down to concoct !

to apply for leave for the purpose of
|

urgent private reasons.
[having his teeth stopped, as no other'

The tirst attempt was made by the dentist understood his mouth. Another
Colonel, a man who believed in going i had farms laid waste by Zeppelins ;

straight for it over the parapet. He ; and few of us could not rake up a dear
didn'ceven trouble to qualify his private 'relative in the last extremities. All

reasons, and, when asked what they
j

were refused. Our chance of escaping
were, replied that they would no longer i

a forty years' sojourn in the desert
be private if he divulged them. Honesty i looked black. The Adjutant was our
never got a man out of the Wilderness I last hope. By the way he toyed with
of Sin.

'

his rations we knew he was thinking

of a certain V.A.D. whom he had met
in Cairo. His was the only genuine
case, and there was an undercurrent of

excitement when he applied for three

days' leave for himself to be married in

Cairo, and for the Senior Major to act

as his best man.
This time the reply was satisfactory.

The leave of the best man was granted,
the bridegroom's was refused. Satis-

factory, not perhaps for the Adjutant,
for during the week which his best man
spent in Cairo he was, if anything,
more morose than ever ; but satisfac-

tory for the rest of us, because it

showed that, in considering our appli-
cations, the authorities had at least

worked on a system.

" Mr. Lloyd George said the Bill . . .

empowered the summoning of civilian wits
before a, court of inquiry." Daily Sketch.

Some of our alleged humourists con-

sider that this is beyond a joke and are

now wishing they had joined up.



INCORRIGIBLE.

You know the parrot, with a squawk

\ii(!il)lc, often, half-a-mile hence,

Who, if you u-ant to hear him talk,

Is sure to sulk in utter silence ;

You know the cherub, trotted in

That calling dames may gush and

drivel,

Who promptly chooses to begin

Behaving like a little divil ;

You know, I say, these wayward folk

(Whether they're birds or babes or

what not),

Who love to have their little joke,

The point of which their victims

spot not.

Well, that 's the kind I was in youth-
Branded a "brat, by all that's

cussed! ". . .

And now I feel there may be truth

In what, so oft, my ancient nuss said.

For still the same old game goes on ;

The world has changed and times

are stirring ;

My editor, guessing where I 've gone,

Waits for a hint of warplanes whir-

ring,

Of guns that bellow, shells that whizz,

And all the thrills he thinks I 've

penned him
;

These are the hopes I know are his

And here 's the sort of stuff I send him !

A WRONG 'UN.
I FIND myself in the market-place

of , Saturday night, on a journal-* Sf ' <

istic mission to see if the working
classes are spending extravagantly.
A stout lady says to a cheesemonger,
" It 's no good asking me tenpence-

'apenny, me lad. 1 can get it better

and stronger for tenpence."
" I '11 eat all the tenpenny cheese

you can bring 'ere, Mother."
" Cut me 'arf-a-pound at tenpence

and 'old your noise."

The cheesemonger holds his noise

and cuts the half-pound. Not much
proof of extravagance here. However
I see a cheap-jack get up on a chair

He is flanked by rolls of linoleum

Perhaps the people's money is being
wasted on household furnishing. The
cheap-jack looks up through a roll o
linoleum at the sky.

" Orl right, ladies,'

he calls.
" Safe from the Zeps 'ere

Look at my anti-aircraft-gun. Now
rally round the ole flag, all you 'oo 're

on munitions or over military age. ]

don't lower myself by selling my lino

to anyone 'oo's got to be conscripted.'
"He's right," confides a lady, who

is embracing a large haddock, to me
" I 've four at the Front meself."

I am not quite sure that he is right
From the quality of the linoleum ]

think it ought to be confined to con-

script homes.
"Before I starts selling," says the

cheap-jack, "I'll give you a free tip

'oo's goin' to win the War. It's the

British Army, because they 're stickers.

They '11 last as long as my lino."

The crowd murmurs approval. I can't

help hoping that the Army will last just

a trifle longer than the linoleum.

"Now "ere," holding up a roll of

which pink peonies seem to form the

pattern,
" oo '11 brighten up the dear

old kitch for Pa when 'e comes 'ome

from munitions ?
"

A lady announces that she is dis-

posed to spend ninepence in this estim-

able work. A rash rival mounts to

one-and-three, and the roll is thrust

into her arms.
" You see, .friends, I can sell cheap

because I pinch, all my stuff. That 's

'ow I do it at the price."
This sally is received with much joy,

especially by a genial policeman in the

Background.
" Now 'oo '11 bid for this fine roll all

ten yards. Cover the 'ouse cheap.
Make the 'ome''appy."
" 'Arf a dollar," says a muzzy gentle-

nan amiably.
The roll is knocked down to him

Before his mouth has. properly closed.

Se produces the money, shoulders the

roll, turns round to say, "Good night,

all," and the roll, sweeping round as ho

;urris, works devastation among hats

Mine, of course, has gone. I trace his

progress by expostulations. Finally
there is a scrimmage in the distance

I gather that the muzzy gentleman
has added a policeman's helmet to his

iollection.
" This is the chance of a lifetime,'

says the cheap-jack, fixing me with

his eye.
" Ten yards of best paintec

lino guaranteed to last for ever. 'Oo

says two bob ?
"

. Someone does
;
two-and-three follows

The auctioneer's eye bores into me lik

a gimlet. I lower my eyes so that '.

shall not be hypnotised into buying. .

"
Two-and-nine, gent in front," says

the auctioneer, pointing to me.
" I say," I protest,

" I didn't
" It 's yours, Sir, all right," says the

auctioneer. " I brought my 'ammer
down jus' as you winked. The lady
bid three bob jus' after it 'd fallen. But
I 'm not the man to sell my honour for

thrippence."
What am I to do with the hideous

roll ? I have a great idea.
"
Here," I say,

"
put it up for auction

for the Eed Cross."
"
Eight-O. Now 'oo '11 bid a bob for

this for the wounded soldiers ? You,
Ma, an' you '11 give it back to be sold

again. Good ole Ma !

"

The roll is sold a dozen times in five

minutes. Finally a very worn old lady

buys it.

" That '11 do. No, Mother, you don't

give it back. You 've got a sick 'usband

and a wounded son. You deserves the

bargain of the century. Thirteen bob,

friends all. Wot 's it to be spent in ?
"

There is a general murmur of "
Fags."

"
"Ere," whispers the cheap-jack to

Tie, "you take it, Mister."
" No, you buy the cigarettes," I said.
" You 'd best, Mister," he whispered.

' You see that sale 's done in my crowd's

jrass a bit an' I shall be short to-mor-

er. I 've a awful thirst of a Sunday,
i 'd be six to four on me blueing it in."

I have entitled my tale " A Wrong
Un," and he certainly did do me out

of twc-and-nine. But the next time

I . tell it I think I shall call it "A
Eight 'Un."

MEETING THE FOOD PEOBLEM.
A NUMBER of experiments are being

made at our suburban tables for check-

.ng the ardour of the hungry. One
clever woman contrives once or twice

a week to introduce the evening meal

with something which completely takes

away her husband's appetite the

butcher's bill for the month, or an Jiors

d'aiuvrc in which a penny egg has been

concealed, or an accidental application
of cod-liver oil to the soup, or some
other little thing. She saves on his

breakfasts by deferring them until a

time when it is impossible for him both

to eat his food and to catch his train.

An elderly bank-clerk of iron will,

while continuing to devote not less

than twelve minutes to his breakfast

each morning, has formed a war-time

habit of masticating each mouthful

thirty-seven times, to the beat of a

slow-moving metronome.

Shops are now showing inexpensive

appliances -which will help materially
to reduce the consumption of food.

One of the neatest inventions for this

purpose is the revolving carving-knife,

with a blade that is loose in the handle

and slips round when pressure is brought
to bear upon it.

There is sure to be a steady sale for

a series of neat little ivorine tablets,

fitted with skewers and clips, for attach-

ing to joints or dishes. These bear

inscriptions, such as :

"Carver, bo careful with each slice;

This joint was an appalling price."

"Spread the sugar gently, pray ;

Think how dear it is to-day."
"
Steady with the cheese,

// you please."

A new line in "war-time dishes"

consists of imitation cakes, jellies, gal-

antines, etc. Being washable they can

be used again and again.
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First Officer. "WELL, WHEBB ARE YOU BOUND FOR, OLD CHAP?"
R.F.C. Officer.

" GERMAN LINES. TWELFTH OF AUGUST. MUST GIVE THE BOSCHES SOME SHOOTING, DON'T YOU KNOW.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THOUGH you may have lately been somewhat overfed
with War books, I must urge upon you to spare the shilling
which is the modest price of yet one more, a slender volume
called From Dartmouth to the Dardanelles (HEINEMANN).
It is, as the sub-title explains, the log of a midshipman,
edited by his mother

; impressions of life on active service

by a boy serving
" in His Majesty's Fleet, with a real live

enemy close at hand." It would be hard to over-praise the
charm of them or their astonishing vitality astonishing
most of all when one remembers that the writer was barely
sixteen. At times indeed some reminder of this youthful-
ness (among such manly work !

)
will assail the reader with

a kind of shock, as for example when a thrilling story of

a bombardment is followed by that of a "ripping tea,"

given to the writer by a lady in Durban who had a son at

Osborne. I fancy that must have been a pleasant meal for

the lady, if her guest talks as he writes. One gets the

happiest, most heartening picture of him and his fellows
from this record, which for its unaffected simplicity deserves
to he widely welcomed. Now and then perhaps the com-
ments of the editor seem a little ssntimental; but what
mother in the world wouldn't bo sentimental under like

circumstances! She lo'ls us that she has left her son's

manuscript practically untouched; it is clear therefore that
l;r lias a gift of words that may in the future provide us
with other writing by the same hand. For the present,
however, and for what it has already done, Mr. Punch
would like, metaphorically, to take that very capable young

hand in his own, and proudly, a little enviously, and with
the suspicion of a lump in his throat, to shake it in gratitude
and appreciation.

Priests in the Firing Line, by RENE GAELL (LONGMANS),
gives an interesting glimpse of the life of the poilu-padre
in the armies of France. It is written from the material of

a priest's letters by a brother priest left at the base. The
former, DUEOY, who died from wounds after receiving the
much coveted decoration for valour, writes simply and

sincerely of the faith and hope that are in him, and inform-

ingly of the fine men and the dread things about him.

Perhaps his friend rhapsodises overmuch for our self-

conscious taste, but neither this nor the excess of zeal with
which the translators have Englished the slang of the gay
piou-piou need baulk the reader. The French iMclre, often

detailed for ambulance work, has been in very many cases
an actual combatant and escapes none of the hard routine
of the ranks, adding to it the duties of his spiritual office.

One can well imagine the momentary hesitation of a priest
who found his opportunity to creep forward and silently

strangle a German sentry. Franco in the hour of danger
has been served by her priests better than she served them
in the time of peace. They have taken a great revenge
which will win more reverence for the black soutane when
the fighting men come home.

It isn't perhaps unfair to guess that Mr. E. SCOTLAND
LIDDELL, a resourceful journalist of the modern school,
undertook his Red Cross work in the 7th Group of Polish
Red Cross Volunteers as a means of seeing the War
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On tin- HusxHin Front (SIMPKIN), just as he had contrived

to get On tin- Truck of tin' \\'ur in Belgium in the capacity

of a quite casual and unattached hospital orderly in the

early unorganised days of the Eed Cross service. Well, it

is always pleasant to hear a gallant and sufficiently modest

man (alk interestingly about big events. His biggest was

words, she seems to have fulfilled the great object of life

and outlived her disillusions. Under such headings as
" The Cost of Modern Sentiment,"

" Our Loss of Nerve,'
and " The Repeal of Reticence," you find her dealing
shrewdly with tendencies of thought and sentiment as she
observes them in present-day America : especially senti-

the Russian retreat last summer and the fall of Warsaw.
|

ment, which indeed appears to be her special bugbear.
It is indeed an encouraging narrative. If the Russians, [The idea that everyone must be happy at any cost, that it

desperately ill-equipped as they were, could stand such is a sad thing to be compelled to earn one's living by the

awful hammering without being broken, there is little they
won't be able to do in these days of their recovery, when

fairly matched in material with their enemy. Mr. JJIDDELL

saw in a certain hospital eight hundred wounded German

prisoners, all wounded with the bayonet alone. Their

captors, who had lost immeasurably more heavily, had

fought up to the enemy trenches practically without ammu-
nition. Constantly he testifies to the fine fighting qualities
of the Russian infantryman.
Also he records his soldierly
kindness of heart and deed, es-

pecially to his prisoners, and

(fco make the picture complete)
he mentions some of his little

foibles. He photographed the

man PILUGIN, whose tongue
the Germans slit because he
would not betray the Russian

dispositions to his captors, from
whom he afterwards escaped.
It isn't a pleasant picture,
but it is evidence. There are

throughout the book excellent

illustrations, the work of a
man who knows how to use
his camera.

In the My Year Series (MILLS
AND BOON) it was a happy idea
of the publishers to include
Siberia. Of this country, vast
in possibilities as in area, I con-
fess my knowledge to have been
of the slightest. Connected as
it was in my mind, and, accord-

ing to Miss CZAPLICKA, in the
minds of many people, with

political exiles, I was too con-
tent to leave it at that.

is a sad
sweat of one's brow, and that nobo'dy should be punished
for anything these are some of the sentimental theories

(" revolts from the despotism of facts ") that come under
her lash. One may not always agree, but that is another
matter. At times Dr. BEPPLIER has been betrayed by her
own earnestness into unconscious humour, as, for example,
when, urging the dignity of domestic service, she speaks of
" visions of a trim and white-capped parlourmaid dancing

before her eyes," which I do
not think that parlourmaids are

expected to do even in New
York. This is the sort of little

book to present to some elderly
relative, who will rejoice at such
an instance of the wheel having
come full circle.

INTENSIVE CULTURE AT SLOWMARSH.
"Ay, Sin, IT DID BE A PEACEFUL VILLAGE AFORE THE

WAR. BUT NOW, WHAT WITH FERTILISERS ON THE LAND
AN' 'USTLIN' THE CHICKENS WITH EGG-INCREASERS, AND
THE COOS WITH MILK-PRODCCERS, IT DO SEEM MORE LIKE

One did L TH*LR AB o' LUHNON I

"

There is one strong point in

favour of Mr. JACK LONDON'S
book of short stories, The Night
Bom (MILLS AND BOON), and it

is that the scenes of them are

not laid in Europe. I defy you
to read them and think of the
Bosches at the same time, and if

that is not a recommendation

nothing can be. Again and

again in this volume I have been
struck by the freshness and fer-

tility of Mr. LONDON'S imagina-
tion. The most exacting de-

mands are made upon it. In
" The Mexican,"

" The Madness
of John Harned," and " When
the World was Young

"
there

is enough enthralling incident

to satisfy even those who have
come- to expect excitement for

their daily food. And in prac-

POZIERES NOW
HELD BY U.S." Eyypti m Mail.

\Iiss CZAPLICKA has been at such pains to collect and facts of it, and if you are unable to snatch any other holidayfor her readers will make tourists rush Siberia- just now I suggest that you purloin two or three hours
wards direct y the War is over, but all the same it cannot

!
of leisure and read The Night Sorn.

fail to stimulate interest both in the people and the country
visited by the author in her travels. Fully equipped with
illustrations, map, glossary and index, My Siberian Year
nay in these crowded days have to wait for full recognitionbut when the Bosches have ceased from troubling and the
Bulgars are at rest, it ought assuredly to attract consider-
able attention.

Counter Currents (CONSTABLE) is an odd and unexpected lit-
volume of essays on various questions, by Doctor AGNES

KEPPLIEH I call it unexpected, because of the attitude
the writer, who is so far advanced that with regardto most debated problems of the day she has (so to

speak) come out on the other side, and passionately urgesviews that twenty years ago were old-fashioned. In other

Won't President WILSON be pleased ?

" \ OUNG FARMER would like to Correspond with well-built Farmer's
Daughter or lady who rents farm ; view, matrimony."

Doncaster Gazette.

We are glad he put in the last word, or suspicious people
might have thought

"
View, farm

"
expressed the situation.

From a tribunal report :

' His father, although he was 55 years old and had been in.

England since he was 55 years old, had been interned."
I'roi'inclal Paper.

Yet some critics complain that the authorities are dilatory!
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Tho order prohibiting whistling for tions." For the henelit of the ultra-
CHARIVARIA. cubs at night having gone into effect,

'

smart, however, it may be pointed out

THE KAISER has again issued a state- the demand is now being made to put a that the danger of going to extreme
ment denying that he is responsible for stop to the pernicious habit, prevalent lengths in this respect is strikingly
the War. Apparently he just saw the among cabmen, of whistling for rain. illustrated elsewhere in the same issue

little thing running about and patted |
*...* by a paragraph recording a sentence

its head.
.., ....

"At Bristol," we read, there is to of twelve months' imprisonment passed

j

be "a house-to-house search for rats, upon a fair shopper who " was found
The notorious Dr. KARL PETERS, in which will be examined at the Uni- ' to have two large pockets tied round

an article in the Vorwarrts, declares versity." In the absence of human
that " the object of the War will not students at the War it is perhaps as

lie attained until Germany has taken well that the authorities should do

Egypt, the Sue/, Canal and India." something to keep their hands in.

This frank admission of what actually

her waist."
;;

The American House of Representa-
tives has adopted the Big Navy Bill,

which aims at making the U.S. the

was the object of the War, coming
j

Hearing that the Shoreditch Tribunal ' second Naval power, and the KAISEU
from so well informed a source, should had granted two months' exemption to has promptly cabled to President

prove of singular assistance to those a man who is stated to have packed WILSON a cordial expression of his

eminent Germans who are striving so! 250,000 plates for the Army without a gratification at the implied recognition
hard to persuade the unenlight-
ened masses that it was they,

j

and not the effete English, who
willed the glorious struggle in

which the Fatherland still pro-
ceeds from victory to victory.

:'. *
*

A German professor, it ap-

pears, is advocating a method

by which fat can be obtained

from flies. A closer union
between Germans and flies is

only what we should expect
under the circumstances. They
are both subjects of Beel/ebub.

It is stated that the Germans
are now using silk for sausage
skins. To such an extent has
the idea of concealing concen-
trated frightfulnoss beneath a

smooth exterior become a part
of the national life !

*.,
*

A Berlin paper complains that

women are altogether too fond
of taking their children to the

Zoological Gardens and leaving
them there. Their hope is, of course,

j

single break, a maid-of-all-work with
that if they leave them there long sporting connections expressed the

enough the little ones will be rewarded
: opinion that, while the thing was of

by the sight of British prisoners being
'

course possible, it was nevertheless her
fed to the lions, thereby acquiring ! matured conviction that the fellow
a deeper insight into the beauties of couldn't have been trying.
Kultur than can be acquired from the

" WILL IT MAKE YEIl LAUGH OB CRY, OUVNOB?"

dull pages of school books. A dealer in wild beasts, complaining
of the detrimental effect of the War

The Committee of the Royal Botanic upon his business, states that he has

Society are reported to be sharply had one young elephant on his hands
divided upon the question of prohibiting j

for two years. Personally, however,
fishing in the lake of the Society's we feel that it is conveying a wrong
garden. On the one hand it is felt

j

impression to blame the"War for this,
that nothing should be done at the

|

as long before the outbreak of hostilities

present time, when the price of food is it was obvious to any unprejudiced
so high, to lessen the supply of tiddlers, observer that the Pekinese had sup-
while on the other hand it is realised planted the elephant as a domestic pet.
that the presence of so many bent *

+
*

pins in the lake cannot but have a
!

A woman writer in an evening con-
deleterious effect upon the valuable temporary refers to the new craze for
water plants that grow about its pockets, "which," she adds, "are be-
borders. i ginning to assume very large propor-

VOL. CM.

taste.

of the invincibility of the ever-

glorious German Fleet.
* *

To illustrate the skill of Ger-
man snipers in East Africa a
British soldier states that one

night they shot the light from
the Colonel's table. It is, how-
ever, satisfactory to know that

an end was promptly put to this

petty annoyance by the substi-

tution of glowworms for the

regulation lamp.
# *
*

" Our front was only held by
troops of inferior quality," says
the report from Austrian Head-

quarters in explanation of the

retreat of General BOTHMEH'S

Army north of the Dniester.

We understand that in explan-
ation of this explanation General
BOTHMEB has issued an address

to his Army, in which he points
out that the important post of

Director of thePublicity Depart-
ment at Headquarters is only
held by a person of inferior

Saxony has forbidden the digging up
of potatoes which are not fully grown,
and the German Press is making ex-

tensive use of the incident to correct

the mistaken impression that Ger-

many's necessity has compelled her to

mobilise her youngest reserves.

"The achievements of the Munitions De-

partment." Aberdeen Free Press.

And a very good name for it too.

A Second-Class Dilemma.

From an Irish railway-guide :

'TICKETS. Second Class Tickets arc not
available by trains which are advertised FIRST
and SECOND CLASS ONLY except on the condition
that the holders travel THIRD CLASS, or if they
wish to travel FIRST CLASS pay the difference

between Second Class and First Class faros for

the distance so travelled."
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

ros BETUMASX-HOLLWEO and BAEOX BUBIAN.)

Barm Burian. The fact is, my dear Chancellor, that we

were perhaps just a little too precipitate in our declarations

and our actions. War isn't a picnic, you know.

Bethnuiiin-Holliceg. I know exactly what you are going

to say. You think iny august one took the bit m his teeth

and ran away down-hill at top speed.

Baron B. Your Imperial master certainly was m a most

tremendous hurry. Our conversations with Eussia were

getting on quite nicely, thank you, when suddenly he begins

to fling ultimatums about as if they were birthday-wishes

or something of that sort, instead of being the deadly and

irrevocable things they are. What was the use of it '? That

is a question I have been asking for some time, and as yet

I have had no answer to it.

B.-H. Oh, come, come ! Eeally. that isn't quite fair.

You were yourselves not so very backward with your
ultimatum to the Serbians. A very stiff document that

was, with its violent demands and its short time-limit.

Baron B. Well, you knew all about it before it was sent

in. You told me yourself it was a masterpiece, and your

august one, as you call him, was just as enthusiastic as you
about it. Didn't he say it would bring the Eussians to their

senses to see so manly and vigorous a declaration ?

B.-H. Oh, I don't know what he said at the time. He

says so many things and gets so angry when affairs go

wrong that it 's no moi-e use talking to him than to a spoilt

child. He insisted, for instance, on going through Belgium,
as the Generals desired, though I assured him that such a

step would mean war with England. "Pooh," he said,
"
England is played out. She is on the brink of civil war

in Ireland ;
her navy is over-rated ; she has no army worth

mentioning. She will make a little fuss and then resign
herself. We shall be able to bluff her; and you," he added,

pointing his finger at me,
'' are the man to do it." Well, I

did my best, but I knew it was wasted labour before I

started. Then, when the English decided not to be bluffed

and insisted on making the invasion of Belgium a casus

belli, you should have seen his fury. He destroyed three

Dresden-china vases and a marble bust of BISJIARCK threw
them at me, you know, one after another; but I ducked,

not, I fear, very gracefully, and they broke in pieces on the

wall behind. The EMPRESS came running in in a high state

of alarm to see what had happened, and then he calmed
down somewhat. You 're a lucky man BURIAN, not to have
to deal at first hand with such a crack-brained, impetuous,
violent fellow as this Imperial master of mine. You are on
velvet with your old man.

Baron B. So far as that goes I haven't much to com-

plain of. The old man in nine cases out of ten is quite
manageable, but in the tenth case the devil and all his

legions couldn't move him. Still, he's a kind old party
and it grieves me to see him so broken down by the mis-
fortunes of the War and the jealousies of the Archdukes.
I wish the whole gang of them could be shipped off to
a desert island KARL, JOSEPH, FERDINAND, SALVATOR,
FRANCIS and all the rest of them.
B.-H. Oh, you 're not so badly off as you imagine. At

any rate ycu may think yourself lucky that you 're not
cursed with my whipper-snapper of a Crown Prince. For
downright undiluted nothingness and immeasurable con-
ceit you couldn't find his equal in the whole world.
Baron B. Ah, I daresay he's a tough customer. But

hasn't Verdun taken it out of him a trifle?

B.-H. Not a bit of it. He has lost there a quarter of a
million good Germans at the very least

; he has gained no
military object of the least importance, and he 's as proud

of his deeds as if he we're NAPOLEON and MOLTKE rolled

into one.

Baron B. Certainly the War altogether is not going

very well.

B.-H. Alas, I agree with you. The Eussians are still

alive and the Italians are moving.
Baron B. And the Frerfch and English are pushing on.

We had better get someone to hint at the possibility of

peace. Personally I 'in thinking of retiring and cutting the

whole concern.

B.-H. I wish I could.

THE PEOSELYTE.

[" . . . the Emperor William is less master of himself than is

ommonly supposed. I have known him more than once to allow his

real thoughts to escape him."
M. Jules Cambon, in the French White Book respecting the War.']

WHEN fiery youth innerved my frame with vigour
I worshipped Mars, our good old tribal god,

And pushed his cult with unrelenting rigour :

In all his wSys I trod.

All owned my strength, my skill, my erudition,

My godlike wisdom and my sterling worth ;

Clear to probation was my heavenly mission,

Namely, to rule the earth.

Yet earth was stubborn, and each purblind neighbour

Prayed hard to Peace prayed morning, noon and night,

And looked astonished when 1 waved the sabre :

He did not want to fight.

All very well
;
but who has had his innings

Must yield his place whilst others smite the ball ;

Only the strong may hope to hold their winnings
The weak go to the wall.

Die Zeit bringt Rosen. In a splendid quarrel,
Handled superbly and with all despatch,

I forced a war on those who took all war ill,

And started off' at scratch.

And West and East I marched in triumph, dealing
Tremendous blows that echoed to the skies,

And smashed the hostile hordes, or sent them reeling
And filling earth with lies.

Well, I have won. My gains are great and glorious,

And now I would this bitter strife might cease
;

Mars having served my turn, I, the Victorious,

Loathe war and yearn for Peace.

But cursed spite ! these foes who used to whimper,

Nay, fifjht for Peace but two short years agone,

Knowing, I fear, my arm is growing limper,
Still keep on keeping on.

lovely Peace, my soul thou hast converted !

Now that I love thee, grant, oh grant this boon
Convert the rest, that Mars may be deserted,

And oh, let it be soon !

In an article on War Economy The Daily Chronicle

refers to

" The unquestioned fact that in the world of provisions, at all

events, if not actually in the realm of dress, twelve shillings will

only go as far now as a golden sovereign did, in those far-off days
before the war."

Harassed housewives know, unfortunately, that the fact is

"very otherwise."
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ONE TOUCH OF NATURE.
DIXXKU being over at the Royal might bo, had accompanied their table

Bellevue we were seated in The Lounge, d'hote. Now and then we raised our

singly or in little compact isolated '

eyebrows deprecatingly as a louder

car that something stronger than Aqua laughed, the whole Lounge laughed ;

Pura, 1916, excellent as that vintage then the members of the various groups
caught each other's eyes and, in-,lcad

of avoiding them, laughed again; then

The Lounge, now definitely out of cold

groups, lolling as becomes respectable !
burst than usual came from (heir cor- storage, began to exchange remarks.

1

ner, and we were relieved when they
'

The two contiguous groups nearest use

rose and went upstairs, for they made
j

moved their chairs closer, and the bald

us nervous. The stairs, f should say, man in the dinner-jacket, who had been

mounted upwards from the corner of longing to have a word with the young
The Lounge and were visible for some wife of an officer in Mesopotamia, re-

marked to her that the slipperiness of

English holiday makers on Sunday
evening, sipping coffee and smoking.
The groups murmured in the usual cau-

tious whispers; the solitary Loungers
either read or contemplated infinity.

There was no camaraderie. We did

not know each other; we were islets in

the estranging sea, and the

majority of us were glad to

be so. Most of the men were
drossocl ;

most of the women
were in confections ;

but here

and there was a man in a

light suit of tweed or flannel,

who was tacitly but unani-
[

mously voted poor form, and
here and there was an oflicer

in khaki, as he was entitled

to be, with his head close to

that of a Super Beauty. For
officers now have all the luck.

I do not say that here and
there a member of one group
might not harbour the wish
to join another, or that the

solitai'y Loungers never cast

eyes in each others' direction ;

for even in Loungers hearts

beat. But so far there had
been no blending ; we were
all on our dignity, or our

guard, as the case may be ;

all very English and aloof.

By-and-by we should get up
and move carefully and self-

consciously from the room,

winding our way among the

little tables and the big chairs

and the palm-trees, and either

go for another walk on the

promenade or soar upwards
in the lift to bed. The ladies

in confections would leave

twenty steps.

The Lounge in couples, talk-

ing brightly together; the

gentlemen in evening dress would have
their hands in their pockets. But no

strangers would have become acquaint-
ances that is certain. Not at the

Royal Bellevue. It would need some-

thing very untoward to effect that.

(I don't pretend that we were ignor-
ant of each other because so pinnacled.
That would be going too far, even at

the Royal Bellevue. We knew in fact

a good deal, thanks to the head waiter,

the hall porter, the manager, and our

trusty auriculars. But that is a side

issue.)
Two of the flannel-clad men, I should

add, were further outraging us by talk-

ing above a whisper and laughing loudly
in the tone that indicates to the trained

Upon their departure peace and re- the stairs would no doubt be the scape-

goat, and, on lier agreeing
with a laugh adequate to the

jest, he said that it was a

comfortable hotel take it all

round as comfortable a hotel

as there was in the town, iind

she agreed again. Then he
: said that in past years he had

always stayed either at the

Grand or the Suffolk, but now
and henceforward this was
his seaside home. That is, of

course, so long as he came to

the South Coast. When the

War was over no doubt he

should go to Cromer again.
. By this time he was launched,
and we may leave him in his

; long-desired bliss.

The elderly lady in a toupee
or transformation, who was
known to be the widow of a

South African magnate and
was always in the company
of two daughters-in-law and

'

one Pekinese, laughed in the

direction of the single lady
with the many diamond rings
who always read The Mont-

hly Post in the same chair,

)

and hoped that she had had
a pleasant ride this morning;
and the lady, who regularly
wore a habit at breakfast and

mounted a sedate hack at

ten-thirty, said that it was
1 quite good because she had
found a new strip of turf for

a gallop; and so they passed genially
to the discussion of what a delightful

thing it is to come upon anything new
and thus vary routine.

And suddenly at my ear I was con-

scious of a fluffy voice remarking that

that was a nasty fall. A man, it went

on, could be injured for life in that

way. In fact it had once known a man,
an Oxford Blue, who had been perma-

nently crippled by falling on the stairs

just like that. It hurried on to ask me
if I had been on the links to-day. The

speaker was the solitary grey gentle-
man who had a table near mine. I

replied that I was not a golfer. There

are good links here, he continued. Not
that he was a great performer himself,

Sergeant (as new recruit- grumbles about tunic).
WOT'S THE MATTEK Wl' THE TUNIC?"

Recruit. "\VELL, THERE AIN'T NONE o' THEM STRIPES

IT, SAME AS THERE IS ON YOURS."

WELL,

fmement again reigned. We returned

to our discreet exchange of remarks,
our reading, or our contemplative
meditations. Even more securely we

wrapped ourselves in our frigid and

superior segregation.
And then suddenly the something

untoward happened. One of the noisy
men, returning from the upper regions,

slipped as he descended the stairs, and
in full view of The Lounge fell three or

four steps with resonant and ignomini-
ous bumps. He gave us one hurried

glance, realised that he had cut a very

poor figure, and scrambled away bruised

and humiliated.

But he had served his purpose. The
effect was magical. First of all we
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but a round did one good. One got the
exercise uiid tlio fresh air. For him-
self he preferred the links at Lit!

and so forth.

And everywhere else among the

palm-trees and the big chairs and the

little tables voices \vure bu/,/ing and
harriers breaking.
Now, had a gentleman not taken just

enough stimulant to render his feet a
little independent of perfect muscula

control, we should still ho the poore
by all these confidences. So let the

good work go on !

A FANTASY OF NEW FRUITS.
[The author of a recent, Ix-x.k mi fruit culture

il e\pi I'init'iits in producing
iifW varieties, amongst which lie mentions tli

plnm-ct.. a Mend of the plum mid apricot. J

TIUKD of the everlasting round
Of too familiar fruits,

Long have I sought but never found

Efficient substitutes.

The loganberry caused a small
And transitory thrill,

But rapidly began to pall :

It never filled my bill.

But now I bear, with ear alert,

Of graftings rich and strange
Designed to vary iny dessert

With unexpected change
Of plums with apricots allied,

And other cunning blends,
Which show Mondclian laws applied
To gustatory ends.

Already with prophetic eye
I see myself at lunch

Partaking of the damsify,
The pluflle or the plunch :

The luscious cherrypine I hail,
The sleek pomangosteen,

The mulbricot, the melokale,
The melting mcdlarine.

Science is great ;
I do not ask

She should abate her claims;
But Art is needed for the task
Of coining compound names.

And if Pomona, heavenly maid,
Is to be honoured duly

Our gardeners might invoke the aid
And culture of Yours truly.

Warm Welcome for a Hero.
" A round of heaty cheers was then given

for Private Procter, amid a scene of much
animation." -Lircrpool Echo.

A. Comprehensive Glance.
" One could see at a glance that his ancestors

had fought on the Royalists' side and said,
'

ileiitlenien of the French Guard tiro first .'

'

and were bucks of the Regency, and that Jiis

;randfather had been a five luttlc

man, and that his family had gone to the same
tailor for ten generations."

Weekly Scotsman.

Nimbte^Sailor (who lias walked along footboard of train to guard's van). WOT CIIKR,WILLIE?

'SOLDIEBS 1 COMFORTS FUND. A picnic
and jutnble sale in aid of the above was

'

uojjarjotj;} 'pioi^ (jauoug aq^ no Pioq
ftextiain Ileiald.

We notice the jumble all right.

From a sale catalogue :

' ' The Autographs include two holograph
otters from Lord Nelson to Sir Francis
)rakc."

jiving him a few tips, we suppose, on
low to tackle the Armada.

WAXTKD--A \\holctime B.A. Plucked
rivate tutor to coach a boy of class VIII both

norning and evening, and three other children
or three hours at daytime, on Rs. 30 per
lonth with free board and lodge."

dta rajtcr.

"here seems promise of more plucking
or the applicant who gets this 'job.

Commercial Candour.

From a business card :

" HIGH-CLASS PAINTING CONTRACTOB, Ac.
Terms Moderate ? ? ?

? ? Satisfaction Guaranteed."

"The stately hall was now cunningly
darkened by broad daylight." Daily Paper.

This clever trick has often been done
in an English summer.

"On October 19, 1914, early in the after-

noon, the plaintiff's cab was being driven along
a public highway towards Kenilworth at a
moderate speed, when the driver saw a nock
of 20 sheep unattended on the road about 200
years ahead. Ho decreased his speed."

Post Magazine and Insurance Monitor.

I'.vt n with plenty of time on his hands
the really careful motorist takes no
chances.
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'FOB THIS BELIEF-
SELDOM in these troublous days
Parliament wins any praise
From the folk outside it.

Bather as a' monkey-house,
Or a place where people grouse,
Or a home for freaks and cranks,

Charlatans and mountebanks,
One and all deride it.

Still, to give the deuce his due,

Once in a blue month or two
Parliament quits fooling,

And the sober voice of sense,

Purged of all inconsequence,
Bisos clear above the ructions,
All fanatical obstructions

Sternly overruling.

Thus, to take the latest case

Of a brief return to grace,
Parliament has set its face

Hard against the sinners

Taxi-whistling folk, who keep
Wounded Tommies from their sleep,
And exasperate their neighbours
Who are resting from their labours

After frugal dinners.

True, 'tis nothing much to boast of,

Still,we 're bound to make the most of

Evidence that clearly
Proves a House which often tingles
With the screams of HOGGES and

PEINGLES
To be capable of dealing
With another form of squealing

Promptly and severely.

THE GRIST HOUSE.
[With acknowledgments for suggestions
received at the The Gift House,
48 Pall Mall.]

Evelyn has got some steady con-

genial work at last. She is helping at

the Grist House, where they receive and
sell gifts for the benefit of a great and

deserving charity. She is engaged in

selling other people's property at prices
that draw even the dealers. In the

Grist House you can buy anything from
a Great Dane dog to a lock of hair from
the head of MARIE ANTOINETTE'S maid-

in-waiting. All these things are given,
or one might almost say extorted, from
citizens who have spent long years in

collecting. Evelyn has taken her de-

gree in the art of extortion. She goes
to a friend's house to dinner in London,
or in the country for a week-end, and
comes away with perhaps a hundred

pounds' worth of pictures, plate, postage-

stamps, pottery, old prints. She takes

these to the Grist House and tickets

them. Every time she is asked out she

brings grist to the Grist House; so

beware.
The men and women who hand over

these things in their generous after-

dinner moods often relent when they
come down to breakfast and look the

matter over in the light of day. Then

they come to the Grist House and buy
them back. They come up from their

country-houses disguised and wearing
false whiskers and false sangfroid. At
the end of the street they remove the

former, and the latter falls from them

automatically. If they are lucky they
strike a day when Evelyn is not on duty
and they are able to buy back their

treasures at a rate that would seem im-

possible if they had time to think about
it at all. If she is there, they come
in with a air of charity, and end up by
buying a great many things that they
have no use for. This is the essence of

the business. It is a great thing to

consolidate the supply and demand
in one person. If you can persuade a

man to give a pieco of tapestry worth
200 and buy it back at double that

price, you are exactly 400 to the good.
I went into the Grist House the other

day and found Evelyn attired in a

holland overall and a disarming smile.

She started on me before I had decided

whether to take off my hat or remain
covered. She tried to sell me a donkey,
a Murillo, a Spanish scarf, a Boman
coin, an autograph letter of Louis XV.
and a pair of boots worn by GEORGE B.

SIMS at the coronation of QUEEN ANNE.
I feigned deafness.

Then a man came in who was ob-

viously a purchaser. He sauntered

down the length of the room and looked

all about him. Evelyn was on to him
like a seagull on to a piece of fish.

"Have you seen this old glass?" she

asked, and dragged him across the

floor. He did not seem interested in

old glass and tried to tell her so, but

she was in no mood to listen.
" This

carpet is beautiful, isn't it ?
"
she purred

as she turned over a many-coloured
rug. Still nothing doing. Then she
tried him with a sauce-boat, a Castilian

wedding canopy, a meerschaum pipe
and a pair of jet earrings. All this

time he was trying to speak, but he
had as much chance of getting out

three syllables as a Democratic candi-

date at a Bepublican meeting in Lame
Dog City, Cal. At last Evelyn stopped
and the man got a word or two in thin-

wise. " I "ve come about the electric

light," he said.

Presently she did get a real pur-
chaser. He had picked up a Dresden

group.
" That is most interesting,"

said Evelyn impressively ;

"
it is an

ancient piece of Ming chinaware, about
three hundred years before Yuan Shi
Kai. Its price is only thirty guineas.
Shall I wrap it up for you?" "I'm
afraid not," said the man. " You see I

presented it myself last week. I didn't

know it was Chinese, though," he said

pleasantly. Again Evelyn was stumped.
They have got to such a state of

perfection in the Grist House that they
can tell what a man's income is to ten

pounds before he has been in a minute.
If the visitor is really well off and runs
into five figures per annum the whole
staff of lady-helpers rises as one woman
and hems him in. For every thousand

you come down one less assistant gets

up. When I go in there is never a

move, and that is as it should be. Two
tiays ago a man came in wearing an
anxious look and a Harris tweed suit.

He looked a three-figure man at the

most, and Evelyn got up from her seat

and then sat down again languidly.
The man glanced round the various

exhibits, and at last looked rather

inquiringly at Evelyn. She dropped
her book and her blasi look and said

sweetly,
" Have you come to look

round?" The man said he had, and
asked the price of a diamond necklace.

He was told it was two hundred- and -

fifty pounds, and Evelyn and I watched
to see him faint. Instead he drew out

his cheque-book and said,
" Who shall

I make out the cheque to?"
In live minutes he had the whole

staff round him. In five more he had

bought an Irish terrier, some Irish lace

and an Irish glass dessert-bowl. Then
he was shown a fly-whisk, a Maori

axe, an amethyst intaglio and a Bem-
brandt. He signed cheques for all

these. Then Evelyn tried to sell him
his own walking-stick, which he had

put down in a corner. When he left

finally he had come to the last cheque
in his book, and the floor was littered

with his purchases.
Then every now and then there are

quiet immaculately dressed men who
stroll in and pick up the different

articles and put them down again
without a word. They are obviously
dealers in these things, and they wear
the air of a Sergeant of Grenadiers

escorting a batch of "
Group 49's

"

past Wellington Barracks. Sometimes

they see something that pleases them
and they allow a little animation to

creep into their sad faces. Then they
take out magnifying-glasses and gaze

long and intently at hall-marks and
initials. Sometimes they sign cheques,
too ; but when they do the Grist House

people know that the sale is not one to

be proud of.

One of the greatest works of the

War is being carried on at the Grist

House, and I have yet to meet a man
who was not satisfied with a purchase
made there. Its chief merit to me is

that it keeps Evelyn busy, and now
she need not cut her hair and her

skirts short and don khaki and a Sam
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/rate Motlier (looking for a/ending offspring). "Is 'ERBEET ABOUT 'ERE?'

Platoon Commander. " Yus. 'E 'a JUST 'OPPED INTO THE FUKK-'OLE I

"

Browne belt. Evelyn always does

things thoroughly, and I ata pleased
to say that she is just now going

through her visiting list, putting a

mark against all those people who
hftvo still got some old china or prized

antiques hidden away. If she has her

way all her friends will have exchanged
their collections amongst themselves

before the War finishes. Perhaps,
when peace is declared, they will be

able to sort them out again.

I think I can manage to put in an

appearance. Let me know time and

place. Yours, CHARLIE.

THE BEST MAN.
Letter from Captain Harry Dexmond,

fit It lilankshircs, Alder$hot,to Captain
Charles Gibson, War Office, London.

Friday.
])I:AB OLD THING, I am hoping to

run up to town one day next week to

get married. Will you be my best

man, like a good fellow '!

In haste, Yours, HARRY.

From Captain Gibson to Captain
Desmond.

Saturday.
MY DEAU CHAP, Congratulations!

I am not sure that I can guarantee to

look after every detail of the coming
ceremony as I am up to my ears in

work just now, but if it is merely a case
of standing by and seeing that you do
not give way to terror or excitement

From Captain Desmond to Captain
Gibson.

Monday.
DEAR CHARLIE, Thanks awfully.

All I want you to do is to look afyer
the' ring and tip the verger and so on.

I am attending to details of time and

place myself, as I don't know exactly

yet when I can get leave, so it will

be a tremendous rush ; but I will let

you know later. Yours, H.'

Post-card from Captain Desmond to

Captain Gibson.

Tuesday.

Ceremony takes place at 2 P.M. on

Thursday probably. Let you know
for certain later. H.

Telegram from Captain Desmond to

Captain Gibson.

Wednesday.

Thursday for certain. Be there.

HARRY.

Telegram from Captain Gibson to

Captain Desmond.

Wednesday afternoon.

Where ? CHARLIE.

Reply. None.

Telegram from Captain Gibson to Adju-
tant, 5th Blankshires, Aldershot.

Thursday morning.

Can you tell me Captain Desmond's

present address ?

Reply. Thursday noon.

Left this morning on leave. Ad-

dress, Naval and Military Club, Pall

Mall.

Captain Gibson.
" Hullo ! That the Naval and Mili-

tary Club ? Is Captain Desmond there ?

What? Just gone out? Where to?
To get married yes, of course, but

where? You don't know Didn't say
Left no message Well, I 'm

"

Telegram from Captain Gibson to Cap-
tain Desmond's brother at Canterbury.

Can you tell me where Harry is being
married ? CHARLIE.

Reply. No. Is he ? When ?

:{: * :S *

Letter from Captain Desmond, Grand
Hotel, Torquay, to Captain Gibson,
War Office, London.

MY DEAR BOY, Got six days' leave

and having a topping time. Thanks

awfully for being best man. Sorry you
couldn't turn up. HABRY.
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Colonel. "OuR BOYS ARE DOING SPLENDIDLY. IT WON'T BE LONG BEFORE WE HAVE THE GERMANS BEATEN."
Wife of Special Constable. "WELL, COLONEL, IT DOESN'T LOOK AS THOUGH THE WAE WILL BE OVER JUST YET. THEY'RE

MEASURING MY HUSBAND FOR HIS NEW UNIFORM."

SUBSTITUTES.
THE art of finding substitutes is being

more and more successfully practised
in Germany. By the end of the War
appearances will be very deceptive over

there, because everything will be some-

thing else. Substitutes for leather and
rubber and butter and bread have been
an enormous success. They have found
a substitute for veracity. They are
said to have found a substitute for

International Law. It is an open
secret that they are even now in search
of a substitute for victory. So that it

is no surprise to learn that they are

building substitute submarines. We
read in a Paris paper that

A third submarine has been bap-
tised the Bremen and is said to
have left for the American coast.

Eeliance is being placed on this
faked exploit to give Neutrals a

high opinion of the German Navy.

The original Bremen being now many
weeks overdue, this seems a suitable

way out of an awkward dilemma.
Indeed if the " Submarine -Passenger
Service

"
to America is to continue, as

advertised, to break the blockade, and
if it is true that the submarine liners for

this purpose are now all ready to staii,
we think it would be a wise precaution
to call them all the Bremen. In this

way she may perhaps arrive some time
and give Neutrals a high opinion of the
German Navy. It must be clear now
to'the German Admiralty that a blun-

der has been made in differentiating
the units of the Fleet by foolishly

giving to each a name of its own. Had
all the battle cruisers, for instance, been
called the Lutzow there would have
been no need to announce that the
Lutzow had been lost in the Jutland

fight, and thus give Neutrals a low

opinion of the German Navy. Ques-
tions might arise if the same ship was
seen in three different places on the
same day, but either an explanation or
a substitute could be found.

We might perhaps suggest a few
more substitutes which have not yet,
so far as we know, been utilized :

1. A substitute for Verdun (with the
German Flag flying over it).

2. Substitutes for several German
Colonies.

3. Substitutes for Contalmaison,
Pozieres and Delville Wood (badly
needed).

4. A substitute for a new German
offensive to recover the initiative.

5. A substitute for Austria as an ally.
6. Substitutes for Kultur and Organ-

ization and Efficiency and World Power
and the Mailed Fist and the CROWN
PIUNCE and the War and the KAISER
and all the things that haven't come
off.

How to Brighten the Theatre.
"THE ANTI-DEPRESSION PLAY ! ! !

' SOMEWHERE A HEART IS BREAKING.'

By Ivan Patrick Goro.

Roars of Laughter I ! !

"

The Stage.

" What am I to do ? What are you to do ?

What is the nation to do? Who will teach us

to moderate our transports ?
"

Mr. James Douglas in" London Opinion."

Well, the German submarines have
been trying to do the last-mentioned,
but fortunately with a refreshing want
of effect.

A West African printer's testimonial:

"This is to certify That Samuel has
been under me as apprentice of the above of

this Office for a preiod of GO Carlender months
he is an avrage man he always attend my
Office regularly I can recomend him to any
one very perfect of Composing nothing at all

hard for him to do in the work of Printer as

for his conduct and appearance I have found
him to be Errepproachable."
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THE WAR WORKERS.
"WHAT'S ALL THIS CACKLE ABOUT VOTES AND A NEW REGISTER?"

"DON'T KNOW OR CARE. WE'RE ALL TOO BUSY JUST NOW."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, August 14th. The PRIME

MINISTER introduced one Bill to-day
and talked about another. The Bill he
introduced is to extend the life of this

Parliament, due to expire in little more
than a month, until May 31st next.

The Bill he talked about is to establish

a new register in case a General Election

should become necessary on or before

that date.

Taught by Mr. SAMUEL'S unhappy
experience a few weeks ago, he did not

attempt to be jocose. He has a knack
of turning stumbling-blocks into step-

ping-stones, and on this occasion laid

so much stress upon the difficulty of

making any alteration in the franchise

without raising the spectre of " Votes
for Women" that the Suffragists behind
the grille made bold to claim him as a

convert.

Although not quite convinced that

the policy of " one gun one vote," as

Mr. WILL THORNE put it, was imprac-
ticable, Sir EDWARD CARSON was much
more conciliatory than usual, and, in-

fringing the PRIME MINISTER'S copy-

right, declared that he would " wait
and see

"
the Bill before finally con-

demning it.

During Question-time an unseemly
altercation was observed on the Ministe-

rial side below the Gangway. Old Mem-
bers remember the Homeric contest

between Mr. BOWLES and Mr. GEDGE,
when the latter endeavoured to insinu-

ate " the thick end of the Gedge
"
into

TOMMY'S pet corner-seat. A similar

scuffle now took place between two
Scottish Eadicals who skilfully dissem-
ble their affection for one another. Mr.
COWAN'S card was in the back of the

seat, Mr. HOGGE'S person was in the
seat itself. According to the SPEAKER
neither Member had any right to the

seat, for Mr. COWAN had left the pre-
cincts of the House after leaving his

card and Mr. HOGGE had omitted the
essential condition of attendance at

prayers. Eventually Mr. HOGGE re-

tired, murmuring a stanza from the
old comic song

" 'E knocked corners off me this morning,
But I 'm waiting for 'im ter-night."

Colonel YATE is not usually recog-
nised as a humourist, perhaps because
he does not, like Mr. KING and Mr.

PRINGLE, take the precaution of laugh-
ing at his own (alleged) jokes ;

but he

quite brought down the House to-day
when, jam for the troops being men-
tioned, he quietly asked whether the
contract for plum jam contained a

stipulation that any portion of it

should be made of plums.
Tuesday, Augjist 15. Mr. SAMUEL'S

Parliamentary vocabulary is notorious

for the superabundance of its sibilants.

,
This little characteristic was particu-

! larly marked to-day when he was re-

quested to suppress the taxi-whistling
nuisance. His reply was a series of

hisses. Otherwise it was quite satis-

factory, for henceforward wounded
soldiers and other sufferers will not
have their night's rest spoiled by the

COLONEL YATE LOOKS INTO THE GBEAI
JAM QUESTION.

ear-splitting and quite unnecessary
shrieks of hotel-porters and page-boys.

Mr. MONTAGU has been only a month
at the Ministry of Munitions and was
therefore able to review the work of the

Department without laying himself

open to the charge of blowing his own
trumpet. A wonderful record it is.

The Committee was almost stunned by
the tremendous bombardment of figures
that Mr. MONTAGU poured forth, show-

ing the extraordinay increase in the

output of shells, rifles, machine-guns
and heavy artillery since this time last

year. One fact will suffice as a sample.

HERBERT SAMUEL PUTS THE STOPPER ON.

The weekly consumption of high ex-

plosives by the Army is now between
eleven and twelve thousand times as
much as it was in September, 1914.

Wednesday, August 16tJi. Admiral
of the Fleet Sir HEDWORTH MEUX has

specially requested that his speeches
should not be described as "

breezy."
There is no difficulty in obeying his

injunction in respect of his latest utter-

ance. It was not breezy ;
it was tem-

pestuous. While Mr. CHURCHILL was

inveighing against the timidity of the
Government in not extending the fran-

chise to sailors and soldiers on service,
and had been explaining to his own
satisfaction how easy it would he to

collect their votes on a battleship or in

the trenches, Sir HEDWORTH repeatedly
held up his hands in amazement. The
gesture did not escape the House, and
as soon as Mr. CHURCHILL sat down
there were loud cries one might almost

say catcalls of " MEUX," " MEUX."
The SPEAKER obligingly called on

the hon. and gallant Member, who
thereupon poured salvo after salvo into

poor Mr. CHURCHILL. He finished up
by declaring that half the House wanted
to get rid of the PRIME MINISTER, who
was the cleverest man in it, but for his

part he did not want SOLOMON to be

deposed in favour of a REHOBOAM who
would break up the Empire. REHO-
BOAM, on the Front Opposition Bench,
was visibly uneasy as his scorpions
came home to roost.

The New Register Bill received

a second reading, after being unmerci-

fully belaboured throughout the debate.

Even the PRIME MINISTER had nothing
better to say of it than that it was
"a halting, lopsided, temporary make-
shift," and was perhaps not altogether

sorry that the House so readily agreed
with him. It was only in response to

;

Sir EDWARD CARSON'S insistent demand i

that the Bill was introduced. The
Government have no desire for a Gen-
eral Election Governments never have

and cannot be expected to enthuse
over any project which makes it easier

to hold one.

Sailors and Soldiers can very well

wait for their votes, but not for their

money. Nearly all the Members pre-

sent, whatever their political labels,

supported Mr. BARNES when he moved
the adjournment to call attention to

the delays in providing pensions for

the men discharged from public service.

The Government might have found

itself in the same position if a less

tactful Minister than Mr. FoRSTER had
been charged witli the defence. But
he was so frank in admitting the

delays, so earnest in his promise to

wield a big pair of scissors and cut out

the red tape that was clogging the
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"IF TOO PLEASE, 'M THE ZEPPS."

Chelsea Hospital machine, that the

House readily accepted his apology.

Thursday, August YJth. An Irish

day opened with the presentation of

a petition by the LORD MAYOR OF
DUBLIN. Mr. HENRY CAMPBELL, the

Town Clerk, who read the document,
must have found the Parliamentary
scene very different from what it was

thirty years ago, when PARNELL was
at his zenith and he one of his most
faithful satellites. To-day barely twenty
Nationalists were present, though three

Bills intimately concerning the welfare

of their country were up for discussion.

Mr. DI:KE, when he likes, can be as

lively as anybody witness his terrific

trouncing of Sir FREDERICK BANBURY
a few months ago. Either the cares

of office have already begun to tell on
him, or ho thinks it wise, having regard
to the fate of his predecessor, to avoid

any suspicion of levity. No charge of

that sort could be brought against his

speech commending the Dublin Recon-
struction Bill, which was grave almost
to the point of boredom.
Under its sedative influence even Mr.

I ITALY felt himself in danger of being
dull, and tried without much success to

lash himself into liveliness by the use of

absurdly strong language. Neither he

nor any other Irishman had much good
to say of the Bill, perhaps because the

Dublin Corporation and not the British

Treasury is to find most of the money for

repairing the ruin of Sackville Street.

Yet when it came to a division only five

Members were found to oppose this

much-abused measure. Two other Irish

Bills were also passed. So Mr. DUKE'S

soporific method was justified after all.

Much discussion arose over the exact

date to which the life of this Parliament

should be extended. The Government

proposed May 31st, Sir EDWARD CARSON

preferred March 31st, and, when in-

formed that that date was inconvenient

for financial reasons, suggested
" Feb-

ruary 31st." The PRIME MINISTER
would doubtless have jumped at this

handsome offer, but that some tactless

back-bencher sniggered and caused

Sir EDWARD to revise his date.

A little lecture on modesty from Mr.
CHUUCHILL was suitably acknowledged
by Mr. BOXAR LAW, who, unlike his

critic, thought it not unreasonable

that the Government Whips should be

put on for a Government Bill. Mr.

CHURCHILL, who has not had a good
week, shortly afterwards beat a re-

treat, gloomily muttering,
"
Every puny

whipster gets my sword."

From a review of a recent war-

book:
" There is some good thing in him [the

author] now ; the best wo can wish for him
is that a shell may come his way while the

mood is on him, and that soon."
Church Times.

Commend us to a religious paper for

really destructive criticism !

1 ' Soon after midnight the whirr of Zeppelin
propellers and engines could bo heard approach-
ing. The sound came nearer, but the craft

passed eastward at a great height over thesoa.

It dropped no bobs within sound."
Yorkshire Post.

According to the German reports, how-
ever, it left a large number of marks.

"NEW YORK. At a banquet to the mem-
bers of Anglo-French Financial Commission,
400 guests beered themselves hoarse while

toasting President Wilson, King George and
President PoincareV' Peshawar Daily News.

This report of a hitherto unrecorded

incident will rather shock our temper-
ance enthusiasts.

1 ' Within the last few weeks the Government
have commandeered the whole of the best and
most durable qualities of weather."

Glasgow Evening Times.

We were afraid something had happened
to it.
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Visitor (tofatlier of D.C.M.). "You MUST BE PBOUD OP YOUR SON WINNING SUCH A PRIZE, MB. GILES?"
Giles (agriculturist). "Ii's NOTHING NEW TO us, MUM; WE'RE A PRIZE-WINNING FAMILY. SEE, I GOT FUST FOR TATERS AT

THE FLOWER SHOW; 'EBB, 'E GOT FUST IN THE PLOUGHIN 1

MATCH; AND LITTLE EM'LY, SHE GOT A MEDAL FOR RECITIN
1 AT THE

BAND OF "OPE."

A PICTURE THAT TOLD A STOEY.

HE was an elderly bachelor, in his

first suit of khaki. He was still so

much a babe in military matters that

his puttees were an anxiety to him, and
he thought he detected curious glances
from the passers-by at his strange garb.
He was on the sands, and in an

unguarded moment he forgot himself.

Two small children playing near had
asked him for the right time, and this

led to an offer on his part to lend a
hand in making a tunnel under their

sand-castle. If he had not so com-

pletely lost self-consciousness he might
have heard a click and seen the satis-

fied smile on the face of the clicker

as he strolled away.
Two days later he was still an

elderly bachelor in his first suit of

khaki and not yet fully master of his

puttees. At breakfast he picked up
a copy of The Daily Snturlijr, and
blushed when he saw therein a picture
of himself stooping low over a sand-

castle with two admiring children

watching him. Tins touching picture
was entitled "Daddy on Leave from
the Trenches."

MADAME.
'En bloke 's out scrappin' with the rest,

Pushin' a bay'net in Argonne ;

She wears 'is photo on 'er breast,
"Mori Jean," she sez the French

for John.

'E isn't one o' them that slings
The ink with ease, 'e cannot spell,

So sends 'er bits 'o shell and things
To let her know that all is well.

She 'ears the guns boom night an' day ;

She sees the shrapnel burstin' black ;

The sweaty columns march away,
The stretchers bringin' of 'em back.

She ain't got no war-leggins on ;

'Er picture 's never in the Press
Out scoutin'. She finds breeks " no bon,"

An' carries on in last year's dress.

She don't sell flags she ain't that kind
;

Ten pleecemen couldn't make 'er sit

In Tablow Veevongs for the Blind,
But all the same she does 'er bit.

At dawn she tows a spotty cow
To graze upon the village green ;

She plods for miles be'ind a plough
An' takes our washin' in between.

She tills a patch o' spuds besides,
An' burnt like copper in the sun

She tosses "ay all day, then rides

The 'orse 'ome when the job is done.

The times is "arc! I got me woes
With blistered feet an' this an' that,

An" she 's got 'ers, the good Lord knows,

Although she never chews the fat.

But when the Bosch 'as gulped 'is pill

An' crawled 'ome to 'is bloomin'

Spree,
We '11 go upon the bust, we will,

Madame an' Monseer Jean an' me.

A few extracts from the prospectus
of a Sicilian laundry

" interested to

Messrs, english militairs":

"It is alone accreditated wasching estab-

lishment, with isophoriny, who warrants the

best higicny of health of the washed draps.

LIST OP PRICES.
Moutandes L
Dry Hands
Linen for the Headkiss .

Linen brakes ....
Jucjucd of linen . . .

Lucid dressing shirt . .

We are greatly intrigued to know what
a "headkiss" is, and what are the

functions of an "
isophormy."

10

10

10
30
40
20"
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'''

THE WAR-TIME GARDEN.
' Oinnc tidil juinrtiini '/id misciiit vtilt dulcl."

Tun SUMMER-HOUSE MAKES AN EXCELLENT COW-HOUSE,
DOESN'T IT?"

AND TUB cow COMES IN USEFUL ALSO FOE KEEPING
THE LAWN IN ORDER."

' OH YES, WE KEEP UP OUR TENNIS. THE CHICKEN-BUN HEALLY MAKES AN EXCELLENT SUBSTITUTE FOB A NET.
1

"YES, WE DO THE WASHING AT HOME, AND IT MAKES
8CCH A NICE SHADY WALK OP THE PERGOLA."

' AND THE DUCKS ARE QUITE AT HOME IN TUB
WATER-BUTT."
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THE OLD CLOCK.
" I SEE you bo a-lookin' for old clock,

Sir. What 'a gone with 'un ? I '11 tell

,'e." Farmer Jenkins stretched out a

gaitered leg and kicked the doors of the

kitchen fire together.
" It was along

o' new Vicar's lady comin' round the

place
' makin' friends,' her called it

some didn't. Minute her popped her

head in at kitchen door seemed like

her 'd gone crazy called old clock a

duck an' undoes un's front and looks

at un's innards and grandfather's en-

tails, B. J., carved on un, an' says
he 's just the one her 's been a-huntin'

for. Her said old clock and Vicarage
was concentuary, meanin', I take it,

they was made inside same hunderd I cowman's

year, and how much would
Missus like her to pay for

un?
" Vicar's lady her hid

three pound straight off,

but Missus telled her if us
had a-wanted to part with
old clock us would a-asked

more 'n that, since Missus's

nephew Jim, as works at

a place in London where

they makes chairs and such,
telled us the wood in old

clock were worth that

alone.
" Vicar's lady goes to

five pound, and Missus her
shakes her head. and says

politeful like,
' He be a main

old friend o' my man's and
mine. Us don't want to

part with un.'
" '

Why, Mrs. Jenkins,

you 'd be much better off

with one of them neat little

all-arm clocks. I '11 give you
one, and five pound,' says
Vicar's lady; but Missus
her says her 's lived with old clock

nigh on fifty years, and

let her know. Bless 'e, it weren't no there's signs,' says she,
' as the garry-

good ! Vicar's lady her couldn' dream son is a-givin' out.'

o' spoilin' the family party, and us had " When Missus hear'd that her just
to eat our meat with her a-watchin' wept, bein' wored out.

and a-pouncin' sudden-like on us, askin' I

" ' Let her have un, Maister,' her said,

questions. I mind her made I choke !

' You 'm called upon to choose atween
old clock and me.'three times.

" Come wash-day her brought a lady
friend for to see old clock, and stayed
two hours, and week artenvards her
had a sight o' visitors come in four

times with a different one, and once to

ask arter Missus thought her was

looking pale.
" Seemed like her couldn't leave us

alone nohow. Neighbours got sayin'
her was a-making pets o' us along o'

me bein' people's warden, and then

Kate, what 's called

" What were I to do? Missus been
a good missus to me nigh on fifty year,
and it had got to be one or t'other, so

next time but one when Vicar's lady
were in callin' old clock a bird, an' her

says,
' Won't you change your mind,

Mr. Jenkins, and sell un to me ?
'

I

says,
' It be main hard to refuse a lady

and arter all your kindness to Missus,

too,' and her has un for seven pound."
Farmer

old eyes

and his

wrinkles

BEAUTY'S SECRET.
THIS IS KOT A SCENE OF LOVE, INTRIGUE AND JEALOUSY, BUT JCST

AN INCIDENT FAMILIAR TO READERS OF NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS.
A WELL-KNOWN ACTBESS

"

REVEALING, FROM PURELY DISINTERESTED
MOTIVES,' THE SECRET OF HOW TO BECOME, AND REMAIN, BEAUTIFUL.

if her had
a clock that weren't half-an-hour slow
more or less by Tuesdays at her time
o' life her 'd never get used to un,
like.

" Missus her thinks that 's all about

it, but couple o' days arter back comes
Vicar's lady and sits down and talks,

and Missus her has to sit down and
answer her, with her head, as you
might say, in dairy, and Vicar's lady
her brings in old clock every few words
till Missus her begins to wish he 'd fall

over a-top o' her.
" Next time her come Missus were just

a-bringin' in bacon from back-kitchen,
so her puts un back in oven again,
and us waited, and artenvards Missus

says it 's likely her bain't used to farm
hours and another time us 'ud ask her
to take a bite o' dinner along o' we, to

'

Tiny
'

up at Vicarage, come in on her

night out.
" ' Old clock bain't gone yet ?

'

her

says.
"'Bain't a-goin' either,' says I.
" And then her tells us her 's heard

Vicar's lady a-talkin' to lady friend,

and lady friend her thinks us had

ought to give old clock to her, me bein'

people's warden, if us done right ; but
Vicar's lady says 'No,' her always have
done
will.

Jenkins stopped
in flieir nests of

narrowed.
" I do think it ended

amazing well. Vicar's lady
her be quite happy, and us
do get our vittles in peace
and Missus does her bit o'

work.
" You see, Sir, Missus's

nephew Jim he 'd a-drawed
out old clock for his maister
to make some like un
old clock's young ones, as

you might say for folks

that like to pretend they
didn't buy their furnituve

so much a week, like Lon-
don people mostly does,
but had it left un: Well,
that last time it were one
o' old clock's children that

was a-standin' in kitchen !

" Cost us five pound, but
arter us got all-arm clock

there was a bit to spare,
and old clock he be tucked

away safe under Missus's
bed a-waitin' till us do
know what kind o' lady

next new Vicar's wife is a-goin' to be."

" Dr. Grenfell, who has lately returned from
the front . . . told of the censorship, which,
when it has been made clear, will astonish
the world with its remarkable work, accom-

plished under water by the steel nets,
' sub-

marine catchers.'
" Canadian Pa2>er.

This disposes of the current notion that

the censorship worked underground.

From a notice issued by the London,1 t ,i > j i i -L i win a> iiuun;t; lasucu tj\ imo
the fair thing and her always r, i r\ -\ n
T , , . -, '., General Omnibus Company :

If her gives us seven pound it I

won't hurt her, for old clock be worth

twenty or pretty nigh.
" ' And I 'm a-goin' to have un too !

'

her says.
' How ? I be a-siegin' un, I

be. I 've been down to farm washin'

day and bakin" day and butter-makin'

day, and if I can't get down afore I

sits there while they 're a-eatin' dinner,
and I talks to un about old clock ; and

j
be too careful in these matters.

" ADVICE TO CHILDREN
AND THEIR PARENTS.

" Don't hang on behind carts, drays, or

trolleys. Don't try to ride on the steps of

trains or buses when the conductor is not

looking. Don't run into the road after your
ball or hoop or other plaything. Wait and
someone will get it for you."

Even the most youthful parent cannot
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Instructor. "You OUGHT TO 'AVE JOINED THE TUNNELLING SECTION. YOU'RE ALWAYS CRAWLIN' ABOUT ON YOUR 'ANDS AND
KNEES LIKE A BLOOMIN 1 MOLE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE second instalment of The Diary ofan English Resident
in I \tris (Smi'KiN), which covers the year 1915, has a certain

interest the interest mainly of imprudent and ill-natured

ip. There is a good deal that it might be excusable to say
irrony, less excusable to write, quite inexcusable (and fatu-

ous) to print and publish. Mr. ROWLAND STRONG seems in

tin-so qiiL'L-r wild pages that least desirable type, the ponti-
fical clubman posturing before an imaginary fire, explaining
just how imbecile, how traitorous or how cowardly is every-
one, or nearly everyone, responsible for the conduct of the
War on the side of the Allies, particularly England. This

imputation of base motives or conduct extends to quite
obscure folk so little is our amiable diarist a respecter of

persons. Nor do I find this assumption of .superior wisdom
justified by any notable signs of judgment or discretion in

the treatment of preposterous canards. It is fair to say
that his spleen is impartial ; the Bosches receive the most

unmitigated gruelling, and if words were halters the Ger-
man resistance would have crumbled for sheer lack of leaders.

Our author wields a ready pen . . . and of course I may be

quite wrong, and it viiijht have been better to put the direc-

tion of the War in the hands of a certain English resident
in Paris.

I have not for some time read a story with so quaintly
old-world a flavour as The Sheltered Sex (LANE). Indeed,

looking hack upon it, I am driven to one of two conclusions
- Miss MAIKIK MKAKS, whose former work I considerably
liked, has either been tempted by success to disinter an

early effort from her desk, or she has the gift of sublime
detachment to an extent that might rouse envy in a con-

scientious objector. Here, anyway, she presents to us a

sizable novel, all about a young woman who, being bored
with the restraints and unsympathies of life in the home
circle, runs away and actually earns her own living !

Amazing ! I am far from suggesting that the book is not
well written. All the first part, for instance, is full of those

smartly satiric jibes at the expense of middle-aged relatives

which clever people were making twenty years ago and
have since discarded. But now-a-days Ruth's dash for

freedom, through a door that has so long been wide open
(which indeed the last two years seem to have lifted off its

hinges), has an oddly unreal effect, so that not all Miss
MEARS' genuine abilities are able to give it a more than

antiquarian interest. I can only hope that by this time she
is writing rather more. topically about the sex that no one

any longer presumes to shelter.

Books aboufc the EMPRESS EUGENIE still continue, as is

but natural, seeing thaf; the lonely figure at Farnborough
embodies more of the romance and tragedy of history than

any other on the world's stage to-day. The latest of these

is The Empress Ewjenic and Her Sun ((!RANT RICHARDS),
written by Mr. EDWARD LEGGE, whoso name is already
well known to students of the Second Empire. The book

appears at a moment that makes it a kind of celebration of

the ninetieth birthday of Her Majesty, which took place
on May 5th. It is a review of her life and personality,
written by one who knows both intimately. In his preface
Mr. LEGGE disclaims any intention of writing a biography
in " the commonplace method, with dates following each
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other in chronological precision." Before the end, indeed, ;

knows more about lepidoptera than I do. Peggy began
you may perhaps feel that his manner reaches the permiss- life by being perfectly beastly to Billy, who loved her. She
ible limits of the discursive. But without doubt he lias continued by marrying a very obvious rotter, who promptly
included in his volume a vast quantity of interesting infor- and perhaps not wholly without excuse took to drink,
mation. There is just now an especial significance in his

\

and beat her so much that one evening she fluttered round
detailed account of how the Germans treated their Emperor-

'

to Billy's flat with the intention of saying,
" Take me

;
I

prisoner. Apparently the Hun idea of duty towards
,

am yours." But unfortunately she found not Billy but

compulsory guests has deteriorated sadly during the past : Stella. This was a good and promising situation, which I

half-century. I should not forget to mention that the scarcely think the author handled for quite all it was worth,
volume is illustrated with a large number of photographs. Anyhow there was a vast lot of talk, and at the end of it

Despite its deliberately haphazard style, Mr. LEGGK'S book Billy went to the War, Stella was left sitting, and butterfly
is one that the curious student of the greatest drama of Peggy took her draggled wings to the service of the kind of

European history should certainly read, though he may tea-shop that figures in city police-courts. But as there

had to be a happy ending she eventually escaped thence

comparatively unharmed and became a nurse at a base

hospital. And if from this point you can't see the precise
mundane receptivity of the stories of O. HENRY in which I nature of the ha^oy ending 1 shall be astonished. Perhaps
have been revelling have spoiled me for more roundabout

j

this brief survey does less than justice to a story that has
American methods ;

but I found Tke Long Divorce (ALLEN I several pleasant moments, and certainly does not always

have to arrange the resulting information for himself.

It may possibly ba that the directness and cheerful

AND UNWIN), by GEORGE
AGNEW CHAMBERLAIN,
very unreal and rather

foolishly tiresome. It is

the history of a young man
named John Bogardus,
whose father is a professor
of Eomance languages at

an American university.
The boy was intended to

be the same, but his won-
derful sense of comedy
(which, however, is more
talked of than seen) causes
him to resign after a term
or two. He then becomes
a sentimental vagabond,
and has intimate emo-
tional passages with a

farmer's daughter named
Joan, a missionary's
daughter named Pauline
and an actress named
Dora, being always very
careful to be off with the
old love before he is on
with the new. Dora he marries, being under the impres-
sion that she may, all the time, be the child Janice, now
grown up, whom he bought at Lewes for ten pounds and

adopted, when he was only a youth, on a walking tour

along our South Coast, and impulsively handed over to a
South African lady who had lost her own small daughter.
Whether or not Dora was this Janice I am not certain

;

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN wraps it up in mystery the odds, how-
ever, seem to be that she is but her moods and her past
are too much for John, who, in despair of reconciling his

idealism and his tangential nature with the hard riddle of

life, separates and resumes his professorship. Meanwhile
his father burns the essay on the philosophy of Poker on
which he has been working for half a century or so. A
fairly mad book.

My first difficulty with Butterfly Wings (HURST AND

BLACKETT) came from the pictorial wrapper, which repre-
sents the bust of a red-haired young woman garnished with
an enormous pair of spotted wings, and is frankly hideous.
But the contents of the book, if nothing to make a fuss

about, are at least more agreeable than this. The Butterfly
of the title is one Peggy ; and all 1 can say is that, if the

application of the title is justified, Miss MARGARET PETERSON

live down to its cover.

Fattier (disturbed in the depths of the latest War news).
" WHAT is THE

CHILD HOWLING FOB NOW ?
' '

Mother. "HE WANTS HIS OWN WAY."

Father. "WELL, IF IT'B HIS, WHY DON'T YOU LET HIM HAVE IT?"

breathe, while one scene you

It is not every political
novelist who has the luck

to find that even while his

work was in the press

History has stepped in to

give it free advertisement;
but this, so Messrs. MEL-
HOSE say, is what has

happened in the case of

ELIZABETH HART'S Irish

study, Irreconcilables, to

which the tragic incidence

of the Dublin rising adds
a sombre endorsement.
One has to admit that

history has patronised

wisely, for undoubtedly
the book is one that can
be very heartily recom-
mended for its own sake,

being blessed with some

dialogue that really does

sparkle and some charac-

ters that really do live and
cannot miss it has in

perfection the tender and exquisite pathos of Ireland of

the Fairies. You may feel with me that there is some

falling off in the later chapter's, but the responsibility
for that may, at least in part, be ascribed to one's own
human weakness in desiring a happy ending which the

subject, as the authoress realises it, can never allow.

Briefly, she takes some Protestant English and some Irish

Nationalists and, treating them quite frankly and fairly,

arranges for a mutual falling in love. Such a thing is

possible, she says, but, though her people may continue to

live in friendship and try with commendable patience to

bridge their differences, they can, as the title suggests, find

no linal basis for the completer union of marriage. And so

there is nothing for it but to finish them off or leave them
in some sort of fashion that is necessarily unsatisfactory.
You will notice that the writer presents a problem only to

declare it insoluble, and unfortunately she intends to imply
that the two countries which her characters represent are

in a like position. A miserable enough conclusion, with

which, of course, you need not agree ; but the way in

which the case is stated lias so much charm and vivacity
that in the enjoyment of reading it you may almost forget
the verdict.
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CHARIVARIA.
"
IK," says a contemporary,

" the de-

stroyers are aptly called the eyes, our
new Zeppelins may not inaptly be re-

ferred to as the spectacles of the lleet."

Aptly perhaps but not generously.

"The (ionium censorship," says a

Dutch news cable,
"
grows hourly

tighter." Certainly some of their re-

cent reports on Zeppelin raids suggest
the condition referred to.

" After forty peaceful years had given
to the world the signal proof of our

peaceful disposition," says the

Hamburger .\it<:hi-i<-lttt'ii,
" we

were flippantly challenged to

light." It will, of course, be re-

membered that the exact phrase
employed by the Allies was,
"

1'ut up your Archdukes!
"

* *

A circular to the German
soldiers in the field urges them
to eat all the crumbs. Such a

command directed to a race which
in the past has invariably fed

with its feet in the trough can

only have the most depressing
consequences. #

*
'

The KAISEH, says a German
paper, has spent his summer
vacation getting in hay and lias

acquired quite a healthy tan.

This is, of course, a playful way
of breaking it to their readers
that ho is already in receipt of the
initial instalments of a healthy
tanning. ... #

Risbridge (Suffolk) farmers liave re-

fused to supply straw for bedding for

A Libation to Mare.
" Before luuch the King, the I'rusiilrni. and

OOnBcientioQS objectors sent from Lotl- <l<-tierals JolTrc anil Haig poured over a large

don to work on the roads. It is how- war ma
l' t-gethcr." Jnsk Times.

ever pointed out that in this refusal

they were really acting most consider- JS i&$3Z!2
'

'"" tor

ately towards toe conscientious object
wounded soldiers." Kvcitiny .

l/TTCUUO II1U bUUDVAOUVlUUQ UWlOWU 1 \\J 1 i -i t

, the straw still contains a certain
NVo seem

,

to *** observed something

amount of chaff which thev might have "'** Hlllllllir llt

,"

tllcr seasldo re8orts of
, -, , ,.

" tin' Mimiin r-i'ir .

ors, as

found irritating.

A monkey and a goat have been

successfully introduced into the cast of

a West End revue, and some of the
more optimistic theatrical managers are

the summer-girl.

Heading of leading article of

, August 21st:

THK Nii'i-Kin AUK (imriMXd."

The

said a solution of the

It is announced that a mail,

the first for ten years, will be

despatched to Tristan da Cunha
next month, and those who know
the place are confident that the news of

the formation of the ASQUITH Cabinet
will be made the occasion of a public
celebration by the simple islanders.

Sir HK.NRY NORMAN'S statement that
" the idea of the British Cabinet being
shown to picture houses alongside
CiiAKi.n: CiiAi'MN is dreadful," has
been reprinted by the American Press,
with a splay foot-note from the distin-

guished artiste in question indignantly
denying that ho would he in any way
at! rented by such an association.

It is reported from Australia that
the heavy-weight boxer of that country-
has deferred enlisting as his mother
will not permit it, and one of our

leading boxing promoters lias cabled
to the lady for a full list of her earlier

performances.

VOL. CLI.

And this in Ttie Times ! When we
were young it would have said : "Com-

mendable handiwork by the mem-
bers of our 'Bantam' battalions."

A report from the trenches :

" I have found that, when a, mechan-
ism has failed, in many cases it is very
hot, and when allowed to cool it be-

comes quite unserviceable again until

it re-heats, when it a^ain fails."

We do not know what mechanism
is referred to, but it sounds rather

like a British summer.

"
Seeing a profusion of toothbrushes

on the counter of a, leading chemist at

Brighton, I remarked to him,
' I sup-

pose your summer sale of toothbrushes
to visitors is large?' 'Enormous,' he

replied ;

'

ninety per cent, of our vis-

itors forget to bring toothbrushes, and
five per cent, buy new ones.'

"

Daily Chronicle.

The other eighty-five per cent,

probably content themselves with

mouth-organs.

Kaiser William. " ACH ! I THINK I SHALL FEEL SAFER
WITH THEM ON .MY BOOTS !

"

problem of how to carry on this class
j

of entertainment without paying the i

enormous salaries now demanded by
some of the older favourites.

A new specimen of the rough sunfish
has been caught off the South coast of

Ireland, but we are officially informed
that there is no truth in the report that
it was escorted into those waters by a
German submarine.

if *

It is reported that in certain parts of

Middlesex the farmers got in their crops
with the help of the police. The crops,
it is understood, went quietly.

From Army Orders, August,
1916 :

" Section 13, page 20, lines 7 and 8.

Delete ' but with the thumbs immcdi-

j

ately behind the seams of the trousers.'

Line 10, for
' hands partially closed,

_' backs
'

substitute
'

tips.'
" Wherever the command '

Hiijhf (or Left)
!

'

occurs, the command '

Right (or Left)
'
will be substituted."

"Rifle Practice with instructor required
within '200 miles London. Terms, including
usc rifle and ammunition, to Box U 281."

Times.

What 's the matter with Picardy '.'

Now the Germans will have to look out.

THE NURSE.
HERE in the long white ward I stand,

Pausing a little breathless space,

Touching a restless fevered hand,

Murmuring comfort's common-

place

Long enough pause to feel the cold

Fingers of fear about my heart ;

Just for a moment, uncontrolled,

All the pent tears of pity start.

While here I strive, as best I may,
Strangers' long hours of pain to

ease,

Dumbly I question Far aicay

my beloved eren as these?
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FROM THE FIJI ISLANDS.
IT happened that some time in April last I wrote an

article which, on the 26th of that month, duly (or shall we
say unduly ?) appeared in Punch. Now, when an article

appears in Punch several tilings must have happened to it.

The Editor will have seen it and will perhaps have sighed
as he murmured to himself or to his Assistant Editor,
" There 's a column and a-half from poor old So-and-so ;

I

suppose we shall have to find room for it somehow ;

"
and

thereupon he will have ticked it and sent it along to the

printer. Then the printer will have seized upon it and,

disregarding entirely its beauty as a piece of prose and all

the other merits with which its writer has invested it the

printer, I say, will have seized upon it and converted it

from a piece of bad handwriting into a skilfully and

accurately printed galley-proof, and eventually, after many
meticulous inspections and corrections, it will have become

part of the page-proofs, and so it will have been "
put to

bed
"
with the rest of the paper, to wake up as a bit of a

new number in the full blaze of publicity. Then, on the

appointed day, with a rush and flutter of paper, the examples
of Mr. Punch's benevolent handiwork set forth each to its

own place to do the kindly business of the Sago who
devised it. Some go to railway-stations and are eagerly

snapped up ; some appear at clubs, where Jones doubts if

Punch is what it was, while Smith, who is the man for my
money, asserts that it is better than ever ; some to the

trenches, where not even the imminence of a crump can

spoil the Punchian cheerfulness of our men ; and others,
in spite of war, to all known parts of the habitable globe,
save only the regions where the Hohenzollerns and the

Hapsburgs hold sway. And on this particular 26th of

April of which I have already spoken one copy of Punch
took unto itself wings, like those of Mercury the Messenger,
and started on a long flight for the Lau Islands, which are

a part of the group known to us as the Fiji Islands.

Now in this article of my writing I had described a visit

to London in company with a small boy who happens to

be my own. He was then, and is still, passing through
the phase in which postage-stamps assume a wonderful
value and desirability, and together he and I had deter-

mined to see how many of these rapture-producing pieces
of coloured paper could be purchased for a money-prize
presented to Frederick by a lady who had noted and
admired his devotion to Nature Study as exemplified by the

possession of silk-worms. London being, in Frederick's

opinion, one vast repository of stamps, there had been at

first a slight sense of disappointment when, in a by-street
not far from Charing Cross, we entered the stamp-shop and
noted that its size was small. This feeling, however, had
been swallowed up in the satisfaction caused by a bargain
which included one or two bold and rakish-looking tri-

angular stamps ; and we had subsequently witnessed a
cinema show and had lunched at the Ehadamanthus Club,
where the small boy, though not yet past his ninth birth-

day, had looked round him and sat down to his food
without the least sign of being daunted by the splendour
of the rooms or the age of their frequenters. So the visit

ended and we returned home with our postal spoils.

Well, off went the article with the rest of Punch to the

Fiji Islands, and in due course on July 6th, to be strictly
accurate it landed at its destination, and there it fell under
the eyes of a reader whose work of administration in the
Colonial Civil Service has not, as I judge, dulled in the very
least his memory of his own young days or his desire to do
a kind action when the chance is offered. First he reads

my article, and that action is not without its spice of kind-

ness, for at the Pvhadamanthus and elsewhere at home

many are content to skim through Punch's pictures and to

neglect the printed words that eke them out in the number.
Be that as it may, it is certain that in Fiji at least one

gentleman read an article in Punch. Thereupon it struck
him that a few Fijian stamps, coming, as it were, hot and
hot from their place of origin, could not fail to give immense
pleasure to the youthful philatelist whose literary acquaint-
ance he had just made. No sooner thought than done. He
made up the parcel of stamps and away he sent it on its long
voyage of kindness. On August 22nd, having been addressed
to the care of Punch, it came to hand, and on that morning
at breakfast one small boy flushed red and sparkled witli

joy, while some older folk were not ungrateful for this

pleasant thought so promptly translated into a kindly act,

and sent to us over many leagues of stormy water. To
Mr. Punch's influence we owe it that we here and an
administrator in Fiji are now bound together with invisible

links of friendship. E. C. L.

ST. ANTHONY IN EOSELAND.
BY St. Anthony in Eoseland, where the fern and fuchsia

grow,
Safe-sheltered in a wayward, winding creek,

Eides a pinnace at her moorings, whom I loved oh, years
ago!

And there she waits to greet me week by week.
It is twenty months or over since I braved the salt-sea spray,
And watched her foam-flecked fo'c'sle rock and reel ;

But her rudder now is forrard and her sails are stowed away,
And barnacles are growing on her keel.

To St. Anthony in Eoseland, which is hard by Falmouth
Town,

Along the twisty path that flanks the stream,
No more the kindly Cornish folk to me come trapezing down
With cranberries and golden-crusted cream ;

No longer through the silence of the star-hung summer night,

My pinnace, sweet and fleet as any fawn,
Shall steal in 'neath the black cliffs to the winking Lizard

Light,
And smell the clean, sweet-scented thyme at dawn.

From St. Anthony in Eoseland (where good cruises all

begin),
When the last war-weary troops are ordered home,

When the harbours all are opened and the mines are all

towed in,

And all the changeful sea is mine to roam,
I will slip your reed-grown moorings and beat westward

from the creek

Land-weary make once more the open seas

And with flying jib and top-sail once again set sail to seek

The Islands of the New Hesperides.

An Unreasonable Stipulation.

Extract from a swimming bath ticket :

"It is very important that Members carry this ticket whenever

using the Bath, as any person found in the Bath without a ticket

will be liable to be treated as a trespasser.
' '

Making the Punishment fit the Crime.

"At Blackpool ... a palmist . . . was fined for pretending
to tell fortunes." Provincial Paper.

As the palmist only pretended to tell fortunes, the magis-
trate only pretended to fine her.

"EEFINED LABD FUTURES. With the rise in onions at Chicago
discounted, there was a quieter feeling at the opening." Times.

The well-known sympathy between these two esculents

seems to extend beyond the limits of the frying-pan.
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THE THING THAT MATTERS.
PROFESSIONAL GRIEVANCE-MONGER. " SHOCKING BUSINESS THIS RISE IN FOOD-PRICES."
BRITISH MOTHER. "THAT'S AS MAY BE. ALL I KNOW IS THEY'RE FEEDING MY BOYS

AT THE FRONT ALL RIGHT, AND THAT'S GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME."
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A PLEA FOR A SILLY SEASON.
V\ K should now, in ordinary times,

be well in the Silly Season the

term applied to that time of I lie year
when Parliament has its summer holi-

days and London omnibuses between

Piccadilly Circus and Knightsbridge g<>

by way of Jenny 11 Street and St. JameVs
Place and return by way of Shepherd's
Market and Hay Hill. But this year,
it is rumoured, there is to be no Silly
Season

;
the War has seen to that.

There is only the perpetual Willy
Season.
None the le;s it is to be hoped that

double beneath their gold would the would be given with all their exciting
interest in this inquiry cease. Ob- fluctuations one morning Mr. Pre-

viously ADAM suid it first, when he was P.KKTON- liii.i,ING easily heading the

distributing names to the animals in the

Garden of Kden ;
and NOAH said it not

long alter, when be called to two of

the engaging little creatures to hurry
on hoard. But the investigators would] Or the question might be varied, to get
take a broader and more modern view a little popular malice into it, to Who is

list, the next, Mr. PKIXGLE overhaulin

him ; then the steady advance of Mr.
Ho(;r,K or Mr. .loYNSON-IIicKs, until

the suspense was almost unbearable.

than that.

But to-day such a theme is too pacific.

the most deplorable M.P. ? Then that

great eloquent public whoso life-bio: d

We should leave it to the paragraphist, : is depreciation and suspicion would

such, say, as "The Londoner''' in T/ic'huve its chance, and not one of them

fcr/'iiiiig Ncivs, whoso column is a kind
\

but would find a moment between
of daily Notes und Queries and reaches a i.boating, bathing, or pier-promenading
slightly larger public than that minute ! to scribble the name of A so. i"mi on a

our editors will not be unenterprising : inquisitive weekly does. To-day there 'card and post it.

just because there is so much Williness must, in any big discus-ion, he a war
about. They can compromise. Their
columns can still be turned as of o!d

into a summer forum, :

and matters of no im-

port be debated
; only .

those matters must
have a war flavour,

j

Because S e p t em b c r

would not be Sept- 1

ember without discus-
j

sionsof this kind. Be-

sides, we ought not to

let Germany think that

the War is affecting us
to such an extent that

we have foregone this

annual custom. We
never quitedropped rac-

ing ; let us be similarly
tenacious about our
silliness. The men in

the trenches will fight
all the better if they !

realise that we are

carrying on here in the

same old way. And it

would not be fair to

interest.

Perhaps the editorial trump card is

" The Unseen Hand ''

is also a profit-
able and inexhaustible theme. It lias

b;'en a good deal worked but is capable
of infinite Willy Season

expansion. All think-

ing people, of course,
know that there is some

malign German influ-

ence at work every-
where in this country.
That is understo-d.

Every error of which
the Government is

guilty and errors are

notoriously its life -

blood is due not to

the ordinary obtuse-

ness of that inept body,
the Cabinet, but to the

machinations of the
Germans and pro-Ger-
mans in our midst.

That is the unseen
hand. To its sinister

and mysterious agency
can be traced, by the

'

healthily imaginative,
J every incident that im-

questions dealing with the state of'pedes our instant victory, from the

things after the War. Here every sprained ankle of a despatch-rider to

editor is on velvet. What shall we do the storm in the Channel that delays a

paper's readers are being asked, "Should I with Germany after the War? What
] transport.

women preach ?" and apparently there shall be done with Berlin ? Shall dew
j

We have', however, said enough.
are a few persons hardy enough to: Linden be cut down and carved into ' Whether the post-bellum queries are

reply in the affirmative. " Should any-
one preach? ''would be a better ques-
tion during war-time, and would have
a war flavour.)
The war flavour is imperative. In

" JULIUS CJESAR" IN THE SCOTCH NIGHT EXPRESS.
"LET ME HAVE MEN ABOUT ME THAT AUK FAT AND SUCH AS SLEEP O 1 NIGHTS."

Englishmen to deprive them of their

fun. (Nor, to be quite fair, have they
been entirely deprived, for already one

the happy past, for example, no sooner
had the family left for Margate or

Littleharnpton or Ilfraconibe, with the

perambulator on the top of the cab,
than the biggest type in the composing-

souvenirs? (Surely that would be an adopted, or the plebiscite, is resorted to,

excellent plan. Match-boxes and so or "The Unseen Hand" rumours are

forth.) \\illtherebepartypoliticsafter developed, matters little. That lettcr-

the War? What will happen to em- writing animal, man, will be happy.

ployed women after the War? Will For the old idea that newspapers were

clerks who are now fighting return to invented in order to provide news is

the desk ? Will taxi-whistling ever be altogether wrong. The real rock-hot-

revived? Should there be a Midnight torn truth of the matter is that they

Saving Bill? \Yill the income - tax
' were invented in order to provide

ever come down? .letter-writing man with an opportunity
rooms would be employed in sotting] And there is always the plebiscite,

j

to express his opinions more pompously
before the world some such question as,

|

which for some while now has been than in the home circle. That is why
" Who said rats?

" A tremendous prob- little heard of. Who is the most use- we have done our best to give him a

lem needing all the brains of the closer fid, vigorous and enterprising M.P. ?] new chance sufficient, at any rate, to

and dustier summer months to reply
'

would make an admirable question.
|

fill the time between now and the re-

to it. Who said rats? Who? Not
1

1'irst the article setting out the scheme sumption of full London life in October,
till September was waning and the of the inquiry, and then the votes of

[

the month when good sense was wont

bathing-machine proprietors were bent the readers. Day by day ttie results punctually to return.
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'la THE ROAD VERY INTERESTING BETWEEN HERB AND TUGFORIJ?"
WHAT D'YOU MEAN ' ISTKHESTIN' '? THERE'S NOUGHT BUT BOB SQUILCHKS, AN' 'E DON'T KKKI' Norms' BUT THESE 'KRE

WATKUf) !

"

REFLECTIONS.
Tn KICK once was a lady of high decree
Who lived in the province of Picardic.

And smiling moments she used to

pass
Viewing herself in an oval glas*.

For tlie lady was fair,

And the glass was rare,

Made in the days of LA VALLIEUE.

There came a German across the Rhine,
And he stole the mirror of rare design.
He regretted milady had gone away,
And demolished her home in his gallant

way.
Then he dug him a lair,

And the noble Herr
Preened himself in the mirror there.

Yet he preened too often ; for now
instead

Of the courtly Hun (who is lying dead)
The mirror reflects, to his grave con-

cern,
The face of an English subaltern.

A sorry affair

For a glass so rare

To reflect a visage with three days'
hair !

Milady's chateau is blown to dust ;

Milady is safe in the South, I trust.

And all that remains of the palmy days
Is the glass in its framework of gilded

bays.
Yet it still can wear
In its home sous terrc

\ grace distinguished and debonair.

Madame, at the end of this long cam-

paign,
When France comes into her own again
In the setting where only she can shine,
As you in your mirror of rich design

Forgive me, who dare
In a German lair

To shave in your mirror at Pozieres.

OTHER PICTURES.

THK glad news that the Cabinet is

not to be "filmed" for public repre-
sentation has been received with the

utmost enthusiasm.
But there are many other pictures

that we would cheerfully pay to see,

and which, it is to be hoped, will at

once be prepared. Among these we
need only mention the following to

whet the appetite of the public :

(1) (Tlte F.cnnoiiiii Scries). Mr. Mc-
KKXXA interviewing the cook with a

view to emphasising the most conser-

vative method of preparing the lentil.

(2) Mr. CHURCHILL winding up his

i typewriter preparatory to making in-

ternational revelations in the Sunday
Press.

(3) The Central Board of Control

holding a special session to sample
non-alcoholic beers.

(4) Mr. REDMOND and Sir EDWARD
CARSON, allocated by accident to the

same stateroom on the Irish boat,

tossing for the port-hole berth.

(5) Messrs. COWAN and HOOGB play-

ing Musical Chairs.

(6) Mr. LLOYD GEORGE singing in

War-time.

(7) The Editor of the National
lleview doing his monthly hate.

(8) Mr. HUGHES coming back.

(9) (eery rare}, (a) Mr. PKMHKRTON
BILLING weighing evidence. (l>) Mr.
I'KMHERTOX-BILLIXG flying.

(10) (comic). The third fruitless ar-

rival in Downing Street of the Scottish

Deputation on Women's Suffrage.

"
14,000 TURKS
ATTACK
BRITISH
OFFICIAL."

Keening Paper Poster.

Yet some people still say that the Turk

fights like a gentleman.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XLVI.

MY DEAR CHARLES, The military
machine appears to me to have failed

dismally in the most important respect.
For every material demand there is an

officer supplied ; for the smoke barrage
there is the O.C. thunder-clouds ; for

the official correspondence, the O.C.

nibs ; for everything somebody, graded,
for purposes of pay, as somebody else,

but no poet-in-chief, and, with the

lower formations, no D.A.A.P.C. The
battle called for an epic, from the

start :

The French have been and taken Frise

(This for your information, please) ;

Mametz is ours and Fricourt too

(Seen, noted, filed and passed to you).

Seeking to put this matter right I

ought, of course, to have proceeded by
" the usual channels," but I was afraid

that by the time we had sailed the

length of them, got our man made
"
supernumerary to the establishment"

(which expression indicates, I fancy,
some menial position), and thoroughly

appointed him, we should probably dis-

cover that, everything else being in

perfect order, the appointee didn't

happen to be a poet. So I first got
into touch with such poets as I know
of with the B.E.F., and called for a

return of samples.
The name of Bernard Forsyth, once

so familiar on soft leather covers in

art shades, was the first to occur to

me. I found that it had practically
ceased to be, but that No. 17625514
had come into existence, and repre-
sented much the same thing, if slightly
browner in appearance. His instruc-

tions from me were :

1. You will record your feelings, as

you lean over the parapet at midnight,
while engaged on sentry duty.

2. Having eased the trigger of your
rifle, thus causing an explosion in the

chamber and a hurried exit of a bullet

from the muzzle, you will address your
thoughts, in soliloquy, to the unseen

enemy in opposite trenches.

3. Record of feelings will reach this

office not later than noon to-morrow.

Recalling Bernard Forsyth as I knew
him by his works in peace time, I sup-

posed that the first thousand lines of

our epic were now as good as written.

This, however, is all that No. 17625514
had to say to his adversary over the

way :

I shot a bullet into the air,

And where it fell was your affair.
" Have one of ours ?

"
1 hear you shout

Don't worry, thanks. I '11 do without.

I sent this back, with a " Returned
to you

"
chit (we have these in the

Army, too) and told him to try again
in the simple narrative form, taking
some incident of the aftermath of

battle, as showing the confusion and
horror which then prevail. He com-

plied with :

The night was dark, there was no moon,
I 'd had a tiring afternoon
And lost my bearings . . . when I mot
A most officious bayonet.
Its movements showed the man behind
To bo of the inquiring kind ;

But, ere he questioned mo or fired,

I gave the answers he required,
And, with a view to whet his thirst

For knowledge, gave the second first :

" You wonder,
' Am I friend or foe?

'

Upon my word I do not know ;

That all depends, it seems to me,
.
On what your sympathies may be.

And ' Who goes there?
'

you wish to say.
Not I ... I '11 go the other jvay."

This I felt to be lacking in the inde-

finable something; it did not at once
strike the true martial note. Upon my
suggestion he next tried a domestic

picture of quiet life in billets, but his

"Soldier's Letter to his Infant Son"

got held up abruptly by the intrusion

of a sordid reality :

I wrote a letter to my son,
Whom I have known ere he was one ;

It seems I wrote the Censor, too,

Though that 's a man I never knew.

I told him to get right away from
his material surroundings and to ver-

sify, immortally, the Attributes of

the Enemy, showing the spirit of the

Germanic peoples and the development
of their national destiny.

" This is

your last chance," I told him, "of

being THE Soldier-Poet." This is how
he took it :

We know what sort of man the Bosch is :

He always eats but never washes.
In his conceit of Number One
He is extremely like the Hun.
If Bosches laughed and Huns were gents

They 'd own their share of continents ;

There 'd be no fuss, and, what is more,
There wouldn't even be a war.
Whereas the end of all this tosh

Can only be there '11 bo no Bosch.
But then I doubt if anyone
Will mind that much, except the Hun.

I told No. 17625514 that he was
returned to duty, and he saluted and
withdrew.

Clitheroe Ponsonby you will recall

as a bard of the more prosperous, better

dressed type. I found him amongst the

Commissioned, but only just ; rich and

forty though he is, he is, temporarily,
the merest subaltern. I invited him to

express himself in the now regulation
metre (things so soon become regulated
in military life) upon the subject of the
commands under which he found him-
self serving. I asked him to close his

eyes, visualize his subject and carry
on. He did so :

-

Between the fights I lie in peace
In bed (or, rather, in valise),

And, in my matutinal* doze,
I deal with Adjutants, C.O.'s,
And Brigadiers, who daren't refuse

(Imaginary) interviews.
I do not shout or make a stink,
I merely tell them what I think :

My mien is just, my tone restrained,
Extremely kind if slightly pained:
Though they may bluster for a bit
I always force them to admit . . .

They always end by giving in,
If there are arguments I win.

(Though on parade they seem to be
Deficient in humanity,
I must confess I find them then
The most subdued, attentive men.)

I told Ponsonby that this was a
licence which might be poetic but was
most unmilitary. Always ready to

oblige, he mentioned that ho had a

friend in the Cavalry who was a very
good soldier. " Write him up," I said ;

"
it won't be the first time you have

used your friends for the purpose." I

hoped for a pen-picture of the gallant

gallop through, but I only got :

I heard a peevish Lancer say," I wish they wouldn't run away,
For, though one soon acquires the knack
Of lancing Germans in the back,
It makes one's point so much less blunt
To stick them properly in front."

I told him that it was a case of what
is technically known as " Na Poo "

with
Second Lieutenant Ponsonby, and left

him entirely unrepentant.
Do you remember those two parti-

cularly young, young men who used to

blow in at our residential chambers in

the Temple, at odd times of the late

night and the early morning, to tell us

all about their souls ? One of them is

in the Artillery, the other in the P,oyal

Flying Corps, and what has become
of their souls I 'm sure I 'don't know.
" The Message of the Gunner," surely
a promising subject, shows that one of

these is missing, doesn't it ? Anyhow,
this is the first young man's sub-

mission :

We sent a message to the Hun
To ask what business might be done,
And giving- him to understand
Our Season's stock was now to hand,
Which stock, we ventured to advise,
Included shells of every size

And, what the German most enjoys,

Combining usefulness with noise.

In every way wo guaranteed
To cater for his utmost need.

(We put a postscript at the end :

"No need to call for goods. We send.")

As to the R.F.C. man, without wish-

ing to hurt any man's professional

pride, I must say that in this instance

the poet seems to have failed to rise

to the proper height :

Returning from my morning fly
I met a Fokker in the sky,
And judging from its swift descent
It had a nasty accident.

On thinking further of the samo
I rather fear I was to blame.

On the whole I have come to the
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that it is hopeless. England
is not what she was two years ago, and
I can quite understand why the enemy
nations lind her so disappointing and

unsatisfying to he at war with.

Yours ever, HKNUY.

THE FATALIST.
\VHKN after a twelve-mile march we

arrived at rest-billets, Private Horrocks
was not the least cheerful member of
the regiment. Tired and footsore though
he was, he limped into the village with
a smile on his face and his chum's rifle

as well as his own on his shoulder.

Occasionally I could hear him, far in
the rear, demanding in stentorian tones
if wo were down-hearted, and immedi-

ately there would he a roar of " No "
all

along that dusty line of some five hun-
dred inarching men. Were they down-
hearted '.' Of course not ! And weary
though they were the men could still

smile and wave to the children who
formed up in front of the village school,

shouting as we passed,
"
Tommeo,

Tommee, souvenir Ingleesh !

"

Later in the day I saw Horrocks in
an fxtdiiihiet fraternising with two
French soldiers who had been invalided
home from Verdun. As I went by he
w.is pointing to his blistered feet and

shouting his favourite question with the
same roar of response from the rest of

the company. Now the French employ
another and very different kind of stock

phrase when they find themselves in

need of consolation, and after the long-
drawn-out chorus of " No "

had sub-

sided, one of the poilits, who evidently
guessed what was expected of him,
bent down and tapped his wooden leg.
Then, looking round, he said with a

magnificent shrug of the shoulders,
' Ma is qnf roiili'z-t'Oiis

'
c'cst la guerre !

"

and his friend, as if from long force-of

habit echoed,
"
Oui, c'cst la guerre !

"

Somehow Horrocks was mightily im-

pressed by this. Gradually one ceased
to hear him shouting his old defiance.

Instead, he became a fatalist. For in-

stance, when, as occasionally happened,
he was reprimanded for being late on

parade, or if one day his ration of

tobacco proved a little short, one might
hear him mutter with a dramatic shrug
of his shoulders, "Mais que voolez-voo !

"

But there are worse tilings than a

temporary shortage of tobacco. An
evening came when he was caught red-
handed hy an irascible farmer's wife
in her poultry meadow. I chanced to

' come upon them just as the old dame
was warming to the subject. In her
hands was a dead and very tough-look-

ing fowl, while in front of her was
Horrocks standing at attention. After-
w ards he told me that I arrived on the
scene just as she was beginning to shell

his third line of defence. And it cer-

tainly was a formidable bombardment.
The irate lady was acquainting him
with the fact that he had been born
without a soul, and the Commanding
Officer, without doubt a just man to the
widow and to the orphan, should cer-

tainly hear of it. Further, she trusted
that the full severity of the law would
be meted out to a man so debased and
so infamous.
And doubtless it would have been

had not a sudden gleam appeared in

Horrocks' eyes. It was then that he

spoke for the first time. "
Que eoolez-

voo, Madame ?
"

he murmured resign-

edly with his inimitable shrug, "c'est

la guerre !
"

The old lady stopped dead in the
middle of her flood of invective and
a look of calm dawned on her face.

She sighed.
"
Oui, m'sicur," she said

mildly,
"

<:V.s/ rrni, c'est la guerre !
"

and she handed him the bird.

Commercial Candour.
"30 to 30,000 lent in any part of the

United Kingdom with formalities or delay.''
Provincial Paper.
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Mistress (coming to maid's room as the Zeiyelins approach). "JANE! JANE! WON'T YOU COME DOWNSTAIRS WITH THE REST OP us?"

Little Maid. "On, THANK you, MUM, BUT 1 CAN SEE BEAUTIFUL FROM HERE, MUM."

STEW.

IF you 'avo lost your 'aversack, your kit-bag or your pipe,

Your 'ousewife, soap or oily rag with which you clean your

'ipe,

Your belt or second pair o' socks, your lanyard or pull-

through,
Oh do not be dispirited, you 11 get 'em in the stew !

If from the transport lines you miss a face you used to know,

With stick-up ears an' yellow teeth all in a smilin' row,

'E is not gone for evermore, though seemin' lost to view,

The late lamented Army mule, you'll meet 'im in the

stew !

As we go through the countryside, route marchin' in the

sun
With bandy-rolls an' clobber on, which weighs about a ton,

Oh this is what the people shout as we go marchin' through,
" 'Ere come the Loyal Whatdyecalls I 'm sure I smelt the

stew."

We get it 'ot, we get it cold, we get it in between,
We get it thin, we get it thick, we get it fat an' lean,

We get it for our "day-joo-nay," our tea an' luncheon too,

An" when the long day's march is done we top it up with

stew.

When we are bound for foreign shores an' 'arf across the

water
T>ie transport starts a-rollin' like a transport didn't oughter,

To cheer our faintin' spirits up when we are feelin' blue

They 11 get the dixies goin' an' they 11 serve us out some stew.

* * -f * *

So when the wicked war is done an' peace is 'ere again,

We won't forget the chaps as toiled to please our inner men ;

We 11 call to mind the favourite dish we found on our menu,

And think of our Battalion Cooks an' drink their 'ealths

in Stew !

Marriage Modes for Men.

"Miss Burke was given away by Mr. Walter Winans a dream in

grey." Daily Sketch.
" The nuptial knot was tied by Rev. Canon Tree who came to the

city especially for the occasion, charmingly attired in a satin dress

trimmed with guipure and pearls." The Mirror (Port of Spain).

" At Holsworthy Pigeon Show on Thursday Mr. W. F. Langley, of

Bath, won second with a red beard, fourth with a blue bald head, and

was v.h.c. with a mealy bald head
;
he was also third in the any

other variety class with a yellow beard."

Mr. WILLIAM CLAEKSON would greatly like to meet him.

"SMALL MOUSE wanted in Gillingham, near Dockyard; no

children." Chatham Standard.

From our experience of mice we fear the advertiser will

have some difficulty in securing a childless specimen.

"THE KAISER'S BUST.

SEQUEL TO AN EXHIBITION AT BRUSSELS.
"

Evening Standard.

Unhappily, no confirmation of this statement has as yet

been received.
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INCREASING ODDS.
FERDINAKD. "I SAY, THEEE 'S FIVE OF THEM THERE NOW, MEHMED !

"

[Tho Russian and Italian contingents have joined the French, British and Serbian forces at Salonika.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

SHUTTING UP THK SHOP.

Monday, Aiiijimt 2lst. Every year,
at this time, the Peers complain
because, having been kept idle for the

best part of the Session, they are sud-

denly called upon to dual post-haste
with a hatch of half - baked Bills

shovelled at them by the Commons.
And this is the more galling because

they are conscious that, given time, they
are much more competent legislators
than the fellows in the " other place."
The Commons, for example, have been

unable to solve the problem of enabling
the soldiers in the trenches to exercise

the franchise. Lord SALISBURY sees no

difficulty in it at all. The soldier can
vote as easily as he writes to his sweet-

heart. All he need do is to mark a
card with- a cross, put it in an envelope,
and hand it to his ollicer. I am afraid,

however, there will be a lot of spoiled

ballot-papers if his lordship's simple
plan is adopted. At least I never heard
of a Tommy who, when writing to his

best girl, was content with a single cross.

A good many members of the House
of Commons showed their wisdom by
anticipating the holidays and staying

away. The Nationalist Benches were

particularly empty. "Why should
LONDON wait?" 1 asked myself on

seeing that shock headed and usually
incoherent youth in his customary
place. Perhaps he had a notion of

imitating his lamented colleague, Mr.

(JixxELL, and getting himself sus-

pended, so as (o return to his constitu-

ents in a blaxe of glory. If so he was

disappointed, for though he made an
offensive attack upon Sir JOHN M.\x-

WSLL, and refused to withdraw it, Mr.

, knowing his inan, did not

give him the martyrdom he sought.
The War Office, which has often

been accused of wool-gathering, is now

guilty on its own confession. Mr. FORS-

TF.n is daily called upon to explain the

methods by which he proposes to ac-

quire the national clip without Heecing
the farmers. . Sir F. BANHI:LIY, who is

an agriculturist in his spare time, com-

plained to-day that his wool had not yet
been commandeered, and was politely
informed that there was no need for

him to lose it.

Everyone was glad to welcome hack
Mr. RUNCIMAN, who was in strong voice

and looked all the better for his en-

forced holiday. He had an excellent

account to give of his visit to Italy,

which, though not yet formally at war
with Germany (as Mr. HOGGE, with

characteristic taetfulness, insisted), has

taken steps to cut off all commercial
intercourse witli that country.

TuemJdif, August 22(?. A Scottish

Member called attention at Question-
time to the alleged unpopularity of Trea-

sury notes in his native country, and
the CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQI I:K

took him seriously.
The PRIME MIXISTEU announced

that after all the Cabinet is not to

be cinematographed. Various theories

are put forward in explanation of this

momentous change in policy : that

which finds most favour below the

Gangway being that the operator cried

off at the last moment on the ground
that he had not a slow enough machine
to take a really lifelike picture.

Several Members are convinced that

Mr. AKQUITH'S faculty for gauging the

feeling of the House of Commons is

leaving him. Though Mr. HOI;<;K,

Mr. PIUNGLE, Mr. KEATIXC;. Mr. I,vxc:i,

Mr. ELLIS GRIFFITH and Sir W. BYLES

joined in urging him to give an extra

day for the discussion on the adjourn-
ment, in order that they might have
more scope for their eloquence, he

declared, in face of this evidence, that

the country was quite ready to see

Parliament put up its shutters. And,

strange to say, it appeared, on a division,

that most of the other Members agreed
with him.

Mr. CHURCHILL led off the debate

with one of his carefully prepared and

stridently delivered essays on the War.

There was much good sense in it, yet
somehow it failed to grip. Even the

Socialists viewed with suspicion his

suddenly awakened interest in food-

prices, and especially bis suggestion
that the Government should issue

bread-cards and meat-cards, as in the

Happy Fatherland.

The new WAH SECHKTAKY did not

waste much breath on his pessimistic.

ex-colleague, but without any bombast

gave an encouraging survey of the

general situation. The ultimate vic-

tory of the Allies was certain, though
he would not pretend to give oven an

approximate date for it.

Later on the Irishmen made another

concerted attack on Sir JOHN MAXWELL
and martial law. Mr. DUKE was not

put out of his carefully measured stride.

He still hopes to reach a settlement of

the vexed question of Irish government,
but it will not be achieved by giving
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licence to the ill-disposed persons whoso
ideal is anarchy.

\\' i'il iii'mlnij, Aii'/itst 23/v?. Parlia-

ment adjourned to-day without any
visible signs of public mourning. I ..

MCI, ili. 'is attended tlic lust scone. Even
Sir JOHN I/>NSI>\I,K, usually so assidu-

ous, was on this occasion an absented,

much to my disappointment, for I

longed to know the answer to his in-

triguing question,
" What goods are

included in tho term duck '.'

"

In spite of the Parliament Act tho

House of Lords still has a kick left in

it. When tho Bill for extending the

life of this Parliament was before tho

Commons an amendment was proposed
to limit the life of any Parliament

elected on tho present stale register to

two years. The Government were

ivady to accept it, but tho Chairman
ruled it out of order. When the Bill

went upstairs, however, the Peers in-

sisted on inserting a similar proviso,
and to-day the Commons meekly yielded
to their decision.

After all, tho Government gave the

chatterers below the Gangway another

innings, and there was much fuitlur

talk of food-prices, which furnished

Mr. PRETYMAN with an opportunity of

explaining the practical difficulties in

the way of regulating them. After-

wards Mr. LUNDON made the anii'tuir

lionorable for his attack upon Sir JOHN
MAXWELL; and Mr. DUKE, for his part,
declared that he was most anxious to

withdraw the stigma of martial law
from Ireland.

Shortly before six o'clock Mr. KING
rose to address the House. But by
this time there was no House to ad-

dress, and his speech was ended before

it began by an ignominious "count."

THE EEFOEMEE.
BEFORE the War I harboured no affec-

tion

For Tomkinson, who seemed an awful

pup.
" The world is wrong," he yelled ;

"
it

needs correction,
And I will purge it. Down with all

that 's up !

"

His views were, like his garb, devoid of

polish ;

He called men " cannibals
" who fed

on meat,
And fiercely summoned Britain to

abolish

Marriage, the Church, tho Army and
the Fleet.

His sandalled soles, his rabbit's way of

messing,
His cry for guillotines and ducal gore,

I pitied, but I loathed beyond expressing,
The poisonous vermilion ties he wore.

Excited Fanatic (to Elder, who has boasted of his War Saving Certificate). "THE END
OF THE WCBRLD IS AT HAND 1 THE END OF THE WUBRLD IS AT HAND, AN 1 YE 'tX GET

NAE MAIE THAN YER FEFTEEN AN 1 SAXPENCE I
"

When last I met that specialist in
" freedom

"

His look was mild, his views had
softened much ;

No more he called for noble necks (to
bleed 'em),

No more he fancied fodder of the

hutch.

His dress was wholly changed, except
that brightly

His throat still flaunted forth the

same old hue ;

And yet it irked me not nor seemed

unsightly
With regulation slops of cobalt

blue.

EVOLUTION.
1890. "The new comic opera pro-

duced last night has much of the

attractive glitter of burlesque."
1900. "The new musical comedy

produced last night has more of the

genuine comic opera atmosphere than
most pieces of its class."

1916. "The new revue produced
last night is more akin to musical

comedy pure and simple than any
previous entertainment of its kind."

19? "The new // produced last

night owes a great deal to revue, and
for this welcome change the audience

showed itself duly grateful."
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Recruit. "
I \E AKHASGEO TO TAKE MY WIFE AND FAMILY TO THE SI:ASIDE FOR SBPTEIIBEK.

CONVENIENT."
I HOPE IT WILL BE QUITE

"IT'S AN ILL WIND ..."

(It has been suggested that women should

be alloivcd to preach in public.)

MATILDA, ever since the clay
When first you claimed me for your
own,

Your industry, a noble trait,

Has made me feel a worthless drone.

And yet, though sometimes pressed for

time,
You chasten with mature reflections,

Plus a sincerity sublime,

My varied imperfections.

A wider sphere now comes in view
Woman demands the right to preach !

This is the very job for you,
Matilda. Leap into the breach !

You will not struggle in the ruck,
But soon become a Light, a Beacon

;

Or even with a bit of luck

A dignified Archdeacon.

Imagination wilts and swoons,
The prospect is so limitless :

Your " Pleasant Sunday Afternoons
For Men "

would be a huge success ;

Your "Talks to Husbands" (How
they '11 quail !

)

Should have an influence far-reach-

ing
And, inter alia, curtail

Your purely private preaching !

THE TRAVELLER.
ANYBODY could tell that the piiik-

faced round gentleman with his feet up
was an experienced traveller. His own
person, his baggage, his coat, his stick,

and all that he had with him filled
'

nine and a half of the ten places which,

according to the Railway Company, the

compartment provided.
The careworn-looking man in a cheap

suit who shyly entered and occupied
the vacant half-seat folded his arms
and turned his face towards the land-

scape. Something in the man's appear-
ance suggested that he might be a

submissive listener, and the pink gentle-

man, yearning for some of the music
that he loved so well, cleared his throat

and began to speak.
He talked of the great advantages of

travel. He had been eleven times to

the United States, to say nothing of

the Continent before the War. But,
bless you, even the War could not hinder

his journeyings within the last six

months he had been to Spain, and it

wasn't everybody who could say that.

No good, of course, for a timid person
to travel, for risks had to be taken (as
for instance in his trip to Spain) and
discomforts to be borne (New York on
a really hot day was terrible). But

travel was an education; it promoted
not only breadth of mind but patriot-
ism. He would strongly recommend
his listener to travel, if he ever had the

good fortune to get the chance. It

was not so expensive as some people

thought.
" War didn' stop me travcllin'

neither," said the other man. " Before

the war I 'adn' been further than Mar-

gate ; but then I went all over the shop
Yorkshire, Durhy, Ireland

"Ah, but foreign travel 's what I am
referring to, "-said the experienced one,

waving his cigar and smiling with

amusement.
" Talk about discomforts," said the

man presently ;

" some says France
ain't all 'oney, and some says the Bay
of Biscay 's the limit. But France was
a bloomin' picnic, and the Bay was

nothing at all, and Egypt was Paradise

compared with wot Gallip'li was. If

you take my tip, Mister, you won't

never go near the place. That 's w'cre

I won my civvies back, and that 's

w'ere I got this 'ere," he said, unfold-

ing his arms and showing the thin gold
line on the curt' of his ready-made suit.

Another answer by Smith junior
" Noah was the man who said,

'

Apres nioi

le deluge.'
"
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The Barber. " WHEN DO YOU THINK IT WILL BE OVEB, WILLIAM?"
William. " WELL, I BECKON THEY WASN'T PAR OUT WHEN THEY SAID n WOULD BE THBEE YEARS OB THE DURATION OP THE WAR."

WELSH VIGNETTES.
I. DOVEY JUNCTION.

RUSKIN, in a mood splenetic,
Uncommercial and {esthetic,

Banned in language highly graphic
Railway lines and railway traffic.

Personally, undismayed
By his eloquent tirade,

I, without the least compunction,
Wish to plead for Dovey Junction
As assisting to enhance
All that makes for pure romance.

Dovey Junction ! Think of it !

Was there ever name so lit

For informing pretty sweetings

.Journeys end in lovers' meetings'?

But heside the potent claim

Dovey Junction by its name
1 las upon the world's affections,

I lore the Cambrian Railway system,

Focussing its various sections,

Loves to take the trains and twist 'em
In all manner of directions.

Here Welsh tea-cakes and Welsh
coffee,

Buns and chocolate and toffee

Are provided for tlie sating
Of our appetites while waiting ;

And the scenery surrounding
Is a source of joy abounding.

Hence, in recapitulation
Of my previous affirmation,
I assert with earnest unction,
On behalf of Dovey Junction,
That it does fulfil a function

Of a most refining nature

Thanks at once to nomenclature,
And refreshment, and the greenery
Of the circumambient scenery.

II. THE CALL OP WALES.

Now the holidaying host

Swarms upon the Cambrian coast.

Strangers from remote Kilkenny
Haunt the silvery Straits of Menai ;

Strangers from the land of haddock

Fly to Criccieth or Port Madoc,
Or exchange the Firth of Forth
For the breezy beach of Borth,
While East Anglians from North

Repps
Climb the famous Roman Steps.
Folk from Manchester and Bowden
Crowd the environs of Snowdon

;

Dweller?, by the cliffs of Cheddar
Take their matutinal header
On tlie shores of gay Llanbedr ;

While the denizens of Yarmouth

Recreate themselves at Barmoutli ;

And the residents of Goole

Congregate at Penmaenpool ;

And Italians from La Scala

Angle in the Lake of Bala ;

And Commissioners from Delhi

Lose their pallor at Pwllheli.

"
Major - General Sir Som Hughes, the

Canadian Minister of Defence, said that ho
had brought back from the Somme front an
excellent impression." Daily F..<-:

And an appropriate change in his

Christian name.

" The episode of the undaunted artilleryman
who worked his gun single-handed, put it

right when it jammed, and finally succeeded
in carrying it off with him when his ammuni-
tion was expended, stands out as an almost
unrivalled exhibition of coolness and bravery."

Morning Paper.

As a feat of physical strength, too, it

will take some beating.

Extract from schoolboy's letter :

'

College, 28 July, 1916.

DEAR BILLY, . . . How are you getting on
atFettis? This place is top-hole. I am furst

in Chemistry and second in Maths., also font
in -prling, but there is no prise."

What a shame '.
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WHEN IT WONT END.
IT is a wonderful thing that every

other man you meet tells you that the

War will bo over in October. Now I

am the one person who doesn't know
when it will be over. All I can say is

"This year next year some time."

Yet I must admit with shame that I

am in some measure responsible for

tho popular belief.

It all came about
fatuous ass, Robinson.

through that

He came up to

the

me in the club with some insane story
that if you added together the date of

the KAISKB'S birth, the date of

CKOWN PRINCE'S marriage and
deducted from them the nu-

merical value of the letters in

the KAISER'S name and the date

of the foundation of the German

Empire you got the result 1916

obviously, therefore, the Ger-

man Empire was to end in 1916.

I am not quite sure of the dates

or events, but bis calculation

ran on those lines. He took

about twenty minutes to work it

out and I became exasperated.
When he had finished I fixed

him with my glittering eye and

said, "Robinson, I am going to

tell you a very remarkable

thing, an incredible thing. I

do not expect you to believe it.

I shall not be hurt if you don't

believe it. I should not believe

it myself if you told it me."
" Go on, go on," said Robin-

son with greedy interest.
" Last week I was mowing my

tennis lawn in the evening.

My great-uncle Samuel was

sitting by the fountain, sleeping
over The Westminster Gazette.

You have heard me speak of my
great-uncle Samuel?"

" I turned her out and went on with

my work. I glanced at my great-uncle,
who was sleeping peacefully not that

I believed anything, mind.
" '

No, no, I quite understand,' cried

Robinson.
" A minute later someone called to

see me.
half an

I left the garden for about

hour. When I came back I

I

to

pick up the paper he had loft on the

a gipsy's prophecy. Queer variants of

the story began to spread. A friend in

Cornwall wrote to me about the great-
aunt of an intimate friend of his who
fell on a mountain.

I almost began to believe that the

War was certain to end in October

myself. However, let me state that

my considered opinion is that no mor-

tality amongst my apocryphal relatives

throws any light on the duration of

the War.

ground. To my infinite horror I found I Now if only our common friend

that in his sleep he had fallen into the WIL.IIKLM would fall on his head in a

fountain and had been drowned in fountain !

barely two feet of water. You need !

could not see my great
- uncle,

thought he had gone in and went

"Mr. Asquith uses his car very
little in town. He can be seen any
evening strolling down to his Berk-
shire home for tho week."

Provincial Paper.
Walker !

"Admiral Beatty . . . assumed,
with absolutely good reason we are

sure, that the German bottle-cruisers

would refuse to be drawn."

World Wide (Montreal).

They had been so long corkod-

up in the Kiel Canal.

"He [the German Chancellor] de-

clared that Germany had now offici-

ally abandoned Herr Pangermann's
scheme for annexing Belgium and
the northern provinces of France."

Fiji Times.

And now all the little PAN-
GERMANNS are madder than ever.

Employer.
"
JOHN, I WISH YOU WOULDN'T WHISTLE AT

YOUR WORK."

Boy. "I WASN'T WORKING, SIR; ONLY WHISTLING."

An officer serving in the

Balkans writes to say that he
has just come across a Hun-

garian
- English phrase

- book
which starts with the useful

phrase,
" My postilion has been

struck by lightning."

"
Yes, yes," said that liar, Robinson.

Yet how could I have spoken of a great-
uncle Samuel before, when I had only

just evolved him out of my imagination ?

"
Well, all at once I noticed that a

gipsy selling brooms had come into the

garden. Now it says distinctly on the

back gate, 'No hawkers no circulars.'

She came towards me and said,
' Can

I tell you your fortune, Sir ?
'

" '

No, but you can clear out,' I

replied.
" ' I '11 tell you,' she persisted,

' when
the War will end, for sixpence.'

" I became angry, and said, 'Got out.

I 'm not a maidservant to be fooled

with your nonsense.'
" '

Fool, you !

'

she snapped ;

'
it will

end in October.' Then, looking at me
steadily, she added,

' As sure as that

old gentleman will die in an hour, it

will end in October.'

not believe this, Robinson. I do not

expect you to. You had better not

mention it to anybody else. I have

just told you the tale."

With that I rose and left him, think-

ing that my last words would explain
to Robinson that he had been fooled.

Surely
" I have just told you the tale

"

was enough to enlighten anyone out of

an asylum.
The next day a man in the train told

me a story about a gipsy and the

great-uncle of an intimate friend of his.

This great-uncle fell in a fountain and
died in an hour. The next day I met,

conversationally, another great-uncle
who had taken the fatal plunge. The

mortality amongst great-uncles became

frightful. The fountains were choked
with them. Everyone knew some-

body else whose great-uncle's life had
been summarily snuffed out to prove

"Three and a half tons of explosives were

dropped with deshtructive reshults."

South Wales Echo.

This sounds more like Irish than Welsh.

"Particles containing articles composed
wholly or partly of celluloid must in future bo

well packed in strong wooden boxes, or else

they will be refused by the Post Office."

Cambridge Daily News.

Particles generally do contain articles,

don't they?

Tempora Mutantur.
"For nervous dyspepsia the Army is the

best cure in the world, remarked Mr. D. Mac-

lean, M.P., at tho House of Commons Appeal
Tribunal." Daily Chronicle.

" Rather proclaim it, Westmoreland,

through my host,

That he which hath no stomach to

this fight,

Let him depart."

ShaJcspeareKing Henry V., Act IV., Sc. 3.
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Father. " DON'T KNOW THE FRENCH FOB CAT, ASD YOU HAD A FRENCH SUBSE FOB YEABS!"

Hopeful. "BUT, DAD, WE HADN'T GOT A CAT WHEN AD&LE WAS WITH us."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

FRIEND THE READER, as Mr. KKBLK HOWARD is so fond of

saying, if you were a K.C. and were interviewing a female
client in your chambers and heard a knock .it the outer

door, what would you do ? You would open the door and
ask the visitor to take a seat for a moment while you
finished your interview ? Nonsense. You would do

nothing of the sort. You would pursue the only natural
and sensible course open to a hard-headed barrister. You
would bide your client in the bedroom and stoutly deny
that there was anyone there. Why ? Use your intelli-

gence. How otherwise could you create any situations and

suspense? A pretty state the plot of Forked Lightning
(Tin' I!i>dle,i/ Head) would have been in if Sir Hitgh Brand-
rcth, K.C., had not had the presence of mind to bide Janet
Gricrson when Lady Milcerdale called at his chambers.
It would have died squashily, like a punctured tyre. As
it was, however, Sir Hugh did the right thing, and the

story was enabled to reach full six-shilling book-length.
In a long experience as a reviewer I think I have
never come across a tale so irritatingly told. There is

scarcely a page on which one does not stub one's mental
toe on the intrusive person of Mr. HOWARD, as he pops up
to thrust himself between the reader and the characters
of the story. When it comes to describing Sir Hugh's
chambers in London he shelves the story for four solid

pages while lie indulges in a bitter attack on some imagin-
ary caviller who may possibly object to the bedroom hav-

ing two doors. Surely no critic is going to be brutal

enough to object to two doors in a story of this kind when
the whole plot depends on it.

Do not be put off by the somewhat solid appearance of

The Slavs of the War-Zone (CHAPMAN AND HALL). You
will find it much lighter reading than it looks at first sight.
Mr. W. F. BAILEY wields a facile and picturesque pen, and

gives us an immense amount of information about the
various peoples Poles, Euthenes, Czechs, Slovaks, Slovenes,
Croats, Serbs and Bulgars who make up the Slav popu-
lation of the Dual Monarchy and the Balkan Peninsula,
and who, to most of us, I am afraid, are at present little

more than names. The author does not say so, but I fancy
he must have been attracted to the Slavs by their likeness
to the people of Western Ireland, with whom, in his capacity
as an Irish Estates Commissioner, he is constantly brought
into contact. In- their shrewdness and simplicity, their

religious devotion (a good deal flavoured with paganism),
their capacity for suffering, and yet their generally easy-
going outlook on life, they constantly recall " the finest

peasantry in the world." There is very little about the
War in these pages, though here and there the author

heightens the effect of his vivid pictures of peace-time
festivities in a Slav village by adding a little vignette of

their altered condition when the war-storm burst upon
them. If I have a fault to find with him it is that he
sometimes lays on the colours from a too-opulent palette,
and hardly gives us time to absorb one brilliant impression
before dazzling us with another. But this drawback the
reader can easily cure for himself by taking the book in

small doses, and not trying (as the hurried reviewer must)
to gallop through it at a single sitting.

Mr. STANLEY WASHBURN possesses the essential qualities
that go to make the complete war-correspondent, and
readers of Victory in Defeat (CONSTABLE) cannot fail to be
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struck by the simplicity of his style and by the accuracy an agreeable romance, which is quite worth the half-crown

of his information. Never in this account of the great
j

that is charged for it.

Russian retreat does he confuse "
things seen

"
with "

things
|

heard"; in fact, he distinguishes sharply between events
j

The author of Children of the Desolate (UNWIX) is too

which he knows to be true because he took part in them, finely touched with compassion for the little ones who
and those which he believes to be true because he was told

t

have no chance, to permit even the most superior critic to

about them on good authority. And the happy result of enlarge on the defects of her workmanship. It may just
this is that his book is history, and good history at that. ' be worth while pointing out that the novel doesn't seem to

Mr. WASHBUBK accompanied the Russian Armies as special be quite the form her zeal ought to choose. Naomi, the

correspondent of The Times, and his sympathies naturally girl with the devilish temper, and the exceptional artistic

are with the Russians, but being an American he is more talent, and the visions of the Madonna, and the big corn-

detached in his attitude towards the Bosches than the passion for little children, and the rather crude flirtations

majority of unneutral correspondents can hope to be. and the futile and entirely inexplicable marriage is altogether
Tl ' '" " ' " n -* i] -

It is with the methods of the

Bosch and not with his mad-
ness that Mr. WASHBURN is

principally concerned. For

many reasons Victory in Defeat \

deserves the most enthusias-
j

tic welcome, but when I have

said that the title is justified |

by the facts put before us, I

need not trouble to give any
more of them. Nothing more

inspiring to the Allies could

have been written, for it proves

beyond all manner of doubt

that if the Russians could face

the difficulties of last year with-

out ever approaching breaking

point they are simply and ab-

solutely unbeatable. Above all,

Mr. WASHBURN has written a

fine and well-considered tribute

to dauntless men, and after

reading it we need wonder no

longer at the speed with which
the tables on the Eastern Front
have been turned, however
much we may marvel at the

courage which made this turn-

ing possible.

C. N. and A. M. WILLIAM-
SON have written, in The War
Wedding (METHUEN), a story
that is at least very much up
to date. It opens, strikingly,
in a hospital at Brussels,
where Sir John Denin is lying
as a dangerously wounded

prisoner. Soon the arrival of

another English captive and
a bundle of illustrated papers inform Denin that some-!'

one else's body has been recovered and buried as his, and

that his wife whom he suspects, on what seems to me '

jrrom an official leaflet on

very insufficient evidence, of not caring for him has taken \yOrnen
"

;

occasion by the hand and already married again. What
;

,, It bo that War work for you will bo in ra ;nding the children

ought Enoch I mean John to do ?

too chaotic a conception. It is

not enough forC.M. MATHESON

|

to take various conflicting, not

|

to say contradictory, items of

make-up and to say,
" Naomi

was just like that." It is her

job to make us believe that she
was. And that, I am bound to

say, she didn't succeed in doing.
But she did convince me that

she had ideas and aspirations
which do her credit, and skill

enough to find some way of

putting them into the common
stock, if only she would be a

little less exuberant and am-
bitious. I would counsel her
in the friendliest way to

avoid the artist of fiction as a

heroine. She is usually the

very devil ... I should tell

you that Naomi, after much
suffering, cures her desolation

by becoming foster-mother to

some selected mites and mak-
'

ing them immensely happy,
\

and that she finds a nice second
': husband.

"The Deutschland is one of

several submarine cargo-goats."

Egyptian Mail.

And not, as was supposed, an

ordinary U.

"WHAT ARE YOU DOING, MlSS?"
"BEADING A NOVEL."

"BUT 'OW CAN YOU BEAD IN THE DARK?"

"OH, I ONLY READS WHEN THE SEARCHLIGHT COMES.

IT MAKES IT SO MUCH MORE EXCITIN 1

."

" A party shot over the Huwks-
: worth and Burley Moors on Tuesday.
: They saw a grand lot of well-grown
birds, but very wild. The bag was

brace of grouse and one snipe."
Yorkshire Post.

SpOrtsmen must have been a bit wild also.

War Service for Country

What
;

He himself answers next door or in taking them all to pick blackberries while their mother

the problem by escaping to America and writing a book works in the hayfield."

about his rather peculiar position. Are you astonished to Whitehall evidently expected an unusually late hay-harvest

hear that it has a succcs foil, and that among the thousands or a very early crop of blackberries.

of letters from an enraptured public the author receives one
j

from his widow, telling him that she has loved him all the I "The barometer in the shade in Bath went up to 80-3, compared

time and was only tricked into her second nuptials? Of with 80-7 in September, 19U."-Bath and Wilts Chronicle.

course you are not. I write thus flippantly about a tale When the sun pours down from a brazen sky

that in real life would be tragic, because those clever And even the weather-glass mounts on stilts,

WILLIAMSONS have (for once) wholly failed to convince me I The printer need make no apology
that they are dealing with realities. But they have made

!

If he simply gets into the bath and wilts.
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Harro^ato at the moment," writes
CHARIVARIA. t| H ,

Society snippet ress of a weekly
Hoi MANIA'S entry into the War has contemporary.

" BoBM and rambling
hail a slightly depressing ellect, upon lawyers" would IK. imparted
the two baby chameleons at the Zoo. the dclicnii. touch thai distinguishes
The little creatures complain that it is genius from the commonplace.
unfair to expect them to remember and

reproduce the national colours of all T!:e ( 'H VNTKI.I.OK or THK Kxc m:ori;u

the Allies at an age when in ordinal') recently acknowledged the receipt of

circumstances they would be applauded C ")()() conscience i:ione\ "from (iovern-

for performing quite simple teats. ment contractors, ll is b\ such exalted

acts of self-sacrifice that the patriot is

The CKOWN PIUNCI: has incurred I he distinguished from the mere taxpayer,

grave displeasure of the (lerman Pie-s

Caving built a house of Knglish There are, it is reported, eighty

design, which, they assert, does not at thousand armed (iermans in Brazil.

all harmonise with Pru-si.in tradi-

tions. Apparently it is not so much
&'/?/'s~ MTA

.ign itself that they take ex- sf-S-J^L
1^' ^K

ception to as the fact that one who
has such unparalleled opportunities
far occupying other people's houses

should violate the best Prussian

tradition by building one for him self.

The name " William, "it is stated,

is becoming increasingly unpopular
in Kngland, a large number of

parents preferring to have their

children christened simply "Bill."

A clear case, it would seem, of

failure to distinguish between cause

and effect.

Protesting that they are their

own mistresses when the day's
work is done, young women farm-

workers in Glamorgan have re-

fused to exchange their dungarees
for ordinal') feminine dress in then

spare time. It is felt, however,
that this claim would be strength-
ened by their abandonment of a

costume designed to give the im-

pression that they are their own
masters. * ...

gably
L;O olT

In one particular at least our
women War -workers appear to

emulate their men -folk in the field.

Kent growers complain that they can-

not get them on the hop.
# -',

;

The Danes have decided after all to

keep their West Indian islands. The
inhabitants, it appears, represented to

the Danish Government that the task

of deciding whether they were Demo-
crats or Republicans constituted a

burden to which they should not be

undeservedly subjected,

The forthcoming publication of the
"Allies' Fairy Tale Hook" is annoi
If will of course have passed through
the hands of the Censor.

" L:iw\ers and rambling roses are

the two most prominent features of

SCARCITY IN

CHAGRIN OF SOVTII

HIS MISSIONARY-TICKET.

GLUTTONGOOLA.
SlCA Hl'N WHO HAS LOST

Xo doubt their plans for the conquest,

by peaceful penetration, of the Central

European principalities have already
been completed.

In the German municipality of

Schnettorf food is now being distri-

Tlli: PI1HILS OF KINDNKSS.
IT was Lilian who first suggested

that our bill', circle should entertain

a party of wounded soldiers, and, as

we would willingly have given her the

credit for a successful outing, she mu-t
i ke the blame for \\ hat happened.

I admit that she worked indefatigabl
sure that everything should

without a hitch. She found a hospital
which had apparently been overlooked,
and where the wounded did Dofl

main parties, and she saw to it that

even body had his full share of all the

good things which we bad provided. If

she showed any favouritism at all

it was to one of our visitors, who,
from the moment that we sat down
at the table, showed that bo in-

tended toenjoy himself thoroughly.
Food vanished before him. Though
the exact statistics are not avail-

able, a modest estimate puts it t hat

he consumed three plates of beef

and ham and a plentiful supply of

salad. When we came to the

sweets he showed a special liking
for our hoine-iiioile trifle, though
he did not allow the jelly to pass
without notice. Then there were
cakes and sweets, which he' also

sampled, and copious draugi
lemonade to give the finishing
touches. Lilian asked him at the

end of the meal whether he had

really enjoyed it. "It's been the
beat spread I have had for years,"
he replied feelingly, hut there was
a twinkle in his eye as he added,
"hut I am afraid that Nurse won't

like it." "Nonsense," said Lilian.

"She will be only too pleased that

you have had such an enjoyable

day."
" Don't you be too sure,"

came the crushing retort ;

"
you

see I am on milk diet."

And now that the committee
which organised the entertainment

have passed a resolution that Lilian shall

call at the hospital and make inquiries
as to our friend's condition, she declines

to act upon it, with some stupid remark
about our action being ultra ''ii-es. To
l>e on the safe side in future we have
decided to cross-examine every soldier

hnted by lottery, and several consistent Ixjfore he sits down at table.

winners are complaining bitterly of the

inadequacy of the prixes.

Commercial Candour.

From a Cinema advertisement :

AS IN' A LOOKING GLASS"
Is TIIRK.I: I'M

A IM MAKKABLE PICTURE OF I.Il-'K.

Have you cvor found yourself going in id ".'

I-HIS FILM AND l.r.AliS."

Hi itish (liinni'i /'n/'i i-.

" At a social meeting of the*Skegn.
ban District Council tbo following resolution

was carried :

' That on this second aniii\.

of the declaration of a righteous xv.ir this

; of members of the Skegin-ss I'rban
District Council records its i a flexible deter-

mination to continue to a \ i id the

struggle in maintenance of those ideals of

liberty and justice' which are the common and
-acred cause of the Alh

I.inrolnxhii-e Standard,

Skeguess is, as usual, "so bracing."

r.
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THE PROFITEERS.
" Go away, Uncle James ;

we 're

wicked."
"Two of a crowd," I murmured

politely as I slid into the one comfort-

able chair the nursery possesses and

regarded the two white-muslin backs of

my small nieces, each stationed in a

separate corner of the room.

There was complete silence. Both

children were evidently overwhelmed

with the idea of doing time.
" And what were you," I hazarded,

" before you fell to this ?
"

A heavy sigh escaped from Lillah in

the N.E. corner.
" We were a Food Ring," she said.

" And now we aren't to talk till tea-

time," said Phyllis from the N.W.
It seemed to me that, for a Food

Eing, they had escaped lightly.
" And we aren't to have any cake,"

added Lillah.

"Nor sweets," said Phyllis with the

suspicion of a groan.
The Food Eing was indeed broken.
" This is nothing short of disaster," I

said. " Tell me . ..."
But Lillah cut in.

" We aren't to talk," she said sternly,

determined, like so many of her sex, to

be a martyr.
" In that case," I said, rising

"
it

doesn't seem much use my staying,

though I should have liked to hear how

they broke the Food Eing."
There was no sound. I went to the

door.

"Perhaps," said Phyllis a little

hesitatingly
"
perhaps Uncle James

could be the man who pulls people
out."

A new r6le. I turned.
" Where lots of people sign things,"

added Lillah from her corner -"per-

haps Uncle James might be."

An uncle that knows his job has got
to be a smart man. But I 've been at

it for some years now. I realized that

I was the Home Secretary.
" You are pardoned," I said, with a

wave of the arm.
I felt the lust of power.

" But on
one condition," I added,

" that I hear

the whole history of your crime."

Lillah bore softly down from the

North-East. She stood listening at the

door.'

"Is Nanrfie still doing the washing?'
said Phyllis from her corner.

Lillah nodded. I realized I wasn'l

such a power in the land after all. That

is the worst of not being a permanent
official like Nurse.

Both children bore down upon me
like Sioux on the trail.

"Tell us," said Lillah, "about Food

Eings."

'But I thought you were going to

,ell me ?
"

;1 Ours went wrong," said Phyllis.
11 We beard Daddy reading about it,"

said Lillah
;

" but he put in bits of his

own, and Mummie told him not to, and

t muddled us."
" When you have told me about your

Ring I will expound the whole thing to

you," I said.
' We took," said Lillah slowly,

"
all

ihe lumpy sugar."
" Because there wasn't much," added

Phyllis.
" Your first business principles are

quite sound," I said.
" And we hid it in ... ."

" Don't tell Uncle James where !

"

broke in Lillah excitedly.

"No, that would be a mistake," I

said gravely.
" Then they wanted it for the draw-

ing-room and there wasn't any."
"
Supply unequal to the demand," I

murmured.
" And they hunted and hunted and

then Lillah said we 'd got it, and they
could have it if they gave us two bits

of drawing-room cake."
"
Consequent rise in price," I said.

This is all sound economics."
" But they didn't," said Lillah.

"Didn't what?" I said.

"Give us the cake," answered

Phyllis.
" Even the consumer finally jibs," I

said. "Well?"
" So we just didn't do anything."
" Oh," I said.
" And they didn't have any," said

Lillah.
"
Disciplining the public. What

would Lord NOUTHCLIFFE say ? Well ?
"

"Then," said Phyllis, "when the

visitors had gone Mummie came up-
stairs."

" Ah," I said,
" the Government

makes a move at last."
" I wish," said Lillah,

" Uncle James
wouldn't be so grand when we 're tell-

ing him."
"I'm sorry," I said.

" What die

Mummie do ?
"

" She laughed."
"That's quite true to Westminster

also. I 'm sorry I 'm being granc

again it 's a sort of disease wit!

grown-ups, Lillah ;
I '11 fight against

it."

"And she said," added Phyllis, "thai

it was Daddy's fault for putting ideas

into us ... and she gave us a choco-

late."

"You desperate profiteers," I cried.

There was a long silence.
"
Well," I said,

" I can see there is

nothing I can teach you about food

rings ;
but why ?

"
I indicated the

recently-evacuated corners.

" You see," said Phyllis slowly,
that 's where it began to be all

wrong."
' When we 'd had the chocolate

Vlummie said we must give back the

=ugar," said Lillah.
' Well ?

"
I asked. "That sounds just ;

you 'd made your bit."
'

Well, we couldn't," said Phyllis.
' You see," murmured Lillah, pulling

at my watch-chain,
" we 'd eat it."

'

Ah," I said,
" that was what broke

ho Food Eing ?
"

She nodded.
" An' now," said Phyllis,

" no cake

or sweets. ..."
At that moment Nurse came in. I

xplained.
"
Very well, Mr. James," said she

with a sigh, "if you gave them leave.

They 'd both be in bed this minute if I

ad my way, but their mother ....
"
Ah, Nurse," I said as I rose, "it's

always the way when one tries to

deal with these scandals ;
there 's a

power even above that of a permanent
official. Vested interest, you know."

She looked at mo blankly.

"H'm," she said, with a glance at

the children,
" I call it silly foolish-

ness."

She is a wise woman, is Nurse, but

seriously handicapped.

THE OLD WOMAN'S WAE-WOEK.
I 'D write a poem if 1 could,

Would dry your eyes of tears ;

I 'd launch a flashing word which

should

Be heard adown the years ;

I 'd hold the KAISEH up to shame
Until he lost his crown ;

I 'd weave a laurol wreath of fame

Would ne'er go sere and brown :

And so I take my pencil up and

lay my knitting down.

Alas ! your tears .will not be stayed

By little words in rhyme ;

My puny thoughts are all afraid

To trust themselves to Time ;

1 think perhaps the KAISER too

Would scarcely heed my frown,

And some might say my claims are

few
To weave the laurel crown :

And so I take my knitting up and

lay my pencil down.

I '11 shape the toe and turn the heel,

And vary ribs and plains,

And hope some soldier-man may fe3l

The warmer for my pains ;

I '11 fashion mitten, sock and glove
In navy-blue and brown,

And finish witli a touch of love

May call a blessing down :

Whei I shall take my knitting up
and lay my pencil down.
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THE SWEEPERS OF THE SEA.
MB. PUNCH. "RISKY WORK, ISN'T IT?"

TKAWLER SKIPPEK. "THAT'S WHY THERE'S .A HUNDRED THOUSAND OF US DOING IT.'
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I rang up the police. Discreet and

SO NEAR AND YET SO FAR. massive men arrived and examined the

OUR original intention had been to room, the tantalus, the window-sill the

t-ike no hohday. Not that either of as, garden and the servants They took

,nakin.< munitions, respected the wishes
:

my name and everyone else s name in

of Lord DEKI.Y or whoever it is whose the house and set all down in a pocket-

appeals for a postponement of the book. Then, remarking that hey had

s usually have advertisements of not much hope of ever tracking the

parties, they marched away.
It was old family silver and not bad

of its kind, and we were distressed to

lose it. It had been in my possession
for more years than I care to record.

Being, however, insured against bur-

glary, we should, even if we did not get

the silver back, receive compensation.
I sat down and wrote to the company

not without a certain satisfaction,

UUUUCUJ O *.tovLvij *'

seaside resorts next them on the hoard-

ings. It simply was that money was

tight and we felt that we should and

could do without our ordinary month

away from London. The little margin

(and how little it is !)
which we usually

manage to save for this purpose had

been so completely removed by whateen so c

am wont humorously to refer to as
- .......

McKennacal devices" that our self-

denial was more necessity than

virtue. The next thing was to

make the best of it.

" And why not London in

August?" I asked. "Person-

ally I like London when

there's no one in it. I like

the empty streets and the

closed roadways. I like the

hot nights. I like long rides

on the tops of 'buses to strange

places."
On my wife here pointing

out that she was hardly active

or robust enough for that, I

became lyrical about Ken-

sington Gardens. "Finer," I

said,
" than many a nobleman's

park, and particularly the park
at Tilworth," I added, for that

is where we should have taken

a furnished house this year.
" Far finer.

' How thick the

tremulous sheep -cries come!
'

I quoted.
" And then," I said,

"
if we

stay in town and are bored

we can go to a theatre now
and again, which we never could

Tilworth."
" Have we ever yet been bored in the

evening during our country months?
"

she asked.

I admitted that we had not. But

we might be. Everything is different

now.
" And if it rains as it seems likely

to do for ever," I went on (this was in

June),
" how much more comfortable is

London!
"

And so on,

\ny\vay it was settled that we could

not go away, and wo gradually became

reconciled to the sacrifice.

And then in the dead of one dark

(reading hubby's letter from the Front). "I WISH I

WEHE WITH YOU IN THE QUIKT OLD HOME; THE BOW C

HEBE IS AWFUL,!
"

reflected.
" She was evidently not

flourishing in London this July. The

weather, though still had, would doubt-

less mend. - What, after all, at our time

of life was silver? Good electro-plate

was the thing. London in August was
no groat catch ;

the days were often

heavy and dusty ;
the nights unbearably

close. The roads were up. Kensington
Gardens were parched and overcrowded

by noisy children. How much better

to accept this money so providentially

sent to us and take the house at Til-

worth (which I happened to know was

still available) and so lay up a store

of health for the winter? Silver,

indeed ! Fingers were made before

forks. We might get a few new

pieces, of course, for guests,
hut for ourselves plate -would

do admirably. When the

ravens suddenly appear, cov-

ered with biscuits, should one

refuse ?

At this point I entered my
wife's room.
There is no need to describe

the course of our debate. The

upshot was that wo secured

the house and made our pre-

parations to leave London

early in August, a horrid time

in a great city. Thus a week

passed, during which the

weather, as you will remem-

ber, completely reformed its

character, and we were full of

delighted anticipations of our

villegiatura.
And then, one morning, two

more things happened. The
first post brought me the in-

surance company's cheque, and

even as, after breakfast, I was

signing the receipt, the police

again arrived to say that not

at for though I have always been insured . only had the burglars been caught but

against most things fire, accidents, |

all the silver was intact.

burglars, death, and, latterly, against

Count ZEPPELIN'S merry little visitors "Do not Shoot the Pianist ..."

Notice in a French provincial

Theatre :

" DES ARTISTES AYANT KTl'l HI.ESSKS t,H

PUBLIC EST MlIE DE XK III KS JKTI'.l; SVll J-A

this was the first time I had ever

made a claim.

For a few days nothing happened.
Then two things happened. First

the police again called and said they

had no clue, and despaired of any; and
i

then I received a visitor from the
j

Eefemng to a paragraph which

insurance company-a charming man appeared in our issue of August

who expressed the deepest concern a correspondent WIT

at our loss, asked a few questionsO, cj
about the silver, and suggested a sum

in recompense which startled me by

its generosity.
I accepted it with,

Your Sicilian laundryman, I fear, is ,i ( ler-

'
is the literal translation of

,w).

I

JL 111U V GJ OU.MV* w**

selves comfortable with my spirits and

cigarettes,
and left at their leisure,

carrying with them all the silver they

could find.

one (-Uirii its L'euci.'-'oii- - ~-"-'i^ ** WANTED \TOXCK TWOWAiTBRs{musicians

c;h"ine thin" happened, hope, not too much alacrity beaming preferrad) ; 1 dish-washer, 1 second lady cook

T ties* nteredle S, made'them- through my diplomatic composure, and state *i and^^fig^.. . . i ! j _ JKrt4-x-,^.lrliii_*l<i'i\"i , .

Tve don't know about the waiters, but

dishwashers generally play the mischief

with the crockery.

he took his leave.

It was on my way upstairs to tell

my wife that the great idea came to

me. She had not bean too well, I
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Mother of three. "THAT'S JUST WHAT I SAID TO MY HCBBY. WE MUST TAKE A HOLIDAY, f oit THK </;./,;.,* .s-.<A-i-."

TEA-TABLE TATTLE.
(With humble acknowledgments to

"The Star.")
TUB other day I was admiring the

extraordinary lustre of the boots worn
l>y Sir "Tabbie" Dashforth, and by a
stroke of great good luck I was fortunate

enough to elicit the secret from bis
valt'l by the judicious gift of a choice

cigar. It appears that Sir " Tabbie
"

lias his boots blacked at intervals

throughout the day, and always with a
new brush and a new bottle of blacking.
While bis boots are being blacked Sir
'Tabbie" always has a bath, for he is

a great believer in frequent washing
.hat is, every couple of hours. A special
c.it urc of his baths is the admixture of
an infusion of eucalyptus leaves, lyco-
lodium and salsify. This is quite easy
10 make. The ingredients are put into
a silver jug, hot milk is poured over
thorn, and the resultant succedaneum
is then whipped smartly into a cream
.i.nd. poured into the bath.

The complexion of the children of

Lady Loofah Pulborougb has always
struck mo with admiration. Such a

ruddy glow as they always present
seemed to me almost too good to

be true, until I met a lady whose
second cousin actually \\itnc>sc(l the

operation which is responsible for this

phenomenon. Three times a day the
children's faces are scrubbed with a

strigil, accurately copied from an an-

tique Roman model discovered at Pom-
peii by Lady Loofah's father, the Earl
of Sopington. After being scrubbed
for half an hour the children's faces are
anointed with an unguent compounded
of the best salad oil, Brazilian nut-
butter and guava jelly. Then the

strigil is applied for another ten minutes,
and the treatment is complete.
Tle Cheshire-Cattleys have always

been renowned for the expansiveness of
their smile, and Miss Lalage Cheshire-

Cattley , one of the prettiest of this year's
/h'/nitantes, shows the family character-
istic to its full extent in the snapshot
taken of her while playing tennis with
the King of Madagascar, for the benefit
of the Serbian relief fund. Yet, strange
to say, her smile, radiant as it is, is an

acquired and not an inherited charm.
It is only by the persistent use of facial

gymnastics that she has developed it

to its present perfection. I heard only
the other day of the rigorous methods by
which the desired result was obtained

viz., the use four times a day of a mouth-
stretcher, the invention of an Argen-
tine beauty-doctor. A more striking

example of the application of the
maxim noblesse oblige it would be diffi-

cult to find.

Another Impending Apology.
" There is no need to recapitulate the good

work done by Sir.- at- for the past six

years. The ruinous condition of the fabric of
the Church and the low ebb of Church life are
well known throughout the district."

rroriiicial Paper.

From an article entitled " The Black
Career of the Austrian Emperor

"
:

"It is not merely known, it is notorious,
that he lived the life of an unbrindled liber-
tine." Kelso Mail.

This accounts.'perhaps, for his objection
to GREY.

" ISTKliNATlONAL OOVEBKMENT
Two Reports. By L. S. WOOLF. Prepared

for the Fabian Research Department. To-
gether with a Project by a Fabiun Committee
for a Supernatural Authority that will Prevent
\\'<t."Advt. in "The Nation."

It is believed that Mr. BERNARD SHAW,
if properly approached by his brotlier-

Fahians, would be willing to act.

Two extracts from a story in Nash's

" She .... was lost among the rest of the
dancers in the arms of Claud Hayes."
Claud seems to have been what you
might call an all-embracing chap.
"It \v:is a heavy and apprehensive heart

that the girl hooked up insifli.- her ball gown."
The process sounds painful, but she had
to do something to keep her heart out
of her mouth.
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SCENES FROM AN OUT FORT.
INCLUDING THE HUMODES OP

TERENCE 0'LEAHY.

I.

How TERENCE O'LE.VEY WON HIS

STRIPE.

WHEN a far-seeing Providence des-

patched Gunner Terence O'Leary to

Fort Mornington in the Sea, its

ommanding officer, MajorTusher, B. A.,

was in no mood for trifling.

Rabbit-warrens were all very well for

rabbits, Sergeant Elihu Gonville had

oeen heard passionately to declare that

morning before he burst into hot weep-

ing over the fact that he had been

compelled to salute Lieutenant Tipping
sixteen times in the course of one short

hour's work about the Fort. The Major
being called in to advise had attempted
to stiffen the backbone of Elihu Gon-

ville. "Come, come, Sergeant men
must work and women must weep,

you know."
" I have no women here to do the

weeping," returned the Sergeant hys-

terically.
" If there was they 'd weep

fast enough at being shut up in an ants'

nest. I call this life potterin' simply

potterin', Sir."

Clearly the Major had drifted behind

the times. The antique quotation had

long ago lost any sense that it might
once have had for him.

And Major Tusher withdrew to con-

template with some dismay the fact

that unless some strong-minded person
with a leaning towards the humorous
side of existence should intervene, Fort

Mornington would become a network

of nerves. He was therefore seriously

annoyed when young Warberry slunk

sideways into the mess-room to avoici

Corporal Jobbett, whose salute he hac

already returned forty-five times be-

tween reveille and one o'clock.

"Don't tell me that this dashed

nervy business is catching," cried Major
Tusher irritably.

" Can't you pretenc

you don't see the men ? I look at the

sky a good deal in my own walks." .

"I wish something would happen,'
said Warberry despondently.

" A gooc

fight would be better than nothing. ;

should like to see someone's nose bleet

not a senior officer's, of course, Sir,'

he hastened to add, as Major Tushe:

looked up with a brow of thunder.

At this point, mercifully for young
Warberry, the telephone bell began
be insistent, and the C.O. attachec

himself passionately to the receiver.
"
Yes, ves ;

is that the Headquarte
Office ? I can't hear what you say i

that the Adjutant ?
"

Thin as a thread, elusive as a voice

heard in a dream, came the reply, an

Major Tusher spoke again.

Yes, yes, this is Fort Mornington :

ending mo a man by the ration boat

his morning, are you ? Gunner Terence

D'Leary. Bather a difficulty on shore ?

\Vhat sort of a difficulty is he? We
lave plenty of them here just at present.

Jli, unconscious humourist, is he?
lather too funny for shore life ? Mess
vaiter too and apt to do conjuring
Bricks with the wine-glasses? H'm
vhy don't you send him to Franco?

liost his trigger finger and one eye in

Jie trenches already, has he ? Well, if a

nan can be humorous after that it must
)e a complaint, and perhaps Fort

Mornington will do him good. Yes, we
do take our position very seriously out

lere. Oh, you thought so, did you ?
"

The C.O. added " Good morning
" and

'ang off before relieving his feelings on

ihe subject of the Headquarter Office ;

;hen he returned to finish his breakfast.
" The new mess waiter is called Ter-

nce O'Leary," he said casually.
" You

;an make what you like of him, Tipping ;

[ believe you are mess secretary."

Perhaps he is an Irishman," said

Tipping.
With a name like that, I expect he

is a Hindu," returned Major Tusher.

Is that the Sergeant-Major singing

again?
"

"
Says there is nothing else to do,

Sir," said Warberry.
" I 've asked him

to try comic opera, but he says his mind
revolts at the thought cf comedy. He
was a revival preacher before he re-

joined, Sir."
" It strikes me," said Tipping, after

a moment's enforced attention to a

mission hymn sung at the top of a

voice that had lost its first freshness,

that we 're all better adapted for situa-

tions that we 're not at present occupy-

ing. Now, I
" I think," said the C.O. frostily,

"that it is time for parade. If I have

to warn you again about your tardy
habits But Tipping had with-

drawn, and Major Tusher found him-

self gazing for audience at an empty
jam-pot.
When Gunner Terence O'Leary lefl

the ration boat and mounted the slip-

pery sea-washed steps of Fort Morning
ton, it was evident that he was making
a violent effort to prevent another young
man who had left the vessel at the same
instant from assuming his own right o

entry. The situation presented to the

awe-stricken gaze of the little garrisoi
showed the unequal struggle of mine

against matter, for the head of th

young man, whose black hair anc

foreign power of invective stiggestec
alien birth, was under O'Leary's arm
and his body was being slowly bu

surely pressed back into the ration boa
with irresistible force.

' 'Tis a strange thing, Sergeant," said

runnerO'Leary cheerfully to an investi-

;ating N.C.O., "that an unsuspectin'
Government will be afther sendiii'

,liens out to important forts like this

>ne ! The young fellow come on board

vid me, Sergeant, that was the way of

t, and may the blessed Saints preserve
us, but he had the excuse of a letter

or one of the orficers ! Don't you be

laving nothin' to do with him, Ser-

geant, for he has a bomb hid in the

socket of his trousers, it 's myself that

aw the same. An important fort like

this can't be too careful over a man
ihat says his name is Fritz Kahn."
"I never said such a thing," gasped

Mr. Ferdinand Cohen feebly, but the

words were choked back into his throat.
" You 've too much tongue on you,

Gunner O'Leary," said the Sergeant

sternly.
" A nice thing to come aboard

this fort struggling with another luna-

.ic."

Terence O'Leary sat down on the

iteps of Fort Mornington, and the alien

was compelled to sit down with him,
while the crew of the ration boat un-

[oaded boxes of groceries and loaves of

bread with amazing swiftness and with

one eye on events.
" I want the Commanding Officer ;

I

must see Major Tusher," gasped Mr.

Ferdinand Cohen ;
and Major Tusher,

attracted by the noise, came out to

investigate.
The sight of a gunner with one eye

engaged in a struggle upon the sacred

steps of Fort Mornington roused his

worst passions, until a. closer glance
at the man in civilian clothes sent him
back into safety like a tortoise into his

shell.
"
Sergeant -Major," he said sternly

from behind the platform of the anti-

aircraft gun,
" no strangers are ad-

mitted into this fort."
"
Very good, Sir," said the Sergeant-

Major with the dawning protoplasm of

a smile. And, the tug steaming off at

that moment with unexpected sud-

deness, Mr. Ferdinand Cohen and his

blue paper became part of a tangled

heap of profanity and empty biscuit

boxes at the bottom of the ration boat.

Later, Gunner O'Leary faced Major
Tusher in his little C.O.'s quarters at

the top of the fort, and stood to atten-

tion with extreme propriety.
"I er I consider your treatment

of a suspicious alien as remarkably in-

telligent, O'Leary," said Major Tusher

pompously.
"
Beg pardpn, Sorr. I have seen

them sort of aliens before," said Terence

O'Leary.
" In Ireland wo call

' em
bumbailiffs. I was odd man to Captain
Mike O'Sullivan at Tipperary, Sorr

God rest his soul for a gallant gentle-
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/M.

Excited Musician (who, on leaving barber's, find, that his hatJias been taken).
" LOOK WHAT THE DIRTY THIEF HLOOK AT THE LITTLE, TINY, MISERABLE SCRAP OF A THING! MUST I BUY A NEW HAT IN WAS-TIME?"

linrbcr (who IMS lean instructed not to be too drastic). "WELL, SIB, WHY NOT. TRY ANOTHER HAIRCUT?"

man as had not a penny to his name 1

and they was a daily nuisance there,
Son-

; but divil a wan of 'em got to him ;

and now he 's gone where there 's no
hills and no want of ready money, Sorr.
It was the way I lost my eye carry in'

him out av them trenches in Flanders,
Sorr, when the dirthy bullets got
him."

Major Tushcr waved a hand that held
an ostentatious cheque-book. There
was no glossing over of matters where
O'Leary was concerned, and he said

majestically :

"
It was a small account that had

escaped my notice. I shall suspend all

di-alings with that firm for the future.
Go and report yourself to the mess
secretary and tell him that you are
to take over from Gunner Jackson

immediately."
" Am I to be head of the pantry,

SUIT?
"

said O'Leary, hesitating on the
threshold.

Vou are head of everything," said

Major Tushe.v, 'waving an irritable hand.
:l

l'|"!'.nt you acting mess bom-

And this is how Terence O'Leary
won his lirst stripe.

(
Tn be continued.}

THE PAINS OF PATRIOTISM.
["Pretty young girl-conductors are quickly

developing double chins. It is the chiu-strap
that does it." Daily Paper.]

Priscilla is busy with war-work,
Conducting a 'bus up the Strand ;

In peace-time she used to abhor work,
But now she declares it is grand ;

And yet though she sticks to her
mission

Of manfully doing her bit,

A horrible haunting suspicion
Pursues her, to wit :

The chin-strap she wears when on duty
Is causing her chin to increase

In a way that is fatal to beauty
Priscilla is praying for Peace !

So now when I happen to meet her
Ensconced on her 'bus, in the din

Of the traffic, I cheerily greet her
With ..." DOUBLE CHIN-CHIN !

"

A Good Beginning-.
" Roumania has exchanged her first sots

with the Austrian frontier guards."
Yorkshire Posl.

Roumania thus comes into line with
Russia, who got rid of hers at the very
outset of the War.

"The pathway requires thoroughly over-

hauling. It is made of hard thick shooting
boots." The Englishman (Calcutta).

The nearest the authorities could get,
we suppose, to cobble-stones.

"WANTED, WAB WORK by London firm,
4Jin. centre s.s. lathes and sensitive drilling
machines." Daily Chronicle.

Is this the latest euphemism, for the
conscientious objector?

In referring to the unveiling of Lord
ROBERTS' statue at Glasgow, The

Graphic remarked that the monument
is

" a replica of the one in the Harden,
Calwell." It might have added that
there is another on the Maidan, Cal-

cutta.

HSLLIHS
The operations of the last 24 hours have

been confined to minor enterprises and local

j

bombing attacks." Newcastle Krenin/j Mail.
!

Little things we can do on our head.

" DEAR MB. PUNCH (writes
'

O.O.'),
1

1 hope you will allow me to be the
thousandth man who writes to you
to rejoice that Roumania lias finally

!
decided to Take Jonescu."
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BERLIN OFFICIAL.

"GOOD NEWS AGAIN THIS MOBNING." " ACH ! I GBOW WEABY OP GOOD NEWS.
" COME, COME, MY FBIEND, WE MUST BE PATIENT AND BEAE OUB SUCCESSES BBAVELY."

UBIQUE.
WHO, when reveille's hateful blare

Unknits my " ravelled sleeve of care,"

Growls at me like a wounded bear ?

The Sergeant !

And when at " Full knees bend
"

I

strain,

And "
Upward stretch," who mocks my

pain
And makes me do the thing again ?

The Sergeant !

Who bays behind my shrinking shanks
And bellows at me from the flanks

When I am talking in the ranks ?

The Sergeant !

Who as I flog my lonely beat

Beseeches me to "
lift those feet

"

And calls me names I can't repeat ?

The Sergeant !

Who sees that all my buttons shine,

That I preserve a rigid spine
And go to bed at half-past nine ?

The Sergeant !

Who watches while I clean the swill,

Parades me when I need a pill
And takes my name for extra drill ?

The Sergeant !

And when the pearly gates I spy
And try to pass the sentry by,
Who '11 shout,

"
Quick march ! Lef ri',

lef ri'
"

?

The Sergeant !

The Rising Generation.
" BOY Wanted, over 4

;
one leaving school

would do. Apply C , Draper, City Eoad,
Cardiff." Provincial Pa^Jcr.

"JJADY-NuBSE Wanted for boy two and girl

five, latter as Daily-Governess."
Morning Paper.

Professional Candour.
"
Music, Piano, Harp, Violin Taught,

moderately, at student's resideneet"

Irish Paper.

" War-time is not a good season for artists.

The brazen helm of Mars takes all the shine

out of Apollo's palette." Evening Paper.

And silences APELLES" lyre.

" ' As to the horrobiblo nature of the thing,'
said the coroner,

' one cannot say much.' "

We thank The Globe for teaching us

that word.

" EXPEBIEXCED WOMAN, to wash specials."
Manchester Evening News.

With the assistance, we presume, of an

ordinary copper.

TO A DADDY-LONG-LEGS.
WHAT a horrible creature you are,

daddy,
Your legs are so crooked and long,

You hover around, without any sound ;

Your anatomy somehow looks wrong,
So angular, skinny and long.

A mischievous devil you are, daddy,

Hatching your kids in the lawn.

They eat up the roots and wither the

shoots ;

You ought to be quartered and drawn !

You ruin rny beautiful lawn.

You're an uncanny hexapod too, daddy,
When the splendour of evening

falls.

You frighten my wife half out of her

life

As you skiddle along the walls,

When the gold of the afterglow falls.

Now, thanks to a popular poster,
I hope we shall see you no more.

With a scornful grimace, I shall say to

your fi\ce

" WnAf DID YOU DO is TH VAI
DADDY ?

What did you do in the War ?
"

Then surely we '11 see you no more I
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THE TWO FORCES.
KAISER. " SO YOU TOO ARE AGAINST ME ! REMEMBER, HINDENBURG FIGHTS ON

MY SIDE."

KIXG OF ROUMANIA. "YES, BUT FREEDOM AND JUSTICE FIGHT ON MINE."
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AT THE PLAY.
" IIlGH-.JiNKS."

I uo not know to which of the

numerous authors and composers of

the musical comedy now running (and
likely to run till Christmas) at the

Adelphi Theatre is due the root-idea,

but anyhow I take my hat off to him.

The love-philtre lias often done duty

Mn. W. H. BKRRY IN "Hic.H JINKS."

as a basis for comedy even GILBERT
did not disdain to invoke its aid in

The Sorcerer but it required to

be carefully administered even to the

persons of the drama, and it had no
effect upon the audience. Ilifili-Jhikx,

the marvellous perfume that Dick

Mai/ne, explorer, discovered somewhere
in the mystic East, requires no elaborate

administration, yet exerts a far more

potent influence. He simply pours a

few drops upon a handkerchief, and
flirts it round the stage; and imme-

diately everyone within range becomes

subject to its joyous spell. As the

orchestra on these occasions simul-

taneously breaks into a peculiarly
attractive and haunting melody the

audience, too, catches the infection,
and in a moment everyone behind the

footlights is dancing, and everyone in

front of them laughing.
That is the simple secret of Tlii/Ji-

Jinks' success. Whenever the plot has

got itself into an apparently inextricable

tangle, or the stream of humour is run-

ning a trifle thin, out comes the hand-

kerchief,
"
ting-a-ling

"
goes the orches-

tra, and all difficulties are removed, all

banalities forgotten. Not that there

is much that wants forgetting. Mr.
\V. H. BERRY as Dr. Willie Html,
the American quack who through the

influence of High-Jinks finds himself

I the embarrassed possessor of two wives

i

in addition to his Iri/il/iiic, keeps the
fun going with SEYMOUR JIicKs-like

vivucity. Excellent, too, is Mr. W. H.

BAWLINS, us the American lumber-king
in search of a long-lost wife. In bulk
and manner he reminded me greatly of

the late W. J. HILL, until under the

spell of the perfume he turned a couple
of elephantine cart - wheels a feat

Mr. HILL, I am sure, could never have

performed. As the runaway wife Miss
MAISIE GAY sang and acted with much
spirit she has a capital song.

"
My

Old Jim," reminiscent of BEET HAKTE
though she was, perhaps, a little

inclined to underline the humour of her

part. As the real Mrs. Wilkie Miss
MARIE BLANCHE had little to do, but
did that little well; while as one of the

pseudo- wives Miss NELLIE TAYLOR
made the most of an unusually good
singing-voice, and Mdlle. JEANNE ST.

BONNET as the other acted and sang
with great gusto ; her French-English
ditty,

" When Tommy sang the Mar-
seillaise," being one of the best of many
attractive numbers. A word of praise
is due, too, to Mr. ANDRE RANDALL as

a fire-eating Spaniard, and to

Mr. TOM WALLS as a gouty but
amorous soldier. When I add
that the scene is laid in Paris

and " Beauville
"

before the

War, of course and that the

chorus is composed of ineligible

gentlemen and extremely elig-

ible ladies, who seem to enjoy
themselves as much as the

audience does, I think I have
said enough to indicate that I

too am under the influence of

High-Jinks. L.

" CHU CHIN CHOW."

Mr. OSCAR ASCHE'S operetta-

pantomime, a variation on a

theme from the Arabian Ni(/hln,

is an excellent piece of work.

Unreserved praise is due to

the stage decoration. Mr.
ASCHE is no mere pilferer of

other people's ideas. He has

always been a bold experi-
menter with colour, as for in-

stance in his Tamintj of the

Slirar more than a decade ago, before

we had been taught by the -Russians

and the rebellious painters of the new
schools how to use that excellent gift

of the gods to light up our national

drab monotonies.
The unabashedly tuneful, pleasantly

unsophisticated music of Mr. l'i:i .!>!: KICK

NOUTON makes an agreeable undercur-

rent. It is Occidental in the frankest

possible way (without, on the other

hand, being transatlantic and boister-

ously syncopated). It is a way much

i to be preferred to the striving after

pseudo-Asiatic effects (with tiresome
iteration of clashing cymbals and he-

laboured tom-toms) of the conscientious
and self-conscious local colourist. It

is in fact no more than modest operetta
music of a more or less old-fashioned

school, and sufficiently entertaining at

;
that.

But Chit. Chin Choir is primarily a

spectacle a splendid spectacle. J f one
detects a certain crudity, the effect,

one would judge, of over lighting, and

registers a conviction that the whole
would be even more beautiful seen

through a gossamer veil to give it an

atmosphere which it lacks well, thai:

is hypercriticism. Nothing could well

j

have excelled the opening scene, a har-

mony of azure, gold, black and greys ;

;

or the cave scene with its flashing
tumbled treasure; or those two notable

exteriors, the slave -market and the

orchard of the forty oil-jars. These and
the brilliant miniatures set in the centre

of the black curtain the serenade, the

;

cave -mouth, the silk stall and the

harem remain with astonishing vivid-

j
ness in the memory. The whole is in

A FROWNING COMPETITION I'.F/nYKKN

Mil. AND MKS. OSCAR ASCHE.

key. There is courage and imagination

throughout, and I fancy that Mr. ASCHE
himself can claim a share of the ere lit

for the decoration which the programme
attributes to that capable stage-crafts-

man, Mr. PERCY ANDERSON.
Mr. ASCHK'S version of the good old

tale runs as follows. Kusiin Hubu (Mr.

FUANK COCHRANE), a rich, lean, IIUMU

merchant, has a plump and none 1 h.o

faithful wife, Alcolom (Miss AILEEH

d'Oiiiii-:). AH, his brother, a well-nour-

ished, pleasantly disreputable toper, is
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WAR, THE LEVELLER.
Emily Sparrow (who voluntarily does the washing-up at our soldiers' canteen each evening from 8 to 12). "NAH, THEN, LADY MONT-

GUMBEBY-WlLBERFORCE, 'unRY UP WITH THEM PLATES I
"

mated with the thin, shrewish and, to

his thinking, altogether too faithful

Mithl.'i/iiili (M,iss SYDNEY FAIRISROTHER
in her best fantastic vein). There is

much (too much, a good imperialist may
think) irreverent invocation of Allah

to remedy this unsymmetrical arrange-
ment. All's son (Mr. J. V. BRYANT) is

wooing one of Kasim's slaves, Mar-

(Miss VIOLET ESSEX). Zahrat
Al-Kiitit/i (Miss LILY BRAYTON) another
of his slaves, with a serious private

grudge against Chu Chin Chow, alleged
Chinese merchant, in fact Abu Hasan
(Mr. OSCAR ASCHE),

"
shayk

"
of our

old friends the Forty Thieves, is the

instrument of destiny in eliminating
the rohbers and thoir chief, in bring-

ing the young lovers together, and in

uniting that charming old reprobate
Ali to the wife of his conveniently
removed brother.

A highly immoral ending no doubt, but
I should like to assure the COMMANDER-
IN-CHIEF that the entertainment would
not disturb the most sensitive subaltern
or confuse his maiden aunt.

It is full of excellent fun. In general
it may be said that the more closely it

follows the comic opera mood the more
successful it is. Mr. COURTICE POUNDS
not only charmed with his still delight-
ful tenor, but threw in a rich setting of

broad humour that made Ali the true

hero of the adventure. Thus is tradi-

tion justified of itself. Mr. ASCHE was
more diverting in his comic opera ca-

pacity of Chinese mandarin merchant
than convincing in the rdle of horrific

desperado. Th'ere was enough by way
of serious relief in the little love idyll,

and a charming drawing-room love-

song in the first Act set the audience

humming. I was not so much im-

pressed by the theme of the passion-
ate desert-bred slaves led by Zahrat

Al-Kulub, chafing under the artificial

restraints of conventional Baghdad.
Handsome Miss LILY BRAYTON had
the art to put some conviction into this

business, but nothing could have been
more hopelessly respectable than the

bevy of wholesome young English misses

trying to be frightfully passionate in

the Oriental manner. The dancing In-

deed, it has to be confessed, was with-
out distinction, and less in the picture
than one had a right to expect.

There were a few pleasant incongru-
ities to delight the flippant stallite. I

|

cannot recall the precise rule? of Bagh.-

I

dad wrestling, but the match in Kasim's

palace looked like a species of tenta-

j

live massage. For a ruffian of his kid-

| ney Abu Hasan put up a very poor

fight against Zahrat, with her tiny

stiletto, and, if hot olive-oil is as potent
as it appeared, one may expect a fresh

outburst of frightfulness in the shape
of Oehverfers on the Western front.

As a rhymester perhaps Mr. ASCHE

is, yes, just a little heavy-footed; and
I would beg him to bowstring a pun of

his about a scimitar, which, I am sure,

will not really do. But I thank him
for an extremely pleasant evening and

congratulate him on a very consider-

able artistic achievement which will

rank among the really memorable

things in the way of pageantry of our

latter-day stage. It is less pretentious
than Kismet, It succeeds more com-

pletely. T.

"The bridegroom was given away by her
uncle." Evening Paper.

Some uncles are so tactless.
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Afittress. "WHY, WILLIAM, WHAT'S THE MATTEK?"
William. "It's THE MASTER, MUM, A-MAKIN' OF 'is BOCK GARDEN. 'E 'B GOT SET IN OWN CEMENT.

TRIALS.
SURELY the patient and methodical

training of the German soldier should
be an object lesson even to his enemies.
A correspondent of the New York Times
with the German Army has just sent
home a striking description of the new
Gas Testing Room through which every
German soldier must pass before he is

allowed to appear in the trenches. His
mask having been affixed, it seems that
the soldier is pushed into the rcom and
the door closed on him. There he is

kept among the funies for half an hour
or more, while officers watch him
through an air-proof window. If the
soldier makes " frantic gestures

"
these

are regarded as "prima-facie evidence
that the mask leaks." Then as we
understand it it only remains to get
a new mask and a new soldier.

We need no longer marvel at the
German's familiarity with all the vicis-

situdes of war. Many of them may
have spent a night who knows? in

the High Explosive Room, where bits

of ca'/hedrals are allowed to drop on
them.. If, however, they appeared (to
the officers at the window) to be entirely
buried in the debris it might be taken,
we suppose, as frimd-facie evidence
that they had been hit.

Another busy centre of activity in

the training dep&ts (as we may well

conjecture) is the Bayonet Dodging
Room. It is probably supplied with
an automatic prodder, equipped with

revolving blades. In the eyes of the
officers (sitting on a grand stand at the

window) the fact that a man suddenly
doubled up with an oath would be taken

perhaps as prima-facie evidence that
he had been pricked.

Iced mudbaths, it may well be, are

now in course of preparation with a
view to the probability of a winter cam-

paign in improvised trendies (nearer

home). In the event of any of the
bathers remaining entirely motionless
for forty

-
eight hours on end, will it

be taken as evidence that lie is frost-

bitten ?

We have every reason to believe that

in order to popularise these and other

new lessons it is intended to hold a

sort of gymkhana behind the lines to

celebrate the KAISEK'S birthday. But
it is not only the High Command that

elaborates these exercises of war. Quite
a spontaneous and unoflicial movement

appears to be on foot among the men
themselves, who practise in their spare
time the art of quickly holding up both

hands above the head. If anyone can
touch the ceiling it is taken as prima-

facie evidence that he is in favour of

an early peace without annexations.
In the Austrian army the regime,

must be somewhat different. The two

leading exercises there to judge by
results are running-backwards-across-
rivers and pulling-guns-down-off-moun-
tains.

FATHERS AND SONS.
IN early days my father stood,
To my adoring childish eyes,

For all that was distinguished, good,
And generous and wise.

And when I came to man's estate

My idol had no serious fall
;

Matched with him others were more

great,
But I was always small.

To eminence or exalted place
I was not fitted to aspire,

But ran an inconspicuous race,

O'ershadowed by my sire.

And now, although I taste of fame,

My self-esteem is quite undone ;

For the new lustre of my name
Comes from a soldier-son.

Yet while my minished head I hide

I feel in this reflected glow
The most intense, the deepest pride
That I shall ever know.
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GOOD NEWS FOR TOMMY.
s a'I'm: representative of S/

luck}', lucky man, for when ho called

on Miss Birdie de Mue -the winsome

little lady who helps to make, / Don't

'1'h ink at the Frivolity what it is lie

found her at home. Who wouldn't 1 e

,S'/;/((.s/;r.s' represent;]'
lie discovered Miss de Maie i:

beautiful garden (Miss de Maie adores

flowers), fondling her lovely little

Pekinese Toto, given her l>y the Kajah
of Jo, who, as everybody knows, is the

most enthusiastic admirer of all that is

brightest and best in the British drama.
Miss do Maie greeted our representa-

tive with that gleaming smile so \vi 11

known to all collectors of dentifrice

advertisements.
' Welcome to my little pii-d <i irnr '.

"

said she. (Miss do Maie spent several

weeks in a Parisian convent.)
" And now as to the object of my

visit," said our representative. "The
American proprietors of Britain's

Mightiest Mag. have seen their star of

duty shining plainly through the night
of national tribulation, and have deter-

mined to feast their four million seven

hundred thousand readers on the por-
traits of Beauty Choruses in cultured

poses, also their opinions on Things
That Matter. And so, Miss de Maie,
what is your opinion of the War? "

Tears dimmed the pansy eyes of the

winsome little lady.
" I think it is

horrid. The KAISER is a horrid man
;

I hate him!" she said; and if the

Hohenzollorn could have heard her he
would have trembled on his guilty
throne.

"Do you think we shall win?" our

representative inquired.
" I 'in sure we shall. Something

seems to tell me so; but we must all

help, we must all give toil ai;d sacrifice.
' What can a poor little convent-bred

girl like myself do?' I asked myself
when the battle-sword came booming
across fair France. I determined to

nurse. But after a series of photo-

graphs of myself in Red Cross costumes

(liy KSTELLE) appeared in The Prattler

heaps and heaps of dear brave boys
wrote letters to me from the trenches

my Press agent has them to this day ;

they arc my dearest possessions im-

ploring mo not to. My duty lay at the

Frivolity, they said, cheering them up
and dining out with them when they
came home ou leave. It was hard oh,

so hard ! to give up the hospital dream ;

but after a struggle I put it from me.

And so I go on singing and dancing
and lunching and dining at the swell

restaurants, though my heart is bleed-

ing and my eyes are blinded with tears.

But we must all ho bravo and smile

A CASUALTY.
Sympathetic Sitter. "On, ALAS, YOU DO LOOK BAD."

Alan (liome from tlie dentist). "So WOCLP YOU IF YOU'D BEEN GASSKD AND wousurn
IS THE JAW."

through our tears ; that is the woman's

part."
" One thing more," said the inter-

viewer, controlling his emotion as best
j

he could. " Have you any message
to send to our brave heroes in the

;

trenches ?
"

"Tell them," said Miss de Maie
and for the moment she reminded

Splashes' representative of JOAN OF
j

ARC "tell them that they are always
in my thoughts ; tell them that my
maid knits respirators for them day
and

night,
and that 1 have taught my

little Toto to die for the Empire and

bark at the KAISER. Give them all

my love !

"

Oh, lucky, lucky Tommies !

" Later a Zeppelin was picked up by Reiireh-

lights flying at a great altitude." Scotsman.

The. aerial searchlight is a great inven-

tion, but we are rather surprised that

the Censor did not keep it dark.

" FOB SALK, 100 doz. good-hearted cab-

bages." Eastern Daily l're$s.

No use for Sauerkraut .

" The time is rapidly approaching when the

German gunners from Beaumont llamel to

no must choose between Scylla and

Chargbois." MaiKhester Evening News.

Scylla being so distant we fear that

Chargbois (a village that we have as

yet failed to identify) is going to have a

hot time.
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WHY GO TO GERMANY?
OUR spa has come into its own since

the War. The Secretary told me so

the first morning as I was coyly sip-

ping it out of a yellow glass. He said

there was no water in Germany like it.

I wished there was. If I had my
way I would make the brutes drink

it. I hastened to agree with him, as

I thoughtfully chewed the second

spoonful.
"
Oh," said he,

"
you will like it in

" Was lie cured ?
"

I asked.
" He must have been," said the Sec-

retary,
" for he has not come near us

since. But really that 's nothing to

some of the cases we get here. It 's

simply marvellous !

"

I forget how, after my walk, I man-

aged to get down the second tumbler.

I think with the aid of a shoe-horn ;

but my memory is not good.
" You have your Dietary Can,! '?

"

asked the Secretary,
" and your Treat-

ment Card? Let me see yes. After

time. The odour at first is a

little against it, but you will

find it grows on you."
I hoped it wouldn't. It re-

minded me at times of a

cabbage I once met in a state

of senile decay in the company
of some eggs who had not

died young. The cabbage was
old enough to know better,

but this fresh young innocent

water came gushing to meet

you from a marble basin where
an attendant nymph pressed
an unobtrusive button on the

floor. I wrestled with another

spoonful.
" It has a taste of its own,"

I said. " I feel better already.

Perhaps I have had enough
for one morning ? I shouldn't

think I '11 have any more gout
after this ?

"

"Tut, tut," said he, "that
will never do. Your prescrip-

tion, if you remember, dis-

tinctly specifies two tumblers,
with a short walk in between.
Dr. Abernethy Galen is very ,

strict and is annoyed if his

patients do not follow his

orders to the letter."
" You are right," I said. " I

had got mixed up. Ithoughthe
had prescribed two walks with
a short tumbler in between.

My memory must be going."
I bent over my tumbler so

as not to jog it and seized some a very light lunch you come here and

I almost enjoyed them. The dietary
card was liberal except that it forbade
all drink and most kinds of food.

In the sixth week of my enforced

stay I could skip up the steps leading
to the pump-room. The Secretary
caught me at it.

" Aha !

"
said he,

"didn't I tell you that Harrington
Wells would make a new man of you ?

Then, as I say and always have said,

why go to Germany ?
"

"
Because, my dear Mr. Secretary, I

am going. Thanks to you, the doctor

passed me this morning

An Error in Diagnosis.
"Mr. Rilstone, referring to men

going to for examination, said

ho knew of a man who went there

who was so bad that he was '

purr-

ing like a cat.' He was treated like

a dog." Provincial Paper.

A military correspondent
writes that the officers con-

cerned probably mistook the

purr for a growl.

" The expert French commentator,
writing last night, says :

' We owe atmospheric conditions,
which continue to be unfavourable,
to the complete lack of news in the

past three days.'
"

Provincial Paper.

Another blow to the popular
belief that it is the guns that

bring down the rain.

Old Servant (welcoming son of the Iwuse after long absence

abroad). "WELL, IT DOES ME GOOD TER SEE yon AFTER ALL
THIS TIME

;
AN' YOU 'AVEN'T ALTERED, EITHER JUST THE

SAME OLE FACE, ONLY 'lOHER UP."

" LADY requires PARTNER to SHARE
modern country VILLA. Kent 16.

2 gardens, bath, conservatory, sea

fishing. Suit Churchworker, mar-
ried couple, or gentleman later when
remnant is sold cheap."

Church Times.

It looks as if the advertiser

did not expect the church-

worker or the married couple
to- be very careful tenants.

more of the stuff with my teeth. My
memory then seemed to go altogether
with part of my palate.

" There was a man here only last

month," the Secretary was saying as I

came to,
" who was far worse than you.

get boiled at half-past three. Eight,

right."
" With carrots ?

"
I said, thinking of

my special diet.
"
No, no, no, with sulphur," he re-

joined.
" You have the two lists mixed

He used to drag one foot after the up.
' One slice of boiled beef and one

other, if you follow me, and sometimes carrot' are his words."

just the opposite. He came up to that
j

And so the merry time went gaily on.

counter and drank off one glass boiling
j

No gout in the world, and this was
hot without thinking. I never saw

j

really my grandfather's, could possibly
such a change in a man's face. Was
it renewed hope ? He dropped the

glass on the counter and his two feet

simply raced away with him to the door
and down the street before any of us
could draw a breath.

a./
c -' x j

those two morning drinks, those

boilings, that dietary card. The drinks,
even as the Secretary said, I got used
to in time. If I did not forget to brace

my feet up against the counter and
hold my Adam's apple with one hand,

From the agenda-paper of

the Dublin Corporation :

"We request the Secretary of Scotland to

carry out in fact the spirit of the letter which
he wrote when occupying the position of Under

Secretary for War to Alderman A. Byrne, M.P."

Berlin is understood to be anxiously

awaiting our new Irish War- Lord's

plan of campaign.

"Young man in Mediterranean would like

to hear from opposite sex." To-day.

In such a predicament one would be

glad to get a line from anybody.

"Donkey for sale, also a pair of carriagfl

shafts." Staffordshire Sentinel.

We presume the remainder of the car-

riage had been already disposed of by
the donkey.
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Waiter (wlio has indignantly been asJied to smell the lobster).
" WELL, SIB, THEBE DON'T SEEM TO ME TO BE MUCH WBONCJ WITH

IT, SlB NOT FOB THE TIME O 1

YEAB, SlB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Alice-alone was one of six children of an English country-

gontlcman, and in The Park Wall (CASSELL) her history has
been written for us by ELINOR MORDAUNT. A lice in her
childhood started on the great adventure by running away
from home in order to join a travelling circus. Foiled in

this aspiration after the ideal, this strange delightful girl
was thrown back upon the prosaic details of every-day
life, until one morning she saw Ralph Towers riding by in

company with her father, and let him in through the postern
in the park wall. Hence the title of the book and hence
also the unhappinesa of Alice. Ralph was a coarse, impetu-
ous bounder and villain, but Alice noticed only his high
colour and his good looks, and, unfortunately for herself, fell

in love with him and married him. He took her out with
him to Tcrracine, which is a British possession in the
Indian Ocean. Its inhabitants are half English and half

French, partly white and partly brown, with all the varying
shades that come between. In such an atmosphere Ralph's
hounderism and his rascality developed rapidly. He ill-used

Alice in every possible way, and finally concocted a success-
ful plot to ruin her by luring her on to a steamer bound for

home, and then pretending she had run away from him.
The subsequent developments must b > read in the story
itself, which, I must add, is an excellent piece of literary
work admirably put together. Nothing in it is more
Remarkable than the power and restraint of the writer in

her description of a crisis. Equally good is her portrayal
of character, especially of the infamous character of Ralph

and of the beautiful but ineffective character of Alice, with its

mixture of calm strengtli and emotional weakness. I have
no hesitation in commending this book to those who read

novels and like to deal with real live people. I give Miss
MORDAUNT an alpha plus, although she permits herself

occasionally to use the word " sense
"
as a verb.

Mr. JOHN HERON LEPPER'S name is unfamiliar to me, but

whether I am right or wrong in supposing A Tori/ in Anns

(GRANT EICHABDS) to be a "
first book," it is both in style

and substance a most valiant effort. The scenes of this

intriguing story are laid in Antrim in (and after) 1715 two
hundred years ago, you will perceive, though I, at any rate,

had sometimes a difficulty in remembering it, for things

happened in Ireland in those days much as they do to-day.
But with Mr. LEPPER to chronicle them and throw about

them something of the glamour of EGBERT Louis STEVEN-
SON'S romanticism, their picturesque side is so vividly

presented that one's sympathies are with the men who
defied the law. In 1715, I may remind you, a Tory was
not a thorough-paced Conservative, but " an outlawed

robber," and you will be hard to please if Neeshy Hockon,
both in tha qiw'.i'y anJ quantity of his crimes, does not fill

the part to your complete satisfaction.

I can well understand that the writing of The End of a

Chapter (CONSTABLE) must have given great pleasure to

Mr. SHANE LESLIE, just as I can fancy that, being a

member of a great and ancient Irish family, he took no
small delight in outraging the susceptibilities of his rela-

tions when in 1910 he came forward as a candidate for
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Deny City in the Nationalist interest. He appears to tlie persons of the story are alive, though the subdued
have all the marks that prove a .man a rebel

against circumstances in which they move prevent them (and their

conventional stupidity. This book of his, written while he
'

creator) from the engaging wit that I recall in her former
was invalided in hospital during the War, cannot fail to I work. But if you want an artistic and truthful story,, ami
amuse and interest. It is a little volume of reminiscences don't mind having your sympathies somewhat harrowed,
of family life, of Eton and Cambridge and society, put Houne liooni should certainly figure on your next library

together when the writer has but lately turned the great list,

age of thirty.
"
People," lie says,

" who are old enough to
j

write memoirs have usually lost their memory. Fresh In a preliminary paragraph to The \\'iin/C(l Vicluri/
memories have few memoirs." Mr. LESLIE, at any rate, (HEINEMAXN) its author, Madame SARAH GHAND, is care-

though fresh, has plenty of memoirs, and rarely fails to do i ful to assure us that though her story contains the person-
justice to them. His style is crisp and sparkling, and his ages of Atlnttm's Orcliard it is "an entirely independent
sentences, although they are short (like the sentences composition, with a central interest dependent on nothing
formerly used by Mr. HERBERT PAUL), have an explosive that has preceded or may succeed it." In other words, as

quality which is distinctly attractive. For instance, he they say of the less exalted serials, you can start no\v.

says that "In winning the Derby during bis premiership
' The trouble is that, having started, you may find, with me,

Lord ROSKHERY experienced a moral grandeur that pre- that the interest of the story is not only independent of the
vented his taking any serious part in politics again," and "a I past and future, but not very securely held in the present,

general result [of a consideration of the religion of England] To put my complaint briefly, The \Vimje.d Victor
ij
seemed

makes English Christianity sentimental rather than tlieo- to me intolerably long-winded. It takes more than six

logical. It tends to save

appearances rather than
souls." I should not feel ^
that' I had done my duty
by Mr. LESLIE unless I

pointed out to him some
mistakes. Here are three.

Berwick -on - Tweed, he

says, is neither English
nor Scotch. As a matter
of fact it is English. He
tells us that there was an
old teacher of mathematics
at Cambridge who vs-sed to

counsel " a little low can-

ning" in meetingproblems.
Was it not rather a

classical scholar who de-

nounced the low cunning .

of algebra ? And finally,
Mr. LESLIE must learn

that the British won the
battle of Bunker Hill a

fact which as \mericans MapoJaw (sternly, to prirate wkott kit is laid out for

,l "WHERE IS YOUR FIELD-MARSHAL'S BATON?"
often point out, has not _

prevented America from keeping the hill. Altogether
I heartily recommend this book for its sparkle, its com-
prehensiveness and its total lack of respect.

I do not know whether Miss IDA WT
ILD hails from the

further side of the Atlantic ; but once or twice in the course
of Home Room (LAME) I have detected her in certain free-

doms with the English language that suggested an origin
not only wild but Western. Having yielded to the temp-
tation of saying this, I hasten to add that the point is of

very slight importance compared with the fact that the
author has once again, as in the earlier Zoe the Dancer,
proved herself mistress both of originality in plot and a

strangely attractive style. Nothing very much happens in

House Itoom. It is the story of a girl married to a quite
pleasant man, who subsequently loses his reason. Thence-
forward the plot concerns her unhappy position as a wife

only in law. The end is both original and convincing. If

I have a criticism it is that Miss WILD'S restraint of

manner, conspicuous elsewhere in the tale, seems rather to

desert her when dealing with the domestic horror produced
by Arnold's increasing mania. There is too much detail

here, and it is inexcusably painful. As before, Miss WILD
shows great observation in her studies of character. All

hundred and fifty pages
of small print to tell that

for which half the space
woidd be ample. Most of

it i^, a matter of misunder-

standings, and the rest is

lace-making. The latter

is delightful, written with

export knowledge and en-

thusiasm. The misunder-

standings, on the other

hand, are both tedious

and unpleasant. When
FA Ia Hunks was brought
up from her farm and
e tablished in the West
End as a lace-maker by
the generosity of the

Duke nf Casllejiclil, she

thought it was because

His Grace knew and

approved of her engage-
ment to his eldest son.

But since Ella was so

lovely that she became
known in London as The Winged Victory from the

charm of her deportment, you understand me, not,

naturally, from any facial similarity! Society put its

own construction on the ducal motives, and let J'Ula know

them, in a scene that left me hoping the author had been

misinformed about smart-set dialogue. And all the time

the real solution was that the heroine, in the Gilbertian

manner, had been changed in infancy, and consequently
was not what she seemed. In point of fact she was but

perhaps you may like to ascertain this for yourself. For

my own part I confess I was by that time too jaded to

greet the disclosure with any very lively emotion.

" Madam, Will you Walk?"
HKNTI.KMAX would like to make acqaintance of a young I;'d\ IT

gentleman to Kvlmiigr Conversation in walking."
Jlichiiioinl (tiul Tiri:-kcnhniit Times.

"Wanted, eml August, near London, for fortnight or so, very

happy Home, with every care, for Small D.)g; must have good

garden; no children; good terms to suitable' place; referenotf

required. Address Bi-bi." Morning Tufl.

Mr. Punch cannot accommodate the dog, as Toby objects I

but he will bo delighted to find a home for Bi-bi in the

nearest internment camp.
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:in employee ventured the statement
CHARIVARIA. tl,. l t/ vc

,,-y
fmv ,,,,.,, ;uv :i |,] (

. to S(ll -t

THK Police I 'resident of Magdeburg out Mighty pot at < . The known
has issued iin official assurance thai fondness of our gallant troops for anv-
HCIT Br.TiiMVNN lloi.t.v, F;; is "not an thing MYOUrmg of ]>lighty should have
auti-annexat ionist," and tlio news has <-aiiscd the Tribunal to take a more
given great pleasure i:i South Africa, lenient \ tow.

.., rt

where it was fi the policy of

Qeneral SHUTS with regard to German A luker - soldier homo on leave
Africa might possibly have been from the Front suggests that in broad-

regardoil by tli(! ( 'hancelli >r

D amount of disfavour.

with a making much labour might bo saved

by the adoption of a uniform shape of

*..."* loaf. The suggestion is worth con-

Tlie news that Denmark is likely to sideration, but, il is desirable that the
have a Coalition Government is said to authorities slnuild bo informed that

have caused the !. motions in public opinion is not yet favourable

"Many in Haste ..."
' T|IM niiimap' arrangrd . . . will takl

very quirkly on Tlmr* liy." Scottish /

act from a speech by the Lord
Provost of (ilasgow :

" Mr. Bulfoiir \v,i a man who was !

lii all parties uf

just now." (lloigoir 11,-ndil.

No doubt his lordship meant it kindly.

"Wanted, at omr, mid- "iin<n
and young <!irli for Folding, Drying '!

pairing; also hit :nen; wages Ifij.

l:> 17.1. jn-r week."-- -Ki-rniiiti Clirnnii-lf.

This suggests the old inquiry,
" What

(ier.nan uiilit ary and diplomatic circles, to anything in the shapo of a ticket.
j s f | 1(

, \7>7- of Reason ''
"

It a]ipears thai the Bulgarian chief The Zoo, it is reported, is bosieged
of stall, .IrsToiT, committed suicide with requests from the men at the
rather than face the responsibility
his country's defeat. Vet

in this respect ho cannot
be -dd to have been more i

"off" than the other ad- |

visers of his royal master.
\

The "Ministry of War, [

Says a Home n has

forbidden the use of bad

language by the troops.
The wisdom of the step is

questionable. It is known
that the efforts of our own

Ministry have quite often

bad precisely the opposite
etlect. ... ...

The London Fire Brig-
ade has just been equipped
with a pump which can
thvow a jet of water over
the dome of St. Paul's

e Iral. This record however fades

into insignificance in comparison with
that of t, certain distinguished Peer

who recently threw cold water on the
destruction of a Xeppelin at a height

oral thousand feet.
:|: *

At the time of the recent Zeppelin
raid, sa\s a report, a. line black tomcat
was sitting on a wall enjoying the

night air when a bomb foil, demolish-

ing the wall and stunning the cat.

Notwithstanding which there are still

people who refuse to beliovo that black
are lucky. .

,,.

"::

"

At Ash ford ,i man applied for exemp-
tion until the end of November as he
wauled to gather mushrooms; but a

ning Tribunal decided that he
would he bettor employed in helping
to collect other things that are now

ng up out of t lie ground in Flanders.
(: -I:

Last \\ook a vegetable seller who
'el in vain for the exemption of

VOL. CLI.

if I'Yont for monkeys to act as regimental

"Two interesting resolutions wore passed by
the Tr; i Congress yesterday. The
one in - I fora tariff against foreign

imports pr.>:lni-ril ut lower

wages th. in |iivvail in this

country . . . ;.nd was carried

liy a weeping nmj >rity."

Daily Dispatch.

Parting with one's prin-

ciples is such sweet
sorrow.

One very small Tommy
took captive a group of nine
(jrnnans collected in a crater
made by a Iin. giwysxor or

Mich monster."
Continental Dnily Mini,

The captor may have been

very small, but his cap-
tives must have belonged
to the Lilliputian class.

Observer. "I'M BLESSED IF I KNOW wmau-: WE AHE."

1'ilct. "WELL, WE CAN'T BE OVEB THK GKHMAN- J.IXKS OR WE SHOULD
HIM: run KAISEB ADDBKSSINO HIS TBOOPS."

mascots. At least one elderly baboon,
it is said, has volunteered to make the

change, having come to the conclusion
that only by doing his bit at the Front
can ho successfully repudiate the stigma
of German origin which is being con-

tinuously thrown in his face.
'' #

Cub hunting, it is announced, has

begun in Essex. Pursuant, we trust,

to the Military Service Acts.
* .*

Two sovereigns, a five-pound note,
and a fourpenny-piece were found by
a \\orking woman in a mattress for

which she paid one-and-si-xpence. Her

" When things begin to settle

down ( IcTinaii women will again
l>c politely requested to return
to the 'three KV (Kinder,

Kirchc, Kuche 'Kids,' Kirk, and Kitchen, to

give the nearest English equivalent), which
are commonly supposed to represent the
Kaiserin's feminine ordeal." Morniwj I'aper.

Surely that is not what she calls it.

"
Sewing maid ; good plain needlewoman,

revoke a little; willing to do a little light

housework; no dressmaker." Daily 1'aficr.

And quite a modest bridge-player, we
gather.

''America's demand to Mexico for the rc-

lease of the men taken prisoner at thi 1

I^itham-Molony wedding yesterday attracted
considerable interest." Niii-jttimi;

Mexico was annoyed, we' suppose, at
vvllll^Il atlG L>ctn.l UUVeeUUT-DlAUOUW. AiCl , I * .1 T . 1

first and natural inclination was to put
thek support of the Lmted

the 7 Os. 4d. into War Loan stock,
but on further consideration she lias

decided to leave it where it is so that*

she can he sure of turning her capital
over at least once every day.

Henpecked ?

II' lp wanted : in family one gentleman,
tli i re ladies." Scotsman,

" CCBIOCS EFFECT OF LONDON'S NEW
LIGHTING Hi:i;ri,.iTioN.s.

Some restaurants and most private houses
were content not to light up till the last pos-
sililo moment, and many diners were eaten in

1 semi-dusk." J/omim; I'nper.

"
Curious," indeed. Before the War

we should have considered the incident

almost tragic.
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OFFICIAL TEUTON TRIUMPHS.
WILLIAM TO His PEOPLE.

[According to the Yossi ar-lif Zdlnnci the KAIKKU has issued an order

t sivurr uniformity in " the celebration of victories." In future the

Prussian Minister of \Var will decide what is and what is not

"a victory," and, when a victory is official, orders will be issued for the

hoisting of rlags on public buildings and the firing of salutes, while

the ecclesiastical authorities will send out telegrams ordering the

ringing of church bells.]

WHEN may you boom a Victory and why?
Who gives you leave to let the bunting fly

And loud carillons rock the staggered steeples?
Ollicial lips alone can state

Whether the facts demand a fete,

And not the common people's.

A private citizen should never cheer,

Or drink delight of battle with his bear,

Or touch-off cannon at his own volition

True sons of Germany will not

Do anything until they 've got

Authority's permission.

So don't expand the individual chest

Over our fine offensive in the West
For joy of some obscure affair of pickets ;

But rather stand in silent queues
Till we announce the sort of news
That warrants Victory-tickets.

Nor yet indulge in desultory shouts

Based on the view that our intrepid scouts

Are busy ravaging Rumania's borders ;

Wait for a real official scoop,
Then let the total nation whoop
By military orders.

Trust us, ere long, to organise a show
Where in the wind all nags at once shall blow

With general salvos uniformly flashing;

As, when the Lusitania sank,

With one accord we danced and drank

And had the joy-bells clashing.

When we have flattened London's final street,

And for a second time our glorious fleet

Sets ocean from the tyrant's cruel spell free,

Wave, flags ! and, cannon, belch your fire !

And to your flocks, ye bishops, wire,

Saying, "Bring down the belfry!" O. S.

THE ZEPPELIN-PROOF LANDLADY.
I CHOSE my present abode simply and solely because

my landlady is a comfortable person to have in the house

when, as she herself phrases it,
" the Zepps is about."

In the world of "
Apartments

"
by some curious law of

equilibrium the higher one ascends financially and socially

the lower one descends physically, till the bed-rock of the

drawing-room floor is reached ; and the lower one descends

financially and socially, the higher one ascends physically,
till one's head almost touches the roof and the stars are

one's close companions. My lot was with the stars.
" A good target for Zeppelins," I remarked when my

landlady showed me the room. This was more by way of

conversation than anything else.

She stiffened slightly, as people stiffen when the names
of people they do not like are mentioned.

" We don't take no notice of no Zeppelins in this 'ouse,"

she said.

She was a big buxom woman of the type usually
described as "

motherly." Her bald statement in its

Spartan simplicity, its calm ignoring of all the malefic

powers of darkness, filled me with silent admiration, and a

great peace stole over me in her ample presence.
" The last time the Zepps was "ere," she continued,

" Maudie that 's my youngest came 'ome from her work
with her fyce as white as a bit of pyper.

'

Mother,' she

says to me,
'

they say the Zepps is coming to-night.'
" '

Well, child,' says I to her,
'

if they is, they is, and
there 's an end of it. It 's no use myking a song or looking
white about it. That don't do nobody no good.'

"
But, if you '11 believe me, that child could not rest. She

kept going to the winder every 'arf - hour. Before she

went to bed she had one more look, and just when her 'and

was on the blind there came a crash. Lor! you'd think

twenty ton of coal had been dropped just outside the winder.
" '

'Ark, mother !

'

she says,
'

'ark, 'ark ! Do you 'ear ?
'

" ' If you don't stop that 'arking,' I says,
'

you '11 give us

all the creeps, and your pore father in bed this hour and
more trying to get a bit of sleep.'

" The words was 'ardly out of my mouth when there was
another big bang, yo'u 'd think the whole street was bust

up, and the sky as red as a bit of beetroot. Between you
and me "

and she lowered her voice as if ashamed of this

confession of weakness " I don't mind seeing 'em again,
hut I never want to 'ear 'em no more.
"The lydy who 'ad this very room we are standing in

now (she 's in a nursing-homo now, pore thing !)
came

running down the stairs in her nightgown, with her 'air

down. 'Oh, Mrs. Bloggs,' says she all trembling, 'the

Zepps is come ! Whatever shall we do ?
'

" ' I 'm afraid we can't do nothink, Miss,' I says to her,
' but stay where we are and see what will 'appen.'

" And nothink did 'appen. As I says to my 'usband,
'

you tyke no notice of the Zepps and the Zepps will tyke
no notice of you.'

"
Yes, that will be ten-and-sixpence, baths and light

extra, and one week's notice when you leave."

But I don't intend to leave not till the War is over.

TO FLIGHT-LIEUTENANT ROBINSON, V.C.

You with the hawk's eyes and the nerves of steel,

How was it with you when the hurried word
Roused you and sent you swiftly forth to deal

A blow for justice ? Sure your pulses stirred,

And all your being leapt to meet the call

Which bade you strike nor spare
Where poised in -air

Murder and ravening flame were hid intent to fall.

Alone upon your fearful task you flew,

Where in the vault of heaven the high stars swing,
Alone and upward, lost to mortal view,

Winding about the assassin craft a ring
Of fateful motion, till at last you sped

Through the far tracts of gloom
The bolt of doom,

Shattering the dastard foe to earth with all his dead.

For this we thank you, and we bid you know
That henceforth in the air, by day or night,

A myriad hopes of ours, where'er you go,
Rise a'

1

? companions of your soaring flight ;

And well we know that when there comes the need

A host of men like you,
As staunch, as true,

Will rush to prove the daring of the island breed.

R. C. L.
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OUTSIDE THE PALE.
AMERICAN LABOUR LEADER. "WON'T YOU MEET YOUR GERMAN COMRADE?"
BRITISH TRADE UNIONIST. "YES, I'LL MEET HIM ON THE BATTLEFIELD BUT

NOWHERE ELSE."

[The Trade Union Congress, by an immense majority, refused to consider a suggestion made by the American
oration of Labour that German Trade Unionists should bo admitted to an International Labour Congress to

be held simultaneously with the discussion of terms of peace by the belligerents ]
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"
Hepplewhite is no fool," said young to be took at once on settin' foot in

Tipping morosely. "He knew the
;

the Fort."

General was inspecting here to-day."
" Have a whiskey-and-soda ready im-

" If you mean to insinuate that poor mediately the ration-boat is sighted,

Hepplewhite is a slacker you are vastly O'Leary," said Major Tusher stiiH y.

I mistaken, Sir," thundered MajorTusher, ! "Beggin" your pardon, Major," said

THE fact that the authorities did not "Try to realise your blessings, Tipping; , O'Leary, with one thoughtful eye on

regard Fort Mornington too seriously we have all much to be thankful for. the ceiling,
" but if the Gineral was

was a matter of deep distress to Major Why, even I was swot-ping up leaves
j

sick there could be no inspection held

Tusher, E. A. The General commanding in my suburban garden and taking ! to-day, Son- ?"

SCENES FROM AN OUT FORT.
INLT.I-IMXC; rue HuMOCKS OF

TEHKXCK O'LKAKY.

II.

THE COMING OF THE GENKHAL.

the district had been overheard to de-

clare that it was an obsolete bandbox of

ridiculous pattern situated three miles'

the dog for a walk only a brief year
j

"The General is never actually I

ago.
'

: mean, of course, he has great powers of
" Then you are a dug-out, Sir ?

"
said i self-control," snapped Major Tusher,

hurrying off, for he fancied he couldfrom anywhere useful, and garrisoned I Tipping artlessly.

by serious-minded gardeners. He had i Major Tusher rose majestically and see the boat already, and there was
then promptly ordered the removal of

' went over to the telephone.
the more modern guns to the mainland, "Tipping," lie said, "I am one of

and the last memo from the Head- those senior officers of His Majesty's I nounced General Hotspur's condition

quarter Office had been scathing on the '

Army who, though their services have on landing, after his passage across a

subject of intensive mushroom culture
j

been overlooked in the past, proved I choppy sea against a head wind, to lie

much to be done.

Even a landsman might have pro-

I only the more passionately anxious to critical. His face was yellow in patches
. with green trimmings, and his

as compared with drill.

Major Tusher, shut up in his
"
far-flung outpost of Empire,"

as he called Fort Mornington in

his home letters, brooded over
this want of appreciation on
the part of the supreme powers,
and ate the mushrooms.
The chronically dyspeptic

captain, the two nervous subal-

terns, and the ninety rank and
file composing the mixed gar-
rison enjoyed but little inward
satisfaction in return for their

united efforts ; but then, as

Major Tusher pointed out, the

mere fact of contributing to the

sources of British food supply
should have proved an adequate
reward to men whose patri-
otism was not situated in their

digestive organs.
" I wish I could feel more

assured as to my present usefulness to : show their country that they forgave
the Empire,"saidtheyoungestsubaltern \

its ingratitude."
as he came to breakfast with the red, "I must remember to tell my uncle

corner of a drill-manual sticking out of
; that, Sir," said Tipping earnestly.

his pocket.
" I felt far more convinced of i

" It sounds so much better than merely
my superiority to the rest of my fellow- i being in the Reserve. Do you form
creatures when I was sitting on my lours by sections, Sir ?"

Careful Patriot. " UNCLE FRED, MY DEAR BOY, HAS AOKD
TERRIBLY: IN FACT HE is BALD AS A CI:ICKKT-HAI,L IF I MAY
BE PERMITTED THE SIMILE IS WAR-TIMK."

high stool in Baxendale's
knew my job then."

bank; Ii "I am not a drill-book," said Major
1 Tusher hastily. "Is that the Brigade

"It's no fault of mine if you don't Oflice'.' The General has just gone off

know it now," cried Major Tusher, ab- in the ration boat, has he? We didn't

sent-mindedly helping himself to honey expect him here for another two hours,

with a two-pronged fork. " It will not Afraid of a tossing, is he ? Sea getting
be my fault if you do not satisfy the up? Never at his best after u rough
General to-day at inspection."

No, Sir," said Tipping

sea passage ? Good heavens, my dear

darkly, fellow, there 's no room for an ill-

"only the result will be the same." : tempered general in Fort Mornington,

Major Tusher glared at him in silence, and we happen to have a very indif-

then demanded the potted meat from ' ferent lot of what did you say ? May
O'Leary. the Lord have mercy on your futures

If only Captain Hepplewhite had then! Ideally, Milligan-
not gone sick, Sir," said Warberry rung off. O'Leary!"

Oh, he 's

hastily. "He's quite amusing some-

times, especially that day when lie

thought he saw a puff-adder coiled up
on the anti-aircraft gun."

O'Leary was at huiul, resourceful and
cheerful as ever.

" A powerful dhrop of the crathur is

1 the best rimedy for say-sickness, Son-

eye was jaundiced. The un-
r.Ttain attitude of the sentry
at the gate roused his scarcely

slumbering wrath.

"What do you call that?
What the dickens do you call

that ?
"

thundered General

Hotspur, pointing threaten-

ingly at the raw recruit whose

bayonet shivered from the

slope to the trail and down to

the order. He appeared to be

about to advance and trample
on Gunner Peabody ; then,

thinking better of it, ascended
the steps into the Fort, nursing
his wrath.

Terence O'Leary, discreetly
at hand with a long drink,

was waved irritably aside, but,

yielding to pressure from his

orderly officer, General Hotspur sat

down hastily in an armchair and, rais-

ing the full glass to his lips, drank it off.

The effect upon him was immediate
and terrifying.

There was no question now as to his

symptoms ; they were tremendous and

and Terence O'Leary
with a professional

uncontrolled ;

watched him

eye.
When the last spasm was over and

the General lay back exhausted on

Major Tusher's bed, the C.O. tip-toed
to the door and beckoned to O'Leary.

" What did you put in the whiskr\ '.'

lie whispered hoarsely.
' Sure then it was just a sthimulation

drink I gave the Gineral, Sorr," said

Terence O'Leary in an injured voice.
" Will the inspection be before lunch or

afther it?
"

" There will bo no inspection to-day,"

said Major Tusher as he went bac'c to

the General and shut the door behind

him.

(To be continued.)
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MORE TOUCHES OF NATURE.
1 \v.\s describing, the other week, the

instant thawing of the ice in a liotel

loun^o by the fall of a festive jjcnt Io-

nian.

But there are other ways of proinnt-

ing sudden friendlinava lees drastic than
this. I do not, of course, refer to the

presence of a Zopp in the zenith, for

that would not he proper: the 1'..

Bureau could hardly, even at this date,

bo expected to stand that. But what
about a chameleon on the blue serge
sleeve of a purser? That may Bound a

little far-fetched, but none the less I

once saw this tiny newt-like animal
i into humanity the acuto angles

of a third-class compartment on the

L. & S. W. Railway.
The carriage was full, and it was

very hot, and wo were all rather stuffy
with each other. A woman opposite
me, for example, allowed her eye, when-
ever it caught mine, to rise upwards in

the direction of the hat-rack immedi-

ately above her head, on which I had

placed my second bag. No bag wan
ever deposited with more care and was
less likely to fall; but its presence was
a steady grievance to her. Another

passenger was in trouble over the win-
dows -if one of them, he said, was not

shut he would get such a neuralgia as

would probably do him in. And so forth.

It was, in short, too hot, and the train

was too slow, and there were too many
of us.

And then the young man in blue

serge in the corner produced a dark-

lizardy creature from a little

card-board box, and, placing it on his

sleeve, invited us to watch it assuming
a similar dark-blue colour. The, won-
derful thing is that it did. I had heard
of this parlour trick of chameleons all

my life, but never had seen it done.
And neither, apparently, had anyone
else, for we all pressed round the young
man and his gifted reptile, and the next

time the woman opposite caught my
eye she smiled.

That was some years ago, and last

week I was travelling on the L. & S. \Y.

Railway on precisely the same journey,
in a compartment not, at any rate, con-

spicuous for camaraderie, when there

entered at Brockenhurst an officer.

Ho was a communicative genial soul,

but I doubt if he would have fused us,

as he did, by his unaided merits. What
performed the brave deed was again
a rave exotic creature ; but, this time, ;

not a living reptile but a dead insect.
\

pell was, however, little less.

powerful, and indeed the words dead

insect convey no idea of its glory, for

it was one of those wonderful blazing
butterflies of the tropics ; and this the

\

THE SPREAD OF KULTUR.
Tennis-player (ii'hose partner lias sent a ireak return).

" KAMEEAD ! KAMEUAD ! !

"

gallant gentleman had taken with him
on a visit to his old school, thinking it

might interest the boys as it certainly
would have interested him when he
Was young there and was now carry-
ing hack to London. Poring over its

prismatic marvels we all grew as

friendly as, years before, travelling

upon the same metals, through the

same landscape, we had grown over

the versatile chameleon.
And now I am wondering if there is

any L. \- S. \V. train without a federat-

ing curiosity of nature on board.

A Distinction with a Difference.
" Wanted, I.:nl\ (;> ntlewoniun preferred)."

Adi-t. in "Chun-It Tinien."

" The Sultan 1ms i-sned n tirade sanctioning
a dochinitiuu of war oil Rumania."

a nal.

t

The SULTAN seems to be getting angry.

"BLACKPOOL. 's famous Boarding-
itlemen, board 4s. fid. per dav

;

ladies -21s." Bradford Daily Telegraph.

; This perhaps explains the reluctance of

women war-workers in the North to

{

doff their masculine habiliments when
I
off duty.
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THE SONG OF THE BOMBARD.
Ovu fathers rode to battle,

Our fathers did prevail,
With breastplate, greave and solleret,

With hauberlc and camail.

They broke a lance with the Knights

of France,
And flashed a five-foot blade,

All in the days of chivalry,

Before the guns were made.

Close in his flaming smithy
A strong churl stooped and

wrought,
Hewed, hammered, pared and

measured
A wizard's life of thought . . .

Our fathers laughed, "Is the varlet

daft,

That he deems a knightly crest

Shall quake when he vomits smoke
and noise ?

"

And the bombard heard them jest.

Deep in his throat he answered

(His voice was passing strong) :

"
Squire, Baron, Earl and Princeling,
Ye shall feel my stroke ere long !

Never a Knight in his mail so bright
But the bolts I cast can slay ;

"

The Knights charged home as the

bombard spoke ;

And where are the Knights to-day ?

List to the song of the bombard

(His voice is passing clear) :

" Here in the ranks of England !

The Bed Cross Knights are here !

While still they call on the Lord of all

And die for a Knightly King,
In the souls of English gentlemen
The old white spark shall spring !

"

Our fathers rode to battle,

Our fathers did prevail,
With breastplate, greave and soil r;t,

With hauberk and camail.

They broke a lance with the Knights
of France,

And flashed a five-foot blade,
All in the days of chivalry,

Before the guns were made.

From a German trench-diary :

" The number of men taken ill is also in-

creasing. A reserve lieutenant went on the

sick list because somebody trod on his food."

Daily Mirror.

On this occasion we confess to feeling
a little sympathy with the Bosch.

From a column headed " Little

Changes Since the War "
:

"I no longer waste outside lettuce-leaves.
I boil them and serve them as spinach."

Home Chat.

We no longer boil our potatoes, we
roast them and serve them as chestnuts.

THE PERSONAL NOTE.
IT seems scarcely credible, but it is

a fact that I slept through it.

I reproached myself most bitterly at

the time, and was prepared humbly to

suffer the scorn of the supercilious and

garrulous eye-witness. But I begin to

think that there were many thrilling
incidents I should have missed had I

actually observed the affair instead of

merely hearing of it.

I feel now that I have seen it with

many pairs of eyes and from many
points of view, whereas you over

whose house I have no doubt it hovered
for twenty minutes you, who turn a

most impatient ear to other witnesses,

have only your own imagination to fall

back upon.

My cousin Adela was the first to

discover my welcome ignorance. With
a willing tongue she tried to make me
feel the thrill of that wonderful night.

She had been reading late in her

room. She had had a headache, she
told me, and couldn't sleep. She so

seldom has a headache, and puts it

down to the sudden change in the

weather, though there certainly is a

possibility that it may be due to eye-
strain. Well, she had just shut her

book and was in the very act of switch-

ing off the light when there it ivas.

She found it simply impossible to

describe her feelings under three

thousand words, that is. She dressed

hastily, hurried downstairs, and calling
to her dog, who, poor little mite, didn't

realise Well, Adela really is ridicu-

lous ! I never for a moment supposed
that her little dog would understand
what was happening.

Charles who, though anxious to be

dramatic, is not a sufficiently experi-
enced eyewitness to observe that sus-

pense is merging into boredom, had
been to a theatre. That thing at the

So-and-So's. I really ought to see it.

Yes, he 'd been to the theatre. Doesn't
often go these days, you know, but any-
how, there he was. And coming home
rather late, after quite a jolly little

supper, and walking, by the way
couldn't get a taxi. (No use trying to

persuade me it was war economy, eh !

Knew him too well he supposed.)
Well, walking home it was rather a

nice night, you know, though a trifle

misty he was just saying to himself
that he shouldn't be surprised when
he distinctly heard
The next morning in the train Jones

told me that, although he hadn't taken

any notice of it at the time these

things are very strange without a doubt

probably coincidence he was not
a superstitious man but there it was
for what it was worth he had some-

how felt there was something in the

air. He awoke at five minutes to one
he remembered the exact time be-

cause the clock downstairs Poor
Jones ! The train came to the ter-

minus before he came to the point.
So you see I know what everyone

was doing at the critical moment, what
had led up to their dojng that particu-
lar thing at that particular time, and
in what psychological state they then
were and have since remained.
The only thing I am not very clear

about is what actually happened.
When Smith comes home from Wales

next week I mean to tell him all about it.

EHYMES OF GOLDEN DAYS.

i.

THE LAMPLIGHTER.

WHEN Peter gives the lamp a tap
With the tall wand he waves about,

He doesn't seem to mind a scrap
The lovely way a star comes out.

When he's made all the street-stars

glow,
Nurse says that he goes home to bed

;

If / could do such things I know
I 'd stay and watch them shine in-

stead.

TYRANNY.

I hate to be told that I have to keep
clean

'Cos somebody "s coming to tea ;

They only go talking to Mother and

Jean,
And never say nothing to me.

in.

TREES.

The trees are shaking, so I know
It will be windy out to-day ;

I see them scraping to and fro

And wearing the blue sky away.

Because I want to go to Town
They shake the wind and spill the

rain

If all the trees could be cut down
There 'd be no horrid storms again.

"The present school is old, insanitary, and
in every way inadequate for the needs of a

rapidly-growing district. The local School

Committee has repeatedly requested the con-

ditions to be altered, and has always received

some foolish evasive answer, and once a coat

of paint." jVeio Zealand Herald.

If the Committee continues so impor-
tunate it will probably be tarred and

feathered next time.

"Man wishes situation on farm: can give
two women-workers and boy for odd horse."

Scotsman.

In justice to the women-workers, to

say nothing of the boy, we resent this

disparaging proposal.
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THE REJUVENATING EFFECT OF ZEPPELINS.

Yt'ilF.KK IS IT? I CAN'T SKI: IT. I MUST SEE IT.

i

3r '
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' MUMMY QUICK DO LOOK! BABY'S WALKING ON ins HIND-LEGS !

"

THE EDUCATIONIST.

(To AGNES REFFLIEE.)
THE War has silenced many bores, and brought a few to

light,
Whose versatile activities in peace were hid from sight ;

But of all these public nuisances, except the Pacifist,

The most egregious idiot is the Educationist.

He views the English Public Schools with infinite disdain :

They make a fetish of "
good form

"
and still uphold the cane.

Classics he holds in horror why worship what is dead ?

And he 's longing to establish Esperanto in their stead.

He listens with religious awe to all the chat of WELLS,
And all his letters to the Press phonetically spells ;

He has a bust of FROEBEL in his library enshrined,
With MONTESSORI'S portrait by the dottoressa signed.

He writes unending essays in the Neo-Humanist,
And also in the Pestalozzian Infantolorjist ;

And the volume of pure "uplift" that he generates each
week

Eobs the Notes of WOODKOW WILSON of their character

unique.

Armed with a fearful jargon, best described as Greco-Yank,
Stuffed full of pseudo-science and of psychologic swank,
He loves to test and calibrate the infantile machine,
And show its inner workings on the moving-picture screen.

He 's great on teaching children the effects of alcohol,
And the superfine significance implicit in the doll ;

The cult of bare-foot dancing he applauds, and bids us aim
At turning each scholastic task into a cheerful game.

In his prophetic vision the wondrous modern child,

Into the paths of knowledge by the cinema beguiled,
And girt with ethical restraints, will issue from the fog
Of old-world superstition that enshrouds the Decalogue.

He has never read ISAIAH or a line of SHAKSPEARE'S plays

Why should he, when they lived in ante-Pffidologic days ?

But he 's studied ev'ry sort of book on ev'ry sort of school,

And synthesized CONFUCIUS and the code of Mrs. BOOLE.

He 's an expert in eliciting the dim subconscious soul

And in shaping
" child-material

"
to a complex rhythmic

whole ;

But one great elemental truth he never yet has known,
That children sometimes benefit fi'om being left alone.

He 's not a fool, I grant you, and he can't be called a knave,

He 's earnest and well-meaning, and he 's Duty's strenuous

slave ;

But I 'm sometimes driven to believe he wants to win the

War
To promote the sole survival of the pedant and the bore.

Journalistic Modesty.
" The General had a simple speech for every group, always to the

same effect.
' You have suffered, but you have done splendidly. Are

you ready for more when the times comes ?
' and there always came a

great shout of ' Yes.'
" The Times.

" GERMANS INUNDATE BULGARIA.

The newspapers teem with advertisements of German, Austrian
and Hungarian goods and firms. German is spoken in the cages."

Provincial Paper.

Even Bulgaria is at last beginning to put the Bosch in his

proper place.
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Gardener (voluntary helper, packing eggs collected for wounded soldiers).
AND IF THERE BAIN'l ENOUGH CRACKED I 'AS TO CRACK 'EM MYSELF."

' I BE ALLOWED TO KEF.P ALL THE CRACKED EGGS ;

THE WATCH DOGS.
XLVII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, By way of a
little gossip, no doubt you '11 like to

hear bow we Allies are really getting

along together. In any case, you '11

tell yourself, we should always remem-
ber that, in the words of our great-

grandmothers,
" we are gentle folk,"

and if we were not upon the best

terms, domestically, we should, at any
rate, keep up appearances in the pre-
sence of those most intensely vulgar
people, the enemy.
The French aren't English and the

English aren't French, and difficulties,

you may suppose, result. A French
officer is introduced to an English
officer, but the latter, without express
malice, refuses to shake hands more
than five times during the course of their

ten minutes' conversation. Naturally
a coolness springs up ; the true posi-
tion does not become known, because
the Englishman is too proud to ask
and the Frenchman is too polite to

say. Apart, each broods over the

matter ; with good fortune each may
get to know the truth. The French-
man learns how the English dislike

shaking hands. The Englishman learns

how the French dislike not shaking
hands. They meet again, each being
now determined to accommodate him-
self to the other's fads and fancies.

The Englishman is now anxious to

punctuate every sentence with a hand-
shake ; the Frenchman persistently
holds his hands behind his back, in

order to keep them out of mischief.

Are not misunderstandings inevitable ?

If the course of true love never did

run smooth, it, at any rate, starts with
a rush. And so it was with this affair

;

there was, at the beginning, the stage
of blind infatuation. The Armies of

two nations had fallen upon each
other's necks, and, before either of

them had made up his mind as to how
the thing should be said, it was said,

and the betrothal was complete.
I suppose there is a good percentage

of infatuations which do not survive

;

the crisis of the proposal, but this was
destined to be a grande passion. As is

usual with this kind, not only were

;

affectionate superlatives exchanged, but

Edwin had come to stay with the

family of his Angeline for an indefinite

period, before either of them bad so

much as looked the other properly up

and down. The first excitement sub-

siding, however, and main points of

agreement being taken for granted, the

time duly arrived in which Angeline
began to see in her Edwin certain

tiresome little habits, requiring to be

corrected; and Edwin came to compare
his Angeline with the ideal of his

dreams, to the disadvantage of the

former, in certain minor particulars.
There were even times at which

momentary temper got the better of

tactful intentions., and these details

were referred to frankly, perhaps even

too frankly. There were little cold-

nesses, some heartburnings and, at

heart, some gloomy thoughts of break-

ing off engagements and committing
suicides.

The reconciliations were punctual to

schedule and true to type, extravagant
and delightful ;

the aftermath was of

the orthodox character. Edwin and

Angeline, having placed beyond dis-

pute their mutual affection and loy-

alty, next proceeded to criticize each

other's people.
" For your boldness

and strength, my dear Edwin," said

Angeline,
" my admiration is profound

and permanent, but I must confess

that the idleness and luxury of your
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people at Iiome I view witli horror,
if not with positive disgust." Where-

upon Edwin, win) was always ready
to criticise his own people but was

hanged if ln> was going to have
them criticised by anyone else, oven
his own Angi'-line: "The virtues of

my Angeline, her charming vivacity,

economy, self-denial, carelessness of

pain, these compel my undying devo-

tion ;
but if it comes to discussing

people, what about your own ?
"

Again,
as usual, their subsequent shame was
made all the stronger, upon the reali-

zation that both families were prepared
to deny themselves everything in order

to provide for the happy couple.
How do we stand now ? We have

settled down to one of those attach-

ments which have such an eternity
ahead of them in the future that they

permit of no gushing in the present.
I will go so far as to admit that there

are the occasional moments when
Angelino says,

"
Edwin, how many

times have I told you not to do that ?
"

Edwin will also venture,
"
Angeline,

my dear, for once you must permit me
to know best." Am I encouraging the

enemy in saying this ? I trust not,

indeed. I should never forgive myself
if I raised hopes in the bosom of the

poor dear Bosch destined to so dismal
a disappointment.

Picture to yourself a narrow country-
lane. First goes an empty lorry, pro-

ceeding at ten miles an hour ; second,

running to catch it up and get a lift, a
French pcrmissionaire ; third, my little

'bus, capable of holding two, but, at

the moment, containing myself only.
I blow my horn violently, but in vain ;

the F.P. considers it more important
that he should overtake the lorry than
that I should overtake him. My right

wing actually touching his left leg, he

steps aside at last, and the lorry has

departed without him. I, too, am past
him, but I cannot leave the matter at

that. A sharp rebuke to the man is

necessary. Hot with angry words, I

pull up and wait for him to come
along and he admonished. He observes
that I have something to say to him,
and runs up to hear what it may be.

He arrives before I have my bitter

speech completely prepared. Ho
stands, smiling, as if to say,

" You wish
to speak to me ?

"
My answering look

indicates clearly that I do, but I am at a
loss for the proper words. He guesses
what it is.

"
Merci, m'sieu," he says,

opens the door, gets in, and sits down
beside me. "

Merci, m'sieu," he re-

peats, and I am so overcome that I

accept his point of view, and him.

Naturally of a simple mind, he was
on this occasion not quite master of

himself. He had only been on leave

'

LOOK, DAD ! THAT MAN 's BEEN WOUNDED OFTENEB THAN YOC."

six hours ; he was what the phrase
bien &lev6 does not, but should, in my
opinion, mean. As we proceed, he
insists upon conversation, but has little

faith in my powers.
" Bons carna-

rades," he says, very distinctly. No
reply appearing to be called for I make
none. "

Bons," he tries again,
" cama-

rades. Nous," he taps his chest and mine,
" nous bons camarades." I assure
him that this is understood. He doesn't

believe me, and makes sure, some twenty
times. There follows a period for silent

thought. Then he starts again, roused

by the sound of distant guns.
" Com-

pris?"he begins. "Bons . . . canons."

Being distracted by many things, and
more especially by his tendency to put
his hand on the steering wheel in order
to emphasise his points, I do not listen

as carefully as I should. "
Oui, oui,

oui," I shout in my wrath. "C'est

entendu. Nous, vous et moi, nous
sommes bons camarades. C'est fini,

maintenant, cet entretien la ?
"

There !

He knew I didn't understand, but be
doesn't despair. He waits till we have
arrived and the engine is quiet. As he

gets out cumbrously, he takes my hand
in his.

" Bons camarades ?
"
he says, with a

questioning look.
"
Oui," says I, and he has hopes.

" Bons canons ?
"

he continues

anxiously.
"
Oui," say I.

" Bons camarades.
Bons canons."

Perfectly delighted, he now takes

both my hands in his, and comes to

the point to which he has been leading
all the time.

" Victoire !

"
he shouts, and we are

firm friends for life.

Yours ever, HENBY.
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MEETING OF CENTRAL POWERS' VICTORIES COMMITTEE.
Agenda. To DECIDE TIME AND PLACE OF XEXT SUCCESS.

NEW MEN AND NEW FACES.

(Suggested by Professor KEITH' K Paper
at the British Ass.)

I 'VE been reading in the Press

Great Professor KEITH'S address
On the facial alteration

Of our somewhat complex nation

Since Duke WILLIAM'S Norman bow-
men

Overthrew the English yeomen,
And I find that his conclusion

Only tends to my confusion.

First he tells us that our faces

Grew a lot more round in places,
Till our cheek-bones' prominence
Was no longer so intense.

But research, it seems, discloses

We developed sharper noses,

And, according to our KEITH,
Shrunken jaws and weaker teeth.

Finally this truth he culls

From comparison of skulls

That, although we 're taller, stronger,

Facially we 're narrower, longer.
Hence, for bettering of the breed
He insists upon the need
Of a census to inquire

Why our fitness is not higher.

Possibly the Press report
Is imperfect or too short

Adequately to present
The Professor's argument.
Anyhow, relief one draws
From the fact that weaker jaws
And a " decadence of cheek

"

Have not made us slack or weak ;

And that we are stronger, taller,

Though our nostrils may be smaller,
Than the men who did their bits

When the Normans gave us Fitz.

An Ambiguous Compliment.
From a Parish Magazine :

"
Everyone will bo glad to feel that the

Vicar is taking a longer holiday this year by
the doctor's orders."

"Pekin duck eggs (American), excellent for

laying and table
; grow quickly."

Irish Paper.

With prices so high the expanding egg
should be popular.

"Every ship is boarded by the medical
officer on reaching this country, and careful

injuries are made." Ercniny Paper.

Hitherto we were under the impression
that it was only the plumber who
manufactured jobs for his professional
brethren.

"Following announcement is substituted
for thut of March 14: Lt. (temp. C'apt.)
J. E. Heinig reverts to Lt. (temp.) on alter-

ation in posting, with precedence as from

Aug. 31, 1914 (Sept. 21, 1915) ; Lt. J. E.

Heinig to be temp. ('apt. (Oct. 30) ; Lt. (temp.)
Capt.) J. E. Heinig reverts to Lt. (temp.)
on alteration in posting, with precedence as

from Aug. 31, 1914 (Nov. 20) ; Lt. J. E. Heinig
to be temp. Capt. (April 30) ;

Lt. (temp. Capt.)
J. K. Heinig reverts to Lt. (temp.) on alter-

ation in posting, with precedence as from

Aug. 31 (May 23)." London Gazette.

Now we begin to understand why so

many of Cox & Co.'s clerks go bald

before their time.

WAR PAINT.

AFTER the 53rd Lancers had been in

the trenches for seven days during
which period the Bosch hated them

ceaselessly with whizz --bangs, tear-

shells, snipers, coal-boxes, hand and
rifle grenades, spring guns, rifle bat-

teries, machine guns, gas and liquid

fire; and something celestial leaked

badly so that the front-line gave a

muddy imitation of the Grand Canal,
Venice the Infantry relieved them and

they came out looking like nothing on
earth.

They were marched into an ex-dye-

factory, boiled, fourteen in a vat, issued

with a change of under-clothes and
marched on to billets.

The 53rd being a smart regiment,

they were given twenty-four hours to

lick and polish themselves like unto

the stars of the firmament for bright-
ness, or never hear the last of it.

In twenty-four hours they paraded
again, according unto orders, ami the

stars of the firmament also ran.

At noon the same day the part}' pro-

ceeding on Blighty leave was paraded
for inspection by the Orderly Officer.

1

Pending the arrival of the O.O. the

Regimental Sergeant-Major gave them
a preliminary look-over.

They were dressed by the right in

file, chests thrown in the air, faces

shiny with soap and pink from razoring.

Every badge, buckle and button twinkled

a challenge back at the sun, every spur
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shone like ii liur of silver, their leather-

work gleamed with the polished bloom
of a plum, their puttees and tunics

were without spot or hloiuisli, every

cap raked slightly over every right ear.

They wtffe smart men of a smart re<M

inent, whoso boust it was tliut th>-\

livod and died glitteringfy.
The H.S.M. ran a grey foxy eye over

and through them. At the sixth file

from the right he paused,
blanched and hroke into tears.

The Keo'iment was disgraced, the

glorionriy \\on liy dashing g
of lioht cavalry men was "one

.->-. Here was a Fifty-third pro-

posing to go home and swank about

Knjjlund priK-lieiillv naked. I '.In

hlankely hlank. (3 Lord! The sixth

li!e \\enl pe;> oreen under his tan, in-

siinclively felt for his top left-hand

et button and did it up.
The R.S.M. went on his way dov, n

(lie Irae, thrashing bia leggings severe!;
with his whip and shaking with emo-
tion. Ten tiles further down he found
a speck of brass polish lurking behind
a belt-liook and didn't expect to sur-

vive it.

Sixteenth file rubbed it off with a

handkerchief, trembling all over.

The ().(). came on the scene, inspected
them with a swelling of pride tighten-
ing his tunic, found a few faults as a
mailer of principle, and ordered them
away.
The E.S.M. escorted them to the

road, dismissed them with his blessing,

adjuring them to be good little boys
generally, and pay his respects to a

publican near the Elephant and Castle
if they passed that way.

At 2 P.M. they entrained at the
rail-head along with carolling parties
from the thousand-and-one units that

go to make the B.E.F.
At 3 A.M. they detrained in the dim-

lit vault of Victoria. As they tramped
out of the gates a little man, wearing
square clothes and an accent that

t\\;mged like a banjo, bored into the
crowd.
He let some squads of mud-caked

line infantry go by unmolested, threw
but a cursory glance over a batch of

rain-sodden gunners, then his bright
OTfl caught the brighter buttons of
the l-'il'U -thirds and he swooped upon
them, thrusting pasteboards into every
hand. The sixteenth tile p:ui>ed with his

chum under a lain]) and read his card.
It ran as follows :

OUR HEROES' si rrl.Y DEPT.
Look the part and have your war-yarns

i at limno. Put yoursches in our
hands ami then \\ateli the gN'N gather roimd.

LIST OF CM on
Mud nt mud guaranteed

five da\ -.) .... Is.

KEEPING IT DARK.
Inquisitive Old Lady. "WHY HAVEN'T YOU cor A WHITE TOP TO YOUR CAP? I

THOUGHT ALL SAILORS WORE WHITE TOPS AT THIS SEASON OF THE YKAH."
The Sailor. "H-u-s-H, MA'AM. WE DOX'T WANT THK GERMAN'S TO KNOW IT'S

Sf.MMEB-TIME."

Bullet -holes (punched in cap or

tunic) 3d. each.
Blood stains (indelible) .... 6d. ,, .

Prayer-Book (with embedded bullet) 2s. 6d.

We have ulso a large stock of souvenirs-
shell fragments, bullets, Gorman caps, hel-

mets, etc., at moderate char
Call and see us right now. Depot just

round the block.

The sixteenth file looked at his chum,
fingering his card uneasily.

"
Well,

Bob, what d'you say? liy lassie is

won'erful 'anl to -convince."

"I'm with you," said his friend.
" Mother is a fair terror too."

They tramped after the little man.
A quarter of an hour later they might

have been seen tramping back down
Victoria Street looking like nothing
on earth.

'

The Shortage of Food.
"Wain. '1. ViimiK Wuinan to Fr\ . 's

Hcfiv>lnnciir Saloon." Hull Daily Mail.

The Petrol Famine.
" Motor Cars (3) for sale, Mi nerva (ver ;

Rover (very smart), Andrea Forrara (;i nicer);
owner teaming to walk." Glamjow Herald.

"SEVERAL HOSTILE AIBSHOPS OVER
EAST COAST."

The I'A.ptf.

One of them at least has joined the

Early Closing movement.

To be added to our collection of
"
Glimpses of the Obvious

"
:

" That the aeroplanes were armed is beyond
dispute ; had they been unarmed they could
have made uo attack." The Times.

"One of the most cautious as well as the

best informed authorities will hare said to-day
that things were going very well, and that
we shall see daylight by .' It wa-

that he was not overstating his opinion."

per,

Quite clear.
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AT THE PLAY.
" THE OLD COUNTRY."

MORE things in The Old Country
than are dreamed of in the philosophy
of hustling transatlantic pile-makers,

says Mr. DION CLAYTON CALTHHOP in

eft'ect and with effect. If unlikely ro-

mantic comedies are still to be written

and why not? this is the way to

write them : really adroit stage-craft,
humour kept well in the key, plausible
characterisation plausible, not "con-

vincing," as the saying is. And all

interpreted by a capable cast.

James Lane Fountain (Mr. DU MAU-

RIER) is coming back to his native

village of Dormer St. Nicholas with a

long memory and a long purse. The

memoryis of a wrong done to his mother

by some man (whose name has never

crossed his mother's lips) and by the

squire
- and -

parson
- led village which

hounded her overseas with her brat

into an institoot. The purse is the

carefully loaded weapon of his revenge.
/. L. F., the brat who has made good,
returns in the name of a dead remit-

tance-man, whose two aunts keep his

memory green and live only for his

homecoming. It is /. L. F.'s little

plot to buy up Dormer St. Nicholas, to

turn out squire, parson, doctor and any
other who had a hand in his mother's

exile, and make the village bow down
before his little momma, who is to be

mistress (who had been maid) in Par-

ranier Hall. He loads the village with

gifts, cricket grounds and unwanted
bath-rooms ; he takes in and is taken
in by his aunts ; and when everybody
loves him he springs his mine, and you
who know your stage can guess the

rest the long-lost father, the mag-
nanimous mother, the course of true

love needlessly corrugated and so forth.

But why guess ? Why not go and see

a first-rate team of players and listen

to a charmingly impossible little story ?

And if you don't wipe away a furtive

tear occasionally or swallow hard

(between the laughs) I shall be mighty
surprised.
The artist in Mr. DU MAURIER always

rises to the occasion which he so rela-

tively seldom allows himself. This
marvellous rectangular suit, this arched

footgear, this pearl fedora, is filled out

with a real American citizen (Seattle,

Wash.). Certainly our DU MAURIER of

the pleasant if too familiar business
has disappeared; and what was so dex-

terous was the restraint of it and the

little flames of tenderness, anger and

passion. Mr. A. E. GEORGE'S more

stagey American was very entertaining
with a fine mastery of the more than

living language of the bright continent.
What two charming old dears of aunts

were the Misses FEATHERSTONE and
i

JOHNSTON. Observe, pray, a skilful

piece of clerical business on the part of

Mr. ATHOL FOEDE in the schoolroom

scene. Mr. VIHART'S squire I dare call

a fine " sensitive
"
piece of work. The

ten words of Mr. GIDEON WAEREN'S
Doctor and the five of Mr. RODNEY'S
Schoolmaster were as good as possible.
Mr. SYDNEY VALENTINE'S rustic, with
his frank homily on the old country
and the philosophy of the "half-deads"

well, you '11 know how good that

would be. Miss NINA BOUCICAULT'S
sweet little grey momma was just timid

tenderness itself, and if Miss ROSALIE

James Lane Fountain (Mr. GERALD DU
MAURIER) to Mary Larimer (Miss KOSALIE

TOIXER). "I'm going to marry that girl,

only she doesn't know it yet and of course
I 'm the Squire's son, only I don't know
that yet.-"

TOLLER looked rather than played her

part (our ingenuous tradition puts a

premium on this kind of thing) she
looked it exceedingly well.

" THE MISLEADING LADY."

The entertainment to be derived from
The Misleading Lady depends largely
on whether you do or don't find the

antics of a lunatic amusing. Finding'
them myself about as mirth-provoking
as the sight of a blind man falling over

a chair I missed a good deal of the

point of this disjointed farce.

Helen Steele, engaged to an unpleas-
ant American strong man, Traccy, the

kind that empties automatics into

stickers when they annoy him, makes
a bet that she will induce Jack

Craigen, a traveller among the Pata-

gonians, to propose to her. If she
wins she is to be leading lady in a

forthcoming play. Of course she does,
and of course in the five days' hunt
she learns to love her quarry, but
won't admit it. Craigen, his heart
in splints, draws himself up very proud
and points out that she is a real dan-

ger to society, that her dress is much
too pretty and deliberately designed
to ensnare the helpless male. Helen

ups and says, Why not '? That is

what it 's for. And why shouldn't it

be ? in a spirited defence. And I 'm
bound to say I 'm all for Helen in

the matter, not so much on the merits
of her case as in reaction from the ap-

palling priggishness of Craigen's point
of view.

Craigen, not really a bad sort, ap-

proves her spirit. Taking up her chal-

lenge that he knows nothing about

women, and remembering a Patagonian
tip, he stuffs her head in his motor-coat
and carries her off in his car to his

shooting-lodge in the Adirondacks to

study her. After suitable back-chat
between the pair (the only chaperon is

an unexpected lunatic in the loft who
has wandered in and imagines himself

to be NAPOLEON) she fetches him one
on the head with the telephone receiver.

Then in an ecstasy of remorse she
renders him first-aid and goes out into

the night without her slippers. And all

ends as it should.

There was a queer lack of coherence
in this tragi

- farce. I suspect Mr.
GODDAUD to have invented the mis-

leading lady ; Mr. DICKEY, the lunatic.

Then they just pooled their assets

and hoped for the best. Neither of

them seemed to be interested in the

First Act, which, I suppose, is why
nearly everybody said everything four

times.

Mr. MALCOLM CHERRY was quite

good fun in the lighter passages of his

part. Mr. WEEDON GROSSMITH as the

unfortunate Boney gave a no doubt

excellent performance of its kind but

a bad kind. . Miss GLADYS COOPER
throws more than her beauty into her

work and is becoming very skilful,

notably increasing the emotional range
of her voice. Mr. CECIL SULLY and
Mr. LAMBERT TEBRY gave a really droll

representation of the two jovial students

who had lost their way (and no wonder)
and were looking for an island. Mr.

ARTHUR FINN was a plausible (but not

very necessary) journalist. By the

way, no lover of dogs cares to see such

a dispirited performance as that put up

by the wolf-hound. T.

" Girl wanted for telephone of nice manners
and appearance." Leicester Mail.

Happy advertiser ! We have been seek-

ing a telephone like this for years.
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Brown (ic/io istri/inyto let his furnislied house).
" THINK IT'S RATHER BARB FOB A DININO-BOOM ? WELL, PERHAPS IT is A LITTLE.

BCT YOU HAVEN'T YET SEEN HOW WE'VE FURNISHED THE CELLAR."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE population of the United States is at present divided
into two schools of thought. One holds that the country
is in a state of lamentable uripreparedness, which should be
remedied at once, before Luxemburg or Monaco or some
other powerful invader happens along. The other, while
admit ting the unpreparedness, denies that America needs

any other defences than its mosquitoes and President WIL-
SON'S typewriter. Mr. CLEVELAND MOFFETT belongs to the
former school. He thinks that the United States should

possess at least one aeroplane that can fly, and at any rate

a handful of men whose mothers have not raised them not
to be soldiers. In pursuance of this dream he has written
Tin- ( \iiiqnpst of America (HooDEii AND STOUGHTON), a book
of the kind that used to be eagerly read in this country in

the nineties. Designed to make the national flesh creep,
it tells of the invasion of the United Spates by Germany
in 1921, and is a powerful piece of work, marred of course

by the impossible happy ending which the authors of these
books always throw in by way of consolation. There are
several significant passages, notably that describing the
Battle of the Susquelianna, where the entire German army
is burned alive in oil supplied by Mr. Jons D. ROCKEFELLER.
This is significant because Mr. ROCKEFELLER apparently
supplied the oil free, a marked deviation from his usual

practice. It is lucky for America that the invasion did not
take place in 1910, before the great financier's heart became
softened and patriotic. Another passage shows that there
is a bright side even to invasion, where Mr. MOFFETT tells

of a visit of a German oflicor to the premises of Thz Note

York Evening Journal. " If the paper continues to appear,"
he tells the editor,

"
you will be shot, and William Ran-

dolph Hearst will be shot." No one who knows The New
York Evening Journal can read a thing like that without a
wistful sigh.

Publication in these days is nothing if not contempora-
neous. Hardly has a -

i event happened before the impetuous
bookmakers are upon it, consolidating the position with
their quills and ink-horns. So I ought really not to be

surprised that already a couple of volumes dealing with
the Irish Rising have reached my table. Considering that

the theme of each is the same, they are about as unlike as

any two books could be. One is The Irish Rebellion of
1916 (CONSTABLE), an unemotional history of the move-
ment, written for the benefit of neutrals and posterity, by
Mr. JOHN E. BOYLE. The other, much slighter, is called

The Sinn Fein Rebellion as I saw It (SMITH, ELDER), and is

made up of letters written to a friend by Mrs. HAMILTON
NORWAY, the wife of the Secretary for the Post Office in

Ireland. Roughly speaking, the difference between the two
books is that between a technical treatise on bee-keeping,
and a lively account of falling into a hive. I have sufficiently
indicated the nature of Mr. BOYLE'S work ;

of Mrs. NORWAY
it may be said that she wields a sprightly pen, and that her

four letters supply a story of adventure that is amazingly
full of human interest. They are written from the Royal
Hibernian Hotel, and describe the hazards to which the

writer, her husband and son were exposed during the grim
days that followed Easter Monday. Frankly personal and
intimate in style, and at times (one fancies) verging upon
indiscretion, tin's little book is just the kind that will one
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clay furnish treasure-trove to the curious historian. Mean-
while, when the events of which it treats are still fresh in

our minds, sucli a lively record should sell like two shillings
worth (its price) of hot cakes.

BARONESS OKCZY seems to me to start her novels with a

determination to keep her literary style in order, hut some-

thing appears to snap directly excitements begin, with the

result that the latter portions of her books are as carelessly
written as they are thrilling. For my own part I like the

BARONESS (whose Christian name, is EMMCSKA) best when
she has ceased to think about stylo and is just letting
herself go for all she is worth. And in all truth . she
soon warms to her work in Leather/ace (HODDER AND

STOUGHTON), and gives us a yarn brimful of vigour and

vitality. In the 16th century the Spaniards were terror-

izing Flanders as the Bosches are to-day, and it is with

the grandees of Spain and their merciless soldiers that this

story has to deal. Leaiherface, a man of mystery, was the

guardian angel of the Prince of Orange and of Ghent, and

my efforts to guess his identity failed so completely that

when the secret was re-

vealed I did not know
whether to congratulate
the BARONESS upon her

cleverness or to convict

myself of stupidity. For
obvious reasons I prefer
to do the former, and to

my congratulations I

should like to add that in

this tale of fighting, mur-
j

der and craftiness I have I

found a far greater air of
]

reality than in any fiction

connected with the pre-
sent War.

As an investment the crafty sleuth with the complaisant
friend in perpetual antagonism to the arch-criminal of

incredible resource and versatility is still thought well of in

literary-financial circles. MM. SOUVESTRE and ALLAIX have

j evidently patented such a trio; Jure, the incomparable
! detective of the Paris C.I.D., Fandor, the scooping
journalist (less of an ass certainly than our old friend

Watson), sod Fantomas, a versatile, reckless and fantasti-

cally motiveless villain. The Exploits of Jure (STANLEY
PAUL) is the fourth of a possibly infinite series in which
the protagonists display alternating moods of ineffable

astuteness and fatuous guilelessness according as the one or

the other side has (so to speak) the service. The proper
attitude in which to approach this particular art-form is

one of unfaltering credulity. Then you will not wonder

why, for instance, the mysteripus instrument of Fantt'iinna'

frightfulness is now so immense as to paralyse with fear a

posse of police, now so small and light as to be conveyable
in a suit-case ;

and you will enjoy the breathless pace of a
romance that refuses to let mere impossibilities, physical
or psychological, stand in its way. And you will enjoy the

.
j

entente, English into which

j

it has been done, such as

"Putmeamixture," which

by the context is discerned

to be an order for a drink.

... Anyway, I found it

I

kept me up an hour and
' half after my appointed
bedtime.

Tommy (who is on expert in such
re GOOD AT PACKS."

If you would like a nice
wholesome little novel ex

machind, in which a girl
of ineffable beauty, with
hair of the colour of ripe
corn and feet that tripped like PAVLOVA'S (the arduous

apprenticeship omitted) and eyes like stars, is destined
to give and ask for trouble as the sparks fly upward, then

persuade the young lady at the library to get for you A
Broken Toy (CONSTABLE), by K. KEITH. Poppy Mainwarimj
was the daughter of an aimless gentleman of independent
but quite inadequate means, who jilted Lady Olya HanuinU
(she had " thousands

"
and belonged to the odd end of the

smart set) for a girl from the Sappho, which light-hearted
and light-footed one duly left him and came to a bad end.

Latin Olga conceives the paltry idea of punishing Main-

waring through his daughter. She waits patiently eighteen
years or so with this queer dirk in her stocking, becomes

Poppy's fast friend, loads her with jewels, and when the
heaven-sent occasion serves contrives that Anton Duval
should take the fair Poppy on the river. Given heredity
operating at its baldest, and a man with a name like that,
and the deplorable Marlow atmosphere and the toy is as

good as broken. Lady Olga, who alone had the courage of

her convictions, smiles her sinister smile and goes on smok-

ing too many cigarettes. Poppy's little loyal friend, Mitric-

Josc, and the vague kindly Mrs. Mannerhig, her incompetent
chaperon, and the pleasantly rude Gallon, knight-in-attend-
ance on Mrs. Morecombe, are skilfully sketched in. If Poppy
and Lady Olga need a faith which is denied me, there 's no
reason why you should share my scepticism.

If the author of a trea-

. sure-story is satisfactory
' on two points I am ready
I to follow his hunt to the

finish. Let the villain of

the tale ha a monument
of iniquity and let things

really get a move on, and
I am not bothering myself

i about trirles. hi both
wallers himself).

" I SAY, YOUR DOG those respects The 11,'i'f

<>f Stars (HuTCHiNSON) is

thoroughly sound, and should you have a few hours

to burn I suggest that you consume them in following
Mr. II. DE YERE STACPOOLE'S boodle-hunt. Mac'i/unt
is as unlovely a specimen of a villain as you can, even

in these days, hope to meet, but perfect as he is in his

noxious way he is not the outstanding character of the

book. In Captain Hull, a curious conglomeration of vice

and virtue, Mr. STACPOOLE has given us someone who
will linger in the memory long after Mufijit'irt, for all his

rascalities, is forgotten ;
he so utterly and completely

swamps the remaining membe: s of the expedition that,

although I have only just closed the book, I can scarcely

remember their names.

There is much diversity of opinion as to the safest place
to be in during a Zeppelin raid under cover or in the

open, on the top floor or in the basement ;
but a recent

experience suggests that the most dangerous place on these

occasions is in a Zeppelin.

" Sir Herbert Tree is in town. Quietly and unostentatiously he

arrived at Liverpool this morning for a, fortnight's breathing space
amid his American labours.

Last night I found him in the stige-box at His Majesty's."
Mnnuni/ 1'ii/n-r.

Sir HERBERT was a bit of a hustler before he went to

the United States, but now
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THE SHORTAGE OF MALE LABOUR.

CHARIVARIA.
"THE egg," says The Daily Mail,

"
is disappearing from the breakfast

table." Even the humblest of us, how-
ever, can still enjoy our daily mare's-

nest. + ^

To avoid the possibility of informa-
tion being conveyed to the enemy it

is announced that the correspondence
of "

pseudo-scientific" institutions will

no longer be delivered through the

post. Can this be another insidious

attack upon the National Liberal Club ?

*

Hounding up the shirkers appears to

have been as difficult as squaring the

Tribunals was easy.
* *
*

Marshal HINDENBURG has confided
to a German newspaper representative
that, while trifling tilings make him
nervous at times, he is not at all

nervous about the conduct of the War.

Nothing of course is so settling to the

nerves as a realization of the inevitable.
*

t
*

According to Ilerr GEORGE VON
BERNHAKD of the Vossisclw Zcitumj,
Germany can only have cause to re-

joice at the addition of another nation
to the ranks of her enemies. Yet here
we are in our stupid insular way bend-

ing every effort to enlarge the propor-

tion of Allies to Germans, and never

realising dull fools that every time
we kill a German we are really cutting
our own throats.

* *
*

A German savant, Professor RUHNEB,
has been endeavouring to fortify his

fellow-countrymen against their gastro-
nomic vicissitudes by pointing out that
all really great men have boen thin.

The implied suggestion, however, that

the super-Hun, instead of being born

great, as he imagined, is merely having
greatness thrust upon him, has not, it

is understood, provided the desired

effect. * .,.

*

Two Italian merchants have been
arrested for smuggling large quantities
of almonds into Germany. We were

wondering where all the Prussian acid

was coming from.
* *

The small boy at Acton who encou-

raged his sister to enter into a thrift

competition and then took the 14s. Id.

that she had saved is, we understand,

already being talked of in political
circles as a probable successor to Mr.
McKENNA when there is a change of

Government. + .,,

*

Somebody at Gillingham has just
received a postcard addressed to him
from Margate seven years ago; but the

postal authorities wish it to be under-
stood that they cannot possibly guar-
antee equally prompt delivery in th

case of communications posted after

August 4th, 1914.
* *

A dyspeptic at Peterborough told the
Tribunal that if a fish diet could be

guaranteed he "might be able to do

something
"

in the Army, and the War
Office authorities have given instruc-

tions for him to be tested with a small
tiddler for the effect upon his dis-

position. ^

The offers of hospitality received

by members of the "commandeered"
clubs include, it is said, a most warm-
hearted invitation to them both from
the National Sporting Club.

* *

The announcement that petrol sub-
stitutes come under the ban of the

Petroleum Acts has caused widespread
complaint, particularly since no corres-

ponding restriction upon the rich man's
wine-cellar appears to be in contem-

plation. * ...

*""

The oft-repeated official announce-
ment of the German General Staff,
" No change on the front," is to be

enlarged, we understand, at the sug-

gestion of the Finance Department, to
" No change anywhere."
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TO A HUN FEEDING.
[The Lokalameigcr comments upon the changes which the War has

brought about in German manners at table.]

WHEN for our sins wo 've fed with you for neighbour,
Seen in your bloated neck the napkin tucked,

Flinched at the toothpick brandished like a sabre
And lips that slobbered as the soup was sucked;

"When wo observed you mopping up the gravy or

Gargling your gutturals in the finger-bowl,
It seemed improbable that this behaviour

Reflected Culture's soul.

Still less we thought that any fresh conditions

Could cause your table manner's to decline ;

Yet Fate has amplified those exhibitions,

Making you even nastier when you dine ;

For now, like naked niggers out in Fiji,
You gnaw your meat-bones up against your nose,

Swabbing your plate with bread as with a squeegee
Until the polish glows.

Well, this is War, and War means famine prices

(As Paris learnt within your leaguer's lines) ;

And Culture's self must make her sacrifices

Undreamed in her original designs ;

What then ? Of ruth and truth you 've kept no traces ;

Your honour you have lightly blown in air
;

Surely a little loss of meal-time graces
Should not be hard to bear 1 O. S.

THEIR HOLIDAY BIT.

IT was Mrs. Montmorency who thought of it. She is so

clever and original. Wentworth Montmorency and my
little Fabian are home for the holidays, and Mrs. Mont-

morency said why shouldn't they go out as errand-boys?
I call it a splendid idea. The darlings are delighted and
mad to begin work at once. We have got them lovely
situations at a fishmonger's. They are to have three-and-

sixpence a week each for wages and put it in a Eed Cross

money-box every Saturday night. We have bought them
new mackintoshes and goloshes. They start to-morrow

morning, and Wentworth is going to call for Fabian at nine
o'clock.

# $ # & &

They have just gone off together in the highest spirits.
I have waved them good-bye from the window. It is so

nice for Fabian to have a companion like Wentworth, such
an honest manly boy, so thoroughly English. They have

just turned the corner at the end of the street, their arms
are linked together, they are marching like soldiers dear

boys ! Fabian has an apricot tart in his pocket for lunch.
I wonder what Wentworth has.

',' r't

' '' ik '"'

Fabian has come in for dinner. He says it is topping
being an errand-boy. He says will- I give him two tarts

to-morrow, because Wentworth asked for half his to-day ?

Of course I don't in the least mind giving Wentworth
Montmorency a tart, but one has to look at everything
now, particularly at jam. Fabian says he can't stop to

finish his dinner because he has a barrel of oysters to

deliver. Dear little industrious man !

* * * * *

Mrs. Montmorency and I have been for a walk together.
We met Fabian and Wentworth. Fabian had the oysters
on his head such an enormous cask

; the poor child
was positively weighed down. Wentworth was lounging
along with a couple of whiting dangling on his arm.

Mrs. Montmorency clasped me in a stupid sort of way and
said, "Oh, don't you feel proud of our boys?" I am
afraid I should have said something sharp in reply, but
at the moment Fabian dropped the oysters. Mrs. Mont-

morency laughed. She seemed to find a poor little weak
child overburdened with groat heavy oysters amusing.
I was surprised,

* * * * *

Fabian has finished his day's work. He is dead beat;
I have put him to bed. I have been down to the fish-

monger to ask why my boy is given all the heavy work to
do. The man had no excuse to make. I told him the

boys were to carry a basket between them in future.

* * * * *

Mrs. Montmorency has called to ask me not to let

Fabian give Wentworth pastry again, as it gives him a

pain. She says that Fabian has let the tail of a codfish

flap against the sleeve of Wentworth's mackintosh and the
scales won't come off. She says she has been to the fish-

monger and told him to wrap up the codfishes' tails in

paper in future.

-'. :|i sj* %
I have been to the fishmonger and forbidden him to

give Fabian any more codfishes to carry, whether their tails

are wrapped up or not. My child is not a Hercules.
.- :|: * * *

Mrs. Montmorency has sent round to say Wentworth
has lost one of his goloshes, and has Fabian taken it by
mistake? I asked Fabian, and be says he has lost one of

his, and he believes it is the one Wentworth is wearing. I

spoke to Wentworth about it, and he says he has lost the
other one now and he thinks Fabian must have both. I

have been round to Mrs. Montmorency about it, and she

says one of the boys isn't telling the truth, and she has
never known Wentworth tell a lie. I have been to the

fishmonger and demanded to know where the goloshes are.

He stared like a fool and said perhaps they had been boiled

with the lobsters. This is the result of allowing Fabian to

associate with a boy like young Montmorency, a mischief-

making priggish boy, a thorough German.
* * * :;: *

Mrs. Montmorency has been to the fishmonger and
forbidden him to allow Wentworth to take the other side

of Fabian's basket.

* * * # *

Fabian has just come in to dinner. He is very flushed

and excited. Wentworth met him in a lonely street and
throw a crab at him. Fabian had nothing to defend
himself with but a pint of shrimps. He thinks he got a

good many into Wentworth's eye and down the back of his

neck, and this afternoon he will be able to take it out of

him with some scallops.
... ... o. * *

He has taken it out of him. He says Wentworth has

gone home howling. Serve him right, spiteful little beast!

* * * :;= *

The customer who ordered the shrimps has complained
of shortage of measure. The fishmonger has given Fabian
notice ! _______________

" Built almost entirely of wood, and containing articles of a highly
inflammable description, the firemen, who had the assistance of

several of the military, were unable to check the outbreak."

Glasgow Herald.

This homoeopathic variety of fireman is new to us.

From an official report on Sphagnum areas :

' ' The carriage of bags of half-wet moss over broken ground on men's
shoulders may present great difficulties and damp much enthusiasm."

Agreed.
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THE TRIUMPH OF COALITION.
THK EVICTED ONES. " \\

7ELL, ANYHOW, DOWN WITH THE KAISER!"
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SCENES FROM AN OUT FORT.
INCLUDING THE HUMOUBS OF

TEBEXCE O'LEABV.

in.

THE ELUSIVE SUBMARINE.
" IT is absolutely essential that the

men should he amused," said Major
Tusher, walking into the little mess-
room one day and finding his subalterns

absorbed in a comparatively recent

back number of a local paper, The

Pudlimjton Echo and Visitors' Clu/ile.

Tipping was reading the news

page, and Wai-berry studying
the advertisement sheet, with
the misplaced zeal of men who
have nothing much to do and
a great deal of time to do it in.

"Indeed, Sir yes, Sir," said

Tipping, springing to his feet.
" How do you propose to

amuse them? "

"They have not the same

advantages as ourselves, Tip-

ping," said Major Tusher

gravely,
"
although of course !

they have The Pitdlington Echo
when we have finished with it.

Still, I found Corporal Benny-
rnede in a very depressed con-

dition this morning, weeping
because his baby had got a

tooth and he had never seen
it."

"I consider Corporal Benny-
mede very weak-rninded," said

Warberry hotly. "He might
have been upset if his child had
failed to produce any teeth at

all, but the fact of such produc-
tion argues perfect health on
the part of his absent family."

"
Quiteso,"saidMajorTusber.

"What is it, O'Leary?"
"Corporal Bennymede was

enquirin' as to whether I would

play the bones to-night, Sorr,

in this little bit of a gaff they
are talking about among the

Lieutenant Tipping was blind to the

fact that across Gunner Donkin's broad

chest blazed a new fancy waistcoat of

his own, presented to him recently by
a maiden aunt with the pious wish
that he might

" wear it of an evening
when he slipped into plain clothes

after working hours."

The concert party looked unique
under the stars. Bombardier O'Leary,
as the right-hand-corner man, was the

success of the evening, and his song,
" Where are you going to, my pretty

Small boy (who IMS received a penny for retrieving a tennis-ball.

PLEASE, SIR, CHOC'LATE'S THBEE-'A'PENCE A STICK NOW."

"
Play what you like, when you like

and how you like," said Major Tusher

impatiently.
" Why are you fidgeting

at the door, O'Leary?
"

" It was this way, Sorr," said Terence.
" I have it all planned out, but there is

a dress and a black face that goes wid
the bones, Sorr."

" I have no objection to a fancy-
dress entertainment, within limits, of

course," said the Major, waving O'Leary
from the room.
The splendid equipment of the nigger

troupe was due in a great measure to

the generosity cf the officers' servants.

Major Tusher made no remark when
he recognised his scarlet - and - blue

dressing-gown on O'Leary's back, and

Huns?" with its encore, "The Wearin'
of the Iron Cross," was applauded to

the echo. Even the backs of Abe
watch behind the gun emplacements
showed appreciation and something
more, for the voices carried a long

way in the quiet night.

Corporal Bennymede displayed a nice

taste in his Shakspearean recitation, for

it was felt that " Oh, sharper than a

serpent's thanks to have a toothless

child
" was singularly appropriate to

his position. But the audience began to

exhibit signs of impatience as the even-

ing wore on, and Gunner Nankiyell was
heard to enquire persistently at the end
of every song as to the reason of his own
exclusion from the troupe.

" I should hev been the star of the

evening," he confided to the audience.
" With my song,

' Put me among the

Girls,' I 'd hev knocked spots out of

them figged-up niggers."
It was Terence O'Leary who silenced

every objection during the short inter-

val for refreshments, when the olliccrs

were temporarily absent.
"
Sure, thin, Tim Nankivell," he said

grimly from 'the edge of the platform,
"

if you can answer me this question

you shall come up here and sing every
song that your grandmother
taught you wid the end of the
broom-handle."

" And what may the ques-
! tion be ?

"
said Tirn Nankivell

j defiantly.
" Why is my head like a fool's

head ?
"

returned the right-
hand - corner - man with the

bland innocence of a child.
" And for why is it ?

"
re-

turned Gunner Nankivell un-

wisely.
" Because it is the spit and

image of your own," said

Terence O'Leary, and the con-

cert party pursued their well-

ordered way, while Nankivell

spent the remainder of the

evening in considering whether
it would be advisable to de-

mand an explanation from

O'Leary later in the evening.
The state of the tide had

only been called twice from
the walls before an orderly was
observed to approach Major
Tusher in haste, and in another

moment the alarmwas sounded

by the trumpeter on the gate.
Bombardier O'Leary gathered

up the Major's dressing-gown
about him and leaped hell for

leather to his gun as the word
"submarine" rang through
Fort Morningfcon.

" Sure and the Fort might
hev been a bloomin' pirate

junk," he said later in the seclusion of

his own room to his friend Bombardier
Patrick Molloy, who was temporarily
disabled by two black eyes caught on
shore during thirty -six hours' leave.

"There was me at the six -inch, and

Harrington at the four-point-seven, and

may the Saints preserve us, but whether
he looked the greater Judy than me I will

leave you to imagine, Patrick.Molloy."
"The Lord save us," said Molloy,

" and hwat became of the submarine?"
" It was three rounds we fired," said

O'Leary,
" before I made out that it

was, nothing but an ould biscuit-box

head on to the waves."
" It must have looked just like a sub-

marine onyway," said Molloy sooth-
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my button
black from

ingly. "Will I lend yon
e to fetch away tlio

your face, Terence '!

"

O'Jjcary wliistled u few bars of "Tlie

\\Varing of tbe Green," with a thought-
ful accent on each note. Then lie

"
It was \vliat the Brigade Oflie.

\\hen I hey heard of the- affair that is

troubling me. I was in the room

adjacent, to the tallyuhone, I'atricA

Molloy."
"That's a good tune," said Bom-

bardier Molloy, "and you have the

neat way of whistlin' that same,
'Terence. An' Invat did tlio Brigade
Oflice say ?

"

"Tlio Brigade Oflice is a black-

livend, black-hearted lot. The tally-

])hone cle 1<, bein' my own cousin, is

the only dacent boy in it. Cock the

like of that one up with their blas-

plieinin' nonsense, will they? Jf they'd

thought the same they should never
have asked him to set tongue to that

manage-."
"llwat was the message, thin?"

said Molloy.
Terence O'Leary's eyes shone with

(oppressed feeling.
"
They wished the garrison of Fort

Mornington had been buried along with
the biscuit box in the blackest pit of

all," he said slowly.
" My cousin

would be set up, sending that word

along."" 1 don't care a thraneen about your
cousin," said Molloy from the bed,
" but Invat did theOuld Man say about
it all?"

" I could not repate bis language,"
said O'Leary, busy with the grease-pot ;

" but it Ws all shpoke aft her he was

parted from the tally phono, and most
of it was shjioke to Gunner Iluggins,
who gave the alarm."

"Glory be to God," said Molloy
piously,

" for John Huggius was niver

a friend to me and I was niver a friend

to him."
" If you guessed the half of your life,"

continued Terence O'Leary impres-
sively,

"
you could never set your

mind to the answer that Gunner

Huggins gave to the Ould Man when he
had finished shpakin."
"Andhwat might the answer be?"

said Molloy breathlessly.
"

1 was behind the door, mind you,
I 'at rick, and heard it all before iver I

could walk away," replied O'Leary very
slowly.

" Gunner Huggins, salutin'

powerful awkwardly, dhropped the tip
of his rifle upon the Major's toe the
one that he had the gout set in a

while back."
"
Glory bo to God !

"
ejaculated

Patrick Molloy wildly ;

" and hwat "

" You needn't to ask me any more,"
said Bombardier O'Leary, taking off bis

V

\

TRENCH PHILOSOPHY.
"BILL, WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A OPTIMIST AND A PESSIMIST?"

"WELL, IT'S THIS WAIT, 'Anny. WHEN THE BOSCHES ARE STRAFING, A HOPITIMIST
'E THINKS THE SHKLLS AH!-: JUST BEING FIRED INDISCBIMINATE-LIKE AT NO ONE IN

PABTIC'LAR, WHILE A PESSIMIST 'E THINKS EVEBY SHELL is MEANT FOR 'ISBELF."

puttees.
" There was some fancy lan-

flyin" round afther that ! The
Major must have gone far to find the

names he was afther callin' John

Huggins. But I shall shpake a word to

my cousin in the Brigade Office when
next I go on shore shtirrin' up the
mud like that annyone might think

he was the Father of Evil or the
KAISKR himself."

(To be concluded.)

"They had dug magnificently before the
rain came, under the inspiration of a splendid
colonel, who cried '

Dig, dig, for God's sake !

Dig, my lads 1

'

knowing that he would save
their lives by every foot of earth turned up
by the German shovels they used for the
work. In three hours they had dug an eight-
inch trench in the village." Daily Paper.

For the Super-Bantams, we presume.

" The bride's going-away dress being a prey
gaberdine coat and skirt, with grey chiffon

hut and a pale blue velours hat."

Hunts County Netcs.

But why only two ?

From a confectioner's advt. :

"
Specialists in Fancy Presentation, Christ-

ening and Birthday Cakes. BHID.VL C'A K K
niuiiiproachable." Hyderabad Bulletin.

Much obliged for his warning, but we
never touch it ourselves.

" The street-vendor may not raise lug voice

in streets that are raucous all day with the cab

whistle, but Ptidcrcw.ski himself would be

sternly
' moved on '

if he played his violin

there." Mornituj Paper.

Still more, if ho were to bring the in-

strument with which he is usually
associated.
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THE LITTLE SHIPS.

["The small steamer struck a mine

yesterday and sank. The crew perished."

Daily Paper.']

WHO to tho deep in ships go down
Great marvels do behold,

But comes the day when some must
drown

In the grey sea and cold.

For galleons lost great bells do toll,

But now must we implore
God's ear for sunken Little Ships
Who are not heard of more.

When ships of war put out to sea

They go with guns and mail,

That so the chance may equal be

Should foemen them assail ;

But Little Ships men's errands run
And are not clad for strife

;

Goi's mercy then on Little Ships
Who cannot fight for life.

To warm and cure, to clothe and feed

They stoutly put to sea,

And since that men of them had need

Made light of jeopardy ;

Each in her hour her fate did meet
Nor flinched nor made outcry ;

God's love be with these Little Ships
Who could not choose but die.

To friar and nun, and every one
Who lives to save and tend,

Sisters were these whose work is

done
And cometh thus to end ;

Full well they knew what risk they
ran

But still were strong to give ;

God's grace for all the Little Ships
Who died that men might live.

Another Impending Apology.
" The Walking Stick Fund is getting known .

. . . We have to thank Mr. 's futile brain

fjr the idea." Great Thoughts.

From a list of " Books Eeceived
"

:

"FORTY YEARS AT THE WAR. By
J. H. Balfour Browne, K.C."

Glasgow Herald.

If the learned gentleman's participation
is going to prolong the War like this,

we trust he will return to his briefs.

From "
Gossip of the Day

"
:

" It has been a great year for the re-mar-

riage of widows, as witness the cases of Lord
Euston, the late Lord Mexborough, Lord
S:vvile, Lord Westmorland, Lord St. Davids,
Lord Muskerry, Lord Cottenham, Sir Charles

Wyndham, Canon Carnegie, and Dr. Percy
Dearmer. And now comes news of the engage-
ment of Col. McCalmont." Sunday Paper.

Here is yet another example, of the

danger of gossip. There is good auth-

ority for stating that not one of the

gentlemen mentioned has ever been a

widow.

THE COEN FIELD.

OLD George is just the colour of the

good brown earth. Thei'e is a slouchy
bend in every bit of him, and he
looks at you with a mysterious smile

of feigned simplicity while he speaks
in a high thin voice and sharpens his

scythe for further efforts. He is cutting
our field of oats, which is high and

golden and fully ripe. About the end
of August we get fussy and anxious

about our harvest. It was only last

year that we started growing corn in

the unprofitable little field where only
a rank poor grass had grown before.

It is just an acre. A neighbouring
farmer came to plough and sow it. In
the late summer a party of convales-

cent soldiers, the keenest of them an

ex-poacher, came for an afternoon of

sport, with an attendant crowd of men
and boys with dogs and ferrets, and

helped to thin the predatory rabbits
;

then, early in September, the harvest
of oats was reaped.

After the threshing we found we had

forty-five bushels of good oats with
which to face the winter and provide
for our ponies and fowls. Thus en-

couraged, in the following spring we
sowed' again, and the second reaping
has now come round.

But this year the shortage of hands
is grievously felt, so old George is

single handed at the mowing, and there

is only the Belgian boy, Gust, to bind.

We lend a hand ourselves three

mature ladies in eye-glasses, followed

by the cook and housemaid and the
old man " larns

"
us how to make a

bind or " been
"

as he calls it
; also

how to stack the sheaves one against
the other, leaving space for the wind
to blow through. One of us even

attempts to mow a swathe, but George
finds that he " canna larn

"
us that

the result is a gallant failure and a

tousled bunch of corn laid low. He
takes the scythe away with his usual

mystic smile, remarking,
" There 's a

good edge on en 'tis a wonder ye
couldn't do better."

He knows all there is to know of

the harvest field, and at the end of the

mowing he plaits a curious little device

in corn, called " the neck," and presents
it to the house, receiving in acknow-

ledgment a shilling with which to

drink to our prosperity. It hangs in

the hall for a year, this neck of corn,
till replaced by that of the next harvest.

Tho second day old George comes

sloping down the back road, followed
at a respectful distance by what he
calls a " rambler

"
not a cascade of

rosy flowers, however, but a rather

discoloured gentleman of the road, loss

prettily designated a tramp by the

world in general, or "
strag

"
in this

particular locality.
" Ah '11 bind," says old George.
"Certainly," we say, and they attack

the field together. A man of strength,
he does excellent work for a time.

When we next visit the field, however,
ho has disappeared.

" Ah said ah must goo to town and
have a shave," says old George drily,

continuing to mow. The rambler is

evidently a person of impulse.
Later in the day he returns.

"A pity to waste so much time in

doubtful weather," remarks one of us

coldly.
" I had business to attend to," re-

plies he imparturbably and with an

improved appearance. He only works
the one day, and then rambles out of

our ken. Walking is evidently his

hobby.
" Did he really get to the town in

the time?
" we ask.

" Ah did," says old George,
" and ah

sin a man there, drinking a glass of

beer." He smiles again inscrutably.
Our harvest is on teetotal principles,

and these pleasing visions are not to be

found here. But the corn is gathered
up into golden stacks, ready to be
carted away for the threshing, and our

harvesting is finished. Old George and
his smile vanish in the wake of the

thirsty rambler, and leave the field to

tho partridges. September, and the

birds fly up still untroubled, for the

shooters come not again this way.
One in Gallipoli, one in the Great
Push have passed over. No shooting

parties this year of the War, 1916.

Our Helpful Contemporaries.

Underneath a cartoon representing
the Gallic cock crowing,

"
NIKH, NIKH,

NIKH ! :
"-

" ' Nikh '

is Greek for '

Victory.'
"

The People.

"Wanted, Coy Quarter-Master-Sergeaut or

Sergeant-Major to take charge of a Home for

Discharged Wounded Soldiers in Ireland."

Daily Wail.

We hope they may get him
;
but we

have never met a coy one yet.

" The doctor came round, and had a look at

imJ's right eye which is not seriously in-

juredand asked, in his quiet way,
' hae this

lad een decorabted? "Daily Paper.

We prefer his noisy way, and so does

imJ.

A number of eggs, eacli inscribed with

a text, was sent to the wounded in a

cortain hospital. One which bore the

words,
" It is more blessed to give than

to receive," unfortunately proved to be

bad. The recipient is now of opinion
that altruism is only perverted egotism.
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CINEMA MANNERS AS APPLIED TO EVERYDAY LIFE.

DISMISSING AS EUPLOYK.

h

lilSll **%.

CATCHING THE 'BUS. ARRIVING HOME.

riSFACrlON AT THE HKSTACRAST. DEALING WITH A RIVAL.
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The Mule (having at last, after many failures, thrown his rider throuyli a window).
" WHAT AN ASS I AM!

NOON. I'VE BEEN AN 1 IHBOWN HIM INTO A CHEMIST'S I"
WASTED MY AFTER-

THE REAL CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

["Among those whom I met in California was the renowned
Charlie Chaplin. Contrary to expectations, I found him to be a

young man of a serious and sensitive disposition, who has artistic

ambitions of a kind not suggested by his public records, and who
in private life is thoughtful as well as versatile and entertaining."
Sir HERHERT TREE in his American Impressions in " The Times."]

MY name from China to Peru is loud on ev'ry'lip ;

I 've millions more admirers than HALL CAINE or

BUDDY KIP,
And yet amari aliquid with all my sweets I sip.

In private life I don't indulge in idiotic games,
I am a serious thoughtful man with high artistic aims,
And a strenuous disciple of the late Professor JAMES.

I long to burst the fetters of my lucrative routine,

To quit the ceaseless folly of the moving picture scene

And blossom forth into a Judge, a Statesman or a Dean.

Unsympathetic critics harp upon my princely screw,

They little know how joyfully I 'd see it cut in two
If a could write like MEREDITH or even EUGENE SUE.

I 'd love to be a singer or a preacher, and to feel

That I influenced my hearers by a flesh-and-blood appeal,
Not by the speechless antics of a ghost upon a reel.

I long to solve the laws of mind, like Mr. OSWALD STOLL
I long to be a diplomat and draft a protocol ;

I long to write,a symphony like BRAHMS'S in C moll.

I 'd love to play Othello or enact the noble Dane,
Or indite a new philippic in the Ciceronian vein,

Or ascend the Orinoco in a crystal hydroplane.

Anon I long to be a bard and sling prodigious rhymes,
Or contemplate a life enriched by most colossal crimes

Such as forcibly abducting the Dictator of The T * * * s.

But then I am so sensitive, as TREE acutely saw,
I hold that oven genius should be subject to the law ;

I have no use for culture that is red in tooth and claw.

Men label me a jester, a mummer, a buffoon
;

They rank me in mentality no higher than a coon ;

They lamentably fail to read my spirit's tragic rune.

Under the motley that I wear, the clothes that fit me ill,

Under that silly bowler hat, those features never still,

Napoleonic passions surge of which the world knows nil.

And yet I draw some comfort from the fact that

HERBERT THEE
In our friendly conversations should have had the wit

to see

That an artist and philosopher are lost in CHARLIE C.

" Amsterdam, Wednesday. According to a telegram from Berlin a

Turkish farce will soon take part in military operations in Galicia."

Egyptian Mail.

Truth will out, even in an Amsterdam telegram.

"
Reports are coming in of the remarkable growth of grain fol-

lowing heavy rains and recent war weather." Canadian Paper.

The effect of the bombardment in Picardy has indeed been

far-reaching.

"Fon SALE, Orange Persian Cat (male) ;
also Parrot Cage."

Hull Daily Mail.

We hope the parrot made a good fight of it.
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CENTRAL. POWERS'

WAR CONFERENCE

1

THE BETTER PART OF VALOUR.
KAISER. "I SUPPOSE YOU'LL WANT TO BE GETTING HOME NOW, 1-EKPlE?"

FEEDIE. "I'LL DO ANYTHING IN EEASON, WILLIAM, BUT I WON'T GO HOME."
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Tourist. "AnE THERE ANY ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS ABOUT HEBE?"
Farm-hand. "NAY. THEY WOULDN'T BE ALLOWED. SQCIRE 'E "AVB ALL THE SHOOTING "EREABOUTS."

THE FOOD-STBATEGIST.
I DON'T like Vegetarians. I have a

horror of Fruitarians. I loathe Nut-
arians. And I cherish a concentrated

splenetic hatred for combined Nutto-
Tutti - Frutti -Vegetarians that would
make the author of the Hymn of Hate
confess with shame that he had only
succeeded in being slightly petulant.

Squidgly is a hyphenated Vegetarian.
He rushes into battle (metaphorically

speaking) with a caulifloweremblazoned
on his oriflamme, and smites down
opposition with a vegetable-marrow.
Fluellen himself was not more valiant

in defence of the leek. But Squidgly
goes further. He defends not only
leeks but celery and cabbages, beetroot

and broccoli, and would be ready to die

in defence of a stick of rhubarb. A
cucumber is to him a microcosm of all

the virtues, comparable only for honesty
and square dealing with a Brazil nut.

I, for my part, am a carnivorous

animal. I ruin my constitution with

succulent steaks and have for many
years been committing slow but deter-

mined suicide with mutton-chops. I

eat meat for breakfast, for lunch, for

dinner and at any old time when the

craving seizes me.

My dislike of Squidgly and his fellow-

ruminants, who ilaunt the green leaf of

a blamelesi vegetarian life, is due to!

their persistent efforts to rescue me
from my slough of digestive iniquity.

Nevertheless I am now cultivating

Squidgly. Our relations at present are

those of benevolent neutrality, which
I hope will ripen in time to an entente.

I implore him by all he holds dear, by
the recollection of his kitchen garden,

by the remembrance of his early toma-

toes, to hold true to his principles. I

make hypocritical protestations that

my deep regard for the circumstances

of our family butcher alone prevents
me from following his example.
You see, if the Government adopt

the threatened plan of issuing meat-
tickets and my daily chop is reduced

to the dimensions of a sardine cutlet,

Squidgly might be induced to grant me
the reversion of his ticket, thereby

enabling me to pander to my vice un-

checked. One has to be a strategist
in war-time.

"A Touch of the Tarbrush."
"
Rarely have larger crowds been seen in the

streets of Cairo. The tarbrushes formed a

crimson sea." Evening Pajier.

"The Lostwithiel String Band discoursed

some good selections of music, and dancing
commenced on the green at 6. SO. About fifty

wounded soldiers were presentarfrfd wrfaw-
dorfrfdwd ed suil.irs and soldivrs were pie-
sent." Lnstirithiel and I'tnvey Guardian.

The brave fellows were still present,
we observe, after the Welsh interlude.

"
Judging from the latest output of design-

ers and tailors, it would appear that an organ-
ised opposition to the present severely simple
modes has been set on foot by fishmongers."

Bridport A'eics.

A smart young lady crab of our ac-

quaintance authorises us to say that

she intends to be dressed as usual.

"General Sarrail is attacking the Bulgarian-
German forces along the entire Greek-Siberian

frontier, a distance of more than 150 miles."

Victoria Daily Colonist.

Or even more still.

" Like a bolt from the blue this terrible war
broke upon us. Then at the request of a great

military genius five and a-quarter martial

spirits rushed to the colours."

Manawattce Daily Times (N.Z.).

The censorship
" down under

"
is evi-

dently even more stringent than at home.

" The War Savings Association in connection

with one large London firm embraces the

entire clerical staff, the lift girl, and the char-

woman." Evening Paper.

A very comprehensive hug.
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THE EVADERS OF CONSCRIPTION.

BY WOI.IT l',i I:KAU \Yii;r.u:ss.

/.',///, September 16th. Already
tho English in countless myriads are

seeking moans by which to evade

their Military Service Act. An in-

quiry has just been held at the fortified

city of Margate into the disappearance
of T. Smith, (livrngrocer. This typical

sample of a nation of shopkeepers hail

frequently expressed a desire to quit
tho country. Three days ago ho was
seen quitting by way of the pier,

having announced his intention of

swimming the Channel. Was last re-

ported, in an exhausted state, in tho

vicinity of one of our gallant Under-sea

boats. A Margate jury of fellow-shop-

keepers returned verdict :

"
Torpedoed

while of unsound wind."

From the London Daily Looking-
Glass. " MODERN SIMEON STYLITES :

An amazing discovery was made last

evening in Trafalgar Square, a middle-

aged man (said to be a piano-tuner)

being found on the pinnacle of Nelson's

Column. By some means, at present
unknown, ho had conveyed himself

and a small store of food to the top
of tho monument. Here, but lor the

happy chance of a wide awake American

pausing to glance up at England's
national hero, this representative of

English music would in all probability
have perished, for when rescued by the

fire brigade he was in a state of pitiable
emaciation due to continual attacks of

mountain sickness."

Another London newspaper says :

"
Charged with masquerading as a

woman, Claude Duval Browne was

yesterday, at the Marlborough Police

Court, handed over to a military escort.

His capture was in great measure due
to the intelligence of P.O. Robinson,
who became suspicious on noticing that

prisoner wore yellow plaid trousers

beneath his skirt, spoke in a deep bass

voice, and was smoking a pipe of strong
shag."

1 1 is now definitely known that the re-

cruiting office near the bastion of Tooting
Bee has been partially wrecked by a

mysterious explosion. It appears that

J. Jones (a Grouper), who was due to

report for service that day, had been

taking small doses of cordite with a
view to impairing his heart's action.

A Sergeant, it is alleged, spoke heatedly
to J. Jones, who at once vanished with
a terrific report. The Sergeant is ex-

pected to recover, but very little of

Jones is worth recovering.
That ho had successfully posed as

the PRIME MINISTER, the EXCHEQUER
CHANCELLOR, the perfidious Sir GREY,
General JOFFHE, General BOOTH,
BERNARD SHAW, and the Grand Duke

Officer. "WHAT is YOUB WORK JN CIVIL LIFE?"
llecruit. "I'M ' QUEENIE

' IN ' HOME TATTLE,' Sin."

NICHOLAS OF RUSSIA, when challenged

by the police to produce his exemption
card, was stated of a prisoner at the

Street of Bow Station. The magis-
trate, in handing over prisoner to the

military doctor for examination, hinted

his grave doubts as to the sanity of a

man who willingly shouldered all the

burdens of such aliases.

Other instances of English panic
have reached our notice. In the Lon-
don Tubes lurk scores of cravens, who
travel ceaselessly between the Piccadilly

Broadway and the Shepherd's Bush
Circus, not daring to emerge into day-
light. In the Hall of Tussaud, Groupers
have even taken the places of wax-
works ; but, since the introduction

of a system of pricking every figure
with a pin before the establishment is

closed at night, this custom has be-

come unpopular. Others are simulat-

ing madness, epilepsy, rabies, sleeping

sickness, and even death. It is doubtful

whether England's stupendous sacri-

fice of principle will bring a hundred
recruits to her colours.

" Tho Government propose the granting of

a national holiday of about four days during
the period extending from the end of September
until October 1st, to munition workers."

Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

A tight squeeze, but we'll back the

Government to do it.

" What a man-el this man was I for when
fast approaching a centenarian he might still

be seen in the saddle." Country Life.

But would it not have been more con-

siderate of him to dismount, for fear of

alarming the old gentleman?

" It was pronounced by Sarah Bcrnhardt to

be a chcv d'oeuvre." Sunday Paper.

We doubt if she really pronounced it

quite like that.
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
YEOWOMANUY AND MANCEUVHES.

Toppington Tower, September 15th.

DEAREST DAPHNE, Stella Clack-

mannan (I 'm staying with them, as

you see) has raised a corps or a division

or whatever it 's called " The Duchess
of Clackmannan's Yeowomanry

"
in

the country here, and she 's their

General. Wo all turn out in khaki

three times a week (I 'm on Stella's staff

while I 'm here tempy. Colonel),
and we drill and march and do posi-
tive wonders. Stella says her Yeo-
women constitute a Third Line of

Defence. I asked some of the Yeo-
women themselves about it, and they
said, Yes, in case of invasion, they 'd

be the third line of defence ;
and then

I asked them what they 'd do, and

they aaid they didn't know. Some
of us look immensely snappy in our
khaki ;

I don't say Stella does, be-

cause (this is very, very much entre

nous, dearest we must remember
we should never have Itnoivn it but

for her devotion to her country) the

dear thing is knock-kneed !

Still, she makes a simply splendid
General (she 's had lessons from a
N.C.O. and has all the military terms
at the tip of her tongue), and to see

her on horseback, commanding, on
a field day or a parade day is really

thrilling. She hardly ever calls out

"Advance" when she means "
Retire,"

or " Stand at ease
" when she means

"Charge," though of course such tiny

slips would be quite excusable.

TheYeowomen have got a machine

gun. They don't know yet how to

make it go off, and they 're too proud
to ask any of the men, qui se moquent
d'elles sans cesse ; but they 're per-

severing with it. I 've made one or

two suggestions, and we all hope it

will go off soon. Stella says that her

only little trouble is that her Yeo-
women don't like discipline. One of

her sergeants, Maud Something, an

enormously efficient Yeowoman, cut _

open her military cap and put a big
ribbon bow over the cut part. Stella

paraded them all and told Sergeant
Maud it was a breach of discipline to

alter her uniform, and Sergeant Maud

However, it's straightened out now.
|

were at Dawdlemoor Spa. Lady M.
Sergeant Maud has taken the big j

likes to be right in front of the move-
ribbon bow off her military cap and i rnent, and her two eldest girls, Blue-
sew-ed the cap up again and does her bell and Hyacinth (they 're nineteen
hair smaller. and twenty) were conspicuous even at

We were discussing Stella's discipline i Dawdlemoor for being dressed on ne
difs. at dinner last night, and the Duke -pent plus d la mode d'aujourd'hici
said,

" You '11 never have discipline frocks just to their knees, socks and
without punishment." , strap shoes, and skipping

-
ropes to

"Oh, you savage person!" cried : match their ribbons. But then there
Stella. " Punishment ! Quel mot ! were the two youngest ones, Nettie
Whoever heard of a woman submitting ! and Nottio (Mignonette and Foi'get-

me-Not), who really arc kiddies,

scarcely in their teens, and Madame
Mi- re was puzzled as to how they
should be mises, their grown - up
sisters having touched the extromc
limit of juvenility. She solved tho

problem by dressing Mignonette and

Forget
- me - Not in frocks to their

ankles, with short waists and baby
bonnets. As they 're nearly as tall

as their elder sisters the effect of

the family group was something of

a jigsaw, and thereby hangs the

story
ette.

Sir Lucre Oremount, on leave

from East Africa, where he 's been
with his regiment ever since war
broke out, and, par consequent, not

up to the vagaries of fashion at

home here, was staying at the same
hotel as the Manosuvrers, and was

only too pleased to know them and

join their party when invited. (The
poor boy is terribly eligible, and

Lady M. received him A Iras o^lverts.)

There was the famous sunrise to see

from Dawdlemoor Ridge (can't you
see that poor devoted woman digging
out those lazy girls at some tin-

earthly hour?); there was the cele-

brated Echo to hear in the Fairies'

Valley (Norty used to say that echo

was done by a man employed by
the Dawdlemoor Town Council and

paid according to the number of

people who visited the Valley during
the season) ;

there were picnics to

that fraudulent Roman Camp and to

the tinkered - up old castle (one of

the five hundred old castles where
to punishment, or, still less, being able

[
Charles the First slept the night before

Tommy (to Pat, who is looking for a sniper). "Is
HE THERE, PAT?"

Pat. "BEGOB, HE MUST BE 'COS I DON'T SEE
HIM."

to inflict it !

"

' I don't say you 're to send any
of your mutinous Yeowomen to the

cells, or even give them a good
said she dressed her hair over a frame '

smacking," said Clackmannan ;

" but
and the cap wasn't large enough,

j

how would it be to issue a General

Flodden Field). And then Sir Lucre's

leave began to run out, and Lady
Manocuvrer thought it time to use her

delicate touch and great experience in

turning attentions into intentions. She

dropped a hint while tete-A-tfte with

Stella told her the hair must be made ! Order of the Day saying that in future Sir Lucre, and he at once responded
to suit the cap, not the cap the hair, i any insubordination will be considered by blurting out that he was "

frightfully
in Invn " wifli hfir " p.ldftst daughter."and that what she 'd done made her

j

a proof that the delinquent is not
liable to be degraded to the ranks, and i young enough to endure discipline ?

"

Sergeant Maud said if she was to be ' Stella took it quite au serieux. "I

degraded to the ranks she'd resign,
' believe I'll try it," she said.

and all the ranks called out that if it
j People are telling quite a touching

was considered degradation to be one '

little storyette about Lady Manoeuvre!'
of them they 'd resign ! Poor Stella

'

and a recent matrimonial reverse in

was too worried for words about it. her family. She and her four girls

in love
"
with her " eldest daughter,

and only waiting an opportunity to

speak. You can imagine, dearest, the

beaming expansiveness of Lady M.

as she popped on her Bless-you-my-
children air.

"Then I may count on your ap-

proval," went on the happy smtpiran/t,
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k,

Village Expert (on the duration of tlte War). "ZoMB ZES THIS, AN' XOME ZES THAT AS" T'OTHER, BUT WOT / ZES is THEBE AIN'T
NO KNOW1N' AN' NO TKLLIN 1

, AK 1

I B'AINT FAR WRONG NEITHER."

"
if I 'm lucky enough to get the right

answer from Forget-me-Not !

"

"
Forget-me-Not ?

"
shrieked Latiy

MaiKeuvrer
;

" my
' eldest daughter !

'

Forget-me-Not 's the baby. She 's

snueely thirteen! You don't mean
Forget-me-Not. You mean Bluebell
or I lyacinth."

" Vviuit ! Those two children?
"

"
They 're not children they 're only

dressed in the extreme of the fashion
they're nineteen and twenty! Oh,
what have I done? It was impossible
fur Xettie and Nottio to wear shorter

skirts than their grown-up sisters were

wearing, so I put them into ankle-

frocks, with baby waists and bonnets.
Dear Sir Lucre, you don't mean
Forget-me-Not you mean Bluebell or
I lyacinth."

Sir Lucre was very positive, how-
ever, that he did mean Forget-me-Not
and no one else, and, his chosen Fair
One proving utterly ineligible, he left

Dawdlemoor the same day, trying to ad-

just his views of tilings in general and
the fuxliivns in particular. Lady M.,

wringing her hands and tearing her

transformation, retired k> her base with
her forces forgive me, dearest, it 's all

the fault of Stella and her Yeowomen
I mean that the Manoeuvre!' family

have gone back to Mamruvrer Court.
l.ver thine, BL.ANCHF..

MiilfiitlHT's brass work.-, wauled
; grand-

father's dial wanted." Ifatniltvii

These were the men !

PROTECTING THE PUBLIC.
A PARAGRAPH in the Press states

that " in response to a request from
the. Eoyal Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children, the Manage-
ment of Ye Gods have withdrawn the

grotesque masks worn by the sand-
wichboardmen advertising this farce

at the Aldwyeh Theatre." The above

is, however, only one instance of thefine
work being performed by various soci-

eties on the same lines, unobtrusively
and without adequate recognition.

Thus, recent innovations in the gags
employed by one of our best known revue
comedians having been brought to the

notice of the Society for the Preserva-
tion of Historic Landmarks, that body
at once protested to the Management
concerned, and was successful in getting
all the more venerable wheezes rever-

ently replaced.
It will be noticed that the new

revue at our leading West End variety
house will be marked by several novel

features, amongst them the disappear-
ance of the joy-way down the centre

of the stalls. This change has been
effected by the Management at the

urgent request of the Anthropol-
Section of the Eoyal Society, which
has found that the strain of sitting for

two hours with the neck screwed at

an acute anglo was having deleteri-

ous consequences among the younger
generations of British playgoers, the

chief sutYeivrs being males of military

age.

A Speak-the-Truth Society is being
formed in London and the provinces
with the primary object of discourag-

ing inexactitude in Theatrical Press

agencies. Among other results it is

hoped to secure the entire abolition of

such preliminary boom -paragraphs as

can only be described as Whoppers.

"They [the German newspapers] clamour
for peace, and renounce any ambitions of

annexation. A veritable disease of truth-kill-

ing has broken out among them."
Provincial Paper.

But is that anything new ?

" Defendant [a motor-cyclist] said the road
was tarred and wet, and his machine skidded.
He put his hand accidentally upon the throstle,
in consequence of which ho went upon the

footpath." Western Times.

Motorists ought not to take their birds

about with them. We saw a joy-rider
the other day with a whole clutch.

From a book review :

"
Although originally addressed to a Scottish

audiciico, the author in the selection and

arrangement of his subject-matter has been

guided by other considerations than the purely
utilitarian." Nature.

On behalf of our Scottish readers wo

protest against the "although."

"Experienced gentleman required . . .

Write particulars of previous experience and

age." Daily Telegraph.

A cynical correspondent (female) ob-

serves upon this that " an experienced

lady gives her previous age as a matter

of course."
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THE FACTOTUM.
FROM time to time lexicographers

make calculations as to how many
words the members of various classes

of English society employ. The rustic

comes at the foot, I believe, with only
a hundred or two, and so on, through
the grades, to Sir OLIVER LODGE and

VERNON LEE and Mr. GOSSE, whose
words are legion.
But never mind how many or how

few words we use. More interesting is

the way we overwork one or two of

them.
Here are some reports from various

centres illustrating the strain that it

is customary now to put upon that

adjective which BUNYAN, who used no

word lightly, coupled with the City of

his desire :

At the National Gallcri/.

Guide to Australian Sol-

diers :
" Now let me show

you one of the most beau-

tiful pictures we have a

landscape by COROT."

In the Park. First Dog-
fancier :

" Do you know, I

met a man yesterday who
denied that Pekinese were
beautiful."

SecondDog -fancier: "Good
heavens ! Still, they 're not

so beautiful as bull-dogs."
First Dog-fancier: "My

dear ! How can you think

so?"

In the Trenches. First

Soldier :
" You know that

fellow who was sniping
us all day yesterday? Well,
I set my heart on getting
him, and about half-an-

hour after daybreak this

morning my chance came.

In Camp. First Soldier: "Was it

a good concert ?
"

Second Soldier : "Not 'art. Old Bill

playing 'Farewell, Virginia' on his

jews -harp was Al. Well, it was
other word forbeautiful there 's no

it."

In the Country. Materialist: "Why
on earth don't they Hush the lake ?

It 's stagnant."

Sliapsodist :
"
Yes, but look at the

beautiful iridescence on the surface !

"

At T/utrston's. First Spectator:
" You may say what you like about
IXM AX, but there 's nothing beautiful in

his play such as there is in KEECE'S."

At the Seaside. Second Bather:
"What 's the water like this morning ?"
'First Batlier. "It's beautiful."

Hammerhun is marrying ? Is she

pretty ?
"

His Partner: "She's more than

pretty she's beautiful."

At the AUtambra. Member of the

Audience :
" So that 's GEORGE ROBEY,

is it ? Well, I 'm glad I 've seen him at

last. He 's just beautiful."

At the Butcher's, Customer :
" I

want some steak. Something very

nourishing."
The Butcher (slamming upon the block

a viscous mass of quivering redness) :

" There you are, Madam. Never had a

more beautiful fillet than that in the

place." ___^_______.
" Drums Practice must commence punctu-

ally at 7 p.m., so that drishrdluunnumi

punctually, in order to finish punctually at

~i 7 p.m., so that drill may begin
to time.

' '

Provincial Paper.

Drishrdluunnunu seems to

take up less time than our
old friend rataplan.

"ANY EXCUSE ."

Scene. Somewhere in Middlesex. Charge. Overstaying leave.

The Old, Soldier. "Ii WAS LIKE THIS, SIR. I HAD TO WAIT FOB
MY TBAIN, SO I HAD A CIGABETTE, AND TOOK A STEP BACKWARDS TO
GET OUT OP THE .WIND^ LIKE AND, SWELP ME ! IF I DIDN'T
WALK STRAIGHT INTO THE OPEN GUARD'S VAN OP THE SCOTCH Ex-
PBESS THAT WAS JEST LEAVING THE PLATFOB3I."

' ' North of Pozieres we have
made some further advance hy
bombing along tho enemy's
trenches, capturing 25 prisoners
in the Ypres salient."

Guernsey Keening Press.

We commend the restraint

of our contemporary in de-

scribing this sixty miles'

raid.

He showed
himself just a little too much, and I

made a beautiful hole .right through
his head. No more trouble from him !

"

In the Lounge. First Lady: "Tell

me something to read."

Second Lady :
" You should get The

Treacle Moon, by Green Stratton Water.
It 's beautiful."

At the Hospital. First Student:

"You should have been in the operating
theatre this morning. The way Sir

Sawyer Lympne took that leg off was

something beautiful."

At Queen s Hall. Enthusiast, entering
late :

" I hope I haven't missed any-
thing."
His Friend :

" Missed anything ? I

should think you had. They 've played
that beautiful symphony of BEET-
HOVEN'S your favourite and played
it beautifully too."

At the Tailor's. Fitter to Customer :

"I shouldn't have anything done to

that if I were you. I call that a beauti-

ful'fit, Sir."

After Church. First Parishioner :

"
Well, I never heard the Eector in

"As Mr. Lloyd George said

on Saturday night in his Welsh
retreat,

' The nippers are grip-

ping.' For tho first time for

two years he feels it will ' not be

long before we begin to hear a

crack,' though the extraction of

the kernel may be a slower busi-

ness. The Kussiaii half of the

nippers is gripping also."

Morning Paper.

We are delighted to learn

from so high a source as the Press that

the Allies have given up trying to crack

the nut with only one half of the nip-

pers a process rarely successful.

' This paper is distributed to ships, regi-

better form than he was to-day. Eeally \ ments, hospitals, etc., through the Admiralty,

beautiful."

In. the Train. Newspaper Reader :

" There 's been another round-up, I see. ,,. r TOVr. r p nl)T . , . ,.f i ,t , i , f i
' Ail . .LJl-tU 1LJ \JVi\jm>Vt

It s beautiful the way they re after

the War Office, the Red Cross, the Y.M.C.A.
and other philanthropic organisations."

Blighty.

bo

these shirkers."

In a Flower Garden. Hostess :

" What do you think of our Gruss an

Teplitz ?
"

Visitor :
" It 's beautiful."

In a Kitchen Garden. Visiting Gar-
dener : "Your celery looks all right."
Home Gardener: "Yes, it's coming

along beautiful."

At a Dinnerparty. First Guest :

" What kind of a girl is it that Captain

with this description of his new depart-
ment.

.

" BOMBS AT A RAILWAY STATION.

Considerable agitation has been caused in

Switzerland through the discovery at l.au-

sanne railway station of thirty-six mobs,
believed to be of Austro-Gennan origin."

Evening Paper.

The Swiss authorities are to be com-
mended on the prompt and effective

way in which, as indicated in the head-

line, they dealt with the situation.
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Tommy (who lias found some kipper bones in his tea).
"
'EBB, HALDEBT, TAKE AWAT THIS MOCK TURTLE SOUP ASD nuixo ME BOMB

OF THE CONSUMMY 1

"

AT THE PLAY.
" POTASH ANDPERLMUTTERIN SOCIETV."

THIS queer money trouble in three
Acts with a happy ending finds itself

outside criticism by its charming
>;,\n-i'ti'. Mr. MONTAGUE GLASS, be-

sides creating, with the skilled assist-

ance of Mr. AUGUSTUS YORKE and
Mr. EGBERT LEONARD, the immortal
Abe and Mau-russ, has got the smell
of dollars across the footlights more

completely than any other of his enter-

prising countrymen. And it is some
smell !

As to tho general business back-

ground, I can imagine the nightmare
of a respectable Wood Street merchant
after a gastronomic indiscretion at
PIMM'S might be something like it.

That is, if it were not for Abe and
Miiirruss. That 'snot nightmare. That's
the human comedy that 's life, odd
but real. And not many authors could

siring together so many sentences
which induce the loud guffaw that

speaks tho well-contented mind. Which
is tho abundant justification of Potash
mid L\ rhnittlcr in Socit'ti/, as of its

predecessor.
The two worthy costumiers have

prospered. Mawruss, newly married,

has a pretentious nat in Fifth Avenue.
Some financiers who are on the look-

out for pretentious flats find it. The

upshot is that Potash and Perlmutter
are "

incorporated." Abe breaks away
aghast at the dishonest watering of the

capital. Maivruss is engulfed, and it is

Abe who comes to the rescue, and the
broken partnership is renewed in a
fresh start in honest business on the
old lines. Queer how lovable these
two fellows are with all their prepos-
terous meanness and ridiculous pre-

occupation with money-getting.
I amused myself by trying to catcli

Mr. YOEKE and Mr. LEONARD off

their guard. Not on your life, not for

a single instant ; not by a quiver of an

eyelid did they give themselves away
as the two robust gentlemen whose

photographs graced the foyer. A really
wonderful performance.

I don't suppose anyone who has
made acquaintance with Abe or Maw -

rnss will hesitate to renew it. But to

the others I say : Go and laugh. The
kaleidoscopic crowd of secondary cha-

racters hasn't much chance. Pretty
Miss LAURA COWIE, who has some very
good things to her credit, didn't seem

quite the simple loyal little wife that

Mr. GLASS meant her to be. But this

isn't quite her galley, is it ? Miss MILLIE
HYLTON makes an excellent grotesqueof
Mrs. Potash. Mr. GEOFFREY WILMEB
gives a good smooth performance as a

well-mannered optimistic crook ; and
Mr. PETER WISER'S insurance agent was
a good study of canvass by barrage and

battery. The wicked business - man,
swindler and sensualist, of Mr. FRANK
PETLEY was effective. Many others

also ran in and out of the general

medley. T.

"Early this morning [at Athens] a party
of reservists asked an officer who happened
to be passing by to help them raid a horsa
where they said they suspected arms were
concealed." Sunday Times.

It sounds like poor old Laocoon again.

"COBLETT. On July 21, at 67 ColvilU-

street, Battery Point, to Private and Mrs.
O. K. Corlett : a daughter (Martha Claudeina

Francis). Now on active service."

Taitiianian Paper.

We like Miss CORLETT'S spirit and

congratulate her parents.
" Bukarest.

The German and Turkish Legations left this

morning, travelling respectively to Berlin and
Constantinople through Russia and Sweden."

Morning Paper.

It seems a long, long way to Constan-

tinople.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks,)

THIS Mr. E. F. BENSON is becoming a prodigy. The

rapidity with which he turns out books that (for all their

facility) never seem in the least slipshod entitles him to

rank among the marvels of literature. Speaking as a

reviewer, my complaint is especially concerned with that

easy dialogue of his, which, while seeming to be about

nothing at all (as is the talk of most people), is reallv so

artfully getting the story told that I am prevented from

skipping a word of it, and driven forward as with goads.
This is notably the case with Mike (CASSELL), which, though
I don't call it quite Mr. BENSON'S best, is certainly among
the most human romances that have been written about the

would have to include me in the same charge. To speak
quite frankly, as a polemic the thing is conspicuously
ill-timed. There are some fairly well-drawn sketches of

modern London scenes, and some clever wit that I would

gladly have seen better employed. Otherwise the effect of

the whole is irritatingly artificial, and so feminist that it

reminds me of nothing more than a play at a ladies' sem-

inary, with all the characters, of both sexes, impersonated
by precocious and rather conceited young women.

Non-Combatants is, so Messrs. HODDKK AND STOUGHTON
tell us,

" a story of the War as it reacts on the people at

home," and for my part I will say at once that it is a gloomily
didactic tale. Miss ROSE MACAULAY has strong views about

war, and now that she has expressed them I hope she will

War. It is courageous, too
;
it must have taken some nerve

[

return to subjects more in harmony with her natural

to create such very attractive Germans as Hermann and
|

talent. Under ordinary conditions 1 do not believe that

Sylvia. I don't intend to spoil the tale for you by telling i she would have created a family genteel to the point of

it beforehand
;
but I will say that you will certainly not put vulgarity for the joy of heaping ridicule upon them

;
nor

As usual with introduced us to a heroine who in moments of strong
emotion was physically

it down before the last page is turned.

Mr. BENSON, the plot is i

rather less important than
|

the characters, some of
|

whom are as good as

anything that he has done

Lady Ashbridge, for

example, who at first

seemed only another of

those clever studies of

feminine futility of which
the author has already
such a gallery, but after-

wards developed into

something vastly different

(her later appearances in-

deed are almost intolerably

poignant) ; Michael him-

self, the shy egoist; his

pompous father and his

delightful aunt. All these

are admirably drawn ; and
not less striking is the

treatment of another

character, none

I forget how often

Sandomir suffered

nausea, but more
once I found my-

W'ife of Author (lieariiig Hie sound of a
HAROLD I AN INSPIRATION ?

' '

brow slapped). "OH,

The Author (f.adly). "No, MY DEAR A MOSQUITO.'

sick.

Alix
from
than
self wondering whether
attacks of nose-bleeding,

sneezing, or even hic-

coughs would not have

emphasized sufficiently
her internal emotions.

There is, however, a lot

of clever writing in this
"
story of the War," and,

in spite of the fact that

the present example of

Miss MACAULAY'S art pro-
vides abundant proof of

the pitfalls which lie in

wait for an ambitious

novelist, I still pin my
faith to her.

other than the All-Highest War Lord himself. Probably
you were not prepared to find him in the cast. But at all

events you will now have to read the book if only to see

how so sensational an appearance is brought about.

Fictional variations upon the war-theme continue, as I
knew they would, to engage our novelists. But I own that
I was unprepared for anything quite like Dead Yesterday
(DUCKWORTH), which, so far as I have been able to grasp

(MILLS AND BOON) is the

Armchair
attractive title

Stories
that Mr.

I. A. R. WYLIE has given to a collection of short tales.

My only comment upon it shall be to suggest that you
should place your armchair within easy reach of a salt-

cellar, since the demands that the stories will make upon it

are likely to exceed an occasional pinch. Take for example
the first half-dozen, which concern a common hero, one

Sandy McGrab. This gentleman (I will not hide it from you)
was a native Scot. When not engaged in pursuits more pro-

its meaning, appears to be a pacificist tract thinly disguised i per to the Highlands, he was reciting passages from SHAK-
as a story. Of course it is always possible that I may be

|

SPEAKE to the surrounding heather. These recitals having

wronging Miss MARY AGNES HAMILTON, and that the been overheard by a real leading lady oh these actresses!

peace-at-any-price views of her heroine are not to be I
she encouraged him to such an extent that, on the night of

identified with her own ; but in that case she should cer- her London debut as Juliet, the braw laddie knocked on the

tainly have copied the newspaper editors and disclaimed head the mime who was cast for Romeo, and took his place

responsibility. Besides, not only the heroine but all the with triumphant success. This interesting sidelight on life

"sympathetic characters" adopt the same attitude; and ' behind the scenes should be welcomed by those who, like

for further evidence there is the recruiting meeting in myself, imagined that not only the speeches but the related

Chapter 22, at which the arguments of the speaker, one movements of the players require some practice before the

Nigel, are indicated with superior scorn, and implied to be rising of the curtain. After it I was incapable of surprise
at the mercy of the quiet man in a flannel collar who is not when a dramatic critic, tempted for vile ends to write a had

allowed to question them. After this the plot is of secondary notice, replied hoarsely,
" I can't ! I should be perjuring my

importance. The matter of it is how the heroine heroically
j

own soul !

" But after that I rose from my armchair
breaks her engagement to this Nigel on the ground that

j

and turned for relief to the verisimilitudes of the BARON
he is unable to " understand her." I am afraid that she I VON MUNCHHAUSEN.
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CHARIVARIA.
SWKDKN'S champion liar, Dr. SVKN

HI:DIN, it is announced, is preparing to

publish a no\vl)ook
proving

that Turkey
cannot possibly lie defeated. He liopos
to get il out in time.

Have we, ii New Situation '.' the

cafe (and the Place ile hi Liberte con-

sists entirely of cafes) is occupied by
thousands ot men in uniform."

signers. We seem to know these

German Mutenignen; but the trouble

is to tinii any of them who will honour
their signatures. * *

And look here, some of my civilian

soldier officer brethren (says The The destruction of Kigg's llctreal

(iliixijair Citizen), for heaven's sake do deprives Kppiug Forest of its mo-,1

not walk about iii public in uniform with familiar landmark. It is doubtful,

your arms round girls' waists and your however, if one in a thousand of its

theme of I )i '. I'ATI. UOIIKKACH iii a recent hands in your trouser pockets." Speak-
'

frequenters ever read the thrilling nar-

issue of the llliinli-h-ti' Zi'ituni/. But ing as a Volunteer Officer, we have
'

rative of Major-General .Ions l;i

the i|iiestion that is really troubling ii"\er yet accomplished this duplicate
'

historic retreat from Dog Kennel Hill

the majority of his distinguished com- feat.
|

to the Elephant and Castle before

patriots is
" Shall \\ e be able

to get a New Situation'.'
"

Our bright little contem-

porary ,

informsns that thes.s. ,

has "arrived in Mombasa
llai hour from Geneva."

Daring fellows these S\\iss

sea-dogs. , ^
*

Aneggweighing '> ounces,
|

measuring 4 in. in length
and 7} in. in circumference!
and containing another egg ,

of ordinary size, has been

laid at Billinghorough by a

Huff Orpington, whose at-

tempt at speeding-up pro- i

duct ion will, it is rumoured,
lead to her expulsion from
the local branch of the Buff

Orpingtons' Trade Union.

The Daily ]>i SJHI I clt ,

touching on the humour of

the "Tanks," says that "the
entire Army is talking about

;

them, and you might imag-
ine that yesterday's opera-
tion was altogether a eooii-

j

innnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn il

euu resd battle of armed
chauffeurs if you listened
to the stories of some of

the spectators." That is

certainly the impression
that we ourselves received.

*
t

*

According to the A</i'ii.:in I.iln-ru the
KAISKU has undertaken to refrain in

future from active participation in the
conduct of military operations. It is

understood, however, that he expects
Providence to render to General Hi\-

ANOTHER WAR ECONOMY.
Old Gentleman. "Dox'T YOU THINK vor MK.IIT HUM VOUHSKI.F

DOING THAT?"
Small Boy (making frantic effort to stand on his head).

" YKSSIR
BUT MUVVEB TOLD ME TO PLAY AT SOMEFINK WHAT .DON'T WEAR
MY BOOTS OUT."

precisely the same intelligent
assistance that he himself has been in

the habit of commandeering,

Mediaeval schoolmen used to discuss
how many angels could dance on the

point of a needle. Had they lived in

days Salonita would doubtless
have occupied their attention, for there,

according to a correspondent of The
Ihiili/ (lni/ilti<-, "every seat in every

A pamphlet of the Pan-German
League says :

" But one thing we feel

strongly ; humanity is being urged up-
ward and onward." There is also, on
the Somine, a deal of German humanity
(if you can call it that) which is being
urged upward and backward.

:]: *
t :::

An evening paper states that " a fish

ration is to be experimentally tried on
a considerable scale in the Army."
This, of course, is a new departure.
Hitherto the scales have always been
on the fish. * *

An advertisement of the Promenade
Concerts the other day included " the

Overture to Wagner's
' The Master-

>nperior numbers of CISOM-
\\ i.i.i.'s 1 ronside-,.

The. Mill/mi,! Duily Tele-

i/r,ijil/ advertises: "House
Wanted, in or near Coven-

try, suitable for poultry :

three or four bedrooms."

Nothing, we notice, is said

about a sitting-room for
1

the

bens. ... +
*

A fox on the South Coast
under hot pursuit ran into

a sweet-shop, where it was

captured before it could

carry out its plan of up-
setting the aniseed lox.enges,

to give the hounds the im-

pression that they were

really following a "drag."V
Plat tickets are now issued

in various parts of Germany.
It appears that an abnormal
demand for hats has arisen

in the Fatherland as the

result of the German head-

piece having shrunk appre-

ciably in the last month
or so. .

:

.
,

A Swedish stewardess
who had been fined for

attempting to smuggle a

box of onions out of the

country is described by
a local paper as having

" bounced indignantly out of court."

It is thought that she may have been

eating some of the india-rubber seed-

cake with which the Germans are

trying to dodge our blockade.

"WANTED
Hmt.iiT Coi.uuiai HOY

Aixmt 10 or 1'2 jiMrs of i

No neutral tints need apply.

From a schoolgirl's essay on " How
to Save and Why

"
:

" The best way to save is to put your iiioucy
in the War loin '. . . you get 4s. (3d. ou even

pound . . . the poor soldiers will need n nii'i-

dinner when they come home, if it 's dear or

not."

VOL. CLL
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THE WATCH DOGS.
XLVIII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, You will, 1

fancy, agree with me that War is

assuming a serious aspect when a

crowd of armour -
plated monsters

(under the command, it is rumoured,
of General HI:ATH ROMXSOX) clamber

laboriously out of our trenches and

plod slowly but surely across to

theirs, apparently to serve some useful

purpose.
I se? that they are officially de-

scribed in the communiquS as "
heavy

armoured motor cars," but this does

little justice to their buxom figures
and autumnal tints, and is .not too

flattering to the modern automobile.

The Echo de Paris, hovering between
the words "

battleship
" and " cater-

pill^ir," gets nearer to the mark. If

your imagination can conceive a cross

;

between these two species you will

have some idea of what happened to

i
the Bosch in the early morning of

September 16th, 1916.

I am told that, in one case, some of

the more optimistic mistook the appari-
tion, in the dim light of dawn, for a

lost field-kitchen, and ran up to it

with mess tins and an immediate

request for hot coffee ; but I do not

believe that. I am at a loss to con-

ceive the real feelings of those who
were, so to speak, being approached in

the matter ; they cannot have dared to

hope that this was a novel, if extra-

ordinarily cautious, method of desertion

to their side of the invisible English-
men within. There can have been no
doubt that they came on business ;

I

know them by sight and they have that

look. But what manner of business

was theirs and what reception should
be accorded them ? These are ques-
tions which must have sorelv puzzled

'

many a thoughtful Bosch that morning.
No good firing at them ; the bullets

would only bounce off' and hit you in

the face. No good staying where you
were ; the things would only run over

you. No good running away and climb-

ing up a tree ; they would only follow

you. It was even no good running to a

house and crouching on the other side

of it
;
the unlovely but painstaking

monster, coming across a building,

merely leans up against the wall till it

collapses, and then proceeds. It can-

not be disputed that the who'.e idea

was distinctly unkind ; very funny, no
doubt, but not quite nice.

When the matter was still in re-

hearsal 1 am told that the authorities

had some kno'.tv problems to solve.

Should they be treated as motors and

given horns, or as engines and given
whistles? In the matter of drill disci-

pline, was it up to the driver to give
notice of Ids intention of turning a

corner by thrusting his arm out

: through a loophole? Only one mis-

giving was felt. The crew, carried

away by excitement, might go too far

and find themselves stranded with all

ammunition and motive power spent.

Besieged and forced by hunger and

lapse of time to surrender, they might
have to open the window and come out.

' Mark my words," a Disembarcation
Officer is reported to have said as he

piloted a platoon of these animals down
the gangway,

" one of those days we
shall fii:d one of them back here

again : not till we have gone up to it

to stroke it and offer it a lump of sugar
shall we find that its insides have be-

come German and it has turned against
us." This may concern YOU, Charles.

The animals look so dreadfully com-

petent, I am quite sure they can swim.

Thus, any day now, as you go to your
business in the City, you- may meet
one of them trundling up Ludgato Hill,

looking like nothing on earth and not

behaving like a gentleman. I suppose
you have by this time heard the first

report we received of the progress of

any member of the party, on that

hilarious morning: "Have just seen
' The Hedgehog

'

walking up High
Street, Flers, followed by crowd of

cheering Tommies."
Earlier operations round Gincby, I

believe, produced a smaller but not

insignificant incident. It concerned a

special system of sending reports from
the battle. This may or may not be a

regular practice ; I don't know. In

any case it was to be something wry
rapid, very effective and very, very

special. Great preparations were made
and everything was provided for except
the comfort of the man who hai to

carry the apparatus into the battle.

Any man in the Army who goes for

a walk starts off' with some hundred-

weights of luggage attached to him.

Up to the moment the powers that be

haven't taken to hanging odd knick-

knacks to one's ears, but otherwise

there is no space to let. If in addition

to the packs and pouches, arms, side-

arms, water-bottles, haversacks, gas
helmets, emergency rations, ammuni-
tion and spare parts of everyday life a

man has also to carry the apparatus of

a special idea with him, he sets foith

with little spring in his step, and after

lie has got some miles his enthusiasm
for the special idea does not increase.

I have no doubt that the man in this

case besides his own luggage had also

some pounds of patent stationery for

writing his messages on, and many
other contraptions in some way con-

nected with his business. However

that may be, he was started off all

right, in good time for the battle.

By the time the message was expected
a distinguished crowd had become
interested in the affair and had fore-

gathered at the receiving-station to

witness the working of the special idea.

I am informed there was a General

among the waiting assembly, and that

there was plenty of waiting to be done.

It was bad enough when much time

elapsed and no news of the battle ar-

rived
;

it was worse when more time

elapsed and news of the battle did

arrive, but by other channels. Feel-

ings were suppressed but intense
;
there

was, in fact, some impatience. Great

things were expected of the apparatus ;

there must bo some very important
event it had been waiting all this time

to bring the news of. I don't know
how many of the distinguished crowd
at this moment gave a thought to the

man who 'd set out in the early morn-

ing with the apparatus. I can only pic-
ture them all there, gathering round the

General as the message was handed to

him, listening in an expectant hush as

he opened it and read :

"
I think I 've

cauriod this damned apparatus long

enough now."

Lastly, let me tell you of the name-
less battalion which, about this perioJ
of operations, had managed to capture
five German prisoners, and with great
zest and pride wired the great news to

the Division, and intimated that the

five were being sent forthwith to the

Divisional cage. The officer who was
detailed to meet and deal with them
was a little disappointed to find that

on their arrival there were only four.

The escort most indignantly denied

the accusation of having lost one on

the way, and very strongly deprecate;!
the other suggestion. Where then,

said the officer, was the fifth? Reluc-

tantly the truth was made known. It

appeared that, after the wire had been

sent, but before the prisoners had been

started on their way, the captors had

met another nameless battalion, and

had been so melted by the latter's

piteous tale of two months' toil and

trouble, but never a single prisoner

taken, -that a bargain had been com-

pleted. The second battalion had in

fact become owners of the prisoner, the

missing fifth, by right of purchase.
And at what price? Five hundred

" Mr. Leslie Smiles, the aviator, looped the

loop twenty-three consecutive times at a w.ir

charity gathering at Finchley on Saturday
afternoon." Daily E?2>rcss.

Yes, but you should see us do the same

feat twenty-three times simultaneously.
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A WASTED LIFE.
KM.SKK (<o r^.^ Zi-:i'n:r.rx). "TELL ME, COUNT, WHY DIDN'T YOU INVENT SOMETHING

USEFUL, hlKK THE 'TANKS'?"
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Lance-Coipyrai Jones. "I 'AVE TO KKPOBT PBIVATE PEBKS, SIK, FOR MAKING PREJUDICIAL INSULTS UPOS MX PERSONAL FACE."

" A shadow like a shark, I saw the damned torpedo glide ;

Like a sunken reef it jarred her ribs, it ripped her loaded
side

As the killer rips the mother-whale in the red Behring tide.

" Wo did not need the soundin'-rod to try the depth below ;

By the feel of her beneath our feet we could not help but
know

She 'd never fetch a port no more, an' 'twas time for us to go.
" So we cast the long-boat's lashin's loose, we hove it over

the rail

(An' wo blessed our luck, as we tumbled in, it wasn't blowin'
a galo),

Au' we stood oil an' on, to see the last of the Inisfail.

"We had not got the sail off her; with all her cloths
am

She looked as lovely as a bird, as peaceful as a dream,
in lay with her mainyard aback an' liftin' on the

stream,

" \Ye could sec the smoke from the galley-fire, in little puffs
that blew,

An' tho brasswork winkin' in the sun an' the gilt vane
i'asliiu' too,

An' tho shark's tail at her bowsprit end, an' a score o'

things we knew.

" Wo sat an' watched for the end of her we hardly spoke
or stirred

;

'She'll maybe float,' said someone then. He scarce had

shaped the word
When she shivered an' lurched like a incltin' berg and

dived like a wounded bird.

" An' she '11 never know the stars an' the wind no more, the
sun an' the blue,

! Never the kiss of the Trade again, never the sound o' the

crew
'An' they chanteyin' up the anchor in one o' them ports she

knew.

" No one '11 doze in the black shadows when the moon '&

yellow as corn,
Or sing songs in the dog watches, or wish he was never

born,
Fistin' them big courses of hers down there off the pitch

o' the Horn.
" Nor they won't sell her or scrap her now when workin'

days are done ;

She won't rust in the breaker's yard nor lie an' rot in

the sun
Like an old broken saitorman whose yarn 'B nearly spun.
" For she lies deep, the Inisfail ay, deep she lies an'

drowned,
Farther 'n ever a wave will stir an' deeper 'n lead can

sound

Fifty mile from Fastnet Light an' homeward bound . . . .

"

" An officer friend of mine who has just
'

gone out
'

as a subaltern
in the Engineers is going to employ against the Germans tho scientific

lore he learned at one of their famous schools tho Koral School of

Mines at Freiberg, Saxony.
It is rather an amusing, and doubtless unique, circumstance that

ono of the things which helped him to a prompt and deserved com-
mission was the fact that he graduated from Freiberg magnum cum
laudc !

"
Morning Paper,

(The Latin, at any rate, i-i unique.
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Tripper (to proprietor of refreshment shanty on summit of Cader hit
is). ''Axe WHAI DO YOU FIND TO DO ALL DAY HERE?'

Proprietor of shanty. "WELL, INDEED, I KEEP THE MOUNTAIN COMFORTABLE FOR THE VISITORS, WHATEVKK.''

GRIEVANCES.
DENTISTS.

NI:XT to golf there is perhaps no

pleasure greater, between men, than

pointing out what is wrong wrong
not only in the Government, which of

course is perpetually vnlnerahle, but in

social life too.

Oysters, for example. Here we are in

the first month of a new oyster season
and to many right-minded men life

is a blank between April 30 and Sept-
ember 1 and the papers tell us, with
dismal iteration, that* there never was
such a good crop, and oysters are among
the few things which the War has not
made dearer, and even the poor man
can enjoy his oysters this year, and at

Billingsgate they are so cheap that

twenty a shilling can he obtained retail

and every one with a pearl in it, and a

lot more besides
;
but none the less the

West-End restaurants are still asking
three-and-sixa dozen, as though nothing
had occurred to bring the price down.

Surely that s a subject for discus-

sion ! Threepence-halfpenny each for

oysters just because there is a selfish

or shall I say? yes, I will chance
it a shell-fish ring which is deter-

mined that the public, at any rate the

richer public, shall not participate in

cheap rates ! It is of course a scandal,
and I should like to hear that new
Cato, Mr. Justice Low, who has such
a short, sharp way with dishonest

Army contractors, on the matter.

No wonder .that that little hand of

true patriots, censors and friends of

man and equity (of whom I am one)
which assembles in tho corner of a

sn.ioking-room of one of the few clubs

that have not yet been commandeered by
the War Office or Munitions Office, had

something to say about it. But of our
remarks on the delicious bivalve, as the

stylists call it, and inflated prices, I

shall say nothing here. It is of our
decisions with regard to another un-

satisfactory affair that I wish 'to call

attention.

Somebody I think it was Masters

began it by informing us that he had a

story of medical turpitude to unfold to

us. But he had no chance, for old

Colonel Blythe was all over him in an
instant.

"Don't say anything against doctors,"
he said. " I won't listen to it. Doctors
are all right. They do their best. It 's

dentists that want reforming.."
A murmur of support indicated how

widespread was this feeling.
"
Yes, Sir," the Colonel went on,

"there may be a doctor here and there

who is deficient. But take them as a

whole they 're wonderful. They 're

fine fellows. They work. They con-

sider their patients. If you 'ro ill your
doctor comes to you ;

he doesn't com-
mand you to go to him. If you need
half a day's attention lie gives it to

you. If you "re bad in the night you
can send for him and lie '11 get up.
You know the address and his homo

telephone number ; and he 11 come the

next day too, and every day, and some-
times twice a day till you 're well, or

dead. But what does a dentist do? "

The Colonel glared at us as furiously
as though we too were dentists.

" What does a dentist do?" lie re-

peated. "I'll tell you. Tho dentist

does as little as he can. To begin
with, he doesn't come to us at all, but

sends for us: chucks us half-an-hour

here, on Monday, say, at 1 1.30, and then

half-an-hour on Friday at -I.lo, just-

as if he wore an employer of labour

and we were starving applicants. And
when we get there he is never ready,
and then when we reach his room he

is in a hurry because he is late, and
most of the time he is leaving us to go
to the telephone ;

and if, when we go
]

away and have pain, we want to get
at him again, we can't, because he

! never lives at his business address. A
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doelor iloc
I,

Iml ;i dent Ul nou-r doc-,.

Dontisis praoii-e in Wclheok Street and
li\e at (ireaf: MisM-ndon. Yes, Sir,

Groat Missonden : that 's what dentists

do. I toll YOU tho\ 'rr ele\er fellows,

and wo 'IT their dupe-,. You ran 'I ring
il, dentist

ll]l
111 the night . II') one c\l-r

sjKiilexl a denti-i 's ie-,1 \et. And us

for Sa!iird;i\ , :'iid Sundays llicy ncvci

show up ill all fit her day.
" And Ilial 's not :ilf," tlio <

continued. "The) 're always too busy.
I lii\\c\ or bu-,\ a doc Can alua \ s

come to-day, A dentist can't tind a

minute till Thur-dii\. and tlion you
must be s(|iicc/cc| in lict\\ccn other

('IS.

"And then I heir Mils. Anyone else

tolls you what \oii arc paying for.

A iloni 1st ~-a\s -Attendance thirty

guineas.' On consulting the dictionary
I tind thiil -attendance' moans 'wait-

ing on.' Now who does the waiting
at the dentist's you or ho'.' Why.
you do, of course. It 's all waiting, and
under dashed uncomfortable conditions

too, with back numbers of Tin- Hxi/iluc,
and a lot of frosvsy people who it is

ten to one are to he called before you
are. Attendance, indeed ! Why, wo
ought to be paid for our lost lime.

" Hut it will all have to be changed.
There's a fortune for the dentist who
does not take on more than he can

properly accomplish, who keeps Ids

appointments, who realises that tooth

don't adhere to office hours and ache

only between 10 and ;j, and who, living
in London, is accessible at odd times.

Dentists have been bullying us too

long. They Ye got to come into line.''
" When '.' I ventured to ask.
"
Well," said the Colonel,

"
you won't

'

see it, and 1 won't. And my sons
won't. But possibly our grandsons.
\\hen they 're very old men, may."

REPRISALS.
"
SKMIKAMIS, roine d'Assyrie, ving-

tiemo sieele avant Jesus-C'lirisl . . .

embellit Hah\ lone,
"

repealed Joanne,
both elbows on I ho table, her head

supported on her hands " Semiraniis.

vingtieino sieele a\ant Jesus-Christ.''

And, closing the book with a sigh of man is ransacked " aidez-moi
relief :" Yoila pour 1'histoiro aiicienno!

"
troiiver ma poupee!

"
Strange!

SCKXE : Concert at n Casualty L'lcarinq Station.

J'aiJre.
' LANCE-CORPOKAL GASCOYNK, OP THE - - RHGIMKNT, JUST IK FBOM

SOMMK, WILL KINO ' A LITTLE BlT OF IllAVKN.'"

Well, then, it must be in the cupboard.
'

into the prayer
" O bon Sahit-Aiitoinc

. . . No '.'

" Et ma poupee ?
"

Well,
' de Pa-done

"
and less and less rever-

of course, then it must be in the otto- once remains and more and more ex-

man . . . Not there either'.' Now asperation forces its way in until the

indeed it was time to invo_ke aid, and little feet come to a standstill, and
out rang the little voice,

' 6 bon Saint- out rings not a prayer but a summons,
Antoine de Padoue, aidez-moi a ro-

trouver ma poupee !

"

The search begins again with re-

newed confidence back to the drawer

A last desperate look round in vain.

Prayer is unavailing ; effort is ex-

hausted. Is there no retribution ''

There remained now only the sonata lo

run through just once more, to make
quite sure of it.

' Do mi fa do sol

sol do mi do sol
"

no, not on the

"6 bon Saint-Antoine" on to the; Wait! Consequences might be hinted

cupboard "dePadoue" now the otto- at :

" Eh bien, si Saint-Antoine no rent

re-
\ pas m'aider a rotrouver ma poupco

"

the rest is rapped out, punctuated by
However, Saint Anthony would not

fail her of course not. And louder,
"O bon" Why, yes, she must have
left it in the boudoir lust night . . .

piano, but in a loud and desperate 'Easy-chairs, cupboards, work-table are

whisper
"

sol hi la sol

do. . . . (
(
'a I voila pour

Clement! !

"

And now to play. Confidently pullin

mi fa re mi eagerly peered into, but the search in

eo maudit this room ends with an appealing,
bon Saini-Antoino de Padone "-

vigorous stamps of the little foot
'

tant pis pour /KI .'

"

open a drawer, she mot a shock of dis-

appointment.
" Et ma poupee? "queried

Jeanne; but obviously no doll was there.

and a turning of steps in the direction of

Commercial Candour.
' There- is no roiul in tho British Islos but

what they \v<-in 't climb."

f.i-jht Car ami (>'<' ''"''

the bedroom this time " aidez-moi
uver ma poupee !

"

Man rrijiiircd (or cleaning staff of large

Now a note of exasperat ion creeps
'

clean themselves.

a
'

building." Provincial Paper.

The staff are too busy, we suppose, to
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Crafty Nurse (to soldier who won't eat his pudding). "COME, NOW DON'T YOU THIXK you COULD JUST NIBBLE OFF THAT SALIENT?"

Soldier (pricking up his ears). "OF COURSE, IP YOU PUT IT THAT WAY, NUKSE [Devours the whole plateful.]

THE FUTURE OF BELGIUM.
I'M feeling quite cheerful about the future of Belgium.

This is how it came about.

The lunch at my Belgian Refugee hostel was over.

The babies and very small children were sitting round

the tables while their mothers cleared away. At one table !

in the far corner of the room, Georges, aged two and a

half, was sitting opposite to Elizabeth, aged one and a

half, who was born here, and rather takes a pride in being

thought English. Georges always has been a trial to us

ever since he came. If it wasn't one thing it was another,
j

and his latest habit of handing me his half-finished saucer
j

of potato and gravy upside down at lunch is distracting,
in the extreme. Also he frequently .struggles out of his

chair and crawls across the table if he sees a pudding
he likes better than his on the other side.

At this particular moment his mother was out of the

room, and I, knowing his past, kept my eye upon him.

He gazed at Elizabeth approvingly.
Then, with an ease acquired by long practice, he got out

of his chair and walked across the table and knelt down
in front of her.

He patted her head hard on the top. Elizabeth looked

far from pleased, so I thought it was time to interfere.

I walked across the room and said, "Georges!" in a

reproving voice.

He looked up at me, and then, with an engaging smile,

he flung his arms round Elizabeth and said,
" 'Lis'bcth

pour moi."

" It was rough-and-tumblo comedy, but quite the best of its sort.

Certainly Mr. Glcnville can swcedie smiles from you in a way all

his own." Daily Paper.

And, no doubt, in tragedy he could tweedle tears.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
HOMES of outworn and fossilized traditions,

Tending to cramp and sterilize our sons,

Checking the growth of generous ambitions

So the impeachment confidently runs.

Thus do we see the glib suburban Rousseau

Tilt at the system, ridicule its rules,

And, by adroitly mingling fal-o and true, sow
Envious distrust of British Public Schools.

Let the Roll answer, not alcne in losses,

Not in the lists that daily make us mourn,
Rather in deeds beyond the meed of Crosses,

Signs of a race regenerate, reborn.

Cherished at home and delicately bred up,
These were the first to lend their country aid,

Only impatient, saying they were " fed up,"
When to the Front their journey was delayed.

Spite of the anti-Classicists' arraigning,

Spite of the ink so petulantly spilt,

Not by exact laboratory training,
Not by the test-tube character is built.

Only in fields of emulous endeavour,
Fired by the teaching of the famous dead,

Public-school boys, who play the game for ever,

Grow into leaders and inspire the led.

"All the civil and religious liberties we enjoy to-day spring

from the seed sown by our forefathers, and in their defence we went

voluntarily into the Groat War, so that those liberties, and the s;iiiit

of live and" let live, may be handed down unimpaired to our ancestors."

Bournemouth Visitors' Jiuvc/^rii.

And where does poor old posterity come in ?
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New-comer. " W-WAS THAT A SHELL?"
Old hand. "No. I THINK YOU MUST HAVE TRIPPED OVER THE MAT."

Australian Officer (u-lio has been watching the storming of the opposite hill by the Australians). "SERGEANT, CALL THE SIGNALLER.
THERE 's A LIGHT FLASHING EVERY NOW AND AGAIN OVER ON THE HILL THERE LIKE A HELIOGRAPH, AND I CAN'T MAKE HEAD on
TAIL or IT."

Sergeant. "On, THAT'S ALL RIGHT, SIR. IT'S PROBABLY ONLY BILL WATTS. HE'S MENDED THE SEAT OP HIS PANTS WITH A

JAM-TIN."
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Chaplain. "So YOU'VE BEEN TO THE HOSPITAL TO BEE TOCB sox. IT'S A SITTINO-CP CASE, ISN'T IT?'
Proud Motlur. "

YES, BUT HB MADE THEM 'Uss SIT CP AFOBS THEY DID 'IM."

TheC.O. "ORDEULY!! WHAT THE WHAT THE DEUCE is THIS?"
Mess Orderly. "NEW REGIMENTAL MASCOT, SIR. JUST BITTKN THE SERGEANT-MAJOR, SIR."
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it

Recruit (trying to shirk at physical drill).
"
BUT, SERGEANT, IT CATCHES ME HORRID IN THE KIDNEYS."

Gymnastic Instructor. "KIDNEYS! YOU'VE BEEN HERE LONG ENOI-GU TO KNOW THAT THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS KIDNEYS IN

THE ARMY."

I I m.
i* . - \%,^- ^-^.X" toi

The Escort (jubilantly). "CHEER-O, MATE! WOT'S THE NEAREST WAY TO SAINT 'ELENA? B'LIEVE I'VE COPPED OLD BILL

'ISSKLP TlIIS TIME !

"
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A FORTNIGHT THKlir. IN 1918. JOLLY PLACE IT WAS. THEY PALMED OFF A BAD FIVE-FRANC PIECE OS ME AT T:IK
llolK.t, AUD YET I FEEL KIND o' BOBRY FOU THE PLACE."

[SCESK Mesi>i>t>ttimia, 120 in tlu sli-:

The Sergeant.
"

'Knr., NONE o' THAT. YE CAN'T GO KNOCKIS' PEOPLE ABAHT THAT WAY !

"

The Assailant. " WKI.L, 'K AST MI: 'ow I'D LIKE A STONE GINGEH wiv A TUITENY ten IN IT."
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Keen but diminutive warrior (unable to go tlie pace).
" I SAY, LONG-LEGS, YOU CAN SEE FURTHEB DOWN THE BOAD THAN I

CAN. AM I IN STEP WITH THE BEST?"

Fair Stranger. "PLEASE WOULD YOU MIND TELLING ME WHY YOU WEAB THAT PIECE OP BLACK STUFF ON YOUB BACK?"

Royal Welsh Fusilier (confidentially). "WELL, STBICTLY EXTRE xovs, IT'S BECAUSE WE'VE DONE SOMETHING NAUGHTY."
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n>ncard Observation Officer (at periscope, dictating report).
' AT 6.30 P.M. OBSERVATION BECAME IMPOSSIBLE owixu TO r,ow VISIBILITY.

Tin-: OTHKU END OP Tin: PKRISCOPK.
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Officer.
" VERT DIRTY TURNOUT, SEKGEANT. LOOK AT THAT MAN HE'S NOT CLEAN."

Sergeant. "\VF.LL, SIE, IT AIN'T AS IF THEY DON'T irjs/f THEIRSELVES, BUT, WHAT-A-MEAN-TER-SAY, A LOT o' TIII:SE 'F.IIE MI.X

THEY DRY D7RTY !
"

-

The Pess-Oplimist. "WOT A LIFE! No REST, NO BEER, NO NUFFIN. IT'S ONLY us KEEPING so CHEERFUL AS PULLS us THROUGH I
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Tommy (at Tube junction). "Now, WHICH OF THESE BOLES is FOB WABTEBLOO?"

Dreamy Yoke (in reply to officer inspecting dug-outs). "If YOU 'VE COME FOR THE BENT you CAS CALL AGAIN."
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SHOWING HOW OLE EAST AFRICAN WAS 1)J*.VII!SSK1) THE SERVICE

FOR CONDUCT VXIIKCOMINC.

TO A SOI.DIKn. Ki-n.oc.ri-:.
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ONI: C1HEAT ADVANTAGE OF A ML'LE (AS OPPOSED TO A HORSK) 18 THAT, WHKUHAS A HORSE KICKS KBOM ONI: DIIli: TIOX OXr.T,

CAN KICK

FROM ALMOST ANYWHERE.
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Wounded Soldier. "ALT. THE 'Una AIN'T COWARDS, Miss. WHY, six ON 'EM CAME FOR OLD MAC HERE, AND IT WAS A 1,0x0

TIME AFORE THEY GIVE IN."

Medical Officer.
" GOT A PAIN, HAVE YOU? WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN EATING?"

Kick Private. "NOTHING, SIR. IT'S THE WATER 'ERE. IT AIN'T FILLETED PROPERLY."
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.
\ ; \\ i : I ii i I !

I. AT THE SCHOOL OP GUNNERY.

II. IN THE Pusn.
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Inquiring Lady. "AND WHEREABOUTS EXACTLY IN THE HEAD WERE YOU HIT?"
Soldier. "WELL, MUM, IT WAS LIKE THIS. THE SHELL BURST RIGHT OVER ME, AN' HT FORSHSAD DIDN'T HALF COP IT ix THE

NECK." (Lady still unsatisfied.)

Young Person (who lias been caught sketching in East Coast Town). "THEN YOU MEAN TO SAY THAT EVEN IF I WERE A SARGENT
I COULDN'T GET PERMISSION TO SKETCH HERE?"

Officer. "MADAM, YOU COULD NOT GET PERMISSION TO SKETCH HERE EVEN IF YOU WERE AN OFFICER LIKE MYSELFI"
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Officer (u-ilh the M.E.F.). "Now THEN, MY LAD, IF YOU CATCH HOLD OP HIS HEAD HE CAX'T KICK YOU."

1'rirate. "No, SIR. AND IP I CATCHES 'OLD OP THE BEGGAR'S TAIL 'E BLOOMIN' WELL CAS'T BITE ME."

Corporal. "You NEEDN'T SAY A FOND GOOD-BYE TO THAT 'OBSE. You A:N'T SEEN THE LAST OF 'M BY NO MEANS.
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Tommy. "HELLO, FRITZ! HOUND Foil KNOLAXD LIKE MYSELF?"

t'ritz. '-JA WOIIL! Box NOT MIT A UKTOIIN- TKKCKUT TANK UOOTNKSS !

'

First Tommy (to pal).
" THEBB you AUK, Bn.r,, ALWAYS TUB LITTLE GESI'LF.M\N. I woxoan 'oo 'AD THE s\ucs TO CAPFUIIS 'i'i.
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THE DOPE.
(iDKM.vN CITI/.::X. "I USED TO SWALLOW THIS STUFF WITH A RELISH. BUT SOMEHOW

IT DOESN'T SEEM TO (10 DOWN QUITE SO EASILY NOW."
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SCENES FROM AN OUT FORT.
JXCI.UDINi; Till: III MOVES OF

Ti:i:r:xri: O'LKARY.

IV.

THK STRATAC;KJ[. Regulations as to the procedure in the

"Bombardier O'Leary," thundered case of a disfigured mess waiter, but,

Major Tosher, "the Brigade nillce \\'.- since such a contingency was unpro-

ports that your \vife is coming oft' to , vided for by military law, the of'licers

identify you this afternoon in the submitted to ibcii- degradation in si-

ration boat. Wby did you IM! report
'

lence.

band of red tlannc'l round his bond and " Is this woman your wife'.'
"

lie said

pinned it with a huge cairngorm brooch, irritably as Terence came in.

the property of Patrick Molloy. The
\

Hut without waiting for an answer

I

mess secretary devoted tbe better part Mrs. ( )' henry Honnced to her feet hidig-
of an hour to searching through Army nantly. " And what good would a man

yourself as a married man
joined '.'

"

. hen yon :

Tboro was I he Hull or of a skirt in I he

ration boat when it reached Korl

"L'is a female," said Patrick Mollox

in an awed tone. " Sure she has a way
C.O. wid her, Terence, and a ftit on her

Because I was niver a liar, Sorr, Mornington, and every available man
and what is wrong wid the Brigade was on the parapet, ready to witness

ollice, this morning that they'd be the confounding of Terence O'Leary.
lixiif wives on men as niver bad them since ill news flies apac;
in their lives before, SorrV

"

"But there can be no' mistake about

this wife, O'Leary," said the

angrily.
" She claims to be the wedded besides !

"

\\ il'e of Terence O'Leary of

Ballycudder, and she has

been round the whole gar-
rison trying to identity her

husband till the General
is distracted."

" He must bedisthracted

at the sight of her," said

O'ljCarv, handling the tea-

spoons nervously. "Least-

ways if she's resolved to

find a husband onywav
the General bein' a single
man himself, Sorr. She 's

afther the separation al-

lowance the way they
call it that, though divil a

bit of separation is there

in the whole affair. And
me that has never been

nigh to Ballycudder these

seven year

A FEW OONCKl'TIONS, TICKED VP FROM PRESS ACCOVXTS HI. HI
1

. AND
THERE, OF WHAT THE "TANKS" ARK EEALLY LIKE.

like that be to me, your honour? There
isn't a child he wouldn't fright the life

out of witl a face on him like that. Let
me go, Colonel dear, for there's two
other forts I. have to visit yet, and two
more O'Learys in them, and when I

find the right one I'll take the skin

from his back : hut sure it 's worse 1 'd

be wid that creature there than wid-

out him."
"That 's a terrible woman, O'Learx ,"

said Major Tusher, wiping bis fore.hv:-d

as the ration boat withdrew back to the

mainland.
She is that, Sorr," said O'Leary

thoughtfully, "and the tongue tiv her

\\hen she would set and
talk by the hour was like

the sea for clatter.''

Major Tusher looked

sharply at him, but the

expression of his left eye
was as innocent as that

of a little child, and the

C.O. turned away.
In the quiet of bis

room that night, O'l/eary
removed the sodden re-

mains of a potato from
his cheek and mihueklod
i he cairngorm brooch.

" It was a sthratagem,"
he said in answer to a con-

cise question on the part of

his friend. "There 's many
Mich things writ down in

the. pocket, manual of in-

sthruci ion. such as selling
I can't help that," said Major I "I'd 1)3 ashamed of my life to be

|

men up wid branches of trees when
Tusher, waving away an inquisitive

wasp.
" You should have thought

things over before you deserted her,

O'Leary."
"It'll be the had day for me when

the woman comes

O'Leary gloomily,

here, Sorr," said
' and me wid the

face-ache terrible bad this morning,
Sorr; it's growin' on me; me gum is

the size of a pullet's egg and you 'd

feel it leppin' when you 'd put your
band upon it, as it might be a frog
under a glass."
"Then go and get something to put

on it, for I particularly dislike being
waited on by a man in pain," said

Major Tusher impatiently.

By lunch-time the face of Terence

O'Leary had swollen to the size and

shape of a small football. His right

eye, being bunged up, lent him the air

of a dissipated Silenus, and his voice,
harsh as the whistle of the approaching
ration boat, increased the strange hor-

ror of his personality. He bad tied a

seen wid her, then," said O'Leary hotly.
"
Why, she 's old enough for me grand-

mother!
"

" Truth and she is that," said Molloy,
as a staid elderly woman set a square
determined foot upon the steps of the

Fort and looked tip with an tmllinch-

ing eye at the line of men on the

parapet.
" She knows you. Terence," said his

friend.

"Then it 's mad she is," said O'Lean .

adjusting the flannel,
" for me own

mother would not recognise me at this

minute, and that 's the thvuth if it 's my
last word."
When Terence O'Leary entered the

Major's oilice Mrs. O'L^eary was still

talking. She bad already given the

confidential history of her birth and

vaccination, her marriage with her de-

they advance to the attack - or givin'
an evasive answer to a plain remark."
"There art 1

, them as might call that

a lie," said Molloy thoughtfully.
"
Sthratagems and lies is first

cousins, and that's the whole thrnth,"
said Terence O'Leary as be flung tbe

potato far out to sea.

VABIATIONS ON AN OLD THEME.
THE patriot Greek
Is sadly to seek :

Not live in five-score,

But ninety-live more ;

All save VKNIZELOS
He's staunch and unbeaten :

But then YKNJ/,KT,OS,

\Ve know, is a Cretan.

On ono large Yorkshire farm in il 111
'

faulting husband, bis personal appear- fortnight of the harvest the men hav<

ance and the position of two identifying
' sumed eight is-galloii casks and two :-i gallon

moles upon his body; und Major
cask8-"-

Tusher was stunned by her volubility. Dura
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rlmri.iti r, coiuimj into cumji icitft captured
TC.M: 'Hiatus,' No. 1'JKi."

ii WILL NOW si.su HYMN No. 100,
' Ai.r. is SAFKF.Y

"GRANNIE."
"I'M told there's 'appeoing&at the

Front as M make your blood run cold,"

began the landlord invitingly, with a

glance at Corporal McGlusky, home on
si 101 1, leave.

" Not. 'alf thens ain't," agreed
Mc( Husky, "(lot mixed up with an
affair a couple of months ago that gave
me the fair 'orrors !

" He paused.
"Them Tiis'.'" said the landlord.
" Twasn't the 'Uns. it was us."

"Out o' revenge, like?
"

In a manner o' speaking. The old

lady 'adn't played tho game."
"German spy '.'

"
suggested the laud-

lord, hut Corporal McGlusky shook his

head.
"
My platoon was quartered at a

lann at llin time. The farmer was
a greybearded old dodderer of about

ity.
' Kather Christmas

'

we used
'<> call 'nil. It was 'im as introduced
us (o (Irauuic. We never know 'er

proper name, if she 'ad one. She
couldn't talk a word of English, but
she was popular- at tirsi. The whole
trouble was over tho egg snppl\. She
let us down something cruel. And we
was fair gluttons for new-laid

'specially the Lieutenant, a red-'eaded
Irishman named O'JIara, with a tem-

per, when roused, like a mad bull.

When Grannie deceived us for the

fourth time in a week no one but me
dared to tell 'im.

"'Beg pardon, Sir,' I says, 'hut
Grannie

'

' ' Ain't she delivered the goods
again?

1

'e says, and jumps up from

the.soap-box 'e 'd been sitting on, with
'is eyes fair blazing.

' Where's Father
Christinas ?

'

" ' Gone off to sell butter in the next

town, Sir,' 1 says.
" '

Hight-o !

'

says the Lieutenant,
' Je

snis going to get un niomeait, of my
own back, si je swing for it !

'

" Grannie 'erself stood a little way
off, watching 'im. But when the

Lieutenant comes towards 'er she gives
a squeak of terror and bolts. In a jiffy
O'Hara was after 'er. She was fat

and old, but a fair miracle -for speed
and quicker at dodging corners than
'e was. Presently, when they 'd been
round the barn a dozen times, the
Lieutenant slips on a stone and goes

'eadlong, and Grannie disappears

through the open door of the scullery.
We all thought that was the end of it,

but it wasn't. O'llara, fair beside

'isself, scrambles up and begins un-

buckling "is revolver-case.
" ' For 'Eaven's sake go slow, Sir !

'

says the Company-Sergeant. But 'e

might as well 'ave spoke to the fence

'e was leaning against.'
" We saw the Lieutenant dash into

the scullery ; we 'eard a shout, the
crash of a chair falling over, a shot,
another shout. Then O' Hara comes out.

" ' I I 've done it,' he says, wiping
'is forehead. ' I 've done it !

'

The Gompany-Sergmnt was tUe first

to pull 'issolf together.

''Meg pardon, Sir, but the Ihe

body?
'

" I forgot,' says the Lieutenant.
' We '11 'ave to get rid of it in some
viay. There's a couple o' knives in

there. If you or McGlusky knows

anything about anatomy
" An" an' you cut 'cr up ?

"
gasped

tho landlord.

The Corporal nodded.
"Between us. We 'adn't much ex-

perience, but we managed to pluck and
truss 'er, and a tastier fowl I never met
with, bar none which, considering 'er

age, was surprising.''

" A heavy responsibility will rest upon the
i many an Irish household during the

coming winter, for to their laying power must
be entrusted the ta.sk of keeping tho wolf from
the door." Southern Slur (en. L't>rk).

Not so much by the egg as by the cackle.

"Mr. Ai'laml had ^rcat hopes personally
that agriculture would develop in tho direction
of more men being put under the plough."

Krening Aijvr.
We gather that he contemplate

early revival of the I'niversities.
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AT THE PLAY.
"TuE HAWK."

I SHOULD not myself have said that,

as a bird of prey, the eagle's methods
are so much superior to those of the

hawk. But George de Dasetta (of the

Hungarian nobility) thought they were.

As the eagle to the hawk, so, in his

opinion, were the manners of his an-

consolationelsewhere. "Elsewhere," we wore singularly looking in racial simi-

assume, will be in the arms of a certain :

larity. JExcept for a solitary explosion

virgin, Dorothy (referred to now and ! of jealousy Mr. DENNIS KADIE'S me-

again as the very woman for him),
!

thods were never exotic enough for my
who tactfully saved us from a con-

ventional ending by the simple device

of never appearing at all.

taste; .and he spoke English with a

perfect accent. On the other hand,

j

Mile. GABHIELLE DORZIAT was French
It is a sordid and rather tawdry all through. But in their different

theme. Not one of the leading char- ways they were equally clever in the

acters ever begins to command our handling of their thankless parts. Into

cestors, who preyed on their neighbours
j

respect. For myself, I didn't care an
j

the unsatisfactory character of Philli-

froffl their castles on the mountain-tops, iron cross what became of any of them.
]

more Mr. GERALD AMES put as much

compared with his own, who did his
|

The only human touch in fhe play ! sincerity as it would hold. The rest of
~~ '

preying at the poker-table. But I

was altogether with him in his frank

recognition of his state of decadence.

Indeed it was a depraved life that he

was the instinct of womanly sympathy |

the performance, though good enough,
which was too strong for the wife's i was negligible. Indeed, the play a

passion. Though there were some matter of just a couple of hours was

arresting situations, one was never
\

too brief and spasmodic for the right
and his female lived in light-taloned conscious of the inevitability of things,

'

development of character or atmo-
collusion. Let me briefly unfold

the sorry facts.

It all began on the day when
he discovered his wife (Slavonic

temperament with a touch of

Tartar) improving her hand by
the adoption of a discarded ace.

Till then an innocent gambler, he
at once perceived Iris chance of

utilising her gift for their mutual
benefit. Even so his motives were

fairly sound, for he only wanted

money in order to buy jewellery
for his adored partner, with a view
to retaining her affections. Then
there came into her life an English
lover, JKichard rhillimore "so
different from the others" who
inspired her with a yearning for

spiritual betterment (though you
might not have guessed this from
the cut of her evening gown), and

cheating became so distasteful to

her that she only continued it at

her husband's urgent desire. Un-

sphere. The picture of a country-
house in the second Act was per-

functory and cramped ;
there was

barely room in it for the excep-

tionally bad manners of the very
stout Canadian. The humorous
relief was of the thinnest, and even

Mr. ERIC LEWIS found almost as

much solemnity as fun in his part
of a lonely old bachelor.

I took a note of one remark
thul seemed worth remembering
in connection with card games.
Somebody, comparing the sexes

in respect of their power of de-

tached concentration, says,
" A

woman never forgets the man she

loves." This throws light upon
what I have often failed to un-

derstand at the time, namely the

play of various ladies with whom
I have had the misfortune to be

partnered at bridge. I know
now. Their minds were wander-

ing. They wore thinking of theHAVOC WROUGHT BY A HEART THE ACE.
happily, before she could wean Coimfe lforia <fo Doarfta . Mile. GABRIELLE DORZIAT.

men they loved.

him from the error of his ways G de Dasctla Mr. DENNIS EADIE. THE LlGHT BLUES"
she was detected in the act of

passing him a fourth king.
Her lover, who had seen her doing it,

denounces her for a thief, but condones
her offence so far as to propose elope-
ment with her. Dasi-tta himself, a little

embarrassed by the fear of exposure,
but much more concerned about his

wife's fidelity, makes to throttle the

lover, but eventually hands her over to

him in disgust and goes forth into the

lonely wilderness of Continental casinos.

But gambling has lost its charm now
that its motive has been lost

;
and he

takes to morphia. After six months
of unconsecrated union the lovers, in

train for a divorce, track him down in

London, a hopeless wreck. Moved by
pity for his deplorable state and- the

passionate devotion to which he attri-

butes it, she sacrifices Phillimore and

and seldom free from the strain upon
one's powers of credence. It was un-

believable that rhillimore, whose influ-

ence upon the Countess de Dasetta was

represented as tending to her moral

improvement, should have selected the

very moment of her conviction as a

cheat to urge upon her the merits of

elopement. It was unbelievable that

the hard-headed Canadian, Drayton,

who, though he was free enough with

his money and by way of good fellow-

ship would write you a cheque for

six thousand pounds as soon as look at

you, knew better than to mix up phil-

anthropy with a business proposition,
should have offered the control of a

big financial undertaking to a gibbering
victim of drugs. Yet I would have

swallowed all this like milk if I had
returns to the narrow path. The cur- 1 cared about anybody in the play ;

but

tain falls on her lover being recom-
1

1 didn't care.

mended by a practical friend to seek 1 For a pair of Hungarians the Dasettas

I remember once telling the lute

Captain MARSHALL- how clever it was
of him, knowing the Army upside down
as he did, not to put real soldiers

on the stage, but types out of the illus-

trated maga/ines. Though he had the

courage of his. own humour, Captain
MARSHALL did not take my remark for

a compliment. But I am sure that

Messrs. MARK AMIUKNT and JACK HUL-

BERT, the authors of Tlie Light Blues

and both Cambridge men. will not mind

my saying that they know their busi-

ness far too well to think of reproducing
the actual thing, when the audience is

looking for something quite different.

They don't, of course, put their rowing
men into football gear ; for, though I

think I never met Mr. AMHIENT on the

river, I understand that his collaborator

rowed in the Caius boat ;
hut even here

the silk scarf, unless they have changed
from the Spartan flannel of my tim?,
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HALF-HOURS WITH CELEBRITIES.
[Mr. I'uii'-h's ivpn-..'iil;(ti\.! vi.-IU MY. \Vill \V:i;-<l;i(Ti', tlio world-famous singer o( ;uul Ma-.ln-<l," in hi> lumU'.me \illa ;.:

:

"MY HtlF.NIlS TKl.L MK I'M 1IATIIEII

A CONNOISSEI'U IN AlIT M V1T1 US. Tills

is OSH; OF MY i.A'insi' \ci.u isITIONB.

Till: LAMP WAS MY 1DKA.

'BOTANY is A KTCDY THAT HAS
ALWAYS IXTKKESTKD MK, AMD 1 STKND
A LOT OP TIME AMONG MY FLOWF.ItH.

TlIIB IS A MAHUIOI.D.

" OH, YES, I 'M A BIT OK A NATCRAI.-
IST ALWAYS HA\ V. JlKKN SINCE A LAP,
\VHKN I MAUK TICK NUCLEUS OP A F1SB
COLLECTION.

"Of l'''rKsi; I DON' 1

!' 1'Hl'TFNl) TO F.K

A! IN TIIK PAINTINli 1.1N1). IH I' II.

A LITTLE THING I DID AT A SITTING.
I '.'AY TOl'CH IT VP WHKN Till-: MIKII)

"I SOMKTIMKS THINK, IF I HADN'T
IH.:KN MKANT FOB THE STAGE I snoci.n
HAVE TAKES IT 1'OF.TIIY. I OFTI

DOWN IDEAS .ICST AS THKY COME TO
ME.

"Now Till lit: 'S A-TRONOMY.

QD1TE A TASTE FOR STABS. TlIKY

SEEM TO LIFT YOU OUT OP YOl'U-

SELF WHAT? THE HALF-Horn
up? WELL so LONG."
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is a concession to the ideals of the

gallery. For the rest there is very
little that is light blue in the play,

except the trimming of the "
St.

Stephen's
"
blazer.

I should not have worried if there

had just been one scene at Cambridge,
sandwiched in between episodes at

Trouvillo and Baghdad ; but, with the

whole play in a Cambridge setting (and

my own college bridge on the cover of

the programme), I confess that I wisli

the authors could have allowed one or

two details in addition to the bed-

maker (Miss MANSFIELD) and the row-

ing shorts, both very lifelike to bear

some faint resemblance to the facts.

Curiously enough I didn't so much
mind the more preposterous features

the renting, for instance, of a cottage
on the Cam by a ducal undergraduate ;

or the antics of Gundy, the college gyp,
who mistook himself throughout, and

very funnily, for a drunken Irish waiter ;

but when he announced to a party in

a man's rooms,
" Coffee is served in the

study !
"
I admit that I neaiiy swooned.

Still, in the words of one of the char-

acters,
" You mustn't be surprised at

anything in May Week." Quevoolez-voo,
as Private Horrocks learnt to say in tlio

Punch story que voolez-voo ? c'est la

guerre !

Talking of the War, I found internal

evidence, connected with certain mous-
taches in the WILLIAM II. manner, that

the time of the play is the present
War-time. This perhaps excuses the
fabulous picture of May Week, since,
of course, there isn't any such thing
at all, with the river deserted, these

fighting days.
I was sorry for that most admirable

actor, Mr. ALBEBT CHEVALIER, that he
should have had to play the part of a

senile roysterer, and I think the authors
must have been sorry for him too, for

they gave him, by way of solace, some-

thing to sing in his own particular
vein a song of sentiment about Eose-
coloured Glasses, altogether alien from
the vulgarian character he was playing.
Mr. SHAUN GLENVILLE, who seems cap-
able of almost anything, might have
made an excellent gyp, if they had let

him forgo his remarkable gift for rotund

buffoonery and knockabout business.
Mr. HULBERT as an undergraduate was

quite near to being probable, and 1

very much liked his manner of pro-
posing to Cynthia Pctrie (Miss CICELY
COURTNEIDGE, who also showed a nice
sense of humour) ; this was the best

tiling of the play.
I liked, too, Mr. STANLEY LOGAN as

the Duke of Dorchester, whose air of

polite boredom recalled Mr. CHARLES
HAWTHEY. The rest were sufficiently
exuberant.

Altogether, with the assistance of

yet a third Cantab, Mr. ADRIAN Ross,
who supplied some pleasant trifles for

the lyre, the play wont with that

boisterous and resolute gaiety which
musical comedy demands. There was

good fun in it, though there might
have been more. And after all, even
if it was a travesty of Cambridge life, it

was the creation of her own faithful

alumni. No one can say "An Oxford
man hath done tin's thing." O. S.

VIVA VOCE.
" GREEDY!

"
said my sister, as a slip

of the carving-knife shot the chicken

bodily on to my plate.
I handed over the knife.
" Here you are, then. I told you

what would happen. And if ever 1

marry she will have to carve."

." Poor Paragon !

"
sighed Mary.

"That's the seventh Deadly Virtue
she's to h.ave."

" You 're not keeping a list ?
"

She ran to her desk and produced a

paper.

"Specification," she read out, "of

Jimmy's future bride (if any).
1. She must bo beautiful.

2. Must have nice hair.

3. Must dress well.

4. Also very cheaply.
5. Must read and appreciate Jim-

my's articles.

6. Must be able to carve.

7. Must have had her tonsils cut . . ."
" I never . . . ," I began hotly.
" You did. When Charles got the

bill for his wife's operation you said

you 'd be ..."
" I remember. Go on."

"That's all."

"Thanks. Nice jiirl, my wife!
"

Two years late:-, when'. I broke the

news of my engagement to Mary, she
fished out the specification again.

" Does she conform ?
"
she asked.

"I've no idea. But she's ripping."
"
Well, I 've never seen your Phyllis,

but I expect she 's all she shouldn't be.

I 'in asking her to tea, and I '11 find

out all about her fcr myself tact-

fully, of course."

At teatime 1 found Mary arranging
seven lumps of sugar in a row before her,

while Mick, the family hound, watched
her with pleased and astonished antici-

pation. His usual allowance was two

lumps.
" What 's this orgy for ?

"
I asked.

"It's for your benefit. Each lump
stands for one of the Deadly Virtues,

counting from this end. When I con-

sider the young person to have passed
in any of the seven, Mick gets the cor-

responding lump. And if after tea one

single lump remains ..."

" Ye-> ?
"

I said breathlessly.
" You'll have to give her a month's

notice and try again."
Then Phyllis arrived.
" What a jolly dog !

"
she said after

preliminaries.
"
Yes, isn't he? But terribly weak

about sugar aren't you, Mickie?"
And with a side glance at me Mary
gave him the first three lumps. Out-

wardly, at any rate, my choice was

approved.
" Excuse my being personal," went

on my sister,
" but your frock turns mo

bright green with envy. Where did

you got it ?
"

" 1 made it."

"You didn't! Heavens! I wish I

could. My allowance simply melt-i."

I watched Mick masticating the
fourth lump. Henceforth, he seemed
to say, the world could hold no further

'surprises for him.
" Just as well you can make your

own things," went on Mary,
" because

you can hardly expect much income
out of the appalling" rubbish Jimmy
writes."

"Poor old Jimmy!" said Phyllis.
" It 's not so bad as all that, lie 's

quite funny sometimes* you know."
" Thank you," I said meekly.
Mary looked doubtfully at lump

number five. "I'm not quite sure

whether you ought to have this hit,

Mick. However catch !

" He did.
" Aren't you spoiling that dog?

"
re-

marked Phyllis.
" I can't help it ; he 's as fond of

food as a man. Which reminds me
can you carve?"
"No. Why?"
"One of you will have to, and

Jimmy's carving is simply aicfitl."
" I '11 take lessons," she promised.
I leant quickly forward, and Mick

got his sixth.

There remained only the last lump,
I was wondering how my resourceful

relation proposed with delicacy to ex-

tract information about tonsils. Mick's
mouth was frankly watering.
We were both disappointed.
"
No, Mickie," she said, putting the

lump into her own mouth. " You 'vo

had quite enough. Besides, I don't care

if the pretty lady hasn't had her ton

It was exactly at this point that I

upset the cake-basket.

KAVALLEEIA BALKANA.
THERE once were some troops at

Kavalla

Who were anxious to serve Gott and

Allah,
So they let their foes in

And went off to Berlin,

For they didn't feel ripe for Valhalla.
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Officer (to patient newly arrived). "WHAT'S THE TROUBLE?'

Officer. "\\T

ELL, WHAT'S voun COMPLAINT?"

Officer. "THEN WHY DID YOU COME HEBE?"

Officer. "BCT HAVE YOU NO WOUNDS?"

Patient. " NAE TBOUBLE, Sin."

Patient. "I DIDNA COMPLAIN AT A'."

Patient. "I WAS JIST BEST."

Patient. " O AY I I HAE A WHEEX o' THEM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THROUGHOUT the ages, poets have chronicled the great
deeds of heroes. It is good therefore to find one of ours

to-day, Mr. JOHN MASEFIELD, upon the same noble task.

Not that I would have you suppose his little book, Gallipoli

ilInxEMAXN), to be a poem in the narrower sense of the

\\ ord. It is a prose record of facts, illustrated for our
bettor understanding with many photographs and maps
a \\ork in which there is no room "for embellishment or

make-believe ; but still a poem, partly because it is written

by one who has a poet's feeling for beautiful and significant

words, more because of the spirit of the deeds that it

records. No paragraph of mine could do anything like

justice to the effect of this small volume, its nobility and
restraint, and above all the story of magnificent un-
rewarded heroism that it reveals. I can only say that

for my own part there were times when, as I read, the

sweat of pity and grief stood upon my face. It is perhaps
knowledge of the end that makes this tale of superhuman
oli-.i:iclcs overcome, and stark courage fighting its way to

within sight, of victory, a thing almost not to be borne.

Yet, as .Mr. MASKKIELD shows, in some passages of

temperate criticism, that end was not altogether defeat.

The hero-band of Gallipoli accomplished, in containing
forces of the enemy, some part at least of the im-

ible task set before it. Of the quality of that achieve-

ment no better witness could be found than a passage in

a letter taken from the body of a dead Turk officer.
" These

British are the finest fighters in the world," he wrote.

" Wo have chosen the wrong friends." Till the hour comes
for apportioning praise and blame, we may with reverence

and pride leave the matter at that. In the meanwhile
Mr. MASEFIELD has deserved all our thanks for a record so

moving and so finely touched.

I am wondering if, without Mr. E. TEMPLE THUBSTON'S
own confession in dedicating The Five -Burred Gate

(HODDEB AND STOL'GHTOX) to GERALD and Mb'RIEL

Du MAURIER, I should have guessed that it was really a

play turned into a story. Knowing it, one's impulse is of

course to re-transpose the affair mentally into its original
Acts. It must have been a play with a very short cast.

Beyond the hero and heroine, Jim and Beatrice, a brace of

friends for them to flirt with, and three servants whose

philanelerings reproduce the matrimonial tangle above-stairs

in slightly broader comedy, there is not, I think, another

character so much as mentioned. One sees, of course,

Mr. Uu MACHIEK as Jim indeed that much is given away
in the dedication. And I am pretty sure about the love-

scene in the garden, whore he kisses the pretty visitor and

is pulled up short by a violent attack of jealousy concerning
her brother and his own wife. I can see the delightful

grimace with which ho would show us that, towards (I

suppose) the end of the second Act. The third would

obviously be the reconciliation. In short a pleasant little

comedy and, played as it would be at Wyndham's Theatre,

no doubt a very agreeable entertainment, even if you did

reflect afterwards that it had been much ado about nothing.
The trouble is that in its present form the story provokes
this reflection so often that not all Mr. THCRSTON'S
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explanatory moralisings can save the interest from some ation with a manner of originality. We have had plenty of

danger of a premature collapse. stories about husband and wife whom the law has made
two. Nor is there anything strikingly novel about the

Let me commend to you very highly a shocker by I introduction of the Eoman Catholic dogma on the subject
EDGAR WALLACE, The Tomb of Ts'in (\\*AKD, LOCK).; it lias been used often enough to bar the rosy path of hap-
Nothing so good of its kind has come my way for mouths, piness to an unhappily mated heroine. But it does, I think,
It is the tale of the quest for a priceless treasure hid in the

:

strike a new note in after-the-divorce tales that the heroine
tomb of a dead emperor, with murder by fire and cord and

,

should have married somebody else, who irritates her, and
knife and pistol; sleuthery and counter-sleuthery ; and a have given him three detestable children, before a providen-
jolly hurried sketchy little love-story intertwined. The tial recalling of her religious convictions enables her to elope
thing goes at a hurricane pace all through, without paren- cheerfully with husband number one. Somehow PCIJI/I/'H

thesis or tedious preparation. You can't safely miss a adaptably conscientious attitude towards marriage reminds

word, and won't want to. Ingenuity of contrivance is mo of HENRY THE EIGHTH. But of course her second
here allied with a keen sense of situation, and the author husband, Mr. Barber, whom she had wedded more to please
takes pains to produce an atmosphere that shall make his

;

her invalid mother than for his own charms, did turn out
manifold impossibilities plausible. A sound piece of work, most disagreeable. The writer describes his car as having
I only caught him obviously napping once. It was when a hooter " like the choking gurgle of a sick rhinoceros.''

the resourceful Captain Ted Tatham, hero, allowed L'ang So now you know the type that Mr. Barber belonged
T'si Soo, who had a habit

of shooting through his

roomy sleeves, to keep his

treacherous and capable
hands in such dangerous
hiding that

tl^at
arch-villain

contrived to " save face
"

by stabbing himself just
at the moment when the

python But this is

indiscreet. I apologise.

Knowing what everybody
knows about the achieve-

ment of EICHAED DEHAN, it

is possible that you may
find Gilded Vanity (HEINE-
MANN) something of a mys-
tery. The solution, which

you might easily miss, is to

be detected in a couple of

lines of small print opposite
the chapter index, which
state that " This story first

appeared in volume form in

1896, and has been revised

by the author previous to

republication." That, of

course, explains much, but

incidentally raises the fur-

ther problem Why ? For
the book is altogether un

to. As for the title of the

tale, that really has not

much relevance, except that

her first husband always
reminded Pcgyi/ of the NVe-^t

Wind. What he reminded
Mr. Barber of after lie had
blown away his wife we
are not told. Anyhow, the

story, if not specially ab-

sorbing, is pleasant enough,
and told with considerable

'race.

WHAT THE PUBLIC REALLY WANTED.
MB.

,
WHO HAS BEEN GRANTED TOTAL EXEMPTION, BEGINS TO

BECITE "THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE" AT A CONGEST IN
AID OF WAR CHARITIES.

Voice from the ba?l;.
" WHY DON'T YER JOIN THE ARMY:?"

Mr. . "IF THE GENTLEMAN WHO MADE THAT REMARK WILL COMF,
TO ME AT THE CLOSE OF THE ENTERTAINMENT I WILL GIVE HIM ALL
THE INFORMATION HE REQUIRES. THIS IS NOT THE TIME OK PLACE
TO ENTER INTO EXPLANATIONS WHICH -"

Unanimous Chorus of Bacl;-J}encliers. "BLOW THE 'Six 'UNDKED.'
LET 's 'AVE THE EXPLANATIONS."

Thf Chaste Wife (SECKER)
may be regarded as another
of the many guide-books
that have appeared lately
on the difficult art of being

.happy though married.

Certainly, Stephen and Pris-

cilla, its hero and heroine,
did start with disadvantages.
He was poor and violently

', proud, while I could not but

regard her as one of those

emotional young women
.
who demand rather too

much of life and hus-

bands. Also there was

j

" the old man," Stephen's
father, who was partly an

worthy of a writer with far less than EICHARD DEHAN'S
j

objectionable but human old reprobate, partly (in his

acknowledged gifts. It is all about the smartest and off moments) a rather farcical creation in the Micawber
most unreal set of people imaginable, who are rich as manner, not quite on the same plane as the rest of

rich, and use the longest words in the dictionary by,way of , Mr. FRANK SWINNEKTON'S admirably drawn cast. Of

demonstrating their exalted station. Contrasted with them
j

course it all "comes right in the end"; and through
(in everything save impossibility) is the suitor who, being mutual misunderstandings and dangerous moments the

passing poor on 700 a year, takes the whole length of the couple reach a prospect of comparative security. The
book to persuade the heroine to- share his humble crust, author, I am glad to say, avoided the obvious solution,

though, to do her justice, he had by the finish pulled his ! of which at one time I began to entertain a little dread,

income up to 1,400. Sometimes the dialogue is little better It would have been unworthy of a very brightly told and
than mere farce, and throughout it is of a quality not often engaging study of the matrimonial problem. I don't think
found in human speech. I could quote, but it would be 1 1 should suggest it as honeymoon reading for your friends;
unkind. It comes to this, that GildeA Vtniiti/ is a novel I but at an earlier stage you might manage tactfully to bring
that might well have been content with .its amazing good it to the notice of whichever party stands in greater need
luck in getting published once. To repeat the process of a little friendly advice upon domestic adaptability.
savours of provocation. =======

A Title for the "Tanks."
The Went Wind (CONSTAISLK), is a praiseworthy attempt As a set-off to the Navy's "Monitors" we understand that

on the part of Miss KATHARINE TYNAN to handle an old situ- our new Land-ships are to be known as "
Praepostors."
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CHARIVARIA.
'answers :

" T. B. No, it 18 not Genera] spoilsmen u the discoverer of the
Sir William Robertson, but the' l!ev. while rhinoceros. He is preparing to

THK highest praise of the Tanks that Sir William Robertson Nicoll who edits visit the We^tphalian Hinterland very
has yet reached us comes from a 'I'ltr llr/f^h 1 1 '///;/." shortly, wliero ho exj)ects to discover

member of a Scots unit, who writes: some still mure remarkable animals.

"They plod slowly on and nothing stops "News was received," >ays a pro-
*
4

1|>

them, not even estamiii. vineial paper, "that an airship had The composers of the prospectus of
* been brought down. At '2.\~> the ' All a Correspondence College make the

Tin' Times, talking of the (lags of Sale' whistle was blown." Business following announcement :

" We are
our Overseas Dominions, mentions as usual, you see, even though it was determined that our tuition shall re-

"the Union Jack \\ith the maple leaf Sunday. This is the kind of thing that main, and continue to remain, in all

(Canada), \\itli the kangaroo (Aus- disheartens the enemy. points superior to that of any other

tralia), the sjambok (South Africa), and *,* class." We hope that it will not only
tMe kiwi (New Zealand)." The sjambok Among the debris of the /eppelin remain and continue to remain," but
is of course the well-known gaxelle of brought down last week in Kssex was keep on continuing to remain, and
that name. It is so culled from

a habit of lashing its tail, which
is long and made of leather.

;: *

At a recent meeting of the

Kdmonton District Council (lie

chairman used a. piece of a bomb
for calling the meeting to order.

Inspired by this example, the

chairman of another district

council has announced that on

future occasions of disorder he
will make use of a complete
bomb for I lie purpose of adjourn-
ing the meeting shir (J/c.

An interesting exhibit at the

Horticultural Society's Hall last

week was a small apple-tree,
which, placed in an ordinary

(lower-pot, produced an apple
Hi inches in circumference. We
think little of this. At the

Egyptian Hall we have seen a

small apple-tree, treated in a

similar way, produce a rabbit.
# *

4,800,000 yards of mosquito
net have just been ordered by
the War Office. For the present
it is to be used exclusively in

Mesopotamia; but, if things con-

tinue to take their normal course
on the Western front, it is

thought that opportunities may occur

better still go on keeping on

continuing to remain.

" MISSIS HAS TO COMl'LAIX OP THE MILK BEING A BLUISH
COLOUll."

"AH, Miss, WE CAN'T GET THE LABOUR TO STOP THEM
FOOLISH cows EATIN' THE BLACKBERRIES off THE 'EDGES !"

or the capture of large numbers
ienuans in butterfly nets.

of

" Iodide of potassium, though a pool-

explosive," says a learned professor,
" will go off if a tty walks over it."

curious still, however, is the fact

that meat, which is not an explosive
at all, will frequently go off' in just
these circumstances.

:'," -V

*
The KAISKK has only subscribed ten

thousand pounds to the new German
War Loan. Hut then it isn't his war

any longer !

"Seasonable questions are invited,"
sa\s Tlir /,<vi/.s Mi'i-i-iit// in its corre-

column. Here is one of the

an entire ham. So much for our
blockade ! ...

'

*"

All German Army oHicers' pay has
been reduced as from October 1st by
Imperial decree. This must bo what
War-Lord HINDEXHUHO had in mind
when ho told the Press representa-
tives that "

things would bo better in

October." We have always suspected
him of a touch of humour.

we are

* *

In Essex, says an evening
paper, a plentiful crop of parasol
mushrooms lias resulted from
the week's heavy rain. They
should bo a convenience for the
farmers' sons who are still seek-

ing shelter from military service.
* #

The Colonial Ollice has just
sent a supply of hairpins to the
ladies of the lonely island of

Tristan da Cunha, and the pro-
ceeding has given profound satis-

faction to some of our political

Imperialists who for years past
have been complaining of the de-

partment's neglect of the fringes
of Empire.

Our Versatile Clergy.
"
Wanted, a Clergyman who would

do service in private chapel in Scot-
land and would be willing to drive a
motor-car and who understands ma-
chinery. Travelling expenses paid,
1 a Sunday, and rooms provided.

Also grouse-shooting and stalking."
The Guardian.

Nothing is said about the rev-

erend chauffeur's theological
views, but we imagine that he
would have to he an expert on

eternal combustion.

More Glimpses of the Obvious.

"When first we heard the Zcppeliu the

engines were distinctly audible."

Daily Telegraph.

"Being the end of the last quarter thcro

was, of course, no moon." Sunday Times.

"Campaigns have a tendency to wear them-
selves out. They meet with the fiction of the

etirniy and their impetus is worn down."

Sunday Chronicle.

But not even WOLFF'S Bureau couldWhich reminds its that ...

threatened with the loss of one of the stop the Great Push,
few real comedians that the War has

produced. Count ZK.H'K.I.IN has sworn
to destroy London or die.

Captain F. C. Si:i.oi s, who has just
won the D.S.O., is best known among

" A tramp over grass heavy with duw, and a

flock of surprised sheep, brought us to the

bottom of a field." Daily Mini.

And these were human beings, not

tanks.
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MORAL COMPENSATION.
To THE ENEMY.

ONE fools, at first, his case was very hard,
And full of irony his cup,

The engineer who made a nice petard
For blowing other people up,

And, having set the thing alight,

Himself was hoist into the Eiciylceit.

Yet there were consolations. If his brain

Took any notice as it flew

Upward in sections toward the vast inane,

Some pleasure must have filtered through
Some fragmentary chunk of cell

To think that his machine had worked so well.

And you, .who looked to crown your cherished plan

By force of sheer mechanic weight

(For we were still your masters, man for man),

May not approve your present fate,

Or clearly recognise the fun

Of being given a place too near the sun
;

Yet may you suck sweet solace from the thought
That not in vain the seed was sown,

That half the recent havoc we have wrought
Was based on methods all your own

;

And smile to hear our heavy batteries

Pound you with imitation's purest flatteries. O. S.

ALL ABOUT TANKS.

(By our own Expert CorreS2>ondent.)

A FULL description of one of these land leviathians has

been given to your representative, who is a member of the

National Constitutional Club, by the Et. Hon. WINSTON
CHURCHILL, M.P. (Telegraphic address :

"
Sunday Papers,

London"), the inventor of the blonde beast's betc-noire and
a constant member of this Club through all the vicissitudes

of his political career.

Ichthyosaurus irritans to get to business has no obvious

material spy-hole, but concealed within the dim recesses of

its vast bulk there lurks a wireless eye, which transposes the

impinging radiations (received in all azimuths) and transmits

them through a model human eye (from the pigmentation
of which all trace of green has been carefully removed) to

display on a sheet of white samite a picture of the whole of

the vicinage displayed in all the glowing colours of the

rainbow. The Professor and his little boy the sole occu-

pants, the only Jonahs in the maw of this earth-walking
whale study the picture, and from the results of their study
sight the guns and maxims at their disposal. Crouched in

their camera obscura they stand, seeming in their gas masks
like some foul creatures of a lobster-generated dream in that

hermetically-sealed atmosphere.
And now let us look at the armoury of the Pleistocene

prodigy. The 20-in. guns are of ordinary make, but they
appear to be pointed straight at the walls of their chamber !

Ah ! Just opposite the gaping muzzle of each is a

plate of Nitchevite so set as to direct the shell downwards
to another plate, from which it rebounds to the outer air

passing through a trap-door on its way and once there

two further plates restore it to its original direction, so

that, except for a slight loss of velocity and a few dents,
the shell arrives at the target as though it had been undis-

turbed throughout its trajectory. Similarly for the machine

guns, or Emma Gees. But in addition the barrels of these

are of quaint and indeed bizarre patterns. Here is one
with merely a bent barrel to fire round curves, and hero

another with a configuration more like that of a Yale key
and guaranteed to explore every traverse and communi-
cation adit in the most complicated trench. For anti-

aircraft work the barrels curve upwards, for dug-outs they
have a downward tendency. In this latter case of course
heavier bullets are used, but of great resiliency, so that they
have been known to hop down all the steps into a dug-out
de luxe and, turning round the corner at the bottom, lay out
a sub-lieutenant hiding under the bed in the corner.

Naturally all the improvements did not occur in the first

design. For instance the first discharge of the big gun the
Professor found rather disturbing to the calm detachment

required for such a job, although Egbert, the son, rather

enjoyed it. Now, however, both are provided with a device,
the invention of the well-known French expert, M. Tirejambo,
which effectually protects them from such disturbance. This
device consists essentially of two tubes attached to the

patient's eardrums and reaching through the skin of the
monster to the free air. This in itself was not sufficient, as

one result was that there was no noise to indicate that the

gun had been discharged. In the case of a missfire it is

highly dangerous to unload, so that it was found necessary
to provide a special stethoscope for the Professor, who,

standing some eighteen inches behind the breach, feels

more than hears, at the moment of discharge, a noise like

that made by an earthworm when dragged out of its nest

by the early bird.

Egbert with his right foot operates the smoke-box, which
causes a cloud of vapour to appear on all sides of the

malevolent mastodon. This smoke not only serves to hide

the mighty Moloch from the enemy, but also acts as a

screen on which is projected, by means of a most ingenious

optical system, a kinematograph display. On the side

nearest the Hun the movies show sausages, beer, sauerkraut,
visits to my spiritual home and other blessings of peace ;

while at the hinder end our men are inspired by seeing
the CROWN PRINCE'S portrait encircled with his favourite

motto,
" Actresses will happen in the best regulated

families."

It is not the intention to take many prisoners by means
of the tanks, but large magnets protrude from the sides

which, when energised, will sort out and attract to them
all heroes wearing an Iron Cross and tow them along.
As the mammoths proceed, their lids lift intermittently to

discharge blood curdling and panic-compelling noises. The

explanation is simple; we have managed to procure gramo-
phone records of Colonel ROOSEVELT giving an election

address and of Miss Getta Moveon (U.S.A.) singing a patri-
otic song. Such is American neutrality.
But one of our greatest successes was made at a point

where the daring tanksman had put on a film showing

Lady acting at a charity matinee. The Huns at this

spot were found helpless with laughter and incapable of

resistance, except for one stout Landsturmer, who raved

about the Hague Convention.

But every detail has been thought out, even to making
the mechanical legs hollow, so that, if the machine should

ever come across ice, molten glue can be poured down to

enable it to grip the slippery surface.

"A dispatch from Kicff states that a German aeroplane landed in a

field near Lutsk. A terrified cow charged the propeller with its horns

and smashed it up. The airmen and the machine were captured."

Not " bad for the coo
"

this time.

"Dr. Riichling, a Prussian Deputy, poured contempt on the talk

about 'an honourable peace.' lie declared that what Germany
wanted was a German peace." Evening Paper.

A very proper distinction.
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THE SUNLIGHT-LOSER.
KAISEB (as his sainted Grandfather's clock strikes three). "THE BRITISH ARE JUST PUTTING

THEIR CLOCKS BACK AN HOUR. I WISH I COULD PUT OURS BACK ABOUT THREE
YEARS."
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RIVALRY.
WHEN I sat clown on the seat facing

the Row there was already on it a

soldier in the familiar hlue clothes. He
had the red moustache which inevitably
leads to the nickname of "

Ginger," or

possibly
"
Carrots," and was smoking

a cigarette. By his side were his

crutches. After a minute or so a

very tall figure, also in blue, hobbled
towards us and took the space between
Bed Moustache and myself.
The freemasonry of arms has, 1

suppose, always, among the rank and

file, made any introduction needless ;

but there is now a new and a super
freemasonry which goes beyond any-
thing that uniform could do. I mean
the freemasonry of mutilation. By
reason of their wounds these strangers
were as brothers.

At first they talked hospitals.
Then regiments. Then the cause
of their injuries machine-gun
bullet or shrapnel. Then the

time and the place. Both had
been hit in the knee, and
this coincidence, operating like

all coincidences among certain

people, added to their friendli-

ness. Their cigarettes finishing

simultaneously, Bed Moustache

gave Six-foot-two one of his ;

and Six-foot-two offered his lit-

tle packet to Bed Moustache in

exchange.
" Do you often come here ?

"

Bed Moustache asked.
"
Every fine day," said Six-

foot-two,
" unless there 's a ride

in a brake or a free matinee on
the tappy."

" I must look you up again
Bed Moustache.

"
Do," said Six-foot-two. " When do

you expect to leave ?
"

" I can't say," replied Bed Moustache.
" There 's no knowing. You see mine 's

a very extraordinary case." He smiled

complacently.
"That's funny. So 's mine," said

Six-foot-two.

"How do you mean extraordin-

ary?
"
the other asked a little sharply.

"
Why, the doctors have had so much

difficulty with it. It 's a unique, they
say. How many operations did you
have?

"

"How many did you have?" Bed
Moustache replied, with the caution of

the challenged.
" Go on I asked you first," said

Six-foot-two. " Was it more than

eight, anyway ?
"

" It was ten," said Bed Moustache.
"
Well, I had eleven," said Six-foot-

two proudly.
"
They went after those

bullets eleven times. But they 're all

out now. I had every doctor in the

place round mo."
" So did I," said Bed Moustache,

" and one of my bullets isn't out yet.
It 's right in the bone. They 're going

There was a pause, and both lighted
new cigarettes, each taking one of his

own.
" What puzzles me," Six-foot-two

began slowly,
"

is no one saying any-
to try again soon." He had quite re- thing about your patella. That 's the
covered his good-humour. great marvel of my case my patella.
"What about your patella?" Six- It 's full of holes, like a sieve. There's

foot-two inquired after a pause. never been one like it before. The
" My what ?

"
profession's wild about it. That's

" Your patella. Do you mean to say I what makes me so interesting to

the doctors didn't talk about that?" [them."" I daresay they may have done, but
j

" Where is it, anyway ?
" Bed Mous-

I don't remember. Still, our doctors tache snapped out.

don't talk much they act."
"
Well, so do ours. There aren't

better doctors in the world than at our

place, I can tell you. It 's common
knowledge. Why, Sir Bashleigli Hewitt
is there every day the great Sir Basli-

leigh Hewitt, the KING'S doctor."
"
Well, the KING has more than one.

said

In the knee, of course."

"In the kneo! Well, if it's in the
knee mine must be full of holes too.

I 've got everything you can have in

the knee, I tell you. Everything."
" Have they written anything about

you in the papers ?
"
Six-foot-two asked.

" No ? Ah," he went on triumphantly,
"
they have about me. There 's

a medical paper with a piece in

it all about my patella. I sent

it home and they've franied.it.

It 's the most astonishing thing
in surgery that I should bo able
to be walking about at all."

" That 's what they tell me,"
Red Moustache replied.

"
But,

anyhow, your bullets are all

out. I 've got another one yet,
and by the time that 's out I

daresay I shall have had twenty
operations and a whole column
in the papers. But as for arti-

cles in papers they 're nothing.
Have you got your X-ray photo-
graph ?

"

"
No," Six-foot-two admitted.

"
They gave me mine," said

Sir Frank Carver is another, and he's Red Moustache. "I sent it home. It's

He 's a
, over the mantelpiece, my mother says.

People come from miles to look at it.
" I Ve always understood," said Six-

j

It 's a pity you didn't get yours. That

Convalescent Tommy (to fly-fisli&r). "An, A BIT OF A ETTV-

MOLLYGIST, I SEE. WE USED TO HAVE LOTS O 1 THEM
FLIES IN GALLIPOLI. USED TO COME OUT OF A EVENING
AND BUZZ."

at our place day and night,

masterpiece."

foot-two,
" that Sir Bashleigli is at the

very head of his profession. The nurses

say so."

"He may be for some things," Bed
Moustache conceded. " But not the
knee. Sir Frank Carver is the crack
knee man. Now if you 'd been at our

place I daresay that one operation
would have been enough for you."

"
Enough ? What rot ! How could

it be enough, with all the complications?
I tell you it 's a unique, my case."

"
Yes, it may be. But what I 'm

getting at is that it might not be if

you 'd had Sir Frank Carver, the great
knee specialist, at it at once."

Oh, give Sir Frank Carver a rest.

was foolish of you, if I may say so.

Well, so long. I 'in having tea to-day
with one of our grand lady visitors in

Rutland Gate.
'

If you don't see me
here when you come again the chances
are I shall be having my next opera-
tion. So long !

"

" So long !

"
said Six-foot-two.

Bed Moustache on his crutches
moved away.

"Extraordinary," Six-foot-two mur-

mured, either to me or to himself or to

the world at large, "how some blokes

always want to be the most important
things in the world."

" What is now required is to have one man

Sir Rashleigh Hewitt 's good enough
in tuc

t
[Greek] King's entourage who has a

. -, f iii ii powerful intellect, clear conscience, and sincere
for me and for anyone else who knows. fvilK, a man wh; win have tho boldacss to

" All right," said Red Moustache.
| dispel the dense atmosphere surrounding his

"
Keep your hair on !

"
Majesty." Lancasliire Daily Post.

"My hair's on right enough. It's M. VEMZELOS appears to have the

you who 're getting ratty." , requisite afflatus.
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Farmer. "CAM you CURB BACON?"
New Hand. "I'M AFRAID I CAN'T. You SEE, I CAME AS A FARM-HAND NOT AS A VET."

AWFUL FATE OF A SUPER-HERO.

Flight-Lieut. Polyneux stopped his

engine and volplaned silently to earth.

1 Ii! alighted behind a thick box hedge
in the Imperial gardens at Potsdam.
He was the shyest and most modest

youth that ever wore the uniform of

the B.F.C. Brave to a fault, there was

only one thing he feared, the publicity
of being made a hero. Even while

steering his machine through a hurri-

1:11111 of enemy shell-fire he would not
turn a hair until suddenly the thought
of a headline in The Daily Stunt would
chill his soul and he would tremble like

an aspen leaf. Only his stern sense of

Duty prevented his throwing up work
which might at any moment make him
the theme of heroics. Only his determ-
ination to serve his country had brought
him here. In the discharge of his Duty
he would face a world in acclamation.

Polyneux slipped quietly from his

aeroplane and, taking with him a large
sack, concealed himself in a bush near
one of the main walks, a walk often

trodden by Imperial feet. He had not

long to wait before he saw the well-

known figure of the EMPEROK WILLIAM

goose-stepping down the path. Poly-
neux had practised his lure, and just as

the KAISKK passed he yapped shrilly
like a tender young saux

WILLIAM II., thrilled at the sound
and without pausing to think, sprang
into the bush. In an instant the sack
was over his head ; he was given no
time to shriek. Five minutes later

Polyneux was flying at full speed for

G.H.Q. with a bulky sack on the
observer's seat.

When he arrived the whole Staff was
at mess. Into the room walked Poly-
neux, and, throwing the sack on the

floor, saluted smartly. The Staff won-
dered, and they wondered still more
when Polyneux, before explaining his

action, implored them on no account
to let his name appear in the papers.

Tliey promised. Polyneux undid the

sack and the well-known features

appeared, somewhat dishevelled after

the journey. In an instant all promises
were forgotten, and the army saw the

whole Staff marching down the street

cheering, while an unhappy young air-

man, hoisted on their shoulders, tried in

vain to hide his face in his E.F.C. cap.
The truth was out. The Daily Stunt

brought out five separate editions with
fivo photographs of different men, each
labelled " The man who caught the
KAISER."

Polyneux tried to resume his duties

with the E.F.C. He was offered a

month's leave, but refused. He would
not go to England. The Daily Slant

return to England,

was most indignant ; it grow furious ;

the Ministry was in danger. At last the

Commander-in-Chief summoned Poly-
neux before him, explained how the
whole course of the War was endan-

gered by his obstinacy, and showed him
it was his Duty to ret

and by aeroplane.
The word Duty aroused Polyneux : he

set his teeth, mounted his machine and
steered for home.
Around the aerodrome a vast con-

course had assembled, barely kept from

invading the landing space by a cordon
of police all unfit for military service.

The crowd had waited for forty-eight
hours, and it might be seen that the

first thousand rows of people were

entirely formed of women of all ages,
each-with a written proposal of mar-

riage in her hand.
A humming sound was heard ; the

aeroplane arrived ; it lit in the middle
of the vacant space. In an instant the

cordon of police was swept away like

chaff before a gale.
And what of Polyneux? When a

careful search of the ground was made

by a picked corps of microscopists,

specially hired by The Daily Stimt at

enormous expense, not a single trace of

him could be found. He had been

completely dispersed in the form of

souvenirs.
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THE GREAT SET-BACK.
[When True Time commences, the task of

setting the clock back will demand a steady
hand and a cool head. . . . The majority of

clocks will not stand being set back." Daily
Pd}>cr.]

LEAVES from the diary of an elderly
bachelor undergoing a rest cure in an

isolated farm-house. Nearest village

or railway five miles :

October 1st, 1916. Afternoon.

I write the word "afternoon" under

great reserve. Since my man Judson

put the clocks back, time, for us, does

not exist.

I had warned Judson of the danger
of tampering with timepieces. But he

knew all about it was an expert.
I awoke this "

morning
"
to find him

at my bedside. He seemed troubled.

Could I tell him the right time?

Referred him to my watch, the hands

of which I myself had altered.
" It 's stopped, Sir," he replied gravely.

" All the clocks has stopped too or gone

wrong."
Subsequent examination on my part

verified this statement. Whilst some

timepieces had succumbed an hour or

so after Judson's ministrations, others

offered us a choice which ranged be-

tween three and ten o'clock.

After studying the sun and consulting
the solitary farm-hand (a stone-deaf

myopic nonagenarian who could neither

read nor write) we came to the conclu-

sion that the hour was approximately
11 A.M., and began our great offensive

on the grandfather clock, which had

stopped at four minutes past four.

Scarcely had Judson laid finger on
the timepiece when it uttered a hoarse

groan, experienced a violent convulsion

within its vitals and fell forward on its

face. When restored to the perpen-
dicular it was found to have suffered

severe casualties to hands, countenance
and body.

Next we advanced to the marble-

encrusted horror in the dining-room.
This clock, to judge from the pace at

which the hands were moving, now
registered 11.57 P.M. For a space we
watched its feverish antics, and when
its hands recorded midnight themonster
chimed forty-seven times in whirlwind
fashion and stopped dead. We re-

wound it, whereupon the hands moved

majestically to the quarter, which it

chimed fifteen times, and then detached

themselves from the face, tumbling off

the mantelpiece into the grate.

Simultaneously I was aware of a

hideous shrieking from a distant part
of the house. Judson, uttering re-

grettable words, dashed from the room.
I followed, and in the kitchen found

my retainer clutching to his bosom,

beneath the folds of his coat, an alarum
clock.

" It 's a repeater, Sir," gasped Judson,
" and I can't stop it nohow. Shams
dead for an hour, then off again."

"Bury it somewhere," I suggested,

feeling that I could not tolerate a clock

whose voice was a cross between a

steam siren and a machine saw in full

blast.

Judson blushed ; explained that it was
a treasured gift; hinted at a promise
made to the donor that it should ever

be before his eyes. It was a delicate

situation, and we left it, hoping for the

best.

With feelings akin to consternation

wo now approached the horological
terror in the parlour. This clock, instead

of chiming decently and soberly, lows
like a cow. Simultaneously two pup-
pets emerge suddenly, bow several times
to each other and then return to their

dug-outs.
This chef d'oeuvre had stopped.

Judson managed to get it going and
advanced the hands to 11.25. Without
the least excuse the thing began to low
like a herd of Jersey kine. Then the

figures dashed out. As far as I could

see the feminine puppet upper-cut her
vis-d-vis while he strove to turn a back
somersault ; both then vanished with a

crash and the lowing ceased.

We gaped at the mystery.
"What '11 it do at the "arf-hour?"

whispered Judson hoarsely. "It chimes
then proper."

It did. Again the Jersey kine were

amongst us. The puppets shot forth,

crashed together, saught to throttle

one another, recoiled and fell off their

perches. An inward spasm seized on
the clock

;
it shook as if tormented by

an evil spirit ; one could hear the works

falling to pieces ; amid a groaning and

grinding it came to a standstill. It was
dead.

" Thank 'evins !

"
said Judson, wip-

ing his brow.
"We've still got my watch," I con-

soled him, pulling our sheet-anchor
from my pocket.

It had stopped. But not without

achieving what I had hitherto regarded
as impossible. For since the hands
now registered 10.45, and I had set

them at 11 o'clock, the watch apparently
had gone backwards.

Despair settled upon us, to be parti-

ally lifted upon Judson's reminding me
of the cuckoo clock in the spare bed-

room. WT
e ascended, and as we went

Judson's well-beloved reminded us of

her strident presence (by deputy) in the

kitchen.

We got the cuckoo clock to go. Five
minutes later it struck, and with deli-

berate intent I did the mainspring

irreparable injury. As I explained to

Judson, I could not keep that kind of

aviary.

Night is here. More precise I can-
not be. That siren still shrieks at us
from the kitchen, and with each shriek

I note the growth of a grim purpose
on Judson's face. A romance is in

deadly peril.

.Judson, who alleges the possession
of a rough knowledge of navigation and
an out-of-date sextant, now talks of
"
shooting the sun

"
to-morrow.

The nonagenarian farm - hand has

just dropped in to tell us that it is

"past fower of the clock" (though he
does not say which clock). As it has
been pitch dark for some hours he is

probably the victim of an optical hallu-

cination.

In my mind lurks one great regret
that I am not a clockmaker. For it

seems to me, if my own experience
counts for anything, that these me-
chanicians should rank among the most
bloated of war-profiteers.

A GOOD BEGINNING.
[" There is nothing quite so compelling as

this look of womanhood not stooping to con-

quer, but soaring that she may embrace the
whole earth." Daily Paper.']

Eose, in the pleasant placid days
When life was safe and rather slow,

I wrote pathetic little lays

Deploring your eternal No ;

Obsessed by thoughts of Woman's

Eights
(And wrongs) you spurned the fran-

chised male,

And, rising to sublimest heights,

Spent several depressing nights
In gaol.

But war has wrought a change : no
more

Will woman, helpless woman, droop
In bondage, but unfettered soar

To perfect freedom at a swoop ;

And, Eose, if you would play your part,
If with a fervour fine and fres

You would embrace the earth dear

heart,

You might do worse than make a start

With me !

"Last week's flood will undoubtedly be

spoken of by the citizens who witnessed it for

generations to come."
The Citizen (St. Anclreics).

That inundations conduce to longevity
is proved by the leading case of NOAH.

GET YOUR rmxTijfo DONE AT THE

Local Paper.

Any little job like this they can do on

their heads.
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THE BOY WHO BREATHED ON THE GLASS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
AN A.XTiMu i 1.1 M i it-
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Conscientious Objector (told off to look after the Regimental Pet). "Now HERE'S SOMETHING I KEALLY WOULDN'T MIND KILLING.'

THE MISCHIEF-MAKERS.
AH me \ how peaceful was the sector,

How like a home these trenches were,
Where never a Hun would hate or hector
And only swallows cleft the air

;

Where always poppies blew above the lines

And little mice ran shyly through the corn,
Where food was frequent, with expensive wines,

And Sam Browne belts were worn.

And if through some ingenious crevice

We marked a head of hostile type,
We neither harassed him with " heavies

"

Nor fired our telescopic hyp.,
But rather, like some rare and precious prize,

Preserved the man, and showed him to the Staff,

Who looked at him with large important eyes,
But did no sort of strafe.

And he, detecting any Tommies,
Regarded them with some disdain,

But seldom spoiled their youthful promise
Nor caused them any needless pain ;

While if at night inimical patrols

By some mischance came sudden face to face,

They glowered fiercely from adjacent holes,
But nothing else took place.

And then from some polemic quarter,
Some very earnest camp in Kent,

Came out, alack \ a baleful mortar,
With crowds of men on murder bent

;

Eadiant they came because the drills were clone,

With stacks of shells and valour all too vast ;

They only longed to load their blessed gun
And let it off at last.

We told them how the Hun was purring,
But wouldn't be if they began ;

We said their shells, however erring,
Were certain to annoy the man ;

We showed them spots more worthy of their arts

Far on the flank or far away in rear ;

We said they swarmed in other people's parts,
But there were none just here.

But it was vain. With grieved impatience
They hid themselves in some huge trough,

Interred their gun with incantations

And madly loosed the monster off ;

Straight on the sound, while yet the great bomb
boomed,

Five awful Minnies whistled down the wind,
And men for miles immediately assumed

A hostile frame of mind.

Observers woke and peered through prisms,
And every sort of specialist

Produced his hideous mechanisms
And made it penal to exist.

The sniper snipes, impervious to appeals,
Immense projectiles hurtle to and from ;

And no one now can count upon his meals

Even the bombers bomb.

It may be they will one day leave us,

Their stock of shells may some time cease,

And this charred region, now so grievous,

May see some slight return of peace ;

But never quite can hate be banished hence,
'Twill never be the old good-natured zone,

Where war was war, but people had some sense

The place has lost its tone.
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COMRADES IN VICTORY.
COMBLES, SEPTEMBER 26TH.

POILU. "BRAVO, MON VIEUX!"

TOMMY. "SAME TO YOU, MATE."
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Mother. " COME AWAY, JIMMY! MAYBE IT AIN'T PKOPEKLY STUFFED."

THE APOLOGY OF A FAUN.
IT should have happened at Grant-

chester years ago, when we made a cult

of such matters. He would have come
so naturally from the big coppice down
to the river and sat under the willows

there, and we would, have welcomed
him courteously and with understand-

ing, and shown him by our own elabor-

ate simplicity how in tune we were
with that archaic period of his.

It should, I say, have happened on
the river above Cambridge, but the

gods for a whim sent him to me in

Sanctuary Wood. I thought it was a

rat scratching his way into my dug-
out, but when I flashed on my torch I

found it was a little faun.

For a moment I thought the day's

shelling had fuddled me, but, as the

little creature crept up and with a

pathetic gesture touched my arm, I

was content to carry on.
" What do you want ?

"
I asked.

"I want the old days," he replied,
and then I knew this was a real faun.

No faun in history had ever answered
otherwise. I knew too that he would
sit and tell me wistful stories of the

dear dead ages, and together we would
mourn their decay. And so it was.

He had come, centuries ago, with a

Roman soldier from the South. The
soldier had found him in the Sabine
Hills bewailing the Golden Age, and
had been very nice about it. PYBRHUS
in the first place had brought him to

Italy, for even PYRRHUS had a sympa-
thetic vein. The passing of the naiads

moved him deeply.
His Eoman friend had been killed

in that very wood,, and the faun had
settled there. " He was a good fellow,

like a child, and very fond of stories.

How he laughed ! I like soldiers, and
here I always had plenty."
Of the old Flemish burgher-war-

riors (PHILIP VAN ARTEVELDE was his

favourite) and of a bottle-nosed corporal
of MAKLBOKOUGH'S called Ben he had

many tales.
" I was well known in the city

"
(he

meant Ypres)
" in the good old days

the good old days when gallants rode

into battle with a laugh and women
waved to them as they clattered past
their windows. These things made
battle a theme for poets the flash of

arms, tossing plumes, standards and

j
gay colours. The earth was fair and
men fought among the scent of flowers

and rich hay. Oh the fine sounds of

battle, the ring of steel, and horses

whinnying as they charged, the cries

of leaders, and the hush of victory at

evening. Did you ever know such

things ? You did not. The glory of

war has gone."
"

It has," I said.

"You live in the earth like rats,"

said the faun,
" and your dress is the

colour of mud. You never see your foe

and fight man to man, but blast the

earth, and perchance the foe in it. The
earth is hideous, torn and dead ; the

trees are stripped and shrivelled. The
birds are gone, and the air is quick
with the tumult of shells and laden

with the smell of bodies and foul smoke.

You have no love of beauty or of dig-

nity. ST. GEORGE is dead, ST. GEORGE
of Merrie England."

I felt this was unjust to me, who
neither made this War nor had any-

thing but the liveliest scorn for the

spoilers of nature. I felt too that if I

could not show our worth to the faun

no one could, but just then a "John-
son

" came creaking over, fell and burst,

while the faun huddled by me for pro-
tection.

" Nerves shaky ?
"

I asked, and at his

inquiry explained what nerves were.

At that he was very angry and said

fauns had no nerves. But he had a
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Physician (upon receiving imitation to join three fellow-practitioners in a rubber of bridge). "HEBE I AM, DEAR, CALLED AWAY

AGAIN. APPEARS TO BE A DIFFICULT CASE, TOO. THEBE ABE THBEE OTHER DOCTORS ox THE SPOT ALREADY."

soul, and a very sensitive soul, and the

War lacerated it. The world was a

rank vile place, and we were rank vile

people. The old divinity of man had

passed, and Eomance was as dead and

desecrated as HECTOR.
I agreed with him, and learnt that it

is unwise to agree with an angry faun.

He danced with rage and said I was as

uncouth as a Boeotian. Some Boeotian

must have insulted him once, and in

the intervening ages he had thought of

suitable retorts. They were certainly
most uncalled-for. With that he de-

parted, but, bethinking him of a perora-

tion, returned witli littlo nervous no,

sensitive hops and said that since the

spirit of beauty, honour and gallantry
had left the human race he too would
leave it, and see if perchance in the

wide universe 'an echo of the old

romance somewhere lingered.
He disappeared and I turned to

sleep. As I slept I dreamed of the faun

sitting in some happy wood, piping to

his nymphs and naiads. And when

they tired of dancing lie sang to them
in a quick-set metre of his own. It

was a joyous song in honour of Ares
and Aphrodite, and ho told of all the

gallant things that he had seen in the

days when men shone like flashing
stars and their hearts were debonair.

It was Mr. Larkins who scrambled

over the parapet to rescue the faun

from the barbed wire. Mr. Larkins is

the most disreputable soldier in the

British Army, but nothing can ever pre-
vent him from speaking of himself with

great respect and in the third person.
He hauled the faun into the trench

amid a hail of bullets, and, having
never seen a faun before, spat to show
his surprise. He then instructed the

faun in the amenities of trench life.

" Now then, young ugly, wotcher

shove yer dial over that parapet for ?

You '11 get na-poohed if you do it again.
Where d' you come from, anyway?

"

The faun sighed and began his tale

of woe ; but Mr. Larkins caught the

word " Greece
" and became apoplectic.

"
Well, what d' you want ?

"
he asked,

"
you 'opeless nootral, you !

"

" The old days," murmured the faun,
" Eomance."
"Now cut that out, or Mr. Lar-

kins '11 shove you over the blooming

parapet again. You 're like a wonk-

eyed barber in So'o, all talk and
whiskers. What can you do ?

"

" I can play the pipes of Pan," sug-

gested the faun.
" Can you ?

"
said the other. " Well,

give us ' Irish Eyes
' on the mouth-

organ. Don't know it ? 'Spose Mr.

Larkins '11 have to teach you." And'

so until Stand-to they made night
hideous with their unhallowed music.

The next day the faun was adopted
as platoon mascot. The day after, I

found him sitting on the fire-step, clad

in a shrapnel helmet and a tunic the

men had cut down, and playing the

mouth-organ more vilely than I had
ever heard it played before. And he

cut me, the only person who under-

stood his longings.

By the third day his vocabulary

mangled French, English and Hindos-

tanee without prejudice.
On the fourth day Mr. Larkins was

hit, and the little faun sang Homorically
that night. He sang the glories of a man
" in whom there lay no guile nor any

hope of glory ;
who with harsh words

gave to every man the best he had, for

every man was his friend, his bread to

those who needed it, his courage to all.

"
I, the singer, have seen many great heroes,

In all the ages many gallant men,
But none the peers of Larkins and his

friends.

They have sorely wounded him, the hero ;

A sudden agony has laid hold of him ;

But no complaint has passed the barrier of

his teeth.

Only he laughs and says as how he 's bound
for Blighty.

Instead of strafe, the Allyman has given
him a free pass homo,

Long leave, and Duchesses to wait on him,
Pommes frites, beaucoup beer. Roll on."
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Mother. "TEA-TIME, BOBBY. Go AND WASH YOUR HANDS."

Bobby.
" OH BOTHER ! MOTHER, I 'M ALWAYS WASHING. I WASHED MY HANDS BEFORE LUNCH, AND I 'VE DONE NOTHING TO

DIRTY THEM SINCE. LOOK, MOTHER, THEY 'RK PEEFECTLY CL AS YOU WERE I
!LL GO."

HELPFUL HINTS.
PROFOUNDLY impressed by the splen-

did public spirit shown by The Times
in issuing its " Advice on putting back
the clock," Mr. Punch has commis-
sioned a distinguished nobleman, who
desires to remain anonymous, to write

a series of similarly instructive papers
for the benefit and enlightenment of

the mentally deficient, and he has the

liveliest satisfaction in printing here-

with the first instalment of these edu-

cational contributions.

How TO PUT ON BOOTS. If boot-trees

are used, first remove and lay them on
one side. The habit of putting on boots

before taking out the trees is strongly
to be deprecated, as leading to dis-

comfort and disappointment. Next
make sure that your socks are a pair,

as the opportunity of remedying such

an irregularity may not occur if your
business should keep you away from

home or the vicinity of a hosier's shop.
Unlace the boots and insert the feet,

not both together, but one at a time,

toe foremost, using the tag as a lever,

or, in case this is not sufficient, employ-
ing a shoe-horn. When the foot is

inserted in the boot, but not before,

lace up the boot if it is a laced boot,
but not if it is a button or elastic-sided

boot. In the former case it is best to

use a button-hook
;
in the latter this

implement will not be required. When
the lacing is completed bring the ends
of the laces round the ankle and fasten

them in a knot. If spats are worn

they should be put on after and not

before the boots. Here again the use
of a button-hook is optional, but on the

whole is preferred by experts. Shoes
are put on much in the same manner
as boots, but with rather less exertion.

Finally, be careful not to put a left

boot (or shoe) on a right foot, and vice-

versd. The practice, again, of wearing
two left boots or two right boots savours

of eccentricity and creates an unfavour-

able impression.

How TO STAMP A LETTER. The

complete adhesion of the stamp can

be achieved in several ways. The

simplest way, perhaps, is to lick the

back of the stamp with the tongue and
then press the licked side to the en-

velope or postcard. But people of

delicate digestions, or who suffer from

dry tongues, prefer to use a damping im-

plement. The gum on postage-stamps
is believed to be made of potato-starch,

and, speaking roughly, not to produce
any deleterious results on normal con-

stitutions. But the licking of a large
number of stamps, often necessary in

business houses, is bound to have a

cumulative effect, and the consumption
of starch in large quantities is un-

doubtedly undesirable. To avoid this

it is safer, instead of licking the stamp,
to lick the envelope ;

but here it is neces-

sary (1) to lick the place where the

stamp is affixed ; (2) to place the back
and not the front of the stamp in con-

tact with the place licked. If, however,
a damping implement is used in order

to produce the necessary liquefaction
of the gum prior to contact with the

envelope, great care should be taken

not to overdo the moistening of the pad
of the damper, as an excess of liquid is

apt to impair the adhesive quality of

the gum and to cause the detachment

of the stamp in transit, thereby leading
to the payment of a double postal fee

by the recipient.

How TO POST A LETTER. Hold the

letter firmly between the finger and

thumb, proceed to the nearest post-
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ollico or pillar-box, and drop it into

tho slit or mouth prepared for tli'

rendition of mails. Before introducing
tho letter into tho cavity look and see

whether you have addressed it, as this

omission cannot ho rectified once it

has heeu dropped in the box.

How TO \Yixi> LT A WATCH. Before

winding up, bo careful to insert the

key, and continue winding until a check

is encountered. Then stop winding.
It is not necessary to use a key in

winding-up keyless watches, though
there is no statutory penalty for its use.

How TO S:;AUCH FOR A MISSING SHIRT-

STUD. Assuming, as we may, that the

missing stud is somewhere on the

floor of your bed- or dressing-room,
we may note at the outset that the

search should not be conducted in

shooting-hoots but in stockinged feet.

Some experts recommend the use of a

powerful magnet, but this is of no
avail in recovering studs made of ivory,

mothor-o'-pearl, gold or silver, but only
those made of soft iron, nickel, cobalt,

chromium and manganese. On the

whole the best method is to rely on

the use of the eye, supplemented, when

necessary, by spectacles and artificial

illuminants. In looking under a bed

the practice of striking matches is to

bo discouraged, owing to the danger of

setting fire to the bedclothes. An elec-

tric torch is greatly to be preferred.
Should the stud have rolled under a

chest -of- drawers, wardrobe or other

article of furniture, which, owing to its

weight, cannot easily be moved, the use

of a stick, golf-club or even a paper-knife
is often helpful. But such aids should be

employed with discretion, otherwise they

may only result in moving the missing
article into a more inaccessible position.
In all cases the use of violent language
by the searcher is to be avoided. It

makes no impression on the stud, and
for the rest neither generates kindness

nor consolidates society. Finally, when
the stud has been observed it is essen-

tial to seize it firmly and place it

carefully in a secure position on the

dressing-table. Instances are not want-

ing in which studs have been dropped
again in the very moment of recovery,
thus leading to a renewal of the irksome

process of search, which, with its at-

tendant stooping, is often apt to induce

vertigo and other untoward conse-

quences in persons of infirm health or

advanced years.

\Ve greatly regret that, owing to the

demands on our space, we have been
able to hold over Lord 's hints on
' How to get on and get off a motor-

bus,"
" How to obtain matches and

sweetmeats from an automatic ma-
chine," and " How to tie a bow."

: '::.

Hotel Visitor (coming from bathroom). "HEBE, I'VE BEEN RINGING FOB YOU FOE
AGES."

Chambermaid. "WHICH BELL, SIB?"
Visitor. "THE BELL OVEB THE BATH."

Cltambermaid. "On, WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO THAT BELL, SIB. THAT'? osi.v PCT
THEBE IN CASE ANYONE FEELS FAINT."

THE RESTORATION.
FIVE months have passed since you

took leave of me. And ah ! how long
the days have been since then.

For some weeks you had had your

marching orders, and so your departure
was 110 surprise ;

but it all seemed so

strange and horrible, taking place as it

did at dead of night ; and perhaps that

was why the hands that waved you off

were as cold as steel, the face you said

Good-bye to, white and set.

It was the first break in that circle

of ours, and, though I thought that I

had been wound up to face the ordeal,

when it came to the point it was impos-
sible 'for me to see you go, unmoved.
Then as I began the daily round next

morning, after a night robbed of its

due time of rest, and feeling us though
nothing would ever go right again in

this world of ours, it came over mo with

confident certainty that I had nut said

Good-bye to you for always, and that

in the fulness of time you would be

restored to me.
And on Sunday last, in the peaceful

stillness of the early October morn-

ing, you came back to me, my long-
lost hour; you came back to your

Big Ben.
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DIARY OF A BERLIN CITIZEN.
defeated in another, and then we have to bring to their

rescue troops which it becomes more and more difficult for

Monday. Heaven and the KAISER be thanked, we are us to spare. It would have boon better, I think, if tho

still winning victories every day, and the end of the War question is calmly considered, not to have made war
cannot be far off if our official reports are as true as wo against the French and the English, for then we could have
have every right to believe them to be. To-day it is

'

settled the Russians first in spite of the incompetent
announced that the English and the French have been

|

Austrians. Why did we attack Franco and England '.'

again utterly overthrown on the Sommo. This must be at There must be an answer to this question, hut for the

least the tenth time that such a disaster has been inflicted moment I have forgotten it. Now through the English
on them at the hands of our all-conquering German troops.

Truly it is a great thing to be alive in these days.
Later. After I had written the above I went out, and as

Fleet food is so dear that it is difficult to make both ends

meet, even in our family with a housewife as careful as

Charlotte. We hear of food riots in several towns, and
I walked along near the Royal Palace whom should I see I matters got worse instead of better. The French and
in a rapid automobile but the KAISER himself '? He looked

j
English are continuing their attacks on the f-'omnie, and

very haughty and discontented not at all as if the Gorman ! while we always defeat them they so:nc!io\v manage to

soldiers had been everywhere gloriously successful. Why is occupy villages which ought to have bean retained by us.

this? So I asked myself, and found no satisfactory answer I am deeply depressed. The KAISKI: is certainly not so

until I bought an evening paper, and there I found another . inwardly loved as ho was. Is it not perhaps time for us to

official report which announced that after the great victories have peace ?

of this morning our troops of their own free will retired to

WHAT ?
' '

more easily defensible posi-
tions slightly in the rear of

those they had previously

occupied. When the enemy
does that, I havealways said

it was a defeat for him, and
all the great Generals say
as I do. What is the mean-

ing of this ? Is it not time
that VON HlNDENBUBG
should be sent to the Somme
fighting ?

Tuesday. Great joy has
been aroused in all patriotic
German hearts by the mar-
vellous exploits of our Zep-
pelin airships. Six of them,
it appears, crossed over to

England and bombarded
London and its outlying
forts. According to our
official reports all the

bridges over the Thames
are in ruins, the Houses of

Parliament and the chief public buildings are destroyed,
the Bank of England and all the railway stations are

shattered to pieces, so that not one stone is left standing

upon another. This is truly glorious news, and at supper
Charlotte and I drank the health of the KAISER in good
honest German beer. This will teach these barking sea-

dogs what it means to make war on Germany. Now
surely an honourable German peace cannot be far distant.

Wednesday. It is with deep-felt sorrow that I have to

record that of tho six Zeppelins which performed such
heroic deeds over the fortified City of London only three

returned safely. The other three were received by an
intense fire of defence-guns, through which they were set

'

on fire, so that they came to the ground and their crews

perished. This is terrible. It ought to be forbidden to fire

explosive shells at a Zeppelin, which, owing to its being
made of very thin material, cannot be properly defended.

To-day I saw again the KAISER, who had a frown, on his

face as black as midnight, and did not answer any of the

salutes with which he was greeted. Is he perhaps becom-

ing not so popular as he once was ?

Thursday. The Austrians have been again defeated by
tho Russians and have lost thousands of prisoners and

many guns. This cannot go on, for while we Germans are

winning a victory in one place the Austrians are being

OX THE LEAVE-BOAT.
FINE SERVICE THE NAVY, Sm. THIS BRINGS IT HOME TO YOU

THE HUNTER'S MOON.

Diana with silvery horn

hung athwart
The dusk's royal purple

rides down to her court
;

It is now that she beckons
us out of the mist

Crying, "Spur to the heel!
"

crying, "Hawk to the

wrist !

"

But how shall we ride at her

bidding again,
Who are called to new hunt-

ing the hunting of

men ?

In vain does October her

glory display
Of russet and crimson, of

golden and gray ;

The stamp of the hoof and
the click of the curb

No longer the peace of her

woodlands disturb
;

And far from the cubs that lie close in her ken

We ride to new hunting the hunting of men.

In vain the cock-pheasant majestical struts ;

In vain the brown grouse are blown over the butts ;

In vain is the head of the twelve-pointer set

On the heathy high top like a dream- silhouette ;

Afar from the boulder, the birch and the hen

We are off to new hunting the hunting of men.

In vain does the twenty-pound salmon app.-ul

As he leaps in the light like a silvery wheel
;

In vairi does the river repeat on the stono

The song that is lure to her lovers alone :

Away from tho waters that storm through the glon
Wo are gone to new hunting the hunting of men.

In vain shall Diana smile down from her throne

Her love-spell is broken, her lovers are gone ;

The rifle is ready, the spur 's on tho boot,

The bugle is blown and the quarry a-foot ;

Full circle the seasons must swing ere again
We return from our hunting the hunting of men.

BIG WILLIE'S weaknesses are big Fits of Bluff,

While LITTLE WILLIE'S weaknesses are little Bits of Fluff.
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Doctor. "A LITTLE BUILDING-UP REQUIRED, I THINK. SUPPOSE YOU TRY A GLASS OF POBT IN THE FORENOON, AND BAY

ANOTHER AFTEIl LUNCH?"
The Major.

" WELL, I DON'T THINK I'VE DRUNK LESS THAN A BOTTLE A DAY FOB THB LAST TEN YEARS. BUT I'LL TRY AND
TAKE ANOTHER COUPLE OF GLASSES IF YOU LIKE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(Dij Mr. Punch's Staff of Lsarned Clsrks.)

THAT truly amazing man, Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT, has

chosen to present a fantasy of every-day life, life as it very
well might be, but normally isn't

; especially isn't for us

who haven't The Lion's Share (CASSELL) that fell to Audrey
M :e, who (chap, i.)

is prisoner on parole in the house of

that tyrannical and reactionary squire her father, and

(chap, iii.) is an orphan with an immense patrimony, out for

a glorious time and (the better to get it) masquerading
(chap, ix.) in Paris as a young widow to escape the desperate
1'iiiiiti of chaperonage. Bohemianism of set choice in the

Quarter gives place to silken journeyings in resplendent
limousines on the Eight Bank and star-lit voyages in

exquisitely-appointed yachts. A little love throws a soft

light on all this magnificence ; a little political hooliganism
i^ives it tone. If Rosamund, the Suffragette refugee in

Paris (an easily recognisable portrait or travesty), over

had such back-talk from a youthful follower as Audrey
offered her out of the abundance of a heart swelled with

the splendid life, it would have done her and her cause

much good. A most notable book. What in other less

dexterous hand, would have shaped as a mere pot-boiler is

:i gay and imaginative piece of work as well done as it

<-.mld be. Wo know our Grand Babylon BENNETT; our
BKNNETT of Tit? Fire Towns; BENNETT, The Card, and
that superb artist, above and apart, the BENNETT of the

incomparable Old Wives' Tale. Here is a brand-new trick

from the repertory of this resourceful prestidigitateur.

The Retreat from Mons (CASSELL) will, I think, take a

place apart from other books that may be written about

that terrible episode by reason of two qualities, its humanity
and its cheeriness. Major A. CORBETT-SMITH, B.F.A.,

describes himself on the title-page as one who shared in it.

Of the wounds and honour that it brought to himself he is

modestly silent. The charm of his book is that it somehow
leaves the impression, even in its blackest passages, that all

the bewilderment and strain and horror were out part of

the day's work, to be endured with the unfaltering convic-

tion that everything would come right in the end. That

certainly was the spirit in which the 80,000 contemptibles,
outnumbered and all but overwhelmed, carried on, and saved

Europe. And never once does the eye of Major COBBETT-
SMITH seem to lose its reassuring twinkle; he has always
some queerly humorous aspect in which to regard the most

apparently hopeless moments. I can imagine no sensation

more grimly satisfactory than to turn from this record of

crushing odds boldly faced to the hysteric wails with

which, twenty-five months later, the scribes of the Father-

land are lamenting our superiority of force, a superiority

only remotely comparable with that which they prepared for

others. And, because I know of men, not home-keeping
cranks, but even gallant gentlemen who have not hesitated

to risk all for the cause, who still to-day cling to a philoso-

phic and superior detachment from the recognition of

German methods as being hideous beyond the natural

ugliness of war, I am glad that in this little book a

practical soldier (and therefore the least prejudiced of

observers) has stated again the case against
" the obscene
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Horror which has plunged Europe into this carnival of

blood and misery." A book certainly to keep.

Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS, in The Green Alleys (HKINEMANN),
has travelled from his wonted Devon to the hop-gardens of

Kent, a trip which he may well have taken by way of a

holiday both for himself and his readers. Anyhow, I con-

gratulate him upon his excursion, for, although our French
friends tell us that we are always just returning from a

change or are on the point of going for one, I think if they
knew how tenaciously Mr. PHILLPOTTS has clung to Devon

they would be inclined to qualify their opinion. The
native of the green alleys expresses himself less

Costume-novels have been somewhat to seek of late,

which may in part explain the zest with which I approached
The Inheritance (HUTCHINSON). in part only, however;
the remaining two-thirds being due to my respect for the

artistry of Miss UNA L. SILBEKHAD. I may say at once
that I was not to be disappointed. There are, to my taste,

both good and bad qualities in The Inheritance ; among the

former being a brisk and adventurous atmosphere and an
attractive heroine ; while I should count it on the wrong
side that the plot is made to depend upon some complicated

genealogy troublesome to untangle. Though the date is

the seventeenth century, the worries of that unquiet time

leave the characters singularly unmoved; their chief con-

than the author's West Country folk, but he is a match
j

corn being who is to possess the estate and crumbling
for them in the old Phillpottsian and to me most engag-

'

mansion of Scarstones. When I tell you that this is

ing characteristics. This is not, however, primarily a wrongfully held by a wicked lawyer, and that the rightful
romance of labourers, but gives us the love-story of two owners are the heroine and the man who loves her, I sup-

farmer-brothers, one of whom was born before his parents ! pose I need hardly say which party gets it in the end.

were married a theme that is here handled with a right i Actually no one gets the house, since itself settles the

restraint and delicacy of touch. In the end the War comes, ! matter (and the villain in one) by collapsing very properly

Fcot-passeiujer (M.-/IO lias had a narrow escape).
THINK YOU 'KE DIUVIN' A TANK?"

and Nicholas, unlucky in

love, is compensated with
the D.S.O. Personally I

think to be mentioned in

despatches would have been

ample solace for him
;
but

Mr. PHILLPOTTS wisely does
not enter into details of the

fighting, and so long as

novelists refrain from de-

scribing the gallant deeds of

their heroes I am content

for them to distribute V.C.'s,

D.S.O.'s, and Military
Crosses at their pleasure.

Mrs. GEORGE WEMYSS, to

whom already I owe so

many hours of the happiest
entertainment, has once
more made rne her debtor.

Perhaps you remember the

zest and sparkle that she can

give to the simplest story, or

even to no story at all. Well, she has done it again in Petunia

(CONSTABLE). On the third page of her history I learned that

the heroine " made a practice of being nice to people
"

; and
so assiduously did she do it that she " often hadn't time to see

that people were being just as nice to her, and that they
were quite as pleased with themselves for being nice to her

as she was with herself for being nice to them." At first,

then, Petunia was a little baffling to me; I did not know
whether to see her as simplyamiable and' obvious, or to

suspect the concealed feline. But it turned out all right ;

indeed there isn't a really unpleasant character in the

whole book. That in spite of this handicap it so trium-

phantly escapes dulness is a rare tribute to the writer.

What slender plot there is turns upon a will, by which
Petunia's father leaves her that most desirable property
known as the Big House, and a lot of money, so long as

she remains single. The fact consequent that her brothers

and their wives would benefit very largely by Petunia's

marriage leads to some highly entertaining comedy.
Especially is there a Sunday afternoon tea, to which eaeli

of the sisters-in-law brings an eligible male guest to hurl

at the wholly unperturbed head of the hostess, that kept
me chuckling aloud in a fashion unusual for a hardened

reviewer. Petunia is certainly one of the flowers of the

Aiitnmn season.

'

'ERE, WOT D' YER

about his interloping ears,

and so bringing a lively
tale to an end that had
been for some time con-

spicuous. Incidentally also

it provides, in the opening
door I say no more than

that, the opening door ! a

thrill that not even the

very similar climax to Little

Dorrit can outcreep.

In The Golden Arrow

(CONSTABLE) MARY WEBB*
has set out to write a tale

'

of peasant-life, and in sober

j

truth she has done it. Not a

person of any social distinc-

tion whatsoever obtrudes

between her and her rustics,

and, if you are anxious to

know how tillers of the soil

really speak and think, here

is the very book to serve

your curiosity. Before tackling her task the author may, for

all I know, have given herself up to a long and arduous study
of these Welsh peasants, but no amount of application could

have produced such a happy result if she had not by nature

possessed an intimate sympathy with their point of view.

Frankly as the characters express themselves, no one who
is not resolutely determined to be shocked can possibly

object to their habit of thought or manner of speaking. So
often have I read novels of this kind in which the peasants
think like philosophers and talk in bewildering streams of

vernacular, that I am grateful for a book which is at once

obviously true to nature and well within the scope of my
intelligence.

"INSTITUTION OP NEW VICAR. The usual legal forms were gone

through, and the Vicar took the customary oats."

Staffordshire Weekly Sentinel.

It sounds more like a harvest festival.

Semi official French comment, as rendered by Tlic HV.s/-

minster Gazette:
"
Exactly seven months ago the German blow against Verdun was

begun. On this anniversary our soldiers made an appreciable gain of

ground on the outskirts of the Thiaumont Work,"

Tempom mntaniur. First the clock and then the calendar.
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berries tbat they grew down Maidstone

way when ho was a lad.
*

CHARIVARIA.
A MKMHER of the staff' of an evening

contemporary living about seven miles

from Potter's Bar declares that he dis-

tinctly heard the crackling of the flames Potter's Bar lay down
as the burning Zeppelin fell. It is haystacks when he saw

gratifying to note that harsh Govern-
ment restrictions have not altogether
broken the reporter's spirit.

Some curiosity having been expressed
as to why the police

- constable at

between two
the burning

Zeppelin descending, the man has ex-

plained that he thought that would
be the safest place, as he had always
heard that the Germans couldn't hit a

haystack. + ,.

After twelve years a postcard sent
from Paddington has just been de-

livered at Putney, and the recipient, an

CIGARETTES
RDRTHE FLIiCT

FUNDWEADD 2S TO
EVERYHUNDRED
PURCHASED AT
THISESTABL1SHMRN1

It is recorded that German airships
have been dropping sweets containing
poison on Roumanian towns. We
should be thankful that up to the

present they have visited upon our
devoted livestock only the ordin-

ary kinds of bomb-bomb.
'

*
A man has been exempted for

two months by the City Tri-

bunal on tho ground that if a

Zeppelin were to fall on the City
he would be needed to assist in

keeping the crowd back. This

helps to explain the enormous
store that the Germans set by
their air monsters. If they sur-

vive they spoil the scenery ; if

they are brought down they
undermine our man-power.

An absentee who was lined

five pounds with the alternative

of a month's imprisonment at

the North London Police Court
stated that he had a conscien-

tious objection to fighting, but

was willing to join the R.N.A.S.
What the R.N.A.S. were willing
to do in the matter did not

transpire ; but we imagine he
will be safer in prison.

1

;:--

'

Great numbers of absentees,
it is claimed, are still at large
in the rural districts working
as farm - hands. They have
taken the places of tho equally large ardent Suffragist, is convinced that its

military hospital at Hove regained tho

power of speech through dreaming that
he was entangled on barbed wire. I Use-

where the mere thought of barbed wire
has made some of our civilians extra-

ordinarily eloquent in their pleas for

exemption. ,,, ,,

One of the political clubs expropriated
by the Government lias to mourn the
loss of its famous, black cat, which re-

lu-eil to leave the old premises and had
to be painlessly destroyed. This is

rightly described as " tho real tragedy"
of the removal, since the members will

be no longer able to indulge in their

favourite pastime of watching
how the cat would jump.

Old Moore in his Almanack
for next year prophesies disaster

to the KAISER as the result of
" the conjunction of Mercury
and Mars in his horoscope."
We hope the affliction is as

painful as it sounds.

On the other hand a dear old

lady of our acquaintance, when
I she heard that the KAISER'S gold
'

plate was being handed over to

the Reichsbank, remarked that
with all his faults she did think
that the poor man might be
allowed to retain his teeth.

More Commercial Candour.

From an advertisement of a
new motor-fuel :

"Send a brief note, enclosing

cheque f> 17s. 6d., and your troubles

arc then over until you order some
more." The Autocar.

FINK JELLICOE GITS 'is SHARE ?"

"COURSE NOT, STOOPID. ADMIRALS DON'T SMOKE GASPERS !"

number of exempted farmers whose
businesses in London and other indus-
trial centres

attention.

early arrival is entirely due to the
introduction into the Post Office of

are requiring all

Mr. G. A. AITKEN, head of the Chil-

dren's Department at the Home Office,

their
j

women-helpers, who took the trouble

to read it and noticed that its message
was of an urgent nature.

WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST, the
most powerful anti- British and pro-
German influence in the United States,
lias been sold the American rights in says that a boy was found trying to

the official "Somme" battle pictures, j
throttle his sister, after having seen a

1'ossibly this is what Mr. LANSIN<I had film in which a man throttled a woman,
in mind when he referred to the Black- The mother of this boy has since been
list as discriminatory. sent to see a film in which a father

is shown administering the tradi-

CHAUI.KS HOUTOX, the oldest inhabi- tional form of correction to his young
taut of Otham, Kent, has just attained : son, and the Children's Department
his 102nd birthday, lie intends to see has every confidence in a satisfactory
at least one Xeppelin before he dies, hut issue of the experiment,
rather thinks that it will compare un-

1 *^*
favourably with some of the goose- It is reported that a soldier at the

" The Roumanian Minister at Sofia,

in the course of a short interview, said

that King Ferdinand [of Bulgaria]
had burned his boots."

Birmingham Daily Post.

We cannot decide how much to sympa-
thise with FERDIE till we know whether
he was wearing his boots at the time.

"
Jlr. won with a well-coupled free-

moving boy daughter of Norbury Saxon."
Lancashire Daily Post.

We don't much care for these epicenes,
but anything 's better than a neutral.

" A French circus midget, aged twenty-one,
who stands '2'2ft. high and earns 70 per
week, tried to enlist in Toronto a few days
ago, but was told he was ineligible even for

the bantams." Provincial Paper.

The giant midget seems to have been
much too big for them.

Our attention has been drawn to the

approaching sale of Stumbleholme Cot-

tage, under the appropriate auspices of

GIDDY AND GIDDY.
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BLEATINGS OF AN IMPERIAL
LAMB.

[The CROWN PRINCE has given a further

interview to the American Press, this time in

the person of Mr. HALE, ox-clergyman, the

representative of HKAHST, who owns a number
of anti-British newspapers.]

YE who thought that LITTLE WILLIE
Would be sick if war should cease ;

Who supposed his chest was chilly

Toward the pink-eyed bird of Peace ;

Listen to the soft endearing

Language, as of Love inspired,

Which he uttered in the hearing
Of a clergyman (retired).

" Will this dreadful conflict never end ?

to see its final Day !

"

So he bleated to the reverend

Journalist from U.S.A.

" Tell them there in New York City
How this butchery rends my heart ;

What a pity ! What a pity !

Such a waste of life and art !

"
Art, I say. By careful study
We create, to kill or maim,

Tools of torture, strange and bloody,
Poisoned gas and liquid flame ;

" Yet (for we are kind as gallant
And with all would fain be friends)

We would sooner see our talent

Turned to philanthropic ends.

" How I wish your free-born nation,

Fed too long on English lies,

Could by heavenly revelation

Probe the facts with Prussian eyes !

"
Ah, but Truth and Truth's corollaries

Will not thrive on neutral ground ;

Where your treasure (that 's the dollar)

is

There your Yankee hearts are found.

" No such motive pricks the German ;

Not in loot is our delight ;

Love and Mercy and the Sermon
On the Mount for these we fight.

" O how often I have sat,

Sat and cursed this wicked strife,

Musing in some lonely chateau

On my poor neglected wife.

" For from time to time I rather

Miss the old domestic touch ;

As a husband and a father

I am absent far too much.

"
Yes, in many an alien show-place,

Though the vintage wine flowed free,

I have told myself there 's no place
Tantamount to Home for me.

"
Say all this to New York City,
Mention it to Mr. HEARST,

How I cried,
' what a pity !

'

Till you thought my heart would
burst." O. S.

OPONOKA SHOWS THE WAY.

[A contribution that arrivedfrom U.S.A.

too late for
" The Manchester Guar-

dian's
"
American Supplement.}

THE sympathy of the United States

has been freely accorded to the Allies.

We have, generally speaking, approved.
As our Mr. Sirius P. Veckenbilter, one

of our leading ethical munition mag-
nates, said at Kappahannock last week,
" My firm feels it to bo no moral

degradation to work for them." We
have freely recognised that the Allies,

in spite of their high-handed interfer-

ence with American interests, are

arrayed on the side of civilisation

as understood in Europe. We propose
no interference at this stage on our

part. We know we can't stop the

War at present because Europe has

got out of hand. We must look on

and wait, and calmly occupy the

interval with commercial activities.

We don't mean to lose our heads even

though the whole world should go
mad. But you are authorised to give
this message to the people of Great

Britain it will put new heart into

them " We hope to see you win.

There now."
At the same time it is only right

that you should know that the public
of the United States is both hurt and

disappointed by the cold reception that

has been given on your side to the

proposals of Mr. Hiram P. Doop (one
of our most high-minded citizens and
an acknowledged religious leader in

the machine-gun merger), enunciated

by him at the great Eally of Progres-
sive Bankers held in September at

Poughkeepsie, on the Hudson, and
cabled to you in extenso. These pro-

posals have suffered neglect in your
Press, and yet you could not look

for a more authoritative spokesman
than Senator Doop, who has set his

whole battery of mentality to solute

the most urgent problem of our time

How to prevent Europe from fighting.
And his considered scheme of the

World Guild of Linked Brotherhood

has received endorsement from many
of our leading financiers and others.

In the words of Mr. Moody Ibsittart, of

Hannahaha, Wis. :

" We too often have

fallen into error in the past. There

are those still living among us who can

remember the day when we too pushec
the bayonet, swung the sabre, fusee

the 'shell. Now we know better

Europe also must learn that when

passion pulls the trigger dividends go
down." (This passage was enthusias-

tically encored.)
The plain elements of the European

proposition are well understood ovei

here, better understood by far than they

:an be in countries blinded by belli-

gerency. The problem confronting the

States of Europe is precisely the same
as that which exercised the minds of

;he statesmen of the frontier district of

Dponoka at the beginning of last cen-

;ury. It may be true, as is so often

asserted, that the highest levels of

statesmanship and scope-covering in-

sight have been confined for the last

liundred years to this country, and that

no other nation can point to such a

'orch-bearing succession of world -

[ramers. Still, as General Doop was
areful to admit, there are capable
statesmen in Europe. The question
can be soluted.

In Oponoka (we are quoting from

Judge Doop's own exposition), at the

close of the war of 1812, there were a

number of conflicting powers regarding
each other with jealous animosity.
All the difficulties were there that are

present to-day in Europe. And yet by
the sheer dazzling mentality of her
statesmen Oponoka settled once and
for all her many differences, and for the

whole period until she was annexed,
twelve years later, by the State of Texas,
warfare was almost unknown. How
was it done? By the creation of a

Guild of Brotherhood.
There is only one possible solution

of the mediaeval impasse of the Old
World the formation of a European
Constitution of Brotherhood on the

Oponoka pattern. As Governor Doop
has put it,

" You have all just got to

get under the umbrella, and we can

show you how."
That is our final message to your

people. Look to us to show you how.
.

"

Bis.

The Secret Out.
"
QUOTATIONS wanted for making up old

Lancashire Boilers into Tanks."
St. Helens Reporter.

" In the next field an incendiary bomb was
still burning in the crater it had made, send-

ing up long tongues of flame into the blackness

like a beacon, and illuminating the statuesque

figure of a sentry leaning on his bayonet."
Daily Neics.

Tough chaps, our Tommies.

" 'I submit,' said the military representa-
tive before the Blaydon-on-Tyue Tribunal,
' this man has not got a real" and genuine
conviction. He has got hold of a. lot of high-

sounding terms, and his so-called objections
are a mere haphazard and fortuitous concate-

nation of sonorous and seductive shibboleths,

which ho has adopted under the influence

let rne say a neurotic and hysterical influence

of a pernicious political propaganda which

has mastered the manhood of his mentality,

with the result that we have this application.'
"

Lloyd's Weekly News.

Whatever the applicant had done he.

couldn't have deserved such a long
sentence as all that.
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JOHN BULL GETS HIS EYE IN.
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'BE THAT YOUR MOTOR-CAR, SlR?"
' HE 'LL HAVE SUNMAT TO SAY ABOUT THIS."

'

No, IT AIN'T. IT 's THE OUV'HOB'K.''

'I DESSAY. I'M JUST WAITING."

FLUFFY, A CAT.
So now your tale of years is done,
Old Fluff, my friend, and you have won,

Beyond our land of mist and rain,

Your way to the Elysian plain,
Where through the shining hours of

heat
A cat may bask and lap and eat ;

Where goldfish glitter in the streams,
And mice refresh your waking dreams,
And all, in fact, is planned and that 's

Its great delight to please the cats.

Yet sometimes, too, your placid mind
Will turn to those you 've left behind,
And most to one who sheds her tears,

The mistress of your later years,
Who sheds her tears to summon back
Her faithful cat, the white-and-black.

Fluffy, fuil well you understood
The frequent joys of motherhood
To lick, from pointed tail to nape,
The mewing litter into shape ;

To show, with pride that condescends,
Your offspring to your human friends,
And all our sympathy to win
For every kit tucked snugly in.

In your familiar garden ground
We 've raised a tributary mound,
And passing by it we recite

Your merits and your praise aright.

" Here lies," we say,
" from care re-

leased

A faithful, furry, friendly beast.

Responsive to the lightest word,
About these walks her purr was heard.

Love she received, for much she earned,
And much in kindness she returned.

Wherefor her comrades go not by
Her little grave without a sigh."

R. C. L.

THE COAT-FROCK.
THE War, I meditated as I walked

down Regent Street the other after-

noon, will last . . .

"Hullo, Uncle!" cried a voice be-

hind me.

"My dear Helen," I said joyously,
"how are you '? Tell me the news."

Helen, let me explain, is my infor-

mation bureau. From her I get all

my stop-press tit-bits.
" What is it," she asked,

" that com-
bines distinction with economy?

"

" Mr. LLOYD GEORGE," 1 replied

readily.
"
No, silly," she said scornfully.

" The coat-frock."
" Oh !

"
I murmured.

"What is it that, with the addition

of some simple yet chic collar, is

suitable for any occasion?" she went
on.

" Give it up," I said at once.
"
Why, the coat-frock," she replied

triumphantly.
" What is it that has

pockets, is entirely suitable for prac-

tically every kind of work we women
are doing now-a-days, and yet enaliles

us to maintain our feminine charm ?
"

I was ready for her this time.
" The coat-frock," I said easily.
"
Right !

"
said Helen, and then

instructively,
"

I am wearing one. It

is a garment of distinction."

I eyed it. It was, quite.
"
Well," said Helen,

" so long. I

have to take a full second-lieutenant to

tea at the Troc."

She smiled at me and was gone.
I resumed my meditations. Perhaps,

after all, on the Eastern front . . .

then these tank things . . .

Presently a familiar shop-front caught

my eye. It was my tailor's. Of course,

I remembered, I had to see him that

afternoon. I went in, and the man
inside came forward expectantly.

" I want," I said absently,
" a new

coat-frock."

" Wanted, Butcher to kill and boil down."
Dominion (N.Z.).

The high meat prices certainly do

arouse one's passions, but is not this

carrying vengeance a little too far ?
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Frantic Nurse. " GRACIOUS GOODNESS, CHILDREN I

Youthful Chorus. "GAS ATTACK."

WHAT ARK YOU DOING?"

THE WATCH DOGS.
XLIX.

MY DEAR CHARLKS, There has, I'm
told, been some commotion among a

local party of Gorman prisoners owing
to the well-meant but misguided efforts

of the officer in charge of them. He
is, for that matter, the officer in charge
of all of us here, but he is given this

extra job because he has little enough
ID do in the ordinary way beyond look-

ing after two or three thousand men;
feeding, clothing, equipping and dis-

ciplining them; arranging billets, offices,

messes and what-nots for a hundred or

two of officers; realising what is the

business of each and why it is so much
more important than that of all the

others, and what he has got to do to

help it along; keeping the place clean
and all of us in good order and repair;

answering two or three dozen questions
to the hour on the telephone, and

generally seeing that all of us have

got what we want a day before wo ask
For it. He is not therefore what you
would call a busy man and, by going
without his sleep, can always be sure

of getting one of the twenty-four hours
to himself for recreation.

He likes to think that he has a hard

unbending nature, but in fact there is

1 no kinder man in this world. His

| theory is that enemy prisoners should
I be treated with the utmost rigour and
without mercy, and he thought lie was

doing this until we pointed out to him I

j

that if he wanted to vary the mixture
I with a few English prisoners we were
i
bis men. He now admits the truth,
but pretends it is done in guile. Once

!

\ get it known on the other side, says :

he, that to be a prisoner of the English
is to find a home from home, and we
shall have the whole German Army

l

here feeding out of our hands before
'

the new year. Being further a man of

action, he forthwith evolved a gigantic

advertising scheme. And that was how
the trouble arose.

His idea was to adopt the " Before
and After Treatment

"
method of adver-

tisement, and to use real prisoners for

the purpose. A dozen or so of his own
flock, the most deserving ones, were to

be set at liberty and got back, some-
how or other, among their own people.

There was no doubt that their recom-
mendation might be relied upon ; at

least one of them is known to hare
described our Welsh Fusilier by what-
ever is the German equivalent for " a

really nice old thing, even if he does

wear his tie round at the back of his

neck." It was a difficult matter choos-

ing the lucky dozen, since the conduct
of all had been exemplary since the
first day

1

of their captivity and employ-
ment in these parts, but they were
selected at last and paraded and told

of their good fortune, and how, as soon
j

as it could be arranged, they might
expect to find themselves back amongst
their own people, until they were cap-
tured again. Without a moment's
hesitation and with complete unani-

mity the lucky dozen at once demanded
an interview with the highest authority
available, and to him they complained
bitterly and emphatically that they had
been made the victims of an unde-

served and brutal threat.

I verily believe that the time will

soon come when the " House Full
"

notice will have to be posted on- the

doors of our prisoner-cages, and hun- i
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drcds will be turned away daily, being
informed that for the remaining period
of the War they must continue, willy

nilly, as the free subjects of His

Almighty and All-Conquering Majesty,
KAISER BILL. I sometimes wonder
how long that august person himself

would resist the tempting offer, if only
it could be conveyed to him, of a road-

repairing job on this side of Albert.

In this instance I for one should be

inclined to believe him if he said he
was anxious to share the hardships of

his own dear soldiers. It would be

pleasant, would it not, to see him at

the wheel of a steam-roller ? Probably
he would be little use at steam-rolling,
but I feel sure he would make the pro-
cess a dignified and impressive one.

This War has ceased to become an

occupation befitting a gentleman
gentleman, that is, of the true Prussian

breed. It was a happy and honourable
task so long as it consisted of civilizing
the world at large with high explosive,,

poisonous gas and burning oil, and the

world at large was not too ready to

answer back. To persist in this stern

business, in face of the foolish and

ignoble obstinacy of the adversary,

required great courage and strength of

mind ; but the Prussian is essentially

courageous and strong. Things came
to a pretty pass, however, when the

wicked adversary made himself some

guns and shells and took to being stern

on his own. People who behave like

that, especially after they have been

conquered, are not to be mixed with

anything to keep aloof from such. One
had to leave Combles, one had to leave

Thiepval, one may even have to leave

Bapaume to avoid the pest ; these nasty
French and English persons, with their

disgusting tanks, intrude everywhere
nowadays, and who can say how long
the soil of Germany is going to remain
sacred ?

I have an incident, which I suppose
I oughtn't to mention, of our " brutal

and licentious soldiery." It concerns
a man whose conduct on the battlefield

had left nothing to be desired, but
whoso behaviour in the short peace
afterwards did not attain the highest
standards of perfection. To be exact,

he found himself in a guard-room, in

the care of calmer and more sober men.
Asked to give some account of himself,

he realized the truth of the maxim that

when explanations become necessary

they are impossible. So he thought of

a new way out of an old quandary.
Pressed for some statement, he made
it clear by signs and gesticulations that

he was a deaf mute. He hoped that

would finish it, but, even if assumed to

be true, that was only the beginning
of what military routine required.

Before the Army will do anything for

or to you, it simply must know what

your religion is, a piece of information

it is very difficult to convey by signs
or gesticulations. The man having
already intimated, in order to consoli-

date his position, that he could neither

read nor write, it was left to the in-

ventive genius of the chief warder to

fill in this particular. Of many attrac-

tive suggestions, a certain fancy religion,
which it would be invidious to name,
was selected, and, within the sight of

the man, was inscribed on the sheet.

He was a deaf mute ; he was able neither

to read nor to write; but the strength
of his religious fervour overcame all

these deficiencies. " No blinkin' fear,"

he shouted
;

"
you put me down E.G."

Does this narrative horrify you, or

can you face with equanimity the truth

that some of our diamonds are not

smooth? For myself, I welcome every
touch of nature in these our warriors.

It is good to be in the midst of them,
for they thrive as never before, and
their comforts are few enough these

wet bloody days. As I go about my
business in the little 'bus, bouncing up
and down on the broken roads, I can

very often give a couple of them a lift

on their way. This serves a double pur-

pose, for if they think politely what a

good fellow I am I also think privately
what good ballast they are.

Yours ever, HENEY.

How to Brighten Cricket.
" PARSIS r. MAHOMEDANS.

PARSIS WIN BY 150 PUNS."

Bombay Chronicle.

A Cynical Suggestion for Women's
Suffrage.

" It would no doubt be advisable to proceed
with some caution, in view of the political

ignorance and inexperience of the great body
of women. Perhaps the fixing of an age limit

would bo on the whole the best guarantee
against the swamping of the register."

Evening Paper.

"Paiyagala Police to-day charged M. Nich-
olas Fernando with manufacturing explosives,
etc. Non-summary proceedings were taken.

Accused had taken another man's wife, killed

Marisal's bull to feed her, and manufactured
throw-down crackers to entertain her. The
Police went to his house and found there in-

gredients used in the manufacture, a leg of a

bull, and the woman." Ceylon Observer.

After all, one need not go to the Front
for fireworks and bully-beef.

"The collections were in aid of the National
Anthem." Provincial Paper.

Dare we hope that the sum so gener-

ously raised will pay for a revised

version ?

" The nearest approach to peace to-day is to

be attained on a canal boat." Times.

This is said to be also the opinion of

the German High Sea Fleet.

THE STRANGE SERVANT.
TALL she is, and straight and slender,
With soft hair beneath a cap
Pent and pinned ; within her lap

Weep her lily hands, for work too tender.

She 's a fairy, through transgression
Doomed to doff her webby smock,
Doomed to rise at six o'clock,

Doomed to bear a mistress's repression.

Once she romped in fairy revels

Down the dim moon-dappled glades,
Rode on thrilling honey-raids,

Danced the glow-lamps out on lawny
levels.

Ere her trouble she was tiny :

Tis her doom to be so tall ;

Thus her hair no more will fall

To her feet, all shimmering and sun-

shiny.

her eyes like pools at twilight,

Mournful,whence pale radiance peers !

O her voice, that throbs with tears

In the attic 'neath the staring skylight !

Daylong does she household labour,

Lights the fires and scrubs the floors,

Washes up and answers doors,

Ushers in the dread suburban neigh-
bour.

Then at night she seeks her attic,

Parts her clothes with those pale
hands,

Slips at last her shift, and stands

Moon-caressed, most yearningly ec-

static,

Arms out pleads her condonation

Hapless one ! she gains no grace;

They whom fairy laws abase

Serve the utter term of tribulation.

Yet (though far her happy wood is)

Oft her folk fly in at night,
Pour sweet pity on her plight,

Comfort her with gossipry and goodies.

" The real measure of our successes on the

Somme is the maternal and moral damage
done to the enemy's army." Sunday Paper.

We now understand why Tommy calls

our big gun
" Mother."

"A wall of china stands between the Crown
and the facts of the situation [in Greece] ."

Glasgow Herald.

If so it seems about time that John Bull

got into that china-shop and lived up
to his name.

' ' I took my wife by the arm and ran up the

street, and then ran back again, and then

suddenly there came a fierce glare in the sky
and I saw her become a mass of flame."

Provincial Paper.

We are very glad to know that the

lady was none the worse for her terrible

experience.
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COSTUMES FOR Z.EPPS.

TIIK OBVIOUS. TlIK CASUAL. THK KKCKI.KSS.

THE ABANDONED. THE COMPOSITE.

Tin: 'I'lIK (iK.KCO-FOMAN. THE ABSKNT-MINDED.
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Betty (on visit to Uncle, who lias had a nerrous breakdown). "You SHOULDN'T HAVE TOLD HIM ABOUT YOUP. TADPOLE HAVING TWO
LEGS. YOU KNOW MuMMIE SAID WE WEREN'T TO EXCITE HIM."

Molly. "BUT I ONLY TOLD HIM IT HAD TWO LEGS, AND IT BEALLY HAS FOUR."

A SONG OF TANKSGIVING.
THE wonders of the ancient world were only seven, all told,

And the marvels of New York eclipse the wonder-works of

old;
But we 've at least one novelty not borrowed from the

Namely Tanks.

Their portraits can't be purchased ; they 're beyond the

reach of dibs,

But I 've read a lot about them in the letters of P. GIBUS,
So I can't offend the Censor if I offer up my thanks

To the Tanks.

At the most exhausting moment of a long and vicious strafe
The appearance of these monsters is the signal for a laugh ;

They exceed the wildest fantasies of lunatics or cranks,
Do the Tanks.

They 're constructed, so I gather, at considerable cost,

Like armour-plated beetles, with caterpillars crossed,
And they waddle over crater-holes without the aid of planks,

Good old Tanks !

The old "
ships of the desert

"
rode over level sand

;

These ply across the shattered wastes of No Man's tortured

Land,
With a special brand of engineer concealed within the flanks

Of the Tanks.

It 's not all beer and skittles for the crew boxed up inside

When they butt into machine-guns on their crazy switch-

back ride ;

Yes, the skipper is entitled to be pardoned if he swanks
About the Tanks.

The Huns we know already execrate them like the plague,
And with Hunnish logic threaten to denounce them at the

Hague,
For they 've drawn a lot of prizes and hardly any blanks,

Have the Tanks.

But the best of all the services they 've done our men in

France
Is keeping down our. losses in the moment of advanco,
For they liquefy the marrow in the lurking Bosches' shanks,

Do the Tanks.

They deserve a metric tribute from the LAUREATE at least,

Though perhaps his classic Muse would shy at such a comic

beast,
But I 'm sure that RUDYARD KIPLING would appreciate the

Pranks Of the Tanks.

Then here 's to their inventor, though I know not if he 's

Manx
Or Cambrian or Scotsman, or hails from Yorks or Lanes,
But anyhow he 's earned the admiration of all ranks

With his Tanks.

"LADY GARDENER; must be experienced and strong : boy kept ;

very little glass." The Times.

It looks as if the boy had seen to that.

Expectations, which have since proved illusory, ot a

rapprochement between the Vatican and the Quirinal
were recently created in Malta by a paragraph in the

local paper relating to an explosion on board an Italian

battle-ship and ending with the words,
" The Pope is

salving the warship."
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ANOTHER INJUSTICE TO IRELAND.
GALLANT IHISH SOLDIER (from the Front). "AN 1 WHO'S TO FILL THE GAPS IN TH' OULD

BIG'MENT IF YE DON'T JOIN UP?"

ABLE-BODIED CIVILIAN. "SURE IT'S MYSELF THAT 'D GO WILLINGLY IF THEY'D ONLY
COMPEL ME."
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THE ISLAND WAY.
PI:\K MR. PL-NTH, Just a lino to

one of entertaining our Allies. Assum- : ing's triumphs from The Eveniiuj Xeu's,

ing that they were ignorant of the
;
whose interest seems to have been fur

English tongue, one way would be to
|

more 'in the occupant of the stage box

give them a show which was either
j

than in the Frenchmen, as indeed one

wholly spectacular and orchestral or gathers that of some of the performers
was varied by French numbers. But must have been :

that would be to pay perhaps a fanciful

consideration -to their feelings. The
alternative then, the MarseiUaise being
added, was to present the programme
precisely as though they were

present.
" Take us as we are,'

. . . e .

a genial host so often says ; join us

in

remark once again what wonderful

people we English are, and, in case you
missed it, to offer another proof.

1 refer to the recent London visit of

the Band of the French Garde Bepub-
licaine, and a detail of the welcome
we gave them on their first evening.
No other nation could havo. exercised

quite such tact.

Owing to some railway mishap our

distinguished guests, as, Sir, you per-

haps remember, did not reach

London until after six o'clock

on the day following that

for which their arrival was

planned. Although there was
the reception ceremony and the

march to the hotel and dinner,

theyWere still careful to keep
their engagement to witness

a performance at the Palace

Theatre, where, to do them
additional honour, the SECRE-
TARY OF STATE FOR WAR was

present in a box, with the

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE beside

him.
No man more eminently

"of the day" could have
been chosen than Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE, for on that morning
had appeared not only his

interview with an American

journalist, repudiating prt'ina-
ture peace, but bis letter to

The Morning Post justifying
his recent French visit. Be-

sides, is not the War Minister

largely responsible for the

earnestness and purposeful-
ness of England's share in

the great struggle, and thus a

fitting host for French guests '?

I ask you, Sir, to visualise the

scene. The brilliant, comfort-

able theatre, rich with flowers

and festooned with tricolor

ribbons; the Band of the Garde Bepub- was done. Hence these visitors from I fishy devices.

CONFCIKNTIOrS RKGIMKNTAL MASCOT LOST HIS HARIC

" H [Mr. LLOYD GEORGE] was all move-
ment- the Gallic spirit as marked at least in

him as in cur guests. When the pair of clever

jesters in song Arthur 1'layfair and Nelson

not
|

Keys sang a verse of welcome to him he
smiled, but he laughed outright at the hit. at

his late colleague, Mr. Churchill, in the same

In some witty jibes at the slacker, the
'

war-worker,' the conscientious ol,-

jector, the same pair of artists had
Mr. Llovd George with them every
time, even if the hit was at Min-
isters.

"Said the one comedian (in

song) :

' There's a lot of 'em doing
Government work.' The other
chimes in,

'

Yes, and they ain't

doing it.' And the retort came,
'And they're in the Government

the whole house roaring with all

eyes on Mr. George's box.

"The lightness and brightness
of the show made the Frenchmen
feel at home."

After that I return to my
original contention, that we
are a wonderful people and
British tact a marvellous

'

product. I am, Sir,

Yours faithfully,
OBSEHVATOR.

"CLERK (ineligible) Wanted, for

bottling stores in South Wales.
Must be thoroughly conversant
with bottled beer, office work, and

capable of exercising control."

Daily Teleyrajih.

Self-control, we trust.

"The German in high places
wants to do his ruthless work on
the cheap. If we can prove to him
that the price is rising to a prohibi-
tive figure he will reconsider his

policy and perhaps send a whiting

protest to the Red Cross Society."

(Hasgoir Herald.

- There is no end to the enemy's

licaine in the stalls, with attendant France, coming to the land of those

British officers ; an enthusiastic aucli- Allies on whose strenuousness they
ence filling every inch of room ; the

\

count s6 poignantly, were instantly
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR \VAR himself enabled, had they wished it, even
in his box, all smiles, and the LORD while the bloody battles of Verdun
CHIEF JUSTICE OF ENGLAND close by. and the Somme were still raging, to

It was truly an historic occasion, and join in our favourite game of self-

none the less so for having a merry ; depreciation and the suggestion that

music-hall as its setting. To many of our there is nothing but incompetence and
French visitors, fresh from their own imposture among our leaders. Surely

city of gloom and tragedy, the capital that is the height of hospitality to take

of a distressed country under the con- 1 the visitors even into the laundry. It

stant shadow of the invader, this was is to make them one with the family
their first glimpse of London, their indeed, and especially when they may
first sight of the man at the head of hear and witness the delight of a

that War Office without whose co-
'

Minister for War and one of the heads

operation France would be where ?
'

of English Law.
There are doubtless more ways than ! I quote the description of the even-

" A partner is sought to work up and take

entire charge of a girls' school on the Derbyshire
coast. No capital is required, but a lady who
could introduce boarders would be preferred."

The Lady.

Some knowledge of geography might
not be amiss either.

"
J. W. Bengough, celebrated artist, lec-

turer, humorist, cartoonist, and known

throughout the entire dominion, will address

a meeting of the citizens of Calgary at the

public library on -Monday night next. He
will deal with the single tax and proportional

representation. There will be no admission

to the lecture."

The Morning Albertan (Canadn).

Better so, perhaps, in view of the diffi-

culty of extracting humour from these

refractory topics.
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FACILIS L/-;.sr /.'.Y.S'f/.S.

ONE word is so often used now
I can safely repeat it

;

No editor, lifting his brow,
Will stay to delete it ;

Kudi reticence dear to the past
Had died with its brothers,

Till nothing was left hut this last,

And it follows the others.

We suppress thee no longer, O Hell,

Wo have broken our trammels,
Thou art used for tornadoes of shell

Or the temper of camels;
And the need for expression has lent

Such a licence to ladies

That the welter of this world has sent

Mrs. Grundy to Hades.

SEDENTARY.
Jargo tried to enlist at the very

beginning of the War, but they
wouldn't have him.
For one thing, as Jarge himself ex-

plains it, ho have a-got a girt dumble-
dore inside his head that nobody in

the world can't get out, and he do kip
a-hummon and a-buzzen so that 'teant

no manner of use, Jarge can't hear
what folks bo a-sayen.

"
Nobody do sim to have patience

to talk to I, only the little uns," Jarge
says,

" an' they do put their lil mouths

right again my ear, an' I do hear they
beautiful."

As well as the dumbledore difficulty,

Jargo's elder brother says his arms
and legs

" be perfectly rediclous wi'out

any clo'es."

For the time being, then, Jarge's

military ambitions were crushed.
In the village, however, Jarge is by

no means a negligible quantity. It

is astonishing how much work those
"rediclous" arms and legs of his can

get through, and how much out-of-

the-way wisdom, not found in books,

regarding weather, crops and beasts
has found its way into his head despite
the dumbledore. '

He can make a rick (and thatch it)

as well as any man in the village. He
cuts great bundles of sedges, standing
up to his waist in the river the while,
and carries them on his back fifty

yards to the solid ground where the
cart is standing. Incidentally he brings
on these occasions magnificent

"
king-

staffs," or bulrushes, which he presents
to his friends with great courtliness.

He ploughs and sows, he reaps and
mows, he digs potatoes and carts

cabbages, mangolds,
" fuzz

"
and any-

thing else that wants carting, accord-

ing to the season of the year. He does
a bit of carrying too, odd times, not to

mention driving people to the station,

wearing black knitted gloves for state

A BOLD BID FOR EXEMPTION.
Exasperated Medical Officer (picking up lid of sanitary dustbin to compulsory recruit).

"CAN YOU BEE THAT?"

Compulsory Recruit. "Yes."

Officer. "WHAT is IT?"

Recruit. "Two BOB on 'ALF-A-CBOWN."

occasions ;
and he takes on a lil job 'o'

furnitur movin' in spare moments.
Horses, cows, sheep, pigs, dogs all

like Jarge, and there are few things
that he does not know about them,

including how to terminate their mortal

careers with the least possible trouble,

though it is a thing he never likes

doing. As to kittens his wife always
has to drown them herself.

He can tell you all sorts of extra-

ordinary yarns, both fact and tradition.

Gnats and harvest-bugs never bite him.

He is an almost infallible weather pro-

phet, and can pick out the pullets un-

erringly among your early chickens.

But Jarge has had to go to the bar-

racks to be examined again. He re-

turned beaming, and announced, to the

consternation of his farmer brother,

that he had "
a-got in." "

They do say
1 be se-dentary," he added, not without

pride.
I think that is the last expression I

should have hit upon to describe Jarge.

Except when perched atop of a load of

hay or sedges, I should think sitting
must occupy a very small proportion
of Jarge's existence. Up to work with

the dawn, home to bed with the dusk,
leaves little time for being

"
sedentary."

However, Jarge and the dumbledore
seem to have argued the point out

somehow. I found him in the cow-
shed the other day busy milking the

kicking cow which doesn't kick him
and he looked round with a slow smile.

"
They do tell I se-dentary be sitten

down," he said, "so I reckon I be just
about se-dentary now, ben't I ?

"
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Boy. "PLEASE, SIR, HAVE YOU GOT ANY CIGARETTE CARDS?"

SIMPLE LIFE IN THE CITY.

[At the suggestion of Mr. ASQUITH the LORD
MAYOR'S Banquet will be "of a simple
nature."]

As I 've never been invited,

Never shall be, to the feast,

I should not be wholly blighted
If it altogether ceased.

Still the thought that you must sate

your
Appetite, Guildhall guest,

"With a meal " of simple nature
"

Wrings my sympathetic breast.

Ortolans, pdc/fes a la Melba,
With an effort you might spare,

For NAPOLEON at Elba
Did not have such lordly fare.

But I sometimes fear a panic

Might incontinently swoop
On our Mecca Aldermanic
Were it sundered from its soup.

Like Apollo stripped of myrtle,
Venus parted from her doves,

Is the Guildhall minus turtle

Soup, the dearest of its loves.

Still when War's hell broth is brewing
Some of us would gladly see

Guildhall hosts and guests eschewing
Calipash and calipee.

PETHEETON'S DOG.
I 'M as fond of dogs as anyone, but

Petherton's newly-acquired one is, or

rather was, an unmitigated outrage.
In fact it wasn't really a dog at all,

it was simply a barking machine. At

night it barked at the moon, when the

mcon was visible, and when it wasn't
the dog barked at it for not being
there, I suppose. In the daytime it

barked at anything, or nothing.
I wrote to him about it to Pether-

ton, I mean :

DEAR MR. PETHEHTON, I am :

sorry
to have to write to you again. I shall

be extremely obliged if you will keep
your dog quiet, and shall institute no

inquiries as to the method you employ
to attain that end. I speak of it as

a dog, because as there is one long
continuous uproar proceeding from the

direction of your garden 1 presume
that there is some kind of dog attached

to the bark. Neither my wife nor I can

sleep properly owing to the disturb-

ance, but, as 1 have heard no protests
from your windows at night I imagine
that you can sleep through it. I won-
der how your charming hens like it.

Please convey to them my sympathy.
Yours distractedly,

HENRY J. FORDYCE.

Petherton's reply, dated simply
"
Glasgow," did not reach me for three

days. It was as follows :

SIR, You seem to spend most of

your time making trivial complaints
about me and my belongings.

I am away from home, as you will

observe by the address, taking a few

days' enforced rest after a long spell
of very hard work, though, judging by
the way you appear to occupy your
time, this will probably not aj-psal to

you as a sufficient reason for abstain-

ing from worrying 'toe.

I purchased the dog a valuable one,

by the way just before leaving home,
so that it might guard my premises in

my absence. I am delighted to gather
from your letter that it is living up to

the guarantee I had with it as a good
house-dog.

I shall not be returning home till

the 13th inst.

A quiet conscience is the finest sopor-
ific I know. Try it.

Faithfully yours,
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

DEAR PETHERTON (I replied), Thanks
for your delightful letter, which prompts
me to address you in a less formal

manner. Our loss, caused by your ab-

sence, is Glasgow's gain. Apart from
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the pleasurable work imposed upon me

by your neighbourly c(U:ilities I am

obliged to de.votx: a few minutes
i earning my living iind ensuring'

the welfare oi those dependent on me;
and your brce/y letters are among the

low diversions I permit myself to 'iijo\

in my strenuous life. Your lit

st\lo reminds me of CHKSTKKKIKU/S,
t.lio man who used to design sofas in

'

his spare moments.
1 notice with alarm that you propose

coining homo on tho lUtli. I should

seriously advise your reconsidering this.

Why not come back on the I -Jib or

14th? It is unlucky to travel on the

18th.

Stands Sauchioball Street whore it

did :>

All the best,

Yours, H. J. FORDYCE.

I'.S. Don't bother about the dog. It

didn't bark last night. From informa-
tion received I fancy it lias broken
loose and sought fresh barking ground.
I 'm not surprised. All the air in this

neighbourhood lias been thoroughly
barked over.

\Vo had peaceful nights from the 7th
to the 10th, though not inclusive, as
either the dog returned of its own
accord on the latter date or was forci-

bly recruited for Home Defence. The
wretched brute harked incessantly from
the moment of its return, and I read
Pethertou's reply to my last letter under
lire as it were. It was short but affec-

tionate :

Sin, your impertinence ! If, as I

suspect, you have been tampering with

my dog 1 shall know how to deal with

you on my return, which will be on the

13th, though it may be an unlucky day
for you.

Faithfully yours,
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

By the evening of the 12th my reason
was pushed so close to the edge that it

nearly fell off its perch. I was fully
determined to shoot or otherwise slay-
that miserable dog on the 14th if

Petherton should fail to return on the
morrow.
About noon on the 13th the barking

roased, and at three o'clock I heard the
station fly rattling past my window.
I went to the front-door in time to see
the old ramshackle turn in at Pether-
ton's gate. A few moments afterwards
I heard two or three savage barks,
followed by some violent language and
a loud yelping.

Later in the day I beard through the
medium of our maid that Petherton's

dog, having again broken loose shortly
before its master's arrival, had per-
formed what it conceived to be its duty

John. "Woi BE DOIN', JABGE? COUNTLN' THE STABS?"

Jarge (a henpeclced veteran). "No, JOHN. I WAS IN 'OPES OP SEEING SOME OF
THUB ZEPPLINES THIS EVENING. THEY DU TAKE ONE'S MIND OFF'N THINGS."

by biting Petherton, as an apparent
intruder, in the leg.

1 wrote a note to Petherton :

DEAR OLD BOY, I 'm awfully sorry
to hear of the welcome which Ponto,
or whatever the Avenger's name is, has

given you. I trust you will recall the

warning I gave you in mine of the 8th.

If you had come home on the 12th the

dog would not have been loose, and if

you bad waited till the 14th it would
have been dead. Yrs., F.

I consider this letter a very mild one
under the circumstances.

There has been no barking since, for

:son that I can only guess at, and
',
the incident is closed.

Journalistic Candour.

"To-DAV's THOUGHT. About nine-tenths
of what we say is of no earthly importance to

anybody." JJaily dazette (Karachi).

Home papers, please copy.

" Why do not all beekeepers at home wake
up ? While they sleep the colonial anil foreign

beekeepers are reaping a rich bar-harvest, and

laughing up their slce\>

British lice Journal.

Quite a ha-ha-harvest, in fact.

working - men tlu'inx-Ives will

finally insist that the German St*-ial Demo-
cratic Party shall devote itself \vith all its

forces and with individual effort to the im-
mense problems which it will not lu
face." Krtniiiii Times itnil F.cho,

Rather like some of our own Socialists.
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AT THE PLAY.
" MR. JUBILEE DBAX."

WHILE the painting schools have been

busy with their cubisms and vorticisms

and every other old kind of schisms,
the playwrights have not been idle.

The newest method from America (by

Bagtime out of Cinema)was first intro-

duced to us, I believe, by a Mr. ELMER
BEIZENSTEIN in On Trial. It adopts
a kind of syncopation of the action.

You begin by professing a most rigid
adherence to the classical dramatic

unities, compressing the whole of your
plot into a brief two hours in a single

room, and then, with a "
By your leave

I will tell you the story in my own
way," you switcli back any number of

days or years to Stamboul or Paris or

where not ; and on to the drop-curtain

you flash explanations of just when
and where all is supposed to have hap-

Then there is a certain Jubilee Drax,
a plunger, discreet bon vivenr and expert

polo-player, with nerves of iron and
'

singularly charming address. He is

willing to undertake little jobs for a con-

sideration, and in this quest of the blue

diamond he is the man emphatically
for Blodgett's money. Clearly here, with

plenty of disguises and surprises, are

all the elements of good fun. And good
fun it was.
Mr. ESMOND'S Jubilee Drax was a most

entertaining thing, and as clever as you
could wish. To his resourcefulness there

was no end. He could play, as occasion

demanded, a plaintive Arab pipe or a

Boumanian fiddle quite as well as polo.
He convinced me that it was quite
absurd he 'should ever have to smoke

any but the very best cigars. I felt

confident that such a plausible good
fellow might really have pulled off this

difficult business of the blue diamond.

DAWSON MILWARD, having been made
an ass by his authors, was entirely

loyal to them. His playing, always
interesting to watch, worked here on

inadequate material. Mr. LYALL SWETE
spread himself with gusto on the part
of the wily bloodthirsty sensualist, Man-

gassarogli. And Miss DORIS LYTTON
was, I should say, much too pretty a

detective to detect anything but ad-

miration. Drax's taste in the matter
seemed to me beyond cavil. A good
evening's entertainment. No high-
brow nonsense about it. I noted with

] particular pleasure that five characters

in a desperate situation, to wit, Drax,
the pretty detective, and the Dauntless

Three, could only raise one baby auto-

matic pistol amongst them. The way
'

the poor little thing was left about on
1

the table in order that each party might
get hold of it in turn exceeded the credi-

j bility limit even in this genre. T.

MR. H. V. ESMOND AS.MR. JUBILEE DRAX.

Disguise No. 1. No good seen through at once by Miss Bianco, Bright (Miss DOKIS LYTTOK). .No. 2. Golliwog great success.

No. 3. "The Roumanian Fiddler" rather obvious. No. 4. Supposed to be Lady Angela Trer'e (Miss ELLIS JEFFREYS), but probably
ESMOND half the time. No. 5. ESMOND, for a sovereign, though Programme gives it as Mrs. Mumbridge (Miss POLLY EMERY).
No. 6. ESMOND again, but being kept in reserve for the second edition of the play.

pened or going to happen. Imagine the

terrors of this method if the Shavians
ever got hold of it !

Mr. Jubilee Drax, a play of adventure,
is the work of Mr. WALTER HACKETT,
assisted by the now inevitable Mr.
VACHELL. It is quite a pleasant ex-

citing affair. An uncut blue diamond,

bigger and bluer than you would readily
believe, has been stolen from a South
African mining company. The com-

pany's detective, a charmingly pretty
woman, is after it. So is Ira P.

Blodgett, a too-rich American, who
wants it for his Gaiety wife. And,

finally, a gang of thieves, the cleverest

and daringest in Europe (teste auctore),
known as the Dauntless Three, are hot

upon its track. The stone itself is held

by an astonishing Oriental, Maiiyassa-

rogli, whose profitable stunt is selling
the blue diamond, thugging the short-

lived possessors of it and thereby re-

covering his capital. Or alternatively
he will sell you, if you are not an ex-

pert, a worthless replica.

And that took a bit of doing, for plausi-

bility wasn't exactly a note of the story.
Mr. PAUL ARTHUR'S American was

also a sound sure thing ; accent and
humour not overstressed, with a skilful

suggestion of collapsing nerves when
the plot began to be too thick. The
Dauntless Three, Lady Angela Treve,
Arthur Paraday, M.F.H., and a needy
inadequate Vic'omte, were really not

a team worthy of Drax's steel. Lady
Angela alone had brains, of too good
a quality, I am sure, to allow herself

to be handicapped by such fatuous

accomplices. I doubt if as a gang they
could have stolen a sixpenny-piece from
a blind man's hat without detection.

And I feel certain they would have

attempted such a venture in the most

pretentious and complicated way pos-
sible.

Miss ELLIS JEFFREYS was quite the

nicest stage villain. 1 am not sure

whether good-looking young ladies of

noble birth ought to see this play. It

might suggest after-war careers. Mr.

ST. OTJEN IN PICABDY.
GLEAMS of English orchards dance

Through the sunny fields of France ;

Flowers that blow at Nedonchel
Thrive in Gloucestershire as well ;

Children sing to fleet the time
What they deem an English rhyme
" Kiss me quick ; apres la guerre
Promenade en Angleterre."

English hearts are gladdened when
Out of children's lips again
Comes the lilt of English song
When their absence has been long;
Children running through the street

Beating time with merry feet
" Kiss me quick ; apres la guerre
Promenade en Angleterre."

But to hear them as they sing

Brings a sudden questioning :

Here the children play and roam
How 's my little one at home ?

In St. Ouen the simple strain

Takes the heart with hungry pain
" Kiss me quick ; apres la guerre
Promenade en Angleterre."
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WAR-TIME CONUNDRUMS.
WHAT SHOULD A PAKTICULABLY SMALL " BANTAM " DO WHO HAS BECOME BEPABATED FBOM HIS UNIT ASD FINDS THAT HALF A

COMPANY OP LABGE-SIZE PllUSSIAN GUABDS INSIST UPON SBBBENDEBINO TO HIM?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

ELIZABETH ROBINS PENNELL'S new book of random
memories has been called Nights (HEINEMANN) because, as
she says, the record of her laborious days already stands in

print. So now she is to tell us something of her play
times, of the hours when work was over and she and her
husband were at liberty to meet and eat with and talk to

the varied circles of friends who gathered round them in

Rome and Paris and Venice and London. Mostly these
ambrosial nights seem to have been spent in talking, or

rather, on Mrs. PENNELL'S own part, in listening. But
perhaps this is only her sly way of putting it. Anyhow it

must have been good talk ; as they say in the advertise-

ments the makers' names are sufficient guarantee of quality,
for they include such experts as BOB STEVENSON, HENLEY,
BEABDSLEY, HAKLAND, and indeed everyone who was worth

hearing in the wonderful nineties. The book gives you a

happy insight into the artistic life of that age, at once so
near to us and so strangely, almost incredibly, remote. It

was the London nights in Buckingham Street that saw the
birth of The Yellow Book and the rise of BEAKDSLEY, of
whom there is a new and very striking photograph. The
illustrations, by the way, are a rare joy, and include not

only several portraits that, as far as I know, have never

previously been made public, but three exquisite little

etchings by JOSEPH PENNELL (throughout called /. in the

letter-press) that are alone worth the half-sovereign charged
for a delightful record, of which it might be said, notwith-

standing its title, Horas non numeral nisi screnas.

I must say that Miss BEATRICE HARRADEN'S The Guid-

ing Thread (METHUEN) seems to me singularly ill-named,
because if ever a story lacked one . . . ! However, you
shall hear, to the best of my ability. Horace Holbrook was
a scholar who bad married a blacksmith's daughter and
trained her to be an echo of his own learning and opinions.
More especially had poor Joan imbibed quite a lot of facts

about the Renaissance, so that the names of SAVONAROLA
and JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS came trippingly from her

tongue. But one day, loitering near a bird-fancier's, she
realised (with an.introspection rare in her sex) that she was

really no more than what the old gentleman in Bleak House
used to call a Brimstone Poll-parrot. So she burnt her

note-books, and after a strenuous interview with her tutor-

husband during which he most regrettably hit her in the

face wandered out to cultivate originality. But, as far

as I could see, the only gift she really acquired was a

Napoleonic habit of going to sleep at odd moments. You
would hardly credit the queer places she used as dormi-
tories a barn, the garden of a total stranger, and so on.

Everybody was very nice about it; perhaps indeed there

were occasions for example when the old Renaissance
habit got her again, and she would poll-parrot mediaevalism

by the yard when they envied her this capacity for som-
nolence. Mixed up in the affair was a Dark Lady, whom
Joan called "

Ravenhair," and who called her " Little Wild
Bird." Do people really talk like that ? With a genuine re-

spect for Miss BEATRICE HAHHADEN I take leave to doubt it.

" In England, before I knew him for the man he is,

I said,
' How am I to endure living with him ?

' And now
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I am thinking, How am I to endure living without him
;

without the inspiration of his splendid courage; without
the visible example of his unselfish devotion to his fellows?"

That is the key-note of Kitchener's Mob (CONSTABLE), the

little epic of J. NORMAN HALL, the American who enlisted

in the Royal Fusiliers and served nine months in the

trenches ; and I have no doubt that if Mr. Thomas Atkins,
to whom the above extract refers, could express himself as

well as he fights he would say something equally graceful
about Mr. HALL. Nothing more fine and stirring has yet

emerged from the horrors of the last two years than this

plain unaffected little book. It is a straightforward ac-

count of what life in the trenches really means, written by
a man who combined the courage to live that life and the

imagination to get outside it and analyse it. It is as vivid

as a moving-picture and as stimulating as a novel. With-
out reprinting its two hundred pages in their entirety, it

is impossible to quote from the book, for there is no page
that is without some flash of

humour or some illuminating ;

descriptive passage. It is a

book to read and re-read and
to be everlastingly thankful

for. War, as read about in

the papers, is a dull and tedi-

ous business. In Kitchener's

Mob we realise that even on
those days when " there is

nothing to report" and "the
situation is unchanged" mira-
cles of heroism and unselfish-

ness have been happening.
And also, though he keeps it

hidden as much as he can,
we can realise, reading be-

tween the lines, what a per-

fectly splendid fellow Mr.
HALL is. And it is agreeable
to reflect that, in spite of

Presidential catch-phrases to

the contrary, America is full

of his like.

that will make April Folly rank as certainly the best work
Mr. LUCAS has yet given us. But I don't think he lias

chosen quite the right name for it, since April somehow

suggests a more madcap humour than any by which so

introspective a lover as Denis would ever be swayed.
However, I hope June, or perhaps August, may bring
wisdom which in this case would certainly mean Rosalind.

THE NEW SUPER-HATE.
German Dentist (to patient). "Bui YOUR TEETH .ARE QUITE

GOOD. WHY DO YOU WANT THEM TAKEN OUT?"
Patient. "MY YOUTH, SIR, WAS SPENT IN ENGLAND, AND

THESE TEETH GREW WHILE I WAS THERE. I LOVE MY
FATHERLAND."

Dentist (with emotion). "I UNDERSTAND."

Mr. ST. JOHN LUCAS has

given his hero, Denis Yorke,
so long a breathing space after

the events of The First Bound
that it might be well for you, before meeting him and his|
friends in April Folly (METHUEN), to refresh your memory
of their former history. Not that you will need any
previous knowledge to fall at once under the spell of such

agreeable company. Anyhow, here they all are again
Denis himself, and Amory, Rosalind (too little of her), Noel
and the rest. Of course they are all a little older ; and the

scene of their activities is now moved to London, where

they are following the arts. Here we see Denis definitely
embarked upon the musical career which, at the end of

the former book, he seemed to have abandoned. The
matter of the present volume concerns the influence upon
that career of a very remarkable young woman. I have
no space to tell you anything adequate about Yvonne. Hers
is a tragic and haunting figure, which seems to me extra-

ordinarily well drawn. There is real art in the manner in

which, from being only a baffling and even irritating inter-

loper who
"
played her part in life with a complete disregard

of other people's cues," she comes gradually to dominate
the book ; so much so that, looking back, I seem to have
been seeing the story through her eyes, though actually
it is always Denis who is the medium. Yvonne is a creation

My idea, speaking from deduction only, is that the adven-
tures that make up the volume now called The Smiler Bitiin

Brigade (HODDER AND STOUGHTON) have probably appeared
before in magazine form. There is a rotundity about them
that suggests rather the each-instalment-a-separate-story
of monthly fiction than the inter-related circumstances com-
mon both to real life and novels. But I have no prejudice

against it for that. Mr. Bimn and his companions are a

band of very cosmopolitan adventurers, surprised in Ger-

many by the War
;
and the book recounts their exploits

while making for the Dutch
frontier. These seem to have
been of the most lurid nature.

As many times as there are

chapters twelve, to be precise
does the embattled frigl it-

fulness of the Fatherland com-

pass them about with every

imaginable obstacle, and as

often the end sees Mr. Bimn
victorious upon the stricken

field, surrounded by I should

not like to reckon how many
Teutonic corpses. As you will

note, Mr. BERTRAM ATKEY is

no economist of b'lood-letting.

One might even say that he
is out for it

; and though the

effect perhaps weakens a little

by repetition (as though the

author had been a shade too

apt to think " another little

Hun won't do us any harm! ")

the total impression is at least

not lethargic. I can certainly
recommend the B/inn Brigade
as excellent company for your
more ruthless moments.

He (reading] :
"
Heavy fighting is taking place in the

neighbourhood of Brasso, in Hungary."
She :

"
Hungary ? I thought Brasso was Polish."

"Not content with having all their mail relatives serving with
the colours Mrs. M'Kcnzie and Miss Helen Lindsay (cousins), Path-

head, Mid-Lothian, have taken up the work of post-women."
Provincial Paper.

We hope that their new mails will do as well as the others.

"A facetious passenger who does not put back his watch by an
hour at three a.m. may pretend to be wonder-struck because, having
passed a given place at, say, 3.15 a.m., he finds that he is twenty or

thirty miles further on his way at 2.30, railway time."

Daily Telegraph.

A little surprise would however seem to be justifiable if one

found oneself in a train travelling at 120 miles an hour.

"Yesterday we published photographs of one of the Zeppelins
which was brought down. Yesterday we published photographs of

one of the Zeppelins which were brought down." Daily Mirror.

Most of us encounter this grammatical dilemma sooner

or later, but few are candid enough to admit their doubts

thus openly.
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CHARIVARIA.
A HIM. is to be introduced in Parlia-

ment making it a crime for conductors

to bribe or attempt to bribe public
sen ants. This extraordinary attack

upon the vested rights of capitalists
shows to what extreme lengths of

democracy a naturally conservative;

people can be driven by stress of cir-

cumstances. Peace itself, in the opinion
of many contractors, would be a lesser

evil.
:;: ,
*

" Food Pinch in Hungary" is the

subject of a recent despatch from
Zurich. As might b(! expected
it is once more Germany who
is pinching it.

Tobacco cards have been in-

troduced into the Fatherland.

We shall not feel, however,
that the grim reality of war
has been brought home to the

enemy until cigarette cards,

as collected in England, are

added. ... ,
'

*

According to a statement
made by Judge CLCKH at

Shoreditch last week,
" Five

pounds is enough to spend on

anybody's funeral." The trou-

ble is that the funeral which
would most interest us cannot
be secured for that trilling sum.
Kven the preliminaries cost

live millions a day.
* *

In a suburban police court a

prisoner was found to have a

live hand-grenade iu his pos-
session, and the magistrate,
in remanding the case, was
understood to be actuated by
a curious feeling that, if he
went on with it, lie might con-

ceivably find himself moved

by something that was not actually
evidence. ...

.

*

"
Xcppelins and Cream "

is a recent

headline in an evening paper. It

sounds inviting, but we believe that

all discriminating judges will continue
to prefer the popular dish of /eppelins
on toast.

The youngest of twelve chair-makers

employed at High Wycombe is seventy-
one years of ago, but, as he proudly says
when refusing offers of assistance from

the other lads,
" In times like these it is

the duty of even the youngest of us to

do his bit." ... Q"

*

A \Villesden boy of fourteen, arrested

by the police, was found to have in his

cheese in confinement, -Ol.'f of nourish,

inent is prc-ei'ved which would other-

wise be carried otl' in the smell.

possession a pack of cards, every one of

which could be identified from the hack

!i\ pin-pricks. This should interest the

pessimists who complain that \\ e have
lost the power to compete with the (Jer- It has been decided that the Liquor
man in patient commercial enterprise. Control Regulations are to be applied

to the anci'-nt Soke of I VtiThorouyh ;

A neutral metal-broker informs' us and some of the thirstier inhabi:

that he would be prepared to deliveralu- j are asking what is the use of a

minium for the KAISKK in Kssex
( Kng.)

'

name if you are not allowed to h
at ten per cent, of the present cc

|
to it. * *

We understand that direct wii

communication has been established

It is rumour, d that in con-.ni

of c,ur use of Tanks the (ierman- ;ne

between San Francisco and Japan. It contemplating a withdrawal from the
is apprehended from the attitude of llaig Conference. ^ +

*

Among the novelties exhib-

ited in the <i. M. Railway's
model Kgg and Poultry Train
is a device by means of which
hens are trapped into laying.
What we want is a device fi

trapping grocers into selling
the result at a shilling a

dozen.,

Our cheery contemporary,
7V .\itckliiiul llrriiltl, ad vi r-

tises for a "
General, little to

do, mistress cooks and washes,
use piano afternoon ; every
evening free." We are afraid

the poor girl will lind it very
dull in the mornings.

V

PATRIOTIC NOMENCLATURE.
"I EXPECT YOU CAN'T DECIDE WHAT TO CALL BABY?"

"THE TROUBLE is, MA'AM, WE DON'T KNOW WHAT AH/- TO
CAM. HIM WITH ALL THESE VICTORIES."

Tin- proprietor of the Clarendon i

I lotcl would he glad if the gentleman
jwho took an antique chair out of

his lounge, cane backed and Heated,
fur fun. would kindly return it as

soon as |>ossil>lc, as it spoils the set."

Osford Tiinea.

Then why want it back?

" A police constable deposed that,

acting under instructions from a

recruiting officer, he arrested the

accused [an Irishman . His in-

structions were contained on :i slip

San Francisco on the Japanese ques-
<>f paper, on which he brought the defendant

tion that communications will be largely ,

lloforo hls
Woruhjp."

of the barbed wireless kind.
helfant Kreiiing Telegraph.

.lust as if be were a Pat of butter.

Who," asks an advertiser in The. \Vc like to compare this domestic Chad-
lionnifHloiltli Uiiilij Echo, "will give I band, with a tear iii his eve, with the Little

good home and balf-a-crown to a very
j

Willie of
WH^kisdng

his mistress good-bye,

nice male kitten ? Money to go to

Soldier's Christmas Pudding Fund."
Asked what lie thought of it, the kitten

is reported to have said that he knew
there was a catch somewhere.

"*

The sending of cheese through the

mails has been forbidden in Germany.
We should be cautious, however, in

and rushing off to the front with a pistol in

each hand and a -.word in the other."

Siiitilnii (.'hrnnirlf.

He finds the extra hand particularly
useful when collecting souvenirs.

"THE Cl'RFEW: NEW 1SK FOR IT
AT CHESTER.

Arrangements have been made at the

request of tlie Chief Constable of Chester that

the curfew bell of Chester Cathedral shall be

accepting the explanation that the step ! rung each evening at the time for obscuring
has been taken to relieve the critical light-.

"

food situation, (ierman scientists having The new use seems remarkably like

recently discovered that, by keeping the (lie old one.
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TO TIIMO.

IF to have browsed upon Parnassus' mount

Through years and years and years of school

and college,
Watered my larynx at Castalia's fount

(Neglecting all utilitarian knowledge),
And blown my youth in one long classic beano
Gives me the right to talk with you, O TINO

;

Let me awhile resume my pedant's gown
And speak as one in Greekish wisdom grounded,

Who knows your city of the olive crown,

Up to your ancient Parthenon has pounded,

Sampled the antiques in your State Museum
And is a member of the Athenaeum.

O TINO, what a fall from that great feat

When Hellas knocked the barbarous hordes of

XEUXES,
Biffed him at Marathon and sent his fleet

Off Salamis to drown beneath the murk seas !

O TINO, you have read your BYRON ? Yes ?

What would he think of you? I dare not guess.

For you who call yourself a loyal Greek,
You whom with signal favour Fortune beckoned,

Saying,
"
Yourrg fellow, here 's your chance (unique)

. To figure a3 THEMISTOCLES THE SECOND "-

"Thanks, I'm not taking any," you replied ;

I'm a Pro-Persian; I'm 'the Other Side!"

Hellene by hyphenation, and attached

By marriage bonds to W. DARIUS,
For him you leave your gates all lightly latched,

(Tims diff'ring from LEONIDAS, the pious),
And tell your people, as you pouch your fee,
" None of your old Thermopylses for me."

TINO, if some day Hellas should arise

A phoenix soaring from her present cinders,

Think not to share her passage to the skies

Or furnish purple copy for her Pindars
;

You '11 be in exile, if you don't take care,

Along with brother WILLIAM, Lord knows where !

-========= 0. S.

INTENSIVE CULTURE OF THE UPPER LIP.

WHEN I joined the Army first they gave me a suit of

khaki, which fitted me perfectly in one or two places, a

Swedish razor which had several sharp spots, a toothbrush,
a pot of blacking to polish my buttons with, and a papier-
mdche pendant stamped with my name and religion, in

case I found myself answering to the name of Rockefeller

at any time, or in the wrong church.
" Got all you want ?

"
said the Army.

I made noises in the negative, and asked them for a
suit of, underclothes, to sort of bolster up the khaki, a

shaving-brush as company for the razor, and a sword or

something to keep the small boys away.
"You can't have the underclothes and the shaving-

brush," said the Army;
" we're keeping them for the next

man. You've got the razor and the khaki don't be

greedy. No doubt the next man and yourself will he able

to fix things up between you ;
he can lend you the under-

clothes on cold evenings and you can lend him your khaki
when he goes out to have his photo took be reasonable."

"
Oli, very well then," said I,

" I '11 waive the under-

clothes and go away quietly if you '11 give me a moustache."
" A what?

"
said the Army.

"A moustache," I repeated. "According to Army
Order X.Y.Z. I 've got to have one."

"Quite right, mo lad," said the Army. "You have; but

they aren't on issue; the trooper has to find one out of his

pay of one shilling and tuppence one shilling for the

upkeep of the trooper, tuppence for the upkeep of his
moustache see ? Andnowgotoblazesforifwehaveanymore-
ofyourlipyoungmanintotheguardroomyougo !

"

I saluted in a brisk and soldierlike manner and went
away to start the moustache culture.

Here and there I was very successful, there and here I

wasn't. My superiors would come up and make funny
remarks about it, inquire who my barber -was and did he
shave poodles, or was the effect obtained by training the
hair on a trellis? I would salute in a manner cheerful
but subdued, tell them how much I enjoyed their superior
humour, and carry steadfastly on with my moustache
according to Army Order X.Y.Z. I sought to fertilize the
desert spots with rifle-oil, dubbin, gall-cure, egg and
marmalade

; tried dry farming and French gardening all

to no avail. On the other hand, the oases grew so

luxuriantly that I had to 'keep felling them to maintain
the average. They were not ..many in number, and I got
to know them personally : Jane, Gwendoline, Hubert and
Algernon on the near side; Eileen, Harold and dear little

Emily a slim auburn sapling on the off. I grew to love
the sound of the morning breeze singing through their

stems, the turtling of the ringdoves among their foliage,
and so on. I wondered if some shy dryad lurked in Harold's
hollow core, if some prick-eared Pan piped on Algernon's
mossy roots, etc.

And now my old friend, Army Order X.Y.Z., has handed
in his papers and retired, I suppose, to those. havens of old

Army things, Cheltenham or Bedford, supplanted by Army
Order P.T.O., a cynic, who hints broadly that "mous-
taches consisting of only a few hairs

"
had best go into the

waste-paper basket. It would be useless to quote to him :

".Woodman, spare that tree I

Touch not a single bough !

In youth it sheltered me,
And I '11 protect it now."

I know bis sort they get you shot at dawn, in your
pyjamas, for insubordination.
And so to - morrow the trunks of Gwendoline, Jane,

Algernon, Hubert, Eileen, Harold and dear little Emily
will ring to the strokes of the Swedish razor, and I shall

catch cold in my upper lip and never smile again.

An Impending Apology.
'Mivdamo achieved new triumphs. She sang many songs, and

the audience would have asked for more had there not been limits to

physical endurance." Manchester Evening Chronicle.

The Scarcity of Ordinary Meat.

Extract from a village butcher's letter :

" DEAR MADAM, As the shoulder is small I have sent you a small
lion as well."

"In the course of the ride defendant said he would drive his com-

panion to hell. Ho eventually drew up beside a cinema palace."
Westminster Gazette.

Magistrates of Children's Courts kindly note.

"President Wilson will talk with Count Bernstorff in the shadov
of the lawn to-day." Daily Telegraph,

The PRESIDENT'S grass must badly want cutting.

"WANTED a large Scratching Pen
;
in good condition, and must be

cheap." Bath and Wills Chroi.icle.

Anybody can have ours for nothing.
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THE MELANCHOLY DANE.
Tixo (reading Mr. ASQUITH'S appeal to the traditions of ancient Hellas). "THIS IS ALL GREEK TO MK'"
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TANK ON THE BBAIN. EXCITING DRE\M OP BRE\DWINNER JONES.

LONDONERS ANSWERED.
BY JACK o' LANTERN.

[
With apologies to Mr. WHFBED WRIT-
TEN'S informative columns in " The.

Evening News."]
The Storied Past.

K. L. ^Twickenham). Your memories
of London when it was lighted at night
are very valuable. My memory also goes
back some distance, and I can recall

cricket being once played at Lord's.

A City Church.

C. M. H. (Upper llolloway). You.

say that you remember as a boy being
taken to a big church somewhere near

Ludgate Hill, with an enormous dome,
and on the top of that a ball and

cross, and that you believe there was
a whispering gallery ; but you cannot
recollect its name. The City of London
is of course full of churches, and the

exact identification of the shrine of

your youthful visitation is not too

easy ; but 1 rather think it must be
St. Paul's. ]t is still standing, if you
ever care t:) renew your ol:l impres-
sions.

Where to Shop.
F. M. T. (Little SiiUiiiiitMi).- It is

hardly part of my scheme to recom-
mend business-houses, but I may so

far depart from custom as to say thai,

for newspapers, guaranteed fresh, the
bookstall at Charing Grots is not bad,
and quite excellent stamps at all prices,

gummed on one side, .can be had at

the post-office at St. Martin's-le-Grand.

TOD Late.

A. Ii. (ftcrmondsci/). -There is only
one golden rule for success in London,
and that is to be born elsewhere and
enter the City as a boy with exactly
half-a-crown in your pocket. Since

you tell me that you are London-bred,
and earn a hundred pounds a year, and
are lifty- three, you will see how poor
your chances are.

Tho Siege of London.
- Canny (Aberdeen']. By a strange

coincidence this correspondent also asks
a question bearing upon the half-crown

rule. At whic'.i station, he wishes to

know, do the boys with the half-crown

arrive'? The answer is King's Cross,
Elision or St. Pancras.

London's Fauna.
D. //. (1.

( WliiteJidll). In pre-historic
time-; the most likely place in which
to see a National Liberal was in

the neighbourhood of Northumberland
Avenue. Quite a number have been
observed there now and then. The
naturalist wishing to study this inter-

esting creature to-day should hope for

the best in Victoria Street, near the

Westminster Palace Hotel.

A Confusion Cleared Up.
J. T. S. (Br-i.i'tim).- -The figure on

the top of the column in Trafalgar

Square is Lord NKV,SOX, the great Naval
Commander. It has nbtliing to do
with the "publisher of the same name.
Lord XKI.SOX was an Admiral, not a

Buchahecr.

"Turn Again, Whittington."
G. N. H. (Kew). The authorities

differ as to the place from which DICK
WHITTINGTON heard the bells which
condemned him to a surfeit of turtle

soup. According to some he was in

Bunhill Fields. According to others,

who are uniformly followed by the

authors of pantomime, he was on

Mitigate Hill. In either case lie wore

tights, carried a bundle and was accom-

panied by a feline friend.

Hampton of Hampton Court.

T. G. (Ii(ti/!iii-tcr).The original

Hampton who gave the Court his name
was a worthy brewer in Tudor times.

His son, a dwarf, settled on the Sussex

coast, at a point between Worthing and

Bognor, now known as Littlehampton.

The Thames.

Young Poet (Kensington). The great

good luck of London in having a river

running through it has before now
been commented upon. 1 cannot tell

you how many lire policies Father

Thames has taken out, but he has

never yet had to claim on any.

Who was Sally ?

Inquirer (Tooting}. I cannot say
who Sally in "

Sally in our Alley
" was

or where the alley was situated. But
the song was written by HENHY CAHIOY,

whose mother kept chickens. The sug-

gestion that Sully was SARAH JEXXINCS,
who became Duchess of Marlboroughi
is hardly tenable in the light of the

words of the song.
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THEN.
'

LOOK, MOTHER A SOLDIER !

'

NOW.
'

LOOK, MOTHER A .CIVIMAN !

'

THE LITERARY TOUCH.
\VIIKN Bessy comes home for the

holidays (she has gone back long ;igo)

she comes like a flash of light, and two

days after arrive* the "
Report," signed

hy that expert artillerist, Miss E. Penn-

Cushing, M.A.
" What does 'Conduct: 50 per cent.,'

mean. Bossy?'' 1 asked in my sternest -

undo voice.
"
Oh, that," said Bessy, musing.

" I

don't know, unless that beast of a Pin-

cushion caught me rotting that awful

ass Sihyl, who messed up my racquet."

"Bossy,' 1 said, "the excellent lady
of whom you speak with so much irrev-

erence heaps coals of tire upon your
lie, id in the next item 'English:
(loneral improvement. Noteworthy
tivodom from slang, which sits so badly
upon a young lady. Her essays dis-

play at times the literary touch (doubt-

ilierited).'
" Miss Penn-Cushing is a woman of

observation,
4 '

1 -went on. "She has

noticed those two essays of mii;o in Tin-

AinUtoi: But I must study 7>V .../
A-

, s, and pick up more of the literary
touch for my brochure on 'Indigestion
as a Moral Discipline.'

" You won't laugh?" pleaded Bessy,
o handed me the volume that

contained her thoughts on men and
t!li':l

" I will not," I promised ; and, open-
ing the book at random, I lit upon
"
Winter," which began :

" Winter is

one of the coldest seasons of the year."
"That, Bessy," 1 said, "is the liter-

i ary touch. But I like better the natural

j

history touch in 'English Song-Birds
and their Nests

'

:

'

English song-birds

comprise the nightingale, canary, lark,

(brash, robin, swallow and curfew.'"

"Oh, the curfew was swank," inter-

rupted Bessy.
"
Anyhow I mixed him

j
up with the curlew; I couldn't think

which it was that tolled the knell."
" But the next sentence redeems.it,"

|

said I. "You wrote,
'

Perhaps these

are not all song-birds, but they do ttieir

\best.' I love that, and will see if I

cannot work it, with your permission,

jinto
a little sketch of mine on 'The

i Burmese Elephant,' who also does his

(best."
There were other gems of thought,

! which I gathered silently, having regard
to my promise, from this and other

ess.ix
" The thrush builds his nest of mud

in a hedge: the canary prefers a cage.
The cuckoo is a laxy bird ; it is always

accompanied by two little birds who
build its nest, for it.''

"The chief drink of pirates is rum,
and their language is had."

'

Nowaday s there are very few bards;
there are too many police about.

" Even her English enenv'o? treated

JOAN OF ARC in no way that would
misbeseein a woman ; they burnt her
at the stake in 1495."

" The prophet DANIEL read the writ-

ing on the wall, as he knew Latin.

There were only three words ;
' Bel-

sbazE&r must go.'
"

"
Only a dozen or sixteen people sur-

vived the tight. To be quits exact,

perhaps about twenty-three."
" The beginning of the essay on ' The

Joys of Spring
'

seems poetical," I said,
" but it is in another hand :

' How
j
joyous to see the trees in their light

j

vesture of green !

' '

"Oh, that 'a a bit of Miss Penn

j

Cushing's," said Bessy;
"

I wrote what
I is crossed out :

' How jolly it is to take

off our warm underclothing !

'

She
said that essays should be a little more

:ct."
" But the ending is all yours," I said,:

" ' When people get to the age of forty

they love to ^a/e upon the daffodils

and to think that they too will soon

fade away like these flowers and never

be heard of again.'
"

"Oh, uncle," said Bessy suddenly
and quite irrelevantly,

" 1 wonder if

;iuld lend me lmlf-a-crown."
" Bessie." 1 said, as I handed her

that sum,
" I was right : Miss Penu-

Cushing is a woman of observation :

<\e the '

literary touch.'
"
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THE OFFICIAL REPORT.
" ALL HAS DEEN Q.UIET ON THK HE3T

OF THE FliONT."
" WELL, they've made a pretty fair

mess of things, haven't they ?
"

said

the Company Commander, looking

ruefully round the battered trench.
"
Parapet breached in three places,

thirty yards of the wire gone to blazes,

and two dug-outs smashed in."
"
Yes, Sir, and a direct hit on the

refuse pit, which has thrown the rub-

bish all over the place, and it only dug
yesterday," replied his Sergeant-Major,

lifting his helmet a few inches to wipe

away the beads of perspiration on his

forehead.
"

It'll take us all our time to repair
the damage to-night. Let's see; we'll

have No. 11 Platoon oh to mending the

wire, and No. 12 to
"

Whi -z -z -z -z bang ! Whi -z -z -z -z

bang! Whi -z -z -z -z bang !

The two picked themselves up from
the bo torn of the trench and began to

shake the earth from their clothes.

Suddenly the officer laughed.
" Good

Lord, that reminds me. Hi! Sig-
naller!

"
he cried.

An unshaven face peered out of an

adjacent hole.
"
Yes, Sir." ,

"Message form, please."

"Very good, Sir."

On the pink slip he wrote :

" Situa-

tion report. All quiet ac ac ac O.C.D.
4 P.M."

An orderly entered the Battalion

Headquarters' dug-out, saluted, and
handed the Adjutant a message.

" That makes all the Situation re-

ports in," said the latter,
"
and, as

usual, all the companies report nothing
doing. D Company's daily hatodossn't

seem to worry them. I believe they 'd

feel neglected if the Bosches forgot
to wipe their trench out. Can't we

possibly fire in something interesting
to the Brigade for once

"

"
Well," chimed in the youthful

Bombing Officer, always ready to help,
"last night I fired seventy-nine rille

grenades at the German trenches,
and
The Machine Gun Officer broke in.

" And, as usual, every single shot fell

into the enemy's lines. Groans were
heard and a whistle was blown. This
was thought to be the signal for

stretcher-bearers. We 've heard the

same thing often before. Now last

night my guns fired half-a-dozen pans
into a party which was spotted at

work on the Bosch parapet, and
It was the Bomber's turn :

" And,
of course, the party was wiped out.

The enemy's parapet was searched this

morning with a telescope for signs of

the blood, but owing to the mist none
could be seen. Even the Brigade could

hardly swallow that telegram."
"If you've quite finished," said the

Adjutant, "one of you might run along
and report

' Situation normal,' as

usual."

The Machine Gunner turned to the

Bomber. " Bombs," he exclaimed, and
his voice quivered with emotion,

" I

cannot report
' Situation normal.' I

saw a member of ths Army Staff in the

trenches to-day. I cannot tell a lie."
" I understand, I understand," replied

the Bomber, with an answering quiver
in his voice. " Noble fellow, I will

make the report."

Among the trees was a white chateau
with a blue roof and a musty smell.

This was Brigade Headquarters.
Around it an " ornamental lake

"
of

stagnant green water. On the lake a

very dilapidated boat
;
in the boat two

officars. The elder was lying back in as

comfortable a position as the boat per-
mitted, smoking and listening to the

idle chatter of his companion, who was

propelling the boat with two spades in

place of oars. The elder of the two was
the Brigade-Major, who had been out

from dawn till late in the afternoon,
and was taking a well-earnod rest. The

younger was the Signal Officer.
"
Anything happened while I was

away?
"
asked the Brigade-Major.

"
Nothing much that I can remember.

Oh ! yes there was, though. We were
rather late for breakfast this morning,
in fact it was about eight-thirty that

the Brig, came down, and was just

going to .begin to feed when in stalked

no less a person than the Arch
Hun
"Meaning thereby?" from the

Brigade-Major.
" The Divisional Commander, of

course. Up jumped the Brigadier and
looked at the .table with a sort of
'

Why, hasn't the breakfast been cleai'ed

away
'

look.
" ' Had your breakfast ?

'

said the

Arch Hun.
" '

Yes, Sir,' replied the Brig, with-

out a moment's hesitation.

"'Then you might come along with

me,' said the Arch Hun, and off he had
to go. The old man returned from the

trenches about an hour ago very fed up
and horribly empty. The Staff Captain
scored rather heavily, though. He
wasn't even down when the General
came in, but he got wind of his arrival

and went out by'the back-door with his

tin hat, splashed his boots and puttees
with mud, and sauntered in with a
1

Pretty quiet up in the P sector early
this morning.'

"

" And yet they complain of the lack

of brains of the Staff. Hullo! there's

the telephone bell."

Hurriedly the boat was brought to

the edge and the Brigade-Major jumped
out and entered the office.

" Hullo ! Hullo ! who's that ? who ?

Oh, for heaven's sake speak up, can't

you? Who? Oh, is that you, Sir?

Sorry I couldn't hear at first. Situation

report not in yet ? Surely I must have

forgotten to report after all. Shall I

give it you verbally, then ? Right, Sir,

are you ready ? Nothing unusual to

report in the sector held by the

Brigade. Yes, that's all, Sir. Yes, good
afternoon, Sir."

:S -',: !|: * :;:

Divisional Headquarters, village of X.

Outside, the confused roar of lorries and

'buses, limbers and waggons. Inside,

peace and the aroma of cigars. The

kindly-loaking gentleman at the tele-

phone laid down the receiver, sat him-
self in a chair, a real chair, before his

desk, a real desk, and started to write a

message :

" The past twenty-four hours
have been uneventful."

Bang ! bang ! bang ! The whole house
shook with the explosions.
The kindly-looking gentleman ducked

at the first two or three, but recover-

ing himself went on writing: "Except
that Divisional Headquarters were

heavily shelled towards evening." He
handed the completed message to an

orderly, rose and walked to the window
to see what damage had been done.

Just as he looked out there was another

deafening explosion. One of the motor-

'buses had misfired again.
The message had gone.

OFFICIAL.

FROM GENERAL HEADQUARTERS.

Except for enemy artillery activity

against the village of X, all has been

quiet on the rest of the Front."

ANNA MIRABILIS.

DEAR Ann, a year ago to-day,
When you were yet quite youthful

And hadn't half so much to say

(A day-old, to be truthful),

We rather liked you, She and I
;

And all the months we 've known you
We 'vo not, I 'm pleased to certify,

Felt tempted to disown you.

So now, if Mr. Punch sees fit

(A courteous, kind, and dear old

Esquire of dames and quite a wit),
Here 's to you as a year-old !

"The moutaiaTii3 ulidorahts sehtardrasrh

and the Pnev.i, Mountain we carried several

heights. The mountains are wrapped in fog."
Provincial Paper.

We h id half guessed that.
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TO BERLIN.
Tin: \isilor placed Iho grape; and

cigarettes nil I In- table, ill vir\\ ol 1 lie

iiiun with a. bandage round his luad,

and said,
" And OOW, do tell me v.hpt

(hose delightful tanks are like '.'

"

He looked round the ward cautiously.
" Not supposed to say anything ahmi;

'cm, lady," he re])lied in a i

whisper.
'

I '.ill surely you could tell me some-

thing; 1 would' it. it, of course.

You have seen them, 1 suppose.'.'"

"Seen 'em'! Yes, lady, inside and out."
" You 'Ve heen /;/ one. then '.'

"

" Went in one to Berlin and hack,

and

Oh, come n AV. yon Ye joking !

"

"
Joking '.' hook 'ere, Mum, tliein

tanks can do more and go further than

anything the papers have said. You
ask me to tell you something ahout

'em. and 1 say I've heen to Berlin

and hack in one. Of course, if yon 've

'oard enough, very well, I 'm satisfied."

Jlis face took on a pained look.
" Hut you couldn't have gone to

Berlin."
" Why not? What \\astoslop us'.'

Mind you, the 'Uns tried. But bullets

was no good (as you've read, Mum),
and they couldn't hit us with their

big gnus, though they did follow ns

with 'em for a day or so. The Land-
stnrmers was no Rood, nor yet the

police-wo Mion settled them. They
put up barricades, but we only went
over 'ern. They daren't pull down the

bridges over the Rhine, as they '11 want
to be usin' them soon. It took us three

days to get there. Every village we
went through, some 'd hide in their

houses, and some 'd throw bricks at us,

and one little girl (a nice little girl she

\\as, lady) come and ottered our old

bus a bit. of bread. We guessed they 'd

mini' the roads, so we kept pretty
much in the Holds. Nobody couldn't

stop us ; what 's more, no thintj could

stop us. On we went, a steady lour

miles per hour. Took us a week afore

we strolled up the Unter Delinder.

Fine street that is, Mum. They called

out the soldiers ;
. but what was the

good
'> One of 'em come up close and

was a bit too fresh, so we pulled 'im

inside and took 'is 'elmet and one or
two other souvenirs and then pitched
'im out again. Then after we'd 'ad a,

good look ahout .Merlin we turned
round again and come back. Cologne's
a line city, too."

" Hut why did you come back '.'

"

"Short oi' grub, lady. Besides, the

atmosphere inside "ot a bit. used up."
"

I low very interesting ! But it seems

hardly
"
TYe, Sam, tell the lady whether

Aunt Matilda (of Potter's Bar, -/io, orer a. dish of tea, is telliny nx her experience of
the latest Zepiulin raid).

" I DIDDLKD 'EM I DIDDLED 'KM ! I ri T MY HAT ON THK
(1A1IDKM HKDGE AND RAN OFF INTO THE FIELD !

"

what I says is true or lies," be appealed
to another six-footer in the next lied.

"True as I stand "ere," said that

other solemnly.
" I went with 'im,

Mum. And we was both wounded the

first day after we got back."

Commercial Candour.

"Am ''
v.-nrth <if tlie following <!rand

HC>\VCT:MH liillbs for S/-."
Ainalfiir <:<inli'iii>t<i.

77(c '1'iini'n iccently published a few
I'ractical Precepts" on digging. This

was the first of them :

Tin spado should have a clean bright blade

of modrr.itc *\/.>\ and the In^tli of the handle
-^linnlil l,r about the height of the wor

We have no wish to got our contem-

porary into trouble, but surely this sort

of thing discourages trench-digging,
and might suitably b:; dealt with nude,

the Defence of the Realm Act.
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Near-sighted Old Lady (seeing her nephew for the first time since he grew his military moustache).
DON'T KISS ME YOU'VE BEEN TAKING SNUFF."

'

OH, GEORGE, YOU NASTY BOY !

ARABIA.
AN aching glare, a heat that kills,

Skies hard and pitiless overhead,
ever .mastering lesser ills,

Sad bugles keening comrades dead ;
.

Fever and dust and smiting sun,
In sooth a land of little ease ;

Yet now my service here is done
I think on other things than these.

Dawn on the desert's shortlived dew,
:
Blue shadows on the silver sand,

Grey shimmering mists that still renew
The magic of the hinterland

;

Sunsets ablaze with crimson fire,

Pale moons like plates of beaten gold,
Soft nights that fevered limbs desire,

And stars whereto our stars are cold ;

Sharp rattling fights at peep of day,

Machine-guns searching scrub and

plain,
Eed lances questing for the prey,

, And shrapnel pull's that-nUslt. again ;

Swift shifting stroke and counterstroke,
Advance unhurrying and- sure,

Until the stubborn foeman broke

These are the memories that endure.

Heigh-ho ! I would not sta5' and yet,
Now that the trooper's fairly in,

With vain unreasoning regret
I turn my journey to begin ;

For through the haze of dust and heat

That veils the desert and the town,
Still glimmers something strange and

sweet,
The afterglow of old renown.

Another Impending Apology.
'NEW BOROUGH MAGISTRATE.

AN INCORRIGIBLE ROGUE."

Evening Star (Ipswich).

"Kaput."
From General VON ABNIM'S report on

the German Army :

"The men lost their heads and surrendered

if they thought they were cut off."

Daily Mail.

One can hardly blame a man for sur-

rendering if he really thinks that he

has been decapitated.

"Lost, oil Durning-rd., on.Monday morning,
Gold Watch and Chain, with vest attached

;

finder rewarded." l.ircrjicol Echo.

We should like to hear the rest of the

story.
" One might summarise the position of the

men's trade by saying that first the War Office

took all their customers i.e., young men;
next, their salesmen ; and, lastly, coinman-
deereJ their gods, leaving them nothing but;

the landlord." Evening Paper.

A poor substitute for dear old Lares

and Penates.

BOYS AND MEN.
"Tis not so long ago I thought those

boys
A bit'too lively ard tco fond of noise;
So big and clumsy too, they seemed to

fill

Our little room from door to window-sill;
And then their smoking, which I

couldn't bear,

And all the socks I had to mend but

there,

What if I did lose patience now and
then ?

I knew the lads would one day turn to

men.

Their voices did not sound too loud

that day
They sang and shouted on the dusty

way ;

Nor were they clumsy then, but strong
and straight

They inarched, as I stood watching at

the gate.
And now the home is empty, and the

hoys
Have left me longing for their merry

noise ;

My hands and heart a:e missing them,
but then

I know that they have turned to proper
men.
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WHO KEPT YOU
OUT F THE

WAR!

BKINGING IT HOME.
PRESIDENT WILSON. "WHAT'S THAT? U-BOAT BLOCKADING NEW YOEK? TUT! TUT I

YKKY INOPPORTUNE!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tuesday, October ]Qth. Members ro- Whitehall,

turned in good spirits after their seven KRAI, shouh

[GEORGE'S- "missed stays" somewhere
between St. Martin's^- le-Grand and

If tllO POSTMASTEH-GEN-

weeks' holiday. Mr. REDMOND
been recruiting his energies hut, un-

fortunately, little else in Ire-

land. Having promised to do

nothing that shall interfere with
the vigorous prosecution of the

War, lie proposes to invite tho

House to declare that the present
administration of Ireland is in-

consistent with the principles for

which the Allies are lighting in

Europe. Helpful, isn't it V

The PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD
OF THADE has been loaling big-

loafing. Remembering what a

young Minister called JOSEPH did

in Egypt sonic time ago he lias

determined, to follow his example
and corner the whole of the wheat

supplier of that country. "The

paper which gets things done"
will assuredly claim another tri-

umph, though in point of fact

Mr. RUNCIMAN'S move is only the

last of a long series of steps in

the same direction taken since

the War began. He will not

guarantee, however, that bread
: will : bo cheaper as the result,

and has been, reminded that his

great exemplar's success was not
achieved until a Chief Baker had
been hanged.

Curious how the spell of .Westminster
holds some men. Of the three new
Members who took their seats to-day
two are old Parliamentary hands. Sir

CHARLES SEELY and Mr. A. K. LOYD
had both had ten years' experience of

the House of Commons before they
were engulfed in the whirlpool of 1906.

Now they have popped up again on
different sides of the House this time

looking none the worse for their spell
in the wilderness, and eager for the

fray.
The first great joke of the new sitting

is the SPEAKER'S Conference on Elec-

toral Reform. Whoever selected the

members of it seems to have thought
that the way to secure a satisfactory
machine was to have as many cranks

as possible. The Labour Party lias

fared all right, but, with a few excep-
tions, the representatives of the others

seem to have been mainly chosen for

their self-advertising ability.
Mr. PEMBEBTO'N-BILLING is the latest

victim of the postal vagaries to which
we are all subject nowadays. He had
three important questions to put to

Mr. LLOYD GKOKGE, and despatched
copies of them by registered letter to

the WAR SECRETARY and the SPEAKER.
Mr. LOWTHER got his all right, but, Mr.

receive a wig^ng from his

as .militant colleague it will not lie in the

character of a "premature PEASE."

MB. REDMOND HAS BEEN HEC.HVITINC HIS ENERGIES

Wednesday, October \\lh. A further

development of the Nationalist revolt

against the Government was witnessed

to-day when Mr. LUNDON (born 1883),

supported by Mr. HAZLETON (born 1880),
attacked the CHIEF SECRETARY for per-

mitting an Irish police -inspector to

BUT ISM I IT A

MR. Rus< IMAN.

visit one of the Simi Fein prisoners.
A mysterious Sergeant JONES, destined
to rank in Irish history, I expect, with
the notorious Sergeant SHERIDAN, was
also mentioned. Failing to get any satis

faction out of Mr. DUKE, the National-
ists joined hands with a number
of ultra-Tories in a division on
tho eleven-o'clock rule. To such

expedients are politicians in a

difficulty reduced.

The shade of BURKE, hovering
over the assembly, wondered, no

doubt, that his fellow-countn men
could find nothing better to do in

a great war than to obstruct the

statesmen conducting it, but must
have been comforted by finding
that Englishmen, at any rate,

still find inspiration in his words.
No passage in the PRIME MINIS-
TEH'S magnificent speecli was
more applauded than an admir-

ably apt quotation from " Obser-

!/ vations on the Late State of the
XT '

Nation.

Almost more striking than the

prolonged cheers which came
from all parts of the House as

Mr. ASQUITH concluded his con-

fident survey of our military

position was its effect upon Sir

EDWARD CARSON. Usually one
of the PRIME MINISTER'S sever-

est critics he now spoke of the

sympathy and affection felt to-

wards him in the circumstances in

which he had delivered his speech, and
went on to pay a tine tribute to his

soldier- son.

I cannot recall at this moment the
exact words which Mr. HOLT used in

denouncing a certain speech delivered

at Limehouse circa 1909. Doubtless

they were severe and at the same
time dignified. For Mr. HOLT has a

horror of strong and picturesque lan-

guage, even when employed against
Prussian des-pots. The recent inter-

view accorded by Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
to an American journalist shocked him

deeply, particularly the vulgar expres-
sion " knock-out." In his view we

ought to welcome anyone who came to

us with a message of peace, and not

accuse him of "squealing."
That Mr. LLOYD GEORGE had not

entirely exhausted his vocabulary in

that interview was shown by the man-
ner in which he set about his critic.

What he had said he had said, and
his language was very little stronger
than that which the PRIME MINISTER
had used that very afternoon. Besides,
some latitude was permissible in an

inteiview, which was "a public re-

port of a private conversation." Even
Mr. HOLT, he trusted, did not talk to

his friends as he did in that House.
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He did not withdraw a syllable of what,

lie had said at a moment, ho hinted,

when such a declaration of our fighting

policy was most timely.
This trumpc' note was sympathetic-

ally echoed by Mr. TOOTIU,, who,

speaking on behalf of the working-
OlaSSeS, said the language of the inter

view was just what they relishe.1
.

" It

was brief, brotherly and bright, and
went to the root of the matter."

'ilnirsdtiy, October I'ltli. -Ifanley
ean:e:l an unenviable reputation, two

g rations ngo, as the scene of a

man-ami-dog light. It is now chiefly
known as the borough which returns

Mr. OUTIIWAI i ic to Parliament. Most of

Mr. OUTHWAITK'S pugnacity is reserved

for British landlords. Ho has little

to spare even for the enemies of his
'

country, if we may judge by his re-
j

cent behaviour. His notion of doing
his bit is to ask the Foreign Office

questions calculated to embarrass our

Allies. They are not answered, of

course, but their mere appearance on
the Order Paper is mischievous. I

confess to sympathy with Mr. STANTON,
the curly-locked Boanerges of Mertbyr
Tydvil, when be shouted,

" Why don't

you choke these pacifists down ?
"

The peace-at-any-price eccentrics are

fortunately few. More numerous and
more obnoxious are the Members who,
while professing their ardent desire to

win the War, nevertheless resist every
measure proposed by the Government
to that end if it runs in any way
counter to their own ante-bellum pre-

judices.
Mr. DILLON, for example, sees nothing

inconsistent in urging the Government
to make every effort to assist Eoumania,
while doing nothing to increase the

supply of fighting-men from his own
country. Mr. LLEWELLYN WILLIAMS
is another of the half-and-half patriots
whoso inconsistency earned a pungent
rebuke from bis old friend, Mr. LLOYD
( '. r.oit<;n.

The veil enshrouding the origin .of

the new war-engines on the Western

Front, whose advent has enhanced the

gaiety of every nation but the German,
was further lifted to-day. Sir MAUUICK
HANKEY, Mr. CHURCHILL, Colonel

SWINTON and Colonel STERN, all had a

voice in the matter, but as regards the

actual design it is to Mr. D'EYNCOUBT,
Chief Naval Constructor of the Admir-

alty, that we chiefly owe our tanks.

"And now, through the fez having been
ii'iilarrd by the tophate, Salonika is in another
of her old familiar ferments of uncertainty."

Mnrnini/ 1'aper.

This tophate on the head must be a

counterblast to the super-hate which
the enemy has on the brain.

1

^isr%NWi^*

THE WEATHER AGAIN.
Mr. Puddicombe. "WELL, MRS. PEABCE, YOU'VE HAD A PRETTY GUDE HARVEST,

sriir. Kxoi:<;ii."

Mrs. P'earce. "Ok, iss, MB. PUDDICOMBE; BOT DO EE KNOW IT'S A'MOBT KILLED

THE POOR 'OS8E8 A-GETTlS"' OP IT IN?"

MAGIC.
I wr.XT picking mushrooms I went

all alone,

I saw a big mushroom turn into a

stone ;

I ran up to pick it as quick as could be,

And I found a white stone sitting

laughing at me.

The dark was just coming, the trees all

said " Hush,"
I saw a tall rider turn into a bush ;

I crept by the hedgerow, not making a

sound,
But a twisty old hawthorn was all that

I found.

But when the moon 's shining and
. Nurse is asleep,

Downstairs in the moonlight so softly
I '11 creep ;

Past all the queer shadows that hide

in the house
And come out when it 's quiet, I '11 run

like a mouse.

I '11 cross the cold oilcloth without any
shoes,

Then out through the orchard all shiny
with dews ;

I '11 run down the meadow as fast as I

can,
And I '11 pick that mushroom

and I '11 catch that man !
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Nurse. "Now, MASTEU DICK, IT'S BED-TIME, so YOU MUST TIDY UP YOUR TOYS."

Dick. "On, I CAN'T."

Motlier. " DICK ! I DON'T THINK THAT SOUNDS VERY NICE."

Dick. "WELL, IT SOUNDS NICER THAN 'I WON'T,' DOESN'T IT, MOTHER?"

OUT OF SWEETNESS, STRENGTH.

WALKING along the quietest and pret-
tiest of our lanes the other evening,

through the very mild Octoher air, I

was conscious of a new sound. Hitherto
this had been an abode of peace : noth-

ing ordinarily to he heard but birds, the
wind or distant traffic on the high road.

But this evening there came to my ear

the steady quick puff-puff, puff-putt of

an exhaust-pipe. Every step brought
me nearer, and at last it seemed be-

yond question but that was of course
an impossibility that it came from

Jepson's backyard.
Jepson, I should say, is a handy man,

ready to turn his hand to most things.
He does a little jobbing gardening and
a little window-cleaning ; he can sweep
a chimney : he can supply a fowl a

week and a limited number of eggs;
lie is an intermediary for firewood ; he
will collect a box from the station ; and
so forth. Every village lias someone
of the kind. His own garden is a

model of care and luxuriance, and just

now as I stood by the palings and looked

at his thatched cottage over the plump
heads of myriad dahlias of every colour,
but chiefly brick - red and yellow, 1

thought I never saw so much felicitous

rural England in .so small a compass.
In a word, such peace.

Just to the right of the cottage the

great molten sun, inuuensc through the

October haze, was hanging over the

horizon. Not a breath stirred the

Autumn leaves. A spiral of blue smoke

crept from the chimney; there win a

faint scent of decay in the air; a robin

sang near the wood .pile. Peacefulness

in essence
;
and yet all the while the

new sound was pulsating. It must he

investigated.
I lifted the latch of the little white

gate and walked up the patli between
the Sowers. At the hack of the cottage,
where Jepson .has his pig-sty and stable,

I found a new shed, from whose roof

protruded the pipe which was emitting
the puffs ; and here, in the midst of a

score and more of chickens, which were

pecking at windfalls from the apple-

-tree
that spread over the yard, was

|

Jepson, pipe in mouth, carefully scru-

tinising a brass object in his hand. It

was circular and some two or three

inches in diameter, and the worm of its

screw shone brightly as he moved it

from side to side.

The far too fat spaniel by the door
lifted one eyelid as I came into view
and immediately fell asleep again.

" I came to see if yon could come
up to-morrow sometime," I said,

" and

give us a hand with the lawn."
"
Sorry," he said,

" I can't. I 've

got a new job now and no chance of

leaving it. Munitions. I. 've put in an
oil engine and a lalhe. Look."

He handed mo the brass object and

explained its fell purpose.
" You know,

1
'

he said,
" I used to be a bit of a me-

chanic. I turn out a score and more of

these shell-fuses every day. I wonder
how many Germans this one is going
to do in," he remarked meditatively.
The robin still sang on. The sun

was lower now and the sky a more
I lovely tint.
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WINSTON'S LAST 1'IIASK.

c [HI ::< BILL, 111 7 /!< /

lie, il.-rliuTs tli.r

eau '

nii|i' HIM:; US I" llU ll(- t' 11
' ' 'I'niMil Kli-i-t

oil
1

iin- i);mNli ooait, and iin|ii e tli:it the

:iclinll i

WIIKX CliL-iicllii.i. ran the naval show
lie was extremely optilftistic,

And, in referring to the foe,

Inclined at times to be hubristic.

1'iiif \\licn llic limelight's genial beams
No more their influence exei i( tl.

The spirit,
of liis naval dreams

Incontinently was inverted.

And critics did not fail to note

Tlia! wliile ho ruled (lie British Navy
Hi:-? motfo was, "All's well al'o.it,"

And only when ho left it,
" Car,: '.

'

Witli a IK'II n ,/t'sl'' ho left the II

And flounced oil to the Front in

Flanders,
Hut BOOH returned to carp and grou-e

Against our land and sea com-

manders.

And now, resorting to ihe pen
With pompous self-exalting prattle,

lie dares to criliei/e the men
Who fought and won the Jutland

hat tie.

Prophet by turns of good and ill,

Oh long may he remain a stranger
To otlice, who by tongue and quill

Has proved himself a public danger!

A GIRL OF WAR.
Oswald had been managing a one-

man army with great skill, but it was
exhaust ing work and he owned himself
relieved at the prospect of reinforce-.

ments. The reinforcement was only
Brenda, but even a girl ought to be
useful in times like these. Anyhow, a

brass hat is very little use alone with
the landscape.

But the first thing the reinforcement
did was to put out its tongue at the

sentry behind the gate. It wasn't
much of a tongue, and yet it showed
what Oswidd was up against for the
nl'tei noon. With great promptitudehe
put her under arrest and started a

court-martial, and then he made his

V

'STRONG BOY WANTED."
You CAN TIKE THAT NOTICE DAHN FROM YER WINDOW. I'LL GIVE YKH A TRIAL

FOR A WEEK."

an efficient army doctor without any had not the British Army, once more

patients. organised on a- one-man basis, sud-
" Lie on the battlefield," commanded denly discovered the sweet uses of the

the M.O., "and wait till 1 come.''
'

garden hose as a field telephone.
Brenda obeyed, but in the character " Come on," it called ;

"
you be Ilead-

of a wounded she turned out a shocking quarters at that end. I 'in a General."

failure. When she saw the approach In the gruff voice suitable to Generals
mistake. If he had given' her C.B. he of the M.O. bearing the garden shears it began, "Are you there? Send me
could have gone on with a properly ! assign and implement of his profession, ten thousand men at once, please ; very
conducted and dignified war, but he she rose, extended a hand in her best urgent. Great battle." Brenda looked
let l lie prisoner oft' on condition that society manner, and said,

"
Oh, Doctor, at her end of the hose, giggled a little,

she joined the A.S.C., and the A.S.C. I'm so ^lad to sec you! I'm afraid and said sweetly, Oil, General, is that
he ruined lia.liv luis t lin mpn.sles

"
.vnil ? Will vmi conic in tea'' Mutiny

'

was the lirst department to be ruined.
It proceeded to make such a series of

blunders in the matter of

baby has the measles. you '.' Will you come to tea '.' Nanny 's

" .Measles !

"
snorted the affronted sur- made ua some toffee-apples."

geon, and thereupon delivered a sharp Could the most devoted officer carry
'i transport that it got itself in- and well-deserved lecture on "

Deport-
'

on with an Army like that '.' 1 thought
st mi-ted, with some bitterness, to go nient fo- the Wounded." Brenda was not. So did Oswald, for the next thing

away and be neutral. not listening. She was bus\ undress- I remember noticing about that fire-

So it wen! awa\ and played \\illi its ing the baby to look for spots. outing warrior was a flavour of toffee-

iioll. but was recalled soon after owing Discharged again, I think she would apples and an appearance of l>eing' too
to tliediffteulty tor Oswald oi beeqming i have remained permanently civilian sticky to fight.
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THE CHESTNUTS.
"
Francesca," I said,

" I have just acquired a conviction."
"
Well," she said,

" I hope it '11 be a comfort to you.
Whatever you do, don't let it escape you. In these days
of shifting opinions it 's always a good thing to have at

least one solid conviction rooted into your very being."

"Yes," I said, "isn't it? Mine's just like that. I can

feel its roots grubbing into me while I 'm talking."
" What a lot of grubbing it must do! You mustn't allow

it to overtire itself just at first, you know. These very

strong-looking convictions often require no end of care.

If they 're not properly looked after they wither away like

like
"
Anything?"

"No," she said, "not like anything. I had a much
better comparison, but I 've forgotten the word."

"
Anyhow," I said,

"
they wither."

"
Yes," she said "

they wither."

"Ah, but mine's one of the unwithering sort, like the

ivy or the income-tax or

the KAISER'S speeches."
" I don't much like

that KAISER - compari-
son," she said, "but I '11

let it pass."
"Thanks," I said,

" that 's good of you."
" And now," she said,

"
perhaps you '11 tell

me 'what this wonderful
conviction of yours
and how you acquired
it."

"I will,"I said. "I've
been wanting to for the

last ten minutes, but

you won't let me get it

out."
" I can give you a

moment or two now,
so go ahead."

"Well," I said, "I

the ground is chestnutted all over, as it is under that tree,

then you 're forced to realise that your children have out-

grown chestnuts, and you acquire the conviction, as I did,

that your children are growing up. Do you take me ?
"

" And do you mean to tell me," said Francesca,
" that it

required a chestnut-tree to force this conviction upon you ?

Why, the process lias been going on under your very eyes.
Muriel has been growing up for nearly seventeen years, and
Nina's only a lap or so behind her, and Alice is -coming
along nicely, thank you, and even Frederick is doing his bit."

" And the worst of it is," 1 said, "that one can't stop it."

"Why should you," she said, "even if you could?

They 're always very nice as they are."

"Oh, yes," I said, "they're well enough. But it makes
one think of one's own blessed age, you know, and that's

not so agreeable. When I reflect
"
Yes, when you reflect upon all the years you 've wasted I

daresay you get the creeps. But why should you reflect upon
them ? Leave them alone and reflect upon something else."

" I shall have to have that chestnut-tree cut down."
" No," she said,

"
let

it remind you rather

that as you advance in

years you won't trip

up over chestnuts on
the staircase."

K. C. L.

Artist. '

Rustic.

OF COURSE I BHALL
' SERVE UN BIGHT.

PAINT IN THE COW AS WELL.
SHE KICKED Ol ONCE."

acquired my conviction by happening to look at the ground
under that chestnut-tree. It is littered with chestnuts,
and most of them have been lying there for some days.
Do you follow me? "

"
Proceed," she said;

"
your tale interests me strangely."

" A few years ago perhaps even last year things would
have been very different : not a chestnut would have been
left on the ground."
"The natural history of the British horse-chestnut .

in

three volumes, copiously illustrated in colour ;
with notes

and appendices. This massive work
"
Francesca," I said,

"
you shall attend to me."

" Go on, dear ; I 'm simply a quivering mass of attention.

Now tell me why, a few years ago, not a chestnut would
have been left on the ground."

"
Oh, can't you understand ? A few years ago they would

.all have bean .piakod up, because don't you see ? there

were young children about the place, and young children

revel in chestnuts and collect them in baskets and take them
into the house, and forget them

" And the chestnuts roll all over the place
"

" And trip everybody up on the stairs
" And nobody knows what becomes of them eventually."
" But nobody minds, because it 's only the children. Now

do you see, Francesca? It's only whan there are young
children about a place that chestnuts get collected. When

THE LIGHTING ACT.

IT was the worst-

lightecl tram I 've ever

been in, or at least it

seemed so as I squirmed
my way inside, out of

the rain. It was packed,
and I had to stand. The
unreasonable people
round me pushed and
tumbled my new hat

in its paper hag, even

though I held it care-
'

fully somewhere in the

region- of my chest. I rather regretted The patriotism that

had.led me to bring it home myself, and had prevented rue

also from taking a taxi.

"Pass along the 'car, please," I heard the conductor-lady

say pleadingly, but, with the usual inobedience of grown-up
people, nobody moved. Then it seemed as if she gave them
a push, for there was a general shuffling of feet and a man
in front of me lurched forward and only saved himself from

disaster by clinging on to a strap just above my head. He
looked disagreeable. I was far too busy taking care of my
hat to strap-hang myself.

".Fares, please," shouted the conductor, wriggling her

way up. the car.

She reached me, and I was just getting out my purse

slowly, because of the hat, when the tram gave a lurch. I

fell sideways, but my hand went up and I caught the dis-

agreeable man's strap. For a moment the conductor was

wedged in between us, and then we righted ourselves.
"
Oranges and lemons !

"
she said cheerily as she crept out.

I laughed. The disagreeable man laughed.
And when I looked round the tram a little while after it

struck me that it wasn't so badly lighted after all.

I Mr. ,
who has been taken ill suddenly with an attack of flea-

bitis, is improving and hopes to resume duties shortly."

As soon, we suppose, as IIP lyu-. """"'it the intruder.
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Policeman. "Yon CAN'T oo TIIBOCGIC, MA'AM."

Lady. "BUT I CAN'T BEE FROM HERE, I'M VERY SHORT-RIGHTED AND I'VE COMB TWENTY MILES ox PURPOSE, AND I 'ix
PROMISE NOT TO TAKE ANY SOUVENIRS, AND I 'LL GIVE TEN SHILLINGS FOB THE POLICE SPORTS OB ANY OTHER CHARITY YOU
LIKE TO -"

Policeman. "You CAN'T GO THROUGH, MA'AM."

Lady. "On, VERY WELL, THEN. WHY AREN'T YOU IN KHAKI?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MRS. HUMPHRY WARD has worked the minor miracle of

restoring to me, in my hoar and post-military antiquity,
that almost apologetic sensation of cal'ow youth from
which I had believed myself for ever divorced. She has
done this by writing, in Lady Connie (SMITH, ELDER), a

story all about the Oxford that was " before my time
"

; to

be precise, in the late seventies, a period known to my
generation only from photographic groups, already mori-

bund, on the walls of club rooms or J.C.K.'s. But here it

is all living again, as fresh and brilliant as a sympathetic
and knowledgable p?n and an engaging story can make
it. Briefly, this story tells of a girl, Lady Connie, the

orphaned child of noble and wealthy parents, who comes
to spend a year with some not too rich or attractive

relations, a struggling Reader and his family, in a small

house in Oxford; and how she sets the whole placa by
its academic ears. The tale is certainly the best that

Mix. \V.\nn has yet given us in what we might call

her new popular manner. And, for those who know,
it provides an added joy in the recognition of some

quite unmistakable Varsity portraits. Above all, Mrs.
\\ Ann has succseded in tho difficult task of putting the
real atmosphere of Oxford into her pages. For this we
must, I suppose, forgive her some obvious slips, as where

the " Prince and Princess," so described in the prelim-
inaries to a great ball, become "

King and Queen
"

in the

.Royal quadrille ; or where we are told of a young lady
reading the society paragraphs in The Sketch thirty-odd

years ago.

I am tired of standing cap in hand before Mr. WELLS,
and assuring him that each novel as it comes from his

hands is better than the last. The merest worm of a critic

wants to turn and put up a case against him to " save face."

But honestly I can't do it. I am bound to testify that of

some three-score War-books I have read Mr. Drilling Sees

it Through (CASSELL) comes nearest to being a big book.

Certainly no work of War fiction can compare with it. Mr.

Drilling is a writer, thinker, visionary and internationalist ;

author of And Now War Ends ; a man of forty-five ; one
to whom war is only the most palpable insanity in a mad
world. And when the bomb which seemed to well-meaning
folk impossible actually explodes under him it heaves
him up, with many others of his school, on to a different

platform in another world. He retains his faith in a sane

future, but turns to deal with the mad present; and finds

that he is helpless. His thoughts whirl wildly round him.'

There is a premium on men of action, even stupid men.
And then he is struck through his son and his friends, as

so many cf us cheerfully assume we shall not be struck.

I find the later-developed method of the author exceedingly
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attractive that forthright dashing-in of his characters and

episodes, his going straight to the heart of the matter and
never boring you with details winch imagination, craftily

stimulated, can supply. The "
preparation

"
of his tragedy

is admirable "
Hatchings Easy

"
with its charming, irre-

sponsible, comfortable household, including young Heinrich,
the tutor, and that excellent dazed visitor from Boston,
Mr. Direck. It is Mr. WELLS' s triumph that his perpetual

apologia, his thinking aloud with such obvious personal

so gloriously getting back our own, that the presumption is

all in favour of Mrs. SIDGWIOK
;
even where the incredible in

the way of ill-temper, malice, grotesque manners, lack of

chivalry and lack of humour is indicated by her ruthless

pen. War breaks out during the second year of Brenda's

marriage, and the author uses competently and fairly the

incidents we all know of but even now can scarce believe. To
anyone who is in danger of good-natured or apathetic for-

getfulness this book may be commended as a tonic reminder.

reference, is not resented as an impertinence but valued as
|

If the salt of the earth lose its savour wherewith shall it

a privilege. And in certain passages of tenderness and

grief and imaginative forecast he reaches a level of nobility
which makes his book stand worthy of its sublime theme.

I think I have never met with a volume of recollections

so little subjective as Memories (CHAPMAN AND HALL).
Indeed Mr. EDWARD CLODD might
well have taken a hint from

popular Journalism and called it

W.A.F. Wholly About Friends.

Save for a short and modestly
worded chapter of autobiography,
the entire volume is divided up
between the interesting men and
women whom the author has

known, ; either at bis home at

Aldeburgh (which figures as the

background of many incidents) or

in London during the years since

he first mounted an office stool in

the spring of 1855. But natur-
;

ally many of the recollections

and letters these latter especially
j

I permit one a reflected glimpse !

! of Mr. CLODD himself, very plea-
j

sant to see, as one who appears to
j

have been endowed with a natural '

genius for friendship.
" If they

have cared for me half as much
as I have cared for them I have'
not been badly loved." Actually

j

it was YORK POWELL who said i

these words, but they might serve
;

as a text for this book of many ;

friendships. I have small space !

for quotation ; but elsewhere it is
'

interesting to find this same YORK '

POWELL writing in '95,
" So much

German work is sham and insincere whenever one tests it,

and they brag so over their work "
a fairly concise state-

ment of a truth since universally accepted. In my capacity
of guide I might suggest that, if you lack time for the whole

volume, you should certainly not miss its two most inter-

esting chapters, those about MEREDITH and GISSING. The
former especially is a biography and appreciation in little.

Of course the value of Salt and Savour (METHUEu)
depends on how real Mrs.. ALFRED SIDGWICK'S opportunities
have been of studying the Teuton in his native lair. I must

say that the picture very far from pleasant seems to fit

the original, though no doubt one has to make some allow-

ance for war-prejudice. But the behaviour of Captain
Erdmann, who married Brenda, an Englishwoman of Ger-
man extraction (an unhappy class these bitter days), and of

Professor Zorn the disgruntled Anglophobe, offers, even in

their pre-war life, such a wonderful forecast of the arro-

gance, the fatuous boastfulness, and the hysteria that we
have seen in the official conduct and utterances of Germany
during this War, and particularly in these days when we are

be salted ? that is the idea. Shells and tanks may do

something.

The World for Sale (HEINEMANN) doesn't in the least

mean what you guess. I feel sure you thought, as I did,

that Sir GILBERT PARKER was going to give us his version

of the way to run things after the

great show is over. But his is

a mere tale of love and adven-
ture (and a very good tale too) into

which no war or thought of war
enters. Except indeed that sort

of war which is always going on
when masterful men of the breed

of Ingoldby, railway builder, pro-

gressionist and (on the way to

being) "inspired millionaire," come
across jealousy, reaction and for

seasoning of this story black-

guardly enmity both in business

and in love. The scene is set in

French Canada ; the heroine, Fleda,
is daughter of the Ronia'ny king ;

and very interestingly, though I

can't say how accurately, the law
and lore of that strange nomad
race are laced into the story, in

which the conflict between the

claims of Romany and Gorgio for

the soul of Flnla is a. main feature

of the plot. But 1 wonder why the

author should make his hero think

he was <lown and out because of.

his sudden loss of sight. His was

just the kind of organising work, I

should have thought, which could

still have been carried on and well

carried on by anyone with such

courage as Ingoldby had. Sir GILBERT must have heard of

Mr. PULITZER.

There was a BERNARD CAPES to whom I have owed
some pleasant half-hours in the past. He is apparently
deceased. At least I am impelled to that conclusion when
I find a man of the same name declining upon such inade-

quate variations on the hoary theme of the bored and

middle-aged guardian and the aggressively beautiful and

rapid ward as are offered in If Ai]f, Could (DUCKWORTH).
Even the introduction of a wonderful elixir of life (with an

unearthly smell) found in a bottle behind a stained-glass
window concealed in a wardrobe, and the dragging in of a

Zeppelin bomb which wiped out both ward and guardian
in the house of the secondary heroine, who was saved to

live happily ever after with the peer-chauffeur, left me cold.

Perhaps there was some extreme subtlety of conception
which I missed, but I doubt it. The whole thing, not

redeemed even by the practised craftsmanship which this

new Mr. CAPES still commands, strikes me as but another

of the minor tragedies of the War.

WHENEVER THE TELEPHONE RINGS NOW, COUNT
HAVE
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Special Constable, "WHAT AUK YOU LOITERING ABOUT
BUILDINGS FOR? I DON'T LIKE THE LOOK OF YOU.

YOU HAVE A FACE LIKE A GERMAN."

John Smith. "OH, THAT'S MY WORKING-FACE, SIR. I

FORGOT TO CHANGE IT. I 'VE BEEN DOIKO A HUN IN
THE CINEMA."

CHARIVARIA.
AN alarming incident occurred at the

/i H> recently, when the keeper of the

reptile house fell into the crocodiles'

tank. Being armed only with a stick

lie escaped with difficulty, the lacry-

matory homb which he keeps for such

emergencies having on this occasion
been mislaid. * *

*

It is officially stated that "there is

now no missing link in the anatomy of

the super-Zeppelin captured in Essex."
This is the first reference that we have
heard to the crew's mascot.

* *

The rumour recently current in

Athens that the U.S. Navy was on its

way to "
protect

"
TINO and his fellow-

conspirators undoubtedly had its ori-

gin in the opinion, quite freely vented in

Washington diplomatic circles, that the
continued presence of United States

warships on the Atlantic coast was
undesirable as likely to provoke attack.

The K.MSKII, a German paper tells

us. has already arranged his Christinas

gifts, which will include a theological
book and an "

inscription
"
for the POPE.

The theological book will of course ex-

pound the beauties of "our good Luth-
eran Church," while the inscription
will be in the nature of a dissertation

on the advantage to Mahommedanism
of a Holy War. . ...

'*
'

" Take quinine three times a day or

go into the Army," was the advice

recently given by the Hackney coroner
to a witness who complained of being
frightened by Zepps. Patriotism com-

pels us to point out that the sensations

incurred in joining the Army are not

necessarily such as the bitter alterna-

tive proposed by the coroner would
seem to suggest. ... ^"

*

In the teeth of Mr. REDMOND'S

uncompromising views on the question
of conscription for Ireland the Army
Council now announces its intention of

taking possession of all hides in the

United Kingdom.
* .*

Ramsgate is now imposing three-

pound fines for lighting offences, and it

is confidently anticipated that the re-

duced tariff will attract visitors from
all parts of the country.

A paragraph in The Westminster
Gazette states that the Royal domain
at Tatoi "

is strongly fortified with

breast-words." It looks as if TINO had
been having a heart-to-heart talk with

the French marines.

\Review speaks of " ' Form fours,' 'form

threes,' 'right turn,' 'quick march,' and
the rest of that alluring exercise which

advancing middle age at home loves to

play at and imagine itself half-militant."

; It is, of course, in forming threes that

[the half-militant are most clearly dis-

tinguished from the whole soldier.
--', *

" Once I was a circus clown, but

now I am on an evening newspaper,"
said an Islington applicant for ex-

emption. We do not care for these

appeals ad misericnrdiam.

*

i According to The Singajwre Free

Press, "at Marcelhutin we are not more
than 3 A kilometres from the national

road from Bethune to Peronne." And
with Hilairebelloc in our possession we

ought to be well on the way to Berlin.
* *

Beneath a portrait in The Daily
Min-fir we read :

"
Lady (in hat)

wants socks." Few people appreciate
'the growing distress among our aris-

tocracy.

" The chin-strap veil or chin-muff is one of

the latest developments in autumn millinery.
A veil of this description is worn by Mis<

Madge Tossing in the first Act of
' Tho (lirl

from Ciro's,' the fur band being a chinchilla."

Evening Vaper.

I Would not chin-warmer be nearer the

Mr. G. A. B. DKWAR in The Satitrilti// mark ?

VOL. CI T
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THE GREAT BULGAR MYSTERY.
WHERE is our FERDIE all this while ?

Nobody seems to know
;

Nobody 's seen his foxy smilo

Anywhere near the Show ;

Signs of his eagle nose appear
Neither in MACKENSEN'S hindmost rear,

Nor where the forts of Monastir
Wait for the knock-out blow.

Most of his friends have viewed the fray
Perched upon distant heights;

WILLIAM, for one, in his fearless way,
Figures at lots of fights ;

Even FRANZ, who is oh, so old,

Taking his chance of catching cold,

Friskily starts for the Front, I 'm told,

Eager to see the sights.

TINO would plant his tent with joy
Under Larissa's skies,

Saying
" Ta-ta !

"
to his dear Tatoi,

Winking his neutral eyes ;

Thither his traps he 'd gladly shunt,

Staking his all on the German stunt,

Only he hasn't got a front,

Thanks to the rude Allies.

Where does our FERDIE hide his beak
When he should up and act,

Spending at least one day per week

Watching his Bulgars whacked?
Rumours have run, and likely too,

How in Vienna he lies perdu,

Snug in his hole till the War is through,

Keeping his head intact. 0. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The German CROWN PRINCE and the CROWN PRINCE of

Bavaria.)

William. RUPPRECHT, old chap, you 're not looking your
best. What 's the matter with you ?

Bupprecht. Oh, I "m all right. Only a little worried

about this eternal battle.

W. Eternal battle ? Why, you ought to rejoice in it.

Let the enemy beat with all his force against the steel

rampart of our German bodies till he realises that all his

efforts are in vain. That 's the principle I went on in the

Verdun fighting, and it 's quite infallible.

R. But you didn't make much of it, you know. You
haven't taken Verdun, have you?
W. N-o-o, not exactly.
B. And you lost several hundred thousand men, didn't

you?
W. Y-e-s. But what does that matter? We 've got them

to lose. That 's what they 're there for, isn't it ?

B. Oh, yes, that 's right enough if only you win. Then

you get the laurel wreath, and your old man comes alon

and makes one of his patent speeches. But if you don't

win it 's the devil. Everybody blames you, and it 's not

a bit of good saying you did your best, for nobody be-

lieves you.
W. Well, they 've got to believe me or I '11 know the

reason why. Otherwise what 's the use of being a Crown
Prince ?

B. To tell you the truth there 's not much use in it

that 's the conclusion I 've come to. We were all very

contemptuous of the English at the beginning of the War,
but now .

W. Yes, I know, curse them !

B. Now their guns are as big as ours, and they 've got

plenty of stuff for them, and they 've got masses and masses
of men, and they can fight like the devil, and they will keep
coming on

; and the French, whom we thought degenerate,
are every bit as bad as the English. I 'm simply fed up
with having them on the top of rne every day and every
minute of it.

W. My poor dear R0PPBECHT, you have got it badly.
11. Yes, and I 'm almost forced to think that we should

have done better if we hadn't had this infernal war.

W. RUPPHECHT, I 'm astonished at you. How can you
bring yourself to say such deplorable things ? Look at me.
I don't feel like that. It's true we're not winning many
victories, but I 'm having the time of my life. When all 's

said and done, war is the only proper amusement for

Princes.

B. That's precisely what I'm beginning to doubt.

W. My poor friend, you want a pick-me-up.
B. Pick-me-ups are' no good. I 've tried them.
W. Well then, do what I did : give an interview to an

American journalist. There are plenty about, and you can

always get a tame one. I did. And I pulled a long face

and looked as pious as I could, and told him how deeply I

felt the miseries of this War, and how I longed day and night
for peace, and how terrible it was to realise the sadness of

the struggle and the dreadful nature of our engines of

destruction, and so forth and so forth. The old gentle-
man beamed at me through his spectacles and swallowed
it all yards and yards of it. It was enough to make
a cat laugh. I tell you, RUPPRECHT, I'm the champion
impersonator of the angel of peace. Can't you see my
wings?
B. I daresay it was a good joke, but I don't feel inclined

for it somehow.
W. I 'm afraid yours is a difficult case.

B. What a helpful fellow you are. But you're out of the

turmoil just at present, so you have time for jokes. I

haven't.

More "Tank" Secrets Out.
" The fact is the Tank, coughing bullets burst in the barricaded

door, scattering handbags. French papers are enthusiastic about the

Tanks which they state are filled with rams." Hyderabad Bulletin.

" A GENUINE Scotsman will lend you any sura, from 2 to 2,000,
married or single, without security."Glasgow Evening Times.

Frankly, married or single, we don't believe it.

"
Captain Albert Ball arrived home on leave on Thursday even-

ing, having in the last four months brought down 30 enemy
machines, an average of nearly 4 a week. It was a French journal
that first announced his fame." Weekly Dispatch.

But it was an English one, we are proud to say, that

added the arithmetical embellishment.

From a book of recipes :

" To MAKE STOCKISTS WEAB AND KEEP THEIR COLOUR.
Before wearing stand for 10 minutes in boiling water coloured

with washing blue."

Personally, we shall let our stockings take their chance.

"FIFTY-NINE MORE SPECIAL CONSTABLES.
ALL SWEAR AT SPALDING THIS MORNING.

A PHOTE3T AGAINST THE STATION LIGHTS."

Spalding Guardian.

No doubt the provocation was considerable, but they

ought to have set a better example.
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A LIMITED MONARCH.
TINO. "I WISH THEY'D LET ME GET ABOUT LIKE THAT!"

[The Emperor FRANZ JOSEF is reported to be about to visit the Front.]
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THE ORGANISER OF VICTORY.

George Fokus, who knows everybody,
indicated a luncher at a neighbouring
table. "That's an interesting man,"
he said.

"Which one?" 1 asked, in the un-

certainty that always follows such

remarks " the one with the spectacles
or the one with the buttonhole?

"

" The one with the buttonhole,'' he

explained. "His is one of the oddest

professions in London. He makes
revues succeed."

" I thought that was automatic," I

replied.
"Far from it," said Fokus. "Most

of them would fail but for that little

man's attentions. But I '11 ask him to

join us over our coffee and you shall

hear. He 's a great card."

In due course Fokus fetched

over to our table and we
settled down to talk.

" I hear you 're a great

revue-producer," I said by
way of opening.

" Oh, no," he replied,
"
nothing of the kind. J

don't produce; I reduce.

I never see a revue till the

last rehearsal or so, and
then my work begins."

" Would you mind tell-

ing me?
"

I asked.

"Certainly. You see,

even now, after all these

years of frenzie'd compe-
tition and triumphant in-

anity, there are still re-

vue authors who try after

ideas, who think that a

revue should review something, should

show a sense of what is going on in

the world. Possibly they
once went

to a French cabaret ; possibly they are

merely dense. Anyway there it is,

and when I arrive at one of the last

rehearsals I often find signs of such

aberration still in the dialogue. Part

of my work is to cut it out."
" But why," I asked,

" does not the

manager do that ?
"

"
Manager?

"
he replied with- a stare

of surprise.
" What does a manager

ever know about his pieces ? Why, he

never even knows how long they will

play. Anyway, my first duty is to cut

out whatever bears upon actuality."
"But surely," I remarked,

" I have
heard politics mentioned or, at any
rate, politicians."

" Tell me," he said.
"
Well," I replied,

" I can swear I 've

heard references to WINSTON."
He nodded.

." And LLOYD GEORGE."
He nodded again.
" And. the funny man always iys

PBEMIEB."
1

Yes, that 's so.
' But that 's as much

Wait and see' sooner or later, and when an expert's advice is valuable,

thinks he is being humorous about the You 'd be surprised," he went on,
"
by

the minutiae of the business. For in-

You 're right," he stance, one of my tasks is to re-arrange
said.

mit. No one else in political life must always sung by aliens, usually Ameri-
ever be placed before revue audiences cans. For some reason or other the

if they are to be pleased and satisfied.
'

public doesn't resent this even likes

it
;
but I assure you that again and

again I find a manager forgetting it.

comes to public life generally all 1 allow But by the first performance I have
is one mention of The Duily Mitil and

,

that all right too."

one of John Bull. The mere words get
'

"
Well," I said,

" I don't understand,
the desired laugh. I am now relaxing I after what you have told me, how any
just enough to let SMITH-DORKIHN be revue can fail."

named and, since lie has been doing "Because," he replied, "there are

his best to get a little more decency |

still one or two managers who neglect
into some of these shows, naturally a to call me in."

howl of delight greets the reference to
j

-

Any other references I cut out. That
is one of my chief functions. When it

him."
" How is he brought in ?

"
I asked.

"Oh, there's no need to do mon

5ft

Tlte Looker-on. "THERE'S NO DOIN' NOTHIN' WITH OLD JOSH SPROG-
GINS SINCE HE CALLED THEM TWO OLD BARGES OF HIS 'THE RUDSEA
SHIPPING COMPANY, LIMITED,' AND SOLD 'EM TO THE GOV'MENT FOB
SEVEN THOUSAND QUID."

than let one performer call another
' Snn'th-Dorrien.' That does it."

" And what else do you do ?
"

I asked.
"
Well, I see to it genei\illy that the

revues resemble each other ; that they t

_ li __ .1 __ mi__jl

WAR THE LEVELLER.
Mrs. Paget was haughty. She frankly

despised me, a poor scrib-

bler, a cooker-up of uncon-
udered trifles forthe Press.

Cecilia, too, she looked
down upon and never wel-

comed her visits with en-

thusiasm. Before the War
my wife and I kow-towed
to Mrs. Paget. But many
things have been changed
by the War, Mrs. Paget
among them. Most of us
are more approachable,
more human to-day.
Our boy at the Front

writes often to us, and Mrs.

Pagei's to her. The two
lads are in the same com-

pany. Mrs. Paget's man-
ner towards us now is

kindly rather than condescending, and
this in spite of the fact that her son is

an oflicer and ours a private.

Imagine a staff-officer lighting his

cigarette from a tramp's ; imagine a self-

have no novelty and no courage. That
,

made merchant being affable to a poet ;

is why they all seem, to the visitor imagine any condescension you please,

making a tour of the halls, to have been and you will picture my astonishment
cut from the same piece of material, on seeing Mrs. Paget publicly and in

The public hate surprises. They like broad daylight embracing my wife and
to see to-day and hear to-day what they
heard and saw yesterday ;

and it is a

;reat part of my duty to be continually

the two mingling their tears of joy

together.
It was just after the Great Push, and

reminding managers of this fact. Even^ each had received her letter. Each had
the old ones forget now and then, while

,
hurried to meet the postman, and each

quite often young ones are found bab-

bling of enterprise and innovations. But

they are soon cured
;

before the first

night I get them into shape. The old

ones give in at once. They go home quite

had pretended she hadn't. And now
all barriers between them were down.
Her boy spoke in glowing terms of

our boy no better private in the best

of regiments ! Our boy said that with

happily, leaving me with a free hand." officers like his one would go to the

"I wonder they're not jealous of world's end.

each other," I said. Mrs. Paget is no longer haughty
"Oh, no, they 're too sensible for she is only proud. And we are proud

that. They may not have the sense even of her son and proud of her; for she is

to watch the clock while the dress- the best cook we have ever had or are

rehearsal is going on, but they know , likely to have.
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SOLACE.
Little Sinks (who prides himself on hit tact to injured and un insured IwuseItolder, victim of a recent Zeppelin raid). "Iris COMFORTING

TO THINK, SIR, IS IT NOT, THAT THEY'VE NEVER YET SUCCEEDED IS STRIKING THE BAME SPOT TWICE?' 1

THE WATCH DOGS.
L.

MY DEAR CHARLES, We ask nowa-
;

days less " When will the War end '?

"

than " When will leave begin ?
"

There
are quite a lot of people who, being
to all intents and purposes back at

school, feel it 's high time the holidays
were coming round again. George, for

example, whose term is now running
into seven months, expresses himself

thus :

" 1 can no longer conceal from

myself that I hate everyone and every-

thing. At the mess the conversation is

dull in the extreme, unless I happen to

be making it myself, and then I find few
to listen and none to appreciate. For
all their sterling worth, men are un-

bearable creatures. I would never have
believed one's fellows could have de-

veloped such a variety of tiresomenesses
'

or have proved so childishly intolerant

of one's harmless little foibles.
" We have been friends, you and I,

Henry, for many years now and have
been through much together. In con-

fidence then lot me tell you that, of

all the many men round me whom 1

I would like to murder, the first and
foremost at this moment is undoubtedly
yourself. As I look at you I realise

how utterly repugnant you are. You
are so wrapped up in yourself, so little

interested in me. I don't know-which
I dislike the more your incessant
chatter or your pig-headed silence. On
the whole, the worst tiling about you
is your cursed sameness from day to

day . . .

" It is only when I am with you I

feel like this. Thinking the matter
over alone at night, I see that the
most loathsome and unsatisfactory per-
son in this War, on our side or theirs,
is undoubtedly myself . . .

" Each of us wants a fortnight at

home to be with his wife, his Jiuncie,
his mother, his sister, or some other

good woman who will listen and ap-

preciate and understand (but mostly
listen) and never fail to make exactly
the right remark at exactly the right
moment ; who, casting the air of per-
fection over everything, will assure her
man that he is the most perfect of all,

and will argue hotly with him when
he seeks to deny it.

"My London programme is fixed:

I

first a Turkish bath and then a nice

j

fried sole. I shall read the whole menu
,

from top to bottom and probably I shall
1 read it more than once. This is the

good literature I pine for. But the

tiling is preordained a sole, fried, nice,

officer's, one. And when I 've eaten
that and thought it well over I shall

take immediate steps to get in touch
with my family."

Talking of which, last time I came
on leave I crossed with a strange old

thing in a peculiar uniform of his own.
He had been with the French in the

I Vosges eleven long months, doing what,

I

1 don't know something naughty, no
doubt. We sat down to breakfast in

the saloon together. He ordered his

meal and ate it in silence. Then he

\

unburdened himself. " For nearly a

year I 've been looking forward to a
'

dish of fried eggs and bacon. And

j

now I 've had it I realize how nasty it

can be."

It 's a gruesome thing, is War, and

you '11 be asking me if at times we
haven't, I won't say deserters, but

absentees ? I '11 not lie to you, Charles,
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but frankly confess that I have at

last come across an authentic case

among our own people. He was a

Colonial, too, and a horseman, the last

man you would have expected to com-
mit such a disgraceful act. Sure enough,
however, when his regiment came to

count itself over, on leaving the front

for the back, he was missing. What
made it all the worse was that, although

they had come up to fight, they hadn't,
as things turned but, had their oppor-

tunity of doing it. Nevertheless the

man wasn't there and, therefore, had
run away. The search was started

and trace of the absentee was found at

last. Being of an original turn of

mind, he had run East instead of West ;

he had changed his distinguishing
marks and had tacked himself on to the

Infantry Regiment. The first this

regiment had seen of him was when
he turned up to fight with them in the

trenches
;
but they, too, when they

came out of the line to rest, were
unable to produce him. He had, in

fact, deserted a second time, seizing
the opportunity of a relief to go over

to the relieving battalion. In the

trenches they found him at last, utterly
oblivious to the gravity of his mis-

conduct and thoroughly enjoying the
battle . . .

There was once, not so very long
ago, an adjutant, a most virtuous and
industrious adjutant, who left nothing
undone which he ought to do, did

nothing which he ought not to do, and
in whom there was much health. All

the vexatious matters which may arise

from below or, more especially, descend
from on high to plague the life of his

kind failed to upset him or to cause
him to step aside from the straight
and narrow path. Moreover, he was
himself a model of that strict discipline
which he preached to others. Tiresome

telegrams and malicious metnos he en-

dured without end, but at last came the
straw which broke the camel's back. -

For the good of his regiment and for

the speedier defeat of the Bosch he in-

dented for I don't know what battle

material, and he addressed his indent
to Ordnance. Slowly but surely his in-

dent climbed the ladder of departments,
until it arrived upon the table of some
Assistant Director of Ordnance Supplies
at a base. Whether it was that the

digestion of this A.D.O.S. was at fault

or that the indent, lying at the bottom
of his IN box had caught his eye many
times and, notwithstanding its mute

reproach, had been neglected so long
that at last it became hateful to him,
this A.D.O.S. was very angry with it

when at last he came to handle it.

Being angry, he supposed himself

aggrieved, wrote across it,
" Why is

this indent submitted to this office?"

and threw it into his OUT box. Thus it

made the return journey, every lower

department repeating the query,"Please

say why this indent is submitted?
"

It reached the Adjutant, in a frail

dug-out, under fire, at a wet, cold and

unpromising hour. He had waited
a patient fortnight for the goods, and
all he got was the question,

" Why was
this indent submitted?" So ho took
his indelible pencil and very slowly and

very clearly he wrote the answer :

"
Owing to the great European War

now raging."
Another deserving case for a little

leave, you think? Perhaps you will

go so far, if you can screw up any
sympathy for an A.D.O.S. at a base,
as to see two deserving cases ? And if

they got it, and met and recognised
each other in London, do you suppose
the feathers would fly? Not a bit of

it. You 'd find them tumbling over

each other to pay for each other's sole.

Yours ever, HENRY.

THE ZEPPELIN EXCUSE.
[Three dairymen who were summoned for

selling milk below the legal standard pleaded
that since the Zeppelin raids the cows had
become very nervous and did not yield the
usual quality of milk.]

IF you are sued on quarter-day
And lack the wherewithal to pay,
Just smile upon the judge and say,
"Last week the Zeppelins came our

way,
Since when the hen declines to lay ;

The rabbit, once so blithe and gay,
Turns from his matutinal hay ;

The horse that used to draw the dray
I rather think is going fey ;

While Anne, the cow, a dappled bay,
Eoams like a wraith upon the brae,

Dancing the two-step and Strathspey;
But as for what the French call

'
lait

'

The creature ceases to betray
The habit dear to bovine clay

(Including goats and such as they)
Of giving nourishment away.
The cauliflowers that used to sway
Beneath the breeze in blithe array
(I bought the seed in early May
From Smithers of St. Mary Cray)
Show every symptom of decay ;

And, though with nitrates and a spray
I down the nascent grub and slay
Innumerous slugs both black and gray
That through my early rhubarb stray,

They have, to my extreme dismay,
Bather the better of the fray.

Briefly, the rent has gone
'

agley
'

!

It serves no purpose to bewray
The situation or inveigh
Or wear a face as sour as whey
When of misfortune you 're the prey.
And so I simply ask a stay
Of execution. Say not '

nay
'

I

"

THE SERVANT OF A SERVANT.
I MAY say at once that the unfor-

tunate situation that has arisen in my
aunt's household is not entirely owing
to the War. As long ago as 1911

(Meek went to her in 1910) the ground
was being prepared, the seed sown.
The atmosphere created by the War
has only ripened it more quickly. But
I speak in riddles

;
I will tell you the

whole story as simply as I can.

In 1910, as I say, Aunt Agatha
engaged the services of Millicent Meek
as maid. 1 suppose you would call it

"confidential maid," for there seems
to have been unlimited confidence.

Confidence in Meek, I mean, both on
the part of Aunt Agatha and also on
the part of Meek herself. For my
aunt soon found that Meek was an
invaluable servant. Meek had known
it from the first.

As time went on the confidence

steadily increased. Meek became more
and more valuable.

Then War broke out. You may
remember that it was in August 1914.

In November came the first bomb
or rather bombs. For in that month
work began at the new Munitions Fac-

tory just outside the town.
" A great many girls are leaving

their situations to go and work at

munitions," said Meek.
She said this very quietly Meek

was always very quiet. She did not
dance a war dance round the room ;

she was not that sort of person, you
understand. But her remark was some-,

thing of a challenge for all that. At

any rate, Aunt Agatha must have taken

it as such, for she had the morning-
room re-decorated and turned into a

sewing-room for Meek. The old sewing-
room had a North aspect and Meek
had a weak chest. Or so Aunt Agatha
told me.

Things went on all right for a while,
until that unfortunate article in Home
Twitter about women on the land.

The idea of Meek on the land was
too silly, of course. She would have
been off the land in half an hour. But
the day after she had read the article

she said very quietly to Aunt Agatha,
" A great many girls are leaving their

situations to go and work on the

farms."

Aunt Agatha bought a gramophone
for the sewing-room and a more com-
fortable chair. She also ordered The

Daily Scale for the sewing-room. As
she had never had any paper except The

Morning Host herself you can see how
far things had gone.
Then came the fruit-picking season.

Aunt Agatha will never forgive Aunt
Janet for talking about woman fruit-
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Officer. "WHAT'S THAT is THE DITCH?"

Tommy.
" PRIVATE 'IOOINBOTTOM, Sin."

Officer. "WHAT'S HE DOING THERE? WHY DON'T YOU HELP HIM OUT?"
Tommy. "WELL, SIR, WOULDN'T THAT BE A SOFT THING TO DO, SEEING AS 'ow I'VE JUBT PUT 'IM is?'

Eickers

while Meek was in the room,
jr that evening Meek said,

" A great

many girls are leaving their situations

to go fruit-picking."
Aunt Agatha might have retorted that

Mock was quite knocked up through
picking a few strawberries a sort of

pick-three-and-eat-two affair the year
before. But instead of that she bought
Meek a parrot she is fond of parrots.
I mean Meek is, of course ; Aunt Agatha
dislikes them intensely. And she gave
her a gramophone record which she had

J

resolutely refused her up till then. It

\v:is
"
Keep the Home Fires Burning."

Aunt Agatha's is a badly built house
and the walls are thin, and "

Keep the

Home Fires Burning," with parrot obbli-

gato, necessitates a temporary evacua-
tion of the drawing-room.
That is the position up to date.

Aunt Janet prophesies that one of

these days a great many girls will be

leaving their situations to go a post-
men, and that Meek will then have a

pony-trap and an ermine stole. But
then Aunt Janet is still smarting under
the rebuke she suffered for the fruit-

picking indiscretion.

TO A WOUNDED SOLDIER.

(From a Home Crock.)

OH ! empty is the sleeve, the khaki shade
Lit by the glinting line of golden braid.

Your cheerful courage puts us all to

shame ;

You merely
" did your bit.'.' Yet all

the same
I ask you as a comrade to believe,

Though you don't wear your heart upon
your sleeve,

That when I see the narrow golden line

There always is a heart upon it mine !

From Army Council Orders :

"
1 ssue of Powder Puffs to Royal Flying Corps

units. Approval is given for the issue of 2,000

powder puifs per wing per month to R.F.C.
units."

Applied to the feathers, we understand

that the powder puff is very soothing.
At the same time the allowance of 2,000

per wing seems excessive.

KNKMY INFLUENCE COMM1TTK! .."

Jlead iny in The Time*."

\Ye are sorry to hear this.

A Modest Claim.
" It will be seen, therefore, that we have i

not only made it possible for our n-gul.ir

Ministry to join the Forces, but we have cut
off the supply of our Ministry in tin- imme-
diate future in the interests of the Nati >n at

large." ilctlwdist Recorder.

"A Morning Post dispatch from Stockholm

says a sea-fight has taken place between the

Russian and (icrinan forces in the Gulf of

Bothnia, near the Aland Islands. On account
of the darkness and fog it was impossible from
the Swiss coast to see the fighting clearly."

laiiian I'ajter.

The Alps, too, may have rather ob-

structed the view.

'Although secfccy is maintain.'!) at Mr.

Morgan's office as to his plans, it is whis-

pered in financial circles that he is going to

float another British lion."

Montreal Daily Mail.

The German Navy thinks that one is

quite enough, thank you !

" LOST, on Oct. 2nd, in Cowley Road, large
black lady's xcil."

Mulillexcj- and Bucks Advertiser.

We sympathise with her distress.

Still, a large white lady would per-

haps have felt the loss even more.
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Captain (to juvenile sportsman wlw lias a sister in the smartest munition circles).
WITH US IN THEM BOOTS !

' '

GABN! You AIN'T GOIN' TO PLAY FOOTBALL

AT THE TOMB OF ELIZABETH.
THERE lies a queen in Westminster's cool shade,
A mighty queen who ruled us long ago,

Who by repute could call a spade a spade
In ways to set our modern hearts aglow ;

Who lived her life, supremely unafraid

Of anything on earth or down below,
And generally put the fear of death
In those whom she disliked ELIZABETH. -

She had her failings, be it not denied,
But she had royal virtues not a few ;

The knave who thought to get on her blind side

Might think and think again till all was blue ;

The foe that rose against her in his pride
Bit off a good deal more than he could chew ;

And more especially the current Bosch
,

-

Found that his little systems didn't wash.

For at that spacious time, as in our days,
His gentle race came spreading o'er the land

To try in peace his penetrating ways
And teach us culture his.peculiar brand;

And OBIANA 'twas whose prescient gaze
Saw that the time had come to take a hand.

She did not haver, showed no sign of doubt
As to her views, but turned the whole lot out.

And her own land rose up and called her great.
And now above her kingly dust she lies,

Sculptured in stone, in robe of regal state,

Grim-jawed and with a nose of eagle size.

And there to-day I turned to meditate,
To think how frank she could be and how wise,

And how emphatically she was one
Too many for the enterprising Hun.

But ah, how great a wonder came to light !

Vainly to-day one seeks that marble queen.
Men have erected, 'twixt her and the sight,
A monstrous pile of sandbags for a screen

Against the clumsy Teuton of the night
Who drops his bombs upon a world unseen,

And, could he reach her with a lucky toss,

Would earn, for old times' sake, his Iron Cross.

One hopes that she may own the good intent,

Confess the prudence and accept the zeal
;

It may be that the age-long compliment
Will in some fashion make its due appeal ;

Yet oh, great Mistress, 'neath thy sandbags pent,

Thinking of what thou wast, one can but feel

What wealth of phrase, what turnings of disgust
Are stirred in thine indomitable dust ! DuM-DuM.

Looking for Trouble.

AGITATOR wanted, about 3 ft. 6 in. diameter, 5 ft. deep."
Manchester Guardian.

Two headlines in one column :

"STOP OIL AND FAT FOR THE HUNS.
FIRM HOLD ON GREECE."

Daily Mail.

Another score for "The paper that gets things done."

This"At one depot alone no loss a sum than 2,193 was taken,

included a cheque for 1,000 from an anonymous donor."
Pall Mall Gazette.

We understand that bankers such is their quaint pedantry
sometimes object to cashing this kind of cheque.
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THE CONQUEROR OF THE SMALLER NATIONS.
KAISER. " HIMMEL ! I THOUGHT HE WAS GOING TO BE QUITE A LITTLE DOG! 1
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

YftUST
\

MR. REDMOXD INVITES TUB BRITISH LION TO PERFORM AN OLD TRICK.

Tuesday, October Ylth. Speculation
as to whether Mr. GINNELL could bring
himself to apologise to an alien House !

of Commons in order to secure his <

return to the office of Chief Inquisitor ;

at Westminster was set at rest to-day,
when the PBIME MINISTER read a letter

from the hon. Member regretting the

conduct that led to his suspension,
and moved that he should be rein-

stated. By way of signalising his re-

storation Mr. GINNELL handed in to

the astonished clerks at the Table no
fewer than thirty-nine questions the

fruits of his enforced leisure.

Unintentionally or otherwise other-

wise, I prefer to believe Mr. G. N.
BARNES did the Government and the

country very good service this after-

noon. He compressed into a short

speech most of the vague and irrespon-
sible complaints about food prices that

have been filling certain newspapers for

months past. Farmers were pouring
milk down the sewers ;

a meat-ring was

allowing bacon to rot rather than let

the price go down
;
millers and bakers

were making huge profits out of the

pickings of the poor man's loaf. He
welcomed the new Wheat Commis-
sion, but would like to see some con-

sumers on it as well as experts. (Mr.
BARNES is evidently under the impres-
sion that experts do not eat bread, but

live entirely on statistics).. .

If- his object was to put up an ex-

aggerated case that could be easily
knocked down he succeeded. Mr.
GEORGE LAMBERT took up the cudgels
for the farmers, and showed that the

shortage of food was largely due to

the recruiting of agricultural labourers,

pleasantly remarking, with a glance at

the Treasury Bench which he formerly

THE PENITENT'S OFFERING.
MR.

adorned, that it was much easier to

find a substitute for a Cabinet Minister
than for an experienced carter.

Mr. EUNCIMAN, in one of the best

and clearest speeches he has ever

made, then took up Mr. BARNES'S alle-

gations one by one, and showed that

j

there was little or nothing in them.
The chief causes of the rise in prices
were the increase of the working-class
demand, due to high wages, and the

shortage of supplies due to the de-

struction and commandeering of ships.
There had been no "

exploitation
"

or
"
profiteering,"' so far as he knew, and

it was the business of the Government
to secure supplies, not to copy Ger-

many's bread-cards. In his opinion, I

gathered, rationing was anything but

rational; and the House appeared to

agree with him.

Wednesday, October 18th. The Irish

Members of the present day are ex-

hibiting much less of the national

spirit than their predecessors of the

I'ARNELL era. I cannot imagine the

late Dr. TANNEB, for example, com-

plaining, as Mr. NUGENT did this

afternoon, that some of his interned

compatriots at Frongoch have to sleep
in a distillery. At least his grievance,
if any, would have been that it was a

disused distillery. He would have
liked one' in full working order, where
the prisoners could obtain comfort-
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ing refreshment "oft in the still

night."
1 am afraid that along with the.

taste for whisky the Nationalists hav
lost something more valuable the!
sense of humour. Otherwise the
would hardly have invited the Hous
of Commons to declare " that th

system of government at present main
tained in Ireland is inconsistent wit
the principles for which the Allies ar

fighting in Europe."
In its literal sense this is a platitude

The system of administration in Irelani

i*, and always has been, inconsisten
with any settled principles whatsoever
But to propose such a motion at the

present time is equivalent to affirming
that Ireland is being treated by Grea
Britain as Belgium and Poland anc
Serbia have been treated by Germany
Mr. REDMOND wisely made little or

no attempt to prove this absurd thesis
Most of his speech was devoted to i

catalogue of the blunders committee
by the War Office in its dealings with
Irish recruiting blunders which Mr
LLOYD GEORGE freely admitted anc

promised as far as possible to amend.
So far the Nationalist leader had the

House with him. But when, with the
embers of the rebellion which he had
failed to prevent still dangerously
smouldering, he went on to demand
that martial law should be withdrawn
and the interned rebels be let loose in
a Home -Ruled Ireland, he asked too
much even of that amiable and trust
ful beast, the British Lion.

Mr. DUKE is not exactly a sparkling
orator, but he said one thing which
needed saying, namely, that Irishmen
ought to work out a scheme of Home
Rule for themselves, and lay it be-
'ore Parliament, instead of expecting
Englishmen to do their work for them
and then complaining of the result.

In the division-lobby the Nationalists
received the assistance of some forty
or fifty British Members of the SIMON
and TBEVELYAN type, who supported
.he motion, I suspect, more out of
mtred for the Coalition than of love
or Ireland. But they were easily out-
voted by British Home Rulers alone,
i don't think that Mr. REDMOND will

congratulate himself on having done
i good day's work. The impression
eft by the debate was that the Nation-
alist Members had a good deal more
sympathy with the Sinn Feiners than
hey had with the innocent victims of
he rebellion. That may or may not
lelp to revive their own popularity in
.reland

; but it is hardly calculated to

lelp the Home Rule cause in Great
Britain or to fill the depleted ranks of
.he gallant Irish regiments with volun-

ary recruits.

"D'YE THINK THE FIGHTING fLL BE OVER THIS YEAH, MRS. BRACKET! ?"
" WELL, I DO, AN' 1 DON'T, AS THE SAYIN' is. MY OLE BILL'S A GLUTTON WHEN

E STARTS, AN E 'IX TAKE SOME STOPPIN 1 NOW 'E '8 GOT THE LAW ON 'IS SIDE
FOR ONST."

To-night, the Rhodes Estate Bill
ame up for second reading. Under
be will of the South African Colossus
fteen of the scholarships established
t Oxford University were reserved for
jerman students nominated by the
RAISER. The testator appears to have
nade this extension of his munificence

the childlike belief that it would
ender war between England and Ger-

many impossible.
Some trouble on the Continent of

urope having made it inconvenient
) fulfil this part of the trust, the
rustees sought power to vary it, and
ivert the money from Germany to the
Jritish Empire. Thisseamed reasonable

nough to everybody but Mr. JOSEPH
UNO, who sasv in it only a mean

[.attempt
to defraud the University that

he formerly adorned. Lord HUGH
CECIL, Oxford's Parliamentary burgess,
approved the Bill in principle, but

thought that power should be given to
the trustees to allocate the new scholar-

ships to foreign countries, such as our

present Allies. So it is possible that
in the near future most roods will lead
to Oxford, as in the Middle Ages.

According to Mr. ROOSEVELT, as

quoted by The Glasgow Evening News :

"... the danger of war is ever creeping
nearer because of the Pontius Pilot construc-
tion Mr. Wilson has put on the word neu-

trality."

We gather that the OX-PRESIDENT is in
favour of "

dropping the Pilot."
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,-r- -pup PLAY j

tails to be cut off. Behold, then, the (the brains his mother credited him
newest form of the religion of pessimism.

'

with and claimed herself were not ap-
1 HOME ON LE.-U i:." Bu t I haven't told you the full reason

;

parent), but I thought he lost belief in

Owen Fletcher, a handsome gunner-
1 why our Sub. came to such a depres-

j

his part at times towards the end. So
subaltern of uncertain age, home on i sing conclusion. As he was sitting on i did I. Mr. KNOBLOCK'S Constance was,
short leave, decides to blue his accu-

j
the sofa in his private suite with Cow- 1 1 think, a quite possible and interesting

mulations at Cox's on giving his mother
|

stance, and was bending over her hand
, type, the woman who is led by her

and sister and a Mrs. Liiscninbe a good
' and telling his innocent love, in walks

.
senses and feels half humbled and half

time at the Bitz (private suite, all very her husband unannounced (an advertise-
'

convinced that she is a very interesting

gorgeous and dull). Owen ought to ment of doubtful value to the " most i person. But Miss MARIE LOHK gave
have married Constance Lusconibe, hut

[ expensive hotel in London"!) and
j

no least suggestion of all this. Her
had been too slack. Constance returned

'

threatens to divorce Constance, with
j

Constance was just incredible, however
Owen's love, but got bored with wait-

j

Owen as co-respondent. The gunner's : charming. And it was her business

ing for him to come to the point (as if
, only thought is for the dear woman's

|

and her duty to her author to make it

sensible women didn't arrange these
t

happiness. She must marry Probyn,
'

credible. But then she wouldn't have

things themselves). Constance anyway who is sent for and plays the wife- ! been so "sympathetic" a heroine. And
was not the kind to let concealment arid-child card. And all ends cheerfully ]

we brutal English always adore that

and postponement feed on her damask with the prospect that by the time Owen kind. T.

cheek, and married Luscombe.
An unpleasant creature this, with
the cocaine habit. So she got

deep in an affair with a resilient

bounder, Herbert Probi/n,\\}io had
a habit of betraying innocent wives,

and, when asked to do the hand-

some thing and re- marry them,
would always plead a (purely

hypothetical) wife and childion.

He used, by the way, to do this

at night-clubs as a sort of hobby,
so that casual cocktail-consumers

j

were able to say, "There he is, at I

it again, playing the wife and
child card !

" And Oiven, who had L^
once overheard this and observed
the villain, couldn't think in the

First Act where he had seen his

face before. But of course it all

comes back to him in the Secditd

and Third.

To resume : Probyn, an im-

patient fellow where his desires ,
n _. DA.Ti.LM A VY Al .

are concerned, must needs come
and press his disreputable suit on
this very night of Oiceris dinner-

party at the Bitz. Constance

puts it to him that it was not

playing the game by Owen, still less , comes back on his next leave Luscombe ness without its solace, the stage being

by Oivcn's mother and sister. But will probably have drugged himself into thrown into titter darkness during the

Probyn was not the kind that sees his grave, and the re-united lovers will
j

alleged execution of his sublime feat.

And Constance ap- live happily ever after. Two blind mice ; Thirdly, our natural prejudices were

Constance. " How HAPPY COULD I BE WITH EITHER,
T'OTHER DEAR, CHARMER (NOT TO MENTION MY HUS-

Francis Luscombe .... Mr. HIGNETT.

Herbert Probyn Mr. JULIAN BOYCE.

Constance Luscombe . . . Miss MARIE LOHH.

Owen Fletcher .-. . . . Mr. Dr.xNiS EADIE.

" SAMSON AND DELILAH."

To those who had never seen

SAINT - SAENS' opera, but were
familiar with the record of Israel's

Champion Heavy-weight, it was
a bitter disappointment that the

shearing of his chevelure did not

take place in public. I hope I am
not doing Samson's dresser an

injustice when I say that the

hero appeared to be wearing two

wigs, of which the lower one
seemed to invite detachment. It

was a shock therefore to find that

the operation had taken place' in

the privacy of Delilah's chamber

(off) and that only the result was
indicated when the lady emerged
waving her trophy and singing
" Come on ! Philistines, 'tis

done !

"

Some of us, again, had built

high hopes upon the spectacle of

poor old "
Agonistes

"
bringing

down the house (the Aldwych as

well as Dagon's). But here too

we suffered disillusion, for we
were made to share his blind-

not consulted in the matter of Delilah's

this sort of thing.

parently was not the kind that sees at least !

that the kind that doesn't see is no Mr. KNOBLOCK has some happy lines relations with Samson. In the view of

good. Briefly, Constance is an ass, andwhat I hope I may without flippancy
'

SAINT-SAENS she was not just a mercen-

and couldn't even see that Probyn'' call good wheezes; but he indulged him- ary wanton, as we were led to believe,

wasn't making anything like real
love| self, and worried us, with some rather but was actuated by a patriotic and

(Mr. JULIAN BOYCE gave this impres- dreadful longueurs. He made a very religious hostility to her lover, and had

sion with considerable skill) even of
|

sweet thing of Mrs. Fletcher (and Miss sinister designs upon him from the start.

the temporary kind
;
and when she MARY JERROLD made it sweeter and However Miss EDNA THORNTON was

understands what a nice hoy "dear, tenderer and altogether charming). His much too busy at first with her allure-

old 0." is she wishes she wasn't in
t

Enid Fletcher, the sister who found ments to convey this fantastic motive.

love with Probyn. But there it is !' her fate in a ballooning sub-lieutenant of '-. The physique of Mr. FREDERICK
And Mr. KNOBLOCK'S philosophical ex- the B.N.V.B., was very skilfully used BLAMEY, who played Samson with a fine

planation of it all (through Owen, whose |

in the action, and the two characters middle chest (I assume it was his own),
leave has been completely spoiled) is found quite excellent interpreters in suggested quantity rather than quality,

that " Three Blind Mice
"

is the sum- Miss STELLA JESSE and Mr. PEECEVAL but until the fatal loss of his wig he

mary of LIFE, and the Farmer's Wife CLARK. Mr. DENNIS EADIE evidently was more than a match for the rather

with the knife always has the mice liked his gunner, who was a breezy,
!

poor lot of Philistines which the

running after her, just asking-for their humorous, entirely delightful person management had drawn from the
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Waitress (to Tommy home from the Somine).
" HAS YOUR PKIESD BEEN WOUNDED? "

Tommy. "On NO, Miss. HE CUT 'ISSELF SHAVING THIS MOUSING."

i

we know it at the Garden.
I understand that Sir

several weeks of Opera at the Aldwych
THOMAS if we prove in the first week that we

want them. From the size and

sympathetic behaviour of the
audience at the repetition of

Samson und Di'lilak on the third

night of his test -I judge hope-
fully that he will he encouraged
to proceed with his good work.

O. S.

ranks of the Ineligible. His facial ex- ! learned to expect from Grand Opera as BEECHAM has promised t<> give us
pivssion, which had been of the most
stolid, improved notably as soon as his

eyes had been extinguished. With
Miss THORNTON he gave a seduc-
tive rendering of the famous duet
outside Dcltlalis place in the Val-

ley of Sorek'; and they both sang
bravely against the tempestuous
fury of the orchestra during the

ensuing thunderstorm.
Mr. FBEDEKIC AUSTIN, who

played the High Priest of Gaza,
has a pleasant voice, but he per-
mitted himself to indulge in a

tremolo with such a range of

vibration that I could not always
tell within, two or three notes
what he was after. I preferred
the very 'profound and sonorous
basso of Mr. NOHMAN ALLIN as an
almost incredibly Aged Hebrew.
The chorus sang with intelli-

gence ; and one of the dances of

the Philistine maidens in the

Temple of Dagon, though it

lacked perfect precision, was done
with far more spirit than we have

" We are now to all appearance
leaving Sailly entirely to our Ally."

Scotmna ii .

But we must resist the tempta-
tion to make a song about it.

T11K .iriHlMKNT OK SAMSON.
Delilah Miss K.DXA THOKNTON.

11 Mr.,FnF.DKKicK BLAMKV.
IMiren- Mr. NORMAN Ar.i.ix.

From a memoir of King OTTO
of Bavaria :

"Both parents were persons of high
character the father, King Max II.,

an auirstlirtic fillrd with admiration
for literature, art. and thr

Yorkshire Krenimj I'osl.

What our American cousins

would call a " bromide."
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ANIMAL DUELS.
shoal of porpoises had been gambolling
about in our neighbourhood, when

OWING to some unaccountable reason '

suddenly a large bird, which my boat-

a batch of letters which, by their con- man identified as an albatross, swooped
tents, seem obviously intended for our down and, plunging its talons into the

esteemed contemporary, The Spectator, leader of the shoal, lifted it bodily into

have readied us, all prompted by the the air, dropped it with a resounding
recent strange occurrence at the Zoo-

logical Park, Corstorphine, Midlothian.

It appears (we learn from the Press) that

a sea-lion escaped from its pool, climbed
over the parapet of an adjoining pool
and dropped amongst two Polar bears.
" The intruder was savagely attacked,
and for some minutes was unequal to

the fight, which raged fiercely till the

attendants succeeded in driving off the

bears and rescuing the sea-lion in an
exhausted condition. All the combat-
ants came in for severe mauling."
With this brief foreword

we subjoin the letters,

which speak for them-
selves :

THE BEGUM'S GIFT.

Gullane, N.B.

SIR, "When I was visit-

ing the Andaman Islands

in the early
" nineties

"

the Zoological Gardens
had lately been enriched

by the acquisition of a

magnificent Bombay duck,
the gift of the Begum of

Bhopal. One morning
this splendid creature un-

fortunately escaped from
its cage and, frustrating
all the attempts of the

attendants to capture it,

flew into a large com-

pound tenanted by a covey
of yaks. The results were

disastrous, for
'

the yaks _

were paralysed by the sight of the
intruder and fell an easy prey to its

powerful beak and claws. Seven per-
ished in the melee, and it was only
by the heroism of one of the atten-

dants, who succeeded in throwing a

large sheet covered with glue over
the infuriated bird, that the.remainder
were rescued from annihilation. I

am told that the Begum never quite

got over the news, and fell into a
state of melancholia from which she
could only be aroused by injections of

lycopodium.
I am, Sir, yours duly,

ASTOBY BlLGEB.

A SCILLY STORY.

Steep Hill, Wapping.
SIB, The strange incident at Cor-

storphine reminds me of a somewhat
similar encounter of which I was a

spectator while fishing for pilchard off

the Scilly Islands in June, 1879. A

splash, and proceeded to repeat the

operation several times, during which
the porpoise emitted loud squeals like

those of a pig. It was a terrifying

spectacle, and we were greatly relieved

Trusting that you will find space for

this piece of family history, which has
not yet been made public,

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
CASSANDRA LONG BOWMAN.

BABOON AND GORILLA.

Rougemont, Luneville.

SIB, When I was an undergraduate
at Balliol in the late "

sixties," I spent
part of one long vacation in Ross-shire
with my great friend now, alas ! no

when the albatross, wearying of its
;

more Hector Annan Nyass, a brilliant

pastime, majestically soared up into . Scotsman whose ancestors had been
the empyrean. .A full report of the pioneers in Nyassaland, with which
incident subsequently appeared in Tlie ] he kept up a close connection. After

Scilly Gazette.

I am, Sir, and propose to remain,
Yours cordially,

JASPEB LEGGE PULLEN.

THE SPECIALIST.
First Soldier. "WHAT BEATS ME is HOW THEY MANAGE TO CARRY ON

THE COMMERCE OF THE COUNTRY.'-'

Second Soldier (ex-gardener). "AH, IT'S TERRIBLE. WHY, WHEN I
WAS HOME ON LEAVE 'I NOTICED ON SOME OF THE LAWNS THE GRASS
WAS THAT HIGH."

TALES OP A GBANDFATHEB.
Horse Marine Parade, Yarnmouth.

SIB, My grandfather, a man of the

mot scrupulous veracity, used often

to tell us of an extraordinary occur-

rence which he witnessed when serving
as a ship's surgeon on a Dundee whaler
off the coast of Greenland. A semi-

extinct mammbth.Svhich was basking
in the sun on the beach, was suddenly
attacked by a gigantic porbeagle, and
before it could rally its forces was

dragged into the sea and devoured.

The porbeagle was afterwards har-

pooned by the crew of the whaler, and
its skeleton, with the mammoth's inside

it, is one of the choicest heirlooms in

our family. I may mention as a strange
coincidence that my grandfather was
himself partially devoured by a huge
land-crab in the Ozokerit Islands, where
he held the post of Fisheries Inspector
until the locality was submerged by a

tidal wave.

one of his visits to Central Africa he
: brought back a large baboon, the most

gifted member of this species with
! which I have ever been acquainted.

Baboons, it is well known,
act as railway porters in

South Africa, and a move-
ment is, I believe, now on
foot to confer on them a

limited franchise. Cer-

tainly Pong Cham Binny
for that was the name

of Annan's friend de-

served the rights of full

citizenship. He used to

wait at table and was an

expert gillie and beater.

It was in this latter capa-

city that he was engaged
at the time of the inci-

dent of which I was a

witness in October, 1867.

We were stalking caper-
cailzie, when an enormous

gorilla, which had escaped
from a travelling mena-

gerie at Inverness, sud-

denly hove in sight and
made straight for Cham.

There is, as all naturalists are aware,
an hereditary feud between baboons
and gorillas l and before any of us

could intervene the two had grap-

pled in a deadly conflict. As a

last resource Annan fired his rifle

at the gorilla, but the bullet unhappily
penetrated both combatants and both

succumbed to their wounds. What
made the tragedy doubly distressing
was the fact that JOWETT had that very

day written to Annan to say that he

was prepared to accept Pong Cham
Binny as a candidate for matriculation

next term.

I am, Sir, etc., yours truthfully,
LEMUEL LONGMIHE.

Extract from letter of housemaid

applying for situation :

" Accustomed to take charge of the linen

and of the Church of England."

Just the person to settle the Vestments

controversy.
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Wounded Soldier (seeing hunting for the first time).
" WOT 's IT NOW, BILLY? GAS ALABM? "

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MRS. BELLOC LOWNDES, still seizing occasion as it ilies>

has now followed up her success in Good Old Anna with
another War-story, called Lilla : A Part of Her Life
(HUTCHINSON). Amongst other attractions, it is notable as

presenting the first employment of Count ZEPPELIN as a
matrimonial agent. Certainly, if ono of his gasbags had
not come and brooded over the -train in which Lilla and
Carteret were travelling as entire strangers, they would
never have climbed out of it together and enjoyed a heart-

to-heart talk in the darkness of a midnight hayfield, or

followed up this introduction by friendship and eventual

marriage. Not that in the long run they had any real

cause for gratitude towards the frightful Count, since,

unfortunately, their union had been effected in defiance of

that great law of fiction which ordains that a husband

iv]>cii-ied missing in the first chapter shall inevitably turn

up before the last. I am bound to add, however, that when
this happens Mrs. LOWNDES manages the resulting triangle
with great sincerity and truth. Perhaps I felt that the

national disaster that she uses (how, I need not say) to

resolve the situation was still too fresh and poignant to be

altogether suitable for such employment ;
but it is only

fair to admit that her handling of it is reticent and free

from melodrama. So Lilla is left free to return to

her de jure husband (though we are not told whether she
exercises the option), and for her own sake I can only
hope that the remainder of her life will be less emotionally
crowded.

Soldier and Dramatist (LANE) is a volume of War-letters
whoso interest depends less on their matter than on the

personality of the writer. Their sub-title is,
" The Letters

of Harold Chapin, American Citizen, who died for England
at Loos on September 26th, 1915." Prefixed to them are

two short appreciations of HAROLD CHAPIN : as himself by
SIDNEY DARK, and as dramatist by WILLIAM ARCHER. From
the whole one gathers an impression, at once sad and

stimulating, of a brave gentleman whom some remember as

a friend of extraordinary personal charm, and all who are

concerned with the art of the theatre regret as one from
whom they looked to see work of increasing power and

beauty. The letters themselves, almost all of them to his

wife and little ton, are just what those who knew the

writer would expect graceful and humorous notes filled

with courage and tenderness. It must, one thinks, have
asked for some sacrifice on the part of her to whom they
are chiefly addressed thus to share them with the world.

Her reward is that no ono will read them without an
increased regard for one whom Mr. DARK calls " a splendid
friend because of his gift of understanding," and Mr. ARCHKK
" a spirit bounteously endowed with thought, observation,

humour, craftsmanship." These two sayings serve as a

measure of our loss, public and private.

Mr. ARTHUR RUHL, after having seen many aspects of

the War in the exercise of his prerogative as an American

journalist, presents his preconsidered judgment in From
Antirerp to dallipoli (ALLEN AND UNWIN), a title that

suggests the extent of his wanderings. Not that he would
have his transatlantic readers conclude that he is delivering
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any verdict at all ; but, having been at or near the Front

with the armies of five nations, he makes, so he would
have them believe, an impartial statement in respect of the

things he has seen. His impartiality is, in fact, so great
that he has little but praise to offer, and as most of his

experience was with the German, Austrian and Turkish

forces the bulk of his good opinion is naturally awarded to

them. The British and Eussian authorities do not appeal-

to have offered him much hospitality, but he was in Belgium
and France long enough to be able to create, he hopes, in

his first few chapters an impression of fairness towards

our Allies that shall lend weight to his later praise of our

enemies. His vividly-written descriptive pages would

gently persuade one to the belief that, while all soldiers

are brave, this is truest perhaps of the Austrians
; that,

while all armies are well organised, certainly the Turks are

second to none in this respect ; that, whereas all countries

and their fighting men are f

Lofty-minded and chival-

rous, undoubtedly in these

desirable qualities the Ger-

mans bear away the palm.
All this pleasant apprecia- ,

tion goes well up to a cer-
1

tain point, and may, one

supposes, appeal to those

hyphenated ones who have

never desired to realise the

meaning of Louvain or

Armenia or the Lusitania.
\

These and the myriad kin-

dred records by which his-
j

tory will judge the Huns,
Mr. RUHL, I need hardly

say, passes by in absolute

silence.

Mr. HERBERT JENKINS, author and publisher of Bindle,
is also, on broad lines, a humourist. The only complaint
I have really to make against his book is its title. Bindle

might apply to anything from a Tank to a pet poodle, and I

feel that the queer old ruffian whose efforts to amuse the
world are here set forth deserved a more distinctive name.
In private life Bindlo was a furniture-remover when he
was anything, but as far as we are concerned he spent most
of his time in the execution of colossal practical jokes. These
are in their way diverting enough, for if Mr. JENKINS is not

very fertile in inventing novel tortures for troublesome

people he certainly works the old ones for all they are

worth. When Bindle was bindling he never allowed his

victims a dull moment, but it was rather in his leisure

hours that I personally felt on terms of intimate friendship
with him. Then he had a most pungently humorous way
of expressing himself, and his conversations both with his

wife and his unctuous
brother-in-law made me
gurgle quietly and con-

tinuously. It \vas perhaps
a pity to let him do so

much that is old when he
could say so much that is

new.

If things go on as at '

present, I foresee that the ,

early days of the War will
j

have to be strictly pre- \

served against our novel-

ists. Already there are
j

signs that those troubled

waters are becoming some-
what overfished. And now
comes Mr. JOHN OXENHAM
with a story all about nothing else, and entitled compre-

hensively "1914" (METHUEN). It is a good story too,

and one of which a great part reads as if founded upon

Wounded Soldier (seeing a body-shield in shop window). "No, I

DON'T THINK MUCH O' THEM THINGS. A MATE O 1 MINE "AD ONE AND
A BIT O' EHEAPNEL GLANCED OFF IT AND CAHGHT ME IN THE ARM."

Russian Chaps (LANE) is

one of an excellent series

which serves to explain the

soldier folk of the Allies to

each other and to non-

combatants. Mrs. LETH-
BRIDGE knows her Eussia,
and if she has chosen the

method of fiction to make
her points she has at least

the excuse that she is

likely to get more converts

that way. But it is fiction

founded on fact pretty

closely, I should judge.
The tale of George Thomas
(rreen, who fought for

Eussia as his sweetheart,
and saw the white horse of

SKOBELEFF, may perhapsTlltj AKM. 1 f i ,

i have grown from some hint

of an Englishman exiled in Eussia by business, who on

the great day of the opening of war felt that he cared

enough for his kindly hostess to fight in the ranks of her

the writer's own fortunes. I mean the difficulties of Kay
|

army. Ivan is idealised as we idealise our Tommy, but it

and Lois when stranded without money in Switzerland
1

isn't open to doubt that the real thing is better than the

during the black August. Lois, you see, had been studying
|

ikon. A particularly jolly and vigorous drawing by HELEN
music in Germany and, when the state of the world became

j

McKiE graces the wrapper. But the text paper a dubious
j

critical, Ray, who was informally engaged to her, rushed grey looks rather like overdoing war economy,
out to bring her home. Which he would have done with

j =======
less difficulty had he not lost his purse and almost all his

money en route. Thenceforward of course the position of A well-known advertiser describes himself on his note-

the pair became precarious; so much so that before the end
! paper as "Physical Culture Adviser to H.M. the King of

they had to get married as a simple measure of economy
j

Greece." Please note the word "Physical." Tixo sets

in rent. The other portion of the book deals with the his Moral Kultur from quite a different shop.

worries of the characters left at home during the same
time. Because it is human nature to like no reading so

much as that about things which we already know, this

record, which many of us can match from personal ex-

perience, is sure of its interest. It conveys especially well

" The only way a man can win an r.rgumcnt with his wife is to

slain the door and stay out." British Citizen, October 1th.

"The only wav a man can win an argument with his wife is to

slam the door and stay out." liritish Citizen, October Uth.

the reluctance with which in those early days Englishmen I We are now waiting for some kind friend to send us our

were forced to abandon the myth of German humanity and ! contemporary's issue for October 21st so that we may
civilisation. There is a pathetic irony in that now.

|
ascertain if it is still of the same opinion.
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CHARIVARIA.
'I'm: Bishop of I,OXDON'S statement

(ha! ho could make a speech on IK half

of hospitals in his sleep lias givaiU
interested a certain miser of our ac-

quaintance, who says (hat under similar

conditions he is sure he could mal-.e

a, liberal contribution to the Bishop's
Diocesan Fund. .. ...

In consequence of a scarcity oi

Hanoverian barbers have; appealed to

their customers to content themselves
with one shave a week, permit ting their

heanU to grow during the re-,1 of the

week " for the honour of

Germain." They omitted,

strangely enough, to add that

a heard might serve as the

repository of a considerable

amount of sustaining food

which could he removed for

the henefit of the owner when
he makes his weekly visit to

the harhcr .

:

"'*

The Post Oflico announces
that the Parcels Post to "the

territory formerly known as

(icrman South- West Africa"

has heen re - estahlished.

Surely it is just this sort of

intemperate language that

hampers the careful diplo-

macy of those entrusted with

the guidanceof foreign affairs.
* ;:

*
\ lion-keeper of a local '/MO

applied for exemption on the

ground that, if he were com-

pelled to serve, some in-

experienced substitute might
leave the door open and
lot the lion out. The tri-

bunal decided to risk it, and
invited the keeper to join
the British I,ion now loose

at the Front. ... ...

is that as soon as the pupils have

acquired a rudimentary idea of milking

they return to the cities and set up as

Government contractors.
* *

A correspondent of one of our morn-

ing contemporaries complains that on
the City telephones the comparatively
courteous "Are you there :'

"
is rapidly

being replaced by the hrusquer Trans-

atlantic "Hello." The change is

possibly duo to the fact that a

many subscribers have no
he there in war-time.

Speaking of the "Blond Kskimos."

each wife in excels of one, are now
understood -i'Ting V'.

1/uid as a suitable field li,r emigration.

An order of I ho British Admiralty
has just heen issued providing that,

under certain conditions, officers and
men "employed in connection with

booms" shall he paid "bard lying

money." We understand that Major
])i:i i DI.MOSKH, who has resumed con-

trol of the German Pr.css Bureau, is

already urging irrefutable, claims to a

similar allowance.

There is no truth in the rumour that

a number of persons who
have been in the habit of

Bleeping under Waterloo

_^ Bridge'haye been given no-

/tfg&SSSz^ =--- tic'e to quit as the premises
are required by the Ministry
of Munitions.

* *

The German Association

for the Destruction of Kng-
land has decided, owing to

the changed political situa-

tion, to give up its "difficult

work." The recent order

prohibiting the export of

pianos from Germany is

only one example of the

difficulties which have been
encountered.

* *

A morning contemporary
informs us that there is a

monkey at the Zoo who
remembers the Battle of

Jutland. There is nothing
out of the way in this feat

of nautical memory on the

part of a wild, animal. The
same story is told of Admiral

TIBPITZ, for one.
* *

:>

The recent visit of an

enemy seaplane to Sheerness

whom he describes as " a race who seems to have caused a general im-

view murder as a harmless eccentricity,
"

mersion, from which, fortunately, no
Mr. GEORGE H. WII.KIXS, who has just

'

colds resulted. Our authority is The

returned from taking part in the Dtiili/ Chronicle, which says :
"
Many

STEFANSSOX Arctic Expedition, declares of the inhabitants went down to the

that the origin of this remarkable tribe
j

station to see the effect of the bomb
more truculent Pan-Germans of course is still a mystery. In this, of course,

\

that had exploded near there. The
still demand that it shall go right round they differ from a certain tribe of Blond others dropped harmlessly in the

llailtcai/ Amazon.
ON STBAIQHT?"

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.
EXCUSE ME, MAM, BUT is MY BOX

According to the Hu>'<ifr.:citun<j (Bre-

men), Germany should be content
,
when

the Allies seek peace of her, with the

establishment of German influence from

Constantinople to Kiao Chan. The

the earth.

'

K\idently," says a writer in The

Dniljl Mail, "a good many women are

investing not as they should in War
I,nan but in skins." If it comes to that

we know a good many men who seem
to be taking an uncommon interest in

the same thing. ... ^

Beasts whose origin was no mystery to harbour.'

XIKT/.SCHI:.

That the Western Front guns arc dis-

According to the social code of Vic- tinctlv heard in Paris on certain nights is no

tori. the number of a man's .

wives is limited onfy by his capacity fill a glasg with wator, place same on the

to support them, and the regular price . ground and watch the rippling of the liquid,

of a wife is a rifle or twelve months' accompanied by a dull report, as each big

hard labour in the service of her !

nnon fired some sixty miles d.stant

family. Numbers of British pluralists, If this is the effect on a glass of water

The chief difficulty with those who who have been discouraged by our own what would a glass of champagne do ?

establish Training Schools for Milkers tariff of several years' hard labour for; Bubble and squeak ?
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AS YOU WERE!
[LITTLE WILLIE writes to FATHER from a remote suburb of Verdun.]

FATHER, it seems but yesterday
That I was talking through my hat

Of how I loathed this wicked fray

(You know the kind of hot :air chat ;

One poignant phrase
"
O, what a pity!"

Greatly impressed the New York Peace Committee).

Well, certain things have since occurred

Which make my spoof of Peace and Love
Soom like the utterance of a hird

Of evil omen, riot a dove;
One lets the truth at times escape,

By inadvertence, in a humorous shape.

For now, to my complete surprise,
These Frenchmen by a sudden swoop

(Father, I know you'll sympathise)
Have put your WILLIE in the soup ;

It took them just a day to spoil
The fruit of months and months of steady toil.

My cannon-fodder fell like grain ;

That 's nothing ;
what I cannot stand

Is this, that I, with all my brain,

Must needs obey the foe's command,
"Huns! As you were!" and here I am
Just where I was last Spring. 0, Father,

O. S.

HORROCKS AND HELENE.
SOME day, when Tommy picks up his kit and says good-

bye to France, many hearts will be the sadder, hut nobody,
I think, will miss him so much as the children. Tommy,
with his mouth-organ, his cheery songs and his droll

efforts at French, has won a sure place in the affection of

France's boys and girls, and none more than Private

Horrocks, R.H.A., who is as fond of a romp with them
as he is of a hand-to-hand scrap with a brace of Huns,
which is saying a lot. Go into an estaminet any night
of the week when he is back from the line and you will

probably find him sitting at a table with a youngster on
his knee, the pair of them executing the Marseillaise with
marvellous accuracy on a massed band of two mouth-organs.
Little eight-year-old Helene of the Coq d'Or is his prime
favourite. A never-ageing joke between th'e two is for

Horrocks to pick her up under his arm and inquire of her
mother in stentorian tones,

" Comhien pour cetto enfant,
madame ?

"
whereupon that smiling lady invariably replies,

"Cinq francs peut-etre," which latter word, he explains to

a friend less acquainted with the language than himself,

may be roughly represented by the English
" I don't think."

Once when he was whiling away a few minutes in the

Coq d'Or a batch of German prisoners was marched by
en route for road-mending at the other end of the village.
Madame was the first to see them outside and immedi-

ately became an altered woman. Rushing to the window,
she leaned out and shook her fist at them. "Begardez,"
she cried angrily

"
regardez les Bodies qui passent !

A bas le KAISER ! A bas les sales Boches !

"
Horrocks picked

up his ally and strolled to the window with her. "
Oui,

regardez les "Uns," he said, smiling amiably, and threw
out a cigarette to an especially dejected-looking member of

the party. Madame turned on him like lightning.
" Vous

Tommees etes beaucoup trop sympathiques," she said

severely ; whereupon Helene, wishing to re-establish the
entente between them, murmured sadly, "Oh, regardez les

pauvres sales Boches!"

On Sundays, Helene and her mother don the big black

hats and crepe veils so beloved by the country women of

France, and go to church. At these times Horrocks re-

fuses to enter the estaminet until his hostess and her

daughter are once more dressed in their simple print again.
"
Pourquoi n'allez-vous jamais a la messo ?

"
I heard

Helene ask him once on her return from church. "
Moi,

non bon," replied Horrocks. " Yous allez a la messe pour
vous et pour rnoi aussi."

One day she fell very ill. The regimental doctor, taken
to the Coq d'Or by the almost frantic gunner, could give
small comfort. Helene was suffering from pneumonia, said

the M.O. ;
it would be some time before the crisis, and he

was quite unable to say if she would recover. During the

next few days I think everyone went out of his way to be
kind to Horrocks. From the C.O. downwards they all

liked him, and they all knew of the attachment existing
between the big fellow and the little girl. And so every-

body was pleased when one afternoon the M.O. met him
in the place and said that Helene was going to live and
that she wanted to see him. Later on I passed him groom-
ing his horse at evening stables. He was rather more red
in the face than usual and, contrary to his usual custom,
had not a word to say to anyone. After dinner that night,
on my way back from the mess I noticed that the church
windows were lit up with unwonted brilliance, and as I

passed the door an English soldier came hurriedly out.

It was Horrocks. "Whatever are you doing here?" I

asked, considerably astonished, for I well knew how loth

he always was to attend even a compulsory Church parade.
For just a moment Horrocks looked a trifle uncomfortable,

then,
" In these 'ere parts, Sir," he began earnestly,

" when
a bloke 's got somethink to be 'appy about 'e goes and

lights a candle in the church. They all does it. I seen

Helene done it when 'er brother come back safe from

Verdun, and she done it agin when their cow got over

the noomonia. I ain't a church-goin' cove, but I reckon

when a fellow feels as 'appy as me 'e 's got to do somethink
or 'e '11 bust."

" So you 've been lighting a candle in the church ?
"
I

ventured.

"Candle?" he said scornfully. "Three 'ole packets from
the cpicerie, to say nothink of six stumps out of the

orderly-room. It 's a rum way of showin' 'ow pleased a

bloke feels, ain't it, Sir? But they all does it out 'ere, and
me 'eart was that warm I 'ad to go and do the same."
And although next day the. village cure, kindly old

man, very mildly remonstrated with him I could not help

feeling that in his own particular way Private Horrocks
had done well.

Les Grands Esprits se Rencontrent.

Mr. BLATCHFOBD in The Sunday Chronicle:

" Our Army at Mons, consisting of less than 80,000 men with loss

than 300 guns, did hold its position and repulse with heavy losses

a German army of 187,000 men with 690 guns.
Sir John French's 80,000 contemptibles were attacked on the left by

62,000 men with 250 guns, on the right by 250,000 men with 920

guns, and in front by 250,000 men with 920 guns, besides being

exposed to attack on the right rear from another army of 250,000
men with 920 guns.
The Government and the bulk of tho British people expected

that handful of British soldiers to defeat the German army of ten

millions."

As Falstaff said :

" Four rogues in buckram let drive at me. I made no more ado,
but took all their seven points in my target, thus.

These nine in buckram that I told thee of began to give me ground ;

but I followed close, came in foot and hand ;
and with a thought

seven of the eleven I paid."
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A STRAIN ON THE AFFECTIONS. '

NOBWEGIAN (to Swede}. WHAT YOU HERE, TOO? I THOUGHT YOU WERE A FRIEND
OP GERMANY?"

SWEDE. "I WAS."
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Village Misanthrope (much birred with discussion at the bar).
AND NOW THIS YERE WAB BE ALL THE GO I

"
' LOBDY I 'Tis ALWAYS ZUM VULISHNESS. FIRST 'TIS ALL FOOTBALL,

COMPULSORY MINISTERIAL SERVICE.

(From our Atliens Correspondent.)
KING CONSTANTINE'S most interesting

departure in making up a Cabinet of

University Professors has been hailed

by those in the inner circles here as a

master-stroke. It is pointed out that
this is a war of attrition. Some of the

belligerents are already on the verge of

exhaustion in regard to men or guns or

petrol or some other necessity. Greece i

alone (although not exactly a belliger-
ent rather to be regarded perhaps as

a belligeree) is faced with a shortage
of Ministers. And now at one stroke

CONSTANTINE has tapped a whole field

of new reserves enough, it is hoped,
to keep the Government at full strength

(allowing for the normal rate of wastage)
for many months to come.
The thing is simply a judicious ex-

tension of the process of combing-out,
following naturally upon the recent

Ministerial Service Bill. It is recog-
nised now that exemptions have been
too freely given in the past to anyone
who could prove that he was doing
anything whatever that was of the

slightest service to the community.

And the offer of gold stripes one for
j

each Cabinet Meeting to those who
'

have already served had not proved a '

sufficient attraction. It should be ex-
1

plained in this connection that the
rumour that Mr. LAMBROS and his as-

sociates were brought in by means of a :

"round-up" should be contradicted.

I have myself spoken to Mr. LAMBROS,
and he has assured me that it was not
so. It was bad luck, perhaps so much
he would admit but they were one
and all prepared to do their bit. Alto-

1

gether the situation is much easier, and I

satisfaction is felt that the divisions

in the Cabinet will be kept up to
'

strength.
Still there are indications that trouble

is brewing in some quarters. The re-

signation lists show no signs of growing ;

smaller, and it is necessary to look

ahead. Certain critics of the Govern- !

ment are pressing for what is called

(in the phrase of the day) Equality of

Sacrifice. We are all grateful to the

University, they argue, but this field of

recruitment has done its share. The
honour must go round, and the only
fair way is to insist that each trade and

profession should furnish its quota in

succession. Let us take the doctors

next, then the barristers and the char-

tered accountants, and so on.

Plausible as it is, there is fear that

this line of argument will lead to Labour
troubles. It is bound to entail the

unbadging of trade-unionists. There
was an ominous meeting of the dockers

last night, who carried a resolution in

favour of a general strike if any of their

members are pressed into Cabinet ser-

vice. There are plenty of shirkers still

to be found in the cafes, they say.

Finally, the conscientious objectors
are not to be ignored. It is a striking

sign of the times that in a leading music-

hall last night a scene of great enthus-

iasm greeted a new topical song,
" I

didn't raise my Son to be a Statesman."
The song was instantly suppressed.
However, this is not a time for mis-

giving. The new Cabinet has had a

fine send-off, and the University has
undertaken to keep their places open
for them, even if it should prove neces-

sary to extend the Autumn vacation

till their return.

It is not at the moment considered

politically expedient to apply Cabinet

compulsion to the Island of Crete.
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Nervous Subaltern (in the trenches for the first time).
"
On, EXCUSE ME! Is THIS THE WAY TO THE WAB? "

GUIDE TO INCOME-TAX.
WAR PROFITS SIMPLIFIED.

UNDEB these Eegulations the word
" earned

"
will be taken as meaning

"
received." Thus, soldiers will pay

income-tax on their arrears of pay in

advance ;
if a man is owed a pension

for the Crimean War, his grandchildren
in the event of his decease before pay-
ment will be liable for the full tax.

A wife will pay on her separation
allowance, whether she ever gets it

or not.

A. soldier marrying so as to secure
the separation allowance will be

charged under the head of " war
profits," but the cost of the marriage
licence may be reckoned as a business

expense.
Should the income-tax exceed the

total amount of income, relief may be

granted, the difference being carried

over at five per cent., should the tax-

payer be wholly destitute, and paid at

the close of the War.
Eesidence in a workhouse will not

necessarily be taken as evidence of want
of means, and the taxpayer's board and

lodging, while resident there, will be

added to his taxable income.
In applying for repayment of income-

tax it should be remembered that under
income4ax law a man is assumed to

be guilty until he has proved himself

innocent. Applicants will be tried at

the Old Bailey in rotation ; they must

deposit 50 as security, repayable on

acquittal.
Where there is no income the first

130 is exempt.
"Excess Profits" include profits

likely to accrue should the War take a

favourable turn, or which would have
resulted if there had been peace, 'or

probable through the holding of shares

in any businesses which may benefit

after the War by the removal of Ger-

man competition. Nothing will be

recognised as coming under the head
of " War Losses."

The decision of the income-tax sur-

veyor is final, and the lowest or any
tender will not necessarily be accepted.

Arguing with the surveyor is a criminal

offence under the Defence of the Realm
Act.

The period for studying and under-

1

standing the income-tax repayment
form is limited to six months. Appli-
cations must be restricted to twenty-five

foolscap pages.

Explanatory Note. If the pre-war
standard of profits in the case of a

I company largely or mainly owned by
'

the directors be proved to be ten per
cent, in excess of the capital existing
at the end of the last pre-war year,
then the pre-war standard of profits
shall be taken as ten per cent, on that

capital, and where any capital has only
commenced to be remunerative in the

accounting period, an amount which
would bring the interest earned up to

the statutory percentage, as the case

may be, shall he added to the pre-war
standard of profits. [Obviously. ED.]

Another Army Clothing: Mystery.
" SPECIAL Clearing Lane 40 dozen Army

Grey Cardigan Jackets; 2/11 each, 3/3 per
dozen." Advertisement in Irish Paper.

Lord ROTHERMERE should look into this.

"ABTIST wanted for lampshade painting;
must be good." The Surrey Comet.

" And let who will be clever."
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MY BIT.

WHEN William Smithers (yet to be)
Climbs lightly to his granddad's knee
And grasps my whiskers white and

hoary,

Demanding to be told a story,
He '11 ask me,

"
Grandpa, were you one

Of those who bravely fought the Hun ?

And did they run away from you?
And were you frightened? Tell me, do ! ",
" My child," I '11 say,

"
although this

chest,
In martial panoply compressed,
Yearned like the hungry tiger's for

Unmeasured gouts of German gore ;

Though hour by hour I stood " on

guard
"

Till every limb was iron hard,
And staff instructors came in cabs
To gloat upon my points and jabs,
And mark the marrow-freezing glare
With which I whistled through the air ;

Though with long practice 1 became
An expert at the killing game,
Destined to wade, or so they said,

Through driven heaps of German dead,

And, briefly, see the Big Push through
With private deeds of derring-do ;

I never, strange enough to say,
Was present at the actual fray."
" Not fight ?

"
the captious child will

pout ;

"
Why, what can you have been about?

"

And I shall have my answer pat :

"
Dividing first from third class fat ;

Presiding at the clothing store

And scrubbing down the washhouse
floor;

Watching a thousand rations drawn
And mowing on the Colonel's lawn.
I was the man who baked and boiled

And kept the charger-loaders oiled,

Who swept the roads and sold the

stamps
And lit the fires and cleaned the

lamps,
Who taught the new recruits to drill

And drove to market with the swill,

Tended the sick, removed the dead
And made the Sergeant-Major's bed.

Who kept the Quartermaster's books
And combed the whiskers of the cooks ?

Who typed the Colonel's businessletters

And fed the Major's Gordon setters ?

Who drove the transport to the trains

And sprinkled Condy in the drains ?

Who paid T. A. his toll of bobs
And did a thousand other jobs,
All necessary, as you know,
To keep an army on the go ?

'Twas I, my child, and though a zest

For wholesale slaughter filled my breast,

Thougli I was ripe with fire and sword
To decimate the Prussian horde,
And do the coarse Bavarian in

By thrusting bayonets through his skin,
And plaster many a well-timed biff

Upon the Saxon's midmost riff,

They said that I was much too old

And bade me do as I was told.

And, when there came an end of strife,

And I retired to private life,

Unknown4o fame I passed among
The cohorts of the Great Unsung,
Well pleased that I had done my bit

And thankful for the end of it."

CONRAD.
Conrad, musician, has for the last

several months lived just opposite me
about two hundred and fifty yards

away, I generally reckon, but what
with one thing and another I have
never actually stepped the distance.

The road between us is very rough and

unfinished, full of holes, and the traffic

on it is almost exclusively confined to

the night hours. It is at night, too,

that Conrad generally plays. For the

truth is I 'm afraid you must have

guessed it that the road we live on
is called " No Man's Land." Yes,
Conrad is a German, and the instru-

ment on which he plays a machine-gun.
Ours is a very musical street at

nights, but Conrad's touch is unmis-
takable. His repertoire may be small

but his technique is masterly. True, I

remember a rather breathless, shaken

sentry suggesting, as he picked himself

up, that the Master's methods were

stareotyped ; but even then there was
more admiration than criticism in his

tone.

It is rare, however, to find a sentry
so detached in his attitude as to permit
of an academic appreciation of Conrad.

Sentries, you see, have to look over the

top at night, and the top of our own
particular little bit of parapet is Conrad's

especial care. During the day, from
his snug emplacement somewhere (but
where, exactly ?)

in France, he trains

his gun on to the top of our parapet,

along a length of two or three hundred

yards. As soon as darkness falls and
the sentries are up, Conrad begins. He
fires a little burst of fifteen shots or so,

traversing that is to say, sweeping
as he fires, and

" Di-da-da-da-DAP."
There! That was Conrad! How

do I know ? Well, it is not easy to

say, but we are all willing to stake our

shirts on our ability to pick out Conrad's

touch. And there is, of course, his

method. Stereotyped, perhaps, as the

jaded sentry said, but, after all, why
alter what is perfect ? He does not
roam far afield no, ho is very faithful

to " B "
Company. He uses but little

ammunition, seldom more than twenty
rounds at a time. He does not fire

very often once in ten minutes, or

fifteen. Sometimes he will even lie

"doggo" for thirty or forty. Then

will come another little burst. That
one just now, for instance, started

about forty yards to our right and
came towards us. The next one

may
" Di -da-da -da - DAP -DAP - DAP-da-

da-da."

There ! That was Conrad again, only
this time he started a little to our left

and passed over our heads in the

middle of the cadenza, finishing up on
our right. Impossible to say when the

next burst will come, or which way it

will travel. The only certain things
are that it will not come till the fine

edge of anticipation is a little blunted,
and that the shots will be an inch
above the parapet. That is all. Now
you know Conrad's methods. You
don't think there 's anything very won-
derful about them ? My dear Sir, oblige
mo by stepping along to the right. We
will visit ' A "

Company, and you shall

hear Hustling Hans pouring his unin-

terrupted stream of lead over his

favourite Bay No. 29. Or let us go to

the left, right down to " D "
Company,

and listen to Wilhelm the Wasteful as

his bullets plug the parapet or fly

screaming and cracking three feet above
it. Then you will perhaps begin to

understand why the men of "B"
Company regard themselves as the

aesthetes of the battalion. They are

accustomed to studying nightly with a

great artist.

It was Lance-Corporal Coventry who
first gave me an inkling of the pride
with which Conrad is regarded by the

Company. One evening this Corporal
and I were engaged on a small task

which required our presence on the

more romantic side of the parapet. We
were already as close to Mother Earth
as dignity and the work we were doing

permitted, when wewere surprised byan
unusually long movement from Conrad.

Backwards and forwards he swept, dip-

dapping, dip-dapping,
"
doing," as the

Corporal afterwards put it, "doing the

knife-trick something beautiful
"
above

and around our now motionless and

prostrate forms. Presently there was
a lull. I cocked an eye at Lance-

Corporal Coventry and saw his lips

working. I heard a hoarse whisper.
" He 's a very clever man, Sir."

But it is the early morning that I

like, for it is then that one seems to get
nearer to Conrad the man. Things, it

may be, have quieted down a little

between two and four A.M. Conrad
is sleeping. I like to think of his

gun-team jealously contesting for the

honour of oiling and caring for the

Master's gun against the time when he

will need it again. Happy boys, hand-

servants of Art ! And then, about four

o'clock, there comes, or is infused, a
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Hairdresser. "LooK AT THE LOTS OF FIT TOUNQ MEN WE SEE ABOUT WHO OCQHT TO BE i THE ABMY. SLACKEBS, I CALL 'KM.

Il FAIBLY MAKE8 MY DANDBDFF EISE I

"

feeling of alertness. It is the hour
before the dawn, the hour when every-

body attacks. (All the books are agreed
on the point, with the result that

nobody ever dares attack at this mo-
ment. However.) The desultory rifle-

fire swells to a rattle ; arms are grasped ;

eyes strain out into the blackness, which
is turning to a hardly less opaque grey.
And still Conrad is quiet. Yes, he has
been called, and h.e has gone to sleep

again. They will be calling him again

presently and he will come out I have

pictured the scene so often ! grousing
and swearing like a spoilt favourite of

the concert-halls compelled to give an
encore at a charity matinte. Very well,

ho will play just this once, but not

again, mind! What will he play?
The audience has been waiting twenty
minutes, so will he please ....

" Di - da- DAP - da-da-DAP-da-da-da-
DAP-da-DAP-da-da."
Three times backwards and forwards,

right up and down the keyboard.
" Is

that enough, curse them? Good night!"
I introduced Conrad as a German,

As to his exact nationality there are,

of course, different schools of thought.
Some believe him to be a Prussian, but

it is so rare to find a man at once Prus-

sian and an artist that I think we may

ignore this opinion. Then there are

those who hold him Saxon. I remem-
ber sharing this view myself one June

evening when, rising heavily from the

remains of a lovingly-chosen hamper
arrived that afternoon, I waddled out

of my dug-out into the serene and silver

night. Murmuring a few lines from
the "

Songs of Innocence
"

I raised my
eyes to the smiling, indulgent moon.
How beautiful it was, how still ! How
petty the War! There, almost within

a stone's-throw, were the enemy men
like myself, armed with ugly and expen-
sive toys, beneath the same quiet sky,

thinking the same gentle thoughts.
How harmless they seemed, what good
fellows Saxons, yes, they must be

peaceable Saxons, loving their wives

and homes and children. Only Saxons.

Miles of Saxons. The whole Gorman

army was Saxon. And then, were we
not all brothers ? I blew my nose: I

seem to remember bending down to

stroke a rat. . . . But the mass of

evidence goes to show that Conrad is

Bavarian, and thus it is we remember

him, not as a brutal close-cropped
Prussian nor as a blond phlegmatic
Saxon, but as a well, a Bavarian-

looking kind of man. You know.

For, alas ! he is only a memory.

For the last fortnight he has been

silent, and feeble ttives hold his place.
I cannot think him dead. Although I

do not wish to add to the difficulties of

our great offensive, I feel sure Conrad
has gone to the Somme. For yes, I

must confess it we are not on the

Somme. Of what use to feel ashamed,
to expect hourly a raid by the Metro-

politan Police and a demand for exemp-
tion papers? The fact remains that

troops such as we are still required to

hold long stretches of the line now

deservedly forgotten beside the great
battle further south. But I ask my
fellow-soldiers on the Somme has

anybody there seen (or heard) Conrad?

Our Spoilt Pets.
' ' FOB Salo Good Dog. Will eat anything ;

very fond of children."

Ashcroft Journal (British Columbia).

" WASTED, young girl just leaving school to

take out and play with little boy, aged 4, and
a few light household duties ; good daily ser-

vant kept; leep in." Brixton Free Press.

Obviously a situation to be jumped at.

"Amongst the clergy present was the Vul-

nerable the Archdeacon of Auckland."
Northern Daily Mail.

But from this engagement we are glad
to learn he emerged without a scratch.
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Customer. "ABE THEY PBESH?"

Fishmonger. "FKESH, LADY I WHY, THEY WAS* SWIMMIN' IN THE SEA THIS MORNIN' 1 FBESH 1 LOB' BLESS LIE DOWN,
YE DEVILS I

"

"NA POO."
A HUNDBED star-shells cast their garish

light
And throw a halo round St. Thomas'
head ;

The lack of sun suggests that this is

night,
But no one cares or thinks to go to

bed.

Our restless guns, and those across the

way
By no means dumb, if less loquacious,

"
speak;"

These guns have got an awful lot to say,
And every sentence takes about a

week.

A motor-lorry trundles through the mud
And, jostling past some less progres-

sive friend,

Collapses in a side-track with a thud,
And wonders when this beastly war

will end.

Forlorn, the drive: gazes towards the

East,
"Where lurid skies are one incessant

flash
;

This does not entertain him in the least

Although it costs a vast amount of

cash.

The noisy bright phenomena of war
When first he met them gave a pass-

ing thrill
;

Eepeated night by night they tend to

bore,
And their artistic merit falls to nil.

Drab slow-arriving dawn provides no

peace ;

It puts an end to night, but what 's

the good ?

The high explosive business does not

cease,
As any decent pyrotechnics would.

And all the world 's in khaki ! 'Tis a

sight
That senses once civilian boggle at;

Oh, just to see one collar which was
white,

One sober mortal in a bowler hat !

The lorry-driver, stuck in his abyss,
Bethinks him of his home and infant

son ;

But do not praise him overmuch forthis,
His line of thought is not a kindly one.

Immobilised, disgruntled and annoyed,
His bitter contemplations are about

Two certain pastimes, formerly enjoyed,
Which little AH will have to do

without.

First, ne'er a penny shall this sire afford

To buy tin soldiers with; fa va sans

dire ;

Shall Alfred ever draw a wooden sword
Or slope a wooden gun? No blink-

ing fear.

Next, when GUY FAWKES'S day is draw-

ing nigh
And busyYouth prepares to celebrate

(Without exactly understanding why)
By stars and bangs its ritual of Hate,

And hopeful Alfred, climbing on his

knee,

Says,
"
Daddy, will there be a fire-

work show ?

And, Daddy, will you take me there to

see?
"

Then he shall get a brief but final

"No!" HENBY.

Why is the Military Cross? Be-
cause the Civilian Medals.

" In view of this continued garbling of mes-

sages and breach of faith on the part of the
International News Service, the Secretary of

State has directed that the Agency shall bo

debarred from the use of all itcsorana cowotrm
sls.ireFntUetietssf." Bournemouth Paper.

Serve them right.
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THE EETUEN JOUENEY.
LITTLE WILLIE. "THIS 'LL WANT A LOT OF EXPLAINING 1"
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PAPI IAMFNT ! youngsters now sheltering in Govern- being sympathetically considered by a
fAKLIAlVl HIM I .

j

men t; offices and munition-shops should Committee comprising several peers
Tuesday, October 24^/i. For once be combed out before comparatively . and M.P.'s. So we may hope that

the House of Commons was engaged on elderly men are transferred from their I the mysterious difficulties, whatever
really useful business, nearly all the ! homes to barracks or (more probably

j

they are, may be surmounted, and that
talk to-day being of shells and men.

|

in some cases) to military hospitals. j
the families of our gallant dead may

The Public Accounts Committee, in
j

" Circumstances alter cases
" was have some tangible memento of the

ordinary times a modest and quiet! the purport of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
'

nation's gratitude,
body, whose investigations rarely re- reply. The men of forty-one were not
suit in any more sensational discovery wanted in March ; they were wanted
than that the Stationery Office has paid
a farthing a pound too much for sealing
wax, or that there has been an unpre-
cedented consumption of tape, red, has
this year exploded with a violent report.

Important firms they are

not named, but easily identified

have been accused of undue

greed over contracts for build-

ing the soldier's little grey
hut in the West, and provid-

ing him with the wherewithal
for strafing the Bosch. The
firms in question, fitting on
the cap, complained that they
had not been called by the
Committee and had therefore

had no chance of putting their

side of the case. This, on
behalf of one of them, Mr.
SAMUEL EOBEBTS now pro-
ceeded to do, but the UNDER
SECRETARY FOR MUNITIONS,
after paying a few Addisonian

compliments to the contractors

in general, stated that the

Government was now paying
only twelve shillings and six-

pence for shell bodies for which
this firm had demanded one

pound apiece. The House
seemed to think that the

proof of the pudding was in

the eating.
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE very

nearly, if not quite, accom-

plished a task which before

the War would have been
deemed impossible. In the

now, or it meant the loss of two Army
Corps. Members were still restive.

There appears to be foundation, after

all, for the prevalent notion that

marriage is more lightly regarded in

Scotland than in England. I was

eyes of a Member of the House of

Commons nothing is so sacred as a
Ministerial pledge given in all solem-

nity from the Front Bench. That is

why wise Ministers so seldom give
one. Mr. TENNANT, when Under Sec-

retary for War, was taken off his

guard one day last March, and pro-
mised that no man who had reached
the age of forty-one should be called

up for service "unless the age of mil-

itary service is in future extended."
Now the War Office wants these men,
and has given them notice to join up
on the first of November.
The Government was assailed from

all sides by the opponents of Compul-
sory Service, like Mr. SNOWDEN, and

by those who are entirely in favour of it,

like Mr. G. TERRELL, but think that the

According to Mr. LLEWELLYN WILLIAMS shocked to hear Mr. MACCALLUM SCOTT,
the WAR MINISTER had enunciated " a when criticising the present system of

Prussian doctrine
"

; but Sir EDWARD paying war-bonuses to civil servants,
commit himself to the state-

ment that whether a man is

married or not is
" an irrele-

vant consideration." And Mr.

SCOTT, I learn from the refer-

ence books, is a married man
himself.

The CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER declined the sug-

gestion that he should dis-

pense with all the clerks under

twenty - six years of age at

Somerset House, pleading
that the revenue had to be col-

lected. " Get women," shouted
several Members ;

but the

CHANCELLOR shook his head.

If this negative nod indicated

any doubt on his part as to

Woman's gift for extracting

money, it is plain that he stops
at home on Flag-days.
The House of Commons'

printer is evidently a patriot.
A Nationalist Member who
handed in a question relating
to a munitions factory found
to his surprise that the name
of a famous town in Ireland

had been- altered to that of an

equally famous river in Scot-

land. Won't the Zepps be

puzzled ?

Two topics which appear to

SERGEANT LLOYD GEORGE'S NEW RECRUITING SONG

"HE'S FAT, FAIR AND FORTY-O.VK."

CARSON brought the House back to

a sense of reality by sarcastically inter-

jecting,
" Let us lose the War."

The Germans, by the way, appear to

be arriving at a just conception of their

relative value. Lord NEWTON to-day
informed the Peers that the enemy is

prepared to release six hundred English
civilian prisoners in return for some four

to seven thousand Germans.

Wednesday, October 25th. Mr. RED-
MOND had the unusual and gratifying

experience of finding the whole House
with him when he urged that the

regulation permitting the posthumous
award of the Victoria Cross should be

extended to the Distinguished Service

Order and Military Cross. Mr. FORSTEH
said the question was a very difficult

have an almost equal attraction for the

peace-mongers below the Gangway are

the refusal of cocaine to non-registered
dentists, and the muzzling of the Hon.
BERTRAND RUSSELL. A suggestion
that the Government should get rid of

both troubles at one blow, by supplying
the dental artists with the anaasthetic

on condition that they undertook to

draw Mr. RUSSELL'S teeth, has not up
to the present been accepted.
To the great joy of the inquisitive

section the Government proposed that

Question-time should be extended by
a quarter of an hour each day. Mr.

HANDEL BOOTH suggested that while

they were about it Ministers might in-

struct their subordinates to draft more
candid answers to Questions. At present

one (why, one wonders), but it was the object of these "white Baboos," as he
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Cockney Tommy.
" BLOW ME IF THIS AIN'T THE OLD BLIGHTER WHO USED TO PLAY 'I FHAB HO FOB is SUINIXO ABMOUH' DAUN

AHB STBEET! "

called them, seemed to be to make their

replies as evasive as possible, although
"
very few questions were put with

any other desire than to obtain infor-

mation." I had no idea that Mr. BOOTH
had such touching faith in his fellow-

Members.

Thursday, October 26th. In the bad
old days it was not infrequent for an

Irish Member to take his seat, deliver

his maiden speech and be suspended
from the service of the House, all in

one day. Captain BARNETT, the new
Member for West St. Pancras, is a bit

of a hustler, too. He has not been

thirty years in the Irish Eight at

Wimbledon and Bisley for nothing.

To-day he fired his sighting shot on

the Westminster Eange by moving the

adjournment as a protest against the

new Early Closing Order for shops. It

was a bullseye, too, for the HOME
SECRETAKY, finding the general feeling

of the House against an ukase which
would prevent one from even purchas-

ing a cigar in a hotel after 7 P.M.,

consented to an hour's extension.

" The ' Beckett's Blue uniform '

supplied to

our soldiers is defective, in that the outer skin

of the garment, which is of flannelette, shrinks

when washed at a different rate from the

lining." Edinburgh Evening Neu-s.

Why not wash them at the same rate ?

THE PUTTENHAMS.
i.

From " The Mustershire Herald and
Oldcaster Advertiser."

" THE new volume of The Mustershire

Archaological Society's Records is, as

usual, full of varied fare . . . But for

good Oldcastrians the most interesting
article is a minute account of the

Puttenham family, so well known in

the town for many generations, from

its earliest traceable date in the seven-

teenth century. It is remarkable for

how long the Puttenhams were content

to be merely small traders and so forth,

until quite recently the latent genius
of the blood declared itself simultane-

ously in the constructive ability of

our own millionaire ex-townsman, Sir

Jonathan Puttenham (who married a

daughter of Lord Hammerton), and in

the world-famous skill of the great

chemist, Sir Victor Puttenham, the

discoverer of the Y-rays, who still has

his country home on our borders. The
simile of the oak and the acorn at once

springs to mind."

n.

Miss Enid Danbency, wlio is staying at

Sir Jonathan Puttenham's, to her Sister.

MY DEAR FLUFFETY, There are wigs
on the green here, I can tell you.

Aunt Virginia is furious about a genea-

logy of the Puttenham family which
has appeared in the county's archaeo-

logical records. It goes back ever so

far, and derives our revered if some-

what stodgy and not-too-generous uncle

by marriage from one of the poorest
bunches of ancestors a knight of in-

dustry ever had. Aunt Virg nia won't

see that the humbler the origin from
which you spring the greater is your
honour, and the poor man has had no

peace and the article is to be suppressed.
But since these Records are published

only for subscribers and the volume is

now out of course nothing can be done.

Please telegraph that you can't spare
mo any longer, for the meals here

are getting impossible. Not even the

peaches compensate.
Your devoted EXID.

in.

Sic Jonathan Puttenham to the Rev.

Stacey Morris, Editor of
" The

Mustershire Archaological Society's
Records."

DEAR SIR, I wish to utter a protest

against what I consider a serious oreach

of etiquette. In the new volume of

your Records you print an article deal-

ing with the history from remote times

of the family of which I am a member,

possibly the best -known member at
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the present day. The fact that that

family is of humble origin is nothing
to me. What I object to is the circum-

stance that you should publish this

material, most of which is of very
little interest to the outside world, with-

out first ascertaining my views on the

subject. I may now tell you that I

object so strongly to the publication
that I count on you to secure its with-

drawal.
I am, Yours faithfully,

JONATHAN PUTTENHAM.

IV.

Horace Vicary, M.D., of Southbridge, to

his old friend the Rev. Stacey Morris.

DEAR MORRIS,- It 's a good volume,
take it all round. But what has given
me, in my unregeneracy, the greatest

pleasure is the article on the Putten-
hams. For years the Puttenhams here

have been putting on airs

and holding their noses

higher than the highest,
and it is grateful and com-

forting (as they say of nibs)
to find that one of their not

too remote ancestors kept
a public-house, and another

was a tinsmith. And I

fancy I am not alone in my
satisfaction.

Yours, H. V.

v.

Sir Victor Puttenham,
F.R.S., to the Editor of
" The Mustershire Arch-

(sological Society's Re-
cords."

DEAR SIR, As probably
the most widely - known
member of the Puttenham

family at the present mo-
ment, may I thank you for the generous
space which you have accorded to our

history ? To what extent it will be found
readable by strangers I cannot say,
but to me it is intensely interesting,
and if you can arrange for a few dozen

reprints in paper wrappers I should be

glad to have them. I had, of course,
some knowledge of my ancestors, but I

had no idea that we were quite such a

rabble of groundlings for so long. That
drunken whipper-in to Lord Dashing-
ham in the seventeen - seventies par-

ticularly delights me.
I am, Yours faithfully,

VICTOR PUTTENHAM.

VI.

Sir Jonathan Puttenham to the Editor

of
" The Mustershire Herald and

Oldcaster Advertiser."

DEAR SIR, I shall be obliged if you
will make no more references in The
Herald to the new Mustershire Archceo-

logical Records' article on the Putten-
hams. It is not that it lays emphasis
on the humble origin of that family.
That is nothing to me. But I am at the

moment engaged in a correspondence
with the Editor of the Records on the

propriety of publishing private or semi-

private records of this character with-

out first asking permission, and as he
will possibly see the advisability of

withdrawing the article in question
there should be as little reference to

it in the Press as possible.
I am, Yours faithfully,

JONATHAN PUTTENHAM.

VII.

The Rev. Stacey Morris to Sir Jonathan
Puttenham.

The Editor of The Mustershire Archaeo-

logical Society's Records begs to ac-

knowledge Sir Jonathan Puttenham's

such
I cannot see. It

unnecessary to go

William (who has just got the worst of a bicycle collision).
FIGHT HIM, BUT I 'LL HAVE THE LAW OP HIM."

Friend (wlio recognises the other man) .

" IF I WAS YOU, WILLIAM, I

SHOULD FIGHT HIM. IT'LL COST YOU LESS IN THE END. HE'S A
LAWYER IN THE INNS OF COURT VOLUNTEERS."

our family in The ArcliceologicalRecords.

I am so vexed about it, not only for

myself and all of us, but particularly
for him and you. It is not right that

a busy man working for humanity, as

he is doing, should be worried like

that. Indeed I feel so strongly about
it that I have sent in my resignation
as a member of the Society. Why

things should be printed at all

is most unfair and
into such details,

nor can there be the slightest reason

for doing so, for the result is the

dullest reading. Perhaps Sir Victor

could get it stopped. Again expressing

my sympathy,
I am, Yours affectionately,

LYDIA PUTTENHAM.
IX.

The Rev. Stacey Morris to Ernest Bur-

roughs, the compiler of the Puttenham

genealogy.
MY DEAR BURROUGHS,

We are threatened with all

kinds of penalties by Sir

Jonathan Puttenham, the

great contractor, over your

seamy revelations. It is

odd how differently these

things are taken, for the

other great Puttenham, the

chemist, Sir Victor, is de-

lighted and is distributing

copies broadcast. Both of

them types of snobbery
which it would take a

Thackeray to distinguish.
But my purpose in writing
is to say that I hope you
will continue the series un-

dismayed.
Yours sincerely,

STACEY MORRIS.

' I WON'T

letter of the 15th inst. He regrets
that the publication of the Puttenham

genealogy should have so offended

Sir Jonathan, but would point out,

firstly, that it has for years been a

custom of our Records to include such
articles ; secondly, that the volume
has now been delivered to all the

Society's members ; thirdly, that there
;

are members of the Puttenham family
'

who do not at all share Sir Jonathan's

views ; and, fourthly, that if such views
were widely held the valuable and

interesting pursuit of genealogy, of

which our President, Lord Hammer-
ton, to name no others, is so ardent

a patron, would cease to be practised.

VIII.

Miss Lydia Puttenham, of" Wealdview,"

Busper Common, Tonbridge Wells, to

Lady (Victor) Puttenham.

DEAR COUSIN MILDRED, I wonder
if Sir Victor has seen the article on

WAE'S SUEPEISES.
THE MODEST INVENTOR.

I 'VE a friend who 's always "stony,"
For on patenting machines

(He 's an amateur Marconi)
He has squandered all his means ;

And without a Press to puff him
He can make you half believe,

Since no failure can rebuff him,
That there 's something up his

sleeve.

Still, though minded to eschew him
As a nuisance and a bore,

I have lately come to view him
With more kindness than before ;

For, with laudable abstention,

He, unlike all other cranks,

Lays no claim to the invention

Of our admirable Tanks.

Professional Candour.

Dentist's advertisement :

" Teeth extracted with tho greatest pains."
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THE TRIALS OF TINO.

(To ELKUTBEIIIOS VKXIZELOS.)
WISEII far than ancient ZENO,

And, as War -Lord and Commander,
Quito a supor-ALEXANDER,

So his courtiers said, was TINO.

Germany had giv'n him schooling,
And a wife, a Royal lady

(Not a gracious Grecian Haidee)
Versed in all the arts of ruling.

France his army renovated ;

And, though wedded to a Prussian,

He was by descent half-Russian

Denmark too was implicated.

So, when War's dread trumpets sounded-
TINO by his obligations
To some half-a-dozen nations

Found his high ambitions bounded.

And there were,thoughsomewhat faded,

Scraps of paper in existence

Pledging Greece to lend assistance

To the Serbians, if invaded.

There was, too, a Constitution

Whichf to make it duly plastic,
Needed measures highly drastic

And resort to Dissolution.

So it came about that TINO,

By his fetters hampered direly,
Found that life was not entirely

Baccarat and maraschino.

Gains that promised to outweigh loss

Strengthened him in his intention

To proceed to intervention,

Only there was VENIZELOS.

This exasperating Cretan

Wrote a nasty memorandum
Quite a man sir' IwrrcniV infandnm,

And, though shunted, was unbeaten.

Premier after Premier followed,

Who, 'twixt deep sea and the devil,

Tried in vain to keep their level,

And in ignominy wallowed.

Wearied of all Coalitions,

TINO, waxing autocratic,

In his very choicest Attic

Bade farewell to politicians

Sent for LAMBUOS, who, though un-

trained

And a perfect ignoramus
In affairs, was still a famous

Arcliceologist, and Hun-trained.

Heeding not his predecessors,
LAMBHOS the proposal greeted,
And a Cabinet completed

Made of 'ologist professors.

it was a wondrous gleaning
Of economists, zoologists,
Of philosophers, psychologists

All Germanophile in leaning !

A t. /

Uncle. "WELL, WALTEB, WHAT HAVE THEY rcr von DOWN FOB?"

Walter (who lias undergone five medical exams, with a different rerdict each time).

"I I'M NOT QUITE SURE. EOT I THINK IT'S OABBISON DUTY IS BOTH LEGS, OB
ELSE VARICOSE VEINS ABROAD."

This, he thought, will make the State

hum
;

But the humming and the drum-

ming
Soon were ailenced by the coming

Of a sudden Ultimatum.

Worse than that, poor Greece's jailers,

To control the disaffection

Of the Tinoistic section,

Landed hordes of horrid sailors,

And, if one may use a graphic

Though a vulgar phrase, they bottled

All the posts and mails, and throttled

Newspapers and railway traffic.

:;: * * :!:

But enough of TINO'S fumbling
Who that muses on the story
Of the days of Hellas' glory

But must grieve to see it crumbling.

Yet the Isles of Greece, whose splen-
dour

BYRON sang in verse undying,

Jieep the flag of Freedom flying
1 And uphold its great defender.

ELEUTHERIOS ! nomen, ovum

Rightly did his sponsors call him,

Who, whatever fate befall him,
Will not cringe to King or foemeu.

"BOUMANIA MUST BE SAVKD.
Bt A. G. HALES."

Newspaper Poster.

Well, why not ? The Roman Capitol
was once saved by cackling.

" A JAPANESE Gentleman desires to receive

French Lessons in the English Language."
Barnes and Mortlake Herald.

Stratford-atte-Bow is the place for him.
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BREAKING OUT.
" HURRAH, Francesca !

"
I said.

" What on earth are you hurrahing about ?
"

"
Well," I said,

"
if you don't like Hurrah I '11 say Huzzay.

They always did in QUEEN ANNE'S time, didn't they ?
"

"
They don't now," she said. " At least I haven't heard

them."
" No," I said,

"
they 're mostly dead."

" So 's their Queen, isn't she ? But I don't yet know
what you hurrahed about."

"Francesca," I said, "I hurrahed because I have just

firmly resolved to save a considerable sum of money to-day."
"
Huzzay 1 How are you going to do it ?

"

" It 's this way. You know I 've got a season-ticket ?
"

"
Yes," she said,

" I 've heard you mention it."
" Well then, I find I 've got my money's worth out of it."
" How do you mean ?

"

" I mean," I said,
" that if I hadn't bought a season-

ticket I should to-day have spent as much money on rail-

way journeys to and from London as I spent on buying the

season-ticket. Is that clear ?"
"
Crystal," she said.

" Then there you are," I said. "
Henceforth, whenever I

travel to London and back by train, instead of paying seven

shillings and sixpence I pay nothing at all. In other

words I save seven shillings and sixpence."
"
Yes," she said ;

" but you '11 save it just as much by
staying at home."

"
No, I shan't," I said,

" for I shan't have got a railway

journey out of the Great Western for nothing."
"
Perhaps not," she said

;

" but
" There 's no perhaps about it," I said ;

"
it 's a dead cert."

"But," she said, "when Mr. MC!VENNA comes round for

his taxes later on where 11 you be with all your saved seven-

and-sixpences ? They won't be there, you know."
" We will leave Mr. McKENNA out of the question," I

said coldly.
" And if you think," I continued,

" that the

mere mention of his name is going to deter me from saving

seven-and-sixpence, all I can say is that you were never,

more mistaken in your life. You ought to encourage me
instead of thwarting me ;

but of course no woman ever did

understand political economy." ,

" Oh," she said,
" have it your own way. What train are

you going by ?
"

" I am going," I said,
"
by the next, the 10.35, and I shall

lunch at the club."

"Yes," she said, "and have something nice and expensive

something that costs seven-and-sixpence."
" I shall lunch," I said,

" on cold beef and cheese."
" No," she said,

"
you '11 have lobster mayonnaise."

" What a ridiculous notion !

"

I got off safely enough by the 10.35, but, instead of being
able to concentrate on the War news, I found myself think-

ing more and more why, I don't know of my luncheon.

Gradually my thoughts, if I may say so, boiled themselves
down to lobster mayonnaise, the dish that Francesca in a

heedless moment had suggested to me. After all, why
shouldn't I have it ? I liked it ;

I hadn't been extravagant

recently; obviously lobster mayonnaise was the one dish in

the world for me.
At 12.30, filled with a gi'eat resolve, I dashed into the

club and approached the Steward.
" Have you," I said, "a lobster mayonnaise?"
"
Well, Sir," he said,

" we haven't exactly got it ready.
You see, Sir, in these days members don't seem to run to

the fancy dishes. It 's plain roast or boiled with most of

them. But wo can make you one if you '11 give us time."

"You shall have," I said,
"
all the time you can possibly

want, but lobster mayonnaise I am determined to eat. Yes,
and I will have some cold tongue to follow, and some apple
tart and cream to finish up with."

" Will one o'clock do for you, Sir ?
"
said the Steward.

"One o'clock," I said, "is the nour appointed by
LUCULLUS."

"
Yes, Sir," said the Steward,

"
quite so."

It was really an excellent luncheon, and the golden

memory of it was still pleasant when in due course I

got back to my home, where Francesca received me not

ungraciously.
"
Hail," she said,

" my money-saving hero ! I trust the

cold beef came up to your expectations."
"Cold beef!" I said. "You're thinking of some one

else. I lunched off lobster mayonnaise."
"You didn't!"
"
Yes," I said,

" I did, and much enjoyed it."
"
Well, of all the senseless pieces of extravagance !

What made you do a thing like that ?
"

" You did," I said. " It's your fault for putting it into

my head. You mentioned it first."
" Next time you go to London," she said,

" I shall

mention a sardine and a piece of dry toast."
" Make it two sardines," I said,

" and I 'm your man."_=======:_ E. C. L.

THE EEAL ANZACS.
THERE are plenty of slouch-hatted soldiers in tpwn,

Doughty and debonair, stalwart and brown ;

Some are from Weymouth or Salisbury Plain,

Others have "
pushed

"
in the Western Campaign ;

Call them " Overseas soldiers
"
or " Down-under

"
men,

Declare that each one is as daring as ten ;

Call them " Cornstalks
"
or " Fernleaves

"
all out for

a fight
But don't call them Anzacs, for that isn't right.

The Anzacs their ranks are but scanty all told

Have a separate record illumined in gold.
Their blood on Gallipoli's ridges they poured,
Their souls with the scars of that struggle are scored ;

Not many are left, and not many are sound,
And thousands lie buried in Turkish ground.
These are the Anzacs ; the others may claim

Their zeal and their spirit, but never their name.

"The question of the removal of every other tree in Devonshire-

place, Eastbourne, was discussed at the Eastbourne Town Council

last evening. . . . The amendment was lost by 1C votes to 12, the

committee undertaking to poll the residents before cutting the trees."

;
. Times.

Just to show that there should be no preferential treatment.

" Mr. McKenna has been reading the British balance-sheet. The
debt at the end of March will be the mountainous total of 3440 millions.

But is he dismayed ? Not a bit of it. The magic fount from which
he gets his money is like the widow's curse . , , absolutely inex-

haustible." liangitikie Advocate (N.Z.).

The language of the taxpayer is relatively tame.

" I am sitting down with my pen in my hand filled with a cold

resolution to lose my temper very thoroughly."
Afr. James Douglas in " London Opinion."

If Mr. DOUGLAS, as we gather, was using a fountain-pen,
we think that he might have found the process of filling it

with ordinary ink sufficiently provocative.

"The bride . . . wore a beautiful antique Limerick, lent by a

friend." Provincial Paper.

A discreet friend, we trust ; perhaps the Editor of The

Spectator.
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Nurse. "CAN ANYONE HEBE PLAY THE BAGPIPES?"

Piper McTavish. "HEBE YE ARE, Miss I'M YEB MAN."
Nurse. "On, THANK YOU. WOULD YOU MIND BLOWING CP THIS AIB-COSHION ?

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is, to aay the least, something of a shock for the critic

to be confronted with a new novel by CHARLES KIXGSLEY.
Yet this has just been my experience with The Tutor's Story
(SMITH, ELDER), which " LUCAS MALET "

lately found, in

unfinished manuscript, among her father's papers, and has
now revised and completed. The result seems to me very
delightful and quite astonishingly fresh and harmonious.
One had perhaps fallen into the way of thinking the KINGS-
LEY method a little heavy for modern taste, but certainly
the present book gives no support to this idea. It is a

simple dramatically told story, in which only two characters
;ire of great importance : young Lord Hartover, handsome
and spoilt, and the teller of the tale, a lame scholar from

Cambridge, who by his love for his very difficult pupil
eventually plucks him from the snares and plots by
which he is threatened. This and some spirited hunting-
scenes muscular Christianity of the right KINGSLEY note
make up the whole. It is only a deserved compliment to

say that the restorer has done her labour of love so skilfully
that no trace of joinery is apparent anywhere. To read it

may perhaps make you a little wistful for the simpler and

happier days in which it should have appeared ; but that is

only another tribute to its vitality. I should be glad to think
that more of such finds were in store.

Love and Lucy (MACMILLAN) is a fantasia upon a kiss
and might well have been called II Bacio, because Mr.
MAURICE HEWLETT loves little Italian words just like that.

Lucy has been led into matrimony by a lawyer, James

MacCartney, who looks out at life and on her through an

eye-glass. And then suddenly as she is resting before
dinner the light is turned out in her room and she is kissed
as she wants to be kissed. So James, her queer frigid

glass-eyed husband, has chosen to tell her that she is

really still loved. But awful thought perhaps it wasn't
James ! And Mr. HEWLETT makes merry play with his

fantasy and goes on pretending for quite a long time that
we don't guess. And very capable pretence too. The
author's brilliant artificial manner has seldom been so

happily employed. A singular mastery of technique cuts
out every stroke that does not tell. The characters have
an astonishing vitality. Lucy is a darling, tame perhaps,
but adorable; boy Lancelot (her stepson) superb; ad-

venturer Urqnhart, hero of the kiss, very wild and master-
ful and flamboyant. James of the eye-glass, who is stirred

by jealousy to an Indian summer warmth well, James
isn't credible. Eye-glass defences are not so easily broken.

Anyway, a pretty tale told with a pretty wit. But where
do these writer fellows get the detachment to write this

kind of little thing these big days ?

In Through the Serbian Campaign (HUTCHINSON) Mr.
GORDON GOEDON-SMITH, who as Correspondent of The New
York Tribune shared in the great retreat of the Serbs, has
some slashing criticisms to make upon the Balkan diplo-

macy of the Allies. On the evidence here before us it does
indeed seem that in our negotiations with Bulgaria we
were outwitted by the astute M. EADOSLAVOFF ; but I con-
fess a wish to know both sides of the case before joining in

the author's condemnation. M. BOSHKOVITCH in an excel-

lent introduction writes,
"
Nobody could deny that in the
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present war errors and mistakes bad been committed graced with a pretty gift for love-making, yet withal
crrare human urn fat and certainly Serbia has been in a

j

a terrible fellow (I have a bad temptation to say a Fred-

large measure victim of these errors." For the present it
;

Terryble fellow
!)
when it comes to sword-play. If however

is prudent perhaps to leave it at that, and merely to add
j

he should entertain any such theatrical designs, I solemnly
that our Allies have given abundant proof of their will to

|

warn Master Flood that the part of his adventures where

help Serbia, where a way can he found. I do not, how- he carries his scornful love as prisoner to a lonely castle

ever, wonder that Mr. GORDON-SMITH, fresh from witness-
j

will have to lie left out. This business of the Taming of the

ing the retreat, has expressed himself freely about the Misleading Shrew is already far too prevalent in dramatic

causes which compelled it, for it is, at any rate, as human circles. But I should love to see what our scenic artists

to criticize errors as it is to make them. Of the retreat could make of the ship-house,

itself, and of the fortitude and endurance shown by KING I

PETER and his splendid army Mr. GORDON-SMITH writes I suppose Mr. BASIL KING to be an American, chiefly

movingly and with graphic force. Photographs well-
,

because the picture of American social conditions that he

produced deal with well-chosen subjects, and an account of draws in The Side of the Aiigeh (METHUEN) is one that

the work done by the various hospital units in fighting
! would be an impertinence without the authority of native-

typhus and relieving the wounded (a work carried on under
j

born knowledge to warrant it. Certainly you could hardly
indescribable difficulties and with a fine courage) adds call the result enlivening. Money, the pride of it, the

value to this frank contribution to the literature of the War. marrying for it, and the hatred of those who have won in

Miss FLORA SANDKS, a good sportsman if ever there ! the race for it these are the background to every incident,

was one, also took part in the Serbian retreat, and her
\
The plot is too long add closely knit for me to give it you

unique experiences were so thrilling that no one but a con- in any detail. Briefly it concerns the fortunes (a word
tentious prig could quarrel
with the peculiar style in

which An English Woman-

Sergeant in the Serbian Army
(HODDEH AND STOUGHTON') is

written. Miss SANDES, who '

had been at the Serbian hospi- 1

tal at Valjevo, returned after

a holiday to find the town

already occupied by the

Austrians, and so, though she

came to nurse, she stayed to

fight.
" Lieut. Jovitcn, the

commander, took me into his

company, and I was enrolled

on its books, and he seemed
to think I might be a corporal

pretty soon if I behaved my-
self." After this she saw and
took her share in some very
real fighting, and, although
she lays but little stress upon

Scene. The East Coast on a dark and windy night.

Sheep. "Ex AH! "

Nervous Wayfarer.
" FRIEND !

"

her own achievements, I am convinced that she earned pro-
motion not because she happened to be a woman but be-

cause she displayed qualities which would have deserved

recognition in a man. Of the courtesy of the Serbs under
circumstances which, to put it mildly, were unusual, she

expresses unqualified admiration, and her testimony is the

stronger because she knew them in days of disaster,

when the true character of men is put to the test.

In Spacious Times (HunsT AND BLACKETT) is another of

those picturesque costume entertainments for which Mr.
J. HUNTLY MCCARTHY has so agreeable a gift. The peculiar

spacious times here illustrated are those of QUEEN ELIZA-
BETH ; and having been told this you will perhaps not be

altogether astonished to learn that the scene is for the great

part laid in the county of Devon, or that the hero is a sea-

captain. But if the plot runs a somewhat expected course

there is at least one idea in it that I

you may take in two mean-

ings) of a group of families in

a New England township,
who, starting in the dark
backward and abysm of time

with social positions that were

fairly equal, have gradually
become separated as their re-

spective generations got on or

got off in the great dollar com-

petition. Thus when the spoilt
heir of the Mastennans cast

amorous eyes upon the

daughter of old Fay, the

market gardener (whose blood

was every bit as blue as his

own), the affair led to tattle and

eventually to tragedy. But for

all its sordid atmosphere the

tale has power and a certain

distinction. Also it is only fair

to add that the real hero and
heroine are of better stuff than their supporters in the

cast, and that the market-garden, with its glass-bouses
and intensive-culture frames, supplies a setting that is at

least original. Still, it left me feeling that The Side of the

Angels was rather Cis- than Trans-Atlantic. Which of

course is rank and reprehensible prejudice, but none the

less pleasant.

"The wiue that inaketh glad the heart of man. Adam 7". i <?/;/

Clordun." Sunday Times (Hi/dne>/. A~.,S'.ir.)

In the 104th Psalm at the 15th verse the Australian

version lias been adopted with the alteration of one word,
but without acknowledgment.

'Lt. I-ovc, commanding Normal School Coy., held a composite
parade, including cadets from several West-end companies. The field

work included orange-finding, transmission of verbal messages,
advanced guard, and ambush. The scouting was well done, and

found entirely
j

the ambush properly located." Glasgow Evening Citizen.

fascinating namely the (literally) ship-shape house which
j

But we f it wag in the fivst item on the prograinino
built for himself to solace that the cadets really excelled.Master Hercules llood

retirement to dry land. This is such a jolly notion that

I can only marvel that no novelist to say nothing of sea- ,. Thc silence that is in tlll , stan.

y Kky<

captains ever thought of it before. For the rest, this The sleep that is among the lonely pills." WORDSWORTH.
Hercules is much as Elizabethan Devon is wont to model Montreal ilazctti'.

her protagonists in fiction or drama. Indeed he would cut
;

Yet WORDSWORTH never resorted to drugs to induce

an attractive figure behind the footlights bluff, handsome,
'

slumber.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is reported that one of our Lon-

don mayors has just bet the local

military representative an even pudding
that a certain appeal will not bo heard

by a given date. This spectacular

wager has caused the greatest astonish-

like the hoy-scout in the story, who, tinction between the phrases
/ f I T M i # 1 1 1 I

for one of his daily acts of kindness,

gave the canary to the cat.

Pursuant to

*..
*

the Defence of the

enemy destroyers were sunk

merit in Berlin, where all betting on to sit.

tho graver issues of tho War has long
been made a penal offence.

Realm Regulations no fire-works were

permitted on GUY FAWKES' day. Even
Parliament, it will be noted, omitted

The export of whisky from Sweden

A conscientious objector,
asked what ho would do if he

had control of the military
situation, replied that he would
leave it alone, and a certain

member of the Cabinet is said

to have been greatly encouraged
by this public endorsement of

his policy. <c $'

*

An Italian organ-grinder has
earned forty pounds in five

weeks at an English watering-

place, and, small as the incident

may appear, it has done more
than anything else to convince

German public opinion of the

completeness of the understand-

ing that exists between the

Chancelleries of London and
Rome. * ..

:

*'

According to a message from
the New York Correspondent of

The Times on October 31st :

"
Everybody admits that the

Democrats are very strong and

m?,y easily win, but at the same
time there will be some surprise

among those most competent to

judge if the Republicans fail

to scrape through." There is

something rather glorious about

the reckless daring of some of

our political prophets.
* =::'

In the House of Commons it

was recently stated that Irish-

men joining the Forces would
be given the opportunity of

selecting the unit they desired to adopt.
It should bo explained, however, that the

choice does not apply to those that have
tho New York Police Force in mind.

Wo concur with the opinion expressed

by Mr. RUNCIMAN in Parliament last

week that the high price of tea is not
due to gambling operations. Our own
experience has been that gamblers

'two
and

"there is ground for believing that two

enemy destroyers probably sank
"

to

constitute, in the former phrase, a

terminological inexactitude, or whether
the latter phraso simply comes under
tho heading of "

brilliant dialectic."
* *

It is difficult to understand the out-

cry made against the exemption of auto-

matic machines from the opera-
tion of the Early Closing Order.

Everybody must realise that,

with tho Force in its present de-

pleted condition, the task of

arresting the machines found

doing business after prescribed
hours would be next to impos-
sible. ^

A Birmingham man has
been fined two pounds and
two guineas costs for keeping
crowing cockerels. Under the

Defence of the Realm Act the

only kind of noise permitted
to come from these birds is a

gentle sizzling.

Temptress. "AFTER I HAVE CUT YOUR HAIR, SIR, MAY I

HAVE THE PRIVILEGE OF TRIMMING YOUR BEARD IN AID OF
OUR 'HAIR-STUFFED CrSHIONS FOR THE WOUNDED '

?
"

Journalistic Tact.

"Wo much regret that the report

given last week as to Private ,

having died of wounds, was incorrect."

Alloa Advertiser,

" In order to make room, -oflers

(at half their real value), several of

his last season's mated pens, consist-

ing of six extra choice 1815 hatched
Pullets." Poultry.

We think it must have been one
of this vintage that we met at a

cheap restaurant last week.

require some
sustenance.

far stronger form of

* *

A picture-paper recently pourtrayed
a charming actress selling a brace of

pheasants in aid of "Our Dumb Friends'

League." We are sure she meant well,

has been forbidden. This will be a

nasty blow to those discerning club-

men who have always insisted on their

peg of fine old " Glen Olson
"

in pre-
ference to all other brands.

In the Second Chamber of the

Netherlands States-General last week
Mr. TERSVILTJ urged that the Govern-

ment should seize the present oppor-

tunity to " settle the question of the

succession to the Dutch throne." We
are sure that the KAISER, if consulted,

would bo happy to settle it for them.

A considerable controversy is raging
as to whether there is a sufficient dis-

" We greatly regret that we have
been unable to obtain a photograph
of Mrs. Corbett-Ashby to accompany
her article this month [on

" The War
and Woman Suffrage "] ; the one
sent us being not sufficiently clear to

print. Wo have had to substitute,

therefore, at the last moment, one of

Mrs. Heron - Maxwell as Sir Toby
Belch, which we hope may interest our

members." The Liberal Womtn's !!ci-t4W.

We are not ourselves a member, but

we are always interested in the less

conscious manifestations of humour.

From an Irish solicitor's defence of

his client :

"When the police went to his house, not

knowing what charge was to be made against

him, ho naturally gave an evasive answer and

told a lie." Clonmel Chronicle.

We like "
naturally." What children

of nature these Irish are 1

"
LOST, Wardrobe (2 glass doors) and Wash-

stand (marble top)." Liverpool Echo.

These little things are so easily mislaid-

vnr.. rr.T-
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THANKS DEFERRED.
[" Professor VON LISZT, of the University of Berlin, is deeply moved

"

(in the Frankfurter Zcitung)
"
by the ' unselfish Kultur labour

'

of the

German military authorities, conducted 'silently and without hope of

earning gratitude."
" The Times.']

IF, in the vulgar stress of War's distractions,

Whereby the love of beauty gets mislaid,

We fail to recognise your noble actions,

Your bounty spread like butter with a spade ;

If, wh'le wo concentrate, without a word, on
Tliis rather urgent business of the sword,

Your virtue, pending more substantial guerdon,
Is, for the nonce, its own unique reward ;

Believe us, we have hearts as warm as curry;
Not easily they cool, as you shall find

;

There 's no immediate warrant, then, to worry
If with our thanks we seem a bit behind.

Germania, most superb of Culture's daughters,
Can well forgo her present duo of praise,

Content to cast her bread upon the waters,
And thence retrieve it after many days.

Let her allow us just a little latitude

Our honour stands engaged ; we '11 not forget
A little grace for working off our gratitude.
And to the utmost ounco we '11 pay our debt.

We '11 even (this will probably surprise her)
Throw something in beyond the tallied weight ;

We '11 do him handsomely, your WILLIAM KAISER,
And give him compound interest to date.===^== 0. S.

KIT CHAT.
BY THE MAJOR.

ONE of the most touching things about this War is the

way civilians have buckled to and are assisting our brave
soldiers. Tender girls manufacture high explosives re-

gardless of their complexions ; seasoned topers guard
water-works with their lives; Government officials lick two
stamps where before they licked one

; cinematograph com-
panies turn out cartridges; grocers make marching boots,
and so on ad infinitum.

TRENCH COATS.

Strolling through Messrs. Wabash's well-known but-
cheries the other day I was greatly attracted by their
trench coat. The outer skin is constructed of Triple Triple
Duxbak material (rendered absolutely waterproof by patent
process). Inside this is a layer of oiled silk, rendering it

still more absolutely waterproof. Within this again is

a cuirass of toughened steel, which, though it will not
resist high-velocity rifle bullets, turns horse-pistol bullets
at four hundred yards, arrows at two hundred, and bayonet
thrusts at ten. The whole is lined with a lambs'-wcol

dressing-gown which, combined with the effort entailed
in carrying the trench coat about, keeps the wearer in
a constant glow of warmth.

It is impossible to think of any garment more perfectly
suited to modern service conditions, water-proof, pistol-

proof, cold-proof. As Mr. Wabash humorously remarked
to me,

"
Wearing one of our trench coats every man is

his own tank."

TRENCH HELMETS.
Messrs. Beckersniff and Co., the well-known bakers of

Watling Street, have on the market the best trench helmet
I have yet seen. It serves three purposes : it may be worn

as a helmet ;
it may be used as a wash-basin, or the dome

being chastely scalloped it may be employed in the shap-
ing of dainty jellies for the dug-out.

TRENCH SOCKS.

The most important part of the Infantryman is his feet ;

he takes as much pride in them as an Arab does in his fiery
steed ; yet the preservation of these indispensable members
has so far not been treated scientifically, the old-fashioned
wool sock, the kind that Aunty knits, being hopelessly out
of date.

Messrs. Wimple and Walpole, the celebrated candlestick
makers of Broadacre, have been quick to spot what Mr.

Wimple, in his amusing way, calls " the Achillean Heel of

our Army," and have hastened to fill the want.
The result is a beautiful "

foot-glove
" made of pliant

rhinoceros hide, dyed in the colours of the Allies and lined

with the finest camel fleece.

It was not generally known before the War that the
camel owing to the warm climates which it inhabits had
a fleece, but such is the case, and the nation should con-

gratulate Messrs. Wimple and Walpole on their patriotic
acumen in securing the entire output of the Timbuctoo

shearing sheds for military needs.

"DOMINE DIRIGE NOS."
THE richest Corporation in the world was having a little

function. Some of the men who were helping to keep it

rich and safe were there to see. Amongst them was a
handful of wounded men who had already paid for the

safety of that Corporation with their blood. They were
all waiting for the show, not quite knowing what to expect.
There came in the KINO'S Eemembrancer, impressive

yet very human. He talked to the men in his master's

service, explaining that the sight they were to see had
been seen by men in the same service who had fought in

France at Crecy and Agincourt.
Then a representative of the great Corporation came

forward, and at the bidding of the Eemembrancer " did

service." He cut hazel faggots with an axe and a bill-hook,
and counted out six great horse- shoes and sixty-one
nails. "Good service! Good number!" cried out the
Eemembrancer.
The wood from the split faggots was quickly seized by

the fighting men as souvenirs ; but what was to happen to

the nails and the horse-shoes ?
" Let them be kept for the KINO'S pleasure," decided his

Eemembrancer.
Then I saw things in a dream.
A royal pursuivant came in haste straight from the

Palace. I saw each wounded man there were only six of

them carry off a horse-shoe. The KING'S touch was in

them, and their wounds were healed as never wounds
before in the War. A great Highlander got the axe, and
with it he laid about in royal style in the Bosch trenches,

cracking skulls as if they were egg-shells. Whenever the
bill-hook was used, it cut through barbed wire as through
a band of straw. The hazel twigs helped to make palisades
which no Hun could cross, and each of the sixty-one men
who was given a nail carried it like a charm on his rifle,

and never missed his mark. "Good service!" I heard a

voice cry.
" Good service ! Good number 1

"

Dlore Journalistic Tact*.
" Cardinal Gasparri intended giving a farewell dinner in honour of

Sir Henry Howard, tho retiring British Envoy to the Vatican, but
waa prevented by the desire of the Pope that during the war no

gathering having the character of rejoicings should occur at the
Vatican." Renter.
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ANOTHER GAS ATTACK.
KAISER (to All-Highest-But-One). "AND HOW GOES IT?"
HINDENBUKG. "

SIEE, I HAVE DEALT THE ENEMY A SMASHING BLOW."
KAISER. "SO? AND WHEEE WAS THAT?"
HINDENBUKG. "IN THE VIENNA PEESS, SIRE."
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"Owl GEE! BILL, I'VE GOT OSE is THE usa: !'

" WELL, WHAT ABE YOU FUSSING ABAIIT? AIN'T YOU VM HEEX HIT M*

"YES; BUT THIS IS THE FIKST THIS WINTER."

"WELL, DID YOU WISH A WISH?"

REWARD FOR LIFE-SAVING.

THE traffic in Piccadilly at last

thinned a little and the old gentleman,

seeing a gap, left the security of the

island, where we had been standing

together, and dashed for the further

pavement. Halfway across he slipped

and fell, just as a two-horse waggon
came rattling along. There were the

warning shouts which London can

always produce from nowhere at the

right moment ;
cries of alarm ; a scream

or two ;
and then I rushed in and

literally forced the horses back on their

haunches. Something gave me super-

human strength, and I held them as

though they were kittens.

The old gentleman scrambled up and

stumbled into safety, where I joined

him ; the driver of the waggon (who
disliked interference with his steeds)

completed his last sarcasm ; and the

usual crowd hemmed us in. Gradually

disentangling ourselves, we entered

a tea-shop, where the old gentleman

began to be grateful.
What could

he do for me? I had saved his life

and he must mark the occasion. The

long struggle between his persistence

and my reluctance being omitted, let

it suffice that he won, and I agreed to

his whim of buying mo something in

every shop in Bond Street.

I had often thought of such an ex-

perience as this, in the company of a

3ro3sus, as one of the summits of

nunan bliss. But to have it come

;rue !

And so with a bun at the corner

shop in Piccadilly we began.
Before going further, however, let

me say here, for the benefit of other

rewarded heroes, that the enterprise

should be carried through in stages

serially it should not be compressed
into one frenzied expedition. The mind :

cannot adjust itself quickly enough to

retain sound taste and judgment where

there is such variety on the one
j

side, and on the other such a desire to
|

profit by the chance of a lifetime. It
,

is easy enough to take a hundred cigar-

ettes here and a box of chocolates

there, a couple of grouse and an invalid

chair, tickets for Chun Ling Soo and a

salmon ;
but when it comes to Old

Masters and the Barbizoii School ! It

! was there that I was at my wits' end
1

and conscious of not choosing well.

For my old gentleman, like all impul-

sive philanthropists,
was easily tired,

and he had so little appreciation of art

that he could not understand a slower

decision in one shop than another.

None the less it was, for a while, a

wonderful joke. Everything was to be

sent home, and I gave the address of

my modest flat without misgiving

until a fine Sir Joshua followed hard

upon a cabinet of cigars and a gramo-

phone. Then I realised what I was in

for. It was a full-length and cost only

four thousand guineas. Saving life is

a serious matter.
" I want you to have what you

want," the old boy said, seeing that

my eyes were on this, although I

was toying with a CONSTABLE sketch.

" Money 's no object when one has

just been twitched from the tomb."

Having acquired, shortly afterwards,

a silver slide for serving poached eggs

(I saw it in the window and decided

automatically), I remarked,
" You

meant only Old Bond Street, of

course?
"

"Oh, no," he said; "the whole

length, Old and New, both sides. Come

along !

"

I followed him, entering still another

jeweller's. Already I 'had secured

enough rings, bangles and wrist

watches for all my friends ;
but there

was still auriferous trouble ahead. In

the next few minutes a gold card-case,

a ham, and a Nattier were mine.

I then became the possessor o a

garden-seat, having no garden.

My head ached. It was possible to

wish that those horses had been

stronger or I less strong.
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I added lom\ responsibilities a clock,
a Corot, it .In].

: eon, a coloured

engraving and a cup of ten.
"

( 'ome on," said tin- old man, \\lio

would have liccn much better in hos-

pital ;
"there's a puppy shop higher

up."
I

acquired
a tiny 1'ekin.

l!y this time our errand was known,
and an increasing crowd of sight sei-i -.

"g whom, no douht, were some
of the preceding shopkeepers, dogged
our steps. Now and then a boy would
assist me in my choice by pointing to

-omet.hing in the window. The old

gentleman was beginning to repent;
but he stuck manfully to it and would
not listen to any suggestion that we
should finish the job to-morrow.

It was now nothing to me whether I

bought Ming, a motor car, a bottle of

tonic, sealing-wax, furs, copper coffee-

pots, or brown boots. In less than
two minutes I had chosen a Chinese
rug, a barometer, and an evening gown.
I chose the gown from the window,
and the crowd howled with delight
as they saw it removed, most of them
having drawn my attention to it.

(" That 's for his young lady !

"
a boy

said.) A little later I selected a hat
with a sweeping feather, also from a
window, another hundred cigarettes, a
melon, a dozen more socks, a heavily
(irangerised Boswell, a pork pie, and

my fourth pair of shoes. To my
intense relief I found that DOHA'S
pictures were not for sale.

" Come on, come on !

"
the old

gentleman said. "We're getting on.
The best shop of all is still waiting for
us."

" Which is that ?
"

I asked.
"It's a new one," he said, "just

opened, where they sail nothing but
live elephants."

Ridiculous!" I exclaimed. "Not
in Bond Street. All the animal shops
are near the Docks. Besides, they
don't specialise like that, even there."
But it was true. Somehow or other,

somewhere between Conduit Street
and Clifford Street, a gigantic empo-
rium for elephants had sprung up all

unknown to me. There they were in
iheir scores, waving their trunks and
munching and waiting to be bought.

It was while I was trying to find a
white one to add to my collection thatT
woke up.

Commercial Candour.
" WHY Drink POISON WHEN you can get

'OMM \NDO? "
Cape Argus.

' My cows get about 50 Ib. of swedes or
Ids every day from November till May ;

ind most farmers do the same."
Letter in " The Daily Xcics."

Cheso rural appetites !

Mistress. "
MARY, HOW is IT I BEE YOU WALKING OUT WITH A SOLDIER WIIKN

YOU'VE OOT A YOUNQ MAS IN THE TRENCHES?"
Mary.

"
WELL, MUM, I ONLY DOKS IT TO TAKE OFF THE BARE LOOK."

VERDUN.
" VKHDUN is ours !

"
the vaunting Teuton

cries,

And pours his serried ranks of fren-

zied hate

Wave upon wave, carnage insatiate,
To make a highway for the Lord of

Lies.

Verdun is mine !

"
unflinching France

replies ;

" In vain the tyrant thunders at the

gate;
From ruined homes and hearths laid

desolate

The hand of Freedom beckons and I

rise."

Joyous the lark shall soar above the

green
That clothes the fallen ; glad the

corn shall wave ;

Old eyes shall glow, recalling what
hath been,

And how a new France blossomed
from the grave.

Thou livest to all time, Verdun. Thy
dead ?

One hath them in His charge. Be com-
forted.

" FOR Sale, Shakespeare's Novels, 10 voU.,
cloth bound, never been read."

Statesman (Calcutta).

Nor even written.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LI.

MY DEAR CHARLES, The artist who

proposes later on to give trouble with :

1
realistic pictures of WAR As IT Is will

I begin with the brainwdrking of tha

show and pass by stages to the battalion

in the line. Conceiving the oflice, he

will picture an Oriflux pocket lamp with

all but the working parts of it long
since departed to a better world, a

jaded French dictionary, a sketch map
of the Russian Front as it used to be in

1914, a shell case retired from business,

an apple or two, as many typos of gas
helmet as tho ingenuity of man has yet

been able to devise, a genuine old print

of General JOFFRE, a cigarette box con- !

taining pencils, and a pencil box con-

taining cigarettes, envelopes of all sorts

and sixes prepared to go anywhere On
His Majesty's Service, a hanging lly-

paper which hopefully continues its

great offensive notwithstanding the in-

appropriatencss cf the season, deal

tables suggesting school treats, a thou-

sand wants, but the never-failing pre-
sence of tho only real necessity, a pipe.

Thus surrounded, we concentrate

upon the great business of defeating
the Bosch, the last and most important

step to which end is, at eventime, to

read, mark, learn, inwardly digest, sign
and lick up the letters of Pte. Baker

(the orderly) to his \\ife, his mother,
his sisters, his cousins, his friends, his

acquaintances and tho acquaintances,
friends, cousins, sisters and mother of

his wife. This is not so formidable an

operation as you might suppose. When
you have read the first letter you know
the contents of the lot. If the obser-

vations of Private Baker appear to be

enjoying a dangerously wide publicity

you fesl that they will convey little to

the enemy, since they convey nothing
to you but a general sense of bold ant

cheerful inaccuracy.
This done, it only remains to have a

friendly chat with the telephone-ope-
rator on the subject of operating tele-

phones, to send out your daily greeting
to the minor formations, and to turn

your thoughts to the evening recreation

Shall it be the advertisements in the

day before yesterday's Times, or shal

it be a little fancy-work on your blotting

pad with the red and blue pencil? Fo
those who prefer to get an appetite fo

the evening meal by less sensationa

means it is always open to go to thei

billets, sit upon their beds and think

No man can complain of the want o

things to think about, since each ha
his higher authorities. The platoor
commander is exceptionally fortunat

in this respect ;
as objects for hi

sweeping improvement schemes h

has the company, the battalion, the

brigade, the division, the corps, the

army, G.H.Q., the War Office, the

Council of the Allies, and Providence-

\Vbon he has finished amending them

all, he is in the right mood to go and

help himself to one more delicious slice

of good roast beef.

What pleasing memories that simple
dish recalls ! It reminds him of yes-

terday and of the day before yesterday.
It also reminds him of the day before

the day before yesterday and of all

the days before that, in one long un-

broken sequence. I wonder how many
cattle, frozen or pressed, I 've eaten

since this war began. If I had to

meet them all, I cannot say whether I

hould prefer them to come forward in

vaves or in massed formation.

"Tho British Army in the Field"

ias a pleasing sound about it, has it

not? Have you ever conceived what

ho Field is? No? Then I will tell

rou what the Field is. It is just a

ield. You might have a good long
ook at it and not recognise it as such,

jut field it is, or was before they shaved

t and painted it brown. It constitutes

% messuage of the most eligible sort,

stable, garage, outhouses, reception

rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms com-

bined in the simplest possible taste.

When your Infantryman wants to turn

in he does not have to go trudging up
a tiresome lot of stairs. He spreads
limself luxuriously where he is and

tucks himself up in the mud. It may
seem to him that he has more than

bis fair share of rain in his bed, but he

can see and hear for himself that the

supply is not yet exhausted and the

system of distribution is still efficient.

It is no affair of his, in this beneficent

form of socialism called military routine.

All the good things which Heaven and

the Hun throw at him he just takes

without a word of thanks or any offer

to pay. At all times he fills his pipe
with fresh wet tobacco, takes a mud
from his mud box, strikes a watery

light and inhales the soothing steam.

Mud, he finds, is a wonderful thing;

he can smoke it, eat it; drink it, wear

it and be it, and still there is plenty
left to play about in.

The War has now lasted two years

and three months, and those who have

seen it through may now congratulate
themselves warmly on having drunk

upwards of a million pints of tea

Sometimes it has been black, some-

times grey ;
sometimes it has been a

manacing' crimson and sometimes

deep and peaceful blue. It has tastec

of everything, from cheese to chloride

O f iime a good flavour which we shal

carry with us to the end of time. Any
way, if you can't drink it you can ea

it, and as often as not there is milk

with it. For this last boon, however,

the cow should not take all the credit.

I doubt if she is entitled to any. I

fancy that every time the soldier at the

Front has milk in his tea the office-boy

at home has.to go without his stickfast

paste. But 'are there now any office-

boys at home? I wonder. 1 incline

to believe that all that genius for

incidental naughtiness is now with

the H.E.I'
1

.

Let us gather round the old camp
fire and recall old memories. In other

words, let us to the incinerator and

smell at its source the one and only
sme'.l. No doubt there was some deep

underlying cunning in the brain which

first thought of collecting all tho cheap-
est and most pungent blotting-paper in

the world and leaving it to smoulder,

slowly and relentlessly, at points so

artfully chosen that never a corner of

the zone of the Armies should remain

unodorised. When peace, with all its

deprivations and delects, at length ar-

rives I propose to erect an incinerator

of my own in my back-garden. Religi-

ously throughout the year I shall accu-

nulate for it the food it loves, even if

my pigs have to starve. One day in

he year I shall have a great festival,

shall light it and keep it going the

whole twenty-four hours. This one

day in the three hundred and sixty-five

will not be wasted. It will serve to

keep me alive to the intense, if nega-

;ive, pleasures of the other three hun-

dred and sixty-four.
If the glory of France really con-

sisted, as they used to tell me, in its

omelettes and coffee, I for one should

longer remain to help defendingno o ~- --

France. It may be that familiarity-

breeds contempt ; anyhow, if it was a

mere matter of delicacies, I 'd sooner

fight even for America, its canned

meats and pineapple chunks. What I

should really like to eat now would

be but hush ! you will be saying that I

think too much of my food. And no

doubt you 'd be right. As says my old

and learned friend Ross, who three

years ago was shaping for no greater

a distinction than a seat on the Bench,

but has now, on his fifty-first birthday,

suddenly risen to the dizzy heights of

a full lieutenancy :

"
Nowadays I seem

to think in nothing but extremes. Only
two things really interest me Europe
and my stomach. Nothing in between

matters." Yours ever, HENRY.

Commercial Candour.

"COMPULSION FOE ALL has become a fact:

married men with comfortable homes need

not despair of their furniture becoming ruined

if they have it stored at 'a Garage."
Provincial Paper.
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Hostesg. JlY DAUGHTKB ETHEL IS KAUNING TWESTY-FIVK SHILLINGS A WKKK AT A BASK
T IT WOULD 1U.

THE LIGHTED WAY.
LITTLE beam of purest ray
Lying like a path of glory

Through the chimney-pots that sway
Over London's topmost storey,

Lighting to the knightly fray
Pussies black and brown and gray,
Lovesick tenors young and gay,

Whiskered bassos old and hoary,
Shining from my attic room
Thou dost lure them to their doom.

How could I without thine aid
Greet their ill-timed serenade ?

How discover in the dark
If the hair-brush found its mark,
Or distinguish hits from misses
As the whistling soap-dish hisses,

Lifting like a bursting bomb
James, tlie next door neighbour'sTom ?

Now by nailing half a kipper
Neath thy radiance I can down
(Aiming carefully at the brown

With ii bootjack or a slipper)
Half the amorous cats in Town.

Xuw as 1 remove my boots
I can count the stricken brutes,

Chalking as I pass to bed
On the wall above my head,
"Thirteen wounded, seven dead."

I have strafed the surly Fritz
In the neighbourhood of "

Wipers,'
Bombed the artless Turk to bits,

Potted his elusive snipers,
Blown his comfortable lair

Like a nest of stinging vipers
Several hundred feet in air ;

But the sport was tame, I wis,
In comparison with this,
When the bottle built for stout

Lays the chief soprano out,
And the heavy letter-weight
Drums on her astonished mate,
Ginger Bill, the bass, who falls

Uttering fearful caterwauls.
* '

* * :;:

(Later.) Baleful shaft of light,

Blazing like a ruddy beacon,

Guiding through the starless night
Zeppelins that come to wreak on

Sleeping Londoners the might
Of Teutonic schrecklichkeit,
Tears bedew the pillow white
Which I lay my blenching cheek on,

For the minion of the law,
Who in peace - time droops and

drowses,
From a point of vantage saw,

Gleaming high above the houses,
Thee, incriminating ray,
And there is a tine to pay.

"The 'Telegraaf tates that the Vienna
ni'wspapers anticipate that the consumption
of cigars in Austria will shortly be limited to
one per day." Daily Graphic".

With a State lottery to decide who
shall smoke it ?

From The Times' report of a recent
case :

"... the words of the covenant ' other
places of entertainment '

ought to be construed
as applying to entertainments ejusdein gen-
eris."

Morning Post's version :

"The words ' other places of entertainment '

must be construed in a just and generous con-
nection."

The letter of the law may be more
accurately laid down in Tlie Times,
jut for the spirit commend us to The
Morning Post.

' ' Some misapprehension seems to have
risen as to what the latest Lighting Order

requires of householders. Many people are

apparently under the impression that heavy
bluff blinds are sufficient. This is not so."

Manchester Evening Neu:s.

Manchester "
specials

"
are not to

be deceived by any such transparent
device.
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(TIME : 27i Z)t Future.)

Son of War-Profiteer. "FATHER, WHO DID YOU DO IN THE GREAT %YAK?"

TO JOHN BUCHAIM,
Author of

"
Greenmantle," "The Thirty-Nine Steps,''

" T/ie Power House
"
and other ingenious and delect-

able romances.

LOVEB and son of Scotland, in whose blood

Surges the love of mountain and of flood
;

Maker of songs, master of nervous prose,

Biographer of EALEIGH and MONTKOSE ;

Mystic and man-at-arms, whose mental range
Links wholesome fact with fancies passing strange ;

Hailing the Adventurers who crossed the foam
And made Virginia's soil their second home ;

Or breathing that enchanted air that thrills

The lonely spaces of the haunted hills

With you, upon your magic carpet whirled,
We light upon the roof-tree of the world

;

Or join the Company of La Marjolaine,
Those "

gallant gentlemen who fought in vain
For those who knew not to resign or reign ;

"

We share the terrors that are his who roves

Through Afric's dim and demon-haunted groves ;

Or, soaring backward down the gulf of time,
Eevisit Hellas in her golden prime,
And, gazing in your magic crystal, see

What lured the Lemnian to Thermopylae.
Most modern authors have their ups and downs,
But on your efforts Fortune never frowns.

Renowned in letters ere the War began
Your late achievements place you in the van ;

Historian, lecturer,
"
special," novelist

All roles come easy, for you have " the fist ;"

And yet the wonder ever daily grows
How you contrive to run so many shows.
But best of all the functions you assume
Is that of finding antidote? to gloom ;

For when your story-telling fit is on
You prove indeed another "glorious JOHN,"
Another "wizard of the North," whose art

Brings welcome 'ease to many an aching heart.

'Tis headlong going ;
for one step of mine

Your Pegasus can travel Thirty-Nine !

And in The Power House of your brain there glows
A ceaseless energy that scorns repose.
MILTON'S sad shepherd twitched a mantle blue

When seeking for fresh woods and pastures new,
But you, to lend fresh glamour to your scene,
Invoke a prophet who is garbed in green.

Still, in whatever hue your fancy choose
To robe a spokesman of subversive views,
It matters little

;
'tis the yarn you weave,

O master of the art of make-believe,
That holds us willing captives, loth to see

The Finis that too soon must set us free.

"LADY, English, capable, musical (during war), seeks refined

Home and Companionship." The Times.

Peace has its drawbacks. We shall miss the drum.

" Mr. had an intimate knowledge of the private life of Samuel

Pepys, and his hearers were given a fair outline of the youth, early

days, subsequent marriage, and death of this remarkable diarist,

which occurred in 1703." Wallasey Chronicle.

One crowded year of glorious life !
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PAYMENT IN KIND.
JOHN BULL. "'A TON FOR A TON.' THAT SEEMS A SOUND IDEA."

MB. PUNCH. "MAKE IT TWO FOB ONE. SIE, AND I'M WITH YOU."



ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Tuesday, October 'dlst. Ministers

were not in their best form to-day.

Mr. ASQUITH was away and his col-

leagues were perhaps depressed by

the 21(3 questions awaiting them. En-

couraged by the addition of a quarter-

of-an-hour to Question-time Members

have nearly doubled their output.

Lord ROBERT CECIL missed an oppor-

tunity in regard to Miss EMILY HOB-

HOUSK. The lady obtained a passport

to Italy on the plea of ill-health, and

eventually proceeded to Switzerland and

thenco into Germany. Lord ROBERT

could only protest that it was not the

fault of the Foreign Office, and that

there should be no repetition.
But

surely the proper course would be to

copy the procedure adopted in the case

of the notorious BoY-Eo, to whom the

Government guilefully
accorded a safe-

conduct on the ground that
^he

was

likely to be less dangerous in Germany
than in America. Next time Miss

HOBHOUSE wants a passport let her

have one marked "Not available for

return."

The House was disappointed
^

learn from Mr. BALFOUR that the Ger-

man destroyers which raided the

Channel last week escaped unscathed

from our gunfire.
If any were sunk,

as the first Admiralty report indicated,

it was by running on to mines. For-

tunately for the Government, Mr.

PEMBERTON-BILLING interposed with

a suggestion that these raids were only

possible through the enemy's posses-

sion of Zeppelins. The FIRST LORD

quietly remarked that he did not think

Zeppelins would be much use on a

night which was exceptionally dark, anc

in the ensuing laughter the main

question was forgotten. But there is

no truth in the report that, as a reward

for his kind assistance, Mr. BILLING is

to be appointed Flight-Commander o

Admiralty canards.

Some sixteen years ago the Govern

ment of the day contemplated the intro

duction of a measure for compelling

persons in trade to register their rea

names. The War has revealed th

ramifications of enemy-trade m ou

midst, and made the proposal muc

more urgent. Yet even now the Boarc

of Trade has not grappled with th

matter itself, but has been content t

adopt a Bill of a wholly inadequat

kind sent down from the House of

Lords. Mr. PRETYMAN'S description

of it might be summed up as " a poor

thing, not mine own," and naturally

failed to commend the measure to

Sir EDWARD CARSON and other critics

who wanted something with far more
"
ginger" in it.

At the close of a short sitting Mr.

RONALD McNEiLL invited the Govern-

ment to explain our relations towards

Greece. Usually strenuous to the point

" A. pas seul among the eggs of Greece."

Lord ROBEUT CECIL.

f violence, Mr. McNEiLL on this oc-

asion did his spiriting so gently as to

licit a remonstrance from the fiery Mr.

JYNCH, who compared his speech to the

performance of a lady pianist.
Mr.

JYNCH himself banged and thundered

MB. SPEAKER "COMBINES INSTRUCTION WITH
AMUSEMENT."

away in a style reminiscent of RUBIN-

STEIN at his noisiest. Lord ROBERT

CECIL, called upon at short notice to

execute a pas seul among the eggs of

Greece, was obviously somewhat em-

barrassed. He hotly disclaimed (with

suspicion of a pun) the propping up of

ierman propaganda, paid some coni-

jliments to M. VENIZELOS, and declared

hat wherever the majority of the Greek

jopulation recognised him as their <lc

facto ruler the British Government

vould recognise him too. Then with

i touch of the traditional Cecilian

lauteur he reprimanded the critics.

Chev might turn out the Coalition if

they liked, and the Coalition, %ve were

nvited to believe, would welcome relief

'rom a task which really transcended

mman powers. But until they did so

the Government must hear its own re-

sponsibility, and not be called upon to

share it with the House of Commons
or anybody else.

Wednesday, November 1st. \\e are

given to understand that more men arc

urgently required for the Army, but

to judge by the proceedings of some

Government Departments this must he

a mistake. Early in Question-time

Dr. MACNAMAKA related at considerable

length the history of a conscientious

objector still employed by the Admiralty

at a high salary, despite the fact that

not only did he refuse to fight, but

had been prohibited by the military

authorities from remaining at Ports-

mouth. A little later Members heard

with amazement that a junior clerk in

the office of an Irish Surveyor of Taxes

at Dundalk had been refused leave to

join the Army, and informed that if he

did so he could not have a promise of
|

reinstatement.
" The duties are very i

technical
"
was Mr. MACKINNON WOOD'S

excuse for regarding this warlike young j

Irishman as
"
indispensable."

Pre-

suming, I trust correctly, that the

SECRETARY OF THE ADMIRALTY and the

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY are on

speaking terms, I suggest that they

might consider the possibility of turn-

ing the conscientious objector of

Portsmouth into a tax-collector at

Dundalk.
If there were a General Election

to-morrow no one would be entitled to
\

vote who acquired his qualification
I

later than 1914, and of those quali-

fied a large proportion, being in the

trenches or in distant munition-works,

would be unable to exercise the franchise,

and the election would consequently

be decided by slackers and stay-at-

homes. But when the Government

tried to meet the difficulty by intro-

ducing a Special Register Bill the

House showed little enthusiasm.

The Bill was down for Committee

to-day, but first a long list of proposed

Instructions, by which Members sought

to widen its scope, had to be disposed

of. It takes a very clever man to frame

aii Instruction which will pass the

SPEAKER'S scrutiny. In a pretty long
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Clerk. "WHAT RELIGION ABE YOU?" Recruit. "CHRISTIAN, SlB."

Recruiting Officer. "THAT WON'T DO. You MUST BAY 'CHURCH OP ENGLAND,' 'B.C.,'
' PRESBYTERIAN ' on 'FiiEE CHURCH.'"

Recruit. " THINK IT MUST BE THE LAST, SIR. ANYHOW, THEY DIDN'T CHARGE ME ANYTHING THE TIMK I WIST."

experience of Parliament I cannot re-

member haif-a-dozon cases of success.

Mr. LOWTHEK'S performance on the pre-
sent occasion might be described in the

old-fashioned phrase as "Combining
Instruction with Amusement," so deftly
did he decapitate each carefully -nur-

tured blossom. One by one they fell

before his stroke, until lie came to the

last one, by which it was proposed to

empower the Committee to enfranchise
soldiers and sailors, apart from any
other qualification. An obiter dictum
of Mr. LOWTHER at an earlier stage of

the Bill had engendered hope that this

fine 'flower might be "
left blooming

alone." But it was not to be. With
a TARQUINIUS SUPERBUS - like gesture
Mr. LOWTHER announced that he had

changed his mind, and off went its

head.

Deprived by this ruling of the oppor-
tunity of amending the measure to its

liking, the House, led by Sir EDWARD
CAHSON, declined to have anything more
to do with it. In vain the PRIME
MINISTER promised to give Members
a special opportunity of deciding the

larger question, and urged it meanwhile
to get on with the work before it.

" What was the use," asked Sir JOHN
SIMON and others,

" of considering the

machinery of registration until they
knew what sort of persons were to be

placed on the register?
"

Borne down
under the weight of opposition from

!

so many quarters Mr. ASQUITH at

length agreed to "report progress"
the quaint phrase that the House

employs to record the fact that no pro-

gress whatsoever has. been made.

Thursday, November 2nd. There
was much talk to-day of the shortage
of potatoes. Various reasons for it

were- advanced by Mr. RUNCIMAN, but
|

it was left for Mr. HOUSTON to provide
j

what is doubtless the real explanation.
" Is it not a fact," he asked, "that
a large number of potatoes are used

to produce alcohol for the MINISTER OF
MUNITIONS ?

" No direct reply to this

charge was made by the Government,
but by a remarkable coincidence, to

which I trust no sinister significance
attaches, Mr. PRETYMAN immediately
afterwards brought in a Bill to amend
the Output of Beer (Restriction) Act.

Dr. JOHNSON once said that patriotism
was the last refuge of the scoundrel.

There are, of course, no scoundrels in

the House of Commons.'but there are

one or two gentlemen whose chief con-

tribution to the task of winning the
War is to accuse the Ministers engaged
in conducting it of possessing sympa-
thies with the enemy. Their latest

victim is Mr. CHAMBERLAIN, whose
crime is that lie has not discharged an

aged German Professor who has been

engaged since 1872 in cataloguing the

Persian manuscripts belonging to the

India Office. From the speeches of Sir

H. DALZIEL and Mr. HANDEL BOOTH I

rather gathered that this ancient dry-
as-dust must be " the hidden hand

"

we read so much about. And my
suspicions were strengthened when the

UNDEH-SECHETAHY FOR INDIA said that

he had never heard the old gentleman's
name before that day. Evidently the

secret of his existence is one that no-

body below the rank of a Cabinet

Minister can be trusted to share.

" It must not be forgotten that every lighted
street lamp has to be attended to individually.
Where electricity is concerned the mater is

simple." Manchester Evening Netcs.

And even the pater does not always
show too much intelligence.
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SECOND SIGHT.
I SAT nt one end of the garden bench,

Elizabeth at the other. \Ve were wait-

ing to start for the station to meet the

li'.-V) from London.
We were ready much too soon, as

one always is for an untoward event,

and, as I pulled my watch out for the
third time in ten minutes, Elizabeth

looked at me wanly and suggested my
meeting the train alone.

"
Perhaps it might make

easer, she said,
"

if you met
alone ; he has never seen me, and

things
him

She stopped abruptly, and with a fresh

pang I realised that my brother George,

"
No, not like the Bombardier and the the sun, while she made a rigorous

poor soldiers who have to walk with tour of inspection among the buttons

crutches. Uncle George can walk if
;

of his tunic.

we hold his hand, but his eyes were '

Having satisfied herself that all were
hurt and he cannot see. He cannot in order and that each button fitted its

see at all." rightful button-hole, she gazed long

Betty was dumbfounded. " Not see and thoughtfully at the face above her,

gerlaniums? Not see Betty?" she and found herself completely baffled I >\

asked incredulously.
"
Then," after a,' the look in those still grey eyes.

terrible pause
"
then, Mummy, I can "Not a little bit can't you see?"

walk him home from the station."
'

she coaxed at last, in a whisper. "Not
For this Heaven-sent solution to our !

if I do that," twinkling her tiny fingers
immediate problem we were amazed

'

across his brow.

and thankful and, as Betty danced
before us on our way to the train,

courage and hope crept back to our
hearts for the first time that day.

"This is Betty," we were saying a

few moments later as the tiny hands

-;

my dear old brother, would never see

Elizabeth now, for ho was coming to

us blind !

George, who had written

those jolly letters from India

these past ten years ; hero of

many frontier expeditions ; the

big splendid brother of my
youth Georgewho had led his

native regiment across France;

now wearer of the V.C., and
blind !

I pushed the gravel about
with my stick and stared at

the bright geranium bed, round
which our little Betty frolicked

with her watering-pot.
"
There, daddy," she cried,

sprinkling the last few drops
over her shoes and dancing
towards us. " Gerlaniums now
nice for Uncle George !

"

At once we
1

knew something
must be done. Betty, for whom
the world was a bright dream,
even Betty must know the

price that is paid for dreams.
Elizabeth took the watering

-
pot stroked his trouser-leg.

" She thought Peacock doesn't fly very fast, perhaps
away and wiped the little fingers care- she would like to come and take you because he is a vain bird and wants to

Prim Lady.
" I WANT A USEFUL PRESENT FOB MY NEPHKNV

IN THE. TRENCHES."

Tobacconist. "PiPE? TOBACCO-POUCH? CIGARETTES ?"
Prim Lady.. "No. HE HAS PLENTY OF THOSE. HAVE

TOU ANY PRETTY JSH-TE.tYS ?
"

' Not a little bit," he answered with

a patient smile. "That is not the

things you see, Betty."
" What then ?

"
she urged, anxiety

and curiosity creeping into her voice.
" What then can you see?

"

We held our breath.

[

"
Oh, fetch her away !

"
said

Elizabeth in a whisper. But
the dear fellow was new hold-

ing his catechist tightly round
the waist, his brown cheek

against her yellow curls, and
as she lay very still for his

answer wo heard him say:
" When the sun :'s warm,

Betty, and the trees rustle

overhead like this, 1 see beau-

tiful birds in the branches,
anil presently they will flutter

away into the blue, blue sky
of India. Some have scarlet

heads and green and yellow
feathers, some have dainty
white crests and long, such

long forked tails. Golden
oriels fly across the tree tops,

too, and parrakeets in all

kinds of blue and green. And
there are peacocks skirring be-

low the big mountains. Mr.

fully, then, in what she hoped was a home." show his feathers."

matter-of-fact voice, she reminded "Why, that's first-rate," answered! " Peacock proud bird," agreed Betty
Betty that Uncle George was ill

;
that the dear fellow cheerfully, throwing importantly. "Then?"

he had been wounded in the big War, \ back his head and squaring his shoul- [

"
Then, when I smell the hot and

and that we were all going to be very : ders in the old inimitable way.
" Come

[
dusty roads, I see elephants pad-

quiet and very careful of him. i along, Betty," as she took his big hand ; padding across the plains ; big crinkly-

Betty looked solemnly pleased. She i

"
tell me when we come to the ditches, coated elephants that carry us into the

had been petted too often by wounded
\ By Jove, I can smell blackberries !

"

soldiers to feel overawed by the pros-

jungle where the tiger lives, and the

I stayed behind to well, to give
j

black buck with the gentle eyes. And

pect of having one permanently in the instructions to the orderly about bag- 1 the jungle is full of wonderful trees

house. She saw herself handing in-
j
gage, and when I caught up the three : and bushes, bushes that smell so sweet

numerable plates of bread-and-butter,
j

figures by the garden gate Betty had
j

as the elephant crushes them with his

at all hours of the day, to a sick soldier
j

the situation entirely in hand. She big black hoofs.

who would be dressed in a blue suit had reached the safe topic of clothes,
and a scarlet tie, and she was mani-

festly happy.
"
But, darling," said her mother

firmly,
" I want you to listen. Uncle

George was not wounded in the arm
or the leg ."

" Not like Bomb-dear-Jones ?
"
inter-

rupted Betty, recalling her favourite of

the moment.

and was retailing her dislike of mackin-

toshes,
" 'cos they buttoned up your

legs and smelt," and the shout of joy
from her new companion was good
to hear.

We left him in the garden with her,
and when we returned a little later she
was sitting on his knee under the ojd

acacia, babbling of everything under

When you take me down to the

sea to-morrow, as you promised, Betty,
and I hear the swish of the water, I

shall see red-sailed dhows and yellow-

painted paddle-boats, and porpoises
and flying

- fish and queer diamond-

shaped scaly fellows leaping in the air.

If the water is not too deep there will

be brown sea-snakes wriggling amongst
the seaweed and all sorts of jolly jelly-
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Officer. "How is IT THAT YOU HAVE so MANY YOUNG FELLOWS WORKING FOB YOU?"
Farmer. "WELL, YE SEE, THERE'S SUCH A BUN ON THE OLD 'UHB THAT WE CAN'T GET 'EM."

fish, some dark red chaps with long
white streamers floating behind them,
as though they had forgotten to fasten

up their braces in their hurry to get

along the Tigris and play with all the

other funny fishes that light up when
night comes, like toys upon a Christmas-
tree. On the shore there will he Arabs
and camels, date-palms and wee white
churches. ..."

" Oh ! and are they real ?
"
breathed

Betty, open-eyed and panting.
"
Heal,

Uncfe George? Not fairy tigers or

ftii-ry jelly- iish ?
"

The spell is broken. We join in the

hearty burst of laughter that comes
from beneath the acacia-tree.

" He can see !

"
screamed Betty de-

lightedly, scrambling down and rushing
towards us. " He can see lovely, lovely

tilings; and, Mummy, he won't mind
about the gerlaniums."

From " The Diary of Ethel
"

in The
Dni I

ii Mail :

" I am writing in my bedroom. It is en-

tiii'ly lit by candles some hundreds of them,
ild think, in old silver sconces."

October 14th.
" This room looks so huge and dark. The

hundred candles hardly seem to give any light.
"

October IGth.

We are glad to note the reduction in

the number, Htliel, but in these times
even a hundred seems scandalous.

COLOUES.
I HAVE ten colours in my box
And paint a lot of magazines,

And Mother's fashion-book of frocks

And picture
- cards of kings and

queens.

Of all my paints I 'm fond of three

And hardly ever use the rest :

Yellow for fire, and blue for sea,

And red for soldiers that 's the best.

NOTE.

I know they dress in khaki now,
But that 's a colour hard to make

The same as Mr. Meadows' cow
That won't come right with crim-

son lake.

" When LOBACHEVSKI threw over the Eucli-

dean concept that the sum of the angles of a

triangle are equal to three right angles, and
founded a geometry of his own, he was but

displaying in the region of pure thought those

qualities of fresh, bounding vision, untram-
melled by prejudice and set formula, which
his brothers have shown in other fields of

endeavour." The Timts' Russian Supplement.

We ourselves in our hot youth had

thoughts of throwing over various

Euclidean concepts in favour of our
"
fresh, bounding vision, untrammelled

by prejudice and set formula," but, to do
EUCLID justice, the above concept was
never one of these.

Painful result of civic hospitality :

"King Manuel, who arrived in Aberdeen

yesterday, was receive:! by the Lord Provost,
and after being enttrt lined at luncheon spent
the afternoon in the military hospital."

Daily Graphic.

"Mr. Eve based his address on the words
' Adam, where art thou ?

' '

Bedfordshire Times.

EVE, if anyone, ought to know the

answer.

Official War news as displayed at

a West Highland post-oflice :

"British last night captured a German
trench with 2 officers and 19 barbarians."

It almost looks as if the two officers

may have been civilised.

From- a speech of Prince ALEXANDER
of Serbia, as reported by The Dundee

Evening Telegraph :

"Never has an alliance been so complete,
so free from all personal armour proper."

The PRINCE, we gather, is not an
advocate of body-shields.

From a concert programme :

" SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OK TIIK

WELSH MALE CHOIK.
OVEll 20 IX NUMBER, INCLUDING SEVEIIAL

VOCALISTS."

We now understand why the Prayer-
Book distinguishes between " choirs

"

and "
places where they sing."
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THE FRANCHISE AT THE FRONT.

MY DEAR MR. PUNCH, We owe it to

our fighting men to hold a General Elec-

tion. We have justly recognised the

need for entertainment, relaxation and

distraction from the cares of war.

We provide concerts, sports, football

matches, picture -houses, newspapers,
books, mouth-organs. Are we so nig-

gardly as to refuse to provide a General

Election? It is impossible to over-esti-

mate the happy effect of a performance
-by Cabinet Ministers all down the hack

of the front from the sea to the Soinme.

Yasser should he unarmed and colours not a member of the ship's company,

could bo worn, provided that only khaki !llso notc f>
-)

(Sec

was used.

I am, yours as usual,

STATISTICIAN.

CLARIFIED CLASSICS.

WE understand that a firm of Now
York publishers is shortly issuing a

now series of English and American

Classics, the feature of which will be

even fuller and more explanatory notes

than in any previous edition of the

same works. All obscurities, however
I can well imagine that the chance of slight, will be elucidated by highly-

leaving the trenches for the rear in the paid experts, so that there will remain

lively hope of hearing a reasoned dis-:no excuse not to know, and compre-
cussion of Land Values or Local Option ! bend fully, the masterpieces of Anglo-cussion ot ijancl values or ixicai Opt
would prove a bright, sustaining pros-

' Saxon literature,

pect. On the other hand, if

a sufficient supply of oratory
was sent out to occupy the

whole of the rear at so many
speeches to the mile (wheel
to wheel), and if it went on

long enough, might it not

have the effect of popularis-

ing the first-line trenches, or

even of bringing about a

spontaneous offensive on the

whole front of such impetus
as to end the War ?

There are a good many
small points that call for de-

cision. We cannot expect
the army to vote unless they
have a real live issue put be-

fore them. But there are

plenty of live issues. I would
be prepared myself to sweep
the trenches on the single

question of Plum -and-Apple
Jam. Eegistration again
could be simplified .by form-

ing military constituencies

two members to a division

while out of courtesy to pur heroic

Allies a certain number of votes would
no doubt be put at the disposal of the

French Command.
The enemy is pretty certain to, know

what is going on, but conspicuous

dummy polling-booths could be erected

to draw his fire. The elections should

all take place on one day ; any battalion

that happened to be engaged on an

attack could no doubt be provided with

a Polling Tank. And something must
be done to prevent manipulation, as

THE NEW ARMY.

Officer. "NOT A PUNCTURE, I HOPE?"
Private Brown (inspecting mud on tyre).

Blue were her eyes as the fairy-flax,
s

Her cheeks like the dawn of day,*
And her bosom white as the haw-

thorn buds 10

That ope'
1 in the month of May.

12

(8) For a full description of this plant SC3

Appendix C., "Flora of American poetry."

(9) Under fine weather conditions. The refer-

ence is probably to the pink clouds that

frequently accompany sunrise; the given,

purple, or golden tints being ignored. (10) See

Appendix C. ; also, for the whole subject of

complexion and its treatment, consult adver-

tisement pages at end of volume. (11) Open.
(12) Or June in backward seasons.

[Twenty pages of notes and inci-

dental poetry omitted.]

" O father, I hear the church bells

ring,""
O say

:il/ what may it be ?
"

" 'Tis a fog-bell
3 '* on a rock-

bound coast !

"

And he steered for the open
soa.

:" ;l

(340) The child had clearly en-

joyed a pious education. But at

whose hands? (See Appendix K on
"Character of Skippers' Wives."

(347) A touching use of the familiar

American idiom. (348) But was it?

Professor Scadder aptly objects
that a strong North-Easterly gale
is unlikely to produce fog. On
the. other hand the bell, if floating,
would ring in any.weather. (349) An
obvious query arises here. How
in a fog if there was a fog did he
know which was open sea? Miss
Sadie Pothunter believes that the

skipper may have been under the
influence of alcohol, a theory to

which his subsequent demise lends

some support. (See also under

"Navigation" and "Licences,"
and Appendix G. on "Medical

aspects of the disaster.")

On, NO, SIR. BUT
Y.OU MUST HAVE HAD A WONDERFULLY INTERESTING BIDE. - I SEE
YOU 'VE BEEN IN THE LOWER SILURIAN, OLD RED SANDSTONE,
CRYSTALLITE AND METAMORPHIC DISTRICTS."

To illustrate the method, we append
some anticipations of the first volume :

THE WRECK OF THE, HESPERUS.
" '

It was 1 the schooner2

Hesperus
11

That sailed the wintry
4 sea ;

And the skipper' had taken his little

daughter
1*

To bear him company."

(1) Professor EliasB. Scadder calls attention

Our Maternal Government.
"Five splendid pullets, Febru-

ary-, 191G, hatched under the Board
of Agriculture, will lay immedi-

ately, 8/0 c'a.ch.''Poultnj.

From a ; tear-off
"
Calendar:

"OCTOBER

31
TUESDAY.

August to October Game Certificates expire.

Mystical carpeted earth, with dead leaves of

.desire,

Disrobing earth dying beneath love's fire."

to this significant employment of the past The scansion and clarity of this charm-
tense as conveying a subtle suggestion of thetense as conveying a suotio suggestion 01 ine . ,..,, .-. .- i j,

subsequent fate of the craft. (2) See Appen-
Ing llttle Poeln sef

,

m to us hardly UP
dix A, "Sailing Ships and their Rig." (3) Prob-

nothing would be easier than to send I ably a fictitious name, though several similar

out strong Unionist or Liberal drafts ones havo figured in Lloyd's Register. (4) Win-

to any Division that was known to be

evenly divided.

I cannot think of any other difficulty.

There is plenty of transport available

for bringing voters to the poll ;
canvas-

sing could go on as usual it being

agreed by both parties that the can-

ter is one of the most dangerous seasons for

navigation (see "Equinox.") (5) Or captain.
d(0) An interesting doubt is raised by Dr. Hiram

Blimber as to the legality of this action. It

probably turns upon whether the skipper was

to the level of the ihymes.

"Admiral Sir John Jellicoe writes: 'To

those who are anxious to help war charities 1

would say "Bis dat gin cito dat." '

Daily Neu-s.

We find it difficult to believe that this
also his own master or a paid employe of the correctly conveys Sir JOHN jELLICOE's
company owning the ship. (See Appendix B. ,

.
J

, .,|* ,1 i .!._

<L,cences,why
g
endorsed or forfeited.") (7) Her sentiments, either m the letter or the

avocations were merely social, i.e. she was
, spirit.
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LETTERS FROM
1855.

Staff Officer writes. " THK GENERAL TURNED UP LAST NIOHT
UNEXPECTEDLY. FORTUNATELY I BEARD OF A TRANSPORT HORSE
HAVING DIED, SO WE MANAOED TO PRODUCE AN EXCELLENT
REPAST FOR HIM."

THE FRONT.
1916.

Staff Officer uriles. " HAD TO ENTERTAIN THE GENERAL LAST

NIGHT, SO YOUB LAST TUCK-BOX CAME IN VERY USEFUL.. BY THB
WAY, COULD YOU SEND MB SOME OF THAT PATE DE FOIE ORAS
AGAIN? I'M A BIT TIRED OF THE CHICKEN IN ASPIC."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IP any landsmen wish to know what is the daily round
of life of an ordinary seaman in peace and in war on one
of His Majesty's ships I can most heartily recommend
them to get and read Pincher Martin, O.D., by

" Taffrail
"

(CHAMBERS). I have myself read it with deep interest from

cover to cover, and in the course of my reading I have

acquired some curious and variegated knowledge. I now
know the meaning of the letters O.D. after Martin's name;
I have tracked the word " Duffos

"
to its etymological lair ;

"
Dusty Boy

"
is no longer a mystery to me ; and, if

anyone should thwart me, I should be able to "
part brass-

rags
"
with him in a moment in order to preserve my self-

respect. The book is admirably written, for " Taffrail
"
not

merely knows his subject perfectly, but he has a wonderful

power of vivid and exciting description and a humour
which is never forced and is therefore always agreeable.
The story begins in peace-time, but war breaks out soon
after Martin has joined his first ship, and he is plunged
thenceforth into one tremendous adventure after another.

He is on the pre-Dreadnought, the Belligerent, when she is

torpedoed, and, having been rescued, he is transferred to

the Mariner, a T.B.D., and in her he fights through the

battle of Jutland and is wounded. I have read nothing in

recent naval literature which is better done than the

account of this terrific battle, with all its catastrophes, its

heroisms and its triumphs. Only a genuine sailor with a

natural gift for writing could have done it. I congratulate
"
Taffrail," and most warmly commend his book to all who

love sailormen and admire the Navy.

The Girls at His Billet (HUTCHINSON) is one of those

stories that aim at nothing beyond agreeable entertainment

and succeed excellently well in the attempt. Its pure in-

tent is all for your delight and I certainly pity any reader

who can resist its charm. Miss BERTA RUCK (or, if you

prefer it, Mrs. OLIVER ONIONS) has made the neatest little

comedy of courtships with three fascinating heroines, tha

Girls of the title, and three eligible young officers to fall in love

with them. Indeed, the whole thing reminds me rather of

those jolly pages of little pictures that one used to see in

the Christmas Annuals, where almost always a trio of

swains and the same number of maidens wooed each other

through all kinds of diverting adventures. The book is really

very much like that ; and from the moment that the red-

haired and freckled subaltern, Frank Lascclles, arrives with

his fellow-ofiicers in the dreary East-Coast villagecalled (here)

Mudflats, and himself becomes the guest of the three beauti-

ful Misses Verdeley and their nice aunt, you wouldn't believe

at what a pace the author hustles things. Three engage-
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merits, an elopement, a Zepp raid, a spy in the house
|
spondence is described by April as "just a series of letters

these are only a few of the happenings. They are all told
]

with the thinnest of thin plots about anything and every-

by the youngest of the girls, a deliciously natural person ! thing." That would do for a description of tho present
with whom you will probably fall in love as promptly as

;

volume ; but it would give little idea of its charm. Imagine
did . For my own part my surrender dated from her The Upton Letters written in collaboration by a woman
description of the Venus of Milo as "so good-natured
looking."
of billets 1

Decidedly Mr. Lascelks had luck in the matter

After his short excursion to topsyturvydom, Mr. ARCHI-
BALD MARSHALL has returned to the region of his predi-
lection. In Watermeads (PAUL) he gives us another of his

delightful descriptions of an English countryside, of the

life that is lived there and the people who live it. The

Conways have nearly everything that should make existence

agreeable. Their family has been in possession of Water-
meads for about three hundred years ;

their mansion is

beautiful and ancient, and they themselves, with the excep-
tion of Mrs. Conway, who is an addlepated fool, are people as

pleasant and wholesome as you will meet in a day's march.

Only money is wanting to

complete, I will not say
their happiness, but their

ease. The Eaeburns and
Sir Joshuas, their ances-

tors, are being sold off to

provide for the education

of the children, the damp
is penetrating the ceilings,
the wallpaper is peeling
off, the furniture-covers

are shabby, and the bills

act after the manner of

bills by mounting up and

up. Nevertheless the Con-

ways keep a brave heart

and continue to enjoy their

lives without motor cars

or carriages, but with the

respect and affection of

their neighbours. As foils

to them we have Mr.
Blumenthal, the City snob,
and Lord Kirby, the newly
ennobled political snob.

Finally, after various vicis-

situdes, Fred, the eldest

Conway son, effects a reconciliation between the family and
the rich and eccentric bachelor uncle, the Bt. Hon. Mark
Drake ; and we are given to understand that the fortunes of

Watermeads, and, indeed, the house itself, will be amply
restored. I have only one complaint to make, and that is

that we are allowed to see too little of the pleasant old

cynic, Uncle Mark, who is a sort of Major Pendennis with
brains. And, by the way, Bobby and Billy, those promising
Conway boys, disappear too soon.

and a shaggy and misunderstood genius of the new dowii-

with-everything school, and you have a very fair idea of

the nature of April's Lonely Soldier. Mr. MAIS, who wrote
A Public ScJwol in War-Time, is at home in the atmosphere
he has chosen. There is a reality about the portraits of

the members of the staff which recalls Mr. Perrin and
Mr. Traill, a book, by the way, to which the author seems

greatly attached. My only quarrel with Mr. MAIS is that,

interesting as his book is, he has missed a great chance by
making April's attitude to WinclibOrougb one of superior
aloofness. A woman introduced by magic into the interior

of the most masculine institution on earth, a public school,

should have had more absorbing things to write about than
the comparative merits as novelists of Mr. VICTOR BRIDGES
and Miss ETHEL DELL. It is

Civilian Passenger (to sailor, who lias been beguiling the way with lurid

accounts of war experiences). "WELL, I'M BOBBY YOU MUST GET OUT
HERE. YOU HAVE GIVEN MB A MARVELLOUS INSIGHT INTO THE WORK
OP THE NAVY. WONDERFUL! I CAN SCABCELY CREDIT IT."

Sailor. "WELL, YOU NEEDN'T TEY, SIB. As A MATTER OF FACT
THEBE WEREN'T A WORD OP TUUTH IN WOT I BIN TELLIN' YOU. You
SEE, WE AIN'T ALLOWED TO TELL THE TBUTH, NOT TO STRANGERS."

true that every now and

again she touches on
school -life and its pro-
blems, but for the most

part she dismisses them
writh raised eyebrows and
a contemptuous smile.

Used as I have become to the horrors incident upon a

world war in these past two years, I was not proof against
a shudder at learning from Mr. S. B. P. MAIS that the

Headmaster of Winchborough School was substituting
women for the male of the species on his staff. The third

schoolmistress to invade that shrine of learning was April

Treffry, who, in the intervals of her scholastic duties,

corresponded entertainingly with a lonely subaltern, one

Hugh Peters. Her letters and his replies and a deal of

matter written by various minor characters make up the

volume entitled April's Lonely Soldier (OnAPMAN AND HALL).
One of the numerous books discussed by her in her corre-

you are torn between a

It will, I am sure, be
welcome news to a great
circle of friends that the

clever WILLIAMSON couple
have written another

motoring story. Its name,
The Lightning Conduc-
tress (METHUEN), plea-

santly recalls an earlier

triumph in the same
material ; indeed tho pre-
sent might be regarded as

a kind of sequel to the

former tale. It displays

again that blend of the

informal motoring guide
and exciting adventure

story of which C. N.
and A. M. hold the re-

cipe ; so that, as before,

desire to go slow over the

delightful descriptive parts, and to hurry on towards the

sensational revelations that always seem to be impending
in the next chapter. Perhaps in the present volume the

landscape is a little too good for the intrigue. One of the

joint authors owns a wonderful gift for realizing what he

(or she) calls "the personality of places." On the other

hand, the mystery about which the plot revolves is never

conspicuously opaque. This time the action passes in that

land flowing with petrol and prosperity, the proudly pacific

neutral, in short (as Mr. Micawber would put it), in America.

Thither come Molly Winston and her English husband, and

Patricia Moore, the heroine, and the Mystery Man who
calls himself Peter Storm, but of course really isn't. To

these, on the further side, are added a husband-hunting
widow, Patricia's easy but unreliable father, and a wicked

ex-Socialist who wants to marry her. So you see there is

plenty to keep the pot a-boiling. The story is told by means
of a series of letters a rather needless device, which, how-

ever, the authors handle with much dexterity ; though for

my own part a sense of the extreme bulkiness of these com-

munications always makes it a struggle to believe in them.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is Announced that t lie new Treasury

Notes wliich are to appear early in the

New Year will be the same si/e as

the present ones. Notwithstanding I lie

general increase in prices tliey will be

obtainable at approximately the same
cost as now. .

;

. .

:

.

Hackney YYorklrniso officers are to

be allowed to have half-a-crown's worth
of extra rations at Christmas. They
have practically decided to club to-

gether and buy an egg.

+
(ienerul QiBBiMM has announced

himself as a candidate for the Presi-

dency of Mexico. Tho enunciation of

bis platform, especially that part of it

which deals with the annexation of the

United States, is awaited with interest.

*...*

South London children are knitting
socks for members of the police force

at the Front. There is great rivalry be-

tween the various schools as to which of

them will complete a pair of socks first.

* #

An evening contemporary, in discuss-

ing the Labour problem in its relation

to the potato shortage, says,
" It would

be interesting to know what the pota-
toes are saying." Our own oppor-
tunities for intercourse with really repre-
sentative potatoes are rather limited

nowadays, but we can assure our con-

temporary that one or two to whom
we mentioned the matter showed so

much warmth of feeling that they bad
to have their jackets removed.

i

'-

Some publicity has been given of late

to the question of combing out of the

police force the many thousands of

young unmarried policemen who could

be better occupied serving their country
in arms. It is therefore with pleasure
that we hear of the foundation of a

League of Patriotic Cooks, whose mem-
bers pledge themselves not to concede
rabbit -

pie to any single policeman
below the age of forty-one.

"'*
"

The City Guild of Musicians have
founded a Trust for apprenticing chor-

isters to some trade connected with

music, and the hope is entertained that

this will not only result in a more
effective house-to-house distribution of

milk and fish, but also to an improve-
ment in yodelling, which under present
conditions is in danger of becoming a

lost art.
,

.,
:

sit'

1

Failing this, the choristers should at

worst have no difficulty, as proteges of

a City Guild, in learning to play a good
knife and fork.

"WHAT ARRANGEMENTS HAVE YOU MADE IN CASE ZEPPELINS COM!:.'"

"IP ANY BOMBS ABE DROPPED ON THE 'UTS, SlR, THE CAMP WILL BE 11OVSKH BY
THREE BLASTS ON A WHISTLE."

In connection with the recent ac-

count from Italian sources of a duel be-

tween an armoured train and destroyers
off the Dalmatian coast, caution should

be exercised in accepting the statement

that the combatants were only sepa-
rated with difficulty.

:|:

We read of a "
large gathering

"
of

representatives of County Clubs that

was recently held in the Midlands to

protest against the Liquor Control

Regulations, and how the chairman and

principal speaker were absent, being
" confined to their residences through
attacks of the gout." Though far

from suggesting a sinister cause for

j

these attacks we cannot but regard it

\

as a kindly irony that prevented these

I gentlemen, through gout, from demand-

ing greater facilities for the acquirement
of that disease. ... ,'

*

Commercial messages may now be

sent by wireless from Germany to tbo

United States for 9 cents a word. The
reduction is due to the fact that the

official German War News, the trans-

mission of which to the German Em-
bassy at Washington has hitherto

monopolized the wireless service, is

now manufactured largely at the re-

ceiving end. -

:

The Germans have announced that the

appointment of General vox HKSKLER as

regent of the new Kingdom of Poland
will be "

merely temporary." It is not

often that we find ourselves in full agree*-

ment with the enemy's forecasts.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(The German KAISEB and the Emperor Fn.ixciR JOSEPH.)

The Kaiser. So that is done. We have re-created a

nation. Let us congratulate one another on the feat we
have accomplished and give instructions about the carrying
out of the details. Hock ! hoch ! hoch ! Poland !

Francis Joseph. I am sorry, hut I am not inclined to

shout Hoch ! hoch ! hoch .' just at present. I have agreed
and have signed, but beyond that I am not at this moment

prepared to go.
The Kaiser. Then, my dear Emperor, I must say I cannot

understand what is in your mind. Do you not feel that it

is a glorious privilege to help in this new work of Nation-

building ? Do you not

Francis Joseph. No, I don't, and I say that emphatically.
Where is that sort of thing to stop ? Wo shall be asked

next to put Serbia on her legs again, and Montenegro might
well profit from a little nation-building.

The Kaiser. Oh, don't talk to me of Serbia and Monte-

negro. Those two wretched countries are inspired by a

bitter malevolence against everything German. Even my
own name is not sacred to them.

Francis Joseph. Then there is Belgium too. It is true I

have not heard you, suggest the restoration of Belgium. The
nearest you got to it was when you told the Americans that

your heart bled for Louvain. But other people the French,
for example, or the English, or even the Belgians them-
selves might suggest this to us, and where shall we be

then ?

The Kaiser. I don't want to bear any more about Bel-

gium. I 'm perfectly sick of the mere name of the place.
Never was there a more ungrateful people. Out of the

kindness of my heart I give the Belgians the opportunity
of doing some good honest work, and they refuse to stir a

finger on the ground that they must not work against the

lives of their fellow-countrymen. I give them a brand-new

University, filled with all the latest splendours of German
Kultur, and they refuse to take professorships in it or even

to study in it. If this kind of thing is to go on I shall end

by not troubling myself about Belgium at all. I shall

abandon Belgium to itself, of course keeping an army of

occupation there ;
and I shall have to leave off praying for

Belgium every day and endeavouring to forgive that stiff-

necked country for all the ill it has wrought against us.

Francis Joseph. Dear me, dear me, how angry you are !

Had I known you were so sensitive on the matter I should

perhaps not have mentioned it.

The Kaiser. Oh, do not mind me. I have long since given

up the hope that anyone will consider my feelings or even

attempt to understand them.
Francis Joseph. Let us return to this plan about Poland.

We are to set up Russian Poland as an independent kingdom
and make LEOPOLD of Bavaria king over it.

The Kaiser. Or my own son JOACHIM. You don't object
to that, do you ?

Francis Joseph. I can't say I'm enthusiastic about it.

It will mean perpetual enmity on the part of Russia.

The Kaiser. That 's nothing to me.
Francis Joseph. I daresay not, because Austria will have

to bear the brunt of it. But you will be involved in it too,

and a time may come when it will not be so pleasant for you.
The Kaiser. But in the meantime we can make the

Russian Poles fight for us and thus we can get a few
hundred thousand more men into our armies.

Francis Jose-pli. Then Galicia, which belongs to me, is

to have I forget what you call it.

' The Kaiser. Autonomous institutions under Austria's

aegis.

Francis Joseph. And I tell you plainly I don't like these
autonomous institutions. They sound all right, but in

practice they do not work. However, have your own way
about it.

The Kaiser. Thank you. I mean to.

Francis Joseph. But why is no word said about Prussian
Poland? Why should not Poscn be joined to Russian
Poland so as to make a bigger Kingdom for the new King ?

The Kaiser. What the Great FREDERICK won for Prussia
must remain Prussian to the end of time.

Francis Joseph. Very good. I say the same about MARIA
THEKESA and Austria. But at least Posen might have
autonomous institutions just to balance Galicia.

The Kaiser. Never. They would want to speak Polish
and not to have their estates confiscated, and I couldn't

possibly consent to that.

Fran'cis Joseph. Then I am to conssnt to everything and

you to nothing?
The Kaiser. Yes, that is the long and the short of it.

Francis Joseph. Your nobility and your generosity posi-

tively overwhelm me.
The Kaiser. Pray do not mention it. I am like that by

nature. .

THE HAPPY DEFAULTER.
THE regimental jackdaw 'as a bright an' beady eye,
'E sits upon the tent-pole there an' winks both bold an' sly :

'E says,
" You bloomin' idiot, you, to go an' get C.B. !

"

An' I wish I was the jackdaw, an' I wish that 'e was me !

The regimental jackdaw 'e can always speak 'is mind,
'E tells the Colonel what 'e thinks when thus 'e feels inclined ;

'E sauces of the Adjutant as 'andy as can be,

An' I wish I was the jackdaw, an' I wish that 'e was me !

The regimental jackdaw, 'e is like a bloomin' lord,

'E 'ops it when he thinks 'e will an' no one speaks a word
;

'E takes 'is 'ook without no pass, 'e don't come 'ome to tea,

An' I wish 1 was the jackdaw, an' I wish that 'e was me !

The regimental jackdaw 'e 's the jolliest thing I 've seen;
'E 'as no pack to carry an' 'e 'as no 'ipe to clean ;

'E 's breakin' rules the 'ole day long an' never gets C.B. ;

An' I wish I was the jackdaw, an' I wish that 'e was me !

Hot Stuff.

"Small wonder that Mrs. Mustard was warmly supported at our
Caxton Hall meeting." The Vote.

"The Salonika District, with a population of half a million

Lemons." The Briton (Bombay).

Even TINO could not squeeze them all.

" The bride and bridegroom left for a short honeymoon, the latter

travelling in a tailor suit of deep dahlia-coloured cloth trimmed with
skunk and worn with a picture hat of black panne and handsome
overcoat of musquash." The Queen.

He must have looked a perfect dream.

"In the months January to September 584,000 claims were
received for a refund of income tax, and 585,000 were allowed."

Evening Standard.

Has the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER taken to pay-

ing as well as receiving conscience-money ?

"No one with eyes to see and ears to hear, and a heart to feel, can

go through the great munition factories without realising that there

is always thrilling through them a mysterious call to the battlefields,

and that a kind of invisible hand-clasp is constantly being made
between the women at the lathes and the men in the trenches."

Mr. HALL CAIXB.

We are glad to find that the " hidden hand
"

is not always
maleficent.
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OUNTABILITY I

A MORAL OBLIGATION.
MR. WILSON (actual President and alleged President -Elect}. "DURING THE BRIEF REMAINDER

OF MY PRESENT TERM OF OFFICE I MUST CURB MY FATAL TENDENCY TO HASTY
ACTION, LEST I SHOULD COMPROMISE MY SUCCESSOR."
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THAT THING IN TWELVE."
" I '111 so sorr\ ."

,

work this is, and that tiling in 1:2, when
"Yus,'' saiil Clara as she swept up ,

she 's daubed all her wax on her floor.

I LAY in a private ward in a London
j

the dust. " You see, it was turn-out she comes and pinches mine."

hospital awaiting my operation. Tin
'

in 12 yesterday, and I have to go and It was the day I was going down to

name of my little ward was 13A. That
! help the girl there turn-out days, and the theatre. A pile of blankets lay on

distinguished it from the big \\ard.

which was just 13. "Ward-maid 13

came in to give the floor its morning

she won't do no work not her ! She a chair ready for me.
catches hold of the beds so (the action

was illustrated for me), but she don't

polish. She was armed with a brush, j
lift. It 's me that has to lift, and she

a great heavy polisher and an enamel puts that much wax on her floor

basin filled with pink wax. She \\as yer caa't polish it."

alight and short a little thing for sucl

strenuous work.
" Good morning," I said.
" G' morning," she answered

gruffly.
I felt that she was weighing

me up, deciding whether 1 was
a person with whom she would i

care to be on sociable terms or
j

not. After some minutes' silence

she decided in my favour.

"Are you an operation case '.'

"

she asked.

I jumped (mentally). Of
course 1 knew that to the pro
fessional mind I was a "

case,"
|

but I hadn't thought I should :

be called upon to describe my-
self as one.

"Er yes," I said,
"
yes."

" So am I," she said, and she

gave her polisher a vicious push.
Heavens ! wT ere we all

" cases
"

? Was the very ward-

maid a " case"?
" Are you ?

"
I gasped.

"Yus," she said; "but I

haven't the pluck."
"
Oh, come," I ventured,

"
surely you don't mean that !

"

" I do," she affirmed. " Awful

timid-hearted, I am. But mind

yer, I can do anything for any-
one as is bad. But it 's killin'

work, this is." Swing, swing,
went the polisher. "I wouldn't

stay here, not another hour, if

it wasn't for Sister. She 's a

good un, Sister is ; and I'd hate
T 3^ -f T _-

I shouldn't like to have to lie and
look at themlhings!

"
she exclaimed.

"You'll perhaps come to it," I said.

"P'raps shall some day. But I

can't yet, yer see. My mother's only
' Why should 1/011 polish //</ flour '.'

"
got me now. If I was laid up she'd

1 asked.

won't polish it not turn-out

Enterprising Dentist (to prospective client). "An, MY DEAU
YOUNG LADY, MANY A SMART YOCNG OFFICER HAS SUR-

RENDERED TO A SMILE FROM THE ' GERTIE '

!

"

changing ward-maids if I was a Sister,

You 'd never know what you were

getting."
" No ?

"

" No why, she might get some girl

like that thing in 12. She 's a fair

sarpint, that thing in 12 is, and she 's

that ugly you never saw !

"

"
May I ask what your name is ?

"

I said.
"
Clara," said my friend. " And I

don't believe she 's even English. She

don't look it."

I felt that here was war indeed.

The next morning* Clara made her

appearance armed as before.
" Good morning," I said. " How

are you?
"

"
Bad," she answered.

days; we'd never get done! And I

don't like to see such a floor, 1 don't.

be in the Union."

Oh," I said,
" that'* the sort of

pli:ck \oii haven't got, is it?"
Clara swept i he polisher

through the door.

"Can't abide operations, 1

can't," she said. "Seen too

much of 'em." And the door
j. hut behind her. It opened
again and Clara's head came in.

"Wish yer good luck!" she
said gruffly, and disappeared.
The next morning, and the

next, and the next, 1 lay with-

out speaking as she cleaned my
room, terrified lest she should

move my bed or at least knock
it with her polisher. She did

nothing of the sort. On the

fourth day I was almost sure

she would consider me suffici-

ently recovered to be moved.
" You ironldn't move my bed,

would you?" 1 pleaded.
"No," she said, "I won't

move yer bed. I 'm sorry for

anyone as is bad. I ain't moved

you, have I? nor won't."

A wheel chair stood in the

passage.
" What 'ud I give yer a ride

for?
"

I heard Clara say as she

pushed her broom out. " D' yer
think I ain't got enough to do ?

"

"
Ah, but come on, Clara,"

said a childish voice.

"Get in, then, be quick!"
And the delighted laughter of

both of them rang down the passage.
" It 's queer how kids hang on to

She puts the wax on thick, and it gives me," she said when she returned,

the floor a sort of shine, you see, but it can't abide "em."

ain't real polish. If I didn't do that

floor once a week I dunno what it 'd

be like."
" But doesn't Sister 12 see ?

"

" Oh, her Sister always sticks up for

that thing, no matter what she does.

Now our Sister wouldn't, not if I was

wrong, she wouldn't."

Well," I said, "you wouldn't want
[last

time too, she.did!

That dinner-time Clara came into

my room carrying her basin of pink
wax, which she proceeded to hide

behind the screen.

"It's my half-day," she said,
" aud

that thing in 12 '11 be coming to the

ward tea-time. She always pinches

my wax if I don't hide it. Found it

I alwavs know

her to, woidd you ?
"

Should think I wouldn't.

when she 's been at it by the marks,

No, if
i 'cause I 'in left-handed and she 's right.

in

I 'm wrong I get told off same as any- There she'll never think of coming
one else. She 's a good un, our Sister

is. I wouldn't stay here if it wasn't

for her killin' myself. It's killin'

here for it. I'm going to the

Empire, I am."
The next morning, after she had
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Ra.pt Spinster (at Society wedding).
" ISN'T THE MUSIC DELIGHTFUL? WHAT IB IT THEY'RE PLATIXO sow?'

Misogynist.
" DON'T KNOW PBOBABLY THE WEDDING-MARCH IN 'SAUL.'"

swept up the dust, she sat deliberately
down on the floor and turned round
and round like a teetotum.

" Good heavens !

"
I exclaimed,

" whatever are you doing ?
"

"I often amuses them in the ward,"
she said, grinning from ear to ear.
" I 'm a terror, I am, when I ain't bad.
Look here!" She whizzed round

again.
" I went to the Empire yesterday,"

she said, as she rose to her feet.
"
My

you should have seen 'cm dance !

"

Clara picked up her skirt with the
hand that was not holding the polisher
and did a pas sail.

"
It 's our turn-out day to-day," she

said as she left me. " That thing in 12
comes to help me. Eat lot of help she
is I don't think. What-o for fire-

works !

"

Next morning Clara entered my room
with suppressed juhilation oozing from
test.

" Got the sack, that thing in 12

has," she said. " I told yer there 'd be
fireworks in the ward, mid there was!
She got sayin' tilings about Sister and
the doctors. No, I won't tell yer what.
but 1 ups and gives her one in the
mouth for her dirty lie. Fetched the
blood 1 did, and glad of it! Awful
fool, that thing in 1.! is! Hlio must

go to Matron and make a fuss

and she 's been found
round. Got the sack,

coa I 'it 'er,

out all wa\s
she has !

"

And Clara straddled the handle of

the polisher and ran round the room.
" Hide a cock-horse to Banbury Crorse !

"

she sang.
I burst out laughing. Clara stopped

and laughed back at me.
" Ah," she said,

" I'm a terror, I am !

"

Humour in the Army.
From a Tribunal report :

" 'The wags of the military are past
comprehension,' said Mr.

, solicitor.

"Lost, small Green Gentleman's Purse,

containing one 1 note and one jd. stamp."
Portsmouth Errniny -Y -irs.

He particularly regrets the stamp ; it

just matched his complexion.

" The famous French boxer, Georges Carpi 'ii-

tier, has been dec-orated with the Military
Medal for bra\.-r\ .

Bvrar, says a Bombay message."
Daily News.

" Bravo
"

is the more usual ejaculation
on such occasions.

M:ij"i- M"ni'\ Down, Army Pay Depart-
ment, will take over the post of Command
Paymaster." Daily t'liruiiii-lc (Jamaica).

Our Tommies could do with some
more officers of this name in the Pay
Department.

FRANCE TO IRELAND.
191G.

You were not wont to be laggard in fighti

Ireland, Ireland,
In the olden days, the golden days,
When Ireland's sword flashed keen and

bright,
And together we put our foes to lliglu.

Ireland, awake !

By the ghosts of your dead who died
for France,

Ireland, Ireland,
"I'is time to awake, for your honour's

sake.

Where will you hide when the great
advance

Brings Europe's day of deliverance?

Ireland, awake !

If you still count England your enemy,
Ireland, Ireland,

How will you bear to see her wear
The crown of a stainless victory,
While you sit shamed in the whole

world's eye !

Ireland, awake !

Can you never forget your ancient woe,
Ireland, Ireland ?

Have you no heart for a generous part?
My England's side give blow for blow
In Freedom's cause, and proudly show

Ireland 's awake,
The WT

est 's awake !
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AUNT LUCY'S LAPSE.
THE milkman brought the rumour

on the Sunday morning. Then Susan

passed it on to Aunt Lucy. It seemed
there had been another raid during the

night, and Mill Hill had been damaged
by bombs.
Aunt Lucy's favourite married niece

lived at Mill Hill. Oh, dear! had any-

thing happened to her'.' Susan said

the milkman hadn't mentioned it.

" Such tales do get about," said Aunt

Lucy, on the verge of tears, going up-
stairs to get ready for church ; "very
likely it wasn't Mill Hill at all."

"A signalman told the milkman,"
retorted Susan,

" so it must be true.

Shall I get you a paper, ma'am for

this once?
"

Aunt Lucy turned at the top of the

stairs and looked down upon her de-

generate maid with mingled sorrow and

anger.

"Certainly not. I 'in surprised at you,
Susan ; you seem to forget it 's Sunday."
Susan blushed and humbly retreated

into the kitchen.

In a little while Aunt Lucy had pre-

pared herself outwardly for church.

But her mind was still full of the

rumoured Zeppelin raid at Mill Hill.

She finished buttoning up her gloves,

slipped a sixpence for the offertory
inside the palm of one of them and
took up her Prayer-Book.

Dear, what a noise that boy was

making ! He shouldn't be allowed to

disturb the Sabbath's peace in that

way !

"
Sunday Trumpet I Great Zepp

raid! Sunday Trumpet !"

She looked out of her bedroom win-

dow. A man was buying a paper.
Was it at Mill Hill"? Was it ? The

man didn't seem greatly perturbed.
The boy was still shouting out his

papers. He left one at the white house

opposite; but they didn't go anywhere,
so it was what you might expect.
"Where at?" questioned a passer-by

of the boy.
"
Buy a paper and find out," came

the rude answer.
" Wicked little boy," thought Aunt

Lucy.
Another moment and he would be

out of sight, and Aunt Lucy would not

know if there had been a Zepp raid at

Mill Hill.

She opened the casement window
and put her bonnet and part of her
head outside.

"Boy! Boy!!"
The hoy came running back.
"
Trumpet, Miss?"

"
No, no. I just wanted to know if

you 'd heard rumours of a Zeppelin
raid last night ?

"

" Ain't I been singing it out all the

time ? Shall I leave one ?
"

Aunt Lucy waved him away.
" What did you call me for, then

wasting my time?
"

Aunt Lucy felt repentant. She had
done the boy a wrong. She fumbled
for the sixpence in her glove. Perhaps
whilst making restitution she might at

;he same time hear if it was really
Mill Hill.

"Here's a little present for you-
atch !

"

The boy took the coin with unerring
skill and spat on it for luck, too sur-

prised even to express thanks.

"Did I hear you mention Mill Hill?"

whispei'ed Aunt Lucy, leaning out in a

guilty manner, her conscience stabbing
her terribly.

"
No, Miss, that yarn 's contradicted.

It 's all in here. Wr

on't you have one ?
"

Aunt Lucy quickly closed the win-

dow, put a shilling in her glove and
sallied forth to confess her sins.

THE FAIRIES' NIGHT OFFENSIVE.

THEY left the moonbeam swinging free,

They left the cream-bowl brimmin',

They scared no folk with shrill
" Hee-

hee!"
Nor salved the virtuous housemaid's

knee,
Nor scatted scolding women.

From wild-rose brakes, from lilied lakes,

From linkswhereon the harebell shakes,
From junketings on lawn and lea,

From dells and river-sources,

Packed on a pounding T.B.D.

(Specially lent by A. J. B.),

Madly across the narrow sea
'

Went Mab and all her forces.

Magicking submarines and mines,

They flitted to the British lines,

And through and through and all about
In hospital and billet

They sought the sleeping soldiers out;

They soothed them with a secret dram
Of waters of sweet marjoram,
Or bound a fairy fillet

Of rosemary or St. John's wort
On aching brow or bloody hurt,

And ever whispered in their ears

Sweet dreams of bitter English beers

In little pubs with crimson blind,

And mentioned girls they 'd left be-

hind.

The straining soldier in the trench

Sniffed sudden the delirious drench
Of bean-flower scent, and with that

sniff

Was wafted home to his mksis,
Or saw his mother sit and sew
'Twixt cabbage and potato row,
Or met his maid with kisses.

They say no wounds have done so

well

As those which felt the fairy spell;

That on the perfect model
Laid down in Merlin's Art of War,
When Arthur gave his foes what for,

A great galumptious grimly plan
Upon that very night began

In DUGGIE HAIG his noddle.

Now the fairy bugles blew !

Forth their sword-grass blades they
drew !

Forth their bee-sting bayonets flew 1

Straight upon the Goths and Huns
Puff-balls poured from pith-blown guns ;

Straight upon the Huns and Goths

Spurred the elves their tiger-moths ;

Goblins hurled mephitic stenches
;

Sylphs nipped in with newts and
slow-worms

;

Will-o'-the wisps above the trenches

Dropped incendiary glow-worms;
Gnomes produced by excavations

Local seismic agitations.
Howled the Huns in wild affright,
Shot their rifles left and right ;

In amongst them poured the elves,

More inhuman than themselves

Downing every dummkopf (fathead),
Some they scatted, some they scratted,

Some they pricked and some they
kicked,

And the necks of some they cricked ;

Down their backs they shoved sharp

prickles,
Maddened them with ear-hole tickles

(Eeally, I should hardly say we 'd

Any further scores to settle).

With the juice of Stinking May-weed,
With the wholesome Stinging-nettle,

They were rubbed until they swelled,

They were stung until they yelled.
With a fierce afflatus,

Every chapter, all the verses

Of the direst charms and curses

Mab pronounced. . . . (Hiatus.
Him who dared repeat such charms
Even before a babe in arms

'Twere the dole and dule of).

'Twill appear to England's joy,
When the next attacks deploy,
Whom the fairies would destroy

First they make a fool of.

Finely did they demoralize

The foe that threatens all they prize ;

And then, an hour befoi'e sunrise,

Returning foot and horses,

Packed on a pounding T.B.D.

(Politely lent by A. J. B.),

Back to their beds in flower and

tree

Went Mab and all her forces.

" The Cairo Assize Court has tried by default

Omar Mohamed Higazi, on the charge of steal-

ing a pair of shoes the property of a worshipper
in the Husseini mosque, and sentenced him to

three years' imprisonment. The man is an

old hand at stealing worshippers, particularly
in the above mosque." Egyptian SInil.

It is supposed that he catches them

bending.
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(nut with his Xiece).
" Two TO ST. PAUL'S, PLEASE. TAKE FOR A LADY INSIDE DRESSED is BLDE."

Bus Conductress. "Do you MEAN THE LADY WITH A PANNE FRENCH SAILOR, TETB DE NEORE GEOROETTB BLOUSE, ORGAXDI
COLLAB AND AN ALL-IN-ONE NAVY GAB WITH DYED RAT REVERS?"

JIMMY ON NEMESIS.
I WAS looking over Jimmy's 1'eport

not as a critic, but as a friend and
counsellor, and I asked him when he

expected that he would ho moved up
into Komi II L

Jimmy says whether you get moved

up or not depends upon the " voce vice"

examination,which is held at the end of

each term.

Jimmy doesn't think ho did very well

in it.

Jimmy sa\s he knows a lot of

answers really, hut lie keeps on for-

getting the questions they are the

answers to.

Answers are very funny things,

limmj says. One day his Form Master

gave him five marks lieeause he re-

hered that mica, felspar and

quart/ made, up granite, and yet the

very same answer given the following
week to a question as to the names of

the Minor Prophets was not at all well

rewarded.

ire is another answer you have to

he very careful about, Jimm\ says. He
pur a DO) two ]>en nihs for it. It is
"
Change the '

y
'

into '

i
'

and add '

es.'
"

The hn\ didn't tell Jimmy you had to

be careful about it. but you have to,

because there are two questions they

try to catcli you with, one about nouns

ending in '

y
'

and the other about
towns on the Wye, and they want a

different answer to one of them, Jimmy
says.

Jimmy says that sometimes ho is

very unlucky with his answers, and

you never can tell.

Jimmy says that his Form Master
told him that the reason he was not
moved out of Form II. was because of

Nemesis. Jimmy says that Nemesis
has something to do with earwigs.
You see Jimmy had got two earw igs,

and lie was training them very hard to

run a Marathon race along the groove
I in his desk as far as the ink-well.

Jimmy says earwigs are very difficult

to train, because they keep making up
j

their minds to do something else, and
, then you have to begin all over again.

Jimmy had removed the inkpot and
'

placed it in the pocket of the boy in

j

front of him, because it was full of ink

! and lie didn't want the earwigs to rush
to an inky grave in the excitement of

'

the contest.

One earwig was a splendid runner,

Jimmy says ; it kept sprinting down
the course and showing off like any-
thing ;

but the other wasn't very good
because it kept on stopping to scratch

its nose.

Jimmy says it was a much better

race, though, than heexpecttd; but right

straight in the middle ot it the .Master

went and asked him what the Feudal
Cistern was.

Jimmy says he knew all about the

Feudal Cistern really, because they 've

got one in the roof to catch the rain-

water in ; but anyone would forget if

he had got two earwigs to look after

and keep from bolting off the course.

Jimmy says the Master asked him
what he was fiddling about with, and
t hen it all came out about Nemesis and
not being moved into Form III.

Jones minimus told Jimmy that

Nemesis isn't about earwigs, because

you do it in Scripture lesson, and it is

the name of the prophet right at the

very beginning.

Jimmy wasn't sure if Jones minimus
was right, because another boy told him
it was the name of one of the Kit

Kgypt and they kept him in the British

Museum.
It turned out they were all wrong,

because Brown minor, who is in Form
IV., said the Kings of F.fjypt were
culled Spinks, and that Nemesis was
the old name for the river Thames.

Jimmy says the other boy wanted to

argue with Brown minor about it, but

Brown minorgot bold of him and stuffed
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EXPECTING LITTLE, CONTENT WITH LESS.

Sergeant (who lias discovered a celebrity in Ms squad). "Now THEN, ME LAD, UNDERSTAND THIS.

NIB YOU WAS BEFORE YOU JOINED. THAT DON'T IMPRESS US IN THE ARMY SEE?"
Recruit. "

QUITE. IT DIDN'T IMPRESS THEM IN THE VOLUNTEERS."

IT DON'T MATTER 'ow BIG A

three ripe gooseberries down his back
and soon showed him who was right.
Now I am no schoolmaster, but I

thought Jimmy ought to understand
the meaning of Nemesis. So I took
him to a shop he knew of and regaled
him with buns, ginger beer and apples
to the extent of half-a-crown. Jimmy
thought 'something must have hap-
pened, and asked me if the German
ileet had come out.

"Jimmy," I said, "before to-morrow

morning you will understand what
Nemesis means." But when the nest

day I asked him if he hadn't felt any
pains beneath the pinny, his surprise
was beautiful to behold.

He pondered deeply for about a

minute, and then a bright ray lighted

up his face, and he said,
" I know now

what Nemesis means
;

it means castor

oil." I left it at that.

" GERMAN OFFICIAL.

In the Cerna bend and between Butltovo
and Tahinos Lake the artilery lactivity has
somewhat increased." Evening AVirs.

Having regard to the dairymen's exac-

tions it would be interesting to learn

whether the Government have taken

any steps to milk our own guns.

"WHOSE DEBTOES WE ARE."

THEY held, against the storms of fate,

In war's tremendous game,
A little land inviolate

Within a world aflame.

They looked on scarred and ruined

lands,
On shell-wrecked fields forlorn,

And gave to us, with open hands,
Full fields of yellow corn

;

The silence wrought in wood and stone,

Whose aisles our fathers trod ;

The pines that stand apart, alone,

Like sentinels of God
;

The stars that guard the quiet night,
Pin :

prickcd against the blue ;

The wind-swept dawn whose tranquil

light
Is mirrored in the dew.

With generous hands they paid the

price
Unconscious of the cost,

But we must gauge the sacrifice

By all that they have lost.

The joy of young adventurous ways,
Of keen and undimmed sight,

The eager tramp through sunny days,
The dreamless sleep of night,

The happy hours that come and go
In youth's untiring quest,

They gave, because they willed it so,

With some light-hearted jest.

No lavish love of future years,
No passionate regret,

No gift of sacrifice or tears

Can ever pay the debt.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
From a description (in advance) of

the Guildhall banquet :

" The committee whose duty it has been to

comb out the good things from the bill of fare

have done their work thoroughly. As recently
as last night I'erclreux en Casserole (pheasants
with rich port wine sauce) failed to survive

the final comb." Evening News.

"The authorities will doubtless deal with

night clubs according to their lights."

Weekly Dispatch.

This is only fair, since they have already
dealt with our house on that principle.

An American paper solemnly de-

scribes the grafting of a tomato-shoot

on to a potato-plant, so as to ohtain a

crop of fruit above-ground and of roots

below. But it omits to say whether

the plant should be known as the
"
pomato

"
or the " totato."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

THIS WAY TO

THE HIDDEN HAND--., MEMBERS OF THE
'

i* HOUSE OF COMMONS

THE CABINET DETERMINES TO CONFIDE EVERYTHING TO THE PKESS.

Tuesday, November 7th. Questions
were hung up for quite an appreciable
time to-day while Lord EGBERT CECIL
fumbled with the key of his official

despatch-box. Perhaps the incident

was taken as typical of the difficulty
which Members experience in extract-

ing information from Ministers. At
]

any rate complaints on this score ran
like a thread through the whole of the

subsequent proceedings.

Jealousy of the Press is no new
phenomenon in Parliamentary history.
Are not the reporters in the Gallery
but for whose labours nine-tenths of

the Members would be unknown out-

side the limits of their constituencies

still regarded as technically
"
strangers,"

not admitted to share the House's brief

devotions and liable to be turned out

altogether at a moment's notice? A
new cause of complaint has now arisen.

Ministers have taken to summoning
these newspaper-fellows to private con-

ferences, and there imparting to them
information withheld from the House
of Commons.

As one of the newspaper-fellows who
has been privileged to attend some of

these gatherings, I may say that so far

I have heard very little that might not
have been shouted from the housetops.

But I am looking forward to the time
when I shall learn who owns " The
Hidden Hand," ,and why so much ten-

derness has been shown to TINO and
Miss HOBHOUSE.
Both the PRIME MINISTER and Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE hinted to-day that if

the House insisted upon having fuller

information than at present it receives

another Secret Session might be held.

But surely one would be very little use.

Mr. OuTHWAiTi, for example, who is

so popular with his fellow-Members
that they howled with delight for

several minutes this afternoon when
he rose to put a question, could not

possibly find full scope for his patriotic

curiosity within the compass of a single

sitting. There should be a Secret

Session at least once a week. Indeed,
if the House were to sit permanently
witli closed doors, unobserved and un-

reported, the country might be all the

better for it.

Yet, even under present conditions

Members occasionally receive valua-

ble information. It was comforting to

learn from Dr. MACNAMAKA that on
the occasion of the recent Channel raid

Admiral BACON had full authority,
without awaiting instructions from the

Admiralty, to engage enemy ships.

Mr. HOUSTON, who put the question,
was apparently under the impression
that no gun could be fired without
Mr. BALFOUH'S express permission,

duly minuted and wirelessed ; and that

during the FIEST LORD'S brief periods
of repose a notice-board was hung up
outside Dover Harbour, with the words,
"
Enemy destroyers are requested to

keep away : Mr. BALFOUR is asleep."
A proposal to set up a Woman-Power

Board received no countenance from
the PRIME MINISTER, who thought it

quite unnecessary. But the suggestion
that his decision was in any way con-

nected with the fact that Mrs. PANK-
HURST was at that moment lying in

wait for the FOREIGN SECRETARY in the

Outer Lobby is quite unfounded.

Wednesday, November 8tli. It ap-

pears from the newspapers that the

Americans are greatly exercised about
the tenancy of a certain White House.
If it would save our cousins any trouble

I am sure that the Commons would be

glad to let their WHITEHOUSE go cheap.
As he happens to be in the United
States at the present time, making
pacifist speeches, and representing that

he, and not his sometime chief, Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE, interprets the real

spirit of Britain, the transaction could
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Secretary at Labour Bureau (to patriotic school-girl). "WE MIGHT GIVE you SOME CLERICAL WOBK, iv YOU THINK YOU ABB
UP TO IT."

School-girl. "WELL, I I MIGHP BE ABLE TO DO SOME OF IT, BUT I I DON'T KNOW. Do YOU THINK I COULD MANAGE THE
SERMONS? "

be easily arranged. An offer from Mr.
WILSON (or Mr. HUGHES) for the

reversion will be favourably enter-

taiiii-d, no matter how low the figure.
Himself a master of exact speech,

the PRIME MINISTER is anxious that

his fellow-Members should conform to

his standard of accuracy. When Mr.
HOGGE sought to learn whether the
new scheme which Mr. HENDERSON
the handy-man of the Coalition is to

carry out as Minister of Pensions
would ho one of co-ordination or unifi-

cation, Mr. ASQUITH observed that he
would like to have a definition of each
of those terms before replying. This

put Mr. HOGGE temporarily out of

action. A little later, when Sir H.
DALZIEL asked for a return of the

number of persons of enemy origin in

the employment of the Government,
Mr. ASQUITH was afraid be could not

grant it without knowing exactly what
was meant by the terms "

enemy
origin" and "employment." The new
formula seems likely to be as useful as

the old " Wait and see
" now a little

moth-eaten.
The tide of War is gradually obli-

terating all the old party-landmarks.

In connection with the proposal to

allow neutrals to bid for enemy proper-
ties in Nigeria we had the curious spec-
tacle of Mr. STEEL MAITLAND, a Tariff

Reformer of tb.6 purest Birmingham
|
blend, advancing arguments strangely
reminiscent of the late Mr. COBDEN,-
and being vehemently denounced there-

for by that ardent Free-trader, Sir

ALFRED MONO, who thought it most

improper that foreigners should be
allowed to help in the development of

the British Empire.
Sir EDWARD CARSON was equally in-

dignant with the Government for itsj
slackness in suppressing

" Prussian-

ism," and for its "slimness" in putting
up the Unionist members of the Coal-

ition to reply to Unionist attacks.

Mr. BONAB LAW mildly retorted that

as his administration was impugned it

was not unnatural that he should reply,
and then proceeded to lay about his

old Ulster crony in vigorous fashion,

accusing him of relying on rhetoric

more than argument, and warning him
that if successful in the division he
must take the consequences, i.e. form
an Administration himself.

This transformation of the Resolution !

into a Vote of No Confidence had an
odd sequel. Mr. REDMOND'S supporters
could not resist the temptation to go
agin' the Government, and helped to

swell the minority to the respectable

figure of 117 against 231. Their leader

was heard to whisper as ho passed
Sir EDWABD CARSON on his way to the

Lobby,
" I could not love thee, NED,

so much, loved I not BONAB less."

Th u rsday, November 9th. ThePRIME
MINISTER and several other members
of the Administration were not in their

places. It was understood that they
had gone on a special mission to dis-

cover the facts about the alleged short-

age of food in the City of London.
Later. They have returned with the

comfortinginformation that the scarcity
has been grossly exaggerated. Peace
has not yet been declared, but the voice

of the turtle is heard in the land.

Still grumbling at the partiality of

Ministers for the Press, Mr. PEMBERTON-
BILLISG contrasted the treatment of

the freely-elected representatives of the

people with that accorded to " hired

editors." I understand that Mr. BILLING
is now an editor himself, so of course
lie knows.
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IF THE GOVERNMENT TAKE OVER THE THEATRES FOR WAR-WORK.

A WAY WE HAVE IN THE ARMY.
I HEARD the order for the first time

from the lips of a hardened-looking
old Troop-Sergeant-Major at the Cur-

ragh, but to the mere foot-slogger it

did not convey much.
" '

Pare to dismahnt ! Dis - mahnt ! !

Muchyerorses ! ! !

"

After which each trooper bestowed
a couple of perfunctory pats on the

neck of his horse.

Later I sought enlightenment from a

cavalry friend, and learnt from him that

the cabalistic command was intended

to represent" Make much of your
horses !

"
Think of it. And yet some

people call us an unsentimental nation.

I have seen the horses of a German
battery, captured in Gallipoli, half of

them dead from exhaustion and ill-

treatment, with great gaping wounds
in their flanks and withers, caused, not

by our fire, but by goads used by their

own drivers. I have seen the horses

of some of our Allies ridden needlessly
into a bath of foam an<J perspiration,
their sides flaked with blood from the

spur. As for us, we " make much
of our horses." Time and familiarity
have robbed the order of some of its

appealing significance, but it remains
the most beautiful command in use in

the Army and it is a command.
It is somewhat harder to make much

of a mule. A mule is a self-sufficient

philosopher, with more independence

and less temperament than a horse.

Apparently oblivious of caresses, he

stands in rapt meditation, semaphoring
absently with his ears. The only other

sign of life he gives is an occasional

movement of his tail, which, shorn of

hair except at its lower end, looks ab-

surdly like an old-fashioned bell-pull. Of
course it must be understood that this

picture represents the mule at his best.

Nevertheless, in spite of his faults,

the mule gets his meed of affection.

At Suvla Bay, where the Indian Mule

Corps did such splendid work, I often

watched them, both men and mules,
with interest and curiosity. The men
were wonderfully cool and their atti-

tude in the face of death was extra-

ordinary. Many a shell plumped right
:

into that long line as it made its way
in single file along the ridge, and at

each explosion they laughed heartily
as at a really good joke.
One man in particular I noticed as

I hurried past the column a hale

I
hearty old fellow of about sixty,'leading
a beautiful sleek mule. At the sound
of each report he would roar with im-

moderate laughter and turn, jabbering

merrily, to share his joke with his

comrades.
It was half-an-hour later when I re-

turned along the ridge, zig-zagging a :

path through the bodies of men and

mules, for the day had been a hard one
for us. About half-way back I came
on the veteran kneeling beside his I

mule, which had been hit by the nose-

cap of a shrapnel shell, and the callous

old fellow was sobbing bitterly. As I

approached he was trying to pour
water from his bottle down the mule's

throat ; but he soon saw it was use-

less. The mule was dea-l.

In a dazed way he took off the pack-
saddle and harness, and, kissing the

dead animal, tottered feebly back.
" Make much of your horses find

your mules."

ELECTION NOTES.

ACCORDING to The Westminster

Gazette,
" Mr. Hughes cast his vote

at a laundry receiving oilice on Sixth

Avenue." We are glad to say that little

or no damage was done, the washing of

dirty linen doling the election being in

no way interrupted.
Where Mr. EOOSEVELT cast his vote

is not stated, but the intention was
that it should hit Mr. WILSON.

Supporters of the defeated Candidate

are of opinion that the granting of votes

to women was a mistake. The thoughts
of too large a section were concentrated

upon the question of Whiskers versus

No-whiskers, instead of upon the graver

political issues of the fight.

So deadly was the strain during those

tense hours of uncertainty as to who
was to be the new President that, in

New York alone, over five hundred tons

of chewing-gum were ccnsumed.
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THE WAR ARTIST.

PAST.

PRESENT.

THE COMMON STARLING.

[Mr. A. KIPLING COMMON writes from Toot-

ing Common to TJie Westminster Gazette :

' '

Large numbers of starlings congregate round
in\ house at this season. Their low and melo-
dious whistle in the early morning is very
soothing and agreeable."]

KIPLING COMMON lives at Tooting,
Whore the matutinal fluting
Of the imitative starlings

Merry green and purple darlings
Proves agreeable and soothing
To that formidable writer,

From his brow the wrinkles, smoothing,
Making all the landscape brighter.

Watch, then, airmen and searchlighters,
With a vigilance increasing,
Never faltering or ceasing,

Lest the horrid German blighters
Should essay to drop a bomb on

Tooting or on KIPLING COMMON ;

Lest the merry nuitutinal

Voices of the starlings' chorus
Which so titillate the spinal
Column of that sage sonorous,

Should with their inspiring whistles

Cease to prompt those blithe epistles,

Which, since ASHTON'S sad cessation

From his daily lucubration,

Lend, above all else that 's scribbled,.

Consolation to the ribald.

GEORGIAN BARDS AND VIC-
TORIAN REVIEWERS.

SOME of our Georgians view the old

Victorians

Just as so many pre-historic Saurians
Whose skeletons, most formidably

gaunt,
The draughtiest courts of our Museums

haunt.
I sometimes wonder, were the tables

turned
And the Victorian idols (lately burned)
Restored in their full vigour to our view,
What would they say about the

Georgian crew ?

Can't you imagine ROHERT, nobly harsh,

Comparing poets of the Lakes and
Marsh ;

Or ALGERNON, hurling corrosive curses

At the new metreless and rhymeless
verses ;

Or ALFRED, in a later Lockslei/ Hall,

Scourging the Realists who rave and

squall ;

Or DANTE GAHRIEL writing Limericks

Upon our literary Cubists' tricks '.'

It wouldn't all be censure that I '11

swear,
For men of genius sometimes have a

flair,
And BROWNING spotted talent ev'ry-

where.
But it might do the Georgy-Porgians

good
To hear their strident claims for once

withstood,
And go without if only for two

days
Their usual diet of " the pap of praise."

The Hun on Vaxuc Fort.

1 Vnitt fort
"
was what he used to say;

'

\'n nt rien
"

is what he says to-day.
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AT THE PLAY.
"VANITY FAIR."

ONE advantage that the late JOHN
BUNYAN enjoyed over the present de-

lineators of Vanity Fair was that lie

was not immediately concerned to de-

fend himself against the suspicion of

impropriety. Mr. ARTHUR WIMPERIS
and his collaborators found it necessary
to make great play with their Mrs,

Grundy and Chadband and the Stiggins

Brigade and a sketchily- dressed lady
rather crudely described as Innocent

Enjoyment. In the absence of counsel

on the other side the defence had things

pretty much its own way, but when it

came to illustrating what exactly
was meant by

" Innocent Enjoy-
ment," I confess that there was
certain dialogue which fell below
the standard of that ideal enter-

tainment to which " a girl of fifteen

may safely bring a soldier friend."

One doesn't, of course, go to a

music-hall for lessons in logica

consistency ; but it seemed a little

gratuitous for the defence to give
itself away for the sake of one or

two questionable passages, when
it had so much clean wit at com-
mand. For Vanity Fair has some

really excellent dialogue, and for

once (and that is probably why
they took care not to call it a

revue) we were given an actual

review of the topics and movements
of the day politics, the Stage, the

War, and the War's influence on
social conditions.

Mr. ARTHUR P-LAYFAIR was

quietly irresistible ; and Mr. NEL-
SON KEYS (as a Killjoy, a Snotty,
a Hun, a Telephone-operator, Sir

WALTER RALEIGH, Mr. GEORGE
GROSSMITH and Miss LILY BRAY-

the smallest of singing voices) not

only all Australasians, whether or not

they have over been near Gallipoli, but

any gallant' warrior from any of our
Overseas Dominions.
The dancing was little more than

moderate, with the notable exception of

Mdlle. REGINE FLORY, who moved with

exquisite grace in the stately measure
of the Sugar Scene, and with a gay
abandon in the "Romance of a Dragon
Fly," where she performed many feats

of acrobacy with the assistance of M.
JAN OYRA, who filled the part of an

unusually solid and muscular Grass-

hopper. As for the chorus of "Palace

Girls," their business was largely con-

DEREK.
that Derek
He hadn't

was an
in the

an

THE NELSON TOUCH.
Mr. NELSON KEYS as Zchrat Al-Kulub (after Miss

LILY BRAYTON in Chu Chin Chow).

I ALWAYS knew
absolute rotter.

least caught the idea of how
Officer ought to behave. But my
sister could not see it. People are like

that sometimes with their own children.

She thought him the most wonder-
ful hero in all the world. I shall

never forget the ridiculous fuss she
made when she saw him off. She
would have gone all the way with him,
I believe, only I dissuaded her. I

pointed out that if she marched in witli

him and said,
" This is Derek," it

would be almost certain to prejudice
the Staff against him.

Well, he was back again in less

than a. month. They had kicked
him out. My sister was awfully
upset and surprised. I wasn't a-

bit surprised.
"What can you expect?" I

said. " I knew they 'd never stand

him, when they found he was

always making remarks like 'Hon-
our is more to me than life,' and
' The voice of Duty calls and I can-

not disobey it.' When they found

that, if he wasn't drawing himself

up to his full height, his brow was

darkening or his eyes flashing, I

don't wonder they kicked him
out."

"At least you will admit that it

was a wonderful act of bravery that

won him his V.C. ?" said my sister

indignantly.
"Yes," I said, "but too won-

derful. When he carried seven
wounded men on his back at one
time he was overdoing it."

We passed into the next room,
where we found Derek sitting on
the edge of the table looking

TON especially Miss LILY BRAY- fined to the exhibition of some very
'

rather grubby, but otherwise the same

TON) was a miracle of grotesque ver- pretty colour-schemes and the perfunct-
j

as he always had looked.

satility. He was even romantic as a ory waving of arms or legs in close-order With a cry of rage and disappoint-
Beau in a very graceful pas de deux '

parade. ment my sister seized him and flung
with Mile. BEGINS FLORY. Mr. STANLEY] The Second Scene (with which the him into the fire.

LOGAN, too, in his generous repertoire ! play began
" so as not to embarrass any

had many good things to say; and Miss
,
smart people who had inadvertently

MOYA MANNEBING showed a nice quality
j

arrived in time for the opening ") con-

of humour as Mrs. Woolwich, wife of a i tained two excellent songs,
" The Tory

nouveau riche munitioneer. and The Ead "
and " The Poor Work-

Happily we had very little of the ing Man
"

; but some of the " Musical

patriotic sentiment which in the Halls
j

Numbers "
were frankly dull and the

is apt to convey an air of hopeless ban- soprano voices of the thinnest. On the

ality. In the one episode in which , other hand the dialogue was very fresh

tin's motive occurred (for I assume
'

and piquant, and its author could well

that the scene exclusively devoted to have afforded to sacrifice the motor-joke
the advertisement of an artist named about "the quick and the dead" which
KIRCHNER was not intended to be

j

dates far back in the ante-bellum age.

peculiarly British in its appeal) the i Altogether an entertainment well

"That's really the best thing you
could do with him, "I said complacently.
And indeed it was ; no editor of a decent

monthly magazine would have looked

twice at Derek. His full title was
" Derek Delancy, V.C. ; the Darling of

the Eegiment
"

;
and he was my sister's

first (and I pray he may be her last)

contribution to the Fiction of the War.

Preferential Treatment.
"A guard of honour from the New Zealand

Imperial Force received Mr. Massey in the

Yard, where he was met by the City Landsin its appeal) the , Altogether an

popular and light-hearted Miss GWEN- above the common, and catering (I i
Committee, and conducted to the dais. Mrs.

DOLINE BROGDEN was not very success-! think that is the word) for the sense j

^
ass

,
c
/

was Presented with a banqret. . .

, , , ,, TT , Y . , ,,
' . . ... i Mr. Massev was afterwards the guest of the

ful as an " Anzac. Under this desig-
|

of humour and the sense of beauty with Lord Mayor at lunch at the Mansion House."
nation she apparently represented (with i

a very happy alternation. O. S. Evening Paper.
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Padre (reading letter to Pat),
" BIDDY MALONE 's WALKIS' OUT WITH BIO TIM ROOXEY."

Pat. "WELL, HIVEN BLESS THE DAY I MVEK MARBIED THE OUUL."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. JOHN BUCHAN, who rushed us all at such a breathless

pace up his Thirty-Nine Steps, now carries us in Green-
inniitle (HoDDER AND STOUGHTON) on a fairy carpet out to

Germany and down the Danube and so to Erzerum, in

company with our old friend, (now Major) Richard Hannay,
SIIIK/I/ Arbuthnot, a prince of travellers and secret service

heroes, Peter Pienaar, an old Boer hunter and fighting
man, and John Scantlebury Blenkiron, a dyspeptic nootral
of Boston, Mass. this last a creation of such gaiety and
tactful perception on the author's part that it ought to

produce an Anglo-American alliance right now. The four
are on a great quest, to find out the meaning of some
mysterious and fateful enemy move among the Mahomedan
races. I daren't spoil your pleasure by babbling of the

hustling details. It is a gallant book. Mr. BUCUAN makes
his soldiers and adventurers so confoundedly plausible that

you >s\vallo\v them without any sense of the enormity of

the unlikeliness of it all. If the picture would have turned
out something widely different, had the eagle been the
artist instead of the lion, yet Mr. BUCHAN has a soldier's

tolerance for a tough enemy and real admiration when he

happens to be a sportsman. I will just say this, that it

\v;is Peter who got through the lines to the Grand Duke's

army before Erzerum ; and the noble horseman in the
turban and the emerald djibbah who rode triumphantly
into the

city,
to the confusion of the Turks, was the honour-

able Saiuty, while the gallant Blenkiron found eupepsia
through the most gloriously improbable treatment.

Madame Prince (METHUEN) is much the kind of story
with which Mr. PETT RIDGE has already added to the

gaiety of the nation, but never more pleasantly. It is a

happy and good-humoured tale, setting forth the life of

a milliner "
up Highgate village," and her successful efforts

to bring up her not very difficult family of three girls and
a boy in the way they should go. You know what Mr.
PETT RIDGE can do with a theme like this : he makes it a

thing of constant chuckles, with just an undernoto of senti-

ment discreetly sounded. All the characters live, from
Madame herself, slirewd and capable, to liichard the boy,
whose struggles in the pursuit of letters are so slightly
touched that I half suspect the author of holding them in

reserve for another book. Of the girls, certainly 1'hyllix

is, if not my only, my chief joy. She and her charm and
wit are all so delightful that the fact that by no possibility
could they have been the product of their environment
troubled me not an atom. And if she would not in real

life have married an amiable young baronet, amid the

felicitations of both houses then real life is the loser. But
that, I fancy, is Mr. PETT RIDGE'S little way ; he disguises
his fairy-tales with such an aspect of the sternest realism

that we are tricked into believing them, and the happier
in consequence.

I expect you have already made up your mind whether
or not you like the formula to which Mrs. MAKGABET
BAILLIE SAUNDEBS works. As renewed in The Distaff
1'ii'iimt'rs (HUTCHINSON) it requires an austere and mightily
clerical hero to fall in love with a dainty and quite charm-

ing person of literary tastes. This is familiar ground to
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the writer's friends and, although there is an unfortunate

attempt to take the story to the Front for a few stiff pages,
the setting in which it is placed is equally familiar. That,
of course, is mediaeval craftsmanship, WREN spires, City

ghosts and nice fusty parchments. There was an old

stump of a tower, all that was left by an encroaching
brewery of the church of St. Ursula of the Distaff, and in

this the hero and his secretary heroine used to meet,

nominally only to burrow among old records for a colla-

teral relative, but incidentally to climb into the belfry with

the pigeons, or get locked in after dark, or simply have tea

and toast over a brasier with solemn ancestors standing
round. In tracing the lost branch, which as a matter of

fact they did not want in the least, they gave themselves

and me such a jolly time, as they will give you too, parti- Mr. GILBERT CANNAN is at once the most promising and

cularly if you happen to know that the best of London is the most provoking of our younger school of fiction. His

still within the boundary of her old walls, that I nearly literary style is admirable for its simplicity and direct-

forgave the authoress her many failings, such as her false ness, and I cannot think of any novelist of to-day who pos-

slurring of the differences between the English Church and sesses a nicer judgment in the choice of the right word or

Rome, her unworthy skit on the manners of a suburban a greater power of conveying character. But in

Her husband, that misguided chap,
Had gone and got himself in trouble;

And so she raced across the map
To extricate him at the double,

Aware by now that married unity
Cannot be broken witli impunity.

The tale 's from Mrs. CAKFYX'S pen,
Who (in the nineties, was

it'.')
wrote a

Successful book much talked of then,
.1 Yellow Aster, by

" lota."

Tho years that stale our best endeavour
Seem to have left her fresh as ever.

family, and her split infini-

tives.
'

Miss CONSTANCE SMEDLEY
has an instinct for the

bizarre. Her principal char-

acters in Rediuing (ALLEN
AND UNWIN) don't seem very

likely, but they really move.
Few courtships can have
been as odd as that oiMimsy
and Redwing, the precoci-
ous neglected, son of a man
who had served sentence

for a commercial indiscre-

tion, and a brilliant woman
whose social genius was
thwarted by this contre-

temps. If Redwing doesn't

settle down to a little less

imperious manner of deal-

ing with Miinsy, that gentle
modernist woman will turn,

and there will he th6 devil

THE REGULAR STUDIO-CLEANER, HAVING JOINED THE Ml'NITION-

WORKEKS, SENDS AN AGED RELATION AS A SUBSTITUTE. THAT IfJS A

PORTRAIT IN PASTEL ON THE EASEL.
(and some lawyers) to pay.
The fortunes and methods of an easily recognisable ladies'

club figure in the story with perhaps rather undue solemnity
and wealth of detail. Yet I don't think anybody need be

bored by such a vivid book.

(UNWIN) these high quali-
ties are wasted on a theme
that is not worthy of Mr.
CAXXAN'S attention. I ad-

mit that, in his picture of

the young Austrian Jew
and his relatives, the author
shows again and again how
closely and accurately he has
observed the Jewish nature.

This part of the story is

far more "solid" (Mendel's
favourite word) than that

which is devoted to the be-

wildering extravagances of

his artistic temperament.
His London coterie of art-

cranks may have had large
and advanced views on love

and life, but for all that, and
in spite of the clever writing

expended upon them, they
remain small and unfra-

grant fry. If only Mr. CAN-
NAN could be persuaded to

In Mary Mirrilies, a tome
Fresh from the press of HURST AND BLACKETT,

The heroine nearly wrecks her home
Because (see legend on the "

jacket ")

Her efforts proved quite ineffectual

To make her husband intellectual.

She would not yield the love he sought,
And so he left her broken-hearted ;

And she, poor girl, a ticket bought
And for a distant spot departed,

Where she mistook for her affinity
A man who lived in the vicinity.

She must have known she played with fire,

But she continued still to flirt on
With what 's-his-name, the country squire

Peter it was, yes, Peter Tiirton

Till, just as things were getting critical,

She heard the still small voice of pity call.

come out into a broader and healthier world, and let some
fresh air blow over him, he would give us a book as attrac-

tive in substance as in style.

However fond you may be of children and of tales about

them, I think you will at once be doing fuller justice to

Mr. J. J. BELL and getting more satisfaction for yourself
if you go slowly with Kiddies (MILLS AND BOON). The
heroes of these stories are much of a type, and to read their

exploits at a sitting is to risk a sense of surfeit. I have no

other criticism to pass on Mr. BELL, except that he rather

overdoes the number of children who are under the charge
of uncles and aunts. By this time most of us know what

to expect from the author of Wee Mticiiiwynr when he is

working his peculiar vein, and he has no surprises in store

for us here. The BELL brand of humour may or may not

be to your liking, but at least you will agree that it is

innocent and wholesome.

The many admirers of the work of Sub-Lieut. A. P.

HERBERT, B.N.V.E., in the pages of Punch will be glad to

have -his Gallipoli poems and other War verses in collected

form. Under the title Half-hours at Helles, they are

published by BMCKWF.LL (Oxford), at Is. net.
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CHARIVARIA.
A DKAH old lady, on rending in The

Tinifx that at a sale for War funds at

1 luntingdon a live cockerel was knocked
down seventy-three times, expressed
the opinion that this was worse than

the Cook-fighting of her youth.
"," ''>'

A Colonial report describes the Falk-

lands Islands as a " worker's 1'aradise,"

and points out that the conditions are

such that there is absolutely nothing
to grumble about. An early oppor-

tunity will lie taken by a well-known
Labour M.P., who is keenly interested

in after.-the-war emigration, to ask Mr.
BONAB LAW to explain these mutually

contradictory statements in

an oflicial document.

A correspondent has writ-

ten to The Daily Mail,

asking where mufflers

should he sent. Our first

choice would be Messrs.

OITHWAITK and RAMSAY
M \rI)oNAi.r>, but there are

others.
, ^

According to the German
|ia.|iers the proposed levy i'ii

masse will be of the most

stringent nature. Even the

KAISER, it is said, will be

required to do some work of

national importance.
* *

TheGovernmentare erect-

ing buildings upon the Vic-

toria Embankment, in the

gardens opposite the Play-
house. It is rumoured that

a rival performance, entitled

The Misli'iiiling Gentleman,
will be staged there. It will

be in the nature of a farce.
* *

A man has been fined at Newcastle
for trying to sell sovereigns for twenty-
one -and-six each. Yet it would have
been quite easy and perfectly legal for

him to have purchased a small chicken
or a brace of haddocks and offered the

sovereign in part payment.
*

The Duke of AHRUZZI has given a

silver cup to Admiral JKI.LICOE for

presentation to the British warship
which is most active in the Mediter-

ranean. The exploits of H.M.S. Janii.t,

now operating between Athens and

Salonika, will not be considered.
* *

Three hundred women -
carpenters

have left for France, where they will

be engaged on army work. Later on

they hope to he allowed to drive a

few nails into Papa HIXDENBUHG.

Addressing the 1'oelry Soriits

week on the subject of the KnglUh lan-

guage Sir .IOIISSIOM I-'<M:HI:S Kom.in-
SON told his hearers that it was a beau-
tiful language, but that there was a

tendency to be careless with it, and
advised them to " listen to an Irishman

pronouncing the words '

when,' ' which
'

and ' where.'
"

An Irish politician in-

terested in the prospects of Home Rule

would, of course, make a good subject.
* *

As the result of the new Shop Hours
Order a brisk future is promised for

the automatic machines, which do not
come within its purview. One must
not expect too much of them however,
and it is probable that, for some time at

THE FINISHING TOUCH.
Maid (to Jones, who has corfie to grief while making frantic efforts to

flit up a new light-proof blind).
" IF TOO PLEASE, SIB, THERE'S A

CONSTABLE AT THE DOOR WITH A SUMMONS TOR YOU FOR SHOWING
TOO MOCH LIGHT."

least, careless people who have been in

the habit of running round the corner

at the last minute for a new French
hat or a basket of Pekinese will be wise

not to rely on the automatics to supply
their wants. * *

A SKA CHANCi:.
I i ;o \uui.ii t he leave-boat ten minutes

before she was due to start, and found
the general atmosphere exactly the kind
that used to prevail at school on the last

day of term. Particularly I noticed , in-

mail, a Tommy in my own regiment,
whose face seemed literally to radiate

joy. He smiled at the military |>olice-
man on duty at the gangway, embraced
his fellow-passengers in one comprehen-
sive grin, and gazed happily out at the
turbulent strip of water he was so soon
to cross. I'ndouhtcdly this was one
of his great moments, to be surpassed
only at his journey's end, when he met
whoever was responsible for putting

that light in his eyes.
Ho disappeared below

when the boat started, and
as soon as we reached open
water I forgot all about
him and everything else ex-

cept my personal welfare.

Luckily I am a good sailor,

but the Channel was at its

cussedest. Owing to my
late arrival I had only with

difficulty secured a deck-

chair, and a very exposed
bit of deck to put it on.

Out of sheer pigheadedness
I endured for a long time ;

but at last, thoroughly cold

and wet, I deviated below.

Almost at once I found

my happy warrior but

sadly changed. His face

was the colour of his tunic,

and he was helpless in the

grip of the most awful cata-

clysm of sickness I have
ever seen. As far as I could

I made him comfortable,
and to cheer him up I told

him that half-an-hour would
see him in England with all his troubles

at an end.

He turned his ghastly face towards
me. "I bin out there eighteen
months now. Sir,", he gasped.

" This

It is rumoured that the manufacture

of French pastry is to be prohibited.

Any move towards greater economy is

to be welcomed, but it is only right to

add that the order should be carefully |

worded if it is not to wound the sensi-

bilities of our regimental cooks.

"
Neutrals," says a contemporary,

discussing the sales of enemy-owned
properties in Nigeria, "should be re-

is my first leave .". . an
(lawd I never get another."

"SCI1KMK KOK INDUSTRIAL
CONSCRIPTION.

Is THK SCHEME LIMITED TO HUNITIOSS?"
Manchester (liiarduin.

If it is, of course patriotic trade union-

ists will raise no objection.

I 'ope to

From an official list of " Rules to be

observed in case of attack by hostile

air-craft
"

:

quired to look elsewhere for their tin.") "Noises made in the streets are a source of

Unfortunately there is little prospect of

their having to look -beyond the British

Empire as long as the War lasts.

<l;ingrr. and will be punished."

It is quite simple. You just shut them

up.

VOL. CL'.
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A PAWN IN HINDENBURG'S GAME.
[The German Cuowx PRINCE reflects upon a recent report that ho

was to be given a command in Alsace.]

A RUMOUR ran the other day
Sending a thrill all down my spine

That I was being moved away
To keep a watch upon the Ehine ;

With very willing zeal would I

Have taken on this softer burden,

For, to be frank, 1 '11 not deny
That I am sick to death of Verdun.

Lord knows that I have shoved and hacked
Till I grew purple in the face,

And yet, for all my brains and tact,

I couldn't take the beastly place ;

Yes, though in point of cannon-food
No one can say that I 've been chary,

It stands precisely where it stood

When I began last February.

Father, of course, still shoots a lip

About the Hohenzollern stock,

Won't hear of failure in a chip
Of our superb ancestral block ;

But vain is all this Potsdam talk

(That "s not an oath, though I might well swear),
While HINDENBURG is free to walk

Off with my troops and plant 'em elsewhere.

The fault is his, this new War-Nob,
That I 'm so wan about the gills

And hanker for a cushy job

Among the blue Alsatian hills ;

With half my veterans gone to show
Old What 's-his-name the way to Bukarest,

My general health has got so low
It 's time that LITTLE WILLIE took a rest.

'

O. S.

MARRONS RECHAUFFES;
OB, How TO WHITE SNAPPY TALES FROM THE FRONT.

By Our War-Cook.

TAKE any civilian story of known vintage the episode
of the "curate's egg," for instance. Dress all available

characters in khaki (e.g., substitute "Brigadier" for

"Bishop," "Subaltern" for "Curate").
Place scene of action as near to battlefield as possible,

and season with any martial terminology that you have at

command.
Introduce phrase to convey impression of novelty (such

as "A few weeks ago," "During the recent advance,"
"
Talking of Tanks "), and serve as follows :

" A certain Subaltern, who obtained his commission a
few weeks ago, was invited to breakfast at H.Q. (Head-
quarters) with his Brigadier, a soldier whose awe-inspiring
manner is a by-word throughout the Service.

The Subaltern was naturally very nervous throughout
the ordeal, but all went well until he had the misfortune
to be served by the batman (soldier-servant) with an egg
which was undoubtedly "na-poo" (i.e. too elderly for

consumption).
The General, noticing the troubled expression on his

junior's face as he discovered this fact, said, "I'm afraid

that egg you 've got is bad, isn't it?"
" Oh no, I assure you, Sir," said the unfortunate youth,

attempting to make the best of it; "in fact, some parts of

it are quite excellent."

Further examples follow :

1. During the recent fighting two privates belonging
to a certain North-Country Regiment which has lately
added considerably to its laurels met in a narrow com-
munication-trench.

"Hullo, Geordie," said the first,
" where be going?"

" Ah be going nowhere," replied the other. " Ah be just

cooming back !"

2. Through a little village in Flanders, situated a few
miles behind our front, there runs a little stream. Not-

withstanding the fact that but few fish have ever been seen
in it, the fishing rights are most zealously guarded, and
woe betide the luckless Tommy who is caught carrying
a rod and line in its vicinity.
One day recently, in defiance of orders, a stalwart

Kiltie was diligently ilogging the water with a bent pin and
a worm, when suddenly from nowhere appeared a military

policeman.
"
Hi, there !

"
shouted this latter. " Don't you know the

regulations ?
"

"What regulations ?." queried the Highlander innocently.

'.Why, nobody 's allowed to catch fish here without the
General's permission."

"
Och, awa' wi' ye, man," said Jock

;
"wha 's catching fush ?"

3. In one of our crack Cavalry regiments, now resting
behind the lines, eagerly awaiting the revival of the
" white arm," there is a certain Subaltern well known
among his comrades as a wag. The following amusing
story is told of him :

While walking one day with a brother-officer in the streets

of the town of X. (where they are at present quartered)
he espied one of the regimental cooks carrying a remark-

ably fine hare, a species of game in which the neigh-
bourhood abounds.
The Subaltern stepped across and placed himself in

front of the trooper, who at once halted and saluted.

"My man," said the officer, fixing the cook with a,

stern eye,
" be good enough to inform me is that your

owrn hare, or is it a wig ?
"

The cook's answer is not recorded.

* * :|: * * * :;:

4. A certain Infantry Major, whom I will call A., is

noted as being somewhat of a misogynist.
A short time ago one of the officers of his battalion was

due for short leave, during which he hoped to take part in

an interesting ceremony.
Meeting the Major one day during the course of his

duties, be stopped him and said,
" I say, A., I 'm hoping

to get married when I go on leave. You know all about

these things give me a little advice, like a good fellow."

A. looked at him for a moment, and then said,
" My boy,

the only advice I can give you is don't !

"

"The Labour Unions are quite aware that the plan of inclusion

is for the benefit of the Labour Kxchange, and is designed to place all

the Labour Unions under the thumb of the tottering walls of that

institution." -Shoe and Leather News.

Well, if walls have ears why not thumbs?

"The Army Order issued at the commencement of this month
directing the deletion of the words ' but not the upper lip,' in paragraph
169G of the King's Regulations, will possibly come as a surprise to

the older, and as a relief to some of the younger, members of the ser-

vice. The paragraph originally read :

The hair of the head will be kept short. The chin and under lip

will be chaird, but not ther other life whiskers, if worn, will be of

moderate length." Egyptian Mail.

We ate not surprised that this order was amended.
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A DIVERSION FBOM THE WEST.
HiNDENHuito. "CONFOUND THESE BRITISH, TRYING TO PUT ME OFF MY STROKE!"
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"Indispensable." "ANY LETTERS THIS MORNING, MOTHER?"

Mother. "ONLY ONE FROM YOUR GRANDFATHER IN THE TRENCHES."

TOBY.
IT will save trouble if I say at once

that I know nothing about horses.

This will be quite apparent to you, of

course, before I have finished, but I

don't want YOU to suppose that it is

not also quite apparent to me. I have
no illusions on the subject ; neither, I

imagine, has Toby.
To me there are only two kinds of

horse; chestnuts, roans, bay rums I

know nothing of all these ; I can only
describe a horse simply as a nice horse

or a nasty horse. Toby is a nice horse.

Toby, of course, knows much more
about men than I do about horses, and
no doubt he describes me professionally
to his colleagues as a " flea-bitten fellow

standing about eighteen hoofs
;

"
but

when he is not being technical I like

to think that he sums me up to him-

self as a nice man. At any rate I

don't wear spurs, and that must weigh
with a horse a good deal.

I have no real right to Toby. The

SignallingOfficer's official mount is a bi-

cycle, but a bicycle in this weather
And there is Toby, and somebody must
ride him, and, as I point out to the other

subalterns, it would only cause jealousy
if one of them rode him, and

" Why would it create more jealousy
than if you do?" asked one of them.

"Well," I said, "you're the Officer

commanding platoon number
"Fifteen."

"Fifteen. Now,why should the Oflicer

commanding the fifteenth platoon ride

a horse when the officer commanding
the nineteenth

lie reminded me that there were

only sixteen platoons in a battalion.

It 's such a long time since I had any-

thing to do witli platoons that I forget.
"All right, we'll say the sixteenth.

Why shouldn't he have a horse? Of
all the unjust Well, you see what
recriminations it would lead to. Now
I don't say I 'm more valuable than a

platoon-commander or more effective

on a horse, but, at any rate, there aren't

sixteen of me. There 's only one Sig-

nalling Officer, and if there is a spare
i horse over

'

" What about the Bombing Officer ?
"

said O.C. Platoon 15 carelessly.
I had quite forgotten the Bombing

Officer. Of course he is a specialist too.
"
Yes, quite so, but if you would only

think a little," I said, thinking hard all

the time,
"
you would well, put it

this way. The range of a Mills bomb
is about fifty yards; the range of a

field telephone is several miles. Which
of us is more likely to require a horse ?"

"And the Sniping Officer?" he went
on dreamily.

This annoyed me.
" You don't shoot snipe from horse-

back," I said sharply.
" You 're mixing

up shooting and hunting, my lad. And
in any case there are reasons, special

reasons, why I ride Toby reasons of

which you know nothing."
Here are the reasons :

1. I think I have more claim to a

horse called Toby than has a contri-

butor to " Our Feathered Friends
"
or

whatever paper the Sniping Officer
'

writes for.

2. When I joined the Army Celia

was inconsolable. I begged her to

keep a stiff upper lip, to which she re-

plied that she could do it better if I

promised not to keep a bristly one. I

pointed out that the country wanted
bristles ;

and though, between ourselves,

we might regard it as a promising face

spoilt for a tradition, still discipline
was discipline. And so the bristles

came, and remained until the new
order, when they were uprooted.
Now the Colonel has only one fault

(I have been definitely promised my
second star in 1927, so he won't think
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Pat (ej-aiiiiiiimj fare).
" HAY THE DIVIL DESTHHOY THE GERMANS."

Sub. "WELL, THEY DOH'T DO YOU MUCH HARM, ANYWAY. You DON'T GET NEAR ENOUGH TO 'EM."
Pat. " DO THEY NOT, THIN ? HAVE THEY NOT KILT ALL THE HALF-CROWN OFP'CERS AND LEFT NOTHING BUT THE BHILLIS 1 ONUS ?

"

I am flattering him with a purpose) :

lie likes moustaches. His own is ad-

mirable, and I have no wish for him
to remove it, but I think he should be

equally broad-minded about mine.
"You aren't really more beautiful

without it," lie said. "A moustache
suits you."

" My wife doesn't think so," I said

firmly. I had the War Office on my
side, so I could afford to be firm.

The Colonel looked at me, and then
he looked out of the window, and made
the following remarkable statement.

"Toby," he said gently to himself,
" doesn't like clean-shaven officers."

This hadn't occurred to me
;
I let it

sink in.
" Of course," I said at last,

" one
must consider one's horse. I quite see
that."

"With a bicycle," he said, "it's
different."

Ami so there you have the second
reason. If the Bombing Officer rode

Toby, 1 should shave again to-morrow,
and then where would the Battalion
be? Ruined.

So Toby and I go off together. Up
till now he has been good to me. Ik-

has bitten one Company Commander,
removed another, and led the Colonel a
three-mile chase across country after

him, so if any misunderstanding occurs
between us there will be good pre-

'

cedeht for it. So far my only real

trouble has been once when billeting. I

Billeting is delightful fun. You start
j

three hours in advance of the battalion,
which means that if the battalion
leaves at eight in the morning, you are

up in the fresh of the day, when the
birds are singing. You arrive at the

village and get from the Mayor or the
Town Major a list of possible host-

esses. Entering the first house (labelled
"Officers 5") you say, "Voiis avez un
lit pour un Ojfirirr id, n'esl-ce pas ?

Vive la France !

"
She answers,

" Pas
un lit," and joa go to the next house.
" Vous avez place pour cent homines I

<)//'' Xon," says she and so on.

By-and-by the battalion arrives, and

everybody surrounds you.
" Where

are my men going ?
" " Where is my

billet?
1

"Where's 'C' Company's
1

mess ?
" " Have you found anything

'

for the Pioneers ?
" And then one knows

what it is to be popular.
So the other day the Major thought I

he 'd come with me, just to give me an
idea how it ought to be done. I say
nothing of the result ; but for reasons
connected with Toby I hope he won't
come again. For in the middle of a
narrow street crowded with lorries, he

jumped off his horse, flung (I think
that's the expression) flung me the
reins and said,

" Just wait here while I

see the Mayor a moment."
The Major's horse I can describe

quite shortly a nasty big black horse.

Toby I have already described as a
nice horse, but he had been knee-deep
in mud, inspecting huts, for nearly half-

an-hour, and was sick of billeting.
I need not describe two-hundred-

lorries-on-a-dark-evening to you.
And so, seeing that you know the

constituents, I must let you imagine
how they all mixed. . . .

This is a beastly war. But it has its

times ; and when our own particular bit

of the battle is over and the battalion is

inarching back to rest, I doubt if, even
in England (which seems very far off),

you will find two people more con-

tented with the morning than Toby
and I, us we amble along together.

A. A. M.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, In those far-

away days, when we used to fight about

sucli things as Education Bills and
Tariff Reform, do you remember meet-

ing a young bravo of the name of

Mclver from time to time, but mostly
at election times ? In that uncivilised

West Country borough, where you and
I thumped the Tory tub with such per-

sistence, you may recall his sudden

arrival from nowhere in particular, with

no excuse in particular, and how the

more active element among our sup-

porters at once loved him and made him
the willing leader of all their greatest
offensives on our behalf. He showed
himself an honest fellow, always paying
fully for all the windows he broke. He
was a rich, young man and liked spend-

ing his money that way. Most of our

time was taken up in getting the local

police to look kindly upon the results

of his enthusiasm, and you will not

have forgotten how, when you and I

had got our man elected, Mclver pre-
cious nearly got him burnt by way of

celebrating the event. Though he was
not the sort of right-hand man that

every tactful Candidate would choose,
never was a more ardent and sincere

believer in the Conservative cause. He
lived to down the Eadicals, and it was
his great regret that he could not meet
them one by one in person. Even so,

electioneering did not entirely satisfy
his robust nature ; he wanted some-

thing with loud explosions and burning
oil in it. He has found exactly what
he wanted in this War.

Rather, the War found him. Even
if England had kept out of it, he would
have gone in. As it was, the Nation and
Mclver declared within about an hour
of each other. I wouldn't like to be

certain which was first. In the earli-

est moments, while others were getting
themselves used to the idea of war, he

was getting himself drilled in the arts of

it. Too keen to wait five minutes for

a commission, he went into the ranks ;

and didn't jib at twelve months' delay
in getting his first stripe. The first time
I saw him out here was just before that

great event. We met and parted stealth-

ily, for I was an officer and he was
a man. I didn't see any more of him
for four or five months, strenuous and

precarious months for him. At the end
of them I fancy he was good for as

many stripes as he cared to ask for
;

in fact, the powers, always keeping an

eye open for good material, determined
on their own to try him for a star.

So they had him out of the trenches
\nd sent him t j a Cadet School.

\I have read somewhere a beautifully

worded description of how they make
officers out of the ranks. The process
was depicted as a gentle, almost a

homely one. You saw a gathering
of earnest young men sitting round
while a silvery-haired old gentleman
discoursed pleasantly of virtue and
ideals and traditions, passing round the

cigarettes from time to time. " You
must be brave, you must be unselfish ;

you must be human and just. But
ibovo all you must be good. For as

it is by your kindness that you will

lead your men, so it is by your Christian

qualities that you will subdue the ruth-

less Hun."
From what Mclver told me it was

not quite like that. You arrive at the

School full to the brim of your own
future greatness ;

the first thing you
bump up against is your own despic-
able insignificance. During your course

you have less cause to think of your
splendid future than of your miserable

past ; less of coming successes than of

your one great mistake in ever having
been born. It is a hard-bitten, short-

spoken but entirely unmistakable Ser-

geant-Major, of quite the oldest and
firmest school, who tells you all about

it, and you don't loll about during the

conversation.

Mclver, having for his future good
been put through it, came to the end of

his period of probation and instruction.

One day, as he was resting and recover-

ing during an easy, a message came
down along the wind to him that he

was wanted at orderly-room. He braced

himself up for some more of the worst,

and went at the double. Arrived at

the door, he stood to attention. The

Sergeant-Major looked at him in a

certain way. He stood to some more
attention. The Sergeant-Major ad-

dressed him, conveying in a few well-

chosen words what you and I could not

have made understood without the use

of a heavy axe. Mclver became rigid

all over. In that condition, regarded
as miserably short of the standard, lie

was admitted into the outer sanctum.
" Number 1234567 Lance-Corporal

Mclver," said the Sergeant-Major.
"Here, Sir," said he.

"Brrrrrrrr,"said the Sergeant-Major.
" Sir ?

"
said Mclver.

" The Commandant wants you," said

the Sergeant-Major.
"Yes, Sir," said Mclver.
The Sergeant-Major protested that

he had never in his whole career been

answered back in such an impertinent
manner. Moreover, why was Mclver's

hair too long, his tunic too short, his

boots not properly blacked, his buttons

as unclean as his face, and everything
about him utterly improper ? He was

undoubtedly a dirty scoundrel, but he

needn't look it. Five minutes to put
himself right.

"
Very good, Sir," said Mclver.

" Silence !

"
shouted the Sergeant-

Major.
" I don't want any of your

confounded approval."
The refining process complete,

" 'Ten
shun !

"
said the Sergeant-Major, very

much more in anger than in sorrow.
"
Qck mrch !

"

Mclver found himself in the Pre-

sence, with a sharp pain in the middle
of his back, by way of a reminder from
the Sergeant-Major.
"Hit!" said the latter, and, with a

parting look of pity and contempt,
withdrew.
The Commandant, the kind gentle-

man of the picture, told him he had
his commission, wished him luck and
advJsed him to go round to the Officers'

Stores and get dressed for his new
part. Almost reduced to tears by such

kindness, Mclver went out, and found
himself again confronting the Sergeant-
Ma

j
or.

No sooner had the latter seen him
j

than there was a loud report. It was
j

the Sergeant - Major's heels coming j

together. The whole atmosphere be-

came violently taut. It was the Ser- I

geant-Major at attention, such attention

as had never before seemed possible.
There was a tense silence. It was the

Sergeant-Major waiting for the favour

of Second Lieutenant Mclver's next re-

mark. Mclver was too moved to speak ;

he could only whisper something about
the Officers' Stores. The air became
moist with subservience. It was the

Sergeant-Major's anxiety to serve.
"
May I come with you myself, Sir,

and show you the way?
"

said he, as

a man hoping against hope for the last

and greatest privilege. . . .

I have a later tale to tell of Mclver,
but that must wait.

Yours ever, HENKY.

Commercial Candour.
" For five days only costumes at one price

will afford satisfaction to buyers at this at-

tractive Oxford Street centre."

Morninj Paper.

Most ladies like their dresses to remain
fashionable for at least a week.

"Mr. Forster states that the bread served

to the troops in this country costs about Id. a

Ib. ; when it is baked in the field batteries the

cost is slightly less." The Times.

In the batteries, of course, nothing is

charged for firing.

"A GREAT BARGAIN.
PRICE JUST BEDUCED FROM 8,000 TO

40,000."

Personally we shall wait until they
raise it back again.
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; KAJIEBAD ! KAMERAD I MERCY. VE vos POMEIIANIAXS."
' POMERANIANS, ABE YOU? WELL, YOU 'BE BLOOMIN' LUCKY TO DROP INTO MY 'ANDS. I 'M A DAWQ-FANCIEIS."

THE JAEGER'S LAMENT.
[The German Government has announced that in order to sup-

plement the supply of fresh meat the killing of all wild game will

be undertaken under military control.]

No more, alas ! through Schwarzwald's fragrant thickets

Shall I pursue the coney to his lair,

Or supplement the daily dole of tickets

With toothsome blackbirds captured in a snare ;

No longer with my hungry children's benison
Shall I depart in search of boar and stag,

Returning later with, not actual venison,
But robin redbreasts bulging in my bag.

No more I '11 eat my frugal Wienerschnitzel

Among the glades I loved to wander in,

No more my trusty little dachshund, Fritz, '11

Beg with Teutonic patience for the skin ;

No more among the Taunus' rugged passes
I '11 stalk the fleetfoot goat as was my use,

Nor hear by lovely Swabia's dank morasses
The distant honking of the Strasbourg goose.

Instead, through waste and woodland once verboten,

My brave platoon pursues the game in flight ;

Their individual shooting's worse than rotten,
But their rafales are simply out of sight ;

No longer in the dangerous role of supers,

Plugged by the WAR LORD'S sporting friends from

Town,
But armed with Mannlichers, my honest troopers

Let off, fur Gott wul KAISER, at the brown.

And it is mine to organise this slaughter
On the large lines that suit the German taste ;

The life-blood of the red deer flows like water,
I wade through stricken rabbits to the waist ;

But what avails it that their ranks grow thinner,
Of what account the wild swine's dying squeal?

It 's still a crime to take one home for dinner
;

Potatoes still provide our every meal ! ALGOL.

A Candid Warning.
"

's Stores. The Stores that Serve You Bight."
Advertisement in Provincial Paper.

"In an interview Pte. Jones sold the story of how he captured
single-handed 102 German prisoners." Provincial Paper.

We hope he got a good price for it.

From a description of the Guildhall banquet :

" The removes included pheasant en casserole and a variety of cold

dishes, chiefly fame." Daily Paper.

Some of the distinguished guests, it is believed, consider

that POPE was well inspired when he wrote :

"Fame is at best an unperforming cheat,
But 'tis substantial happiness to eat."

From the report of a Perth Military Tribunal :

" On the application of Messrs. for one of their foremen, the

manager said they were faced with an extraordinary state of affairs,

having given 75 per cent, of their qualified dyers to the colours."

Not a bad place to send them, since the British colours

do not run. Still, from the manager's point of view the

expletive before "dyers" was quite pardonable.
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THE WINTER CAMPAIGN-AT HOME.
MB. PUNCH (to Mr. ASQUITH). "THAT'S A G03D START, SIR, BUT IT'S NOT ENOUGH.

YOU'VE GOT TO TAKE A LEAF OUT OF THE ENEMY'S BOOK, AND ORGANISE Till:

WHOLE NATION."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tuesday, November 14th. For rea-

sons hitherto concealed the British

public has not yet been allowed to

enjoy pictures of the famous tanks,

although they have already been pub-
lished in American newspapers.

" If

the Germans have seen them why can't

we?" cried one hon. Member. The
House gathered from Mr. FOESTEE'S

reply that Sir DOUGLAS HAIG would
consider this very important question,
but at the moment he was rather busy

giving a further free exhibition to the

pampered Huns.
Mr. KEATING complained of the harsh

treatment accorded to an Irish recruit

THE BATTLE OF CARDIFF.
COLONEL CBAIG SEES THAT THF. VICTOR

DOES NOT GO UNREWARDED.

"with an imperfect knowledge of the

English language" for answering an
officer in Gaelic. As the culprit subse-

quently boasted that he had "
pulled

the officer's leg
"

it looks as if both his

ignorance and his innocence had been

exaggerated. But Mr. DEVLIN thought
the incident required the issue of a
circular inculcating a sense of humour
in the Army. Copies might, I think,
be also presented to the Nationalist

Members Mr. HEALY excepted.
The great battle of Cardiff was re-

enacted in the House to-day, with all

the principals specially engaged. Mr.
STANTON once more delivered his

Boanerges -like denunciation of the

Pacifists, and dared them to attack

him in his stronghold at Merthyr ;

Mr. EAMSAY MAC!)ONALD again re-

butted the charge of Pro-Germanism
in a manner absolutely convincing to

himself ; and the HOME SECRETARY,

attacked by one side for not prohibiting
the demonstration and by the other

for not protecting the demonstrators,

adroitly combined a general defence of

the right of free speech with a par-
ticular condemnation of its employ-
ment by Mr. RAMSAY MACDONALD and
his friends.

What are the precise functions of the

PAYMASTEE-GENERAL.and whom, if any-

body, does he pay? To give an exact

answer to these questions would pnx/de
most students of our Constitution. But
if the Bill which Mr. HENDERSON, the

present holder of the post, introduced

to-day becomes law we shall be able

to say that his function is to pay pen-
sions to the disabled soldiers to whom
the country owes so much. Not sailors,

be it noted. Sailors' pensions will still

he allocated by the Admiralty, for, as

Dr. MACNAMARA put it, "the Navy is a

little family, and the Lords Commis-
sioners are the little fathers of the

Fleet."

There are one or two other excep-
tions which will prevent the new Pen-
sions Board from exercising complete
" co-ordination

"
(a blessed word much

beloved by Ministers) ; and there is still

room for improvement in the machinery.
Is it really necessary to write on the

average nine letters about every pen-
sion, and to employ two thousand clerks

to deal with 146,000 pensioners ?

Wednesday, November 15th. Both
Houses were engaged with the in-

triguing question of our bread-and-

butter. The Lords dealt with it on the

principle that "
prevention is better

than cure." Warn Germany, said Lord

SYDENHAM, that we should exact " ton

THE SUGAR-SNATCHER.
MB. RUNCIMAN.

for ton," and she might think the game
of sinking merchant ships not worth
the candle. Strengthen the Board of

Admiralty and let the FIEST LORD stop
talking to distinguished journalists was
Lord BERESI-'ORD'H solution of the sub-
marine problem.
Meanwhile the Commons were also

employed in discussing how to remedy
the consequences of the under-water

campaign. Professor HEWINS delivered,
in livelier fashion than ever, his cele-

brated lecture on organisation, and
found an unexpectedly apt pupil in the
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE.
Until recently it was believed on the
Unionist benches that Mr. EUNCIMAN'S
motto was,

" What Manchester thought
in 1846 England ought to think for

ever." But news of the War has pene-
trated even into the peaceful purlieus

MEATLESS DAYS LN THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS.

COURGE FABCIE DE MARROXS A LA
COLONEL LOCKWOOD.

of Whitehall Gardens. " Did I ever be-

lieve in laissez-faire ?
"
Mr. EUNCIMAN

must have wondered as he proceeded to

expound to an eagerly-listening House
his proposals for conserving and in-

creasing our food supply.
Gone is the white flour of a branless

loaf. The historic miller who cared
for nobody, no not he, must in future

take his orders from the Government
Food Controller. So must the potato-
merchant and the dairyman. Even the

sweetstuff shop and quite time, too

will have to do its bit. Mr. EUNCI-
MAN has a special objection to the large
boxes tied up with bright ribbons to be

seen in the West-end confectioners'.

From an otherwise comprehensive
speech therewas one thing lacking the

name of the dictator who is to direct this

social revolution. The PRIME MINISTER
is to announce his choice later. Per-

haps Sir EDWARD CARSON, whose only

complaint against the Government on
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Great Grandmamma (ferociously to the family circle). "WHEN I THINK OF ALL THE TBOUBLK THAT THAT KAISER HAS BROUGHT
INTO EUROPE, I COULD BOX HIS EAIWl"

this occasion is that they are doing
what they ought to have done months

ago, will step into the breach. As he
is believed to be prepared to conscript

every potato in his native land, he is

obviously the man for the post.

Thursday, November 16th. It has

been said that there is no subject in

the world on which you will not find

an expert in the House of Commons.
I don't know about that, but there is

no doubt that all the Members are

experts on food. Perhaps that is why
no particular enthusiasm greeted Major
NKYVMAN'S suggestion that the economy
campaign should begin in the Members'

Dining-room. Mr. DILLON was so

much surprised at this proposed inva-

sion of individual rights that he

ejaculated,
" Oh, my godfather !

" The

identity of this distinguished personage
was not revealed, but it is understood

that Mr. JOHN REDMOND, for one, dis-

claims the honour.
Tlio further debate on Mr.EuNCiMAN's

proposals was chiefly utilised as a

means of advertising Members' parti-
cular fads. Sir JOHN SIMON was quite
convinced that the food shortage was
due to compulsory service. Mr. HOLT
ascribed it to the mismanagement by

the Government of our mercantile

marine, and incidently remarked

intrepid fellow ! that sailors were
much less afraid of submarines than

people who read about them in draw-

ing-rooms.
For some time Mr. CHURCHILL has

been unaccountably silent. But now
he remembered that in the course of a

varied official career he had once been

President of the Board of Trade, and

proceeded to give a few hints to his

successor. Why had he not long ago
laid down a standard merchant-ship,
like the FORD Motor-car no allusion,

of course, to the Oscar II. and turned

them out by dozens ? Mr. PRINGLE

gave Mr. CHURCHILL, as one might
say,

" ton for ton," reminding him that

as First Lord of the Admiralty he had

commandeered nearly all the slips

for naval construction, and had made
tremendous demands on merchant-

shipping for his overseas expeditions.
From this conflict of individual views

two conclusionsemerged first, that the

Government was at last moving on the

right lines, but ought to have started

earlier, and, secondly, that the Food-

Controller, whoever he may be, will

have a very invidious task. From

Mr. RUNCIMAN'S eloquent description
of the difficulties he will have to

encounter 1 gathered that he at least

is not hankering after the job.

Healyography.
" Mr. T. M. Healy, M.P., said that the Irish

Parliamentary party could make neither peace
nor war. . . . The day before they were voting
with Sir . Carson in the House of Commons
on sonio question about Nigeria, some place in

East Africa." Observer.

" A man applied for exemption on the

ground (hat ho couldn't open his mouth wide

enough to eat Army food. He was given three

mouths' grace." Scottish Paper.

We remember a rather protracted grace
that we used to read to the Dons in

Hall, but it was nothing like the length
of this one. It should give him plenty
of time to get an appetite for any food.

"Not the least infliction on Andromache in

the legend was having to endure the neigh-

bourhood of the dragon in its dissolution."

Westminster Gaiette.

But her sufferings were nothing com-

pared to the discomforts endured by
Perseus when dragged round the walls

of Troy at the chariot-wheel of Achilles.
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Probably we couldn't carry on at all without them. How-
THE AGRICULTURAL CENSUS.

! ever, if we don't know there 's an end of it. Now then

THERE has been a good deal of excitement in our house- cows in milk. How many ?
"

hold during the last day or two, and it has been entirely "We must put down some, mustn't we?"
due to a paper delivered to us by the local policeman. This

paper is of a buff colour and a foolscap size, and simply

"Yes," I said, "otherwise we shouldn't bo a farm."
" Of course," she said. " Let 's have one each one for

clamours for particulars of an imaginary agricultural hold- : you and one for me, and one for each of the children. That
makes six. What 's your cow's name ?

"

"They don't ask that."
" Never mind," she said ; "we'll throw the information

in for nothing. My cow 's called Sweetlips, and Muriel's is

Dewlap, and Nina's is Softeye, and Alice's is Kindheart,
and Frederick's is Flicktail. Now hurry up with yours."

am
in a ,

ing (or farm) which is supposed to belong to me.

commanded under various terrific penalties to fill

return of these particulars, all highly agricultural and none
of them, so far as I can judge, in the remotest degree

applicable to the garden which is my only title to be con-

sidered as a landed proprietor. This drawback, I am bound
to add, in no way affected the

two younger children, who, hav-

ing heard the discussion about the

paper, promptly started agricul-
tural' operations on a large scale

in their own quarters and the

passages adjoining thereto. They
ploughed (with a chair), they
harrowed (with a fire-fender),. they

reaped (with the poker and the

tongs), and. finally enjoyed an elab-

orate harvest-home celebration of

bread - and - jam in the nursery.
This, however, though it afforded

them some relaxation, didn't help
me much to fill in the form. I had
tried to argue with the policeman
when he delivered it.

" This is no

farm," I had said. " Why leave an
'

Agricultural Census Paper (Eng-
land and Wales)

'

on me ? I 've got
no '

sheep running on mountain or

hill pasturage,' and no sows of any
kind. I ought, therefore, to have
been omitted. If it had been cab-

bages or Brussels-sprouts I might
have done something for you, but

cabbages and Brussels-sprouts are

not even mentioned. Take the

paper away." However, the police-
man had insisted. He knew, he

said, what his duty was. He had
to leave one of them papers on

everyone who had five acres or

more. He didn't want to disoblige

anyone if he could help it, but
he 'd got to obey his orders. With
that he departed, leaving the in-

quisitive paper behind him.

Matters, then, having come to

this pass, it was plain that I had
to fill up the paper by hook or by crook. So I summoned
Francesca to my side and set to work.

"
Francesca," I said,

"
tell me what you know about

clover and rotation grasses."
" I will," she said.

" All I know about them is that I 've

got a four-leaved clover in a crystal locket and it 's never

brought me the least little bit of good luck. The day after

I got it I sprained my ankle at tennis."
" I don't think," I said,

" that I '11 trouble Mr. ASQUITH
and the Government with the story of your sprained ankle.

Anything about rotation grasses ?
"

"
No," she said,

" I never heard of them. I don't believe

they really exist."
" How like you ! You 've never heard of them, there-

fore they don't exist. I bet they 're most important.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.

Mr. Punch ventures to appeal once more in a
cause that has always been nearest his heart the
cause of suffering children. The East London
Hospital for Children at Shadwell stands in urgent
need of help. The economy of its management has
been commended by those who control the King
Edward's Hospital Fund, and further reduction in

current expenses is impossible. Therefore if no

help comes it will have to close its doors. This is

unthinkable in these times when the care of the
children of our fighting men is an obligation laid

upon us all, and the health of the new generation
is more than ever of vital importance to the nation.

Mr. Punch begs his generous readers to help this

Children's Hospital that serves the needs of a very
poor district, isolated from the natural sources of

charity. Gifts of money, great or small, will be

gratefully received by The Secretary of "
Punch,"

10, Bouverie Street, E.C.

"Moomoo," I said,
"
is her name.

She was called so after her god-
mother, who was a pedigree cow
in Herefordshire, and was sold to

the Argentine Government for five

thousand pounds. There was a

great outcry about it at the time."
" What a lot you remember,"

she said,
" when once you begin."

"
Yes," I said,

" my memory 's

very good. I hadn't a notion I

was going to fill up this form so

well. Now tell mo how many
plough-teams do I usually work ?

"

" What do they want to know
that for ?

"

"How can I tell you? All I

know is that it 's one of their ab-

surd questions."

"Very well," she said, "write

down, ' We have not ploughed up
our lawn this year, but we are

quite willing to do so, in which case

four plough-teams might be neces-

sary.' Have you got that '?

"

"
No," I said, "I shan't put that

down. Either it 's too flippant, in

which case it '11 offend the perma-
nent officials, or it 's a serious

suggestion, in which case I should

like a little more time to think

about it."
" Have it your own way," she

said. "
Anything else ?

"

"
Yes," I said,

" there 's a lot

more about ' sows and other pigs,'

and '

sheep grazed on enclosed

land,' and wheat, and '

cattle, stall

and yard fed,' all intimately applic-
able to our garden ground but

we've broken the back of it."

" That means you don't want me any more," she said.
"
Well, so long, and good luck with all the other answers !

"

Still I don't quite know how I 'm going to explain it all

to our policeman when he calls for the filled-in paper.===== E. C. L.

A Light Costume.

"A charming turn was provided by ,
Parisienne poser,

who gave a series of chic studies, her costumes being provided by
lantern." Edinburgh Ei-ening Dispatch.

From The Sunday Chronicle's report of the Cardiff

Peace Conference :

" Then came Captain Tupper's turn. He took off his coat, and bat

and squared his shoulders for a characteristic burst of oratory."

Even without his bat he seems to have made a big hit.
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THE PETULANT POETASTER.
IN spite (jf education and police
Our fairy ^ndmothers, compact of

mirth,
Moved by the very spirit of caprice

llfstow on us all kinds of boons at

birth :

Some they design for indolence and

P ace;
Others they spur to wander o'er the

earth ;

On mo, almost as soon as I could think,

They gave the deadly love of pens and
ink.

I blacked my lingers with the sable
tint,

Before I reached the dignity of teens,
And made my first appearances in

print
In school and even parish magazines;

And fond relations thought they saw a
hint

Of real genius in the Odes and Scenes
That placed me, like a versi fying I [orner,
In a provincial journal's Poet's Corner.

Henceforth the fatal passion of ink-

slinging
Beset me steadily from youth till age;

Not that it meant a genuine gift of

singing
Or the authentic gadfly-bitten rage,

Nor that it ever did succeed in bringing
The satisfaction of a living wage ;

It merely pleased my vanity and did
Earn now and then the "

jingling ting-

ling quid."

But, since so few of modern poets thrive

Solely on their excursions into metre
At least if they are anxious to arrive

At the possession of a seven-seater

And though I feel when I am moved
to drive

The rhyming quill a pleasure vastly
sweeter,

Whenever editorial doors were closed

To my poetical attempts, I prosed.

Jt didn't prove a gold or silver mine,
Or reach the splendour of a big bo-

nan/a
;

But still a certain halfpenny a lino

Is better than a casual bob a stanza ;

And though I never could afford to

dine

Or lunch at the Hotel Extravaganza,
I managed, like some thousand other

men,
To make a modest living by my pen.

Unhappily, as strength and fervour

Hag
And critics grow increasingly censor-

ious,

The chariot-wheels of poetasters drag,
Their humour grows distressingly

laborious
;

THE RKAUIY.

To know you are an ineffectual wag
Could any mental state be more in-

glorious ?

Besides, when once with failure you 're

infected,

Your confidence is seldom resurrected.

From verse to prose eternally to range
When nobody for either cares a but-

ton,

Because you offer nothing new' or

strange,
And for new tilings the world is still

a glutton,
Recalls the well-known craving for a

change
Excited by eternal beef and mutton',

And makes me long for some new magic
medium

Some efficacious antidote to tedium.

'Tin hard a lifeloiKj habit to forgo,
Yet there in litlli' rirliie. in surrender,

When
<Kji-

linx i-riilently checked a flow
lit /'a iii-it that wax alirni/s rather/'

sie

An'} ainre, as your confessions clearly
shew ,

Your verse is neither witty, wise, nor

tender,

(> Itlnimcxter, cease your plaintiff el>itl-

lition.i,

Sf,il up your stylograph and make mu-
nitions.
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AT THE PLAY.
" THE WIDOW'S MIGHT."

I TAKK it that the authors of this

light comedy, Mr. LEONARD HUSKINSON
and Mr. CHRISTOPHER SANDEMAN, are

new to the difficult game of playmaking.

They may well be encouraged by their

friendly reception, and perhaps, if they
care to come and look at their amusing
show from our side of the curtain, our

side in mind and mood as well as in

body, they may pick up a hint or two.

The Widow's Might deals with the

connubial business of an oldish stock-

broker, a stupid and violent kind of ass,

preposterously jealous of the dull soldier

who is philandering with his wife. This

lady is of the kind that bores her caVa-

lier to death, signs herself "love-lies-

bleeding," and in postscripts makes as-

signations, innocent in fact but capable
of the most sinister interpretation in

Sir SAMUEL EVANS'S Court, especially
when several crosses are added and
the letter is left in the blotter and stolen

from your bedroom by an unchivalrous
husband while you are in your bath.

Enter then the widow, " mellow but
not frumpish," who saves the situation

by cutting out the Major for herself

under cover of an action for the defence

of the indiscreet one. Another married

couple, a bright little thing and a silly

ass, are the commere and compere
of this little revue ; while a Balham
Jewess in the ci'ystal-gazing business

(dropping over the edge of comedy
into extravaganza) wanders in and out

of the picture.
On which I note that three asses is

too large a dose for one play. The
only man with a vestige of a brain was
the widow's manservant. And next I

would implore the authors to observe
what a difficult, indeed impossible, task

they set their players by mixing the
credible people, like Lady Deborah and
the Major, and the amusing silly ass

and his wife, and the improbable but

amusing Mabel of the postscript, with
the frankly impossible stockbroker and

soothsayer. They will also see that a

joke about the dampness of water

(which was made by ADAM to EVE in

the days of her innocence, and repeated
by her to the Serpent in the small-talk

stages of their acquaintance) has lost

its freshness.

That said, and in the friendliest

mood, bouquets may now be handed.
There were plenty of really humorous
lines. The general idea was sound,
and certainly a ripple of spontaneous
laughter, the sincerest of all tributes,

punctuated the performance.
Miss ELLIS JEFFREYS, as the widow,

was dealt a really good hand by the

authors, and she played it very skilfully.

There was nothing crude in Lady De-

borah's method. She wouldn't neces-

sarily, but she might if you pressed her
I take it that was the idea. I some-

times wonder what would happen if

this experienced and charming actress

had a part in which that delightful

silvery laughter of hers was barred.

But why go into this ? It never will

be the case.

Miss ATHENE SEYLER depends for

her success less than most of our act-

resses on her mannerisms. There is

an admirable variety in her character-

isations, and she can make the supreme
sacrifice on the altar of Art can make
herself as plain as plain when, as

in this "love-lies-bleeding" instance,

THE "THREE ASSES."

Tollinder, Maynford and the Major,
MESSRS. ARTHUR, ASH AND STUTFIELD.

it helps the play. I shouldn't dare to

say such a thing if I didn't think that

she looked as charming as anybody
when she liked ! Miss NANCY PRICE
can't be blamed for overdoing her necro-

manceress. The author had done that

already. And I .didn't see how she
could have dealt with it better. Her
Hebrew Cockney was a delight. Miss
MARIE HEMINGWAY was, as always,

pretty and agreeable. Her part de-

manded little else. Mr. GORDON ASH

cleverly made a pleasant ass of him-

self, and I liked Mr. STUTFIELD'S quiet
awkward Major. A nut behind me
assured his friends that the Major's
clothes were not really quite the latest

thing, and, as this is most frightfully

important, I hand on the tip to him.
No use being an actor, you know, if

your clothes aren't just right. Verb. sap.
Our audiences are like that. T.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.)

WHITEHALL.

CHILDREN, children, cheat the dawn
And pick the daisies on the lawn,
Pick them while the dew is on
And carry them into the White Hall.

The Bride is waiting for her boy,
Kiss her slippers and wish her joy,
Scatter your daisies under her feet

And sing and dance in the White
Hall.

Maids, maids, to the garden go
And gather the lilies pure as snow
Until your aprons overflow,
And carry them into the White Hall.

The Bride is waiting for her boy,
Kiss her hands and wish her joy,
Put your lilies into her arms
And sing and dance in the White

Hall.

Wives, wives, go down to the bower
And break a branch of orange-flower,
Make a wreath within the hour
And carry it into the White Hall.

The Bride is waiting for her boy,
Kiss her brow and wish her joy,
Place your wreath upon her head
And sing and dance in the White

Hall.

Groom, groom, go into the grove
And find a rose as white as a dove,
Find another as red as love

And carry them into the White
Hall.

The Bride is waiting for her boy,
Kiss her lips and wish her joy,

Lay your roses on her heart
And wed your Bride in the White

Hall.

"Lady states that the Arabia was
struck on the starboard side. She immediately
opened fire on the submarine, and is believed
to have hit her." Scotsman.

We congratulate the intrepid lady on
her excellent marksmanship.

" When the Russian bear keeps quiet and
nothing is heard of him for a while, as at

present, he is invariably up to some special
devilment of his own a '

surprise
* which

comes as a pleasure to his friends and as a

taste of Japhet to his foes."

Financial Opinion.

Who would doubtless prefer HAM.

"According to the Tiigliclie Rundschau,
Turkey is henceforward to enjoy a police

system closely modelled on the Berlin system,
of which so much has been heard lately. One
Beaheddin Bey, director of the Constantinople
criminal police, is said to have spent the past

year in Berlin studying the whole organization,
and is now returning to Turkey thoroughly
informed and equipped." Times.

The very man for Lord High Execu-

tioner.
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THE RECTORIAL "WE."
Lady Parishioner. " GOOD MORNINO. HAVE you JUST COME FROM THE cncncii?"

Hector's Wife.
" YES. WE'VE BEEN BAPTISING AN INFANT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Wonderful Year (LANE) is a story of twelve months
that start in August, 1913. So I suppose I need hardly
tell you what the climax is. But I may say that Mr.

W. J. LOCKE has made of it a book that for interest and
charm and general vitality beats his own excellent record.

The chief character is one Martin Overshaw, ex-teacher at

a dreary commercial academy hardly another fortunate

youth ; one, rather, who has to court fortune for himself,

which he does in various ways, partly as a waiter in a small

Provencal town (a quite adorable little town, and caught to

perfection in Mr. LOCKE'S sympathetically humorous pic-
ture of it

) ; p ally as a conscientious adventurer and

squire of dames; lastly, despite his English blood, as a

soldier of France. But such a list of his activities gives

you no idea of their effect here. There is, of course, a

heroine; to be precise indcol there are three; and for my
own part (so nicely balanced is the triple intrigue) I was

kept to the end as uncertain as was Martin himself which
of them would prove the authentic She. But after all the

real central figure of the book is not a person but a nation.

Never was the essential spirit of ifc more admirably caught.
Mr. LOCKE'S study of what he finely calls "the solid French
stock that makes France unshakable . . . that in peace

may bo miserly of its pence, but in war is lavish of its

blood," is a most happy achievement. These are the

people whom, with appreciation and wonderful skill, he has

put into his pages ; and for them alone it has a value above

much fine speaking. Since it is the German aim to create

(

and foster misunderstanding between our splendid neigh-
bours and ourselves, I should call The Wonderful Year

nothing less than an Allied victory. Bravo, Mr. LOCKE !

Tales of the Great War (LONGMANS) strikes me as essen-

tially an avuncular volume and I suppose that, with Christ-

mas already in sight, I need not explain what kind of book

that is. No one owning even a part share in a jolly nephew
! (by birth, marriage or courtesy) need look further for one

of his purchases than this most fascinating book. The
true tales in it, of great deeds by land and sea in this time

of greatness, have been written by Sir HENRY NEWBOLT
and pictured by Messrs. NORMAN WILKINSON and CHRISTO-

PHER CLARK. What need one say more? You know

already what touch the author of Drake's Drum can use in

sounding "the strength and splendour of England's wars."

Mr. CLARK'S handsome lads in khaki and the magnificent

j

battleships of Mr. WILKINSON are the best possible illus-

trations to the heart-stirring text. With a right instinct

Sir HENRY has as he explains in his preface avoided all

fine writing and the use of glorifying adjectives. This is

as it should be. The best nephews prefer their tales of

heroism as dry as possible ; they themselves (thank Heaven !)

can supply all the enthusiasm and appreciation needed.

Such a story, for example, as one among many that you
will find here, of how the men of the doomed Monmouth
cheered the consort-ship that was compelled by duty to
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leave them to certain destruction well, what possible

embroidery of words can be of use for this ? There will be

bright eyes and tight lips over that story ; and for the
heroes of it their only adequate reward, deep down in many
generous young hearts. A most timely book.

young wife who was just waiting for a chance to spread
herself. On arriving in India she committed a series of

indiscretions which made her husband very tired of her. I

fancy that we are intended to sympathise with the har-

assed General, but when a middle-aged man, with ample
experience both of India and matrimony, marries an under-

may
the right way of embarking upon such adventures, hut
here it was not a success. The General contrived to per-
suade her that a flight with Marling would end in disaster,
and so she is left as wife to a man who quite obviously
did not want her.

natural and often

It is fair to add that the dialogue is

amusing, and that the children are

sympathetically treated.

In William by the Grace of God (METHUEN), that capable bred woman, I cannot help thinking that he is asking for

romancer, Miss MARJORIE BOWEN, gives us a study of the trouble and deserves to have his request granted. Mrs.

great WILLIAM who wrested the independence of the Nether-
\
Bruce eventually decided to attach herself to a young cavalry

lands from that prince of fanatics, PHILIP II. of Spain. As! officer called Lord Marti ny, and freely discussed arrange- ;

to how closely she has followed her documents she is frankly i ments for the flitting. There was indeed no situation
a better judge than I. It seems to me that her fidelity to! under heaven that she was not prepared to discuss, but
the letter has a little cramped her flamboyant spirit, which! she amazed me hardened though I was by now against
is as great a proof of general honesty as could well be given, her garrulity when she chose to discuss her future plans
Her William is a portrait of such a kind that it is not with the General himself. This, for all I know, may be I

ridiculous to call him a great man. The subsidiary love epi-
sodes are pleasantly done. Miss BOWEN creates a plausible

atmosphere of battle and intrigue, save that perhaps the
manoeuvres of her princes, cardinals and Jesuits in the
matter of removing enemies are a little crude. By the

way, Jesuits never had a habit of furnishing their rooms
with tables of ebony and

malachite, nor are they
governed by

"
regents."

It's worth while getting
the local colour right,
however unconquerable
one's prejudices may
be. Miss BOWEN gives
the impression of being
steeped in her subject,
but I can't sufficiently
admire her impenitently
modern habit of splitting

any stray infinitive at

sight without quarter.

Owner of piano (to man who has made an initial bid of two shillings)

"'ERE, WOT D'YEB THINK YOU'RE BIDDIN' FOB A MOUTH-ORGAN ?
"

Mr. ALGERNON BLACK-
WOOD last March went
near to convincing me
that something serious lay
behind his eyes which he
was trying to get across

to his readers, and wasn't -

merely working a device. The Wave (MACMILLAN) sweeps
me back again into a doubting mood. Here once more there
are three folk who have met in a previous existence. It is

Tom Kelverdon, engineer, who from boyhood is threatened

by a Wave (which, of course, is not quite a wave), accom-

panied by a Whiff and a Sound and two pairs of eyea, one

very sweet and the other very cruel. Two of the eyes were
the eyes of Lettice

; the other two, blue and cruel, of Tony,
a philandering naturalist who came between the lovers, as,

many centuries ago in Egypt, a blue-eyed Theban General,
married to a former incarnation of Lettice, came between
his wife and her Syrian slave who couldn't keep his place.
Lettice also had her visions of a river of floating faces
which she apparently was destined to fish out of danger.
It seems all very confused, and the author when in difficulty
is always riding off on his three steeds, Somehow, Some-
what and Somewhere . . . What I do feel is that Mr.
BLACKWOOD needs as a mental discipline to write a straight-
forward story without pseudo-psychic manifestations and

keep it in one century 01 rs for choice.

I have read novels by Miss M. HAMILTON which would
compare very favourably with The General's Wife (PAUL).
General Bruce, a widower with two children, married a

young heroes, is bent on

When a book as mild
and virtuous as W.
RILEY'S The Way of the

Winepress (JENKINS)
comes into my hands I

stifle criticism by telling

myself that it will interest

and possibly elevate a

multitude of people with

literary tastes which do
not happen to be mine.
When first we meet Louis

Turner, who tells the tale,

he is tramping along the

road with a bundle too

heavy for him, a mother
and a limp. They are

overtaken by a man in a

carriage, who then and
afterwards gives them a

lift. Louis, like all good
improving himself, and his

ambitions succeed so well that ultimately he marries his

benefactor's charming niece. And he deserved his good
fortune; for if at times I was a little troubled by his

priggishness there is no doubt whatever that he was very,

very good. But before we reach the happy ending not

only had much misery befallen the benefactor, hut I too

had suffered from having to absorb more moral lessons

than I could comfortably digest.

Theatrical Candour.

From an advertisement of a new play :

" In some fine passages as the climax approaches the actor rises

to great heights of passionate declamation, to which the succeeding
silent bathos qf the stricken father affords a striking contrast."

Daily Paper.

We have seen plays in which the bathos had not even the

redeeming feature of silence.

"Bahamas hemp, more commonly known as sisal, showed a

satisfactory increase of over '26,000, due entirely to the unrest in

Mexico. " Financial Times.

The revolutionists have certainly had an extraordinary
amount of rope from the American Government.
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Mli. Ll,OYI> (iKOHUI-: has stated that

the photos of the "tanks" which ap-

peared some time ago in the American

papers bear no resemblance to the

actual machines. The suggestion that,

rather (ban wound American Misn-|,t:

bilities, it would be better to alter the

machines to conform to the photos in

question is said to be under considera-

tion.
"

*"

"New Laid Eggs or Munitions!
"

is

the title of an article recently appi ,u

ing in one of our contemporaries.
Patriotism or no patriotism, there is

a good deal to ho said in favour of the

new-laid kind.

HKNUY Kom>, it is said, will under-
take a new Peace Crusade in 1917.

When interviewed on the subject the

automobile magnate is understood to

have remarked that the belligerents
must soon realise the

folly
of prolong-

ing the struggle just to spite him.
* -',-.

The owner of the tug sunk by the

Deulschland has compelled the owners
of the submarine to put up a bond for

seventeen thousand dollars to cover

damages, and it is rumoured that a

place in President WILSON'S Cabinet
has already been offered him if he will

undertake to show them how it 's done.
* *

Irish locomotive men are threatening
to strike unless they are paid the same
War bonus as in England. Their
evident desire that English and Irish

shall be placed upon an equal footing
in matters connected with the War is

most encouraging to those who are in

favour of the inclusion of Ireland within
the Military Service Acts.

* *

A clairvoyant who informed a client

that she " saw her (the client's) hus-
band in khaki with a red band en his

collar," the actual fact being that the

husband is employed in a store, was
recently lined at a London police court.

In justice to the Staff we hasten to say
that it was not a libel action.

-.= *

The price of cockles has been raised

from fourpence to sixpence a pint at

Leigh-on-Sea, and as a first step to-

wards economy the managers of our

leading West-end restaurants have
derided to remove this delicacy from
their menus. . ^

A man told the Middlesex Tribunal
that as the result of an accident his

head goes round and can only be

brought back into position by an effort

of strength. Wo want more of this

Officer (to Tommy, u-lio has brolcen every rule of the hoiptial).
REALISE THAT THERE 's A WAR ON."

You DOM'T SK.EH TO

type at the front men who can deceive !

the enemy by looking to the rear during
the course of an advance.V

It is complained by the dramatic
critic of The. Times that- as Pierrot in

the new wordless play Mr. NOHMAN
MrKixxKL "leaves his eminently ex-

pressive countenance uniloured.'
1 There

are however a lot of people who think,

with Mr. McKiNM'.r., that in these days
of national economy the slight sacri-

fice of artistic effect is amply justified J

by the saving in the most important
constituent of the staff of life.

*.*

Ten thousand sets of the popular

game, "Biff," have been furnished by
the Red Cross Society to our wounded
soldiers, and we have it on good
authority that a distinguished news-

paper proprietor- is preparing to pro-

vide Biffs for the Cabinet, the War
Office, the Admiralty, the Tribunals,
and all contractors, naturalized Ger-

mans and conscientious Radicals.
* *

The German Government has decided

that in the future a specially trained

professional journalist shall be an inte-

gral feature of their diplomatic estab-

lishments. This, it is expected, will do

away for ever with the unworthy sus-

picion entertained in certain neutral

quarters that a German diplon

prefers to do his own lying.

According to a contemporary a system
of Juvenile Boards has been established

in Germany to deal with the increasing

number of young offenders. We our-

selves continue to prefer the strap,

which makes less noise than a board

and is just as effective.

VOL. CLI.
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"IT IS THE CAUSE."
I TOOK a flat in "Whitehall Land
Whence I could watch with native

pride
The bridge of Charing Cross that

spanned,
A thin of grace, the admiring tide ;

Commanding also, from its rear,

The cfligy of BAKTLE FRERE.

And when above the trammy marge
My open casement wooed the breeze

And faint from many a seaward barge
Floated the gay and ribald wheeze,

Something I can't say clearly what
Eecalled The Lady of Shalott.

Fair was the prospect (few, I ween,
So smile upon a Cockney's gaze),

And best at evening when the scene

Included Phoebus' final rays
Reflected in the wharves that flank

The mud upon the Surrey bank.

And now on my astonied eyes,
And flush with my protesting nose,

Behold a sudden street arise

Of Governmental bungalows,
Like to the gourd that in a night
Eose on the prophet's staggered sight.

Here, posted by the humorous Powers,
Masses of Transport Service scribes

Will dream away the laggard hours
And interchange familiar gibes,

Being paid with my War-taxes, too

To sit and block 'my river view.

With miles of local golfing links

And wastes of park in which to herd
The Great Uncombed, the flapper minx,

Official cussedness preferred
To waive all eligible sites

And intercept my Ancient Lights.

But do I murmur ? No, not I.

A sense of Transport in the air

Uplifts my patriot soul I fly
To seek a less congested lair,

Proud of the Cause, and greatly cheered
To have my scenery commandeered.

A Competition in Profundity.

From a concert programme:
" Miss Dorothy will sing

'

Deep in my
Heart." Mr. Ben will sing

'

Deeper and
Deeper Still.'

"
Liverpool Eclut,

'" Wexford Agricultural Committee, by re-

solution, declared that sows held for the pur-
pose of improving live stock and produce, and
encouraging utility and neatness amongst
cottagers, should be exempt from the enter-

tainment tax." Irish Paper.

Unless of course the sows want to

play at frivolous games like "Pigs in

Clover."

More War Economy.
" At Leeds Assizes Mr. Justice Darling dis-

pensed w ; t,h the usual charge to the Grand
Jury." Westminster Gazette.

TEN MINUTES IN GERMANY.
THE CURTAIN LIFTED.

AMAZING REVELATIONS.

(With apologies to a certain neutral.)

I. HOW I GOT IN.

GETTING inside Germany when

you 're outside Germany isn't dead

easy these times. Getting outside

Germany when you 're inside, but

were formerly outside, would just tickle

an insurance company to death.

1 'd brought off the double event

three times before. Once I just stepped
over the frontier, remembered a press-

ing engagement in Sunnyville, Ohio,
and stepped back. Next time I 'd put
in about five seconds in Hunland when
I got a hurry call to go to China to

see a man about a dog. And on the

third occasion I stayed nearly half-a-

minute, by which time I 'd found the

local lager unpalatable. So I quit.
Then the Duke of Ludgate Circus

asked nae to make a fourth sally to

study the flora and fauna.
" Duke," said I,

" these three trips
have made me a marked man. It 's a

tough proposition."

Whereupon the Duke just handed
me a blank cheque, a loaf of standard

bread, and told me to get a move on.

Previously I had got into Germany
from -

, by way of -
, crossing

the frontier at , and recrossing it

at . This time I was taking no
risks.

I booked a passage to San Francisco,
burnt the tickets, and booked to Shang-
hai. Arrived at Shanghai, I disguised

myself as a Mandarin of the Second

Class, took out a Chinese passport,
and sailed for Valparaiso. Next I

travelled up and down North and
South America, collecting passports,
letters of introduction and impenetrable

disguises. Finally I got into the Arctic

Circle, where I shipped in a whaler
for Leith. From Leith I walked
to Manchester, cycled to Potter's

Bar, and drove in a four-wheeler

into London. Here I lay perdu for

three days. On the fourth I made a

dash for the nearest Underground
station and travelled continuously for

six hours over the entire system. At
times I crawled stealthily through sub-

ways, hid behind automatic machines,
or lurked in lifts. Late one night I

slipped down to the Embankment and
swam backwards and forwards across

the Thames for two hours, afterwards

taking train to Liverpool, whence I

sailed for New York. Here I stayed a

week, changing my residence and dis-

guise every three hours. Then I booked
a passage to Naples, boarded a tramp
bound for Holland, transhipped in

mid-ocean to a sailing vessel, landed
at

,
and two nights later was on

the German frontier at .

I had chosen the loneliest spot on
the whole boundary. It was so lonely
that you could pretty near hear your-
self think. For some hours I lay flat

on my stomach, peering through my
telescope, spectroscope, microscope,

periscope and kaleidoscope. I also

sounded myself with my stethoscope.
I saw and heard nothing. There was
as a matter of fact absolutely nothing
to see, for it was one of those nights
on which old Count ZEPP had not only
painted out the moon, but had also

pulled down the safety curtain over
the Milky Way.

I decided to dig myself in. Although
no sound broke that awful silence, I

knew that less than two hundred miles

away guns were roaring, shells burst-

ing, bullets flying. In that utter quiet,
where neither bird sang nor commis-
sionaire whistled for taxi-cab, I could

truly sense the meaning of .war. All

that night I spent in making a dug-
out, in which I lay doggo throughout
the folio-wing day.
When dark fell I arrayed myself in

the costume of a peasant of the

Bolivian Andes, and swallowed a hunk
of my standard loaf. Then, carrying
a Japanese passport, a Mexican regis-
tration card and a Peruvian birth

certificate in one hand and the remains
of the standard loaf in the other

this last alone, I felt certain, 'would

ensure me a warm welcome I took

the great step. And even as I crawled

across the frontier I made my first

amazing discovery.
The whitewashed boundary line was

scarcely visible !

I shook from head to foot with

excitement. A shortage of whitewash
in Germany ! Proof positive before

my eyes ! Here was news for the

Duke!
After shaking with excitement for

a considerable time I resumed my
advance. Suddenly a dark mass loomed

up before me. Seizing my penknife, I

began to dig myself in, swiftly and

silently. Then a light gleamed through
the darkness and I saw before me a

small building.
In that building I was to find a man

whose knowledge of Germany, could it

be published throughout the Father-

land, would shake the nails out of

HINDENBURG'S statue.

(To be continued.)

" WANTED, Three Days a wee!;."

Advt. in "Xoricood Press."

A distinct advance upon the Eight
Hours' Day.
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NECESSITY AND LUXURY.
A PROBLEM FOR THE FOOD - CONTROLLER.
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UNTAPPED RESOURCES.
ieded in givi

us a nasty little shock. He has been
out for some months now, but he didn't

want to talk about the Somme.

" There are several ways. One is to ! crocks, but he wouldn't believe it, so I
1

falsify your income-tax returns." I referred him to the Military Repre-
Sinclair certainly succeeded in giving :

" But I have been doing that all my t

sentative."

life," said I. I began to be rather ashamed of my
"Quite so ; but I mean the other way

J

Exchequer Bonds, and I could see that

Neither on, Forman," said Sinclair severely, my wife, who bad just come in, was
did the Reverend Henry, who was on " Make out your income to be double I more than a little puzzled. She has
leave at the same time and had come what it is and pay accordingly. Push never quite understood Sinclair.

down for the same week-end. What it up to the super-tax level; scorn
j

The Reverend Henry was listening

they wanted, perversely, was to talk
j

deductions ; throw in excess profits, with great attention. " I wish ycu
about finance.

;

But there are objections to that plan, i would sell rne a cigarette, Sinclair," he
" I see they are now paying six per It is a mistake to tamper with the faith

]

said,

cent, on Exchequer Bonds," Sinclair of the tax-gatherer. He will never

I

believe you again.had begun.
"Yes, "said I (I had just been

applying for some). "It's a

very good return."
"
Disgraceful thing," said

Sinclair. " I 'm hanged if I see

why I (the tax-payer) should

pay you (the investor) six per
cent, because I need your

j

money for the War."
" Why not ?

"
said I.

"
Well, there 's something

wrong somewhere. It'sj

beastly unpatriotic on your
part, Forman, sitting tight and

drawing six per cent. It 's a
'

foolish, extravagant, modern
idea. It wasn't always so.

In the old days of ETHEL-
BED

" The Unready?
"
suggested \

the Reverend Henry.
" The same," said Sinclair.

" If ETHELBED wanted to make
war on the Danes "

"Stop a bit," said Li
" Didn't the initiative generally
rest with the Danes? "

"
Well, anyhow, if there was

a war on and ETHELBED i

wanted money he used to go j

(unless T am mistaken) to the !

Treasury and open the lid and
j

grope about inside (with the

aid of a candle) till he found
it was empty. Then he al-

lowed it to be known that he wanted
j

to explain things after the War. It is

contributions, and people came and
j

better to take out licences. Tlmt I

chucked in gold and silver trinkets and
j

have already tried. At this moment I

[News of the "Tanks" has just penetrated to East Africa.]

Nervy Hun. ' KAMERAD ! KAMKKAD !

"

Sinclair handed him his cigarette-
And you will have

'

case, took a pound -note out of bis

pocket, lit it at the fire and
ottered him a light.

It gave us a shock. It was
all very well for Sinclair to

talk, but, bang it, to see good
! money burning in that way
it was like watching a baby
drowning without lending a

hand.
"Jim !

"
cried my wife (she

;

only calls Sinclair Jirn in mo-
, ments of great emotion),
" what on earth are you
doing ? And now of all times
when it's every one's duty to

economise !

"

Sinclair was quite unmoved.
" I merely do that by way of

illustration," he said calmly.
"
By that simple act, without

the slightest dislocation of

trade or industry, I have paid
the Treasury the sum of one

pound. It is however open to

you to say that that does not

help this year's revenue. A
more direct course is to destroy

I postage stamps, postal orders,

money orders, prepaid tele-

graph forms. Really, if you
come to think of it, there is all

manner of inflammable stuff

about a post-office. Another
form of patriotism, vicarious

and therefore likely to be more

poured in coins, and ladies brought
their jewels and bracelets and rings
and there you were. There wasn't any
question of six per cent."

"
People have sent money direct to

McKENXA," said I.
" It can be done."

"
Ob, yes, I know," said Sinclair

impatiently,
"
cheques payable to the

British Empire and all that. They call

it conscience-money and the receipt is

put in the papers. What we need is a

quiet unobtrusive method of paying
for the War, suitable for the home

am in a position to keep, without any
question being raised, three motors of

varying horse-power, nine dogs, one

carriage (drawn or adapted to be drawn

by two horses or mules), and seven

man-servants. I can also kill game
and use armorial bearings. I am, you
will observe, in a very strong position.
I am licensed to sell tobacco too, and to

hawk though a falcon would scare

me to death. I didn't get a marriage
licence. They wanted too many par-
ticulars. And 1 must say I had a lot

circle. You fellows that are collecting of bother over those seven man-
six per cent, are not paying for the

|
servants. The fellow evidently thought

War. You are battening on the War."
j

they ought to be serving. It did look
"
Well, how is it to be done ?

"
said 1. 1 rather fishy. I told him they were all

popular, would be to post your letters

unstamped, and then the fellow at the

other end would have to pay double.

The thing is sure to catch on, and the

revenue will come rolling in."

It was at this point that my wife

went away in despair.

But, after all, it does look as if there

was something in it. I don't feel so

pleased about my Exchequer Bonds as

I used to do.

Still Sinclair is a silly ass ;
and he 's

become much more frivolous since he

went to the Front. I believe my wife

really thinks he is partly off his head.

Just after he left us, he sent her a letter

(containing a small chunk of lead)

without a stamp. Then came one

with a. palpable penny inside it, on

which %ve had to pay a double regis-
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Tommy (ready (o go
" over tlie top").

" I SUPPOSE WE SHALL BE MAKING HISTORY is A FEW MINUTES, SEBGEANT?"

Sergeant. "HISTORY BE BLOWED ! WHAT vor'vE GOT TO MAKE is GEOGRAPHY." ,

tration fee. Finally, before he started

for France, leaving no address, lie sent

her a telegram on which he had prepaid
a reply of forty-eight words.
But I fancy it would take more than

that generous allowance of language
for my wife to tell him exactly what
she thinks of him. Bis.

An Optimist.
.C"i K::\VAIU>. Lost in London or in Cairo

in the year 1874 TWO KINGS, one h;ilf-hoop two
rows of diamonds, the other an anchor set in

turquoises on a coil of rope in gold." Times.

A tactless advertisement :

"Do the women of your household know
"B Powder? . . . Delightful for use after

shaving."

" Dr. Mohammad Ibrahim who was drawing
through the Chowk road the same evening got

seriously injured from a few hard kicks wheu
one of the back feet of his horse being esrupnl
from the compass suddenly sprang over the

driving seat. The doctor though put in a

dangerous position skilfully controlled tho full

excited animal till quarter of an hour when
the front check (Arani) of the trap fell broken
and its foot came down. We hear he is much
improving since yesterday.

" Indian l\ijn-r.

Nothing is said about Arani's condition,

but we trust that ho is going on as

well as could be expected.

THEIR NURSES.
WE rocked their blue-lined cradles, wo

watched their smiles and tears ;

With toil-worn hands we led them

along the helpless years ;

They brought to us their sorrows, to

us their broken toys ;

We were their first fond mothers, they

just our baby boys !

The years went by. From Sandhurst'

clean-limbed broad-shouldered men,
To us in lodge and cottage would come

our boys again,
In from a long day's hunting or wet

walk with the guns,
To take their tea with " Nana." These

were our grown-up sons.

Then came the calling bugles that drew
them as with cords;

Our boys came homo as soldiers in

buckled belts and swords ;

Twas "Wish me 'luck, then, Nana;
I 'in off to join the crowd !

"

What luck did we not wish them ! And
oh, but we were proud.

We shared their every hardship ;
we

knew, we knew how well

The boys we nursed would bear them
in face of shot and shell ;

By memory's fireguard shadow flung
o'er a white cot's fold

We, with the hearts of mothers, knew
when our boys slept cold.

We shared their every triumph, ad-

mired as from afar

Each new toy as they showed it each

medal, clasp and bar ;

Our babes were grown to Captains ; we
saw them crowd the lists

With wooden swords of boyhood held

. firm in dimpled fists.

At last, long feared and waited, the

casual word came through :

We knew them " killed in action
"

; no
more their mothers knew ;

The world may speak of motherhood ;

we felt its pangs for these

Who learned to play at soldiers long
since beside our knees.

Their medals to their mothers the

honour and tho pride ;

We, too, with arms as empty, remem-

bering, have cried :

They were our dimpled babies whose

laugh and lisp we keep;
\Vi! \\ atclied their infant cradles God

guard their soldier sleep !

\V. H. O.
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WARS OF THE PAST.

(As rcfcrdrd in ihc Press o? the period)

i.

From "Tlic Nijccntam Mirror."

ON the ninth anniversary of the de-

claration of war we have received the

following special messages from the

chief leaders of the Allies:

The Comwander-in-Chief.

G.H.Q., Plain of Troy.

In response to your invitation to

send a message to your readers on this

the ninth anniversary of our declaration

of a just war, I write the following :

The various Expeditionary Forces

and Punitive Expeditions, now enjoying
to the full the benefits of complete co-

ordination and co-operation, are more
than ever determined to push on to

that complete and final victory which
alone can vindicate the puhlic law of

Hellas and the sanctity of marriage
treaties. (Signed) AGAMEMNON.

General Menelaus (G.O.C. the Spartan
Punitive Expedition).

There is no surer sign of the ascend-

ancy which our arms have now obtained

than the internal dissensions which

begin to manifest themselves among
the enemy.' Already there is a strong
anti-annexationist party' in Troy, led by
the Chancellor, Antenor, who, forsee-

ing the fatal consequences of their act

of brigandage, advocates the offer of

peace on terms which comprise the

surrender of what they perceive they
will be unable to hold. Even the an-

nexationist party and. the leader of the

annexationists, that firobrand Prince

Paris himself, are willing to offer con-

cessions of some sort. But I possess
the renewed assurance of the Allies

that they will be satisfied with nothing
less than tha final overthrow of the

military and amatory power of Troy.

General Ulysses (Chief, of Staff).

The skill and ingenuity which the
allied scheme of attacks displays is our
best guarantee for final victory. And
the enemy will find to his cost that we
have new weapons and new methods
of attack up our sleeve, of which as

your correspondent would say I may
at present tell you nothing. Mean-
while keep the home fires burning.

Ven. and Very Rev. Calchas (Chaplain-
General to the Forces).

Notwithstanding the impious as-

sumptions of Divine patronage which
our enemies make, we are steadfastly
convinced that (at least) the majority
of the gods are with us in our just

quarrel. Chronos, at any rate, is on

the side of the Allies.
" The boys

"
are

wonderful.

Colonel Achilles (lale of the War
Council).

As I am no longer associated with

the conduct of the campaign, I can

only express my opinion that the

present condition of affairs is deplor-
able and is going from bad to worse.

With regard to my own past policy I

would say that my critics are well

aware that the full tale cannot now be

told
; but history will vindicate me. . . .

From " The Myceiuefin Mirror" (adver-
tisement columns) :

'NINE CHAPTERS OF THE WAR."

Whatever your opinion of Colonel

Achilles' policy (which, however, has

just been warmly defended in our

pages by Lord Patrcclus), there is no
doubt about his fascinating personality.
Whether you agree or disagree with

him, he commands your attention. The
above series of articles written (in his

tent) by this brilliant man, who appears
invulnerable to every attack which is

made upon him, includes the inner

history of the Briseis scandal and a

complete exposition of the Iphigenian
affair, rumours of which have so long
shocked the puhlic. They commence
in next week's

MYCENAE PICTORIAL.

Order it at your nearest agora.

THE EIBBON.
UPON fine mornings it is my habit

to walk at my elderly leisurely pace

upon a certain pathway in 'Kensington
Gardens.

Among the few frequenters of this

pleasant spot is Marjory, who is five

years old and my very good friend.

She is wonderfully patient when my
imagination fails to follow hers in all

its flights. She holds, I think, that

much should be forgiven me on account

of my age.
Some months ago Marjory confided

to me that .she was very dissatisfied

with her father's taste in dress.

"He will wear that stuffy .old uni-

form," she said, "and it's simply hidjus.
It 's such a hidjus colour. If it wasn't

for the bright buttons he simply couldn't

wear it at all. I said to. him,
' Why

don't you have one of those dear little

bjjts of ribbon on it? ,
It would look

much nicer.'
"

" And what did he say to that ?
"

I

asked.
" Oh, he just laughed," Marjory re

plied.
" He said,

' If they gave me one
of those ribbons it would only be by
mistake.'

"

That, as I say, was some months

ago, since when her father and his
"
hidjus

"
coat have been somewhere

overseas.

This morning, as I was taking my
usual stroll, I became aware of small

but rapid footsteps behind me, and,

turning, found Marjory in hot pursuit.

"Daddy's come home," she cried,

almost before she was within earshot,

and she proceeded to drag me to the

nearest seat. When Marjory has im-

portant news to impart she must be

dancing, first on one foot and then on
the other, but she prefers her audience

to be seated.
"
Daddy 's come home," she repeated,

" and what do you think ?
"

I said I couldn't think at all.

Marjory stopped dancing for a mo-
ment and spoke with tremendous em-

phasis.
" You know what Daddy said about

that bit of ribbon ? Well, they 've made,

that mistake !
"

SEA FEVER,
IP a Dreadnought's routine leaves you

sick of the sea,

Or you 're threatened with submarine

cramp,
If you feel a sardine in a T.B.D.,

Don't "
request

"
for a Naval C.imp

Not a draft -forming, leave -stopping

camp

Take a spit of low sand swept by all

the best gales,
Add some tents of an obsolete stamp,

Find some work to keep Jack out of

harm till he sails,

There 's yourperfect AuxiliaryCamp
Quite a perfectly comfortless camp.

The motor-launch man needs the hide

of a duck,
The " controls" of a cruiser are damp,

But you '11 never live wetter than when

you get stuck

In the mud of an Admiralty Camp
Inches deep in a slush-smothered

camp.

For the fly bites by day and the rat

gnaws by night,
After Lights-out the earywigs ramp ;

When I get off to sea the best part
of me ,

Will be left in an B.N.B. Camp-
In a blood-sucking, gnat-breeding

camp.

So whether you 're broiling off Bar-

badoes
Or waltzing round mines in a tramp,

Be advised by a grouser a grouser
" who knows "-

Steer clear of a Naval Camp
Of a shore -

loafing, land - lubber's

camp!
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

" I SAY, YOU KNOW, THOSE PEARS OUGHTN'T TO BE WASTED
WE OUGHT TO MAKE JAM OF THEM."
" VERY WELL, DEAR."

" YKSSIK. IT'S BIN A DAY'S JOB, WOT WITH BRINGIN' THB
LADDER TWO MILK EACH WAY THAT'S FIVE 8H1LLUN AMD
THEN THERE '8 FRIPPENCE INSURANCE MONEY."

" WHAT THE DOOCE is ALL THIS? "

" IT *8 ALL RIGHT, DEAR. TlIEY *HE SOME OF THE GROCERIES
I HAD TO BUY BEFORE THEY WOULD LET ME HAVE THE SUGAR
FOR THF, JAM."

"You WON'T MIND HAVING RATHER A SCRAPPY DINNER
TO-N1OHT, WILL YOU, DEAR? COOK IS USING ALL THB KJTCHF.N
THINGS FOR THE JAM."

'GRACIOUS HEAVENS! Is THE HOUSE ON FIRE'.'''

'OH, NO, DEAR, IT'S ONLY THB JAM BOILING."

"WOULDN'T IT BE SPLENDID IF WE COULD THINK OF SOME
MORE WAYS IN WHICH WE COULD ECOSO WllAT DID
YOU SAY, DEAR ?"

"ONLY 'JAM '

!

"
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HlNDENBUBGITIS, OB THE PRUSSIAN HOME MADE BEAUTIFUL.

WASTE.
THE Lokalanzeigcr, in announcing

to its readers the fall of Beaucourt,

employs as usual its well-known powers
of subtle strategical insight to put the

matter in its proper light.
" It is the

old story" such is the conclusion
" that no position is impregnable so

long as one is willing to incur sufficient

waste of material."

That is a point that has never been

clearly understood in this country. It

explains many things; among others,

the failure of the Verdun offensive. It

was not that Verdun proved impreg-
nable. No position is. The attack

simply broke down under the burden
of the cheese-paring parsimony of the

CROWN PRINCE, taught to abhor the sin

of waste from his childhood up. It

was liis iron economy alone that frus-

trated all his plans. It is the old story.
And again it can have been nothing

else than a stern refusal to incur suffi-

cient waste of material that took home
the High Sea Fleet prematurely from
Jutland Bank, before it had fully com-

pleted the destruction of the British

Navy.
We have been so lectured in this

country about the avoidance of waste

that we do not readily recognise the true

value of it. But they know all about
it in Germany.. It is understood that

Count BEVENTLOW'S Ginger Group in

the Eeichstag is about to rally the

opposition to the CHANCELLOR under
the striking motto,

" Wanton Waste
will win the War."

"M.P.'s DINE ON NUT CUTLETS.
FEWER COURSES MEAN MORE SHELLS."

Daily Express.
Not with nut cutlets.

"DAMAGED CORSETS 1/11J'.

Some having boon blown up the street, those
which are soiled, but not damaged, to clear."

Western Morning News.

An unfortunate example, as sailors say,
of "

missing stays."

"Lord Courtney, an uncle, spoke on Mr.
Hobhouse's strong religious convictions for

some years." Eastern Daily Press.

But even this protracted effort did not

avert conviction.
'

"The exportation of all spices and odori-

ferous substances from the Netherlands has
been prohibited as from the llth November."

Board of Trade Journal.

That puts the lid on the Limburger
cheese.

FRANCIS JOSEPH, 1830-1916.

BOWED down by that intolerable yoke
Of age and woe was ever lot like

thine

Since the avenging fate of Pelops'
line

Smote the blind victim with its thunder-

stroke ?

In blood thy reign began, and blood

awoke
The curse that dogged thee till thy

life's decline ;

Death struck thy nearest with a hand

malign
But left thee standing, like a riven oak.

Hated them wert, then pitied, then
revered ;

And some scant laurels might have
decked thy pall

For steadfastness of heart, though
scarred and seared,

But for the crowning mystery of thy
fall-

That one so deeply versed in state-

craft's school

Should sink to be the Assassin's dupe
and tool.

"LARGE DOUBLE PRAMETTE, one laying,
one sitting." Bath Herald.

A new species of poultry, we presume.
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HONOUR SATISFIED.
FKHDINAND. "WE'VE LOST MONASTIR !

"

\VII,HI:I,M. "NEVER MIND; WE'VE SUNK TWO HOSPITAL SI! IPS!
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Ministers, at least that of collective

irresponsibility.

Tuesday, November 21st. Amid much We have had several speeches from
talk to-day of the conditions under the Front Bench this year of the kind

that the proposer had successfully dis-

sembled his love for the Bill he was

supposed to he recommending.
But there was, perhaps, more art

which the services of German prisoners which ussd to be called "Manipurring," j
in Mr. FISHER'S rhapsodies than his

of war might he utilised, Mr. SHIRLEY after a famous example given by Sir

BENN gently inquired,
" Would there be JOHN GORST. To-day it was Mr. HAYES

any objection to employing them on FISHER'S turn to essay the new art,

peace-work?" and Members by rap-
'

and very well lie did it.

turous cheers indicated their approval. His business was to move the second
But lest this should be taken
as a proof that the House is

turning Pacifist I ought to

mention that cheers even
more vigorous greeted Lord
ROBERT CECIL'S statement
that the only effective reply
to the abominable deporta-
tions in Belgium was to pro-
secute the War with all our

power.
MARK TWAIN, describing the

condition of the Southern
States after the Civil War, said

that in Charleston he threw
a stick at a dog and hit six

colonels. A somewhat similar

state of affairs exists in the

House of Commons just now.

Annoyed by a question as to

recruiting in Connaught, put
by a warrior-statesman who
hails from Ireland, Mr. DEVLIN

pointedly inquired
" whether

The House of Commons' Smoke-room. Time: 10.15P.M.

First Member to Second. "WELL, HERE 's TO THE ACT WE
PASSED THAT STOPS EVERYBODY ELSE FROM DRINKING AT THIS
TIME OF NIGHT."

hearers supposed.
' The merchant to secure his treasure

Conveys it in a borrowed name.
Kuphelia serves to grace my measure.
But Chloe is my real flame."

At any rate he had the satis-

faction of seeing the opposition
crumble away, and the Bill

pass its second reading with-
out a division.

Wednesday, November 22;7.
Some day or other we are to

have a debate on Man-Power.
A certain number of Members
are anxious that it should take

place in Secret Session, so that

they may speak their minds
about Ministerial shortcomings
without fear of the reporters.
But the PRIME MINISTER and,
so far as I can gather, the

majority of the House are

opposed to the notion. It is

understood that Mr. ASQUITII
has a vivid recollection of the

speech delivered by a right
hon. baronet during a former
secret sitting, and thinks it a

better occupation could be found for

Majors in the Army than asking

questions reflecting upon their own
country."

In the ever-shifting morass of Irish

some
'

reading of the Board of Pensions Bill. pity that his refined eloquence should
His pleasure was to deliver an elo-

j

be withheld from a curious world,

quent eulogy of the Statutory Com-; The PRIME MINISTER adds constantly
mittee which the Board in question is to his store of useful phrases. Yester-
intended partly to supersede. As he

j day he put off a pertinacious inquirer

proceeded with his praises of what the
j

with the remark, "That is a hypo-
politics I was under the impression ; Committee had done and could do, I thetical question, to which I can only
that there was just one tiny little ! provided that it was given plenty of give a contingent answer." To-day
piece of solid ground the long-stand-

'

money, his speech was punctuated by i Mr. HANDEL BOOTH, who wanted to

ing enmity between Mr. HEALY and i cries of " Why not the Board?" Sir : know if Ministers would be able in

Mr. DILLON. But even that is begin- !

HENRY CRAiKwas justified in asserting open session to be as candid as they
to slide from under me. Thening to slide Irom under me.

latest injustice to Erin, according to

Mr. DILLON, is the application of

Greenwich time to Ireland, by which
that country has been compelled to

surrender its previous privilege of being

twenty-five minutes behind the times.

The HOME SECRETARY said the matter
had been decided by Parliament. Then
it was that Mr. HEALY came to Mr.
DILLON'S assistance. Mr. SAMUEL,
observing the occasion of this renew-

ing of love between the old opponents,
was heard to murmur facetiously :

"
Tempora mutantur, nos et mutamur

in illis."

One of the most engaging features

of the Coalition is the air of detachment
which its members exhibit towards
their colleagues' measures, and even
their own. The theory of collective

responsibility, formerly regarded as the

chief pillar of the Constitution, has now
given way to a much more agreeable

could be in private, received the follow-

ing reply: "I think my answer pro-

visionally is in the aflirmative." Mr.

BOOTH is believed to be still pondering
the exact value of this pledge.
Those who hold that in present cir-

cumstances the House of Lords is the

really representative Assembly will be

encouraged by the proceedings on the

Acquisition of Land Bill. Under one
of its provisions, passed

" in another

place," our parks and commons might
have remained for ever disfigured by

j

the hideous structures that the Govern -

'

ment have erected for war purposes. In
'

the interests of the general public Lord
1 PARMOOR moved to amend this section,

and by 48 votes to 24 the House agreed
i
with him. Thus, not for the first time,

|

the commons were saved by the Lords.

Thursday, Norember 23rd. For a

!

man with a natural shrinking from the

j
limelight this must have been a trying
dav for Lord NORTHCLIFFE. First the

doctrine from the point of view of :
MR. HAYES FISHES " DISSEMBLES HIS I.OVE."

:

, obligations of friendship obliged him
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Officer. "WHAT THE MISCII1KF HAVE TOC PUT YOUB SADDLE ON THERE FOB?"

llecruit. "
PLKASE, SIB, MY BEINS WAS TOO LONG YESTEBDAY."

to figure in scarlet and ermine at the

introduction of Lord SHAUGHNESSY in

the House of Peers ; and later he was the

subject of a debate in the Commons.
It seems that his Lordship recently

bad a secret session all to himself and
some five hundred other gentlemen at

a certain club-luncheon. Mr. OUTH-
W.UTK does not appear to have received

an invitation, but being just the sort

of person to whom anyone would be

disposed to impart confidential in-

formation he knows all about what

happened there. According to his

story Lord NORTHCLIFFE made a num-
ber of disclosures for which, if he had
been a poorer man, he would have been

prosecuted.
Mr. OUTHWAITE is not vindictive, how-

over. His desire is not that the noble

Lord should bo clapped in jail, but that

he, the humble commoner, should be

accorded the right to talk with equal
freedom to his constituents at Han ley.

I think Mr. LLOYD GEORGE made a

mistake in not closing with this offer at

once, for from what I have read about
the present feelings of Hanley towards
its representative I imagine that the

first speech of the kind foreshadowed by
Mr. OUTHWAITE would also be the last.

The anti-climax to this tale of mys-
tery was provided by Mr. HOUSTON
who declared faith of a teetotaler !

that he was present at the luncheon,
and never heard a word from Lord
NORTHCLIFFE that might not have been

published broadcast. The rucnour that

the editor of The Daily Mail declined

to print the report on the ground that

it was lacking in 'public interest is

probably untrue. But I notice that he

describes to-night's debate as a "gross
waste of time." Is {his not almost a

case of Usc-majesU ?

THE WIDOW.
MY heart is numb with sorrow ;

The long days dawn and wane ;

To me no sweet to-morrow
Will bring my man again.

Yet must my grief be hidden

Life makes insistent claim,

And women, anguish-ridden,
Their rebel hearts must tame.

For while, my vigil keeping,
I face the eternal law,

Here on my breast lies sleeping
The son he never saw.

The Journalistic Touch.
" The Bishop [of Guildfordl gave an address

in his usual stylish manner."
Andorer Advertiser.

"It is the failing of many people to say
what they think without thinking."

"
Epicurus

"
in " The Evenitig Xetcs."

Sometimes they write that way too.

" Lieutenant Daucourt closes his story by
relating how ho came down hoping, but not
at all sure, that ho was in France, how he
was ready for instant flight again if he proved
to be in enemy country, and how delighted he
was when the pheasants told him ho was at

Ghampaubert."
Mniicltesttr Evening Chronicle.

Very sporting birds.

"A resident at Brookland has grown a mon-
ster winter radish of the Black Nigger variety
and weights 8| lb." Sunday Times.

Wo suppose it was the exertion of

pulling up the radish that so pulled
him down.

" In Australia several single men have been

sentenced to imprisonment for refusing to

unrol under the Home Service proclamation."
Evening Kewt,

We ourselves have shown the same
modest reluctance when wearing puttees
in public.
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
WOMEN'S WAR-WORK.

Broadacres Park.
DEAREST DAPHNE, Thinking over

Daphne mine, to see some people do it !

The Bullyon-Boundermere woman, for

instance. Apropos, I must tell you a
little conte pour rire.

The B.-B. woman has long sighed
some of our national problems lately, to visit at Eastshire House, but mere
it came to me that the biggest. of them

j money could never get in there, the
all is coal, because, there being no one

j

Eastshires being enormously old-fash-

to take the miners' places, they hold
j

ioned and full of notions about "
high

us in the hollow of their hand. I 'm birth" and "the duties of one's station
"

beginning to see so far into things and all .those 'funny old ideas that went
and to state them so clearly that some- aut with bows and curtseys and sedan-
times I 'in afraid I shall get, & judicial chairs.

' Ti ' " '

mind, or some fearful growth of

that kind ! Staying here with the

Broadacres, with their great col-

lieries only a few miles off, I 've

solved the problem. Beryl, Babs,
Hilda Broadacres and I are all

studying coal - mining, and your
Blanche is the pioneer of a scheme
for training women to take the

miners' places, go down into the

mines, and get as much coal as

everyone wants. Isn't that wonder-
ful '? Of course we haven't got the

thousands of women we shall want
not yet ; we 've only got ourselves.

But we 've had perfectly dreamy
coal-mining suits made (black linen,

with jet buttons, and immensely
becoming portenr de cJiarbon hats),
and we go over to the collieries

every day and go down in the cage
and along the galleries, and we 've

learned all about the different kinds

of coal cannel and anthracite and

choke-damp. One day when we
arrived at the pit there was a crowd
of miners there, and I said to them,
" Now, you men, you won't have

things all your own way in future.

We women are getting ready to

take your places if you strike."

And they gurgled and nudged each

other, and one of them said,
" What, fower lasses take oor

places ?
" "

Well," 1 said,
" cer-

tainly there are only four of us at

present, but there '11 be thousands
of us soon, and when once we 've

got possession of the mines we
won't let you come back, so you 'd

better be careful, and not down

things, as you call it." nobody that didn't quarter the arms of

So there 's one great national problem Plantagenet ever dined at Eastshire

tenance in the drawing-room.) The
B.-B. woman had no intention of slav-

ing at sandbags, but she turned up in

the drawing-room at tea-time. There
were the sandbaggers feeding, and there
was Jane Eastshire (who, be it under-

stood, simply loathes the War-waggle
and will have none of it), with her

profile, and her haughtiness, and her
feudal notions, standing drinking weak
tea out of one of the famous Eastshire

porcelain tea-cups, and bestowing an

(It used to be the rule that ! occasional" word on the sandbaggers.
" So sorry a previous engagement
prevented my being in time to make
any sandbags !

"
cried the B.-B.

as she bustled up to the hostess

she had so long coveted ;

" hoiv

do you do, duchess?
"
and, pointing

her elbow, she gave the Bounder-
mere version of the War-waggle,
knocked Jane Eastshire's cup out
of her hand, spilt the tea, and caused
a vacancy in the famous East-
shire porcelain tea service !

Soms of those who've kept pos-
session of their town houses are

showing them for the benefit of

the country. As for us, my dear,
we 've given up practically the

whole of ours and tuck ourselves

away in an immensely tiny corner
of it when we 're in town. Yvonne

scarcely has room to do my hair.

Which remindsme that some people,
as a WaY economy, are actually

doing, their own hair, and, though
many of them only look lit to he

presented to the Zoo, one can't

help admiring their patriotism
and pluck !

I hear that, when showing one's

town house was being discussed

somewhere the other day, another

IN A GOOD CAUSE.

Mr. Punch ventures to appeal once more in a

cause that has always been nearest his heart the

cause of suffering children. The East London
Hospital for Children at Shadwell slands in urgent
need of help. The economy of its management has
been commended by those who control the King
Edward's Hospital Fund, and further reduction in

current expenses is impossible. Therefore if no
help comes it will have to close its doors. This is

unthinkable in these times when the care of the
children of our fighting men is an obligation laid

upon us all, and the health of the new generation
is more than ever of vital importance to the nation.

Mr. Punch begs his generous readers to help this

Children's Hospital that serves the needs of a very
poor district, isolated from the natural sources of

charity. Gifts of mcney, great or small, will be

gratefully received by The Secretary of "
Punch,"

10, Bouverie Street, E.C.

settled ! I 'm going to turn my atten-

tion to the railways next ....
Shaking hands is never done now.

It 's quite utterly demode. The idea

is that the hands are busy doing war-

work, and the greeting of the moment

House ;
and ghastly dinners they were,

my dear !) The War, which has made
such upheavals, has even modified the

exclusiveness of Jane Eastshire, for,

like everyone else, she has:her pet Wai-

Fund, and the Bullyon-Boundermere
is the War-waggle, done with the right \ woman, having given an immense dona-
elbow. When it penetrates to your tion to it, got, as a set-off, an invitation

remote fastnesses, dearest, remember to a Sandbag Tea at Eastshire House.
to keep your hands low, raise the right ! (The poor dear things make sandbags
elbow, point it outward, and give it

two little waggles. Properly done, it 's

for two hours in the ball-room, and
then enjoy weak tea, bread-and-butter,

quite a subtle little affair
;
but oh, and the light of Jane Eastshire's coun-

1
of cur rich impossibles, Mrs. Gold-

|

ing-Newman, said,
"
Oh, I couldn't

\
have just anyone and everyone

i coming into our house in Grograve
Square and looking over our art

treasures and heirlooms !
"

Isn't

that tasty ? (The G.-N.'s are cotton
'

people, and are much more at home

j

among power- looms than heir-

i looms !

)
The Oldparks not only

show their town house, but every Wed-

nesday a certain number of people at a

guinea each may lunch with them, and

every Thursday a certain number, at

three guineas each, may join them at

dinner. They 're making quite a nice

little sum in this way towards the

nation's War-bill, and Eleanor Oldpark
has received congrats from Ministers

(she may even be ddcoree) on having
"
tapped a new source of revenue."

It 's a source, too, my dearest, that

apparently won't be exhausted till

practically all the suburbs are able to

say,
" I dined (or lunched) with Lord
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Mabel (her first experience of pigs feeding).
" K' I KNOW WHY TIIEY ABE CALLKD pica.'

und Lady Oldpark last week. What
charming people they are !

"

Oldpark nearly wrecked the first of

their War-Fund dinners. He 's rather

absent and tremendously short-sighted,
and, as he looked round the table, lie

mistook the three-guineas a head people
for a lot of cousins and cols., and said

to a prim and rigid suburban at his

right hand,
"
Well, old girl, how 's the

dyspep? Awfully plucky of you to

tackle that plate of soup I Of course

you 've taken one of your digestive

pellets as a precaution ?
"

My poor Josiah is suffering from

being too many things at once. As a

Special Constable he had to arrest him-
self for exceeding the speed limit when
scorching along in his little two-seater
to a parade of the Home Defenders ;

and as Colonel of the Home Defenders
he had to court-martial himself as a

Special for hindering an officer on duty.
Ever thine, BLANCHE.

'LADY will Re-model Gowns, Furs, Fur
Coats to fashionable stylo. Children's neatly
miuli' from ntinmts (smart and reasonable)."

Bolton Ereniny Nfics.

At last we understand that other cryptic
announcement, "Ladies' Own Skins
Made Up."

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.)

II.

LAVENDER HILL.

LAUNDRYMAID, whither? Up Lavender
Hill

With a pocket of dimity bags to fill

For bolster and coverlet, pillow and
sheet,

To keep the linen smelling sweet.

I '11 lay them up in lavender,
I '11 lay them up in lavender,
I '11 lay them up in lavender,
And you '11 sleep sweet.

Laundrymaid, linger ! the sun 's so hot !

Sit with me on a shady plot
And promise come Sunday to be my

wife,

For I love you better than I love life.

And I '11 lay you up in lavender,
I '11 lay you up in lavender,
I '11 lay you up in lavender

The rest of your life.

"MUNITION WORKERS.
EXEMPTIONS FOB USBADGED HEN."

Goran Press.

In reward, of course, for her production
of shells.

" Noblesse Oblige."
"The Earl took a deep draught of black

coffee, noiselessly, with distinction, as becomes
a nobleman." Diamond Fields Advertiser.

Memorandum from the Postal Censor :

"As announced in the Press all letters ad-
dressed to neutral or enemy countries are
returned to sender unless the full surname
and address of the writer is given."

Aren't they clever !

From an article on " Jewish Cookery ":

" The milk and butter were used to replace
an egg, which in pro-war days was part of the

stuffing." Daily Paper.

In the interval the egg had probably
become a little tired.

"The marriage took place on Thursday (at

very short notice owing to the bridegroom
being away on active service) of Lieutenant-

Commander," etc: Daily Paper.

By proxy, we presume. One of those

rare opportunities that fall to the lot

of the " best" man.

'A Catholic Clergyman wanted immediately.
Charge of Mission Church. Daily Mass. \Vrt

Riding. Eastward position. Evangelical. No
Higher Critic. No spike. Married or single.
House or lodgings. Mining population. Zepps.

occasionally." Church Times.

So the Higher Criticism will not be

entirely lacking.
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BALLADE A LA MAITRE D'HOTEL.
[The suggestion that diners in fashionable West-end restaurants

should be limited to two or three courses is being seriously considered.]

I AM the master of many coupes,
Plats and rotis and entremets ;

Taking toll from the world's resources

Of fowls that flutter and beasts that graze ;

Cooks at my bidding must boil and braise,

Boast the pheasant and jug the hare,
And the gourmet gives me his meed of praise
As he works his way through the bill of faro.

They talk of needing the best for the forces

That 's like the Government's purblind ways ;

Why can't they do something with all those horses,

Or feed the troops on alternate days ?
" The War is reaching a critical phase !

"

Well, I 'm Swiss myself, so it 's not my scare
;

And I 'd keep the food for the man who pays
And works his way through a bill of fare.

Shall I heed if the panicky Press discourses

On war economy's latest craze

As long as Society's choice endorses

My quails in aspic and mayonnaise ?

The gallant lads with the silver trays
Who man the trenchers are all my care,

And the fellow who purchases orchid sprays
And works his way through my bill of fare.

ENVOI.

Sir, they are playing the Marseillaise

And Rule, Britannia, a martial air ;

But the man to win is the man who stays
And works his way through the bill of fare.

WOMAN ON THE LAND.

ALGOL.

"WHAT do you make of her?" said Daisy.
"Oh, not bad," Janet said lazily, shifting what she was

munching from one side of her mouth to the other. " She 's

got nice hands, and her voice is certainly in her favour."
" You've got a horrid habit of talking with your mouth

full," said Daisy; "but, as you say, Miss .Wilson's voice
is undoubtedly an improvement on John's, although I

hear he was in the choir at that chapel we pass every
afternoon."

"I know the one you mean," said Janet. "The door
was open the other day, and I looked in; but Miss Wilson
wouldn't let me go in. She got quite excited about it. I

should like to have seen inside."
'

"
Yes," said Daisy,

" she gets a little officious sometimes.
But she waits on you nicely, and doesn't, chuck the food at

you, and hit you when she's making your bed."
" What do you think of her hat ?

"
said Belle. "

Simple,
but rather smart, I think."

"
Yes," said Janet. " She didn't get that at Mugford's

in the village, I know. Do you remember the ones that
Bessie and May wore last summer? Those were two of

Mugford's creations."
"
Yes, pretty frightful," said Daisy.

" But what do you
expect when a man chooses your millinery ? Ninepence
each I should say he paid for them at the outside ; and

fancy May with her colouring wearing a hat trimmed with
red. Blue 's her colour."

"
Undoubtedly," said Janet. "

Still she seemed to fancy
herself in it no end."

"Here's Miss Wilson," snapped a small and rather

squeaky voice from the door.
"
Oh, get out, Fifi, you little beast," said Belle. " or we '11

kick you out. We know perfectly well she 's coming. She 's

never late, I will say that
;
and she always attends to me

first."

Daisy and Janet were engaged in an angry altercation,

apparently about something to do with their lunch, when
Miss Wilson entered.

"Oh, you silly pair,'' shn said. "If you don't stop
quarrelling one of you will have to change places with
Belle."

"
Yes, for goodness' sake shut up," said Belle,

" and get
on with your hay. If there 's one thing I like it 's perfect

quiet while I 'm being milked."

THE OVERWORKED IMPERATIVE.
THERE are various words much in need of a rest ;

They've been horribly hackneyed, remorselessly stressed ;

And there 's one that's so stale that it moves my disgust
'Tis the sadly misused monosyllable

" Must."

It was worn pretty thin several seasons ago,
When the National shouted that " Balfour Must Go,"
But now there 's no problem that 's ever discussed
Without a profuse repetition of " Must."

It 's the slave of the headline, that curse of the Press,
Which forces the note to the vilest excess ;

And there 's never a day we 're not fretted and fussed

By some new and absurd and hysterical
" Must."

All the grousers and cavillers, leathern of lung ;

All the parrots that only can fight with their tongue ;

All who want to win laurels without any dust
Are at one in their cheap iteration of " Must."

For the things that they tell us must promptly be done
As often as not are already begun,
And they know it, but afterwards blatantly thrust
In their claim to the credit, because they cried,

" Must."

Exhortations addressed by the sober and sane
Don't always appeal to the average brain,
But it makes my blood boil till I 'm ready to bust
When the voice of sheer Blatherskite bellows,

" We Must.

The Censor's activities often excite

Words of animadversion more frank than polite ;

But lie 'd earn our respect and he 'd csase to be cussed
If he strictly tabooed this provocative

" Must."

Christmas Plans.

"We are going to see '

High-Jinks
' twice diily at the Adelphi

during Christmas week." Daily Mirror.

The mornings will be devoted to light editorial duties.

" The reception-room at York House, St. James' Palace, which the

King has placed at the disposal of Sir William Robertson . . . This
will enable the Chief of the General Staff to keep in close touch with
the War Office." Daily Paper.

Always a good arrangement.

"Lady ,
I hear, has recently converted her famous and mag-

nificent house into a hospital for officers, for whom she arranges
concerts two or three times a week. They are quite 'al fresco'

functions, I believe, pyjamas and dressing-gowns for our wounded
fellows b:ing entirely de rigueur kits."- Evening News.

In this weather " de rigueur" is quite the right expression
for these snb Jove entertainments.
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THE FOOD CRISIS.

Algernon (as our well-matured Sunday "joint" immeasurably exceeds expectations).
"
HURBAU, DAD! MINE'S A WINV. !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN With Cavalry in 1915 (SAMPSON Low), Mr. FREDERIC

COLEMAN continues the thrilling account of British warfare

which lie began in From Mons to Yprcs with French. I can

promise the numerous readers who took pleasure in the

first book that they will find this sequel not a whit less*

exciting. Mr. COLEMAN drove a motor car for General

DE LISLE and daily risked his life without hesitation in the

most perilous adventures. He is an American citizen and

was therefore under no compulsion to be in the firing line,

except the compulsion that danger exercises upon an

intrepid spirit. Wherever hard fighting was going on,

there was Mr. COLEMAN with his battered car, shell-proof

and unperturbed in the midst of death and destruction.

And his account of what he did and what he saw is at the

same time vivid and modest, picturesque and restrained.

It must not be supposed from his title that he saw cavalry

doing work with which that arm has been associated in

other wars, the intoxicating charge, the cut and thrust

and the pursuit on horseback. That may come in good
time. Mr. COLEMAN saw horse-soldiers doing the work of

foot-soldiers, and doing it splendidly. His book is the

prose epic of their deeds.

It is a sad fact that, though dogs and gardens are among
the richest of human delights, conversation about them
has a fatal tendency to grow tedious. The sagacities of

another person's terrier, like the dimensions of his sweet-

peas, need not only sympathy but tact in the telling. That
is why I call certain attractive dogs, who were so happy
as to own Mrs. T. P. O'CoxNOU for a mistress, doubly
fortunate in having her engaging pen to chronicle their

virtues. She has embodied the tale of them in a volume

happily entitled Dog Stars (UNWIN). The greater part of it

is devoted to the history of Max, the stately black-and-tan

collie, whom many persons about the House of Commons
no doubt remember as the constant companion of T.P.

When full allowance has been made for the writer's very
natural prejudice, the fact remains that here was a four-

footed gentleman of the first nobility and intelligence.
Just now and then, perhaps, Mrs. O'CONNOR'S estimate of

his gifts (as a connoisseur of old furniture, for instance,)

may move you to a slight protest of incredulity. I should

hesitate to accuse her of telling tall stories ; but let us

admit that there are moments when her enthusiasm rises

to a rather giddy height. Myself, I liked as well as any

part the account of poor Beau, the ill-treated cur whom
the author rescued and transferred to a life of enviable

felicity. I must not forget to mention the five spirited

and sympathetic pictures by Mr. WILL RANK ELLS which

add grace to a very handsome volume.

In Denmark Klokke Roland, by the distinguished Danish

poet, JOHANNES JORGEXSEX, has become justly famous. It

has run into some tsventy editions, and is stated to have

had a greater success than any book ever produced in the
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Danish language. It has now been translated into English
and published under the title of False Witness (HODDEK
AND STOUGHTON). It is a most moving and remarkable

book, and should be sure of a very wide circle of readers.

In a white - heat of scorn and indignation the author
examines the origins of the German war-policy and the
shameful atrocities by which it was supported in Belgium,
lie takes the Appeal to the Civilised World, composed by
the ninety-three German "

intellectuals," and The Truth,

about the War, "published by ten distinguished Berlin

personages," and subjects them, paragraph by paragraph,
to a close and merciless analysis in the course of which he

exposes to the contempt of all the world outside Germany
the falsehoods, the flatulent whining self-laudation and the

wretched prevarications which make up these characteristic

German brochures. The book is written with a passionate
vehemenee of feeling, but every accusation is sustained by
carefully-marshalled evidence of foul deeds that cry to

Heaven for vengeance.
" What

right," says the poet-author,
and we may echo his question
"what right have the Ger-

mans to demand that they
should not be hated and des-

pised?" The translation is done
in good English, which is mani-

festly inspired by the nervous

intensity of the original.

of soldiers as this War has seen. " It was," he says,
"
like

some slow sweet evolution, the systematic formation of

our character as a battalion." Mr. KAE does not go out of

his way to excuse the lack of discipline of which we heard
so much when the Canadians first arrived in England, but
he does contrive to explain it. These men of the virgin
forest could not, for instance, understand how sacred a tree

was on Salisbury Plain
; when firewood was short they

thought the best thing was to go out and cut down " the
nearest stick of timber." Looking back wemust acknowledge
that by the very nature of their free and self-dependent habit,

of life they were bound to find strict rules and regulations
troublesome to assimilate. Mr. RAE has not the literary

gifts which stamp the circumstance of war indelibly upon
the mind, but without any fuss or flummery he writes of

things that actually happened, and for the time being at

any rate his gift of reality seems to be just the one quality
worth considering in the literature of the War. His char-

acters (drawn, I believe, from

life, but veiled under fictitious

names) ai'e brave men who do
brave deeds, and this record

serves at once as a tribute to

them and a tonic to the rest of us.

" LUCAS MALET'S "
heroine

Damaris (HUTCHINSON) is a

child, very childlike and win-

ning. And I suppose it to be

the author's idea to show off

pretty Mrs. Jimmy Pereira

through the child's adoration

of her. A good device. Yet
Damaris tills little of the stage,
which is set, in the period fol-

lowing the Indian Mutiny, at

Bhutpur, in the old palace
which in former days had seen

orgies of lust and luxury, and
still harboured a lurking spirit
which assaulted the virtue of its
,

, ,, j-,
THE ARTS AND CRAFTS REVERSIBLE BED FOR ZEPP NIGHTS.

later inmates, bo Mrs. Pereira,

I rather fancy that the appeal
of Olga Bardel (METHUEN) will

depend very largely upon the

prejudices of the individual

reader. Should you incline to

the sentimental you will be as

moved as the author intended

you to be by Olga's failure to

find her soul-mate till both she

and he were no longer of an

age for the grande passion that

should have been theirs. On
the other hand, the sympathies
of the prosaic will be given
rather to the man whom she in

fact married. To be precise,
there were two of these de jure
husbands in the course of Olga's
career as wife and mother,
and it cannot honestly be said

that either of them drew a

herself a virtuous flirt, seems to be carried into deep waters, 'jprize.
For my own'part, as a reviewer who has, or should

while her host, the Chief Commissioner, Coloiiel Charles
j'have,

no prejudices, my idea is that Mr. STACY AUMONIER
Verity, is like to throw prudence and ambition to the winds ; I has written a life of his heroine that is somewhat formless

and one of his secretaries goes out of his head all for love :
and full of superfluities, even at times a little boring, but

of charming Mrs. Pereira, whom he doesn't know from Eve,
j

relieved by flashes of real dignity and tenderness. These are

while the other has to argue seriously with himself to in the few scenes where Olga, who is a musician and married

keep within due bounds. True, this kind of thing happens to a composer who lives in Plampstead, meets the painter,
in houses that are not haunted by spirits of desire but Brayle, whom she knows to be the only real love of her life,

that is broadly the idea. War coming out of the North
| Though she is perfectly willing to act up to this conviction,

carries the Colonel away from danger, and the beautiful and count Hampstead well lost, circumstances are always
lady goes back to her too clubab'le Jimmy, and all ends <

against her taking the plunge. Not till Olga has exasper-

wholesomely. I don't know my India, but it all seems ! ated one husband to infidelity and another to death do the

very true and persuasive, which, at the worst, is more soul-mates find union. Well, as I indicated above, you pay
amusing than dull accuracy. LUCAS MALET, almost pro- your money and you take your choice whom most to pity,

fessedly, doesn't take her models from life (even in retro-

spect), but somehow they live. And they talk !

Mr. HERBERT RAE, in his Maple Leaves in Flanders Fields

(SMITH, ELDER), gives us a thoroughly robust account of the
first contingents of the Canadians from the moment War
was declared until they had proved their va'our on the
battle-field. He is at his best when he describes their

translation from a crowd of independents into as fine a body

Ominous.

"For Sale Dog, eight months old; also Sausage Machine and
Filler."- (.liii'ni.vi/ Krctiimj J'I-CKX.

" The sport generally reached a fairly high standard. The 10 yards
dasli for instance was won by C. P. C. Jayatilleke in 10 2-5 sees, which
was remarkable considering the heavy going." Times of Ceylon.

The sprint wa's not so remarkable as the misprint.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK German K.HSKK was prevented

from being present at the funeral of

the lute Kmperor KK \NCIS .losKi'ii by a

cliill. lie is beiieved to have con-

Maeted it, through treading (.11 I''I:I;DII: ^

toes. The Bulgar Monarch is known
to suffer from cold '

* *
-.;

According to a Merlin telegram then-

is to be a restriction of travelling in

Germans in order to save coal and spare
the locomotives. Strangely enough the

idea of compelling the Belgian women
and children to pull the I rains does not

seem to have occurred to the authorities.
* ;=

The Italian Government's

early-closing regulations are

to be applied to clubs, and the

problem of where one could

have been spending the even-

ing is said to be growing acute.

The statue of OLIVE has
been removed from Whitehall.

It has long been felt that some

step should be taken to count-

eract the impression that his

rough-and-ready methods were
in any sense representative of

the best British diplomacy.
* *
*

A taxicab driver, whose

passenger at the time was
none other than Sir WILLIAM
ROHKUTSON, was lined last

week for not lowering his flag.

We cannot help thinking that

the fare, had he been aware
of it, would have sympathised
with the spirit, though not, of

course, with the actual con-

duct, of the delinquent.
* -,:

.;=

" One of the urgent needs,"

says a contemporary,
" from

which the country is suffering and will

continue to sutler after the War is the
need of bettor and cheaper canal facil-

ities." If it is the alimentary canal that

the writer refers to wo are in agreement
with him. ... ^*

*

The Oxfordshire Agricultural Soci-

ety has decided not to hold a show
next year. It was feared that the only
available exhibit would be the yearling
fanner class. ^ $

" The humour of London," says Mr.
PETT RIDGE,

"
is now confined to the

lower middle classes, because they are
the only people left who say exactly
what they mean." Exception has

already been taken to this by severiil

Irish Nationalists, who claim to have
been at their funniest when they did not

know, and therefore could not possibly
have said, exactly what they meant.

The ideu of a Mmpli: Christmas is

rapidly gaining acceptance, and by way
of dispensing with non-essei<

eral West Knd hotels have practically
decided to eliminate from their HH-IIIIH

all dishes costing more than five

shillings per portion.
* *

A Oorrmpondent writing from the
AthemiHim Club informs The '1

that at some hotels champagne is being
'

sold in ginger-beer bottles "to evade,
the economical regulations." A hotel

manager, on the other hand, informs us :

The Merlin police have derided that
whale meat may h- lawfully used as an
ingredient of u The high price
of hay has ah. . d several pn,
prietors of performing whales to place
their pets at the dUpos.il of the
butchers.

, ^

A discharged soldier has been sen-
tenced to tssents one days' imprison-
ment at Glasgow for trying to p

my by passing himself off as a
deserter. It is high time people realised
that in tlu^o stirring times the Army
is not for every idle young man that
comes along. V

THE MILK CRISIS.

CoSTEB PARENT EXPERIMENTS WITH COKKKNl'T-i.

that this is done in order to release the

empty champagne bottles, which are

then filled by the R.A.M.C. with cod
liver oil and sent to the hospitals at the

Front. * *

The question of prohibiting the manu-
facture of high- legged boots for women
is being considered, and one patriotic

manager has already decided to change
the name of his forthcoming panto-
mime to Puss in Puttees as being
more in accord with the spirit of the

times.

Steps are being taken to establish a

censorship of Parliamentary questions
that are calculated to give comfort and
information to the enemy. Personally
we should prefer to see our more
curious Members given plenty of rope.

The Board of Trade's appeal
to the public not to make un-

necessary use of the trains has
met with a prompt response
in the City, where a number
of clerks have expressed their
readiness to ease the strain

upon the nation's rolling stock

by limiting their visits to town
to three days a week for the
duration of the War.

V *
" We are prepared for every-

thing," the CROWN PRINCE OF
BAVARIA has informed an inter-

viewer. Even Peace has no
terrors for this brave and re-

sourceful soldier.

"The area of liberated Serbia is

now 1,$00 square millimetres."
' Irith Independent.

"
According to a Serbian com-

munique published to-day, the area
of the national territory already
freed from enemy occupation is

1:2,000 square millimetres. This is

the most cheering piece of news re-

ceived from the Balkans for a long
time." Dublin Krening Mail.

In Ireland they seem to be
thankful for very small mercies.

Even on the larger computation the

recaptured area is rather less than a

quarter the size of a page of Punch.

According to The Edinburgh Evening
News General SMUTS describes his

troops as having been " almost daily
in conac with a brave enemy, led w ih

skill and courage in a mos diflicul and

dangerous counry where enervaing
ropical diseases are rife." And how
they must miss their "

t's
"

1

"The Venivelist press agency at Salonika
. . . promises us '

100,000 Greek volunteers
in the spring

'

a season to which we are all

looking forward, it is to be hoped for the last

time." South Wales Daily Post.

Is the climate as bad as all that ? We
saw, only the other day, a leader in one
of our contemporaries headed " The
Curse of South Wales."

VOL. CLI.
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A ROYAL REST-CURE.
TINO, my boy, I cannot, as I write

(Not being furnished with sufficient data),
Flood with the journalist's authentic light
The issues of that brace of ultimata

Of which the first is due December 1,

Some days before this doggrel sees the sun.

But, since the dullest diplomatic worm
Is bound at last to turn and bite the offender,

And patience now has reached her limit's term,
1 dare forecast that cither you '11 surrender

Or be conducted firmly to the door
And Athena look upon your face no more.

You might, for choice, be given a change of scene
To one of thoso delightful watering-places

Where for a time the friends on whom you lean

Beceived facilities for U-boat bases
;

Or you might like to join the little batch

Of Bosches we removed to Dedeagatch ;

Or go to Potsdam, getting leave to hitch

On to the Balkan-Zug your special carriage,
And sponge a billet in the spare-room which
WILLIAM reserves for relatives by marriage ;

Or seek, by routes infected with malaria,
A home from home in neighbourly Bulgaria.

Or you might try Vienna, FERDIE'S haunt,
Whose absence means a bitter, bitter loss for us

;

Or else, as MEHJIED'S guest, enjoy a jaunt
To some seraglio on the balmy Bosphorus,

And muse upon your namesake's Christian sign
Within the city called of- CONSTANTINE.

Indeed, though you should now repent your sins,

Wallow in sackcloth and remark,
" Peccdvi !

"

The Entente might be sniffy; it begins
To view your methods with a very grave eye ;

So, lest you go too far and really vex it,

I recommend a voluntary exit.

You say your single aim is just to use
Your regal gifts for your beloved nation

;

Why, then, I see the obvious line to choose,

Meaning, of course, the path of abdication ;

Make pp your so-called mind I frankly would
To "leave your country for your country's good."

=======^=^ 0. S.

THE BUN SLEUTH.
"Op course our work had been very arduous for a long

while," said the Inspector of Police,
" but when the order

prohibiting the consumption of pastry was first issued

the Ban on Buns Act, we called it it nearly drove us off

our crumpets, if you will excuse my little pleasantry. It

was so hard to prove a case. You see one of our men
might bring in a prisoner with his breath actually smelling
of vanilla and with flaky crumbs on his moustache, and

looking as if he had been living on cream-tarts for a month
sort of pasty look, you know. A clear case, you 'd say.

But no ! If we couldn't produce a section of unconsumed
cream-tart and show that the teeth-marks fitted, the man
would get off. Of course when they gave us power to

arrest on suspicion any person suffering from indigestion
it made it easier for us, but I 'in speaking of when the Act
first came into force.

" We had to be pretty cute. For instance, one day I saw
a man coming out of a house in a suspicious manner, and I

noticed a brown stain on his cheek. So I made a note of

the house and walked the chap into the police-station to

have the stain analysed. It was as I thought. \Ve raided
the house nice respectable villa it looked and captured
a whole nest of them eating chocolate cakes and coconut
macaroons as happy as you please. Another time it was a
fellow with a sprinkling of white powder on his shoulder.
Of course he might have been kissing the typist, but I

doubted it. I just damped my finger-tip and bumped into
him in a crowd. It tasted sweet sugar-icing. But we
couldn't bring it home to him, although we discovered the

empty cake-box in the garden neatly buried.
" We had an annoying experience once. A man was

caught red-handed eating a Bath-bun in a railway refresh-

ment-room. We made (mite a full-dress case of it: two
waitresses as witnesses, exhibit of a fragment of the
Bath-bun under glass, photographic enlargements of teeth-

prints and so on, a-nd pressed for tire maximum penalty.
But the fellow engaged a clever lawyer, who argued that

eating pastry made before the War did not constitute an
offence, and he actually secured an acquittal.

" You '11 notice all tha cases I have quoted are men.
Men are ten times worses than women. A woman won't
risk a fine for the sake of a raspberry-tart, but I 've known
men whose downfall has been due to nothing else but their

craving for cream buns and mince-pies. Look at that chap
they brought in just now. He was a J.P., wealthy, highly
respected and a regular terror to habitual drunkards. But
one day after the court rose I found some crumbs under the

magisterial bench. That roused my suspicions, and I got
the usher to keep a steady eye on him. We found out that

he was a secret nibbler. Used to smuggle jam-rolls into

the court and hide them behind the ink-wells. Of course

there was a terrible scandal and he got a thumping fine.

He's been here heaps of times since, not on the bench,
but in the dock, and he seems quite unable to pull himself

together and go straight. I expect he'll have to go to a

home eventually.
" Do you remember the cake riots, when the munition-

makers paraded the town singing,
'

I do like a nice mince-pie
'

and ' Make me a cake like mother used to make '

'? That
was a hot time. But I 've got to go now to raid an illicit

bunnery, so I '11 tell you about that another time. Good

morning." ====^^===
IN A GOOD CAUSE.

Mr. Punch begs leave to appeal once more in a cause that

has always been nearest his heart the cause of suffering
children. The East London Hospita^ for Children at

Shadwell stands in urgent need of help. The economy of

its management has been commended by these who control

the King Edward's Hospital Fund, and further reduction

in current expenses is impossible. Therefore if no help
comes it will have to close its doors. This is unthinkable

in these times when the care of the children of our fighting
men is an obligation laid upon us all, and the health of the

new generation is more than ever of vital importance to

the nation. Mr. Punch begs his generous readers to help
this Children's Hospital that serves the needs of a very

poor district, isolated from the natural sources of charity.
Gifts of money, great or small, will be gratefully received

by The Secretary of "Punch," 10, Bouverie Street, E.G.

Up to 1 ist Saturday, donations ranging from sixpence
to 50D, and amounting to 1,680, have been received

and acknowledged. Mr. Punch tenders his sincere thanks

to the generous friends who have responded to his appeal,
and ventures to hope that this sum may be at least

doubled before Christmas.
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A HYPHENATED PBOPOSITION.
UNCLE SAM. "GUESS I'M NO*T TAKING ANY. I'VE BEEN NEUTRAL ABOUT THE WAR

AND I'M GOING TO BE NEUTRAL ABOUT PEACE."
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Mother. "Now, THEN, YOUNG ALBERT YOU COME IKDOOBS."

Hero. "No ol WANTS TO BEE ZEPPELINS."

Mother. "'ERE, IP YOU AIN'T A GOOD BOY I'LL TELL THE ZEPPELINS NOT TO COME ANY MORE.'

WARS OF THE PAST.

(As recorded in the Press of the period.)

n.

From " The Athens Argus."

WE cannot too strongly denounce
the insensate Chauvinism which, basing
its appeals on the plea of sovereign
nationalism, has dragged us into a

hopeless conflict with the Persian

Empire. It is surely only too terribly

apparent that with the arrival of the

Persian army on the coast of Attica

nationalism will cease to exist for us
;

whereas, as we have always pointed
out, under the safe protection and

merely nominal authority of KING
DARIUS, we should be free to work out

our own destiny in our own way.
Nationalism, to our way of thinking,

is no petty parochial affair doomed to

throw itself into the jaws of the first

great Power whose course it obstructs.

Its own instinct for self-preservation
should teach it to absorb the higher
nationalism implied in its admission
into the comity of some great en-

lightened Empire, such as Persia is

to-day. We are not blinded with the

dust thrown into the eyes of so many
of our compatriots. The Persian Em-
pire is a great, beneficent, and cultured

Power. Its military prestige is un-

bounded and unassailable. The mere
idea of resisting it is national suicide.

To what a state of financial ruin has

our obstinacy already brought us? We
have only to consider the current

quotations on the Stock Exchange.
Ionian and Dorian securities are, of

course, valueless. Cliian Wines have

already gone into liquidation. Ehodian

Pottery has come down with a crash,
'

and the Apollo Didymeus (Miletus)

I

Oracle Syndicate will certainly announce
no more dividends.

The one course open to us is to make
our peace with DAHIUS as speedily as

possible and on any terms . . .

From "The Athens Advertiser and
Pirceus Post."

We cannot too strongly denounce
the unscrupulous pusillanimity of those

pro
- Hippian papers which seek, by

playing on the baser fears of the people,
to drag us once more at the heels of

despotism. To the plain man it is un-

questionable that our national interest

and honour alike demand that we
should stand firm at the side of cm-

Allies and resolutely encounter the

brutal barbarians who now menace our

very existence.

We do not seek to gloss over the

;

seriousness of the military situation.

On another page our Military Corre-

! spondent estimates the Persian force

|

at probably not much under a million
'

of all arms. We ourselves can put no
more than 10,000 men into the field.

We have taken the precaution of elim-

inating Sparta from our calculations, as

; it is exceedingly doubtful whether they
can mobilise before a decisive battle has

taken place. Where the Persians will

strike cannot, of course, be foreseen,

but we may rest assured that wherever
it is our army will be on the spot. As
Athens is their immediate objective,
our Naval Correspondent (whose opin-
ion we print on another page) considers

that for strategical reasons they will

land somewhere on the coast of Attica;

and when we reflect that General DATIS

i has with him the unspeakable HIITIAS
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Expert Tricltoloijist.
" WE MOST DEVOTE OCR ATTENTION TO IT IN THE HOLIDAYS, MADAM. A BOY'S HAIH INVABUULY GETS INTO A

WRETCHED CONDITION AT SCHOOL IS FACT, I 'M CONVINCED THAT IT IS THES THAT THE SEEDS OF THE LITTLE BALD PATCH ABE SOWS."

(now the avowed creature of DARIUS),
who knows the country almost as well

as the country knows him, we may
take it that this will be the case.

It will bo seen from the above that

the odds are somewhat against us. But
we have every confidence in our leaders,
and in this connection are pleased to

note that political considerations have
not been allowed to prejudice the ap-

appointment of MILTIADES to supreme
command. Deploring as we do the

civil control of the army by political

amateurs, we trust that Mr. CALLI-
MACIIUS will go on as he has begun and
leave the military machine in the hands
of those competent to direct it. ...

" The, Athens A<h-ertincr and
Pineus Post

"
:

GREAT VICTORY AT MARATHON.
PERSIANS ROUTED.

DECISIVE TRIUMPH FOR OUR ARMS.
MANY; OF THE ENEMY NO DOUBT

KILLED.

We have received the following bril-

liant despatch from PHIDIPPIDES, the
official courier at the Athenian Head-

quarters, Marathon :

"
Eejoice, we conquer !

"

[We regret to add that in delivering

this despatch, PHIDIPPIDES, who was
well known for his brilliant work in

this connection and will be particularly
remembered for his extraordinary des-

patch from Sparta not more than a few

days ago, fell down dead. In another
column we give a short biographical
account of him. This is the first indi-

cation we have received of any casual-

ties on our side in the magnificent
victory just recorded, but we must warn
our readers that later information will

probably extend the list.]

From " The Susa Star and Saturday
Satrap."

The following communique has been
issued by the Field - Marshal, Com-
manding - in - Chief Persian Expedi-
tionary Force :

In conformity with our general

strategical design we have made a

slight withdrawal of our forces in the

coastal region of Marathon (Attica).

" It will be too late to cry out should famine,
stalemate, or any other overwhelming d

occur, and the Unseen Hand will then have
the laugh of us."

Letter in " The Daily Mail."

The Unseen Hand, of course, laughs
up its sleeve.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.)
III.

MILE END.

How far to the mile end ?

Never ask me !

It may be less than five mile,
It must be more than three.

If I catch the old man
That led me astray,

I '11 thrash him with a tape-measure
The whole of the way.

ST. MARTIN'S IN THE FIELDS.

Saint Martin '3 in the Fields,

Saint Martin 's in the Fields

Considering the Barley
To find what it yields ;

If the yield is scanty
He 's going to plant Oats

And sell the crop for Lamb's-wool
To make Beggars' Coats.

BEVIS MARKS.

Bevis marks the blackboard, Bevis
marks his socks,

Bevis marks the time o' day by the

City clocks ;

Even if a pin drops Bevis says,
" Hark !

"

There 's nothing worth mentioning that

Bevis doesn't mark.
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TEN MINUTES IN GERMANY.
THE CURTAIN LIFTED.

AMAZING EEVELATIONS.

(TT/M ajioloij'u's to a certain neutral.)

II. HOW I GOT ON.

[In a previous article,
" How I got in," the

writer has described his arrival at the German
frontier and his passage across it in the dark.

Before his eyes looms up a small building
whence shines a light.]

HAVING rapidly filled in several in-

surance coupons against sudden death

and one against unlawful assembly, I

approached the building and peered

through the window. Apparently the

place was an inn. I could see a small

counter on which stood half-a-dozen

bottles. Behind the counter sat a man
with an absolutely expressionless face.

I have, in fact, seen more expression
on the back of a hansom cab than

appeared on that man's countenance.

He was eating a sausage. I resolved to

enter the inn.

I entered.

To be precise, I caught my foot in

the doorstep, looped the loop and nose-

dived into the counter. When I arose

the sausage-eater stared at me. Then
he spoke:

" Vos you fallen or vos you pushed?
"

In fluent German I rapidly explained
the situation, exhibiting my Chinese

passport, my Mexican registration card

and my Peruvian birth certificate. He
did not seem interested.

Feeling that at all costs I must make
a good impression, I produced six other

passports, forty-two letters of intro-

duction from high personages, and eight

judgment summonses. The inn-keeper
continued to assimilate his sausage.
Time was pressing. I had much to

learn. Good fortune had brought me
to the spot where I could obtain first-

hand information. I must not delay.

Shouting at the top of my voice in

order to make myself heard above the

din of the sausage-destruction, I fired

off a series of searching questions. For
the benefit of readers who have only a

moderate knowledge of the German
tongue I append a translation of the

replies received.
" Can you supply me," I asked,

" with a poularde Haldane or a canard
Carmelite?

"

" Nein (No)," he replied.
" Can you give me some curried

lobster, some caviare, two dozen best

Whitstable natives and a peche Clara
Butt?"

" Nein (No)," he said.

"Have you any mock turtle soup,
roast ortolans, pate de foie gras,

plovers' eggs or freshly-caught Severn
salmon?"

"Nein (No)," he answered.

Good heavens ! I shook from head
to foot with excitement. The country
was starving! If I could not procure!
these trifles at an inn an inn, mark

you how should I fare in an ordinary

dwelling-house? I simply did not

attempt to think.
" Can you give me anything to eat?

"

I demanded.
"
Ja, ja (Yes, yes)," he replied, and,

putting his hand in his pocket, he pro-
duced another sausage.

I recoiled. Sausages I have known,
and again, sausages, but this this was
akin to frightfulness. I hastily ad-

justed my gas mask and turned to the

question of drink.
" Have you any Imperial Tokay or

Waterloo port ?
"

I bawled, raising my
mask.
"Nein (No)," he said.

I rapidly enumerated the best and
most exclusive wines. He had none of

them. Neither had he any of the more

expensive brands of tea, coffee or

cocoa. Obviously the land was dying
of thirst.

Then I showed him the remnants of

my standard loaf. The effect was

amazing. He shook all over like a

badly-set jelly, his head swelled visibly,
his collar burst open, and the seams of

his coat ripped up all down his back.

Snatching the bread from my hand he
swallowed about a quartern of it at one

gulp. By this time I too was shaking
like an aspen. In the space of four

minutes I had acquired information

which would stir Britain from Land's
End to John o' Groats. I could imag-
ine the national excitement at the pub-
lication of my revelations. In my
mind's eye I could picture Londoners

snatching the journals of the Duke of

Ludgate Circus from newsvendors'
hands and devouring the amazing news
where they stood (i.e., the Londoners),
regardless of the motor-buses and taxi-

cabs that ground them beneath their

wheels as they read. In the lonely

Highlands 1 could see hardy shepherds
scaling mountains, swimming lochs,

sliding down precipices and walking
scores of miles to secure a copy of

my incredible article. Householders
would sell their all, beggars would

give their last copper, to buy a copy of

the journal. Crowds delirious with

excitement would besiege the offices of

the Duke's newspapers, raging, wrest-

ling and writhing for the printed sheets

until the street in which the building
stood became a shambles.

Then the voice of the inn-keeper
broke the silence of the room. Three
minutes later the secrets of the German
War Machine were mine.

(To be continued.)

VEGETABLE VERSE.
[It is hoped, now that fBwer-gardons are

being planted with vegetables and fruit, that
minor poets will do their bit in the interests

of National Economy by supporting the move-
ment and addressing their war-time lyrics to

wholesome foodstuffs in place of the usual

roses, pansies, lotus-buds, etc., etc. A few

.uggestions are here appended.]

WHEN one is feeling agitato
How soothing is a ripe Tomato !

It calms the bosom's savage beat

And is most nourishing to eat.

succulent mild-flavoured Lettuce,
Whose tender leaves could ne'er upset

us,

Though epicures may scorn and flout

you
1 '11 write a poem all about you.

The sight of thee, O luscious Melon,
Inclines me to become a felon

;

Oh, how I 'd love to gulp and gulp
Vast slices of thy juicy pulp !

If I a weakness must confess

It is for sandwiches of Cress
;

How often have I loudly blustered

When they have put me off with
Mustard.

In genteel circles all the rage is

For Nectarines and plump Greengages,
But vulgar persons in the slums
Have just to be content with Plums.

Slim and elegant Cucumber,
You among my friends I number ;

Indeed I find it rather hard
Not to eat you by the yard !

Sage, Mint, Marjoram and Parsley,

Though we patronise you sparsely,
Each of you deserves a rhyme
If one only had the Thyme !

Motto for Meatless Days :
" The time

is out of joint."

'A ROCHESTER OCTOGENARIAN. Mrs. -

the oldest inhabitant of Rochester, has just
celebrated her 101st birthday." Scots Paper.

A tactful heading. Some elderly ladies

are so touchy about their age.

"The Britannic was never on passenger
service. As soon as she was completed she

was taken over by the Admiralty as a hospital

ship, and had been

Lifted from ' Punch.' "

Sunderland Daily Echo.

As so often happens it must have been

done without acknowledgment. This

is the first we have heard of the trans-

action.

From a tribunal report :

" Of course there had to be some sort of sop
to the Army Cerebos." Daily Mail.

Not to be confused with the " old salt
"

of the Navy.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY -II.

C.cion GRACIOUS! WHAT'S THIS? K<;GS ooino TO BE
SIXI'KM i: IM H ! \V'B MUST BUILD A FOWL-HOUSE AND KEE1-

" Vl.HY WELL, DEAR."

" IT WON'T BE LONG NOW, DEAB. THEY 'VE PBOMIBEO TO
BE FINISHED IN FOCB OR FIVE DAYS."

1st Week. " AHA! Now WE 'BE BEGINNING TO GET SOME
OP OUB MONEY BACK."

2nd Week. " DON'T son THINK A LITTLE BACON WITH THE
EGGS MIGHT "

\ \
3rd HirA-.

" EGGS FOR LUNCH AGAIN!"

"WELL, DEAIt, OF CODESE IT TAKES TIME TO WORK OFF
THE ORIGINAL OUTLAY."

4th Week. " EGGS FOB DINNER!! WE MCBT AND IW.L

IIAYI A CHANGE. To-MOBBOW WE ABE GOING TO HAVE
BOAST FOWL I"
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Doctor. "Do YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTION?"

V.A.D. Nurse (late of Frivolity Theatre). "BATHER! THAT'S HOW I USED TO POISON A CABINET MINISTER EVERY NIGHT IN
LADY CAMIIERLEY'S FLAT."

IF-

To A FRIEND IN FRANCE.

IF you were East of Suez and there

wasn't any war
We would pack the tents and guns and

take the road
Where the forest ways go winding
And the game is all for finding

And the gods of Happy Hunting keep
abode ;

We should see the noonday shimmer,
We should see the moonlight glimmer,
With the sambhur and the tiger and

the gaur ;

And the sun and wind and rain

Should be comrades once again
-

If you were East of Suez and there

wasn't any war.

If I was home from India and you
were home from France

We should seek a bit of country that I

know,
Where there 's always walking wea-

ther

And the wind along the heather

And the curlews calling set the heart

aglow ;

Mid the bigger hills and broader, out

the bonny road to Laudcr,
With the Pentlands like an army in

advance,
Oh ! the hawthorn and the gorse

By Caerketton and Glencorse
If I was home from India and you

were home from France.

Hortikultur.
" Baron Ropp, one of the Baltic barons who

has arrived at Zurich from Berlin, says :

Hindenburg has dethroned the Kaiser. He is

now dictator of Germany. He outshines the
Kaiser as the sun outshines the moon. The
Kaiser has become a sort of minor plant re-

volving around him." Daily Sketch.

Like the ivy clinging to the oak.

"FOR SALE.
UK-LIABLE Cook. Apply to Mess Secre-

tary, Royal Artillery Mess, Lahore Canton-
ment." Civil and Military Gazette.

The obvious folly of the above offer

strikes us even more than its apparent
inhumanity.

THE NEW ECONOMY.
A PIOUS old man of Dundee
Used to put seven lumps in his tea ;

But his new zeal for thrift,

Joined to moral uplift,

Has reduced his allowance to three.

A wealthy financier named Jonah
Made a fortune in far Arizona

;

But so strongly lie feels

About thrift after meals
That he 's knocked off his second

Corona.

"A project fondly cherished by the late

General and now brought to maturity by the

present General Bramwell Booth and his

experienced stag." Sunday Paper.

The Salvation Army's mascot, we

presume.

" Miss Ruth Bancroft Law has captured the

American non-stop cross-country record, flying
a Curtiss biplane t:> Chicago Hormell, 590
miles in 340,341 mins." Star (Guernsey).

We presume that it was a record of

endurance rather than of speed.
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WINGED VICTORY.
TO THE HONOUR OF OUR AIR SERVICES.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, November 27th. To-day

the great Coalition Tank, which has

lumbered along for a year and a-half,

resisting with equal imperturbability
the bombs of a CARSON and the darts

of a CHURCHILL, was precious nearly
overturned by a HOGGE.
To do the hon. Member justice he

fully deserved his tri-

umph. He is believed

but this I doubt
to know the exact point
at which the functions

of Chelsea Hospital
merge into those of the

Statutory Committee,
and the number of forms

(within a dozen or so)
that must be filled up,
and the amount of time

(allowing a margin of

not more than three

months) before a dis-

charged hero will be able

to draw his modest guer-
don in cash.

The reward for all his

labour came this after-

noon, when he moved
the first of a series of

amendments designed to

knock the bottom out of

the Board of Pensions
Bill and rebuild it on a

foundation of common-
sense. At first Mr. HEN-
DERSON was inclined to

resist. But Member after

Member rose to support
the plan of having a sin-

gle Minister with nothing
else to do but to look

after pensions. Seeing
defeat looming in the

Division Lobbies, and
not altogether sorry, per-

haps, to be rid of a

compromise measure for

which he had never dis-

played any marked en-

thusiasm, Mr. HENDER-
SON at last gave way and

atutibus non cst dispi/taiidnm. ought to '

During the debate other noble Lords
have been in the House of Lords this

j expressed their unwillingness toconcede
afternoon. Last week Lord D'ABEKNON

|
the new powers, and improvised varia-

introduced a Bill empowering the
|

tions on the theme that in matters of

Trustees of the' National Gallery to
j

art, at any rate Trustees are persons
sell some of their twenty thousand ! who cannot be trusted. Eventually it

Turners, and so find the money where- was decided, to meet their views, that

with to purchase pictures by artists any transaction under the Act should
who are at present not represented at be subject to the sanction of the Lords
all. They got their Bill at last, but not . of the Treasury ! Is not that typically

British ?

Having disposed of

tins vital business the

Peers were reminded
that there was a war
on. Lord DERBY intro-

duced a Bill to modify
the conditions of service

of the Volunteers. The
new measure goes some

way to realize the ideal

of the Irishman who
wanted to make Volun-

teering compulsory.
Wednesday, November

Mr. BALFOUK
made one of his rare ap-

pearances in the House
of Commons to announce
certain important naval

changes. Were there no
others ? asked the critics

of the Admiralty, fondly

hoping, perhaps, that the

FIRST LORD would com-
mit hara-kiri on the floor

of the House. But Mr.
BALFOUR blandly replied
that he had already in-

dicated " the more im-

portant alterations.'
1

Mr.

HOUSTON, in a manner
consistent with his pira-
tical exterior, expressed
a desire for " ruthless

fighting men in the

Admiralty" who would

pay special attention to

German submarines, and
was assured by Mr.
BALFOUR that his ap-

parent impression that

we were in the habit ofTHE DARE-DEVILS OP COMMERCE.

Encouraged by our recent success as racehorse owners we have now started
sparing these little crea-

consented to remodel the
a c

f department Deal direct with us (the owners) and avoid all middle
tures wag erroneoua .

profits. Yours obediently, ASQUITH, LAW AND Co., UNLIMITED. " Tl
' '

rlBill on the lines indicated

in the Amendment. without a great struggle. In the Press

An expansive smile spread over the
;

a EICHMOND took the field, at the head

countenance of his conqueror, who of a platoon of Academicians who de-

perhaps foresaw still greater triumphs clared inter alia that the proposal
in store for him. If the country, as would be a "

lowering of the stan'dard

some say, needs a Dictator, people of national honour to the level of that

know now where to look for him. of enemy countries," while the Duke

Again we may hear in our streets the of WESTMINSTER, who has evidently
ancient rhyme : noted the dormitory uses to which some
The Catte, the Ratte, and Lovell our Doggo visitors put the seats in the Gallery, de-

Rule all England under the Hogge." clared that the Bill would "
change what

Tuesday, November 28th. Whoever was considered a permanent resting-
coined the questionable phrase, De , place into an occasional auction mart."

is the appro-

priate occasion upon which to explain
this measure," said the SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY in moving the

second reading of the Government War
Obligations Bill. Long experience as

Secretary for Scotland appears to have
convinced Mr. WOOD of the value of

the maxim that speech was given us

to conceal our thoughts, for so suc-

cessfully did he wrap up the informa-

tion that he had to impart that one

Member after another got up to ex-

plain that he had not the foggiest
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HERB BLDMENZWIEBEL AT THE GRAND OPERA HOUSE, BERLIN,
A FEW SEASONS AGO.

HERB BLUMENZWIEBEL AT THE THEATRE OF \\~AII, SOME-
WHERE IN PRANCE, THIS SEASON.

notion of the objects of the Bill.

Contrary to experience they could not

see the trees for the WOOD. Sir

EDWARD CARSON, after a long and fruit-

less cross-examination, came to the con-

clusion that the House might as well

give the Government a blank cheque
for the remainder of the War.

Thursday, November 30th. Some-
one suggested that the Kitchen Com-
mittee should by way of example
institute a meatless day. Colonel LOCK-

WOOD, who has no illusions with regard
to the tastes of his fellow-Members,
was sympathetic hut not enthusiastic.

Hitherto, he pointed out, they had been
content with vicarious sacrifice, and
had acted on the principle, Qui facit

per alium facit per se. Up jumped
Mr. HEALY. " Did you not rule, Mr.

SPEAKER, that Irish should not be

spoken here ?
" The only Member who

did not seem to enjoy the joke was
Mr. GINNELL, who on his reappearance
yesterday had explained at great length
the iniquity of his being sent to prison
for nothing more heinous than writ-

ing his name " in the language used

throughout this country before the

arrival of the Romans."
Time was when the neglect of the

British Government to attend to the

drainage of the Bann and the Barrow
was an almost daily subject of com-

plaint with the Irish Members. Barrow
hasoverflowed his banks again.it seems,

and Mr. MEEHAN, in the hope of soften-

ing the CHIEF SECRETARY'S heart, men-
tioned that he knew a holding where
the only thing visible above the wild

waste of waters was a tree bearing a

placard calling upon farmers to "
join

the British Army." Mr. DUKE re-

gretted that he could do nothing. But

surely he might at least induce the

recruiting authorities to substitute
"
Navy

"
for "

Army."
The Pensions Bill was again down for

Committee. It was decided to pass the

Government amendments en bloc and
then recommit the Bill. This neces-

sitated Members applying themselves

alternately to the white paper and the

blue paper, as if they were mixing a

seidlitz powder.

"HEIRLOONS TO GO.

According to a message from Router, Am-
sterdam, the Kaiserin has given orders that

such Imperial Household gold plate and jewel-

lery as is historically valueless be handed to

the Reichsbauk." Pretoria News.

But do not be misled by the headline

into imagining that the CROWN PRINCE
is included among these "

historically
valueless

"
belongings.

" Wanted, at once, young lady (temporary),
to assist in bar and hotel generally."

Yorkshire Kvening Press.

Arrival of the helpmeet for the " tem-

porary gentleman."

SOUTHWARD.
WHEN against the window-pane tap

the fingers of the rain,

An ill rain, a chill rain, dripping
from tha,eaves,

When the farmers haul their logs
and the marsh is whisht with

fogs,
And the wind sighs like an old man,

brushing withered leaves ;

When the Summertime is gone and the

Winter creeping on,

The doleful Northern winter of snow
and sleet and hail,

Then I smell the salty brine and I see

you, ship o' mine,

Bowling through the sunshine under
all plain sail.

I can see you, Lady love, the Trade
clouds strung above,

White clouds, bright clouds, nocking
South with you ;

Like snowy lily buds are the flowery

foaming suds

That bloom about your forefoot as

you tread the meadows blue.

Oh the diamond Southern Cross ! Oh
the wheeling albatross !

Oh the shoals of silver flying-fish that

skim beside the rail !

Though my body 's in the North still

my heart goes faring forth

Bowling through the sunshine under
all plain sail.
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Outraged Player. "THERE YOU AHE ! THAT'S THE THIRD FBEE KICK HE 's GIVEN 'EM AND 'e CALLS 'ISSELF KOOTR.IL!"

A MATTER OF HEAD-LIGHT.
" ABE you coming ?

"
said Elizabeth,

in a tone that was meant to sound
both dignified and (inal.

"
No, I 'in not," I said, with less

dignity, perhaps, but more finality ;

"
1 'in comfortable."

"But I must go," pleaded Elizabeth,

suddenly changing her tactics,
" and

I do hate going out alone now it "s so

dark. I can never see where I 'm

going, and people always will knock
into me

;
I wouldn't mind groping my

own way along, but I do hate people

knocking into me."
"
Possibly," I said,

" the people
wouldn't mind groping their own way
along if you didn't continually knock
into them ; no doubt they dislike it."

"Either way," broke in the pert
voice of Madge,

" the bump is the

same."
"
Madge," I said sharply, "children

should keep their opinions until they
are asked for

;
I 've told you that

before."

A disrespectful grunt from Madge.
"
But," I continued,

" for my part I

simply cannot understand it. 1 never
find the slightest trouble in getting

about, however dark it ia. Occa-

sionally, perhaps, I have to go a little

cautiously, but people never knock into

me nor do I knock into them. Never
once

" And why ?
"
asked Madge.

"Why? Ah!" Then followed an

impressive pause, while I slowly lit a

cigarette.
" Oh," I said,

"
it "s natural

instinct, I suppose, or or subconscious

ability, perhaps, or But I can't

explain it. Some people are born with

more of that kind of thing than others.

My mind unconsciously adapts itself to

new conditions in a remarkable way ;

it always has."
" Mine doesn't," said Elizabeth ;

"and so you ought to come." Then
she added irritably,

" Or else I shall

have to carry a head-light or some-

thing of the kind."
" Ah !

"
said Madge.

" I won't have you say
'

Ah,' like

that !

"
I said. " What do you mean

by
' Ah '

?
"

"
Nothing ; only that I think I know

of a good head-light."
" Your knowledge is altogether be-

yond your years," I said quickly. I

suspected it extended to my subcon-

scious ability.
" And since you know

!
of a good head-light you had better

tell your mother about it, as J am not

going out to-night." With thai I

stamped out of the room.
I stamped upstairs. Then I cooled

it was a good deal cooler upstairs-
-

and I decided that I had been a brute.

I came down again, slowly and peni-

tently.
" If you would really like," I began,

as I entered the room.
" Mamma has gone," said Madge

quietly.

"Oh, has she?" I said heartlessly,
and settled myself in comfort once

more. A moment later I stretched

out my hand. " Please pass me my
cigarettes, Madge," I said.

" Your head-lights ?
"

said Madge.
"
They 've gone, too."

(lady) required,
drive and clean Overland car. running repaint,
careful driver, run electric light engine, and
work in garden spare time." Auto-Cur.

But surely she ought to clean the knives

and boots as well.

' '

House-boy, 5s. week ;
last boy stayed 10

"
Hunts. County .Vcicj.

Leaving, no doubt, on account of senile

decay.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
OF BULGARIA and a Bulgarian Peasant.}

Ferdinand. Halloa, there, halloa! Is anyone within

the cottage ?

Peasant (within). Who goes there so late? (Opens the

door and conies out.) Ha, my fine horseman, whence have

you come and whither are you bound ?

Ferdinand. I am on military duty of the highest import-
ance and would rest and refresh a moment before press-

ing on.

Peasant. A crust of bread and a jug of water that is all

I have, but to that you are welcome. Dismount and enter.

You can tie your horse to the post.
Ferdinand. No, do you bring the bread and water out

here to me. To tell you the truth, this is a very fierce horse,
and if I dismount I might have to waste valuable time in

mounting him again. He would be sure to prance about
and kick, and he might even injure you and your cottage.

Peasant. Fierce, is he ? Well, all I can say is that he
doesn't look fierce. See how he droops his head and pants.
You must have come fast and far.

Ferdinand. Yes, I have come fast and far and must go
still farther.

Peasant. Why are you hurrying so ?

Ferdinand. A battle is going on.

Peasant. And you are on your way to join the fighters.
Now I understand, and I say,

" Well done, my fine horse-

man, well done !" But our Bulgarians were always thus

strong fighters, glorious in their courage, men whom no-

thing could restrain when hard knocks were to be given
or taken.

Ferdinand. Yes, we are all like that.

Peasant. All except, perhaps, our CZAR FERDINAND.

They say of him that he is no great fighter ; that his cheek
turns pale and his body trembles when the guns go off.

Strange, is it not ? But of course he is no true Bulgarian.
Ferdinand. Surely you wrong him. I have heard that

he is the bravest of the brave and is always to be found
where the danger is greatest. They tell me he is indeed a
noble fighter.

Peasant. It may be so. I have never seen him and

only repeat what I have heard. But when all say the
same tjiing you may be certain there is some ground for it.

All I know is that I should not like my two sons who are

now fighting to be like that
;
and I myself, in my fights

against the Turks, did not turn pale and tremble.
Ferdinand. Different people, you know, have different

ways of showing courage. Perhaps a King may not show
it as a peasant does.

Peasant. No, no. Courage is the same everywhere, so

far at least as trembling goes. If a King runs away, would

you say he was a brave man ? Of course not.

Ferdinand. Well, I must be pressing on now.
Peasant. Where is this battle you spoke of ?

Ferdinand (pointing southward). In that direction.

Peasant. And that, of course, is the direction in which

you mean to go.
Ferdinand. By no means, I go that way (pointing

northward).
Peasant (coldly). Why?
Ferdinand. To summon reinforcements. It has not gone

well with us in the battle and we need more men.
Peasant. More men ? That is always the story. But I

cannot find out why we are fighting the Eussians, who
liberated us from the Turks, and have always been our good
friends. And now we are defeated in battle.

Ferdinand. Farewell. I cannot stay to argue it out with

you, for I must hurry on.

Peasant (calling after him). But you have not eaten your
bread or drunk your water. (To himself) He is indeed in

great haste. Perhaps it is FERDINAND himself. That nose!

Yes, it must have been he, and it may be that fear is

driving him so swiftly from the fight. If it be so he
knows now what one Bulgarian thinks of him.

THE CREED OF HAMBURG.
[German newspapers report a recent Conference of the clergy of

Hamburg to discuss "The Simplification of Beligion in the Light of

the Experiences of the War." Herr 1'astor RIESSEXBUBG, the prin-

cipal orator at the Conference, who spoke exhaustively on earlier
"
simplifications," carried his hearers with him when he declared

that the time had come for another change. "After this war there
will be no longer room in the world for the battle of dogmas and
rites. Struggles about this or that usage in conducting religious
services will bo unthinkable. The example of the front has made a

profound impression on the nation. Worship at the front is sim-

plicity itself." In conclusion the speaker looked forward to a day,
immediately after the conclusion of peace, when the last remnants of

the religions of prophets and priests will be swept from the earth, and
when what is left will be so simple and pure and essential that no
further simplification will be necessary.]

THE pastors and theologians of Hamburg have lately held

A Conference in their city, by a laudable aim impelled ;

For they recognise that religion is a disconcerting guide
And, to prove a national asset, must be thoroughly sim-

plified.

The process of simplification at the Conference outlined

Is entirely characteristic of the genial German mind
;

For it springs from the firm conviction that Fritz is always
right

That whatever is done by the fighting Hun is good in " our

old Gott's
"

sight.

The words of the priests and prophets, which human nature

stunt,
Will be swept away by the lessons derived from the men at

the Front,
And so splendid will be the product of the crucible of war
That no further simplifying will be needed any more.

The ineffectual Gospel of Love, long out of date,

Will be merged in the saner gospel of high and holy Hate,
For it's clear that a chosen people must 'stablish a world-

control,

Though it means the extermination of every alien soul.

All methods pursued by the Germans are pure and noble

and sweet,
For they are the favoured of Heaven, the universe's elite ;

But the same identical methods pursued by another race

When tried by the New Eeligion are wicked and vile and
base.

From this comfortable doctrine quite logically flows

The need of a war not only against embattled foes,

But war on women and children, on the gray and stricken

head,
War on the sick and wounded, war on the dying and dead.

So it need not excite our wonder that the pastors of

Hamburg town
Should be so extremely anxious to cast the prophets down;
For never since ancient HEROD defiled the light of the sun

Has any man worshipped the Devil so well as the modern
Hun.

"Wanted, by young person, two or three hours' scrubbing each

morning; vaults preferred." North Western Daily Mail.

We sympathise with the young person's desire for privacy

during her ablutions.
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Voice ft o:n biltiiid (to hosjntal staff lined tip for combing-out re-examination). "Now, BOYS! GOT YOVB WATEK-BOTTLES, IBOS-
RATIONS AND SMOKK HELMETS ? WELL, THEN, OVEB THE TOP AND OOOD LUCK TO TOO !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Air. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

DIXON SCOTT, a gunner subaltern, died of dysentery in

Gallipoli. Men of Letters (HoooKu AND STOUGHTON), a

volume of literary criticisms, is the best memorial his

friends could have raised to him, and no student or amateur
of modern literature should fail to read these perceptive
studies. Lei it he granted that, writing as a journalist

(chiefly for two distinguished Northern papers which often

have made our Metropolitan shoats look provincial), he ij

tempted towards a too lavish uso of bright symmetrical
labels "The guilt of Mr. Chesterton," "The innocence of

Bernard Shaw," " Tho meekness of Mr. Eudyard Kipling"
and the like. But ho always contrives to make good his

challenges, and has in an astonishing degree the qualities
of such defects as the forthright newspaper method en-

courages. 1 don't recall any other criticism as trenchant

(without the least unfriendliness) of the Adelphi sage, and
I think that even that case-hardened publicist would have
a queer thrill of the spine looking into this candid mirror.

Yet DIXON SCOTT had the critic's best gift of being able,

and evidently preferring, to find beauties instead of faults;

together with a sensitive power of analysis most rare in so

young a writer. An admirable note on Mr. GRANYILU',

BARKER'S plays should do something to draw attention to

the deeper gilts of that entarprising actor-producer. Other
studies are as valuable: of Mrs. MKYNELL, of Mr. WELLS,
of Mr. HKN.NKTT and of Mr. C. E. MONTAGUK. Praise

from the discreet MAX the "Beau Beerbohm
"

of one of

the labels prefaces this volume. We have lost a critic of

letters who would have done finer work. But he "
filled

his space" admirably; and could there be better epitaph
for a journalist or a soldier ? Hail and farewell !

Yet another War book a small one and unique amongst
its fellows in that it is devoted wholly to what one might
call after-effects; in other words to ths experiences of an

officer, that same cheery and engaging young gentleman
whom you may already know by his pen-name of " Platoon

Commander," after the wound that ended With my Regi-
ment had brought him to Hospital Days ((JNWIN). I hope
you will not be alarmed .into thinking that a book with such

a title must bo morbid or depressing. A greater error could

not bo made. The 'picture on the cover, of a jovial soul in

khaki, with crutches, a cigarette, and an expansive smile,

is delightfully typical of the contents; and though, to be

sure, the author does inevitably and intentionally bring the

scent of iodine into his pages, he brings also, far more, the

atmosphere of good-humour and rest-after-toil that one
will always associate with the memory of war-hospitals and

convalescent homes. The high spirit of the little book ia of

the most refreshing quality. You will hardly read a page
without a smile ; while some of the author's stories (notably
the famous practical joke about the Bond Street shop and
the safety razors, which I fear is almost too good to be

true) must move to actual laughter. But of course behind

the laughter there is always another feeling: and it is

j
just because of this that I think " Platoon Commander "

has deserved well of English wives and mothers for his
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heartening picture of what is being done to rob war of on earth for them to do but to philander around, kissing or
one at least of its terrors. There is certainly far more than !

running away with other people's husbands and wives ?

half-a-crown's worth of encouragement in it. I

" Oh, wasteful woman!" Not that there is truly very

!

much background or 1914, the one being pretty well con-
You have not, I presume, forgotten Rose Cottingham,

about whose childhood and education Miss NETTA SYRETT
told us, not long ago, in a fat book filled with all those

intimacies of detail that are the delight of our modern
Balzacs. A good book, I remember thinking, and a clever,

if perhaps of slightly too full a habit. Anyhow, its inevit-

able successor has just arrived in Ease Cottiiigham Married

(UNWIN), which conducts the heroine from the moment
when we parted company down to the present. I have
much enjoyed reading it, though I should certainly call the

story unequal. The first part, which depicts Hose (who,

you may remember, had just published her first novel)

entering as a mild lioness the artistic London of the early
nineties, is unusually vivid and entertaining ; later, when
her marriage with the Socialist Labour-leader, John Daring,
has been followed by disil-

lusion, the spirit of the
book seems to wane a little

as in sympathy with its

theme. But the picture of
j

what is recognisably the

"Yellow Book" (here called \

the "Purple") period is, if

sometimes a trifle malicious,
so real that one suspects
not without reason a frag-
ment of autobiography. And
at the end, when you have
waded through some chap-
ters that I found rather
more than a little dull, you
will be rewarded with the
real beauty of Rose's re-

lations towards her son,
and a climax that is both

moving and sincere. Rose

having now been carried

forward, like a banking
account, to the year 1916,
the next volume about her
should be prophetic. I

should rather like Miss
SYRETT to try this. By the

way, perhaps she will for-

fined to a geographical statement and an occasional political

paragraph, while the other is simply concerned with some
volunteering on the last page and a prophetic instinct or
two in regard to a future home-coming a sufficiently

ingenuous way of securing a happy ending. The bulk of

the book is philandering pure and simple, and the tragedy
of it is that, while it bears no relation to any actual or
desirable state of life, the amount of good writing put into

it, after a few muddy opening chapter's, is considerable.

THE DIFFICULTY OF KEEPING IN FRONT.

Sympathetic Lady Friend. "WHAT'S THE MATTER, BILLY?"
Advanced Artist. "OH, IT'S MOST DISCOURAGING ! I HEARD

TO-DAY THAT THERE 's A NEW SOCIETY CALLING THEMSELVES ' THE
POST - VORTICIST WAVE-CREST NIHILISTS:' THEY'VE JUST SPRUNG
AN EXHIBITION ON THE PUBLIC WITH A PREFACE TO THEIR CATA-
LOGUE IN WHICH I 'M BUNCHED ALONG WITH THAT OBSOLETE CROWD
THE FUTURISTS AS A HOPELESS BACK NUMBER

Princess Marie-Jose's Children's Hook (CASSELL) has, as

Mrs. HADEN GUEST, the editor, tells us, been published
" to

help the babies of brave Belgium." Not in the occupied
part of Belgium, but in the villages behind the Allies'

firing-line, where there are many children dependent upon
practical sympathy for food
and clothing. Whatever its

merit, one would not criti-

cise too closely a volume
dedicated to such a cause
as this, but, knowing that

the children for whom it

is intended are harder to

please than I am, I tried the
book on a mother of five. I

do not propose to repeat
what she thought of one
celebrated author's effort to

write for children, but I

can say that her verdict as

a whole was the same as

mine extremely favour-

able. Names, in fact, do
not here belie their repu-
tations, whether they be-

long to authors or artists.

I should like to add that

I have seldom seen a book

designed with charitable

intent where the pictures
were chosen with so ex-

cellent a discrimination.

The price of the volume is

half-a-crown, and with two

give me for mentioning that no Rugby boy would call a clear consciences I commend it warmly to your notice,

meal a " tuck in." On application I shall be happy to

supply the correct idiom.

The Shadow Riders (LANE) were, primarily at any rate,

two, man and woman, who passed through some of the

stages between acquaintanceship and love while dawdling
on horseback across the pleasant plains of Alberta. The title

is agreeable and so is the clever drawing on the paper cover
that does more than the text to explain its meaning ;

but if

from that you imagine that ISABEL PATEHSON'S latest story
is a simple idyll of the newer West you are going to be

quickly undeceived. Neither is it, as the publisher's note

suggests, a tale stuffed full of that strenuous toil with which
the glorifiers of Canada are wont to stir the sluggish pulse
of old effete Europe meaning you and me. Can you
imagine anything more futile than that a clever writer
should present to you no fewer than four people whom it is

a pleasure to meet, endow them with real live personality,
set them against a background of the eternal prairies in a

period concluding with August, 1914, and then find nothing |

< There were no official scratchings to-day." Evening Paper.

I find it easier to sympathise with Helen Caniper, the

heroine of E. H. YOUNG'S Moor Fires (MURRAY), than to

understand her. Under stress of circumstances (including
her sister, a minx of minxes) she gives up the right man,
Dr. Zebedee Mackenzie, and undertakes to marry the wrong
one. It is the old story of a craving for self-immolation,

indulged at the cost of everybody's comfort. Fortune cor-

rects the lady's error so far as to make her a widow, but by
this time her nerves are so shattered that Zebedee would
be well-advised to call in a specialist before returning to his

original idea of marrying her. The author's theme is com-

pact ; we are never taken beyond the small circle of the

Canipers and the eerie atmosphere of the moor that hems
them in. Queer folk, but rather lovable.

A Peaceful Celebration.

"Mr. and Mrs. have just celebrated their diamond wedding,
having been married in November, 1856.
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CHARIVARIA.
Iirmxr. the course of the Marconi

case last week a learned Counsel was
told by the Bench that ho must he

polite to the witnesses. The War has

brought many changes, but sureK tins

attack- upon the traditional prero;
of an honourable profession is going
too far.

:;

. *

Si line doubt still exists as to whether

the price of ne\\ spupors should be raised

or not, and the suggestion has hen
made that, only those journals shall be

permitted to make the increase which

are prepared to give away a Cabinet

Minister with each issue.

*.,
*

The Tottenham Council has refused

to grant a licence for slaughtering
horses for food. It is felt that in

view of the new restrictions upon the

amount which officers may spend upon
their meals any attempt to place a new

delicacy upon the market is foredoomed
to failure.

I
"*

" The possessor of a copy of our

Atlas," says The Daily Telegraph, "is

prepared for any emergency." Then

perhaps he will kindly tell the Allies

tyhat to do with TINO.
* *

In some suburbs of Germany, says
an Exchange Telegram, grocers are not

allowed to sell soap unless the pur-
chaser can prove, by showing what is

left of the previous packet, that he really
needs it. If nothing is left of the previous

packet he just shows the grocer his neck.

From a contemporary's biography
of Mr. AHQOITH :

" 1894. Invented the

phrase
'

Ploughing the sands.'
"

It is

our recollection that the phrase was

actually coined by Q. H. FLACCUS, the

Member for West Tusculum.
* %
*

According to an Exchange telegram
the neutral countries are preparing to

exercise joint pressure to restrain Ger-
man frightfulness. We doubt if it will

be as effective as Oesophagus pressure,
which we shall continue to exercise as

heretofore.
x, *

A ten-year-old boy recently arrested

at Brentford was found to be in posses-
sion of a full housebreaker's equipment.
Yet there are those who prate about

protecting the infant industries that

the War has brought into being.
* *

~',~

Soldiers are not now permitted to

wear mufti in any club of less than

twenty-five years' standing. The alter-

native of requiring the mufti to be of

twenty-live years' standing would seem

V.T.C. Recruit (trho lias joined under Tribunal compulsion).
" On, I SAY, SERGEANT.

IF I COME TO THE PLATOON' WHIST-DRIVE WILL IT COUNT AS A DRHX?"

to be more in keeping with the spirit

of the War. *
*

Last week the first illuminated hat

an innovation intended to overcome the

dangers of our darkened streets made
its appearance in London. What we

really want, of course, is more illu-

minated heads.
..,

,

;

,

Officials earning seven pounds a week
have asked the \Villesden Council for a

War bonus. Probably a shilling a day
and some nice khaki clothes would keep
them quiet.

'

It will be a long time," says The

before a (ierman Prince

comes to this country for a bride and a

dowry." What is the use of trying to

encourage the Volunteers when this sort

of thing is allowed to get into print?

" SCHOOL required for boy of 12. Sent home
from last School. Apply, stating punishments
given, to E. D. 265, Church Tinies."

If the advertiser should fail to get what
he wants in England we daresay a

telegram to " VON BISSINI;, Belgium,"
would procure him some useful in-

formation.

VOL. CLI.
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ON A DISTANT VIEW OF THE PRESENT
CHANGE.

As IT STRIKES CERTAIN PEOPLE SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE.

[At this critical stage of the War, when there is talk, none too soon,
of organising the whole strength of the country, it may be well to note

the statement, made without adverse comment by the Liberal Press,
that certain Liberal ex-Ministers refused to place their services at the

disposal of the man whom the KING invited to take up the burden of

Government.]

ALTHOUGH this crisis which has just occurred

Mere soldiers mayn't presume to understand,
It almost looks as if at last you 'd heard

That we 've a war on hand.

Thank God, we keep no politicians here;

Fighting 's our game, not talking ; all we ask

Is men and means to face the coining year
And consummate our task.

Give us the strongest leaders you can find,

Tory or Liberal, not a toss care we,
So they are swift to act and know their mind

Too well to wait and see.

We want them resolute and fit and few,

Men clean of party taint, and consecrate

By the pure vow of chivalry to do

High service to the State.

Such there have been in whom we held belief,

Thrice proven in the searching test they bore;

Loyal to England first ; who loved their chief,

But loved their country more.

Yet are there ugly tales of trust abused ;

Of some that, careless though the Cause were checked,

Pleading a lesser loyalty, refused

Aid to the KINO'S Elect.

Short shrift would these have had out here to-day,
For here with such as falter in the fight,

Or shirk at duty's post, we have a way
Sudden and not polite.

You talk of England organised to win?
Well, let example come from those who lead.

How should the rest be schooled in discipline
If these should fail at need? O. S.

FOOD CONTROL.
Philberry Godge had readied the dessert stage of an

excellent repast when the newcomer entered the restaurant.

Habitues of the Bonanza resent the intrusion of strangers,
and Philberry creased his brows into a frown of grave
displeasure.
The newcomer, a soberly dressed official-looking man,

was in no wise abashed. He glanced imperiously round the

tables, and, following his look, Philberry was surprised to

seo a lady, in shell pink Georgette, furtively slip a portion
of pSche Melba under her chair, while her companion
"vanished" a half-consumed marron glace up the sleeve

of his faultlessly-cut evening coat.

Hippolyte, the head waiter, was arranging a food-poem
for a party of three elderly epicures. Hippolyte in the

throes of composition was always impressive, but as he
moved away the stranger beckoned him unceremoniously,
indicated his tablets with a gesture, and struck a vigorous
pencil mark through several of the items.

"Anything saved from the wreck, Hippy?" anxiously
inquired one of the party as Hippolyte returned.

Hippolyte uplifted a tragic eyebrow and two despairing
palms.

" De turtle soup ees gone, de venison ees demol-
ished, and de fruit compote ees annihilated !

"
But "

his

voice rose to a lyrical note of joy
" we haf saved de

fried sole, de fricassee, de ices and do fromage."
An expression of relief dawned on the faces of the party.

"Try and smuggle in a double portion of fried sole, Hippy,"
said one of the gentlemen hoarsely, behind his hand.

Hippolyte nodded like a conspirator. It was all very
strange to Philberry ,

who re-aimed the peeling of his apple
in a whirl of perplexity. Suddenly the stranger swooped
down on him and, producing a small measuring gauge
from his pocket, applied it to the pendant peel.

"
Three-sixty-fourths of an inch thick !

"
ho said sharply.

"You are getting perilously near the limit. Oblige me by
using a sharper knife."

"Why what!" stammered Philberry. "Who the

deuce ?"
"
Kindly place your peel in the receptacle provided for

it," he said. " It makes excellent apple jelly. Do you
mean to say you don't know who I am ?

"

" I 've been away for some weeks," said Philberry lamely.
" That accounts for it. Well, I 'm the Food Waste

Inspector from the Economy Department. I have no end
of trouble limiting the meals in these smart restaurants.

The proprietors say that the customers order the food,
and they daren't offend 'em by refusing to serve 'em.

Expect we shall have to make an example of one or two
of them. Now, for instance, may I inquire what you
have had for dinner ?

"

Philberry was suddenly aware that Hippolyto was

making violent gesticulations behind the Inspector's back.
" I had some clear soup," lie said.

Hippolyte's signals of distress grew painfully wild.
" And a little halibut."

"And "
encouraged the Inspector.

" And nossings else !

"
broke in Hippolyte excitedly.

Eccollections of a plump and tender chicken, crisp cutlets,

and seductive chocolate pudding with exquisite sauce

passed through Philberry 's memory, but there was no

resisting Hippolyte's appeal.
" And nothing else," he echoed. "

Excepting, of course,"
he added magnanimously,

" this apple."
" Excellent !

"
said the Inspector.

" I wish everyone was
as frugal. But I must be going."

"
Hippolyte," said Philberry,

" my bill."

Hippolyte approached reluctantly. He tried to catch

Philberry 's eye, but that gentleman was engaged in earnest

conversation with the Inspector.
"
Soup, one shilling," ho wrote. "

Fish, two shillings."
A pause.

"
Dessert, sixpence." A longer pause. "Total "-

he cast one last despairing look at Philberry
" three-and-

sixpence."
' And sixpence for yourself makes four shillings," said

Philberry pleasantly.
" An excellent and very reasonable

dinner. Good night." And ho walked out with the Inspector.

Hippolyte sank down in a chair and fanned himself

feebly with a dinner-napkin.

" COMFORTABLE Lodgings for young Man (elderly)."

Northampton Daily Chronicle.

Elderlv young man, beware ! This looks like a trap baited

by the War Of'iice.

"The ex-Premier [M. Yenizolos] has warned King Constantino in

terms of arctic exactitude . . ." Gfatiamstmvn Journal (South Africa).

We were half afraid that a coldness would sooner or later

occur between these two.
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WHAT ENGLAND DID NOT "EXPECT."

SHADE OF NELSON. " IN WHAT ACTION DID YOU GET THOSE WOUNDS, MY MAN ?
"

BLUE JACKET. " DEMONSTRATION AT ATHENS, SIR,"

NELSON. "DID OUR FLEET GIVE 'EM HELL?"

BLUE JACKET. "OH NO, SIR. I'M TOLD THEY'RE NEUTRALS."
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THE INCORRIGIBLES AGAIN.
" BIT OP LUCK WE WEREN'T SENT TO EGYPT. HEAR IT'S A BOTTEN PLACE ALL DUST AH' HEAT AND SNAKES AND THINGS."

THE WATCH DOGS.
LIII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, This weather
deserves a page to itself. I fancy that

the Clerk, or the Assistant or Deputy
Clerk as the case may be, has really
been stretching himself this time, just
to show what he can do. Men no

longer look at his production through
a window, say a few well-chosen words
about it and return to their armchairs

by the fire. They live with it and in

it and on it. From first thing in the

morning (a thing you 've probably never

met, Charles) till the last thing at night
and from last thing at night till first

thing in the morning your modern

fighting man associates himself person-

ally and permanently with the cur-

rent weather. This has required some

adaptability and mobility on his part

lately, for the recent assortment can

only be described as "the rich mixed."

Every taste is catered for, except that

of fanciful people who seek for summer
out of season. Would you be braced

by a nice fresh wind from the East,
hollow ground ? Sunday is your day.
Would you have a dozen hours or so

cold douche, without the tiresome et-

cetera of soap and towels ? Your tap

will run gratis all Monday. Would

you be stiffened by something racy
from the North with a smack of snow
about it ? Tuesday will supply the

stiffening. Next, what about a nice

vapour bath? Wednesday will supply
that, and so that you needn't remove

your clothes to get the benefit of the

vapour. On Thursday yon can he at the

North Pole, on Friday at the bottom of

the Dead Sea, and on Saturday you can

enjoy a complete resumd of the whole
week's weather, with a hailstorm and a

hurricane thrown in for bonus. And all

the while the fireworks go on, in case

you might feel neglected just for the

want of some thunder and lightning.
It has been said that words fail to

do justice to this business, but that is

only from the point of view of the de-

scriptive artist. For those who choose
and use their words for their own selfish

ends and immediate satisfaction, there

has not been an entire want. A word
has been provided for this War as a

comfort or a remedy for that tired

feeling. It has a thousand applications,
six letters and no meaning. It carries

weight. It is a word no gentleman
would lay his tongue to, though there

has been an occasion (at least, I think

so
;

I 'm trying to remember) when

it fell out of my own mouth. No,
Charles, I 'm sorry to say, it isn't even
" damned." Whatever it is, however,

,
this War simply couldn't have been

! managed without it.

Not essentially a term of endearment
in itself, the degree of its use might
tempt the sentimental idealist to hope
that, once this struggle is finished, we
shall all combine to make an end for

ever of all persons and things military.
That would be a mistaken hope ;

I

; note, in fact, ominous signs of a rap-

\prochement between the born-military
and the born-civilian element out here ;

a dangerous tendency to fraternize.

Old soldiers (of the "
Established,

1867
"

type) have sunk so low as to

have a sneaking affection for young
Something - in - the -

City ; presumably
wise and practical men of business,

whom you would have thought old

enough to know better, admit in whis-

pers and with a blush that they see

some sense after all in the military
method. I have heard the most in-

dividualist section of the proletariat
wonder aloud if that once advertised

and cherished M.P. of theirs did, for

all his rich profusion of promises, take
! as much real interest in the minutest

details of their personal welfare as does
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"YOU'LL BE GLAD TO BEAU WHAT I'M DOING NOW. I'M IS THE IjTTELLIOENCE DEPARTMENT.'

"GOOD GRACIOCSl AND DO YOU HATE TO BE IHTELLIOEHT ALL THE TIME?"

now their grim and silent and six-letter

Brigadier? Suppose, Charles, for one
breathless moment just suppose, that

we elected our General Officers Com-
manding. I can hear our candidate

addressing us on the eve of the poll:
"
Officers, Non-Commissioned Officers

and Men, I see before me the most

unruly, unkempt, untidy, and (will you
stop shuffling your feet ?

) altogether
inefficient collection of nondescripts
I ever remember to have set eyes on.

If, foi' my sins, I 'm put at the head
of you, I can guarantee you a busy and
troublous time till you have changed.
For the future, I should advise you, if

you elect me, to get into my way of

thinking as quickly as you can and
act up to it. For the present I will

listen to no questions and give no
answers . . . You may dismiss." And,

having saluted and dismissed and
labelled him with the right epithet, and

imputed to him every personal failing,

and prayed for him every conceivable

misfortune, we should vote for him

ton.

Talking of politicians and soldiers, I

promised you a later episode in the

career of Second-Lieutenant Mclver,
that once riotous partisan of all Tory-
causes. I told you how he learnt

discipline, but I did not mean you to upon Mclver's carburetter, engine, igni-

suppose that all the original sin had

gone out of him. The last time I

saw him his battalion was at rest and
i he had had a day off, to go amongst
the civilised. Moreover he had the sole

use of a car, returning empty, for the

tion, gears and all that was Mclver's,
that ha left the Olympian standing.

In the sixth place it developed in the

Olympian an extreme wrath at being
himself surpassed by a mere subaltern ;

and in the seventh place it selected for

homeward journey. So he found him- ! its Olympian a man who was not only,

self, having fed like a lord and bathed in the present, a temporary military
in hot water like a prince, trundling Olympian, but had also been in the past
home in a private motor like a king, a great Radical politician. Heaven
Never one of those giants who refresh

themselves with wine, he gets all the

stimulant he wants from life in general.

He found it at this moment quite

intoxicating, and the wildest part of his

inner soul called for an outlet. Heaven
smiled upon him

;
it was his day.

in fact appeared to be going right out

of its way to satisfy Mclver's utmost
desires.

In the eighth place it so fulfilled the

Olympian with rage that when at last

he overtook Mclver at his destination

r _. he drew up alongside and embarked
In the first place Heaven blessed

, upon an argument with him ; and in

him with a chauffeur not unambitious the ninth and last and best place of all,

in the matter of speed, and in the
|
it put the Ofympian in the wrong from

second place it put another car on his the start, because, by regulation, he

road for him to overtake.
j

had no business to be driving his car

In the third place it so arranged that ! at all, as Heaven took care to inform

the rival car was being driven by a real
j

Mclver by the mouth of his chauffeur

red Olympian in person. Heaven was during the race.

indeed lavish that day, for this is a

phenomenon I have never yet seen,
much less dared to overtake.

I n t lie fourth place it possessed the

with the spirit of com])eii

It was at the point of contact that

I happened to be, and I watched the

argument. The Olympian, according
to his inner nature, spoke with heat

and for immediate effect, touching

tion, but in the fifth place it so smiled : upon a number of hitherto unknown
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laws which made it a misdemeanour
for anybody to overtake anybody else

on the road, and a capital crime for a

Second Lieutenant to do it to an

Olympian. MeTver said nothing, not

oven with reference to the more definite

law about cars being driven only by
their chauffeurs. Only too plainly he

was reserving his defence for judicial

proceedings before such disciplinary

authority a? the Olympian might care

to invoke, knowing full well, and well

knowing that the Olympian know full

well, that there weren't going to -be

any judicial proceedings, and no dis-

ciplinary authority in this world .was
ever going to hear of the matter. In

a word, Mclver did in fact what we
all pretend from time to time to have

done; ho just looked at his adversary.
If you ever come to doubt the real

existence out here of our happy war-

riors, get hold of Mclver and hear him
tell how first ho fought, and then ho

bathed, fed, travelled speedily, raced

an Olympian and left him nowhere,
downed all Radical dialectics with a

look, and then went on fighting.
Yours ever, HENRY.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.)

VI.

RUSHY GREEN.
THE banks are rushy green,
The banks are rushy, green-,

And steep enough and deep ^enough to

hide a Runaway Queen !

Hang your crown on a rush,
Hide your shoes in the brush,

Paddle your feet in the water sweet,

you never will be seen.

The hanks are rushy green,
The banks are rushy green,

Put your crown and slippers on, and
don't say where you've been.

VII.

EARL'S COURT AND BARON'S COURT.

Earls court

With knee bent low,
Barons court

With a kiss and a blow.
I dropped a curtsey to the Earl

;

I 'm the Baron's lady, 0.

Cv^rdoing
1

it.

"Hubert Taylor, forty-one, was sent to

prison for fourteen days at Newcastle yester-

day for seeking exemption by the production
of a birth certificate with 1876 altererl to 187."

Morning Paper.

An "Inclusive" Bargain?
"ABOUT 20 doz. only of 's Muslin

Pinafores, all soiled factory samples, but dirt

cheap." Southern Daily Mail.

WARS OF THE PAST.

(As recorded in the Press of the period)

m.

From " The Sparta Spatchcock."

CRUSHING DEFEAT AT THERMOPYLAE.

HELLENE ARMY ANNIHILATED.

"A DISORDERLY BABBLE."

(Special to "The Sparta Spatchcock.")

WOULD to Zeus I had never seen
this day ! The Army has been annihi-

lated. It is now as I believe I am
the first to inform you a mere dis-

orderly rabble.

It is impossible to glean any details

of the tragedy. Apparently as was

naturally to be expected we encount-
ered the overwhelmingly superior forces

of the enemy and suffered the inevitable

consequences. Incredihly deluded by
the effete superstition of the invinci-

bility of Hellene arms, in face of the

whole science of modern war, which
shows that nowadays numbers, and
numbers only, count, we have had at

the first shock a tragic awakening.
As the rumours of the debacle spread,

and as later I watched the first broken
remnants of our miserable force strag-

gling South, I thought bitterly of the

disregarded warnings of the last ten

years, during which Persia has been

making the most immense military

preparations, plainly destined- for use

against the Hellenes, and merely wait-

ing for the most favourable moment to

attack us. Meanwhile wo have done

notlung. Those who pleaded for an

army of defence on the continental

scale have been' shouted down, while

even in Sparta itself we have allowed
-and apparently still allow nothing

to interfere with our sacred Games.
And this is the result. The huge

Persian war -machine, magnificently
oi'ganixed and equipped, is pounding in

pursuit and everywhere sweeping irre-

sistibly onwards. Nothing that we can

bring into the field for many months
can hope to stand against them. Athens
must fall. And afterwards ....

From " The Lacedamon Leader." .

Now that we have at last received

the oflicial report of what will, no doubt,
be known as the Battle of Thermopylae
and the subsequent successful retire-

ment of the Hellenes southwards, we are

able supplementing our still scanty
information with details from the letters

of combatants which have appeared in

our columns to put a definite value
on the deliberately scaremongering ac-

count with which the special corre-

spondent of a contemporary was per-
mitted to shock the country.
What was it thai we were told in

that infamous "Would to Zeus" article?

The army of the Hellenes had been

annihilated; nothing but "a disorderly
rabble" was left; the Persians had
carried all before them, etc., etc. And
the writer concluded, of course, with
his usual admiration of the methods
of the enemy and insults to his country-
men, concerning which we are content
to say at the moment that we are still

unregcnorate enough to prefer small

highly trained contingents like those of

the Hellenes, every man of which has
his heart in the business, to the pressed
hordes of the Persians, who have to be
driven into battle with the whip.
The whole truth is in his haste to

vilify his countrymen even the possi-

bility of it seems never to have occurred
to the writer of the Spatchcock article

that Thermopylae was not, rightly
considered, a defeat at all. It was a

long and desperate defensive against
enormous odds, during which the "con-

temptible little army
"

of the Hellenes

(which, in the opening stages of the

engagement, XERXES scornfully deputed
his Guards the so-called "Immortals"

to wipe out) for three days kept the

entire force of the Persians at bay, and
then only retired because, as the report

says,
" the enemy had worked round

our flank and it became necessary to

safeguard the retreat of the army."
The majority got clean away in good
order, covered by the devoted Spartan
remnant, which, in accordance with
our proud traditions, remained to die

gloriously on the field of battle.

"Surrender be d d !

"
LEONIDAS is

reported to have said in reply to a

Persian offer. " The Spartans die but

never surrender." And, not content

merely to stave off the enemy attack

to the last possible moment, he even
led his men in a desperate counter-

offensive, as gallant and devoted as

any of which we have record.

We quote but one sample of the

magnificent spiritt displayed by our

men throughout this trying operation.

_0ne of them a typical hoplite was
told (no doubt by a gentleman of the

same kidney as the writer of the

Spatchcock article) that the Persians

were so numerous that their arrows
would conceal the sun. "

Swelp me,

Zeus," was the ready if somewhat
irreverent retort,

" I 'm glad to 'ear it.

We can do without ole Apollo in a 'ot

scrap like this "ere."

Not only is the Hellene army not

annihilated, it has fought what is

at least a drawn battle, extricated itself

from a peculiarly difficult situation,

and remains intact, ready to give battle

at its own time, on its own ground.
The Persians are as far off as ever

from that crushing victory which is
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necessitated both by UK; personal pride
of XKHXKS and the exigencies of their

strategical posit ion.
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',! \\c beg leave to think

that public iipinioii \\ill do justice to

t he brilliant achievement of I,r.o\m\s

and his men, and will not permit it

lightly to lie forgotten.

A GREAT MAN.
" You know, Wormald," said my old

house - master, "you've changed. I

don't think 1 should have recognised

you in the street."
"
Khaki," said I laconically.

" Be-

sides, it's the best part of some time

since I 've been able to visit the old

place. Seven years, to be exact. 1 've

devoted the interval to becoming the

'sadder and wiser man' of the moral

stories. Hence the change."
"
Well,"siiid Mr. Marshall, "of coarse

you '11 find the place changed, too. It 's

bigger, for one tiling. Three new houses,

a library and a speech-hall since you
left. But I think you '11 find nearly
all the masters are old friends ; most
of the youngsters who joined us after

your time are fighting, you see, and we
old 'uns are left to carry on."

" I must trot round and look 'em

up."

"They '11 all be out on the field watch-

ing the match. Come along."
When we reached the football ground

there they all were, very little altered.

Those who had formerly been grey were
now white, that was all. I went up to

Allan, once the terror and the plague
of my life.

" Good afternoon, Sir," said I politely.
He peeved at me.
"Er good afternoon," ho said un-

certainly.
" You don't know me," I challenged

him.

"Certainly I do. You're er Nes-
bit,"

" No. Wormald."
" Of course, of course. Stupid of me.

Why, only the other day I was won-

dering what had become of you . . ."

We gossiped a bit.
"
Hallo, there's Mr. Markham," said

I, breaking off.

Markham looked hard at me.
" I remember you very well," he re-

marked thoughtfully, "as a peculiarly

prominent thorn in my flesh. I can't

quite get your name, but it began with

a ' P '

and you were in Aitchison's

house."
"
Marshall's," I corrected.

" All. In that case your name be^aii

with a '

W,'
"
he said with conviction.

"Worthington? No, Wells? No
er

"

" Wormald," 1 said.

^r

First Neighbour. "An 1 WOT DID YOU s'v?"

Second ditto. "I KEP' ME DIGNITY, 51ns. 'ARRIS. '/;<;." I KKX, AH' SWEP' OUT."

" To be sure. I shall forget my own
name next."

Belgrave was the next. He remem-
bered me perfectly (by the name ofj

Sinclair). Henderson took me for one
i

Peters, who had been my sworn foe
|

and hated rival. McLeocl, a canny I

Scot, sedulously avoided using any !

name at all, and tried to convey the :

impression that as a matter of course

he knew all about me. It was pain-

fully obvious, however, that he hadn't

the slightest idea who I was. Barely
seven years ago I had been prominent
in the thoughts of them all, and already i

I \\ as buried generations deep in their

minds. The only one who recognized

me- was the Head, and he didn't count

because I hod written beforehand to

tell him I was coming.
At last the game came to an end.

Feeling about seventy years of age I

doddered off, like a ghost from a for-

gotten age, to visit some of my old

haunts. As I entered the main school

building some of my lost youth was

miraculously restored to me by the

sight of Old Tom, chief factotum and

odd-job man on the school staff, still

going about his duties with apparently
not a hair changed.
Even in my day his tale of years had

been reputed to have reached three

figures, and now here he was, looking
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CHEER-O!
" JUST RUN UP AD CALL YOUR FATHER AGAIN, DEAR. TELL HIM BREAKFAST WiLL BE COLD, THE LETTERS HAVE COME, TWO

BILLS AND A KOTICE FROM THE TRIBUNAL, AND A CRISIS IN THE NEWSPAPER, AND I'M NOT QUITE SURE ABOUT HIS EGG."

not a day older than &'hundred-Und-
one, Nowhere but in the unhasting
monotony of the educational life could

he have thus cheated the years.
"Afternoon, Tom," I said as I passed

him. He touched his cap.
"Good afternoon, Mr. Worrnald, Sir,"

he quavered. . . .

Truly a great man !

'POY CANNOT LIVE ON 30s."

Evening Neirs.

Then why not pay him more? His
cartoons are well worth it.

"He listened patiently and kindly, said he
would do what he could, and, inserting his

rigTit hand in his right-hand trouser'pocUet,

produced a pound note and a shilling."

Edinburgh Krcniny. News.

If he had inserted his left hand in his

right-hand trouser-pocket the exploit
would have been better worth recording.

"My congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. H.
, upon the celebration on the 12th inst.

of the anniversary of their 51st wedding."
Provincial Paper.

Marriage is often an accident, but in

this case it appears to have become a
disease.

"THE SILVER SHIP."

OF beautiful Franco the poets sing,
Where here to-day I 'in soldiering ;

But mcst of the places I 've visited thus
Are spoilt by Germans or spoilt by us.

The roads are dusty, the inns are mean,
And dark and draughty and far from

clean
;

Doubtless the Germans, who "got there

'first;

Looted the best and left the worst.

For the cider's sour and the wine is bad,
And of good clean water there 's none

to be had
;

And as for the beer, 'tis a mixture pale
Of nine parts water and one part ale.

But I know an inn of the good old kind,
Where a creaking signboard swings in

the wind,
With a little loVv doorway upon the quay
And a crazy ladder right down to the sea.

There 's a crimson curtain abaft the door
And clean sweet sawdust along the rloor,

A broad - shelved mantel of smoke-
stained oak,

And pewter tankards for thirsty folk.

And many a skipper has raised to his lip
The foaming cup of " The Silver Ship,"
And many a weather-defying salt

Has blessed the maltster who vatted

the malt.

And if you enter and pay your score

(As I mean to do when I 'm back once

more)
And sit and listen and drink your beer

Many marvellous tales you '11 hear.

And when the telling at last is done,
And homeward the guests steal one by

one,
You '11 thank the Lord for the men that

sail,

But most you '11 thank Him for English
ale.

You will seize your stick with a steady

For one is drunk at "The Silverno

Ship,"
And be in your bed by half-past ten,

Like all good sailors and Christian men.

Of beautiful France the poets sing,
But were I Prince of Everything,
And Lord High Admiral of the Sea,
" The Silver Ship

"
were enougli for me.
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..

A NON-PARTY MANDATE.
JOHN 1U..I,. -I J)()NT CARE WHO LEADS THE COUNTRY SO LONG AS UK LEADS IT

TO VICTORY."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, December <ith. Proceedings
in the House of Commons were over-

shadowed by the announcement in the

Press that the Government was under-

going the process of " alterations and

repairs."

Question-time passed amid a buzz of

conversation. Members hardly noticing
what took place. Still a faint laugh
rewarded Mr. LYNCH'S sarcastic request
for an assurance that whatever hap-

pened in Greece the dynasty would be

preserved ; and an equally faint

eheer followed Mr. HARCOUKT'S

refusal, on economic grounds, to

plant potatoes in Hyde Park.

When at last the time arrived

for the PRIME MINISTER to make
his statement he led up to it with

his customary skill. Mr. DILLON
had asked for the name of the
" Food Dictator." Mr. ASQUITH

replied, somewhat 'sharply, that

no such person existed, and added,
" I do not like the word ' Dicta-

tor.'
"

The KING, he went on to

ay, had approved of the recon-

struction of the Government, but

questions of personnel had better

be deferred "until that process is

if it is completed," arid pro-
ceeded to move that the House
should adjourn till Thursday. Mr.
DILLON preferred Monday, in

order that Irish Members might
be able to seek inspiration from
their native soil; and was sup-

ported by Mr. DEVLIN, who
plaintively asked,

" What is the

good of keeping us hanging round
London ?

"
but did not specify

whereabouts in Ireland he would
like to hang.

Replying to these objections
Mr. ASQUITH said he was ready
to leave the date of the ad-

jpurnment to the sense of the

House, but took occasion to observe
that whatever changes were made in

the Government there would be " no

departure in any shape or form
from the policy we have announced
and pursued since the beginning of

the War." Few, if any, of the Mem-
bers who cheered this pronouncement
foresaw that twenty-four hours later

Mr. ASQUITH would have ceased to

be Prime Minister.

Before retiring for its little holiday
the House accomplished two or three

useful pieces of work. It passed the

Pensions Bill for one thing, in spite of

an eleventh-hour attempt by a few
Members to turn it upside-down again

by establishing a non-political Board
in place of the proposed Ministry.
Mr. HENDERSON successfully pointed

out that the House had deliberately
|

decided for the appointment of a single

Minister, who could he hanged, drawn !

and quartered if things went wrong.
'

His complacency in reciting these penal
terrors may have been due to a con- ;

sciousness that, owing to the new turn

of events, he himself was unlikely to

ho the victim.

Tuesday, December 5th. Except on
rare occasions I have not noticed any
overwhelming desire on the part of the

general public to listen to the delihera-
'

I

tions of the House of Lords
;
nor have

THE MAN WITH A PUNCH.

I observed that the presence of a few

reporters has prevented noble orators

on occasion from speaking their minds
with embarrassing frankness. Still,

there are some peers who desire even

greater privacy and freedom than they

enjoy at present, and on their behalf

Lord MIDLETON inquired whether there

would be any difficulties in the way of

holding a secret session on Thursday.
Lord CREWE intimated that he would

have been delighted in the ordinary
course to take part in such a debate.

The only drawback to it was that for

the moment Ministers were in a state

of suspended animation, and could not

therefore tell the House any secrets.

At the invitation of Lord SALISBURY,

however, he then and thero imparted
such information as he possessed regard-

ing the outrages in Athens. Persons
on the brink of dissolution are some-
times gifted with exceptionally acute

perception. The Government, said Lord
CUKWE, now feel that the whole question
"must be considered with regard to

naval and military considerations." It

seems almost a pity that they did not
arrive at that rather obvious conclusion

long ago.

Thursday, December 1th. Economy,
like charity, should begin at home.

Although it was announced yesterday
by the Press Bureau that no questions

would be answered and r.o busi-

ness transacted in the House of

Commons to -

day, it doe? not

seem to have occurred to any-
body in authority that in that

case no order -
papers would be^

.necessary. There they were, just
as usual, forty pages of beauti-

ful and costly paper, comprising
Questions 267 of them notices

of motion, &c. The first order of

the day, 1 noticed with interest,

was a Liability for Explosions
Bill; but I am informed that it

has nothing to do with the late

SECRETARY OF STATE FOB WAR.
Save on the Ministerial Bench,

where two of the Whips sat in

solitary state, there was a large
attendance of Members, who evi-

dently expected that there would
be some debate on the motion
for the adjournment. But even
Mr. GiNNELLand Mr. OUTHWAITE
restrained themselves ; and in

less than two minutes from Mr.

WHITLEY'S assumption of the

Chair he was out of it again, and
Members rushed to the Lobby to

discuss the prospects of Mr.LLOYD
GEORGE as a Cabinet-Maker.

Again setting "the other place"
an example of industry and ex-

pedition the Lords sat for fully

ten minutes, and passed three

Bills before adjourning.

A Long Shot.

"In the course of this expedition 1,000 kilo-

metres of explosives were dropped."
Wes/crn Herald.

'The bridesmaid in attendance was Miss

-, whose navy blue costume was worn with

a large blue halter.'
1

I.ii-ei-pool 1'ost and Mercury.

The newest thing in bridle attire.

"2,967 FOR A SHORTHORN IN MEXICO.

At the autumn sales in Buenos Ayres of

British shorthorns, Mr. George Campbell,
Aberdeen, secured 2,907 12s. id. foi'Velox
of Naemoor.' " Scotsman.

This is the first we have heard of the

Mexican conquest of Argentina. Has
President WILSON noticed it '?
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WHAT THE SERGEANT SAID.
" SQUAD ! ihun-as-you-were I . . .

Squad slum . . . Kight -dross . . .

Squad IHI:I,|M r ;i . JOQ wore. . . Squad
number . . . a ; ymi-woro . . . Sipml
number . . . Squad statuhit

Wako up tliero, Number Throo. 1 'in

sorry tlioy mado you get. out o' lied

ly this inornin' and I '11 do my
best to seo that it don't occur again, but

moamvliilo you must knock off the rest

of your beauty sleep till I 'vo dono with

you. Wliy, blimey! Look at you!
You ain't dressed. What do you moan

by coming on parade only 'alf dressed?

Yes, it's you I'm talking to, Number
Three. You ain't fit to bo seen. Look
at your 'at- badge. No, don't take yer
'at off. Soldiers never takes their 'ats

off for nothing nor nobody. Did you
clean that there badge this morning'.'

No, I thought net. 'Adn't time, 'adn't

you? Hut what about larst night? I

tell you what it is, my lad. You don't

care. That 's what it is. You don't

care whether wo lose this 'ero war or

not. If a million blinkin' Germans
landed on the East Coast to-morrow I

don't believe you 'd clean your 'at-

badge. Oh, you would, would you?
Well, the quicker you remember to do

it now the more I shall love you. Don't

you never forget that if a soldier's badge
ain't polished bo's filthy. Doesn't mat-

ter 'ow clean 'is face and "ands is, if

'is badge 'is dirty, e 's dirty, and dirt

is what we can't stand in the Army.
\Vbiit 'ave you been doing to your face,

Number Five? You don't mean to tell

me you 've been a-shavin' of yourself
with an Army razor? What? You
'avo ! Did you wear a beard afore you
joined? Well, what did you shave

yourself with ? \Vhy didn't you bring
it with you then? Get one given to

you? Of course you gets one given to

you, but that ain't for shaving, that 's

for kit inspections. You write 'ome for

your razor. I can't 'ave recruits walkin'

about lookin' as if they 'd been dooellin'

with broad-knives. That 's a German

game, that is, and we don't want none
of it 'ere. What are you grinnin' at,

Number Six? I don't 'old with per-
sonal remarks as a general rule, but

'orriblo ain't the word for your grin
If you saw it yourself you 'd never smile

again. You keep that grin for the 'Uns.

I shouldn't be surprised if it won you a

medal then. But you won't go winning
no medals, my lad, unless you fixes

your puttees better than that. They
looks more like steel shavings off 'n a

lathe than anything J ever see. They
got tucks in 'em, too, like a baby's bib

and they hangs down kind of helpless
like your grandad's socks. Blimey 1

never see such puttees. I know you

Philosopher (in comparative safety at bottom of diujout, and taking no cognisance of those

who arc more exposed). "WHAT I SEZ is THAT THIS 'ERE BECKLESS EXPENDITI-IIF. OF

AMMUNITION IS WHAT'S OOIN 1 TO FINISH THE 'UN."

'aven't got very much to fasten 'em on

to, but you must do better than that.

Where the blazes is your third tunic

button, Number Nine? I know all

about it. I can see your little bit of stuff

pinning it on her little blousa with a

little safety-pin. Ho, you lost it, did

you? Well, get another by next par-
ade. Toes out, Number Ten. Pigeons
and geese was made to turn their toes

in, even when standing at ease, but not

so the 'uman being . . . Squad; Eyes
front, Number Two. There 's one thing
I want to warn you against, my ladsj
and that is pinching. There 's a man
'ere 'as 'ad a button pinched off 'is

tunic overnight. I know girls like

buttons, for 'at-pins and such. But if

a fellow ain't man enough to give one

of 'is own buttons away and risk a row,

'e ain't man enough to 'ave a girl to

give a button to. ... Squad 1

'

"The Kaisor gave the Chancellor a beautiful

vaso, and all the members of the Imperial

family, including the Crown Prince, called at

the Chancellor's palace. Exchange."

In accordance with his usual practice
the CROWN PRINCE came after the vaso.

From a speech by the Bishop of

LONDON :

" I have had many a cup of codec with my
friend Sir Herbert Tree behind the Royal box

in one of his many costumes."

iforniny Paper.

We hope he found it a pleasant change
from the monotony of episcopal gaiters.
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TEN MINUTES IN GERMANY.
THE CURTAIN LIFTED.

AMAZING REVELATIONS.

(With apologies to a certain neutral.)

III. HOW I GOT OUT.

[The writer has spent five minutes in

Germany, and has obtained umnistakaljle
evidence from an innkeeper thsit the country is

perishing of hunger and thirst.]

1 1 TOO in America haf been," said

the innkeeper,

spik."

I will 7.Q language

built ! Why did the WAR LOUD order accursed laud. And I tell you they
our glorious troops to hack a way to will hurst out ei-rn/irhen> ! On the coast,
Calais at all costs ? Why ? I ask you." and again far inland. While our heroic

"It's your conundrum, old sou,'

retorted. " You solve it."

I warriors erupt in thousands at some
deserted spot on the beach of Margate,

before the \Y;ir

I bought up the
stock of lager.
Then was made known to me the

secret of the German dash for Calais.

It was simple," said the
" We leased some land,

FED ON
PBGGO

T

I implored him to stick to German " Pouf !

to do nothing to justify me in advising innkeeper.

Washington to send a sharp Note to we erected buildings, we dug a hole.

Berlin.
"
Speak in the liquid soothing

accents of your native tongue,"
I begged ;

" I can never tire of

the soft melodious periods of

the Prussian dialect."

He brightened up at this.

Then he hissed the following
across the counter (I translate

it into fluent English) :

"
Listen," he said, tearing

savagely at an unruly morsel of

sausage.
" What are we doing

at Zeebrugge ? I ask you u-luit

are we doing there ?
"

I played havoc with my
brains for a few seconds, then

resigned.
He got up from bis seat and

came round the counter. For
the first time I noticed that he
was wearing a brown coat, yel-
low knickerbockers and green
stockings. If the British block-

ade had put an innkeeper to this

shame in just over two years,
how long would it take to make
Germany clothesless ?

Then he made a mystic sign.
" Give the countersign,", he said

"I will tell you. Because, hidden thousands more will bo pouring up from
in a lonely spot near the port of Calais, the earth on the grass of the Hyde
lies the entrance to a Channel Tunnel Park, or through the floor of their Par-

which, unknown to tho world, \ve built liarnent House, at the very feet of Sir

ASQUITH, perhaps, even as he is telling
reater part of his the assembled company that Germany

is vanquished. England that day \\ill

find herself without a Parliament. Con-

template it !

"

1 hid my face in my hands. There
are some things one cannot contem-

plate.
"Yet another vision," cried

the innkeeper.
" One morning,

as the inhuman Lord GEORGE
sits in the banqueting-hall of his

Welsh castle, toying with the

costly London egg before him "

(a spasm of envy passed across

the speaker's face),
" there will

come a crash, the floor will go
up in splinters, and behold ! our
soldiers will he binding the King
of Wales hand and foot and

sharing his egg among them !

"

Time was flying. Already I had

spent eight and-a-half minutes
in Germany. All the lager was

gone. To remain longer was to
' court disaster possibly death

I from thirst. Accordingly I gave
I the mystic sign of departure.
The innkeeper countered, stamp-
ing four times with his right
foot and mewing like a kitten.

Opening the door, I stole into

the night, and as I went I heard

the innkeeper get to work on
the second sausage.

Outside I lay flat on my face,

and in the space of a minute

HUMANITARIAN AT CATTLE SHOW SURREPTITIOUSLY FEEDS
FAT STOCK ON ANTI-OBESITY PELLETS.

Instantly I turned a double sorrier-
' We dig for gold,' we replied.

' Our
sault and hooted like an owl. scientists have demonstrated beyond

" Ach! I can trust you,"he remarked, dispute that gold is here.'
'

Good,' said

and, leaning forward, he whispered in the French. ' Let us know if you find

any.' We laboured, hiding away our
real purpose behind walls and vast

hoardings. Came a day when the giant

' What do you there?
'

asked the French.
|

evolved and rejected twenty-two plans
for re-crossing the frontier without

detection. Then I rose to my feet and

my ear :

" We are building an under- sea
;

real purpose behind walls and vast

tunnel !
"

I was aghast.

stepped across the once whitewashed

boundary line into neatral country.
What an escape !

I do not propose to pass an opinion

moaned. He sold me a lager.

" Give me a lager," I work was done. ' We can find no ; on the amazing information I have ob-

gold,' we told the French. ' That is a tained. Most of it speaks for itself.

Think of it !" he went on, brandish- pity,' said they. 'But never mind. Of the economic conditions of Germany
ing a remnant of sausage in my face,

j

Better luck next time. Please be good I had practical (and painful) experience
" A tunnel from Zeebrugge to England ! enough to clear away the mess you 've . during my ten minutes' visit to that

And what a tunnel ! In it are railway made.' Gladly we did as they asked, mockery of an inn. My health, indeed,

lines, shops, hotels, beer halls, picti.re and soon there remained only a dreary suffered greatly from my privations in

houses, automatic sweet machines, free piece of waste ground. But the tunnel the country, and I am still unable to

libraries. . . . Kolossal !

"
is there, and three men alone in Ger- write more than a few thousand words

I bought two lagers.
*

! many can find it.
j

a day. In some respects I am a

"We shall have dozens of these "That is only part of the secret,
j

changed man. It will be long before I

tunnels," pursued the innkeeper. To tell you all would be the act of a recover from the strain of that conver-
" Some "

his voice sank to an awful traitor. For even if the English know sation in the lonely frontier inn. And

gurgling whisper (this was largely due of these tunnels they can never know
|

the memory of that sausage I shall

to the sausage)
" some a-e already where they will burst out in their carry to my grave.
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A FALSE NOTE.
Sentry. "HALT I WHO GOES THERE?"

Orderly Officer (in high-pitclied, sing-song voice).
" VIS-IT-ING B-o-u-N-D-s."

Sentry (thinking someone is being funny).
" HI-TIDDLEY-HI-TI ! GUABD TUBS OUT!'

WELL-KNOWN PEOPLE'S WAR
ECONOMIES.

(Suggested bi/
" Famous Actresses' Pet

Economies," in " The Star.")

THE popular actor - manager, Sir

James Maberley, hitherto the ackuow-

leged leader of masculine fashion in

London, will henceforth (until the

termination of the War) make his own
clothes (unless the box-office returns

should in consequence show a startling

falling-off).

Trixie Twinkletoes, of the Flam-

boyant, has let her countless admirers

know that in future, instead of the
" dear beautiful flowers

"
with which

they are wont to fill her dressing-room,
she would be glad to receive loaf-sugar,
fresh butter, and new-laid egg*.

Delightful Miss Eosie Smithers, in

her great scene with the inimitable

Mr .lack Leary in the sparkling revue,

are you shoving / now only
makes up the side of her face that

happens to bo turned to the audience.

Sir Max Potztausond, on.> of the

most loyal Englishmen Prussia has

ever supplied to our Privy Council,

now uses only German silver on his

table.

The distinguished novelist, Mr. Ronald

Wordley, in his new volume shortly to

be published (like many of its pre-
decessors it is written round the boot-

and-shoe industry in Northampton-
shire), will, in consequence of the

increased price of ink and paper, use

words of not more than two syllables,
will employ less psychology and detail

than formerly, and will split his in-

finitives in order to make them go
farther.

"My Boat is on the Shore."

"A ferryboat from Howden-on-Tyne on

Saturday began to sing in the river, and was

with difficulty brought to the Jarrow side,

where she grounded."
Bournemouth Daily Echo.

" REQUIRED, a situation as HEAD PARLOI'R-

MAID, where two, three, or more are kept ;

thoroughly experienced Kid capable ;
accus-

tomed to following menservants."

Morning Post.

No trouble about "followers" with a

woman like this who is prewired to do

her own following.

"Fifty truant schoolboys were repoi

Tottenham. Their father's absence at the

front is the cause." Daily Sketch.

Truly a piter jxttria.

The Infra-Bantam*.
" It is officially notified that men of 4ft. f>in.

will in future be eligible for military service."

Yorkshire Evening Pott.

From an article entitled,
" Guns at

the Wrong End of the Ship ":

" An Admiralty imbued with Nelson's spirit

and only a little of his fighting mettle would,
of course, have armed our merchantmen bow,

boom, and quarter." Weekly Dispatch.

While far from suggesting that there is

anything about " booms
"
with which

the Harmsworth Press is not familiar,

we should like to know further details

of this new method of armament.

"It is notified by the Foreign Office that

applications for licenses to export certain

quantities of starches to Norway, provided

they are consigned to the Norwegian Whole-

sale Grocers Association, will in future receive

consideration." The Times.

The idea of course is that these starches
[

might be re-exported, and so help .to

stiffen the German front.

"A gentleman requires employment a few I

hours daily, t : mornings |

preferred.'"
U'.

Not all our heroes, it seems, are at the

Front.
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THE NEXT CRISIS.

Monday. Attended great meeting. Splendid enthusiasm
and complete unanimity. Lord Finsbury, in the Chair,

said, whatever else the War had done it had had at least

one good effect : it had made us one nation. The voice of

faction was hushed and nobody now thought of party. All

individual opinions were now merged in a passionate deter-

mination to win the War. The Government could count

on the united support of a loyal and resolute people. There

were loud cheers, and we all sang "God Save the King."

Tuesday. Strange leading article in The Shunter on the

failure of the Government to maintain adequate supply
of bananas. One banana, it seems, is equivalent as food to

a leg of mutton, and the by-products (the skin, etc.) are

quite invaluable for the manufacture of high explosives
and shoe-leather. " The Government," says The Shunter,
" have dallied with this question far too long. In view of

the critical condition of affairs we declare that no further

delay can be tolerated. We pi'ess for the immediate ap-

pointment of a Banana Board." The Twilight backs up
The Shunter. It asks what confidence can be placed in a

Government which has neglected so vital a matter? I

quite agree ; it is shameful.

Wednesday. The Daily Hail has a poster,
" BANANAS

AND BRAINS." It says nearly all the present Ministers

must go, so that we may have a Government that will

really do things. It asserts that, owing to the miserable

dilatoriness of Ministers, who have forbidden the Navy to

act, the whole available supply of bananas has been col-

lared by the Germans. Sti;ong letter in 'The Shunter from
Admiral Petrel. He says he has submitted to the Govern-
ment an infallible plan for smashing the German fleet,

and, beyond a bare acknowledgment, he has heard no-

thing further. "Quousque tandem," says The Shunter in a

powerful leading article. .

Thursday. It is announced that two Banana groups
have been formed tn, the House of Commons, one Con-
servative and the other Liberal. Both have appointed

deputations to interview the PRIME MINISTER. The Daily
Hail comes out with a poster,

" COALITION OR COALHOLE,"
and publishes ten strong letters from Clergymen and
Justices of the Peace attacking the Government. Ministers,

it says, are used up and had better make up their minds
to go. Only one of them can be of any further use,

and he ought to appoint himself dictator. The Whitehall

Gazette deprecates this. The essence of a Coalition, it

says, is that it should coalesce. Personal 'ambitions must

yield to the common good.
Friday. There is a political crisis of the first magnitude.

All the Ministers, it seems, have threatened at one time or

another to resign and affairs are in a state of high tension.

The Coalition is said to be doomed. The last Cabinet

Council broke up in dreadful disorder, and Ministers were
with difficulty prevented from flying at one another's

throats. The Banana groups have been holding con-

tinuous meetings without any definite,results. The PRIME
MINISTER, it is officially stated, has arranged to spend the

week-end in the country. There is a rumour that he has

in reality been captured and confined in the Tower.

Saturday. The Ministry has been entirely reconstructed

from top to bottom, and a Banana Dictator has at last

been appointed. We all breathe again and the War can

now go on with the assistance of a completely united nation.

Why Mr. Asquith Resigned.
"Mr. Bonar Law sat on the Prime Minister's left-hand nursing

his knee a favourite trick in moments of meditative perturbation."

Daily Telegraph.

THE IRREGULAR READER.
[A writer in The Westminster Gazette recalls the protest of JOHN

HILL BURTON, the Scots historian, against regular courses of reading,
his belief being that better results were attained by the simultaneous

study of serious and entertaining authors.]

AN eminent author, while earnestly pleading
For all that could fruitfully widen our range,

Denounces a course of continuous reading
And favours the plan of precipitous change;

Recommending, e.g., as a means of digesting
Great GIBBON'S profuse and voluminous tomes,

Concurrent perusal of BYRON'S arresting
Don Juan, the gayest of pomes.

Though my wits are not great they incline to he

muddy
They jump with the wits of this eminent man,

For I 've always endeavoured to lighten the study
Of solid and strenuous works by his plan ;

And even at school, when preparing my Ctcsar

I found I could 'seldom or never say no,
When that arduous author had set me a teaser,
To the lure of the stories of POE.

The course that from youth I 've consistently followed

Cannot be commended to every mind,
For the strange sort of sandwich I 've frequently

swallowed

Might possibly jar on the ultra refined ;

For instance, some people who like bread and stilton

Would shy in disgust at the head of a sheep ;

And to alternate MAUIE COHELLI and MILTON
Is a step that is rather too steep.

Still there 's much to be said for resolving to take on
The lurid along with the sober and sane,

For I never thought more of the Essays of BACON
Than when I concurrently studied HALL CAINE

;

And there 's no better method to test the assertions

Of those who pronounce Mrs. GASKELL effete

Than that of conducting alternate excursions
To Cranford and Sinister Street.

So again when I listen to critics who starkly
Declare that Sir WALTER and DICKENS are "rot,"

I "
synthesize

" Boz with the good Mrs. BARCLAY,
The bountiful Baroness ORCZY with SCOTT ;

Still I think that the spiciest olla podrida,
The most temerarious mental mixed grill

I ever consumed
(

was the passion of OUIDA
Combined with the Logic of MILD.

. The sedulous student, intent on perusing
One book at a time with the fewest of stops,

Is patently blind to the value of choosing
A method allowing of changes and chops ;

Let him hold, an he will, that it 's always essential

To march to the goal by a uniform way ;

I prefer to advance by the method tangential
Of mixing the grave with the gay.

Are

More Scandal about Queen Elizabeth.

From an article in The Hibbert Journal entitled,

we Better or Happier than our Fathers ?
"

:

"Are not the very paupers in the workhouses refuges unknown
to our forefathers provided, as a matter of course, with appliances
such as Queen Elizabeth on her throne could not command ? It is

improbable that this great lady, in the whole course of her long and

healthy life, ever had a bath."
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if-s^srll-- A

A WAY THEY HAVE IN THE TRANSPORT.
Sergeant (breathlessly). "ARE THE MULES HURT?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THF, many readerswho rememberwith pleasure KATHARINE
TYNAN'S former book of memories, Twenty-Five Yi'iirs, will

bo glad to know that its deserved success hai encouraged her

to a sequel, which she calls The Middle Years (CONSTABLE).
It is full of just the same happily haphazard recollections

of persons and events in the literary, political and social

worlds that made the charm of the earlier volume. This

covers the twenty years from 1891 to 1911, and deals there-

fore with much that in point of actual time is not so far

from us to-day, only indeed round the last corner (but
how sharp the turning since !

)
and still clear in memory.

Naturally, it is before all else an Irish book. YEATS, A. E.,

JOHN O'MAHONT, and the WYNDHAMS are the chief char-

acters to iill its vivacious chapters ; very present too is

a Celtic spirit that shows itself now in a vividly pictur-

esque turn of phrase, now in an almost disconcertingly
calm acceptance of what the Saxon would call the super-
natural. Good stories abound, and many happy little

character-portraits, amongst which I liked as well as any
a casual mention of the cook's husband who was " so

travelled that he never would call France abroad." One

hopes that ho has lived to see this refusal become the

common use. A most companionable book.

Only a deep conviction about a great wrong to be set

right could have carried Mr. MAUIUCE HEWLETT through
his epic, The Song of the I'lou- (HKINKMANN). Hodge, dis-

possessed and ignored since the Conquest even to this day,
is his theme, based on the generalisation that the governed
classes and the governing have been and still are of different

blood ; the latter " even now preponderatingly Latin-

i'rench with Scandinavian admixture," the former British

with Saxon. I wonder if it is quite as simple as that.

A suggestive hypothesis anyway. The workmanship of

this rhymed history is a tour de force of technical skill.

Adroitly varied rhythms and an ingenious and not too rigid

rhyme scheme, which demands throughout the difficult

feat of the triple rhyme, give a singular effect of movement
to the whole. Passages of a rich colour and a passionate

eloquence ennoble a worthy theme. There is not a dull

canto in it. Please take it from me that it is a literary

event by no means to be missed by any of the discerning.

In a review of a recent light book of Mr. HKWI.ETT'S I

allowed myself a foolish gibo at the detachment in war-time

of writers of delicate trifles. I regretted too late, and now
feel still more repentant under this complete rebuke of six

thousand fine and serious lines.

Has it ever given' you a queer upside-down feeling to

look at a book for children, at the illustrations especially,

and to reflect in how many minds some confused impression
of them is destined to remain as the dim background to

memory, so that, years afterwards perhaps, a chance echo

of their colour will have power mysteriously to pierce the

grown-up heart ? One thinks the artists who fashion

nursery pictures should set about it with prayer and fast-

ing, so great is their responsibility. Some such idea as

this came to me over the very delightful illustrations to

Pilot and Other Stories (MACMILLAN). These are the work

of Mr. H. J. FORD, and in my opinion are models for their

kind, with lots of satisfactory colour and plenty of people

actively engaged in understandable pursuits. As for the

tales (which by rights I should of course have mentioned
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first) they prove their author, Mr. HARRY PLUNKET GKEENE,
to have a real sympathy both with children and animals,
and to know exactly how the former would wish the latter

to talk. Pilot himself is a rave dog at dialogue. Moreover

(a great point) the comedy note is agreeably sustained

throughout. Recalling the anguish wrung from my own
youthful sympathies by that quite intolerable tale of Gelert,
I am always a little apprehensive about dog-fiction for the

young. But fortunately Pilot neither rescues anyone nor
is he in any way misunderstood. So a place for him on

your Christmas list may be reserved with safety.

It was an unfortunate trait in the otherwise estimable
character of the (technically)

"
good

"
fairy Malvina that

she had a passion for change as Mr. JEROME K. JEROME

puts it "in other people." In the days of King ARTHUR
and the Round Table she not only converted an elderly
tin-mine owner into a nightingale,

"
necessitating a change

of habits which must have
been singularly irritating to a

business man," but played the

same trick on Prince Gcrbot,
a man with powerful friends,

who decreed that Malvina
should be banished from fairy

society and wander the earth.

While pursuing this course
in the year 1914 A.D. she en-

countered Flight-Commander
Raffleton, who took her to

England in his aeroplane and
left her in charge of his cousin

Christopher in an Oxfordshire

village, where her taste for

changing things found a good
deal of scope. Malvina of

Brittany (CASSELL) is not Mr.
JEROME at his best. The tale

suffers from comparison, which
it can hardly help inviting,
with Mr. WELLS'S Wonderful
Visit. Far better are the other

stories in the volume, added as

makeweights. Even in those
distant days when he broke
like a young colt or like a

male Malvina into the quiet
field of English humour, shock-

ing and disturbing the more
sober and conservative with his Lf

rollickings, there ran through Mr. JEROME'S farcical out-

bursts a certain vein of wistful dreaminess which his public
valued almost as much as his fun. It is this sort of thing
which nowadays, when Time has mellowed him, he does

best, and the short stories in his latest book are excellent

samples of his serious manner. One of them, indeed, The
Fawn Gloves, a little tragic episode with its roots deep down
in human nature, is a masterpiece. Mr. WELLS to drag
him in again might, if given the same theme, have handled
it as well, but no one writing to-day could have done it

better. Almost equally good is The Street of the Blank
Wall. All these short stories are of the past, recalling, as

Mr. JEROME'S best work generally does, the brave days of

the nineties, of the Idler and hansom cabs and reputations
in the making.

The Cellar-House of Pervyse (BLACK), a true story taken

by Miss G. E. MITTON from the journals and letters of the

Baroness T'SERCLAES and Miss MAIRI CHISHOLM, is most

LEVEE EN MASSE.
The Crank. "YouR HIGHNESS, I HAVE HERE A SCHEME THAT

WILL SAVE MANY OP YOUR WONDERFUL AIRSHIPS FROM DESTRUC-
TION. IT IS A SHELL-PROOF ENVELOPE SIX INCHES THICK."

The Count. "Or WHAT MATERIAL?"
The Crank. "!RON, YOUR HIGHNESS."
The Count. "WHY, YOU IDIOT, HOW DO YOU EXPECT THE

AIRSHIP TO RISE ?
"

The Crank. "Ii DOESN'T, YOUR HIGHNESS. THAT is THE
PURPOSE OF MY INVENTION."

simply and modestly described as " a tale of uncommon
things." To which let me add that it would be difficult

to find, even among the gallant deeds of this War, a finer

courage in the face of constant danger than has been
shown by these bravo women. After various and thrilling

experiences they eventually established themselves in their

cellar-house at Pervyse, and such splendid work did they
accomplish there that when in March, 1915, a decree was

passed that no women should be allowed in the firing-line
an exception W;IH made in their favour. When at length
they were shelled out of their original home they only
moved to the other end of the village and continued to

attend to the wounded, sick and hungry Belgian soldiers.

But there was no rest for them, and soon they had again to

move further afield, and so the extraordinary story goes on.

No place, however, appealed to them so strongly as Pervyse,
and towards the end of last year they returned there to

continue their work, the usefulness of which the KING OF
THE BELGIANS has recognised

by creating them Knights of

the Order of Leopold II. To

give any but the vaguest im-

pression of the gallant work of

the Two is impossible in so

brief a space, and I must con-
tent myself by vouching that

this record of their doings is

not only worth buying because
its sole object is to add to

"The Cellar-House Fund," but
also because its story is a very
wonderful thing.

There was just a moment
when I wondered if Mr. H.
WARNER ALLEN, the "

Special

Correspondent of the British

Press with the French Armies
in the Field (1915-16)," was

going to indulge in more abuse
of the Huns than is necessary

I

in such a book as The Unbroken

j

Line (SMITH, ELDER). We all

; know our Bosch by this time,
1 and most of us have the same
I opinion of him, but to express
i it is vain repetition because
there are simply no adequate
words left to apply to him. Mr.

ALLEN, however, quickly pulled
himself together. In a series of vivid chapters he has dealt

with each section of the line held by the French, and has

given us an heroic account of the courage, cheerfulness and
camaraderie of our invincible Allies, and their gifts, not
less admirable, of organisation and resource. Mr. ALLEN
seems to have enjoyed the most generous facilities. When
soldiers give you a description of a fight on the spot
where it actually took place, half of your own battle as a

correspondent is won. The other half of the victory is

Mr. ALLEN'S own, the fruit of a sound style. I felicitate

him on his success and at the same time make my bow to

the courteous French officers who helped him to achieve it.

Defeating the Censor.

Extract from a soldier's letter :

"I am sorry I cannot tell you where I am as I am not allowed to

aay. But I venture to state that I am not where I was, but where I

was before I left here to go where I have just come from."
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CHARIVARIA.
A AVKr.L-KNOWN German tooth-paste

business svas sold last week to a British

purchaser for 3,000. On the other

hand, a well-known brand of German

eye-wash, which was offered simulta-

neously in all the Allied capitals, failed

to secure a single nibble.
* *

An alarming increase in juvenile
crime in Germany has led the au-

thorities to appeal* to parents and

guardians to keep a sharper control

over their young, and it is understood
that LITTU: \Vu.i.in is likely to be

recalled to the parental circle.
* *
*

The Royal Horticultural Society has

expressed its willingness to give every

possible assistance to those engaged in

increasing the output of horticultural

products. Several inquiries are under-

stood to have been already received

from fashionable restaurateurs as to

the feasibility of serving (of course at

satisfactory prices) some of the new

OdoatoglowuD hybrids seen at the

Society's recent show.

The German Government has de-

cided not to put any more school

teachers into the firing line. Better

results, it is felt, may be looked for

from their accomplishments in the

hate line.
;
.

; ,

*

The price of mistletoe is more than

three times what it was under normal

conditions, and a good many patriotic

young people have agreed, in the.in-

terests of national economy, to content

themselves with kissing one another

without accessories.

y" Bitter Sugar Complaints
"

is the

burden of a discussion in the pages of

a contemporary. With the greatest
War the world has ever known in full

swing it is surely not too much to ask

people to bo glad to get sugar at all

without adding meticulous demands as

to the exact flavour it shall possess.
* *

" Fresh - water lish might yet be
found useful for the food supply," said

the President of the Thames Conser-

vancy Board last week. Certainly the

sight of the Tiddling fleet beating to

windward on the Serpentine would

gladden the heart of every true Lon-
doner. # *

Tho rescission of the ukase depriving
soldiers of their Christmas leave has
not blinded the authorities to the high
order of intelligence which originated
it, and it is rumoured that the author
is to he placed at the head of a Com-

New Rector. "My GOOD MAN, IN WAR-TIME DON'T TOU THINK YOU'D BE BETTEE
EMPLOYED KEEPING SOME MORE USEFUL ANIMAL, SAY A PIO ?

"

Jan-is. "AY, AN' A NICE FOOL I 'D LOOK oom" RATTIN' wi' A PIO."

mission to Consider the Best Means of

making the War Popular.
* *

Girls of the Manchester High School
have volunteered to cultivate idle land

in and near the city. This would cer-

tainly be preferable to the present

practice by which soldiers cultivate the

idle girls. * *
*

Count BERNSTORFF is reported by a

Washington correspondent as referring
to the peace terms first outlined by
him as Germany's talking terms. The
Allies, it seems, perversely insist on a
continuance of the fray until peace can

be made on Germany's squealing terms.
* *
*

Two German officers recently es<

from a Berkshire internment camp by
wrapping themselves up in some waste-

paper which was awaiting removal. Tho

name of the journal in which they con-

cealed themselves is not given, but we
are betraying no secret in saying that

the attention of the detectives was first

directed to their hiding-place by a refer-

ence to the Hidden Hand.

*
An absentee named BOYS was dis-

covered last week hidden under the

boards of a bedroom at his home. It

should be stated in fairness to an old

and distinguished family that he is not

one of the " Death or Glory
"
Boys.

A few days ago a horse bolted clean

through a plate-glass window in Bond
Street, taking a heavy van with it. To

prevent the recurrence of such accidents

it is proposed to forbid the display in

shop windows of hats trimmed with

imitation fruit or other agricultural

products.

VOL. CLI.
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REFLECTIONS OF A PEACEMONGER.
HuriiMANX-IIoLLirF.a talks very privately to himself.

['I'lic author of the following linos assumes that the German peace

proposals did not emanate from the CHASCELLOH, but from another
and more august lirain less gifted with psychological intelligence and
a dawning sense of humour.]

,, I have done the bidding of my Master
And it has proved a frost; I knew it would.

I told him, if we posed as saints in plaster,
That sort of silly game would do no good ;

I said his patent bluff

Would be regarded as a bit too tough.

I knew the hemispheres would rock with laughter
At unction which recalls the crocodile,

Who takes a human meal and, shortly after,

Turns on the tap and slobbers down the Nile;
We spread it on so thick

That even neutrals saw right through the trick.

With blood upon our hands of little nations

Butchered to make our German joy-bells peal,
How could wo hope by pious protestations
To get humanity to do a deal?

I said the damned spot
Would need some washing first; but he thought not.

I am not squeamish, no, nor yet pale-blooded,
Nor trained upon humanitarian tracts ;

I trust that I'm a true Hun; yet I've studied

Sufficient history to know some facts;
And England, I should say,

Won't take her toll in words
;
that 's not her way.

And, then, our conquering air that crowning error;
Our noisy talk of being topmost dog ;

The KAISER painted as a holy terror ;

I (HOLLWEG) masking as a Golliwog ;

-

Was this a likely touch
To move a proud and gallant foe? Not much.

Nobody brags except to bide bis weakness ;

And, when we boast about our bulging fat,

Our booty (corn and oil) that makes for sleekness,
Is any fool imposed upon by that?

Men judge, from talk so thin,

A corresponding void beneath the skin.

And, even though our words were not mere vapour,
How should the enemy, knowing all about

Out' penchant in regard to scraps of paper,
Be taking any? Till we're down and out,

Our chance to strike a treaty
Seems, like our commissariat, far from meaty.

As for the faith our people to the State owes
And to the KAISER, Lord of earth and air

Much shaken by the shortage of potatoes,
I fear it may be shattered past repair;

If Peace ignores his noil,

They 're almost sure to think it very odd. O. S.

Christmas Entertainment for Sailors and Soldiers.

A free Variety Entertainment will be given to sailors and
soldiers by Misses Esmfi and VERA BEKINGER on the night
of Christmas Day at 7 o'clock at the Victoria Hall (the

" Old

Vic," Waterloo Road), kindly lent by Mrs LILIAN BAYLIS.
Doors open at 6.30. All sailors and soldurs !n uniform will

be cordially welcomed.

DISCIPLINE.
WE were sitting round the fire, my two sisters, my brother

Ernest with his damaged leg on a rest, and myself with

my arm in a sling. It was all very cosy and pleasant.
"At the beginning of the War," Ernest began, "when I

was a bumble private soldier . . ."

.

"
No, Efiiest," I said firmly,

" not bumble. A private
soldier, yes; but humble, very emphatically no. Your
attitude was one of amused condescension, not of humility.
Never that."

" At the beginning of the War," Ernest repeated,
" when

I was a private soldier, and I still bold that I was, com-

pared with Victor
"

I am Victor " a very humble one
indeed, no incident so impressed me with the discipline
of the Regiment as the incident of the newsvendor."

" You speak like a book, my dear Ernest," I said.
" Like an instructive and rather uninteresting book. But
let us have the incident of the newsvendor."

"Among the recruits who arrived at the Dep6t at that

time," he continued,
" was a fine big chap be had. to bo,

of course, to pass into the Regiment who had made a

living by selling papers in the London streets. That

peculiar throaty cry of ' All the winners,' which is affected

by the best newsvendors, bad been brought by him to a

high state of perfection. .Other qualities are required in

the Regiment, however, besides physique and the throaty
cry, and in these the news.vendor was somewhat to seek.

Fur the career of a newsvendor does not instil those

rigid ideas of discipline which are the life-blood of the

Regiment."
'.;
Not quite so much about the Regiment," I put in.

I 'm in another Regiment myself.
" Get on with the in-

cident."
"
Discipline," Ernest went on unmoved,

"
is not, as I

say, the strong point of newsvendors. That is what

brought him up against the Master Cook."
Ernest paused for effect.
" You know the sort of person the Regimental Master

Cook is," lie said. "
Well, the newsvendor spoke to him."

"He didn't!
"

I said.
' He did," said Ernest. " It was like this. The recruits

on arrival were served out with a blanket and a small basin

for their food. The newsvendor came along with his, and
saw the Master Cook standing in the middle of the yard.

" '

Hi, guy'nor,' he called out cheerily,
' what do I do with

these 'ere ?
'

"The Master Cook ran a sort of machine-gun eye over him.

Then very solemnly he called up a Tommy standing near.
" With a jerk of the head towards the newsvendor,

who at length was beginning to grasp that he must have
done something unusual, the Master Cook said :

" ' Tell him who I am.'

'"The Master Cook.'
" '

.Yoio tell him what hs is !
' '

Ernest paused for so long that my younger sister said,

"Well?"
" That 's all," said Ernest.
" Aren't you going to finish it ?

"
she said.

But I thought Ernest was wise. Expurgated editions

are always unsatisfactory.

How History is written.

From a report of the Liberal Party meeting :

"Mr. Asquith, who looked remarkably well, was loudly cheered on

entering the room." Ei'cniny Standard.

"Mr. Asquith . . . lookei haggard and overwrought like a man
who needed a rest." Same paper, same (la;,/.
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"HAVE YOU BROUGHT ME ANY SOUVENIRS?"
"I WISH IT HAD BEEN A GERMAN HELMET."

'ONLY THIS LITTLE BULLET THAT THE DOCTOR TOOK OUT OF MY SIDE."

COMMON.
SEATED in your comfortable club,

my very dear Sir, or in your delightful

drawing-room, Madam, you may smile

pityingly at the idea of a mascot saving

anybody's life.
" What will be, will be,"

you say to yourself (or in Italian to your
friends),

" and to suppose that a charm
round the neck of a soldier will divert a

German shell is ridiculous." But out

there, through the crumps, things look

otherwise.

Common had sat on the mantelpiece
at home. An ugly little ginger dog,
with a bit of red tape for his tongue
and two black beads for his eyes, lie

viewed his limited world with an air of

innocent impertinence very attractive

to visitors. Common he looked and
Common he was called, with the Chris-

tian name of Howard for registration.
For six months he sat there, and no
doubt he thought that he had seen all

that there was to see of the world when
the summons came which was to give
him so different an outlook on life.

'

For that summons meant the break-

ing-up of his home. Master was going
wandering from trench to trench, Mis-

tress from one person's house to an-

other person's house. She no doubt
would take Common with her ; or per-

haps she couldn't be bothered with an

ugly little ginger dog, and he would
be stored in some repository, boarded
out in some Olympic kennel. " Or do

you possibly think Master might
He looked very wistful that last

morning, so wistful that Mistress
couldn't bear it, and she slipped him
in hastily between the revolver and the

boracic powder,
" Just to look after

you," she said. So Common came
with me to France.

His first view of the country was at

Eouen, when he sat at the entrance to

my tent and hcoshed the early morn-

ing flies away. His next at a village
behind the lines, where he met stout

fellows of " D "
Company and took the

centre of the table at mess in the apple
orchard

;
and moreover was introduced

to a French maiden of two, with whom,
at the instigation of the seconds in the

business her mother and myself a

prolonged but monotonous conversa-

tion in the French tongue ensued, Com-
mon, under suitable pressure, harking

idiomatically, and the maiden, carefully

prompted, replying with the native

for "Bow-wow." A pretty greenwood
scene beneath the apple-trees, and in

any decent civilisation the great adven-

ture would have ended there. But
Common knew that it was not only

for this that he had been brought out,
and that there was more arduous work
to come.
Once more he retired to the valise,

'

for we were making now for a vill

for a heap of bricks near the river
;

you may guess the river. It was about
this time that I made a little rhyme
for him :

-

i

" There was a young puppy called Howard,
Who at fighting was rather a coward

;

He never quite ran
When the battle began,

But he started at once to bow-wow hard."

A good poet is supposed to be superior
to the exigencies of rhyme, but I am
afraid that in my case Common's repu-
tation had to be sacrificed to them.
To he lyrical over anybody called

Howard Common without hinting that

he well, try for yourself. Anyhow it

was a lie, as so much good poetry is.

There came a time when valises

were left behind and life for a fort-

night had to be sustained on a pack.
One seems to want very many tilings,

but there was no hesitation about

Common's right to a place. So he
came to see his first German dug-out
and to get a proper understanding of

this dead bleached land and the great
work which awaited him there. It

was to blow away shells and bullets
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when they caino too neur the master
in whose pocket he sat.

That ho was successful you seo ; but
I think that the feat in which ho takes

most pride was performed one very
early summer morning. A telephone
lino had to bo laid, and, for reasons

obvious to Common, rather rapidly. It

was laid safely a mere nothing to him

by this time. But when it was joined

up to the telephone in the front line

then he realised that be was called

upon to be not only a personal mascot,
hut a mascot to the battalion, and he
sat, himself upon the telephone and
called down a blessing on that cable, so

that it remained whole for two days and
a night when by all the rules it should

have been in a thousand pieces.
" And

even if I didn't really do it all myself,"
he said,

"
anyhow I did make some of

the men in the trench smile a little

that morning, and there wasn't so very
much smiling going on just then, you
know."

After that morning he lived in my
pocket, sometimes smiling at an empty
pipe, sometimes trying to read letters

from Mistress which joined him every

day. We had gone North to a more

gentlemanly part of the line, and his

duties took but little of bis time, so

that anything novel, like a pair of

pliers or an order from the Director

of Army Signals, was always welcome.
To begin with be took up rather more
than his fair share of the pocket, but

he rapidly thinned down. Alas ! in

the rigours of the campaign he also

lost his voice; and his little black collar,

his only kit, disappeared.
Then, just when we seemed settled

for the winter, we were ordered South

again. Common knew what that meant;
a busy time for him. We moved down

slowly, and he sampled billet after billet,

but wo arrived at last and sat down to

wait for the day.
And then be began to get nervous.

Always he was present when the opera-
tions were discussed ; he had seen all

tho maps; he knew exactly what was

expected of us. And he didn't like it.

" It 's more than a fellow can do,"

he said; "at least to be certain of.

I can blow away the shells in front

and the shells from the right, but if

Master's map is correct we're going
to get enfiladed from tho left as well,

and one can't be everywhere. This

wants thinking about."

So he dived head downwards into

the deepest recesses of my pocket and
abandoned himself to thought. A little

later he came up with a smile. . . .

Next morning I staved in hod and the

doctor came. Common looked over his

shoulder as ho read the thermometer.
" A hundred-and four," said Com-

Ex-gardener (concluding letter to his late employer). '-WELL, MADAM, I DON'T THINK
I IIAVI-: MICH MORE TO TELL YOU, KXCK1T THAT TIIEBK '& GOOD SOIL ODT HKUK FOB

I SAID AS SOON AS I SAW IT,
' THAT '8 THE BOILROSES JUST THE THING FOU THEM.

FOR HOSES.'"

mon. "
Golly ! I hope I haven't over-

done it."

He came with me to the hospital.
" I only just blowed a germ at him,"

he said wistfully
" one i found in his

pocket. I only just blowed it at him."

We went down to the base hospital

together; we went back to England.
And in the hospital in England Com-
mon suddenly saw his Mistress again.

" I 'vo brought h'im back, Missis,"

lie said. " Here he is. Have 1 done

well?"*****
He sits now in a little basket lined

with llannel, a hero returned from tho

NYar. Round his neck he wears the

regimental colours, and on his chest

will be sewn whatever medal is given
to those who have served faithfully on

the Western Front. Seated in your com-

fortable club, my very dear Sir, or in

your delightful drawing-room, Madam,
you smile pityingly . . .

Or perhaps you don't. A. A.M.

"SCKBIBE AKD SOKSKT.

II X. H. M.

M.ruing, U".il: Kvcning, 12-25."

Dublin Evening Mail.

If this is ihs result of the Uniform

Time Act no wonder the Irish don't

like it.
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TO MOSES: A SPANIEL.

(For T. 15. S.)

Moses, old man, though, unrcnowned in

story
And hitherto unnoticed hy the Press,

You lead a life whose culminating glory
Is when you earn your master's rare

caress ;

And though you do not shine in coin-

hats gory
With other hounds. T <!<> not love you

less

For boing what you arc- a humble

spaniel,
A dog that does not dare to ho a Daniel.

You're not by any moans a super-dog,

Though known to be an excellent

retriever ;

You cannot smoke a pipa or sip your

grog
Like Consul, or build houses like a

beaver ;

You figure in no B.A. catalogue;
You were not thought of when the

portrait fever

Lured stout Peruvians to invest their

boodle

Tn deadly likenesses of self and poodle.

You have the most ingratiating ways,
Although you cannot claim to be

heroic

Like Gelert, or to lead laborious days,
Or show the qualities of saint or Stoic ;

In fact most of your instincts and your
traits

Might be describad as quite palaeo-
zoic ;

And still, though all unversed in art

and letters,

You are a model to your human betters.

Your fare is frugal ; alcohol you bar
;

Expensive liquors you have never

guzzled ;

Your comments never on the Censor jar,

Although you are allowed to go un-

muzzled ;

Your faith in man 110 cataclysm can
mar ;

By philosophic doubt you are not

puzzled ;

Nor do you find in hate a valid reason

For charging fallen Ministers with

treason.

You know a lot about the O.T.C.
;

And as your kennel flanks the office

entry
You reinforce the bar of lock and key
By acting as an unofficial sentry,

Regarding passers-by, unless they bo

Arrayed in khaki, as suspicious

gentry,
But greeting with contortions of affec-

tion

The Major when lie comes in your
direction.

There seems a world of wisdom in your
eyes,

And yet your general conduct makes
me wonder

Whether yon even dimly recognize
The meaning of the cannons' mut-

tered thunder,
Or read the menace of the moonless

skies,

Or guess bow narrow are the seas

that sunder
This land of peaceful water-meadows

from
The shell-scarred wastes cf Flanders

and the Somine.

You arc not stirred by passionate regret ;

You live and have your being in the

present ; .

The greatest tragedy you 've known as

yet
Is failure to retrieve a fallen pheasant ;

Y
T

ou seldom need a visit from the vet.,

The world to you is just as bright
and pleasant

As when the Major first from Pang-
bourne brought you,

Where in the bulrush beds he saw and

bought you.

Sometimes I wish, in hours of stress

and strain,

Your lucky limitations I could bor-

row,
And careless watch the seasons wax

and wane,
Unmoved by apprehensions for the

morrow ;

Then in a Hash I see that life were
vain

W'ithout the saving grace of human
sorrow

Which you can never know the pain
and pride

Caused us by those who greatly dared
and died.

Journalistic Candour.
" Without understanding it we fed that

Russian is just the language for song ;
and

the words ' !> n'iniiamorcro '

linger in the

memory." Times.

"In the material sense Bucharest is pre-

eminently a city of light.
' You need never

go to beJ,' roystoring travellers have boasted,
and it is true that from dawn to dusk the
cafes are ablaze." Daily Telegraph.

Why not save the illuminations for

night-time? They always show up
much better in the dark.

From Forty Years at the Bar, by
J. II. BALFOUR BBOWNH, K.C. :

"I have seen a learned gentleman rise to

cross-examine with a bun in his hand, and
another gobble down two custard puddings
with his left hand ... on the sudden eve of

rising to make his speech."

A very useful trick when you don't

want to speak with your mouth full.

WARS OF THE PAST.

(Ax recorded in the Press of the period.}

IV.

From " The Athens Advertiser and
Pinens Post," "Menara Mail,"

" Chalcis

Chronicle
" and other jMpers :

SHIELD-GLINTS ON SALAMIS.

By Rudiardos Kipliggos.

(CopjTight in Peloponnesus.)

OUT of the many-oared heart of things
certain plain details emerge. . . .

It appears that one of our triremes

whom we will call Strepitos liacl a

spare moment or so wherein to give
herself a shake and a lick-over and to

make quite, quite sure that the benches

being awash was a slight inconvenience
in no wise impairing her fighting effi-

ciency, and therefore not to be worried

about. Wherefore she bethought her-

self and argued thus :

"
Biffing straight ahead, as per and

in accordance with the text-book," said

Sirepitos,
" doesn't always pay not by

a long javelin cast. For why? Bo-
cause a nose-to-nose encounter, with
laudable intent to shear neatly through
three banks of, say, port -side oars

with one fine keen-coppered fight-

ing beak, too often means that your
three banks of port-side oars are like-

wise and in the same rasping, splinter-

ing fraction of a minute sheared through
with equal efficiency by the fighting
beak of the enemy. Which was not

included in the original scheme of

action. But," murmured Strepitos,

turning tentatively on her tail,
"
siip-

posin' I approach this happy Barbarian

bilge-gargler and take my chance of

either getting him amidships at a fair-

an'-healthy right-angle or of being side-

stepped and flank-smitten myself in

passing, as it were ?
"

Now "
approach

"
implied a heart-

tearing half-minute bucket at sixty or

so, and "bilge-gargler" one of His
Median-and-Persian Majesty's ships of

the line, no less. But in that tight

squelching mass of grape-skins in a

wine-press which was Salamis even so

sniffable a chance as this rarely offered

itself, and Strepitos took it. (They
make up their minds quickly in the

Oar-and-Cushion Service.)
"And what," I asked, throwing my

arm affectionately round the neck of

the bright beardless Hupo, who was
| my informant, "what precisely hap-

pened then ?"

"Oh,"be replied, as be disengaged
himself (quite carelessly),

" we went
over them all right, you know."
And that was all. The Oar-and-

Cushion Service does not embroider. Of
the instant, unbribable menace of the
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Sister Anne (sternly).
'

DOUGLAS, HOW COULD YOU IK WAB-TIME?"

razoring beak, the hideous broadside
heave and heel of the aforesaid bilge-

gai-glor, the perfectly effective smashing,
smothering, crunching and creaming
of everything and all things as Strepitos

bumped generously over what may
have been the Barbarian's garboard
strake, and the exact word which tho

enemy's third bank 'midships starboard
benches said when they suddenly feath-

ered-under and the wet sea walked in at

them of all this they tell you nothing.

They leave you to paint your perfectly
futile word picture of it in your own
particular way. And one does.

The deeper one chisels into the various

inscriptions and records, the more one
finds one's own pet theories proven
before one's eyes. As thus :

Strn/ilia let us call her Stniplin
-

shr was a highly obsolete old pente-
conter who had no business in the show
at all, only well, when the odds mi-

three to one against you, you are apt to

scrape together everything that floats,

witli a prayer to Poss that when it

punctually ceases so to do it will at least

sink handsomely in tho fairway and
take the keel out of something big on

the other side. Now there is one and
the same boon and blessing in burning
your boats and in swallowing the fact

that your boat is about to be quite in-

evitably put down under you. You
know just exactly how you stand and
where you have no intention of stand-

ing. So this is that which is inscribed

concerning Strapha :

" I hung about looking for a suitable

trireme to which I might transfer.

Having noted one, I at once attacked,

and, as my ship went down in accord-

ance with expectations, boarded and

captured the enemy, and was thus in a
condition to join the general attack."

I have mentioned Poss. Now Poss

(who may be merely Poseidon to people
attending comfortable temples ashore)
is the great god to whom the triremes

pray. He is not mentioned in the ;

original edition of naval orders, but the
]

recipients of these add him thereto
,

personally and unofficially, saying,
" I

am to go such-and-such and do tlius-

and-thus if Poss."

Throughout this perfectly plain ex-

position of certain of the less obvious

phases of the Big Scrap, I have en-

deavoured to strike one particular note,

inimitable, peculiar, clear as caste. We
are so compassed about in these days
with special articles and impressions
that it is well to emphasize this.

Another Impending Apology.
" In view of rumours, published and un-

published, associating h s name with the Gov-
ernment now in process of formation by Mr.

Lloyd George, Lord N >rthcliffo was last night
asked if he would lal. m'lit on the

subject." Worcester Daily Times.

"CANADIAN MILITARY HOSPITAL AT

ORPINGTON."

Morning Post.

Mr. Punch had always supposed this

excellent establishment was intended

for the Buffs.

From the rules of football as pub-
lished by an Indian firm :

" If a goalkeeper has been hanged without
the referee being notified, and the new goal-

keeper handles the ball within the penalty
area, a penalty kick must be awarded."

Even so the new goal-keeper gets off

more lightly than his predecessor.
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Countryman (to policeman-regulating traffic).
" COOTS. OUT o' i' WAY, LAD. THOU 'LT BE RUN OVEB!

CHRISTMAS IN WAR-TIME.
TIME was 1 bade the youngsters gather round me,
When Christmas snows lay thick on hough and bole,

And infants, who at other seasons found me
Eather a bore, now voted me top-hole ;

The willing slave of Childhood's sweet dominion
I called a truce to all the cares that vex,

Till even babies gurgled their opinion
That there were points to Uncle Pontifex.

Largely I flung the doors of friendship open ;

"
Enter, my buds," I cried,

" the place is yours."

They did : and when they broke my priceless Copen-
hagen and brought their guinea-pigs indoors

And tore the drawing-room carpet to a tatter

And scratched the grand piano's rosewood lid,

I simply said,
" My dears, it doesn't matter,"

And, strange enough to say, it never did.

I spread my board with every toothsome viand,
" Wade in," I cried,

" and may the best child win !

"

It was a joy to see the good tilings liy and
Observe the tensile strength of infant skin :

Gad ! how they ate ! It made my heartstrings mellow
To see them fall away, too full to taste,

Or raise the PLIMSOLL line of some brave fellow

By letting out his garments at the waist.

And there were parlour games the usual ruction ;

A Christmas-tree round which we used to sing,
While Cyril Bichard (still confined to suction)

Sat in a corner chewing purple string ;

And there were parties where the girls danced lancers

And boys spread ices on their best white shirts,

With Punch and Judy shows and necromancers,
Crackers and caps and scent in baleful squirts.

And there were pantomimes where Childhood drank his

First cup of wonder from Pierian springs ;

With Sinbads, Whittingtons and Widow Twankies,
And pumpkin chariots and demon kings,

And artful Joeys in convulsing wrangles
With funny

"
Fathers," rubicund of nose,

Who pushed absurd policemen into mangles
And dropped hot pokers on each other's toes.

But not this year ! Economy 's in order,

And they must do their bit, the girls and boys,
To iill the stocking of the old Sea-Warder
With shells for oranges and guns for toys ;

But joy will not be less than in the old years
Because the shillings that we used to blow

Are buying Christinas puddings for the soldiers

And bombs in various sizes for the foe. ALGOL.

" It was known in political circles that Mr. Llnycl George would

serve in a Government with Mr. Lloyd George us 1'rol'remier."

Krening Herald (Dublin).

At any rate it was strongly suspected.

"The public arc warned that the . . . railway companies cannot

undertake to convey passengers to any particular destination."
The Times.

If that doesn't stop Christmas travelling, nothing will.
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THE RETURN OF THE MOCK TURTLE-DOVE,

TUB Brno. "WOULDN'T EVEN LOOK AT MM!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tuesday, December 12th. With

Tories and Eadicals, Pacifists and

Patriots, mixed up in inextricable con-

Secretary without the " metallic stony- 1 troupe of Ministerial Marionettes, all

heartedness"of Mr. SAMUEL, who should
j

the strings pulled from No. 10, Down-
be nice to Mr. GINNELL'S compatriots ! ing Street.

now languishing at Frongoch, and in- Parties in the Lords were almost as

cidentally, I suppose, allow the hon.
j
much commingled as in the Commons.

fusion all over the House, the Brothers Member himself to go and cheer them
|

Lord CBEWE, whose funereal mien sug-

requires two
his gigantic

acre-

WASON, each of whom
seats to accommodate
bulk, provided a typical contrast.

While Brother CATHCART (Orkney and

Shetland) occupied his usual

age on the Ministerial side,

Brother EUGENE (Clack-
mannan and Kinross) had

pegged out a claim on the

opposite benches. Find-

ing, however, that the

adjacent plots were still

in the possession of his

hereditary political foes he

suddenly decided that he
would be happier in his

old home, and re-migrated
amid hearty cheers.

There being 326 Ques-
tions on the Paper and

very few Ministers to an-

swer them, the SPEAKER

wisely decided to postpone
the whole lot. Mr. BONAR
LAW, the new Leader of

up.

Although the new PRIME MINISTER
has not seen his way to include Mr.
HANDEL BOOTH in the new Administra-

*

gested that he was Ilndertaker-in-Chief

to the Coalition, kept company on the

Front Opposition Bench with Lords
SALISBURY and MIDLETON. Lord LANS-

the House, proposed an adjournment
till Thursday, when Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
would be able to state the policy he in-

tended to pursue.
Mr. McKENNA hoped "my right hon.

friend, if he will allow me to call him

so," would consent to put off the state-

ment until Tuesday, in order that his

other right hon. friend, "the Leader
of the Liberal Party," now down with

influenza, might be in his place.
The House was quick to note the

challenge conveyed in these carefully
chosen phrases.

"
But, oh, beware my

country when my countrygrows polite."
The attitude of " the Liberal Party

"

towards the new Administration may
be one of benevolent neutrality, but that

is an expression which at Westminster,
as at Athens, is capable of more than
a single interpretation.
The only section in the House that

preserves its ancient landmarks is the

Nationalist. But even the Irishmen
have been thrown a little off their

balance by recent events. Mr. DILLON,

appearing in the unexpected rdle of

guardian of the British Constitution,
demanded an explanation of the
"
wholly revolutionary system

"
set up

by the new PRIME MINISTER, under
which Ireland had for the first time no

representative in the Cabinet.

For this he was sternly rebuked by
Mr. GINNELL, who vehemently asserted

that Ireland never had and did not want
a representative in the British Govern-
ment. What she did want was a Home

tion, Mr. BOOTH bears him no malice DOWNE, for the first time, I suppose,
since the day when he left

Mr. GLADSTONE'S Govern-
ment in 1881, sat below
the Gangway on the Min-
isterial side. On the

Woolsack was Sir EGBERT
FINLAY, not yet ennobled,
but a dignified figure none
the less. He had the

unique experience of shak-

ing hands with no fewer
than four of his prede-
cessors. It is reported that

Lord HALSBURY would
have been quite willing,

despite his ninety
- one

years, to bury the hatchet
of 1909 and join Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE in his old

capacity, but decided on

"give young FINLAY a

Mr. Punch (interrupting Mr. M(-KKXKA). "A LITTLE LESS TALK

PAHTY,' MY FKIEND, AKD A LITTLE MORE OF THE STATE."

on that account. On the contrary he
was kind enough to give Mr. BONAR
LAW some good advice on the elimina-

tion of enemy influence from our midst.

Thereby he earned a trouncing from
Mr. PBINGLE, whose claims have also

been overlooked, hut who bears dis-

appointment less equably. His sar-

casms at the expense of the new Min-

istry were listened to with some im-

patience, but the House was delighted
with his unpremeditated description
of it as " an automatic Government,"
a phrase conjuring -up visions of a

" The only section in the House that pre-
serves its ancient landmarks is the Nation-

alist !"

reflection to

chance."

Thursday, December 14:ili. Again
the House had to meet without the

presence of either the new or the

late PRIME MINISTER. There is nothing
"
diplomatic

"
about the illness which

has laid them aside. It has, indeed, a

military flavour, being a variety of
" trench fever."

In moving a Vote of Credit for four

hundred millions Mr. BONAR LAW made
a successful debut as Chancellor of the

Exchequer. In concision and clearness

and courage his speech rivalled those

delivered by Mr. ASQUITH on similar

occasions. Though the figures of the

War -expenditure are increasingly gi-

gantic 5,700,000 a day and will

by the end of March have reached a

total of four thousand millions, he

described them as " colossal but not

appalling," and was confident that,

financially, this country could last the

course.

Tbe barest allusion was made to the

German peace-proposals. As they had
not yet reached the British Government,
Mr. LAW thought the less said about
them the better. Still he permitted
himself to quote the recent statement
of the late PKIME MINISTER, that the

Allies would require
"
adequate repara-

tion for the past and adequate security
for the future." That, he added amid
loud cheers, was still the determination

of His Majesty's Government.
This tactful allusion complete!) m jlli-
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fiod Mr. MrKi:.xNA. He 1 1.-id nothing
l>ut praise for his successor's speech,
though lie IK

))
KM! tl Kit bia picture of the

financial ]insilion was a little darker
than was necessary. His own estimate
of the present cost of the War was live

and ii-half millions a <la\ .

The ensuing debate was notable for a

strangely popular speecb by Mr.Orm-
\\ u n:, who briefly announced tliat ho
would postpone his remarks on the

peace negotiations till next week. Mr.

LYNCH would have done well to follow

his example, and refrain from making
an attack upon the British Commander-
in-Chief in France. His ineffectual

iires were extinguished, appropriate!},

hy Cuptain SHAW, who declared that

the outstanding feature at the Front
was mud, and implied that, to throw
more of it at Sir DOUGLAS HAIO, who
was trusted hy every soldier in France,
from the highest to the lowest, was
both impertinent and superfluous.

Mr. KENNEDY JONES, the elect of

Ilornsoy, took his seat to-day. So
much lias boon said in certain journals

regarding the importance of his return

that it was half expected that ho
would make a triumphal entry on Mr.
VEMHEUTON BILLING'S broken -kneed

charger. But modesty prevailed, and
he walked up the floor just like any
other new Member.

This afternoon Lord DlSTONPORT de-

livered his first speech in the capacity
of Food Controller

;
and while he re-

frained from making any definite state-

ment of policy lie indicated that he
was prepared to take very drastic steps
indeed to limit consumption. The

"flaunting" of sugar on cakea and

confectionery particularly aroused his

auger; and though nothing was ac-

tually said about meatless days there
is reason to believe that the flesh of

several of the bettor-nourished peers is

already creeping at the prospect.

Friday, December 15th. A short

sitting was made memorable by the

stirring speech of Major WILLIAM RED-
MOND, who, fresh from the invigorating

atmosphere of the I 1

'

rout, declared that

the one thing needful for Ireland and
the Empire was aa understanding
lietween the men of the North and
the men of the South. Unfortu-

nately Sir KDWAHD CARSON was not
in his place, as the Bill releasing Min-
isters irom the necessity of re-election

was only passed to-day. Had he been
there 1 am sure the new FIRST LOUD
OF THE ADMIRALTY would have warmly
endorsed Major REDMOND'S sentiments,
and would have encouraged him to

make his dream come true hy induc-

ing as many Irishmen as possible to

follow his example and get themselves
into khaki.

" BOBBY, YOC 'VE NOT WASHED YOUR HANDS."

"On! HAVKX'T I jrsT, Miss SMITH? You oo AND IX>OK AT TIIK Towi-.r. AND
YOU'LL JOI.LY SOON SEE."

THE WEARING OF THE GREEN.
1 WOULD not wear the red tabs,

Though to the casual glance

They have a smack of martial state

And warlike circumstance ;

I 'm bound to own that, up to date,

I haven't had the chance.

I would not wear the blue tabs ;

I have found none to toll

Precisely what they 're all about,
Nor do I own their spell ;

And, as I have to go without,

Maybe it 's just as well.

But I would wear the green tabs ;

Not for their high degree,
Not for their noble eminence,

Majestic though ii

'Tis green that marks Intelligence,
That is the thing for me.

O gift most rare and radiant,

O power that all men pri/e.

That lifts one to a mental piano
Above the merely wise,

And which to me I speak with

pain
The world at large denies,

Intelligence! Fair mistress !

Now that the gods provide
A new and plausible vcmvr
That inner lack to bide,

By which the dullest may appear
Intelligent outside,

Oh, let mo wear the green tabs,

That all who pass may note

Thy cincture on my perfect brow,

Thy favours on my coat ;

And for the red and blue, I vow
I would not give a groat.

Don-Doit.

' I[iU-sr. - IVuiMilTRUAlD \YntiNl (young),
from Noted Feeders in the Disit

Cambridge Daily AVtr*.

Not much sign of war-economy here.
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isn't

GENERAL DESTRUCTION.
[" SOME GENERAL ADVICE FOR THE

\

buses running
GENERAL SAFETY IN CROSSING A EOAD. sporting."

The buses stopped bonnet to bonnet.

There were shouts and recriminations.

At a word from the policeman they
ceased.

" He didn't look before he leaped,"
said one driver.

"He didn't see and be seen," said

the other.

"
Disgraceful, disgraceful !

"
he went I or you '11 be run down." . Then he

on, raising his voice to a shout. "Two added with sudden solemnity, "Is it

at one man. It

CROSS BY A HKFUGK.
LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP.
ALWAYS LOOK BOTH WAYS.

SEE AND BE SEEN.
A BEFUGE IS HALF-WAY TO SAFETY.

WHO HESITATES IN THE ROAD IS LOST.
IS IT SAFE ?

ALWAYS PLAY FOR SAFETY.

Tlie General Omnibus Company."']

I HAD just been reading the above
advice and found myself standing near
the Marble Arch waiting to cross.

You may have noticed the buses at

the Marble Arch. They have a way
of hovering as if they were waiting to

dash at unwary passers-by. I was
them

" Fair run over," said the policeman.
" You score," and he nodded to one of

the drivers.

I was watching another man leaping
wildly in the air.

" Why does he do
that ?

"
I asked.

"It's all right," said the little man.
" He looked before he leaped, you know.reflecting that I had never seen

look so vicious before, when
I noticed the little man at

my elbow.

"Waiting to cross, Sir?"
he said amiably.

" I do it

myself four times a day
great sport 1 I see you are

looking at my eyes."
I was indeed I never saw

a man's eyes so turned out.
" Don't apologise, my dear

Sir. I 'm proud of them.

They "re General eyes for

crossing streets, you know.
You get them with looking
both ways as the bus people
tell you to. This is the way
you do it," and his left eye
gazed towards Netting Hill

whilst his right eye seemed
to peer earnestly into the re-

cesses of Holborn.
"
Oh, do look at that man !

What a fool 1

"
he cried sud-

denly, pointing to somebody
who was beginning to cross

from the other side.
" I see nothing wrong," I said.
" He 'a crossing at the wrong angle.

Got him !

"

There was a shout of delight from a
bus-driver: " How 's that, copper ?" ! an error. Then for one fatal second he

safe?"
"It's simply murder!" I exclaimed.
" Don't be silly. You say that before

you start. It 's the law."

He started briskly across the road.

I saw the driver who had fouled bearing
down on him. " Look out !

"
I shouted.

He glanced back and then ran for it.

There was a demoniacal chuckle from
the driver and a yell,

" 'E 's not looking
both ways !

"

"I'm
little

on
man.

a refuge," shouted the

on.

Magistrate (trying an obiious case of "drunk and disorderly ").
"AND WHAT REASON DID THE PKISONEB GIVE FOK UIS KXTHA-
ORDINARY BEHAVIOUR?"

Nei-vous Constable. " YOUB WORSHIP, 'E STATED THAT SINCE
THE LAST ZEPPELIN RAID 'E 'D BEEN SHUFFERINO FROM SELL
SHOCK." (Laughter in Court.)

Magistrate (severely).
" THERE is NO NECESSITY FOR YOU TO

GIVE A MIMETIC REPRODUCTION OF THE PRISONER'S REMARKS."

"
Only 'arfway to safety," roared

the driver.

My friend waited on the refuge for a

break in the traffic and then dashed
At the same instant another bus

swung up and went for him.

"It-'s the wrong bangle,"
bawled the driver. " Got 'im !

Got 'im ! Got
Just in time the little man

jumped nimbly aside.
" He didn't look before he

leaped," shouted two drivers

as they dashed at him.

There was a crash and
the three buses were in a

tangled mass. My friend

quietly walked to the oppo-
site pavement. Then ho
turned and waved his hat

to me.
" That 's how you do it,"

he shouted gaily.
" Are you

coming over ?
"

" Thanks," I shouted back.
" I shall take a taxi across

or a tank."

Ah, he 's an old hand. See him look
both ways a beautiful sight."
He began the transit steadily under

the hungry eyes of drivers waiting for

" Fair run over," said the policeman
quietly, and the bus dashed on.

" How 's that ?
" came sharply from

another part of the road.
" Did you see that ?

"
said my friend

excitedly.
" He didn't use the refuge.

And there 's another not looking both

ways. Got him.too, by Jove !

"

" Fair run over fair run over," said

the policeman briefly.
" But this is terrible," I cried.

"It's the new omnibus laws,"
chuckled my friend. "The Company
put them out as advice. Then the

police took them up. Now they are

police regulations, and if you break
them you are fair game."

paused.
"
Mine, I think !

"
yelled a driver and

ran him down.
" Foul ! Oh, foul !

"
shouted the little

man.
" Foul yerself !

" came a hoarse voice.
" 'E 'esertated I seen 'im do it."

" None of that," said the policeman
sternly.

" He only played for safety.
That 's the third foul to-day. There '11

be a fine for tins in the morning."
" 'E 'esertated I seen him do it,"

growled the driver. " You wait ;

"
and

he threw a baleful glare at my friend.
' I suppose I must cross somehow

or other," I said.
" Better let me show you the way

A Sioylline Invitation.

From the subscription -

form accompanying the pro-

spectus of a new weekly
journal :

" I wish to become a subscriber to the
and enclose the sum of

s. d.

2 as subscription (post free) for 1 month.
70,, ,, ,, 3 months.

15 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 6 months."

We trust the publishers' evident con-

fidence in the increasing value of their

periodical will he realised.

A correspondent writes that the Ger-

man peace overtures remind him of

the American advertisement :

"If John Robinson, with whose wife I

eloped six months ago. will take her back, all

will be forgiven."

"Asked by the Court if he knew anything
of the parties, Sergeant Connell replied :

'

Yes,

your worships. He is a baker and a loafer.'
"

Clonmel Chronicle.

What SHAKSI-EARK calls
" a rogue in

grain."
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Mute of Transimrt (to R.N.V.R. officer, trlio luis made several ineffectual attempts to come alongside). "HADK'T YOU BETTEB DBOP
YOUR ANCHOR AND LKT CS COME ALONGSIDE YOU?"

A RECORD OF EMOTIONS.

A CHRISTMAS IDYLL.

HE closed the door. They were alone.

She drifted languorously across the little

in lime room and wilted into a chair.

He bent towards her, proudly, eagerly,
fingering the instrument with his slim
dexterous hands.

" What would you like most ?
"
he mur-

mured. "
Something of KREISLEU'S ?

"

And almost before she could speak
lie had begun, and she was listening in

a rapture of attention listening with
her soul, with her eyes, with her heart,
with her muff, with everything. Then
abruptly she stopped him.

"
No," she cried hoarsely,

" not that.

It is too much."
In a moment he was all sympathy

and the intricate harmonies jerke 1 into

silence. Silence. The room ached with
it. She could hear his wrist-watch

ticking and the soles of her American
shoes warping in the tense atmosphere.
Then with a low moan tho music began
again.

" Pale Hands I Loved beside
the Shaliinur,'' it sobbed as he bent

passionately to his instrument. Vaguely
in a dream she drew off her gloves
and clasped her hands before her, work-

ing back the cuticles in a transport of

ecstasy . . .

It was over. But swiftly, imperi-
ously, she spoke of another melody
and in a moment the room was ringing
with it. Here was one born to com-
mand, and gladly he obeyed, standing
beside her chair, tall and impending,
while she drooped and listened.

At last the instrument ceased to speak.
Her brain was a chaos of familiar airs,

tingling with associations. She swam
to the door ; he side-stroked after her.

He was there, opening it for her, stand-

ing aside ; he was wonderful.

Together they passed out into a
world of buying and selling, of Christ-

mas bargains and economies. People
looked at them, and some smiled, but

she saw nothing, only it seemed that in

a trance she was murmuring the names
of melodies "Pale Hands," "Parted,"
The Bing Boys."
She languished towards him :

" You
may send me those ; and a box of

needles for the records."

He bent his head till the brilliantine

rushed to his brows, and touched the

bell fc r the lift.

She was whirled out of his life. The
store was empty of her.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.) .

VIII.

NAG'S HEAD.
" You hold the Nag's head
While I go in

;

If you hold the Nag's head
I '11 get a pot o' gin."

"
Nay, you hold the Nag's head
Till I come out ;

If you hold the Nag's head
1 '11 get a mug o' stout."

" You want stout,
I want gin

Let the Nag have her head,
We '11 both go in!"

IX.

HAUERDASHERS Row.

Nine-and-ninety Haberdashers all in a
row !

Where did the hundredth Haberdasher

go?
He ran to fetch a pin for the Wife of

the Beadle,
And he couldn't find her anything but

Cleopatra's Needle.

All over London he 's dashing to and fro,

And there 's none to fill his gap in the

Haberdashers' row.
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RUFUS AND RUMMIE.
" WELL," said Francesca,

" we've discussed everything."
"
Yes," I said,

" we 've set everybody right. Wo 've won
the War. We've planned out at least two alternative

Governments one to suit The Times and the other to be

smiled upon by The Morning Post ; and now there 's

nothing more left to do except to go to bed."

"Have we really got as far as that?" said Francesca.
" What "s the time by the clock ?

"

"Clocks," I said, "don't matter in the country at least

not so far as bed-going is concerned. One goes to bed
when one feels inclined to without looking at the clock."

" Well then," she said,
" I don't feel inclined to for a

minute or two. I 've got a notion there was something I

wanted to say to you and that I haven't managed to say
it yet."
"You don't often feel like that, do you? I mean, you

generally manage, don't you ?
"

" You needn't," she said,
" be anxious about it. It won't

sap my health. Still, I should like to remember it."

"How can you expect to remember if you don't do the

things that abolish forgetfulness ? Come, come ! Lean

your chin on your left hand
;
wrinkle up your forehead as

hard as you can and tap it three or four times with the

forefinger of your right hand. Bravo! or rather Brava !

That 's the way. I bet you 've remembered now."
"
Yes," she said,

" I have. I wanted to ask you about
our dogs."

" Ask away," I said. " What have they done now ? You
don't mean to tell me they 've got covered with mud and
then gone to sleep on the sofa. I shall be seriously dis-

pleased with Unfits and Ritmmie if they 've forgotten them-
selves so far as to do that."

The two dogs, who -were lying on the floor, hearing their

names, wagged each a friendly tail.'

" Oh, ye$," said Francesea,
"
they 've got covered with

mud all right, and they 've been on the sofa."

"Then," I said, "I've done with them. I shall get rid

of them."
" You'll do nothing of the sort," she said. "Why, you

generally encourage them to lie on the sofas and chairs."
" I only said it to please you."
" And," she said,

"
you 've failed. again."

"
Sorry," I said. " You were going to ask me something."

"Yes," she said. "Have you read a letter in this morn-

ing's Twinkler calling on the HOJIK SECRETARY to issue

an immediate decree lor the destruction of all dogs ? It is

signed Common Sense."

"Yes, 1 read it," I said. "He says dogs are useless

mouths at a time like this."

"And he says they're a public danger too, for he saw a

Major-General tripped up by a Pekinese in the Vauxhall

Bridge Road."
"It's a long road/' I said, "and mostly a very uninter-

esting one. It must have been quite a pleasant excitement
to see the Major-General upset."

"
But," she said,

" do you think they '11 do it ?
"

" What," I said "issue thedecree? They may. There's
no knowing."

" If they do," she said,
" I shall take to the woods with

Rummif."
" And 1 shall follow you," I said. " with Rufus ; and we

must carry with us a sofa, or else they won't feel at home,

poor dears, after they've splashed about in the mud."
" I call it giving the show away to the Germans,"she said.
"
Well, they haven't done it yet. If I were you I shouldn't

worry about it just at present, For to-night, at any rate,

Unfits and liiimmic, are quite safe."

"Right," she said; "I'll be off to bed," and away she

went, taking Rnmmie with her.

After she had left I don't quite know what happened. I

seemed to be in the Bakerloo Tube with Rufus, who growled
because the conductor said "

Peddington ! Peddington !

"
in

a loud voice with a Russian accent. The Conductor then
became a bull and snorted at Rufus.

"
Dogs," he said,

" are
six a penny, but there 's a discount on taking only one."

Rufus bit him in the nose, and the carriage became a cattle-

market full of rams' horns, but with no signs of any cattle.

I was aware of terrific but undefined dangers, through which

Rnfus led me safely, wagging his tail. Next I knocked at

a black door studded with iron nails. It was opened by my
Cambridge bedmakor, whom though I knew her to have
been dead nearly twenty years -I had expected to see.
" Tell the Dog-Controller," 1 said,

" that I 'm waiting." The
door rolled back and I found myself with Rufus in the
Tower of London. The headsman was ready, but he could
not decapitate me because Rufus would insist on getting in

the way. At last he gave it up and threw away the axe
and asked me to take it out in cigarettes. Unfits then led

me home, barking loudly in triumph.
" No Major Generals

for us," I said, and awoke in my armchair. II. C. L.

A TRAGIC COMEDIAN.
DEAR Liz, I 'ope this finds you in the pink,

. As it leaves mo at present lots to eat

And, if you like it muddy, lots to dunk ;

This war 's a treat !

You say you've sold our Jess to Farmer Loam ;

Lizzie, you didn't ought ; I don't know 'ow
You could V done it ; 'ome won't seem like 'ome

Without the cow.

The other night we did a crawlin' stunt,

Ginger and Bill and I, and 'ad some fun
;

'Alfway across we spotted, just in front,

A blinkin' 'Un.

Down went our 'eads, an' through the grass we slid

Like worms, an' would 'ave copped 'im sure as sin,

But Bill got windy, chucked a bomb, an' did

The blighter in.

'Ard luck? I give my word. Well, Liz, they say
We 've got to stand to for a gas alarm

;

They 're always fussy with the wind this way ;

We '11 take no 'arm.

But I must stop. I 've not slept what you 'd call

A proper sleep, not for these four days back,
What with the worry of the cow an' all.

Y'our loving JACK.

Burning Eloquence.
" While preaching at a National Mission service in Christ Church,

Richmond, the vicar, the Rev. W.Bleiben, found his surplus on fire."

Ken-castle Evening Mail.

That is the worst of these Treasury Notes.

1 " Brown gelding horse for sale, 15 hands
;
sold owing to scarcity of

eggs.
' '

(llaxi/oir Citizen .

We can fully understand the owner's disappointment if he

was looking for a mare's-nest.

" M. Marcel Hutin in the Echo de Paris discusses the air raid

on Munch : What a fright Captain I)e Beauchamps has done."
1'rorincial Paper.

We have now raided Munch and Essen. Let us go for their

beer next and do a fright on Trinken.
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"
'r IM/J^

Lady (after hearing thrilling t.tcriex of the inner iccr1iing of the Secret Service, to icife of War Office official).
" How VEIIV ISTKHESTISO I

BUT I SUPPOSE YOU HAVE TO BE MOST CAREFUL HOW MUCH YOU TEI.I. ?
"

Wife of War Office official . "On YES. BUT OF COURSE I'M ALLOWED TO USK MY IMAOINATIOX AS MUCH AS I LIKE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)'

LOUD GEORGE HAMILTON is a good Tory, and follows

Dr. JOHNSON'S practice in never letting the Whig dogs have
the best of it; but for all that his Parliamentary Reminis-
cences and Reflections (MURRAY) will be enjoyed even by
wicked Radicals. Somo of the best of his stories are about

DISKAKI.I, who from the time that the author, a very youthful
subaltern in the Guards, won the Middlesex election in IHi-t

against thecombined forces of LvnorriiKiu: and Bi:Ai>LAr<;n,

took a special interest in him, gave him office, praised his

speeches and, when it, was necessary, snubbed him. The
author's admiration for his "political godfather" is un-

bounded. He recounts with equal satisfaction how adrjitly
DI.-'/Y retrieved bis false teeth in the midst of an important
speech, and how tactfully he transformed an Irish !\.e nber

from opponent into supporter by remarking on his likei

to TOMMY MOORE. His great rival, QliADBTONE, comes in

for much severe criticism. Tho author recalls with keen

delight a debate in which, by a timely allusion, he prevented
the "sophistical rhetorician

"
from making a speech. But

he is hardly prouder of that exploit than he is of having
talked down DKLANE of The Tina:-:. 1 1 is praises are mainly
reserved for the men of his own party, such as the late Lord

SAMHBUHY, whom he describes as " the greatest master of

crisp, compact and epigrammatic English of his generation,"
|

and W. II. SMITH, the host leader of the-House oi (Vm'tions

he ever know, whose untimely death, it is odd to> note, was

indirectly due to the present GERMAN EMPF.IIOB. But of

nearly every man of importance who has figured on the

political stage during the last half-century he lias something
interesting and often something fresh to toll. As the

present volume only takes us up to 1885 we may oxpoct a

successor equally entertaining. But I hope, in that event,
that Lord GEOIUJE will be a little more careful about his

dates. The ascription of GLADSTONE'S famous hisli Land
Bill to 1887 is one among several errors of this kind.

Do you remember (or perhaps I should rather ask, have

you yet succeeded in forgetting '.')
that gruesome, but in its

own unpleasant way enthralling, study of \\YNh peasant
life that Mr. CARADOC EVANS lately published under the

sardonic title of My People ? Anyhow, he has now mixed
a second dose of the same bitter tonic, called this time Capel
Sinn (Mia. ROM:). I see, from a resume, of what the startled

critics had to say about the former book, that my own ver-

dict was " remarkable." Certainly, Capel Sion supplies no
reason for changing my opinion of the author's work, except

perhaps into something stronger. One rather needs over-

proof adjectives to deal with work of such brutal yet grimly

captivating power. I must also repeat, and underline, my
warning that Mr. EVANS is no author for the young person,
if she anywhere survives. But that he is a writer of quite
unusual courage and artistry is beyond question. Let him

guard himself strictly against the temptation to follow ugli-
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ness for its own sake, which hag been the ruin of so many
realists (now and again in these later pieces I have fancied

him in a little danger from this), and he might well attain

a position among the big people. I look forward now to

snatching a fearful joy from a long novel by his vitriolic

but stimulating pen. That should be a literary event ;
and

I feel sure that such a heroine as, for example, the lady in

the present volume, who " had much earth in the crevices

of her face," is capable of inspiring me with more than a

fragmentary interest.

Let me commend to you very warmly Germanism from
Within (CONSTABLE), by A. D. MCLAREN, an Australian

resident in the enemy country for some years before the

declaration of war, followed by three months of precarious

liberty in Berlin and some weary months at Ruhleben. It

is the work of an intelligent and open-minded observer who
is able to give the enemy full credit for what is good in his

system and his achievement. It differs much from those

many books written on Germany from without or by the

sprightly traveller and the

learned don. The author
has studied the phenomena
of Deutschtum not only
through the standard and
current literature of the

country, with which his

book shows wide acquaint-
ance, but in the streets, the

universities, the churches.

It is not a tidy book, and

perhaps Mr. McLAEEN too

easily falls into phrases like
" All history teaches that."

But the hasty condition of

its compilation (it contains

much pre
- War writing

which is of the greatest

value) and composition ac-

count for the untidiness
;

and his obvious candour and
freedom from venom (with
absence of method) give
his essentially unsparing
indictment of the Prussian system a force which a more

correctly academic treatise might well miss. As an
Australian he has some criticisms to offer on our national

life amateurishness, self-deception, lack of a serious end
in education, indolent business direction, self-sufficiency
which we cannot resent because we are making them

upon ourselves in the bitterness of our hearts. An honest,

manly, temperate and informing book.

Mr. HUGH F. SPENDER has now followed the example
of his elder brother, HABOLD, and added the writing of

fiction to his other literary accomplishments. In fact he
has done what he can never do again : he has written his first

novel. Its title is The Machine (NASH), and it is of the usual

length and of more than usual promise, so that I can honestly

congratulate Mr. SPENDER on his success. At first I thought
that his hero, Rupert, was to be submitted to the minute
and exhaustive treatment in favour with Mr. COMPTON
MACKENZIE, but Mr. SPENDER soon breaks away from this

method. Rupert is plunged into the machine of party
politics and party journalism, only to discover, as others

have discovered before him, that a conscience is esteemed
a nuisance and that high principles are sometimes incom-

patible with worldly success. Rupert goes through many
vicissitudes, including an ante-war visit to Germany, during

"WHILE SUGAR IS SO SCARCE I THINK IT MORE PATRIOTIC TO LET
THE LITTLE DARLING DO HIS TRICKS WITH CARAMELS."

which his wife he has, of course, married the wrong
woman becomes involved in the toils of the German
espionage system. A lurid English peer, Lord Vanderton,
is the chief figui'e in this painful episode. But I must not

give away Mr. SPENDER'S story, which is written in a brisk

and workmanlike style and should be widely read.

Have you ever, in the course of your studies in romantic

fiction, been tempted to regret the handicap so often im-

posed upon the hero by his obligation to do nothing in

the slightest degree unbecoming '/ If so, you will share

my cheerful sense of emancipation over The Gamesters

(METHUEN), of which both hero and heroine are refreshingly
free from this impediment. They are brother and sister,

quaintly named Adam and Eve de Ros, architects of their

own fortunes in the troubled Europe of the early eighteenth

century, professional gamblers and adventurers. A pretty

pair, daring, fantastically humorous, and wholly without

scruple, one follows them delightedly through every kind

of hazard, till their lack of virtue is finally rewarded by a

double wedding and pre-
sumable happiness ever

after. Incidentally, the fact

that most of their escapades
take place in Prussia gives
us an interesting glimpse
into the past of a detestable

country, which subsequent
events have lifted tempor-
arily into undeserved pro-
minence. We see it first

under the agreeable sway
of old FREDERIC WILLIAM,
engaged as usual in a brawl
with his Crown Prince, that
"
monkey possessed by a

fiend." One observes in

passing that history has a

trick of repeating herself.

Apart however from his

shrewd study of HOHKX-
ZOLLERN notorieties, Mr.
H. C. BAILEY has told his

tale of adventures with a

sparkle and a gaiety that are most exhilarating. As an
antidote to depression you can hardly do better than take

a hand or two with his delightful Gamesters. The stake, I

may mention, is five shillings net.

To Dr. BOYD CARPENTER'S many friends I have no doubt
that Further Pages of My Life (WILLIAMS AND NORGATE)
will he welcome, but as I only count myself among his

unknown admirers I will say frankly that this further

instalment of "reflections mingled with reminiscences"
contains too much that is trivial. No doubt something
may be found here to suit everyone's taste, for the reminis-

cences range from a cat to the KAISER, and the reflections

also cover as wide a field. The real trouble is that

Dr. BOYD CARPENTER has jotted down anything and every-

thing that happened to occur to him. He himself seems
to suspect that something is wrong with the book. " These
little sketches," he says,

" will seem dull and uninteresting
to my readers ; but, dear readers, forgive me." It is not

for me either to differ from him or to refuse his affectionate

and disarming request for pardon.

" The moral of all this seems to be that the end of the War- will not
come to an end before the end of next summer." Eieryman.

Well, anyhow, it 's a long end that has no ending.
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CHARIVARIA.
AN American inventor lias (.tiered to

the British (loverntnenl a new form of

energy several hundred times more

powerful than anything now known.
Tim British Government is said to have
divlinrd llic offer on the ground that it

had just acquired something of the

same kind from ;i, Welsh source.

Attention has been called to the

strange case of a man who, after being
discharged from the Small Arms Fac-

tory at Enfield, was immediately given
a job at higher wages in another factory

working on Government contracts. It

is pointed out that hitherto this kind of

tiling has never happened to anyone
below the rank of a Cabinet Minister

or a Brigadier. * %
*

It is reported that, in the absence of

some satisfactory control of food stuffs,

immature pigs have been changing
hands at sixpence a head. At this rate

no one need want for a household pet,
and it will not be long before the "Poor
Man's Pekinese

"
is to be found basking

before the meanest hearth.

-:.

Much apprehension has been caused

by the announcement that the hat trade

is among those which the Board of

Trade talks of closing down as being of
" no national importance." Our whole
success in the War, it is pointed out,

practically depends upon the manu-
facture of Brass Hats.

"V"
A man whose earnings were ad-

mitted to be seven pounds a week

recently told the St. Pancras Tribunal
that he had never heard of income-tax.
We ourselves have often felt that the
income tax would be more liberally
subscribed to by all classes of the com-

munity if its usefulness were more

attractively advertised.
-.;: :;:

Aii official appeal has been made for

quieter weddings. It is pointed out
that while wedding breakfasts have
been almost entirely abandoned as the
result of the scarcity of eggs, many
ancient and costly customs, such as

pelting the bride with toast racks and

bathing the bridegroom in champagne,
still continue unabated.

* *

It is declared to he an offence punish-
able by line or imprisonment to attempt
to signal a taxicab by means of an
electric torch. The present practice of

pursuing the taxi until the fare in occu-

patum has reached his or her destina-
tion is still considered by the police to

be the safest and most convenient

during war-time.

VOL. CLI.

"Excuse ME; WHAT AUK THOSE STRIPKS ox YOUB ABM FOB?"

"ONE FOB EACH TIME I WAS WOUNDED, HUH."
"DEAB ME I HOW EXTIUORDISABY THAT YOU BHOtTLD BE WOUXDED THBEE TIMES

IN THE SAME PLACE."

The introduction of "
gags

"
into

theatrical performances has been for-

bidden by the Censor. It will bo a

heavy blow to the reputation of some
of our playwrights.

"The new season's crackers from

Messrs. ," says a contemporary,
" bear the mark of the War not in

quality, lie it noted, but in appropriate-
ness of contents." Is this quite the

best way to recommend Messrs. "B

crackers to nervous parents ?

* *

A complaint has been put forward

concerning the waste involved in the

manufacture of high -legged boots for

women. It is felt to be just as desirable

to suppress boots whose size is in excess

of the needs of the wearers as it has

been to eliminate certain persons who
were getting too big for their boots.
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LETTERS FROM MACEDONIA.
i.

MY DEAB JEEHY, It lias come to

pass. I am a D.A.B.II. (no, I Lave
not got a cold in my head). I am a

Deputy Assistant Brass Hat. Colonels

who formerly told me to go to Malta
now ask me ohsoquiously if I like their

little dug-outs. When I come into view,
Senior Majors slide softly down com-
munication trenches or make a frenzied

bolt for the Bulgar lines. 1 am a nut,
I am. And yet their alarm is cause-

less, for it is not with them that my
dealings lie. It is with Giorgios. In

short, I am the D.A.D.D.E.W.G., the

Deputy Assistant Director of Diplo-
matic Relations With Giorgios.
How well I remember his entrance

the first night we bivouacked in his

fields. A tall, venerable, thin man
with a long grey beard, excited yet

dignified, he raised his voice in protest.
"You pay me for my land? Yes

no ? Very good ! Good mornings."
He retired six steps in good order,

then turned again and inquired,
" You

pay me for my land ? You understand ?

No yes? Fen/ good! Good mornings."
After which cryptic utterances he

stalked away in dignified silence.

He repeated this performance in de-

tail the next day and for several days
after ; but he began to gain confidence

in me, as I knew a few words of ancient

and modern Greek. Hence it came to

passtbatl was created D.A.D.D.E.W.G.
and Giorgios was unanimously elected

by the villagers D.A.D.D.E.W.M. We
met every day for consultation and, as

our esteem for each other increased, for

mutual edification. Our conversation

rarely flags and has a sort of go about
it you know what I mean. Here is

an example; and really, Jerry, it is

only one of many.
" Ncra, Giorgios."

"Mornings, very good, Sir."

(Nothing will ever make Giorgios
believe that "very good, Sir," is not a

title of address.)
"
Polupliloisboio ihala&ses," waving

my hand carelessly towards my water-

bucket.

"Ah. Yes no. Very good."
"
HOSIEH, you know, Giorgios."

"Ah, 'O.MKit, yes no. Very good
chap! Nice feller !"

Then we part in mutual goodwill and
j

admiration.

Giorgios has learned at least one
word from me " nice." He is very

proud of it and trots it out as often as

possible. A few days ago an enormous
shell fell into a neighbouring garden
while we were furthering diplomatic
relations, and the effects of its explosion

provided thrills unapproached in the

most exciting of the accustomed village
shows. Trembling with fear and rage

Giorgios clutched me and clung to me,

shouting vehemently,
"
Very nice shell !

Very nice shell indeed !

"

Yesterday we sat outside a little caf&
in the village drinking vile Turkish
coffee and smoking worse Turkish cigar-
ettes. To my surprise the entire male
adult population, instead of doing its

usual work of sitting in the cornfields,

was engaged in the same occupation as

Giorgios and I, save that bad wine was
their poison. Presently a low chant
reached our ears and round the corner

came a procession. At the head marched
the village priest, holding aloft a cruci-

fix, while behind him came the village
women and children, dressed in their

best clothes and every now and then

making supplicatory gestures.

"They are blessing the harvest,"

explained Giorgios in Greek.
"But the men," I asked "why

are they not in the procession ?
"

"
They are drinking to the harvest,"

he told me. " Of course that is much
more efficacious, but it is well to

let the women and children do what

they can. Besides," he added after

a moment, a kindly gleam lighting up
his eye,

"
it is, after all, good that they

should get some enjoyment now and
then."

I looked at the men, and saw (hat

they were doing their unpleasant duty
sternly, unflinchingly. At last I had a

glimpse of the true nobility of soul of

the Greek gentleman.
Before I left I sought from Giorgios

the explanation of a fact which had

puzzled me. I wanted to know why
the average Greek, when saying

" Nai "

(Yes), invariably shakes his head, while
" Ochi

"
(No) is accompanied by an

emphatic nod.

lie had an explanation ready. The
j

Greeks, he said, are people of the past,
j

and forlorn pessimism is their only

enjoyment. Things that are not are

for them the beautiful things. The

past is golden, the present is grey, the

future is black ; the Greeks, in short,

are hopeless. I am inclined to agree
with Giorgios.

Before leaving I asked my ancient

friend if he would have a cigarette.
"
Nai, charisto," he responded dully,

shaking his head. At the same time

he took three out of my case, and then :

bade me "
Mornings."

It 's a good trick, Jerry. Try it
j

the next time anyone offers you a

drink But I touch on a sore

spot, I fear.

Yours ever, PETER.

The Allies' peace-terms : Unconditional:

surrender, not Hun-conditional.

"ENGLAND HATH TAKEN ME."
THE Pessimist had been in full blast

for about half-an-hour before the Aus-
tralian got into the compartment.
He had given us enlivening discourses

under various headings, rather like the

titles of the "star" articles by ex-

Cabinet Ministers in the Sunday Press,

as, for instance,
" What is our Army

doing?" "Ditto Navy?" "Wanted
a Statesman,"

" What is Agriculture

coming to ?
" " What are we all coming

to ?
"

He had just readied his "thirdly"
in the last-named subject when the

Australian arrived

He was a large Australian large for
an Australian. He had a gold stripe
on his sleeve and the memory of battle

still brooded in his eyes. He settled

down in the corner and looked out at

the misty grey and brown landscape,
the curving river, the smoke drifting
from a fire of weeds, the rushy common,
the thatched villages and nestling
churches all the little familiar things
that make up our England.
What was he thinking about it

all? I wondered. Was he thinking
that the climate was raw, the fields

small and cramped, the hedges neg-
lected, the

"My word!" said the Australian

suddenly, drawing a deep breath, "it

it 's fine, isn't it ?
"

I rather think we blushed a little,

as Britons mostly do when anybody
praises that which is theirs.

" This is Home to me," the Australian

continued "
always has been. It 's

funny, isn't it ? I 've always called

England Home ever since I was born.

And yet I 'd never seen it in my life

before the War. . . . Yes," he went

on, speaking as if to himself, his eyes
turned again to the gentle gracious

landscape, drinking in its beauty like

wine,
" I 've written over to my folk

in Australia and told 'em how it is. It

isn't that I don't love Australia ; but

England well, England's got me. It

all seemed to come over me the very
first time I saw her sailing up the

Solent in the hospital ship, it was
and I said to myself,

" This '11 do for

me for ever and ever."

Homebody said " Thank you
"
(speak-

ing for England, as it were) in rather

a shaky voice. There didn't seem to

be very much else to say. Besides, it

isn't very easy to speak with a lump
in your throat.

As for the Pessimist, he too was

looking out of the window. Perhaps
he was feeling a little ashamed of

himself. Perhaps, on the contrary, he

was merely wondering what the fellow

could see in it all.
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THE ENTENTE IN THE KITCHEN.

M.UU.VNNE (to Britannia).
" SO YOU 'RE GOING TO STAET A MEATLESS DAY, MY DEAR ?

WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO SHOW YOU HOW TO COOK A CABBAGE?"
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=7aT'S WHAT ON THE MENU.
OP Sours.

SOUP under the new regulations is

half a course. In the past, little diffi-

culty has been experienced in staying
the whole course, though instances are

recorded from the City of competitors in

the Deep Tureen contests having to swim
ashore or tread soup until help arrived.

The difficulty of distinguishing a

meaty soup from a light stew has

already caused several West End es-

tablishments" famous throughout the

gastronomic world for their stews to

serve consommes exclusively
rather than risk an encounter
with the Food Police. (Indeed
the head-waiter at 's drew
such a painful picture of their

fat chef undergoing a week's

field punishment on the Picca-

dilly Circus refuge that our

special representative almost

wept into his Fantaisif, de Cas-

quettes Rouges, Sauce Militaire.)
Such drastic action is quite

unnecessary if the following

simple test is applied :

I. INGREDIENTS. Though not

conclusive proof of the legal
nature of the dish in question,
these furnish evidence which

may shift the burden of proof
from the maitre d'hdtel to the

police, and vice-versa. If the

presence of vermicelli, peas not

more than three in number, hair

(human, one), or caudal ver-

tebrae not exceeding one and

one-eighth inches in diameter
be detected, the diner is in

all human probability in the

presence of soup. The sub-

stantial fabric of a stew, on the

other hand, will be built up of

game, fowl, beef, mutton or (for

slenderer purses) such efficient

food substitutes as sole leather
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of, say, a shilling a head for admission is also of importance. For we all know
to the stew, through which the diner

|

how, in the more fashionable restaur-

may then roam at will, a charge of

twopence per pair being made for the

use of rubber boots, which are provided

by the management. In the case of

soup, on the other hand, at least as far

as the liner imported vintages are con-

cerned, the price is in inverse ratio to

the amount of gross nutriment supplied.
From Cf.naoinme printanidre, for ex-

ample, the fruits of horticulture will, as

regards their bodilv substance, be con-

ants at least, the Sunday joint suffers

during the ensuing six days a sort of

metamorphosis diminuendo, becom-

ing consecutively ragout, Irish stew,
scouse, broth, potago and consomme,
to disappear down the sink on the fol-

lowing Sunday, after imparting a brief

ablution to Saturday night's plates.
V. THE MANNER OP SERVICE. This

is also evidentiary if allowance be made
for the changed conditions of wartime.

spicuously absent. But the spiritual In pre-war days the practice of serving
essence of the kitchen garden is pre- soup in cups was confined to a few

aristocratic establishments, but
as the result of increased pros-

perity among the lower classes

these now demand what were

formerly the exclusive privileges
of the elect. So it is no longer
unusual to see a sturdy son of

toil drinking stewed eels out of

a Sevres cup to the haunting
strains of a Swiss band. In
cases of this kind the Police

must rely on the evidence of

his ears rather than of his eyes.
Before leaving the engrossing

i subject of soup we may add
that vastly increased popularity
is expected for this kind of

fai'e, as the result of its being
reckoned as only half a course.

That enterprising firm of costu-

miers, Swillfridges, are already

showing some extremely natty
little one-piece souping suits in

fast colours at extremely low

prices. ALGOL.

"
LOST, POCKET BOOKCASE ;

n
ward .

" Yorkshire Paper.

|

Just the thing for a "
walking

encyclopaedia."

" BARGAIN PRICE, or Let 120 per
annum. Amidst Phies, Aldershot

District, carriage drive, containing
11 bed and dressing rooms, bath

reception hall, drawing, dining rooms,
electric light." Times.

Lady. "AND you CAN SEND ME A DOZEN EGOS AS WELL."

(Shcptnan Jiesi/a!c'S.)

Urchin. "You KNOW, SIB; THEM THINGS TUE 'ENS USED
TO LAY."

and uppers, whip-cord, box-cloth and
j

served in its entirety to the palate of room

rubber hosings, the whole being rendered !
the gourmet. This is an art )1)UCh ,

usual offices

more palatable by the addition of
i appreciated by the connoisseurs, and A happy idea.

i i - ,1 -i- i i ! a i

mushrooms, oysters, truffles, bone but- in at least one Bohemian restaurant in

Turn your old carriage

tons and the spare parts of lawn-
mowers and sewing-machines.

Soho it is no uncommon thing to find

a passage from the Georgics or an appo-
Not long since an enterprising : site couplet from The Gardeners' Cliron-

Compton Street caterer introduced to icle scratched on the bottom of a soup-
tho palates of his clients a Futurist plate by some grateful diner.

stew the dominating note of which III. BEHAVIOUR OF GUESTS. This

was an umbrella frame ; but the experi- will of course be scrutinised with the

rnent did not meet with the success it
'

utmost keenness by the Restaurant

deserved at the teeth of a public too Police. If a man is observed furtively
conservative in its Bohemianism.

(
rubbing the back of his ears with a

II. THE PRICE CHARGED. In the
, sponge it is almost certain that he has

case of stew the amount charged usually
j

been engaged with stew. If, on the

bears a definite relation to the amount
j

other hand, he merely rubs his waist-

of nourishment provided. In some of coat with the corner of the table-cloth,

the old-established stew repositories it the evidence points to soup,
is still the custom to charge a flat rate

'

IV. THE DAY OF THE WEEK. This

drives into really luxurious dug-outs.

" LADY HKLP WANTED to undertake down-
stairs work and cooking of non - basement
house and two children." Morning Paper.

" Wanted, young lady for dissecting."

Morning I'nper.

We hope the Germans won't get to

know of these two cases.

" No discretion has been exerc sad in Birkcii-

head the authorities were told to darken the

place, and, like the man who pla\el llaiulrt.

they darkened themselves all over."

Letter in " The Liverpool Echo."

The reference, no doubt, is to SHAK-

SPEARE'S play
" Hamlet, the Moor of

Burgess."
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Tommy. "Now THEN, HANDS UP, on YOU'RE A DEAD NAN.

POETRY AS USUAL.

(Vide Literary Gossip passim.)

,
THE statement made in the literary

column of a contemporary about the

remarkable volume of poems, entitled

Liiuyli* unit \Vhiftx of Smuj, has evoked
an interesting letter from Mr. Ivor

Stoot. LaiKjIis and Wkifts, according
to the statement 'referred to, failed to

secure any critical recognition, with a

few notable exceptions, in tins country,
but has had such a success in America
that the author, Mr. THEODOBE MAY-
NAun, has been invited to go out on a

twenty-six weeks' reading and lecturing
tour throughout the States.

Mr. Stoot writes to point out that

this achievement, though remarkable,
is not by any means unparalleled or

unprecedented.
" When I published

my volume, The Dt/ucli of Doom and
other Miiniinfi'iil Chunks of Rhyme, it

was greeted with a conspiracy of silence.

Not even Mr. JAMES DOUGLAS pro-
nounced it a masterpiece. All the same
it did lead to a pressing invitation

anonymous, it is true, but none the less

cordially worded that I should go out

to the Solomon Islands, not for tweni \
-

ix weeks, but as a permanent resident.

On consulting the officials of the Col-

onial Office I was recommended to be

careful not to travel too far into the

interior, owing to the prevalence of can-

nibalism in certain districts, but, as it

turned out, other engagements pre-
vented my acting on the suggestion."

With regard to the word " Whifts
"

Mr. Stoot observes that, as the New
English Dictionary has not reached W.
it is impossible to fay what literary

authority Mr. MAYNAHD has for this

engaging word. " I am inclined to

think," ho adds, "that it is merely an

example of the portmanteau formation

affected by LEWIS CARROLL. I may
point out that I have already developed
tin's form of word-coining in the titles of

some of my books, e.g. Meanil illations, a

beautiful combination of 'meanderings'
and '

perambulations.'
" We are natur-

ally much gratified at being selected as

the medium through which Mr. Stoot

has made this momentous pronounce-
ment.

Profound satisfaction will be felt in

literary circles at the announcement
that Sir Chutney Eamchunder is about

to publish a new volume of prose-poems
entitled The Harvest of Peace. The
contents, as we gather from an authori-

tative source, are marked by the serene

wisdom which has characterised his

earlier utterances, and are written for

the most part in a severely simple style,

though the ideas are of the most trans-

cendental sublimity. Nothing more

conclusively proves the greatness of the

author than his entire detachment from
mundane convulsions, as compared with
WORDSWORTH'S petty pre-occupation
with wars and revolutions.

Professional Candour.

Extract from a correspondence now

proceeding in '1'he liritish Medical

Journal on surgical fees :

' The .surgeons wisely do not charge by re-

sults, and thus thoy hick a dead certainty."

"
First, there was the to be smashed. There

was a cause not only morally and historically

great in itself, but of an admirable simplicity

intelligible to all nirn and women."
The Observer.

Nevertheless we fail to understand why
Mr. GAHVIN of all people should enter-

tain this hostility to the definite article.

' ' A dense dog in London and the suburb*
caused great dislocation of tr.

Krfinny Argus (flattings).

Probably of the same hiv* d as the one
that frequents the course at Epsom on

Derby Day.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

The German KAISKH and Hcrr

Bethmann-HoUweg. Your Majesty has returned sooner

than was anticipated.
Kaiser. Yes, I have torn myself away from Verdun, where

our brave fellows are sustaining the most terrible attacks

with incredible fortitude and some measure of success.

B.-H. Some measure? We here in Berlin have been led

to believe that wo have gained a series of unparalleled

victories and have scattered the Trench wherever they have

dared to meet us.

Kaiser (joyfully]. Is that really believed here?

B.-II. Yes, indeed, Your Majesty. What else could we

believe in face of the official statements that were issued

from Headquarters? It is true that they admitted retire-

! ment by our troops in one small sector, but that was said

to bo a"movement executed according to plan, so as to lay

a trap for the French, who fell into it, with sanguinary losses.

Kaiser. Oh, they believe all that, do they? That is

perfectly splendid, and i must telegraph my congratulations
to the General Staff.

B.-H. Am I to understand, then, Your Majesty, that it is

not true, and that whsn we hung out our flags and marched

in procession through the streets it was all for nothing, or

rather for what was worse than nothing, seeing that we had

suffered a defeat ? Is that right, Your Majesty ?

Kaiser. Right ? Of course it is right. Does it not main-

tain the moral of the people to hear of brilliant victories?

If we told them of defeats how should we be able to stir

them up to ever-renewed efforts ? How would they consent

to provide ever more and more men if they felt they were

fighting in vain ? And how, finally, should we induce them

to entertain the idea of peace negotiations if it were not for

perpetually repeated smashings of all who are opposed to us.

B.-H. Your Majesty will permit me to observe that these

what shall I call them ? these inaccuracies are intended

to serve too many objects. They are at the same time to

keep the people inclined for war and to move their minds

in the direction of peace. They are

Kaiser. There, there that will do. I didn't come back

to Berlin in order to have my words twisted and their

plain meaning confused.

B.-H. Of course not, Your Majesty, of course not. But

will Your Majesty graciously deign to inform me what was

the special object of your august return ?

Kaiser. I am anxious to know if the joy-bells are ready.

B.-H. Joy-bells again ? Is there more news from Verdun

that Your Majesty has not yet mentioned ?

Kaiser. Not those joy-bells, but much bigger ones.

B.-II. Are the English then at last ground to powder ?

Kaiser. *B\gger than that even. Really, BETHMANX, you
are rather dense to-day. Can't you see that 1 am speaking
of our Peace proposals ?

B.-H. Oh, those. Your Majesty will forgive me fcr

having allowed them to slip out of my mind for a moment.

Kaiser. Yes, but what is the latest news? How have

the enemy Powers received and answered them ? Do they
admit our magnanimity in making the offer when we are

everywhere triumphant
B.-H. As at Verdun and on the Somme and off Jutland

and
Kaiser. Silence! Do not interrupt. Do they admit it,

I say ?

B.-H. They admit nothing, and so far as I can gather

they do not think much of our proposals. Dees Your

Majesty now mean that the proposals were serious ?

Kaiser. Nothing in the world was ever more serious.

B.-H. In that case your Majesty should have told me

so, and not ordered me to wrap up the suggestion in all that

high talk about our successes and our greatness. Our
enemies say there is not even one halfpennyworth of bread

to an intolerable deal of sack.

Kaiser. But this sort of war cannot go on for ever.

Humanity cannot endure it.

Jl.-H. Your Majesty should have though^ of that before.

Kaiser. But if I want peace?
B.-H. Then Your Maj<s',y must try other methods.

God knows \ve all want it in Germany.

THE NAKED LIGHT.

TIIK Scrimshaws' house stands well up on the cliff, and

the big bay-window of the library looks out towards the

sea the North Sea. A bright light in the library window
therefore would be visible to mariners for some miles.

At about 9.30 P.M. on a certain evening in November, old

Scrimshaw came across the word "hegemony" in the even-

ing paper, and he did not know what "hegemony" meant.

Now ninety-nine readers out of a hundred would have

skipped lightly over it and passed on. But old Scrimshaw

was of the conscientious kind, and he asked first his wife

and then his son if they knew the meaning of the word.

Mrs. Scrimshaw said she thought it meant something to

do with having one wife ; but she spoke without conviction,

and in any case, whatever she had said, old Scrimshaw

would have been distrustful. Young Scrimshaw said frankly

that he did not know, and his father suggested that he

should go to the library and consult the dictionary.

Note now the combination of circumstances. That even-

ing the maid, in a moment of abstraction, had omitted to

pull the curtains over the large bay-window in the library.

Young Scrimshaw entered, switched on, with the extrava-

gance of youth, all the lights in the room, drew the

dictionary from the bookcase, and, subsiding into a chair,

began the search for "
hegemony."

At that moment Sergeant Hopweed of the County Police

turned the corner of the road and came in view of the

Scrimshaws' house.

He saw the blaze of light pouring forth and moved

towards it. Then it went out, young Scrimshaw having
run "hegemony" to earth. Then it flashed on again as

young Scrimshaw came back for his cigarette-case. Then

out again. Then on again, because he had left his matches

behind. Then finally out again.

Hopweed arrived at the gate, strode up the short drive,

and rang the belt.

A maid in fact the very maid who had forgotten about

the cmtains opened the door.
" It 's the Police Sergeant, Miss," said Hopweed.

should like to see Mr. Scrimshaw."

Old Scrimshaw came out into the hall.

"
Yes, Sergeant?

"

" I 'm sorry to disturb you, Sir, but I thought you 'd like

to know that your dog 's been found over at Eamstairs."

Now here is the mystery. Not a word was said of that

unshielded light flashing out across the water. Not the

faintest allusion was made to the Defence of the Realm.

But indeed why should there have been? For all this

happened, as perhaps I should have mentioned before, in

November, 1913.

" Good Home offered young, strong, refined baby."
Bournemouth Daily Kcl.o.

The advertiser will have a difficulty in getting suited

Most of the babies we know are jolly little chaps, bul

their table-manners are positively Hunnish.
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The Major.
" You SEEM TO HAVE BEEN HAVING A BOUGH TIME OP IT, SIMKINS, IN THE WITNESS-BOX OVKII AT ROOKSBRIDGE

THE OTHER DAY."

Simkins. "WELL, YOU SEE, SIR, WHEN THE CASE COME ON, ALL THE WITNESSES WAS ORDERED OUT o' COI-BT, AND o' cornsj-
THAT GIVE MB A VERY GREAT DISADVANTAGE."

THE HAIRPINS ACT.

THEKE was a hair-raising rumour last

week in the ladies' clubs and other

capillary circles that the sale of hair-

pins was going to be stopped for the

purpose of winning the War. The
report, however, of so drastic a measure

proved to be unfounded, and it would
seem that the utmost that the matinee-

girl or the munitionette may have to

fear is the establishment, by Act of.

Parliament, under the Defence of the

Eealm Consolidation Act, 1914, of a

CENTBAL CONTROL BOARD
(HAIRPIN TRAFFIC).

The new Act would not operate auto-

matically for the whole Kingdom, or

indeed any part of it, until an Order in

Council had been made witli regard
to that part. The functions of the
Board with regard to any prescribed
or " scheduled

"
area would be to enforce

regulations with the following objects
in view :

(i.) To limit the hours during which

hairpins or similar contrivances may
be sold or supplied in clubs or shops.

(n.) To control the introduction of

hairpins into, and their transport within,
the area.

(in.) To prohibit treating, or free

bestowal of hairpins.

(iv.) To establish canteens for the

supply of Government hairpins of the

approved pattern and alloy.

(v.) To authorise inspectors to enter
hairdressers' and wigmakers' establish-

ments, if need be, by force.

The suggested Act may be taken as

I

Britain's reply to the German Peace-
kite. __^___^____
"Interviewed at Washington, Count Bern-

storff, the German Ambassador, said ho hoped
the proposals would lead to peace. If not, the
world would know that after a victorious cam-
paign Germany waa desirous of pease."

r>undee Evening Telegraph.

And quite a lot of other eatables.

" His friends dubbed him the '

Tylerstown
Terror.' But there is a brutal sound about
that that hardly suits the personality of a

dapper little fellow who in mufti gives the

impression of being afraid to say
' Bob '

to a

goose." Sunday Chronicle.

A risky thing to say even to a goose
in these times of high prices.

"The army of Verdun has replied, as is suit-

able, with the voice of the gnus, to the hvpo-
critical proposal for a suspicious peace which

Germany has just presented to the Allies."

niny Standard.

The " Gnus "
is the pet name which

the French give to their African troops.

Cf. our "Springboks" for the South

Africans.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND REHIF.S.)

x.

ST. MARY AXE.
" Saint Mary, ax, Saint Mary, ax,

Saint Mary ax your fill ;

Saint Mary, ax whatever you lacks

And you shall have your will."

"
bring me a Rose, a Christmas
Rose

To climb my window-sill."
" You shall have your Rose when

heaven snows ;

Saint Mary, sleep until."

xr.

LONDON FIELDS.

PRETTY, go walk in London Fields

With lad's-love in your shoe,
Ami the first you meet in London

Fields

Will 1x3 the lad for you.

Perhaps he '11 bear a gilded mace,

Perhaps be '11 wear a sword,

Perhaps he '11 be a lamplighter,

Perhaps he '11 be a lord.

Oh, if among the throng to-day
You 'd meet your love so true.

Pretty, go walk in London Fields

With lad's-love in your shoe.
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A PANTOMIME REHEARSAL.
Ballet Master. "Now THEN DAINTILY, DAINTILY. REMEMBER, FAIRIES ENTERING A GROTTO, NOT BREAD RIOTS IN- BERLIN.'

PRIGMATISM.
THE child is father to the man,
And " educationists

"
agree

In cracking up the modern plan
Of setting little children free

From all that cramps the budding infant

mind
And keeps it straitly in its crib confined.

Of course you must prepare the food
When it is tough or rich or strong ;

To serve it to the infant crude
Would be indubitably wrong ;

But when they 're duly pulped or

sterilized

No authors need be wholly ostracized.

GIBBON'S great masterpiece on Rome
In monosyllables, I 'm sure,

Would prove in many a British home
A perfect and perpetual cure

For all the enervating old-wives' tales

Whose influence in our nurseries still

prevails.

Instead of wasting time on bricks,
Tin soldiers and such futile toys,

Our modern and enlightened chicks

Not merely girls but even boys
Would soon consolidate their mental

fibre

By lessons borrowed from the Nile or

Tiber.

"
Thucydides for Tiny Tots,"
Is being edited, I hear,

By Doctor Theopbrastus Botts,
And very shortly will appear,

With "Readings from Confucius for the

Kiddies"
And "Khammurabi for the Chicka-

biddies."

" Bacon for Babes," a wholesome guide,
And " Little Arthur's Aristotle

"

It is our duty to provide

Along with every feeding-bottle ;

And little people can't begin too young
To master ROUSSEAU in his native

tongue.

Nor must the moderns be ignored ;

-

E.g. JOHN MILL and HERBERT
SPENCER

;

For they Undoubtedly afford,

When treated by a skilled condenser,
An antidote to superstitious lore

And to the levity we all deplore.

Theology of course is barred,
As tending to enfeeble reason,

A thing enlightened folk regard
As intellectual high treason

;

But infants should be steeped in Social

Ethics

As preached by WELLS or BENNETT or

the PETHICKS.

Biography and satire each
A helpful handmaid of the truth

Must lend their potent aid to teach
Candour to our ingenuous youth :

We need a JUVENAL for juveniles
And B. CELLINI treated 11 la SMILES.

In fine, by hopeful omens taught,
We confidently wait the day

When the Prigmatic school of though!
Shall exercise a world-wide sway,

And every cradle that is set a-rocking
Shall hold a female or a male blue-

stocking.

A Job Lot.
" COOK - GENERAL wanted: good

Christian 4 5s. ; Feather Beds, 39s. 6d. ;

Polished Wood Manager." Local Paper.

"Deceased, who had reached the ago of 89,
was a striking personality. It is doubtful if

Mr. had been seen out of doors wearing
anything but a top hat since his youthful
days." Hull Daily Mail.

In the circumstances the opening state-

ment seems superfluous.

From a " Wanted
"
column.

" One or two exp'd Women Gassers. Apply
at once." Provincial Paper.

Some people never know when they are

well off.
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THE TWO VOICES.

HOLY WILLIK. " STOP THAT CUESED SCREAMING! I CAN'T HEAR MYSELF SING."
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Assistant Provost-Marshal. "WHERE'S YOUR CANE?"
A.P.M. "How is IT YOU'VE NO LANYARD?"
A.P.M. "WELL, I DON'T LIKE YOUR PACE. SEE TO IT."

Sergeant. "I'M ONLY JUST GOING TO THE ORDERLY HUT, SIR."

Sergeant. "OLD ONE WORN OUT, SIR. NEW ONE NOT ISSUED YET."

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, December 18th. If I were

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER I

should never venture to introduce a

Financial Eesolution to the House of

Commons without first obtaining the

imprimatur of the Junior Member for

the City of London. Anything the

least irregular in this class of business
makes BANBUET cross.

Anxious to complete the new Admin-
istration at the earliest possible moment
Mr. BONAB LAW had tabled a motion to

expedite the passage of the Financial
Eesolution to the New Ministers and
Secretaries Bill. But when Sir FRED-
ERICK BANBURY grimly warned him that

he would save no time by this procedure
he incontinently withdrew his motion.
At Question-time the. Member for

Haggerston had ascertained that seats

would be found for those Ministers
who are not already Members, with
the exception of the CONTROLLER OF

SHIPPING, who thinks he can be more
useful outside. This gave great offence

to Mr. SWIFT MACNEILL and Mr. HOUS-
TON. The former objects on constitu-

tional grounds ; the latter, I suspect, for

personal reasons. The feelings of a New

Yorker for a dweller in Chicago do not

compare in intensity with the ardent
affection of the average Liverpool ship-
owner for his Glasgow brother ; and
ever since the appointment of Sir

JOSEPH MACLAY was announced Mr.
HOUSTON has been anxiously awaiting
the moment when he could express his

appreciation across the floor of the

House.
In introducing the New Ministers

Bill Sir GEORGE CAVE, expressed his

congratulations to his Under-Secretary,
who has just been made a Privy Council-

lor. With his round face, set off by a

pair of gigantic moustaches, Mr. BRACE

always reminds me of a benevolent cat,

and when Sir F. E. SMITH, who was

sitting next him, stroked his knee to

emphasize Sir GEORGE'S encomiums,
I could almost have sworn I heard him

purring.

Among the multitude of new officials

that the Govei'nment are taking powers
to appoint is to he an Under-Secretary
for the Air Board. Hitherto the Cinder-
ella of the Ministry, overshadowed by
her two elder sisters, the Board is now
to be advanced to a more dignified
status. The HOME SECRETARY speci-

fically stated that its services would in

future be utilized to the full by "the two

fighting departments," which means,
I hope, that in the purchase of aero-

planes the E.N.A.S. and the E.F.C.
will no longer be flying in each other's

faces.

I listened with some impatience to

Mr. DILLON (who might devote his

talents to framing a workable consti-

tution for his own country rather than
to condemning the efforts of British

statesmen) and to the acidulated criti-

cism of Mr. PRINGLE, Mr. EAMSAY
MACDONALD and others. But on the

whole the House was disposed to accept
the Bill as a part of the new Govern-
ment's intention to throw into the War,
" without stint and without delay," all

the strength and all the resources of

the country.

Tuesday, December 19th. Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE has frequently been compared
of late to the elder PITT, who wrested
the conduct of a great war out of the

hands of the faineant Duke of NEW-
CASTLE. And it is said of PITT that he
was a brilliant extemporiser, but that

his prepared speeches were a lament-

able failure.

The PRIME MINISTER'S speech to day
was not a failure ; it contained too
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THE OLD TIMES.
( '<> 7 luctor (to oiyiositimi ctmiludur irho has just stolen a fare).

"I WONDKB 1'EOPLK AIN'T AFRAID THK BUS 'LL CATCH KIIIK

WITH YOU ON IT, OLD EfBY HOKO, OLD BEETUOOT, TKUMPET,
OLD, ETC., ETC."

TO-DAY.
7'VnY ('ondiirlreit (to opposition conductress wider similar

t-urn instances).
" Youn HAT'S ON CROOKED, DEM:."

many interesting features for that. The
House listened with close attention as

he dealt with the shadowy Peace pro-

posals of the German CHANCELLOR, and
unfolded the great schemes by which
he intends to mobilise and organise
all the resources of the nation. Yet
the speech would have been twice as

effective if it had occupied one hour
instead of two, and if, instead of read-

ing the bulk of it in the manner of a
scholar reciting his prize-essay, he had,
as usual, relied upon the inspiration
of the moment to bring the appropriate
words to his lips. Mr. BONAB LAW
would have done his chief, no small
service if he had quietly abstracted that

embarrassing MS.
While for the most part studiously

avoiding provocative references to the
late Cabinet, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
allowed himself one or two piquant
allusions to its alleged dilatoriness.

These were just enough to furnish

Mr. ASQUITH with a peg on which to

hang a vigorous defence of himself and
his colleagues against the charge of

slackness. He is excusably anxious to

convince the world that, if the coping-
stone to the Temple of Victory is, as

we all hope, to bo affixed by the new
PUIMK MINISTER, it will bo because
the foundations were well and truly
laid by the old one. He certainly
showed once more that he is a master
of the lapidary art. I was quite sorry
that Lord NORTHCLIFFK, who had sat

through Mr. LLOVD GEORGE'S speech,
was compelled to leave the Peers' Gal-

lery before Mr. ASQUITH had completed
his remarks on the critics of his Ad-
ministration.

ON CHRISTMAS LEAVE.
WHEN I got into Chainey's bus
Down at the station it began ;

I didn't seem a fighting-man
No more : the old hills made no fuss

At seeing me ; the winding road
That troops an' transports never

knowod,
And the old station nag's click-clack

Just took me back.

The Twelve Apostles' boughs were bare,
Just as they was last time I came.
Mother was looking just the same

And Father hadn't turned a hair.

I washed as usual at the pump ;

My bed had got the same old lump ;

Dick lived next door I near forgot
I seen him shot.

Church wasn't changed on Christmas

Day-
Old Westmacott took round the plate ;

The old Major stood up stiff and

straight,
And it seemed somehow just like play
Saluting him, retired an' all.

Home no, the War, I think seems
small . . .

This evening I go back to France
And take my chance.

." It is officially announced that Sir .
r
ov|ili

Compton Rickctts hits been appointed Pap-
master General." Cheshire Observer.

Hurrah ! No more ricketty infants now.

" The suggested basis of settlement is so

fragrantly absurd that many people doubt if

the enemy is sincere in his advance^."

Sunday 1'aptr.

Or, as SHAKSPF.ARE says, his " offence

is rank, it smells to Heaven."

" A MULTAN WKDDINO.
"... Lieutenant-Colonel gave away

the bridge." The Pioneer.

Enougli to make HORATIUS COCLES
turn in his grave.

The musical expert of The Bioscope
writes :

"The first question which an employer
asked me a few days ago was :

'

Owing to tho weekly, almost daily, calling
up of men to the Colours, do you think
there is still enough competent musician*
about to supply the demand? '

I must confess to a certain amount of fear
on this point, especially in regard to tho word

conpttntt."

For our part we must confess to a cer-

tain amount of feur in regard to the
word in.

The Cinema in Madras.

"TI1F, OAIKTV THKATRK.
KoIMH.H CoNVIXtTS l-'ATHKn

or

DARK DOINGS OP

WHITE HANI)

Sensational Drama in I) Purls, 5,000 foet.

In which the most extraordinary devices

and tho most miraculous situations intertwine,

pervaded by a wave of gaiety and skill : by a

sound critical sense of the Horror Films, Nar-
cotics, man-traps, magic rooms, fearful frauds,
scientific stratagems and original tricks;
emotional pursuits, desperate struggles in

one word the whole armoury of adventure is

collected here.

And in tho whirling tumult. ..lure -which

knows no obstacles...tends to the eternal end.

L-Ko COMIC, AND WAU TOPICALS."
Indian Paper.

Most of tliia sounds just like the home
product ;

but the " wave of gaiety and
skill" would seem to be a purely ex-

otic feature.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks,)

LET Folly tremble, for Mr. E. F. BENSON is at it again.

Nay more, he is at it this time less as the story-teller than as

the admitted satirist. There could be few better qualified.

Perhaps you may have noticed how often when you looked

back upon his tales the characters that stood out most

clearly in your memory were those whose petty foibles

he had delighted himself and you by clothing with a

half-ironical sympathy. Well, in The Freaks of May/air
(Foums) you get, as its name implies, this irony in a con-

centrated form, and the result is a thing of delight ;
all the

absurdities and little weaknesses of other people are caught
here for your edification snobs, dupes, slanderers, climbers,

to each a brilliant chapter. You could spend an amusing
evening in the selection of persons, on your own visiting

list, who might stand as the originals of these witty pages.
Now and again, perhaps, a darker suspicion will obtrude ;

in the passage, for example, about the silver-backed brushes

and the rubber hot-water bottle of the "
Spinster Uncle."

Does your own dressing-table

glitter ? . . . . Let us hasten

on to something more com-

fortably remote. In fine, an

original and characteristic, if

disconcerting, volume, the

value of which has been en-

hanced by some remarkable
and wittily decorative draw-

ings by Mr. GEORGE PLANK, an
artist whose name is at present
unfamiliar to me, but will

hardly, I think, remain so.

War Phases according to

Maria (LANE), by Mrs. JOHN
LANE, is certainly an odd sign
of the times. I wonder if any
other of the warring peoples
could have produced, notMaria

herself, whose like probably
exists everywhere, but a book holding so faithful a mirror

up to her. Of course there is, at this time of day, no need

to introduce you to the lady. War, it may be observed, does

nothing whatever to change Maria. It msrely accentuates

her, rendering her more futile, egotistical and entertainingly

j

of humour. I shrewdly doubt whether his views on teaching
are practical, but I wish sincerely that someone had tried

them as an experiment upon me. No punishment, no set

lessons (or, at the worst, very few), and a chance to develop
individual bents if one happened to have any. It all sounds
too good to be true in these "

get-on-or-get-out
"
days. We

want results from our children much as we expect eggs from
hens, and there are the same loud complaints if we don't

get them. The trouble is that we look for almost precisely
identical results from every pattern of child. To all this

and a good deal more Mr. NEILL draws our attention, and
in the process he shows a real sympathetic love for children.
The greater the pity that, in asserting some of his views,
ho writes bitterly about those who happen to differ from
him fundamentally, though they are just as sincere as he is.

I have found the story of Boundary House (HUTCHINSON)
fully equal to the promise of its name. The house in

question was one that stood upon the confines of two

parishes, and used at due seasons to be beaten by
" several

gentlemen and a crowd of boys," who were watched by
liichenda, the heroine of the

tale, from the window over her
father's shop. The plot opens
intriguingly with the arrival,

as tenant of the house, of Old

Fob, a mysterious and slight-

ly sinister individual, whom
you may find as hard to under-
stand as did Bichenda and her

parents. From his habit of

digging lato at night in his

backyard and various other

signs I had myself formed
theories about his past (soar-

ing even as high as wife-

murder), which, if they were
not altogether justified, at least

came nearer the truth than
those which saw in him simply
an amiable old fogey. Miss
PEGGY WEBLING has created

a character that for its general creepiness is not unworthy
of the master by whom she herself is very obviously
inspired. Indeed there is a pronounced flavour of DICKENS
about the whole story, in the toy-making scenes, and no
less in the delightful picture of Miss Gladiolus Burns, a

Girl. "I'LL TELL YOUR FAIWEB SMOKIN' !

"

Boy.
" GAHN I FARVER SMOKES 'ISSELF I

"

cattish than ever. Certainly no man would have dared so modern edition of the Infant Phenomenon, who had in

merciless a piece of sex-satire. Maria at war-work, or com- her home life a contempt for toys, but "
kept a large doll to

menting upon submarines, Zeppelins and hospital nursing be carried on all professional occasions." In short, for an

(always and exclusively as each affects her individual self),
1 entertaining plot, a pleasantly acid humour and a touch of

is a figure of the rarest delight. And it was a shrewd and
subtle stroke to endow her with rather more than tolerance

for the "
poor old Kaiser." In short, Maria is all too con-

vincingly alive ; and however, on larger issues, you may
deplore the fact, here in this merry little volume she has at

least earned her right to existence. I must not forget to

mention that she i, illustrated with nine of those fascinating

pictures by A. H. FISH, whom you know in another place

the macabre, here is a hovel to be noted.

"Will Person FCDU taking PURSE from Lady's Coat, Ante Boom,
Appletree, Cockcimouth, Saturday Night, return to Mr. to have
further trouble." West Cumberland Times.

We doubt it.

"The printed programme last night stood as follows: Overture,
'The Batttrel Bride,' Srnetana." Hirmingham Daily Mail.

(if the law will allow me to mention it) in association "with !
When we last heard of her she had merely been "bartered" ;

the comments of Eve: No better interpretation of Maria's but, as so often happens in these cases, the husband must

personality than these clever angularities could have been
devised.

have turned out a brute.

"TANNER. Immediately, for Boys' Industrial School, temporarily
T , a A T-\ > T f-j. I (and possibly permanently), an all-round Tanuor; wages Jgl'J per
I have not read A Dominies Log, but, to judge from its month

'

and %fx months' Wk guaranteed.-Apply, with tesfci-

sequel, A Dominie Dismissed (JENKINS), some very original monials, to the Superintendent, Boys' Industrial School, Potchef-

ideas on education must there, as here, have been given a stroom." Jolumnesbury Star.

thorough airing. Mr. A. S. NEILL is an entirely new type It looks like an immediate temporary (and possibly
a propagandist (and in some ways a faddist) with a sense permanent) soreness for some of the youngsters.
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MR. PUNCH IN A BRITISH PRISONERS' CAMP.
I CAN'T imagine how he ever got there, but lie says he did., I had heen reading in his pages quite recently

of the breathless adventures of somebody who had spent only "Ten Minutes in Germany." What must it have

meant to penetrate into the heart of a prisoners' camp ?

When I asked my friend for details he just smiled like the Secret Service and left me wondering. Of

course I had ideas. At first I pictured him disguised as Father Christmas; but there was the difficulty of his

hump. How conceal so obtrusive a feature? Ah! an inspiration. Perhaps he had taken advantage of the

enemy's overtures to represent himself as an emissary of Peace. The wings that go with the uniform could be

so arranged as to conceal his protuberance. But no sooner had I conceived this thought than I dismissed it as

offensive to his patriotism ;
for I knew how strongly he felt about any suggestion of a premature and shameful peace,

and that he would be the last person in the world even to masquerade as a Pacifist.

How then did he get there? Well, I don't mind telling you that it is .my belief that he never did get

there, except hi spirit. For he is like that. There is fairy blood in him ;
and whan lie wants particularly to be

in a, placo and there are insuperable difficulties about taking his body with him he just goes without it. And

that, I think, must be how he got to the British Prisoners' Camp at -

In any case the process is not my affair. I am just to tell you what he told mo of his talk with our

men and how he tried to hearten their courage.

Ho had a great welcome; for he is on the Black List and it was months and years with some-

they had seen his weekly missive to the trenches. And then he looked into their tired patient faces and asked

about their prison life : had they enough food and warm clothing ? did their parcels come punctually from

home? wore they overworked? did the time hang very heavy on their hands?

But he soon saw that they didn't want to talk about themselves; they wanted to ask questions about home

and how the War was going. And he told them that London was not in ashes, nor England starving, nor the

Fleet at the bottom of the sea, nor our Armies everywhere in full retreat. And they laughed and said that all those

funny stories had been served out to them rather more regularly than their meals, but that they had known

better than to swallow any one of them.
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And then they asked a little wistfully when the War was going to end. Reports of Germany's overtures

had been carefully spread in the camp. Would anything come of this ? Was there really a chance of Peace ?

I think my friend must have hesitated a little before he spoke. He thought of all that these prisoners of

war bad suffered and were yet to suffer. But be looked again into their eyes and knew that he bad to do with

brave men. So he spoke frankly and trusted them to understand.
" Months ago," he said,

" the enemy knew that they were beaten. The map still flattered them, but they
knew that they were beaten. Their man-power had been beavily drained; the strain of our blockade was

beginning to tell ; and already in certain quarters their people were hinting that peace would bo a great

convenience. But just then, with their armies beaten back day by day on the Somme, to suggest peace might
seem a confession of defeat. Some big success was wanted, on the strength of which they might propose an end

of killing, with the air of victors who could afford to be generous.
"Eoumania gave them their chance for a cheap and spectacular triumph. Hero was a comparatively small

nation, whom they could crush under their heel as they had crushed Belgium and Serbia. So on Eoumania they
concentrated all the men they could spare from other fronts and put them under their best generals.

"Their first plans failed, but eventually the big guns had their way and Bukarest fell.

"Out came the bunting and bang went the joy-bells. Now was the moment to make a noble offer of peace.

As for Berlin, shouting itself hoarse on an empty stomach and empty stomachs, they supposed, were after all just

one of the hardships that had to be borne in all wars, even when you were winning Berlin never doubted but

that the KAISER had only to lift a little finger of his mailed fist and we should all open our mouths and shut

our eyes and wait to see what he had to offer us. And they sat up all night in the snow to get first news of

our answer. And none came, except a distant rumble of laughter."

I need not repeat all the reasons that my friend gave for this rumble of laughter; I will just give the one with

which he ended. " You see," he" said,
" we knew their way with scraps of paper. The lasting peace which they

proposed for humanity's sake (they hadn't worried much about humanity up to now) might well turn out to be

no better than a few years' armistice to allow them to pull themselves together and start again. Our only-

chance of an enduring peace was to reduce them to such impotence that they wouldn't have strength enough to

tear up the treaty, or, anyhow, that it wouldn't make any difference whether they did or not.

"And so," he concluded, "we. must go on until we have made sure of this. If anything could make us

stop, it would be the thought of you here, for you are always in our thoughts and hearts. But I know you
would never want us to break our word and to shame our dead."

At the end he read their answer in eyes that were bright with confidence and resolution.

" And now," added Mr. Punch on a more personal note,
" F see that the sentry suspects me of having been

here long enough. I have only one more tiling to say. It has been my dearest pride to think that I may perhaps
have brought some little cheer to our brave fellows in the trenches. The same poor gifts I wish they could have

been worthier that I have -sent them week by week are here bound together, and I beg you to do me the honour

to accept, with my sincere and affectionate devotion, this copy of my

dhre mttr Jfiffg-Jfirsl Dohune."
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Cartoons.
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